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GILBERT & SULLIVAN OPERA
by D, GRAHAM DAVIS, Editor of “The Gilbert and Sullivan Journal”

INTRODUCTION

/
( ANNO r h(ipL’ to a'vitc iDiytliuv^ oriyniul

nhout i'jilhcrt and Sullivan (^pcni, for

cvcrv square inch of the ^r(>uud of suriuy

fias been eovered and reeovered many times

sinee that first performanee on the 15/// ^/ay,

1875. / have in mind 'frial by Jury. />///

altfiouyfi there is notfinii* neu' eitfier to inspire

or to exploit, mueh that /s old ran be recalled

a'lth yratifyiiif^ pertinenee

(iilbert and Sullivan Opera is an inexhaus-

tible source of been enjoymenl amouf^ Iheatre-

f^oers and mu^ie lovers alike. It is true that

fashions chanye u'ltfi the passing of time, and
that tastes <eill (ouhiiue to differ f fie

inent that is derived from (Albert and Sullivan

IS, hoa evei ,
so manv -'ided that it is unlikely

the Operil a'lll e<'ei lail to Li{pti, <fte

In sundry n'ays the a'orld of to-ilav is far

different from that of tlu i: '•'teenth ivntuiy.

Many peatelul i evolutions hui'e -akeu plan
duriny the past fifty years W'fien au think

seriiuisly of a'hat happened duiin^ the Second
Oreat W dr, n'c beii^in to iCiiUzt' mueh more
clearly than \oe did betiCeeu the t,e(> ITV^r.s not

only the tremendous impact of siieme on

industry, but also the potent effects modern
industrialization has had <m human life

Little imai^i nation is required to glimpse the

results of scientific revolut ions St one of them
aw easily o'verlooked because they have been

K'ctven into the daily routine of li'i'iny.

1 can illustrate my point iind also return to

the special theme of this I ntrodaction by

citing pm liters that n'cre made by- D'Oyly
( arte in his inaugural address delivered at the

opening cf the Savoy Iheatie. Drawing
special attention to some "most impcndant"
improvements deserving special notice, the

most important being "in^tlie lighting and
decorationf he said :

DARRELL FANCOURT

“ Id'om the him', noiC some years since,

that the first electric lights in lamps were

exhibited outside the Pans Opera~ House, I

have been aaivi necil that electric light in

some form is the ligfit tf the future for use

in theatres, not to go further, f lic peculiar

steely blue colour and the flicker u'hicfi are

i nevitable in all systems of * are' lights, hoic-

ei'cr, make them unsuitable for use in any
hut very large buildi ngs. I'he invention of
the ‘incandescent lamp' has now paved the

icay for the application of electricity to lighting

Inufses, and consequently theatres . . I'he

new light IS not only used in the audience

part of the theatre, but on the stage, for

foidlights, side and top lights, etc., and (not

of the least importance for the comfort cf the

performers) in the dressi ng-rcKuns- -in fact,

in Ci'cry pint if the house. I'fiis is the first

time that it has been attempted to light any
public building entirely by electinity What
IS being done is an e\pvi iinent

,
and may

succeed o) fail."

Yes, there have been peaceful i evolutions -in

stage and theatrical lighting, as elsewhere

Much has happened since (wilbert and Sulli-

van (tpera was first housed in the .^avoy. How
IS the continuing appeal of (Albert ami SullA'iin

to be explained I suggest that there are

several e\ planations.

Both wetrds and music were the outccune cf
moments of inspired creation. Re-ercation

unfailingly levitalizes because inherent in the

material are qualities that persist. One
revu^wer dealing with Cosmo Hamilton's
l)isr(ir<l and Harmony, “H Romance in which
is dramatised something of the characters, the

work and the quarrels of (Albert and Sullivanf
recalled that in (Albert and Sullivan we have
"two names" that "stand for a series cf comic
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operas unique ni their atuiosphere of li^hf,

fantastie gaiety, for their perfect union of
music icif^: light verse ami for the uncloying

Siceetness if the taste that any good performance
leaves in the mouth." I'liere, hx the icax, I

think IS a succnut descri ption oj the perennial

appeal of (iilbcrt and .Sulln'an Opera. I'he

reviener alsi^ states’ "All the appropriate

figures appear. Cellicr, (Aossmith
,
Rutland

Harrington and the rest. (Albert's tiresome

locularitx and r^pril arc illustrated on

almost every page, and .'sullii'an is presented as a

rather feminine nature, icith fleshly \ceaknesscs

i'hese (Quotations, / think, })ring into relief

some of the admirable qualities that impel

admiration anuaig the members of the several

generations that constitute an adult modern
society. It h'ould be easy to indulge a taste

for quotations by recalling numerous lines in

(Albert's te.\t. lAeen ichen they "date" they,

paradoMcally
,
'‘live" /because they are felici-

tous gems in 'tvords set in magnetic settings

Here, for example, is sentiment that finds its

responsive chord '

F(ir lit" inij^^ht have been a Kodsiaii,

A French, tir rtirk, or Frotisian,

Or perhaps I-ta Ii-an'

Hut in spjte of all temptations

'I'o lielon^ to other nations.

He n mains an Fn^lishman.

Another harnu nizes perfectly with the modern
spirit as it is reflected in human activities:

!f \f>u M ish in this world to advance,

^'our merits vouVe bound to chance,

Vi>u must stir it and stump it.

And blow vour own trumpet.
Or, trust me, \ou haven’t a chance!

Here is a pertinent point for contemporary
application :

My object all sublime,

I shall achieve in time

—

make the punishment tit the crime.

Sullivan as composer loas felicitous to an
inescapable degree. The classicist

,
the romantic-

ist
,
the ready yi elder to strongly-marked musical

rhythm, he or she whose ears are titillated

by melody, the old with a lifetime's musical
experience upon which to drawfor comparisons,
the young ignorant <f technique but susceptible

to influences following its masterly application

—these are among the many leho respond
instantly to Sullivan's musical charm.
I houghts, in sione cases literary gems, which
may not stimulate mental reflection

,
are

automatically memorized because of Ihe potency

if their musical clothing.

I'he late Sir Henry Lytton in his Introduc-

tion to (Albert and Sullivan Opera was at the

core (f truth when he wrote : “ ... no matter

which if the operas you take, isn't it correct

to say that ur find the mirror being held up to

us? In almost every one we find, if we pene-

trate the slightest of disguises in ichich the

characters are wrapped, if not ourselves, then

at least our national characteristics, the subject

(f rapier-like-wit
,
amusing burlesque, brilliant

satire . . Consider for a moment the music
he {Sullivan) wrote - simple

,
melodious, sooth-

ing, and delightful : nothing pretentious about

it yet undoubtedly good. Sullivan never

.ittempted anything bombastic about his tunes.

XeiH^r did he produce anything that was not

lilting, charming, sparkling, joyous, buoyant,

happy . . . fast as (Albert seemed to realize

that his public did not desire intricate plots, so

did Sullivan appreciate that lovers cf his n,usic

asked not for 'education' but for enjoyment.

1 know no music more essentially enjoyable

than his." Theatregoers in all parts cf the

world have shared these vievL’s. 1 share them

tc^-dav and so will tens cf thousands years

hence.
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ACTING REQUIREMENTS OF OPERAS
IX^spitc the greatly increasctl number of wf>rks

available to amateur operatic s(K'ieties, the Oilbeit

and Sullivan series still maintains a strong holt! on
the affections of the ])layers and their audiences.

'The reason for this popularity may, on the face

of it, appear to be ob\ ious ; tiu* operas were written

solely to charm and amuse they contain no
liidden “message.” 'I'hev came into being at a

time when I he jadt cl pal.ite of the j)ublic had

grown tiri-d <if tht* lighter muscal woi ks of tlu“

day, which, with jingling tunes

and miserable bociks, relied for

their attracti vent'ss prmcaEally up-
on smart lines (not always iti the

best of taste), cle\frly manipu-
lated puns and jilays upon words,
and, last but by no means It'ast,

upon a galaxy c^f girls t)f more
or less unnatural pulchritude.

( )n hearing atul seeing such
w<u'ks played today, one is ofr^'ii

arna/a-d at the all-too-apparent

futility of the Ivncs, however
tuneful the music may be. 'I Ik

C jilbert aiul Sullivan operas come
t(» us always fresh and charmit'c.

though admittetlly the librettos

(as distinct from the h’lics) may
be wearing a tride thin in

places. It is large! V' tlieir fiesh-

ness, meh)dy, ami wit—both in airs and lyrics —
that have made them live, and he wouM be a

rash man whr> would vx-nture to prophesv the

time when they will fail to maintain tlu-ir hokl
on popular esteem. But, one might say, there
have been other works j)ossessing all these
attributes that have jiassed into tlu- limbo of foi-

gotten things. Surely, then, there must bv* some-
thing else to account for the wt^nderful populaiity
the CTilbert and Sullivan operas continue ri> enjr>v—ff>r generations have passed since they were
written. We shall ct^me tc^ that directl^^

It js frequently urged, in support of these
works as pn^ductions f()r amateur societies, that
the Savoy operas are easy t<i present. ^Fhey
require, it is claimed, little in the way of elaborate
settings, properties, or stage effects. Nor is super-
latively good singing or acting required. 'I'he

production is stereotyped, and wt)e betide the

OPERA
producer who strays but a hair's breadth from
the traditional usage.

Ivike most half-truths, such reasi'ining is

dangerous. And that brings us to this mysterious
“something” to which reference has )ust been
made. What it is that has helped to maintain the
popularity of tlu- operas, undimmed by time, is

the iK-c<-ssary and it cannot bi- too strongly

stressed how necess.iry atmosphere. Clilbert

and Sullivan together make a perfect weld; to

make so i‘\cellc nt a weld some other eU-ment is

required bc-yond the mc‘tal. And
this t'leinent, this flux as it were-,

is sup]>hed in C Jilbert and Sulliv an
opi-ra by the traditional atmos-
)>here tliat has become associated

with the W(uks.
b.ven to the most easily satisfied

member of the audience, amateur
performances of the operas fre--

quenrl\' fall fl.it just because the
all-import.int attributi- is missing

I he V iT.ility and te.im work, born
of pi rfect understanding of what
is nei*ded, and which together

make tlie profession.il renderi/ig

so sp.irklmg, an^ missing, 'riius,

however excellent tlu* amateur
comp.uiy may be, the result is

good neither for the complete
enjov'ment of the audienct* ruu’

for tlu re})ur.ition of the society conc(*rned.

The Savo\’ operas demand a style of singing,

acting, ami presentation that is in a distinct class

of its own *, a uniipie .art th.it is not to be found
in anv'^ othei type of musical stage work. It can
nevei be too strongly emphasi/.etl that nothing
is further from tfie recjuirements of “Ci. tk S.”

than the st\le of the musical comedy stage.

P.irticularly is this true of the comedy characters
(which are not “funny men”) and of the
younger ft-male characters. "I’hese soprano leads

and soubrettes all belong ti^ a past perit>d ; they
hav e nothing in common, mentally and phy^sicallys

with the lieri>iru-s of the good old days of Daly's
and the Ciaiety. 'I'heir innate milk-and-walery
nrceness, and everything else about them, are
poles asuiuler from the Edwardian and modern
outlook.

Vocally, the mincing and “refained” accents
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of musical comedy are completely <njt of place in

any character. Any affectedness of speech (except

wliere the part demands) is far worse than any
nati\’e accent or brogue. Wliile tlie ideal to be
attaified is that elusive ‘\Standard Knglish,” one
has heard naturally Cockney Nanki-Poos and
Strephons redolent of the 'Wirkshire mot)rs who
have been far less ofFensive, and far more in

keeping with Oilbert’s intenti(Uis, than many a

Josephine, wIk^ has imagined that a musical

comedy voice and style (than which n<ithing can

Sir W. S CinnrR'i' Sir Artucr Sviiivan

be more attractive in tlu‘ proper plac<-) would be

ati asset to tlu* part.

An honest attempt is to be madi- here to help

members of amateur societies—pri!ici]>als, choi

-

isters, and producers alike to reacli a better

unilerstanding of tlie vocal, acting, and staging

requirenuMits of tlic operas. Detailed ilirections

of the “ how ” of tht' product ion are tiot furnished ;

marked .scores and librettos, for what they are

worth, arc* available to those who need them.
Rather is the purpose to deal with the ‘‘whv'^” of
the collective and individual interpretations. A
full appreciation of what is required from actor

and producer goes a long way towards making a

good performance take on just that little extra

intelligence that will lift it from being one in a

hundred of good renderings into something fully

worthy of standing comparison with the pro-

fessional prototype.

Purposely is this treatment addressed to all who
may be concerned with the production of these

operas, for each one must equally exert himself
for the gcM>d of the presentation. T he root of the

operas’ success can be traced to two things, and
the first of these is team work, based cjn loyalty
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to, and delight in, the works. 'The other is the
fact that Ciilbert chose, in the first place, what was
practically a raw material that he could mould as

he desired. "I'he star system has been notably
absent from the Sav*oy tradition. 'I'hc D’Oyly
Carte Opera Company has, it is true, included
(and still includes) many a fanu'ms name; but it

must be remembered that these have achieved
their stardom through their work in the operas.

Attempts to import stellar attractions from other
firmaments have proved disappointing and ev^cn

displeasing. So, you successful Ivurchcr, about
to attempt Sir Joseph Porter, aiul you, fair

Bessie 'l lirockmorton, now to make your C iilbert

and Sullivan debut as Patience, please ilo i.ot con-
sider that your expt*rience in tht*se by no means
easy, non-Cx. cV S. parts exc‘mpts you from read-

ing tile adv ice tendered. ^ ou must come to your
new parts as beginners. Believ e me, a fascin.iting

studv^ lies before* v'^ou.

.'\nd U) all 1 would adilri*ss three sentenci-s,

whicli sIkiuKI be constantly borne in mimi while*

a Cxilbe-rt anel Sullivrin proelucfion is in contem-
plation, preparation, eir be*ing. Ainate*ur societie*s

have a great privilege, ele*nied to all but one pro-

fessional organiz-ation , in being alloweel to per-

fe>rm these we>rks. A trust is impose*el ein the*m

by the terms of the acting rights—that luithing

shall be alte*red or aeld'*d, anel that the model of
the professional performance*s shall be followed.

It be*hoves amateur societies, great 01 small,

/'e*al<»uslv to maintain this trust, anel to pre*sent

these immortal weirks m the rnannei anel spirit

that the ir creators saw to be tlu* right ones

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE CHORUS
In Cxilbert anel Sullivan ope ra the chorus is as

important te) the* general scheme as are the
principals- Indeed, it frequently happens tliat

it is of greater consequence, ^uite apart from the
many purely chejral numbers, tliere are several

scene's where the chorus work, bt^th vocal and
histrie>nic, is paramount, and of far more im-
portance than that of the principals. Such scenes
include the first act finale to The Teomen of the

QuareJ, the opening of each act of The Qondoliers

^

and the second act finale in Princess Idn. But the
list could be prolonged indefinitely to inedude at

least one example from eacJi at't of every one
of the operas.
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A iiuisical CDiiicclv chorus, especially since tin*

methods of Broadway ha\ e been introduced to

the Britisli stage, is an alert, lively, and homo-
geneous body. Precise concertial action and

movement help to make a broad picture of some

Hfty or a hundred people actuated as though by

one brain. In older musical w(U'ks, the chorus

liad little to do with the action of the piece; it

was brought on to the stage, frec)uently for no

rhyme or n^ason connected wit}\ tlie unfolding of

the plot, sang its allotted music or performed some
mechanical rru^vements, and disappearetl tlie same
wav as it arriv ed.

'I'o C filbert the cliorus was something more
than a mechanical musical strengthening. He
made it his chief asset, as it bec.ime Sulli\an\

princip.il glory. Kach choiister was indn idually

as much a part of the oper.i as w.is the leading

principal. Collecti\elv as much care was lavished

on the choi us as on tlie effects obtaineil by the

hiding principals. 'I'lie choristers, in the light

pi.ice, sliare tlie liineliglit with the more exalted

actors. *1 he principal, loo, gams mud) of the

c'ffect of his part fiom the sufjpoit gi\'en him by

tlie choius—and from tlie sujiport he, in his turn,

gi\ es to the humbler members of iIk company.
Absolute symp.ithv and camarae'- ra'

.
therefore, are

the first essent ials between choristei ..nd pi iiicip.d.

And, sti.mge as it ina\’ seem, this armospin ot

friendly interest and co-operation is f.ir niou
marked in the proh'ssional companies than, as one
woukl expect, in many amateui societi<*s. 'This

IS reflection on th<* amateui ; it is a simple-

fact horn of the te.im-work insejxirable from .i

CKtinpany alw.i\s working togethei

.

I SSJ-.X’I lAl II ALANCI.

'I'lie C filbert and Sulliyan chorus, unlike the

:i,musical comedy, gr.ind opera, or re\ ue- chorus, is

^ot a mechanical contrix ance- ; it is a collec-

•n of indi\ ieluals, e*ach coalescing into a cor-

rate and we-ll-balanceel rfisrrnhlc. Di fficultie's lie

the- way of obtaining the* e*ssential pe*rfe‘Ct

lance. '1 here is need, in these works, for a

rious blend of alertness anel spe^ntaiie-ity with
solute restiaint. But indivielualism can easily

carrietl te>e> far, to the eletriment e>f this \ery
cessary restraint, A cardinal sin against the
nons of “Ct. $1 S.” is for any young miss or

in youth tei indulge in any little trick, manner-

ism, or un.iuthori/.eel business in orele r to attract

attentieui to he*rsc'lf or himself All through a

dramatic or musical work there- is se>me central

incielent at any particular moment. It is upe>n

this ci-ntral happening (wliich iiee-ei not neces-

saiily occur in the- centre of the- stage) that the*

attention <^f tlie* audience* must be- directe*d. In

no circumstances woukl (xilbert, like* the true*

produce*r he was, allow attention to he- distracteel

fr<»m the central figure of a sce-ne, or fre>m any
incielent, by by-play e^r other actie>n on the part

of another actor be he principal or dioriste r. In

anv' play to elo so is a bael offence. In (jilbe-rt and
Sullivan e>pera it is little- less than a crime

I N'l KRbS'I AND ALKR’l NhSS

While- e)M the stage*, e\'e*ii wlien not actively

e-iigaged in wli.at is going on, the chorus must
preserve its interest and alertness. I iiat is ne)t to

say that it should exhibit these attributes b\

alleawing its eyes re) search in the darke-ned audi-

torium for frienels known to be* there, e>r by
indulging in whispere*el ce^nx ersatioiis. 'I he in-

terest must be ce)nfiiK*d to the* action on the* stage,

and must be* as that of euilexike'rs at seime* e*xent

in whid) tliex^ are interested, but whidi doe‘s not

imiDcdiatelv concern them.
I /e*t us corisieier, as one* example* of manv'^ such,

till* scene in the first act of wliere

Stre‘phon is re*citing his elifficultie*s ; the trouble*s

he e-ncounters by reason of his immeirtal “upper
half” and human legs. d'he* fairies listen.

Althe>ugli he is .ictuallx'' aelehessing oidy one eif

their number (“Mv de*ar aunt,” lie- says), they
ail* all eleeplx intereste*el in his eiilenima. By ex-

pre*ssion and restraine*el gesture thex* show their

svmpathie*s tow.ireis his pe*rplexitie*s. All this has

to be* elone n.itur.illv, anel m such a wav that ne>

member eif the* audience* will, at an\^ time, be*

te'iiipteel sudelenlv to lex^k fre>m Strephon te) e>ne

of the fairies who, bv re*ason, say, of a too vigor-

ous shake e)f the heael, dixerts the ga/.e.- (if only
me^mentarily) fre^m the actor to herself. Strephon
must have the* unelix ideel atte-ntie^n e)f the auelit*nce*,

yet if the ieactie)n ejf the* fairie's is sheiwn in a

restrained and natural manner, the audience will

gently have been made aware that they (the
fairies) have* been liste-ning te) the story of his

we>es, and tliat they ha\ e ne)t been standing abe^ut

the stage like stuffed figures, waiting (some of
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tlifiTi) for the cue for their concerted remark,
“Poor fellow!" ( )m the other hanil, if the fairies

have not been actin'^ during the scene, but have
been so human as to indulge in private jokes

between themselves, or the reprehensible habit

of surveying the auditaice, the audience will ha\e
been n\ade t()o w'ell aware of their existence, aiul

the effc‘Cti\ eness of the scene will ha\'e gone for

nothing.

It will be reali'/.etl, then, that the choi us in the

representing soldiers, and must assume a military
bearing, not to say swagger, in keeping with the
part. In loLinthe the dignified condescension of
the peerage must show itself, with a reminder
that the gait and gestures of the young amateur
must be adaptcal to be in keeping with tlie appear-
ance of age presented by his little character
sketch. Aiul so on, throughout all the many
characters represented in the* choruses.

Some societies are* compelled, either through

operas has an existence apart from its \aluc* to tile

musical side. Not onlv^ does it consist of singers,

but e)f actors. Each cliorister, therefore, should

put his or her best acting ability into the piece,

and imagine the persf^nage portiaved, a Japanese
schoolgirl or a fierce looking pirate, to be a

separate character in the opera, as much as is

Ivatisha or Majoi-Cjeneral Stanlev. Each chorus,

though fundamentally the same, is, in actual fact,

a collection of different types and people, 'riicre

is a world of difference between the languor of the
Rapturous Maidens in Patience and the simple
T'udor towns-folk of Phe Yeomen of the Crnard.

The men will realize that, in Patience, they are

lack of numbers or the* smallness of their stage,

to employ onlv a few choristt-rs. 'I'he smaller
the chorus, the more important is the necessity

for encouraging indi\'iduality
, within limits,

f’ight or ten men, acting capably and intelligently,*

and perhaps aided \'ocally by the “ unemplovetl

"

principals singing in the wings, can make a far

more convincing picture tlian a wooden chorus
of thrice that number. 'Fhis controlled indi\ idu-

alitv is also necessary where a section of the chorus
is taken to form some small, well-defined group.

As example one might mention the twelve jury-
men in Priai hy fuj-y, the bridesmaids in the same
opera, and those in Kuddigore

,

the policemen in
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l^he Pirates of Petfzafice, and, tn a sliglitlv It*ss

extent, the yenmeii in 'The 1 'eomeu of the Guard.
'J'hese are all relatively small b(Klies nf men t>r

g;irls eng;aging;, from time to time, the central
attention of the audience. Apart from the ctui-

stabulary and military evolutions of the last two
groups, it is desirable that tliev should act as

Rather than alh^w this complete freedom, the
producc'r slu>uld lav down his ifistructions to the
chorus, saving that here Mr. Brown is to d(^ so-

aiul-so; there Mt'ssrs. Jones and Smith .ire to look
at each other witli .imay.ed expressions, and so (^n.

But no one member of the chorus, being a

brilliant actor, should be given business or actitin

"I'HT I’LAlN'lirJ \NI> Til R AT'I I XUAX'TS

1 In small iliDiir 111 llinU'sin.inK m “
I i lal b\

1
urv ’ l«ii a (lis]ila\ u( ‘ (oiiiM d im 1 1 \ ul ual 1 1 \

’’

rhitto h-\ / II

individuals rather than as units of a group. It may
be takei’ as a sign of slack production if they act

and move as automata. C )n the other hand, if

absolute freedom is given to the de triment of the

picture as a wlu>le, then the productie>n could be

characteri/.ed as inefHcie*nt, rathei- than slack.

Kor if such absolute freede>m were .d lowed,

inevitably there would be found three or four of

the choristers who would stand e)ut freim the rest,

and thus by giving, quite unintentionally, a false

focus to the eusernldey they would tend to spoil the

carefully thought i>ut picture and, with it, the

spirit of the opera.

that may bring him nAore prominence than that

:ichie\ed by his fellows. 'The standard of all

shoukl be the highest attainable by the least-

skilled .ictor amtmg them.
( )ne way in which this happy state of “con-

trolled indi\'idualitv'^ ” is ti> be* (obtained lies in re-

hearsing each chorister in his w<^>rk independently
of the others. "T his may be found possible of
achievement wheri* only a small cIuaius is ct>n-

cerned, but, alas, it is a counsel of perfection; an
ideal scarcely likely to be reached in the time
devoted to the average amateur productit>n. So,
despite all the producer can do, much must be
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left to the iiulivitlual who, reali/.injz; what is

lu-edecl from him, will so order his actions as to

be in perfect keeping with the picture.

It is in these ways that the spontaneity of the
blend previously referred to enters into the matter.

"I'he alertness is concerned more with such im-
portant factors, not peculiar to the operas, as

seeing that the stage is properly dressed; that no
unsightly gaps are made by members of the chorus
standing at irregular distances from each other;
or, when grouped together, that they are in the
places allotted to them. All this is quite easy if

only the choristers will keep their wits about
them (and it is a point to which attention

should certainly be drawn bedore the rise of the

curtain).

b.ntrances and exits are important in Ciilbert

and Sullivan opera, and require careful re-

hearsing. Nothing is worse than to see a chorus
straggling on and off the stage. Many of the

entrances in the operas and, more especially, the

exits require to be fitted in with music, so arrangetl

that the last note coincides with the disappearance
of the last chorister. Naturally, these musical
accompaniments were planned to fit in with the

number of choristers concerned in the original

productions, but it is merely a question of arrange-
ment to adapt them to any number, more or less

than the original. When it comes to the actual

performance, lack of alertness on the part of one
individual may wreck the entire effect. Nor is

this alertness to be dropped when a chorister has

left the ‘^tage ; others are following. One knows,
and so does the audience, that there may m>t be
much spare space in the wings, but the illusion

of space created by an open landscape is spoiled

when an exit too obviously shows signs of the

actors being checked by this lack of room. 'I'he

golden rule, which is not applicable to “G. Sc S.
”

alone, is always to get clear of the entrance.

But this becomes doubly important where the

exit is accompanied by music. It may be intended
that the chorus—again taking an example frt>m

lolanthe—is departing to “another fairy ring.”

'I'he fairies trip across the stage and out of sight.

Now, should one of them, so soon as she is hidden
by the wings, stop to adjust her head-dress, those
following behind are automatically checked, and
as the end of the line reaches the exit, the effect

is more of an undignified scramble to get out of
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sight, rather than that of fairies flying up into
the sky : and, be it added, to some music care-
fully arranged so that its end ct^incides with this

well thought (mt exit. It does not fall within my
province here to lay down rules for the handling
of crowds in the wings, but it may be said that

where a musical exit or entrance is concerned,
the acting should not cease (in the one case) until

the music has stopped, and (in the other) every-
one should anticipate the start of the music, and
be ready to enter at the exact prescribed moment.
A natural habit of amateurs is to watch the

work of the principals. When this is done, one’s
own work must not be forgotten, nor should the
observing be too obvious to the audience. In
watching the principals, the chorister’s attention
may wander, and some important gesture or
movement may be overlooked at its proper cue.

Although, as stated earlier, the chorus is not
required to carry out its movements with military

exactness, precision especially as to the time of

beginning a movement—is necessary. Individu-
ality, although called for in the Savoy operas

more than almost every other attribute, can be
overdone to such an extent as to be replaced by
ragged ness.

THE SAVOY TRADITION
So much is heard in connexion with Ciilbert

and Sullivan opera of that little worel “tradition”
that it is as well to dev'otc some thought to this

all-important term, and to endeavour t<^ discover
in what way it applies to these wc^rks. Kven as

necessary is it to have a clear perception of what
the Savoy tradition is not ; in fact it is permissible

to wonder how many of those whc) habitually use
the word in speaking or writing of the operas
know exactly what it means. Webstt r defines

“tradition” as “the transmission of any . . .

practice . . . by oral communication, without
written memorials.” Let us not, howev er, worfy
about pedantic definitions in dealing with some-
thing so intangible as the traditions of these operas.

As to its particular meaning as applied to

Gilbert and Sullivan opera, one may well
imagine the chorus of replies from dyed-in-the-
wool enthusiasts (a race bv no means peculiar to

this art-form) that it stands for the presentation

of the works identically in the manner in which
they were first produced—every movement.
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every gesture, just as they were when the operas
first saw the light of the stage.

It is as well to dismiss this conception from
one’s mind at once; if this, indeed, should be the
true meaning of the Savoy tradition, what is

immediately discovered.? 'I'he Gilbertian situa-
tion of Gilbert himself being one of the greatest
offenders against his own tradition > It has to be
remembered that Gilbert’s connexion with the

an entire change in the make-up of the male
chorus, greatly altered business, and, on one
occasion, the intre^duction of the words and music
of “Rule, Britannia” as the climax <>f the scct>nd

act finale. Indeed, this last interpolatit)n, although
not long lived on the professit^nal stage, is not
unknown to-day in some amateur productions,
although band parts containing Sulli\an’s authen-
tic finale are available.

" ^'0UR Rl.VFr.S C'hASh ..."
C < istmnc^:, =;rriici . . t'ul i.i< *•" lu i\ < , tlu“S.i\.)\ 1 1 .ulitum ]( ui.iiii*^ « oiist.int

/'/»«)/.•/•» / II I *, (it-n/uO’i

Operas was not confined to the* original p»o-

ductions. It extended o\ er a long period of
T.,ondon runs, tours (at lu)me and o\erseas), and
revivals. It last<.-d until within a vear or two of
his death. During this time, both in his capaeitv

as author ami as producer, Cxilbert was frequently

making changes, large and small, in words and
business. It is on record that, in later times,

Gilbert protested that he was not alwav's given

a free liand to alter his t>wn works.
It may not be out of place, e\ en at tlie risk of

wearving the reader, t(^ detail some of these

changes, for without ca^ncrete e\ ideiice (such is

the hold this false idea of the tradition h.is

obtained) they are likely to be denied.

Beginning with the first of the longer i>peras

(excluding the almost forgotten Thespis), we fiml

The Sorcerer, originally produced in 1877, re-

vived in 1884 with a completely new opening to

the second act. H.A4.S. Pinnfore, which followed,

had alterations during Gilbert’s days that included

Cha!iges in the succeeding opera, The Pirates

of Peiezaiice

,

can be found on comparing the
original libretto with that now published .iiul in

use Kredeiic is now gi\en a testimonial as an
efficient scuttler of Cunartl and P. Sz ( ). ships.

"Idle original of the second of these steamship
lines was the W^hite Star. 'I'he German Mauser
riHe has replaced the f'rench chassepot in the
Major-General’s patter song. Long and acri-

monious has been the discussion ovi*r the police-

men’s “Right oh,” in this opera. Originally
“Very well,” the interjection became “Right
you are,” and so, by a gentle ]>rogrt‘ssion

,
to its

present form. 'I'hat Gilbert appro\’ed this last

change has often been questionetl. It can be
stated that, far from disapproving, he was so

delighted with its success as to be restrained with
difficulty from scattering a plentiful crop of
“Right t>h's” throughout the opera.

Ignoring the cut now made of a qm>tation
from M.Af.S. Pinafore, which formerly appeared
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in the second act finale of 'Fhe Pirates ofPeu-z.ante,

mention mijiht be made of one more alteration

inserted bv the author. 'I'ht* pirates are com-
mandt‘d to yield “^in C^ueen Victoria’s name*.”
At one time, early in the present century, tliev

were so charged in “Oood King Edward’s
name," which they replied

“ \\ c_- 'V'lrhl al oiK’e without a stiiij^,

Hi-iMiiso with all *»ur faults \\c love t>ur ICini;.”

Patience^ too, is well supplied with alterations

lil FCIRF THF t'UR'l -MN RfiSF

S]ia<li»<»lt aii»l taU«' a rt '-t Irom “ tr.j<hti< >ii
” l)\

sliarjHMiiiif^ ‘>wortl> on PIi.mIm ’'- spiiiiiiiiL; \\ln-<l

J’hoto f'v J a J)i he nhuni

and variants. About 1900, when the Central
Eondon Railway was opened, the “threepemiv
bus young man” was temporarily replaced bv the
"‘tuppenny 'Tube young man.” As some doubt
still exists as to wliich is the ct>rrect form, it might
be noted that an official edict from the Savoy
gives the verdict in fava)ur of “threepenny bus.”
Most of the other changes in this opera are of
small importance, but there are more than people
would believe. For instance, the whole reading
of the part of Cjrrosvenor has been remodelled.
In more senses than one was the first of the line

a “fleshly poet.” 'I'o-day we look for a slim,
good looking, youth.
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A major change in lo/a/ithe, the opening ballet,

has been intn^duced since Gilbert’s days. But it

tloes not greatly concern us, for amateurs have
every reason to prefer the simpler, if less effective,

original <»pening. It is on record, however, that

Ciilbert was not averse to suggesting alterations

to this <'>pera, although they do not seem to have
been adopted to any great extent. At one revival

he had the iK)tion that a workable* clock might be
installed in Act II, to indic.ite the actual time at

which the events, frevm the rise to the fall of the
c urtain, were supposed to be* taking place. ( )n

the same occasion lu* expressed a doubt whether
Mountararat and 'Folloller were corrective attired

in the second act. Noblemen of their position,

he .argued, would probably carry a rank (sucli as

Ford Eieutenant) which would (*ntitle them to

wear some uniform different from ordinary
civilian court dress.

"Fhere is no need to prolong this list into the

later operas, although there* .11 e otlu*r t*xamples

of changes .it least, as convincing as those c|uoted.

'Fhese liave been sufficient to show tliat this

popular conception of tin* Savoy tradition is

i*rroneous. H.iv ing, thi*n, gone to some* le*ngth in

explaining what the tradition is //oty let us take the

otlu*r side of the picture*, and discuss what it is.

It may well have been imagine*d that mv purpose*

was to show* tli.it the* traeiition eloe*s not exist save

in the imagination ; that it is .1 mvth, and should
be* disregarele*d. F.ir from it. It cannot be too

stronglv' emphasized that the tradition is a real

thing.

So are the traditions of .1 great regime'nt or

schoe>l. ^'et wdio, if asked to describe such tradi-

tions, coulel do so s.itisf.ictoril v 'J'he task lu re* is

less difficult, since* one* has not to make an im-
mediate verbal reply. 1 have* referred te) the view
that the Save)y tradition me*ans adherence to the

e.xact manner e)f the e)riginal productiems. In

support of this e>ne* is ce)nfronte*d with the* le*gends

e>f the ce)pieiusl\' annotated prompt boe)ks in the

archives e)f the Savoy. 'Flu.*se she^w, to the*

minute-st detail, the exact positie^n of the char-

acters at any point; they are said te> contain in-

structions as to the delivery e)f every line. But
how are these writings to be re*conciled with the

dictionary’s insistence on '‘'‘oral communication,
without written memorials”.?
Wc must not disre^gard these prompt books;
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they play some part towards the understaridiiip; of
the fundamentals of the tradition. Ciilbert was
that rare thing, a genius in stagecraft, who could

be allowed to mould his company as lie willed,

making them, as it were, puppets interpreting his

every gesture and ifitonation. Therefore, in lay-

ing d(^wn these explicit instructions, Ciilbert was
putting life into the iiTiage he had conceived of
liow his lines were to be spoken, how his situations

were to be treated, and how his characters were

describe <)ne aspect of the tradition. Clarity of
diction, and complete absence of offence in word,
dress, and gesture were other things upon which
CTilbert insisted.

''t'et even so wt* are little nearer a satisfactory

definition of “tradition.” It is indefinable; an
elusive “something” that defies attempts at cold

analysis. What, then, is it?

'I'hc late |. 1\I. (Jordon came nearest to the

difficult task of giving a satisfactory meaning to

“
1 R I ' I T

loi a iilii >t( ><41 .ipliK' riMoid, ill) In'l

lint talsM'' tn int<-r

/V/o/.) t.\ f

t(» behave. Hut he was neither so blind iit>r so

ariogant as to supposi* that bt.-caust‘ he had ob-

tained tlu‘ results he retjuiied from A, he would
etjuallv gain i*t]ual eflecti\ eness m an identical

manner from H, a successor to the part.

( jilhert’s appearanct' does iu)t suggi-st the t)wner

of a brilliant, delicate, whimsically-mordant wit.

He took himself seriously, and it is this side of

hint that comes out in the pnaluctioii of his

(operas. He wanted them to appear to be serious,

straightforward wc^rks with humorous incident

and characterisation. Hut the playing of the

parts was to be, to all intents and purposes,

“straight.” He would never allow his actors to

“improve” upon his work. “Rut it will get a

laugli,’' said one, reproved at rehearsal for an un-

authorized interpolatit^n. “Sti it would,” count-

ered Gilbert icily, “if you sat down on a pork

pie.” That story, possibly apocryphal, helps to

o T r R'i
"

l]>^ to ( l<‘m< uistr.i t<* how .lu c-dt i t tan h( '-jnali-d 1>\ a^ttus
evt 111 th«' scfiif hoiui: plavrtl

t iJchrtthafu

the word in its application to Cjilbert anti Sulli\an

C)peia. Ihis gt'tiileman lived and worked
among the operas for o\ er half a century. During
that time he hatl risen frt>m the position of a

chorister to become stage director of the D’( )yly

Carte ( )pera Company. He learnt to undtustantl

and hn'e the works and their traditions under
(Trilbert's t>wn tutelage. "I'he tr.iditit)ns, said this

doyen of the operas, tlo not mean that because an

actor, creating a part, moved his arm “so,” the

gesture was tt^ be copied exactly bv the actors

later succeeding to the part. Nor did it mean
denying the use of modern lighting and progress

in stage ct>stuming that had not been in existence

when the operas were first produced. The great

aim and tradition was, and remains, to build up
the intellectual performance of the works.

And, when vine considers it, this is a real aim
and tradition ; a noble one, too. It is because the
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operas are regarded by their performers as in-

tellectual works that they liv^e and enchant, and
stand out as the one abiding British light opera
series. Here we find characters played as though
they were real personages, "I'here is no laughing
up their sleev'^es. Not in these operas is to be found
the grotesqueries of the “funny man” and tlie

\'acuous insincerity (^f the languid juvenile leads,

of both sexes, of musical comedy. Once the
players begin to be, or are allt^wed to be, funny,
or even to show openly that they are aware of the
comicality of the characters they are portraying,

then—immediately—this intellectual atmosphere
is lost. That is a pcnnt that cannot be too strongly

impressed upon amateurs. It is not, therefore,

indulging in any high-brow sentiment to employe

the word “intellectual” in connexion with the
tradition. One is but speaking the truth the

truth that CTilbcrt himself knew, and insisted

upon, and handed down. 'I'o-day it is impartetl

to the newest recruit be he stage beginner or

experienced artist—who enters the ranks of thi*

professional organization.

'Fhe Savoy tradition, 1 ha\ e tried to show, refers

to the spirit in which the works are performed,
rather than to the manner. Words alone will

not instil this spirit; a study of the works them-
selves, either on the stage or in the library and
music room, is essential. In this way one can
come to understand and appreciate them, and
realize all that is in them. 'There is no other way.

Let me emphasize the paramount importance
of traditif>nal renderings by quoting from a news-
paper cutting that lies before me as 1 write. “In
Blankville [let us say] our thirst for Cxilbertian

nights has fortunately not had to rely for its

stimulation upon the comparatively rare visits of
the D’Oyly Carte Company, for the Blankville
Players . . . have provided us with annual
efforts.” This quotation shows at least one thing—that the inhabitants of this considerable pro-
vincial city regard the amateurs’ productions as af
almost equal importance to those of the pro-
fessional company. Is it not, then, the duty of the
amateurs to return this high C(>mpliment by
giving performances worthy of such comparison ?

However efficient the production, however skilled

the artists, such comparison cannot be attained
without a full regard for, and perfect under-
standing of, the tradition.
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One might call this a counsel of perfection ; so,

in a way, it is. Vet it is not a perfection difficult

to attain. If it is realized fully what the tradition
implies, if the correct atmosphere (referred to on
an earlier page) is kept foremost in the minds of
all associated with the production, then will it be
found that a performance quite capable of holding
its own against the professicmal favourites will

easily be achic‘ved. Nt) one looks to amateurs to

give a performance that will be technically of the
standard of the professional artists. In a pc*rform-
ance given with an intelligent regard for the
tradition such defects will not be apparent. Some
may think that t(^ give an exact and photographic
reproduction of the professional performance will

have the effect of being “ traditif^rial.” Even if

this were so, would such an imitation be art.?

But this point must be reser\'e(.l for subsequent
consideration.

A TALK WITH THE MUSICAL
DIRECTOR

It goes without saying that thi* utmost svm-
pathv, understanding, and co-operation between
producer and musical ilirector are absfilutely

essential. Not only are tliese attributes m-ces-

sary to obtain the requisite balance between
the musical and dramatic sides of tlie operas, but
constant arguments bt*tween these two function-
aries are scarcely conducive to good discipline

within tlie company. "These elements are best

found where the producer is his own musical
director. Alas, such a state of affairs is one of

those much desired wishes that border on the

ideal. It is true that the two functions ha\'e been,
and still are, combined in one individual, but it is

difficult to expect svifficient power and knowledge
to be forthcoming from one person, especially

if he, or she, be an amateur, so we must continue
in the supposition that producer and musical
director are separate each with a brain and a*

will of his own.
'I'he study of Sullivan is not so greatly evidenced

as that of Gilbert’s works and methods. A musical

director has, thus, to be chosen solely for hi;?,

musicianship, while the choice of producer can
be limited to one with particular knowledge of the
requirements of this art form. The musician gets

but little opportunity for studying Sullivan, who
is generally ignored at musical academies, and tlie
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inaccessibility ol liis opera scores puts this study

<^ut of court for the private student. 'I'herefore a

musician, be he ever so highly trained and skilled

in orchestral and choral conductirig one who
may add all the degrees of musical scholarship tt>

his name may well be open to accept advice on

these operas fn^m tile producer. Ciilbert claimed

that he was no musician, yet Sullivan was ever

ready to seek, and accept, his C(dlalv>ratot \
advice.

Sullivan’s music gives littU* opportunity for

demand should be complied with. Similarly, the

producer should be content to take a back seat,

once the necessary gestures and positi<>ns are

known, while a number such as Strange

Adventure” {The 1 eOTnen of the Cruard^ or ‘‘ 1 ake

a Pair of Sparkling Kves” is being studied. In

this and other ways musical director and pro-

ducer will reach a mutual understanding of the

difficulties each meets a good augury for their

success.

Some musical directors, while working hard

\Nhin l')Akki\ Looms i m 1>as

I Ijf I to llu iTi'-t \< t <it luUi.ii'-'t I- Uill ot .»< no Til thi'', «in<i nay sim'Ii i1h iiiiisu.il din t tioii

-.lioiild lx o!l.ttriliiiat< I to tlu ]>t«><|in tion

/Vi. lw. / I / H I>ihenh(On

i>riginal or individual reading. It h<is been lound

that Sullixan’s 1e?npi must be strictly kept. 1 t>o

fast a pace tends to destroy the inherent repose of

these works, while taking the music slowly makes
them drag and lf)se their delightful rhythm.

When, therefore, the score indicates an allegro^

a musical director will be doing himself, and the

opera, a disservice by allowing his fancy to sub-

stitute, on the one hand, an andante t)r, t>n the

other, a presto. 'I'he phrasing, too, is well in-

dicated in the scores and band parts, and should

be strictly adhered to.

Without laying down any hard or fast rule, it

might be suggested that the musical director

should defer to the producer on any question

where the music is subject to dramatic action.

'I'hus if the producer feels that some such number
is being taken too slowly or too quickly for the

full effectiveness of the accompanying action, his

with the singers, are apt to let the orchestra look

after itself until the last moment. Sometimes, in

fact, the companv does not meet the t)rchestra

until the dress rehearsal. Sometimes this same
occasion is the first time at which the instrumental

players ha\e had a full rehearsal together. One
knows the difficulty of getting an orchestra to-

gether, especially when, as is so often the case, it

numbers professional or semi-professional artists.

But, with such petiple, a minimum of rehearsals

will work wonders. "I'he dress rehearsal should

be entirely the producer’s affair; the musical

director, naturally, enters into it in the event of

bad singing, or mistakes. It must certainly not be

regarded as an orchestral rehearsal, TThis is the

first time the artists have put on their costumes;

probably it is the hrst time they have rehearsed

on the stage itself. The producer and company
will have quite enough to worry over without
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(through no fault of their own) frequently having
to stop because something is not right in the
orchestra w'ell. If the company and orchestra

have had even one rehearsal together, then the

inevitable strangeness of leaA'ing the piano for the

many instruments will have gone, and those on
both sides of the curtain will pull together as thev
should.

A small orchestra is better than a large one.

Sullivan used a medium-sized orchestra of st^me

tor the conductor’s use. 'This is copiously anno-
tated, including snatches here* and there of the
more prominent pieces of orchestration which are
not clear from the vocal score. With the aid of
tliis conductor’s copy^ and the actual band parts,

the musical director should have no difficulty in

making as good a study of Sullivan’s orchestration
as he would have were the actual full score by liis

side. This method mav take iimrc* time and sp.ice

than would the study of tlie more compact scoie;

“It is Si N'e, with ^ Sich \nd a Ti.ar iv thi. Eve”
n« n , tlit'n i-, pU‘nt>' ot artujn, it the siiifrms; that naint'^. >^<101) d- th«‘ iK»iti' is, (..t st iircs, <

an liM cl, the piodiieoT should be content to ]e*i\o iiuitt* n t<> the iiime il iln ('t(»i

Pliitto h\ J It 1

1

( ftt nhttfH

thirty inst rumenralists, of whom all but se\cn
were string nr wood-wind players. It is, therefore,

spoiling tile balance t(j employ too great a propor-
tion of brass. In many" of tlie operas a good string

orchestra with t^ne or two wind instruments and
a piano will be found to be as adequate, if not en-
tirely so convincing, as a full Sullivan orchestra.

At all events, this compromise is better than
going to tlie other extreme, and drowning the
voices with an orchestra which, for size and
power, would do credit to a Wagnerian produc-
tion in an immense opera house.

Musical directors are apt to complain that the
full orchestral scores of the operas are not avail-

able for their study. This is a legitimate griev-
ance, but neither insuperable nor so important as

some would believe. W^ith every set of band parts
hired to an amateur society there is a vocal score
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yet it is all that is pos>ible and ejuite adt'qu.itt' for

the purpose in \iew.

A subject upon which musical directors often
ask for guidance is that of those songs wliich,
although still jirinted in the scores, are omitted
from the actual pe rformances of the professional

company. Should this lead be followed, it is

asked, or should the missing numbers be re-

instated ?

T here is a good deal to be* said on both sides e>f

the questiein. If the omitted number is needed
for the devehipment or dramatic continuity of the
opera it should not, in any circumstances, be cut

—

for eine way in which Crilbert and Sullivan e>pera

differs from musical comedy is that it does neit

ce)ntain detached songs; that is, all musical
numbers sheiuld Jiave a direct bearing on the
plot. For the same reason, ne^ song should dis-
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.appciir for the purpt>se of ending thi* performance
a few minutes earlier than would be the case
otherwise. C3n considering several of the numbers
omitted from the profc*ssional renderings, one
must admit that there seem to be sufficient reasons
for advising the amateur musical director to leave
them out of his performance.

'I'he duet in Ruddigort\ “'The Battle’s Roar,”
comes at a point where it is manifestly unsuitable.
When it is sung tliere remains the feeling that tlie

play is being unnecessarily lield up t<> allow the
two principal vocalists a chance t<i display their
powers, and the main object of the situation

tlial Dick is suppt^sed to be pleading for Robin
is lost. 'I'his detracts from the fun of the next
scene. Also, tlte words put into Dick's mouth are
scarcely ct^nsonant with his ‘‘‘rough, common-
sailor fashion.”

I'liat this duet has beauty and melody cannot
be dc-nied, and it is a pity that it shiuild he lost.

In all trepiilation
, 1 once ,id\ancc‘d a plea th.it it

might be restored—but to the sc-cond .ict. R.ither
than lose it altogetlui, it was urged, tlie ‘Sacti-

lege” might be permiiTial of h.u ing it sung after

the entrance of Richaul arul Rose, just befoie
Sii Ruth\en comes on with his “So-ho, pretty

one^” At such a point the- vhit t would be ejuite

in the picture. 1 am not suggestin'.’ that amate uis

shoulel take the law into their o\n ci lianels, .ind

make this change* although I ha\e- le*.irne*d rhat

It has been done successfully bv a professional

company in Australia. As matters stand, all that

is eipen to .'imate*ur societie*s is to kt-ep the elue-t

where* it occurs in the* score, e)r to omit it

altogether.

Another instance* of a musical number which
is frankly e^ut of place is that e)f “Rapture*, Rap-
ture*,” 'll '^Fhe Feornen of the CiUtu d. At the* be*st

it is a make-shift; little more tlian a ple*asant

jingle, inserteel when it was found that Klsie anel

Fairfax re*quire*d me^re time* than was then allottee!

to change* into their wedding garments. "1 he*

eluet ce^mes at an inappropriate time. I'he* short

come*ely scene* between Dame* Carruthers anel

Meryll, which preceeles it, is far me^re fitting te)

the* tragic denouement te^wards whicli the* ope*ra is

so steaelily we>rking than a ce>inic eluet with a

sprightly rhytlim. Facilities for a fairly quick
change* must indeed be Siielly lacking if this extra

padding really bt*ce^mes necessary.

A very elifficult piece of music occurs soon
after this eluet; Klsie’s appeal (sung kneeling),
“Le*onard, IVIy IvOve*d One.” 'I'his numbe*r may
well prove a stumbling bh)ck to the most talenteil

amate*ur soprano, as it has taxeel even professional

artists. 'I'here is precedent, for this reason, for its

omission, though it sht>uld be sung if itbt* humanly
possible to do so for it has some be*aring on tlu*

story.

Daely Blanche*’s solo in P?'incess Ida^ “Come*
Miglity IVlust,” owes wliat excellence it ]Josse*sses

as a lyric less to its philosophy than to some in-

ge*nious plays upon worels, sucli as “Wliate’er
your tense, ye are iiTiperfect all.” Tlie air, too, is

eledl, although there is a pleasant echo e>f the music
tlirough which Dr. Daly speaks his felicitations

to Alexis in The So? cere? . 'Fhe full efFectiA cness
of the* song depends on the audience hearing every
word, anel it is a ve*ry difficult number to sing so

rhat e‘ae'h syllable* is distinct. So, besides holding
up tile gay elt*v(*lopment of the* act after an already
sufficiently slow opening, it becomes little bettt r

than a tiirge-like, polysyllabic chant.
'1 wo other instances of “musical editing” ma\*

be examined out of those that remain, ( )ne* at

least t>f these* must elcpenel for a final decision on
the \ocal talent of the* actor. '1 he* IVIajor-

Cje-ne'ral's ballad in the sc*conel act of The Pirates

of Pen^Mfue

,

“Softly sighing to the River,” is

usu.dlv' sung with only one* \e*rse, but with the*

worels anel music of the seconel refrain. "I'he

re*ason fi>r tliis ma\’ lie in the eot'al dehciencies ef
the* actor at the* lime* .it w'hich the song was cut
elown. A be*tter re.ison si*e*ms to be* that the audi-

ence eloes ne>t expect <i straight song of this nature*

from a 'purely ct)me*ely character. C )n reflection,

this f>bje*ction is unre*asonable, for what is more*

pre>babje than that this conscience-stricken

Cjeneral might tinel solace from such a se^ng,

renelereel bv, and to, himself.? But one cannot
e.xpect an autlie*nce* te> apply logical refle*ction ti>-

wards the* e*nel of a pe*rformance* of a comic opera.

'Fhe* auelience, toe>, is in a state* of expe*ctancv ;

there is the e.xcitement e^f the coming conflict

(eagerly anticipate'd, anel now immine*nt) betw'een

the pe>lice anel the pirates. Fhis alone we>ulel

justify the disappearance i>f the se*ce>nel verse.

No satisfaett^ry e*xplanation has ever been given
for the* eleletion of Sir Ruthveai's re‘citative* and
solo from the seconel act of Ruddigo7 t\ “ Away,
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Remorse!”. "J'his was never popular, and was
not inserted in the opera when it was iirst revived,

in 1920. With its omission tlie bai\>net has cer-

tainly a better, if rather precipitous, exit, liaving

dispatched his faithful retainer to carry out the

bidding of his ghostly anct-stors, Rutlu'en rushes

from the scene of his mental and physical tor-

tures. In such a plight, »i<u even the most light-

hearted of Gilbert’s comedy parts would wish to

sing the customarv patter song!

Reflection seems to point to the advisability

the amateur musical director following the ex-

ample of his pr<:)fessional ctdleague, for in all the

instances 1 have given sufHciently good reasons

for the omission exist. Certainly they are sufH-

cient to outweigli any repugnance for deleting a

bar of Sullivan or a line of Gilbert. Sullivan him-
self deleted numbers befV>re productioti (one of

his most popular songs almost met this fate); is it

not reasonable to suppose that he would equally

welcome the oinissitui of other songs to which
such objections as those here stated can be made *

songs which he himself would doubtless hold as

marring the whole-hearted attractiveness of his

and his collaborator’s work

PERSONALITY. INDIVIDUALITY,
AND INTERPOLATIONS

"riiere is an often-expressed argurmait that

playing in Ciilbert and Sullivan opera gives no
scope for personality. 'This sentiment is absurd;

individuality, perhaps, may get but little chance,

but personality—if it be worth the name—can-

not be smothered.

'Those who advance this first theory ctunplain

when, on the professional or amateur stage, the

parts are not performed just as they were in the

original productions. Such critics allow’ them-
selves to overlook the great advantage the (Original

artists possessed in playing parts which, in most
instances, were specially written for them. In

allowing newcomers to play the parts in a manner
which, though dissimilar to that of the original

artist, is more fitted to the style and personality

of the actor, the authorities are themselves giving

the lie to this criticism. One wonders how the

vitality of the operas would hav'^e survived so h>ng
if this “rule of thumb” method had, in fact, been
enforced.

A character that frequently comes in for much

avlverse criticism in this respect is the name part

in 77i/’ Ad'tkndo. Because Richard 'Temple, wdio

created it, played the part just “so,” his inter-

pretation must have been the right one, and all

others wr<mg—contrary to tradition and so on.

'l^emple’s performance was magnificent, and it

will not detract from its excellence once more to

emphasi'z,e the great atlvantage this actor had over
those who follow’ed him, in that he and his person-

ality were in the author’s mind when the part was
written. In making comparisons, the person-

alities of his successors must be borne in mind.
For this reason one canfuit imagine, say, Mr.
Darrell Kancourt playing the-pftrt in the same
manner as did 'Temple (in a quiet, suave way)
without losing the effectiveness of his vivid pre-

sentment. In the same way Temple would have
failed had the positions been rev ersed, and he had

tried to play the part in a manner foreign to his

style. It is so with all the many Mikados who
have appeared since the opera was first produced.

The present-day rendering of the Duke of

Pla/.a-'Toro receives much of the same st>rt of

criticism. Here, admittv‘dly, the case is somewhat
different, for, wdien the opera was w’ritteti, the

composition of the Savoy company had under-

gone several changes. Grossmith, the comedy
lead, was no longer of their number, and the Duke
was played by a tall, well-graced actor, the* late

Frank Wyatt. His interpretation received much
praise, but it w’as quite unliki* the Tord Chan-
cellor, K.0-K.0, and others of this “family.”

In course of time the roh' came to be played by

the artist responsible for the “Cirossmith parts,”

and became associated, in the public’s mind, with

those parts. C'onsecjuently, the audience lot>ks for

it to be played in thi- same vein; as an engaging

and whimsical rogue, rather than as a grave and

courtly sent)r. Here, again, the personality of the

actor enters into the matter, although there is no
doubt tliat, if he had been allowed to do so,'

Sir Henry Tyttc^ii could hava' played the Duke of

Play.a-'Toro in quite as dignified and stately a

fashion as did Mr. Wyatt. Similarly, there have

been marked diffeiiMices in the style and methods
of those who have followed Lytton, both in

comparison with him and each other.

It is largely due to this mistaken connexion

between individuality and personality that so

many amateur actors and producers fail to bring
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out the most effective work that is in tliem. '^I'lie

actor, cast for a leading part, endeavours to visit

the D’C3yly Carte Company, and instead of
taking valuable hints as to how tti play his part,

tries to work up a slavisli imitation as he lias

been taught to believe to be the correct tiling

—

of the contemporary artist playing the part in

"Idiis })hotograpliic imitation is not art; nor is

it pleasing. Amateur actors should temper their

imitative powers witli a reali/.ation of their own
drawbacksand advantages, '1 he producer, equally,

must make full allowances lor his material. As
one man’s meat is aimther’s ptjistin, so may an
c‘ffectivc intonatit>n or gesture as used by Sir Henry

Pf^OI HI \\ H I 1 Pi i s I HI K 1 \ S 1 RO M Si ' \ 1)T^^ )i 1

'1 hi'^ |)(‘rlt.i m.nii .• w as m.-si iti^i u l.)] i >.• ii- *lu! u.'t .iiu nipt Pi iniUatr tli< ]M-i>l^-ssi. mal “st.n

'l.iKii’.U mft) acK'unt his jx rs. mall I \ aiul Imikl. • iiltati.m AMmld haM i unx d a \ imn e ipabU- j» rs.-utal i« m
I’h,.

cjuestion. 1 lie producer, and especially tliose who
have worked in the O’Oyly Carte organi/,atit>n,

will try, further, to model the conscientitms

amateur’s characterization to the indixidual

mannerisms of whoeAer may ha\'e bca*n playing

the part when he* (the producer) was with the

company. "I'he result is that one gets the genius

of the proelucer and the amateur aetcu* merged
in an unnatural combination of, sav, h reel

Billington and Sydney Cjianville.

I/Vtton m, sav, J^rhicess Ida go tor nothing in the

mouth or hands of an amateur Ring Cfama.
'I'Jie matter of interpolations to the text is not

so far n ino\ ed fi om tin’s question of personality

as might appear at first sight. Alany interpola-

tions were inserted with full authority because
they httetl in with the perst^nality of the actor,

but were pri>perly discontinued when another
artist succeeded to the part. Although there are
several interpolations (they cannot properly be
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called “gags”) which do not appear in the

libretto, which can be used by amateurs with
absolute propriety, there are others, often heard
in amateur productions, which were permitted as

the personal “perquisites” of individual actors.

In addition to those which had Gilbert’s approval
there were others which found their way into the

performances against liis strict edict. In the days
whc‘n there were six, or more, companies on tour
it was impossible to apply as strict a supervision

as might liavc been tlesirable. "I'hus many a word
or sentence—introduced as a murmured aside

—

gradually became louder and louder until it was
plainly audible.

Kvery actor knows liow the illusion of intelli-

gent listening is helped by the appearance of
interjecting an occasional “yes” or “<ih during
another’s speech without actually saying a word
aloud. No one would suggest that such aids to

realism should be exalted to the status of “lines”

;

had this been the intention, the author would ha\e
indicateii it. Unfortunately, many who produce
the operas to-day seem to have heard most of

these unauthori/,ed interpolations, and do their

best to perpetuate them as authentic additions.

We might now consider the points at which
some little addition or comment is permitted.

'I'lie catalogue may not be complete, but it is at

least exhaustive, and it can be taken, if any major
interpolation of words is ever suggested which is

not mentioned in this article, that such an additir)n

is illegitimate.

'T aking the operas in chroinilogical order, we
hnd that there are three interpolations in 7V/W by

yury. 'The first occurs in the judge’s song, when
the lines are reached

—

The rich attorney my eharacter hi^h
I'riecl vainly to disparage.”

Here those in court interject an incredulous
“No,” to which the judge replies, more in sorrow
than in anger, “Ves!” 'The whole incident is

over in less time than it takes to read this descrip-

tion. Later, the jury rise, and loudly cry, “ Come,
substantial damages, dam . . .”, to be quelled by
the usher’s “Silence in court.” 'I'he business here
is that one j uror remains standing; the usher tells

him to “sit down.” 'Fhese two words, accom-
panying the gesture, may be just audible. To-
wards the end of the opera, when the Plaintiff

and Defendant have been struggling (in the duel

“1 love him”), and the first-named has collapsed

in her counsel’s arms, the usher endeavours to re-

vive her. Over his shoulder he mutters to the
Defendant “You brute!” "I'his, too, is heard by
the audience, but neither remark, it must be
stressed, is to be given the value of a line; they
are really semi-audible asides.

In H.AI.S. Phiafore we get a small vocal in-

terpolation. Replying to Sir Josejih Porter,

Ralph says that he “can hum a little, your
lionour.” “'I'hen hum this at your leisure,” re-

marks Sir Joseph—“this” being the trio, “A
British 'I'ar is a Soaring Soul.” Before lie actually

hands the manuscript to Ralph, Sir Joseph un-
folds the music, strikes an attitude, and attempts
to sing. But a high pitched “A Brit ...” is as

far as he gets. One has heard amateur Sir Jf>sephs

who have carried this busiiu'ss so far as to sing th<*

complete first verse in a high falsetto, thereby
spoiling the song when it should be first heard a

few minutes later.

Major-General Stanley gets stuck for rhymes
when he is singing ”1 am the very model of a

modern IVIajor-Gencj al” in The Pirates of Pen-
^ance. Under his breath, he is heard trying over
possible words, ejaculating “Ah, I’ve got it”

wlien the riglit word occurs to liim. If an t-ncore

is taken, the music stops, as in the first rendering,

for this business, but tlie General goes straight on
with “\'ou’ll say a better Major-General has
never rode a horse.” 'I 'his brings forth genc*ral

laughter frt>m the stage, and i^dith whispers to

him his mistake. “Ah,” says the General, “I’ve
got it again,” and the music and song continue.

'Phis, too, occupies less time than it takes tf) write

of it. 'Phe General also alters a line in the encore
verse of “When the foeman bares his steel.”

“Yes, but you don’t go,” he has sung, but the

last time he reaches this line he substitutes
“ Damme, you don’t go,” to the distress of the

scandalized girls.

'Pile next three operas seem to be free from any
such additions, but they crop up again in The
Mikado. “Gentlemen,” says Ko-Ko after his

first entrance, “1 am much touched by this re-

ception.” 'Phe nobles kow-tow to him, at the

same time uttering a word that may best be trans-

literated as “M’yah-h.” K0-K.0 acknowledges
this with a bow and a “M’yah-h.” He reaches

the end of the speech, and gives the cue for the
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“Little List” song. Through the music the

chorus say this mysterious word twice. Each
time, after its utterance, ICo-ICo repeats the word,
bowing first to one side and tlien to the other.

'I hijs between the start of the music and the
beginning of the singing “M’yah-h” is heard
four times.

Tn the second act of this opera there arc a few
permissible vocal additi<ins. Vum-'\'um is com-
forting Nanki-Poo in the speech beginning
“Darling 1 don’t want to appear selfish ...”
Ko-Ko is lying prostrate, on his face, at the other
side of the stage. As each endearment is uttered

he is heard to give a little groan, as of agony that

these “dears” and “my owns” are being addressed
to another. Each groan might vary from the
others, and the last one might be given more as an
admonitory “Ah!” Latei , in the scene in which
it is discovered that Nanki-P<K) lias apparently

been beheaded, the Mikado offers solace by ob-
serving “I’ve no doubt he thoroughly deserved

all he got.” As he rises, Lo-lvo has been known
to say “And he got it,” but this has tc*nded to fall

out of use in recent ye.irs.

It is in this same scene tliat tlte one atjthoriy.ed

“gag” in the whole of the operas occurs. When
the Mikado asks for Nanki-Poo’s address, the

libretto gives ” K nightsbridge .e the answer.
W^lu*n the opt-ra was iirst produced tln-rc' was, in

fact, an exhibition Japanese village near Enigl'ts-

bridge. "I'he appropriateness of this address did

not hold g<^od in later days, nor was it certain that

it would be fully appreciated outside lyondon.

Consequently, Gilbert laid down that the printed

word should be replaced by one of local signifi-

cance. 'Ellis decree has tended t«) become
widened in scope, and one frequently hears the

use of some place that may be in the news;
<.*.g., L.ike Success during a conference <if the

United Nations; Downing Street or Chequers in

a political crisis. As a rule some local place, such

as a housing estate, football ground, or greyhound
track, will be found more in keeping with the

original intention, and the amateur K 0-K.0 would
be well advised to use such an address in his

reply.

In Ruddigore Dick Dauntless has two inter-

jections while Robin is singing “My boy, you
may take it from me.” In the second verse the

last line but one is: “I fail in—and why, sir?”

"^I'liere is a pause in the music, during which Dick
replies “1 don’t know.” At the same time in the

last verse, to the question “ Vou ask me the

reason?” Dick replies “No, 1 didn’t.” 'J'he

further remark “I thought you did,” is the per-

sonal perquisite of a famous Robin of modern
times, and should not be used. In their next
scene (with Rose) Robin remarks “

^i'har’s only a

“CiNTi.r MIN, 1 AM Much loeem n uv 'ihis

REC'I'.PTIO.N
*’

I licic* is lU) iiniit’atioii 111 tlic librf tlo of tfii- lu U rjectuni'.
whirfi oc'cur dm iii'4 thi'' spt t rh ui 7 he Mikado

I'fii'tn l‘\ J II I )rln'nhuni

bit t>f it ” when Dick displa\'s his skill in dancing
a hornpipe.

During the quartet, “A Regular Royal
yueen” ('I'ht' Gondoliers), 'I'essa makes remarks
tt> her companions that appear to bring forth

replies. Actually no recognizable wtird should be

heard, whatever may be murmuretl sotto ijoce.

‘“’Very well. Duchess” and other abominations
frequently uttered aloud in amateur performances
ar<* entirelv'^ wrong, and should not be coun-
tenanced.

But tow'ards the end of the second act of this
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opera there is a large addition that is not covered

by the libretto. Tl'hc Duke of Plaza-T^'oro has a

speech immediately before the gavotte. In three

places this speech is broken by the note (^hushiess).

'riiat following “
. . . a good deal of this sort

of thing” is limited to some elegant bowing. “A
little of this sort of thing” is succeeded by a

remark, addressed to some imaginary person
“Delighted to see you; delighted. Any time
you’re passing—pass!” When the Duke says

“And possibly just a soupgon . . .
,” Oiuseppi

interjects “\Vhat sc^ng.?” 'The Duke repeats

Soupcori^''* adding, by way of e.xplanation,

“French word.” It is then permissible for the

Duke gently to illustrate his remark by saying

(again to an imaginary person) “Ah, I see you,

you little heart killer,” at the same tinu* digging

the two kings in the ribs.

THE SAVOY FAMILY TREE
'The principal characters in'^Crilbert and Sulli-

van opera have come to be connected!, in the

public’s mind, with the actors who portray them.
T'hus we are apt to speak of a “Lytton part”
or a “Jessie Bond part,” phrases that help one
to t isualize the type of part referred to more
graphically and clearly tlian any long, detailed

description. T his grouping is not accidental, for

the principal parts d(), in fact, fall into well-

defined groups. Not only that, but it will also

be found that there is a distinct family likeness

between parts of widely divergent types. 'Fhe
small parts, choruses, and e\en to some degree the

supers, are marked as part of this happy Savoy
family.

Dealing first with the grouping of the parts,

we find that it is not difficult to account for their

resemblance. After the initial successes of the
series, there dev^eloped what was practically a
“stock” company. 'Thus, in evolving the later

operas, the author and composer knew the tried

material at their disposal, and shaped the parts

according to the personalities and capabilities of
the individual members of the company. This
tradition has been continued; the actors are not
so much engaged for their fitness to play parts as

t<) pcjrtray groups of parts. Such a practice is, of
course, commtin to any company that presents a
repertory of works, but it is doubtful if it has ever
been found in so complete a state as in the D’Oyly
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Carte Companies. It must be admitted that there
has been less rigidity in this respect in recent
times, but, fundamentally, the system remains.
One must not be carried away into tJie belief

that the characters falling into any one group are
exactly similar. W'hen we think of tlie characters
(and especially the male parts) as being so grouped,
we must also remember that, although fundamen-
tally the same, each part in a group has cl<.*arly

defined individual characteristics. Although
Frederic and Colonel Fairfax are in one group,
and Ko-Ko and the l>t)rd Chancellor in another,
four, not two, ejitirely different persons and
mentalities are represented.

With the women this difference is not so

marked ; the less so since we can divide the
soprano roles into “lyric” and “dramatic” re-

spectively. Ciilbert’s women folk are far more
vaguely drawn than his men—as thougli he did

not think it worth the* trouble to give them such
vi\'idly marked characteri/ation as lie applit'd to

the men. Thert' is far less iiuii viduality to dis-

tinguish, say, Patience from Phyllis tliaii there is

between Alexis and Frederic. Oddly enough, it

is those female charactc*rs that are drawn to an
almost similar pattern that possess most traits to

distinguish tlie e>ne from the othe-r. ^Fhese aie

the contralto roles, most of whicli serve to em-
phasize one purpose—that of holding up an
unattractive, elderly (and frequently husband-
hunting) woman to ridicule. 'Fhis trait in Ciil-

bert’s writing has often been subjected to adverse
criticism, but this is lU'itlu'r the place nor the time
to enter into an argument <)n that theme. It is

sufficient to say that these “elderly, ugly” w'omen
possess a fund of common-sense and personality

that is denied to their more attractive, younger
sisters in these operas, and each of these parts is

a “gem” from the point of view of tin* actress

lucky enough to be selected to play one of them.
Not only dt> they give ample acting opportunities,

but, musically, they can he reckoned among the

best (if ru>t the best) of the operatic roles.

Coming now to the actual groups, it will be
found that the principal male parts fall into five

easily defined categories

—

(1) T he light comedy leads;

(2) The heavy comedy parts;

(3) 'Fhe tenor leads (replaced in two operas by
light baritone)

;
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(4) TIic bass character parts; and (in certain

operas)

(5) A subsidiary, but important, baritone part.

In the examples that follow we will take the
operas chronologically in order to save repetition.

'Fhe order is 'I'rtal by Jt^rv, Ihe Sorce^rr,
H.Af.S. l^inafore , ^he Pirates of PeN^a?ice^
Patience y lolanthey Princess Iday Phe Afibado,
Pnddig^orCy Phe Yeo?ne7i of the Guard

y

and Phe
G071dotiers.

Group (i)—which is stjmctimes erroneously
called the “comediar) parts” is imrepresented in

Prial by ymy. Its exponents, in the remaining
tcMi operas, are John Wellington Wells, Sir

Joseph Porter, Major-General Stanley, Reginald
Bunthorne, the Ivord Chancelloi , Ring CTama,
Ro-Ro, Sir Ruth veil IVI urgatroyd, jack Point,
aiul, by traditional acceptance, the Ouke of Pla/,a-

I'oio -. ten parts with, indeed, vastly different

characteristics.

Cyroup (2) does not ap[)ear m Pattemey and
usuallv can be heKl to comprise 'J lu‘ Jiidgt*,

Dr. D.ily, Captain Corcoran, the Sergeant of
Police, Piivate Willis, Rinu Hildebrand, Pooh-
Bali, Sir Desp.ird Murgatrovd, Wilfred Shadbolt,

and Don Alliambra. At tiie prt'senr time there

is a tendenev for Dr. Dalw C'a\Uam C\>rcoran,

Pri\ate Willis, and Ring HikU'lu and r»> be found
as slightlv broadened e.xamples of the fifth group,

but, ot course, iu>t as '’‘'subsidia^^' ” parts.

I he tenor lead group, f j), is found in all tlie

operas, but in Patie 7icc and loianthe tlie tenor
loses liis status of ‘‘’lead,” being replaced in that

capacity by the baritone part shown in brackets,

after the tenor. In Phe Go 7idoIie 7 Sy there is a

joint tenor-baritone lead. Ciroup (3), then, is

made up by '1 lie Defendant, Alexis, Ralph
Rackstraw, F^rederic, the Duke of Dunstable
(Archibald Cirosvenor), iC.irl 'Polh>lIer (Strephon),

Hilarion, Nanki-Poo, Dick Dauntless, Colonel
Fairfa.x, and Alarco Palmieri (with Ciiusippi).

riiere is another tenor, Cyril, in P7 incess Ida wdio

is but little below Hilarion in importance. As it

is Hilarion upon whom the romantic interest de-

pends, it is usual to regard him as the “tenor
lead.”

W^e do not hnd anv'^one from Pj ial by yu7y or

Phe Gondoliers in the fourth, bass character,

group. 'These glorious parts, giving great scope

both for singing and acting, are Sir Marmaduke

Pointdextre, Dick Deadeye, the Ihrate Ring,
Colonel Calverley, Karl of Mountararat (a com-
paratively “straight” part), Arac, the Mikado,
Sir Roderic Murgatroyd, and Sergeant Meryll.

'The last group, (5), comprises Counsel {P? iat
by yu7y)y Samuel {Phe Ph ates of Pe7v:sance)y Pish-
r ush {Phe A4ikado)y and Sir Ricliaid Cliol-
mondeley {Phe J'eomen of the Guard)y togetlu r

Mk C,RM N IN A Ur \M 'll K MoMIN'I
IN “ Rl DDIt.ORf

(iMiIi.isI Hu-, p.irt will) tlir lolli. kiii^ lim (if

Ki' K<) m tJif -,1111c tiKiiip

witli the three possible inclusions from the
“heavy ci>med\'” (second) group.

'The feminine parts are more easily and com-
pactlv grouped into

(1) 'The soprano leads,

{a) Lyric, {b) Dramatic;

(2) 'The ctintralto parrs ; and

(3) 'The soubrette parts.

'There is a certain amount of interchangeability
between the sub-divisions of the soprano group.
Fore.xample, 1 include Patience and Phyllis in the
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“Iv ric” and Mabel among t)ic “drama-
tics.” But a lot ofrc.illv g<^od acting is called for

from tile first two, wiiile a A label without a voice
of the tinest quality would be a failure. With
such a proviso, wliich must be dictated by in-

dividual circumstances, one would place the so-

prano roles (still keeping tlie same sequence of
operas as when dealing with the men) as follows:

“Mv Face is TTnattractivi' ’*

Mis-^ <illl III .1 p.iil 111 .III u^l\
iii.ikf-iip ]s j <im]>(‘ii'«.itffl l>> vinriN .u liiif^ .iiul

vtic.il opjjorluiiitlfs

by Knthleen JdiUm

'I'he PlaintitF (iv). Aline (//), Josephine (/>>),

.Mabel (/v). Patience (r/), Phvllis (^/), Princess Ida

(/;), Yum-\"um [a). Rose Alaybud and Klsic

Alavnard (/>). In The Cioncioliers^ Clianetta should
be the lyric soprano, and Casilda the dramatic,
but, witii amateurs, it is sometimes desirable, or
necessary, to reverse the classification. "I'o avoid
complications, certain other principal sopraiui

roles (such as I>ady Psyche in Princess Ida) must,
lor tile moment, be allowed to remain with the
small parts.

thkatrf: and stagp:

'I'he contralto group is straightforward, begin-
ning with Ivady Sanga/.ure in The Sorceier.

'Thence it goes on to Rittle Buttercup, Ruth,
Lady Jane, the ^ueen of the Fairies, l^ady

Blanche, ICatisha, Dame Hannah, Dame Car-
ruthers, and the Duchess of Play.a-'Toro.

'The soubrettes range from the light-hearted-

ness of Pitti-Sing to the drama and pathos of
lolanthe. It is a pity that this nanu‘ persists, for

it is all that there is to connect them with the pert,

sprightly, soubrette of musical comedy, i'hey are

all charming girls, neither hoydens nor tom-boys.
'Trial hy Ju}

y

is missed by this group, which is

made up of Constance, Hebe, Kdith, Lady
Angela, lolanthe, Melissa, Pitti-Sing, Alad
iMargaret, Phoebe Meryll, and 'Tessa.

Purposely I have ignored the parts from the

first, and the last two, Clilbert and Sullivan oper.is.

It is safe to say that Thespis is never likely to re-

ceive the attention of amateur societies, ^uite
apart from the shortcomings of its book, no one
knows where the music is to be found ! It is tlifh-

cult to fit the parts from The Clrafid Du/ce and
Utopia limited with any satisfaction into the

groups. 'These two oyieras are to be treated

separately at a latt r stage. Before that tri*atmenl,

each of the better-known characters from the

other works will havt* been dealt with indiv idu-

ally in a more detailed cv>nsideration of the grouyis

than is now possible.

'I'he grouping, excellent though it may be for

a professional company, offers certain difficulties

to amateurs, and one cannot therefore adv ise too

rigid an adherence to it. Indeed, as I hav e hinted,

there has been some departure from it in pro-

fessional circles, but as this is largely a question of

the personalities of the n»embers of the company,
it must not be taken as indicating, in any way, a

definite dropping of the accepted practice.

Where the amateur is concerned there are ev^eii

more things than tlie question of the personality

of the actor to be considered. 'The membership
of the society, for instance, is constantly changing ;

fresh blood comes in with good claims for parts,

wliile there may be no reason for passing ov er tin*

“old hands” in its fayour. Most committees wish

to giv^e everyone a chance, and this can sometimes
be effected by transferring the old member to a

different type of part, while putting tlie newcomer
in the group thus vacated, and in which he will

6 i 8
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shine better than irj tlic group to wliicli liis fellow-
inernber has been relegated. "L'hat brings us to

the question of adaptability an asset that the pr<^-

fessional actor usually possesses in a greater degree
than does his amateur brother. 7\n amateui may
give an outstandingly brilliant performance of the
Cirand Inquisitor in one season’s production (^f

The CyONfJoIiers. Ft>r the next presentation 'I'he
') 'eo?tien of the Ciuard may bt* chosen. Following
the grouping systc-m, the previous year’s Inquisitor
would naturally be considered fit to play Wilfred
Shadbolt. Yet there may be all manner of con-
siderations against casting him for this part (of
course* 1 refe-r solely to artistic considerations).

He may be wt‘11 endoweil by nature for elelivering

the Inquisitor’s liiu*s witli all their due ponderous
unction, and he may bi* aided in his stiff , unbt*nd-
ing mien by a magnificent cariiagc-. But this

same actor may be utterly unable* to rcali/e* the*

reiugh, uncouth temes of the* jaileu', while* his

military bearing, such an asse-t in the pre\ lous j)«irt,

woulel be* out of keeping \^|th the* slouching figure*

one e'xpects Wilfre‘d to be*.

1 myself )ia\e de*alt \vit)i man\’ amateuis who,
in eliffVre'iit productions of tiu same socu‘t\', ha\e*

plave*ei many \aiving p.irt^ AI\ f taM Shadb<dt
was an e*\cellent ]\ lountai arat iiui a satisfactory

I/uiv”. For the same* socictv. in* also pia\e*el

Pooh-Bah and, some ye*ars ago, f reeU t ic—a tine*

e*xample of \ersatilitv. Man\ amateur ceuu' altos

lia\t*, tel my knowledge, begun in the soubrette

parts, anel e>ne of the finest amateur Ivatishas <4

recent years surpriseel and confouneleei her Ce>l-

le*ague*s (and the critic*^) by a most successful in-

te'rpre*ratie>n of the soprano lead in a subse‘e|ue>nt,

non-G. 4l?c S. proeluctiein by the same* se>cie*t\.

'This digression will ser\e tei show that the* group-
ing system is certainly far from being infallible*

where amateurs are cotice*rned. Ne*\ ertheless, a

full knowletlge of its ce’impeisition is e‘sse*ntial foi

a ce>mplc*te appreciation of the* re*ejuire*me*iits e>f the*

ope*ras. Also, tlte indications ed its shortcomings
may help tei stre*ss the pe>int that only funelame*n-

tally do the! parts within each group resemble the

othc*rs place*el with the*m.

I ha\ e referre'd t<i the family likeness that is

ne>ticeable in all Ciilbert’s characters—whether
principal, subsieliary, e^ir eyen supernumerary.
J'his resemblance is at once* niejie obscure* and
me^re obvious than that between iiulividuals in the*

groups. Obscure, because one* might well ask in

what way can the stately lately Sanga/.ure be re*-

late*d to the* cut-throat, ye*t humane*, pirate*s af
Pen'/.ance, yet obvious when one re*aliy.e*s that they
aie* all products of eine* man’s brain, and brought
to life*, not by any indepe*nele*nr, anel peissibly un-
sym])athe*tic proelucer, but by their cieator’s own
inelivielual direction. Gestures are* elupl ie'ateel, so

are* nu>veme*nts, anel, in a sen prising numbe*r of
cases, e*ve*n the* line*s recur in a totally ehssimil.ir

type* of character. ( )n the* more* technical side,

one* fmels the*m all instille*el with that elusi\e*

Sa\oy traelitie>ii. Apart, therefore*, from what the*\'

may elo anel think as characte*rs in the* particular

opera, one* can se e the imprint of all Ciilbert’s

be*ne*\ edentlv-autociatic* elictatorship stampeel in-

elelibly on his creations as they ha\e* ce)me* down
to IIS.

C)ne‘ can se*e this relationship, in anothe*i w'ay,

in many of the* small parts. Alany of them are*

uneie*\ elopeel so far as chat acteri /atie)n is con-
ce*rne*el in comparison w'ith the* greater re)les, but
the*v all show unmistakable* signs of the*ir kinshij)

te> the* grouped parts. W’hether (like* the Notaiy
in y'he So/'ce^ er) ihe-y .n e in e*\ idence* throughout
the* opera or (like lsobe*l in The Ph nies of Pru-
‘:L(ince) they aie* forgotte n after their euie sce*ne* eu*

numbe r, thev^ are* clearly recognizable. Wliat is

the Major in Patienee but the* “light come*d\'

le*«KF' m numatuie.^ Who is I a*ila in lohinthe but
an uiKleve*lope*d se>ubrette*? '] he pompe>sity e>f Sir

Joseph Porter and tile* eng.iging reiguisline* s of
Kei-fvo he>th ]ieep e)UT m the* u neon e*ntie)nal

Pe'e'is she^wni us in JoLnithe

.

It would be* inte-re'sting, le> he lp ajipre'e iatiein e)f

the* fact that the* resemblance be*twe*en parts in a

gre>up is meue* fundamental than .ippaient in the*

]ilaving, if e>ne we re* tei elraw' up a family tree* ed

e>ne e)f these* gre>u]>s, fiiuling one* character as the*

luael ed'tlic fainih*, and tracing the re latieuiship e>f

the* e>thers in the* same* gioup from their rese*m-

blance te» the* common ance*ste>r and each other.

If such a chart we*ri* to be elrawn up it waiulel be*

de*^'OKl ne*ithe*r eif interest nor of instructiem.

Such a tre-atment eif the* liglit ceime ely group would
show'^ the* cleise re*lati<inshipbetw’cen John We*Hing--
ton Wells and K 0-K. 0 , wdio clearly pren e to be*

theirns in the side (d* their dignified ceiusin. Sir

Jose'pli Porte*r. Sir Jeiseph’s bre)thers, tlie* Ivorel

Chancellor, anel Major-C leneral Stanley, being
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more kiiiclly souls, would n(it frown so much on
these upstarts, but the sole representative of
another side ol' tlie family, ReLiinald Bunthorne,
would profess ignorance of tlieir existence, and
so on tlirougliout the gr<Hjp. ^I'here is the

idea; it is left to the reader to work it out in more
detail.

THE LIGHT COMEDY LEADS
In the separate consideratit)n of the gr<.)ups,

the “light comc-dv leads'” should be taken first,

not only because they comprise the most im-
portant of Gilbert’s creations, but because they

are the parts that are most frequently seen, on the

amateur stage, without due regard for, or know-
letlge of, the riglit manner of interpretation.

Wliere many amateurs make a grave mistake is

in regarding these parts as comic characters. They
are not, and never ha\e been, c<^mic in the sense

of calling for a Cieorge Rtibey, a W. H. Berry, or

a Leslie Henson—the type represented by the

“funny man” of musical comedy. The humour
is to be found inwardly rather than outw'ardly;

that is, in the words and situ.iti<ms, and not

mainly in the actions of the player. Ciilbert gives

Us, in these characters, a set of people, all ofwhom
display the idiosyncrasies of tlie Knglishman.
Whether these characters be garbed as Spanish

grandees, in Japanese dress, or as high legal lum-
inaries, they are all folk such as you or I might
meet in the street. When we laugh, we are not

laughing at the absurdities of the actor who is

playing the part. 'Lhe wit and humour the

lines and situations (as interpreted by the actor)

draw our laughter.

'This does not mean that the parts sh(»uld be*

played e.xactly as though they were found in a

straight, modern comedy. We must make all

allowances for the absurdities and unri-alities

the comic opera world. T'o show' a British

general, in full uniform, comijig to a picnic on a

rocky Cornish shore would be ludicrous were it

not leavened with a touch of whimsicality a

merry' twinkle in the eye. "The actor knows full

well that his part is amusing; that on it much of
the comedy depends—but to be a true Gilbert
and Sullivan comedian, he must hide this from
the audience. T he realisation of the humour
must be kept to himself, and not communicated
to the audience by any conscious exaggeration
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on the part of the actor. "I'he audience will soon
discover it.

One might give a good example of this from
experience. A few years ago a member of one of
the D’Oyly Carte companies played Bunthorne,
in Patience, in a manner which, although strictly

traditional, was unlike the usual reading. This
actor, although a born comedian, preferred to play
Bunthorne as a somewhat introspective study of
the sham aesthete, ^’et, despite his almost straight

reading of the part, not one jot of humour was
lost; not a single humorous point was missed.
About the same time I saw an amateur Bun-
thorne, who, through ignorance of what was re-

quired of the part(an ignorance shared, apparently,
by the prt^ducer),stopped only just short of playing
it as a red-nosed comedian would act it. W^as it

be wondered at if the audience at the amateur
production called Patience a silly work, and failed

to understand it owing to the way in which the
reading of the principal role was mutilated, while
the professionaPs traditional, if unorthodox, ren-
dering received the praise of discriminating
critics and his audiences, which were no moie
intelligent or intellectual than those that watched
the clowning and \ a}u>uringof the amateur? 'I'he

moral to be drawn from this is that, in tln'st*

parts, it is better to be* too serious than too funny'.

Here one might reiterate the well-known
story of Ciilbert's reply to the comedian who
wished t<> introduce a piece of business because,

he said, it would get a laugh. “So it would if you
were to sit down on a pork pie,” was Gilbert’s

sole comment. I'hat represents C/ilbert's attitude

towards extraneous aids to laughter. The hu-
mour was in the words he liad placed in the

character’s mouth, the situations in which the

character found himself, and such moderate and
restrained business as Gilbert had decided would
be necessary. Certainly, as with additions to the

libretto, he sanctioned additional business—much
of which arose as the result of accidents (Ko-Ko’s
business with his big toe is one of such cases)

—

but he w(^uld never allow his humour to be
helped out by supposedly funny antics, such as

would be more fitted to the music-hall stage than
to that of the Savoy.
Frequently these characters speak the most out-

rageously mirth-provoking lines. But the lines

are spoken seriously. Take the scene in lolanthe
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between the Lord Chancellor and Strcphon. His
Lordship is greatly incensed at Strcphon’s flouting
of his decree. Almost exploding with wrath, he
rounds on the youth. “Now, sir,” he eventually
utters, “what excuse have you to offer for having
disobeyed an order of the Court of Chancery.?”
Strephon explains that he knows no Courts of
Chancery; he is governed by “Nature’s Acts of
Parliament.” He asks the l.ord Chancellor if he
is “Chancellor of birds ami trees, Ring of the
winds, and Prince of the thunderclouds.” The
Chancellor ponders. “No,” he replies as though
he had never thought <^f this. He goes on to ex-
plain that there is no evidence that Nature- lias in-

terested herself on Strephon’s behalf. “No evi-

dence,” exclaims the astonislieel shephe*rd, “I tell

vou she- bade me take my love.” “All,” ad-
monishes the Chancellor, “you mustn’t tell us

what she teild you it’s not e-vidence.” He goe^s

on te) explain that “an aflida\ it from a tliuneler-

st<nm t>r a few words on oath from a lie^avv

shower would meet with all the attention they
deserve.”

What is this but arrant nonst-nse .? 'The sce-iu*

is always acceimpanied by a ciescendo of laughter.

'This is in no way he-Ipe-el by any antics <>n the* part

of the actor atiy comic busin».ss to help to get

the lines e)ver. 'The Lord Chance lhu' is in deadly

earnest ; he sluiws no realization that he is talking

nonsense, and the audience must be* left unawire
of the fact that he*, the actor, is probabK' chuckling
inwarelly at these lines, which he has re-peated

many times at rehe*arsals. 'I'he <jnly glimpse of
this that is alloweel is that little touch of twinkling
eye, <u' whimsicality, which e*very gootl Cjilbert

and Sullivan light comedy player must bring to

his parts.

No luie would claim that an .actor de*void of a

sense of humour would be ide*ally suited to these

parts. et such a player would be superior to,

and probably more successful than, one who tried

to show the audience what a funny fellow he is.

Summed up, the ideal “light comedy lead” is

a man who possesses a marked aptitude for char-

acter acting, a well-developed sense of humour
(which he can keep to himself), and a whimsical
and pleasing personality. His diction (as with any
other Gilbert and Sullivan player) must be fault-

less, to enable him to get the full value out of the

many patter-songs. He should be nimble footed

and graceful in his actions, and, .ibove all, he should
be utterly devoid of any of the \ ocal tricks and
accents so dear to the music. il comedy “funny
man.” I am afraid that his ability as a singer docs
not greatly matter. Naturally, he must have a
singing voice, but e\'en Sullivan ne\er expected
great singing from the light comedy parts. 'I'his

is evidencetl by his treatment »>f these parts in

concerted numbers; sometimes they will be in-

structed to sing with the- tt-nois, sometimes witli
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the basses. .Also, as many of these p.irts are

mature, even elderly, men, a pure, beautifully

mi>dul.iti*d M>ice would be out of keeping.

Physically, the uleal light comedt’ man is one of

medium height .ind build.

Ha\ ing thus considert-d these parts collectively,

now- take thc-m .is indi\'iduals, for no two of them
are exactly .dike. Once more, and all through the

reviews of the paits, we will take the i^peras in

chronologic.il order.

John WEt.i.iNtrroN Wkii.s [Thr Sorcerer)

dates from before the true development of this

group. With Ko-Ko, he shares the distinction of
being t>ne of the two parts in which a certain

amount of restrained low comedy is permitted.

He should be plaveel on the lines of an impish

creature of fantasy. Combining satanic dealings
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with the gentlest disposition, one would not ex-

pect him to behiive as an ordinary mortal—still

less as a mere bufFoon. J n his fr<ick-coat, top hat,

and gijiger wdiiskers, he is a picture of genteel

respectability, and his \'oice should be in accord-

ance with this trait—ru^t that of a vulgar little

bounder. ()bvi(^usly *‘trade,” he might well feel

out of place among the “county” folk he meets.

But he is always sure of himself, with a pleasant

self-confidence that never gi\es wav tobumptious-

“Anh 1 , M\ Lords, Embodv
'j’ur Lvw”

.1 (oiiK.I' |Mri tin tliiriJilN mI til'- 1 «>r(l

C li. lilt t III >i li.i- U> l)f j ( 111 Dll’ cii>|H .ir

im «' <)l ihi' ac It )i

ness; that, he feels, would ne\er uphold the

dignity of a family magician.

In the incantation scene in the first act the
actor may let himself go; the more amusingly
supernatural—even grotesque-^—he makes his

actions, the better. But he must control such
antics to his (^wn share of the proceedings. Never
must he divert attention to himself while Aline
and Alexis are singing their duets in this scene.

His moments of depression can be made amusing
if, en then, the actor does not drop the air of
mischie\ous whimsicality with which the char-
acter is endowed.
Thk Rr. Hon. Sir Joseph Pokier, K.C.B.

{M.M.S. Pinafore), the extremely civilian First
Lord of the Admiralty, is one of those pompous,
self-opinionated egoists whom Gilbert could draw
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so well. Gf humble origin (as he explains in his

famous “autobiographical ” song), he has none the
less adopted the overbearing condescension of the
snob wlio would pose as a patrician. T^'his little

figure of officialdom struts his way through the
opera in a ridiculous manner, of which he re-

mains supremely unconscious He takes himself,

and his “official utterances,” seriouslv; there is

nothing amusing to him in the pompous speeches
and actions that draw such bursts of laughter fn^m
the audience. In this part, even more than in

many, is there that need for inward, rather than
apparent, humour.

'I'he only time, in H.A/l.S. Pint/fore, when the

pose of dignified cemdescension may be dropped is

in the second act trio with Josephine and the
Captain. Here, it will be obvious, a certain

amount of unbending, amounting almost t(^

abandon, is essential. Apart from this, the air of
pomposity must nt‘\ er be lost. ( )nce that liappens,

the whole effect of tlu^ part is lo^r. Fven this one
lapse into abandon must be kept clear iff buffoon-
ery. 'The character sliould speak with a tired

drawd, as though it were too great an effort to

speak to mere humans. 'I'he sailors \ociferouslv

echo Ralph's rentark that “a better captain don’t

walk the deck.” “Gooil,” replies Sir Joseph, lan-

guitlly and without entluisiasm. His jiiovements
and gestures should follow this leatl. Atiything
in the nature of jerkiness (as is somc'times seen
among amateurs) should be avoided.

I\I ajok-CtEn ERA I S t'ani.ev {fVhe Pirates of

Pen-zayue) resembles Sir Joseph ifi manv ways, but

on a more Imman plane, with iKU)e of the First

Ford’s aloofness anil self-importance. ( )ne dot's

not want too photographic a representation of the

middle-aged military commander, for tile gene'ral

himself admits that he is a little more than tlie

“chocolate soldier,” later borrowed from Bernard
Shaw bv musical comedy. He is a likeable old

man, but inclined to be peppery. '1 his side of the

character is only occasionally in evidence, but the

actor should suggest that it is there, just below the

surface, ready to burst out into testy petulance at

a moment’s notice. 'Jdiis part is especially well

suited to a dapper actor with a good bearing and,

of course, a whimsical manner, but offers little

difficulty in any other way.
Re:c;inai.id Bunthorne {^Patience) is a much

younger character than his predecessors, but is
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equally effective in the hands of an older man.
He is a humbug of the first water, and must be
shown as such, clearly and convincingly, yet free

from conscious exaggeration in the acting. 'This
last remark must be qualified by adding that the
pose adopted by the poet is itself extreme ; but this

lies in the part itself ratlier than in the way in

whicli it is played. Wlien on rare occasions he
unbends, it is Bunthf^rm* who is doing so, not the
actor who is trying for more lauglis. in fact, it

is a part that would be convincing and amusing
however “straightlv” it might be played. 'I'he

two poems, nonsense though they be, must be de-
claimed in dead seriousness. The more the actor
is in earnest during the recitals, the more richly

liumorous is t}u‘ effect, it is essential that any
temptation to "‘guy” the poems, or any other
aspect of tile p.irl, be firmly resisted. No effort

should be spared to make the part convincing.
Although we still have our Runthornes, the par-
ticular brand as presented by Ciilbert, and the
period, will be unfamiliar to tiu' maioritv of the
audience, and tlu refvir^/ ojk- now wants m<ue
reality in the paii^ than ina\' have been necessarv'

when tlu' opera first .ippear<‘d His voice, of
course, is that of the “highbrow" -is represented
on the* stage.

'I'm?: I,oki5 Ciianckijok iolaniht) is a

t|uaintlv dignified figure. His is not tiu* dignity'

of the upstart Sir Joseph Porter, but the sni ne
dignity' of one w'ho has risen to the heights of legal

eminence. As befits one wdio has goiiv; to fairy-

land for liis wife, the wliimsical side of tlie char-

acti*r is marked, and should be brought out in

many' places w'here tlie more starchy dignity would
be tmt of place, as, for example, during his caper-

ings with the twt) Karls towards the end of the

second act. Now and again, during these relaxa-

tions, he must give a sign of realization that such
ctinduct is not quite suited to the occupant of the

W<iolsack.
Tn the scene where lolanlhe reveals herself, all

idea of contedy must be suppressed. ^Idie Chan-
cellor is now a figure in one of the most poignant
scenes in cvimic opera. Both actor and actrei'S have
here a fine chance for pathos—wdiich must be
real pathos, not bathos. It is only' when the

Chancellor steps forward to suggest an amend-
ment to the fairy' law' that tlie comedy' again

returns. When lolanthe is recognized, it is

usual, and indeed desirable, that the words
“lolanthe, thou livest.?” should be spoken, not
sung, in a half-broken, awed, and wondering
voice.

Consideration of the rest of the characters in

this group must wait. In general, the descriptions

already given, and particularly the first two pages
of this study, will convey what must be aimed at

in attempting successful and conv incing portrayals

of the later characters.

ON THE SOPRANO ROLES
C>ilbert*s heroines fall in love with the heroes.

T here is no biological significance in tliat remark;
it is explained by the fact that theatrical conven-
tion had tc") be observed, and in the seventies and
eighties (if not to-day') this demanded a happy
ending with the young people united. 1 have
already written that these characters have little

in common with their counterparts in musical
comedy, or, for that matter, with the twentieth
century outlook. Nowhere, perhaps, is this more
ill evidence than in the Kive-making of these

characters. Not one of them surrenders herself

to a passionate embrace; their kisses are those of
a sister. One characteristic of the present day
leading lady will be sought in vain in the Savoy
heroines. “Se.x ajipeal” is an ingredient entirely

abstMit from the make-up of tlu* Ciilbertian dam-
sel. T hese characters, with few' exceptions, are
milk-and-water. All belong to another age. "I'his

makes it .ill the more im]iortant that thev' should
be fullv' understood bv the actrt*ss if they are tt>

be conv incing. A realization of these difficulties

is half the battle.

But there is one thing that these sopranos must
hav e, and that is charm. Vivacity is not so much
callcil f\>r ; this can be left to the soubrettes. Far
too much reliance seems to be placed on the voice
alone in many amateur societies. All these parts

need to be acted—great skill in this direction is

not called for outside Princess Ida and Elsie May-
nard—and the acting teinains in evidence ail tiie

time. T oo often does one see gesture, facial ex-
pression, and, in fact, the whole sense ofcharacter,
dropped when the music cue is given. Many, if

not all, of the soprano songs are suitable for the
concert hall, but while, say, um-Vum is on the
stage, she must remain Vum-Vum. 'Fhese
w'ords are not the “grouse” of a producer; they
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represent, almnst \ erbatini, wliat a giftetl musical

director said wJiile tliis article was actuallv being
prepared.

"I'lie soprano parts ha\ e a real disadA'antage in

that they are so sketchily drawn. Gilbert’s girls

have been described, not without reason, as llh“-

less puppets. It is difficult to seize upon anv out-

|o''Cpliiii(.' (with Ralph Rark‘>traw), tla* hi'.l <it

the draiiiatu sopranos
Photo tn / n* Di’tn'tihatu

Standing disposition to help the characteriz-ation.

Here and there they are more boldly drawn, but
then efforts to read anything into the part are

pulled up by the glaring inconsistencies that stare

one in the face. The soprano leads simplv^ defy
cold analysis. For all that, one can give some
broad outlines (sometimes of a negative nature)
to assist the actress in the portrayal of these parts,

and indicate what special characteristics should
be sought after, and brought out, in each.

'Fhk Plaintiff {Trial hy Jury) falls into the
category of the “lyric soprano.” 'I'his is natural.

since the part is sung throughout. Strictly, the

Plaintiff should not be presented as a shy, demure,
or retiring damsel; ladies who bring breach of

prtimise suits seldom possess these attributes,

though tliey may endeavour to give themselves
such an appearance before the court. 'The Plain-

tiff’s tears, and they are many, should be (»f the

crocodile variety, as will be confirmed by her
tpiick recovery to display the charms of her

trouss<*au to the bewitched jurors. 'Fhen we find

this lady, seeking substantial solace for her broken
heart, ready to accept, at a moment’s notice, the

proposal of the judge. 'I'here arc no tears or

swooning then. 'Fhe accepted rendering should

be followed that of “the broken flower . . .

the cheated maid”—provided it is realized that

this attitude is really a pose, and is cotiveyed as

such to the audience.

A LINK {I'he Sor crrrr)^ also a lyric soprano, is

one of the more consistent of the heroines, and
offers more material tlian do most of them on
which to build up oiu’s characttM'ization. She
shoidd be shown as at once proud and gracious,

fair to look upon, gentle, and utteily unspoilt.

She is ileeplv in lo\'e with Alexis, but must show
(although not to him) the high-spirited girl’s dis-

like of his air of proprietorship towards her. Of
Mr. Wells she is afraid; a magician outside a

story is not reckoned with in her philosophy.

'I'owards the villageis her attitude is kind and
natural with neither her mother's frigidity nor

her lover’s unwitting condescension. In con-

sec|uence these villagers adore her. 'The actress

should strive for the happy medium between an
air of rur.il simplicity and an appearance of

sophistication, always remembering that she, alone

of her sex, represents the younger generation of

the “county” folk in this opera.

Tc)SF.phink {M.Af.S. Pt?iafore) is the iirst of

the “dramatic s(jpranos.” 'This means tliat

greater powers of acting are called for than in the

“lyric” roles, but in all other ways the character-

istics of the two categories are similar. From
reading the libretto, Josephine may appear to be

cold and proud. These are clearly the result of

the surroundings in which she has been brought
up. She is quite out of place on a man-of-war, so

a rather subdued note, in direct contrast to the

rollicking nature of the crew, is an asset. Coupled
with the air of haughtiness there must be a trace
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of siinplicity or, riithcr, iiip;ciivioiisiKss would be
a better word. Josephine is not either hard or coy*

And, despite some florid or eH>loratura singing, she
is unrelated to any prhriu domia of grand opera.
So, although we accept a mature or buxom Mimi
or Marguerite, Josephine must reali/.e, in hgure
and appearance, tlie descriptions applied tt) her
such as “the fairest bud,” “your most attractive

daughter,” etc.

Mabki. {The Pirates of Perez fotce) has been
classed, perhaps uncon\ entionallv, as a dramatic
soprano. One may ask, why.? Certai?ily she re-

lies more on her ability to sing than to speak dia-

logue ; she has but six speeches, of which the
longest has fewer than h.>rty words. It is when we
come to the second act, with its long and affecting
scene with Kredric, that (.Jiie realises how im-
portant a really good actress is to the part. "I'he

burlesque sj^irit of the opera is not openly'^ visible

in IVIabel, though actually it is most e\ident m
her part. 'The aria, “Poor WarKfring ( )ne,”
although calling lor no little \ocal skill, was
written by Sullivan with his tongue in his cheek.
“Farmyard noises” wa^ the phrase he applietl to

tile trills and caderr/.as of thiv “ fa kt'-ofl”’ of the
grand openi manner, Mabel musf liave a strong
personality, so that the ji.irr hut not the actress)

stands out above* her sisters. 1 h.it rt mark needs
the quali tication that the leaelmg Lid*, must, to

some extent, shine abo\'e the chorus.

Pa'iifnce, who giyes her name to tile iK*\t

opera, is only too frequently spoiled by being
playc’d on wrong lines. "F)iis is not altogether sur-

prising when one considers how' difficult a part it

is to reiidi r convincingly, and liow unlike any-
thing in the world of the theatre or in real life

this girl is. 'I'he only really satisfactory wav to

play Patience is as a simple, artless maiden, five

from coquetry or guile. Her air of innocence
should be suggested as real, and not assumed. At
heart Patience is of a sunny disposition, but

occasionally she is brought to tears, as on learning

that love is a duty. She assiduously believes all

she is told i>n this subject, ajid get^ mixed up in

some pretty problems in consequence. When
this happens, her distress and perplexity should be

suggested as being real and pressing.

Phyllis {lolanthe) is in much the same mould
among the lyric sopranos as is Patience, except

that she lacks the milk-maid’s naivete and sim-

plicity. Slu' is intensely Innn.in in lier jealousy,

and when she turns to the peers after rejecting

Strephon the audienci* must feel that she is doing
so in momentary pique ratlier than in any' vin-

dictive spirit. "I'here is little in the character on
which to base one’s stutly, and the best results

will be attained by becoming familiar with the

scenes in which Phyllis appears, and then playdng
them in a perfectly natural manner with more
use of feminiiK* wiles than the libretto wdll dis-

close- as necessary'.

Princlss 1 I3A, the dramatic soprano who
names this opera, is the best dtawn ot all Gilbert’s

heroines. ( )f course, the creation is l ennyson’s,

but the characterisation is Cyilbert’s. Althougli,

until the last act, she appears to be cold and un-
bc-ntling, this aspect of the character must be

shown in such a w’ay that it nevt-r becomes hard
or unsympathetic. Ida may be imperious, but this

is set off by charm and graciousness. 'I'his calls

for a strong and pleasing personal it v' as much as

for acting and vocal talent of a high order.

Although .1 born organi/.er and leatlcr, Iila’s

schemes have the disatlv antagi* of being, often,

impracticable-. 'I'o ilu- Princess they ari* real and
feasible, and for this reason one cannot insist too

strongly on the need for absolute sincerity in

speaking the lines of the part, man\' of whicli

abound in humour. Her pitv for her father brings

a glimpse ol her gentler side; lur song, following

her w'ariiois* excuses, tlisplays her as quite human.
*1 hence, to her acci-ptance of 1 Illarion, the pro-

gress from lui eaiK attitiule towards m.inkind
and her final suriender can be showm i-asilv and
n.iturally.

C )ne thing that is absolutelv' essenti.d in the part

IS collect and gi aceful diction, free from any
tricks or mannerisms of speech. Immediately
after her first entry Ida h.is a speech of fort\-four

lines i>f blank \ i‘ise, which sets the keynote to tlu*

part. But how often is this speech spiiiled by
mannerisms or faulty tliction r TSo princess who
is also head of a uni\x'rsit\' should describe the

“foolish giant of the woods” as an “ellyfunt,”

as 1 heard recently'. And this w'ord “elephant”
occurs fi>ur timt-s in as ntanv lines.

'N nM-\ I’M {'Vhe ATikado^) takes us back to the
lyric soprano. Here is a part full of glaring in-

consistencies. ^ um-^ um, quite seriously, ex-

presses her simplicity, y'et the next moment makes
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it abuiidaiitly clear that she knows her way about.

Some pecjple try to take this as the manner in

which the part should be played, but these contra-

dictions are unintenti<uial, and jnust be ignored if

the most pleasing results arc to be obtained.

What is wanted, then, is not an arch manner, but

a demure, slightly pert, air, quite devoid of any

Phym.is, THt; Ward in Cfianci ry
Hauitiiir-',', and dial in will go a I**!)*; .i\ in thi-^

va^iK ly ilrawii p»art

Photd hv J W Dehenhani

suspicion of skittishness. 'I'he slightest touch of
sophistication is a help (for schoolgirls in early

Japan were probably quite as human as those of

1885). 'I'here can be something almost repug-
nant in Ko-Ko’s advances, which can best be
avoided by ^"um-Vum suggesting the attitude,

“Well, I don’t want to kiss him, but I suppose
I must. What a bore !” W^hen she refers to her-
self as “a child of nature,” as being “indeed
beautiful,” and as “the happiest girl in Japan,”
one should feel that she really believes what she
is saying.
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Rosii IVlAYJiUii (^Ruddig^ore)^ another lyric role,

offers an almost thankless task to the actress who
conscientiously tries to get into the skin of the

part. W^hat character Rose does possess is not

of sweetness, as she imagines, but of a coldly-

calculating sort, hidden under a mask sweet
simplicity and charity. 1 o disclose these not very
pleasing attributes would be to lose the sympathy
of the audience, and this must be preserved ft^r

the hert^ine. Perhaps the best way to pre-sent this

unenviable characteristic is to ignore it ; it is there

without any insistence being placed on it. In this

wav the audience will not at once be aware what
a nastv little girl “sweet Rose IMaybud”' really is,

though they may arrive at this conclusion later.

Remembering this, and that the the spirit ol the

opera is burlesque, the* best ad\ ice one can otler

is to disregard the characterisation (such as it is),

and tt> strive after the suggesti<’>n of a worldly

actress endeavouring, not too successfully, to por-

tray the sweet village maiden of melodramcUic
tradition.

Kisif IVIa^'Nari> (I'hr ')'eo?nen of the Ljmn d)

calls for a flexible voice and strong tlrarnattc

powers, with plenty of light and shadt* in the

acting. One important point to be rtanernbered

is that the ptjrt of P'lsie is that of a young, in-

experienced strolling player, and not that of some
great piirnti do}t>iu. In most other respects the

part is a mass of contradictions. Irr the opei*a,

trouble and perplexities fall fast on Klsie’s head,

leaving her in a continutnis state of bewilderment.
The presemation of this attrtude is not only help-

ful but essential, and it will help to obtain (and

keep) the sympathy of the audience for the

character. For, examined in cold bh)od, there is

room to doubt if i'Jsie really deserves sympathy.
'I’o some extent thi:. is a “showy” part, but that

is inherent, and requires no help from the actress,

who she^uld aim at quiet simplicity, bringing out

the character of the bewildered girl, and that

alone, and leaving the more flamboyant side to

fend for itself.

Cash.DA {fFhe (Gondoliers) is a girl of strong

will and dignity, both f»f which she inherits from
her mother, the Duchess. She does not so much
despise her rogue of a father, as treat him with a

certain resigned air of semi-contempt. She has

her pride; what raises her indignatit)n is not stj

much that she was married in infancy, but that
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she was not consulted. '1 here is als<) needed tlu*

(ippea7'a}ue of coldness in her manner towards
Ivuiz, in the presence i>f lier parents. 'I liis must
be shown so subtly that tlie audience is unaware
of the position between Casilda and Ruiz, until

tliey rush into each other’s arms. I^reventing the
revelation from being too great a surprise makes
it all tlie more important that lier attitude should
not seem too real. In the second act Casilda is

bored with the whole procet'dings while she is on
the stage with her parents. When it is decided
which of these preposterous monarchs is really

king, she seems to be thinking, then will be the

time to worry. C)n(‘ has seen too manv Casildas

adopt this air of ennui without such philosophical

reasoning in other words, yimng ladie^ taking
absolutely no interest ol any kind in what .s going
on during these scenes with which, although
prominently on tlu* stage*, the actress is not
directly concerned. The attitude of Casilda to-

wards 'J\*ssa and Cxianetta also frequently needs
re\ision. '1 Ins is sisterly, as slu* says, not havighty

and ct^iulesceiuling.

CiiANh’i lA {'Vht' Gon/io/irt >) is a K ric part that

d(H*s not c<ill for, or gi\e, much descnpri\e scope.

She* is certaml)' a young ladv who knows her own
mind. She should also be* sdinewiiat high-
spirited, altlu>ugh not so as te) ele n ;k i fomi the*

lighter-heat ted soubrette*, 'Tessa, witli v\ h<'fn she

share's every scene. It is nece*ssary that th •s<*

tw'O parts be c\enl\' matched in abilitv and per-

sonality. Beyond the class! hcation as sopraiut anel

setubrettc there is nothing to distinguish the two
sisters. ( )ne' feels, perhaps, that Ciianetta is more*

luled by her head than her heart, anel that, .is a

characte*r, she* is le*ss we*ll elrawn than 'Te*ss.a.

Conse*quentl V, it is iinj^ortant to see that the*

actress is not oversh.idow<*el by the better-lornieel

character e^f 'Te*ssa, or by the player of the part.

THE HEAVY COMEDY PARTS
'I'here is a wtu lel of fun tei be dr.iwn from the

stage tigure of a large, stedid man finding him-
self in situations of a humeu'ous nature. How
much funnier d<^ these* situations become (outside*

e>f farce) when the actor appears blissfully uncon-

scious of the comicality of the part. 'That is the

keynote for these Gilbertian roles. 'Tlu'se heavy

comedy parts, although c.ast on somewhat bre^ader

lines than the light comedy leads, call for a

display of unconscious hunu>ur, reejuiring little*,

or no, emphasis from the actor to achieve the
desiretl effects anel laughs. Like the light comedy
parts, no two members of this group are more
than fundamentally similar. lOach calls fe^r a

style* wliich, while to some e.xtent identical,

has largt'ly to be aelapteel to the part prt*sented. It

was not re*ally until the middle of the series that
the* heavy come*dy parts settle*d down to bee t^me a

well-detine*d group.
Knough will be stated in the following brie*f

surve*y of these characters to make it plain that

they canne>t be regarded as comic parts. 'They are

the* creations of a humore'uis brain, which trans-

ferred to them a generi^us allowance* of humour ;

but thc“ir cre*ate>r never called upon his inter-

preters to aeld any extraneous comic aid. 'They
repre'sent, for the most part, that type of person
me*t with in real life* who is so inte*nse‘ly funny
be*cause* he* take*s himself so seriously. One can
point .igain anel again to actions in which these*

characters iiululge that woulel se*em to give the

lie to my statement. ^:'er, on refle’Ction, it will be
se*e‘n that it is the actions themselves that are

funny, far more than the* manner in which they
are pe*rforme*d. 'Take*, for example, Wilfred’s lum-
bering attempts to dance during the “Cock and
BulT’ due^r, the comic terror of the Sergeant of
Pe^lice* when the approach of the pirates is heard,

.md Poo-Bah’s efforts to raise* himself from a

sitting to a standing position. Is there anything
in any one^ of the*se*, or similar, examples, which
we^uld be any the funnier in the h.inds of a comic
musical ce>niedv (or music hall) actor than in the

more restrained haiuis of the true CLlbert and
Sullivan come*ely artist Again the analogy of the

j*»ork pie* applies.

'Till-. lyFARNiiO jrne.K [Ttia/ i>y yufy) should

be represented as a pompous, e*leli*rly man fully

aw'.ire* of the importance of his positiein, and, in

his e>wn miiul, yielding to none' in admiratie^n cvf

his capabilitie*s- A certain dignity and judicial

bearing are re*quire*d as assets te^ the judge's status.

'Theie* must be an inkling that, despite his hon-
ouretl pevsition, lie is rather a re^gue (albeit a mevst

leivable one). 'I'he humour of the part should be
aimed at in a quiet anel unctueius manner, and, as

in real life, the judge should tend to dominate the

stage (c)i rather the court) to some degree. Beyond
that, all that is called for in the acting is a good
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cliaracttM- skctcli oF ihc nun c liuinan type of liip.li

court judpc, who can be st‘\ ere vet have a merry
twinkle in his eye. Alternatively, rht‘ part niav

*

' I Was Bo rn S,\ k e r inc ”

Afi. I'.dw.iid kolxA’ (soil <»f the- laiiiuii=; roiin iliaid
.i’. Pooli-Iiah in .^iii .iiiiatnju- pituliK fimi

Ph<‘h> h\ J M' I )< /'t’JthiitH

be played on tht‘ lines of the lipht comedy leads,

as a rather snuffy little pentleman, but the charac-
teriz,ation of the judge lends itself more to the

accepted practice of including the part in the
heavy comedy group.

'Thk Usher (Truj/ by Jury) might be coii-
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sidered in this grcujp. He is not properly a

heavy comedy character, nor does he pro])erlv

fit inm any other category of the family tree,

Tt is a part offering scope to the actor who can
realise just wheie comedy ends and farce begins.

Kut if it is likely to overstep this narrow barrier,

it is best if the ]iart be gently removed to the fifth

group, and regarded as a ‘"subsidiary, but very
important, baritone part.”

1 111' usher should be represefited as a fussy,

shabby man, running here and there with curious,

rheumatickv’^ steps. A study of the real-life usher
will be rewardeil. "I hiMe is much that is hum<u'-
ous to the lay observer in the manner in which
these functionaries go about their tasks. .All this

should be conveyed by the stage usher, with just

that little' tt>uch of exagge ration that nee*ds such
caieful hanelling.

I)()eie)R \ (
7V;<’ So) cerer) is a part that is

fieque-iitly misunderstooel by am«iteurs. For this

reason, the* alte*rn,iti v e* of placing the* part m the-

baritone* cate gorv is one- that can be- comme-nde-d.

'Idle part is re.dly a straightft>rwarel, sympathetic,

stueh of <1 kindly, gentle, counti y clergyman, to

whose* e-v e*n existence* the- startling events of this

opera come- as a elisturbmg and perplexing storm
to hithe-rto unrufHed w.iters. His prot(U\pe c.ni

be found in many a parish. N o conv e-ntional stage-

curate is w.inte*il, anel any atte*mpt to introduce-

such a re.idmg, with the* ‘‘ele‘-arlv belcned” t\'pe-

e-if \(')ice, is, to say the* least, to be deplore*el. It is

imt witlu>ur inte-re*st that two recent professional

Dr. Dalys hael youthful expe*rience* in cathedral

choirs, and both modelleel their leaelings on clerics

with whom they hael come* in contact in tliose ela) s.

C.APIAIN Ce^KCOKAN {H .Af. S

.

<*) bt i ligs

a return to the true heav y comedy part, although
eifa elffferent style from, say, Pooh-lJah or Wilfre-d

Shaelbolt. Any ctjnscious re-cognirie>n of the ab-

surditie*s of the- part should be avoided, while- the

bearing and appearance of a bluff n.ival ofHct-r

must be reali/.ed. But the* rendering must not be
te>o straiglit, and a comeely touch is decidedly

necessary. 'I'his touch is needed to help tlie

ending. Otherwise the* comedy acting reejuiied

to carry off the change of uniform and ce>ndition

might appear to indicate a change of personality.

Whether Captain or A.B., Corcoran remains the

same person.

Slightly different treatment is ree|uired in the
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scfiic with Joscpliiiic in the* first act. Here the

captain has to show Ihmself as a kind and fond
parent, and treated with just the ri^ht touch
serif>us!iess the sceiu* can heconu* nitist effective.

'I'hen, in tlie scene witli l^ittle Buttercup, at the

beginning of the second act, the captain should
play up to the air of mystery created by Buttercup
and tile semi-dark stage. 'I'his not only helps the

scene, but gives it the retpiisite air of mvsterv,
which will make the revtlation of Bvittercup’s

secret all the more c<invincing lattu' in the

opera. Jt is one of those incidents that le.ive

a sub-conscious impression in the minds of tiu*

atidience, so tltat when the surprise- comrs, it is

svulden and staitling without being so u nt‘xpc ctial

as to detract from the following of the story on
the stage.

'I'nr ShKi.PANi or Poi icr ('f'/ir l*i) of

f). Candidly, this richly humotous pait

IS funniest when played by <m actor who does

not reali/A^ how funny he is going to be ^ It is far

better to be too stolid in this part than too

humoious. '! he charact(“r itself is too t \agger-

atid in tin* writing to need this fact to be- pt>inted

bv tlu' plav<^‘i, .uul the absence of an\' conscious

drolleiy f i om the aciing is .ill to the ^ood. 1 oncc'

persuadetl a committet* t<i cas* a-> the sergeant a

droll fellow wlio was sublimel\ ejnoiant of tlu‘

fact. He was, in priAale life, such a «>ne as the

policeman, and pla}’ed the p.irt «is himself Hr
was an enormous success, hut it would not ha\e

done- if the (^pera had run for iiKUe than three

niglits, for, at tlie end, lie was beginning to sec*

how funny he wms, and started to ]rla\' up to this

disco\ c*i y, with the result that he lost a lot of his

effect on the last night. The part should be played

as our old fric*nd and piotector, the Kondon
‘"bobby" of the old school. An e\piessi\e face is

a great assi*t to the part, as a restniined use of

facial by-play helps to set oft tlu* stolldit\ the

man's bearing.

Pnn^A I K Wii I. IS {loliifithe) is placed in this

group largely on account of traditional usage. It

nc'ither started thert‘in nor is it to be found at the

prt'sent time, professionally, in the group. 1 he

parr can be taken by any good baritone who can

sing and look the chaiacter. It can easily be

marred, and put out of focus, by too much bv-

play and fooling at the wiong nuiment. Cer-

tainly the part is i ich in humour, but huntour <^f

the inward kind. 'The song at the beginning of
the second act should be gi\a*n, as b<‘tlts a solilo-

cjui/ang philosophe r, in a half-ruminat ing manner
neither as a straight concert itc*m nor as a

ctimic ditty. His part in tlu* cjuaitet, “ In Friend-
ship’s Name," gets its humour from the musical
setting, with its j ouhtdr m tlu* sentry’s solo line.

J’hI tjR \\I) isj 1 ( »r

Mill. i!I.j1i I iii*-i<' < !<li il\ nj> 'M.iiUI ha\’' .111

mil'e >\ i iiKiit , I In'- { >li. >t. »;•! iph -Ik .w t li.ii 1 h> I »t m ii< i <1

M. it 1 < 1 \ t >11 I 'll! K '"T III- 1 1

1

q'U i \ riK -<

1 / 1 ’ I >1 f I hllillll

A ceilain amount of restiaiiu*d ct>medv' business

should be- intioduced b\ the exch.mgc* of glances

with the t )ueen between the \t*ises of her song
“(), Ktiolish Fa\'," but as a foil, and not a lead,

to her. For tilt* h>ng period during which the

sentr\ is on the ‘^tage, but not ct)ncernt*d with the

action, an altitude td mild inttrest should be

assumed. It is neitlu r tlesirablt* nor necessary for

the sentr\ to draw, t^n the one hand, any atten-

tion to himself t>r, on tlu* other, to appear to be

t.ikmg nt> inleiest at all in the prt>ceedings.

KiNt; Hii.nLauvNn Ida) should be
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represented ;is an iinposinj^, rather choleric,

potentate. Hildebrand is not a typical heavy
comedy part, and he is not the most important
character in the opera. But as a king; should
dominate his court, so does Hildebrand call for an
actor with a strong personality so that the part

may stand out in such a fashion. 'I'his is another
part that can easily be transferred to the baritone

group without loss of effect.

Pooh-Bah {The A4ikfido) is the hea\ y comedy
part par excellence ^ yet it is often spf>i]ed bv mere
buffoonerv^ A hea\ V'> unyielding mountain of a

man is called for. He must not be s<» grossly fat

as to be repulsive, and the padding must be done
with discretion, for no am<^unt of it will make a

thin-faced man appear genuinely rotund. It is the

pompous, oily, dignity of the man, coupled with
his deliberate and heavy movements aiul (fre-

quently) outraged sense of fitness, which bring

most t>f the fun to the part. '1 hese attributes, and
these alone, call for emphasis. In all other respects

the acting must consciously coiney nothing but
the man’s puffed up self-importance. Speech,
movement, and gesture must be slow and unctu-
ous, as befits one of such lengthy pedigree. Kx-
perience has shown how necess;try it is to insist

that Pooh-Bah himself is iK^t funny. It is the ptrrt

that is, perhaps, the most richly humorous e\er
seen in comic opera. 'I he actor, to all outward
appearances, should be truculently serious from
beginning tci end.

Sir 13espard AIurga i rovd {Rudcligor e) is a

complex character; really two personalities in the

same part. In the first act he is the traditional

wicked squire of mehxlrama, in the second, an
unctuous church worker and schoolmaster.

Cadaverous of visage, he makes his first entrance
with melodramatic gait, but he sings in a more
plaintive strain than his appearance would
suggest. In his succeeding soliloquy, although
still with the tones of his kind (lengthening
“child” into “chee-ild,” etc.) the manner must
be that of the villain despite himself. 'I 'hen comes
Dick Dauntless. At (^nce the sinister manner re-

turns, but when he learns that Ruthven is alive,

a change gradually appears. As the narraticjii pro-
ceeds, so Despard’s face clears, and when he finds

himself free to disclose the truth, and exclaims,
“Free at last; free to live a blameless life,

and to die beloved and regretted by all who
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knew me,” there is a note of genuine relief in

his voice.

In the second act Despard appears in black
clothes of sober cut. His wlude manner and ap-
pearance have changed. Cyone is the sallow face

with its scowl. In its place is an expression of
almost cherubic innocence. From every pore is

e.xuded platitudiiu>us unction. 'This character,
being burlesque of tw(> extreme stage t ypes, calls for

a little conscit>us exaggeration in both its aspects.

Wilfred Shadjjoi/i* {The y~eo?rie?i of the

Gr/nrcl)^ like Pooh-Bah, is not too well under-
stood by many amateurs, both actors and pro-
ducers, who will either try to be funny or

encourage clowning in the part. 'That elusive,

“unconscious humour” is here needed to the fidl.

Wilfred is a clumsy, miserable-looking individual

more uncouth than lepulsive. For all the mirth-
provoking lines there is tu)thing in the part to

suggest that the man possesses tlu‘ slightest grain

of humour or sense of the ludicrous. It is the

serious way in which he growls out the absurd
remarks (which are far from absurd to him) that

makes the part so richly humoious. 'Fhere must
be no conscious striving after comic t*fFects. 1 1 is,

in fact, a part that a skilled actor, unuseti to broad
comedy, would make far more convincing th<in

the most acccomplished comvalian (playing the

part in In's accepted manner) could possibly do.

And, again, the o]>eiM itself is more serious than
the others in the series, and calls for acting still

more related to real life.

Don .Ai hamhra Del Bolero {The Gon-
doliers) IS a personage of great importance. He is

not, as frequently represented, akin to that rascal

Pooh-Bah, and, unlike that character, must slu)w
that his dignity sits him like a well-tailored ctmt.

He can ujibend to a slight extent without lt)sing

his dignity, but he can never permit a liberty to

be taken with his exalted person. In manner and
speech, there shriuld be a certain oily smoothness,
and although condescending, his condescension is

never of the pationizang kind. One thing, in this

connexion, which should not be v^verlooked by
the actor, is that the Dt>n, in every sense of that

much misused wtjrd, was a gentleman (even the

prisoners awaiting torture were provided with
“all the illustrated papers”), and this, with that

calm dignity of his, make the often seen mouth-
ing, strutting figure, with over-drawn beetling
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(or worse, “George Robey”) eyebrows quite out
of keeping with the drawing and conception of
the character.

'I'his telling role is somewhat lacking in the
inner liumour of the other parts. It cannot be
played on straight lines so easily as can Wilfred,
or even Pooh-Bah. He would become a du 11 dog
(I aliTKist wrote “don”) if so presented. But a
dry, rather sardonic, humour is better than broad
effects, with ever so slight an emphasis <>n the
p(>mpous and pt>nderous side of the man. LJntil

the t>pera was re-dresst'd by the late Charles
Ricketts, R.A., in 1930, the don was not
dressed as a grand inquisimr should be, that is, as

an ecclesiastic. For the part there is wanted a

man of striking appearance, not necessarily fat,

hut of an imposing figure a well-preser\ ed man,
and a gt>od liver. 'I'he fact that this grcuip of parts,

witii the exception <if Pooli-Bah, is usually pre-
staiti'd by mtai who are, let us say, wtdl covered,
is nu>re fortuitovis than intentional. But the
larger the light conu‘d\ lead may be, the more
impf)rtant it is to hav e *i bulky, heav v comedy
player, for much depends on the contrast between
these two men.

CONCERNING THE SOUBRETTES
Amateur Gilbert and Sullivan >ubrette‘N are

like the little girl with the curl, \^'he^1 they

are good, they are v ery good. But you remeir.lv***

what the little girl was like when slu* w'as bad.

As I have mentionc*d previously, the verv
name “soubrette'” as applied to this group is a

misnomer, for the parts do not bear any resem-
blance to the sprightly, siiucy soubrette-s lound in

musical comedy and “peri<xl” plays. Perhaps it

is that this is not always reali/.ed, so giving us

the ht^rrid soubrette the Gilbert and Sullivan lov er

(and the ordinary audience) has to suffer. In the

“Dictionary of Stage 'Terms,” given in Thkaire
.'VNii Stacje, \Ir. f'dward W^. Betts defines the

word as irieaning a “maid servant or other

character, especially with implications pertness,

coquetry, intrigue, etc., in comedy.” ( )ne can
accept this defmititm implicitly—but not with

regard to the Savoy operas. “Inertness”
:
yes, they

hav^e that in moderation. “Coquetry”: no, h>r

that implies sex, and that is never more than

faintly suggested in the characters. “Intrigue' :

emphatically no. Innocent scheming, as in Pitti-

Sing and Melissa, is seen, but never what could
be called intrigue, or anything approaching it.

Still, there it is; the name “soubrette” survives
in connexion with these jiarts and it wt^uld be
difficult to suggest an acceptable alternative.

As with the sopranos, it is tlifficult to attune
the mentality and characteristics of the soubrettc's

to any present-day standards. 'The onl\' essential

difference between the two groups is that the

soubrettes are less serious cliaracters and, if onlv
for that reason, more human. In them there is

fun and jollity, but in many instances with intense

pathos and drama as well. 'They are more light-

hearted than their sopran<'> sisters. Tluy all

possess an endearing charm and personality, while
their disposition, for the most part, is sunny. In

many instances they are the female counterparts

of the comedy characters, to whom, often, th(.‘v

act as foils. Ft>r this reason what has been written
about the “unconscious humour” of the comedv'
characters would not be out of place for serious

consideration by the soubreftt*s.

'1 he ideal soubrette is \oung and winsome* w*irh

an engaging pt'i'sonallt v. Although om* has set'U

sterling work pur inte'» these parts by the more
senior members of amateur societies, one has to

be so ungallant as to suggest tliat the* soubrette

roles, <*v (*n more than those in tlu* soprano group,

sh<uild be reg.irded as the ]>rerogati\e of the

V'ounger folk. Where ilemandi*tl, high spirits

siu^uld be present, but without boisterousness, and
there must be no co\*ness. It is in those respects,

1 feel, that tlu* more mature soubrettes fail to

satisfy. 'Then, again, the general tf>ne of the parts

is that of artlesstu*ss, rather than sophistication,

and theie is never archness in the characieri'/.atit)n.

One c<iuld almost subdividt* the soubrettes into

as manv^ categories as there are parts, for then* is

little resentblance, other than the most super-

ficial, betwetui them. lolanthe, Phoebe Meryll,
Mad Margaret, and Alehssa are the more serious

among them, 'Tessa and Pitti-Smg the lightest.

'The others fall witliin these evtremes. It .s

interesting to recall that, with the exception of

Constance, all these parts were created by the late

Miss Jessie Bond.
Constance [The Sorcerer) is rather colourless

compared wdth the later members of the group.

Indeed, the real Savoy soubrette, as immortali'/,ed

bv* IVliss Jessie Bond, h.id luit arrived when this
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opera was produced. It is by no means an easy
part, yet the effort to make it really convincing
is well worth while, '^riiroughout the first act

Constance must be played in a restrained, rather
lack-lustre, manner as befits a young girl in love
with her elderly, though charming, vicar, whom
she finds to be entirely unresponsii e. Eater, when

Mao Margarm 's Entrance
A (.Irani. itii iiLCidciit lioni tlic fn >,t .(( t dI J\ udiii i;<>f i'

'1 Iw
j>M'scnt-(iay rcatlni^j .iiid (licssnifx ot tins p.irt tlill<'i

111.ltd 1.lily trniu tlic-

I-hoto by J li'. I>c’benham

the working of the magic spell has led to her
attachment to the decrepit old notary, the part
can be broadened out somewhat. But Constance
should all the time be shown as a demure, and
slightly gawky, country girl. Especially is this

required to set off the more elegant grace and
charm of Aline. But the difference in disposition

and station of the two girls must not be shown in

any way by the speech. T'he dialect of the
villagers, as we see at the opening of the second
act, is “ Mummerset,” while Constance’s mother
has not the letter “h” in her alphabet except
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where it is not required. Constance herself speaks
as good English as the, supposedly, better educated
folk.

Hebf {H.A4.S. Pinafore)^ having a part that
was frittered away to next-to-nothing during the
original rehearsals, calls for little more from the
player than an attractive personality. The part
was originally written for one who was far from
realiy.ing one's conception of the soubrette, but
was later alh^tted to an ‘‘unknown,” who was so
scared of the dialogue that eventually the part
was cut dfjwn to one with singing onlv'. "1 hat
“unknown” was M iss Jessie Bond, Hebe's moods
are sunny, 'vi\'acious, and sv'mpathctic. Unimpor-
tant though the part may appear, it must not be
allowed to be subdui*d by the greater prominence
given to the other principals. At the same time,
as with all the other soubrettes, the actress must
refrain from any attempt to force attention upon
luMself.

Em I'H {jrhe of Pe?i::::(f^ict') brings this

type of part a step nearer to its full ilt‘velopment,

for the soubrette has now become niore of that

sprightly (but never exuberant) cieature that we
shall know better latc'r. Edith should bubble ovei
vA'ith restrained high spirits, anti, like Mabel, tnust

be pt>ssessed of a strong personality. Ntit onl\' is

this necessary in a principal who (like Hebe) is

little more than leader of the chorus, but it is

required to bring out the fact that, undoubtedly,
Edith is the ringleader in the adventures which
culminate in the discov'ery of the pirate lair.

IvADY Ancjeea (^PiiiicNce) is an entirely

different type of st>ubrette in relation to all the

others. Indeed, it is only the traditional identifica-

tion of the part with the player of the soubrette
roles that justi lies its inclusion in this group. 'I he
vivacity associated with the group is essentially

lacking in the cold and reserved outward demean-
our of the “rapturous maiden.” 'Ehis attitude,

but with passionate inward yearning, is preserved
until Orosvenor appears. 'I 'hen all repose is cast

to the winds for raptun^us abandon. 'I 'he second
act sees a return to the languorous attitude of the
earlier period, but without its coldness. At the

very end of the opera, when Angela drops the

pose of aestheticism (and it must have been sug-
gested as a pose), something of the real soubrette

is to be seen. In this part, as with the preceding
two, svifficient personality is required to indicate
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Aiigfla as, at once, a principal and rlie leader of
the band of love-sick maidens ; <^ne of them—but,
at the same time, standing out above them.

IOLA NTH E, the name part of that opera, is

again an individual soubrette type. There is

s<>mething about the part wliich calls for it to be
played by the soubrette rather tlian by a dramatic
mez/zo-soprant), or even by a contralto. TJie
lighter timbre of voice required may have some-
thijig to do with this undoubted fact. It is

undeniable tliat when attempts have been made
to have the part played bv someone ncit grounded
in the soubrette roles (and obviously it is no cluir-

acter to be eFiti'usted to a noxice) they ha\e
usually ended in ccunparati ve, if not total, failure.

Although a gooxl, and not t<M> deep, singing
\oice is important, lolantht* is a part for which
an actress is far moie needed tlian a singer, as a

large range t>f emotions has to be tiaxersed. From
start to finisli tin* part ntads to be plav'ed on a

subdued note, which, howexer, should not be- in

a minor key 'I'herc* <ire tw«.) places where the
traditional brightness of the soubrette is seen : in

the scene, whei e Strepl'.o’i first meets the fairies,

aiul in the second act finale, when tile Ford
Chancellor's ingeiiuitx’ has made all well for exer.

It mav not be the easiest thing tor a xajuthful

amateur actress to ex ince mati.reutl caie foi a son
who, in actual fact, mav be manx vvaii-. her senior

(1 haxe heard of father and daughter pl.ixing the
two rok'S—frequenrlx' husband and wift“ do so^.

But this characteristic must be shown in the

reatling of the part, for, coupled with tenderness,

it is the outstanding attribute of lolanthe.

]\Iei-issa {^Ptificess Ida) is, perhaps alone of this

group, as mucli <.if to-day as of the year of the

opera’s '‘production (1884). She is a chai ming,
merry, unsyioiled girl, free from acquired or

natural guile although she knows how to

wheedle her strong-minded mother. ( )f the world
outside the walls of Castle Adamant she knows
nothing but what she has been tt>ld. When,
eventually, slie sees men for the first time, and
is attracted towards Florian, it must be felt that

her choice is instinctive and well-founded rather

than that she has turned to him as the best looking
of the three intruders. And she remains a k»yal

comrade and ally to the men, helping them as best

she can ; not as a designing mm.x, but because such
an action would be natural to this vital and lovable

girl. She indulges in little subterfuges t<) help
Hilarion and his two companions, but so inno-
cently as to disarm reprobation, ^’et, in the hands
of some amateurs, IVlelissa becomes little more
than a rampageous, arch, designing, little hoyden,
which is certainlv what CF'lberr nexer intended.

PiT'i i-SiNc. he A/likado), too, is often played

Pnoi Bi Merxi.f. in I’i nsix f

I L K*. m 1 hi \ t niiit'ii i‘f thi' (MUiini, i'. p.ii l w Inch i .ill-.

h*i llic <)1 lu.iiiv' ciiiotiKiis, .mkI K.iv. It is

Ln' in) iiic.ms .ill c is\ part, but is tai ami a\va\ the
“plum” of the soiibicitc yioup

h\ J It Dtbrnhani

on the lines that have just been characterised as

wrt^ng for Melissa. But in this case (here is more
justification. Pitri-Sing bubbles i^ver witli high
spirits and xivacitv, and is decidedlv not so free

from guile as \lelissa. .\x the same time, the high
spirits of the part should not be carried to excess,

as this will spoil tlie etisemhle of the “three little

maids,” whose other representatixes, Vum-\ un\
and Peep-B<i, are so much m<^re sedate. "Fhe
vivacity and contrast to these two are largely

pro\ ided for in the part, and although nothing
of too subdued a nature is required, ntx really
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conscious effort is needed tt> ^ive Pitti-Sing her
sparkling attributes. And the display of high
spirits does not recpiire incessant mo\'enient. Kven
in professional performances one has been irritated

by a Pitti-Sing who has been so full of life that

she has entirely forgotten the importance of
repose. 'These Pitti-Sings jump about, squirm,
and wriggle to such an extent that one itches to

tie them to a convenient piece of scenery. One
way in which this occurs is the exaggerated

Japanese walk indulged in. Why Pitti-Sing should
walk in a manner at \ ariance with the other
characters and clmrus (who, one hopes, have been
drilled in the correct manner) is inexplicable; yet

many amateurs spoil their pcirtraval in this way.
IVIad Marcjaret {^Ruddigore) ought to be

played in the first act somewhat on the lines of

Ophelia (but, of course, without the introspective

study necessary for that part). 'There are some
who profess to find this rendering distasteful and
alien to the spirit of comic opera. 'The only
argument put forward to support this view is the

claim that Gilbert never intended the part to be
played in such a manner. 'Fhesc opponents of the

modern rendering ask us to believe that the author
intended Margaret t<i be a character on a par witJi

Pitti-Sing—that laughs were meant to be got from
the part. But is one to imagine that a modern
audience, even at a comic opera, would find any-
thing comic in the spectacle of insanity on the

stage ( )nc has no hesitation in recommending
the amateur tn follow the modern tradition, and
t<^ play .Margaret as suggested in the opening of

this study. It must be remembered that Ruddigore
was never revived between its original run, in

1887, and 1920, and it had no deeply rooted

traditions. But in the space of years that have
passed since its first re\i\al it has become one t>f

the favourite fiperas, and can certainly be said to

have attained a traditional style, strictly in keeping
with the older traditions. At the same time, one
cautions the actress against too realistic a portrait,

if only for the reason that Ophelias, amateur t>r

professional, are not seen every day. It will be
found that there will be plenty of laughs during
Margaret’s scenes in the hrst act, but they will

not come from the girl’s wild, inconsequent, words
and similes but from Rose Maybud’s bewildered
efforts at reply.

In the second act there comes a reversion to the
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true type. Margaret is still rather mad, but with
her demure appearance and timid utterances she
becomes a capital foil to the more vivid and robust

comedy of Sir Despard.
Phoebe Meryll {^The J^eomefi of the Guard)

is at once one of the most engaging of Gilbert’s

female characters and, in the opinion of many
who have played her, one of the most difficult.

She has to run the whole gamut of varying emo-
tions. She must be played, not as a romping,
tomboyish flapper, but as a level-headed, compe-
tent, and vivacious girl ofgreat charm and strength
of charactei . The sentimental side of the charac-
ter should not be stressed. Phoebe appears to be in

love with Fairfax, but it is ruit made clear whether
this is genuine affection or the natural pity any
girl would feel for an attractive man in his posi-

tion. Certainly in the second act there is evidence
to lead one to suppose the first alternative, but it

is, in many ways, desirable that the part should
be played on the lines of the secoiul conjecture.

'The point of the sentimetital story, that Fairfax

and IClsie are the lovers, makes it undesirable to

introduce the complication of Phoebe. And so,

in the scene in which h'airfax is made guardian
of his “sister,” amid numertius embraces, the

impression should be given that Phoebe is not
averse to the kisses of this attractive personage,

rather than that (at last) she is able to embrace
the man she lo\’es.

In the second act Phoebe has one of the “high
spots” of any of the operas. Wilfred has dis-

ct)vered the secret <if her supposed brother. “It
is this accursed Fairfax,” says the Jailor in effect.

Ideas of vengeance are clearly but slowly forming
in his dull brain, but Phoebe shatters them with
her quick interruption, “Whom thou hast just

shot, and who lies at the bottom of the river!”

'I'his incident, slight as it may seem, requires

careful timing for its full effect. In the ensuing
proposal Phoebe, by tempering her high spirits

with a wistful air of resignation, can help the

comedy of what, otherwise, might be an almost
repulsive scene.

'Tessa {fThe Gondoliers) is a iruu e ff^rceful char-

acter than her sister, Gianetta. It has to be
remembered that both are equal units of what is

a well-balanced quartet (the two gondoliers and
their wives). 'Tessa has the more developed per-

sonality of the pair, but such predominating
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influence must be left to tlic* part. 'The actress

must not encourage it, and should studiously

avc>id any temptation towards o\'ershadowing
Ciianetta. 'i'essa, too, is more high spirited, but
if the actress gi\X's too mucli prominence to this,

poor Ciianetta will fade right out of the picture.

Ciilbert, in Thr CjO}idolicrs^ professed to ha\e
made all the parts of equal importance. Ht^w fai-

lle succeeded in this must be a matter of opinii>n.

'The players, by matching themselves to each
other, can help the author’s intenti<a)s. In no
case is this truer than in that <if 'l ess.!, 'J't)o much
exuberance is the usual fault.

THE LIGHT COMEDY LEADS AGAIN
Before beginning (air study of the more st‘ri(^us

mascviline Ci. & S. characters, it wovdd be as well

tor us to retinn to the consideration of the liiiht

comedy leads. For with these complicated parts

behind one, the student of the production of the
operas will hav e crossed the most tre.icherous part

of tlu* di fHculr road full tt'chnical knowlt*dge of
the Savoy char.icters. Let us, thei efore, pi ocetal

to look at till' characters in this gioup which
followed the T^oid Chancellor in Inhiuthe. We
shall notice, mcid(. ritallv, how thi'^ g'ouji has di*-

veloped. I here is far mort* (hfF<U(nce between
individuals in tiie later operas iIkJi in < <nhei ones.

Ring Ctama (^l^rhicrss ait I much alwa\s
associated with the players of the light comedy
lead, does not in many ways sit e.isilv' in tins

group, and is most effective if played on the lines

»)f a strictly high-comedy or dramatic character

[)art. 'I'he man to be portrayed is a missh.ipen,

malignant spit-fire, who is never happier than
when he is making rude remarks about, or even
to, other people. Judged solely by its length, this

is not a big part (Ciama is absent from the stage

throughout the second act), but any tleficiencies

in that respect are, surely, more than cttmpensated

for b\' the effectiveness of the roh*. W'^hile Gama
is on the stage he holds it and dominates the scene

so long as the actor does not attempt t(» stress

the humours of the part.

^I'wo of C jama’s most effective s}ieeches can
lose all their dramatic power if that last warning
is not remembered. He giv'es his dehnition of a

snob, following this up with a recitrd of lus

daughter’s many virtues. "I his is worked up rt>

a dramatic climax with the words "‘Oh, no. Ring

Hildebraiul
, I am no snob!” A laugh at this

point is intended, and will always be obtaintal.

liut the true effect of this laugh does not depend
on the ntanner in which the speech has been said.

W^hat convulses the audience is the way in which
Gama has made his point to the discomfort of
Hildebrand and the* court. I he dramatic inten-

sitv'^ that a skilled actoi' brings to this spev'ch

thrills one; but a moment later the thrill is turned
to spontaneous laughter. When Gama is brouglit

in, a captiva*, in the last act, he speaks of the way
in which his life has been m.ide a misery. 'The
joke, if such It can be called, lies not in how he
says this, but in the fact that the tyrant captor
has left his prisoner with notliing to grumble at.

But to Gama this has indeed had the effect of
making his life a curse, and tile full force of this

conviction is given by the actor implying that his

treatment h.is been in the nature of deadly torture.

Fven a de cided touch of pathos will not come
amiss. 'I'aken on tliese lines, the ensuing remark
of Princess Ida, “IVIy tortured father!” will

sound all the more coin incing, while the audience
will duly laugh, as to them this will sound a

curious sort of torturt‘ indeed. An intensive

study of 'I'ennyson’s The }^?-i>jcess is not recom-
mended ; CTama owes little moi e to his prototype
than his name.
Ro-Ro [The Ah kuifio)^ an engaging little up-

start, is another of Ciilbert's delicious humbugs.
'Fills part, like that of John Wellington Wells in

The Sofief-ef\, is given a little latitiule, and pro-

vided the actor can b(. relied upon not to be
carried awav bv' himself, a certain amount of
low-comedy but not “ music-hallisin is per-

missible. At the sam(‘ time, nothing is lost, and
the part still rc-mains a v ei telling one if it be

played on the more sedate lines of many of the

other light comedy leads. 'That is, to play Ro-Ro
as a harassed, ratluM fidgetv% and self-important

little man; sunny when things go wtdl, humor-
ouslv' miserable when they do not.

Ro-Ro is nimble-witted as well is nimble-
footed, and never at a h^ss for a way out of any
dilemma. His attitude to the other characters

varies. Pooh-Bah he treats as a nuisance almost
beneath contempt (an attitude that is reciprocal),

but he reali/.es the importance of keeping in the
g(M>d books of this all-important individual. T he
other nobles (Overwhelm him a little, so he has
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ItMrnccl a ttmcliiiig little* spt*e‘ch, which he delivers

on his first entrance. 'I'he impression should then
be gi\(*n that all the remarks hdhiwing ‘‘Cientle-

men, I’m much touched bv this reception,” have
been careful Iv rehearseil, and that Ko-Ro, at any
rate*, is not utterniLi: them aloud for the first time,

RcUisha he regards as a great joke until he

Kin(. Cj'ama

A -.tiKU l»> Ihi' .lutlioi t<ir tin iii.dituiaiit
UMii-irili III JtUi

sees that the only way of preventing Ihs elaborate

house of cards from tumbling about his ears is to

marry her. Fie is mortallv'^ afraid of the Mikado,
but feels surer of himself during that monarch’s
more expansive moments. As K.o-Kf>’s parcel of
lies and decepti<m gets more involvx’d, so does he
beemne more enraptured with it. 'There is a

tendency to regard the famous “'Tit-Willow”
song as a comic ditty. This is not so; the
liumorous effect is gained by the impression tliat

K.0-KI0 is giving it all the seriousness of a tender
ballad. "I'his whimsical fellow should seem to be
singing a plaintive song in a perfectly straight-

forward manner, 'therein lies the humour, to

which the words and sentiment of the song lend
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their aid. But, between the verses, comedy creeps

out in sundry little sly glances towards Katisha
(which she avoids) in order t<v see if the song
is havdng its effect. Only in the encore verse

should any liberties be taken, vocally or otherwise,

and these might well be dispensed with.

3vo-Ko should never be played, as is sometimes
done, in the manner of a cockney (t>r similar)

comedian. Fie may have been a cheap tailor, but
that is not to say that members of his craft would
speak with any local twaiig or accent. All that

the actor should aim for in the voice is a whimsical,
possibly slightly sepjeaky, voice.

'The one vocal “gag” permitted to FCo-ICo (or,

for that matter, to any of the characters) has been
mentioned. Flere it is not out of place to refer

to some autlu>riz,ed changes in business. It was
Gilbert’s intentitjn that, in the encore of the

“Eittle lyist” song, the “apologetic statesmen”
should be indicated by business suggesting con-
temporary politicians such as a suggestion of

Cjladstone’s collars, or L<vrd Randolph Churchill's

moustaches. 'I'his business has moved with the

times, arrd so were featured in their day. Sir

.\usten Chamberlain’s momrcle and top hat, and
Mr. Baldwin’s pipe (the clenched fist forming
the bowl and the thumb the stem). A suggestion

of the Flighland fling, following a carefully pre-

pared golf stroke, inilicated, of course, Air. Mac-
Donald. Amateur players of Ktr-Ko, then, are

perfectly in order in introducing any contempo-
rary political figure.

Sir Ru i'hv^en MuRtTATRovn (^Kuddigoy e)

really comprises two distinct characters ; the bash-

ful farmer (Robin ( )akapple) of the first act, and
the curse-ridden baronet of the second. Both
these are well-defined types of Victorian melo-
drama. 'I'he humour, once again, lies in the

writing of the part rather than with the actor.

'Therefore comparatively straight portrayals of
these two types should be given. '\'et they must
m>t be made so distinct as to suggest diflFerent

people—the same personality remains under two
widely diflFerent conditions. Ruthven, like the

lyord Chancellor in lolanthe^ is provided with tine

incident calling for the best of dramatic acting.

It is the speech beginning “F"or a week I have
fulfilled my accursed doom!” and culminating
with his collapse on the now dark stage as the

ghosts faintly appear. ICvery word in this speech
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counts Oilbcrt said that the speech, as originally

written, ran to several pages—and it must be
taken seriously, as the cry of a soul in torment,
with no trace of hurrying and with full value
given to every syllable. Not for one single frac-

tion of a second must the slightest hint of comedy
be allowed to creep in, for the speech sets the key-
note for the eeriness of the ghost scene that

follows—a scene certainly far remt^v’cd from
ordinary comic opera. Both author and ctimposer
give of their best to aid this scene*, and it is their

due to rccei\ e the backing of the actor in getting
the right atmosphere. But as se)on as Sir Roderic’s
solo is over and Ruthven comes from the obscu-
rity of the wing‘d to which he has retreated, then,
and then ah>ne, is a return to contedy permitted.

Altlu)ugh the Robin of the first act is ceui-

\ incing in his bashfulne^s (but only before the fair

sex), the wickedness of Sir Rutlnen is k‘ss so. He
has been a wicked baronet for a week, and the
impressif)!! tlu* audience shoidd receive* is that,

after so m.iny years of a bl.iniele*ss existence, he is

trying h.ird to lit in witli his new surroundings
rind, to the best of Ids ability, endea\ouring to

motlel himself on his voungei brotht*i , of whose
\ ilLiinies the audience tia\'e been u irnesst*s. Ruth-
ven has, in short, acejuired a veneer of wickedness,
but, as yi t, it has not had tinu* lo h<*com<* deepei
than that.

A most (.*tfi*cti\'e touch, which all ainarcurs

seem to miss, is the showing of the change from
simple farmer to wicked baronet. Robin has been
unmasked, and sings

As pure and hldiiieless pe.is.iiit,

1 cannot, 1 regret.

Deny a truth unpleasant,

1 am that Harf»nct '

'These lines are sung simply; Robin is staling

a simple fact. But there comes a change during

the next couplets

—

But when completely rated

Bad Baronet am 1,

I'hat I am what he’s stated

I’ll recklessly deny !

When the last line is reachetl all n*straint has

been thrown to the winds. 'The soul and per-

sonality of the bad baronet have entered his body,

and the acting manner employed until the end of

the act is that of Act TI. Ruthven leaves the

stage before the merry jig that comes in the finale

right at the end he re-ent(*rs, shrou'.led in his

ch>ak and cracking a whip. 'I'he villagers and
officers rush ofF in terror, leaving Old Adam
appealing to his master, who stands pointing i>ft‘

stage presumably towards Ruddigore Castle and
the life of crime that .iwaits them theia*. Some-
times Rutlnen is shown in ihis scene to have

I'm I KA<. ic Ii ^ ri R
“ \ linfliKiii i*-. ,1 1 iL’li t -JiJ'.n 1> tl Kn.li ’ ).i

INiiiit. Iliil I lilt .1 Ihmi r

I'v J. 11 . n./.nhom

changed RobinC fail wig foi tlie inoie sombie
hue of th.iT worn in the second act. Tiaiiklv one
suggests th<* omissitMi of this little tcuich, which
is luit now usetl in ihe professional production.
'There is reallv insufficient time for the* wig to be
}iropv*rlv^ adjusted, aiul this is got over by putting,

on a black wig of flowing locks quite unlike tlu*

one that has been worn or that wdiich is used in

Act I 1. Rather, then, let it be supposed that the
change in appc*aranct* takes place gradually, and
let Ruthven finish tlu* first act, physically, as he
began it.

At the end id' tlu* o)>era, naturally, there is a
return U) the manner of the pnvsperous farmer of
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^hc first act. It iiiiglit be nienti<^ned, incicU-ntally,

that the correct proiumciatioii of the name is

“ Rith’ii and not, as once, “ Rooth-ven.”
Jack Po j n

'

r {Thr 1 'ro?n rfi of thr Chuird') o ff t- rs

a part that wiJl repay any amount of teclmical

study. In this character are found at least four
difFercMit aspects; (i) the jester plying liis craft,

(
2

)
the man anxious for success and favour, ( ^) tlie

clumsy, egotistical lover, and (4 ) the bioken-
hearted, jilted man. 'These different sides Jia\ e

a habit of succeeding one anotlier in the twinkling
of an eve. In his first scene with F.lsie and tlie

Tieutenant, we get tlie second and third sidt^s of

the character mixed up. When I'Jsic* is led awav,
bhrultold. Jack’s spirits are at their lowest. Sud-
deidy the T.,ieutenant asks him for his qualifica-

tions as a jester. At once the down-at-hetd,
unfortunate air is thrown aside, and a trafisformed

Jack bubbles over with an exhibition <if his

craft.

J«ick Poijit, the man, is a tragic [>art. 'The
comcd\^ and it is ample, Cfimes from Jack Point,

the jester. 'Therefore the actor must keep his

whimsicalities and antics for those moments when
Jack is, in fact, plaving a part. And therein lies

the greatest difficultv in the role, for this play

acting has to be suggested more th.m actuallt’

portrayed, or else the part becomes uncoin incing,

lacking in spontaneitv' and as near tt) lifelessness

VIS so vital a part c.in be, How' the happy medium
is to be achit'\a*d cannot well be described in print.

'The writing tif the part helps \ erv much, and the
manner must, aiul safely carj, be left to the intelli-

gence and common sense of the actor, aided, if

needs be, by the producer.

'1'he I3ukk ok Plazo-'1\)RO (Thr (Jonriolters)

is a grandee with a brain of fertile in\ enti veness,

which he uses for his own advancement. He is

an engaging rogue who, clearly, would be as much
at home amid court ceremonial as at a suburban
dance. For all his drollery, egoism, and looking
out for the main chance, there must be slu>wn an
air of polish—a quiy//acal refinement and dignity.

He mav be a mountebank, but he is never a cheap-
jack. In demeanour there should be an air of
elegance—even grace. This is especially necessary

in the second act, where one wants the many
gestures and posings to set off the ungainliness of
the two “kings.” 'There is frequently a tendency

“guy” and exaggerate this second act scene
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especially during the gavotte. W^hen the cue
is taken from later professional exponents of the

part, this may be right up to a point. But the

duke must behave, so far as his bearing and
movements are concerned, in a graceful and
dignified manner, and this fact is nev'^er to be
forgotten in the interpretation of this part.

'Throughout in dealing with the ci^medy parts

I have stressed the necessity for inward or uncon-
scious humt^ur. And if 1 liave given the impres-
si<m that the manner in which they are played
does not call for any humorous acting, the
amateur will ha\’e learned a useful lesson. But
ont* progrc*sses by degrees in learning. Haxing
tried to instil the truth that these are not comic
parts, by insisting on their being played as the

reverse-, 1 go a step further, and amplify that

theory by analogy. 'The actor who assumes one
of these parts is in the position e>f the- elrixer of a

car. As one humours a car (no pun is intended)
and learns its idios\nicrasie-s so must one* drive-

these comedy parts. Oiie- must attune- oneself to

tlu*m, give them one’s sympathy, as it were*. In

this way the actor will come to think and act

like- the part he- is j>laving, anel so, witlu>ut effort,

will be* able- te) bring to them just th.it sliglit

hume>re)us touch which must, in actuality, come
fre^m the interpreter.

GILBERT’S AUNT SALLIES
If Cjilbert is accuse-el for not ha\ ing maele his

younger wi>mt*n characte*rs bear any resemblance-

te) !e*al life, he- is often critici'Ae-el fe)r te)e) much
naturalne-ss in his elderly fe-m.iles. He has be*en

pillorieel for )iis habit e)f he>lding up to de-i i^ion

women whe) are growing old anel le)sing the-ir

be*autv. The critics pre^fe*ss ilisgust at Ch’l-

be-it’s insistejice- on the* physical odiousness e)f a

woman gre)wing e^lel. While* admitting that this

is not a ple*asant trait from which te) atte^mpt to

elraw l.augliter, are we not overloe)king tlie manner
in which the theme is handled.? Analyse-d in the

cold light e)f reasone*d afterthe)ughts, it is by no
means creditable for C Gilbert so persistently te)

havx- “guyeel” the lady of uncertain age and
charms. But this has been piloted succe*ssfully

through all the e)peras (it is true that in Trial hy

yury the theme is e)nlv intre)eluccd, ne^t actually

elepicteel), and this must mean either that the idea

is acceptable to tlie audience or tliat it is treated
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so delicately that the cruelty is masked, when we
actually hear it, by the underlying satire. And,
surely, it is at such a time tliat one must judge a
situation intended primarily for the stage.

Nevertheless, t^ne would str(>nglv advise that

this aspect of these magnificent contralto roles

be not stressed or treated too seriously. We do luit

want this unpleasant trait, tliis frustrated femin-
inity, to be either t<)o comic or too tragic. Nt>r
will it avail the actress t(^ try to present these j^arts

c^n sympathetic lines; to dfi s<i would be to spoil

both the effectiveness and the* intention. Sullivan

supplies the svmpathy by giving these characters

some lovely music as though to make up for tlie

mordant wit of his ct^llaborator.

None of these parts should be plav''ed without a

reali'/.ation of the untlerlying humour, whether
this be of the s.i\age kind or of a gentler nature— Eady Jane’s matrimonial ambitions or the

Oueen of the Fairies’ “reacti<ins” to Pri\ate

Willis. 'Fhe humour is akin to that of the male
comedy parts, and should be treated in the same
unforc<*d manner. Hut there is this difference:

the male parts aie in themselves humorous, the
conception of the contralto roles is that of serious

parts that become humorous m realization. The
comedy, which is abundant, r.oelv comes to the

surface in the charactenz-ation. \ usehil .isset

to the amateur contralto is an imposing presence

and forceful personality I'ven more iTnp<.i*»nt

is the possession of a keen sense of humour, so

that the actress can realize, without openly dis-

playing, the wealth of ‘‘‘fun” that tlie autlior

intended to be got from the parts. 'Fhe audience

must never get an inkling that the actress is other

than in dead earnest. "Fhis advice should be
remembered during the usual brief stmly t>f the

contraltv) parts that billows. Particularly does it

apply in the parts of Eady J.ine, Dame Car-
ruthers, and the Duchess of Plaz,a- 1 oro. There
must be no tendency to make the audience laugh

at the character. What is needed is that the

audience should laugh jv/t/i her.

Eadv Sangazure Sorce? er) remains the

grandest of gt a?irJrs dames^ e^en when, to tlie

audience, her behaviour is the most outrageous.

'Throughout the opera there must be the impres-

sion of the aristocratic matron and dragon of the

proprieties. This last aspect tloes not even dis-

appear when she is flinging herself at the reluctant

Mr. Wells, for her actions are unconsciously
inspired by the potion. There is, in the last-

mentioned and many other scenes, plenty of
humour within the part that will require no
assistance from any outward tricks of the comed-
ienne’s art. The part should not be made too
domineering; undoubtedly Lady Sangazure does,

by her personality, tower above the villagers, but
this should not be too naturally overwlielming a

dominance. Lady Sangazure is one of those
tactless dowagers whose greatest asset is the power
of saying the wre^ng thing in the wrong place—as

witness her remarks to Aline when she makes
her first appearance.

Little Buttercup {H.M.S. Pinafore)—how
many would recognize her by the name of Mrs.
Crippsr is best described in the Bfiatswain’s

words as “the rosiest, the roundest, and the

reddest beauty in all Spithead.” A hail-fellow-

well-met attitude towards all is the dominant
key-note of the first act. I his is coupled with a

determination to stand no nonsense from anybody.
In the second act, particularly in the opening
scene, an inkling must be given that there is

something mysterious in Buttercup’s mind. "J'his

must not be shown to such an extent as to lessen

the effect of the revelation at the end of the opera.
Here Buttercup’s attitude towards Sir Joseph,
incidentally, is no less hearty than it is to the
sailors; a fact which in no way upsets that
pompous bureaucrat’s equanimity : a tribute, this,

to Buttercup’s personality.

"I'here is a strange paradox about this part.

'^The dominance of man>^ of the ct^ntralto parts

comes from tht* physique* of the playt'r. In the
case of Buttercup it is due more tt> her manner.
Vet this part, more than any other in the group,
calls for a “plump and pleasing person.” 'I'his

sometimes presents difficulties, as it is not the
easiest task to makt* a petite contralto, even when
aided by the mysteries of make-up, realize that
description. A small Katisha, Ruth, or even a
slim Lady Jane, may “get away with it”' through
sheer force of personality. Rarely will a portrayal
of Buttercup, in similar circumstances, be success-
ful. 'J'he golden rule is that as the physique may
shrink from the ideal, so must the force of char-
acrt*r and personality increase to give a convincing
portrayal of this rollicking, yet mysterious,
woman.
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Rit'i h {The Pirates of Pea^za^ice) usht-rs in that

long, and pathetic, line* of iniddle*-aged or tddcrly

women whose plainness, increasing years, and
fnatrimonial ambitions are lu‘ld up to ridicule*.

The Pirate Maid-oi -ai l-VVork
Piith, tht' fir^t of (,i]lMTt’s “fadc’d aiM*)rists”

Phnto hv J. M , TJt'ht uliani

Ruth is a rather flamboyant, gipsy type, not

unlike Little Buttercup, though she lacks the

bum-boat woman’s cheeriiiess. Traditionally,

Ruth should be a big woman, but, in this case,

the reverse will riot rt*ally detract from the part’s

effectiveness. A straight, emphatic style is more
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ele*sirable" than any play upon the emotions. T^’he

part is not without humour; here again no
emphasis frt>m the stage will help in the slightest.

When we first see her, Ruth is in penitent mood.
It is only towards Piederic that she is at all

gentle. 'I'o the pirates she is masterful and a
match for any one of them. 'Lhere is little doubt
that they are in mortal dread of this “bossing”
iTiaid-of-all-work.

'The Laoy Jane {Patience)^ perhaps the cruel-

lt*st of Cjilbt*rt's satires, is drawn as a caricature,

which the actress should transform into a finished

picture. Jane is put on the stage, majestic and
statuestpie, to be lauglu*d at. In its etfect, her
devotion to Bunthorne is more comic than touch-
ing. She will never desert him, she swears, yet

wh(*ri the chance of becoming Duchess of Dun-
stable appears, Jane sei/.es it (and the Duke) with
bt^th hands. Kxamples sucii as this, though mirth-
pr'ovoking in the extreme, must be played without
any conscious sliowing of the comic c*ffect. It is

here that that sense of humour, to which 1

reft*rred earlier, will be so useful. L,\'en the

preposterous self-acct^mpanitd rt‘citative at the

openn g of the second act will be the funnier for

absolutely serious harulling. 'The du(‘t, later in

this act, with Bunthorne does, of Cfun'se, call to

some extent for broader treatment.

'I'llE (^ITEEN or- Trip P' AIRIES {loluHthe) is

.mother majestic person of, if possible, Junoesque
proportions. I hi* \ ery weirds put into her mouth
make it important that these qualifications go with
the necessary \ocal and dramatic talents. If the

contraltt^s in a society tend towards slimness, then,

.all else being equal, the Oueen should go to the

tallest, for her positit)n picks her out as one who
should (in all senses) df)min.ite the fairies. Charm
and graciousness sht)uld be added to the charac-

teri/ation, which otherwise would tend to be too

severe. This will also help in the comedy scenes

in which the Queen takes part. But where there

is severity, tending to frigidity, is in the Queen’fc

attitude towards the peers, whom, until the finale,

she regards as beneath contempt. It is as well to

remember that the fairies regard her as their

mother as well as their queen.
Lady Blanche {Princess Ida)^ although on

quieter lines than Lady Jane and others, is yet

another schemer. In this case it is power, not
matrimony, which is the ambition. The part is
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made most convincing wIicfi no emphasis is laid

on the coldly-calculating side of her nature. As
Blanche conceals this from the students, so should
the actress hide it from the audience. 'The lines

of the part will say all that is needful. Blanche
shows that she is convinced that her dreams will

come true, and the audience realizes that she will

be well qualified to assume power wlien the
opportunity occurs. "Fliere is a hint, too, as in

her acceptance of Melissa’s ‘‘‘harmless scheme,”
that Blanche is entirely human beneath her ct>ld

and stoical exterior. "1 he actress should endeavour
to give a picture <^f .a commanding, masterful
personality rather than one of hope (.leferred.

Ra'I'ISHA
(
7'/ie Adikiuio') gives us at once the

most repulsive and most liuman of the contralto

roles. 'I'his is a character giving scope for dra-

matic acting of the highest order. 'I'here is plenty
of pathos, too, in the part, both apparent, as in

tile second act solo, “Alone and yet Alive,” and
concealed, as in the remarks of the other char-
.icteis about her appearance. But the actress

must be warned against using rliese opportunities

for enlisting the sympatliv of the audience. All

tliat c<unes to her, one has to feel, is riclilv

deserved. Unlike so main of Gilbert’s women
characters, Katisha repays a close study of the

character depicted. Here is .. ilominating per-

sonality; by sheer hu ce (^f charaetc i
, and against

her unattracti\e appearance, she has obtained a

station high in the Imperial Court. She has

colossal courage and self-.issu ranee, and can e\en
di\ert, openly, homage from the IMikado tt> her-

self. She feels Nanki-Poo’s deserti<.>n as an
affront; it is her (imou?' propre^ n<^t her ambition,

which suffers most. For, when she upbraids him,
it is in the words “this hisult you shall rue.” And
this is the woman who is won over by Ko-Ko’s
artless tale of the broken hearted tom-tit! So we
sec that she is quite human after all. iVIany of the
observations I have just given are based on a

fascinating study of Katisha that was published

in The Gilbert and SulltDan "yournal during

1932. I am grateful to the writer. Miss Audrey
VVilliamson, for permission to make use of her

sound analysis (the only satisfactory one I have
read) of this wonderful woman character.

The uglier Katisha appears to be, the better

is the effect. It is not everyone who cares to don
an unattractive make-up, and there is endless

precedc*nt to supptjrt such an objection. In an
opera whtue, with this one exception, all the
women-folk are yf)ung and attract i\ e, the contrast
and general appearance of severity and old age
make a picture the further ugliness of which
may, to some extt*nt, be left to the imagination.

Damj- Hannah (^Raddigo? t’) is a more pleasant

J)ami Hwnau
\i l< > 1 1 1 1 1 1 ^ l In • \ il 1 I " i >! K( il( M M ) . I in f Id n iiiLi

ul tin- iitln I i>p< J ,1^

I'hiilii h\ J 11 I )i 'it nihitu

character than the others in this group. To hei

falls much of the svmpathv' tliat is denieil to the
other contr.ilto roles. Hannah is a kindly (>Id soul,

gentle, strong-willed, and strong-minded. "I'hese

last tw<i traits oveiride the first when she is

roused. "Fhen, indet*d, she merits the description,

“a tiger cat,” that is applied to her. But it is her

solicitude for Rose and her devotion to her dead
lover that endear her ti> us. 'The burlesque spirit

of the opera is not noticeable in the part, wdiich
should be played on quite straight lines. For that
reason aK)ne one would deprecate the practice,

not altogether unsupported by professi(jnal prece-
dent, for amateur Hannahs to play for a laugh on
the name “ Roddy-Doddy ” when confronted by
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Sir Rodcric in Act II. 'J\) do so seems to

strike a false note, and a spontaneous exclama-
tion of wondering awe and affection is far

preferable.

Dame Carrittmers {The Yeomen ofthe Guard)
gives us the incarnation of the level-headed senti-

mentalist who takes herself and her job seriously.

She, too, is a husband hunter, but she docs not
pursue IVIeryll in the open manner that Eady Jane
uses to run after Bunthorne. In conception and
execution, the Dame’s scheme is more subtle. As
with most of the other contralto roles, the Dame
needs to be played with an air of authority. She
is, abo\ e all, a dc^mineering st)rt of person, despite

that strain of sentimentality, and more than a bit

of a busybody.
The prc^posal scene in the second act must be

played on rather broader lines than the rest of the
part. Although the advice to Meryll is to appear
to be in grim earnest. Dame Carruthers should
bring a slight emphasis to tlu* melodramatic
quality of the scene—which is different from any
other aspect of the role. During the old soldit*r’s

halting proposal, the exultant attitude of the dis-

covery t)f the ' turns to one of coyness,
almost, but not quite, \ erging on the ^ kitten-ish."

If taken on these lines the whole scene is intensely

amusing, and not out of keeping with the dramatic
development of the tragic climax towards which
the opera is leading. One is assuming that the
duet, “Rapture, Rapture," is to be omitted, as is

now usual. Should, however, this number be
retained (a ctiurse that I cannot too strongly
condemn), then it is suggested that the preceding
scene be taken as a little cameo of straightforwai

d

acting.

Tl'he Di^chess of Plaza-Torcj {The Gondo-
liers) is a dignified matron, who keeps a tight

hand upon her husband and makes it quite clear

that she not only is, but intends to remain, the
predominant partner. '1 he humour is rather more
obvious than in several of the previous parts, but
is of a somewhat sardonic nature—that of the
overbearing woman who, while not actually a
nagging wife, has at least a hen-pecked husband.
In the outward appearance of the character there
is not a little wistfulness. Especially in the first

act, one feels that the Duchess is making a gallant
against difficulties to preserve appear-

ances and to keep up the dignity of the title. In
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the second act, when the success of the Duke (^f

Pla'z,a-^l"oro, Limited, lias brought prosperity to

the impo\’erished couple, she becomes more gra-
cious, but e\ en then cannot resist the temptation
of getting in a few digs at the expense of her
volatile husbaiid. 'There is nothing flamboyant
or comic required in the acting ; her masterfulness
is subtle. Grace and dignity are needed both in

speech and nu>\ement. Above all, the Duchess
shoukl be a good “ feetler," with a sound know-
ledge of team work, for much of the humour of
the ducal party depends on a well-matched Duke
and Duchess who will play up to one another
in a capable and understanding manner. 'The
Duchess is not hard or cynical ; there is a smile
hovering not far away, e\'en when slie is scoring
an effect at the expense* of her spouse.

TENORS WHO MUST ACT
One wt>uld not expect a singer wlio is expert

in the bel canto or Horiel stvles called for in French
and Italian opera to be the ideal exponent ofthe
lieldentenof of Wagner's works. 'I'he type-s be-
long to separatt* art forms, each individual and
distinct, and each calling for widely difi'eient tech-
nique. So it must be with tlu* Sullivan tenor. He
too, must bring to his work stuiiething that is iu)t

found in other operatic teiu)r typt*s. lOssentiall

y

the true Sulliv an tt*nor is a lyric singer, frt*e fiom
any \’ocal mannerisms, and one who can giv e all

due regard to vocalism without sacrifice of clarity

of diction. Howev er beautifully a Sulliv an air may
be sung, as a piece of music, it will go for nothing
if every word more, every syllable—be not crys-
tal clear. By now, possibly, the rt*ader will have
grown tired of this reiteration about diction. \ et

it is so important that it c.innot be too strongly
stressed, and it is frequently the case that a tenoi

,

striving for vocal effect and purity of tone, will

tend to lose this all-important quality. Our tenor,
too, must forget the existence ofthe juvenile lead
of musical comedy; that sometimes romantic,
sometimes back-boneless, figure with (all too
often) an affected style (or should it be “staile" .?)

of speech and a penchant for singing songs of
“lurv to yew." Not to put too fine a point on it,

the amateur tenor to whose “vu)cal villainies" the
Mikado so pointedly refers cannot hope for
success in Gilbert and Sullivan opera. 'These
tenor hert)es are Hesh-and-blood ; a few tend
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towiirds priggish ness but none is efFeminate and
all must be dej^icted as humans.

"I'hat brings us to the popular thei>ry that no
tenor can act—a theory with which Oilbert is

supposed to have expressed his agreement witli

sf>me vehemence. 'I'here may be some slight

substratum of truth to this statement, as there
usually is to all generalizations. But, on the
whole, this is little less than a libel. 'I'enors are
not so many as are baritones, but they number
in their ranks excellent actors. Gilbert, for all

his bad opinion of tenors, wrote parts that need
good acting, and, what is more, he liberally

endowed the parts with humour. "I'his is not
often noticeable in the writing of the parts; yet
it will be seen that a light, humort^us touch is

needed far nuire than the sighing and yearning
of so many operatic tenors. 'These parts are all

\ ital and suicere; there is nothing soulful about
the types portrayed.

Tiif DKKKNOAN'r (
7^/ /V// hy yuty) serves as a

good illustration of the tvp<* co\er(‘d bv the
Sulli\'an tenor. 'This is the ])art of a gav voung
spark, a bit of a bounder, but richer a cad. Kor
all his Don ]uan-hke prop<Misities, th(' audience
must feel sN'inpathy towards the cliaracter. After
his first a})prehensi\ e t-ntianc. , i)ic' Defendant is

quite at his ease, and by no iiKan-. *>\erawed by
the majc'stv of the law'. All this will be helped if

the player combines ease of bearing w»rh a

pleasant personality, wdiilt* a decided sense i>l

comedv' will also aid in giving a convincing and
satisfactory picture. '\’et one might think, as

there is no spoken dialogue, th.it an excellent

singer would suffice. 'I'hat is bv no means tlu‘

case; the Defendant must, first and foremost,

be a singing actor. 'I he Defendant originally

carried .i guitar, on which he accompanied him-
self during his first song. 'This might be left

to the imagination.
Ai.Kxis PoiN'i’i^F.xa RK ('/Vic’ Sorccict ) is so

devoid of humour th.it it is not important lo» the

actor ti> possess this useful adjunct. Kven a natur-

ally stiff, I'athei stilted attitude wall not detract

from the part. Alexis believes himself to be a

keen social reformer; actually he is a snob of

the first water. He has just that amount of charm
which stops him from being a most unpleasant

young man. He is sincere enough ; it is the w^ay in

which he goes about his self-appointed reforming,

and his condescension, whicli makes him so
ridiculous. '1 In-re should be no attempt to stress

the priggish side of the character. 'Towar ds Aline
his attitude is gently domineering; with Mr.
Wells he adopts a pose of condescending supe-
riority, yet with a realization of the awful doom
that Aline suggests may be their fate slu^uld they

KieHAKD 1) M'NTT.rSS

\ t«'in>r \shi> mil'll '-nm, .it-l, au«l tl.iue*.* j

/ /'v / M l>t‘h,nhani

ci'oss tile magician. Alexis is not an easy part,

nor a pleasant one. 'The many laughs in the part,

it will be found, wdll look after themselves.

Ralph Rackstraw (//. Pinafore) pro-

nounces his name ’‘‘Rafe,'” not “Ralf.'’ Despite
the fact that the second does not rhyme with
“'waif,” it is surprising how it persists in some
productions. Tliis is essentially a singing part,
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for ihcrt* is littk- that presents anv (.lifficiilty t>n

the acting side bey<>nd t}ie higli-sounding, poly-

syllabic speech with which Ralph proposes to

Josephine. 'This gains its full effect front absolute

sincerity, and must be rendered C(tn\ incingly and
surely. It should be learnt, practised, and
rehearsed carefully, so that there is no risk i>f the

slightest stumbling <tr hesitation o\ er the words
of this absurdly iliverting utterance. Another
point to which, both as actor and singer, Ralph
must pay heed is that, although consumed with
an apparently hopeless and unretpjited love, he
is a sailor, and must be manly withal. Sentiment
he may show, but ne\'er sentimentality.

Freokric: {Jl'he Pirates of Pea^aace) presents

us to tlu‘ tenor leail who is also something a

comedian. Altluujgh Frederic must be a con-
\ incing lo\er, a keen sense of humour is a more
desirable attribute than the ability for romarce.
Up to the revelation, in the second act, that he
must turn against IXIabePs f.ither, the part shv^uld

be taken in a light, whimsical, almost im[)ish,

manner. When the fact that he is really “a little

boy of five” is disclosed, his amusement is

unbounded. In the ensuing “Parado.x” tiio

Frederic is far more the comedian than the tenor

of operatic tradition. (.)ne must candidly admit
that it is difficult to hnd a tenor wh<i can combine
this attitude with abst>lute sincerity and first class

vocalism, but it is well worth while to take

considerable pains with the most “sticky” amateur
to inculcate this light and joyous touch into his

rendering.

"J'liE J^i;ke fJF J_)r N.ST.AiJLE (Patii'aee) is not,

it will be remembered, the “lead” in this opera.

Grosvenor (the baritone) ousts the tenor from that

position. Here is another v>f the serni-comic tenor

roles. "1 he I3uke possesses neither the romantic
bearing of Alexis or Ralph, nor the good natured
high spirits of Frederic. He should be shown as

a pleasant, rather empty-headed foj). His bored
and blase manner carries with it a certain charm
and undoubted good breeding. 'The amusing side

of the chaiacter is like that of the comedy leads,

for it does ncjt come from any conscious comedy
playing. 'I'he Duke’s outlook on life is not
humorous, although he is quite a happy-go-lucky
fellow, but he naturally cannot help being a
source of amusement to others. It is a part to be
played without any apparent effort. He has a
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drawling voice, but the actor must be careful not
to turn the part inn> a typical musical comedy
dude, with an irritating laugh and exaggerated
Oxford accent.

F.ari. "1 'oi.i.cH.r.ER (^lolafithr) is not unlike the
Duke in Patteace, and should be played on much
the same lines, e.xcept that 'I'olloller shows the

possession of a greater amount t^f brain. In direct

contrast to the clear decisiveness of his n.)is-a-n}is^

the Farl of IVIt^untararat, "I'olloller should be
played with a bored drawl and a smooth manner,
though stopping short of being lackadaisical. He
is an easy-going man about town, yet superbly
proud of the nobility and tradition of the House
of Fords. 'I'he most difficult scene is that in the

second act with Phyllis and IVlountararat. Here
the two men, in their decl.irations of undying
rc'gard ft>r each other, and the unwillingness they
express to do anything that would cause pain to

the other (i.e. to be killed by him) must be taken
in dead seriousiu*ss. 1 he more in earnest tlte tw<i

men appear in this scene, the mori' comic will be

the effect.

Hii.ARiON (P?i//Ler\ hfa), as befits the luno of a

medieval romance, is a graceful and chaiming
figure, sufficiently restrained tr) set off his more
flamboyant companions. At the same tinu‘, he

must suggest that he is the leadei of the adventure
that leads to so much trouble and fun. 'Fo
Hilarion this is a serious means to an end; to

Cyril and Florian it develops into a glorious

“rag.” Hilarion enters into this spirit, but never
loses sight of the object of his coming to Castle

Adamant. I'o Hilarion falls much of the opera’s

romance and poetry. For all this, tlie part is quite

devoid of any femininity, save that necessary to

make the masquerade in female attire convincing
up to a point.

Cyril {Pri?icess Ide^) takes second place to

Hilarion to the extent that a courtier would
naturally do before a prince. He is not, one should
feel, a courtier by choice, although lie carries tliis

position with entire success. He feels, and shows,
that he would be happier away from the restraint

of the court. Cyril has certain traits in common
with the Defendant in Trial hy Jury^ and falls

into the same class of tenor lead as does Frederic

—the tenor-comedian. "I'he high spirits of the

part are not boisterous or exuberant. In the

“kissing song” Cyril should be shown as merrily
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tipsy rather than drunk. He slxicks the Princess
and Jier students, not througli the fact of having
drunk more tJian is good for him, but because Jiis

behaviour is something unknown in their experi-
ence. H eis an impulsive youth rather than a boun-
der, and tlicre is nothing in th<* part to suggest,

as at least one writer has done, that Cyril is a cad.

Nanki-Poo {^rhe Adikudo) must show signs of
his court upbringing. Althougli he has fled from
the palaci* in a state of panic, by the time he
appears in the opera he has become fond of his

I’oving life. He is now worrving about nothing
(or nobody), t*xcept ^’um-Wnn, arid whc*n he
finds that he has lost her, his efforts to end his

existence must be shown as though lu* were
absolutely in earnest. I bis is another of those

sc<‘nes the comedy of which is enhanced b\- serious

pla\'ing. Hut when, at last, lu is ni.jrrietl, and
olHcially ilead, a liglit flippancy comes to the sur-

face. d'his flippancy li.is also been iK>ticeil at the

beginning of his first scc-ne with ^ um-\ um.
Nanki-Poo reg<iids Ko-Ko, his ri\.d, vA’ith some
amus(‘inent ; it isoid'^ Katish.i whom lie feais.

Rk'M vki) I)\i s ri t'ss [R lu/digorr) emphati-
cally belongs to tlie tcaior-cometlia n class. In

addition he must be a capable dancer Dick is,

of couise, the jolly Jack 'Tar o^ IMtick Ey'd Susu)!

and simihir plavs , a caie-free , happy-go-lucky
indi\idual, on evcellent terms with himself (and

his luMit). Dick is a rollicking part, but tare* is

neeiled to see that he does not become e-xuberant.

'I'lu- stage sailor of melodrama was ne\ er that.

He was breey.v, and bail a knack of turning up at

the right nuiment. Hut he was taken \t*rv seri-

ously, and had no time en mclinati<in for exuber-
ance. Dick should be modelled on the same lines.

He proposes to Rose on Robin’s behalf, not

bc-cause he thinks it would be fun, but out of

genuine kindness and the tlesire to Jielp his

bashful foster-bnulur. 'Then there is no malice

behind his disclosure <>f Robin’s secret. He
belit*yes it to be his duty to tell Sir l-)espaid the

truth, and acts accordingly.

C()ia)NEL Fairfax {^Vhe Yeomen of the Ciuui'd)

has no quarrel with the world. In the shadow^ of

the scaffold he bears himself with dignity, uncom-
plaining. 'Fo circumvent his rascally kinsman, he

enters light-heartedly into matrimony. His escape

accomplished, he forgets all abt>ut his mai riage

for the rest of the first act, and goes merrily into

his assumed guise. Hut, later, he n-fers to his

“conjugal fetters” anti how tf> free himself from
them. Yet when Flsie’s identity is known tt)

him, instead of disclosing himself at once, he woos
her in the guise of Feonard, and has to ctinvey

the idea that he is tloing so in fun, and that he
means tt> reveal himself as a })rodigious leg-puller

“
1 in Sox c)i 1 HI Mik\i)o”
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when he set's that his joke has gone far enough.
Hut his self-revelatitai is prevented by the sudden
shot. FI is aititiule n>wards Jack Point is that all’s

fair in love. After all, he must kiu^w that Jack
cannot win Flsie, whose Imsband (Fairfax) lives,

but instead ot announcing this fact, so sure is he
of himself, the Colonel must ha\'e his little jokt;'

of wooing and winning his own wife under
the jestei's eyes. At the end, bctieath his
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triumph, Fairfax sliows genuine pity for his

defeated rival.

"Idms it will be seen that many varied, and even
contradictory, emotions fall to the player of this

role. 'Fhey range from debonair trifling, through
the philosophy of the grave student, to ardent
love-making. One meets in Fairfax the contra-
diction of one who has given deep thought to the
subject of life and death, yet who combines with
this attitude the irresponsibilitv of a schoc^l-boy.

'Fhc key-note to the more serious side of Fairfax
is set by his first entrance. "^I'his should be played
in a simple, unforced manner, with no high-
falutin heroics. 'I'he actor should suggest the

philosophic attitude of one who goes to meet
death unafraid, who looks upon it as an experi-
ment “a great adventure.” Summetl up, Fair-
fax is a gallant man, somewliat selfish, but
thoroughly engaging; a romantic figure, calling

for a strong and sympathetic personality, and,
above all, an easy, manly, singing voice.

Marco Palmikri {The Gondoliers) is an
engaging felh^w, and should be playetl on light,

good humoured lines. 'Fhe contrast between
him and his brother, Giuseppe, is shown mainly
in the vocal difference, but tiiere should be a

suggestion that Marco is the m<^rc serious of the
two—as far as that word can be applied to these
merry, care-free fellows, whose brief spell of
aiithority causes them some embarrassment and
not a little fun. Of course IVIarco must see that

lie preserves the balance of the quartet with
Giuseppe, Gianetta, and 'Fessa.

Fv'ery tenor, I suppose, has sung Alarco's
famous ‘‘Take a Pair of Sparkling Fyes.” It

must be remembered that it is a different proposi-
tion to sing this song ofi the stage, as a necessary
development of the story, instead of as a straight

ballad in the drawitig room or concert hall. L/nless

the action is suited to the words, this number will

lose most of its effect on the stage. In these
circumstances it is not a detached number, arid

must fit gently and unforced into its prt>per

setting. Marco is giving his “recipe for perfect
happiness” to the attentive Cjiuseppe alone. In
effect, the song is not being sung to the audience
at all. "Fhis picture may be relaxed for the second
verse to some slight extent—Marco can move to
the centre of the stage, and sing part to the audi-
ence, part to CTiuseppe. But the song is invariably
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encored, and as Giuseppe has received liis advice,
it is quite permissible for the encored verse to be
sung straight out to the audience. Indeed, for

this occasion, it is a graceful action to withdraw
Giuseppe, quietly, into the wings, giving the
soloist tlie whole stage.

THE BASS CHARACTER PARTS
'Fhe group designated the “bass character

parts” is made up of roles which vary in

importance between the different operas, but
which are of uniform effectiveness. All of them
afford ample scope for fine, virile singing, and,
witli few exceptions, offer splendid acting oppor-
tunities. Tile characterisation of these parts is

crisp and definite, and the interpretation calls

for these qualities, with the addition of incisive-

ness. They aie also parts that stand out because
they are more naturalistic than the comedy and
idiiiantic roles. 'Fhe very nature* of most of the
bass parts calls tor a commanding pi'esence and
forceful personality. And herein lies a danger
that must be carefully watchc*d, since these are
not leading parts, and the manner in wliich tlu“

stage is dominated by them should not be that of
the personality or accomplishments of the player
standing out above those of his colleagues, but
the iiatural domination of, say, a pirate chief over
his band, an emperor towering above his subjects,

or a colonel overshadowing his junior officers.

The bass group is not so clearly defined a type
as are the other categories. For instance, there is

less affinity between Dick Deadeye and Sergeant
Aferyll tlian there is between Bunthorne and
Ivo-lvo. T here is accordingly less that one can
givd in tile nature of general hints, covering tin*

complete group, in dealing with these chaiacters.

Kach must be treated far more as a separate entity

than is the case wdth the comedy or female parts.

( )ne can only refer once moi'e to the clear-cut
incisiveness mentitined earlier, and, above all, to

the necessity of perfect clarity of diction. 'Fhis

group, it is repeated, is not represented in the first

and last of the operas at present under review
Trial hy Jury and The Gondoliei s.

Several of these parts make the nearest approach
to “real life” to be found in any of the characters
in theoperas. Herein lies a danger; if theplaying is

made too realistically true t(^ life, the balance of the
work as a whole will be thrown sadly out of gear.
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Sir Marmaduke Pointuextre (^The Sorcerer)

is a middle-aged, well preserved baronet of grave
and dignified bearing. He is a forceful, aristocratic

man, suave and urbane in manner. Althougli
there is a little stiffness in his demeanour, any
touch of pomposity must be carefully avoided. Jt

may seem a delicate distinction, but there is

actually a vast difference between pompousness
and pomposity. Sir Marmaduke may possess the
first innately, but he has never acquired the
second. 'I'he part, then, should be played on
straight lines with this characterisation well

marked. There is plenty of hum<nir to be
extracted from the part; as in so many other
Gilbertian roles, this comes from the words and
situations never from the acting. 'I'he scene,

f(^r example, where Sir Marmaduke introduces
Mrs. Partlet as his future wife would be ruined
were the actor to show any signs of the humour
ifi the incident. What he must convey is that

Sir IVlarmaduke’s attitude would be no difFerent

if, as he probably believes under the influence of
the potion, he were animuncing his betrothal to

the greatest Luly in the Iniui.

Dkaj^fve Pintifof e) c:\n rightly

be regarded as one of the “plums” of this group.

At the price of some slight physical discomfort

(which is not so bad as it looks), the acti>r has

one <if the most effecti\'e parts written by Crilbei t,

and he is almost as well served bv the comp'*ser.

It is strange how the impression persists in

amateur circles that Dick Deadeye is a comic
part, t<i be ]>layed as a clown in a grotesque red

wig and whiskers such as glorified Cjeorge Robev’s
famous prehistt^ric man.

Dick is anything but this; he is essentially a

real and vital character, the one person in the

opera whe^ talks downright sense, and wlio appears

to bear some relation to real life (if one can ovei-

look that no man in his physical condition woiikl

be likely to be borne on the books of a warship).

'There are plenty of laughs in the character.

'I'hese should always be obtained by making the

audience laugh 'ivith the character, not at him.
He is not a pleasant person, either in appearance
or behaviour—he admits as much—yet the audi-

ence’s sympathy must not be entirely estranged

frc>m this misshapen, rather pathetic, but wlu>ily

conscientious, being. 'This is impossible so long

as the grotesque clown, which so many producers

(to their shame) encourage and toleratt
, is por-

trayed. No; there is far more than tliat to be
got from this magnificently concxa\ ed pxii t. Dick
should be shown as a ratlier v em^mous and spiteful

man, yet entirely human and not without somt*
pathos. He should also bi‘ depicted as of a fiuxeful

character, for oiu- feels that he has oht.iined sonu‘

Dick ] )r Aur ^ 1

( >nr • (I tin* fiiu -I p.n I \\ I 1

1

l“ii 1 < a I ht'i f aiif 1 '

th.it I-, lea'll iitii 1<M -,l < I. >( I 1)\ amali iit'-

/.W.V / U I), ; >,h,nn

ascendaiicv o\ er tlu' crew who pndess to hate him.
Wen- it otherwise, he wt>uld piobably ha\e been
flung o\erboartl long before tlie opi-ra starts.

'TiiF PiKvi’F Rinc. 'yVhe Pit ates of Penzana')
gives us a double burk'stjm* It has alreadv’^ been
mentioned that the- opera is a burlesque of the

Italian grand opera stvle and spiiit. 'The Pirate

Ring is not only a parodv' of the Italian hasifO-

profundo^ but also of the wicked pirate of the
Hlack Ky'd Susan school of mek^tlrama. He is a
magnificently swaggering figure of a man, repre-

senting in pose and gesture many of the attitudes
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of tlic “penny plain, twopence coloured” toy

theatre. The bearing of the actor goes a long
way towards the effectiveness of the part, and it

is a great help to have the part played by a tall

man who will rower above the other characters

—in the physical sense only, be it added. A
blustering, authoi itative manner, and a rc'sonant

ThK MiKAIKi OP J VP/W

A o])aractpr whu h l>y no tnoans “actor
pr-iot ” It aiul repays, caretui stiuly

P/iuh' I'V J H Oi:h,nfictm

and V igorf>us voice: should be added to an extrava-

gance of clear-cut gesture. But this extravagance
<if gesture must be kept within the bounds
imposed by the size of the stage.

Colonel Calveri.ky {Patience) should be

represented as a dynamic, forceful, and command-
ing person; a Victorian “he-man” of more or

less mature years. He is one who relies entirely

upon his military bearing, his uniform and gold

lace, to capture the heart of the fair sex. A
philistine through and through, he rinds no place

for poets in his philosophy, and he must show
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blank amazement at the hold Bunthorne, and
later Grosveiior, exercise over the rapturous

maidens, b'ven when the Colonel and his com-
panions adopt aestheticism as the only means to

regain the affections of their former betrothed, it

must be clearly indicated that the men do not
understand what is meant by the rigitl posturings.

'They do it, they e.xclaim, but they don’t like it.

'This scene is another of those which are all the

funnier if apparently treated in dead seriousness.

As befits a military commaiuler, e\'ery gesture

and action must be emphatic and precise, and the

spoken dialogue must show the effc*cts of parade-

ground training aiul practice. But the actor must
avoid turning the Ct)lonel into a blustering

martinet.

'I'liK Karl of AIoon tar aha f {lolanthe) differs

somewhat from the other characters in the grtuip

in that it is far less of a “chaiMcter” part and
rather moie subdued in treatme-nt. I his is a jier-

son of C(^n^iderablc• haughtiness aiul dignity, with

an easy, well-bred, and authoritat i\ e manner. It

is a far more incisi\e character than 'I cdloller,

with whom tlu* part should elTecri\'elv contrast

in every way, sa\ that the two nu*n should bi*

of about the same agty 'The points that call ri>r

special menti(>n include the second act song,

“When Britain rt'alh' ruled the wayes.” For all

its burlt‘st|ue of the ultra-patriotic song of its ilay,

this number slu>uld be sung as though it were a

stirring ballad, towards which the musical setting

helps. T'he best part of (Gilbert’s pseudo-jingo
songs is that they all sound so like the real thing,

yet, by a slight twist, are actually so different.

When dealing with the tenor parts I mentitined

the necessity for all seriousness in the scene where
'I'olloller and Mountararat are quarrelling over

F^hyllis. A most effective touch can be added to

the description of the musical judgments of the

Lord Chancellor if Mountararat gives a sligjit

questioning hesitancy on each term employed, as

thougli he were adding the words in brackets;

“. . . FLs series of judgments in F sharp minor
(is that it?), given andante (is that right?) in six-

eight time (correct?) . . . etc.” 'Fhen in the

ensuing trio, “If you go in,” Mountararat will

probably rind that the lA>rd Chancellor enters

into the dancing with a certain amount of

unjudicial abandtui. 'Fhe carl, digniried himself,

likes others to maintain their dignity, and he
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sliould sJiow himself as sliglitly sliockcd at the
Chancel It>r’s proceedi ngs.

Arac (Princess Ida) is s<^ small a part from the
acting pednt of view (altht)ugh an important
singing role) that little is called hir beyond a

capital bass voice and an imposing app(*arance.

He must also be- able to carry ofF the big black
beard and the cumbrous arriK^ur. H e is an
uncouth boor, and revels in this fact, yet iht*rt‘ is

a c<-rtain rough nobility in his make-up. As his

sister, Ida, is masterful, cle\'er, and gr.icious, and
his father, Ciama, mean and spiteful, so should
Arac aim at striking a note half-way between
tht*se e.vtremes. And if the player be possessed

(')f a strong perstaiality , he must be careful not

to overshadow his .ipparently less important
brothers.

'I'hk Mik a no oi' Japan ('Vhe Mikado) is a

part that arouses much discussion as to the manner
in which it should be played. It is more than
piobable that Cjilbert intended it tt> be a sub-
sitliarv character, and we krHm'' that the famous
song so closely associated with the part was nearly'

cut out before tlu* opera w,is })roduced. Indeed,
it was only at the' combined pleading of the entire*

company that it was retaiiu'd— tf) bece^me one e>f

the* outstanding successe*s of the- opei.i. Ne)r has
it always been the practice for i !•' p<\rt to be plaveel

by a leading member eif the preife*ssK>n d ceunpanv.
Hut be that as it may, the part has ne>w become
in c\ ery way a most important one, aiul sluailel

be treated as such by amateuis.

J'he I\likaele> shoulel be i eprese*nte*d as .i grim,
sarde)nic man. At once he is an autocrat, a

philosoplu*r, a fathe*r to his people, a dt*sporic

humeirist, and a ge)eid-natured sadist. 'I'he chai-

acie‘r appeals late* in the* e>pe*ra, but he has e>ppor-

tunities for liringing euit all these aspects. His
attitude at his first entrance sers the* picture foi

what follows, and might be elt*scribe'd in this wav:
“Here 1 am,” says the Mikado in effect as he
follows his guards e>n te> the stage, “ He)W' before

me, ye>u puny mortals. l)e> me* homage*, fe>r am 1

not the supreme being of this lane!.?” It is all so

good-natured; the JVlikado seems tei t*xude* ho}i-

hofnie from eve*ry peire. 'Then he sings that he*

expects obedience fre^m every man (and his teme

suggests that not only does he expt*ct, but demands
it). Despite sundry interruptions from Katisha,
he is able to add that all cheerfully own his sway.

'Idiese interruptions, incidentally, have a cumu-
lative effect. At the first, he pauses politi ly, but
as they go tin he becomes mort* and more annoya d,

until, with the last, one can almtist (but not quite)

heal him using most un-royal language.
After he has thus introduced himself, he

unbends, and sings of how his great humaneness
is achieved, and how he ct^ntrives that each
punishment shall lit the crime. It is a great joke
to him, and befort* singing the refrain, he brt'ak'^

into a throaty chuckle at the tluiught of it. Sud-
denly, realising that he is making himself too

pU*asant, he draws himself up, the laugh changes
te> a snarl, and then, quite urbanely, he proc<.*eds

with the song. Although he asks with unction
for a description of the execution that he believes

to have taken place, he is politely bored with the

narratiy'^e, but becomes grimly in earnest as to the

whereabouts of his son. Still, he appears to

remain affability itself while he is inquiring about
Nanki-Poo. Although he has been gilding tlu*

pill in this manner, by framing, as it were, a

request—“Would it be troubling you too much if

1 asked you to . .
.” lu* sudd<.*nly^ raps out, as

.1 comm.md, tlu* concluding words, “Produce
him!” 'That Nanki-Poo has been beheaded, and
that the three plotters are to meet a nasty fate,

trt>ubles him not a bit. In fact, the second of
these facts delights him «.*\ceedingl\ . As to Nanki-
Poo, he studies the death certihc.ite and remarks,
“Dear, dear, dear. 'This is \ er\ tiresome.” Hut
he say's thest wt>rds with no more behind them
than if he Jield a laundry list in his hand and the
remark were e\ oked by the* fact that one of his

collars had gone astray'.

riieii* should be a smooth oiliness alx^ut t/ie

.Mikado's speech, which, lu^wtyer, takes t»n a

staccato imperiousness when, as in “Produce
him !” his suavity changes to t(^nes of command.

Sir RontRK AIi’Hoairo^o (Raddioerr) may
be cast primal ily m regard to the \ocal powers of
the player. 'I'lu- famous ghost song in the st*cc^nd

act, with its mar\a*llous orchestration, fullv

desery (.‘s tlu* best of voices. At the same tinu-,

considerable acting ability is required to create

the eerie, otlu*r-wt:>rldhness of this ghostly char-

acter. Sir Roderic should speak all his lines in

more or less of a monotone, giving every word
practically' the same stress and emphasis, with a

slightly rising cadence at the end of the sentences,
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tliLiN ni.ikinji; tlu" w<>rtls ‘‘most musical, most
melancholy.” 'I'his will not become monotonous,
especially if the words are intoned, rather than
spoken, with something of an engan-note quality

behind them. A romantic strain enters into the

part <it tlie end, when, still preserving all the

ghostly qualities of voice and bearing, he meets
his old lo\e. 'This is a tender and touching scene,

which can be ruined all too easily by the least

suspicion of mawkishness on the part of either

player. Sir Roderic’s last line, “ I see 1 under-
stand ! "Then I’m practicalh- ali^e,” is spoken as

though the glu^st had, in fact, returned to life.

SF.RciEANa' IV'Ikryll I'eoTnen of the Guard)
is a rugged old soldier. "I'his, and the fact that he
is a personage of some importance in the l Ower,
calls for an authoritati\'e style of playing. But the

easv-g<jing side of the man must not be lost sight

of. Another aspect of the character that must be

shown con^incinglv and witlunit mawkishness is

his devotion to b'airfax, to whom he owes his life.

I'he sergeant is a bra\ e man who counts not the
danger of liis act in engineering the colonel’s

escape. He is a man of action, too, ft>r once the

scheme is formulated, he sees it through to the

bitter end.

"Idle character also calls for a strong sense of

comedy, for many little humorous touches art*

introduced, and these Jiave to be skilfully handled
if the effect is not to be maned. For e.xample,

the scene where he proposes to Oarne Carruthei's

can be most amusing—and should be, even
though tile most dramatic element of the opera
has bet'll reached—but to gRi” the full effect

.VJervll slundd here appear to be in grim earnest.

I he humtjur, so far as he is concerned, lies in the
fumbling way in which the unfortunate t>ld sol-

dier pours out the ardent words that so ill become
liis rugged appearance, and also in the general

discomfiture of the man. Above all else, the
part is emphatically a sympathetic one, both in

conception and interpretation.

THE INDIVIDUAL BARITONES
I'he characters in the last male group (which

has previously been described as consisting of
“subsidiary, but important baritone parts”) might
also be named the “miscellaneous male princi-
pals.” In practice, it has to be extended to take
in parts that do not readily fall into any of the
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earlier categories, and also to allow for the pos-
sible inclusion of up to three “heavy comedy”
roles, which, as I have explained, can slip into this

final group easily and without loss of effect.

'Fhen, in addition to the parts specifically

mentioned as being in this group, consideration
must be given to five others. 'Fhere is Bill

Bobstay, the Boatswain’s Mate, in H.AI.S. Puia-
fore^ who is closely allied to the “heavy comedy”
roles, but witliout their importance. "Fhe baritone
counterparts of the tenor lead in Patience and
lolanthe^ together with the joint baritone lead in

Phe Go7jdolters^ will be found in tlieir chrono-
logical sequence. Finally, also from Phe Gondo-
liers^ there is lyuiz,, a part which is suited either

to a light baritone or tenor, but which is included
in this group for ct)nvenience. 'Fhe parts varv
greatly, both in importance to the plot of the
opera and from the point f>f view of “ importance ”

to the player. But each is effective whether con-
sidered as being a full-scale* principal or ranked
as a secondary character. It is left to the readei'

to decide which falls in which class.

Unlike the bass parts already dealt with, these
baritone characters are not so closely allied to

reality. At the same time, they are far more
matter-of-fact than the whimsical comedy roles.

Some of them, it is true, are fanciful characteis,

but others are almost recognisable as everyday
characters. Nor are they so closely related in

temperament or personality—les.s likel)" to be
associated, as with the other groups, with a par-

ticular player. In practice one will not invariably

find that the actor playing, say, Cirosvenor is

likely to prove a satisfactory Samuel, and so on
with the other parts.

"Fhis may be the very reason that makes it

impossible to lay down any hard and fast rule as

to the characterization—a rule that would be
equally applicable to all the parts here discussed.

Both the nature of the part and of the particular

opera have a decided bearing upon this point. So
let us proceed to examine each character indi-

vidually, again with the reminder that (whatever
the characteristics peculiar to the part may be)

each is typical of the traditional Gilbert and
Sullivan role, and must be played in the tradi-

tional manner.
Counsel for the Plaintiff {Prial by yury)

is one of those parts that are so often played in
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rJiat niiinncT which some* critics arc fond of

describing as “adequate.” Sometimes it is not
considered a part of sufficient impe^rtance to merit
even tins questionable description. Really the
part is most effective possibly the iTu>st effective

in the opera and well repays close study and
attention. 'J 'he part should be played as a youngish
man, with ease of voice and manner, incisive,

and ejuite devt>id of any touches of that great

lawyer. Sergeant Bir/.fuy.. Hut, in restraified

moderation, the player should make full use <vf

the many little touches of facial expressit>n and
emphatic gesture belov'^ed of the pleading advocate.
In the adva'ce on another court figure from this

opera, the Usher, tlu* actor was advised to study
the real lifi* prototype. Such advice is m'cn more
applicable in the case Counsel. One impr^rtant

]a>int h>r the actor t<^ realise is that lu“ is actuallv

playing a double part. N<it only is the actor

representing a certain character, but that char-
.icter is himself indulging in histrionic skdl on
b«‘h.df of his fair client, 'riiis j)art is the onlv'

reallv “straight” one in this amusing, but sonie-

vvliat e.\agg<‘ rated, opera, and one of the few
c)iaract(‘rs dt picted in tlu* work that feel quite at

hrMne in a court of lavv'.

Him Hohs'i \y e) is far more
a conu'dy character than the oihei'i in thi'* giauip;

m fact he IS one of thi* ft‘W Cyilbert and Sullivan

characters to wluim the word “comic” might be
applied. et it is not a r<»bustl\* c<unic character,
one nec’ds constantly to applv’ the soft pedal. '1 lu

Ho^sun (as he is invariably addressed) is a cheery,
sv'mp.it hetic soul with a pinlosophical framv* of

mind. He appt“ars to be tlie natural link between
the* captain and crew, 'i'he ]ilaver gets his big

chance in the second act with the song "‘He is an
f'aiglishman.” Although this has to be sung in

an amusing wav, it is ia)t a comic song, and the

impiession has to be givtai that, to the Ho'sun and
his fellow-sailors, it is a serious, .soul-stirring, ami
patriotic meltKlv^. "I'he audience, too, is frequenilv
so carried awaiy that the song, mtunentaril v, is

seen by them in the* same light, and thev cheer
it to the echo, 'Thus the singer gets his encore,

into which a certain amount of low comedy busi-

ness (still pressing heavily on that soft pedal) is

permissible. Hut for the song to be rendered as

though it were either “ Kand of Hope and Olory ”

or “Knocked ’<‘m in the Old Kent Road" is

OPERA
entirely contrary to the .luthor’s intentions, and
sh(3uld fit ml V be avoided.

Samitei. (^The Phates of PpH-zance) tak(*s after

liis chief—the Pirate King doubth'ss as a result

of their long association. Samuel lacks the com-
manding presence f)f the King, and is a more bluff

Tht \t F\ir\
"^n

«
pli< >11 Im III. i.iUH tli.ii In i'. .1 t.iii \ ( 1 < UN II to till'

w.ii^t, while liiN le;jts .in in-nt.il

I'liotft fi\ / 11 / >1 fii fihiini

and human figure. H(* is deep voiced and gruff,

ruddy faced and red beartled. Towards his fellow-
pirates Samuel adopts a heart v manner, wltile a
good-humouretl yet menacing attitude is shtiwn
towards the other characters. 'There is a good
deal of burlesque in the character, but little that
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can be* adtlctl to this bare* tlc-scription, whicJi shouUI

at least inelicatf tliu characte-ristics tor wliich the

plave-*r shoiilel st^i^'e*.

ARemiBALi) CTKt)S\’KNOR {^Pfitit'Hce) brings us

t<i the first tif flu* ju\'e*nlle“ leaels which was cast as

a baritone anei not as a teaior. 'The part was
cc^nceiv e ei, anel for some* years playeel, in a nianrun

Thi Cai'TMN or Tin “I’inaiori.”

ipt.nu < I >rc ir.iii. 1 )r aiw] Pri\ .ito Willi*
!>« 1 1 ,mst( 1 rcfl Ijiiiji “II«ci\ > " t<» lJi<‘

“IjriritiMK ” >iiyi \Mth<)iit I t I Ik-

binlfl . 11 x 1
I

>t i-ioiijlitx f>t il c , tor iiiij'.l 1 m* tlx

i\ I I'lllII f.ict

'

f n /*,/.,

far more like that of the heavy comedy role*s than

that with whicli we have now becr)me familiar.

"I'her<* is, fir instance, a line in the* original

libretto, 1 am much taller anel much stouter

than I was,"’ which nowaeiays is usually rendereet

(with full authority) as, “1 am much taller and a

little stouter than 1 was.” But with the first

CirosveiK>r and some of his successors the point
of the original line was by no means lost, and
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the*re* was far more* comic significance behinel the

niAny reference's to his fatal beauty anel perfection.

T'o-day the* part is playe*d as a more* or le*ss grace*ful

youth, certainly geioel-looking (in a somewhat
e'ffeminate way), anel rather se*rious. Such a type

is in itse'lf so amusing and far-fetcheel that it

prove-s far more acceptable, anel no less e'ffe'Ctive,

tei pre*sent-elay audiences than would the pre-

pe^ste*rems figure and appe-arance of the* former
Oros\e*ne>rs. Such a pre“-e*ntation shoulel be*

re*garele'el as the* traelitie>nal renelering.

Like his rival poet, Bimtluirne, Cxrosvenor is

a elifhcult perse^n to portray; beith are extreme*

e*xample*s e>f a type that is, actually, as much in

e*viele*nct* to-elay as in the* time* of the aesthetic

cra/A*, which tlic e>pe*ra pillories so unmercifully.

But if the* pose- of these we'irel poe*ts is still te) be

found in se)me* of e>ur pseuelo-highbrow poseurs^

the mentality and bearing have altere*el. I'he*

twentieth -century actor playing Crrosv e'nor can
scarcely be- e*.\pecteel to have any actual ae'quain-

tance with the type ele*picted, ne>r is it like*ly to be
familiar to the majority of the- audie'iice*. It is

best, in this efifficult part, to make* CTrosve*noi

cemvinc'ing by showing the* airs anel manners of

.in e>utwarelly languiel, inwarelly arelent, youth ;

one of a melancholv* and serious turn of minel,

who is blessed (('>r, in his opinion, curseel) with
perfection e:>f face anel tigure. However absurel

it may be, e\ ery word e^if the part must be deliv ereel

in an un force'll manner, calm or fervent as the*

occasion elemanels. I'he* posing anel gestures, too,

must be grace*ful anel natural. Like* Bunthorne,
CTrosve*nor reaels ale>uel two of his pe,»ems. "I he*

eliffere'iice* betwe*e*n the* works of the* twe> is that

the comic effect in Buntherrne’s case comes from
the use* of In’gh-seiuneling, but pe*rfectly meaning-
le*ss, worels. Ciie)Sve*nor’s laughs come* from tlie*

subje*ct anel manner of his fable*s. But, e*ipially

with Bunthorne’s preposterous line's, the* poems
must be rcael in all seriousne*ss.

The gentleness anel e^uie*t of the characte*r fe>rm

the re-ejuisitc contrast te> the more flamboyant
Bunthe)rne. Cyrosyenor’s speech, like his bewaring,

suggests a poet. "J'iie veuce* shoulel not be* an

affected, or lisping, drawl, but one with a musical

and rhythmic quality.

Strephon {loIafithe)y the second of the baritone-

leads, slioulel be shown as a pleasant, charming,
and rather serious young man. T his last attribute
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will lielp to set off against each other the many
changes from elation tf> the depths of despair that

mark this character. A touch of other-worldliness
is necessary to suggest the half-fairy, half-human,
composition of Strephon. 'J'his, also, is of assis-

tance to the interpretation of the part, as it gives

most effective help to the scene in which Strephon
relates the disadvantages of his fairy-mortal state.

'I'his is achieved by subtle* changes of voice; the
advantages of fairyhood are related in a romantic,
far-away voice, while y^erfectly matter-of-fact

tones accompany the recital of the human dis-

advantages that follow.

P’l.oRiAN {P}'hue^s while more bimyant
than Hilaries?!, lacks the mercurial higli spirits of
Cyril. 'I'he part thus acts as a natural step be-
tween the tw(» tenors, and strikes a liappy mean
in this otherwise' evenly m.itched trio. Although
tlic-re is nothing in the opc'ra to suggest that the
thrive men an* other than all of an age, there is

something in FU)rian'’s bearing ttuu indicates him
as a somewhat old^'i , mon* responsible*, man.
Florian is also a polish eel courtier, and is trcate*el

as such by Hilde*branel, If shoulel also be suggt‘ste*el

in the playing tliat he is a true* anel loyal frienel

Although he tliorougliiy enje))'s the- invasion of
C'astle Aelamant anel th<* accompanying mas-
e|uerade, the audience has to l«.e i that he* looks

upon the* ad\e*nture* in the* same light as de'>es

Hilarion as a serious me-aiis to a definite <’nd

rathe*r than (as in the case of Cvril) an excuse feu

a spleneliel "‘rag.'” 1 lie romantic glamour of
Hilarion and Cyril may neit shine on Fle>rian as

it de>es e^n the others, but his is in many ways the
more attractive charactt*r anel personality.

Pisii-T icsn {The Mikado)^ as a part, is what
the player makes eif it. Jn the* first act it has some
imj)ortance; in the* se*cond, the part is almost
forgotten. In many ways this part, small though
it may be*, calls for an outstaneling pe*rse>nalit)

.

Without this, there is a danger e)f Pish-' l ush being
o\ ershadoweel by the more important players. It

is particularly important that this sht>iild not

occur; especially in the scene eif the reading e:)f

the IVlikado’s letter. 'I'here an insignificant Pisli-

'Fush would be swamped by Ko-Ko and Pe)e>h-

Hah.
'The attitude for I’ish-T'ush to adopt during

this scene should be one* of concern over the

possibh,' fate of his town, and of ill-concealed.

rather contemptuous, amusement at the fix into
which the other two, especially Kiv-Ko, ha\ e got
themselves. As a foil to tlie upstart K.0-K0 and
the assumed pomposity of Pooh-Hah, Pish-'Fush
should be played with a quiet, genuine dignity.

His well-bred, unassuming attitude makes it clear

why the great officers of state have resigned
rather than serve under lvf>-Ko, and why PcK)h-
Hah stepped into the breach. Pisli-T'ush, for all

we kn<»w, may wc*ll have been one of these
officials. 'Fins should not be lost sight of through-
out the opera, and the pt>ssession of an easy and
pleasiint personality will allow Pish-'Fush to be
remembered at all ni*cessary times, even thougli

he be not on tlu* stagi-.

Sir RiciiAki) CnorivioNOF r.r y {The ')~eonirn

of the iTuard)^ it is interesting to recall, is the onl\'

actual personage to appear (although only by
name) in the operas. Fhe real Sir Richartl was
T^ieutenant ('>f the 'Fower during the second or
third decade e>f the sixteenth century. As repre-
sented in this opera, he is an authoritativ t* man of
fine presenct*—in early middle-age. His pei-
sonality is such that he sliould dominate thi* stage
in the sense of being tlie presiding genius <^f tfu*

place in which the events of the story occur.
J'herc is a serious, evt-n severe, note about tlie

part, but behind this theie lies a warm lieart. He
is a kindly man, and one wlio (it should be made
clv*ar to the audienci') would be a gooii fiiend.

Sir Richard pitit's Fairfax, not as a prisont*r, but
as a felli>w-sokh\*r, whom he is proud to reg,irii

and treat as an lionoured friend. 'Flu* lieu-
tenant’s dealings with Jack Piunt and F.lsie are

kindly^ witliout being cf)ndescending.

An effective touch can be introduce*d into the*

finale of the se'cond act. '1 lie I^ieutenant stands

beside* Fairfax vvdiile* I'dsie* is appealing to the*

latter. Ne*ithe“i man wishe*s to kc*t*p her in sus-

pense*, anel the* more* impetuous Fairfax is all for

revealing himself. Ciently the lieutenant touche*s

him on the arm, as tlu_>ugli to restrain him.
Ev entually^ at the end of the appeal. Sir Richaid
makes a gesture, as though to say, “Neiw tell he*r.”

'Fhis may seem unimportant. So it is, to the* extent
that unobtrusive treatme*nt is neeele*d, so that
attentieui is ne>t elrawn frevm the* central figure* of
the ple*aeiing girl. But so intrevduceel, this little*

te>uch may be* subconsciously' ne>teel, anel will thus
go far To elisarm a usual criticism of this finale:
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that Fairfax should at <jjicc have* re*\e*ale'd himself
as “ IvC-onarel,” rather than liave left Klsie in a

state* of torment anel seispe*nse.

CjIuseppk Pai.mieri {The CrOHfio/ie? s) ranks

e*e|ual]v in importance with the te*nor le*ad, Marco.
.A.11 that has been written of I\'Jarco applies to

CTiuseppe* an engaging, light-hearteel, and gooel-

humoureel fellow. CTiuse*ppe‘ is, perhaps, the* more
volatile* of the pair, anel he takes the* ‘‘‘trouble*s

of a king"’ e\ t*n less seriously than doe*s his

bre>the‘r. Both these parts should be well n\atched

physicallv, anel neither shoulel ha\ e a more* out-

standing personality than the othrr. Pe*rfecr tt*am

work arul unele*rstanding between tlu* two is

absolutt'ly e*ssential.

Lmz {The CrOfifJolieis) offers what is best

described as a ‘“’sticky" part. Musically it is

suiteel either to a tenor or a light baritone*. It is

an c*ffecti\ e role*, v\’hich suffers from the dis-

advantage that its scenes come betwa-en two
comedv scenes w'ithout apparent rhyme or reason.

In describing how' the part should be ]^layed, a

little introspecti\ e reasoning miglit he allow'ed.

Despite his upbringing, Fui/v is of roxal de*scent.

'Fherefort* the actor shoulel repn.*sent an aii of

calm dignitx’ to suggest, rather than ]K>rtra\', his

('irigin. Fui/ is a manlv' lo\ei, and his scene witli

Casilda, for all its absurdity of words and situation,

must be sincere and convincing 'Taken all in all,

Fui'/ is a pleas.int part, on the lines of a romantic
juvenile leatl, and it is a gia-at pitv’ that it is so

often maned by tlu*. impre*ssion that it is an inci-

eleiJtal, unimportant part.

SOME MINOR PARTS
Besides the principal parts that have alreaelv*

been considereel indiv ieiually
,

there are many
smaller roles in the (Jilbert and Sullivan series.

Some of these are actually minor principal roles,

with some bearing on the plot. Others are small

parts that share in scenes with the more impor-
tant characters, while there are several names
appearing in the dramatis personae of v'arious

operas that are allotted to members t)f the chorus
bv' virtue of .i few solo lines of music or st)me

spoken dialogue. In whichever category the part

falls it has an essential place in the main structure

f)f the opera. It must not b<* alh>wed to be treated

as ofso little importance as to receive less attention

than isgi veil tothe morespectacular principal roles.
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Exactly the same general lines of treatment
the traditional usage—ripply to these parts as

to the more exalted roles with which we have
dealt. It will be remembered that, dealing with
the duties and responsibilities of the chorus, 1

stated that “‘the chorus is as important to the
general scheme (of these tiperas) as art* the
principals." So it is wdth these small parts;

principals, minor principals, choristers, and even
supers, all fit into a well-balanced whole, each
pulling his or her proper weight n<» more, no
less for tlu* general good of the production.
1 herefoi'f, quite as cart-ful a study is called for in

respect of the small parts as is the case with the
various “grouped" principals. Indeed, in sonu*

respects, more; because tlu* less impi^rtant p.irts

lack the opportunities for attracting attt'iition. A
prominent, important pair cannot help attracting

attention to itst‘lf. 'The lt*sser roles, however
ably they bt* played and sung, cannot do this.

'Thus, in any proiluction, rlu‘\' wall be taken for

grantee! to sonu* extent, wdien-as it is safe* to s.iy

that the* amateur will take up .1 part like* K<i-K.o

w'lth some recolle*ctie>n (base*d on jirevious wit-
nessing of I'he Afikado) <is to hi>v\' it should be
plave*el, which, it is to be luipe-ei, has been adele el

to bv' adv'ice* that luis be*e*n given. So w-^e must,
in ce*rtain cases, ele‘v<Ue* moie space than might,
at first sight, appe.ii nece*ssary to the* consideration
of the* small parts, still ]irese*rving the chrono-
logical se*que*nce with which the reade'r is now^
familiar.

'T II F f OK FM A .X 0 F 1 1 1 K f OK V
(
Tt till h\ ^Nt v)

,

although he has a little solo singing, is of ne>

greate*r importance- to the ope*ia than are his

eleven colleague*s. What prominence the* ])art

gains is that which a real foreman won lei attain,

and the playe*r must not, by over-acting or in

any other way, allow his performance to get out
e)f focus with that of the rest of the* jury. Here
and there, as will become* apparent from reading
the opera, he* must leael the* jury by little pieces

e»f by-play, but in no other manner must there

be the slightest indication eif the fact that, because
his name is in the bodv' of the programme instead

of among the>se of the clu>rus, tlu* Foreman is

ce)nsidered to be a “part" rather than an integral

part of the chorus.

'Tiif. Associa'J'E, being juirely local cole)ur,

must also heed the warnings given m the
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preceding paragraph. Wliat little he has to dt^ is

entirely for the sake of the accuracy nf the stage
picture (as when Counsid hands him a law book,
which he passes up to the fudge). Accordingly,
the Associate’s actions, when they occur, must
be exact and unobtrusive. 1 n singing the Associate
joins with the male* chorus (there is no solo work

given to the pait), and for this leason it is im-
material whether he be tenor, bass, or baritone.

In fact it is best to take acting ability soleh’

into account in casting this tiny part.

"riiF Firs'J’ Bri Di-sMAin is also a “choius
])art.” Again, there i-^ no solo singing, anti the

acting t)f the part is entirely in dumb show. "I'he

Usher brings her a nt>te, which she takes in some
surprise. Koi me.?” she seems to ask, “Who

sent it?” 1 he L- slier indicates the judge as the
writer. 'The First Britlesmaid then reads the
note, turns round, and jovfully indicates her
acceptanci* whate\’t‘r invitation the letter con-
tains. She tlien folds the note and tucks it in her
bodice. 'I'his tills in the rime until the Plaintiff

iiiakt's her anci-. '1 he Usher is sent to tlu-

First Bridesmaid to ietrie\c- tiic note .md pass it

on tvi the Plaintiff. 'Fhi* Bridesmaid t'xpresses

indignation ; she frowns .it the judge, who avoids
her ga'/e', pulls out the lettt*r, throws it on the
grouiul, and stamps on it. I hence, until the
finale, there is notJiing to distinguish her from
the rest of tlu* bridesmaids. In the finale she
partners tlu* Defendant.

1 n F N o r.\ K \ r /ir Sofe rrr?) is one t)f tlu>se

^>55
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f’/mlif h-i J W Dt'ht'nhdn.
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many thankless parts wliich actors arc so often in the hands of a character actor witJi a gooil

called upon to play; parts in which there is so bass voice.

little on which to get a grip. It is easy to succumb AIrs. PAR J i.F/r, the motherly old pew-opener
to the tempt.ition to caricature a part of this in the same opera, calls for capable acting; it

nature. But this would ne\fi do so far as the requires an actress who can make her points

Notary is concerned. "I'he part has to be kept without in any way having to force them. She
on the level of the straightforward plavniig of the must possess a facility ftir slipping aitches ofl’ the

ThF PhhRS AND THE FaIRIPS
Leila (right) and Celia apja'al fo T.ord*- Monntararat and 'J.illollei. W'ell-detiued pt rs( mail I as an- nailed lor in Ihe^e

small p.irts. "<1 that the l.iirjea will tit in w'«*ll with the ]>eers

/m / tr !>t'hi‘nham

Other parts, and in keeping with the spirit of the beginning of aspirateil words (both in singing and
opera, from which caricature is entirely missing. speaking), and for tacking them as easily on to
Overlooking the fact that such a character would others usually devoid of tliis letter. She fusses
be unlikely to burst into song, one should play the abtiut full of concern for her daughter (irresistibly
part on the lines of the conventional old-fashioned reminding one of a hen shepherding her one
family lawyer of high comedy. Played on such chick). As befits one connected with the
lines, as a deaf, doddering, snuffily-shabby man, church she adopts, as best she may, an unctuous
the Notary can be made an effective little study expression and voice. A pleasant smile and
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pcrsf)iiality will go a long Wtiy to liclp in

a part tliat is fundamentally artificial.

Bob BjiCKF'r (^11. A/I, S, Phinfore) exists, as a

part, only to sing the bass line in certain concerted
numbers notably in the trio, “A British T'ar
is a Soaring Soul.” In this number, especially,

a stolid, deadly serious demeanour is all that is

retpjired so far as the acting is concerned, "i'his

is a marvellous and by no means easy piece <'>f

part singing. 'J'he impression given is that the
three sailors are absolutely ignorant of tcrnpo^

phrasing, or keeping tf)gether. 'I his unfortunate
carpenter’s mate- struggles gallantly with his part,

growling out his words, and suiting tht* action to

them. But his paitners run on ahead of him,
leaving him perplexed as the)’ finish, a bar or

more in front of him. For the full effect <»f

this number, the singei' should gi\e it all the
seriousness at his commaml, vet taking care

that the laughter does not get so loiul and
continuous as to drown the music. Becket
partners Flebe in the dance that ends the
first .iCt, but for the s^’coiul act finale, he
M nobti'usiv el \' slijis into the position of the first

bass choriste-r.

k Cl t (77;#' Pi/ ait's of ^<iiu e} might be*

t»’imeel the second soubre'tte- of this opera. She
shaies something e>f fAhth’s \ \ae'iT\', but on a

shghtlv le»wer neUe. She must posse ss a fan* share*

<ff pe*rsonalitv, lU’Jt so much to make the part

stanel (Hit aboA e t)ie chorus, but be’Cause*, like

I'-dith, she is one- of tlu* leading spirits of this

laige familv of sisteis.

IsoBKi
,
on the* other hanel, is tei all inte*nts anel

purposes a choriste*i . All that is reejuireel from
the- part is the abilite* to spe-ak a fe*w lines of

p.i rticulai 1
\' stilted dialogue* con \ incingl y, vi’t to

give- the impression of being absolute*lv brainless.

She, one* f(-els, is as much the fool of the

funily as I'alith anel Kate are its nio\ ing forces.

Both Krite anel Isobel are* tvpical Cjilbe*rtian

m liele-ns, in that thev* are }Hacticall nothing but
pipipe'ts.

IXIajok MnRe;AiKe>AU (^Patieme) is a “light

come'ely le*ael” in miniature. He slu^uld he-

el e-picted as a pe-ppe-rv little man of military caste,

greatly rese*mbling, in physique and appearance*,

Major-General Stanley. Apart from the voeal

siele* (Af the performance-, there* is little for the-

Major te> do in the fust act e.xcept te> fit in with

the military atmosphere- of the sce-iu*s in which
he mainly a]^pe'ars. In the second act there
devolves upon him much of the* humour of the
scene in which the three officers appear trans-
formeel into aesthetes. Here* his anguisheel mut-
terings and squirmings must win laughs, not
svm}Kithetic smil(*s. But this is a scene* that can
be st*riously marre*d by over-acting.

"Fhe Major’s part in this scene can be* accounted
for in the following way: 'Flu* girls, Angela anel

Saphir, although lurfectly st*rious in all they say,

speak in a manner that is funny—up to a point.

'J'e)o much of the*ir Howt-ry, pseudo-poetic lan-
guage would tend to loss of effect, anel to become
nothing but rather pointle-ss, boring gush. How,
then, is this pre*\ented.? By the simple expeelient
of le*a\e*ning the speeclu*s b\^ the .\'Iajor’s agoni/.e-d

interjections. 'I hese laments and wrigglings take*

the auelie*nce's minels from the patent artificialities

of the- girls’ elialogue to such an e.xtent tluit theii

stilte*el wolds retain the* power to amuse without
becoming boring oi jarring to the ear of the
listeneis. It will be seen, then, that the Major
IS brought into promine-nce during this episode for

a eleculed re*ason, .uid that any attempt on the
part of the plav(*r to attract too much attention to

himse*lf by buff'oone*r\' or over-acting would be at

the e*\p(*nse of the sce ne* anel of the more iitipor-

tant characters.

Mr. Be s I iie)R n k’s Soiicj iok, although a

minor part, witliout .i worel to sa\ or a note to

sing, repa\s tiouble and stuelv. ( )f late there has
b<.en a te*nd(-ncv' (nispiied b\ pi ofe*ssion.il prece*-

elent) to regaiel this pait as being in the* cate*gor\/

of a su]u-r—or, at le-ast, of calling for no acting
higlur than that wlucli the stage caipenter oi

prope'itv mastei could bring to it. It would be a

pity if this preceele-nt were followe-el in <imate"ur

circl(*s, because actually this is a delightful little

came-o, calling for as good an actor as does an\'

other part in tiie ope*ra. d he- solicitor should be
depicte-el as a ela]i})e*r little man, with gre*y hair and
well-trimmeel moustache and side-whiskers. He
is usually serein dressed in the- black tail coat and
silk hat of the professional man of the elay. 'Fhe:

more* plt*asing, anel more* correct, e*ffect of a grey
frock coat anel top hat is re*commended. He is,

when he first appears, a perky little cock-sparre:)w
of a man (altheiugh the distinguished solicite^r on
wluHTi the appearance e^f the part is said to liave
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lu'ltl IDodflkcl \^'()\^U Dot llA\C- TDSWC'ITtI to this

clc-sci iptioii). His mannci' .iltcrriatcs from sn:i\c

politcairss, wlicM lu- IS fust nit roiluctd, to bland
sinik-s, when he is hailed with blessings hv the

Raptuious Maick-ns. Hut tin's quiekiv changes to

extreme anno\ancc-, .nui then teiior, as the

l-)ragoons he.i}i curses upon his head. Finallv^,

confused and indignant, he makes a Husttued, but

tlignified, exit. Although it is not indicated in the*

libretto, the solicitor returns during the angi v

scenes ,itter P.itience has intt*i\ened in the draw-
ing lor the lottc'iv. He removes the table that he
brouglit in (ui his hrst ajipearance.

'I'mk Laov Sapiiik and 'I he Lady I'.ri a are

similar in conception to Angela, tliough less

import.mt. bJIa, lor instance, is onlv ol accxuint

\i>c.dlv \erv much of account, be it addeel.

Saphit is more in e\ idence during the later stages

of the opera, and in tin’s wax* the two parts are

pai cdleled b\' Kate aiul Isobel m 'I'he Pi? utes of

c. J lu‘\ stand in the same relationship

to Angc'lci as do these last-mentioncil paits to

lAlirh. 'l lu* st\'le of acting is identical with that

requited ft>r Angela a languid, adected one in

the tirst act, turning to that of “e‘\ erv^-day v'oung

girls'’ at the <.“nd ot the second.

CONCERNING THE CHORISTERS
Let us turn again to tlie chotus. “Respon-

sibilities of the Chorus" gav e many pointers as

to the mterpretatifin of the parts (for each che)ri-

ster does, in fact, plav a part as much as detes

tile most prominent principal). Wdiat is ree]uiri*d

now is more to extend the brief note in the

librettos, “Chorus of 'This, 'That, and the

()ther,'"' bv giving ct'itain facts and hints as to

what is required from thechoristers in many things

that mav-^ not heappaient frmn re*ading the operas

One thing to be suggested is that the choruses
should not be too large. I'here is the temptation,
from the bo.x <^ffice point of view, te> recruit as

manv acting members as possible, and this mav
lead to a large chorus being used. Crilbert's

chorus Cf>nsisteil, at most, of twenty-four girls

and the same number of men. 'I'he chorus
empkived in the touring company is less, and it is

remarkable how effective can be a dozen or so

men or girls coached into a state of “controlled
indi\ iduality." A big chorus, which may be most
effective for an amateur production of a Drury

Lane piece, would be unwieldy lor the more
intimate, and delicate, atmospheie at oiu of the

Savoy operas. lAeii on the largest stage, it is

advisable not to exceed the maximum number
just mentioned; good grouping will overcome
what might appear to be* numerical defects.

T'hk [nkY (JTritjl hy '//z; v) number, of course,

exactly tweU e, including the Foreman. I'aich ol

the remaining eleven should be represented as a

distinct type; a farmer, a clerk, a prosperous
tradesman, a Scotsman, and so on. 'Fhe indivi-

iluahty in appearance and acting must be acquired
without allowing any one man to obtrude, or

attract attention to, himself at the expense <^f the

j
ury as a whole.
'Fhe Hridfsmai lis, not more than eight or

ten in all, call foi little comment Naturally, one
would select the best looking of the chorus foi

this duty, and, in v iew of their sm.ill number,
the best singers wi’uild be chosen. 'Fhk Piujlic

IN Ccu;r'T consist, ]ninci}>allv, of the remaining
f(‘male choristers. 'l'h(*v, too, slioukl be a collec-

tion nf indiv'iviual types, who are atteiuling the

trial out of curiosity or interest. If any more
men are recpiired to be on the stage, one or two
may be discrei‘tly giavuped among the spectators,

while others, in legal robes, can sit in the bod\'

of the court. 'J 'lu*v will sing tiu* music allotted to

the jury. 'I'he degree ofexactness—wluaher these-

meui sing “they" when the jury sing “we*"— is

a matter for eliscretion.

I'he Vii.r.A(,FRS ['Phr Sofceir?) shoukl be
reelolent of the* countryside*. Rosy-che*e*ke*el

elamse*Is in poke bomu-ts anel Kate (ireenawav
elrt*sses; oleler women with shawls; strapping

young farmers in velvi-t co.its; yokels in smocks;
anel an okl “gaffe-r" or two. All the*se* types

slu>uld be* repre'sente-el tr> assist the- rural .vtmo-

sphe*re of the setting. J he*re‘ is a ce rtain amount
of indiyidual busine*ss for some of the* v illagers,

for example, offe*ring congratulations to Aline*

anel .Alexis in the* be trothal sce‘ne.

'Fhe Sati.ors Pinafoie) must, natur-

ally, have a breezy, sailor-Iike bearing and
precision about their actions. Fhe saluting should
be wed I reht.*arsed, so that the' action is carrieef e>ut

simultanc'ously by all. 'Fhei producer should see

that tJve* nav'^al salute is given, and not the me^re

famihar military form e)f re'spect. Mc^ustaches
offer a problem in this che^rus; the men she)uld
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be* clean sliavcii. If, tlicrcforc, tlu* owiu-r <»f such
an adornment will not rcmo\ c it, or cannot hide
it, a beard should be worn. An effective touch
from the professional production, not usually
adopted by amateurs, is to lia\e two of the
choristers dressed as officers. 'I hey appear in

attendance upon the captain when Sir |<)seph

that rlie aunts, at least, would piobablv be sonu-
years senior to Sir Joseph. It should be added
that tlu* ladies d(^ not wc-ar tlu ir liats in the st*cond
act. I rect)llect a lon^ arid acrimonious discussion
on this point witJi a producer utuler whom I once
played Sir Joseph.

'I iiF PiR.A'ifS Pirates of i*eN‘z,aiu e) must

I H l F'IR ' t I
'

i< ii lit 111 till i]s I <1.

I 111 II l*^tl l . Ill I'l.U I

> F r i \' / \ M. 1

- ill tlu I tu

I'l - iihu tu 'll
"

arrives on board. I Iuii- is ]>lt'nt\ of time foi

the change to bv* made after the caiitain’s entrance

and song, “I am the C.iptain of tlie Pinafore,"”

and the men change b.tck into their lowe*r eleck

uniform before tlie first act tinale.

"I'liF. Sisrp'KS, Ctu'SiNs, VXD .A T N 1 s usuallv

appear to be* mt>re- oi less of an age. No e floi ts

should be made te> eii ffe-re-ntiate* be*tween one*

generation and .iiu>tlie*r, JAich choriste-i she>ulel

be made-up to look hersell. Prob*ibly, m an

amateur chorus, there will be seune wlu^ will be*

less young than others, b\it no t*\tianeous aid

from the make-un be>x is called fe>r te> indicate*

loi>k pioj^eih villainous It is advisable to give*

e.ich nK*mbe*i the choi us <in mdivielual make*-up,

though m.inv costumie*!*^ se*ne] out wigs and beards

all of the same* patte in. For the sc'Cond act the

m<de* choi us is div ide*el, the* basses appe*aring as

Pe)iivPMPN 'Fhe*se she>ulel not be* toe^ me>dern in

appe*araiK'e*. Small side* whiske'is have- usuallv

be*e*n aeleleel to the othe*rwisi.* straight mak<*-up,
but big moustaches, long whiskers, and e^en
be*aids, such .is pohce*men e>f i S 8o wore, h.ive

ne^w been adde*J It must be remembered that

1 <)4e ^a critical veai in this opera) is ne^w*

be'hmcl us, anel appaie*ntlv it is thought that
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the :itniosj>lu*re of the t)rigmal period must be
preserved.

AI.AJOR-OeNKRAL S rANI.FY’s l^AUOiri i-KS lijue

not ri great deal to (.lo bev^ond looking charming.
"I'heir hrst entrance, with its intricate thieading
dance and grouping, re-pays a hu of hard we>rk,

while it is not as easy as might appear to give the
impression of' balancing precariously on one foot,

at the same time jireserxing one's position in the
line and singing.

"The Drac;oon CirOAROs {Ptitirnce)^ in additie)n

te> the usual rehearsing for \ocaI work and stage
movement, require careful drilling to acquire the
necessary rnilitart' bearing and precision. Notliing
can upset the stage picture more tlian an ill-timed

salute, or ragged manipulation of the sword scab-

bards. It is not sc^ difficult as might appe-ar for a

ci\'ilian to acquire this unanimity of motion. 'The
music is so written that a definite note exists for

each of these actions. An unmounted cavalry
man dt)es not march with the same swing as do
the infantry. A longer stride is taken, and there

is not the same uniform swing of the body; in

fact, there is a tendency to lean forward and to

swing the arms and shoulders. All this should be
put into the marching of these officers,

'The RAPi’tTRoiTs ALaidens have to show .in

air of effortless languor, with a few moments of

wild abandt^n (.is when they first see Orosvenor).
It is somewhat difficult to adopt this pose when,
all the time, one has to hi* on the alert for cues,

and it certainly cannot be taken to mean that the
opcr.a can be “walked through” in a l.inguorous

way. 'I'he sighing and ye.irning must be treated

in absolute seriousness. 'I'he gestures must be
flowing and easv% while the vari<ius poses in which
the girls stand must be effortless and graceful.

For tile second act fin.ile, where the girls throw
off aestheticism, they become bright, natural giils

of the period.

^I'he Peers (^lolnnthe) are repri'Sented as a
collection of bald-headed old fogeys of dignifieil

appearance. As it is necessary that the robes and
coronets be c.arried in a natural way, as though
to the manner born, it is suggested that some
substitute for the heav y cloaks be used at rehear-
sals, so that the choristers can become accustomed
to their manipulation, b'or the same reason, hats
might be worn to represent the ci>ronets.

'Fhe P'airies, too, may well be rehearsed with
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st>me substitute for their wands. It should be
impressed upon the girls that their movements
must be carried out daintily and quietly. T^'he

fairy atmosphere will not be helped if they
“clump” around the st.age with heavy tread.

Shoes, therefore, should iK^t be worn ; cither use
light dancing slippers or, better still, stockinged
feet.

'I'liE CouR'riERs and Soldiers {Prhice^s Ida).

In the first act .ippear the courtiers, some of whom
should be dressed to represent sucli characters as

a bearded chamberlain, court musicians, and,
possibly, an Oriental ambassador. T^'he chorus,
in the second aiul third acts, represent King
Hildi-brand's army, a collection of picturesque
desperadoes of all nationalities. Why this army
should represent a nondescript rabble is uncertain,
but, as a stage picture, this is certainly to be
preferred to the original dressing, when all

appeared in a similar uniform. ( )nc‘ or two of
the men should be dressed throughout the opera
in a more military style, as a person. il bodyguard
to tin- King. 'I'o thesi' men will fall the task of
.irresting Chuna .ind his sons in the Hist act.

"I IIP CjlKi. (jRADUA'IES (who, of couise, aie

grouped with tlie courtier's rrr the first act) .ipjiear

in the academic robes of Castle Adamant in

.Act II. In the third act they are attired in the
full p.inoply of war, .xccoutri-d with gleaming
battle-axes. "Fheir movements in this act should
have a cert.iin, but obviously not too exact,

military precision.

'The Nori.eS and Scnooi.(,i rj s [The ATtkado)
need careful drilling in the “ jap.mese” walk,
which is not a waddle or semi-run, but rather a

shuffling gait, with the knees pressed together,
and the shoulders slightly hunched. "File heels

should be lifted from the ground, but the whole
sole of the foot, not just the toes, should touch.
'I'his, aided by short steps, will give tht' desired

t‘ffect. "Fhe fan work, too, requires much prac-
tice. "File flicking open or shut of the fan

indicates various emotions. Sometimes the fan is

not used by the girls, the reason being that the

costumes now used professionally are of a period
in which the fans would be an anachronism. As
these costumes are not generally av^ailable for

amateurs, the use of fans should be continued.
Further, without fans, the hands have to fulfil

many actions otherwise done with fans—and
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hands still rtrrnain a problem with the averaj^e

amateur chorister.

'Fn E BUCKS A N 13 H

I

. A 13 ES (^KurJfitgore) are

British officers of tlie Waterl(3o periotl. Ont*
must stress the word British, as some costumiers,

unless otlierwise instructed, include uniforms of
various continental armies. During tlie sect)nd

act tile men appear as the ghostly Anc es i ors, in

costumes ranging from tlie time of the Stuarts

to the late eighteentli century. It is essential that

some of the costumes exactly resemble the painted

pictures through which cc-rtaiti of the ghosts

appear. F<3r the sake fixing positions, this

point sliould be settled as e.irly as possible. I hc*

choristers wlio will step out of the frames must
also see the scenery so tli;it they can assume poses

exactly resembling those of tlie picture they repre*-

sent. 'Flu* dialogue gi\en to tlu' gliosts should

be rendered in exactly the same way as that laid

down for Sir Rodc-ric—evenly stressed syllables,

intonetl rather tiian spoken, with an upward
cadence at the end of e.ich sentence. Aftca* tlie

gliost scene the men chang(* back to tlu-ir uniforms
for the linale. I wo of the chorus make a momen-
tary ('ntr.mce as fishermen at the start of th(‘

K^peia, crossing tlie stage* ,ind gre*eting the girls as

tliey go down to their boat ( )nc- of the tw(»

snatches a letter, wliich a bridesmaid is leMeling,

thus causing a slight commotion before* the*

opening chorus is sung.

'Fife Briuesmai 13.s aiiel Vi r.i..A(,ERS may be*

evenly di\ ided, or the fust gieiup made tlie larger.

'Fhis is preferable as the bridesmaids are more
in evidence. "I'lie bridesmaids, naturally, are

all dressed alike and carry little pe3sies, while

the villagers wear ap}?re)priate dresses of the

period.

'Fue Crri'AENs and \'ec)MI-n (l^hr I'eowrtti of

the Gu(trfJ) might well be in the proportion of one
male citizen to tliree yeomt*n, with a minimum of

four in this first group. 'Fhe men playing the

yeomen should be selected not only on account

(3f their vt)ices, but for their size ami be.iring.

Substitutes for the halberds should be usc'd at

rehearsals. Broomsticks serve admirably, and if

cardboard heads are fastened ttj them the men
will bec(3me accustomed to seeing tliat the hal-

berds are always held iti a uniform position

—

instead of some of the axe-shaped sides of the

head pointing in one direction and others directly

opposite. "Fhe female citizens do not call for any
particular comment. "Fh(*y are dressed in T udor
costumes, and consequently should not wear wrist

watches. Beyofid that the censorship t>f jewellery

need not be as strict as in, say, lolanthe or 'The

A4ikaflo.

The Cjonj3c>i.i ers {fl'he Gondoliers') should

.A lowiu Wakdik
\ .< kI I xaTiijilr < >1 t 1 m' I >'!>• l<> 1 ><.

J
•< >i n a \ <'cl ! Jn

larial jiiaKo up i-^'a-- imp- >1 taut a^ th< lu .ud .ukI \\

ti. X S < in a UM -- lia \ > r N •' .1. iln pai t < ' .ii\ Uu
Pnnix ( \ / n I )i h, tuiiim

liaA e a swarthy complexion, in which the hands
and arms should not bi* ovc*rlooked. T he swarthi-

ness must be applied w'ith discrt.*ti(3n, as the
ct3mph*xion does nor change when the gondoliers

blossom <3ur as magnificenth^ attired ctutrtiers in
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the second aetj too deep a skin wouJd Jii>t go well

with powdered wigs. In this act, a few of the

men should be dressed as soldiers. It should be
arranged in ad\ancc* which shall be so dressed, as

there are specitic duties attach(*d to the soltliers,

such as leading the procession that greets the ducal

party, and escorting Iiie/.. In fact, if tin* waialrobe
permits, others might also change into uniform
for the first of these two entrances, while thert'

should be two heralds, who sound .i fanfare

(actually plaved in the orchestra) when Casilda

is crowned.
"The Contaoink should also sluiw theii

southern origin by a somewhat darker n\ake-up
than that used in the other operas. The first

number should be rehearsed with some substitute

for the roses and baskets that will be used in the

performance

MORE MINOR PARTS
As I have still to deal with the small, but

important, roles beyond the fifth opera

—

J^/jiieNcr

— I proceed straight t<^ the individual parts with-
out further preamble.

Ce:lia, lyKiLA, and Fi-Eia ylolanthe) may be

considered together, in that order of importance.
'Fhc main requirements, other than ability to

speak the lines and sing the music allotted to

them, arc attractive personalities and, for the first

two at least, the ability t(» stand up to the actors

playing tlie two Earls without being swamped by
evefi stronger personalities. 'Ehey should, of
course, have their share of good looks, and, as

far as is possible, be all three of a si/e. One can
trace in Celia the rudiments of a lyric soprano
lead; i^eila is even more closely related tt> the

soubrette group. None of these three is referred

to by name during the opera, and there is mucli
discussion as to whether the second should be
called “Leela’' or “lyyla." As the name of the

character will often be used at rehearsals in place

('f, say. Miss Robertson, one might mention that

“Lyla’' appears to be the favourite in know-
ledgeable circles. Fleta has no solo singing and
should be cast from the point of view of appear-
ance and ability to speak the lines allotted to

the part.

CJuRON and Scynthius (^Princess Ida) have
only to echo their more important brother, Arac.
This must be done, however, so that these two

rHKAIRj: AND S'J’ACK

men are not overshadowed by the greater pro-
minence given to Arac by virtue of the fact that

his is a solo part, and, usually, played by a member
<^f the st)ciety who has achieved more fame in its

pn^tluctions than have the two choristers who
accompany him on all his entrances. Frt>m the

p(»int of view of the balance of the cast all three

should be regarded as equal. While Arac should
be ilepicted as a swarthy man, with black wig
and beard, the others are more blonde. One (it

matters n<it which) is ruddy, with red hair and
whiskers; the other fairer, though with a decided
touch of red about his hair. Apart from this

difference, tlu‘ physical appearance of all three

is the same, so that an exact similarity of build

and height is an enormous help to the tric^.

Fady PsYC'FiF. has as much “character” as

some of the soprano leads in other operas. T his

means that the part is vaguely drawn, and offers

little upon which one can base any advice as to

the manm r in which it should be plavt‘d. Pro-
fessorial and human, possibly, best describe

Psyche’s characteristics, and it is on such lines

that the bc'st results will be obtained. Psyche
has neitlu‘r tlu' dignity of Fady Blanche nor tlu‘

graciousness of Princess Ida—the only other

members of the faculty at Castle Adamant whom
we meet. In addition to a sufficiently good voice

and knowledge* of singing to tackle some difficult

music, the actr<.‘ss retjuir(.‘S a strong personality.

'This is necessary, not oidy so that she mav' gently

dtiniina^e* the chorus (lu*r students), but on
account of the fact that the part is pitted against

the most imyiortant principals, bv wlioin she must
not be overshadowed. Her seriousness is a foil

tt) the high spirits eif Alelissa and to the gaiety

of the three men; it should not be over-drawn.
S.ACiiAKiss Cm.OF, and Aoa are taken from

the chorus. 'Fhe first has one line of solo singing,

and all tJiree have a certain amount of dialogue.

None calls for any special remark, save that the

players must not strive for, or receive, any undue
prominence. In no wav are they distinguished

from the rest of the students, except that, at the

end, they are “paired off” with Arac and his

brothers. "I'hese three girls are, in fact, better

described as “chorus leaders” than as “parts.”

Cjo-'Fo Adikado) is an optional character.

He appears in some performances where the

Pish-'Fush has not a sufficiently heavy voice for
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the bass line in “Brightly Dawns our Wedding
Day.” Blit there seems to be a tendency nowa-
days to have a Cio-'l'o whether this consideration

applies or not. When so introduced, Go-'To
takes over the second act entrance and dialogue

assigned to Pish-'l ush in the librettii immediately
before the madrigal. Usually Go-To is the

to be lost by regarding it in tht* light of ojie of

the fifth group (“subsidiary but important”) male
parts. Nevertheless, the part must be regarded as

incidental to the story ratlier than as a principal

role. A straightft>rward cliaracter of benevo-
lence in the first act, Adam, as )tas been liinted,

becomes moie complicated in tlu* secoiul .icr

“No. I ” bass chorister, by
whom the line, “Why, who
are you who ask this ques-
tion?” is sung in the opening
of the first act. Alternatively,

the name is sometimes applied,

in amateurs’ programmes, to

t hat chorister when Pislt-'l'usli

d<ies, in fact, sing in the mailri-

gal. But such a course is with-
out authoritv' and should rightly

he discou ragetl.

PkeI'-Bo is, frankly, a diffi-

cult part. There is nothing
into which the playei can “get
her teeth,” and, of course, tlu're

is the disad\'antag(‘ that rite ])art

isa typical CiilhiTtian feminine
roll* in so far as character (or

rlie lack of it) is concerned. No
soc^iK r has Pc*ep-Bo starteil

than she has finished. 'Then, l.io.NARn MiRvri 'i\kis la w i oi riis Fx'ihik

again. Peep- Bo scarcely opens
hi*r mouth but to make the

riu" ‘-lOtill r«>le 111 1 he "i eornen of the i*- an iiiipoi taut out- t' tin
IK I’opiiK-iit the pint A m.iiilN ,

sell cilaunni (amen
/ Jl Jh’fiirifnn}

most idiotic or (>b\ ions re-

marks. For all tliat, tlie part needs careful Here, ilespite the appearance, beai mg, and manner
study anil capable playing. It is not one to of the e\ il servant, then* ri'inaiiis mon* than a

be tin own at any one who, let us say, desi*rves trace of the kindly olil man. 1 his can best be
a part but has not shown promise of being able
to sustain one. For Peep-Bo is i^ne of that all

important trio of tlie “three little maids,” and
must keep in the picture w'ith her more important
and prominent sisters. 'Fhe part should be
moilelled more on the lines of the soubrettc group,
rather than on those of the sopranos. Incidentally,

three girls of similar build and height should be
chosen for these three parts.

Or.n Aoam GoonHEARr {^Rueidigore^y the

conventional good old man of melodrama in the
first act, does not so successfully assume the
villainy of tlie wicked steward of the second, it

is not a part that calls for more than average
singing or acting ability, although there is nothing

achieved bv avoiding any subtlety in the portrayal

of the wicked steward ; rather let t]ii*re be the

appearance that a part is being acted. Sometimes
the metamorphosis is indicated merely by a changi*

of Costume. It is bettei that .'\dam should change*

his physic.il appearance, as does his master. In

place of the white-haired, rosy-cheeked, old man of
the first act, the re should be i eprise nted a cada-
verous, hollow-cheekeil, man with black hair.

'I'he make-up shoulel not be changed so much,
or so heavily applied, that there would be any
difficulty in recognising the same man. To this

end, one should sec that the wigs worn are identi-

cal in style, although vastly different as regards
colour, the one being white and the other black.
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Rttth aiul XoRAH, the Icatlers of the pro-
fessional briclesmaids, do not call for any particular

comment. "Idiev stand in exactly the same
relation to t)ie general scheme* of l^nddigore as

do Sacharissa, Cldoe, aiul Ada to Pt incess Ida.

l^FONARi) IMkryi.i. {^Vhc \ ~eo?tie}i of the Gua? d)
is almost negligible from the actor’s point of view,
although what little he has to do is not only
worth doing well, but demands being done well.

Iviniited theuigh it be t(^ eaie trio, the part is of
more account \<ically. I^eonanl is on the stage

for so short a time that there is little chance fc^r

formulating a well-defined characteri/,ation. But
we have* ample chance to observe his fathc;r and
sister; both engagingly human people*, full of
character and pluck. It is ne^t unreasonabU* to

ex}>ect that l.eonard would be* cast in the same*

mould. 'I'he part calls for an easy, boyish, por-
trayal, free from any swaggc*r or bombast. Wheti
he says “1 am n<i braggart,” the audience* must
feel that not (inly is he speaking the truth, but
that he is stating (to him) a trivial fact. At his

second act entra/ice, Leonard is, of course, brim-
ming o\er with excitement at the good news he*

brings, and takc*s but little* notice of Wilfred,
nor does he pay much heed to the jailor’s air of
proprietorship towards Phoebe. Leonard’s final

e*ntrancc is not indicated in tlie* libretto. After
Fairfax has de*clared himself in the finale, fx'onard

slips in unobtrusi\'e*lv from tlu* wings. He joins

Kate with an air of inquiry—“Hullo, what’s
going on liere.?” and Kate* explains. 'I'his is

done* so unobtrusi \ ely that it is scarce*ly notice*d

(if at all), but it helps to fill in, and gi\e a reason

for, an othe*rwise’ false entrance.

'JHh First ’^ foman is the tenor soloist; that

is, the* second one actually to sing. As originally

dt'signed, the solo, “'I'his the Autumn of our
Life,” was to be sung by Sergeant Altryll, but
was subse*quently taken over, and lias ever sinct*

been sung, by the Secono Veoman (baritone*).

'Fhe Vec^men soloists—of whom there were* oi ice-

four—sang the couplc'ts, “ Did’st thou not, oh
Leonard Meryll ” in the first act finale. 'I'he*

first of these being set for tenc^r, the soloist was
rightly designated “First W*oman.” 'Fhis appar-
ent misnome-r is further compIicate*d be*caus(" the*

Second Veoman has always spoken before the First

Y eoman has sung; for Dame Carruthers passes

a few remarks with him on her first e*ntrance.
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Although the casting of these two little parts

is primarily the musical director’s prerogative, it

is necessary to get men who will move easily and
naturally. In the* finale, for instance, they have
to leave the semi-circle of yeomen, move across

to Fairfax, and sing their couplets. 'Fhey then
shake hands with him and with Meryll, and
return to their places. Here one wants no <iwk-
wardness, no suggestion of the soloists coming
to the centre of the stage to sing their little piece

of music and then returning to their (original

places.

'I'nE First and SneoNn Citizens aie also

selected from tlic chorus, but, in this case, solely

on account of their acting ability. Apart from
their c^ne scene with Llsie and j^tek Point, they
are in no more prominence than the rest of the
male citizens, except for a small piece of business

during the numbc'r “Lik(* a Ohost his Vigil

Keeping.” ^'he male citizens should be standing
in a group behind Jack Point and Wilfred. 'I'he

First Citizen takes the arquebus from Wilfred,
who snatches it away at the line “Arejuebus from
sentry snatching . .

.” 'I'his finds the C’irizen

unprepared, and he exhibits mild surprise at

Shadbolt’s sudden action. If there be any differ-

ence in age between tluse two j>arts, it is usual

for the first citizc'ii to be* the younger of tlie two
in appearanct*.

'I'lir Heaosman is sometimes regarded as

being a “part”; more properly lie comes among
the “supers,” and although tlu*re are decided
responsibilities falling to the Headsman, I pref(*r

to place him in the second of these categories.

Kate: is overshadowed in importance by the

three principals conC(*rned in her scene. The
vocal side of the cfiaracter is the more important
in casting this character, as the unaccompanied
(juartet, “Strange Adventure,” can stand (^r fall

by till* singing of the soprano. But the advdee
already stressed applies equally to Kate; the part

must be cast so that the personality of the player
will stand up to the more prominent characters

with whom she is, for so short a space, brought
into contact. In the first act Kate should appear
with the chorus (unless there are so many
choristers that her assistance is not needed). She*

also enters with the chc^rus for the second act

finale, partnering the real Leonard, as already

mentioned, at the end.
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Antonio (The (gondoliers') needs a pleasant

personality coupled with a capable baritone voice.

And equally, if not more, intportant, he should

be a really good dancer. After singing “'rhe
Merriest Fellows Are We,” Antonio returns to

the line of the ch(?rus and does not come into

an especial prominence again during the first

act. Tile character is non-existc-nt in the second

act, but it is usual to find the actor who has

played Antonio (usually partnered by F'iametta)

in one of the principal c<iujiles to dance the

cachuca.
Francesco, as a parr, is microscopic, con-

sisting of one line of none-too-t*asy music. But,

as the first of the tenor chfiristers, he might also

appear prominciitlv it' the cachuca, with Vittoria

as his partner.

CiioRc.io, too, is continetl to one sung linc‘,

shorter even than Francesco’s, but he reappears in

the second act with the interjection, “ Exactly !”

and one speech, which should be rc-tulered in a

most off-hand and lackadaisical manner.
Annihaie, a speaking part m the second act

of The Ciofidolief calls for a commanding
prc'sence with an authoritative* style of speaking.

Jioth part and aettu* must be cpiiTe capable* of
holding their own in the* due*l of wt)rds in which
.Annibale engages the* elua) King. 'I'lie-re is

nothing to single the part out fr<^m the chorus
in the first act, nor doe's he figure* again pro-

minently in the second. .Annibah*, being a

dignified court eifHcial, shovdel iieit be- calleel upe>n

to take* part in the cachuca.
Fi.\mk'1'i A, altlu^ugh she \ ery largely plays

with the chorus, is more than e>ne* of then
numbe^r. In impeirtance, the* part falls some'where
be-tweeai Psyche, in Pri/ieess Ida^ and lse>bel, in

The Tirutes of Pen’z.ruice. Aluch e>f tlie* e*ftecti\ e-

ness of the opening of the first act and the- e*ntrance

of the* contadine in the sec<?iid de*pe*nd upe)n a good
Fiametta.

ViTTORiA is the “opposite number” to

Fiametta, but has less work te> do. She, too,

should be bright, tending in se^me respects t«>warels

the soubrette type, Giitma ranks with Fran-
cesce) : a small amemnt of sole^ we>rk in the

first act opening, subsequently fading into the

cheirus.

Inez may be given the full dignity e>t a

principal, or, as is me>st usual, appear with the

che>rus (theiugh natvnally not in her characte*r)

eluring the first act. lnde*eel, the* player c.in

ce-inve-niently ele'fer he-r change* until afte*r the
cachuca, thus he-lping (.ind usually he*lping con-
siderably) with the musical ensernlde of this

number anel the prt*ceding entrance of the girls,

Inez’s one little* sce*ne* is effe*ctlve, and is not to

be slurre*el e>yer by regareling the* part as f>f little*

importance. It is nothing of the kinel, for it

leaels to the* dramatic climax of the opera. Inez
is, h>r these fe*w mome*nts, the* centre* of interest.

Such be-ing the case, care shoulel be taken that

her appearance is in e*very wax' conx incing. Some-
people seem to consider that the costume* and a

white wig are sufficient. lne*z is ge*tting on in

years, anel must show this in her face anel bearing.

Alse), it must ne>t be fe>rge)tte*n that she has spent
some time in the torture chamber just before her
entrance*, and de-spite the* kindly atte-ntion anel

distraction afforded by a supply of illustrated

papers, she* woulel be expected to show some* signs

of her oreleal. It is little points like this tliat

re-epiire* as mucli atte-ntie>n in tliese- minor roles

as they de> in tile case of the most impe>rtant

principals.

THE SMALL BOY AND THE SUPERS
Finally, in the surve*x^ of the parts that make-

up the* Saxeyv operas, wc- come- to those humble
me*mbers of the* cast the* “supe-rs.” In this

respe'Ct an amateur soe'ie*ty is usually better e>ff'

than a professional company. Profess ioiiiil supers

are- e*ngage*el as .mel when rev|uireel, anel go
thre>ugli the-ir parts in what is often a none* toti

convincing manner after .i hurried o-Iu-ars.d at

the* hands e>f the stage--m<inagei or Ins assistant.

But amate*ur supe'rs can re-ceixe as much instruc-

tion as that give'll to any e^the*r me-mber of the

cast. "Fhere are- alwax's to be founel certain

nie*mbers or frienels whe>se- acting ahilitie's may be
most preinounce-ei, but whose- kick of x ocal powe*rs

pre'clude's the-m from active pai t icipatie^n in the

che>rus e>r in principal parts. Such is the appe-al

eff' the* Cxilbert anel Sullixan operas that people-

join as honorary membe-rs merely for tlie pleasure*

of being alloweel to atte'iiel the- rehearsals. Such
peeiple* are not loth te) make the-mselve's useful

;

one* wax^ in which this is de>ne is by walking-on
as supers.

In aelelition to supers, Gilbert made use^ e>f a
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Mn.ill boy in sonu* of his opcias, aiul lot it bt* said

once and for all ///• must he u small hoy. "I 'o allow
a ^irl to pia\’, sav, the midshipman in H.Af.S,
pDiafo} e completelv dc-mtdishes, not only the
stage pictnrt*, but the ship-board atmosphere of

Thi C^naFRTiw Sm\t,t Bov
he ir^ in 7 he > cuuioi of the sr-1 f-|»oss«‘'-.‘s«-il

V<*t M'lt-oflat JTi;:

J’hiiln ' v / U' I >i f rnhnni

the opera. It also has the effect of reducing the
opera (<ir, lor that matter, any similar work) to
the level of a revue. T'he ideal Oilbertian small
boy is really small in stature; his age, say, about
twelve years. He must be keen, unself-conscious,
and, above all, self-effacing.

TH F:ATR K AND STAGE
One must guard against the deplorable ten-

dency, in amateur circles, to give undue pro-
minence to child players. Naturally there is a

Certain interest in the work of a clever child, but
this must never be forced at the expense of the
general ensemble. 'Fhe Ciilbert boy is a small
part of the whole—usuallv a bit of local colour,

as it were and he ntust be kept withiji the true

focus and perspective of the opera. I'his, too,

might be taken into account in the case of
honorary members acting as supers. However
important such members n ay be in the ecoiu^mic
<^r social scheme of the society, they are, by
“walking-on,” joir)ing the humblest grade of stage
olayers.

Both supers and the boy appear in 'Fhe Sorcerer\

the boy, Hercules by name, actually having a line

to speak. He is dressed in page’s uniform, and
comes on at Alexis’s call, obviously interrupted

in a raid on a jam pot. In view of the name
(which should not appear r>n the programme),
the smaller the boy the richer is the effect. 'There
is also a stately family butler, who is seen to open
the front door of the mansion whenever a char-
acter makes an entr.ince or exit from that direc-

tion in the first act. This butler, assisted by a

younger footman and Hercules, hands roui d the

mugs of tea with which the villagers are regaled

at the close of the first act. 'These three servants

should be dressed in a distinctive modern, but
not ornate, livery.

For H.Af.S. Pinafore we need a larger, and
better trained, body of supers; the Sergeant of
Marines and his squad—its number varying from
two to four, according to the si/.e of the stage.

The man to whom the sergeant is given should
have a good carrying voice, so that the few com-
mands that fall to him—“Present Arms,” “l^eft

'Turn,” “ Halt,” etc. can be given efficiently and
correctly. 'There is no reason why the amateur
super should not be able to do this; t)ne recalls

professit^nal instances where the commands have
been most realistically uttered—but the voice

has been that of one of the stage officials, and,

heard from the front rows of the theatre, this

v<iicc has too obviously come from the wings.

'The marines should be carefully drilled in the

necessary rifle exercises. 'The “Shoulder Arms”
of the ’70’s must be used, rather than the modern
“Slope Arms.” Quite apart from any other
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consitiei'iition , this is far nuirc easy .ichieve on
.1 crowtled stag,e. Plenty of time* spent in tlit*

drilling of this small be>dv of men will he amply
repaid by the effect of an efficient scpiael of mariners

that will be e)btained.

"J'hen thc*re is the small Midshipman wh<>

leeeives one of Little Hnttercup’s sticks of pepper-
mint rock, and who is prominent during Sir

Josepii’s inspectit)!! of the crew' and afti-r the

arrest of Ralph in the second act. 1 1 is largely

of! acce>unt e)f thc'se little incidents tliat one so

rarely sees a satisfactory portrayal of this part

on the amateur stage. '1 he error of introducing

.1 girl in tlie jiart may ha\c- been m.ide, or else it

has been allowed to gi-t out <if focus. As has been
shown, there are <aie or two occasions on which
the* ntidsliipman is a ]nominent figuia* in the stage

picture, but no moia* in'iportance attaches to these*

incidents than wt)ukl be* the case in re*al life*. Anel

a nuMshipman, elespite the* tender years at winch
he* iissumes re*sponsibility , is \e*ry small fry indeed
( )nce the* names of the mielshijmian and of the*

s«-rge*ant of marine*s u’ere* mchule'd in the cast.

1 Ills has long since* been eliscontmue*d, 'Ih*
prope*r place for the* nanus of the* player" (anil

indeed of all the- suj>e*rs) is with the* e. hoi us.

( )ne* supe*r is re*e]uire*d in lohnjtht ti> ie*pre‘se*nt

the* Lord Chancellor’s train-h. ar<‘i 'Lin's e'hai-

actei accompanie*s his principal the* latte*i 's

first e*ntrance. He holds the train of the (.'lian-

ce*llor's cloak during the song, ““'Lhe Law is tin

true* e*mbodiment.” Conse*e.]uently this supe*i is,

for a few moments, very much in the* e*ye of the*

auelie*nce. 'Lhe* abilitv' to ke*e p an absolutely

straight face*, tei be* able* to me>\ e* e*asily, anel to

bring se>me* elignity te> this tiny camee> aie* impoi-
tant. 'Lhe* train-bearer h<is to make* .i glieling step

to the* left e)r right as the* Chancellor make's Ins

little* le*aps in e*ach verse*. At the* e*nel of the* song,

flu* Chance'llor will turn te> the train-be*are*r, who
will le)op the* robe* over his lordship’s arm, anel

re*tire* gracefully, backwarels, into the* wings
I he* train-be*are*r sheiulel not be* repre*se*nte*el as a

page*-boy. He* is e>ne* who has grevwn olel in the

Lorel Chance llor's seryice*.

Cjilbert laiel elown that ne>ne of his actois v^a-.

to appear in woman’s clothes, and vice*-\ i*rs,i

I'his tradition, appare*ntly, was not inte*neleel to

apply to the supers, since* we* always find that

the professional ‘‘Daughters e>f the* Plough" m

Pihiit'ss Ifln are playe'd, not convincingly, by male
supe*rs. Proviele*el the mate*rial is available*, tlu se

picture‘sejue*ly titleel fetchers anel carriers of Castli*

Aelamant naight well be* taken in amateui per-
formance's by players of the right sex. 'Lhere*

shoulil be* thre e* or four evf the*se wome-n, who are
be'st elescribetl as lu*fty fi.itlu*r than buxom)
Ama/ons. In a])pi*a ranee*, be*aring, anil bv^ virtue*

of their barbaric attire, they sliould pieseiu a

dire*ct contrast to the* moie* d lintv' fe*mininit\’ of

the girl graduate*s 'l'he*ir ehitie*s are* to bring on
the* food anel ehink for the* lunche*e>n in .Act 11,

anil tev arre*st anel liolel in custoelv' the* three pnnee^
whe*n the* masepie*rade* of rhe*se* v'^oung m'*n i.

discov e*re*el.

A minimum of twe> supers, in aildition to the*

be>y, is ne*e*ele*el lor 'J'hr Altkado a largei numbi'r
is a elistinct aelvantage*. I hese mi*n form the
fearsome* looking body-gu.irel that pie*cede*s the*

Mikaelo. .Acce^rding to their number, so the*\'

ente r in one* or two gioups. Haying marched on
the* stage, the\’ turn u'lth military precision to

f.ice the* audience*, march de>wn to the* footlights,

turn, anel take up positions near the be*nch on
wdiich the.* Mikaelo anel Lritisha eye*nruallv sit

"Lhis must be* fitteel in to the music, so that the
stage Is left clt*ar for the* actu.d entrance* of the*

e*mpeior and Katisha. 1 he gu.irds staiul, immo-
bile*, all ihrenigh the Mikaeio’s song anel the*

following trio. .Afte*r this numhe*r, vylu*n the*

chorus i.xits, so lio the* guaiels leave* the* stage

mdepende'ntl V, by the nearest wing. Lhe guarels

r<.*appe*ar, aftc*r the* che>rus h.is ente reil, for the*

finale, during w'hich tlie*v stand n: line* actoss the*

back of the* stage*.

1 hese men can also be* usefulIy^ emplov'e*el in

the* first act as cendies. 'Liu. v' appeal through the*

elouble* ele>ois at tile back, and staiul tei e ither side*

e)f It, hcfoie* Ke>-Ko makes his first e*ntrance,

elisappe*armg through the* doors whe*n the cheirus

exit is made* afte*r the* “ L.,ittle List" song. .Afte*r

Ivatisha has niaelc her ehamatic .ippeaiance* as

soon as she has ael\.mce*d to the front of the
stage these coolies again come on anel take up
the same* ])ositions ,is on the* earlier e*ntrance*,

re'iiiaining in position, wn’th arms folded aiu!

impassive* faces, until the* curtain has falle*n. W ith

the pre*sent elre*sses, there wa*re* introduced two
female atteiulants on the Mikaelo. 'Lhese wall

scaict*l\ conce*rn amate*urs, since the* costumes in
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qucb^tion .lit* not j^cncrallv nvailabk*. 'I'wo girls

from tlu* cliorus take* these* parts. 'Fhev' follow

cU)se“ly behind the* Mikaelo and Katisha in the

proccssii>nal entrance, and stanel in the back-
ground, in the centre of the* stage*, while the*

"I’m IN “I ni' CJoMioiai Rs

I licsf ,is rcc( iTi Uii-^ artn-l*\ .ir«* t\v<>

<’li iri'.ttT'^ whii .ippoarftl ,i-, (*< >ii ta<li lu iti the

monarch is singing. At the eiiel of this song, lu*

makes a gesture* of dismissal, anel the^ atte*nelants

move rounel te>, anel take up positions behind, the*

bench. 'This is an effective touch, if neithing

more is intre)duceel, but it is impossible* with the

costumes eisually supplied te) amateurs.

'The small boy re*appears in The Adikado as

K-o-Ko's sworel bearer. He comes on behind
K.o-Ke> when the Ivord High Kxecutioner first

appears. "I'he boy comes down stage, and kneels,

with his fe>re*head on the ground, during the song,

“Taken from a Cejunty Jail.” At the end of
the chorus, Ko-Ko places the point of the sword
(or the axe with the new costumes) on the ground
in front of the boy, who rises, takes the sword in
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both hands, runs up to the door, turns, ami
stands in front of the door until the general exit

after the “kittle I^ist” song. He is not seen

again. 'I"he sword-bearer's business has been
described at length bc*cause so many producers

allow tin* boy undue prominenct*, and one has

seen unauth<^riyx*d, supposedly comic, business

introduced for him.
Most important (^f the su]ic*rs in The It'eomen

of the (.Ti4<ird is the Headsman. It is essential

that this part be not allowed to look after itself,

or filled in at the last minute, as much depends
on careful rehearsing. The entry has to be* tinu*il

exactly to the music; indeed there is a particular

note on which the axe is brought down with a

thud (HI the block as the Headsman takes up his

position. "I'his is tht* chord at the start of the

sixteenth bar after letter “N” in the finale the

last bar on page 94 of the current vocal score.

Hum this passage, and see how exactly it is fitted

to coincide with the fall of the axe. From this

p(')int until tht* curtain has fallen the Headsman
has to stand rigid, pei\ading tlie stage with liis

motionless, sinister, prt*sence. Oru* deprecates

the occasional practice* of allowing a sptU light to

shine on the Headsman at tlu* end of the act.

"1 he final picture* is not that of the He.ulsman
standing by himself, but of h'dsic lying, fainting,

in Fairfax’s arms, and Jack Point rushing from
the* stage*, appalled by the appearance of the

Headsman, who still stanels, like a rock, unmoxed
by all the commotion.

'The other supers in this opera vary according

to circumstances. "1 wo are* essential—the* Heaels-

man’s assistants. 'They have to carry on the

block and, later, to sei'/,e Wilfred at a sign from
the Lieutenant. Struggling and protesting, the

jailor is half dragged, half pushed, from the stage

by these two men. A telling pie.*ce of atmosphere

can be* achieved by the introduction of a chaplain,

in white casse'>ck and cowl. He follows 'the

executi(^ner’s assistants, and, when the block has

been placed in position, makes the sign of the

cre)ss above it. He then retires to the backgremiid,

where he lemains, as if in prayer, until the hubbub
at the news of Fairfax’s escape. 'The chaplain

slips off the stage unobtrusively during this com-
motion. 'The part of the chaplain, incidentally,

can be rec(^mmended as a useful, though unofficial,

occupation for Leonard Meryll. It beguiles the
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monotony of this actor’s long wait, and there is

little chance nf recognition. "Fhe lowered lights

and the shadow cast by the cowl make the
removal of Ix*onard’s moustache siifficient safe-

guard, altlu^ugh it is better that the pallor of a
priest’s face be assumed in place of la^onard's
nu)re robust complexion.

Ft>ur or hve men, dressed as soldiers, should
accompany tlie I>ieuter)ant and disperse the; crowd
after Jack Point’s and FJsie’s scene with the
citiAens. M'liese supc-rs might also appe^ar just

within the archway in the first act finale, and thus
help the yeomen to line the way from the tower
to the scaffold. 'These soldiers, liowever, are rarely

seen in amateur performances, the dispersal of tiie

crowd being undertaken bv a few of the yeomen.
WJien Fairfax appears in the- second act

finale, he should be attended bv' two richly

dressed gentlemen. 'Fliese may c*ifher be supers
or, as is more usual, be taken by two of the
citi'Aens. 'I'he first and second citiAens, who
would probably be recogni/etl, should not be
gi\en these parts. Among tlu* citiAens in the fust

act is a boy. When tlu* erow'tl is dispersed, after

the* number, “1 h«i\ e a song to '>ing, ()!” tlu*

boy breaks through the ring <'f soldiers (^or

yee>men) and rushes towards I ae. k Point. Putting
his finge*rs to his nose, he shoafs “^ah^” at

Jack and beats a precipitous retreat

'Flu* boy makes one more appearance* i.» 77;/'

iroudolirt s. Here he is a chee ky little eh umme*r
boy in the seceinel act. lake* all tlie either small
boys in the ojieras, lie should be kept we*ll in the*

backgrounel. He* is se*en at the eipening eif the* act,

and is e>n the* stage* during the* elancing of the*

cachuca. He is full eif beans during this number,
standing on tlie' steps of the* threme, waeing his

arms and swaying his body tei the* music. At the*

e*nel of the dance he sinks exhauste'd on one- of

the thrones, fanning himself with his handker-
chief. Here he is found by Don Alhambra, whei
takes him by the* ear, and leaels him to the wings.

Scarcely has the* Don re*laxe*d his grip when the*

boy returns, make*s a long nose* at him, e*jaculate*s

‘‘Vah!” (just like* his breitlier in the* piwious
eipera), and flee's before* the (irand Inejuisitor’s

anger and fe^ot.

'There are* two page*s in this opera, in atte*ndance*

as train-be*arers to the Duche:ss and Casilda in the

se*cond act. One* sometimes sees ejuite* small

children used for this purpose*, but this is not
without its dangers, ne^r is it traditionall v corre ct.

Not einly may teiei much atte-ntion be elrawn to

the*se* mite*s, but the'y are* apt to Joeik about the*m
and, by slight mf)\e*ments, detiact frenn the* pic-

ture. 'These parts do not fall within the ‘‘small
beiy” categeiry, anel it is epiite in eirde-i foi rhe*m
te) be take*!) by girls, but they shoulel be* of such
an age* as ne>f to be* e*\cite*el at the* iele*a of a stage*

appe*arance*, anel therefoie* able to carry eiut their

small but important task in a ne at .md unobtrusie e*

manne*r. Be*st of all is it te> follow ]ire*sent pro-
fe*ssional pre’Ceeleiit, and tei take twe> e*ve*nly

matche*el girls fieim tlie* cluirus for the page-s.

'J'his is feasible e\en with the smallest chorus,
as these* two can be* e^n the* stage*, as contaeline*,

until after the cachuca, }ia\ ing ample time to

change* eluring the scene's anel two musical num-
be*is that ensue* be*feue* the ducal party appe*ars.

THE APPEARANCE OF THE PARTS
'Taking the* characte*is as a wlie)le*, \e*ry few

make*-ups in tlu* op(*r.is call for more than a\e*r-

age* skill. 'This be*ing so, it is surprising tliat ntore
amate’ur socie*ties elo not e*ncoui*age the*ir members
to rely on the ir own efforts. 'The* trouble* woulel
be* well re*p.rid in the* inte*rest the pe‘rforrTU*rs would
take*, for, as Mr. Alfie*el Hartop cle.nly shows in

'TiiE.A'rKi- AM) S'l v(,r*, there are few sides of the*

actor’s craft more fascinating than to se e* a e'hai'ac-

te*r taking sh.ipe* upon erne’s f.ice* (to say nothing of
the* hanels anel e>the*i‘ fe*<itutx*s) uiuler f>nt'’s e>wn
guidance*, l .conomic.ilh , toe>, the jdan of making
the* company responsible* fe»r the'ir own m.ike-up
has much te> ce^mmenel it to seie'ieties, as the* not
mce)nsiele r able* e*\pe*nse of hire el assistane'e* is

a\ oiele el.

Against this it ma\ be s.iiel, with se>me* elegree*

of truth, that inelivielual action may leae! tei a

strange e'e>] lectiejn. Some principals will leiok

we*ll maele-up, euhers !e*ss so, while with the
cheu'us the* range* e)f e*ffect m.iy be* e*\ e*n n^eii e*

marke*el. But the* le*ss e*X}>t*rt will not lick
willing he*Ip freim theii more* skilled comiaele*s,

while, naturally, e*ach make-up we>ulel haye te) be
appre)\ e*el (,mel if neeels be t'lnisheel e)fF) by the
stage*-manager. .Apart fre^m anv e>the*r ce^nsidera-

tiein, there is everything tei be saiei for having
the make-u}) unele*r the* dire ct super\'ision e)f the
producer a elesideratum not always attained
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wlicrc ovitMcic piDfc^itional help is engaged. He
will iisuallv'^ find, in the eoinjiany, enthusiastic

helpers who liave taken the trouble to study
theatrical makt'-up, aiul who will assist their less

expert Cfille.igue'^.

J'he professional pen la^tuers^ whether wi>rk-
ing as irec-lances or einploved by hrnis of
costumiers, aie ail trained to their work, and,
h>r the most part, ,u'e artists with stage experience.

But few of them seem to bi* attuned to the
modern, soft, stage lighting, and are apt to plv'

their craft with mem<uaes c^f the period when
a hea\v, exaggiaated make-up was the* rule.

Two <»ther f.ictors which weigh hea\ilv against

the employimait of (nitsidi* help are th.it the

peirntp^iers cannot be expected to k?u>w the
important ci^nsider.itions (>f the si/,e of the the.itre

or hall, .mil the n.iture of its stagi* lighting. And
I ha\ e r.irelv'^ mi*t one who has taken thi* tiouble

to m.ike .in\’ in(.|ulr\', or pav anv attention to,

these all-import. int facts, d'he second f.ictor is

that rhe\ ha\e no time or opportunity to ntaki*

a careful stud\' of the indi\idual f.ices, with the

ri'sult that they teiul to di*\'elo{i :\ stock m.iki‘-up

for each type of ch.i meter, irrespective of whethi i

it be suitable for tlie jiaiticular face “under
treatment” or not. And to this hist criticism

I woulil add wli.'it is realU’ the ci ux of the m.ittei

where the Savov operas are concerned. 'The
Ciilbert .and Sullivan characters aie not recog-

ni/.able .is such bv the nature of their faces or

expressions d hiae is a subtle difference between
the make-up rei]uired for, sav, .i (leorgi* (*raves

parr and a Lvtton part.

'Fhe manner of achieving the .appearance of
a charactiT could not be entered intiv here
without trespassing on another writer's preserves,

so in discussing make-up as applicable to Ciilbert

and Sullivan characters, the reader must suppli*-

ment my remarks with the excellent technical

guidance and advice given bv' Mr. Hartop. Hut,

in explaining what effi'cts are needed, I shall h.iv e

occasi(ui to say something, though not in full

detail, about how thev .are to be achieveil.

In these operas, the characters calling for the
more elaborate make-ups are Dick Deadeye,
King CTama, Wilfred Shadbolt, the male choruses
in The Ph ates of Pen-z.ance and lolanthe^ and the

Japanese disguises required in The A4ik(ido.

T aking the first of these, thi re has to be assumeil

as Dick Deadeye {hi

.

Pineifore) the shape
and bearing of a grotesque, twisted figure c^f

almost horrific appearance. In fact the greatest

care lias to be taken to avoid the appearance of
the character being repulsive to the e> es of the
audience. 'I'he bent body is obtained by tlie actor
.assuming, and holding, tlie necessarv'^ wry crouch.
In this he is aided bv <i pad, supplied with the
costume, to represent the humped shouldei

.

(.'are should be taken to see that this pad is well
secured so that it cannot slip down. Deadeye's
f.ice is distorti-d anti screwed up towards thi' blind

left ev'^e. After a not too deep groundwork has
been put on, the effect of this twisted face is

obt. lined through judicious shading r.ither than bv
the applic.ition of nose-paste or othei built-up .lids

\ }u“ twisted nose is sim{>l\' a qui^stion of pro-
perly applied highlights. Start with a line of
white (or some colour much lighter th.m the
giound-work) .it tlie root of the n«)se. Keep tliis

line to the right of the n.ituial highlight of tin

nose, bringing it down in .i slightly crooked
tli.igon.ll direction to fuiisli .above the left nostril.

File 1‘ffect IS, of course, .iccentiMti'd b\' darkening
the nose from the edges of the white line, taking
c.ire th.it the shatles .ire toned into each otlier.

l liis will be found to give a most satisfactory

impression of a nost' tli.it has, .ippareiitly, been
pushed over to the left

Fhe rest of the face must confoim to this

distortion. t herefore, place .i line, or shadow,
in a dovvaiward direction .it the right-h.and corner
of the mouth, with .i corresponding, but iqiw.ard,

twist at till* left-hand corner. It should be noted
that the left-h.ind sh.iding should be rather wide
of the actual corner of the mouth, but the right-

h.ind one shoulil coincide with the join of the
lips, A furrow should run down from taich nostril

to beside the mouth. Here, again, a lop-sided

effect must be obtained by placing the right-h.ind

line rather inside the natural furrow, while the
left-hand one should be kept slightly above.
Finally, mark the cleft between the nose and
upper lip with a dt‘cided cant towards the left,

and the finished rc'sult will give both the sneering
e.xpression and distorted effect of the twisti*d face.

As the left eye is closed, that brow will be lower
than the other, and this is achieved by rubbing
a reddish mixture of colour—approximating to

that of the wig—into tlu‘ left eyebrow, but
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bringing the colour rather below the level of the
rt*al hair. On the other side the operation is

reversed.

'The effect of the closed eye is best obtained
by cutting a piece of gauy.e to fit the hollow above
the eye socket. Whcai this is hrrnly in position,

fixed witli spirit gum or whatever adherent tin-

actor prefers, it should be carefully

trimmed in order to fit neatly below
till* eye. 'Then it should be gummed
round its rtanaining edges and held in

position until it fits comfortably arul

without creasing. It is ailvisable t<>

keep the c've slightly closed iluring fhi^

attachment of this patch. When it is

drv, the eye may be opcMied, the mus-
cular i-.\])ansion h'dping to smooth f)uf

any incipient creases. Hut if the eve
lias been clositl tiglitly tluring tlu‘

attachment of the patch, opening it

will ha\ e the i esult that tlu* g,ui/.e will

lie pulled aw.iy, a jiamful operation

in\ oiling a tialious re'pe'tition of the

woik. d he* grease paint must be
renion'il from th.it portion » )f t h* skin

to \\'hich the patch is to be* afh.\< d

Whe-n the- patch is ejuite elr\ , tiu face \
ground coloui slioulel be w<MK(d up
o\er It, so tli.it it apjie-ai's as .i natuial

part of the' skin. I'he' e-ye- itse-lf might
be* iiulicateil by a tliin line-, tlius giv-

ing the' e'fFe*ct of ,v tightly close*d C've'-

liel. Anv itnpression of eithc'i an empty
socket or a staritig dead eye (eles- Mu- l>

pite the ch.iracter's name) should be
.noidi'd. Althougli describe-d last, in

jir.'ictice* it will usuallv' be* founel desirable te> aeljust

the* i*v'e-shie*ld be*forc the sliading of the* face* is

carrie*el out.

riit* whiskers supplieal for Hick I3eade'\a' ate-

usually unsatisfactory, being nothing but a

Reference to tlie* othe*r be'ards worn in U.A4.S.
Pinafore can usefully be made her<*. For Hill

Hobstay and Hob He-e'ki't, grt'y wigs with jiointed
beards anel moustache*s are usualh^ supplieel

I lu*se* two cliaracte'is are nuire tr.ulitionally

corre-ct if they are- depicted with the* sliaien uppei
hp, which re'ally belongs to an tailu i ]H'iiod than

« I* h sii- I Ik* I. .j» si.i< < 1 . li.ir.K i . >1 ll(. I .i- \ . at Ik )\\

itliii.4 K, tak<-n l•nlIKl tin < (Mt <>1 llu . vt- p ii. ]i ->( i

iIk- »:a -M "a isiU'- '-ir

that of' the- opera 'Fins e'ffeCt is easily obtained
b\ not using the moustache's and combing out the
be'arels until the\^ ate- less pomteel.

"I'he twisteel effe'Ct of King C Jama's f.ice in

Pf i?iceM, Ida is obtaineel in the- same* manrie'r .is is

hieleous, unnaturally bright red fringt*, although
there* arc* signs th.it scwimI costumie*rs are* now
sending out a more natural .lelornmeiit of .i

lightca*, sandy hue*. But, in any case*, it is ]>re*fe*r-

able tt> spend the* little* extra time and trouble

inyolved in fashioning sidt*-whiskers out of crepe-

hair, bt*aring in mind that, although thicke*st on
the* jaw and chce'ks, 1 )e*ade*ye’''s whiske-rs actualh'

pass unde*r, and meet below, the chin.

I )e*aele*ye*'s, exce-pt that it is an addition.il e'tfe CT

if the* tip of the* nose* be* give n a r.itlu'i* one-sidi d,

bulbous .ippea ranee by tin aiel of nose* paste*.

Again a shoulder pad is supplied to help the
bodilv' distortion, while* the* twiste*d foot and
crook c*d It'g are e fFe'Cte el by means of pads, wa^rn
under the tights. 'Flu'se', with careful adjustment,
aie* as e*tfe*cri\c as it is possible- to make- such an
illusie^n.
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Both Dcjulcye and Gama should pay particular

attention to the hands. Deadeye, in particular,

should appear to have lost the use of his left hand.
which should be
colour (sav No.
tion of a bloodless.

One seldom sees

made-up Wilfred
probably a direct

of comprehension
reallv is. On a pale

low cheeks, sunken
frown are shaded,

appearance of the

not be too heavily

small amount of

(dabbed on here
much better effect

painted with a lig;ht

to ^ive the sugjj^es-

paralysed member,
a satisfactorily
Shadbolt. 'Hiis is

result of the lack

of what the part

j^round work, hol-

eves, and a heavy
'I'he unshaven
character should
r e pres e n ted. A
black grease paint

and there) giv^cs a

than the more

Tul Mikado
To bring out tlic lines and sbatlows rtc]uin*d for this
character, the face is shc>wn much lighter than wouM
actually be the case. Ounyiare with the jihotograph

on prige

usual (amateur) application of blue over and under
the chin and on the cheeks. And do not forget to

see that the hands and neck are in keeping with the
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unkempt appearance of face and head. The nose
should be slightly, but not comically, crooked.

In 'rhe Pirates of Peti’z.ance each member of
the chorus should have an indit itlual make-up.
'Fhese pirates should be a ruffianly-looking gang,
of all ages; most of them should be unkempt.
'File basses should have the heavier make-up, but
this should be nf such a nature that it can (piickly

be removetl in order to allt^w ample time for the
change to the policemen of th<‘ second act. 'Flu*

police make-up is usually “’straight” with the
addition of small side whiskers, but early in 1934
D’Oyly C'arte audiences were treated to the sight

of beards and moustaches, both of which an*

entirely in keeping witli the character of a police-

rTian of the period of the opera.

'Fhe peers in lolanthe are a collc-ciion of balil-

headed, largely be-whiskered, mid-Victorian old

gentlemen. If indi\’idijal faces allow, there is a

tradition that a more or less recogniy-able Beacons-
field should be of their number, while a full-

bearded suggestion of l^ord Salisbury is another
familiar member of tliis noble gathering. I lu

rule, one cliorister one make-up, applic'S to this

opera. Apart from such special portraits as ha\e
just been mentioned, c‘ach man should become
an elderly and ugU'^ \ iTsion of himself, with the

addition of whiskers appropriate to the period.

'Fhc coronets are twice* pemoved (altlunigh for

only a few moments) during the first .ict. (jreat

care, therefore, must be taken to see th.it tlu* wigs
are convincingly joined to the fort*he<ids, and that

rhe bald pates are unwrinkled.
'l ire make-up for I'hr APikado is easier than

might be im.igined. It is the suggestion that is

called for more than precise verisimilitude, both
in principals and chorus. 'Fhe tilted evebrows
are easily obtained, while tlu* slanting eyes of the

Orieirtal are suggested by a thin black line taken
across the upper eyelid and beyoiul the eye in an
upward directii>n, with another line, pointing

downwards, in the inner cc^rner of the eye. Both
these lines must have suitable highlights. It is

unnecessary to go to any further trouble than
this; indeed, for the girls, the first of these lines

will be sufficient. As regards Katisha, the

make-up should be ugly without being grotesque.

A pallid, rather haggard, face and severe expres-

sion, aided by the costume and wig, should present

no difficulty.
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Tlit-rt* is one t>ther point. When The Adtkado

was re-clressecl, the make-up of the men’s chorus
was somewhat altered. 'I'he faces were made to

appear m<^re conviiicingly Oriental, and long
drooping side whiskers were added in some cases,

it is possible that these costumes may gradually
become a\ailablt* for amateurs’ use, and when this

occurs, it is suggested that the more convincing
make-up be used.

bor the Alikado himself a more elaborate

make-up is neetled. High cheek bones should be
shaded on a brownish-yellow fecundation of a

darker shade than that used by the either charac-
ters. A cynical expressiecn is given by deep,
well-dehned, and seemewhat sneering furreews,

running freim the necstrils tec below the* mecuth.

'J'he* lips she)uld be bleceidless and thin, and
shadeewed with a deewnward line at each cecrner.

1 lu‘ nt‘ck, toe), sheculd be shaded and hecllecwed,

while* the back ecf the haneis anel fingers sheculd

be- give?i a talecn-like* appearance by shading as

describee! ecu page 461. "I'he slant ecf the eyes
will lepay more care anel de-tail than is called tor

in tlie ecthe-r parts, since mecie individual attentiecn

is attiMCte*d tec this imposing tigure

"I'he natural e-ye-brows shouleJ be- painte*d out,

anel replaced by “’caste-marks" twee almecst

peM'pe-ndicular lines running fi om the* re*al e^ve-

breews tec abecut the jecin ecf the wie At the top

these* line’s sheculd be* thickened *mel turned out tec

a recunded peemt, gixing the apjee-arance* e>{ an
exagge’rateel pair of e*ve*brecws. ( )ne seemetimes

se es ecrelinarv “ japaiie'se’’' e’yebreew's painte-el in

in aelditiecn tec these marks. 'I his is recall v a

mistake, tlucugh technically it may be- cecrrect.

d ec an auelie’nce* unacepjainteal with the nicetie-s

ecf caste’-marks (as mecst pe’ecple* weculd be-) the

que'stiecn weculd arise*: “W'^hy has the IMikaelec

twee pairs ecf c’yebreews
” 'The ne*w elivss eliscecunts

the* value* ecf the*se* lines, anel orelinary, eeblique*,

e’ye*brecws sheculef be given to this character.

Fecr the rest of the characte rs, large anel small,

in these eeperas necthing ecut ecf the* eerdinary line

of “straight” ecr “character” make*-up is ne*e*ele*el.

Necr is it at all necessary, as so wvxwy perj'uqitiers

weculel have us believe, that a cecmedy part shoedel

always be rececgni'/a*el as such by a fixed smile

painteel upecn its cecunteiiance in nec he*sitating

manner. A glance* at phecteegraphs ecf this type

ecf character will shecw that in no case* does the

face ^by itself give any clue* tec the fact that
a cecme*dy character is elepicted. 'The natural
expression may dec sec tec seeme e*xte*nt, but never
the cecnstant mask ecf the make-up. Besides,
several excellent Ciilbert and Sullivan cecme*dians

have nect a face that will aelapt itse*lf tec this

painted-smile type ecf make-up, and it is an ele-

mentary axieem ecf the art that no line sheculel be
put ecu a face that Nature cannot place there.

A smile, when it is needed, is better real than
synthetic.

THE OPERAS AND THEIR
ATMOSPHERE

( )ne necessary and impeertant attribute ecf the

Savecy tradition is that ecf “atmeesphere.” Apart
from that atmeesphere which is generated by atten-

tiecn tec team weerk, seriecus acting with a twinkle
in the eye, clear dictiecn in dialogue and singing,

and all the other traditiecnal aspects, ther e is a fur-

ther atmeesphere which is derived freem a reali/.a-

tiecn that each eepera has its eewn particular

key-necte (in fact its eewn atmeesphere). Becth this

particular, and the general, atmeesphere will ceever

up many short-ceemings in the ve^ccal and histrieenic

powers of a secciety. One frequently sees perfor-

mances which, in these last twee rt*spects, fall well

below" the average amateur standard, but which
are far meere ce:cnvincing and pleasing than prec-

ductions by seeme tip-teep organisations. The
leasecn fecr this is that the ceempany has become
inculcated with this atmosphere, and thus achieves

a performance wdiie h, in spirit, successfully reprec-

duces the.* e*ffects for which author and compecser

secught. .And this may be— nay, is—a far happier

result tlian to gi\e a pe*rformance.* w-hich is tecli-

nicallv at a high acting aiul singing Ie\ el vc*t lacks

this essential atmecspheie.

"l ire S.ixecy series docs nect Cecnsist ecf so many
eeperas all cast in a ceemnuen meculd. Rather are

they as the members of a family; each with its

individualism, yet all stamped with unmistakable
signs ecf clecse relatiecnship. 'riierefecre ecne must
regard each eepera separately in trying tec find the

atmosphere peculiar tec it. 'This has been ex-

plained tec seeme extent by the survey ecf the
characters. 'There we saw the characteristics of
the men and wecnien wdiec gee tec make up the
lovable peecple who inhabit this whimsical,
Gilbertian wecrld. But such a survey weculd be
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iTic<'>nipl<:‘rc without the fxtLMish)n of its manner
to t]u- operas tJiemse]\es. So, briefly, let us run

rhrou”;h the chnracteriNtics of each af the t*]even

(Operas so dealt with in much tlu* same wa\'^ as we
looked at the characters.

Described as a “‘dramatic cantata,” 'Vrittl hy

Ttf" r*iR\Tr Krvft

1 hi-. cliaoicttrjii on*.- ot hi-

iDanv ‘p(nn\' plain, twopctioj cot air* d” aftitiidi s

Ph»lu /n f W . l),ht nham

Jury is not only the shortest of the series (it plays,

on an average, bur thirty-hve minutes) but it is

also the only one in which there is no spcikeii

dialog\je. It is a merry little satire, and should

be played in a light-hearted, almost irresponsible,

spirit. "Idle fun, though, must never be allowed

to become boisterous. "I'his sentence will not be

repeated, although it applies equally to all the
later works. 'The whole position as described in

the piece is itself so absurd that a certain amount
of exaggeration in the playing is excusable

—

indeed almost unavoidable. Despite this, it must
be borne in mind that the music and words are

of the first importance; the business is secondary,
and must never be- allowc'd to obscure them.
"I'hus, although the exaggerated nature of the

characters with which they are endowed by
the author—may be pointetl to some extent by
the players, tliese actors must never show, for t>ne

single instant, that they are in any way aware
of the absurdity of the piece and its situations.

In the next opera, T'/jr Sorccf t^r^ was to be

found the nucleus of the stock company, and
hence the genesis of the grouped parts, although
these parts had to be much developetl before the\'

reached their full maturity. [Respite the professic^n

of its central char.icter the atmosphere of the

opera is not that of the black arts and the super-

natural, but of rural P'aigland—bright, fresh, and
joyous. J'iven the undoubtetll \' ““ (jilbi*rtian

”

plot is immature-, as are characteri/ation, lyrics,

and music. 'I'lu-se reasons account for the fact

that tile opera is not in the run of first faiourites.

It does not “pla\’ itself” to the extent that s<ime

of the later works do, and it is not an easy work
to “get over” convincingly. et it is well worth
doing if it is done well. I'his pro\iso will be

helped, then, if the atmosphere is dev eloped, and
the production made redolent of the village green
and summ<*r-time revels.

"The main thing that chaiacteriy.es ll.M.S
Pinafoi e is, of course, the naval atmosphere
which pervades the opera from start to finish.

"I'he stage-setting and dressing alone will neithei

give nor preserve this atmosphere. 'I'here must
be a naval slickness and precision pervading the

whole productif)!!. "f'he characters are well

drawn and clearly defined types—the bluff,

hearty captain ; the inevitable “grouser,” Dick
Dcadeye ; the honest, open, sailor-man, Ralph;
and so t)n. In themselves the characters are real;

it is what they do and say, and how they do and
siiy it, that makes them comic opera characters.

So we must look for tliis reality—this exact naval

picture—^to be extended to the chorus and pro-

duction. 'I'hese saib>rs, who sitig and dance and
appear to be on such excellent terms with their
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captain and tiic First Ivortl’s relatives, must m.tke
the audience feel that they are real s.tilois.

Herein lies one fundamental difference between
Gilbert and Sidlivan opera and musical comedv.
In the first case we look on 7'rtd sailors, as it were,
in the other nothing morc*than tlu*illusi<>n of good-
looking young men dressed as

sailors. M his is a distinction

with a difference, and is applic-

able to all the operas.

I n The Piralrs of Prfrzuun

with all its improbabilities and
inconsistencies, we hax c- what
is intended t(> be a musical
burlesque of the v arious ‘‘‘tricks

of the trade” of Italian grand
opc*ra. W’^e have to overlook
that, in doing this, Sullivan has

.ichieved sonu‘thing that is

almost, if not cpiite, the leal

thing! 'I'here is IMabePs aria.

Poor W^itidering C )ne ” d his

is by IH) me.ms an tMs\ piece

of music, .ind it vvoidd yir<ibablv'

never occui to anv singer to

legard it as a burlesque' of

fof s t' lui (which undoubtedl v'

must have inspiretl Sullivan !'>

his “guying” of Wuili), and
certainly^ no audience woidd
ever accept this delightful song
as a parotly. In fact, the musi-
cal side of the burlesque does

not reallv' enter into the atmo-
sphere of the opera. So we look

elsewhere for this builesque and find it in the

characters. 'I'he gestures and posturing of the

Pirate King provide it; it is to be found in the

qualifications of tin* A lajor-C leneral, which are

more academic than marti.il. And, like all burles-

que, it is all till' more amusing if rentlered in

dead seriousness.

Although much of the' original sting of

Putieyice is lost on present-day audit-nces the

opera remains one of the wittiest and most popular
of the series, as well as being <me of thi‘ most
melodious. 'I'hough the actual movement that

excited Crilbert’s mordant satire is long past we
still have our Hunthornes—and our rapturous

maidens to hang upon tlieir evi'iy word. Without

making the charactei i/Mition of the two m<im
characters too motlern (Cjiosvenor with a lisyiing,

effc'minate* v'oicc', and liunthorne with an ultra-
C )xford accent would be unbearable), these two
parts slmuld be based more t>n their present-da

v

counterparts than on the almost forgotten

originals. If the satiric intention of ruliculing a

’‘piecious” cult is reali/v'd b\ tiu actors, Pt/firntt

wi be maile to live and piaiv e most diverting to

an audience to wliich these fon-ru nners of om
“super-highbrows” me.in nothing

lo/fUithe presents a vvdiimsic.il mixturi* of

fail vl.ind and ptilitical satire. "I'he first of these

attributes is the more pronounced m tlu opera's

.itmosphere, for ev t'li tlu' mortal politicians aro

whimsical desyiite their air t)f solemnitv^ I he
whole opera requires a light, delicate touch.

"I'he heaviness and pomj>osity of the peers, for

example, are depicted in a humorous way, such
emphasis as is required being prov ided by the blare

and crash of brass that accompanies this noble
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asst*inbl

3
'’s first appcaninct*. Indee d, in tins opera,

more than in any other, SuHia an provides his char-
acters with descriptive music. "I'liat fussy little

lu^aJ figure (it could almost he called a Icit

wliich heralds tlie I^ord Chancellor; Private
Willis’s rough philosophy tinds its musical
counterpart; the reed-pipe melody for Strephon
and Phyllis; all these tell us all there is to know
of the characters without tlie need for terbal

explanation (although this is also giv'^en). 'The
fairies have their appropriate music, wliich helps

to gloss over the frequentlv far from fairv-like

appearance of the chorus.

'I'wo points of difference separate Priniess Idt^

from all the other works in tlu‘ series. In the first

place, it is the onlv one in three acts inste.ul of the
usual two. That, howe\er, does not affect the
atmosphere as does the other difference. "I he
dialogue is in blank verse, and the lack <yf the

whimsioility and topsey-turveydom that plav so

large a part in the other operas places Pti?ii fSs

Jclfj in a totally different category. Perhaps this

accounts for the lack of success that often attends

amateur productions of the opera; it is regarded,

from the point of view of atmosphere, as being
like Patience or The Mikado, An entirely different

style of treatment is called for. "I'he atmosphere
is that of medieval romance rather than of
comic opera, yet spiced with the real Crilbert wit,

and with tvpical Sullivanesque music— music
which, in the second act if nowhere else, reaches

as high a pitch of tunefvdness as any of his opera
scores.

On the other hand. The Mikado is essentially

an opera in which high spirits abound ; it is, in

fact, a comic opera above all the others in the

series. It has its moments of sentiment and
drama, but these—though of great beauty are

overshadowed by the brilliant wit and comedy,
and the sparkling music, which run through the

opera. One must not misunderstand or emphasi/.e
the word “comic” as applied to The Mikado \

neither the opera nor any one of the parts ever
descends to farce, and any inclination towards
clowning or over-exuberance in playing or pro-
duction must be strictly discouraged.

The key-note of Rnddigore is burlesque. Not,
as in The Pirates of Pentane e,^ a burlesque so well
executed that it becomes what it sets out to

parody, but an easily recogniy^able burlesque of
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the old Adelphi and transpontine melodramas.
The opera, then, must be played with all the
force of the old-time melodramatic school of
acting; all the characters of this type of play are
there the wicked squire, the faithful servant,
the rollicking sailor-hero, and tlit* bashful village

maiden among them. But these types must be
presented seriously. Burlesque, may I repeat, is

ever tlie more amusing the more convincing and
serious the acting. '1 his is all the more important
in Riiddigore^ since modern audiences will be, to

a great e.xtent, unfamiliar with the dramatic form
burlesqued. So, too, will be many of the players.

While advdsing, then, the society that is about to

attempt Ruddigore to acqiiire the necessary man-
ner bv hook or by crook, one would not dis-

ct)urage them; for the opera is both captivating
and anuising if j^layed in a more modern style.

But it cannot be disguised that, for its fulh'St

success and attractiveness, the spirit of melodrama
is necessary.

With one set of scenery, a large cast t>f principal

and minor characters, and few changes of costume,
The J'eofrie?! of the Quard is one of the nu)st

popular of the operas aniong amateurs. ()ther
consideratir)ns account for its capial popularity
with their audiences. 'This opera is also set in a

different style the change is in many ways even
more marked than is tlie case with Princess Ida.

Although all the traditional requirements and
attributes are present the work is far more
serious, both in theme and treatment, than any
of the other Savov' i>peras. "I'here is an absence of
tt)psey-tur\'eydom and tht* Ciilbertian situation

in the telling of this tale of 'I'udor Eondon,
although Cxilbert has bi‘en unable t<> keep an
inkling of both these from liis libretto.

The Yeomen of the Cruar d is not, as is so often

stated, grand opera. It is without any doubt
comic opera in the narrowest and truest sense of
that term an opera of the nature of Oarrnen dr

Die Meistersinger (which, although it occupies a

proud position among the grand operas of inter-

national fame is really comic opera). But if

“comic opera” is given its accepted meaning in

this country then it is open to doubt if The
Y^eomcn of the (duard is comic opera. 'I'his does

not mean that comedy is lacking from the work.
Jack Point, the comedy lead, obtains his comedy
form the character’s plying of his trade—that
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of a jester. Wilfred Shadbolt, whom some
amateurs regard as a gloriously humorous
character, is, in the playing, one of the most
serious and well-thought-out of Cjilbert’s crea-

tions. Vet this creature’s lines recei\'e tlieir full

measure of lauglis. Dramatically, the work is of
a higher standard than tlie others.

For the most part the characteri/’.alion is

better defined than is usual in the Savoy series,

although there are some lamentable discrepancies

and inconsistencies, notably in the drawing of
Colonel Fairfax and Elsie Maynard. Played as a

serious but not solemn work, and allowing the
plentiful comedy to look after itself, amateurs
will find little difficvdty in presenting this opera
in a conv incing and successful way. But if either

tile comedy or the tragedy is allowed to over-top
the other, then disaster lies ahead, for the two
aspects dovetail so well into each other that

neither requin-s any emphasis. Above all, the
rvimantic touch of the Middle Ages sluiuld bt*

allowed full scope.

Another sparkling work is T'hr iio>ulnhers.

An important point for all count ettd with a

production of this opera is that, like tlie offices at

the Haratarian court, all princi]».i] parts rank
t'tjuall v. Chlbert hatl his own t .isons w'hy ‘‘all

shall equal be” which do not apptv to an amattajr
protluction (or should not). Hut tluac must be
this equal balance. 'I'he main theme is ^\^Mce

broken intt), for long peiiotls, to deal with the
fortunes of the Duke* of Pl,i/.a-*l'oro. 'I hest*, in

the m.iin, have nothing to do with the story.

Wliile the ducal party occujiies the stage one
must not forget the gondoliers aful their brides.

Nor, during the long absence of the Spanish
visitor's between their first and second act scene,

must tlieir existence pass out of the mind of the

.ludience. And rliis can only be achieved if there

be two evenly matched sets of principals.

In 7^/re QondoHers there ct)nies a return to the

type of the earlier oper'as, rather than a following
of the new note struck by its immediate pre-

decessor. Jtdlity and brightness are absolute*

essentials. 'Fhose are the v isible attributes towards
tire atmosphere of the opei'a. 'I'he curtain rises

to a cheerful note, which, despite many predica-

ments, is sustained throughout the perhrrmance.
'I'hei'efore the work should be produced te> go
with a swing right through.

COSTUME PROBLEMS AND EFFECTS
1 here shoiiKl not be many dre>.s problems to

worry the amateur. Irr the main, dresses of a
specified period or country ai'e plainlv'^ indicated,
but there are exceptiiins. ( )ne such is Trnd hy
yiiry. For the full effict of this <»]>era period
costumes must be usi*tl. It is, liowever, pos-
sible to present this work in modern dress, and
there is always a strong temptation to do so
far the sake f>f economy; the opera will, most
likely, be prt*st‘nted with anc^ther work, and
the cost of hiring or making a double st t of
ct>stumes is not «>ne that a society likes to incur.
Candidly, one cannot recommend modern dress;

this may have bet‘n all right nearer the* date of
the* original production, but the piece has now
becoint* a “period piece” in c*very senst* of the
word. In fact, with /f.A/S. Phiafo? e and I'he

Pirtites of Pen'ZMnee

^

this httli* opera is now di'cssed

in an c*arlier period than th.it of its birth a vastly

impi'oved stage picture is the result. 'Fhe plaintiff

and her bridesmaids wear crinolined dresses;

there are shawls and poke-bonnets for the other
ladies, while the jur\^ ajipear in peg-top trousers,

frock coats, artisans’ .and fanners’ clothes of the
’Sixties, with contt'inporarv’ h.iii dressing styles

.ind whiskers. 'To obtain this stage picture, thei'e-

foi'e, special eostumes will be rcquiical with, as

has been said, adtled expvnst' 'which must be
the de« iding factor).

An eflective compiomise, wh(‘rebv^ neither the
societv'’s funds iku' the armospheia* suffer, can be
re.icfievl bv" hiring c<*stumes foi the plaintiff,

bridesiniids, .ind leg.il character's (although, for

thesi* last, dark suits vv'orn uiuha the gowns ar'e

sufficient). A conv incing picture* of tlu- jury can
be managed bv' single, stand-up, collars with
cravats suit.ible tr> the perirnl. Alodein clothes, if

of a nomlescripr and r.ither comical nature, will

complete the attire. A dark jacket with light

tuiusers or .i light coat with a double-breasted
waistcoat arul i*venmg dress trousers ni.ike a gotiil

represent.ation of mid-V ictorian m.iscuh’ne fash-

ions. 'Fhe hair should be dresseel in the period, or

wigs v\a>in, while long whiskt‘rs, chin beards, and
t>ther facial h.iir slanild be addetl, 'Fhe female
specfare»rs can do wonders w^ith similar nondescript
clothes, w'irh shawls and bomu'ts or large “ floppy”
h.its.

Somv* societu's hav'e bei'ii knowm to gv> eve.n
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further than modern dress for 'Fria/ hy Jury.
( )wing to a shortage of male clioristers, one Jias

seen the (^pera so moderniy>ed as to include women
jurors! "I'he introduction of this anachronism (to

sav nothing of the brt‘ach of tin* actitig riglits ami
traditions) is tlistasteful ajul unpardonablt'. Plav
the opera in modern ilress if absolutely necessary

eighteen-eighties midSt be worn, but a hint may
be given which, if adopted, will prevent the
iiitrusitMi of m(>dc‘rii frocks being too startling.

'I'he officers should have long, drooping “cavalry”
iiKiustaches; if tht* girls wear modern dresses for

the finale, then these moustaches should be
trimmed t(> a more modern pattern but the

“ Tkiaf by leRv”
With iIh < .\f <-i’l i< Ml ( i| i}i( \\ iL's n< illiiim \\m-5 b<

'

11 .^ I) 5 • M lar«ilf<ii tin «li «

f

>1 this jiir\ , \ f I lln‘jur<.i
1. >oki « 1 «•< *n\ iiK innl \ iiiid-X ii toll HI

rhnto h\ / II I )c hi, Iha HI

but never, ucn>r}\ NKV1-.R fall into this error. If

twelve men are not forthcoming, there is notliing

else but to slielve the pniduction of this oper,i.

A similar dress problem occurs in Patieuce. At
the end of the second act the girls throw ofF their

aestiietic pose and appear in the garb of “every-
day young girls.” The usual t|uotarion for tlie

hire of costumes does not include period dresses
ft>r this change, and it is a usual practice in

amateur productions for this final entrance to be
made in the girls’ own dresses. One cannot lav'

down any hard and fast dictum that dresst-s of the
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“ toi>ih-brush ” variety shouKl be- a\<)ick*d. Rt*fei-

ence h.is been mavle 111 an e arlier chajitei' to /he*

desiiabilitv of dre'ssing Mr. Buntliorne’s Solicitoi

{ Putieficc) in the giey frock-coat (>f the pel iod.

So much, then, for costume difficulties. Let
us turn To noises off, in which might be includeil

“voices off.” 'rh(‘r<‘ is t/ie chorus, “C)ver the
bright blue sea,” sung off stage in IF.AF.S.
Piuafot e. 'I'lie choristers are invisible to the
conductor, and he to tliem. So it is necessary to

have some reliable deputy available behind the
scenes. The provlucer or stage-managc‘r will
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usually be at hand to superintend the actual

entrance, and he (or she) should be quite capable

of helping the musical director at this point. A
similar unseen chorus occurs at the start of the

second act of Patience

,

and there are also tlie

fairies’ “Forbear” and their wailing towards the

end of lolanthe. 'I'he second of these is compli-
cated by the fact that the fairies cannot be
grouped together; tliey are standing at the

entrances ready to enter. 'I'he chorus heard
behind the scenes in "The Pirates of Pen'z.ance is

on a different footing. Here there is no accom-
paniment to tlie singing, nor does it form an
integral part of the score.

T.'lie most important noises <^fF occur in Phe
Peornen of the Guard. Tn the second act is the

svidden slu>t from tlie wharf. ^I'his, for effect,

sliould sliglitlv anticipate the actual spoken cue
“Nav, Klsie, I dill but ji-st. 1 spake but to try

tliee "I'hat is how the lini* is printeil; not

as a completed sentence, but to suggest an inter-

rvqition Hut it cannot hi- spoken in any wav but
as complete phrase; it is not as thiuigh l^'airfax

says “
1 spake hut to trv thy and there will

ineiitablv be that slight drop of the voice to

suggest a full stop, 'riic-refore, it the actual shot

be tireil on the word “trs',” the unexpected
interruption will be far bett<’ reali/.ed. It is

essential that the shot be heard to ^onx from tlu*

left-hand side of tin* stage (left of the ictors

facing the audience).

Similarly, the position of tin* tolling bell in tin*

first act of this opera is of importance. ( )ne has

heard it sound in tJie orchestra wi“ll and from all

positions behind the scenes. Actually, it shoidd

appear to be situated in the chapel the right-

hand side of the stage (again facing the audience).

Its tolling, too, must not be hapha/..ird. "J"he first

stroke coincides with the last w<»rd (‘'’b«>on”)

sung by the chorus as the music changes from the

Jlllegro non troppo of “F'rom morn to afternoon”
to the andante leading up to the funeral march.
'The bell is repeated every eight beats, i.e. on the

first beat of alternate bars. It continues thiough
the chorus, “'I'he prisoner comes,” through
i^dsie’s solo, and the following chorus. It ceases

after the stroke which sounds on the first beat of

the j^llegro agitato that brings so sudden a change
to the music.

'^I'heatrical licence allows the bell to be modu-

lated so that it may be accommodated to the

circumstances. It will be loud during the music
that is unaccompanied by singing, moderately
loud during thi* choruses, and soft wliile lOlsie is

singing. 'I'he bell must not be discordant, but it

should ring out as a tolling church bell, and luit

as an addition to the orchestra.

* Whin 'Happy Daviic. h*i is Diad"
lb« < 011(1 .If t ol Vhe </ I'iii'.mir

t iUc- jb.K » It tlie ]i>:hr should not lx s. . 1 xl \i. < 1

.IS to linl« llir t II I " Ol in il'.i tin t:loi liiN

y ’/(.>/(. J M /If nil III.

"I'w.f other bells come r.» mmd. In Tiutl hy

V there is the clock that sounds the ‘‘‘hour of

ten” as the opera begins, "I'his is a musical,

lather than a stage, effect, and should be regarded

as an orchestra! ailjunct rather than a distinct

ingredient in the opera. "I lie luncheon bell in the

second act of Priiuess Ida is tiist lu'ard MMtii the

first note* of tlu* music, f loiian's question anel

iVIelissa’s r(*plv being spoken through the music.

I he inti‘r\als for this bell are clearly indicated

ill tlie first four bars of tlu* inti odiictory music in

tlu* \ocaJ score. It eiuls with tlu* three chords
marking the weirds “lun-cheon-bell” before

l^ady Blanche’s solo.

The breaking down of the castle gate*s in the*

finale of this act is short and sharp. One* hears a

terrible shattering immediately after the Princess’s

6797— (e..i47h)
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line, “Deny tliem ! We will defy them!”
yet the noise has all but ceased, and the invaders

are already appearing, when the girls reply “'Foo
late, too late!”

A scene demanding the closest co-operation
between the stage and orchestra is the entry of
the ghosts in R.JuJrJigo> t\ 'I 'his scene was most
effect ixely rendert'd long before nKxlern stage

dimnters and such aids to changing lights were
thought t>f. 'Fherefore the scene will not lose

anv^ of its eerie effecti\eness if one has reduce
tJ\e lights by the simple method of switching them
off' in batclies. 'I'he stage has been in semi-
darkness since the curtain rt>se on the second act.

Further dimming begins, \'ery gradually, as

Rutin en starts Ins speech, “F<n' a week I ha\ e

fulfilltd my accursed doom.” 'J lie music starts

even moie softly than the pifUio indicated in the

score, when the word “psalm” is reached “lvt‘t

the sweet psalm of that repentant hour. . .

At the end of the speech the stage is so dark that

only the lightest of objects such as Rurln'en’s

white breeches are \asible as he collapses on
the step below Sir Roderic’s frame.

'Then comes a complete black-out and a ia>ll

from the tympani. ^Fhis starts softly, is worked
up to a fortissimo^ and then dies away. When the

roll is at its loudest, tlie frames are opened, and
as soon as this ha.-* been done, the lights are

imperceprihl brought up until the\' ha\ e reached
practically the same stiengtli as before the- dim-
ming began. As Roderic steps from his frame, a

green spot light should be focused on his face, to

remain there until he moves from the centre of
the stage at the start of the music of “

I he
Ghosts’ High Noon.”

'Fhc picture frame-J mav work on two systems:
either the panels move bodily sideways in

grooves, or the pictures are t:»n the principle t>f

roller blinds. However well made, and however
skilfully they may be operated, a slight noise often

occurs as the pictures are mov ed, and the drum
roll is purposely there to mask sucli a possibility.

As the lights come up, the pictures are seen to

have become animated. 'Fhe return of the
ghosts is similarly arranged, except that there is

less time for the dimming, which must therefore

be .speeded up. Another drum roll ctjvers the
closing of the frames. T he most satisfactory

manner of opening and closing the frames is to

6So

delegate the task to those choristers who will

enter otherwise than through the pictures—for

barely half the ghosts are actually seen as pictures.

One is thus entrusting important work to men
who can be relied upon to carry it out at the
exact momefit. 'This might not be tlie case if tlie

work were left t(> stage hands. After the ghosts

have returned to their frames, the black out is

followed by full lighting.

The co-operation of the musical director is

called for in another aspect of this scene. It is

essential that no light penetrates to the stage

while the frames are being (>pened or closed.

W^ith the ordinary orchestra well and its lights

there is a risk that some illumination may be
reflected on to the stage. Not a lot, perhaps, but
sufficient to alK^w people near the stage to see

the movement of the panels. Bt‘hind the scenes,

of course, it will be ensuretl that the black f>ut is

complete—that no light is shining anywhere
where it might penetr.ite through a join in the
scejiery t)r bi‘ reflected over the tf>p of tlie flats.

I'he musical director should sev* that his players

an* provided with blue tissue paper with which
to ct>ver the lights on their stantls during the

ghost scene. 'Flu* chorus, “Paintvil embh-ms (^f

our race,” will be begun in almost pitch darkness,

and will similarh' conclude its repetition at tlie

end of the scene. Accordingly, the conductor
will be well advised to lav' his baton .isiile for the
opening and closing of the ghost scc*ne, and use

instead an electric torch in which the bulb
should be blue, or C(nered with blue paper.

As stage ligliting was not very advanced when
the operas first apperUi'd, elaborate effects are

not used. In the incantation scene in 'I'hr Sorrr? rr

magnesium flashes, coloured “fire,” and the

thunder sheet are all that will be needed. Red
“fire” accompanies Wells’s descv*nt to Ahrimanes
at the end of the opera. 'File sectuid act is played
as though at night. 'Fhe second act of M.Af.S.
Pi>i4ifore starts by moonlight. 'Fhe lights are

brought up to full when the captain discloses

himself during the attempted elopement. “ Hold,”
he cries, and the lights are brought up to full.

'Fhis used to be done instantaneously ; raising the

dimmers gradually, but not too slowly, is more
effective. 'File second acts of The Pirates of
PenoLance and lolanthe are night scenes through-
out. In the first of these the lights may be
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brought up a little when the girls enter with
their nightlights.

In the first act of The ATikadOy the lights

should be checked down during the finale,

starting front some minutes after Katisha’s
entrance, but not sufficiently to become apparent
until after Pitti-Sing has sung “For he’s going to

marry Yum-Yum.” As Katisha turns in the
d<M)rway as the curtain falls, a spot should be
thrown on her. In the first act finale of The
ITeomen of the CrNard the lights are brought down,
almost unnoticed, during the concluding stages of
“From morn to afternoon,” so that “night” has
fallen when the block is brought on. 'This per-
sists through the rc*mainder of tlu' act (with no
spotlight at curtain fall) and through the second
act until after the number following the tiring of
the shot. I)av then brt‘aks, .ind the stage is fully

lighted again by tlie time the trio, “A man who
would woo a fair maid,” is reaclieil. A similar

( tfect marks the end of the first aCt tif The
(lOfidolte) s. Oimmmg be gins wluai Alarco and
Ciiuseppe sing “Conu-, left’s away «>ur island

crown awaits nu*.” J'lic stage* grows dim— more
a twilight e'tfecl than *i night one", hut when the*

curtain is raiseel on the- concludinii tableau, a

moonlight effect is required.

MUSICAL POINTS AND DANCING
'File musical re*quireme*tUs are, perhaps less

comjih'X than those of the* acting, 'FJiere aie*

iH^t those many differences of style and atmos-
phere that require so much consideration when
one is dealitig with the acting. 'Flu- music.d
director will realiz.e that Sulh\an, .«s much as

Ciilbe rt, has laiel down how he mt*ant his music
tfi be* sung; his diiections as to tempo^ phrasing,
e*tc., show what is neeeleel tei give fidl effe‘Cti\e-

ne*ss to the* music. Anel Sulli\an insisted e>n

being obeyed. As CTilbert was autocratic on
the* stage, so die! Sullivan’s will dominate the
musical side of the operas. 'Fhe musical ilirector,

then, will firmly put down any tenelency on the
part of the singers t<^ go tlu‘ir own way. 'Fhe
singers will realix.e that they cannot take liberties

with Sulliyan. If a word is set to a crochet,

folle>wed by a crochet rest, there is a reason for

this, and the singer is committing a solecism by
singing as though a minim were written. One
must insist that Sulliyan’s music be sung as it is

intended to be sung in the exact manner that
Sullivan wrote- it. Famous singers, we know,
take liberties; they lo\e to hang on to some note
that displays the best in their \t)ices. 'J'his fault is

frequent in the concert hall and e\en in the*

opera heiuse. Is it not, then, niriking a mountain
out of a molehill in setting one’s face so sternly

against the practice in such things as light oper.i

:

No; eyen the mf)st prt>minent artist, eng.iged to

sing a Cxilbert and Sullivan role, would be as

little allowed to interprc-l his or her own ideas

into the singing as into the acting. “Ch.irming,”
said Sullivan blandly on hearing an artist rehearse-

one of his numbers, ”Now let’s liear it to my
music.” Although Sullivan is no longer here to

administer such gentle, though sarcastic, rebukes
to those who take liberties with his music, the*

\ital tradition remains. Musical dirt*cfors, as

much as producers, must see that the traditions

are carried on, and tli rough their e-fforts the
singers must reali/.e tliat Sulli\an’s requirements
are obser\ed. F\’en stronger than the claim of
tradition is the undoubted fact that both ct)mpos(’i

and librettist had the best of rea''ons for insisting

that their work be* performed in the way which
they dictated. For they reali/.ed how much their

respective arts were inter-dependent, and to what
an extent perfect s\-mpathv and understanding in

methi>d was essential. It was this reali/.ation that

led to rhe perfect blend of lirc*rar\ .ind musical art

<»f which tht‘se operas are so marked an t*\ample.

It has been i inph.isi/etl e.irlii r in these ai tides

th.it Cfilb«.-it and Sulln.m oper.i is a ilistinctly

induidual art-form It is not sublet t to rules

govi-ining gu*atei aiul lesser i>[)eratii forms.

.Musicvill\, it has to bi- studied as a sj>eciali'/.ed

subiect and not considi-retl mereU as light «q>era.
’ Fo the pl.o't-rs 1 ha\e fretjueiitlv stressed tlu-

importance of cl.irit\' of diction. I here- is no
stronger eU-ment in the Sa\(>\- tradition, and it

applies with equal forct- tlu- singing. Ciilbert's

words, v\'herher spoken or sung, must be crystal

clear. 'Fhe most glorious \oice will <ivail nothing
in these operas if the diction In- not distinct.

F\ en when the setting is of the nu^st Horid, every

s\-llable—nay e\erv letter ^ound—must be clearly

heard. An example may be given; “Poor Wan-
dering One” gi\es .Mabel a passage in which the

word “ht-art” is prolonged, staccato, for thirteen

bars. More often than not one- hears this word
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in.ulc* into “ ha-ah-ah-ah. . What sliouki br
lu'arcl is "‘‘'J ake hear-ali-ah-ah . . . t.” 'Diat
tiiial ‘"t” must be sounded distinctly.

But one must pv>int out that there are a few
places in the score where it appears that a plirase

slum Id be sung wliich is, in fact, spoken. i*'x-

amples occur in Patience and lo/anthe. In the

hrst act finale, Patienct* has interrupted tht‘

tlraw’ing of the lottery. Bunthorne philosophi/.es ;

‘"How strong is love,” etc. 'I he final words are

sliown as sung (true, three of the four notes are

the sanu-). Actuall\- Bunthorne works up to a

climax lai the words . . has burst the bonds
of Art ” 'The tour chords in the accompani-
ment are played, and Bunthorne remaiks, in a

matter-of-fact \oice-, “And here we are!”
Simil.irlv, in the tinak- to Act I of 1olanthe

^

the peers, it seems, sing their laughter at the joke

of lolanthe being Strephotfs mother. IRit the

Lord Chancellor’s question, “Wh.it means this

mirth unseemly would lo.'.e its point if the* ])eeis

followed the score, and ga\ e their laugliter, to

music, in the precise form “ H.i, ha, HA: lia, ha,

HA : h.'i, h.i, HA.” Actually they burst into ri-al

Iriughter at tliis point, the laughter dying away .is

the music runs into the Chanci'lk^r’s music. 'I'Ju*

nu)st import.'int piece of music replaced by speech
is the line “lolanthe! thou livest!” I ndVrred
t<i this in tlie study of the part of the Lord
Chancellor, and need only repe.it that the line is

spoken in a tone of awe-struck wonderment.
I beg all amateur Sa\ov opera singers to avoiil

"‘ \'oc.ili/.ation.” W^here, as in these works, the

songs are part and parcel of the telling of the

story, and where singing follows dialogue as the

natural sequence of day and night, nothing strikes

a f.ilse note more th.an a sudden change in the

iTiannt'r in which the words are produced. It is

a ( lilbertian anomal y that what \ ocaliy.ation

occurs is found in the spoken, rather than in the

sung, word. 'I'luit is if full regard is paid to that

traditional, and very^ pleasing, c.idence that is

heard in so much of the dialogue. Some of the

songs can be regarded as separate numbers, in

that they can be sung as concert items. But in a

performance of the opera the songs are as much
a part of the whole as arc the words. Colonel
Fairfax, unlike the concert hall tenor, does not
sing “Is Life a Boon?” as though it were distinct

and different from the preceding scene. It is just
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a continuation of the gentle philosophy which
lias marked the diak^gue that leads up t(^ the song.

It is perhaps too much to say that Sullivan’s

music consists more of speaking to music than
actual singing. Yet it is certainly nearer to that

than to render the songs as though they were
concert items or grand opera arias.

'I'he analogy of speaking to music is, however,
true of the light comedy parts; indeed 1 would
rather have tliese roles pl.iyed by anybody but a

man with a really good singing loice. Great
artist though he was, George Grossmith was nf>t

a wonderful singer, and it must be remembered
th.it Sullivan had him in mind in ci>mposing the
comedv' roles. Consequently the composer knew
that he could not make too great demands on the
ci^median’s \'ocal powers. 'I'hen the rapid patter

songs w’ith which these parts abound di-mand,
for their all-impi^rtant clarity, far more a parlando
stvde than excellent singing. It will be notici’d

that I use the term “spi^aking to music”; this is

by n<^ me.'ins the same thing as speaking thy ou^h
music.

Players af character parts must be careful to

maintain the character while singing. All the

ch.iracterist ics i>f thi* jxirts must be as ckxirly

detined during the singing as in the acting. Bill

Bobstay, in Pinafo}(\ speaks in a “rough,
common-sailor fashion.” Ht‘ must not, therefore,

sing in the tont‘s of a possessor of faultless King’s
I'aiglish.

Now for some particular words t<i the chorus,

'^'ou have been told that your p.irt in the operas

is at least as important as that of the mi>st exalted

principal. Ciilbert, I wrote, made the cliorus his

chief assi-t, as it became Sullivan’s principal glory.

Do not be afraid to open yi^ur mouths, but do
not, in so doing, })roduce just a large volume of

sound. ’\'our words, equally with those of the

principals, must bi* clearly heard. Oo not slur

them into e.ich other, and so produce such awful
effects as “Bow, bow, to his daughter-rin-lor-

relect ” Believe me, that is no flight of imagina-
tion. It is to be heard time and time again in

amateur pri>ductions of 7'/ie Alikado.

Remember that these operas are, in the main,
bright and joyous. So do not be afraid to smile,

but do not let the smile become a simper. Keep
vivacious, and do not allow the beauty of the

music, with its more than occasional hint of the
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cliurch, ovcrwiiclni you by its solcninity. Abovo
;ill, do not in your endeavour to carry out the
producer’s instructions con vificingl y, forgt*t to

follow tJu* musical diri'ctor’s beat. If a principal
bect^mes unruly and stin ts tti run away from thc“

orchestra, or the musicians suddenly spurt aht*atl

of tlie soloist, the conductor can soon pull things

1 II 1 J-'\ r> o I

Tills is not tile <' M hur.i Imt tin it «.t soum’ «>l

(iil(i< ult\ < )t ,o'i 'itliii!^ ri ' '\v» liiii; jI il

/-v /

together. Hut if each chorister suddenly fails to

follow the beat anti starts going ahe.id at his <ii

her own idea of the lenipo^ chaos will soon be
comj^lete. And tlo nt)t drag.

it is not suggested tliat tlu* choristers shoidd
obv iously keep their eyes glued on the conductor.
It is easy to watch his directit>ns out of the corner
of your eye while seemingly j).lying no attention
to anything but the .icrion on the stage. J^ut if

evta* in doubt for one moment wlu‘ther \/ou aie
right or wrong, then look fairlv' and scjuarely at

the baton and cd^ey its signs implicitly.

Summed up, clear, fresh, and pleasing voices
are far more desirable than va>icc‘S of supreme
excellence. Wh.it must be reim*mbered is that

the ideal Gilbert and Sullivan singer is as much a

OPERA
type as is the Italian or Cieiman opera singer, or
the musical comedy artist. I'ach of these types
is ideally suited to its particul.ir spliere; each an
intrusion in another. One thing which, moie
than any other, must be missing from the CJilbert
and Sullivan singer is any teiulencv' towarils vocal
afFectation or mannerisms.

I'ln 11 i.'s
"

till ()-. Ill lh»‘ Im ill'. Mil
j
>lii >!• >” 1 .11 >j i f li- n K

<1.111(1 \\(Mi' piM loi nil'll li\ i\ti\l)o(l\

II f ftlicnf.nm

( )ne would ask musical vliifctors to make a
studv^ of the band parts Jn the absence of abilitv'

to refer to the full score). Sullivan’s orchestra-
tions and accompaniments are masti'rly, and they
.ire .IS im]iort.int .is are the v f>c.il h.irmonies.

Many .i point, it will be found, is givc*n .idtiitional

humour b\ some little orcliestral touch.

\\hth 1 eg^ard to dancing, one can s iv th.it taken
as .1 whole. It is not difficult, either to ciemonstrai

e

or to execute. Kvon such set dances .is the minuet
and jig in R^iiddii^o} r, and the gavotte .ind c.ichuc.i

in The Cjo?i(iG/iers c.m be .icijuired without the
aid of a qualifietl dancing instructor. Hut there
is much to bi‘ s.iid for obtaining the hi lp of such
.in individual, esp(.-ciallv for the jig and cachuca.
Kach of these has to go v^dth such verve and
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swing that a good knowledge of the* technique of
dancing instruction (apart from aFiy other con-
sideration) is a great asset and time-saver to the

producer.

Experience has slt<iwn that it does not work if

one engages an instructor and says, ““We want a

gavotte or a cachuca.” For none of tin* dances,

as performed in the operas, is exactlv what would
be seen in a ballet or at .i dance. Considerations
of grouping and business during the dances have
to be taken into account, and the producer should
remain in supreme commaful even over the

dancing instruction. 'I'he producer’s knowledge
<if the stage picture, c<»upled witli the instructor's

skill, shtuild make a perfect blend for getting the

ideal results.

I'he opening ballet now performed in

is si^metimes adopted bv amateurs, but manv
prefer tlie simpler opefiing previt>usly emplov'^ed.

K\en this ballet dtjes not presc-nt much difHcultv'

in the dancing. 'The usual “Savoy steps,” as

one might call tliem, are n<u elaboratt*, consisting

chiefly of waltz and polka steps, glides, and
similar easy effects. What counts towards making
tile dancing appear com incing are grace of mot e-

ment, poise, and balance. None of the set dances
calls for any particular comment, tjther than fht

gavotte and cachuca in ’'Vhe Cjandolirrs. In the

ga\otte, it must be realized, IVIarco and Cjiuseppe
are being gi\en a h*sson in deportment, and their

awkwardness must be apparent in e\ery step. It

is only in the encore that the two kings should
be as graceful .ind at their ease as are their

partners. "Fhe clowning with which am.iteur

Dukes sometimes mar this number is to be
deplored.

IVlany producers make a great mistake in

spoiling the effecti\'eness of the cachuca by
having it a dance for the whole company. I'he

elan and abandon of this dance make a large

amount of elbow rf>om necessary (b<^th figura-

tively and literally), and this is impossible if the

stage is crowded with dancers. In ncjrmal cir-

cumstances it is sufficient to leave the actual

dancing to six <^r eight couples, having the rest of
the company in the role of interested and excited

spectators. In the later part t>f the number, where
there is dancing without singing, the clmrus and
dancers should interject an occasional, seemingly
spontaneous, exclamation—such as —
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appropriate to the dancc*’s st>uthern origin. All

through Th(.‘ numbiM', those ni^t actually dancing
folk>w the music and movements with waxing
arms and swaying bodies. Marco and (jianetta,

and Ciiuseppe and "I'essa sluniUl, naturally, be
numbered among the* dancers, while Antonio
with Fiametta, and Francesco with Vittoria,

might alst) be prominent.
'File dance is certain to be encored, aiul for

many reasons one suggests that the four jirincipals

should n(»t re-appear for this, their places being
taken by the two groups of minor principals just

mentioiual, and the other gajis filled by fresh

couples from the cliorus. Or the entire

<^f the dance might be changeil. Fhis means that

additional people have to be taught the steps, but
It serxes to gixe Marco anti, particularly,

Cxiuseppt*, a well-neetital rest. Both have to

I'emain on the stage* for some* time after tht*

cachuca, and after the* bustle and whirl of the

dance both may be in dirt* need of the attention

of the powder pufl. Fhe brief respite during the
encore allows them not onl\' to rt‘pair the r.ix'.«gt*s

made on tht'ii m.ike-up but to hax e a few moments
in which to recox i r their bre.ith before re-

entering at the end of tin* rejieateil d.ince. Il

tht*se two actors are compellt'd to dance the en-
core, then the ensuing scene with the CTiand In-

quisitor will probably lose somt* of its effect owing
to the surreptitious mopping of stre.iming broxx's

by two thoroughly u ncomfort.ible voung men.
In recent years the professional cachuca has

been much changed. It is now ilancetl, tiist, by
one or two cxiuples with others joining in latei ,

and is a much wilde r atfaii than previously. It is

an atliactixe dance to watch in its new form,
but a real criticism h.is been made; is it entirely

suited to its su rt oundings What was prex iously

a g.iv frolic has become a se^phisticrite-d affair

—

and sophistication and 'The Cwondo/irrs do not go
well together.

SOME “ PROPS”
Oilbert was a real friend to the property mas-

ter; whether hand prope'rties or larger adjuncts
to the scenery and costumes are concerned, they

will be found to be few and simple. In most
cases everything will be supplied with the Iiired

costumes and scenery, but sonu* societies will wish
to make their own. 'This course is particularly
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rc*c<iinnit*iulcd for certain documents, which, if

home-made, are far more coruincing tlian manv^
of the hireti counterparts.

'I he prospectuses of “’"I'lie Duke of Play.a-

Toro, Kimitetl ” should he real printed documents.
For this purpose* erne should obtain ^enuiiu*

cermpanv prospectuses, and ce>ve*r tlu* title* of the*

re*al cermpany with strips erf paper ern which are*

written neatly e>r better still printed—the* name
“'I'he* Duke erf Pla/.a-' Ferrer, I>imite*d.” It is

imperrt.int that this alteiatiern be made*, as the

name* erf a cermpany is always printexl in heavy
t\'pe an el e]uite‘ re*aelable* frerrn the aueliterrium. It

weruld ne*ver eler ferr the* name erf a g,e*n nine cerm-

panv ter appe*ar inste*ael erf tlrat <rf the* Duke*'s

Hertatiern. In this c<rnne*xiern it is as well ter ha\t*

A phrase, such as “Sta^ze Prerpe*rtv ( )tdv^” lightly

written err stampcel ern tire* prerspt*ctuse*s. 'I 'his

elispe)se*s erf anv erb)e*cri<rn (sheruld erne* erf the*s<*

jrrerpe‘rtie*s fall inter the* hanels erf a pet'sern nert

Cernrre'Cled with the* prerductiern
j

ter the* use* erf

partie'ul.irs erf a le'.il shaie issue unele*i a fictitierus

n.ime*. It is a tn\ lal point, but it is as we* 11 ter take

all |)re*eautierns It is sugee*sre*el that suffteieiit

e*e>pie*s erf this prers)reetus be* pie*pare*el ter e*nable the*

I)uke* ter jrrerduce ne*w e'er]rie*s at e*ae'h pt-rferrmane'e*

In I/.Af.S. Pin^ifo} (' the* prope rrv maste*r must
su]r]-rl\' thre e* she*e*ts erf maiuise'npe music pape*i ,

ern

which Sir |erse*ph Perrte*r h.is written the* pails erf

the* serng he* has cermjrerseel lerr the* use* e>f the*

Rerval Na\'V." C )ne* has see*n blank she*e*ts erf

jraper use*el ferr this, anel the* either e*\tre*me*

pape*i cer\’e*ie*ei with huge* musical svmberls.

Perssiblv this is funny, but it is nert Ciilbe*rt anel

Sulli\an. It is unne*cessar>^ ter ger ter the- lengths erf

erne* amateur prerpertv maste r, anel actually cerp\’ the

thre*e* parts erf the* sirng, but the* she*e*ts sheruld a)rpe*ai

ter ha\e re al \ercal parts writte n, and ern berth siele's.

'Three small prerperties in I'hf Mikado are

se*lderm supplied ter amateurs in a form at all

resembling the re*al thing. 'rhe*se‘ are* Nanki-
Perer’s rcrll erf serngs, the Alikader’s letter, anel the

cerrerne-r’s C(*rtificate re*lating ter the supperse*el

executiern. Ferr the* serngs, cer\e r a few slie*ets erf

fererlscap paper with \ertical cerlumns erf pscutler-

lapanese characters. 'The sheets are p.iste*d

tergether at the top edge*s, and the wherle* thing is

made inter a rerll. If it is held by the* pasted terp

e‘dgt* with erne* hanel, and the* pages turneel er\ri

with the either, it will lererk quite cernvinemg.

The letter requires fewer and merre elabeirate

characters. Ferr, after reaeling it, Fver-KLer shows
the^ lt*tter ter his cermpanierns in such a manner
that the arte*ntiern erf the* auelie*nce is fercuse*el upern

the* writing especially the* symberl representing
“a \'illage.'’' As bc*fits an imperial e*dict, the letter

sherulel be* impersing, anel the* paper on which it is

written stuck ter serme material that will give the

(*ft'e*ct erf a purple \elvet backing. In si/.e, the

le*tter sherulel be slightly large*r than a page* erf

'I'nFA'rkK ANO Si'A<;h. "The cerremer’s ce rtificate

is mere*ly a shee*t erf paper, aberut i o by $ inches,

with further vertical rows of “Japanese’'’

lettering. Very imperrtant prerperties in The
Mikado are the fans, ferr which a re*ser\ e* supply
she^rulel be available to ivplace casualties at

reh(*arsal err perfe^rmance.
I\ lajor-CTeneral Stanley, Captain Ceircoran,

Colerne*! Caherley, anel Alajerr Murgatreryel

should wear meelals, anel care* shemlel be take*n ter

averiel any anachrernism. It is easy ter borrow real

British war me*elals foi the purpose, but frequently

the*se will be supplied with the* costurne-s. None
erf the meelals sliould be erf .i pel ioei later than that

erf the erpeiM, 'Id be on the safe* side of accuracy,
nerthing earlie*r than the Crimea anel Indian

Mutiny shoulel be* worn. 'This perint <rf accuracy
in a cermic erper.i may seem a small erne; it is ernly

stressing Ciilbert’s e*nelea\erui that e*ve*ry detail

erf cerstuming sherulel be* exact. Nerne* erf the* first

thre*e* erffie'e*is mentie>ne*el sherulel we*ar merre* than
ferur medals; the* Alajerr onl\* one*. 'The star erf

a K.C.B is a useful aelelition t«) the* e'ostumes

erf Sir Marmaeluke Pointelextre anel Sir Jerseph

Peirter (particularly the seceriul). If erne* is for-

tunate* e*nough ter be* able* ter berrrerw err hire* this

ele*Cerratiern (err a cerpy), it sherulel ce*rtainlv be* use*el.

King Par.nnerunt, in the* secernel act erf Utopia

Ltniift'd, is fre*e*lv elecerrate*el. '1 he*re* is much ter

be* saiel against the use* erf British errde*rs anel meelals

ferr this mernarch, e*specially the* (larter. Inde*e*d,

the* use* of this errde'r in the* original prerductiern is

saiel ter have* gi\'e*n offe*ne-e‘ ter the* the*n Prince* erf

Wales (the late* King iOelwarel V^II), ferr whicii

re*asern its use* was eliscerntinueel. But it usually

crerps up in the infrequent amate ur performances
erf this erpera. Sir Felwarel Corcerran, in the* same
ope*ra, weridel we*ar similar me*elals ter therse* of his

a/tet rj^o in U.A/T.S. Pinafore.

The peers in lolanthe we*ar errde*rs; these in
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amateur pianluctions selilom liavc the accuracy of

the professional dressing, wliere robes, collars,

stars, and badges of such orders as the Ciarter,

Bath, 'Thistle, and Star of India are worn.
Mountarar.it has the Cjarter, 'l'olh>ller the Bath.

Imagin.irv decorations are worn by such ch.irac-

sm.vll exceptions th.it will be noticed, the tradi-

tional style .applies.

But the truest description that f)rK* can apply

to IJtopifi Limited is that it is sf)nu‘thing between
.1 light opera and music.d cortiedv. If presented

in th.it liglit, it will ha\ e far moi chance of

“ I’ IOPl\ LIMI’I I D "

-\ ^Kiup wl)H h th< .ipptMi <>l tli<- (. h.n .u t«T s m thr lirst .u I

i\ J 11
' Dilu'uhtini

ters as Rings Crama arul Hildebraiul, and b\' the

Duke, Lui/, .M.nco, and Ciuiseppe in the second
act of The irONdolier^. N<i other militarv^ or naval

cliaracter, ch()rister, or super is entitled to anv
medals. In amateui productions it has been
common for Priiate Willis, the dragoons, and
the marines to wear medals awarded, presum.ibly,

to the actual players in war. Obviously this is

an an.ich roll ism.

THE FINAL OPERAS
Although the last two operas written by

Cjilbert and Sulli\an are seldom performed, this

treatmiMit woultl be incomplete without sc^me

remarks on 'Vhe irrund L)uke and Utopia Limited.

Neither calls for such detailed tlescription as its

predecessors, especially as neither lias acquired
any “ traditional’' aspects in the production, as

ha\e the older works. Both, however, were
produced under Ciilbert’s regime, and with the
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success til.in if it weie treated witii the greater

seriousiu's^ due to an oper.i. 'I he parts do not fall

easily into th.e previously defined groups, and, if

onlv' for rliis le.istin, no h.ird .mil fast rules can be

laid down, or e' vn suggestc*d, foi the lines on
which they should be played. Ring Paramount,
for instance, might i*asilv be legardtHl as a ‘“‘heav y

cometly part," on the lines of Don Alhambra, or

it might equally suit the light comedy playt'r, wlio,

as a rule, woidd be found in the pai t of 'Tarar.i,^

the Public Kxploder. C'aptain Kit/-battlea\(‘ is

true! to type, being the tenor lead with leanings

towards comedy. It is a fairly straightforward

part on the lines of Fiideric, but of a more worldly
and sophisticated nature. "TIu* part lias this in

commf>n with the light comedy leads; it is most
liumorous when the player is most serious, as in

the opening of the second act, wJien he sings of
the difficulties and worries of a tenor.

Scaphio and Ph.antis are mixtures of the light
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and heavy comedy parts. "I'liey sliould be nicely

contrastc-d, but witJi certain similarities to sugj*;est

men in the same pr(^fession. 'Fhe Flowers of Pro-
gress indicate clearly tlie calling and nature of the
men represen ti*d, Mr. Cjoldburv, the ca^mpany
promoter, shc^uld not to)o markedly suggest his

Semitic origin. Sir f'dward Corcoran is, one
presumes, tlie breey.y captain of H.IVl.S. Ptna-
fore, wh()se changed condition appears to have
been set aside for this opera. "I'lie others are
of less importance, but ,ill show their calling bv
tluar bearing and costumes.
Sir Bail(*v Barre, toi example,
wtxirs wig and gown.

Calynx, the Utoj-iian Viee-
Chamberlam, appears in the

first act in ramuait befitting a

tligmtarv' in an exotic Koval
house-hold In the- second act

he- u'e'ars the- g.n b of a similar

British official. So it is with
the- Nmganel the- juelgts; the\'

.ire attired .is a Jiritish f'le-lel-

Marshal and .is High Court
judges 1 espee’tn e l V \^'he*n the-

countrv' IS anglici/e-el

Prince-ss Xara might sugge-st

.1 mixture of Pi mce*ss Id.i aiul

Casilda. Acfuall\ she is more-

.ilcin te) those Rurit.inian prin-

ce-sses of feu'me-r 1). ill’s aiuI

Aelelphi miisic.il come-elv'.

Ne-k.iy.i and Kalvba, on t lie-

other h.mel, aie- ce>mple-te re--

\’c-rsie>ns to the- (hlbertian elam-

sel. d'iiex’ aie be>th r.ither

simpering misse-s, but shouki not be shown
e-ithe-r as toe) knowing e>r toe) gooely-ge)e)dy .

”

I>.idy Sophv^ is at once recogm /.able- .is .i represen-

tative of the- contr.ilto gre)up. She is laieiv Jane-

.md the Duchess of Pla/a-'Foio m a se)me-what

breiader me)uld. In the case e)t this part we de) ne)t

hnd the same- insistence on the- unpleasant traits

e)f the elde-rlv spinste*r, altln)Ugh I^aely Se)p)iy is

shown as pe)ssessing a shrewd e-ye for tlie main
chance.

Salata, Melene, aiul Phvlla .ire three more e)f

those little parts the re-al functions of which are

to lead the che)rus. I'he chorus itse-lf consists of

kitopians, in ce)stumes of .i b.irbaric nature in tlie

first act, and in late-Victeirian ce)urt fashions in

the second. Anil there- is that stalwart bodvguard
of Life Ciuards who burst into song at e-verv^

provejcation.

'lilt- chief drawb.'ick to this oper.i is un-
doubtedly the expensive mounting and dressing,
especially of the second .act. Here everv effort

should be made to see that the- actual court
present.ation scene is a faithful picture of one of
these functions .as carried out in late Victorian
davs. Dramiiticall v it suffers from the- slow

elevelopment of its brilliant theme-, whicli is also

long-drawn-out in its exposition. But spe-e-ded up
in the playing (as was its f.iults in this

elire-crion would not be gl.iring one-s Musically,

it is tuneful and .ittractiv i-, de-spite- the- re-miniscent

tju.ilitv' of much of the score.

I'hr ih iiUfi L'>Nkf^ on the- othe-i h.nul, might
well be left in oblivion. Its pi oduction, of course,

make-s for novelt\\ but there is such a falling off

from the wit aiul spontaneity of the earlier works
that its success is problematic. Relying largely on
the humours of a Ic-gal quibble, sausage rolls, and
indigestion (the- last two are separate themes,
despite their apparent relation), the opera peters
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away to luitliing. 'I'hcre arc <inc or two good
numbers, but t}it‘ wit is missing from the lyrics,

and with tliat tlie composer’s inspiratit>n is gone.
'Idle parts are not well djawn, and for once

ha\e to rely on the hunumr of the actor rather
than on tliat of the author. None of the parts

falls intt) any of the indivitJual groups. Rudolpli,
the ( jraiul Duke, contains but a ghost of the
“light corned V lead,” which lias now fallen to

the status and antics of the musical comedv
“funnv man.” Dr. 'I'annhauser is a preposterous
lawvau*, t)wing nothing to those great legal figures,

the Lv<ird Chancelhir and the Notary (in Thr
Sor cerr?). h rnest Dummkopf is a better part,

somt'what on tht* lines of Strephon or CrrosYenor,
and Eudwig, who succeeds to the Grand-duchv
as a rc'sult of the statutoi v duel that forms the
work’s sub-rith‘, is a poorU' pianided ctmiedian.
Idle remaining male cliaracters are negligible,

e.xcept that a telling little number (with stime
terribl\' forced rhymes) lifts th<- Herald out of the
rut, and a patter song (which does not appear in

the original libretto) does the same for the
Prince <^f Alonte Carlo, who otherwise is a fec'ble

shallow of the Duke of Pla/.a-d Oro.
In the Baroiu‘ss \on Krakenfeldt, the contralto

of former days lias grown preposterous and out
of all knowledge. Juhdi jellicoe, the dramatic
.soprano lead, is an intt*resting though difHcuh
part to play. She is the English comedienne of
the theatrical comjiaiu' concerned in the plot.

While all the cliaracters are supposed to be speak-
ing German, Julia does so witli a strong English
acce nt. 'I his illusion was contrived by giving tlu'

part originally to a Hungarian singer, and so,

while the “German” speaking characters used
pure Faiglish, she, the “Faiglish” girl, had a

marked, and delightful central-i'diropean accent,
'i his arti tice has been used since in other plays to

convey tlu* same impressicui. I^isa, the soubrette

of the company, is the only remaining female
part of any importance, and she has some effective
moments, bt>th (tf acting and singing.

Idle chorus are members of the theatrical
c^>mpany, but some eight or so of the men form
a separate grtiup. In the first act th<.“y appear as

chamberlains attending the Cirand Duke, with
whom they have some tedious, but supposedly
c<>mic, business. Rudolph asks for certain

articles. 'Idle junior chamberlain passes them to

the next senior, and so on, until the most senior
chamberlain hands them to Rudolph. In the
second act these men appear as an awkward squad
of “nobles” (actually hired theatrical supers)
who form the Prince of AIt>nte Carlo’s suite.

( )ne of these, “Viscount Alentone,” has a line

to speak in broad Cockney'.
'I hese sketchy notes will ser\ e to give some

indication of the last two ope-ras. ( )ne cannot
disguise the fact that these two works fail utterly

t<.) approach closely tin* standard of those that

preceded them, either musically <u* in the wit and
humour of the libretto.

'Idle erul of this study of the Saioy operas has
been reached. 'I he leader who has foliowt'd

patiently through the conijilexities of these
sc-emingly simple works will now reahV.e that, as

1 wrote at first, there /d a “something” beside

the combination of tlu* arts of Sir William C Jilbert

and Sir Arthur Sullivan which has a bearing on
the continued succc*ss anil freshness of the works.
( )thi-r libiettos as good as Chlbert’s have been
written ; othi r composi-rs of light opera have
made scores as masterly as Sullivan’s. It is the
unique manner in which the work i>f the two
men blend that is mostly responsible for much
of their lasting quality. 'I he tradition<il style

and atmosphere, at which many profi‘ss to

scoff, greatly' help tin- works to retain thi'ir

immortality'.
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PRODUCING OPERA
CLIVE CAREY, B.A., Mus. Bac., Former Director of the Sadler's Wells Opera Company; Professor of the
Royal College of Music

I
"I' is only of comparatively late ycais that

opc*ra ill this country (as ojiposcd to Comic
Opera) has freed itself fi fim the handicap of

unintelligent jiroduction. P'or far too long we
were accustomed either to a company of distin-

guished artists appearing on t)ie stage with
rehearsal insufficient to produce really good
team-w'ork or to stock companies reiving on
traditions, which are usually'' an accretion of
irrelevant matter tliat lias giadually grown u]i and
t‘\'entually nearly obscured the original work.

As a matter of fact, the pioduction of an
opera needs as much thought as that of a plav,

and m it good te.im-w<»rk is of extreme import-
ance*. 'I he* proelucer must be musical ermugh to

be* sensiti\'e‘ to e*\e*ry mooel of tile music. Ciiveii

this epiality, he will set abe»ut his w(U*k much as

a ])lav-producer doe*s, with the difference that

he* must r(*ali/(* th«it ])urel\' naturalistic acting is

out of the* epie-stion. ( )pera is, bv its nature*, in

the realm of fant.isv. It prese*nts i worlel in which
singing is the natural means of c \pi ession, if not

continuously, as in La Bohemt\ then at the*

moments of emotional crisis, as in The Aian
of Figaro when the opera is done, as it fieejuently

is, with elialogue in the place* of re citative, l liese

ojieras .ipproach re*alism, yet the fact that they are*

svmg carries them into the region of unreality.

An eipera, then, must be pre'senre*d in such a way
that the audience* feels that it is inevitable for the

characte*rs to express themsehesin song—in fact,

we must create a world in which not only is music
the natural language, but ge*sture anel move-
ment are suggesti\e and symbolic rather than

re*alistic.

As the time taken to sing a phrase* is usually^

much longer than that taken to spe*ak it, this

question of gesture and movement must be care-

fully stuelieel. It is generally^ said that the actiein

must rise out of the music, but if we imagine
the converse, namely, that the action creates the

music, we have an even better weirking basis.

"I he music and the actiein must be inseparable*,

and particularly during the passages w'he*re the*

acto! is iK>t singing, either his movements, or,

if he is not moving, his thoughts anel feelings

must be at one with the music. If, therefore,

he gives the impre*ssion that he produces the

musical phrase by his mo\e*ment, gesture, or

emotion, the* audience is made tf> feel more deeply

that music is the* inevitable* vehicle* for the ex-

pressic^n of the elrama.

"I he tempo of the action naturally ele‘pends upon
the* type of opera presented. Kor example*,

Wagner’s music-elr<imas eleal with grandiose slow-
moving subjects, in which the* characters are

mostly heroic rather th in ordinary human beings.

Deco?\ costume, and move*ment must therefore

be on here)ic lines, the dtho) obviously relying

me>re upon 8ugge*stion than re*ahsm, the stage-

action being for the most pait slow-moving, or

often nearly static. '1 he argument that Wagner
himself used realistic scenery is negligible. Scenic

realism was in vogue in his day, and no one would
have accepted so readily as he the development
of tlu* stage towards simplicity of colour, form,
and di'sign, and the deepening of mystery and
atntosphere that came with it and with the

improvement in stagi* lighting. I hest* qualities,

and not realism, are what Wagner achieved in

his music. I he nt*t*il for a tempo far slower

than that demanded bv the action of any play

is well exemplified by the first act r)f The L'a/kyt ;V,

where Sii*glinde's actions in particular must be

controlk*d to .in incredibly slow p.ice thioughout.

(iarmeu, on the other hand, is nearly akin to

realism. Built on a realistic stoiy, the pace of

both drama and music is much quicker, and the

stage movement is, therefore, correspondingly

quicker also.

I'he works of Mo/..irt are frequently classed

together as being .ill of one style. Actually, they

call for extreme differentiation of treatment, and
exemplifv^ perhaps mort* than those of any other

composer the need for individual consideration.

Ifwe review in s(^me detail his best-known operas,

we shall get a fair idea of what our manner of

approach to opera-production in general should be.
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777/^ idgc of Figtiro^ atl.iptcd from iitviu-

m.itcluiis's plav of the same name, which played
a strikinji part in the beginnings of tlie Frcaich

Revolution, is a lium.in comedy, and as such
requires a treatment efuirelv free from tliat

artificiality wJiich st.ige peifiirmances have led

us to belit‘\t* i*- the real eighte enth century.

C^o^i fiiti tuttr^ on the* other hand, is purely
•irtilicial. It might be described as a burlestjue

“of manners,” tliat is a burlesque of tlie type*

e>f the ce>meilv e>f manners exemplified by Ce)n-

greve*. Its extreme unreality can best be bre>ught

eiut by feirmality in iit'ro}\ greiuping, and actiein ;

certain sce*ne*s, indeed, such as that in which the

twei me n feign death by poiseming, lend them-
Se‘l\cs te> patterns of grouping as feirmal as e>ne*

finds i»i classical ballet, and the artihci.d e*ffe‘Ct

is eneirmeiusly enhance*d bv a precise timing e>f

gc'sture anel mo\e*me*nt, which, indeed, brings

it almeist intei the* realm <if ballet. Its elifHcultv

lie's in maintaining a elelicacv eif style that will

pre*\e'nt much e>f it from sinking to the buffeieinc'rv

e>f present-el«iy farce*, without falling inte) dullness

by a\ eliding the* humeiurs of theise* sitnatieins that

are ele*t'initely farcic<d.

'Vht’ A4dg'tc Flute is a fantasy that combines
an almeist childish Udiveie with a neibihty that

.It moments teiuches the sublime, d he scenic

elircctieins are granelieise* and ce>mphcate*el in the*

extreme, but the* work gains <i theiusanelfeild by
the meist ceimple*te simjih ncatieiii eif the detor.

It can, mele ed, consist eif eine* structure, di\ersitie*d

anel relie-veel by \arie>us ce>mbinati<ins of curtains

and wings. 'I'he* simple dignity thus achie*\e*el

helps tei unifv' the* ceinflicting ele*mc*nts that tiu*

preielucer must at .dl Ceists succeeel in cei-eirdinating.

It alsei e*nable*s the eipera tei be* playe*el witli but

a single act-break—an invaluable* aid in preserving

the ceintinuitv'^ eif a weirk in which the scenes are*

held together by emly the sliglitest threael.

r>on Cyio'i'anui is meire difficult te> elefine*. It is

described by its autlieir. Da Pemte, as a Drur/imu

Cliotosu, e»i Ceimic Drama, but, in perfe^irmance,

p.irticularly in (lermany, its hurneiurs are gener-
ally kept well in the* background in eirele*r to

bring the* weirk intei the sceipe eif tragedy, which
the death scene sugge*sts that it must be, Heiw-
e*\ e*r, theiugh the* opera is rich in dramatic situa-

tions, the* elrama is se*lde>m alle)we*el tei deiminate,

but is ceintinually breiught back intei the^ re^alm

eif ce)me*elv by the* frankly satirical treatment.
Ke>r instance, even at the* tensest moment of
the* play, whe*n the* statue* arrive*s to eline* with
Cjio\anni, his approach is he*raleled in burle*se]ue

by l^e*pore*llo, who proce*e*els to inte*rspt*rse the

highly elramatic scene* that follows with ridicu-

lous comments from unele*r the* table*. At the*

same* time* the* work has a elefinife* lyrical quality

(the* numerous arias form emotional high-lights

t>f great beauty), which, as the* play is neither

fantasy n»)r pure* ce)me*ely, sugge*sts for the* decot

warmth of colour anel poe'try rather than rt*alism

or form.dity. Dike* Fhe Magh Flute (anel, ineleeel,

(jost fdu tutte also), it will gain immensely in

continuity if there* is onl\’ on<* act-break.

"l lie cost of the* proeluction of .in opera being
consieler.d'ilc*, it is always well to attempt lo

simplify the* sceiu i y to the* utmost. M'his is e,is\’

in works of .i formal kind, such as (lost fiOitutte^

anel, as has be*en suggested, in f,intasie*s such as

77;/’ Alugh Flute

^

but e\ en in more realistic

works much may be eloiu* in this elirection.

in conclusion, let me* impre*ss upon the woulel-

be* proelucer of opi'ra the following points

—

(j) He* must re*.iliz.e‘ th.it e\e*ry opera has its

inelivielual avenue of appro.ich.

( 2) He* shoulel be courage*ous enough to ignore*

traelitions, anel gi\'e^ as much real thought to e*ach

work as lu* woulil tr) the; proeluctie^n of a ne*w plav\

or at a pl.iy by Shake*speare‘.

( ^) He* must be* musical, for tlie pace of the*

.ictiein anel, conseque*ntly, the* unity of the j>ro-

duction will elepe'iul e*ntire*ly upon the* fine*ne*ss

at his musical pe*rce*ptions.
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PAGEANTS
MARY KELLY. Author of the Pageants of Selbourne. Rillington, Bradstone, and Launceston, and “The Pitifull

Queene,” Exeter, etc.

PAGEANTS arc increasingly pcjpular all

over the country—in spite of the uncer-

tainty of the climate—and a great deal of
time, trouble*, money, and enthusiasm gt>es towards
their production. Tlie two main reasons for

their inception are, generally, local patriotism and
the desire to make a large sum of money for a

hospital or some e)ther local charity, the reasons

for their popularity are that they are great levellers

of class, that they' bring out talents in people

who would never appear on a stage, and that they

are great fun for all the performers. Occasionally

a pageant is undertaken as a work of art, but this

idea of them is still so rare* that it is little reali/.etl,

and they therefore rank K>w in the opini<m of
those wh(^ regard the drama as an art.

PAGEANTS AS DRAMATIC ART
It is not necess.irv to go into the origins of

pageants now. We will look at the form as it

exists, and try tc^ discover whether it n\ay or

may not be regardi-d as a form oi dtantatic art,

and what are its dangers and its po'-silulities It

means to us a large scede historical play in a

number of unconnected t*pisodes, real crowd-,

mass mo\ement and colour, processions and
horses, music and dancing, on a beautiful outdoor

stage: first of all an appeal to the eve, and
tlien an attempt to reconstruct history m a

romantic form. The players are entirc*ly amateur,

and most of them are not even regular amateur
players. Its audience is large, uncontrolled, and
ignorant : it is there to see something pretty on
a fine day, to pick out its friends in unfamiliar

clothes, to laugh at them or to admire them, and
to enjoy to the full any incongruity—not to

experience any emotion or to make any effort of

understanding or imagination. It expects little

from a pageant, and is easily satisfied.

The majority of pageants resemble each other

as closely as peas. I here is the Spirit of the .\ges

dressed in grey-blue, or Father 'I'ime, or some
character, who “narrates” (usually in rather halt-

ing blank verse) between the episodes, to explain

what they are about. There are the Episodes:

T he Romans occupying Britain, the Founding of
an Abbey, an Okie Englyshe Fayre, the Visit of
Good yueen Bess, the Arrival of Charles 1 on
the Eve of a Brittle, anil so on ; ending witli a great

round-up of Spirits, of Peace, of Harmony, of

the District Nursing Association, the Boy Scouts,

the Women’s Institutes, the British Legion, and
a number of other organisations, followed by all

the performers, all singing “Land of Hope and
Glory.” The “County” has walked on as

principals in every scene—crowds, dressed briglitly

in casement cloth, have covered the acting

area; everyone has enjoyed himself or herself

enormously, and it has been “a great success.”

T he whole thing is by now thoroughly con-
ventionalized, and will never have any real life

until w'e get new and original minds working
on it, making of it a definite form of dramatic
art, differing in conception and technique from
any other form. When we do, the whole attitude

of players and audience will change; the pageant
will no longer be a social affair, but a tri‘mendous
ert'ort of imagination and presentation. The
audience will no longer sit as apathetically as is

possible on a wooden seat, but wull form [)art of

the play as an audience should, and will quite

definitely be made to experience something that

is disturbing.

First of all the presentation of history : what
can be done about that^

> <)u have- in your pageant a unique oppor-

tunity for showing the real drama of history;

the conflict between the individual and the mass,

the force of strong ideas driving men forward,

the reaction from them that pulls them back,

the dominance or the defeat of character and
intellect; the growing-pains of humanity. N'ou

are concerned with something that is far bigger

than a realistic reconstruction of a picturesque

event. Vour w^ork is not only to represent history

but also to interpret it. It does lun matter that

ymir audience is ignorant of history. 1 f you can
show' them the drama of human life that flows
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throughout time, tJicy will rL-spt>Md, sinct* they
themselves jire part of this unceasing flow. Jt

does not matter if your players arc untrained, ft)r

the raw material that compost's pageant crowds is

full of a ct^ncealed love tif the town or village that

is ready ttJ burst out into expression if it is given
something to express.

^'our pr«)tagonists are three, the place, the

\N'I 01 I.\L\\C) S'I'ON, ('f)KN\\MI

1 li<- PiMS.ilit \\ nl' ( »l lh»’ ( < ir Iil'-li K<'1 x-llii >11 , I ^ |<>

indi\ idual, and the multitude. A unity already

exists between the place and the people who have
lived there, as one may say, for centuries, ar)d

the place is to them a living personality. T he
place must be a part of the pageant, anti nr^t a

meie background.
1 intend to deal later with the practicalities

of the site; here I only want tf) emphasiy.e the
point that the place is a character, and that the
site must, therefore, be chosen before the pageant
is written. The background of a castle will bring
in at once a suggestion of force, of battle and

defence, of the turbulence of the world, and the
power of arms; that of an abbey will remind
the audience of the quietness, the learning, the
charity, and the holiness that the monasteries
brought into a stormy life. An old stone or tree

will link your history with the time before his-

tory; a bridge, an old cross road, a wayside
chapel, all will give themes that can be used

throughout. "I'he author must learn all he can
frtim his ground before he writes his pageant.

Again, the land is never far away from the sub-

jects at the sctMies—there is the struggle for its

possession, the pride that came from it, the culti-

vation of the wild places, and its gradual conquest
and taming.

\ <)ur second protagonist is the iiuliv idual.

T lu' farther back vou go in histor\', the stri>ngt‘r

is the influence of the itulividual on the ntass,

.ind therefore your ptmcip.il cliaracters must be
drawn in high relief, with a ct>ncentration of
strength and simplicit\'. 'I he ])ag(.“anr ground is

no place for subtleties of ivK^otl or a delicate-

interplay of character. >’our prmcip.ds ha\'e to

bring with them a definite ide«i so strongK’ e\-

pr<-ssed that it is almost symboli/.ed. ( )ften, it

IS tht* single person W'ho reprt-sents the forward
m(^\ ement, who has, perhaps, a greater conception
of the momt*nt than the m.iss, aiul the drama will

lie in the conflict between his mo\’ing idea aiul

the conservatism of tlu- crowd. T he new idea

has force its w'ay from the indiyidual to the

crowd, and his force of mind is able to conquer
all the united miiuls of the people. A cleai

instance of this is shown in the Korum Scene in

'yulius and wi- find it again and again in

liistory : the reaction of Wat T yler’s following
Xa the courage of the young Ring, the stirring

of the Peasants’ Rebellions, the preaching of
crusades, and so on. Or you may find the reverse,

the conquest of an idea by tlu* brute force of a

mob, the murder f>f King Kdward of East Anglia
by the drunken Oanes, the Chartist Riots, and
so on.

'The drama of one man against another, unless

backed by partisan crowds, is not enough on so

large a stage, but the drama of the individual

as man against the mass has a tremendc^us oppor-
tunity in pageant work. 'The individual, then,

must be drawn so clearly and strongly that he can
be made to balance against a big ff)rce; in a sense
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lie must be a little super-human, emphasi/x-d and
underlined.

"The third prtitagnnist, the crowd, represents,

of course, humanity in general. 'Through this

you can show the gradual growth of the human
mind, and it is necessary to understand what this

gr(^wth has meant to realivr,c as fai as possible

the attitude of eacli succeeding generation to life.

When we read history the cruelty of man tf)

man, the fear and suspicion with which men
regarded each other, the lack of pity and con-
sideration tile tragedy that it shows seems to us
more than human nature can stand. It is difficidt

to lighten a pageant tnougli with comedy, if

one realises wliat the “gtiod oKl tlays” were.
But, of course, tliere was comedy in plenty
rt^iigli humour and liorscplay, and a great power
of rejoicing. Pei liaps tliis was all tin* greater
because of the constant presence of tragedy, fur

peopl<* could enjov themselves to tlie utmost when
its shadow was lifted, ''iOur crowd may bt* the
principal act<u' in a scene*, united, full of purpose,
and intent on action, or it max* be a background
in contrast to the action of fh<' principals—a fair

broken into bx .» piece of strong tragedy, an atmo-
sphere of sullen rebellion beJiind <« piect* of
gj>rgeous pomp. 'There is a great lu Id for c'xpen-

nient with the cr<iwd in the use* .»} some ot the

niode*rn me*th<ids of pr<Hiuction the conc'eatmg
moveMiieait, styli/.ation, me'thod of spec'cli, and

so on. 'These* are* be*coming increasingly familiar

in the* theatre*, but Jiave not xet been taken out of

doors. 'The* strong me*thoels of physic<d e*\pression

cre*ate*el by the l^aban School of Movenie*nt in

Ciermany, anel taught m this country bv Ruelolf

Taban and Ivurt |oe>ss, are* essentiallv^ suite'el to

page-ant work.
Now none* eif tlu’se* e>pportunitie*s can be* se*i/e*el

upon unless the authe^r is a elramatist of wiele*

e.\pe*rience*, anel many page*ants fail because* e>f the*

quality nf the* writing. 'I'he* Committee* ofte*n

ineluce* the be*st historian in the* county, a man
who lias nexer thought of wiifing any play at

all, to write' the beiok, without paying him a fe*e*.

'I'he boeik, some pr(^me>ters apparently think, is

the tiling that iiiatte*rs least eif all. 'J he whole*

form, of course, is new, and only a eiiamatist

of experience can succc'ssfull y attempt a new form,
and kneiw he>w it can be achieved. Historical

facts are “without form anel voiel”’ unle*ss the*y are

in tfie liands of a elramatist, and for the writing
of page*ants a spe*cial kinel of dramatist is neede*el,

a write*r of nc*w anel original minel, who is able t(i

handle all kinds af elramatic mc*thods anel make
them alive', and who is always re*aelv' to e*.xp(*ri-

me*nt. Experiments made in group-playmak mg,
which ofte-n elisearel all sorts of conventions, and
make*, almost unconsciously, ne*w foims, may
!e*ad the* way'^ to a mori* original, truer, anel more*

artistic form for outeloor composition.
'Tilt* author t>f tiu* page'ant, theiefore*, must be

a dramatist, anel the* page*ant must bt* elrama.

( )therwise* the* producer c.innot make anything
of it, the* players cannot act, anel all the* energy
re*quire*el for organi/aition is spent on somt*thing
of littlt* x'alue*. It is trui* that the* ne*ce*ssary studx'

of history' anel of social life is edue'atixt*, howex'er
dull the* pageant may' be, but the* bot)klearning
thus acejuirt*tl tloes not compart* with tin* ct>mpre-
hension of the subject gaineel by a pageant that

is drama. In such a pagt*ant the* pe*rforme*rs anel

the audience lixi*, iti each episoeli*, through a piece
of conci*ntrate*tl (*xpi*rie*nce, intense .mtl x'ix'itl in

fe*e*hng anel alixt* to tht* fartht*st e'orners of the
stage*. It is a suelele*n illummati<’>n on somi* eyent
that is part of the gc*n(*rril life of the* worlel.

As we* know, the present foim e>f tht* pagt*ant

Is t*pisoelic a form that pre*se*nts many difficulties.

So eloe*s tht* Tagt'ant C.\>miTuttet*, for it is e*age*r to

see reprt*se*nte*tl in the pageant exerx thing that

ex e*r happent'il in the* town, anel t*\ ery famt)us

pe rson that was ex t n lemotelx' connee'teel with it ^

The* authoi has first of all to ge t the C(’)mmitte'e*

r<» trust his e*\pt*rie*nct* anel accept his iel(“a. But
the* keenness ed the C'ommittee will lielp him,
anel, before* he* begins to construct, he shoulel hear
patie-ntlv what the* h'athers of the* k'ity*, or the*

le>ve*rs e>f the Cx^untyg haxe to sav t(') him. He* will

learn freun them se>me*thing of the re*lationship

be*twe*e‘n the* place anel its pe't>ple, ,ind pre>bablx*

of many inte*re*sting things that have* nex e*r bee*n

written ele)wn. But rounel all e>lel places a mass
e>f ienirnalistic history has gix^wn up— fu’titious

traelition, ac'ce pted by' the* country people be*cause*
“ ’tispnnteel upe)n the paper.”

It has be*e*n elished up for the* te)urists so le)ng

that the* pee^ple* e^f the* place' hax e* ce>me' to be*lie*\e*

it, anel the'y will ofte*n be* me>st e*age*r in elemanditig

that it sh.dl be* includeel. In his pre*liminarv stuely

for the pageant the author has te> pick his way
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among all this, to discover what is really true,

and then to make his selection, from the general
mass information, of those events that will

make drama. A knowledge of the place and its

pei>ple is essential, if the pageant is to belong to

them and mean something to them—it is almost
impossible t(i get the inwaril life of the pageant
when the author writes entirely from outside. If
he does not live on the spot, and cannot spend
much time there, he should have* a collaborator
who is really soaked in the history and atmosphere
of the place. But at the same* time, he must be a

little firm with tiu* City f'athers, and must make
his own limit as to the number of t*pisodes. J t is

extremely hard to establisli any fact or idea in h‘ss

than half an hour, and, as a rule, one is expected
to make the epis<ides im longer than a cjiiarter of
an hour. Many writers make them last finly five

minutes, in order to crowd e\erything in, but
when they do this it is impossible to rc-pres<*nt

the c*vent. An audienct' does not like a long
pageant, and I think that two to two and a half
hours should be the limit. 'This will give* time
for fc^ur or five episodes, which is quite enough
for any audience to take in. 'The fewer the epi-

sodes, the moie interested it will be in each, and
a pageant of three episodes would probably liaxc*

a greater success than one of fivt*.

Vour pageant bears some resemblance to a
symphonv\ iti that it is a unity composed of
differing parts. Kach episode should contrast with
those which precede and which follow it, and
the audience should be led from one mood to

another. Both tragedy and comedy are necessary,

and both should be strong. 'The decorative ele-

ment is also a necessary part of the plan, and the

rhythm and pattern of the whole liave a strong

effect on the audience. ('I'he appeal of tlie T'atn>o
was pr<?bably almost entirely that of strongly

marked rhythm and patterning and mfwement,
since the emotional and dramatic side was little

de\ eloped.) It is, perhaps, best to end on a nr>te of
joy or of liope, since that is the mood that the
audience will carry away with them, and a finale

that is mere mass and uplift is not the best finish

to a strongly dramatic performance.
T ile linking of the episodes is not easy, since

history is intractable stuff, and will give the lie to

most theories; but if some definite idea runs
through the whole it helps to make a unity of
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these separate events, and to interpret them to
the audience. It is naturally better to spiace
the episodes through time at pretty wide
intervals, though the more obvnous dramatic
interest always tempts one to the days of
strong action, the Middle Ages, Civil Wars,
and so on.

Before the Second Great War, pageant
writers were faced by a kind of anticlimax for
their last act, because the events of history
seemed to lose all their excitement, glamour, and
romance; all the appeal to eye and ear; and to
peter out into journalists' ‘‘‘stories.” Their
difficulty now, Imwever, is how to treat ade-
quately tlie vast drama through which we arc-

passing, a dr.mia which seems to act everything
else off the stage-. We have a last act now
which is certainly “‘full of sound and fury,” but
is far from “signifying notliing”; is, in fact, so
charged with significance that it takes place
beside- the* cosmic' drama of Gre-e-ce.

1 am not conct-rned he-re with war plays in

general, but meie-ly with the treatment of this

inescapable last act from the pageant point of
\ ie*w. I was commissioned to write* a pageant of
Plymouth befoie i and found myself building
it almost entire ly the- gre-.itness of the Kii/,a-

b<*than age, finding it difficult to mo\e- beyond it.

'Taking it up now, I se-e that not only is the last

act missing, but something that sluiuld have
bee-n inherent in it from the beginning, if I had
known it or if Plymouth had known it e-ither.

'This last act brings tliat ageless unixersal ejuality

whie'h alone makes true drama, brings moderns
into line with the Past by experience and suffering

;

pageant writers must now, more than e-ver before,
be- rir<imatists.

'The best method, undoubtedly, would be to
work backwards, to see the past in the light of the
present, to know one’s own time really well, hist
of all, and to clear one's mind about the- expe*Vi-

ences through whicli we passe-d during iQ^q—45
and are passing through now. Inevitably, some
sort of philosophy of history must e:ome into the
shaping of the whole, and the subsequent study
of hismry liave a new interest. Analogies with
the past are fascinating, of course, but one must
be careful not to overdo them. 'They made a
great part of the- appeal of Richard of Bordeaux^
but in it they were pushed far beyeuid history.
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Aiid tlic young Ring ;nul Outt-n belonged
cntire‘ly to the cr.i. 'I he* stuely of one’s
own time is not easy. 'I Ikti' is so mueh of it;

it is so close* to one, .inel Jiotliing lias, as ve*t,

droppe‘d into limbo. ( )ne* lias to e*\amine* it in

detail, to go be-yonel one’s own e*\pt‘rie*ne'e*, ,mel

to try to u nelcTstanel many dift\ re-nt fa ce*ts ; t»>

look at It, to fe*e*l it, to turn it over .inel over in

one‘'s minel in ortler to be* able* to elistinguish wbat
regally mattc'rs as elistinct from what is e*})he*nu*ral

e ve'ite*me*nt. ( )nly thus eMii e)n(* gain th.it kind of
balance .ind ju rspe cti ve* that the* dramatist-histoi

-

ian must have; that knul of linking up of human
t*\p<*rience*, anel se*e‘ing of the* ge neral thic^ugh the
particular.

Having h\e*el thiough the* searing e*\pe*riene'e*

of “making histoiv," the* ehamatist, his players,

.inel his .iuebe*ne'<* are be tte*i able than the*\' we*ie‘ to

re*ah/e* history oi i.irhe'i life*, .as .i continuous
process, .iihI to ge*t nisiele* the* skin of the* past.

P.ige*. lilts eomposeel in these* el.ivs elenianel th.it

I III t rpi e (at ion vvdiicJi is an esse nt la 1 of gooel elr.ima.

I .im suie* that, in tins ne*ee‘ssarv' List aet, no
one* wall w ish to hear sna iis, bombs, oi gun-tlie;
to se*<* OI h(*ai le'alistie la *pi od in tion of e \plosions
anel falling builelings W’c hael enough. 'I'he*

teaiele*ne \' i ne i i*.asi ngl y w ill proh blv' be* towMi els

st\'lr/arion <inel sv nibolism, aiul lix use of musu
to con\'e*\' the* right kinel of iel<*a. I fits, m itself,

ele*mands origin.ilitv' of tie.itnunt .inel e\}>'*ri-

nu'iit.il work, .anel I h«iji<.' that we* m.i\' se*e some* of

our vaningei pi odue e*rs, wdio have* h.iel e*\periene e*

both of life* .ind of the* rh<*a tre*, c.i I le el in to produee
the* )).ig<*.ints of the* futuie*

d he*re* is .ilrt*aelv a le nde ne v to return to this

tvage* e)f pe*rf ol il i,i iie'e*, .inel also a v .igue* fe*e*ling,

e*v'e*n .imoiig oig.mi /.at ion e-ommitte*e*s, that ji.ige*-

.'ints shoulel really s.iv sonit*thing 1 )u*ie* is .i

gie*.it ele'al to s.iy, anel tins foim of eh.im.i is not

in.ipj)! opri.ite foi its s.i\ ing.

THE BOOK
It has be*en m.iele* apparent th.it the* unusu.d

opportunity given b\' the* p.ige.int of using

mass mov'e*me*nt .iiiel e*motion brings with it the*

need for <a te*chniepie* in writing th.ir eliffe*rs in

many ways fre>m that ot the .iti e*-elrani.i. Insiele*

the theatre the mass may be* sugge*ste*el, anel even

fedt, e|uite* stningly, but it e'an ne*ve’r be there*

C )n the* page*ant st.ige it is there*, .inel p.ige-.int

writers and proeluce*rs h.ive to le*arn its use .ind

control.

IX'Iost of the* e'le*me*nts of p.ige*.ints .are to be*

foLinel in Ore-e'k Drama the* speech that springs
from movement, the* st rongly-marke*el .anel styli/e*el

individual, the* e*motional re*ae'tion of the* chorus,
tile* large* outeloor st.ige*, the* gre*at si/e* of the*

auelie*nce*, anel so on. P.ige*.int wuite*rs shoulel

always make* .i care*ful stuely'^ of the Cire*e*k d he*.itre*

be*fore* writing, since* so m.iny of the*ir proble*ms
wa*re* solve*el bv’' the* CTri*e*k elr.imatists thousanels

of vi*.irs .igo. Hut .It the* same* time* the*V' siioulel

be* .ible to ele al wath the* same proble*ms othe*rwise*,

if iu*cessary, anel to use eliffe*te*nt methoels of
ge*tting the ii drama o\ (*r wliere the* conelitions

.lie* elide* rent.

T wo of the* m.iin probIe*ms aie* /loic to th iiu’

thr rnciiniHg of the ^lOie horru\ .iiiel hoiv to link one

scene ivith thr nest.

In <jie*e*k Drama the me*thoel is simple*, the*

.ictie>n of the pl.iv' is in the* hanels of the* prot.igon-
ists, .inel the* comme*nt is m.iile by the chorus,
d he* inelivielu.il .mil the* e'rowal w'e*ie* se*p.irate*, anel

the* Cjie*e*k .luelieiiCe* wms satisfie*el.

M.in\' }’).ige*.int writi*rs h.ive* atte*mpte*el tf>

re*pi eieluce* this, but with little* succe-ss. d 'he*

Che>rus e>l Spirits, K.itlier "l ime*, or the* Nariator
.ire* .ipt te) bore* the* moele*rn .luelienct*, which,
be ing cine*m.i-fed, c.in see but c.iniiot listen. I

re*me*mbe*r .i sigh b«*hinel me*, “()h, he*re* ceune
the>se* elre*aelful peeiple* .igain'” ,is the lovelv l.ielie*s

e>f the* chorus flo.iteel on. anel it cureel me of
choi uses.

'\s to the comment on the* sCe*ne* 1 li.ive no
elenibt Ie*ft in mv' minel .ibout it It shoulel be*

conve*\'e*el by the* sce*ne* iTse*lf in unmistakable*

terms, .uiel the .luelience shoulel be* m.iele to feel

.ibe>uf it just wh.it the* .lutlior washes it to fee*!.

If It is real elr.ima, the* c<amme*nr wall be* implicit;

if it IS ne>t, .1 S])ate* e)f blank verse* won’t lu*lp it.

d'he* se'e*ne* slioulei le*ave* the* auelie*nce' c.iught up
in the* experie'iice e>f .i elefimte e*me>tie>n.

I think th.it the* be*st link be*twe*en tlm epise)ele*s

is music, possibly wath the aelelition e>f che>nc
el.ane'e*. Hv^ music the* fe*e*lings of the auelie*nce* at

the* e‘nel of the* sce*ne are* e*choeel, .inel by music*

they .ire* modulated into the mood of the* ne.\t.

.^Iusic c.in m.ike a gre.iter, jirofounder, and me>rc
emi>tie>n.il C(^mme*nt th.in words, anel it affe>rds

.1 gre*.ite*r Contrast with the acted scene*.
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KacJi c*pist>dc" sliouki contain oni* doininanr

iJc.i, and slioiild convey it forcibly. 'The facts

as they stand are often lifeless and uninterestinjj,,

and lack tins force; they must then be ““cooked”
in order tf> make drama, and to con\ey the real

truth of the event. Sometimes tht‘ events of some
nn'niths are bn^u^ht toj^ether, sometimes imagin-
ary charaett-rs are introduced to gi\'e a necessir\'

contrast, and sometimt's tictii^n

is bleiuled with fact to get a

dram itic issue. But the writer

must be sure of his histt>rv

first, foi if lie cooks it he must
do so with judgment and not

in igiKM'ance.

T'lu- teclini(|ue of pagiMiit

writing lias been little e.xplored

as vet, but with e.xperiencc-

certain things emerge.
I'hr nu/hi fxpr(\\\ro/i Jirs in

tiLiion^ and the dialogue is, as

it were, forceti out by the

action, coming when it is abso-

lutely necessary to make the

action cUmt-. For example, the

rush of an angry crowd will

carrv words with it, shouts,

oaths, and short exclamations, u'hich, though
tliey appear confused, will yet bring out the cause

of the anger and heighten the effect of the rush

It may be stemmeil by a man of strong courage-,

and he, too, will need words. He must speak, and
speak with strength and \igour, with economy
and intensity but the rush and the check will

convey the drama first. Many pageants arv acted

in dumb show, but unless the players arc- thor-

oughly trained in physical expression tliey will

find themselves hampered by the lack of w'ords,

and the scenes will be ineffective^. Naturally, a

good deal of the acting may be done in silence,

or to music, such as a funeral procession, or a

scene of homage.-, but as a gencual rule the action

zuiii r eqiii} e rlialogue of a spc-ciahV.ed kind. It

should consist only of the most necessary speech ;

it should be definite, emphatic, and should conveys

strong and simple emotion. 'The speech of the

crowd should be planned—“rhubarb and pota-

toes” are of no use here, for the mood of the

scene is lost if the crowd does not understand
the direction of its ideas. A nunaber of short,
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forcible sentences shouhl be given tht-m, and
balancc“d b\^ the producei in rehc-aisal, though
they nc*c*d not appear in the- writtc*n book. 'The
dialogue of the principals contrasts with that of
the crowd in bc-ing more* c-xplicif and concc*n-

trated. T heir spet-ches must be* short, and even
when a sc-rmon or political .iddress is used it

sh<uild onlv' sec-m to be long. ( )/i the other hand.

T*\<.i v\T Tin \’\iri 01 I lu 1 s \\(> Wv'n k

tjuick, chippy dialogue- i*. also elangerou-s, because-

thought travels slowlv' «)v«'r a ilista net-, aiui a large-

audience* isslowe-i to re-spond than a small one-. Foi
the same u*ason one* must re-member that it take s

longe-r to <*stablish .1 fact or intioeluce a ch.ir.ictei ,

anel it is nece*ss,irv' to vaiv' one-'s iiu-thods doing
so. \ lu-ralel is, e>f course-, an easy means of
anne)uncing a king lus ce).it-ai mour, his trum-
pete‘i , his preiclamation, anel the ce*remonv th.it

surrounels him, all spe-ak .it once-; but less spe-c-

tacular characters ne*eel more subtle* introelucrions.

T he- entry^ e)f a messenge r at full gallop, shouting
his message to a quie*f grenip, the ejue*stioning of
the group, the sh.itte-ring of the tpiie*t and tlie

rousing of e xpectancy will help ta builel up an
entrance—or the fleeing away of a number e)f

people, in obv ious fear of a pursuer. In the first,

the* dialogue may be h)ud and quick, the questions

only variants of the same theme, the answ'ers al-

ways the same; in the seceaul, the fugitives may
cry the names of tlu*ir pursuers, “"Flu* Norsemen !

"ITie Norsemen ! TTie Black Danes !” and so on.

The language to be used is a controversial point.
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“"I'ushcry’’ is the* worst of crimes; only ;i real

poet can make verse dramatic, and the dramatist

must have an unusual mastery o\'er mt>dern

F,ng;hsh if he is to use it ft>r the exprt^ssioti of

anciejit thouj^lit. 1 myself think that tlie best

metliod of dealin<^ with language is to use tlu'

idiom of the perioil \ ery much simplitied and
without archaisms. It slu)uld be the* collocjuial

speech of the- tmu-, aiu.1 special care is neediil

o\c-r oatlis and slang expressions. “‘'I hou" and
'tlu-e” are didiciilf for ihe actors, and e\en

these nia\' he left out, since am lhing that hindc*rs

the- actors IS bail. Hut each succeeding time has

Its (»wn ihythm (^f speech; ami a great de.il of

atmosphere, .iiul e\ en ol humour, is lost if this is

ignoretl.

Hutifours iDid exits also diH'ei fiom those of

the theatre, and thev arc* bv no means e.isv. The*

public admires long distance entries; “ It was so

lovely to see thc-m coming for half a mile* through

the trc'es!” Hut while the\' were* coming, wh.it

was happc'ning on the stage*.'' 1 he attention of

the audience is directed to the mo\ing figurc-s,

and the drama r>n the stage disappears, I here* is

decoration to be got from the long-dist.ince entrv

,

such as a royal procession with banneis and

heraldry and splendid n>be*s; there is e\citeme*nt

in a rush of horsemen at full gallop, but there* is

always a danger of stopping the* dnima, and the

leiiig entr.ince* should not be used too often. ^Idie

author must be sure of shorte*r entrances, since*

they will certainly be needeel. A background of
d.irk tiee*s can give some mystery to an entrance*,

and the .ludience* may be alle^wed to see lurking

the*re* figure*s who will soon rush in upe^n the*

drama; e>r fairies may be
storeel up in the trees, to

drop down unexpecte*ell y at

the riglir moment. Spe*ci.il

s u r r o u n el i n gs will give
special entrance*s and e.xits,

but if the ground is ejuite*

lacking in near e*ntrances it

m.iy be nece-ssary to use

sce*nery in the form of a

ele>orw.iy or p.iit i>f .i house.

Hut 1 shall de*al with sce*n-

erv later

Whe*n the book is re*.iely

for the proelucer it will be
found to consist \ l‘v\ latgelv'

of >ttigr t^if ectiom

^

aiiel great

c.ire* must be given to the*se.

It is e'ssential that tlie autheu'

should have* a working
kiiowl(“dge of proeluctlon,

that he* shouKl know what
is possible* out of doors anel

what is not, and how e*tfe*cts are* got. Stage* elire'C-

tions shovdd not be woidv, but the*v' should give

enough ele*scripfioM for tlu* crowel to unelerstand

what It is doing and fi*e*ling 'Die dramatist must
lest the* riming of his action in orde*i to know
where* the focus e)f mtere-st will be at an\' mtuiient,

anel shape* his sce*ne* ace'oielingl v^ Hrie*flv', the*

st.ige elire*ctions should be e*.xplicii, definite, and
de*sci ipiiv e.

"1 he* produce*!' wall, of course*, moelifv' them, but

the* dramatist must unde*rstand that a gre*at part of

his work is in the* stage directions, and that the*y are-

as important as, if' m)t more* than, the elialogue.

Hage.int te*chnique* make‘S little* progre*ss, anel

the majejrity e>f me>dern pageants elo ne>t ceimpare

in dramatic merit with those of IVlr. Louis
Parke*r. "I'he* re*ase^n probably is that few elranria-

tists write* more than e>ne pageant, and so there*

is .1 lack e^f cumulative e.xpc'i'ience*. I'he Pageants
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of Cruilclford aiul of Chidtiingfolil, by Air.

Grrdharn Robertson, are perliaps tlic best tliat

}ia\ c* bt‘en written, and the J^ageant of' Mount
Oracc, by Rady Hell, is an interesting attempt
tt> make a protagonist of’ a builtling. T'lu‘ Play
and Pageant Lniion of Hampstt'ad ha\ e developed
a stvde of their own, a little akin to the triMtment
of history by Kipling in "‘Puck of Pof>k'’s Hill/'

Hut, apart from these examples, tlu-re is still a

tendency to be content with the conxentional
subjects and the cornentional treatment, and to

shirk the rousing of any leal emotion. If the

pageant is only a publicity stunt oi <i snob paratlc*,

these subjects and this treatment .ire enough, but
where a real pride in the- town or \ ill.ige prompts
the desire f(»r a pagc-.int the dramatist h.is a cast

and an audience worthy of the full exercise of
his imagination and powers. He c.ni rely on .in

infection of emotion in his cu>wds, a kind <»f

friendly competition betwi-en the- episodes, and
real h.ird work from exeryone to make the

pageant live.

T here is one factor that is .dvv.iys forgotten

by pageanteers, and that is T ime. T'hc'v tiecidc-

in A larch to hold their p.ige.int in June, and
tlescend upon their unfortunate dramatist with .i

demand for .i five-episode page.int in a month’
He has to get himself soaked in the atmosphere
of five vlifferent centuries, know all his facts and
tiaditions, and hammer them into shape in four

weeks! T he dr.imatist riet ds si\ months if lu* is

already an historian and knows his district—a \e.ir

otherwise When the book is ready, then let

the trumpets soumi and the organi/..ition begin,

but not befi're.

1 have been treating tJie historical pageant
only, since that is the best known form, but there

are, of course, many avenues for experimental
work in the large-scale iiutdoor play which might
well be explored. Pageants of Industry, for

example, could be orgatiized in some co-operative

way by the leading firms in each industry, and
thus organi'/a^d wc>idd have considerable value in

several ways. They would bring before the
workers in that industry the romance and larger

Interest that they can hardly reali/.e in their own
“daily round,” and they would also present
“Industry” to the public as something greater
and more dignified than “Business.” T'o do this,

it must, of course, keep out the advertising

THKATRK ANli) STAC^K

slogan, for the sympathy of the public may be
gained by a presentation of the industry as a whole,
hut not by an advertisement of anyone's Particular
Brand. How delightful a Pageant of Shoemakers
would be! No dramatist would feel it beneath
him to celebrate the (jentle Craft whose heart
had «.>nce been won by Sim l''yre, and slmemakers
do give plenty of opportunity, since they are so
often men of humour, origin.dity, anti character,
who have a considerable influence on their time.
A P.'igeant of Sil k-Weavers woultl give a riot of
coloui and ( )rientalism, and a I^ageant of Aliners
suggests the dark, mv'sterious power that lies in

the t‘arth, .iiul the life anil tleath struggle between
it and m.in. T hese all offer hue themes, worthv'
of good writing and productitui.

Again, this form is suited to the e.xpression of
religious and political ide.is. T ht‘ T .itttM) w.is a

chiltllike attempt to present the cju.dities of
courage, discipline, .ind p.itriotism tli.it belong
to war, .is well .is its glirti^r, rhv^tlim, and blare.

It .ippealed to a primitive instinct, .md got .i

remarkable resjionse. Kt|uallv\ however, other
idtMs might be brought hoin • very forcibly to huge,
unthinking multitudes, and Peace might get <i

he.uing in the s.ime w.iv. T hose vvho ]>roduct‘

m community ».entrc‘s lould tio line things if'

they' thought h.ird enough, for tlu*re arc' m.iny
ide.is th.it are sca-thing m men's minds now which
do not need old c.istles, or costly drc'sses, for their

presejitation , Koi these' .i disuseil miiu'shaft or

a backgrouml of chimneys m.iy wi'll be the
protagonist icciuireel for the grouml, and men
and wonu*n in tlu'ir working clothes, filh'd with
the spirit of whai they wish to expre-ss, will learn

to make thcii im.ming pretty ch*ar in the hands
of a capable producer.

From the T attoo, c rude’ .is it was, useful

lessons c'ould he Ic’.iint, aiul not least the v.ilue

of waiting till dai k for performance, involving
the- use of .1 rtifici.il lighting. T'lu- diamatist
would find himself much fiver if he* had this

inspiring medium, .ind m.inv' of his difficulties

would disappear. \VTth blackouts iu* would not

be troubled with thc' ti clium of long exits, w)ii*n

the drama of his scc'iie was ovc’i', and with good
ligliting hc‘ would have the dc‘sirc*d emphasis, and
the chance of conveying niystc-ry whicli the c't^ld

light of day denic's him. It is not <‘asv' to ariange
fc>r transport for the c:ast, etc., but vast audiences
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managed to get to the "Tattoo t'very night, and
the difficulties seemed to be overcome, though
the cast were all soldiers and undt*r discipline.

In such a pagearit there would be a certain

resemblance to film technic|ue, and th(.*re would
bt* a kind of non-realism that would be interesting

to use*. "I he imagination of the audieru'e would
probably be more fli*xible, and the passage of time
more easily conveyed. 'The dramatist could indulge*

in a ghost oi' two, fi’om the vast ghost-population
of these islands, and there c<iuld be* re*al bt*autv

in the* story of an ancic*nt house*, playe*d in “moon-
light'"’ by a e'ompany of ghosts, with the windows
palely lighte'd, and the faint music* of harpisc hord
and viols coming from the* Ikuisc*, like its own
voice dimly re membereel.

Watteau’s ])ainrings of the* Frtr\ ('Jitimpcires

and of the (^orntfirdi

a

playe rs would yie*ld sugges-

tions for scenes or smaller plays, and Mt>her(*

might we*II be plave*d m such a setting in any
loce ly I'aiglish garden. '\ he dramatist who
knew h«.* nnglit be <ilIo\Ae*d daikness and mode*rn
lighting would feel .it one e* that lu* had a fine

opp« )i tunitv

I am ( once-t neel with outeloor pagc*ants,

bee'ause tlu‘V nc“t d a tc‘e. h nicjui' of tlu*n own that

has not been f u 1 1 v discusse*d I h- < •, is niue'h more
to be learnt .ibout them, aiul li.v last \^oid ha-,

not bc*cn said. I lu*re* aie, liowe \ . r, mclooi

page*ants whie'h vary in si/e* and importance, fiom
hhii^icdthii in the* Royal '\lhe*rt Hall ie> “Kiini-
Bottling through the Age's" in the village school-

loom I do not fee*l e'onvince*el that a p.igeMnt is

a page-ant in a theatre. \W- should really have*

anothe-r name* for this type* of big-scale* episoelie'

pla\', but both the*atie* anel outdoor }i.igeants

have ce rtain i*lements in common— crowds as an
inte'gral part of the plav^ and e*pisodic historv' In

a theatre* many tilings make* the* author’s job

easier. 'riic* audience is me»re controllc*d and
rc'sponsive, se> that it is e asie*r to put an ide*a ovei,

e\its and entrance's aiv cpncker and more manage-
able, and stuind e*ffc*cts are* more* ivliable*, the*

author, in fict, just as an ordinary dramatist

of the thc-atre, knowing what effects in ]iroduction

he* will or will neit get. He* has, too, bette*r e'h*ine'e*s

for individual characte*ri/,atie>n, but his crowds
will be* smaller and less impressive*. All that I

have* state-d abeiut the* study of histeuy and its

treatment applies ecgjallvs and possibly the theMtre

audience, better able* to sc*c*, may be* moic* critical

than an outdoeir auch’e-iice.

Improvemc-nts in both film and raelio te*e'h nicjue

affc'Ct the* outlook eif the page*a nt-w*riter. He*

will constantly find invaluable* suggestions in the*

Jiandling of “spectacle*" in the film; the radio
will sugge*st a music'al ide*a, s(»unel e ffe cts, e*tc .,

wdiich can be* used with discretion in pageants.
He* should not, howe*ve r, be led into toe> close

imitatie>n. His medium is ne*ithe*i film nor air,

but the* living actor—and the* actor make*s the*

tee'll nique*.

PRODUCTION
A grc*at deal hangs on the* choice* of a

Pageant- Maste-r, and tho>.e Ce>mmitte*es arc ill-

advise*cl whe» econeimi/e ein the* fee*, and gc‘t

an inc*.xpc*rie*nc(*d amatc*ur te> de> the* work for

nothing. In the* first place, it is heavy, and
take's up the whole* time e>f the Pageant-
IV'Iaster for seneral iTieiiiths, so that no Committee
is justified in asking for so much withe^iui pay-
mcait. In the* se*cond plac'e*, pageant productiein

needs all the technical skill, knowledge* of
pc*rie>cl and of ctowd work that the* professional

can give, and meire be*sides. 'rhe*re have been
too many p.igeants in which inept proeluction
has folhiweel on fe*e*ble writing anel conce*ption,

and district .ifte*r district has thiown .iway its

history tlius. I he* preifessional knows hy instinct

what are the essenti.ils of the* drama, anel how to

make* them ap})e*ar, how to make* bricks with little-

straw, anel he>w to salve* an ant iejua rian’s pageant.

He or she knows, te)o, how te> ge t rfie* utmost
from the* ]ie>rcies of untrained pLu'e-i'., .mel the

plav'e*rs fe*e*l that ce)n f iele*nce* that e:onu*s only
fre>m weuking with some-one who knows liis or

her job.

It is ne)t e*v e*iv prof e*ssion.d proeluce*i
, he>we*ve*r,

who can, or who will, undertake* this wxirk.

Spe*cial cgialitic's anel a spe*cial kmel of jH*rsemalitv

are* nec*elc*d : he* must have a ce)nsiele rable* gift of
e>rgani'z,atiem, the* pt>wer to inspire people with
enthusi.ism, anel a tactfully aute)e'rarie- mannc*r.

T he* crowels are.* large anel unti aine*el, e>f cennse*

but it must be* re*me*mbc*re‘el that tlic-y are* also

frc*e agents, be>und euilv by a promise*, ofte*n

e*xce*edingly busy people*, and that they are alreaely

sacrificing a great deal for their page*ant. The*
producer, the-refore, cannot afForel to “throw his
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weight about," since tliat wiil lead only to a

gradual e\aporation of the crowd; but lie can
rely ofi an underlving local patriotism as the
mainspring of the pageant. However big a name
he has in the theatre, he will always matter less

to the players than the home that they celebrate
and it is a fact that big names grow sm.dk-i

j'ni:ATRr: and stach:

crowd work will be delegated to him. T"o begin
with, he will know each member of his crowd,
and recogm'/.e individual capabilities, so that he
can use them in the right plact*. He will di\ndt*

the crowd into grt>ups, each under a sectio}i-le{ider

^

who will be responsible to him for the general
movc-ment e>f the group, as a collie to tlu- shepherd.

and smaller as rl^e^" recede from London ! Cyener-

ally speaking, the influence t>f the producer makes
itself felt cjuite soon, and the result is a quickening
interest and enthusiasnt that grow in impetus to

the final performance.
T he Pageant- Master will want to work with

big effects, and should not be hampered by having
to train e\ ery unit of his crowd. He will, there-

fore, have under him a suh-producer ui ri'erv

episode Koi this post the best ))ossihIc' people
are local experienced amateur producers, who
work voluntarily. T hey are, of course, entirely

under his ctunmand, and they gain a great deal

from working under an experienced man or
woman of the theatre. "I'he sub-producer can do
much to help the Pageant- Master in the prepara-
tion of the scenes, and a proportion of the

T his mt'thod is b\' far t)ie bt‘st, since the produce*?-

IS closelv' in tf>uch with ont* person, on wiiom
he can rely for the working of tin* group, and
in pageants for wh«ch only one rehearsal on the
real stage is possible it prc*yents disintegration.

These section-leaders must be reliable people arul

good actors thc*v ha\'i' to work up the emotiou
in their groups, start a shout or a laugh, dost*

or open or turn the group as retjuired, and
generally keep its torn* up or down as tin* Pageant-
Master wishes, ff thev^ ar t* irregular or inatten-
ti\e, they should be changed at once, for only
reliable pei>ple are of any use at this job. 'They
must always kt*ep an eye on the producer, since
thre)ugh them he “conducts” his crowd. Withr-uit

them, he has to run from end to end of the large

stage and a l<n of time and energy is wasted.
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'Tilt* sub-protluccr takes his whole* crowil» or
sections ot it, frequefitly, and works at the timing

of all reaction. 'Diis iiiev itably ce)nies more slowly
out of doors; the idea takes lon<i;er to reach ^Jie

minds (especially at the ed{i,c*s of the crowd),
st>und travels more slowly, the plav'ers are often
inattentiv'e and miss the moment, and so on. It

^.v/V, and all mni^efnenis about the acting ai ea^

tinted.^ when he has had instructions tiaim the*

Pageant- Master as to the pace required. He
must know how' long it will take for a funeral
procession to go ^oo yaids, or a v avalier charge at

full gallop liall a mile, .ind the time any charactei
will want to get frf>m point to point on the* stage

is nor eas\ to turn a Jiumbe*r ot hal f-mterested,

conversational, social acquaint.mces into a unit

that has fence aiul charade*!'. T he sub-produCer,

tlu-refore, has te> ge*t his crowd theu'oughh' te>

understand the scene tiist, aiiel then te> me>ulel it

inte) something that the* Page*ant- Master can use

erte*Ctive*ly when he* rehe*arse*s. He* can inte*re*st

them with little* difHcult\' if the\' fee l that he*

e.xpects real acting fVe>m them ; what bene*s crowels

is being tre*ated as lay hgure-s te> till up sp.ice‘s an el

wear fancy diess. T he le>cal amateur pri>eluce*r

will be far bette*r as sub-p revel uce*r than a proK*s-

sional who is quite outside* the* [tlace* ; he knevws

his people and their capabilitie*s, and they know
him anel are not afraid of him.

T he* sub-proelucer will have* ei'ery entrance and

False eMlcidations e)n these points e'ausi* s(‘rie)us

tnvuble*, tor .i char.icter or a procession that i*-*

st.irte*el late* can ne*\e*r airive* at the* dr.amatie*

me>ment, anel thus the* sce*ne can easil\' be* spe)ilt.

Anv'thing may h-qipen the crowd may miss its

signal .inel be* staneling .ibe>ut chatte‘ring; the*

auelie*nce* may have* str.ive'el across tlu'ir \va\
,
anel

be* eibstructiiig Tht*m ; the* horse*s m.iv be* re*stiv e,

.mel eithe r jib or beilt; e'e>rpses may lun Vx* re*aely,

anel sev e)n the proelucer is ne*\e*r whevlly free

frevm aic\iet\ abeuit e*n! ranees e>n an outelevevr stage*.

But if the sub-pre)ducer has hael all rhe*se wevrkeel

out, anel has marke*el the* mevment in the* ]vre>mpt

bevok whe*n t he* signal shevulel be* give*n, the Page*ant-

Master will fe*el le*ss nervous abevut them, anel

have a basis evn which te> wevrk te) his climaxes.
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'I'hrrc is .1 dc.il of timing that never
ct>mc*s into tlieatre proiluction, but on which
nianv of' the effects of outdoor wt>rk depend.
d 'lu‘ie is the important point of thmng the ptiss^igc

of au idt’ti or crnotion through tlie crowd. Now
if the wJiole enormous crowd wiae to respond
instant! to an idea sent out fi'om the ff)cus point,

the audience wt^uld at once feel tliat tlu^V'^ had
been drilled ; and, though the most careful drill

is needed for c'\'cr\'tliing that the crowd does, tlie

audience must ne\ er guess it. Suppose that the
idea emanates from a focal p(>int, as in the Forum
Scene in ^nlius Giiesu} ; the emotion will spread
outwards gradual I v. It has to pass out towards
the eilges of tlie crowd, and will, inevitablv, in a

large* crowd, weaken as it goes. ^I'ht* fire of
emotif^n is in the middle, winch must be kept
ali\e and mo\ing, but tJie distant parts of the
crowd will only have a rcHection of the lire at

first. "File Pageant-.Mastei has to get this passing

out of the idea cari fullv' worked, and much time
has to be* spent on it .it rehearsal.

.'\n idea m.iv' come gradually from outside, and
mc^v e slowly and almost imperceptibly round the
crow'd, as in the scene* in Elizaheth of England^

w'hcn the new^s <^f the defeat of the Armada was
brought to Philip of Spain. "Fhe King was at

Mass, kneeling before the* high altar: a messenger
entered down stage, and whispered to ti kneeling
figure close to liirn—this figure turned with a

face of consternation to hear more, and then
passed on the message. The news crept like a

snake round among tlu* figures until the audience
w'as keyed up to know' the i*ffect on the King
when it reached him. T he si/.e of the cn>wnl

will regulate the timing to some extent.

T he grow'th of an idea will be slower m a

large crowd than in a small, since it has farther

to go and is more dispersed. On the other hand,
a large crowd that lias once grasped an idea will

act more swiftly, the decision flaring up amongst
them lik(* ffre in straw, whereas a small crow'd

has to gather courage and confidence before it

does anytiiing. The audience has the whole
crowd in view; there can be no suggestion of an
army by a few men passing a witidow or any
such device. T here they all are, and everyone
Ciin see them ! A feeble producer will not be able

to keep his crowd properly keyed up and entirely

in the scene *, there will be many dead spots, and

many inattentive people who can damage the
scene very badly indeed. T he* Pageant- Master
must be able to inspire his whole crowd so strongly
with the idea that each individual becomes caught
up in it.

Tlu* rhythm of emotion, too, has much greart*r

chance than it can ever get in a theatre the
mtivement towards or away from the compelling
idea, the breaking, the uniting, scattering, change
of ternpo^ and so on. All this rhythm is so st!\>ng

on the big acting area and with a large number
of people that it inevitably has some rc*lation to

dance-drama on a big scale, and it is in this side

of pageant work that tlu* Laban IXlovement
would pre^ve a valuable asset. It would be
extremely inft'resting to see real experimental
work in this direction, and, indeed, in the whole
matter t>f crowd productitin on a large scale, since

the crowd is a magnificint instrument in thi*

hands of a good producer.
Wdiat 1 have said about the principids in tin*

book applies equallv' to tlu* production. T hey
must be emphasized in t*v er\' possiblt* wav and
great strt*ss laid upon them T his will be done
in man\' wa\'s—the character may bt* mountt d ;

his dress will be strongly contrasted with that of
the rest; his make-up will be clearlv' dt'fined;

and his gestun* and movement will be strong and
well charactt*ri/.ed. It will be nt*ccssary, too, for

him to have a good carrying voice, and if he is

mounted to have his horse in perfect control.

Principal speaking parts should never be numer-
ous, but in evc*ry scene tlu*re will alwav-'s bt* a

numbi*r i>f Important Personages that ar(* not

principals in the tlramatic sense, but that satisfy

those who want a prominent position and a

smart dress, and wlm act so badly that they c.innot

be used m the crowd. As the principals will

usually be historical characters, both producer and
actor should read about them to discover the

characteristics and habits that the well-inform(*d
part of the audi(.*nce will r(*cogniz.e. Such people
as Charles II, Dr. Johnson, or Lord Beaconslield
should be unmistakable directly they appear.

Unlike babies and some of the domestic animals
on whose actions no one can rely, horses are a real

asset t<i the producer. A character that is mounted
is raised to a different level from the crowd, and
gains emphasis at once; if he is a good horseman,
he and his horse are one, and yc^u get a larger unit.
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'The horse is so sensitive to his rider that he
appears to act with him, and, after several

rehearsals, is actually ready for his movements.
"I'he man gains dignity, and no good rider is

ever ungraceful on his horse. One hand is

occupied with the reins, of course, but he need
never feel the embarrassment of not knowing
what to do with his hands. Again, he has greater

variety of pace in movement than if he were on
foot. When a number of characters are mounted,
you get an underlying rhythm from the horses
themselves, and fre^m the sway of the riders’

bodies; the audience will always be tlirilled by
the sweep of a gallop or the measured movement
of a triumphant army whether the humans
get their drama over or not, the horses always
will. Om‘ essential thing about scenes played on
horseback is that they should uhvuys he rehem sed

on horsehncl'^ and, if possible, on the same horses.

"I'he Committee does not alwavs rc‘ali'/,e this, but

tht* Pageant- Master should insist.

Duficing and rnus'iL h.i\e to be floated into the

mixture with a light hand. It is a real boie to see

amateur dancers plodding painstakingly through
a period dance, wobbling down on curtsies and
almost counting aloud, and folk dancing can
easily be overdone. Dancing is a precious bit

of pattern, but it is seldom that tin whole of .inv

dance is needeil, and it is necessary to adapt the

actual peric^d dances ft>r stagi* use, 'I hey '»liotdd

be taught bv someone who reallv knows them,
and understands their stage value, and even then
the Pageant- IVIaster must feel free tt> cut them
off when he wishes, to tade them out, and to do
anything he likes with them. It is exactly the

same with songs and instrumental music. Crreat

care should be taken in the studv and choice ol

them, and then they should come in little snatches :

bursts of music that suddenly disappear, bawled
out by a crowd, and so on. It must not be museum
music, nor concert music, nor musical comedy
music, but the kind (>f music that comes in and
out of oidinarv life. Many present-day composers
working for the films have de\el<^ped a special

and an effective teclniique highly descriptive,

expressive both of the emotion seen and of the

comic effects desired. 'The heightening of these

in the film He?iry /' was illuminating. .Any

pageant writer would value the chance of getting

special music rightly conceived. It “melts” in

and out of the diah>gue, bridges gajrs, and, gener-
ally, seems to knit everything together. It

quickens, too, the emotional response of the
audience. "1 he prtrducer, lurwever, must be
careful. Nothing is, perhaps, more exasperatnrg
to the audierree than a blaring amplifier when they'

want to talk about the scene. Regular B.B.C.
listener's are familiar with the irritation of too
many musical and sound effects that interfere with
the* drama.

THE ORGANIZATION
'The* organiy.ation of any page*ant, howe*ver

small, is half, or even two-thirds, of the
battle*, and it is well to consider care*fullv

how this should be done*. There* will be the
Central Committee, with its sub-committees, and
there will be the separate organiyaition of e*ach

e*pisode*: both must work in harmony if succt*ss

is to be* attaine*d. T'he whole responsibilitv fe>r the
page*ant, both artistic and hirancial, rests on the
Central Con\mitte*e, and its work must be taken
rn hand very seriously, and by the right people.

A pageant is a big financial venture, and entails

a good deal of risk; it is going to ask for a large

amount of work and enthusiasm from hundreds
of people, and it caters for the entertainment of
an even larger number. T he Central Committee
should, therefore, consist not of the social climbers
and persons of tjuality wlu) so often stand at the
back of pageants, but of a just prf>porti(^n nf
artists and of sound business men. T he yuality^
and the climbers sht>uld be patrons .ind guarantors,
or even actors, aiul their names have a real pub-
licity value, but if the Comnvittee is made of
these the undertaking will be t>f as much ^'alue

as a Society matinee, and an exasperation which
may take many years tt) soothe may be left

among the humbler workers who have giv'cn

freelv of tlu*ir time and br.iins.

T'he most important person of all is the Secre-
tary, and he, or she, must be an exceptional
person! Ht* will get all the kicks, and hear all

the griev^'inces ; his work will be both endless .ind

exasperating; he will be expected to deal witli

every emergency, and all the bouquets will go
to the Author, the Producer, and the Principals.

A et, unquestionably, the final success of the page-
ant will be due to his unfailing tact and ingenuity.
Without him the Producer would have no
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material to work on, rlu' xarious p.irts of the

organi'/.ati<iii would be at sixes and sevens, and
the morale of the cast would »^o t(^ pieces. lOx ery-

one must feel that the Secretary^ is confident of
success, that he can fend off all depressit>ns, that

nothing is a worry, and that all things are possibh*

to him. He has to recruit players and workers
of all kinds from a large district, to put the right

person in the right place, and t(» rc‘place those who
fall out in short, to keep all the wheels oiled,

and the machine running smoothly. I^yeryone

should reali/A- at the outset that he has the biggest

in the whole thing, .ind be reatly to help him
with goodwill and t-Hiciency.

Assuming that each t'pisode is to h,i\ e its own
cornplett* organization it shouKl not benecessirx
to set up a number of central sub-committees,
but the following art* necessary : Finance, Pro-
duction, and Cirounds,

T he Finance Committ(*e should be small and
entirely competent, containing at l(*ast one mintl

that can think on a large scale. It has to receixe

and consider estimates from all the tlepartments,

to point t)ut wise methods of ecoiKuny, and
decide on a right expenditure. A pageant mav
be spoilt by a itieanness that destroys the artistic

effect, but cpiite often money is spent on unneces-
sary things, and a hnancial failure results.

ft has at first to raise a fund to carry' on the

initial work, either a» a Ouarantee Fund or in

the form of subscriptions or donations, and this

is undoubtedly far easier when the names <if the

Finance Committee are those of souiul business

people. It will, after considering estimates, allot

a certain amount to each episode, which should
not be e.xceeded. T he major costs of a pageant
a re

Author's Fee.
Pageant- ]\1 aster's Fee*.

Secretary’s Salary.

Printing and Publicity.

Ca>stumes and Properties.

"Fhe Stand.

T ransport nf Players.

1\ I usic.

Fencing, T'eiits, ami
Screening.

Individual Pagt ant-Coinmittees may effect con-
siderable economies on some of these, from their

local conditions, but for most these expenses must
be Considered first, and on some economy is

unwise.
An adequate fee should be paid to the Author

for his work; and it should be realized that this
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must be paid when the book is complete, whether
the pageant is exer performed (^r not. He may
ask a percentage royalty on performances as well,

but the time ami work that ht‘ has spent on
research and thi* study of local history must be
paid for, and since he has written a play that must
be, in its very nature, puredy h^cal, it can never
be pc-rformed cdsewhert*, and he can look for no
further roy^alties on it.

J have said enough on the technical side of

pioduction t(> make it clear that only experienced
produce rs ought to tackle pageants, and therefore

the Committee* must be prepared to pay a just

fee t<» the Pageant- IVl aster. No good producer
will ab:inde>n the chance of a professieinal engage-
ment to product* a pageant in the country with
an amateur cast unless the fee is adequate; tlu*

kudos that he gets frt>m it is negligible in the

profession, and the* e\p(*rit*nce of handling large

crowds of untrained plavt*rs is valuable only to

those who sp(*cialize in pagt*ant work. A wise

choice of Producer is «dl-important, and adxice

on this subject may be had from tht British

1 )rama iyt*ague (9 Fitzroy Square, Fondon,
W.C I ), which has a panel of producers, pageant-
writers, and organizers.

A thiid essential salary is that of the Secretary.

"Fhe Committee netds his whole time and his

whole persfMiality', and a small car will also be
necessary if the episode* groups are widely
scattere*d. Other office salarii*s may also be

neeeled if the undert.iking is a big one.

It is also an economy* ti> emph^y a skillt“d Pub-
licity' Agi*nt, since this part of the work may be

wastefully done by those who do not understand
it, and since it should certainly repay itself if

conducted by an expert.

T he Production C'ommittee consists nf the

staff of the Pageant- IVTaster, and is under his

control. "^The following officers are needed

Stage IVIanager.

iMistress of the Robes.
Property- IVlaster.

Master of the Music.
Master of the Horse.

TTie Pageant- Master will discuss each episode
with tlu*se ; and lists of requirements and general
ideas will be written down. Kach will then get

into touch with the similar officers of each
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episode, and go into the detail of the work and
tile best methods of carrying it out. 'They will

give the individual workers as mucli scope for

originality as possible, but must be ready to advise
in any emergency, and supply information that
these cannot get. 'They will vjsit the staff of each
episode early, and give them a talk on the cos-
tume, music, pia^perties, etc., of tlie period; thev

PAGEANTS
designs if required; if the costumes ai e to be
hired she will get estimates from tJie different

firms, and see the costumes before bof>king.

'I'he Afaster of the Afusic will clioose the music
to be performed, and will instruct t)ie episode
musician as to its perf>rmance; he will also be
responsible* for supplying the incidental music.

77;e I\4aster of the Horse will get into toucli

\'i S*»FaNH\M, [)1\«)N

will discuss estimates and atlxise on me thods of

eceuieimy, and generally start them off. Later e>n

they will come round again to see h<3w the work
is going, and to explain the metlioels of organi/.a-

tion that will be use*d be'hind the* sCe*ne*s. T ime
is of the utme)st importance* in all tliis work, anel

last-n^inute rush<‘s are invariably ceistly.

The Afistress of the Rohe^ will ge*t out the

general designs for the scene*, will order mate*rial

and elye'S in bulk, and will supply patterns and

with the Ciri>unds Conimirtee abe>ut the stabling

e>f the* he>rses eluring tlie* page*ant, will be re*spon-

sible* fe)r finding hoises, anel for th(*ir care* during
perfe^rmances.

It is inmece*ssarv to detail all tlie functions of
e*ach office*!', but 1 liave* inelicateel the gemera!
methejd of carrying out the work.

T'he Cirounels Committee* is re'S})onsible for

the* stand, the fencing and scree*ning, te*nts and
car parks. It has to kee*]i the acting area in good
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condition, to pro^ idc a rehearsal stage, and house
tJie orchestra or the wireless.

EPISOIH-: ORGANIZATION
Kach episode will have the same officers as

the Central Production Committee, and a Secre-
tary as well. 'The Secretary will recruit for the
cast in his scene, and will keep a careful record
of it; he will issue as early as possible a schedule
of rehearsals, and bring all his influence to bear
on the cast to make them understand that it is

necessary for all of them to attend every rehearsal,

that substitutes are useless, and that subsequent
engagements must jiot interfere with rehearsal
nights. T hat is mi mean task in itself! He will

arrange for the transport of the players, getting
as many as possible taken free, and lie has to be
able to hand over his whole scene, in perfect
condition and good order, at the end.

T he duties of the Sub- Producer have been
described under “Production,” and those of the
Stage Manager are too well known to need
enumeration.
The IVlaster of the Music has to get the music

allotted to him performed, and that is often a

difficult thing in a village*. In these days^ recorder
players are easily obtainable and will be invaluable
where }iipes are needed. F^e has to train the
singers, and find the best means of making horn
or trumpet sounds, etc.

'The Master of the Horse shtiuld find all the
horses necessary for his e*pisode, and look afte*r

them. He should remember that for all early

periods cart-luuse's should be usetl rather than
hunters, though the latter will be wanted for

swift movements, as in cavalier charges. Pageants
are held in the summer, when horses are out to

grass and therefore quiet, but it is important that

they should rehearse every time to get used to

the players, and that they should wear strange
trappings early.

T he Property-Master will get his instructions

from the Head “Props,” and will then collect

workers and a workshop. He will want a car-

penter's bench and some trestle tables, and he
will want someone to teach papier-mache work, as
well as carpenters. His material should not be
costly—three-ply wood, beaverboard, paper and
paste, some poles, string and rope, size, glue, nails,

and paint should make most of what is needed,
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provided that he has a good supply of “ingenuity
and artifice.” Substitute props, as near as possible
in size to the real ones, should be supplied to the
players quite early, and the real ones kept until
the end. 'The period should be carefully studied,
and good, simple, big designs made for all props,
finnicky things being almost invisible on a large
stage. Real antiques may be borrowed, but they
must be insured, and they need so much care
that everyone will be much happier with fakes;
besides, fakes often look more real than the real.

The Property-Master must be prepared for care-
lessness on the part of the players; he should
keep all props in his shop, give them out when
needed, and take them back afterwards, both at

rehearsals and at performances.
T he Wardrobe A^istress, like the Property-

Alaster, has an interesting job, and one that gives
scope for real artistry and originality. If costumes
are to be made she will need a staff of ilress-

makers, cutters, dyers, stencillers, dressers, and
makers-up ; if they are to be hired, she will need
the last two only, but everyone concerned must
study the period in detail, and know just how the
clothes of tile timi* were made, and how they
were worn. She will want a good workroom,
one or two machiiu‘s, and some trestle tables;

also a wash-house for dyeing in, some large zinc
baths or a copper, and a shady place to dry the
dyed goods. In the workroom she will stretch

a clothes-line along each wall, on which the cos-
tumes will hang, each on its separate hanger. T he
hanger will be marked with the name of the
character, and a bag for spare parts will hang from
it; when the costume is complete it will be ready
to go, with the hanger, to the dressitig-rooms.

Having submitted her designs to the A'lis-

tress of the Robes, she will then send forth
her workers to beg or to borrow old curtains,
sheets, bedspreads, uniforms, etc., from their

friends, and, having studied their period well, they
will go out with a searching eye and a persuasive
tcjiigue. T he Wardrobe Mistress will make a list

of all the characters directly they are cast, and
will at once take all their measurements in detail.

She will then start a book, in which each character
is noted, with measurements, details of costume,
wig, weapons, etc., and will check off each item
as she completes it or is given it. She, like the
Property-Master, must keep a lynx eye on the
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players, checking each costume as she gives it out
anti as she gets it back ; she must urge <^n all of
them, with the utmost stringenev, the 7ieed for
taking carr of the costumes. T 'lu' oftener the cos-
tumes are worn before the dress rehearsal the
better; even if all the spare parts are not ready,
the costumes lose the dreadful new look, and the
players get used to putting them on and off, and
to moving in them. If all this is done early,

ev erything will go astonishingly smoothly on the
ilay, and the clothes will seem to belong to the
people, but still the Wardrobe IVIistress and her
staff must be prepared to act as dressers during
the performances.

It may rain on the performers during the
pageant, and provision for diving costumes
should be made, as the materials, the dyes, and
tlu'i^aints used on them may be spoiletl if the
diving Is not done carefullv'^. Costumes watei'-

]>ioofed when they are m<ide sav'e a goe’id deal
id trouble a ml many colds ai'e avoided. f^ach
pla)ei wlio makes lu*r costume can quire well
waterproof it as well Ht n is a rei'ij>«- • Oissolv e

sugai of lead and alum in ramwat(n (i <>/. of each
to a quait of water) and leav e* stanelinp for se“veral

hours, stirring e')Ccasie>nall v. Leave* n to sfttle* all

night, aiiel ne*\t eiav elraw off tlie clear liquid,

using a piece* e>f rubber tubing to tianst<'r it from
one* V esse*l to another. The ve*sse*ls shoulel be*

e*arthen ware or ename-l. iSe*\t saturate the* garni' nt

or mate-rial in the* e’le*ar liepriel, le*aving it tei soak
at le*ast 24 hours. Finally, drv’ it without rinsing,

wringing, or se]uee'y,ing, in the e>pen air. It is

most import.int to se*e“ th.it the* liejuiel is quite

i le*ai, as .iny se*dime*nt make's white* pate'he*s on
the* garme*nt vvhe*n drv.

Naturally, e*v ery page ant has its own special

ceinditions, and .1 great ele*a] of voluntary work will

be nee'ded in every se*ction. .An appe*al for thi^

should be got e>ut early, giving the* various jobs

for which we>rkers will be neeeleel, anel it is as

we*ll to hint, e*ve*n in this appeal, that no one* h.is

any use* for ‘“the ungodly," who “ pre»misi‘rh but
doth not perform.” Hut the Ceimmittee must be
sure that it eloe^s not ask for unlimite*d wt>rk freun

busy pe*ople*, anel at the* same* time* pay salarie‘s that

are not fully e*arneel a not unhearel-of occurrc'iice*.

If the* public has contieleiice* in its Ce)mmitre*e it

will we>rk for it, anel will find the work v ariealand

intere'sting ; the meire peeiple engageel in he*lping

it on in one way or another, the greater is the en-
joyment, and tile sense of achievement at the end.

THE STAGE AND THE AUDITORIUM
he site* shoulel bc! chose*n early by the*

Author, the Pageant-Master, and the Clrounds
Committe*e*, for there are* se*va*ral important
points in connt*xion with it that may take time-

in the consideration. We* have seen how the
site will aftt'Ct the* author, and how impor-
tant it is tliat he should have a voice in the

A I’agi'ant at a Havnti n Briogf in

Nokthcmbtrland
l'h«‘ (iliovi <*f l.ad\ Dorwcntw.ilfi’ .iiicl Alt«-iulaiit Spirits

choosing e>f it—we must ne>w see* lu>w it affects

the production and the organi /.ation. It is by
no me*ans e*asy te> be* sure* tvf a site* that will be*

equally goevd all round, anel one* consideration has

e»fte*n te> give way before* anivthe-i. Somehow eir

othe*r the* public has to se*e* anel hear the* page*ant

t*asilv, to be given every comfort pe>ssible while
se*e*ing it, te^ be able* to reach it and ge-t .away

w'ithout difHcidtv- anel generally to enjov' it.

Be*sieles this, the* arningements behinel the* scenes

and e>n the* stage* must be such that the pageant
e'an be* playe*d as well as pevssible, anel that the

plave*rs .ire* not hampe*re*el by lack e>f organ i'/.atif>n.

AeOLS'JICS AND VTSIlilLrrV

Since* 1 have alrcaely laiel some* stress e>n the

value of diale>gue* in a page-ant, and since it is

e|uite pe^ssible to find stages on which dialogue-

can be he^arel with ease, it is wT>rth while ce^n-

sielering the* ac'oustic properties evf any sugge'sted

site: first. T he* Greeks and Redmans understoexl
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ii good deal about (outdoor acoustics, and Vitru-
vius, a Roman writer, has given some interesting

information t^n the subject, which is quoted in

I'he Ope?i Air Theatre^ by Sheldon Cheney. ("I'his

book and The Attic Thrutre^ by A. K. Haigh,
are well worth study by the <^rgani/.ers and pro-

ducers of pageants.) In America a large number
of outdoor plays are perform-
ed, and it is quite usual to

erect outdoor theatres on the

classic plan ; for our pageants
in this country^, however, we
rarely construct artificial

stages, but prefer to use the

natural surroundings as far as

possible, and exi^erience has
shown that these have certain

advantages and also disad\an-

tages that must be considered

in choosing the site,

TVees, for example, form a

beautiful background, and as

such will send the voices for-

ward; at the sides they will be

useful in enchasing the stag<*

picture, c^r masking entrances,

or in throwing across the

stage pleasant shadows that

contrast with the strong sun-
light; but <m the stage tliev aie dangerous, for

they swallow up the scjund, and in a high wind
will make svich a noise that the players will not

get a hearing.

Backgrounds of hills, or of gentlv rising

ground, or of masonrv, or of a hanging wood,
will all make gticid sounding boards, and the

voices will alsc^ be carried forward bv a dip in

the ground between them and the audience, or,

better still, by water. If there is a chance to get

a quiet stream or still pond well down stagt*, it

should be seized.

Rain and wind are always enemies, rain being
the worst, for even if the players brav e the wet-
ness of the rain, they cannot successfullv push
their voices through it.

'The stand, especially if it is covered, will catcli

and concentrate the sound, so that the general
audibility bect>mes considerably greater directly it

has been erected.

The comparative levels of actors and audience

were carefully studied in Cjieek and Roman
theatres, and the best form ot natural stage does,
in reality, approximate to the later Cireek and the
Rt)man : that is, the actors at the focal point will

be on a level with the third or fourth row of the
audience, while the ground will fall away a little

between, and the rest t>f the aiulitorium will rise

above the stage. I f the actors are too high abo\'e

the audience there is a danger that tire voices

will mount and disperse, so that it is alwav's im-
portant to raise the auditorium, e\en if a gootl

natural platform has been found. In tlie Hearst
Cireek 1 lieatrt in America an ainlience of ten
tlu>us.md can hear every word spoken in con-
versational tones on the stage.

'I his country aboumls in ancient grassv' amphi-
theatres such as Maiden C’astle or Pirran Round,
and these offer ideal crvntlitions for outdotir

production, except for the fact that they are often
exposed to the winds. The bailey t>f an old castle

is also excellent, because of its form, and the
amphitheatre can be made there. If it is possible

to find a site that has this shape it is always better

to use it than to take sf>mething with a wide
backgrrumd, since it is not only better for audi-

bility but for visibility as well. All the seats are

equidistant from the focal point, so that everyone
can see and hear equally well, and the attention
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of the* whole audicMice is drawn to tliat point, so

that it is not likely to see anything beyond it

unless the producer wishes it to do sf^.

Tf no natural amphitheatre is to he had, then
it is important to build the stand as a section of
a circle, and, though this may be more costly,

the expense is fully justified, since each day's

audience is s<itistieil and goes awa)' saving so, and
therefore swelling the next day’s. In a long,

straight staiul the })eople on the outer edges get

t)ut of ttiuch with the (.Iraniiitic hicus, and they do
not hear easily i they then begin t(> talk or l.uigh,

which makes it impossible for their neighbours to

hear, so that the talking spicads inwards and the

illusion is lost.

OifFerent lev els on the stage are useful h>r the

producc'r: walls <ir a tower or a grassy knoll—all

will help in the ]jicture-making, which is s<» im-
poitant a part of the production.

The entrances are seKlom eni ii el y satisfactory

,

and some sort of scieening has to he used here

and there. 'J his should be done carefullv", under
the Pageant-AIaster, so th.it it does not stand

out from the general colour of the b.ickground.

If hessian is used, it should be dyetl green to tone

in with the foliage and glass; if hurdles and
brushwood, the brushwood must be fresh, and
not withered and brown. All screening must be

high enough U) hitle a horse and his ritler, includ-

ing weapons, and it must be fixed firmly, or

jostling crowds or restive horses m:iy bring it

down. 'riu‘ Pageant- Master may want archi-

tectural screening in the form of canvas buildings,

walls, gatelu^uses, etc. It is not wise to use* much
of this, since it is hard to get the right illusion

out of d<K)rs, but a skilful scene-painter, working
on the ground itself, can suc-

ceed in blending them in with
the real. In one p.ageant a

number of black-and-white
T udor dwellings were placed

at the foot of a castle wall of
stone; the contrast between
the timber and plaster and the

stone prevented comparison,
and the effect was tpiite con-
vincing. A wise plan is to

place th(*se buildings iri the

shade of trees, where the tret‘s

themselves will help to make
them one with the setting,

ami will tt>ne down the general
effect. T hey must be built in

the round, with apparent
thickness, and with rot>fs ; but
it is not necessary to be too

literal about them, and one
gateway well placed, will give ijuite enough sug-
gestion of an abbev^ or a castle for any audience. A
building, convt*ying a definite idea, gives a kind

of focus to some p.irt of the stage, and it is possible

to get an effect of changing the scene if the focus

is shifted from one part tt) another, as is exem-
plified in the ‘‘houses" at ( )beramnu*rgau.

“Prompt ci^rners" have to be* found somehow,
and tlu*y must not be corners .at all, but close

in .imong the players. Prompting is sometimes
done by megaphi^ne or micia^phone from the

front of the stand, but this may be heard by the

.audience, which is inexcusabh*. Piobably the best

method is to use peripatetic prompters, who keep

clf>se to the principals w'ith books hidden in their

props, but the Bedfordshire VV.T. Pageant Com-
mittee dug a grav e for their prompter down st.ige,

with a little grass rnouml to hide him from the

audience. It was quite a c<^mfortable little grave,

but 1 had the feeling, when 1 saw it, that unless

it were carefully fenced from luuses it might
become a grav e indeed !

I in Oti) i>i r \i \n ( 'L-r III) i;v iiis 'I'hvnis, Hrvds'iom
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When once tlie matter of t)ie stage and the

entrances and exits has been settled, an exact plan

should be made of it, showing everything that

may concern the production. Copies of this plan

will be sent to every sub-producer, who will mark
it out, with a tennis marker, in the held that he
is to use for rehearsal stage. 'The players in each
episode will then rehearse on exactly the same
space that they will find for their performance,
and all the grouping will fall into place auto-

matical! v. A rehearsal stage should also be
marked near the place where the pageant is

to be held, for if all rehearsals are held on the

pageant ground itself, there will not be a blade

of grass left for the performance, and there may
be a morass. 'The Cirounds Ctimmittee must
watch the actual ground carefully throughout
the rehearsals, and do their best to keep it in

good condition. Usually it is necessary to lioltl

preliminary rehearsiils on the real stage, but

when the effect of the ground and surroundings
is thoroughly realized, the transfer to the rehearsal

stage should be made.

'I HE AT DITORT I’M

T'o return to the auditorium. T he Pageant
Committee must face the fact, from the begin-

ning, that a raised and co\ ered stand is necessary,

and that its c<>st is one of the esseritial expenses
of the pageaTit. Apart from the artistic ad\an-
tages alreadv' mentioned, ft is st^und finance, for

unless the auditiice is made thoroughly happy
and comfortable on the first day, and can see

and hear with ease, and does not get wet or cold,

it will go away cross, and nothifig can damage
a pageant more than a cross audience t^n the first

day. It is well to advertise the Raised and
Covered Stand, as the public is inclined to be a

little suspicious of pageant arrangements, and
likes to know that it will be kept dry and be able

to see when it has paid for its seat. 'The stand

should ncit face into the sun, and its sides should

be closed against a driving wind, and it sht>uld

have plenty of easy entrances. "I'he audience* at

Oberammergau, four thousand in number, is out
of the theatre in two minutes, and this may as

easily be achieved in any outdoor auditorium in

England. T'he stand must be put up by a firm
used to the work—this is not a job ft^r amateurs—and it must be inspected by an official of the

THKATRE AND STAG lx

Board of 'Trade. T'he Cirounds Committee will

have to reckon carefully the amount of seating
capacity in any given space, and send in an esti-

mate of the amount to the Finance Committee
before any site is finally chosen; sometimes by
shifting the position of the stand a little, a larger

number can be seated, and the possible seating
capacity must be reckoned against the general
cost of the pageant. T here are various methods
of getting timber for stands.

T'he car park should be as near as possible to

the stand, and organized efficiently, since h^ng
delays in getting ifi and out are a bad advertisement
for the pageant.

T he Grounds Committee must be men of
determination and authority, for they must be
prepared to deal with uiulisciplined crowds.
Some lawless spirit is evoked by a pageant in its

audience, and it behaves as i>ther audiences tlo

not. It is strangely determined to come on to

the st«ige, and ropes arc* of no account in its eyes;

it likes to have picnics on the stage, to climb up
into the trc'es, to sit on the walls and towers, anil

generally to be where* it is not meant to bt*. Agt*d

ladies will m.ike a slow progrc*ss right across tlie

stage, from some unknown spot to theii seijts, just

as King Arthur .md his Knights with all t)u*ir

following are making an imposing entrance
through the* Castle gate; a charabanc load of
the Historical Societ\' wall examine* the founda-
tions of the Abbey, and evefi gi\e* short lectur(*s

on some interesting feature when the Spirit ot

the Ages is taking breath foi he*r blank \erse

harangue, afid the Press photographer, in all his

horror, dodge s about among the* hoi'ses’ he*els to

take snaps of laidy as IMargaret of Anjou!
So not e>ti]y must the Cyrounds Ca)mmittee make
strong fences, but they must recruit a gooel staff

of stre^ng men for the performances.

THE CAST
An e.*arly start shoule! be made in re-cruiting

for players and workers, and it is advisable*

to have re*ady some kind of synopsis of the*

pageant when doing this, in eireler to interest

pee^ple. With this, the Secretary may ask to

address the meetings of various organizations in

order to get support from them, and, if he has a

pe>wcr of description, he she>uld be able* to give

them an idea of what the pageant will finally
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become. 'I'he best supporters of :iny pap;e;int are
always found in societies that are working with
some social or artistic aim, and are already a
community—local amateur dramatic societies,

women’s institutes, British I .region, voung
people’s organizations, and so on. Ifany such body
undertakes an episode, it has within itself a spirit

of co-operation and of teamwork that is infinitely

valuable to the organizers. A'loreover, it knows
how to use this work to the benefit of its members
by getting the utmost out of it educationally aiul

artistically. If the first approach is made to

individuals there is nothing to hold them together
until the interest of the thing has gripped them,
and it takes some little time to make a real cement
of this interest. Any organization that is asked
to take an episotle will feel a pride in making it

as good as pc^ssible, foi the honour of file club or
company, or whate\er it inav be, and a friendly

rivalry will arise between the episod<‘s. It will

recruit players from outside its own membership
if large craiwiis are needed, but the episode will

appear under its name, and it will do the necessarv'

sp.ide work
I neidentall v, it will m all prob.ibility adtl to

its membership from among th<" indivi<luals whom
it has drawn in, for many firm friendships are

made in [)ageanr-acting. ( )ne of the liest groups
with which I ever worked was ifie Hampshire
Hunt, which ttiok over a Saxon hunting scene,

d'hey were already friends in the hunting-field,

which made for a delightful spirit among them,
but more tlian tliat, thc'y spared no pains in the

leliearsal and general perfectioti of their scene,

and performed it as artists. Since then 1 have
always asketl for the help of the local Hunts, and
ha\ e always fouiul them to contain not only'

people who could ride, and wlm lost all self-

consciousness while cm horseback, but people
who could really act as well.

"I'he prospective pl.iyers should meet the

Pageant- Master as soon as possible in ordca* that

lu‘ may talk to them about the pageant and about
what he expects of them. He has an opportunity

here that he sltould not miss. His crowd will be

enonnems, and, mostly untrained, they will have

little idea of what the pageant is going to be, of

what they can do in competent hands, or even t>f

what acting and the discipline of acting really are.

He can at once make them feel that they have

powers, and impress on them that only sound
work will enable them to use them; he can make
them feel that they are going to enjoy their work,
and achieye something really fine; and he can
make them respect and like him, which is e.x-

tremely important. When this personal contact
has been made, the Secretary’s recruiting work
will be easier, for people will know what is

expected of them.

RhU E.AKS Al.S

'I'lie main rc'ht-*arsals, taken by the* Pageant-
Master, together witfi the dress parade, and
performances, should be fixed at an e.irly stage.

'I'he Sc*cretary shc^uld then have a duplicated paper
which he can put into the hands of every per-
former, giving these, and cc*rtain necessary
conditions. If it has a slip at the bottom, which
the performer fills in with his name and address,

it will supply a record for his office. Hater, but
not much later, a further list of rehearsals will be
issued by the episode sub-producer. With these
precautions, there will be no e.xcuse at all for

players who say, “‘Oh, you never told me the
rehearsal was on Wednesday or “‘I can’t

possibly manage that^ my ilear!”

Rehearsals will, of course, be in the evening
to suit those who are at work during the day, and
they should begin with absolute punctuality, even
if only a few au* there. If the producer waits for

principals, and they know he will do so, they will

bt* later and latei each tirni*, and the cr«)wd will

get exasperated, and drop <itl. If the principals

are avoid. ibly late, it is well for them to see tliat

understudies are being reliearstd in their p.irts;

they will be punctual in future!

'I'he cast is n»)t e.isy tf> handle for a good many
reasons, and the whole tjrganization must be
prepared for this. It is composed mainly of pec^ple

who do not know anything of the necessary
discipline of a production ; they have no idea of
the time that it takes to work at any point or to

study a part; they ha\e, j>erhaps, never used theii

imaginations very much, and all this has to be
made clear to tliem. begin with, they are

tjuite casual abtmt punctuality at rehearsals, or
even about attendance, and wlien they do attend
they feel that it is a social function, and that they
can t.dk freely. Sooner or later the Pageant-
A Lister will have to deal with them and to give
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tlicni “ii piece of Ills niincl.” Once should be
enougli, ;iiid the Pageant- IVIaster will know when
to apply this tonic; afterwards he will get their

attention, and can begin to awaken their imagina-
tion and power of expression. He has to make
them understand that evei'V'thing that every single

person does, while anywhere on the acting area,

counts; and he must repeat this many times
during rehears.d time. Unless the players get this

well into their heads, and really do come right into

the scene, the temptation to hK)k off the stage into

the auditorium will be too much for them on the
day and thev will shirk the discipline.

CROWDS
Village players are the best possible crowds.

'I'liey are entirely unselfconscious, and can throw
themselves int<i a scene with real abandonment.
'I'he ntere fact of being in a crowd is so unusual
far them that it c.vcites them, and they give the
utmost attention to their producer. In recruiting,

it should be made clear that the crowd work is

important, and that the best j:)layers arc needed for

this, quite as much as for the principal parts. No
one should feel that a part in a crowd is a small

thing, and that it does not matter whether he
attends rehearsals or not. 1 once heard two
ladies discussing a pageant. C_)ne said that she
would like to be in the crowd, but that she
couldn’t manage the rehears.ds ! Her friend

replied, “C>h, doesn't matter at all! We all

have substitutes, and one goes one day and one
another!” Which was enlightening.

Village players are also better able to speak and
to mo\x‘ out of doors than townsmen, and as the
men can usually ride they are valuable material.

Type casting is almost inevitable for the
principals, since they have so often to represent

well-known historical characters; but it is essen-

tial that they should be able to act as well. In the
familiar Queen Eli/.abeth scene, it is disappointing

to see an Kli7.abeth who looks the part t<^ perfec-
tion as she is carried in in her litter, but who roars

as gently as any sucking dove when site has to act.

T hey must have good carrying voices, they must
have a “p^^'sence,” and often they must also ride.

Now it is usual, as a matter of compliment, to

cast the “County” in the parts of Rings, Queens,
and great figures of history, because they hav e the
manner of the aristocracy, but it is a dangerous
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practice. T'he manner of the aristocracy, or of
S<>ciety, to-day, is not that of past days, and,
speaking generally, they cannot assume any other
manner. The speech of history more nearly
resembled our country dialects than the thin flat

tongue of the lady or the gentleman to-day, and
there is a greater dignity in a Westmorland
farmer than in a modern peer. Even for types, it

is better to be quite indiscriininating about class,

and to make for the real thing, and it is always
better to ha\e people who can assume the right

character than those who merely resemble it.

T he best place for the County is in the representa-
tion of its ancest(^rs. T'hey will be happy in such
parts, and can carry them off; they can wear
lovely clothes and heraldry, and so on, and feel

themselves as important as the principals. T ile

unpunctuality at rehearsals, causc'd by the sacred

nature of the dinnc*r-hour, or by late tennis

parties, or treasun* hunts, will matter less to the

producer in such parts than ij) any t>thers. T heir

inclusion in tlu* cast has a definite \'alue, as many
more people will jt>in in if they fet l that they will

be mi-xing with C’oimtesst's, or e\ en Hoiu^urables,

and it lias Press \ alut*, hut it is well only to put
them in parts where defection does iK>t matter.

Understudies wall be found, as rehearsals

proceeil, fn^m among the keenest and most talented

of the crowd. Having .ittended lehearsals regu-
larly, thev will know the gef>graphy of the scene,

and be pretty well aware of what the producer
wants, so that they can sti'p into principal parts

easily. If })ossible, they shouKI be allowed to play

the part during one performance at least.

CUILDRtN AND ANIMALS
Childnai are always needed, and, well handled,

are a gift to the producer. 'Ehey dt> not distract

the audience as they do f)n an indoor stage, but
they add greatly to the beauty of the effect, and
are also capable of strong emotional acting. TTiere
is no need to put them always into pretty-pretty

parts, for their imagination is strong, and they
can express such emotions as fear and sorrow
very poignantly. If gaiety is needed, they will

add to it tenfold. T he schov>ls from which they
are drawn should be chosen carefully, for the
pageant reveals the particular character of the
school remarkably. Cienerally speaking, tht‘

primary sch(K)ls will give a freer, more vigorous.
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performance than the higher grades, as the
repression of emotion that is the creed of the
upper classes always affects pupils of these schools
in any artistic wc^rk. But here and there arc*

schools in which the drama is practised regularly

and under good producers, and these will certainly

contribute a grc*at dc*al. "ITie main trouble lies

in examinations, which seem to take place all

through the summc*r.
A Pageant- Alaster is sometimes lucky enough

to get soldiers, though the danger with these is

that military duties may interfere with rehearsals

without notice*. Not c^nly are* soldiers invaluable
as the* military of any period, but in any other
parts. 'rhe*v kneiw liow to wear costume*, how
to move, and lu>w to speak loudly and do wliat

they are* tolel. ATore* than that, they throw thein-

s(*l\e*s into a scene with heart\' enjoyment, anel

re’ally le*r the*msel\es go o\e‘r crowd work.
Dogs, too, dt*Iig}n an audie'nce*, but being more

conce*rne*d with their own affairs, the*y do not act

as vA'ell as horses. T lie jeMlousy that exists among
imateuis is nothing compared to the* i(*alousy

among elog ]>lavers, and the latt<‘r gi\’e freer re*in

to its e*\pre‘ssion. Certain dogs belong to certain

pe*rioels, and sliould not be used out of it; fox-

hounds, for instance, we*re not used in Shake*-

speare’s day, though eleerhounds ,md wedfliounds
would be in the picture*. In a scene id a pt*rie>d

wlien woKc'S did exist in Faigland, we>lfh«*unds

would be* e*sse*ntial, and sometime*s these^ can be

had, feir advertisement in the* programmey from
special ke*nne*ls. In medieeal scenes, small grev'^-

liounds leel by the* ladies <u' the pages are* a

charming decoration, and the species tliat can e^nly

be* cal le el “ Detg'’ is seen in most medie*val

pictures. Spaniels, from the “Ring Charles" in

the* Re*st.)ration scenes, te) any modern sce*ne*, can
be* introduce*d, but care* shoukl be t.iken ne>t to

use ce>nipletelv me>dc*rn types. A\oiel frictie>n

among ele^g players by ke*e'ping them em a le*ash.

nise'i PL I xj

Discipline is sei impe>rtant that it is impe>ssiblc

tt> over-estimate it, and ye t it must be, te) se)me

extent, veiled, d'here is eine curie)us thing ce)m-

me)n te) all pageant-playe rs they are eletermineel

te) see the* sl\e)W as we*ll as to act in it. T his the“y

must ne)t be alIowx*d te) ele) during its pei fe)rmance*,

the)ugh they should be encouraged to watch

rehearsals. It must be te)lel them e)ver anel over
again, it must be* written in their paper, and
pe)sted up as ne)rices, that >io plnyer ?nust he seen in

costume unless he is acting in his episode. T'he
whe)le pe*rfe)rmance‘ must be* tre‘ate*d as if it were
taking place in a thexitre, and the* stage life anel

real life must be ke*pt ce)mple*te*ly^ separate. 'They
must change betwet*n performance*s if the*y wish
to go out te) see tlieir frienels, and they must
re*main behind until their epise)de* is oxer. Kven
after e*ndle*ss e*xhortatie)ns, rebels will still be fe)unel

on the day, but they must be* elealt with Hrmly.
Ne)thing gives a page*ant a me)re shoelely look than
the gre)ups of perfe)rmers half in ce)stume anel half

e)ut, le)unging abe>ut among the*ir frienels, anel

nothing can me)re ce)mple*te*ly shatter the illusion

that it has take*n months te) crt*ate. d'he Press
elelight in incongruities of this kind, anel pay
more* attention to picture's of I^adv^ Blank as

Oue*t*n I'.'.li'/.abe'th, talking to JLord Dash as a

meelieval bishop, who has taken off his mitre anel

put on his Homburg, than to anything else. With
a large cast it is extraordinarily difficult to prevent
plave*rs from creeping round bushes or climbing
over walls in full costume* anel taking up a gooel

place*, in full \ iew of the auelie*nce*, to watch the
sce*ne*s.

In order to e*nsure that the! cast elo none of
tlu'se* elre'aelfid things, it Is most nece*ssary that

careful organization be* elone* behinei the scene's.

Tire entrances and exits must be ari'anged so

that ne) e)utge)ing crowel will meet any incoming
one; e)ne* pe*rsf)n will be statie)neel at each to see

that everything is in oreler, anel will give out anel

take* back the nece*ssar\’ props. Darge notice's,

‘‘SIEENCK" ar.d ‘‘NO SMOKlNCi," will

be* ne*f*eled a little way back, and lie will liax e tt>

see* that the*se are* rigielly ke*pt. T he e*ntranct*s

must all be e*asily acce*ssible fnirn be*hind; if

numbe'is of soIelie*rs are to pour o\'e*r a wall, for

instance*, the*re* must be* pleaity'^ of laelele-rs fe)r them.
The* man in charge* e)f the exit has te) ke*cp the

playe'is out t)f sight until they make* the*ir e*ntrane:e*,

anel a line should be* gixen beyonel which they
shoulel ne)t pass. (But they will, if the*y can !)

'Fhe cue"* for the* e*ntrances is gix en by signals, anel

he* must watch for these, anel re'sponel instantly.

T'he signals are given in elitferent ways, accoreling
to tile financial positie)n of the Committee; they
may be* flags, e)r te*le*phone*, or be'lls, eir leiud
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speakers; if possible, the last are best, as they
enable the whole crowd as well as the man-in-
charge to hear.

I have mentioned the possible evdl doings of
the cast, but many of these will not occur if tlu*

players are happy and comfortable, and not
allowed to get too tired. At Oberammergau,
after the first performance, players come and go
between their appearances, and Pilate may wait
on his guests at dinner. T'hcre is no reason why
pageant players should not do likewise, if they
are thoroughly trained at rehearsals. Kach episode

must be perfectly ready when the preceding
episode goes on, but when the first two per-

formances have been given, the sub-producer will

know just how long it will take to get them
ready, and can allot them a certain time for

arrival. When there are many children in the

cast this is especially important, for several days
of performance, which mean hanging about
behind the scenes for hours, are bad for them.
The value of several dress rehearsals for each
episode comes in here, and, in due course, the

costume and make-up take a short time.

Dressing accommodation sliould be well beliind

the scenes, and there sh<iuld be enough benches
h>r everyone to sit on between scenes. 'The
players must be free to laugh and talk there as

much as they wish, and they will then be far more
willing to keep complete silence when they are

anywhere near the stage. 'To secure, if possible,

a barn or disused stables for dressing-rooms will

save the expense of marquees, and be more
con\enieJit. TJierc must be water within reach,

and plenty oflavatory accommodation. 'The tents

or dressing-rooms should be fitted like the

episode workrooms, with clothes wires all along
the side or in alleys up and down the middle, on
which the costumes can go on their own hangers.

The players will then put their own clothes on the
hanger when they dress, and replace the costume
when they change again. Long trestle tables,

with a supply of mirrors, will be ncetled for

make-up, and a special room should be set aside

for the expert maker-up who does the principals,

and puts finishing touches all round. Each Ward-
robe Mistress will bring as many dressers as are

needed for her episode,and each will be armed with
material for mending. It will be necessary to have
a place for washing and ironing during perform-
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ances, in case of bad weather; besides, muslins
and starched linens need freshening each day.

There should be a refreshment stall near the
dressing tents, so that all performers can get their

tea when they want it—an important matter
when many women are gathered together! T he
players’ car-park should be near the dressing-
rooms, if possible. Adany people prefer to dress

in their cars, ajid the pressure on the dressing-
room is relieved if they do so.

'The Property-Master will also want some
place for storage of props, and a small mending
shed, as accidents will happen. It is always wise
to make a few extra weapons if there is to be a
light, for some will certainly get br(^ken. Players
should never be allowed to keep their own
properties; they will either lose them or play with
them, and either may be disastrous.

Before the final rehearsal and performance
each player should be given a paper telling him
exactly what he is to do, and wliere he is to go:
he must report tf> the Sub-producer, and will get
his clothes in place, liis crown in another, and
his sword in another, etc. 'This will sa\’e the
Secretary^ much questioning, and will make for

good order behind the scenes.

'l'em]>orary stabling will be needed for liorst's.

'The Grounds Committee will have to arrange
for this, and also for the loan of any empty stables

that there may be; anyone who has charge of
horses at a horse or an agricultural show will

know how to house the horses pn^perly.

COSTUME, MAKE-UP. MUSIC
'There is great value in making the costumes

for a pageant. If central workrooms for each
scene can be set up, and all the designing, cutting,

dyeing, painting, and making up done* there, the

workers will learn a great deal that is most
interesting, for clothes are both an index af
character and an expression of social life, 1*

have always felt tluit locally-made* costumes Jiavt*

a character and a vitality that are lacking in the
most gorgeous of hired costumes. Usually they
fit better, as they are made for the wearers.

T'he Mistress of the Robes has to think
on a large scale when planning the general
design of the costume. Each different setting

will contribute something to her plan, for it

will give some special colour note that must be
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used ; an old castle may be built of granite or red

sandstone, the foliage behind the players may
vary, and the differing tones of elms, yews, or
copper beeches, or (^f large flowering bushes will

influence her use of colour. If she sees the site

first in the winter, she should discover what the
foliage is going to be in the summer. In most
pageants there is a large proportion of gretMi in

the setting, which can be used to effect. If it is

desired to make the players one with the back-
ground, the effect is easily got by dressing them
in greens that tone with it. Fairies, for example,
are traditionally dressed in green, and the effect

can be heightc*ned with green in the make-up,
green hair, beards, etc., which will make them
nearly in\isible among the foliage when they
are still. Foresters, for the same reason, are

usually dressed in green, and in a large grtiup of
peasantry, who are naturally linked with Nature,
green is useful. ( )f course, the foliage itself

makes it imperative that no exotic greens be
used, and emerald and jade are quite wrong on
a grassy stage. On the other hand, if characters
are to stand out in front of the setting, it is better

to cut out <iltogether the strong note that the
setting gi\’es. An exception to this is perhaps
found in the men in armour who a]ipear so much
before a castle; the armour mir t tone with the
masonry, but the contrast can be got by a free

use of heraldry. 'Fhe effect of this is shown in the

illustration nf the Framlingham Pageant (page

bgg)f where the heraldic banner gives an effective

focus. Heraldry might be used in pageants a

great deal more than it is, and it must have been
so much a part of the life of the Middle Ages that

the picture of the life is hardly complete without
a good deal of it.

Colour ntust be used in mass out <.>f tloors, but
mass must lu^t be confused with uniformity.

Both are valuable to convey definite ideas, but

the Mistress of the Robes should use either deli-

berately. A uniform dress gives a set idea with

the elimination of pcrsonalitv and individuality;

it carries with it uniform movement, as with

soldiers, monks, nuns, etc., and says some-
thing quite definite; the mass, Iiowever, conveys

the flowing together of diff(*rent personalities

into one by some sympathy of idea, as in a

mourning crowd, a group of Puritans, etc.—

a

general unity of idea without discipline. 1 he

mass treatment needs a sensitive touch ; it is not
enough to buy yards of the same material and
dress everybody in it; the mass colour effect is

better reached by using all the scale of tones that

go to make up a colour. Cxrey, for instance,

becomes alive by using all its own dift'erent

shades, running off into lilacs and st)ft blues at

one end, and inn> dark purples and a little black

at the other, the proportioning of the shades

being a subtle affair. 'Fhe value of home-dyeing
comes out in this mass colour work, for nothing
is easier than to break up the colour in the dye-
bath, by letting it dye unevenly, by changing
the next dip slightly, by dyeing the stuff one
shade, and then letting its ends hang in a deeper
one, and so on.

'I 'he definite note of uniform dress is also most
useful, but needs balancing with variety in the

rest of the scene if it is to be thoroughly effective ;

in medieval times it is got in the dress of anv
lord’s retainers, who were numerous, and who
wore his colours, and in the dress of the religious

orders; after Cromwell’s time we get military

uniforms and a good deal of official uniform
dress.

Fveryone re-acts, almost unconsciously, to

svmbolism in colour, which goes back to anti-

quity, possibly even to pre-human times, since

all animals see, and attach a meaning to, the

colour red. T his symbolism will all help to dri\e

any idea home. T he Mistress (^f the Robes must
study dyes and textiles in order to know w’hat

type of colouring each pt^riod used, and what
people meant by the colour at the time; mourn-
ing or vva*dding colours, for example, are in)t

always the same. Contrast is, of course, tremen-
dously important on a lai'ge stage, and she must
do all she can to help out the contrast of the drama
in her clothes—to make the principals stand t>ut

it is necessary tt> make e\'<‘ry possible use of it,

even to exaggeration. The medieval periods

are the easiest for this purpose, as indeed for

most purposes, since there is so much oppor-
tunity for variety in colour, form, and decoratiori,

but a period that does offer easy opportunities

for contrast is the time of the Civil Wars.
Cjeorgian dress is always popular with the players,

but actually is not easy to use in outdoor work.
It was a dress that was designed for indoor wear
and for an artificial life, and it always seems
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wrong on a pageant stage. An obviously impor-
tant contrast is tl\at between poor and rich, and
tliis needs some study. 'I'he m<^re extravagant
forms of rich dress can be used on your large

stage \'erv effecti\’el v, and the more extravagant
they are the better they contrast with the dress

of the poor. The peasantry have made little

TuE JiR7']0\ Spv, T-Ai;VtlSION
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change in their dress throughout history, and in

mass tile effect is Jiearly uniform. T'he general

effect will be <ff' strong but W(’)rn and faded dress,

made of hf)mespun, and all brought down to a

similarity (if tout* by tht* weather. For festival

occasions the dress will be smartened with
ribbons and flowers, and the material may appear
newer, but a peasant crowd should never, in any
circumstances, be dressed in bright new casement
cloth. The most commonly used dyt‘s were blue,

scarlet, crimson, and shades of brown and ochre.

In Tudor times the “inland folk” were described

as wearing “russet-grey,” which sounds a con-
tradiction in terms. It may not be generally

known that “grey” is the natural shade of the
undyed material, and, since different breeds of

sheep have different fleeces, this varies greatly

with the locality, hodden grey in the north
being quite different from the “grey” in the
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south. (T he disputes over the actual colour of
the Franciscans’ “grey” arise from this fact.)

'I'he scarlet petticoat was also characteristic of
the peasant woman in the days of Kliz-abeth, and
the scarlet and crimson hooded cloaks worn by
farmers’ wives when going to market are a plea-

sant note in a crowd. 'T he dress of the TUi/-abe-

than farmer’s wife survives in the so-called Welsh
National Dress. Special notes on material will

be found in my little bo(^k. On Eng/'nh C^ostnmr

(Deane).
'J'he IVlistress of the Robes must undertake a

great deal of study on all the periods of the
pageant, for she must know the dress of the*

various classes, professioris, and ages of each
time, of what material it was made, lu^w it was
worn, and what it all me.mt. 'I'he W'^ardrobe

IXlistresses want to know just as much about
their indi\idual episodes, and should teach their

helpers too. But when the study has been care-

fully done, the information shouhi be allowetl tt>

settle down for a while. 'I'ht'te must be a certain

process of forgettirjg, in order that the essentials

should rise to the surfact*, and the general cha-
racter of tlu* ]H*riod appe.ir, jiot confusetl with too

much detail. If the designs are made imnu*-
diatelv after the study, fussy details will certaiidy

creep in and weaken tJie force of tlu* design.

'Fhere are certain pitfalls into which pageant
dress frc'quently tumbles. ( )ne is the desire* (^f

iiulividual players to be smarter than anyone
else, and to rt‘bel against any concerted design.

T hese people insist on going indi*pendej)tl y to

costumiers, and choosing their own dress i more-
over they will pay any price for tliis. If such
people can be* got to re.iliy.e that their dress must
be chosen by the Alistress of tlie Robes, and by
no one else, and that tlie large sums that they pay
to satisfy their own vanity might, if subscribed

to the Costume Fund, dress quite a number of
other people, a gootl deal will be achieved.

Anotlier trap is the dressing of all gc*ntry as

if they were courtiers. 1 have seen a gre^up of
cavalier officers in the field, fighting a losing

cause, dr(‘sscd in full court dress and wearing
light kid shoes with rosettes, on horseback

!

Squire Hardcastle tells us something of the dress

of the ct>untry gentleman, and almost ev^ery

portrait and monument shows us how far behind
the fashions these were.
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Proft'ssionjil and occupational dress is worth

study, if the crowds are to get individualisation

in any way; the dress of the pilgrim, either man
or woman, is well known, but perhaps that of
the tooth drawer is less familiar. He wore what
might have been more appropriately worn by his

patients, a white feather! There was a great

deal of occupational dress in tlu* IMitldle Ages,
when traders and professional men were iiiiuMant,

and it gives a pleasant variety in a cta>wd. It

siiould be remernbert'd tliat tlie parish clergy

had no regular outdoor dress at this time, though
they were enjoined to wear dark ckithes, and the

cowl; that neither they nor the monks always
wore what they should have worn is evident from
the indignation of preachers, and the caustic

comments of Eangland and other anti-clerical

writeis. 'Two xaluable b<'>oks on medieval dress

are 77i<’ Life tiud U oy k of the People of Eyjghnid^

by l^orcithy Hartley (Batsford), and Scey/es and
Cdiay actet's of the ^i/ltddle by K. E. Cutts
(^Sim])kins) Roynan So/dier^ by Amedee
Koiii'ster (A. cV C. Black j, gives all the necessary

iiifoi m.ition on tliis sub)(‘Ct,and jLrms ayidj4t'niou7\

by Cluirles \slulowti ;^|ack), is excellent foi

medieval pcaiods. Kortescue’s Hi^torv of the

Bi'itish yLtniy is infallible on all unii(»rm, and
furtlier books on the subjects <>f Ci>stume can be

had from tlie L>ibrary of the Bntisli Drama
League. Pageant dcNigiuas should certainly

ciuisult Mr. Ne\ il 'I'l uman’s article m T’hka'i riv

\M) S'J \(rh, winch ]s jxirticulai ly clear and
busint‘ssli ki*, also his hook, llistorii. (djstu?ning.

If all the costumes are tci be Jiired, the AIistr(*ss

of the Redoes will herself see the type of costume
supplied by the difFta'cnt firms, and will get

estimates; she should ensure in tndering that the

costumc-s that she chooses are really booked to

her, and subsequently svait. (I myself have spent

sv>me time in choosing .v large number of costumes

from a wc*ll-knowii firm, and found later that

not one had been sent.) If the measurements

have all been taken early no confusion need arise*,

and the tirders can be placed with tlu* firms in

good time. It is, alas, not unnecessary to add

that hired costumes must be tieated carefidly.

Havdng run a Eostume Departnu*nt for twelvx*

years, I know something of what pageant-

players do in the excitement of the moment.

T hey wear tights without shoes, and return them

footless; they cut off the hems of im*die\al

robes so that they just clear tlie ground; they
pack hats, bomu'ts, and crowns at the bottoms
of hampers and all the rest of the clothes on the
t(^p, and many another evil thing besides, so that

the damage on a pageant order is often very

serious indeed. It is not their fault that the

“OCR l,\IO Ol' I 1 \V Rl- SHl_ R\
’’

J h'‘ I..u]v Mai\ S>tnrl\Kii’cl in the 1 1 \\ kf'^l

I'.iiif ant. in O

costumes .ire co\ en d with mud at rimes, but the

careless treatment of costumes th.it are not tlieir

own is inexcusable.

T'he W'aidrobe Mistress of each episode will

have many chances to gt*T it into her players’

heads that it is not possible for everyone to be

dressed in silks and sarins and lotik lovely, and
that some will ha\ t* to be in rags and hessian,

.\nd made to look very ugly indeed; she should

not lose thest,* chances, if she is to avoid ill feelings

at the end.
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Make-up must be carefully considered. An

expert will be needed for the principals, for their

make-up is rather specializ.ed ; the characters
may be familiar to the audience, or there may be
portraits to be copied, and in any case the amount
of emphasis needed for the large distant stage is

not quite easily understood by the players. 'The
expert should look (^ver the crowds, but if the
make-up people belonging to each episode have
learnt their jobs thoroughly, there should be few
mistakes to correct. 'The crowd should be
trained to do its own arms and legs, and the
simple ‘‘street make-up,” which is all that they
need, and some at least should be able to manage
their own beards and moustaches. T'hey must
be practised in these, and no beard should be
passed that is not thoroughly convincing, ft>r it

is on beards that pageant seeiies very often fail.

Children need little make-up; only a little dry
niugc or ordinary lipstick if they are pale. T'he
players should not be allowed to get at the grease-
paints without express leave frfun the Wardrobe
iMistress. 'The expression of the crowds lies in

their movements rather than in their faces, for

the faces are extremely small at a distance, and,
therefore, heavy make-up is unnecessary.

Again 'TnKAiRE anl> articles and
Bamford\s Practical Alake-np for the Stage pro-

vide valuable help, and various authoritative

botiks on the subject can be obtained by members
from the British Orama Ceague Library.

MUSIC
'The Pageant Master wants, in his Alaster of

the Music, a person of real musical knowledge
and imagination. He should know a good deal

about the history of music, in order to apply it

rightly during the scenes, and to be able to repro-
duce it with the materials possible to him. He will

often have to compose a song or dance, if he
Ciinnot find the right thing for the purpose, and
he will be responsible for all the odds and ends
of musical sounds that are used—the pipes and
drums, trumpets, fiddles, horns, and so on. In
the linking of the scenes by music, he can do an
enormous amount to help out the whole emotional
effect of the pageant. He can almost salve a
feeble pageant in this way, and with a good one
he can intensify and amplify the whole meaning.
T'his alliance of the pageant with music is often

THKATRK AND STAGE
completely overlooked, and all that is done is to

play cheerful tunes to fill up time! Besides
planning all the music, he has to get it performed,
and this will cause him some anxiety. If he is to

have an orchestra it must be housed and kept dry;
it will take up a great deal of room somewhere,
and it will certainly ct>st a great deal ; for in

outdoor work a few fiddles and ’celli gt^ nowhere,
and the bigger instruments are absolutely neces-
sary these are often difficult to get in a country
district, and the orchestra is a real problem all

round. 1 have never been happier with music
than when I had relayed electrically recorded
tunes in a little lorry, which was set up without
any difficulty quite quickly. 'I'hrough it all the
signals wert* given behind the scenes, and an-
nouncements were made to the audience when
necessarv^, and through it I was able to have the

bells of St. IMargaret’s, \\^estminster, the Faiglish

Singers, and any other music 1 wanted. It could
be faded out, altered in pace, stopped or begun
in a second, all from the prompt box, anti the
effect was so convincing to the audience that they
alwavs applauded the Knglish Singers, thinking
they were a choir behind the scenes.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ETC.
For Li pageant of any size a paid publicity

agent is necessary, but for smaller ones an
agent’s salary is not alwavs possible, anti the

publicity has to be done by the Secretary and
his helpers. 'I'he casts themselves should be able

to do a great deal f>f it, for every playt-r ci^uld

bring at least two spectators trnni among liis

friends anil admirers, and probably many more
if he realized a responsibility for doing so. 'Tiie

whole cast <if each episode shoidd, therefore, be
asked to lielp in making the pageant known, anti

each episode organization slioultl inclutle a book-
ing office. T he first day is, of course, of the

greatest impt)rrance, for, if it is successful, it

should cover the expenses of the pageant, and
act as the best possible advertisement for the

whole series of performances. One has to allow,

especially in the country, for the large numbers
of people who will wait to see whether a show
is going to be a success before they risk coming to

it; and the first day, with a good Press, is the

thing to convince them. 'I'he casts should, there-

fore, try to get their friends and relations for
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the first day, in t>rdt*r to secure an appreciative
audience: tile person. il interest of tlie players will

give the whole thing a gootl start, and, after that,

if the pageant is worth anything, the audiences
will steadilv increase.

PIT Fi Lie 11 V

Public interest has to be carefullv nursed during
the whole- time of ])rt‘paration in different ways.
T he pl.ayers and workers talk about it, bi-caust-

they are ki-t-n, and their intimate friends and
neighbfiurs will certainly he;ir of it thusi the- book
its(‘lf should he fui sale .it all the leading book-
sellers as soon as possible; flu* Couiitv' Jyibr.irv'

should be .isked to send i ound bot>ks on the history

that is t(i be treated in the p.igi-ant, and if there
is .a good historic.il lecturer in the distiict, he
can do a gri-at de;il by going round .md lecturing

t>n the same subjects 'I'hr Posie? and t lundhill

aie most important, and the C'ommittee should
not be too stingy over these, since they influencc-

tlu- minds of till- potenti.il .mdii-ncc' considerably.

An oidin.iiv poster with a her.ild blowing .i

tiumpc‘t will suggc'st an ordm.iry page-ant, .iiul

those who ilo not like- p.ige.ints will st.iy .iwMy.

A mysti-rious arrangement of distortions will

suggi-st something “ modern,” .iiul may c*asil\'

frighten off the- <u-dinar\' .HKli'-nve, l<‘a\ ing only
the sm.ill com])any oi earnc-st sou!', who will

not co\ei tiu costs. Hut .1 poster that docs - !',ow'

oiiginalitv' and \’c“t suggests th.it there is to i..

.1 page.int, is excellent, .md the W’ork should be

put intt) the h.inds of .in .irtist. It is not neciss.n v'

to use .1 numbe-r of colours, .ind f.ii more striking

work c.in be- dom* b\' limiting their use. T he
handbill should h<i\e the s.ime* ele-sign, .mel some
decor. iti\e- badge might In- m.idi- for note--p.iper

and progr.imnu-s.

Another nu-thod of }>ubhcitv^ is through the

shipping .'inel tr.i\-e‘l .igc-ncies, some i>l w hie'h h.i\c-

long lists of pei^ple wdio desire* .ibo\e all things

to se-e- p.ige-ants while* the-i^ .irc* in haigland. T lu-

interest in p.ige.ints is p.i rticul.irly great m
Americ.i, anel it is well wmrth w hile- aeheitismg

in the- American shi]i]di line All transport

agencies should be- .i])pro.iched t-arly, both h>r

arrangeme-nt of spe-ci.il se-rv ice-s and for the dis-

play of posters .iiid hanelbills; and the- slip notices

on private- c.iis ate- an e-xce-lle-nt re*mineler eluring

the last few weeks.

Advance- publicity through the- Press is natur-
ally important, .inel the loc.tl papers shoulel be
kept supplied with little bits of news about the
page-ant, photographs of people (preferably titled

people-) t.aking pait, and doing unusual things in

the- ge-ne-ral pre-pa ration f<u‘ the pageant. Photei-

gr.'iphs of groups of pl.iyers pose-el for the scene
are also use-ful, but it is not necessary to sink
to silly pieces f)f incongruity such .is bishops
drinking cocktails afte-r re-he.irsil, e>r knights
dri\ ing .iw.iy in their cars. .All this has been done
so often that it is comple tely hackneyed, .md no
longer amuses the public.

It is custom. iry, .md wdse, to offer reduce-el

tickets to p.irties from schools, w'ome-n's insti-

tule-s, anel othe-r org.mi/.atieins, .ind an e.-arl\'

.ippio.ich should be* maele* to the-se. If the te.ichers

c.m see- from the- book th.it the p.ige-.mt is re-.illy

going to gue- the* childre*n some- light upon history,

they will welcome it, .md will prob.ibly use it

m ihe-ir school wairk in prep.i r.ition. If it is not
worth anything, the\* may still biing the- childi'cn,

foi the- ])Ie-.'isure* that the-se- get freim knights and
c.uahers on horse b.ick, .inel .i lo\ e*Iy lot of corpses
on the* st.ige. A little countr\' sch(^f>l, pl.'inteel

ele)wm in so ele*sol,ite* a country' th.it it sceme*el

mconce iy able that children coulel be- found to

fill it, stuelie-el, r(-he*arse-el , .md pl.i\-ed in their

se'hoolv.ird the- whole- of a page-ant th.it W'as te>

be- pi-rff>rineel locally*. T he y really kne-w what
tlu* history me.int, .mel their enjoyme-nt of the*

fm.il pe-rfoi m.mce w^.is inte-nse*.

Am.ite‘ur sticieties th.it cannot t.ike- part might
wa-ll be- ofli-ie-el re-eluce-el r.iti-s; th(-\' wall form
•m inle're-ste-el anel ciitic.il .luelience-. It wall rn>t

be- too f-asy* to corn mce- the-m, liow-e‘\ e-r, that a

p.ige-.mt is to be* le-gaiele-el .is elr.un.i .it .ill, since

most e>f them h.ne- see n the usu.il type- anel ha\ e

elismisse-d it .is \ .ilue*le*ss.

rUL IU)()K .XNI) I’ROORAM M liS

It is better to sell the book e\ ery w'he*re anel

.ill the- time than to print expe-nsi\e- ]irogr.imme-s,

with long, elull lists of name-s .mel symopse-s of
the- sce-ne-s. If the- book re-ally* is a bex^k worth
piintmg, print it e-.irly*, .mel ge-t scheuils, societies,

e-tc., to buy' it be-fore-hanel, anel push the- sales

in e\e-ry w-ay*. With goe>d organ i-/:.itie>n, quite
an el.ibor.'ite book can be maele to p.ay well, and
the- importanere* of ge-tting it sole! w'e-ll in aelvance
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is that vour audifiicc niav ct>mc with some
knowh'dge of tile liistori', and so be prep.ireil

to watch the pageant intell igentl v.
(“ '^'es,” 1

heard a ladv sav beliind me at Runnymede, “it

was King John wlio got the Danes to burn down
Cliertsev Abbey, dear!”) If tliey have to buy
the book instead of the lists of names that make

VI \M) Urs VTcvrniR- laaciisTFR
I’Ar.I ANT

the programme, they will be able to read the

scenes between the episodes, and even to get hold

of what the prefaces mean one has to rernc-mbei

that the knowledge of Iiistory that the public

possesses is well summed up in “1066 and all

that,” and so it shouUl be given every possible

opportunity to understand what the pageant is

about. T he list programme is not necessary

if the players are sutHcieiitly i/i the pagi*ant ; they

should be prepared to act anonymously, and,

indeed, they are very much wiser in doing st>

when the audience is mainly composed of friends

and relations

!

Insurance against rain is satisfactory, provided
enough rain is registered, but in a country where
soft, damp mists may obliterate the stage for the

whole day, and yet make no impression on the

rain gauge, it is useless. Also, rain may fall

heavily while the audience sliould be starting,

but c<*ase when the pageant begins, so that the

insurance cannot be claimed. TTie best possible

insurance is really g()od ad\'ance booking, done
by thoroughly ct)mpetent people. If the seats

are sold beforehand, the audience will probably
turn up even if it does r.iin, aiul the costs of the

pageant will be Ct^venal. T he booking is not a

matter for artistic people they should be kept
quite firmly out of it but for those who really

do know the job. It is, even for a village pageant,

a big concern, and there must be no ])ossibility of

muddle.
It may appear that I li.ive been concentrating

entirely on the large-scale pageant, but actually

the same kind of organi/.ation is needed for ev ery

kind of pageant, and the same care should be

taken over details c^f organi/.ation. Naturally,

there will bt* less numey to start on, ft'wer and
smaller salaries will be offereil, ami a gre.it deal

of voluntary work will be needed for the v illag(‘

pageant. But voluntarv workers should fully

understand what is riajuiied of thmn before they

take on any job. V^illages neeil not fe.ir the ex-

pense of a pageant if they set to work sensibly,

and it is, indeed, possible for tluin to make
quite a good profit. T here are many ingenious

[>eopIe in tlie count rys accustomed to make bricks

without straw, and vill.ige players have a sjiecial

gift for ignoring insurmountable di fficultit*s until

they are on the other side of them. 'There is,

too, a quality that exists only in the country
neighbourliness, which helps things along most
excellently. Again, you find, all over the evumtry-
side, that strong tie or relationship with tlu‘ land

which is so important .1 part of tlie pageant; and
among agricultural peopK* there is a feeling of
timelessness that makes the past and prc'sent one.

A village pageant can have a delightful uncon-
ventionality about it—as if it just sprang out of

the ground—which is not so easy to get in the

civic or county j^ageant—the charming village

of Wrotham, in Kent, just below tin* l^ilgrim’s

Way, held one in the middle of the vill.age street,

and raised their spectators on farm wagons!
It is always possible to get neighbouring

villages to take some of the episodes, if the

organizing village cannot get crowd enough to
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rDuiid, but thf main incidents will probably

be done by the latter, and a certain friendly
rivalry will inevitably arise between them all.

'J'he educational value is particularly great in

these smaller pageants, since it is easier Ui get
the whole cast thoroughly permeated with the
history and spirit of each epis<Kle when it is

the surface. 'To provide a comnum workroom
and to arrange sj^ecial nights for page-ant work
is a splerjtlid way of interesting the pec^ple in

their own past.

Now many people* perhaps most people
are apt to say, “Ours is such a little place, nothing
can ever have happened here” and on the

A F \IKV Sc'l M IN Iv,! • * N |'\ 1*\RK Ol’IN-MR 'llM\'IRI
I Ih ' 1 \\ i'. .iht HIM .1 h\ Ii-mj: .irlilK i.il i.' f- ilu ii itnt.il il.i\ lijLjIn t.uli'fl, th.

• t .1/^ I II is) 1 1 1< lit < |> 1)1 H I )1 I hi 1 1 1

taken by a small r ceuiimunity than when
there is a laige*, unwieldy cast. "I'he players

will probablv meet during the winter to make
costumes aiul pnips, to learn the music and
dancing, and so on, under their producer,
and he* will then ha\e tiu* o])porrunity for

talking informally .ibout the* p<.*o]ile who woie
the clothes, anti their method of life, etc., until

they conu*ah\e m the im.igin.iti( »n of the pla\'ers.

Ca)untrv'^ people are \erv much interested in

their forefatliers, .irul they will often contribute

interesting details about the lives of pei>ple whom
they' remember, and of older traditions still. I

ha\'e been ttild, in a Rutlandshire ^ illage, of tjral

tradititais that went back to the Wars the

Roses, and in such informal con\a*rsation storic*s

of queer characteis and str.inge evi-nts will creep

out that wt>uKl never otherwise hava* come tt)

surface* it m.iv* s(*em so. But just begin to search,
and the whole village* t.ikes on a ilitft*ient air.

It m«iv^ lie in a sunnv hayi*, tilled witli the* seamd
of inse‘cts, ]>uncruated by the* cuckoe>, on a summe*r
day* aiul inde*e*il it has always known how to

ilo that but the-re' is no (juc*stion that be‘ne*ath

this aj^pare-nt peace* the*re h.is be*e*n as much human
emotion as in anv cii'iweleal town; .md the* live‘s

ot the* pe*ople* will to-day*, as in the* past, show
the* strongest anel starke'st elram.i. .\Iost e^f us

know nejthing of wh.it village life is now, anel

we* know still less of what it has bee n. "I'lu're*

is no nee*ei te> elr.ig tr,. veiling que*e*ns for miles
out of their w.iy'^ to make* m.ite*rial for a village

pageant; the e*nelless dram.i of squire, parse^n, anel

people will give y^ou all that is wante*d. Xhere*
was that el.iy be*fbre the Civil W'ar when Mistre*ss

Bidlake anel Mistre*ss Ellworthy fought tooth and
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nail in the churchyard, bc-causc Mistress FJI-

wnrthy, the farmer’s wife, went into cluirch
before Mistress Bidlake, tJie Squire’s ladv; there
was tliat distressing ser\ ice on Cliristmas Day,
wlien Laomedon l>ippincott tlirust his daggei
int(i Roger Alcnwyiiiiicke as he sat beside him
in tlie pew in churcli j tlicre was a Squire wh<i
dared not walk abrf)ad for fear of his enemy
who lurked beliind the hedges, with Ins sons,

ready to attack liim; tliere was the burnirig of tiu*

unauthorised mill by the monks—and a host t)f

oth(*r things going nn all o\'er our ptMceful
countryside. And besides these e\erydav affairs,

there were the great moxements which swept
over the whole country, from which Jio one
could escape, the Ci\’il Wars, the Pc*asants’

Rebellions, thi- Harryings of Rings, and so on.
'There is no village without a history.

CouJity pageants, based on a careful study of
the history of the county itself, with an equal
understanding of social history throughout the
country, offer a big opportunity artistically,

educationally, and socially. The study of local

history in tlie vilLig<* has been encouraged for

some years by the National Federation of*

Women’s Institutes, whicJi issu<‘d an e.xcel-

lent liandbook, by IVliss Joan W^ake, on the*

best method of discovering it, and many Bishops
are urging that a simiLir rcs<*arch be made by the
country parsons. A county pageant may well be
the flowering of such a study and an enlighten-
ment by turning the imagination on to tin* facts.

The Bishop of Carlisle planned such a pageant
for his di<icese to celebrate its 8ooth anniversary,
and though it proved impossible tt> complete the
scheme for lack of authors it is one that miglit
well be taken as a useful model.
A review of the history of the diocese hav ing

been made, the subjects most suitable foi drama
were allotted to their owji districts, and not more
chan three episodes were allowed to each pageant,
in order that the players might not have too much
history to digest, and tliat the authors rnigJit have
time to develop the idea of each scene. 'There

was an abundance of material in such a diocese,
where the Church grew from tlu* little settle-

ments of early hermits to the militance of the
Middle Ages, and in the end returned again to
simple travelling parsons, who earne*d their living
as they taught their flock.

'1 he page‘ants we*re to h.ive beeai played in

succession throughout the summer, and a final

long pageant, composed of scenes from each, was
to have been given at Rose Castle in the early
autumn.

Such a pageant needs t'arly planning, for the
woik f»f organi/.ation is less simple than for a
city pageant, but it need not be more costly, since
the costumes could be* p.issed from one district

to another, and the stand Cf>uld probably be
removed to each place in succession.

A pageant can be a \'ery happy thing indeed,
if It is undertake*!! with the desire to dt> a good
piece of work. There* is so much erjoyment ifi

meeting so many people* over it, anel in the
rehe'arsals on long summei ev enings j the cast will

become* infe*cte*el with acting. 'J'li(*y fine! them-
selves eloing thitJgs they hael never tliought of

doing before, and the*n feeling things that tlu*y

hael ne*ve*r fe*lt b(‘fort*. T he* comjiany he‘l]>s the*m,
the* thrill of the action helps tiu'm, the* grass anel

the* blue sky anel the sunlight help the*m, anel

the*y are carried away inte) a region ejuite bev^onel

their orelinary lives. All seirts e)f people* find

the*mse*lv’es acting in a page*ant, anel acting we*ll,

who would never dream eif getting on to a small
stage*. For the' proelucers, too, there* is an e*,\tra-

ordinary thrill in creating a unity out of a mass
of indiv idu.ils, in se e ing the* ielea fill them anel

come out e>f them.
All this joy e)f unity .inel accomphshme*nt is

really to be got only out of a big performance
rounel some central ielea that really matters tt)

the performers; there must be the ide*a, there
must be* the elrama, anel tliere must be the artistic

insjjiration, or the pageant form will never be
lifte-d out e>f the conventional ;mel meaningless
jiarade that it is gradually becoming.
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FAMOUS PLAYERS OF THE PAST
HUGH ARTHUR SCOTT, Member of the Critics’ Circle

‘T^AMOUS Players of the Past” is a vast

subject that can only be most cursorily

dealt with in the space av'^ailable, even
when attention is confined solely to native

performers. But a few discursive jottings and
reflections may be acceptable and perhaps of
practical service in helping to correct the erro-

neous assumption which seems to be entertained

too often to-day by sc^me of our yemnger prac-

titioners that tlie art of acting in a serious sense

has onlv'^ recently btM*n discov'crcd.

In point of fact, without reflecting in any way
upon the ac}u'e\ ements of the present day, study

of tile rectirds goes to suggest not only that there

were great men (and women) before Agamemnon
hut that they managed in some way or other to

achie\e results and produce effects the like of
which are totally unknown to-day. Read some
of the coni<.-mporar\ notices of Ciarrick, Rean,
SicUlons, and not a f<*w' others, arid it becomes
evident that these players aflected their audiences

in wavs to which no sort of parallel can be found
in modern times.

C.A R R IC’ K A N D K KA N"

'riius of Oarrick—good-natured, genial, busi-

nesslike Ciarrick, “an abridgment tif all that is

pleasant in man” in Gtildsmith’s famous line

—

one reads that in such parts as Rear—one of his

grainiest impersonations—he alnifist paralysed,

not only his auditors, but even his fellow-players

at times by the demoniac force and electrifying

intensity of his performance.

Again of Edmund Rean’s portrayal of the

villain Sir Giles C_)verreach in v/ AVtc f/V/y to

Pay Old Debts we are told that on one occasion

it sent several of the ladies in the audience intt>

hysterics, threw Byron intt) a fit, and had such

an effect upon his fellow-artists that one t)f them,
Munden, had to be dragged off the stage by tht‘

armpits, his face fixed upon Rean in a paralytic

stare.

And of Mrs. Siddons, in turn, hardly less

remarkable stories are told. “'The enthusiasm

she excited,” wrote such a cool and well-balanced

critic as Ha^litt, “had something idolatrous

about it; she was regarded less with admiration
than with wonder, as if a being f)f a superior

order had dropped from another sphere to awe
the wtjrld with the majesty of her appearance.

We can conceive nothing grander. She embodied
to our imagination the fables of mythology. She
was tragedy personified.” Macready relates too

and he was not one to exaggerate—that when
she played Aspasia in The Mciid'’s Tragedy so

terrible was her agony as, after seeing her lover

strangled before her eyes, she fell lifeless on the

stage, that the audience believed she had really

expired and would only be pacified by an assur-

ance from the manager

!

What is one to make of such things? “Birds
of wonder,” said Cicorge Meredith, “fly to a

flaring reputation,” and no doubt there is a cer-

tain element of the fabulous in some of these

Stories. But the evidence as a whole is too over-

whelming to admit of doubt, and one is left

wondering, therefore, how it came about that

such tremendous effects were produced by these

great players of the past—and regretting that

in the theatre of to-day such thrilling experiences

are so totally unknown.
It may be, perhaps, that we are coldei ami

more critical—less receptive and responsive—in

these times, and also it is quite pON>ible that some
of the proceedings of these old actors, which
moved our forefathers to such transports, would
affect us differently. But, making every allow-

ance on this score and that, it is impossible to

resist the conclusion that they must have been
terrific fellows, some of them, and amazing
exponents of their art.

It would be, mon-over, quite a mistiike to

suppose, although the error ajipears to be rather

widely entertained, that their acting was all

violent and exaggerated and devoid of subtler

qualities, for nothing could be farther from tiv

truth. "Fake Hannah More’s carefully-weighed
analysis of Garrick’s Hamlet, for instance

—

though I have room only for a single passage
here: “'I'o the most eloquent expression of the
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eye, t<^ the handwriting of his passions on his

features, to a sensibility which tears to pieces the
liearts of his hearers, to powers so unparalleled,

he adds a judgment of the most exquisite accuracy,
the fruit of long experience and close observation,

bv which he preserves every gradation and tran-

sition t)f the passions, keeping all under the control

t)f a just dependence and natural consistency.”

And so, too, in the case of Ivean we are told

that, violent and extravagant as his methods
often were, they were as far remo\'ed as possible

from mere ci ude ranting ami barnstorming, being
all the outcome of the deepest tliought and study,

so that he would sometimes reflect for a whole
day how best t<i deli\er a single line his practice

in this respect pro\oking the remark of one of
his fellow-players: "Tic* sla\ ed beyond any actor

I ever knew.” And one neetls only to read

IVIacrcady’s fascinating Oitiries to reali/.e with
what endless care ami anxiety he, too, studied and
considered e\’ery single detail of his performances
beforehand—the like applying to nearly all of
these old players and utterly refuting the popular
notion that they merely stormed and ranted.

QUIN AND KEMBLE
But this is not to say, of course, that the

methods of many of them were not such as would
in these days make the judicious grieve. Empha-
tically of the old rhetorical, declamatory school,

for instance, was the famous James yuin, but
for all that a fine actor in his way, though destined

to be ct^mpletelv eclipsed in due course by the

mtjre natural and realistic methods of his rival

and successor Ciarrick. A strong-minded Irish-

man, ^)uin was a great character like so

many of the notables of earlier days, when social

behavi<uir was less cut to pattern and strong

personalities had freer scope. A fine FalstafF, he
had also a E'alstaffian capacity for gormandizing,
while going one better than that hero in his

readiness to defend his honour, since he actually

killed two of his fellow actors in duels forced

upon him.
Another famous actor of the older scht>ol was

Mrs. Siddons’s brother, John Philip Kemble,
though there was the less excuse for some of his

methods in that he came long after Garrick had
shown the way to better things. But none the
less he was a great actor, especially in heavy tragic
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roles, and for a long period he enjoyed enormous
fame and favour, particularly as an exponent of
the great Shakespearean “leads,” in conjunction
with his still greater sister.

Sir Walter Scott wrote a delightful analysis of
his rotund and ponderous style: “John Kemble
is certainly a great artist. But it is a pity he shows
too much of his machinery. ... In ilrimlet

many delicious and sudden tunis of passion slip

through his fingers. ... He is a lordly vessel,

goodly and magnificent when going large before
the wind, but wanting the facility to go ‘ready
about.’” Kemble was finally eclipsed by the
advent of Edmund Kean, in comparist>n with
whose tornadic vitality and prtidigious natural
genius his stiff' and studic-d methods seemed more
than e\er artificial and unceuivincing.

Kl-

A far greater actor in some respi-cts tlian

Kemble was his contemporary, Cieorge Eredei ick

Cooke, who unfortunately ruiiu-d himself and
his caret*!* by his incurable addiction to alcohol.

'The greatest testimony to his astonishing powers
is indeetl the fact that he contiiyed to ri'tain so

long tlie favour of the ]>ublic and of the mariagers
in spite of his hopeless unreh.ibility and notorious
vices. But, like Edmund Kean, whom he greatly

resembled in style (as .ilso unhappily in his weak-
ness), he acteil gloriously when sober and hartlly

less so, it was said, when drunk.
Exaggerated but o\*erpt>wering intensitv' w.rs

the prev.iiling characteristic of his art, and some
thought that in ca-rtain parts, Richard III being
one, he was tnu*r eva.*n tlian Kean himself. Eamb
praised liini unstintedly, saying tliat in the subtlety

of his ilelivery of certain Shakespearean lines he
was unsurpassed which again illustrates how
far removed from mere ranting were the per-
fcjrmances of the greatest players of this type

—

while Scott was another who left a vivid account
of the tremendous impression that he produced
at his best.

f^veii nn)re interesting is a description left by
Washington Irving of his acting as lago in the
third act t^f Othelio when playing once with
Kemble as his partner: “He grasped Kemble’s
left haml with his own and then fixed his right,

like a claw, on his shoulder. In this position,

drawing himself up to him with his short arm.
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he breathed Jiis poisonous whispers iiitt^ his car.

Rcmble coiled and twisted his hand, writhing to

get away, his right hand clasping liis brows and
darting his eyes back on lagf).” One can well

believe that it was uncommonly effective, and
equally well understand the stately Remble
“writhing” as he struggled to escape from his

fiery and (probably) half- inebriated confrere.

1'A M O V S AC '1 R ! •- S S 1.S

But s(^ far I have said very little about the

great female players of tfie past, though not a

few of these appear to have been hardly less

wonderful than the men.
A remarkable actress, for instance, was Kli/.a-

beth Barry (1658—171;^)—not to be confused,

by the way, with her namesake, the wife of
Spranger Barrv', also very tine, (^f the following

century who, after a most unpromising start,

was coached to such good puq^ose by the Karl of
Rochester that she became one of the most
admired performers <^f her time. C<dley Cibber,

for one, praised her in the highest terms, declaring

that “in the art of creating pity she had a power
beyond all others,” with which statcaiient may be
c«>nnt‘cred perhaps the fact that she w^is accus-

toiTU'd to shed real tears in pathetic passages. It

is to be feared, howe\er, that Hua' wc*re of the

crocinlile variety, since she was oally a fiend

of a woman and verv nearly murdered one of hei

rivals (Airs. Houtall), against whom she had a

grudge, on the stage. She was supprised to stab

I)i*r in a certain play and tried actually to do this

—

declaring afterwards that she had been “carried

away” bv'^ her part, which nobody believe*,!.

Anothei charming actress of the same period,

who seems to have been specially distinguished

bv' what would nowailays be called sex-appeal,

was the delicious Airs. Bracegirdle, of whom it

was said that every man in her audiences would
be* her lover, although in fact, strange as it may
seem for those days, her virtue was never im-
pugned as may be gathered from the graceful

lines of her devoted friend and passionate admirer

Congreve

—

Would sbr c*)uld make of me a saint,

C')r 1 of' her a sinner '

But the excellence of her acting may be gathered

from the hict that she was the (uiginal repre-

sentative of all Congreve’s herr^ines, in which
parts she was siitl to be without peer or rival.

Then later came the fascinating fCitty Clive,
one of the most delightful of comediennes who,
none the less, drove poor Garrick almost to

distraction by her jealousies and tantrums and
vixenish criticisms, although she diil declare <in

one occasion after having been reduced to tears,

in spire of herstdf, by his performance as Lear,
“ I3amn him! I believe he could act a gridiron 1

”

And about the same time flourished also the

famous Airs. Pritchard, who also acted much
with Garrick and by all accounts was a tragic

actress of rare power her Lady Alacbeth in

particular was long regarded as unapproachable.
She acted the title part in Johnson’s ponderous
h ene, and was invf>lved in a curious incident on
the first night, the audience crying “Alurder!”
when she was about to be strangled and refusing

to allow the performance to proceed. Needless
to say. Dr. Johnson, though he bowed to public
opinion and altered the ending, was indignant

and, somewhat illogically, owed Airs. Pritchard
a grudge ever afterwards. But he had ne\er been
one of her admirers, calling her “a vulgar idiot,”

on account of her limited education, declaring

that she had never read Alacbeth right through,
and adding characteristically: “She no more
thinks of the play out of which her part is taken
than a shoemaker thinks of the animal from
which his leather comes.” But she was unques-
tionably a great actress none the less.

PKO WOlMNCTtlN
But more famous than any of these was yet

another of C^arrick’s leading ladies, namely, the
fair and tickle. Peg W'^offingtfin, who took the

town by storm on 20rh Nov., 1740, by her per-

formance as Sir Hairy Wildair in 'I'hr (Constant

Gouple at Ctivent Cxarden, and thereafter en joyetl

prodigious favour throughout the remainder of
her comparatively short but daz.zlingly brilliant

career.

In spite of her humble origin she was rhe
daughter of a Dublin bricklayer and began life

herself as a flower-girl she played to perfection,

not only dashing “breeches parts,” but also ladies

of the highest elegance and refinement, as well as

such Shakespearean characters as Ophelia, Portia,

and Isabella.
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In connexion with Ium' immensely popular

performance as Sir Harry Wildair an amusinj^
story is told of her remarking to yuin :

“ I have
played that part so often that lialf tlie town
believes me to be a real man” to receive the
disconcerting reply: “A^adam, the other half
has the best of reasons to know that you are a

woman.”
Irresistibly attractive, generous, and impulsive,

she was eminently “temperamental,” and nothing
if not a good hater. One of her most detested

rivals was Airs. Bellamy, whom she actually

drove ofF the stage in the course of one perform-
ance and tried to stab almost in sight nf the

audience, while Airs. Clive she loathed even
more—no two women, it was said, ever hated

each other so. No w<mder that po<>r Garrick
was liard put to it in tryang to keep the peace
between such difficult ladies!

Another brilliant actress of the same period

who als<^ acted much with Garrick—and likewise

helped to make his life a burden—was Airs.

Abingtc^n, who afforded another striking example
of genius triumphing over circumstances. For
though she began as a street singer, she contriv'^ed

none the less to educate heiself, learned to speak
French and Italian, and became one of the most
versatile and polished actresses of her time, being
admired especially by the “quality” as a repre-

sentative of the fashionable ladies of the period.

In tragic roles, on the other hand, she was less

successful, one critic going st) far as to say of her
Ophelia that it was “like a mackerel on a gravel

walk.” But one seems to scent a touch of malice

there.

MRS. JORDAN
Still another comedienne of the rarest gifts

was the famous Airs. Jordan, Leigh Hunt
declaring indeed that she was actually the greatest

actress England had ever produced. 'Fhat may
hav^e been going rather far, but there seems to

have been univ^ersal agreement as to her extra-

ordinary charm and fascination. Ha/Iitt declared

that her voice was a cordial to the heart and her
laugh as nectar to the palate, while I.<amb, Byron,
and Sir Joshua Reynolds were others who ex-
hausted their superlativ es in praise of her.

She was celebrated also on account of her
relations with the Duke of Clarence, afterwards
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William IV, whose mistress she was for many
years. And that her sense nf humour served her
well off, as well as on, the stage may be gathered
from her amusing reply when the Duke, after a

time, proposed to reduce her allowance from
;^i,ooo to >^500. Fhis took the firm of a

theatre programme, with the words underlined

—

“No nmney retuiaied after the rising of the

cu rtain.”

And, of ct)urse, later, and also earlier, there

were hosts of others, alike male and female, to

whom reference couhl be made.

Hl'KIiAC;!;: AND J5 K J' J JCR'J'O N

'I'he briefest record would be incomplete, for

instance, without mention of Burbage Shake-
speare’s own Burbage who had the stupendt>us

task of “creating” such parts as Hamlet, CIthello,

Shylock, Alacbeth, and Lear (to name only a

few), and who, bv all the evidence, acquitted

himself right nobly in the result. "I'hus he was
spoken of by a contemporary as one “such as

no other agt* must ever hx^k tt^ see the like,”

while it is interesting to gather from otluM

sources, what it mav surprise some to learn, that

he was apparentlv a player of what would be
called to-day the intellectual, rather than the

robustious, tvpe. And Jt)hn Betterton, another
Shakespearean actor of the highest order, of the

Restoration period, was a player of much the

same kind. Of significance in this connexion, for

instance, is thi^ statement attributed to him that

profound silence during the performance was a

far greater testimony to an actor’s power than
any ann^unt of applause at the end.

I hen, coming nearer to our own time's again,

there was that wondeiful Cfunedian, Charles
Alathews, who was followed in turn bv' his even
more brilliant son, Charles James Alathews.
'File extraordinarv powers and mimicrv of

Charles Alathews the Elder for some time com-
pletely overshadowed his great ability' as an
actor. As a mimic lit* was certainly inimitable.

His power of transforming himself must indeed
have been nothing less than marvellous. With-
out make-up, change t>f dress, or any other stage

trick he could so completely modify his personal-

ity as to deceive his most intimate friends! ^Fales

of his achievements in this way are indeed almost
incredible. He was once expelled from behind
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the scenes of a Iviverpool Theatre where he was
actually playing at the time, as an “intrusive
stranger” and the next moment, after simj^ly

allowing Ins features to resume tlieir nc^rmal

appc-arance, he passed thnujgh the stage door again
without any difficulty as ]\lr. Mathews. He
gladly accepted a long cFigagement for his

special kind of miscellaneous entertainment at

jTiooo a year, hut his success was so enormous
when the performances began that the contract

was amended and he received much more-.

Despite this he died a poor man.
His still, Charlt's James Mathews, was in

due course even moiv successful. fie had been
brought up ex'travag.uitl and went on the stage

onI\ in default of any othei way of making
mone\'. N ev tu theless, after a moderate start he
carried ever\'thing be fore him as a light comedian
ofa most j'ehnt'd and polished order. No h'nglisli

liv.d ajipi tiached the ctunhination of cofisummate
ease, nonchaknice, polished manner, anti brilliant

\i\acirv that charat tc i i/ed his performances until

he was iit'arU' sevent\ years of age. Lbifortun-
<itelv, his own Nt iiturcs m management ended m
bankruptCN'. He was never out of debt, and while
he was making his audiences rock with his

lightheaited represtmtations of imjiecunious

“wrong 'uns,” he was actual i> sutTeiing piecist'lv

the same expt'iiences and wtu'se, himselt, in real

life. 'I he public tlmught he revelled in it because

he made it all so amusing on the stage*. How
little they really knew! incidentally, he was
sadly burdened by the unbelu*\able extravagances
of his wife, the famous Alme. Vestris.

()f tjuite a different tv'f^e was Buckstone, wdio

was lesst'c tif the Haymarket I heatre for many
years. His 'Tony l^umpkin, his Bob Acies, and
in's Sir Andrew Aguecheek ha\e had few ri\als.

Clev' i' actors ha\'e played them since, but ne\er

in quite the same way, for their humoui has

been that of the nineteenth century while
Buckstone’s was, so to speak, the genuine .irticle.

PHELP.S

OthcT great actors of the same period were
Phe lps and Macready. Phelps made Jiis lamdon
debut in 1S37 and had a big success as Shylock,

'Fhr I'htif'S notice of him u]isetting Macieady
s<i much that he (Phelps) was subsequently

dropped from the bill 1 He was great in tragic

parts, but also had numerous ci*Iebrated comedy
roles. His impersonation of liottom, for instance,

was wonderful. In i H44 he began his memorable
season of management at Sadler's Wells. It was
a daring experiment, for Sadler's We lls had been
for nearly two centui ies the resort of the roughest
audiences in Ivondon, and clearing out ofFtnidi-is

from the gallery was his first and most difficult

task. 'The statement that he sometimes went uj>

himself in his stage attire to assist in the operations,

is, however, not strictly true. As a manager he was
superb, and in the course of his long stay at

Sadler's Wells
( i 844—1 878) he actually produced

all Shakespeare's plays, except four. As a tragedian

he was line rather than great and he was really at

liis best in character parts. It was characteristic

of Phelps's sturdy indept*nd<.*ncc- that he entirely

ignored the Press and kept them at arm's length

throughout his career.

MACRKADY
Another great figure at this time was

Alacreadv'. No actor e\ er worked harder in study-

ing his parts. He used c’ven to go to the theatre

on Sundays by himself to practise and try c*ffects.

But though always fine he ru*\'er achieyed the

very greatest heights, perhaps because of some
of his peculiar personal characteristics. 'I'hough

well-meaning and high-minded, he was not a

pleasant man. He was terriblv )eali>us, as he
himself admitted in his almost painfully frank

and he also had the bad taste to des})ise

the profession to wdiich none thi* less he owed
everything. In America, tf)o, he was unfortunate,

a riot organi/.eil by a ri\al, I.dwm Forrest,

actualh' i\*sulting in the death of twenty-two
jieo}>le ! It might be said of Alacready that he
lacked the true mummer's tt inpei .imc nt, which is

nothing if not expansi\e and sociable. He should
h.ive been a civil .ser\ant or something equallv'

prosaic.

C )f a very different type was Fi’edc rick Robson,
who in 185J, ha\'ing previously bc*en a low
comedian, appeared as Shv'lock in a burlesque,

and was pronounced in I'hc limes the next day
to be the greatest actor who had been seen since

F.dmund Rean ! Afterwards lie made a prodig-
ious success in »>ne of the trashiest of farces, 1 hr

ll andering Minstrel^ in which he sang “ Villikens

and his Dinah,'' which drew all fashionable
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Eoiidon for a twelve-month. Robson was a genius
who could do anything with his audience, but lie

was morliidly timid and nervous, so that his terror

ofappearing became in the highest degree pathetic.

While waiting his cue he wt^uld pc^sitively gnaw
his arms until they bled, and cry out piteously “

1

dare not, T dare not,” until the prompter had
sometimes to thrust him before the footlights!

Unfortunately, to conquer his timidity he took
to drink with the result that was to be expected.

Another actor, of a different sort, was F'. A. U.
Sothern, whose Lord I^undreary became himous.
'I'he piece O//;- j^merictin C^ous'ni was described as

one of the worst plays ever perpetuated by a com-
petent playwright, 'Torn 'I'aylor, and when he
leceived the part Sothern was s<^ disgusted with it

that he was induced to plav'^ it only on the condi-
tion that he was to be allowed tc^ do what he liked

with it. 'Fhere was no objection, and Sothern
determined therefore to make it utterly ridicu-

lous, Accordingly, he dressed absurdly, lisped,

stamn\ered, and turned the whole character into

an absolute tigure of fun. To his astonishment,
however, lu' found that the public revelled in his

absurdities, and in the end he realized that instead

t^f a fiasco he had achieved one <^f the biggest

hits of the day, and the piece had an enormous run
in consequence. More curious still, it was
equally successful when it was brought to T^ondon,
SO' that Buckstone, then running the Haymarket,
made a clear profit of :^o,ooo <uit of it ! Other-
wise Sothern was one of the worst act<jrs wlio
ever made a name for himself. In serious parts

he was medi<x:rity personified. Nevertheless, by
his bonhomie and animal spirits In* achieved
enormous popularity and became <uie f>f the

social lions of his time. '1 he whole story

illustrates surprisingly the utter incalculability

of stage affairs.

Then came the Victorian period, bringing a

host of other famous players t(i whom a few
references may be made—1<^ say nothing of the

many distinguished artists of our own time, of
whom I do iK^t speak here, since many of them
are still alive.

HENRY JRVINO
Of those who haye departed Henry Irving

leads the list, not so much because of his great-

ness as an actor, for he was universally criticiz-ed.

but because of his strong character and picturesque
personality. He was condemned all round on
every ground for his unnatural speech, his

laboured gait (almost like that of a lame man), and
so on, and yet it would not be going too far to

call him the greatest theatrical figure by far of
the Victorian age, so overpowering was the effect

of his commanding and irresistible personality in

spite of technical v^agaries. His Shakespearean
productions were memorable, although the
frivolous declared that the great charm of them
was not Irving at all, but Kllen 'I'erry's bewitch-
ing heroines. Vet, whatever the cause, the fact

remained that they drew the whole intellectual

world as nothing else could, and made Shake-
speare once again an unrivalled box-office “draw.”

But Irving certainly had his critics. 'That
witty and amusing critic, A. B. Walkley, once
wrote of him, for instance ;

‘‘0\
(.‘r the recollec-

tion of his ‘Romeo' one passes hastily, suppressing

a chuckle.” But it was Walkley also who wrote :

“'riie sensuous, plastic, pictorial side of Shake-
spear<‘ had never been se(*n bc'fore he showc'd
it.” Irving's xery pronounced px-culiarities and
mannerisms were not easy to understand. He cer-

tainly thought long and earnestly about his work,
and loved to discuss it w'ith suitable people. He
was, too, quite willing to take advice sometimes.
'Thus he entirely alterc-d the inflexion of his

opening words as Shylock : “'Three thousand
ducats—well” because criticism passed <hi his

performance in .America by J)r. Alilburn, C'hap-
lain of the S«*natc, who was, incidentally, a h/ind

man. Alilburn had said to him this ptunt;

“I thought you sounded too amiable. I seenu'd

to miss the harsh Jiote of the usurer's voice.”

And Irving’s comment was; “He was quite

right in this. "The audience should, from the

first understand, if one can C(uivey it, the domin-
ant note t)f a character.” And as a result he
altered his reading accordingly.

On another occasion Irving said ;
“ Jt is often

supposed that great actors trust to the inspiration

of the moment, but nothing can be more erro-

neous. "There will, of course, be such moments
when an actor at white heat illumines some
passage with a flood of imagination (and this

mental condition, by the way, is impossible to the

student sitting in his arm-chair); but the great

actor’s surprises are generally the product of long
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^bought, well weiglied, studied, and balanced, and
it is the accumulation of such efFects that enables
an actor, after many years, to present many great
characters with remarkable completeness.” In
the same connexi<^n he obsc-rved ; “‘'rhe actor
must before all thirigs form a definite conception
of what he wishes to convey. It is better to be
wrong and consistent than m be right but hesita-

ting and uncertain.”
( )n another occasion he remarked: ‘‘'1 he

greatest of all the lessons that Art can teach is

this—that 'Fruth is supreme and external. No
art can achieve anything on a false basis. Sincer-
itv, which is the very touchstone of all art, is

instinctivelv recogniy.ed bv all.” Jlut ht* never
forgcit, or allowed anyone else* to forget, that tlie

purpose of stage art is illusion. Hence “tf) appear
te> be natural yenj must in realitv'^ be much broader
than n.itural. To act on the stage as one would
in a room would be ineffective and colourless.”

About an actor shedding tears Irxing was very
sensible: “It matters little* whether an acte>r

sheels tears e>r ne)t, so long as Ik* c<ui make* his

audience shed tiu'm. But if teais e an be summone*d
at will and are subject to his control it is true art to

utili/.e* such a power, and happy is the ae le)r whe)se
se*nsibilitv has atoncesucli delicacy and discipline.”

Again: “I de) not re’comnu nd actors to allow
their feelings te) carry them awa\, hut it is

ne*ce*ssary te> warn ye^u against the theoi \ ,
e‘\-

pounded with brilliant inge-nuitv by I)idere)t, tii,it

tlie actor iiex er feels. It is neee*ssai v to this art

that the mind should Jiave, as it were, a de>uble

consciousness, in winch all the emotions proper
to the occasion may hr in full swing, while the
actor is all the time on the alert for every detail

of liis method.” And Brain Stoker, in cjuoting

tlu* stateiTK'nt, recalls how on many occasimis
he had seen lr^ing putting his principles into

practice. “Once, for instance, during a perform-
ance of The Lyons Adnil^ while Dubose was break-
ing open the iron strong box the horses behind
him began to get restive* and plunged about
wildly, making a situation of considerable danger.

'The other members of the murdeit^us gang were
quickly off the stage, while the dead body t^f the

postillion rolled away to the wings. But Irving

never even looked round. He went calmly on
with his work of counting hillets fie hnnqne,

while he interlarded the words of his part with

admonitions to his comrades not to be frightened
but to come back and attend to their work. Not
for an instant did he cease to be Dubose, although
in addition he became the manager of the theatre.”

In his earliest days Irving sufFert*d badly from
stage-fright and more than once broke down
from this cause, forgetting his lines entirelv^

Once when playing in If interns Tale he got

into such a state that in In’s desperati{>n he called

out “come to the market-place and I will tell

you furtlier” and so got Inmself nfF the scene.

'I'here was no denying his mannerisms, but
Hc*nry I>abouc)iere once remarked very shrt*wdly
that had lu* gi\t*n them up he would quite cer-

tainly ni*ver hava* made the mark that he had.
But whether this could be acc()untt*d a justifica-

tion of them is, perhaps, aiuither matter; other-
wise, the stage would be full of jieople behaving
in the oddest manner in the hope* of similarly

achieving success! Irving had qualities that made
him great in spite of them, yet they were un-
doubtt*dly very trying at times as many fi lends

have testified. Some of his “business,” too, was
peculiar In Othello some* r>f his strange panther-
like movements evokt*d dfiwnright laughter from
flippant members of the audience. H is movements
otherwise were sometimes incredibly awkward,
suggesting almost a state of paralysis. 'The
matter became, indeed, almost a joke on (Occasion.

“How do 1 get there lu* cried out i>nce at a
ielu*arsal, when a certain change of pt>sition was
required. Kllen Icrry had tlu* wit and the
audacity to reply “ lake a hansom.” In spite

of t*verythmg, h(>wc‘\c*r, Irving was always
Irving, the oiu* and only, and as sueh he will

always bt* remembered in the annals of tlu* stage.

As to Ellen ’rerrv, whom oiu* thinks of at

once when speaking of Irving, she had no
mannerisms, certainly, of Irving's kind, but it

would be a great mistake to sup]u>se that she
escaped criticism altogether. On the contrary,
it may' surprise many to learn that in her day
she was severely criticized for many things. Even
her wonderful kxiks did not find full favour;
Charles Reade, the great novelist, pulled them
to piece s remorselessly. “ ^'et somehow,” he
ended, “she is beautiful. Her expression kills

any pretty face you see beside her.” "I'hat was.
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of courst*, tliL* truth. So it wiis witli h<.*r acting.

Siu* might ha\c made mistakes that more careful

performers might haxe avoided, but in the long
run thc*v counted ft>r nothing in the face of the

incomparable charm and grace of her perform-
ances as a whole. Irving himselt when he saw
her first was not much impressed. ‘"’Always

bright and lovely Jind full t)f fun,” he said,

“she had a distinct charm; but as an artist she
was rather on the hoydenish side.” Eater, when
she came to act with him, his admiration for her
was unlimited. He said that lier pathos was
“nature heljied by genius," and again that she

had “a gift of pathos.” He appreciated fully,

too, tlie v alue of hei playing, both to himself and
to the public, .ind many plays were- put on
expressly for her benefit, including some (such as

Romeo and 'Jtdiet^ Jlduth Ado A}>out \nthhig^ and
'Vivelfth Sig^ht) in wJiich he thoroughly dis-

liked his own parts! He handled htu* with
exquisite judgment and tact. An amusing storv'

is told of one occasion! when, discussing what
she should we<ir as ( )phelia, Kllen 'I'erry said

that slie had thought of having a black dress as

a change from the usual white.

“Oh,” said Irv ing, “a black dress, eh
“^'es,” replied Pdlen 'I'erry innocently, “I

tluiught it would be a rather nice idea."

“Oh,” said Irving again, “a black dress, eh?
J see. As a sign of mourning perhaps for your
murdered father, Poloriius'^ A very nice idea, I

think. We must ask Eovedav"^ what lu* thinks.”

And so in due course the idea was put to

I^oveday, Irving’s experienced general manager.
“Oil Ivoveday,” said Irving, “we have been

discussing dresses for Utirnlet^ and Miss 'I'erry is

thinking of having a black one for Ophelia.”
“A what, sirr” replied the astonished Ia>ve-

day, thinking that he must have got things wrong
somehow.

“I said, Eoveday,” replied Irving, “that jVIiss

"I'erry was thinking of putting ( Iphelia in black

in one of her scenes.”

'Then Eoveday tumbled to the situation and
rose to the occasion. “But surely, sir, in Ham/et
only the Prince himself can wear black?”

'I'hen, too, Ellen 'Ferry reali'/,ed what an
appalling “bloomer” she had made and with
what exquisite tact Irving had dealt with the

matter. Loveday was quite right. Irving him-

self, as it ha]ipened, attached the greatest import-
ance to such matters, although in this particular

case he had most carefvdly disguised his real

feelings, (^n another occasion he achieved the
same result in another way. For one of her parts

Kllen 'Ferry had designed a delightfully (original

dress. It was so very striking that after Irving
had seen it it actually disappeared

.

And Ellen
'Ferry'^, sensing the situation, never had the
courage to ask what had become of it

!

But she and Irving were always the very best

of friends, and they'^ parted company hnally simply
because there were hardly any;^ play^s left in which
th«. v' could both have suitable parts.

O'l TN;R C'lCLhHRA'I Kl) I’l.AVKRS

If Ellen 'Ferry was the supremely great British

actrt‘ss of her time, she did not stand alone. ( )ne
at least of her contemporaries was probably^ her
superior as a mistress of her art— Airs. Kendal.
It was often said that Airs. Kendal could do more
with a flick of an i*y<.“hd than anyone else bv^ the*

most violent movements. She was, indeed, a

consummate .irtist. “ Fry never to play a jxirt,"

she said once to a rising actor, “unless you feel

it is going to take something out of you.” She
concertied herself only with the performances,
leaving all the business side <^f the theatre to

her husband. Hence, like a famous French
actress, she coukl say

“
?eiettes' nc ?ne

rega? dent pa^."
If Mrs. Kendal was great in one w.iy, so was

Eadv^ Bancroft in another. She and her husb.uul.

Squire Bancroft, were among the most popular
and successful of all the playc-rs of their time,
so much so, that they were able to retire at the

height of their powers anti to live in affliuMice to

the end t>f their dav'^s. But it was all done by
hard work and tine judgment. 'Fo them was
largely due the enormous improvement in the

mounting of plays that has takem place since their

time. Someone laughingly said that the only
drawback to their plays was that they disgusted

you so thort>ughly with your own surr<)undings.

In Gaste^ rooms had ceilings and such details

as locks on doors were seen for the first time <>n

the stage. But apart from such material matters,

they were both, but especially Eady Bancroft,

artists of the highest order.

Another actor of much the same order who
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was much associated with Bancroft was John
Hare. He was sucli a finished artist tliat someone
once called him the IVleissonier of tlie I>r>ndon

stage. In this connexion he once asked Ivady
Bancroft to pass judgment on his appearance.
“Perfect, Hare,” she said.

“ But don’t you luitice anytliing.?” lie rejoined.

“No,” slie replied, “you sec-m cpiitc* all right

to me.”
“But damn it,” he persisted, “don’t you notice

a wart on the left side of the chin ?”

As a manager he was curiously apprehensive.
I f he saw an empty stall he would say, “ I don’t
like that empty stall, what?” d ht* same quality

lost him two big winners

—

'I'hr St-cof/f/ j\4t s.

I finquerfiy and 'Fhe Professoi ’.f Stot y. He
was also nearly giving up another, v/ P^iir of
Spretar/fs^ half-WMV through the rehearsals, telling

CTtundy it was “too light” and not realising

that his own WL:)nderful performance as Benjamin
(loldhnch wi^uld diaw the town.

'I lien there was that adorabk* comedian Charles
Wyndh.im, whose name lives still in Wyndliam's
'1 heatre. He was onct' describc'd by W H.
Couitnev as “the lineal successor of Charles
Mat)u‘ws and the f'nglisli ii\ai of CJot and
Coepielin.” Certainlv no one wh<i c\er saw him
.It his best, sav ni ever forgot

his irresistible charm. Wyndham suffered from
the trouble known as “aphasia” (complt n for-

getfulness (if a particular word) and his own t(Mn-

pany de-rived much amusement from noting the

strangely une\]iected words he sometimes sub-
stituted for the right <ines. As he became older,

howet'er, the trouble became more serious, and
he had many uiqileasant experiences with audi-

ences who, not understanding matters, jumped
to the conclusion siimetimes that he had not

learned his part. In his priniL-, however, he was
aliiKist unsur}).issed.

I alter Bet rbohm 'Tree became prominent. No
one would suggest that h(.- was a great actor in

the highest s(*nse of the word, and there was an
amusing story (true or false) of a remark said

to be made bv that incorrigible humorist Alav
iieerbohm, bearing on the point;

“How (.lid you like my IVIark Antony?”
I'ree inquired.

“Oh, I liked it,” Max leplied. “) thought it

was funny without being vulgar.”

But 'Free was none the less a great figure in

his day. At His IVlajesty's he put on some
wonderful productions, such as "fulius Cuiesuf

.,

KiNg yohuy yf A/Iidsu?nrncr Wight's Thca?tiy "ViLrlfth

Nighty and many more. Max Bei'ibohm in a

tribute to him said ;

“
‘ Big’ is a word that attaches

itself in niv mind to so much concerning Hei bert.

His body was big and his nature big and he did so

love big things !

” Alountains, cathedrals, fresco(*s,

Shakespeare, summer skies, Wagnerian opera
his spacious temperament welcomed everything
of that sort. 'J'hings (^n a small scale, however
exquisite, did not satisfy him, yet rather para-

doxically, Max thought that His Alajesty’s was
really too big foi 'Tree. “Robust though he was
in mind and body, it was not in sweeping effects

that his acting was ])i e-eminent. 'i he full

strength of his art was in its ama/.ing delicacy.”

Incidentally, Alax recalled that he had strongly

advdsed against Tfi/hy (in which Tree played

Svengali), saying tliat it was utter nonense whicli

would be a dismal failure in Ia)ndon. In reality

it was one of 'riT*e's most memorable and pojnilar

pr( >d uctions.

'riien there was anothei’ enormously popular
artist, (Jerald du Maurier. He was, undoubtedly,
.1 most brilliant actor. I'.xti aordinary liglitness

of touch and the acme of “naturalness” were
his outstandi ng characteristics, so that he seemed
at times—but only seemed—to be nuM'ely walking
thiough his parts. 'I his, lu’iwei'er, w.is only a

a case of the art which (.‘onceaK art pushed to

perfection, for though the parts in whic'h he

appeared were mostly of the h^htca older, he

took thc-m all witli thc‘ utmost stiiousness, and
attained the lesults ac'hic\ed m them only b)'

unending labour.

Remarkable, too, in a totally diHerent way was
the immensely popular artist, Johnston Forbes-

Robertson, as ma\' be gathered from the single

fact that he was generally regrirded as the most per-

fect H.imletof his time and an irresistible Romeo.
In such ]>aits he derixcal all possible* adxantages
from a supremely attr.ictne app(Mrance and per-

sonality whic'h seemed to c*mbody the last word
in masculine grac'c- and refinement. The same*

qualities stood him in g(H)d stc*ad, too, in

interesting semi-mystical play of Jerome* R.
'Vhe Pnssi}ig of the Thirti Floor Btu k.

A\*s, truly, there were giants in those days.
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T HKRI''. is littlt" doubt tiuit humanity will

only with difHculty rtcovt-r from the*

shock of the Second Great War. It is

true that the W^ar itself did luU reduce civiliy.ation

to complete barbarity, but because of the harness-

ing of atomic energy that threat hangs over us

all like a Sword of Damocles. Science is still

making tremendous strides and the machine has

not only come to stay, but will remain to be
perfected beyond our wildest imaginings. 'Tlie

logical result of this is not, I think, tlie “ robot-

i'/ang" of our ci vili/.ation—a fear that inspired

so much lOxpressionist Drama years ago—but

rather a release for humanity fr<mi much of the

drudgery of living. Enforced leisure will be one
of the most fundamental changes that our civiliza-

tion will know. I his enforced leisure will require

a fundamental change in our mental habits; the

changt* will take place gradually, because the

evolutionary process of Nature works slowly.

One thing is certain. Should the perfection of

mechanical efficiency come about the human race

will perish unless it can adapt itself to the require-

ments demanded by enforced leisure. The
increased mastery of the machine could well be

a step forward in the progress of the race, because

man will then hax e the opportunity' of depending
more upon real emotion and thought, than upon
sensation and watertight, conventionalized

opini(^ns. T he key to this essential change of

mental habit lies in the development and in the

exercise of the imagination.

'I'he growth and popularity of the Amateur
Movement is fundamentally connected with a

universal feeling, conscious or unconscious, of the

part to be played by the imagination in all systems

of education in the future. "The urge behind a

great deal t)f the dramatic work to-day is not

primarily a dramatic f)ne, but more an act of

rebellion against the fear that life, as we know it,

will be dominated by the machine. The kind of

feeling that finds expression in the words, “ I’d go
crazy if I didn’t act”—a remark made at the

British Drama League Conference some years

ago—is at base part of humanity’s realization that

in the future the survival of the fittest may be

dependent upon the imagination. For this reason

I am inclined to think that the Amateur Move-
ment has more biological than artistic significance;

it is debatable whether it lias contributed much
towards the Art of the I'heatre, but that it has

made a beginning in the matter of imaginative
education there can be no doubt. 'I he practice of
play-making, and all that gt^es with it, is one
of the best fi^rms of imaginative* education: it

provides ample opportunity for social, and even
international, undeistanding, and of all the

imaginative activitit*s it is the easiest for the

b<‘ginner.

The Amateur IVlovi'ment has, as much as any
other, brought all sections of the communitv
together in a united purpose. Great religious

movements have, of course, dt>ne this too, but

here, in most cases, it has been the* desire of one
section ti> save the other. Wheie there is a real

Communitv 'Theatre the different sections of

the community meet together for the })ractical

purpose of producing a ])lay. Whether this is a

good thing depends upon the colour of our
individual social outlook. VV^hat is important is

the extent to which this social element in the

Amateur JVIovement affects the questions of
leisure and imagination. I dare* say in the distant

future a period that Shaw di*scribes as "‘As Far
As 'Thought Can Reach!”—the pleasures of the

imagination will be independent ed' the social

element, but to-day we are taking only tiu* first

steps in imaginative education. 'This point cannf)t

be over-stressed. Human frailty will necessitate

a compromise. 'Idie exercise of the imagination is

ultimately dependent upon isolation, but the

human race is by nature gregarious, the herd

instinct being a dominant fiictor. What would be

the result of too much isolation upon a people

essentially gregarious? An exaggerated concep-
tion of the world in which class differences might
easily become over-accentuated. ^Fhe reason

for class in the first place was that one section

of the community might enjoy leisure at the

expense of the other. If leisure becomes a thing
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cnfoivcd, the fcniriciatiou of class will collapse.

Until such a time as the imagination has become
disciplined of its extravagances, it is important
that an understanding between the classics should
play a part in the Hrst steps of our imaginativi-

education. Now a Community' I'hearrt* that is

rc*ally a C^<>mmunity "J'lieatre does attempt t^> do
this.

Imagination has <^b\ i<nisly greatest freedt^m in

such pursuits as Poetry, Philosophy, and Art,
which depend to a considerable extent upon
isolation. "I'his is(dation is too austere for those

who are taking their liist steps in imaginati\e
eilucation : it is cold and rc*mote i out of sym-
pathy with those strong, human, gU‘garious
impidses. Offer a grouj> of miners the choice-

f>f sitting in a room with a volume of Kipling's

j)oems (U tiu* e hanee of appe*aring in a sce-iie- from
Shake-speai e-'s 'JhIjus (uirsay . Winch won lei be the*

more- pojiulai’f^ Whie h pro\ lele-s the- gre-ate r

opportunity for eleveloping tluir imagination?
Sure-lv '///////f

^ anel the- reason woulel iic't be-

ae-sthe-tie' but biological

Now, although the tin atie mn achicye the-

gre-ate-st heights, it is, as an ait foi m, much crueK-r

than most others, ap]>e-ahng as it ekn-s more- to

mass fe-e'lings tlian to those ol the inelivielual.

This is ]>re*cisely its yalue- as ,n> nitroeluctioii to

imaginative expi-rience; it aj)peah to the* he-id

instinct, not to the iiieliv idual in isolation. Music,
C'ommunitv Singing, .me! F<dk Dancing will -.t

C'e-rtainly- }>la\' their part in tlu imaginative eeluca-

tion of tile future, 'The theatre has, howe-ve-r,

these- ael vantages over nuisic. It is more catholic,

embracitig all seetions of the- community, .inel

e*ate*ring for a varie'tv' of inte-restsi also it is

visual as well as auial in its .ippe-al.

"I'o show in detail lu>w the- piactice of the
theatre assists the devele>pment of the- imaginatie>n

woulel be* too comple*x for the- pre-sent ]'>ur]>ose*.

'I'his much can be state*d. d 'lie- ele gree of imagina-
tion, in acting for instance-, is simple-r anei fre*-

ejuently mf>re* ne-arlv^ relate-el to commonplace-
human expe-rience than that reejuire*d by many
arts. i\ 1 usie', e-xce-pt whe*n it isobviously (*mot lon.il

,

re*c|uire-s consielerable powers of concentration.

Pe>e*try ele-penels almost i-ntire-ly^ on the* ae*sthetic

instinct, which is rarer t)i.m tlu* theatric.d instinct.

I ne'ide-ntall \', it is astonishing how satisfacte^iril y

some pe*eiple* act without any theatrical se^nse* at

all. Visually also the- elemaiuls t>f the theatre* are*,

on the* whole-, less ex.icting than those- of eithe-r

painting or sculpture-. Aiu)ther factor that makes
the theatn- easier is tluit it is far more* satisfying

to the- he*rel instinct in human beings to be* slu^wn
some-tiling happe-ning than to be tolel abe)ut it.

Finally, the the-atre- finels .in outle t anel esc.ipi- le>r

pe-ople* whose- surrounelings or occup.itions are*

unce^nge nial to tlie-m.

'Flu- important thing is that, in spite of all its

crueleiiess, the- practie e- of the- fhe-atre* does depenel

fundame-ntally' e>n imagm.ition, witliout which it

cannot continue-; even the* nu^st realistic nu>elein

plav', or the- most at rant pie-ce- of nonse-nse-, is

elepe-nde-nt , in the first place-, upon illusiein— tlu-

iele*a of “‘Ja-t's Prete nd," or, shall we* say, “ Ive-t's

Imagine-.” 'Fhere* is, e>l ce^urse*, much about the

Amateur 'Flu-atre that is ini'uriating, anel much
that se-e-ms a waste- of time-. W^e* do well to te*mper

our impatience- bv re.di/ing that the- Amateur
Stage* is preparing pe-ople- for a time- wlie-n the*y

will ne^t have tei ele-pe-iul upe>n the-.ir we^rk for a w.ay'

e>f life, but upe>n the)se- re-senirces in themse-lves

that the y are able* te> eiraw upe)n.
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P lyAYS 111 verse are not popular. Most
people rush away from tliem pell-mell,

assuming that they are unrelated to life,

largely unintelligible, and probably undramatie.
Who is to blame for so unhappy ;i state of afFairs?

The public because it is shallow-minded r '^'es.

Actors because, with few exceptions, tliey cannot
speak dramatic \ erse \\*s. 'The poets because*

rarely indeed do they possc*ss much instinct for

the theatre? ^\•s, again.

d he fact which makes the modern situation so

cjueer is that throughout history, right up to the

time of Machiatelli, it was normal for a }>lay

te^ be written in \'erse. Nobody expected anything
else. Kven Shakespeare began, in l.O'i'r's Lfjhou}

Losty by" writing not e^nly in verse but to a great

extent also in rhyme; and it is extremely intert*st-

ing t() watch how he took more and more to prose

.

But in his young days most playwrights appear
to have believed that prose was slightly ignoble

and suitable only for their comic characters. 'The
reason for this is quite clear. ”'rhc adoption

of verse,” said an American critic, “is a pledge of
beauty”: in other w(^rds, if y^ou use \'erse you
must justify^ it by getting away from the flat jog-

trot of ordiihiry talk. I hink, for example, of
the rolling and resonant “heroics” <^f CorneilU*

and Racine, or of our own Dryden’s brave and
persistent attempt to rival the grandeur of their

rliymed tragedies. We live in a dt'flated })enod.

We like understatement, as when an intrey^id

air- lighter refc'i red to his do-or-die battle am<mg
the clouds as “a decent show.” And we have no
longer any joy or pride in the F.nglish language.

Anyone who uses it exj)ressiv ely and with a fair

range of vocabulary is regarded as a bit queer, a

bit “precious.” Now, in such an atmosphere of
society there is little or no chance t)f plays in

verse ever achieving yiresentation on the VWst
Paid stage. It is more than forty years ago that a

play in verse—or rather, several plays by the same
man—actually succeeded in the West End.
"I'hese were the triumphs of Stephen Phillips

—

Herod
^ Ulysses, Ptwlo and Francesra \ triumphs of

a man who, often writing fine poetry, had also
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as real a sense of the stage as any^ of his jirose-

contemporaries. And yet even at this period it

was rumoured that Heerbtdim 'Free, rehearsing a

Shakespeare play, exclaimed impatiently, “Make
prose <vf it, boy's, make prose of it!” 7\gain,

I went one evening to the pit of the ( )ld

V^ic to see the sinijvlest of Shakc'speare’s y)lays,

Fhc Fa??ii}ig of the Shre’iv, but the play had not
progressed for more than rive minutes when a

stvldier who was next to me said to his girl “Oh
come along I ’Fhis is one of them old j>lays where
you can't understand any^think.”

It is customary’, I know, to flatter the public,

the little man, the ordinary' decent citi7,en, and to

assure him that in a democracy he is bound to be
right. 1 cannot take this attitude*. I'ht* crude
taste of the general public is to me a sad sy)ectacle of
mental malnutrition, and we all know what an
outcry there would be if the jihysical lu*alth of
oui pcivple were dangerously low.

.\ few years agn, helped by a friend, I gave
a biXKidcast of Mary Stuart's lov'e-poems. Anothei
friend, rinding that his radio-set was out of order,

went to a Soho restaurant where he is wf*ll-

kiKvwn, and asked the proj'irietress if he might
listen-in. Slu* said that sht* would do likewise*, but
after hearing ;i sonnet or two she ri*marked
seriously “It's as bail as Sh.ikespeare ’ ” If you
think that is amusing, I agre*c* ; if v’ou think it is

merely amusing, 1 believe* you are wrong.
Remembt*!' that tiu* public once listened spell-

bound to Hamlet’s soliloquies, to the mighty
language of Antrniy and (Ueopatra

,

to the pure
lyrical poetry which ends The Afe? chafit of Tenice.

Sevmething has hap}K*ned to the public. It likes the

comnn>njilact*, it has no taste for spl(*ndour, it can-
not even think quickly enough to follow the flight

of poetry, and it has be(‘n fed so long upon trivial

realism that it is happiest in the theatre when
it can murmur “ Isn’t that just like Aunt Esther!”
or “A'lakes you think of Noel, doesn't it?”

'J he whole purpose of p(x*try is, or should be,

to lift us for a brit*f while away from the common-
j)lace, away from our private concerns, away from
the particular (yoursc*lfJ to the eternal (Man as a
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spiritual being) so that, if only fnr a few moments,
“We feel that we are greater than we know.”
Of course I am aware that British poets under
forty are doing their utmost to prevent poetry
from ever leaving the ground, but 1 must quite

simply state that I do not believe that they are

writing poetry at all, and 1 am content to rely

upon the verdict (if posterity.

']"he public, then, has cataclysmically deterior-

ated, but only, I surmise, because humanity has a

natural ])reference for what is easy and what is

vulgar. Arabs produced notliing but charming
stuffs and delightful pottery until they were given
a chance of using aniline dyes and Brummagem
pots. Actors lia\e lost tlie ability to speak poetry
as though it were tlu‘ natural language of spiritual

jirotagonists, and they have lost it because it is

out of fashion. We prefer the newspaper to the
noblest writings of A. or Ruskin; and some
there art' who get more dt'light from Shaw than
from Shakespeaie, from T. S. FJiot or Rilke than
horn 'I'enin^son or 'I raherne As for our poets,

thev staan to me not to untlcrstand the theatre
at all If onlv they would first win their spurs in

the compt'titi\ <’ theatie, learning that drama has
more kinshij) with jioster-design i ng than wath the
art of the miniaturist, and also learning the mere
mechanics (»f the '>tag(' and th slu'(*r nec(*ssity of
keejiing the audience attentut if onl\’ they
would first pro\'e theniselv<‘s to be effcct«\'‘ men
of the the.itre and then, ha\'ing the goodwill of
till* managers, ]>roci'cd to show' us that poetry
can increase eniotion.il tension, can ri*inforce <i

dramatic situation, can “lift” a scene just as

bi'autiful incident.il-music c.ui incalculably en-
rich a play such as jVIuiy Kose.

But that is lan him* our would-be ]>oet-drama-
tists think. 'They be lieve that an audience will

listen enraptured to “choruses” wdiich c<»ntain,

it ntay be, sentences that ove*rrun five, si\, or
seven lines. 'I'hey never consieler the strain of
listening; and worst of all faults they fondle*

their lines and phrases, and forget that a play must
for ever move onwards, the* better indeed if it

sometimes leaps on the back ofPegasus and hurries
us up into an emotional-inre*llectual atme>sphere
which is exhilarating. The post-Phillips poetic-
plays which J have seen and heard could not
rightly be called “plays.” Marlowe and Shake-
speare had to overcome the counter-attraction of

tile bear-garden. 1 he mode*rn poet-playwright
should either go back to his lyrics anel meditations
or should prove that he can eepjal the prose-
playwright as a contriver of te*nse .uul absorbing
drama. Choruses are deeply suspect. I hey so

often go with uplift. Consieler, for instance, how^
Drinkwater ornamented his excellent prose-play
j1hrah(i?n LAucoln with an opening chorus t(»

each act. At the: re*\ ival of this pie*ce* a fe*w ye*ars

ago the produce*]' omitteel these sententious
stany.as, but T doubt if he could hav e done so if

Orinkwater h;ul still been alive. The plain truth
is that choruses nearly always hold up the onwarel
momentum of a play. Facii in Cyieek elram.i they
must have elone* so, but we* must remi*mb(*r that

Cjre*e*k choruses were dances plus music plus

wolds. Besides, the ge-neral niov'enii'nt of Cj reek
drama, magnificent in its total effect, is massive,
slow, elephantine, ]K)werful. It was still religious

and haunte^d by ritual. 'Fhe* choruse*s, therefore*,

were somewhat like a stately procession of priests

and ace)lytes in some major ser\'ie*e conducteel by
the* Roman Cduiredi. Peojile did not go (at sun-
rise) to a (xivek the.itre* to se*e* a re*presentation of
their n(*ighbours'’ domestic trials or absurdities,

nor did they enjoy the feeble pleasure of recog-
ni/ajig an actor as “ just like Aunt Sappho” or of
e*xclaiming “How it make's you think of the
Soe'rates household, eloe*sift it’” "1 he'v went to

wate'h a re*ve*lation of the- d.ingcis, the w^eak-
nesse'ss, anel the heroism of the human soul ; anel,

if <it the e*nel the*v witnesse*d .i lol licking, rib.ilel

come-ely, the'V were obeying a luie sjiiritu.d instinct

(which tlic Puiitan lost) of not sfax ing too long in

highly rare'tied an.
All this has long sim^e' passe'd awaw Ritual still

has a e'onnexion with elrama, but the elrama
presented in our the*atre*s has h.ul no connexion
wuth litual since' the- time of Ki'er some fiv e
huiidre'd years .igo. C )ur jioc'ts, ne'v erthe*less,

possibly fci'ling that they stoop a little when the*v

write for tlie theatre, take refuge in the chorus.
He•re* The*v can be oracular, sententious, and need
not botlier about the wretclied play. Fliey wxillow
in a cheirus; but thev seem neve*r to be able* to

make a chorus anything else but a velvet patch
in a costume of le*athe*r. Has the audience
assembk*d to hear a re citation e^f verse or to see a
story unfolded? 1 believe, in a word, that <^ur

poets eagerly adopt from the ancient Cyreek
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drama prc*cisc*lv that part af it which was itself

an archaic remnant of rcligit)us ritual. First of all,

pct^plc danced and sang in hoia^ur of the wheat-
goddess or the wine-god, and then ‘‘‘aett^rs”

emerged, probably^ playing the part of Wheat or
Wine, and slowly poets developed real tlramatic

situations, but there was, as usual, a time-lag
and tile chorus remained wluai it was no hunger
of value to the play.

'The readc*r may not be surj^rised to hear that

I am asked e.ich vear to read sexeral play's in

\ersc aiul, like every other well-occupied author,
I could wish to be left to tackle my t>wn problems.
Now, on most of these plays, or at least in those
which definitely manifest some scaise of the stage,

I percei\t‘ with wry amusement that as stion as

the }day bect^mes reasonably dramatic the poc't

writes prose. 'I'hen a little later, feeling that he
is a renegade to his high calling, he introduces
an entirely extraneous lyrical passage ab«uit (shall

we say.?) thi' woi^ds in September or, ever-mindful
that he is not a mere playwright, settles down
happily to the composition of—a chorus.

'The trend of these pages may suggest that I

am not sympathetic to verse-drama. On the
contrary, I spent several years of my twenties in

writing plays in rhyme or at least in blank-verse.
My earliest success came when a theatie-manager
returned an Arabian Nights }ilay with a letter of
praise which amusingly' began with the words
“Although it is m rhymie, y'our play does show
Jn those distant davs I wildly supposed that, if I

produced a story' of tension and surprise, our
managtus would be thankful that at last they
could restore v'erse to the popular theatre. In
those days we did at least understand that, if only
because of the couglii ng-season, it is useless or
unwise t(j construct h^ng paragrapiis fjf verse. We
did know that verse* must be incidental to drama.
But now .? Is not your poet-playwright a man who
over-estimates our spei*d of apprehension.? Kven
when he is writing his “lyrics,” if they can
rightly be se> called, is he really crystal-clear.?

But in the theatre a playwright must be sharp,
definite, clear as crystal : for any verbal effect may

be accidentally lost. In the theatre you must
write simply, boldly, and unmistakably. Shake-
speare did.

Poets, if they mean to work in the theatre,

must use bold colours and lines, as Ivyd and Mar-
lowe did. ft is futile to hold up fv>r public aj^preci-

ation a miniature on the stage of His Majesty’s
'Theatre. Am I forgetting Mr. 'T. S. Kliot.? No.
On the contrary, I have been remembering him
all this time. Many young people must have
relished Jiis Adurficr in the L^uthefb-til or it would
by now be forgotten. Fewer, perliaps, found
genuine delight in Family ReimioN, a piece upon
which I must not ci^mment because I was unable
to sit it out. So strong, moreov'cr, is Air. Kliot’s

inriuence that there* has now ai isen almt^st a

School e>f F'Jiot, as the art-critics would say^

—

young men responsible* feu* e*xperime‘nts test<*el in

practice at the Alercury 'I'heatre.

Aly fear is that modern write*rs will not

be able* to bring pot*tr y back to tlie theatre for the

simplest of reasons that tlu*y' are not writing

pe)etry e*ve*n wlien the*y' have* no associations with
the* stage*. It is true that small auelie*nee*s (not

nt'cessarily to be ridicule*d) may support hothoiise

efforts to evolve a new drama, but the*y will be the

kind of speciali/A*el audiences which so loyally

rally' to a fe*stival of folk el.incing or a Holme'tse'h

ce>ncert of vaols. No eloubt I shoulel prov'iele more
welceimed residing if 1 coidel exj^ress an e*nthusias-

tic belief in tlie t*arly ai rival of such a dramatie'

springtime as that which produced K.yd aiiel Mar-
lowe*. The evidence* is against such delie ii>us

optimism. 'This very morning I read an artiede*

by a critic of uncommf)n inte*lligence* and find that

she accounts Ad r. Bernard Shaw “our greatest

living writer” and then proceeds curiously to

obse*rve that “it de)t*s not seem to matter that in

his plays he slu)ws only the most casual inte*re*st

in human beings. He* give*s our brains a gooel

brushing.” If this attitude is ge*neral among
inte*l!igent pev)ple*, a rebirth of poetie' drama is

like*Iy to be* postpone*d for an incalculable length

of time. Who said “As well as being tax-payers,

we are immortal souls.?” It was not Air. Shaw.
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THE PLAY’S THE THING
WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, Producer, Birmingham Repertory Theatre, Former Director, Liverpool Repertory
Theatre; Editor of many volumes of one-act plays

I
F ciniatcur dr.iniatic socictv' woultl

accept Hainli t's intniortal words as its motto

and, wluMi choosing a play for production, re-

member their signi tlcance, tlu n amateur dramatic

art in this counti y would become \’it.di/.ed to an

extraordinary extent. 'I'hat tlu* amateur can play

an important part in impro\ing the staiulard of

theatrical taste is undeniabk and tlie phenomenal
progress of the Amattair Mt>\ ement has been one
of the most encouraging signs in the world <')f the

theatre. Acting, prtrduction, and scenic tlesign

h.iv(‘ reached an unnsuallv high standard, but,

geiuicdl) s]ieaknig, the minimum of courage and
wisdom stanis to Ih' gi\en to the all important

thing, nanulv, tlu* choice of tlu* pla\' itself

d'hat the light ]>]a\ is difhcult to find I would
be tlu* h»'st to admit, but tudging bv' man\' of the

p!a\'s p(*t foi UK. b^ ainat< ms it is i \ ident that tlu.

woitii or Lju.ditv <i| flu* pla\ chosen was the l(‘ast

import, int eonsuh*! ation W'lu'n I iu*ar tiuit this

or that society is doing ,i ceit.nH pla\ I ask myself

“VVh\' th.'it play t>f all plays* ' until I rynu‘mbe‘r

that the cast contains at k'ast thin* ehaiacttrs,

fe*w of tlu*m bc'low the lank of a Ikironet, .uul, as

tlu* socie ty in mnul lias main* .icting membe is, it

is pianerbi.il th.it tlu* gieate r tlu* number erf these'

able* to e'xhibit then talents to .ulmiring re‘lari\es

I hear the* gre ate r will be* the sale* of tickets . . .

no matter how tnviril the* pl.iy’s ijuality may be.

Another club spends its energie*s and its far frerm

meagre funels in producing a play that has been
eloiu* be at k.isl half a elo/en local societie*s, thus

betraying a complete lack of iiiitiatiee or original-

it\. A thirel will attempt nothing that is not

labe*lle*el “ Wkll-kiu rwn lyeriuliui Success/’ pul

itself ern the b.ick .it its cherice, but be* egnte in-

elitfere*nt to the fact that tlu* play chersen has been
teuired tid juiusditti by piofessional companie*s

with all the'ir aekantages of te*clmical experience.

Fortunately there* are* many societies that pro\e*

by tlieir juelgment that with them ‘“the ]dav’s the

thing” every time*. With cemimendable un-
obtrusiv ene*ss anei little spectacular publicity they

der consiste*ntly goird work, attempt little known

plays by k*sser known elram.it ist*', anel in many
instances have players h.ippily content to lemain
anernymous. L’nlike* many of the* riche r socii*tu*s,

which eleserve the epithet or, if you will, the

epitaph ‘’"mutual admiration societies,” the\ have-

no erpulent ine*mbe*rship, but although funels ,iie*

scanty the*\" posse*ss something of greatc*r value*

. . . a fine ceuirage anel .i sincere* love* for .icting

plays that are worth acting. To all such aelve'ii-

ture*rs I woukl like to sav : ""T h.itik v'ou. AH
gooel luck to your efforts.”

luelging by the fact that the gre at majoritv^ <rf

plays perfe>rmeel bv' amateurs are* of a ce)me*eiy or

farcical nature, it seems as if the serious plav* is

looke*el upon with elisapproval .iiul elubbe*d ‘‘b.iil

for the* box-ofHci* ” Why shoulel this be t I know'
that the first function of .i the*.itre*, amateur as

w'ell .is pi ide*ssional , is to entert.nn, anel .in

.iuelie*nce* is ejuite* justifieel in elem.indmg e*nter-

tainment. J$ut lu'eel the* word be* synonymous
with imbe*cility' 1 eler not think so. Life is a

pu//Jing business these el.iv s for ev e*rv'boeiy, anel

there* is no fiiu'i' “escape*” freim its perplexities

th.in a ge nuine* I’lrst-rate come*dv w'ith its tonic erf

laughteT. But rhi*re is an eepiallv geroel ‘"e'seape”

111 a seiioiis play that gi ips the e‘moti<rns anel stirs

the* im.'iginatiern Fhe* ruliculous unre*al farces

th.'it m.ike* u}> the* staple fare of so manv' societie*s

often till me* w'itli suiciel.il teneli*ncie*s wdiile a

tine play of elr.im.itic inte*nsit\ alwavs stimulate*s

.uul tin ills me. Do not imagine th.it I aelvercate

a serious plav* that is shnniefeel in morbid gloerm

or, what is worse*, .i pla\' with “a high e*elucati(^nal

piirpi^se” . .
.
plays of this nature* wuruld ele*-

serveelly b.inkrujrt anv socu*t\ .ittempting them.
Remember that .i good se rious play can be

c.irrieel ter success merre* e .isilv* than a Cermeely. "Fo
egierte the warrels erf erne* erf the* be*st e*xperne*nts in

the* .irt erf cermedy, ""'The* acting of cermeei\* calls

for a higher intelligence. "Fhe written tragedy

alreaely has .ictiern, emotiern, and situatierns ter lurid

the auelience. In cermedy every me>ment is

fraught v\’ith risks, every wurrd has its duty.” As
ferr farce*, the cherice' erf nine erut erf ten sercieties,
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it is, ill mv opinion, the most difficult type of play

for amateurs to perform. Usually written round
the personality of a “star” with a genius for

farcical acting, it also demands from its pier-

formers a superb slickness and place, together

with the most pierfect “team work” procurable.

And tht‘se assets are rare in amateur acting, '^"et

'r’nr Finai. Sei ni in Pniiar Johnson’s ONf act
Play “I.ec.end”

I'i'rti iriiic< I 1>\ till- J,i\«Mp<Mil J M.i\ 111 iii-it C 11

1

If III t hf l'.^ 1 ll'^ll

llrani.i I i ( i mi i] h- ti t n »ii Eislnal, " l.iTifiii!”

\%.i> .iwanlfcl tlif pri/f loj tin lif-"! i m ij^^iii.il oiif -k t pl.i\ in

( Ilf i 'f .il

it is farce, and more than likely a very poor one,
which is the most p'lopiular of all play forms with
many societies. A bad farce badly pilayed is hardly
fair to an audience, which has infinitely greater

intelligefice than it is given credit for, an audience
which would rather be caught up in the thrill of
a serious play than be depressed by the imbecilities

of a poor farce with its “ever opening doors.”
If you wish to test my theory, listen to the ex-
pression of appireciation at the end of any per-
formance. You will notice as the sequel to an
evening of continuous laughter that there is only

desultory applause. A good play, with a definite

purpose, on the other hand, s<*ldom fails to rouse
an exciting enthusiasm from its audience.

Another type* of play dearly belo\’ed bv
amateurs is from “the cocktail school” of drama,
with its glittering aiid shallow artifice and its

assembly f>f worthless people. T his is too often
piroduced bv a society with palavers who have little

or no knowledge of the world that the dramatist
depicts. 'The results at times are ludicroip^'.

T hese ci>mc-dles require a high degree of dis-

tinction and sophistication, not only in the acting
but also in tht‘ stTlmgs aiul genei.il atmos]ihere
Again, it should be noletl that a badly written or
poorly ct>nstructed plav, no rnattiM’ how success-

ful it may have been in l>ondon, with its gala\y
of stars, is extremelv tlifhcult to produci‘ and <ict.

Without its star artists the play rests entiri'K' on
its own merits as a j^lay .ind more th.iii likeU' will

be a dismal failure in .imateur h.tnds.

Again, unless Vi>u have a large* .and well

equipped stage, resist plavs that require heav \'

realistic settings or pl.ivs vA'ith many ch.ingts of
scene. Tong mterv.ils are a glaring fault in manv
amateur productii>ns .ind can mar an e)tlu*r\Aa'si* suc-
cessful e\c*ning to a ]).itlu“tic extent, t'speciallv in

these days with rlu* lightning rapiilit \- of thecnu-m.i.

It is a curious thing that the one-act play has

found little favour with the amat<*ur except in

the Ilritish Dr.un.i Teagut anti otlier festivals,

wdiich have }>rt)ved th.it exct'llenl oru‘-,K't pl.U's

are being written by new authors all over the*

country. Adany volumes of admirable one act

plays are nt)w publisheil :ind the choice of gtHnl

one-acters is unlimited. W'^hy not instead of tloing

hackneyed long pl.iys try an evening of three tir

four one-act plays? If the piospect friglitens your
Bt>x Office Manager, play for safety with a

Barrie, Shaw, JVTilne, or Brighouse, and one or

two by a new author. If your society has many
acting members twenty or thirty of them could
be absorbed in the casts of the plays. Instead of
one producer two or three could liave a chance
of proving their worth. Contrast the plays care-

fully and include one or more of a serious nature.

Among one-act plays I can recommend ait*

CouNt Albany (Donald Carsw'ell), "fhr Last Jf 'ar

(Neil Cxrant), 'Fivo CTentlernen of Soho (A. P.

Herbert), Lonesome Like (Harold Brighouse),

Doctor my Book (Rudolph de Cordova and Alicia
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R.'inist'v), comedies and dramas of Pliilip Another way in which the amateur can per-

Jolinson (one of our most prolihe and skilful form a real service to dramatic art is to gi\'e the

writei's of t)ne-act pla^s), and those of Bernard new and untried dramatist a muchlv needed
Shaw, St. John lOrvine, Sladen Smith, Joe chance. Judging by the a\ alanche* of manuscripts
Corrie, James Cxregson, and James Bridie. But that pour into the offices of theatrical manage-rs.

A Sci Nl FROM SiFRKA’s Pi.AY KlNt.'DOM OF CtOD”

I’lofliKi'd .»1 tin lj\«-ipcKiI K(']nit€ir\ '1 hf.l1 If l)^ \\ illi.uii .\rrj

if you decitle to do “‘A 'I’ripk* Bill'" of one-act half the population of Britain st'enis t(^ indidge in

}d:iys, be pre pared for many cjuestions as to the the fascinating adventure (d play-writing. T lie

author of such a play. 'Ibis hap})ened when I majority of these plays, if performed, would dm e

contemplated producing A T riple Bill” at the e\en the most uncritical audiences to the safety

Live rpool Playhouse- some ye ars ago. Why not of the cinema or e\'en the cemetery, but many of

an exciting e*vening of intei national one-act plays r them are excellent and quite worthy of preieluc-

Fnmt America you can choose a Susan Cilaspell, tit)n. But the professional theatre, handicapped
a F.uge-ne C )’Neill, or a T hoi nton Wh Ider, fre>m as it is w'ith heavy w'eekly running expenses,

Spain a Martinet Sierra m- a Ouinteie), fiom cannot, alas, run too many risks or e*xpcriment as

Russia a Chekhtn, from lielanda laidy Oregeu-y much as it would like. Here, tlien, is where
or a Lenno.x Robinson, and so on indefinitely. amateur dramatic societies could prove of
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inestimable value to the theatre in genenil. T'hev
are confident of an audience to a sudicient extent
to make experiments a possibility. 'I'lieie must be
many local dramatists with a gocnl play awaitiii”

production. But the amateur diamatie society

courap;eous enough to l isk a ]ilav' bv' a local authoi

must be prepared to face antagonism from the

snobbish sectitm (^f its pati'ons who refuse to sit

through any play which lacks a Etuidon labt‘1. I

remember when I was about to stage an e xcellent

comedy by a IVlerseyside dramatist at e>ur Play-
house o\'erhearing a disgruntled pla\’goer remark
“T don’t want tf> see that play, for if it was any
good then it would ha\'e been done before* Do
not imagine that this attituele is e-ntire-ly pro\ incial,

for it is a well-known trait of countless l^onelon

theatre-goe*rs who will purchase ticke*ts onl\' for

a play by a well-known author or one in which
a fayourite “star” appears. The new, untrie*el

playwright must face this lamentable state of

affairs in the London theatre world, and not too

re'adily condemn its managers wh<^ keep to safe*

reyi\als and plays by the* popular, e*stablished

dramatists. Few plays are written only to be* re*ael

in the study so why should not your socie‘ty gi\e*

some young author his first chance, so e*age*rlv

awaite*el. It may not he* so exciting as that “VVe*st

Faid Success” which packed ye^ur theatre last

season, but sure ly the* e*ffe>rt would be well we>rth

making. It may possibly be* a triumph, and when,
in ce^nsequence, the* play re*ache*s the Le)nde>n stage*,

think e>f the* gle)wing priele your soe*iety will

have in the kne>wleelge that “we die! the play for

the* first time* on any stage*.” 1 can name* se*ve*ral

plays whie'h e>we* the*ir succe'ss to a first preieiuctiein

bv' amate*urs. ( )r will yeui be* content to go on in

the* e>lel smug way, ignoring the* buelehng dramatist,

the* se*rie>us pla\'wright, the* make*r eif eme*-act

plays, anel keep te) the* safe* anel e*asy track of
“famous Ivonelon suce'e*ss" Dem’t. T he* jiro-

fessional the*atre* welcomes in cvcvv wa\' the*

marvellous anel e*\ er-i ncreasing e*nthusiasm of the*

amare*ur elramatic woi Id, not only because* this

e*nthusiasm helps us in creating pla\'ge>e*rs, but

alse) because* it is of the* gre*ate*st vdlue to the* arts of

aeting, playwriting, anel pmeluction. I he* ama-
te*ur e'an elo immense ser\ lee* in furthe*ring all th.it

is best in tlu atric.il art, frt*e* as he* is fi om the* bur-
eiens that eiipple the* eomnurcial the.itre*. He
ean ae't, preKluee*, el(‘sign, anel v\*rire . . . le*t him
but .edel t<* these* gifts courage and juelgme*nt in

his choiee* e>f pla\' anel all u ill be* ve ell.
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THE WORK OF THE PRODUCER
C. B. PURDOM, Author of “ Producing Plays,” etc.; Dramatic Critic and Producer, Founder of Letchworth
Players and Welwyn Garden City Theatre; Adjudicator. Secretary, The Guild of Adjudicators

Mr. S'r. JOHN KRVINK in The Theatre
in A/ly Time described the producer as

an affliction ; lie said that he ought be

abolislied; for lu‘ wants to see tlie autlior as pro-

ducer. 1 agree witli liiin to tliis extent, that the

ideal condititins for a play are the author who is

0.11 actor producing his own plays. But we get

them only rarely—cwamples art* Shalcespeaie,

Moliere, Pinero, and CTianville-Hai ker, and, at

the jiresent timt*, Noel Cowartl and F'mlvn

Williams. Certainly, tlie author knows more
about his play than anyone else, but to ]iut it on

the stage* he must know the tlu'atre too. 'That is

why r regard the tirst quali tication of a pnalucer

to be that of experience as an actor: no other

experience is its equivalent. '\ o be a scenic

di'signer or an electrician or even a pl.ivwiight

is not enough— he must hav e- some mastery of the

stage as an av toi

.

A pioducer there must be, h<ma*ver, for a play

must have t>ne m;in responsible foi it, just as an

orchestr.i must have a conductoi oi any group of

peojde engaged on a common task a leadei. 'That

is what the producer is, a leader, the man inti>

whosi* hands is put the responsibility of getmur a

^tage production carried out as a complete thing.

Hc“ has to knt>w ev erything about the jilay, other-

wise his woi k will suffer. He has to know the play

itself, the cast, the stage on which it is to be given,

and tiu* costumes, scener\’, and lighting required.

He will have others to work with liim; but

he must be able to insjiire them and co-ordinate

their work.
Because so much is di*manded of the product*!'

he is difficult to find. Ch)od producers on the pro-

ft*ssional stage aic scarce; on the amateur stage

they are not often met with. "I'his is m)t to be

wondert*d at, for not tMily must a producer liave

knowledge, but he must possess tact, ability to

handle people, teaching capacity, and creative

power as an artist. No wondc‘r he is so rare ! But
so far as my observatii^n goes, wc* are getting more
producers than we had a few years ago on both

the professional and the amateur stage, 'i'he craft

is being taken seriously. All the same, 1 should
be hard put to it to count on the fingers of tme
hand the producers in Ivondon to-day whose
work could be called consistt-ntly first class.

Vet the stage must have producers. Young
men ought to go in for producing as a career ; but
they must not expect t(^ step frtun the academy
into the jiosition, or feel themselves qualified after

a year or two’s work in a repertt^ry ctmipany.

Years of hard grind are necc*ssarv and a true bent

for the work. Amateurs must dev elop their own
producers, though I hardly kiu^w how it is going
to be done, for it is very nearly a full-time job.

However, amateur companies have made up
their minds that they should haw amateui pro-

ducers and not (*mploy professii^nals, which shows
how antbitioLis the* amatc*ur theatre has become.
But there are fi'w amateurs who can give the

time requiieil to become qualified. Occasionally

one comes across a man with a gift for producing:
he should be encouraged; but he should know in

his own heart how much he has to learn and set

about acquiring knowledge. T he vlistinction be-

tween amateur and j^rofessional is, however, an

artificial one and J would like to see it done awav'

with. T h(‘ only honcuir the amateur has over the

professional is that he does what he does for love:

there is no honour in the fact that he knows so

much less how to do it.

'These points are intended for those working
under the conditions that exist on the amateur
stage, and 1 have in mind all who work on that

stage, the chief of those conditions being that the

work is done in one’s spare time.

T'lu* first step in productit)n is to choose tin*

play, then follows casting, planning, rehearsing,

and finally the performance. T he choice of play

is tlu* lirst and most important step. Without the

play iH)thing can be done. How shotild a play be

chosen? There are, in my opinion, four rules:

(i) the play must appeal to the producer, (2) it

must ;ittract the players, (3) it must be likely to

please the prospective audience, and (4) its pro-

duction must be practicable.
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(1) It is useless for a prt)ducer t(» artenipt To do
a play thaT lie dislikes or That does not interest him.
He must be able to put liis whole heart int<^ the
production and he cannot dt) that if he is in-

dift'ereiit, 'I'herefore, if you are a producer, do
not undertake to produce a play that does not

appeil to yt>u let someone else do it, for you will

not be able to do it justice. 1 f you are a manager
or the secretary of a company lo(^king fi>r a pro-
ducer, make sure that he is really interested in the
play y<iu want done. "IVst him severely. If y<^u

are not sure about him don’t let him do it; find

s<nneone else. Never force a play upon a producer.

(2) The jilav proposed must attract the players,

or they cannot be expected to do it well. Do not

let an enthusiast induce a company Uy start on a

play that it tloesn’t want to do. It is true that

people do not always know their own minds in

matters of taste—and that must be allowed for.

But be \ery sure before you decide upon a play

that the actors will like it—if not at first, then
before they have done with it.

(3) 'The play must be one that you can reason-

ably expect to please the audience that is to see it.

A successful production depefids upon the audi-

ence as much as upon playwright and actors. 'I'he

audience completes the play. This does not mean
that the audience should be master: far from it.

'The playwright-actor is his own master, as every
artist is, but it is his business tosatisfv the audience.

'I'he audience employs the playwright-actor and
must be served : tliat is the essential basis for souiul

art and for a healthy theatre. But the artist serves

as an independent man. He lias to win his public.

He has to get it to want v/hat he wants. He does

that by serving it faithfully: rendering it honest,

sincere, and fine work, "I’lie audience must never
be despised nor panderetl to. Above all, it must
not be forgotten. JVIany amateurs are inclined tt)

forget their audience and to think only of them-
seKes. 'That is a fatal mistake.

(4) It must be practicable to perform the play.

Kven though producer, actors and audience
could all be expected to be pk-ast-d, there must be
a suitable stage, an adequate cast, and sufficient

mf>ney to make the performance possible. I put
these matters last, because they are least ; but they
cannot be overlooked.
When the play is chosen the next step is to cast

it. 'I'he wise producer does not allow a play to be

THKATRh: AND STACiK

chosen witluHjt a cast in his mind, 'i'here are
plenty of good plays that cannot be done because
a cast cannot be found usually the actor to play
the leading piirt. A good play and the right cast

means that half the task is dc^ne. So cast the play
with care. 'The leading characters come first.

See that they b;ilance each other in appearance,
voice and manner. Chot^se the other players in

relation to them. Don’t cast tt> type if you can
avoid it 1 mean do not give anyone a part be-
cause he “looks” it, or because he has previously

been successful in a similar part. Amateurs often

have tt> do this because their choice of players is

rc‘sti ictetl, and 1 do not say that they should not
choose plav^ers who “fit” the parts required, for

they must tlo the- be st they can. In principle, how-
ever, it is an injustice to the actor to treat him as

a type and to cast him (moie than once, at anv
rate) on his face. 'I'his applic*s to amateurs as

much as to pn>fessionals. In the caul, he>wevi*r,

\ ou must get the* be st cast a\ .ulable no matter how
you do it, and tlu* protlucer who knows wh.it he
wants will not permit anything to st.md in his way.

Notice that I have referred only to the pro-

ducer in relation to casting. I have* not mentioned
the committee. No committee can c.ist a play 01

should be allowc-d to do so that is the producer’s

prtiper task. But the committee can .id\ ise and
help by discovering t.iliMit. 'The wise protlucer

will consult it and will induce it to work hard to

find players for him; but the final decision must
rt‘st in his hands.

PLAN TV I Xt; ini'. lM<t)UL c rioNT

Wlien the ]ilav is cast, tlu* producer has to pl.in

out the ]iroduction ; he shoultl put ev t-rything

down on paper, and not carry what he intends to

do in his head.

I . Make a detailed study t^f the play as a whole,
of each character, and i*ach situation. Write
tlown the main features of i*ach character and giv'e

them tt^ the actor. Study the climax of each situa-

tion and the climax of the play. Absorb the play

until It mo\xs within your mind and you can re-

create it mentaily : si-e and hear it as a complete
thing. Forget every ]n'oduction of the play you
ha\e seen and everything you may have read about
tile play : come to it afrt'sh and strive to get at its

secret: why was the play written? what does it

do? Digest the play and make it new.
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THi:ArRK AND Sl'AC^K PRODUCER
2. Sketch out each scene and act, and make a

scene pJot in consultation with ymn' sta^e manager
and scenic artist.

Prepare a property pK>t in consultation witli

vour scenic artist and costume designei'.

4. J\Iake plans for tlie necessary costumes in

close consultation with your cr)stumc designer.

allow a debate to arise, 'i'his should be an in-

flexible rule; never allow argument to take place
at a rehearsal. All argument shouhl cease once
tile play has been started upon, to be resumed ordy
after the productit)n is hnished. At the first

reading, arrange wIhmi and where rehearsals are to

take place. Divide the play up for the convenience

VVi I wvN Ctardin t'riv Ihi'vi'rf Socii't^ '& Ti ri-ormanci- ok “Don Juan in IImi,” from
JiKRNARO Sn\^\'s “MaN AM> SUKIRMAN," PROUlUa- U RV t’ J5, J’lRDOM

11m* I- bl,i« K .iimI

Prepare a lighting ]dot in consultation with
vour electrician.

See that your stage manager, scenic artist, cos-

tume designer, and electrician, consult together
and with you so that tliev arrive at complete
un derstan d in g.

After the* plan has been pre*])ared start re-

hearsals. Begin with a re*aeiing of the play, l^et

the playt*rs discuss thedr parts and ask questie^ns;

be as explanate>ry as possible; don’t, howe*ver.

e^f rehe-arsing tluae is no nee*d te> start at the*

beginning and go steadily threiugh to the enel,

time after time; take the pla\'e-rs where the\
come: toge*The*r. Hut le't the se'ce)nd rehearsal be* a

walk theuigh the play, the actors taking then-

approximate* positie^ns on the stage. 'I'lien gi\’<’

the actors time* to learn their we>rds a few days;
anei ask the*m to ce>me to the next rehearsal with
their lines memoriTied. 'The real wetrk of pre>-

eiuction cannot start until the w’ords are known.
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It will be hard to get this done : but insist upon actors know their parts until they arc sick of them
it at the start. Have the prompter present at the they will do nothing worth while,
third rehearsal and induce the players to do with- 'The chief matters to which every one should
out their script. pay attention are positions, movcTTients, inter-

I suggest at this stage that the producer should pretation, voice, speed, cues, and climax.

Si'. Pancras Pj'OPll's atrl’s I*R<ji>i^cTroN OF St. John Erv inf’s “ T he Ladv of Belmont’*
The llu ill-fHiM «*f -i oin <>i tlic « Is in tli.it .uii.ili-nis

;ii( ( Ill’ll til MSI-

impress these points upon the members of the When the rehearsals have reached a certain

company— point, build up each scene, each act, and the play
1. To be punctual at rehearsals. as a whole. Oet as many full rehearsals as possible

2. 'I'o work at their parts at every odd minute on the actual stage you are going to use. Bring
they have. The real study of a part is done at the properties into use as early as possible. At
home, not at the rehearsals. least a week before the production have the

3. To remember that they belong to a team, scenery ready, and get the actors used to it.

and that each actor depends upon all. Teach the actors to wait for laughs.

4. Not to be afraid of over-rehearsing. Unless Have scenery, property, and lighting rehearsals
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bcftirt: the dress rehearsal j ei'crything must be
ready before the dress rehearsal.

Let the dress rehearsal go through just as at

a performance; have no changes; do not be in

despair if it goes badly; but be suspicious if it

goes too well. Warn the actors not to take
the advice of their friends t<i alter their playing
or to vary your instructions after the first per-
formance: let them know that you rely upon
their loyalty.

rile producer should have control of the play
until the run is concluded. If, after the first per-

formance, there is something seriously wrong
with the production he should call a rehearsal at

once. Not until a play gets before an audience is

it pc^ssible to tell exactly what its values are.

Sometimes an actor goes wrong in his part, or
perhaps the emphasis of the whole company is

faulty, or the climax is not properly brought out.

I n any such event a rehearsal must be called. 'Lhe
producer must watch the play during its run and
if necessary he must call rehearsals to tighten up
anvthing that has got slack. 'The audi<*nce affects

a plav and the actors may be tempted to respond to

th(* audience in such a wav that the values of the

plav are changed. 'This must be put right.

C R l-.A'I I Vl<: }• r FEC'l O F AU n T K N C K

The producer has to rcmiember as he watches
the j^lav that what comes to life on the stage is

not the mere re})etition of what he and the actors

have done at rehearsals. 'The stage in the living

theatre is different from the stage as a workshop.
When the play unfolds itself before the audience
in the theatre a new element enters: it is tlirust

upon a new level contesting for its integrity before

the eyes and minds of the audience, and while the

discipline of the workshop should hold the players

firmly mgether, they must be able to rise within
that discipline, carrving with them the power t>f

the audience, as they reach towards the heights of
creative action. Unless the players are free

artists the play will not live; but this freedom
depends upon carrying the audience with them.
Unless the actors transform themselves and all

that has been done at rehearsal, the play will not
embody that life and unity for the sake of which
the theatre exists. ^Fhe soul of drama is in the

play as it is performed. As the producer watches
the performance he will look for the birth of the
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embryo, the butterfly emerging from the chrys-
alis, and he will, if he is supremely fortunate,

share with the audience the thrill of creation.

'Fhe authority of the producer should never be
disputed, either by actors or anyone else. Success
depends upon absolute loyalty to him. 'Fhe com-
pany must work together whole-heartedly under
his leadership. 'Fhat is whv the personality of the
producer is so important. He must be worthy of
loyalty; his company must have implicit confi-

dence in him. He is iu>t a dictator or a despot,

but a leader who interweavi*s the wc^rk of all

into a single unitv.

A producer must ha\c* the capacity for paying
attenti()n to detail. He must observe and prepare
for every little thing. 'Flie conception of the pro-
duction as a whole is his; but he must neglect
nothing that helps to realize it. Kvery nu^vement
of the actor, every detail of properties, costumi‘s,

and make-up must be attended to. A production
can easily be ruined by thirty seconds’ bad plavang
or bv wn)ng make-up of a single actor or by
properties or lighting that are unsuitable. Leave
nothing to chance.

T'he position of the producer is one of pains,

anxieties, and disappointments. He will ne\’er be
able to get on the stage the production he has
me‘ntally a isualized. 'Fliat is because he is human
and is employing human agents. He is imperfect,
and so are membt rs ot the company. "Fherefon*,

he must not expect to reach the mark he has set

before himsedf. '^Fhat docs not mean he should
not aim high. He should continuously raise liis

aims and realize that to fail in reaching it is

part of the price lie must pay for the position

he liolds.

in I- FUNCTION OK STACK PRODUCTION
Finally, let me say that stage production is n<^t

an opportunity for producers to give rein to their

own idiosyncrasies. T.'he producer owes a loydlty

too; he is not there for his own sake, but for the

sake of the play. "I'here are clever producers who
are concerned only with their own ideas. T hey
should write their own plays and act in them.
But when a producer has another dramatist’s work
in his hands it is his business to be true to it, and
to put it faithfully on the stage. Play production
is not a thing in itself. When we see a play and
admire nothing in it but the production, we can



THEATRE AND STAGE PRODUCER
be sure that there is something seriously wrong.
PrtKluction sltould serve the play the play should

not be an excuse for a producer to perform tricks

of stagecraft. 'I'hat is sometimes done; but it is

sterile, and brings the theatre into contempt. T'o
translate the play int(^ the forms of the stage,

directing the actors to that end, is what the

producer is required to do.

'I 'he application of the general principles out-
lined will be illustiated in specialist treatment

of the production of naturalistic plays, farce,

comedy, R>manric drama, and tragedy.

PRODUCING NATURALISTIC DRAMA
'There are two main forms of plays Comedy

and Tragedy. '1 lie three other forms are

variations of tliem. Between, there is an end-
less variety of combinatitins of forms such
as farcical-comedy, t lagi-coinedy, romantic
comedy, naturalistic comedy, naturalistic tragedy' ,

and so forth. T '^hall touch upon tlu-m in the
course of w'liat 1 shall write. It is importa!it to

know' to wh.it form any particular play belongs,
f<ii the* method of production d<,*pv nds upon its

form. Comt'dv has a ditfc ieiit form fi om tragi*dy,

.and must bv* h.nidletl didei<.ntl\. JVI.iny mistakes
in production arise fiom uncertainty as to .i play^'s

triK‘ form, con\ ea ting comee.h mto f.irce, or \ace

yei'^.i, oi romance- into comedy, ( 'eai cledtnition

in proeluction depends upon unelei st.mJiog of
form. l)iam.\tists aie very ofte-n much to bl.iin* ,

not kiiow'ing tei what category the-ir writing
belongs, perliaps because the-y- .ire not sure abe>ut

wdiat the'v want to say

Naturalistic elr.ima is e-lementary diama,
elrama in its simplest form, because it is nearest
to common life. It is the easiest fe^rm of elrama
because it is se:> familiar. T he* elramatist goes inte>

the* stree*t, or into the slums, or stays in his own
luime, anel write*s elown wdiat lie observes. 'The
Manchester ScheK»l of Hrama, wdiicli hael an iion-

ourablt* care*e*r at Miss HeirnimarTs Re*pe“rtory'

T'lieatre (1907-1916), was naturalistic; its chief
writers were Stanley He:>ughte>n, Harolel Brig-
house, Allan Monkhouse, anel Chark*s IVIcEvoy,
tile characte^rs being lower middle class or working
people.

"The e^rigin of the me)dern elrama is in natural-
ism. T. W. RobertscuTs Caste (1865) was the
first important naturalistic play in England;

PiiKMO and CTalsworthy were natui .ilistic ; so is

Sliaw. "The* Irish elramatists apart from W. B.

Veats are naturalistic. Ibsen, Bjornsi^n, Haupt-
mann, Sudermann,Wedekind, Strindberg, Maxim
Gorky, Chekov, Brieu.x, and Eugene O’Neill,
are all naturalistic. 'The* attempt to make* the
t}ie*atre* re*al has ine*vitably maele- it n.ituralistie' in

every country, and tlie part plaveel by^ ieleas <d'

social re-form in reconstituting tlie modern tlieatre

is a subject worthy of stuely^

What tlie* naturalistic writers seiuglit to elo was
te> put real life, indiyddual, social, anel jiolitical,

upon the stage*. 'J he*y wanteel tlie actual prob-
lems of the time to be conside'ieel. '1 ’he*refore they
took tile pe-*ople* t]ie*y kne*w in the situations with
wliich they' were familiar anel made plays out of
them. W^he*n these plays came to be* ])erformeel

the*y had to be* acted differently from the romantic,
melodramatic, poetic, and mere*lv theatrically con-
ventional plays with which the actors weie fami-
liar. A new me*thoel of acting and stage produc-
tion had to be* developeel. T he Bancrofts became
the* pioneers of this ne*w methoel when they

proeluceel Robertson’s plays in the sixties of last

century. 'Their influence grew' steadily, but it

was not until the- opt*riing of the* pre*se*nt century'

th.it any' real progress in naturalistic acting took
place* in this counti y, though Eleanora Duse
(1858—1924) hael been a great exponent of it in

ftah', and Constantin Stanislavsky* had practiseel

it in Russia since 1888.

\ I DRLN N I — li \RK KR SFASoN
Harley C J ram ille-Barkei in the Vedrenne-

Barke r se*ason at the C<iurt T lieatie (1904-1907)
set the standarel of I'diglisii n.itu r.distic production.
His w'ork in those brief years has not be-en sur-

passe-d by any other pr(Hluce*r, and it is still fruitful

in the English theatre*. CE am ille- Barker w.is

without e|uestion the* greate*st English theatrical

proelucer of modern time-s, and the fact that he had
eleine nothing in tlie the*atre since 1920 (ihough
he* afterwards wrote* and translate*el many plays)

was a grievous loss tc^ the* English stage*. He* w'as

essentially a naturalistic producer, paying atten-
tion to re*ality, buileling up his results from minute*
eletail, and studying the actual rhythm of life.

Ciranville-Barker was an e*xample of the
naturalistic dramatist who is a true artist because
he passes through naturalism to imaginatie>n.
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"I he liigli-watcr murk of his work as producer
was tlie three Sliakespearean productions at the
Sa\i)y TJieatre in 1912 and IQ14. 'lliese were
not naturalistic but poetic. Jn tliese plays, his

strictly" naturalistic methods aelapted to the medium
of poetic drama resulted in the most truly poetic

productions seen on the Kondc^n sta^e. In fact.

nt) dramatist, actor, or producer who possesses

greatness is meri*l\" naturalistic for example,
Ibsen, Strindberg, Chekov, Shaw, F^use,

Stanislavsky, and Crany ille- Barker. I repeat that

/laturalistic diama is elementary drama; but
elementary art must be mastered before great

art begins.

Amateurs find naturalistic plays the easiest to

do: they" arc the easiest. And it is right that they
should start with them, because they start on
familiar ground. "I'o put the life they know on the

stage is what amateurs can do with tlie least diffi-

culty, and they sht)uld do it. It is right to start by
being oneself. I encourage amateurs to do this

form of play, for I would sooner see them do it

titan perform Shakespeare without sufficient

serituisness though Shakespeare is necessary, as

I shall show later. What is required is straightfor-

ward playing, truthful and sijicere, and staging
that is modelled on life. That is the beginning,
and nearly everybody can do it.

But that must not be thought to be the end of

naturalistic drama. 'Fhe begir)ning of art is to do
what is nearest, but the end is to aim at the un-
attainable. So in naturalistic plays w"e ask lirst

for sincerity and real life; but we soon ask for

something more. ^I'he actor starts by being him-
self, but he must t.‘nd by surpassing hinlsc-lf.

Therefore, it must lu^t be thought that there is no
technique required for naturalistic plays or no
creative imagination. "I'lu* most perfect ait is de-
manded. In fact, unless the actor in naturalistic

plays quickly drops “bc'ing himself,” he will de-
generate and become, if successful, not an acttjr

but a mimic that is a caricature of an actor;
and, if unsuccessful, he will be a mere bore. "I'lie

naturalistic actor must acquire art.
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'Die naturalistic (.Irarna holds tlic mirror up to

Nature; but the trutli is that it does not give an
imitation oFlife, but a i epi'esentatit^n, or interpre-

tation of it. It is not real life see on tile stage,

but play: st^metliing that seems like real life, but

actually is not. In- produce! must remember,
therefore-, that his task is not to imitate life in

acting or staging but to be more like life than
life is itself.

Suppose, for example, the prtiducer were to get

.1 real out-of-work, a real charwoman, and a real

Eiberal AJember of Pailiament, and put them on
the stage to perform C lalsworth v’s 'I'he Sih<fr Box -,

couhl they do it ? Almost certainly not ; and even
if by chance they were able to gi\e a tolerable

pc-rformance*, act«)rs playing the parts would make
the real persons seem unconvincing. Real life and
real characters mo\ ed bodih' on to the stage wouhl
be uninteresting, for they would seem less than
life. 'I'he actcir has to make them more than life

to appear real. here is no ge tting away front art.

What the producer of naturalistic plays has to

de> is to study life and then recreate it for the* stage*.

TJie late Charles Haw'trey was one of the most
natural actors who e\er walked the London stage.

Kverything he elid seemeei spontaru*ous—he was
so e*asy, so unaffected, so smooth and at lionu*.

\’et he rehearsed every menemeiit. K\ery detail

ftf his playing was artificial. He left nothing to

the moment—all was prepareel. He was an artist.

In natvi ralistic plays e\erything must se‘e*m to

arise out of the plain necessity of the* action.

'There* must be no obvious prep^aration. 'The*

p:)laycrs must come* on, move, speak, and maintain
such relations with each either that everything
se*e*ms inev'itable^ and e*ffortlt*ss. All consciousness

of the* audience must be remove*d. 'The pilaying

must be kep^t well within the scene. 'J he rhythm
ofthe p^lay must have the apparent flow ofNature.
'Idle diction must be* that e)f the speech of the*

actual type of character repirese*nte*d. Accuracy of
spieech is the first rule*. If a elialect pilay is done* it

must be rendereel in the correct dialect. If that

is not exactly knowm, elialect shf>ulel not be
attempted. Do not le*t Knglish actors try tt> speak
American: very few can do it, hardly any unle*ss

the*y know America- 'J"he same* with Scots

spieech.

'The dresses and prope*rtie*s must be accurate,
and the staging must be right in detail. But do not

over-e*laborate*. If you are* piutting a c<ittage

kitche*n on tlu* stage* do not attempit to ge*t into

the scene* e'verything that you know can be* found
in sucJi a kitchen: to d<^ that would be* to speiil

the effect, not to heighten it. Suggest the
kitchen: that is all that is necessary. 'The* rule

is to use* tlu* minimum of matei ials and to rt*ly

upion suggestion. But h*t what you have be cor-

rect the* furniture, doors, hre*p)lace, winelowsand
all the* fittings, tirnaments, anel pictures used must
have* the* appearance of reality. If the re*al thing
is piracticable, use it insteatl of an imitation. Do
iu>t bt* slipislu>d.

'The* danget of naturalistic pilays is that those-

conce*rne*d may think th<it afiything will do anv^

sort of acting and any makeshift in staging. 'I 'hat

IS to bring the stage into contenipit. 'To avoiel that

piitfall, remember that in naturalistic pilaysas in all

(jthers the* actor makes oi mars tlu* piroduction,

and that there* is no limit to the art that can be
e*mpiloye-d. Naturalism is only the- outer form of

the play tlu- inner spiirit is the sanu* as for tlu

gre‘atest dr.ima. Le t the- .ictor know that he must
.iCt for all he* is worth. His ele-e p^e-st spiirit must be-

e*ngage*el in u hat he does.

Small the-atres are* be-st for naturalistic drama.
If the* actor has to exert himself to capilure- the-

attentiein eif a large audience his attemp^t to be
iiatural cannot be easily maintaiiu-el. 'The natural-

istic elrama is e*sse‘ntially intimate-. It is a p^le*asant

form of p>laving with .i gooel de-al of intere*st for the

p:)roducer. ft is small art, but verv agreeable.

'The* limitations of naturalistic elrama anel the-y

are* severe have* brought the- elramatist anel p:)ro-

elucer intt> e*.\tre-mes of e-xpuessionisni in the

attempt to remove tlu*in. (ieorg Kaise r’s F? o?n

]\/lorn to Aluinight is an e.xanipile* of this, anel

J''-lme*r Rice’s Y'/rc jlddifig AJiuhine. In these

p>lays the- naturalistic ele*ment is ce^nv'entionaliy.eel

so that it is maele- elelibe-rately unreal. Cemti-
iie*ntal stage-craft in tile- interval be*rwe*en the* Tiist

anel Seea>nel Great VV'ars raise-d naturalism to such

a pjoint of unreality that the drama was ove-reome

by me-re* st.iging. J ims naturalism killed itse*lf.

If, howe*ve*r, the limits of naturalistic elrama are*

obse-rveel, it is a gooel starting palace for the actor

and producer. lndee*d, 1 ge^ so far as to say that

until naturalistic acting is mastere d the* actor will

not get far. 'I’he reason is that it originate*s in

life.
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PRODUCING FARCE

I put farce next to naturalistic plays in order

of ease. "I'he latter are plays of real life;

farces are plays of topsy-turvy life. Farce is

life re\erseil. In naturalistic plays actual char-

acters in fanu'liar situations are put upon the

sta^e ; in farct^s unre al people in inccuigruous 'itua-

tie)ns are the subject-matter. Naturalistic plavs

ha\ e the rhythm e>f life. Farces have the rhvthm
of tlu* machiiR-. ^’et a f.irce starts with the ap-

pearance of life. C)rclinarv pt'ople in t^rdinary

dress in an mdinarv setting an* wliat every farce

t)pens witli. Such a ct)mmon form of farce as

// hrn Knights 1J O r Hold has the appearance of

reality, or it would not he* funny. '1 he juxta-
position of lift, anel absurditv is wliat make*s farce*.

Absurelity in itse lf is not farcical ; the* farce he**^

in commonplace jieople '..H'ttinj/ t}u*mse“lve*s into

ab'-urd situatiom. "I he* esse'iice of farce is non-
se*nse anel unre-.ilitv F.irce is not merely comic;
It IS ludicrous. Se*nse* is e*lnnin<ite*el. d he* se*cre*t of

laicfcal \e 1 irinu. a ! k1 [u* 'elucti< >n is the conviction

vieati'e! in the audieiie'e (hat what is se e*n on the*

siajj,!- tit >e‘s not haj n >t i ;

.

Farce* is populai with amateurs ft)r the* \e*ry

I e.ison that It IS unlikt life ; fh< lefore* tin* stan-

tl.iials au* only st.ige standard' Faice is e.isily

imitate el, fen miniicr\ is a '•
:> t le mt nt in it

Also, iaice* m.ike*s sliiiht de*m.ineis u| the aetors,

loi the nume*rous people with ^iifts of Tii niicr\'

can e*Nce-l in it, aiul it m.ikes no elt*manels wiiat-

e*\ e*i upon t he* aueiieiie'e* d hei e‘foi e, amate'u i s wht>
ve ant some*thln^ \ e*r\ eas^ te> elt) that VN'ill be* sure
to j)le*ase* the*ir auelie*nce- ele*pe*nel upe>n farce*. 1 elt)

ne>r seek to elis)>ara;4e* faice*, for it lias its prope*t

place* e>n the* staei,<* ; but it must Ik* re*C(^^ni/-ed as

an e*]e*me*ntary fenm of elrama, 1 am inchne*el to

think that amateur cennjxinies that wish to pio-

li,re*ss III eliamatic art shoulel a\oiel farce* until the\'

ha ye bect>me experience'd. F.iice is so easy that it

make*s am.it(*uis think that actiiiij; is e*.isy. Easy
we)rk means peie)! wenk, foi it leads le) bael liabits

anel mannerisms tliat are* neit easily lost.

Farce* is a form e)t comic play; but it eliffers

from comedv' in elepe*nelin^ whe)lly e)n situatie>n,

ne>t on character or iele.i. d iieie^ is ne>thinp, in

farce but lau^lis createel by siruatie»n. If there* is

comme*nt on life*, irony, or piiile)sc)phy m a plav* it

is ne)t farce. 1 he plays of Ariste>phanes .ire* not

farce*, but com<*ely. Ge)ldsmith wrote come*ely.

thouf^h She Stoops to Clotiqiier is ofte'ii tre*ate“el .is

farce*. Neine of Bernarel Shaw’s plays is farce*,

though some* eif his pl.iys ofte*n appre>ach it

d here is lie) inle*lle*ct in f.irce, anel no se*rious in-

tentiein ; there is wit, not hunuiur; incongruity,
but not satire. The Jfnt>0 ) 1a}ice of Hehig Karuest

I H I Al 1>\S *1 e. 11 I- e ( ,
“ Ko(.) Kl R \ Noe)K,

"

\eiiu d'oM Walls ANu TM^K\ Uueiie.H
''ttV I / 'll’i/- I ..

!*> .Ill e*.x.imple ol pure f.irce. It is one* eif the* few*

f.ire'es tliat haxc literary ejualiti , for it li.is wit, but
it Is iu)t .1 play e>f ch.iracte r eir leleas, onl\' a play

of situation, d lie Alelw'\'ch f.irces, wr itte n by
Be*n d'r.i\e*rs, of which Plioidr}- is an example*,

aie* in the* sa.nie* suce^e*ssion 1 he characters are*

elummie*s, wdth the* e*xe|uisite* appearance* e>f real

beings, mani])ulateel .is marionettes .ind contrtille'd

by the* plot, d he*\ h.ive* no inele*pe*nelent e*xiste*nc<*,

.ind no Vcilielity apart freim tlieir place* in the* pl.^y-

w^right’s scheme*.

'Fills inelicates he)W' faice* should be pre)duceel.

As 1 have* pointeel e)ut before, the* style* anel

type of e\e*i\ play eiete*rmine* its productiem.
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Farce must not be liandled as comcdv', for in- chess, and must be thought out to the last detail,

stance. Its mechanistic structure must be strictly In farce you cannot lea\e anything to chance,
observed. 'I'he hrst thing the producer should do ^FJiere is no need to pay attention to cliaractcr.

in producing farce is to set down its scheme of "Fliere is none. Cjive all yc^ur attention to posi-

actit^n it sliould be plotted out on paper. 'Fake ti<^n and a well-balanced stage, and get vour

Tom VVali.s, J- Rohi rtson H-\rf and Ralph I.^nn, in “I'irkpy 1'imi:’*

S/rt4,*c- Photo Co

each situation and study its movement and point, players neatly on and off. 'Flie action must be

make a diagram of the action and how the point is quick. T he audience- must not be* gieeri any time

weirked up to as mere stage movement, and then to think. Cues must be smartly taken up. (let

how it is weirked away from and lte>w the action the' points made sharply anel see tliat tlie* climax

is built up again. Farce is a pattern of me)vement, of each act is crystallized. iM ery farce speeds

two people, then a third, finally a fourth making up as it proceeels, for nearly every farce* weakens
a variety e)f ce>mbinatie:)ns. Entrances must be* from act to act. 'The* form of the* play is to set

studied and pt^sitie^ns carefully prepared for. a farcical situation in the first act, to wind it

Everything elt'pends upon he>w the stage' picture' is up in the* se*conel, and to unwinel it in the tliirel.

made up. Unless the actors arc in pre'cisely their 'Fhe audience must be given the* chance of

right places the whole situation is ruined. 'Fhe reali/.ing what the situation is, but after that they

movements must be as elefinite as move'rnents in meist be; hurrieel, for einly a farcical writer of
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genius can unwind a farcical situation once he has

set it. That is why hrst-class farces are rare, and
why farce- is oftt-n weakened down into comedy.
Many so-called comedies are farces that the

author has not the ability to work out in the realm

make-believe, 'rhere are hybrid plays known
as farcic.d-comedies, such as 'J'hr A/Tt^n hi Tyress

"I'he temptation in knee is not to know where-
to stop: that is where the artist comes in.

Hecause it is a simple matter to make ..udiences

laugh, the actor in farci- is tempted to take
things easily and to use the most ob\ it)us anti

casual means of getting his points. He has

but to pull a face tu* tt> make .i sill\- gesture and

?vT\K^ fjRoi'i.ii, Kmi'h I.'sn'N', V\'iNnRi I) Suo'i Ti R, f. koBrKasf>\ Hun, /'o'l \^^\l i s,

K I HI ] t'oiiRiDt.i ANi> Ki NNJ/J >1 Ko\ f . TSi " Iukkk"
I ( <>

where sentiment is used to get the char-
acters out tif the farcical muddle; but they are
.in inferior t\ pe ol plav% made toleiable onlv by
the ictor’s \irtuositv.

'The actor in farce has to let himself go. He
must iK>t show the slightest trace <if self-conscious-

ness. If he tloes, he spoils all. "I'hink of the ac-

complished farcical actors of recent years, James
W^elsh, Cj. P. Huntley, Seymour Hicks, Tom
Wkdls, Ralph Hynn, Mary Bn^ugh, J. Rt^bertson

H are, and Alfred Drayton, and you ha\ e examples
of actors wlio are uttc-rly natural though they do
nothing natur.d. *1 here- is st^mething of the dioll

in eyery farcical .ictm% .in-d nt> oiu- who has not

that quality will succeed in this type of play.

he is inst.intly rew.irdetl b\- the response of
the audience. But he cannot lepeat this too

often ; for just . s audiences are quickly pleased, so

the) arc tjuickly m.ule indiffeient.

^I'he successful faice c<aisists of one laugh after

another. T'his means th.it the acti^r must le.irn

not onl\ to wait foi laughs but what to do wliile

thev' aie taking place. Ht* must not stand blankly.
He must not be conscious of whai is happening
to the audience. He must m.iintain the situation,

and then know how to move on to the next point.

'I'liis is where the art of the acti^r is callet! for,

aiul explains why the mere mimic will never gt-t

very far on the farcical stage. I'echnique is as

necessary' in these plays as in .inv others. 'I'he rules
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are: let attention be directed wholly upon the
speaking character, and that almost inv^ariably the
speaking character is to move. "File life of farce

is action. Actors who are not speaking must keep
still. "Fht'se rules applv to other plavs, but in

must be taste too, for a farce cannot be too well
dressed from any point of view. I'he men’s
clothes must be good and up to date. Nothing
can make up for dowdy dressing; in farce, so do not
economize in that direction.

.

T<»\N I.ANC;, RfillIRTSON H-\RT AN f) RaI.I’H J.VNN’ IV “(>X”JR\faOlS FftR'I I'M ”

1 >t uni', lit Miirni ^

farce they are of the first importance. A lake all

action definite; have bold movements, 'i’hiiik

always of effect, not of what is natural. Vet re-

member that the actors must appear at easc\

Scenery is not important in farce. Kvervthing
is concentrated upon the actors. "Fhere-fore, the

scenery must not be overdone ; keep it d<iwn in tone

and in style. See that doors and windows are in

thoroughly sound working order, however,and that

all properties that are used are also in proper order.

Lighting must be bright. Natural lighting does
not matter. Get plenty of brilliant light always.

Special attention should be paid to dress. 1 1 should
be smart and correct. There must be no skimp-
ing in dress. The women must, if anything, be
ultra-smart and in advance of the fashions. There
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PRODUCING COMEDY
lC\erv acttir know's quite we ll that the easiest

thing in the theatre i-^ to get an audience to laugh.
People go tf> the theatre ready for laughter,
A'et comedy is the most difficult type of play
to perform. 'The reason is that it demands
perfection, being itself one of the two perfect
forms of drama. "Fragedy is the otht'r perfect
form; but it is easier to disguise shortcomings in

tragedy than in comedy. Comedy uses the mate-
rial of life as it is and tragedy always a transforma-
tion of life, so that anyone can quickly see where
comedy goes wrong. "I'o define comedy as the
art of throwing light uptui life would not be far

wrong.
A comedy is a comic play, but, unlike farce, it
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induces reflection. 'Idle laujihter in comedy
leaves somethin^; beliind. In taice, you laugh and

forget; in Cfuiiedy you have* to remember, if only

for a moment. In comedy laugliter is not raised

for its own sake, any more than te rror is raised

for its tiwn sake* in tragedy. 'There are it>kes in

comedy, but comedy is not a mere matter of jokes,

for a joke leads to laughter that ends in itself.

Ivaughtei in comeelv ends in an effect upein thought
or feeling

C<^medy is i-sse iitially an lionlcal, satirical, para-

doxiced, critical, or sentimental comment on life.

Tlie comment is essential. In comedy we laugh
with an obje-Lt not ouis, perhaps, but that of the

comic writer. We ai e hurt by vitire, perph'Xtal

b\' paradox, stimulated by criticism, <>r moved by
sentiment. After witne-ssmg a comedy wc- are not

as we were btdoia-.

'1 here are thre«.‘ mam forms of comedy, which
can be di\idei.l into .my number of sub-diyisions

Conu*dy of poetry, of which Sh.ikespeare is the

<‘at t'x.impli',

L'ometl)' of mamu rs, of which C<mgre\e is the-

jiiat <'.\amph*.

Comedy of mtelligeiK e, of winch IVIoliere is

the L'ltMt (.xample.

The li\ing Tnglish comedy' wiiLcrs in the

si’Coiul and thiixl of these foil "' •»-( Nioel C'owaid
and Hern.ird Shaw. 1 can think of noiiv m the

hrst; and only' Shaw approaches riu v'lassic

( xample. 'I'here arc* intermediate form^ of

comc-dy' in which maniK'i's and intelligence aie

combined, as in the* plays of Somerset Alaugham,
or m.miu*rs and sc*ntiment, as in the* plays of Sir J.
M. Han ie. Also, there is tragi-comedy, .is in the

natuialistic play^s of CTdswfUthy. 'The plays of

all these writers are subject tt> the Comic spirit,

whatc*\ 1*1 their subject, .ind no matter with what
objec'i they wc*ii* written.

'The re .ire, of course, K*\ c'ls of comedy. Scmie
comic writers .dm lu'gh, as Shaw .and CTtls-

worthy ; some have lower .lims, as Noe l C\>w.ird

.and Harrle. Hut they all .aim at touching their

audiences thiough laughter.

I h.ive said that the laughte*r has me.ining; it

also has det.ichmi'iit. Caimedy is, above all other

plays, the mirn>i of the age. The age is seen

truly, but at .i dist.iiice. Reatlism is reduced to a

minimum; indeed, it is necessary that while the

reality of what is shown is recognised there is no

confusion of the spectator with it. W'^e are not
seea'ng life in comedy, but a selection from it, a

pattern of it, something formal and artifici.d.

'I hat is what makes the greatness of comedy in

drama. It is life re-created by the* artist, the* form-
less life* of the* re*al world gi\ en the meaning of
form on the* stage.

'I'he means employed in comedy is not situa-

tion, but character; the* l.uightei arises out of
personality. 'Thus, the* intention of the comic
writer is always to isolate personality, to plumb
the secrets t>f ineliy ieluals. 'The*rc is conflict be*-

twe*en pe*ison.ilitie*s, of course, for without conflict

there is no elr.ima; but tlie* conflict re*aches

its height in the* inelivielual fighting with himself,

exposing himself, m.iking himse*lf an object

of l.iughte*r to the goels. 1 his is true of every
great comic character—Falst.ifF, Alillam.int, or
'1 artuffe*.

'Though comeelv^ is the mirror of the^ age, the*

comic writer thinks more* of pe*rsons than of the

.age*. 'The* weakness of modern comedy is that it

te nds to lose itself in abstractions. 'I 'he chief fault

in Hern. ii el ShawN plays is that he tends to sacri-

fice character to his theme. He is so anxious to

attack the unintelligent sj'iectator that he sub-
ordinates personality te*) his paraeloxes. '^I'he proof
that Shaw is a su})renu* jilaywaight, however, lies

m the number ariei varie*ty of his characters—no
elram.itist has more eyf the*m <ind e*ach si.\nels out
.IS a eiistinct person.dity. l',\en the smallest char-
.icte*i in a Shaw play has a life of its (ywn.

NOav we* can se*e how coni' *ely shoulel be pro-

eluce*el. 1 he* t'le‘ments are l.uighter, meaning,
foi m, anel char.icter. 'taken together, this

means st) li* in acting. '1 he actor in ceynieely se*fs

the style foi the stage. "The*re is no style to sur-

pass tliat of the* come*ei\* actor, for even tnigedv
de*pe*nels upon it. Therefore, m comedy, the

acto! is .ill-import.mt his efficie*ncy, technic^ue*,

anel pe*rsonahty. 1 emphasi/<e* pe*rsonahtv, but

what is ree]uire*el is not personality in the raw, but
controlle*el and elisciplineel personality. 'Too m.iny
e>f our come*ely'^ actors anel actre*sse*s de*pe*nd upon
the*ir pe*rsonalities al<yne*, upeyn their natural foice,

(yriginality, smartness, or e*ven gooel looks. 'There-
fore*, the-‘y^ elo not g<y far unle*ss they h.ave gre.it luck.

How many act<yrs can we think eyf, any eyf us who
kneyw the stage*, whey ha\x* neything t<y reCe'im.mcnd
them but ple*asing, fe>rce*ful personalities, plus the
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cxptM'ic'ncc they have bet‘ii able to pick up? 'I'hc

comedy actor has to go into training and keep
in training, j^ractising every day to keep fit

ht not simply in a physical sense, but as an
artist.

"I'he reason wlu' amateurs are rarely able to

achieve much in comedy is that they ha\ e op-

Shakespearean plays is ever likely tf) become a

master in his art.

So an amateur company should every little

while put on a Shakespeareati play as an exercise

in acting, wliich means that they must play it and
e\ ery parr in it, for all they are wortli. If they
can get hold of a modern comedy in verse they

’‘\T\f3AM Pm'Ita,” pRonuei n a'i ihi C'AMHUiDcr Fj \i T'l atrt
A « * >ii\ < II tif iii.ili/rcJ ^arclfii < <*n«

I'hutii hv i‘- II ilkiHsntt < unihttJiie

portunity of acquiring style. 'I hc-y have insuffi-

cient practice. ( )ne often meets an amateur player

who has personality, who might be made into

an act<^r of merit; but he siddom can get beyond
the indication of promise. 1 have rarely seen a

comedy part played really well by any amateur,
though I ha\’e seen a few who iiad talent out
of the ordinary. Yet if amateurs intend to do
anything on the stage, they must attempt comedy,
knowing .is they should that they are bound to

fail.

The best comedy for amateurs in my opinion

is poetic comedy, and above all, Shakespeare.
Tliey will learn most from that. Shakespearean
comedy is in truth the foundation of all ciunedy,
and no actor who has not schooled himself in

sht>uld do the sanu*. Audiences may nor like v»/hat

they do, especially in modern verse plays, but tlu-y

should, none the less, perform thi-m for tlu* sake
of what they can k*arn.

No matter what kind of comedy is performed,
tlu‘ actors must be chosiai with care*. No comed\'
plays itself, though Shakespeare* se'ems te) do so,

and Shaw is saiel te) re*quire little acting. 'That is

wrong. Shakespeare demands perfection in act-

ing, and se) eloe*s Shaw. '1 'hey rarely get it, even
on the pre)fessional stage. What the amate*ur has

te) realiy.e is that though the* dialogue helps him
and has merits of its own, he has te) put every-

thing he knows into his part to make a success

of it. 'The audience may laugh and give him
applause; but the critic will know he^w little the
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acti>r has contribiitc'cl nnli‘ss he has w<>rkt*d with
all Jiis mi” lit

Comedv is tlu- test of tlic actor. In doing it he
concentrate all liis powers of expiession aiul

set alight all tht* imaginatit^n that he has. H e has
to bring tlie part to birtli his heir

Acting in comedy does Jit^r mean sating tlie

Stacy, and also, and simultaneously, is in comple te
ci^ntrol. 1 here ai e, therefore, luMt atul e<>ldness in
the true actor. He burns with fire, sf) that the
character livc‘S and the audie nce is infected with
his jiassion, and at the same time he is fully col-
le*cted and e>bserves what he deies as tlunigh it

were tie>ne by ane>ther man.

\ ( )H\ cnlit iiKili^< 1 '.V ttiin'

worels and giving the- riglit ge-stures and le>oking

the- part, but making .m appeal to the audie-nce’s

imagination, d he comedy acte>r imist himself
spe-ak, his e)wn meaning must be- heard in the
veiice of the part. '1 liat is the* elitfere.-nce- betwe-e-n

acting and mimicry, between acting ai.el pre-
tence-, be-twe-e n being natural aiul art.

d he comeely actor must h.i\c- e ast-, ol course,
but the e.ist- must ci>me freim abseviptievn in his

part. He must give- himsedf e-ntirely te> it, until

there is, as it were, ne^thing e>f himse-lf left,

d'hat is one half evf his task. "I 'he- either is that

he- must maintain eletachmenr fre>m himself se>

that he can elei eve-rything c<aisci«>usl y. ^I'hesecrt t

of acting is abaiKle>nment and eletachment at the
same moment. 1 he* actevr le>se*s himse-lf in ec-

C'e)meely must be- acte-el m this way or it fails.

1 he-re- is nevthing me-chanical in it, no matter how'
many time-s the part is playe-el, 1 he playe-r can-
not atforel tei think of othe r things as he plays.
He- must have- his mind on his p.irt and all his

facullie-s devoteel to it.

No woneler, the-re-foi e-, that the- amate-ur Crin

ele) se) little, for he has no chance to gain mastery
e>\er himself as an acteir. >'e-t he must d(-> his be-st,

anel if he- kne>ws what is reejuiieei evf him he can at
least aim aright.

d he }u-oducer must study the characteis anel
work with the acteus until the-y have a fedl under-
standing of whe) the persons are they are required
lei re-pie-se-nt. He must enceuirage- mental activity
in his players, for witheiut mental activity the
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liciglits of cornedv playing cannot be reached.

he producer sh<iuld make notes upon each
character and get the player to do the same. 'The
history of the cJiaracter, what he was doing before
he enters the scene, what his background is,

what his life means, ought to be studied so that
the actor enters into the personality that he has

“When the Heart is Younc;“
A conv’cutionalizftl <il ,i iiuxlf'ru flr.miuK
room cniiiedv by Lh<.* Wl-Iuvu (lardcn City '1 Jk.iIio

( lirochufcl Jiv C. H i*urtl(^m)

to put upon the stage. Also the character’s re-

lations witli thet^ther characters must be reali/.ed.

All this is objective study, lujt mere fantasy;
and out of it the actor must select what is essential

and pass it througli his own imagination. '1 lie

producer’s task is to aid the actor, not merely
to discuss with him what he is doing or wJiat he
has in mind, but to guide him in rehearsal so that

relationships between the characters are worked
out and the drama built up into an effectiv e whole.
The staging of comedy requires the same sense

of style as its playing. Nothing slipshod will do.

Simplicity is never wrong, and comedy can be
played in curtain settings; but it need not be.

Remember that comedy reflects life; therefore,

the staging sh<^uld reflect what life appears to be.

'Ehere should be the suggestion of actual rooms
and gardens, and the designer and producer should
keep close to fact. But they must also use their

imaginations. They must not be mere imitators
any more than the actors. Comedy staging t>ffers
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great opportunities to producers, though it is

exacting wt>rk.

Costume must be accurate. 'I'his is always
possible, and the necessity for it should not be
treated lightly. IVIake-up must be given the
chisest attention. Comedy can easily be spoiled

by careless dressing and make-up.

PRODUCING TRAGEDY
If I had not the actor in mind when writing

this contribution I should have omitted writing
it altogether; for why speak of producing
tragedy to-day when nobody wants it and when
there is no contemporary tragic drama whatever.?
The answer is that the actor must practise his art

in tragic plays or he will never acquire it.

Acting began with tragedy. 'I'he Greek
theatre was the home of tragedy; poetry began
there and acting too. 'The plays of Aeschylus,
Sophocles, and Kuripides are still the unsurpassed
models of drama, though we cannot play them
and have no interest in them, except a merely
literary one. Why do tlie plays of these old
dramatists retain their supremacy.? Because they
express in a form that has never been excelled
the conflict between good and evil, which is at

the core of human life. 'Tragedy is the noblest
form of play for that reason ; it is the archetypal
drama; it exhibits universal man of every age in

his true aspect—torn between the desires of good
and evil, tempted, fallen, defeated, yet victorious.

T'ragedy depends upon the sense of the nobility

of human nature. It shows the divine origin of
man and points towards his sublime fate. Its

characters, therefore, are princes and kings, or
ordinary men who hav^e tlie stature of princes and
kings. It shows men who possess power, who
hav'e strong wills, who are masters of fate, who
are beaten, overcome by greater power, weakened
in will, overmastered by fate. So that unless a
people believes in man and what man can accont-
plish, it can have no tragedy; for little men,
timid, uncertain, faltering men, who are servants,

who have no choice, who start life at a disadvan-
tage and have no hope, are not subjects of tragedy.
No one whose fate is of no consequence can
become a tragic character ; only representative

men and women, those upon whose fate hangs
the future of mankind, are tragic characters.

It is easy to see, therefore, why we have no
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tragedy now, 'I'hcre must be firm belief, to start

with, which we have not. There must be convic-

tion of the greatness of human destiny, which we
are uncertain about. ^I'liere must be understanding

of the fact that man creates his own future, wliich

wc question. ^Fhere must be the belief that there

a»'e laws of life, inherent in the spiritual realm,

ignored by man at his peril, which we are not

prepared to admit. There must be noble indi-

viduals, though we doubt their existence. Finally,

there must be the ability to contemplate utter

failure and yet know for certain that the last word
has not been spoken and that the spirit <yf defeated

man will rise again. We have no tragedy because

the spiritual conditions for it do not exist.

'I'here has becji no tragic play (except Shake-
speare) that has held the Fnglish stage since the

Industrial Rivolution. K\(*n the First Cireat

War ]>roduced none, for youryu'y's luid was tiagi-

comedv, and the tragic drama of the Second Oreat
War has to be written. 'I'liere have* been tragic

dramatists, unacted, as Shelley was, or regarded
witli polit(‘ respect as \li. John Maserield is, or

trc.ated as foreign curiosities as Ibsen and Strind-

bc'i'g have been. 'I ragedv has not been able to

exist up<ni our stage— and tlu* modern writers I

have menti<med do not make a tr.igu: dranta, for

their works are individual ratlu ’* than national

—

because we cannot bear the sli.tip reality of
tragedy: we do not b(‘li(‘ve in it, nr its rlumes or

charactiM's. 'The Shakespearean drama is an e\*. ep-

tion ; these plays arc- tolerated foi their poetical

or historical or educatic^nal mcn its, and they have
(it is popularly thought) little tt^ do with real life.

An e\cc-ption to what I liavc- bc-c*n saying is

pren ided by Ibsen’s Prer which is the* only
modern tragic play. '1 here* the hc-ro is a common
man, but in Ibsen’s hands becomes representative

of mankind. 'I'his ]day h.is latc-l\’, but only
lately, held our stage, and shows wliat ptissibilities

lit- in modern tragedy. S. Kliot's two tragic

plays A/hirdi'} in the (.inthedrni and Phe Fnmily
Kennion indicate these possibilities without reahV.-

ing them.
'There is a dc-based form of tragedy called

melodrama, wliich was one ol the most popular
types of play in the Victorian period. It is a type

of play in which good and eA il are in conflict and
in which good triumphs. Melodrama is a falsifica-

tion of life, not its elevation, but life made absurd.

As the word indicates, it is drama done to music.
Each character has its signature- tune. It is

unreal; but its unreality belongs to the realm
of nonsense. It is not now popular on the stage,

but is to be seen in full vigour on the films.

Though the present age has no tragic drama, I

look for tragedy to come again. W’hen wt- ha\ c-

a tragic poet who can speak the word that we must
hear, we shall listen. He must speak our language,
not that of a dead age, and his characters must be
people we can recognize in situations that we
know. Our own tragic poet will make tragic-

drama out of our own crisis. When he does that

I have no doubt that he will be listened to. So
that it is of no use to blame the agt- or the theatre

because there is no tragedy. W^hen the dramatist
comes he will be acknowledged.

I have referred to the tragic poet. We must
bear in mind that tragic drama is poetry. Comedy
is prose, because it is the product of reason.

'Tragedy is poetry, because it is the product of
emotion. 'There will be no tragic drama until

poetry returns to the stage.

'The actor, however, cannot wait for the poet.

H(* must train himself in playing tragic drama to

be fit for comedy or for gaining even the smallest

mastery over the stage. So whether the audience
likes it or not, he must act the present-day trage-

dies ofJohn IVJaseheld and Crordon Bottomley and
Strindberg whenever he gets a chance. Fortu-
nately there is the ])oet Shakespeare, and a grt>und-

ing in Shakespearean tragedv’ is an essential

element in the training of ev cry actor.

Amateurs must not neglect tragedy. 'They
shouUl dt> it for their own pleasure and instruction,

no matter what their audience mav' say. No
amateur actor is worth his salt w ho has not had
practice in tragedy. If he cannot get the oppor-
tunity nf playing in tragedy lu* must practise by
himself. Every serious actor dr-tes a certain

amount of daily practice, and the amateur wull be
w*ell advused to practise tragic parts. I.,et him
take any tragic part and in, say, half an hour’s
practice every dav' gt‘t to know" wdiat it contains
anil trv" himself in it. He wall find that thert* is

plenty in any tragic character upon which his

imagination can work, and if he takes the part
line by line, working at it, w'ith some degree of
concentration, he will gain a marked c.xteiision

of know'ledge of his art. I do not say that playing
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by oneself is the same thing as acting a part before

an audience; but steady pri\’ate practice is the

means by which groundwork can be established.

I he characteristic ]>lavs tif our day are tragi-

comedies. Life is ]>resented as a painful jest.

Chekt>\\ I'hr (^hrr? v Orthurd is the supreme
specimen of such ]^lays. "I he full force of tragedv

noblest st>uls of the world made desolate, ^'et

without the acute ])ain of tragedy in which all is

lost, and the greatest and tlie best suffer most, we
do not enter into the mystery tif human life.

'This should be a time for tragedy, and, as I say,

when the poets turn to the theatre, we shall get

the drama of our new day. It will come.

is not allowed to be felt and catastrophe is put

in a comic setting. Our tragedies are railway

accidents, murdt-rs, unfortunate marriages, and,

in their largc-st aspects, wars. 'Tragedy is put on
its lowest possible leyel, even war, which is

regarded as the work of international gangsters

and mere scoundrels.

Tragedy dc^es not arise on such levels, for

tragedy is not merely wliat is uncomfortable,

tricky, painful, or e\'en bh)ody. Unable to think

nobly of the soul, as Malvolic^ did in his misery,

we regard suffering with tender liearts and make
it bearable by treating it lightly. 'Thus we arriye

at tragi-eomedy, where we smile, but with a

pang in the heart. 'Though this is a time for

greatness we will not admit it, so that we do nt>t

get tragedy where the highest is laid low, and tlie
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What are tlie vcqui rcinents of tragedy on the

stage r

1 he fust is power. 1 ragic acting calls for

power of voice, decision and boldiu*ss in gesture

and movement. 1 do not regard tragic acting as

more difficult than comedy, ]U'oviding tlu-re is

actual power available ; but without power the

actor will fiiil. 'The power is primarily pliysical,

and specifically of the voice. “‘'I he whole secret

is in tlie voice*,” says Stanislavsky. Almt>st every
handicap can be overcome bv'^ the actor if he has

the voice. 'Tliere must be de pth, profound power
of expression, and absolute control. Ne^ actor can
attempt tragedy without a long period of \'<^cal

study, and, is tragic acting is the basis of all

acting, my point is made tliat the student must
prepare for tragic acting if he is to be an actor at
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h11, which means that he must start with tlie voice.

Tt is not my business to say hf>w the voice should
he trained, but to pf>int out the necessity of such
training. A small natural voice can be made into

n melodious organ of sound by*^ rigJit training.

selves. Wliat the actor does he must do con-
sciously as much in tragt'dy as in anv otlier form
of plav» and that requires him to prepare before-
hand. 'I'he actor must create the part imagina-
tivc‘lv^ before he meets the audience, and, liaving

NjC HOI \S N AS t'HORl'S I-IADFR, l.M'RT'Nel Ol IVTI R AS THF Kl l.\ I) OlDIin'S, IN “OlIHlUs
I’r< s( iitr<l 1)\ lh<- ( )M \’n l <»ini).mv .il tin- N< \\ 'I'lu-titri'

(ourtiW /"hn I /i A‘i / i

wliicli means the* obsei \ ance of a few simple
lulc's and incessant practice. 1 emphasize prac-
tice: there is no art without it.

When producing tragic plays the producer
must listen. He must get the right quality of
speech, fie must be able te^ judge what his play'^ers

are capable of, because as tragedy depends so much
upon emotion he can never get the full effect of
what the act<^rs will do until they perfi>rm before
an audience*. All tlie same, he must urge them
in rehearsal to use their powers as fully as possible

'I'he actors must not rely upo/i the audience
to give them the emotional impetus that they
need. T hey must be able to create it for them-

createi.1 it, he must rehearse it m cold blooil before

the unimpassioned cyv of tile prt^ducer. TS'ot

until an actor can do th.it lias lu- any' mastery' of
his art.

In tragic playing theie must be restraint,

though there should be the appearance of abanilon.
Indeed, the actor must render all that he has;
but he must do it under control. 'J'his contr<»l

is that of the artistic consciousness: it is not
rational, but the result of vision. 'Fhe actor must
see the person he is playing and the emotion he
is feeling, and project it through himself. 'I'he

actor docs not identify himself with Hamlet or

Hear; he is the instrument; his body, voice, and
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personality arc played upon by the cliaracter,

which he has himself imagifiatively recreated out
of the poet’s conception, 'l liat is why restraint

is possible. In acting passion, the act(>r is not as

a man in a rage with his reason coldly checking
him : that is not acting but devilisli. 'The restraint

of the actor is the product of his own integrity

and the result of practice.

Stillness, poise, and repose must be studied in

production. Every movement must have signifi-

cance. Action must be taken out of the realm of
realism. "I'ragedy is not on the level of actual

life, but above it. No actual life is tragic in its

natural aspects. "I'ragedy is life lifted up and seen

from the point of \'iew of eternity, what is painful

or sordid in it being renmved and only the

eternal meaning remaining. 'Ehe producer must
remember this, and thougli tragedy may have the

form of realism, as, for instance, in Strindberg’s

The Father^ he must not treat it realistically*

The object of tragedy is to till the spectator

with a particular kind of j^>y.

'Eragic acting is symbolic, which means that its

form is all important. 'Ehere is inner fire and
meaning; but the form expresses more than it

appears to say. All true acting, as I have said, is

the work of the imagination ; the art comes in the

making of its form. In tragedy there is depth of
emotion conveyed by means of voice and move-
ment, and everytlnng depends upon the form the

actor produces. Every tone of his voice, every ges-

ture, must represent inner meaning. What the pro-
ducer has to do is to establish this form, and he does
it not merely by careful rehearsal of what the prin-

cipal actors do, but by getting significance out of
every part. In no kind of play is the importance of
minor parts so great. Every scene contributes to

the result, and the climax is built up from the

very opening of the play.

I have referred to the producer’s “unimpas-
sioned eye,” for the producer is, or should be,

the actor’s ideal critic. It is for the producer to

bring what the actor does to the bar ofjudgment,
to force the actor to acc<^unt for himself, analyse,

pull to pieces, and disintegrate the actors, for

the sake of the perfection that is aimed at.

'The producer must be able to pierce to the soul

of the actor so that he cuts through all the
disguises that cause the actor to fall short of what
he should be. In tragic acting the actor lays
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himself open to such investigation with the least

means of protection. 'I'he producer will not
be deceived. 'J"hat is why the exercise is so

valuable.

Art is the search after perfection. In tragic

drama the theatre reaches after the perfect drama.
Everything, therefore, must conform to this

object in every tragedy. Nothing short of perfec-
tion is good enough, and tile actors must be
roused to supreme efforts. 'The study of the
C^reek tragic poets is necessary for all producers
of tragedy, for their work set the norm. In their
work will be seen illustrated all the points 1

have been seeking to make.
Staging in tragedy must be simplified as far as

possible, C^bserve severity, that is the rule. ( )nlv
in costume sh<>uld there be any richness or
ex ubc*ranee.

In staging tragedy remember that its charac-
teristic is depth. "Eragedy is the third dimension
of the stage. T herefore the setting must not seem
shallow, but must suggest space, mystery, and the
illimitable. Its simplicity must be on the grand
scale. Do not attempt to be realistic in anything.
T'here is a temptation in tragedy to keep the stage
dark, and certainly darkness must be used, for

shadows coFivey the sense of the unknown ; but
do not keep the actors in darkness. What tliey do
must be seen clearly as much in tragedy as in any
other play.

PRODUCING ROMANTIC DRAMA
Romance is a form <if c<imedy, whicli is

not tragi-comedy, but has some relation to

tragedy. Romance is not ordinary life, but life

as we sliould like it to be. It (.aids happily, but
it is serious in its progress, and touches heights
and depths of feeling. Not much romance is

written nowadays, because our realistic and cynical
attitude does not favour it. For us, love is matter
of fact and our poetry is satirical. Our charac-
teristic form of play is comedy, in which life is

analysed, commented upon, and treated as a c<^mic

affair. W^c cannot bear to be serious.

T he romantic play is, next to tragedy, the nurst

solid kind of play. It demands force in its playing,

for romance, like tragedy, has depth. Its theme
always is love: love which suffers, dares every-
thing, and is victorious. In it love is elevated,

dwelt upon, exhibited in all its richness and
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fiilliu'ss. 'J"hc*rc is ut> comment, nor self-con-

scioiisncss, but utter surrender to love’s illusion

and full acceptance of the values of love.

One nf the most perfect examples of a romantic
play is You Like It. It is poetry, which
romance must always be. It has youth, which
love requires; age is set in it only in contrast to

Vt>uth. It has gaiety, for in romance the heart is

lifted up. It has a serious element, for the path

of true love never runs smooth. Jt has a pastoral

c'lemeiit, for love must have the sprifig aiul wood-
lands. And it shows poverty overcome and wrong
put right, which is always part of the romantic
dream for lovers put the world to rights.

Compare jIs You Like It with ALuch ^do About
ISothing.y and vou will st*e the difference between
romance and comedv. rhere is romance in tht‘

latter plav, the love between Claudio and Hero,
but it is not perfect romance, nor are we invdttal

to pay much attention to it. 'I'he theme of

A'fuch Ado About Nothing is the comedy of Bene-
dick and Beatrice, wliich keeps always on the

plane of manners: a pla\ of tlie intellect rather

thtin of the heart.

Kxamples of modern romances are Kdmond
Rostand’s Cyr<j7io de He? gef uc and Bernard Shaw’s
A) ?ns iuid the Neither is pure romance,
'idle first is tragi-c<^medy treated in a romantic
mannei. In its presentation it requires romantic
playing or it fails, ami the part of Bvigerac
tlc-mands more power than any but a v'ery few
present-day actors possess. Arms and the AAun is

actually callial an “ Anti-Romantic Comedy,” but

it has to bt‘ treated as romance. It is romance
turned topsy-turvy, wdiicli is as near as w'^e can
get to it in this age. The pl.iy must not, h<^w-

t*vcr, be h.indled as comedy, or its value will

certainly be lost; unfortunately, it is usually

played in that manner. Raina and Sergius are

full-bU>oded romantic parts, and the rest of the

characters must be given romantic treatment to

suppt^rt them.
Romance shares with tragedv' the necessity for

a hero In tragedy the Itero is in conflict with
fate; in romance he is under the dominion of
love. But he is hero in the one instance as much
as in the other. 'The romantic hero is one who
gives up all for lov^e and is justified. Note that it

is love that makes the hero. In tragedy the hero
is the prince; in romance the liero may be the

nobody who surre-nders himself to love. In
tragedy there is a fall the king who loses his

throne; in romance there is a rising up—the
humble man lifted on to the sc at of lov e. I^ove
makes ev'ery lover a prince.

In romance, tc^o, the characters arc persc^nali-

ties, not mere type s. We must be intc*n"sted in

l,Yni\ l.oeoKovA (Oiiviv) and T^ksct a Ji aks

(Viol a) jn “ Iwiiiiii Nie.ji'i ” A'l' '1 HI.

Old Vie.
/i) / 11 Ih't'inhiini

the particular hero. 'Jdie lyrical elenuait may
soften the outlines of personality as it does in

Drlando, in As You Like It^ but that is largely

because Shakespeare’s interc*st w^as in his heroine
to be played by a boy, let us remember. We

are not asked to concern oursc^lves in romance
with what the hero says, as in come dy, but wdth
what he is and does, as in tragedy. Action is the’

essence of romance; anef it is action in one-

direction—upwards, to the overcoming of all

obstacles to the consurnmatie^n of lov^e.

W^e are ready, in my evpinion, for a reviv'^al t>f

romance. When that revival starts we shall know
that natie^nal depression has reached its end. For
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roni.iiici- is symbolical of a poriotl of accomplisli-
inctit. Romance- is idealism in action. 'I’he hero
succeeding in Io\ e is mankiml realizing its desires.

W"hen we get contident that we shall master the
future, then romance will come back, and the
hero will flourish on our sta^c

techniejue as coined \s and the lack of it cannot
be so easily disguised as in many comedies.
Fullness and power are its signs. 'I'he actor must
get right into his part, for nunance calls for depth
of emotion.

"Fhe prf>ducer must go for depth too. He must

RrciiAKn Coorni N (J-ir Anurf \v Acn i CHia k), Athlnf Si vlek (Maria), and R<)ca r T,r\ i si v
(Sir 'Tom Bi i en) in “'rwriiiii NKorr” at -i hi ()i,d Vjc'

Vhniuhy J ir Ihhinhiini

So you .see, I place tragedy and romance near get deliberate yet spirited playing, a sensi- of
together. Both depend upon faith, upon conli- exuberance and overflowing of energy. 'There
dence in the destiny of man, upon the conviction must be nothing skimped or held back, no mean-
that man can save himself. I do not say that ness <vf any sort, but generosity of the most
romance is in conflict with comedy, for T think complete description. 'J'his must be pronounced
that comedy will continue to flourish beside in the acting and reflected in costumes and setting,

romance. Indeed, comedy will gain when ro- 'I'he spirit of romance is happiness. Therefore
mance returns, for it will get more substance. let costumes, setting, and lighting emphasize the
The playing of romantic parts calls for great idea of joy. Romance is victory, so Ic-t joy be

intensity from the actors. It needs as much the note. Music is almost always necessary.
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I II no form of play is it more nccossary tf> be-

definite about positions tlian in romance. 1 be

producer must woik out the movc*ments in the

o;reatt*st detail and get the positions right. 'I'he

rhythm of movement belongs t<^ the romantic

action, which is intricate and interweaving move-

ing to its character: that means to st.irt right. He
should recogni'/-e its cliaracter anti thus know what
is demanded liim. I tio not mean, of course,

that less trouble should be taken with farce than
witli tragedy, h^r example; with every play the

producer (and the actor) must do his utmost. Hut

Oxi o: I HI. I'lNM, Sc INIS IN “'J'VMIIIH Nh.H'i” A'l lHh OLI) \ IC.

I ^ di I I .« .j'oUf .Hid I r-siil.i Vi'il.i Iwuii-iitral liyuns;, and iia-^!J Oill as tin- 1

(stn Olid Itoiii till' ri'.zhl)

I’hotu /-I /

ment, gradually speeded up as the action reaches

culminatit>n.

In concluding these notes on the prodiictitm of

different types of plays, let me }>oint out what my
aim has been. 1 have endeavoured to suggest to

the producer, and tt) the actoi as well, the attitude

he should adopt in setting to wt)rk upon any
particular play. He should treat the play accord-

Jifhi nlinui

the attitude to farce is entirely different from the

attitude tt> tragedy; anti unless farce is li.nulled

as farce and tragedy as tragedy, the result is bound
tt> go wrong.

'There is no danger of farce and tragedy being
confused witli each <^ther, but there is danger of

farce and comedy being treated alike, and the

same with comedy and romance. We see examples
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of such mistakes on the stag;e every ilay. First

recognise the play for what it is, and tiicii it

becomes possible to produce and act it rightly.

I call the difference a difference of attitude. It

is really a difference of method. But I use the
word attitude” because 1 want to suggest a
state of mind. It is what the producer thinks about
the play he is to do that matters, for it determines
everything he does. And before the producer gets

to work he has to think hard about the play, and
do more than think let the play take possession
of his cojisciousness. 'I'hat is wliy his mental
attitude is so important.
What I am actually pleading for is style. 1 dt>

not care to use the word because it is usually

misunderstood. Style is not a persc^nal idiosyn-
crasy, nor is it an affectation. It is that which
belongs to the nature of the work done. If a

producer’s wt^rk is to have style (and an actor's

too) it must arise out of the complete under-
standing and imaginative perception by the pro-
ducer (or the actor) of the play upon which he is

engaged. It is not the cultivation of mannerisms
or fads—there are producers who go in for tricks

of grouping or lighting or scene construction to

create sometliing personal and to make their work
different from that of <nhers. 'These things are
of no importance, and when a pr<iducer follows
them closely he admits his deticit-ncies. Some
actors cultivate tricks of speech, gesture, or move-
ment in the hope of making themseUes grc‘at

artists; their efforts are equally futile.

He faithful to the play is the rule, wliicli must

TT^EATRK AND STACK
not be departed from: style comes frtim that; it

is honesty.
'The producer lias to get his way, but he has

not tt> stand in the way of the actors. 'I'he

pn^ducer’s function is iu>t to dt>minate the actors,

but to achieve the co-operation that is necessary
for the play’s success. He must call from the
actors the best that is in them and in so doing he
is bound to enct>unter conflicts and differences;
it is his task to resolve the conflicts, not by making
the actor surrender his point t>f view, certainly
not by any sort of compromise, but by lifting the
effort upt>n a level where there are blending of
wills and unity of purpose, without rejecticin of
any aim. lOlev'^ation t>f aim, definition of purpose,
clarity of intention should be the producer’s
guiding stars. He must be* able to explain; he
needs infinite patience; he must have the ability

to impart ht*lp ; he must win consent. IVl uch is

demanded of a producer to justify his position.

Unless he can justify himself bv his actions he
liad better not be there. But a good producer
can make a contribution to the play that is equalled
by no one, and a good producer is one* who
forgets himself, thinks only of the play, and serves
the actors for whom the stage has been erected.

I ha\e said nothing on the subjt'Ct of melr>-

drama or burlesque or ph.intas\' or other hybrid
plays. 'I'here is in fact nei d to do sf). I\Ji*lo-

drama is false tragedy, burle sque is a form of farce,

phantasy is the sliailow of romance*. '1 lie produce*!'

will know how to tre*at tlu*m when he* recalls

the stems eif drama from whicli they spring.
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PRODUCTION PRINCIPLES
F. E. DORAN, Producer, Adjudicator Isle of Man, Jewish National, Leigh, Sale, and other Festivals

INTRODUCTION

O A7: of Ihe f>arcnio\cs of the theatre /s that

an art, nh/eh ean exist only through the

eonitnned efforts of a taiye ninnher (f f)eof>le,

should have a strony attraetion for the assertn'e

personality
,
and offer it so niuih scofe.

Prot)iihl\ the influeme (f the films upon
the puhlie is fiininy^ the pr<fessi<uial theatre

to rely more and more upon the star system.

J'hirty or forty years ayo it n’as expected that

the rise ol the dramatist and the proditeer as

i 111portant fiyures in the theatre iCould suppress

this tendeney.

A uuue profitable sub jeet for e \ am i nation is

the <eay in leliich this personal asserhveness,

, eh nil seems to be inheieiit in the theatre, has

( (fused the pri>d lu er to deeeio[> hi mself as it star

It IS easx* to understand hoi\ this eame about

\ 'auity, or to be m<y e eharitable, tin desire to

stand 'icell in the opinion of one's felbne, is a

uiirrersal human cliarai terist n 'There are feie

ulio are reallx' lontent to leorh in obsiuiity.

Only the most hn^hly-lrai iied disc ri mi nation
can disentanitle the norh of the producer from
that if the aitors, the author, the scene designer,

and all the other icorhers in the theatrr It

ica^, therefore, only natural that producei s

should bei^in to take ('\'ery opportunity (f
placing before the audience somethi ny that

(ould immediately be ree(>ym:ed as their oun
speiial i ndn'idual i ontribution

.

At this point ice must be caie/ul 7 here is no

doubt that there are departments <f the theatre

in n'liich the produeer as an oriyiiial ireatree

artist can be of yieat ealue. Innovation,

ex perimenl
,
a neic iaitbnd<, are fnnn lime lo

time essential for the life <f the theatre The

finest creative prfniueers have (ften supplied

these essentials. 1 he idea that Ihe assertion by

the produeer of his o\cn indiidduality is a

natural prerogative is the danyer.

MICHAEL MACOWAN

Anyone mho has produced plays throuyhout

a lony period (f years, u'orkiny u ith first-

(lass actors and actresses, realizes, if he

examines himself honestly, hotc much (f his

knowledge, his feeliny for the theatre, his capa-

cityfor imayination
,
he omes to those n'ith rnlioni

he has ivorked Troduction
,
like every other

branch of the theatre, reijuires subtle and sensi-

livc collaboration . It is not one-ioay traffic. The
idea of the producer as the" boss "probably leads

hiyhly-talenled
,
and sometimes brilliant, actors

with successful (areers before them to sax' they

xcill desert actmy for production ,
or, xvorse still,

try to combine the hoo. Of course, one man
max' be both a yood producer and a fine actor

if he does not try to be both at the same time.

When an actor alternates actmy and production

he takes a considerable risk xcith the develop-

ment of his talents as an actor The points of

viem are different, and only the level-headed

tan step snumthly from one to the other.

The theatre may have somethmy of value to

learn from the film Tilms are advertised as

“Plodaction by A, mritten by If (', and D,

directed by T, starriny F and (r." Here, it

seems, is a real feelmy if team mork or complete

artistic collaboration . Many prodiuers in the

theatre call themselves directors' “The play

directed by . . is (ommon on theatre pro-

yrammes. the division of fuiutions betnecn

the producer and dircittn- of a film is mortli

thmkmy about. The director understands and
arranyes cameia anyle^, the oryanization cf the

space of the screen, the mork cf the actors, the

atmosphere , and the rhythm cf the story. He
directs the recordiny on celluloid. The con-

ception of the film as a ichole is the loork of a

producer He chooses and brmys toycther story

mriters, actors, desiyners, and the director him-

self.
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In ihe professional theatre wc merely call

him the manager and he may or may not he

creative in the sense in mhich the producer of a
film is a creative organizer. In film work as

hcticeen producer and director the producer is

the boss. Were we t(> make such a diidsnat of
function in the theatre, and acknowledge it

clearly, it would he interesting to see xcho xcould

desire to become producers in this neiei sense,

and who could be content xcith direction.

The art of the theatre is the art of working
together. In no other art is so much discipline

necessary. Producer
,

director, and everyone
else xL'ho icorks in the theatre, hoicever, are

equally subject to this discipline. The director

,

as we may agree to call hint, must above all be

an adept in the art of collaboration

.

The xcide variety of kmiwledge
,
talents, and

qualities required by a producer {or director as

ice should agree to call him) is apparenl in

Mr. F. E. Doran's article. This is uliv mv

introduction has been restricted to a rather

narrerw survey of the moral responsibility that

the director must try to fulfil. There is one
quality, a corollary, -which can easily be ox^er-

looked. It is necessary for a director to he con-
stantly examining himself in order to decide,

for instance, xohether a particular piece cf work
demands that he should he originally creative,

or irhether his duty is to he an interpreter. It

IS dangerous to approach all work in the same
way, and to give as an explanation that that is

the kind of director one is. He must beware that

his methods and his ideas nexfer become rigidly

set, and conscious that his equipmenl can
never be complete.

As the theatre is an ephemered art, and must
ahoays be to a large extent conditioned by the

circumstances if life, the director must con-

stantly adapt himself in order to keep himself
a man if his time so that he can interpret to the

audience if his time.
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THE PRODUCER’S RESPONSIBILITY
T he amateur i?i the tlieatre cif t(i-day riglitly

fills an important niche, in fact the niche is

sometimes the main doorway of Jiving tJieatre,

particularly in towns of about ,^ooo tci i oo thou-
sand inJiabitants in whicli tlie films have swept
the living actor out <^f dot)rs so far as pro-

fessionalism is concerned. Let
me make it clear that for me
there are no amateurs or pro-

fc'^ssionals in the theatre. T here

are artists only. Some good, most
bad ; some paid, enhers un]iaid ;

but all working together at the

shrine of 'Thespis, each wor-
shipping in his own way, with

the furrowed brow of the Ib-

senite, the bi-shakocd gorgeous-

ness of musical comedy, or

perhaps in simph'r form some ele-

mental mystery in the shadowed
recesses of a gri'at Cathedral
'There are certain amateurs
among the professional ranks, for

what are the Sunday <.'\'(‘ning

groups of workadav^ actors but

amateurs in the best sense, gi\'ing

tluMr leisure and the skill

plays that are not attracti\e to tlic commercial
mind, but intensel)' intcTesting from one point

or another to the man whose life is in the theatn.

'That others are tinkc'is, tailors, soldi<.*rs, sailors,

rich men, and perhaps even beggar men or

thieves, does not depriv e them of that artistic unity

with the regular actor, and so, as in time of war,
when the amateur 'Territorial and the Cjuards-

man were equal food for slaughter, to-day in the

theatre there are regular and irregular forces.

And it is the irregulars in the far flung battle line

of the v illages and towns who keep tht' art aliv e

while the regular brethren of the buskin hold the

towns. 'Therefore it is important that these irreg-

ular warriors in the cause of the theatre should

be as well equipped as possible, with a full grasp

of first principles and their applicatii>n.

'The tools of the workmen, the craftsman, and
the artist may be the same—the same chisels, the

same stone. One produces competent carving,

another an interesting piece of work, but the third

transcends everything. How then with all things

equal is the result so different? Perhaps the same
number of taps with mallet and chisel, the same
liours of work, even the same workshop— yet

different results. Pen and paper are the same for

poet and bookmaker. A world shaking sonnet
may be scrawled on the back of greasy pastry bag,

so the tools arc not important. It is not the
work, but the result that matters.

No art can come without some
knowledge of the craft. Shake-
speare had to learn his ABC

—

a point often overlooked by
young men in a hurry to be
producers. Without any know-
ledge, but with a confidence be-
yond dispute, an author’s

opus is twisted until only a bare
outline of his intentions remain,
though nt) doubt the cast and the
producer have thoroughly en-
joyed themselv es. Producers may
be bf>rn, but a certain fabrication

is necessary because the successful

producer has to have a working
knowledge of so many things,

st)mc very complex. '\'ears ago
the scenery, the lighting, the
orchestra, the costumes were

only just notict*d by the stage manager or coach,

and the actors and positions were his main con-
sivleration. Any old actor, or one with acting

experience, was considered suitable to act as pro-

ducer, but as nobodv^ thought of amateur theatri-

cals in terms other than side shows for bav.aars no
great harm was done as there was always the

local theatre in which to see the real thing.

For more than thirty years the oricaitation nf
workeis in the theatre has been changing. Once
the author, then the actor was, but nowadays the

producer is, the dominant factor. 'The producer is

tile modeller of the finished product. Every detail

of what the audience sees and hears should have
been created or approved bv the producer. F.very

emotional effect, every idea left in the mind of
the beholder, the recollection of beauty or other-

wise, are the producer’s responsibility. He should
think out his theory or “idea of” the play. He
must know the points he wants to make. He
must carefully study the personnel and acting

tendencies and abilities of his colleagues. His
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sc<-‘ncry must fit the mood of tlu* scene. His
lighting must do its job, even if it is to cast only
the right sort of shadow. His incidental music
and entr’acte music all enter into the artistic cal-

culations if a certain artistic result is to be
attained. He must know angles of vision, siglit

lines, the* various electric ligluing factors, both of

AUDIENCE

PRODUCER

Diagram showing Lines of Ki.M*oNsturi.TTV anh
EQUArjT\

S M aiul 4 'i'll -= ni.li' ,iii<l as!,istatit
/• — J. (ft tru lan
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- I ij^.tunKs
S’ — Smn-ry
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illumiiuiti(^n and safety, the properties of materials,

the effects of grouping, the value of timing,
pacing, pausing. He must organi/.e the new work
that has to be in the mechanical departments of
scenery manufacture, properties, and costumes.
He must clearly crystallize in the performance all

the intention in the small parts, and yet all must
be done so subtly and skilfully that no audience
in the world is consciously aware of this terrific

massed attack on its intellect through its emotions.
All of which long story is only a method of telling

the most (obvious thing in the world, i.e. that the
producer’s job is to produce. By that, I mean
what 1 say. The producer has to deliver the
goods, produce the rabbit from the hat. T he play.

like the rabbit. Inis been there all the time, but the

producer has to use his materials or tools so that

spontaneity is preserved, action unfolds, motives
are disclosed, all as though what we are witnessing
is real and as much part of the fabric of our every-
day lives as the landlord and the income tax.

Jt is this unfolding to the subconsifuisncss of
the audience that is the essential of production.

All the pre\ ious items ha\’e been considered,

selected, and related each to the other, so that

tht‘ audience recei\e an impress of the pattern

without being jolted by theatricalitv, which is

what we mean when we spe^ak of a show as having
creaked.”
Each play has its own style* of pnuluction, or

rather a style of production is most apt for a

given play, and though experiments in stylc-s may
be interesting for us in tlu* craft, they seldom ha\ e

interest for the general audience. Societies that

have their own theatres in their own rooms can
attempt such happy flights witli great advantage,

but when it comes to tlie paying public the pro-

ducer’s responsibility is to see that tliey get what
they have paid for—a ct)mplete show, complete
in every particular, and with every factor rightly

selected and contrcdled.

T he days of heterogeneity havt* passed. T'h<*

pnafiicer of to-day i>> the pi\(>t on which success

or failure turns, and he must carefully study the

elements at his command.
When all the factors ha\e bi*en properly used,

it matters not whetlu*r by instinct or expc*rience,

then something is producetl that can be recordi*d

in the annals of theatrical history as be longing to

theatrical art. C'raft has produced Art. d here

will be some thing of beauty added to the world,

because the producer has uni tied his elements,

used his tools wisely, brought the three A’s to-

gether, the Autheir, the Actor, and the Audience,
into ctimmon understanding and to one mind (^r

way of thinking.

ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES
Most people have the vaguest and extra-

ordinary ideas of how a play is produC(*d,

and not the least vague or extraordinary ideas

are among many so-called producers themselves.
There seems to be a notion, or rather absence
of a notion, that a play, like T'opsy, just grows.
But the producer has to encourage and direct
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tJic* growth. He is like a dramatic gardener,
trimming here, pruning there, and twisting this

dialogue into such and sucli an effect. A little

tliought will recall that the theatre is no new
thing. Our rect)rds go back to the Ciret'ks, and
some learned men will trace out a drama t>f sorts

in aboriginal dances. Now it is reasf>nabh' to

visuali/.e that an art with over 2,000 years' his-

tory must hav^e established certain principles.

Kverything wt^rth w'hile is based on princij^le.

Mathematics, architecture, painting, engineering,

cooking, all these and others hav'e laws that must
be t>beyed. In architecture a beam must m>t be
heavier than its suppt>rting piers can staful. In

painting certain lights produce certain ct)lours. In

ejigineering certain forces produce certain results,

and so it is witli the theatre.

It is no use trying to learn aritlimetic from the

middh* of the book. T'lie multiplication table and
the four signs must come first. T heir equivalent
(.‘Vists in the theatre and they cannot be ava>ided.

It matters not what the play is, where it is, or

why it is being performed, tliere are certain

elementarv principles that must be applied in every
case. No matter what soit of play, wise or stupid,

simple t>r l.ivish, comedy, farce, mysteiv, poetic,

oi ])ros<.*, all is dust and ashes, w<isted time and
futile effort unless the* followin'^ principle is

tesftal (ill pet soHi in the i,ti-->ence
^

t/o

matte) 'ivhet e they are seate^i^ see, and heat < . rty

ivot d'^'" T he eiiunciati<in of this principle ma\
sc-em superfluous. "‘Of course'" (I feel m\ readers

saving), “()f ct)urse, the .ludience must see and
lu'ar." In over twenty^- live years of inttaisive

criticism of theatre productions I have seen this

1 II ndamental piinciple either ignored or over-

looked. It is because this princi})le is so obv'it>us

that it is forgotten in the mass of detail that i ises

from It and the performance of moi e picturesque

details connected with a productit>n.

'The rehearsals of amateur, and sometimes j)ro-

fessional, plays, too, usually take place in a hired

room of small dimensions. If the group is

happily placed or moderately well off, then it re-

hearses in a hall, perhaps the very hall in which
the performance will take place. Hucky ]H*ople

these! Hut e ven here, as in the small room, the

producer is in close proximity to the players, use of

the script makes him familiar with the words, and
the wish not to strain unduly the vocal capacity

of his cast, all lead to a conversational rehearsal,

and these conversational tones have a nasty ten-
dency to creep into the textual interpretation <if

the play and when the time comc-s to enlarge the

compass of the voices, the balance of the play is

disturbed, if not destroyed, and even if the prin-

ciple of being set‘n and lieard is fully operated, it

has not been properly applied, and so artistic

damage of the first degree has been done.

T he producer must, therefore, always bear in

mind that rehearsals, particularly the early ones,

art‘ sketches tt> scale, as it wt‘re. An action or

vocal pitch tliat is adequate in a small room, or

when near the |H-rformer, can only be taken as

indicativ e of the enlargerm-nt that should be seen

wlien the play is in full fling, and not as the final

thing. Should the important State paper be taken
with the right hand or the left, or the pt)ison put
on the shelf on stage right or left, should that or

the other entrance be made R., ly., or C., are

the pin-points on which small scale acting can
be helpful. T rial and erreu*, a process of elimina-
tion, can be* t*mploved with small scale methods
.ind sometimes significant detail disce^vered with-
out strain, but it is advisable that when once the

more oi less accurate details are filled then full

scale rehearsals should be adopteil and the cast

rehearsed in full glory of a complete range of
vocal exercise*. The producer should make sure,

bv personal and direct obseivation that every parr

of the hall is re.iched by the actor's v oice, and that

furniture, props, arul otlit*!* actors are in relevant

positions, so that the view of the audience is not

obstructed in anv'^ wav^
Now tills audibility pnneiph* biings up the

m.itter of vocal education. VTuce production does

not apparently come naturally to us. No doubt it

ought to, but wlu*n producing plav^s I have had
hardly one person in six who had full vocal contix>l.

It is mainly a matter breathing and the use of
the diaphragm—a muscle that runs under the

lungs and across the body. For stagt* and platform

speaking, the lungs must be fully emph^yed and
used. Deep breathing and rhv^thmic respiration

are essentials, and a producer is well advised t»)

hav e a sv>und knowledge of voice prtiduction ; not

t<>o much, as there are specialists who can more
adequately deal with recalcitrant cases. "1 he
failing of amateurs is throat speaking—speaking
from the throat instead of from the deep chest.
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It is really a matter of mechanism and the ap-
plication of simple rules. For instance, the bugle
blast can be heard for a great distance, much
farther than its ludicrous cousin the big trom-
bone, because, though both have an approxi-
mate equivalent of wind in the throttle, the
dissemination is difFerent. In the case of throat
speakers, they may shout and rant, but because
they have no force or power behind each syllable,

the words fail to overcome the resistance of the
air.

T'he air is an invisible cushion. Let us imagine
it as a large tank full of water. I f you knock on

the side ol the tank you will set up a wave
travelling outwards but getting feebler and
feebler as it gets away from the knock. Every^
word spoken is a knock on the atmosphere. Air
waves in decreasing volume carry the sound so
far, and when the wave strikes on the ear drum of
the auditor, natural processes turn the air wave
into sound and sound is transformed to speecli.

But the sound must get to the auditor, and if

the wave impulse is started up in the throat then
it has no punch behind it, and not only will it fail

to carry, but the range of control will be limited.

Our old friend the "‘stage whisper” is a good
example that will suffice for all. A stage whisper
is really a whisper—not a simulated one, but its

soft tones have behind them the full force of the
speaker’s e.xpelled lung power, not just a wee bit

{>f vapour from the back of the throat. It may be
soft and Ic^w, hut it has projection^ and the proper
pn^jection of the human voice is essential to
pre^per production.
When the knack of voice control has been

mastered, parts can be spoken without fatigue, a
whole range of emotional power is added to the
producer’s armoury, and the full power of poetic

imagery and the magic of the spoken voice is at

his command. T'he talkie machine may improve
itself to the perfect similitude of direct speech,
but it will never supersede tJiat wonderful con-
tact, spiritual and mental, which is set up when
a good voice is properly used in our presence.
Practice, practice, and continual practice is a
necessity. Once learnt, good speaking will never be
forgotten, and will be an asset of great value. But
it must be learnt. I.,ike skating on ice, it is not so
simple as it sounds. But, again like ice skating,
it is hard to forget, and practice makes perfect.

1 would always advocate poetry, particularly

IVlilton and Shakespeare, as an exercise for all

adolescents. With good breathing and timing of
sentences it leads to voice control, mental and
bodily poise, and phvsical health. T he Bible,

Carlyle, IVIacaulav's F^says and famous speeches,

i^uc^itor
I

such as Warren Hastings’ and so on, are all g(n)d

material on which to practise*.

T he next part of the principle is "‘set-ing.'’

T his can be di\ ided in twe^ parts, active seeing and
passive seeing, i.e. seeing tution or essential mo\'e-
ment, and then such passive parts of the whole as

the throne, or a safe, or desk, or some such prop
used in tin* de\elopment of tlie ste>ry. For tlie

immediate purpose 1 deal with the producer co!)-

trolling the actions of the actor.

Cresture is almost as important as the voice
and in some instances can be mori* eloquent than
the most poetic passages. It is a powerful re-

inforcement to the capabilities of the voice, and
a study of graceful moveme?its and bodily p(>ise is

essential to successful and artistic results. It is no
part of a producer’s function to instruct an actor
in the elements of either voice production or bodily
movement. T he actor should provide that tech-
nical equipment himself, but, assuming knowledge
in the actor of first principles, the producer must
be able to apply, and to apply consciously, those
principles to bringing out the third principle

—

the author’s intention.

I have no wish to be pedantic in the German
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fashion and to anatomi/x* the art of acting; into

so many little bits or t(^ choke the reader’s mind
with meticulous formulae that will but terrify and
hamper, but when a producer has a job in hand
he must know what to look for from the actor,

and (^) what to contribute to the actor. He must
know, and consciously know, where to put his

finger on a weak spot, and he cannot know this

until he kfiows where the strong spots are. So J

must do a little more analytical work for the

beginner to become ai-vare of the task before

him and not be blindfolded when performing one
of the most important tasks in the theatre.

So to ct)nsideration of bodily movement for the

audience to seh. Bodily movement should be

free, lissom, easy. 'I'he actor should project

assurance over the* footlights. His walk must be
certain and sure. 1 want <iur embiv o pr^nlucer to

appreciate that an ungainly person m the cast,

as one without bodily control, general or par-

ticular, is like an odd piece in a jig-saw puzzle ,

it might fit but not harmonize. So the pro-
ducer must insist on players learning control of
body as well as voice*.

Idle joints of the shoulders, elbows, wrists,

knuckles, hips, knees, and ankk‘s, are separate

elements, and can be brought into particular

service. Whoever has seen either of the* I\Iisst*s

Vanbrugh will appreciate tliis point, for these*

artists make their very finger nails eloqeie*nt, and
the mere crooking of the* little finger bring
about the downfall <if an Pimpire. Certainly

absence of acting of this quality has brought about
the downfall of one s<irt of Pimpire, and its

magnification on the screen the developme*nt of

the other Pimpire!

Most amateurs appear to have no use for the

arm above tin* elbow. T lie upper arm »s irre-

vocably glueel to the ribs. Consequently, when a

gesture of domination has to be made it is as

though the actor is partially paralysed. Spacious-
ness of movement is hard to develop in this age of
restraint. We are trained not to show off, not to

be assertive, but, unfortunately, the actor must be
assertive, he must take his part, and what is

/

probably blatant in the drawing-room is un-
observable on the stage. If an action is done au
natur el the audience has been robbed because they
have not had an opportunity to see what they
have paid to see. Do not be afraid of dumb-bell
exercise or Indian club swinging. Get the
muscles of arm and leg free, the joints as it were,
well oiled. Study pictures and statues. Note how
to fold the fingers for various purposes.

When walking be definite. Place the feet

firmly. Do not allow a player to slouch (i) or
walk like a ram-rod (2) or let his legs come before
his head (3). "The legs can speak as well as the
tongue. "Those who saw Sir Henry Irving in

T/ir Lyons Mail will remember how the soles of
his feet used to tell the story of

the innocent man’s execution.

Irving was on the roof of a shed,

with his fec*t to the audience.
'They did all the acting.

CTtaceful leg ptjsition can be
learnt by studying fencing poses.

‘‘()ne leg straight, the other

slightly bent, and arm bv the

side,” was an old instruction,

and a verv good foundation as a

basic position from which to

start. Stooping sht)ulders are no
good to anybody. A head thrust

forward is a bad unit to work
with. Beware of the actor who
flops his hands from the wrists, or slouches from
the knees. PsLnowing what nt^t to do is as im-
portant as knowing what to tlo.

Now for hints on stage settings. How often
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do wc* SL*c tile stage set in such a manner that

important action is hidden by the furniture, or a

character's facial expression lost because it is pre-
sented in a place masked by a faulty light or
stimething more tangible. This is often seen in

professional productions, so while the amateur
producer may claim good cvimpariy, 1 maintain it

is bad practice whoever does it.

How often do we see something like the illus-

tratitui gi\ cn below in which the \ ase of fl<>wers

proprirtion dictates width—or the nature of the
scene (i.e. an old-fashioned cottage where windows
are always small) forces the producer to a small
area. In these and similar circumstances, do not
allow your curtains to mask over the window
sjiace. 'Take care that the space is well lit. In
rehearsal, look at it from eva-ry angle (consult

“Sight Kines" page 702). See that it is high
enough to clear flares, lamps, etc. Similar

lemarks aj'>plv to terraces, and to any other use

must obscure the face* of anybody sitting in the

chair at the desk Or, worse still, the armchair
completely masks all that goes on on the settee,

from one side, atid the desk and back of the settee

masks all from the other. So that all we get is

some disembodied voices rising from the depths
of the upholstery.

There- must be no compromise with these prin-

ciples of seeing (^r hearing. They are the kernel,

the very quintessence of the game. All scenery
must be subordinated to it. Positions are arranged
to suit it crossing worked out in accordance with
them, and all these and much m<^re are made so

much easier and comprehensible when the pro-

ducer knows ‘ivhy such and such a thing is done.

Now all this may appear as ABC. Without
knotvledge of this elementary stuff no producer
will get far. Once he has studied and assimilated

it, he can forget it, but he will always know what
not to do. It is no fun to me to write this very
basic commetit, but it is the foundation on which I

am going to build—Seeing, Hearing, and Why.
One of the trickiest bits of scenery to use is

the back-stage window. It can be tt>o narrow

—

often a common fault on small stages where
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of the back stage. If the attention of the audience
has to b<‘ focused on s{>mething impoi tant up .ind

back stage, rehearse and measure to that point,

and work your other characters, props, and furni-

ture so that they do not obstruct vision. Simplicity
itself-—but I have often seen an audience <.>n one
side of tile- theatre sway to set* what is haj^pening
on the invisible wall of the scene on their side of
the stage. I saw a prt)ft-ssion.il production of
7 V// lAttir diggers where a big slice of the ( ).P.

aiulience could not see the disappearing ornaments.
It was a bad production and had probably never
been looked at from all angles, or wt)rked out by
“Sight Kines.’’

THE PRODUCER’S STATUS
'J he status of the producer is one that has

given rise to much controversy in the ct)urse

of this century. Rt)ughly speaking, the latter

part of last cetitury and a few years after

saw the actor-manager as sole arbiter in the
theatre, the Shakespearean productions of Irving
and Tree, the social dramas of Oeorge Alexander,
the melodramas of Wilson Barrett being examples
of the actor’s controlling influence. The actor
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w:is tlic bc-jill and end-all (and end-all it nearly
was) of the stage. T he producer was absolutely
unknown. T Jiere were people called stage
“managers,” and there were “coaches.” Occa-
sionally, somebody would “present” a play, but
the producer was a phenomenon to come. It is

difHcult to assign any definite direction from
which the idea came, but Ciordon Craig, at work
in his Ooldfini T'eatro in Italy, had something to

do with it, aiul Huntley Carter with I'he \ ric

Spirit in the Russian
'

1 'hratre ga\'e the idea an
airing. It was evident that the social theatre

the Ibscnites wanted mort* than acting and a
collection of ]iroperties and scenery. T he mood
of a play had to be exprt'ssed, and with the im-
pact of the Russian Drama, this feeling for mood
was intensified. 'J lie old Crummies methods of
acting, the old catalogin' notice of properties, was
worse than inadequate*, .iiul cpjite e*arlv, soon after

the Boer War, the new spirit began to manifest
itself. T he repertory theatres at (ilasgow and
IXlanchestc*!-, tin* Abbey T heatre at I^ublin, and
NOon tlie well-istablislud pirineer amateur
societies like tlie Stockport CTirrick, got hold of
the idea .iiul ga\e it open exprc'ssK >n.

1 should say titat Cti ain die- Barkei \ tvvoSa\o\
productions of Sliakespeare forced tin principle

home, tliough Btanard Shaw, u ith his elaboratt*

stage directnuis, fiad something do with
])addling tlie ]ir<iducer's canoe, liooks of pi t\s

appeared wiili minuti* instructions of di'iai!

of settings, size and position «d furniture, colours
and patterns of wall-papers, characteristics of
phottigraphs, and so on, all with the notion of

giving first aid to the iu‘w producer, as yet on
r.itlier slippery ground, uncertain who was frieiul

or enemy, the actor or the author. But the prin-

ciple of unified control was maintained, and by
ribout 1 oi so, and certainly by^ 1912, So aiul

So’s production of ‘“‘Such and Such” was general

Comment. But the producer yv'as still suspect, and
the older school of thought objected to the dt“~

mand for the dictatorshiji of the producer oyer
the actor. T he actor’s idt‘a of histrionic ex-

piession dominating the idea in the play and the

forceful technique of the transpontine school

were soon found to bi* at loggerheads wnth team
work, and it y\’as not long before the author took

a hand in the game and began to support the

producer.

1
(

kTilighteiied public taste, the divorce of the
dramatist from limelit notions, and the* improve-
ment of stage apparatus soon forced the producer
to the fore, and by the time the War had finished,

and the new yeiuth brought a serious mind into

the theatre, the producer liad thoroughly estab-

lished himself in the hierarchy of functionalists,

and the field was definitely clear for full recog-
nition of the product‘r as the captain of the ship.

T he actor became a member of the team, and in

theory at least tach part was as important as

another, each dovetailing into the schemt* as a

whole according to the pattern tlevised bv* the

producer.
TTie Status and function iT the producer is now

clear, justified by expediency’^ and proved in

practice. Few modern plays of consequence rely

on the transpontine technique. When it does
appear it is secondary^ and verv^ much a means to

a primary'^ end. While maintaining that, in tlu*

nature of things, a second-rate play^ will be carried

ofF b\^ first-rate acting, good production of a first-

class ])lav will bring out high qualities in actors

ni>t of the first flighr. It is imperative, therefore,

that the producer should know his job, anti that

hi*- team should give him the leadership, and
recognize his status as ().C.

"File ]iroducer must have a competent staff of
supporters and helpers rt'gardless of the acting

cast

.

"The cast and assistants should be informed, in-

dividual! v and clearly, of the work exjiected from
them. It i^ not enough to tell the costumier 01

w'^artinibt* mistrt*ss to prov ide so many mediev’al

costumes, and the scenery^ department to provide
a wot>d. "I'hc* details must also be iiulicated, if

possible by sketch design, with colour and wood
marked out. T he property man must also be pro-

v ided with di“tails of size aiul shapi* and the light-

ing plot evolved. Whi*n these and other depart-

mental details are scheduled, these sections can get

to work with a minimum of last-minute rush.

It must be remembered by the team, arul a wist*

producer will support the thesis, that tine detail

is for the department, broad principli's for the

producer.
So far as the cast is concerned they must add

that individual something that cannot be de-
scribed or defined. Call it personality^ or art,

what you will, but there is a personal contribution
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which ii(^ producer can command but which may
be evoked. A cookery book can give the recipe

to the last grain of salt and half a degree of tem-
perature. T'his mav be meticulously carried

through, but tw<^ persons will produce two differ-

ent dinners, probably poles apart. Acting is more
than memorizing words, wearing costume, and dis-

guising with make-up. 'These are merely the out-

ward signs of the inward spirit that only the actor

can provide. 'T'hat is the genius, or creativeness,

of the actor-artist. It is built on technique and
training; observation and studv of the part and
the words. Inflections can alter the whole mean-
ing of a line, and a wrting emphasis can ruin the

finest finale ever written.

T'ake this short dialogue and test out its

many variations

—

He. “I love you.”
She. “Why.?”
He. “I don’t know.”
'These seven words can be presented in so many

ways, whimsical, tragic, sad, humorous, wildly

comic, and many other ways. 'T here is a whole
orchestration of vocal intensitv and human
feeling in this short dialogue. A few experiments
with it will illustrate the meaning and importance
of the preceding comments on the actor's

contribution.

Always remember tlu* three A’s and their re-

lation to each other, the Author, the Actor, and
the Audience—the trinity of the theatre.

It is this trinity that tlie producer must orches-

trate. T ile audience are passive, negative, revep-

tive. 'The author is the primary' cause: his work
done, its pfiwers are latent in the script, doimant
until the spirit of life is breathed into it by the

breath t>f the act(^r. 'I'he actor is the }K>tent

power, the dynamic principle to be applied to the

passivity and the potentiality of the audience.

I'he producer stands with his hand on the lever,

controlling all these influences, emphasizing
here, subduing there, modulating this t>r the

other, bringing all the elements into one single

control and unity of purpose.

'The status of producer is essentially one of
control. He is, indeed, the Autocrat of the
'Theatre, unto whom all things must be sub-
servient. Which is all very fine and large but not
so easy as it sounds. For the producer must also

justify his autocracy by knowing what he is doing.
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W^hile producers of the stature of CTranville-
Barker may be br>rn, they must also be made, and
the making is a tortuous process implying study of
many things if the autocrat of the theatre is to be
listened to with respect. Blind and unreasoning
theory is no good because it is not based on certain
known factors which are essential.

It is true that in the realm of artistic adventure
the mind and spirit of man may be free, but there
are artistic twos which must always make fours.

'I'his mathematics r>f production must be learnt,

and when learnt the cast will be ready and willing
to sit at the producer’s feet to co-operate
willingly in producing the pattern in the pro-
ducer’s mind.
We have only to examine the li\es of Rein-

hardt, Craig, and Oranville-Barker to see the
breadth of training they underwent before* they
were able to experiment.

In the lighter rt^alms of musical comedy and
rev'ue, a high degree of imaginative skill is dt‘-

manded of a producer if the often tenuous ele-

ments of his script are to bi* acceptable to the
audience. He must have a wide knowledge of
dance, rhythm, colour, light, ami mass emotion,
in addition to the basic principles of the actor’s

craft.

It must be remembered that while the audience
may be a passive element, it is also a critical ele-

ment, in so far as it has an instinct for critical

and comparative reaction which at once responds
to the work seen on the stage. It is this frame of
mind that produci r must attack. He lias to

marshal his acttjrs, his dialogue, his costume, his

colour and all the other elements into a formation
that advances by irresistible stages through the
emotions of the audience and leaves behiml some
ever-abiding recollection.

If his marshalling is bad or inefficient tlie re-

collection will be either of a bad occasion or soon
forgotten, but if the marshalling is directed effec*

tively,with understanding and control, the- abiding
recollection will be of S(uviething outstanding
which was also a great experience*.

'i 'I’he producer is entirely responsible for the

change in presentation during the last thirty years,

from the full realistic, heavily lime-lit settings of
the beginning of the century to the simplified arul

sometimes stark settings (if the extreme moderns.
Compare the trees with real apples, the forests
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with rcnl goats and waterfalls in tlic Sliakc--

spearcan rev i\'als of the Boer War periotl to the
curtain and rostrum effects of to-day.

1 am not concerned here ti> express an opinion
on the merits of the differences betwet-n the two
forms of production. I am concerned, at this

moment, in drawing attention to the difference,

and in pointing out that it is the producer as

autocrat who is responsible.

Tlie producer found that certain effects and
emotional ct^ntrol were just as effectively pro-
duced, in sofiie instances much more so, bv'

cutting away all the* dead wood of representation

and that a ivliance pui'e suggestit>n by
abstract forms could be just as g(n>d. Hut the

producer iiad t(^ know wliat he was doing
and experiment with these !iew forms with
kiKiwledge.

'Tfie result has been that the producer has
definitely established liimself in the status of
one in control, and he claims authority over
the three A’s : the .A.uthor, the Actor, a/ul the

Audience.
'The importance of the producer can be illus-

trated by modern de\ elopments in Russia. I>uring
the past twenty- five years or so the theatre lias

made eix^rmous strides. Producers are trained in

AIoscow or other Central 'Theatres and sent

out to remote places to organize a company or to

produce plays ; but nearly all the stock productions
hayc a propaganda twist, and it is the propaganda
that counts. If a producer does not cjuite get the

idea "‘oyer’’ he is recalled and trained again. It

does not seem possible that Romeo and yu/iet

could be turned into propaganda, but according to

Soviet production it is a drama of the young idea

in revolt against the old feudal idea of parental

control. Such an idea can be put over tmly by a

technician who knows what he wants and how to

get it. He becomes single-track minded for that

particular purpose. Consequently, any individual

actor trying a personal expression must be moulded
to the main idea. I do not maintain that such
a principle is good or bad. I cite this example to

show that a production is, literally, something
produced by the producer, not a mere matter of
sitting in front of the players at rehearsal and
moving them here or there.

'The impi^rtance of the producer was realized

in Russia over fifty years ago. It is no new thing.
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Ciorden Craig and Ashley Dukes preached
producer status befoie 1914 and the princijile

ejvercame all our ideas of acte>r-manager, star

performer, or stage manager, and steadily the idea

of unified, specialized control made headway.

SUCCESS IN ARTISTRY
It might be asked why the producc*r should

have to go to all the tr<nible of looking after

measurements i)f stage, position and shape of
furniture, colour of scenery and lighting, and
nature of materials. Is not his job to bring out
the talent t>f tin* actor and direct him here aiul

there so that each member of the cast fits in to

the general idea? 'I'his is his job, certainly, but
so is the other, because these things are all part

of the same whole and must be considered as part

of the same problem. 'The producer is the most
important member of the team, being coach,
referee, and rule maker all in one. His status is

one of command and direction, and he must be
equipped with knowledge as well as fiah

.

He
must be as patient as Job, as energetic as a bea\ er,

as far-seeing as any prophet, have the organizing
genius of a Ford, and possess the tact of an arch-
angel. His cast must be loyal and vmseltish and
give the producer credit for knowing wltat he
wants, and appreciate that when certain things
are asked for there is a reason for it. So whiU‘
the producer’s lot is not a happy one, until the
show is launched it is a responsible one, and his

cast and staff must each pull its weight.
It all ck-pends on the j)ersonnel of a society

what staff a producer should have, but his mini-
mum is a stage manager, prompter, electrician,

and “pre^^s” or stage carpinter. 'To these a

wardrobe mistress, a maker-up, assistant stage

manager, and others as convenient may be added,
and 1 would advise that once appointed, and the
producer’s plans given to them, the prcnlucer

should leave them to their i)wn initiative to build

up the detail. 'This leaves him free to give all his

energies to the rehearsals of his cast.

It is at rehearsals that he will build up his ideas.

Perhaps, in fact usually, the idea that seemed so

effective in the mind’s eye of original invention
is totally unsuitable when tested out life-size, and,
impromptu as it were, the producer must evolve
some spontaneous solution that fits in with the

ideas being carried into effect elsewhere.
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It may bt* that one wrong detail, if persistt‘d in,

is found to make all tliat follows wadibly and un-
ccTtain in effect. It is important, then-fore, that

the producer’s mind slumld not be liampered by
tht- execution of di-tail when once his plan is

satisfactory, and that his staff should work witli

him and for him. His cast must also rt‘sp<)nd and
fall into the general picture as presented by the

producer, working up their own tah-nt into the

detail required to make their own particular pait

good i}i relation to the tvhole.

'J'his human, or personal, element must be
examined in tw'o parts: (i) 'I'he individual actor;

(
2 )

the crowd or su})er element. 'I'he individual

actor is the key of the play as seen by the audience.

Audiences hardly kiu^w of the producer; still less

are thev able to separate his work from that of
the actor. But it is the pia>ducer’s itlea and the

actor's carrying out of it that produce the great

moment, particularly in modern plays, where an
idc-a, rather than .1 story, is the gra\amen of the

piecx’ 'I'lu- indi\idual actor has a duty to himself
and Ills talent and tV duty to the producer. Jt is

as though Ciich act^u- was a not<.- <ui a keyboaid
—iiidix'idual, particvilar, separate; of no con-
seipienci.- aloiu*, but wlten bianigiit inioan arrange-
ment by the- player on tlu- kevb<xird, then the

jdace in the scale of things beconv manifest, and
the actor's particular note must he po s. n(<‘d not

too loud, or soft, or out of key. If error is made,
t ither producer or actor may be at fault. 'I'heit

fore, it is necessary, for the art of the theatre, that

the pioducer should kiK)w the det.iils of his job.

His cast, and particulaily his leads, must ha\e
confidence in him. An actor mav" have his own
ideas about the playing of a part, and if these arc-

in conflict with the producer, the actor will giye

way with ease only if he has confidence that the

producer knows what he is about.

I he individual actor must be able to help the

producer by being able to carry out his desiies

without coaching. It is not the business of a prt)-

ducer to waste too much time on teaching his

leads how to kneel, or gesticul.ite. I hat is

elementary, and slu^uld be learned in crowd
work or away fnmi rehearsals. 'I'he producer is

the fusing element, and his requirements as t<^

turning, gesture, emphasis, and so on should be-

at the actor’s C(^mmand ; not have to be pumped
into him (or her) while the rest of the cast hang

PRODUCTION
round watching the elaboration of a detail that
should come spontaneously.

In many cases the desire for leading parts is

greater than the ability to play them, and many
a show has been spoiled through artistic im-
petuosity. T here are many aspirants to leading
fame who do not lift a finger between shows,
and sometimes not even between rehearsals, to

improve their technical knowledge. Others are
so busy ho]iping from part to part, from society
to society, that they are learning as thev go,

but never reflecting on what thev" have learnt.

TTiis is what produces the “quick study,” but
never an actor-artist, for siich a one will always
be himself. Mannerisms will abound, make-u]>
may vary, but movement and intonations ne\er.
Such an amateur will never act a part, oidy play

it. Whereas if only one or two summers, ’tween
seasons, had been spent in studying basic prin-

ciples, we would see all the difference. Cjone
would be that wagging head whenever lines have
to be said. Gone would be that awkwardness of
the hands and feet. Cjone would be that constraint
when a long silence has to be gone through. One
who has trained himself by precept and observa-
tit>n will never be afr aid. He will have the con-
sciousness of ability to do what is required of him,
and his artistic success will be a matter of degree.
Some parts will be better than others because the

individual is more en rapport with the part; but
when the actor is trained a performance will

always be competent.

UtLl’lNC; Tllh PRODl^CliR

1 am writing thus, not to damp ardour, or to

present success in artistry as an impossible or ex-
tremely difficult goal, but 1 am stating that in-

di\iduals in a cast have a duty to their producer,
and that a competent actor, by contributing com-
petence, helps the producer to an exceptional
degree. In other words, beginners should seek
to walk before thev riiii away with the big

parts.

Apart from individual tuition, good practice

can be obtaint-d in crowd work. J he manage-
ment of his crowd is one of the signs of a good
producer, particularly on small stages. In musical
comedy work the cht>rus is not so difficult, as not
nuich harm is dt>ne if the crowd form a perfect
semi-circle, or get too much bunched up in one
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place. >But in drama, particularly tragedy, the

crowd can make or mar.

CROW ns

In general, avoid any suggestion that there are

more people than the stage should hold. See that

entrances and exits are wide enough to allow easy

movement of the crowd. If necessary, have many
small exits, rather than one cc^ngested one, so that

many exits at one time will leave the stage clear.

A great offence is the “hang-over.” When a

crowd exit has to be made for a solo entrance, do
not allow lingering so that the entrance coincides

with the last flutter of the last skirt. Make it

clear cut. '‘''Kxeunt Omnes^^ must be done quicker
than said, and only when the stage is definitely

empty should the pause before the vital entrance

be counted. 'Hie hang-over is usually caused by
the feeling of time. A second or two to the man
waiting his entrance is like five minutes, and while
in the wings, keyed up, it seems ages before the

crowd gets off, and when he sees a reasonable

clearance he wants to prevent a stage wait. His
entrance is premature and the effect is woolly and
uncertain. We cannot blame the actor. A pro-

ducer must account for that sort of urge, and get

his crowd off with a click, as it were. T his does

not mean hurriedly or in scramble fashion. It

means neatly, in order, and with ffnality.

W^hen on the stage members of the crowd must
not be bumping into each other. Each (except

when chorus work demands) should be made to

feel that every individual has a personal piece of

acting to perform ; that he or she has as much
relation, as an individual, to the action af the

story, as any lead. When a story is being told,

their manner must show interest, not only when
they have to say their little piece, but all the time
the action is on. Only too often have I seen a

chorus or crowd in the market place leaning on
each other’s shoulders while murder is being
committed, to be suddenly galvanized into life

because “He has killed her” has to be said.

T here would be all sorts of antecedent occasions

that each individual could act, and a producer may
have to build up little bits of business for each.

'Phis sort of created business can have a sound
technical purpose by leading the eyes of the audi-

ence, subconsciously, from one part of the stage

to another. T'he eye will always be attracted by
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movement, and a little time before an imptirtant

action, say an entrance, opening an envelope,

etc., a little movement, running round the crowd,
will cause the eye of the audience to be where it

ought to be at the tricky moment. T his focusing
can also be done by colour. Imagine a crowd in

greys and other quit*t colours, and one solo cos-

tume of geranium red among them. If that red

costume starts to movx* up stage and come to rest.

just as an entrance is made, that entrance will

have more force behind it because all the eyes of

the audience will have been drawn to the point of

activity.

'The movement of crowds in relation to the

action f>f the play can be controlled by reference

to the ground plan of the stage. T he awkward
angles right and left, marked by the proscenium
sides shown by the shaded parts in the diagram
above can be used as watersheds for the supers

when their presence as a crowd is necessary, but

vital action must be seen in the clear space in the

centre, that is, something is happening that

ex^eryhody must see if their comprehension of the

author’s intention is to be quite clear.

1 mentioned above that a certain solo circum-
stance, i.e. a murder, would have certain ante-

cedent events and that the crowd or chorus could

build up atmosphere by personal business created

to fit in the scene. I suggested that the producer
could build up this business. But 1 might add
that it is better for it to be created by the chorus
members and controlled by the producer. The
zeal of the crowd members must not outrun the

balance of the play, but it is important that the

crowd should be not just a mass, but definitely a

crowd of indhnduals. It follows that, human
nature being what it is, each reaction to the
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circumstances will be personal. One will shriek,

another faint, another, bolder than the rest, will

dash forward to prevent the crime, others will

help the victim, others call the police, while, if

the villain is exceedingly ferocious and Sicilian,

nt) doubt others will make themselves scarce.

But certainly everybody will do something, each
according to his kind, and it is this personal

something that the usual chorus member fails or

omits to provide, and piles the wht^le work of
evolving business on tn the producer whose mind
is sufficiently harassed with details of the principal

event. It is no good waiting for the big part

before attempting to act. 'I'he lc*thargv of many
clioruses is due to a frame of mind that will not

regard tin* little job in hand as big enough to do
well. “Only a bit of chorus wt)rk,” and so they
stand listless and apathetic on the stage as lifeless

and not half so useful as the painted scenery that

forms the backgrt)und.

It IS not possible, in the contines of th<* space
of this article, to lav ilown definite instructions

b(. cavise, .is 1 hav e said (‘Isewlieie, there is no rule

th.it can be apj^lied at all Times and to all circum-
st.incis, but there .ire cert.im principles that

ought to be used as a touchstone or test wheneviu'
a problem arisc's. In this case the principk is just

onc‘ of the similitude of reality. 1 u'h member of
a cast, .md particularly the crowd, should .tsk him-
self or hc*rself privately “Ciiven the circumsi.it. cis

of the instance ciuicerned, h(^w would 1 behav e
'

( )n that basis of considered ctuiduct there is some-
thing to st.irt with, and personal and private de-

velopment of the idea will bring to the producer
a finished j-iiece of acting, something re.idy to be
incorporati-d into the gener.il ]ilan, something
that has sav'ed the producer’s time and temper,
and something on which thi* budding star can
sharpen his histrionic teeth, with the incentive t>f

knowing that the ultimate result is his own
creation. This contribution, personal and com-
plete, is sure to catch the pr<iducer’s eye, and at

once he knows he has a worker, one who thinks

and builds. Ci>nsequently, the trier is put on the

solo list for a small part, and in due course he gets

his chance, having graduated by individual work
from the crowd, through small parts, to the lead,

but with this great adv^antage—.i sort of tradition

of work that is all his own. He has been inthigy

acting all the time, so that when the big part

docs come his way he has a technique to employ.
He is a craftsman, if not yet an acknowledged
artist. He is credited with capacity and he has a
record of created parts. Prt^ducers and selection

committee m)minate him with confidence and in

two or three seasons he is among the recogni/.ed
players.

Now, on the other h.and, what tif the difhdent,
the shy, the humble, who fear to thrust their own
learners’ notions under the nose of the Producer
Oreat Panjandrum? T here they are diffident,

shy, etc., willing, eager, and waiting to be told.

Socager. So willing. What i^fthem r 1 can only
say that they also serve who only stand and wait,

and waiting is as far as they will get. For diffi-

dence, shyness, and modestv are no good to such
an expressive .art as the art of the theatre. It

demands projection to the wth degree, and if the

demand for projection cannot overcome the shy-
ness and other desirable attributes of a drawing-
room, then artistic success will never come the

way of this lovely flower born to blush unseen.
Now 1 do not want to convey the idea that at

the next rehearsal of the crowd the producer
should be faced with a chorus of twisting bodies,

violently gesticulating hands, and faces screwing
and twisting violently into .all kinds ofdistorted ex-

pressions. T here is reason in all tilings. Fxtreme
action is not dt'sired, but a certain .amount of
action ; and mv' point is that ifone wishes to succeed
in stage work one must be positive in mentality,

and, above all, positive .\11 the time, and particu-

larly' so in the beginning. Stage work is hard
work, and it is no good the amateur thinking of
it .IS .1 nice hobby for the long winter evenings.

T he .im.iTtair stage has passed that stage, and there

are now large towns that can put up a company as

good as a group of professionals; but they have
undoubtedly worked for their competence.
T he curse of the amateur is vanity and com-

placency. Acting looks so easy, and with talent

as fuel, it is easy. But it is not easv to be excellent,

and I am here pleading that natural talent should
be cultiv'ated, trained, and developed by conscious
practice. This means thought, sacrifice ofleisure,

concentration, and many other forms of discipline

not acceptable to modern thought. But Art will

not be denied and the neophyte must sacrifice if

success is to come. It is a simple choice, but
choice it is.
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I will add a few wt^rds which may raise the ire

of many a juvenile lead and leading:, man. St)me-

times good-looking y^n^ those wln) can

wear their clothes well, get leading parts without

having had any preliminary experience in small-

parr work. Because they look the v^art all goes

reasonably well, ’'l outh, however, does not last

for ever. 'These ycnnig people are all right as

long as they have the pretty bits to do and the*

Fig. 1

Sav'ille Rows to be seen, etc., but one day the part

won’t be in ^aville Row's neat and natty gentle-

men’s suitifig or the latest fashions. Tt will be

something in “character," and then theie will be

a re-testing. While vemth is at the helm, is the*

time to learn.

Sometimes it is liarder to be in the crowd aud
to (tci than to plav the lead. C\)nsider the chorus

part. 'Thc*re are no lines f(ir the individual

y^layer. He is one of the crowd and in the ruck.

W't all the individuals collectively have to convey
mass emotions. 'This is not done by all shouting

“Hi " or “Hurrah" and by waving arms. My
suggestion is that the rising young juvenile

should act a little with the chorus, and experience

what it is to think from ivithin. Kach member of

a chorus should be an individual, and yet part

of the general pattern. Most chorus crowds
look alike, with nev^er a match seller, or an arti-

hcial leg or a beard, or a commissionaire, or a

navvy with his dinner, or a bus conductor, to intro-

duce interesting variations from the ordinary.

My message is that chorus work involves players

in something more than merely standing round
waiting for cues. 'Those who stand and wait
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cannc>t also act. Juvenik* stars who test this do
not waste* time*.

BASIC NEEDS
A producer should endeavour t(j reali/.e the

value of models, which should always be made to

scale and bi'ought into service as early as possible

at rehearsals. 1 1 is a great help to all concerned
if a cast has some idea of the milieu in which the

action of the play will be presented.

A useful skeleton model ft>r a producer likely

to be using various stages of different dimensions
can be made as follows: First a flat board, say

^ ft. square, marked off in square inches. 'This

gives a scab: of i in. to the foot, or l in., as the

case requires. Next, two grooved uprights at

either side (y^referably hinged to the board), also

marked off in inches from the bottom or foot-

lights end. Into tht*se grooves a piece of black

cardboard is inserted to the appropriate de]>th,

and two side pieces for the proscenium sides.

Assume that work has to be done on a stagt* with

a prosct‘nium opening of 20 ft. by 14 ft.

T'he struts are folding hinges in atklition to

liinges at B. 'I'he three cardboards Ci 1,2, and 3
when placed in proj)er position will give an oy)en-

ing of 20 in. bv 14 in., aiui this when y>laced <^n

2

a piece of paper giving the right lines aiul other

data will enable everybody conceriud to co-

operate with each other in accortlanci* with the

producer’s plan. Such a model, when used in con-
junction witli scale scenerv'^ and props, is of the

utmost value, when working conditions do not

allow of rehearsals on the actual stage of the

productitui. As this is the usual fate of amateur
productions I must point out that false* and
cov'ering positions can be easily av'f)ided when
such a model is in use*.
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The number of amateur shows that proceed

^aily wltliout understudies is astonishing, and it

is extraordinary how seldom the actual need arises.

In many years’ experience I liave come across not
more than a do/.en instances, among hundreds of
shows, where a player has definitely fallen out and
left the promoters frantically tearing hair, scrib-

bling reply-paid telegrams, and/or anxiously ’pho-
ning to that persistently obnoxious wrong number
that haunts such crises in the afFairs of men.

It is no gospel of perfection to advocate full

uiuU‘rstudies. In spite* of tin* practical experience
abo\x‘ (i.e. that societies without understudies
have always managed tt) pull through), there is

the great advantage of security, and when a

plaver is late at rehc“arsal, or absent through grave
cause, an understudy is useful as a peg on which
to hang necessary w<irk with f>ther people in the

cast. T here is a feeling that understudying a part

is a sort of secoiul-hand casting, a sop to the back-
waixl, and one way of dispensing <nf the body of a

succe“ssful t ieket selh'r with a small part. It should
be. freed from any stigma r)f that kind and looked
at ration, dly. A s« eond string to all essential parts

is a common-sense n(*c\ssiry, Tt gives a beginner
,i chance to make gtxnd. Sm,dl pait pi, oph* have
an incentive ten study the bigger part for which
they are understudies. 1 know' is a dangerous
doctrine to adumbrate, but 1 sec no liarm in

asking stars to play sni.ill parts freim time to time
and to u nderstinlv. T his evolves and enc(Mlragl^

the Team iile.i, which is a great srimiilant to gooil,

even working. TTie adenjntion and practice of this

poliev would lequiie the greatest tact on the part

of the proilucer, and I regret that tact is not <nne

of my subjects. Nevertheless, I wanuld em-
phasi/.e that a producer whin rejects the use <nf

understudies is neglecting a useful weapenn, and
is asking for trouble of the first magnitude.

A producer will instil into his cast, particularly

the beginners, the importance of good make-up.
It is astonishing how few' amateurs can do their

own make-up, and how' few" producers can tell

the earnest inquirer how to achieve what is

wanted. LNually it is left t<i a hired professioiud,

who w"orks to types. “Dark lady elderly,” or

“\"oung lady, fair, hi'n^ine,"’ says he, and accord-
ingly produces a type of dark lavly elderly, or

young lady, fair, heroine, which fits the subtle-

ties of the part as aptly as a wanted-by-the-police

description. Make-up is simple enough and when
properly understood can be of immense help to

an actor in building up a character.

'J'he same arguments of internal significance

apply to costumes and the use of them as to words
and make-up. A little thought and examination
will evolve ideas for colour tmd texture of mate-
rials that will harmonize with the character. A
producer working to the modern spirit cannot
neglect this aspect of his work, and he will find

that a knowledge of new colours and materials is

of the greatest value. Anybody who has seen
Sargent’s portrait of Ellen T erry as Lady Mac-
beth will realize how the long plaits of red hair

and the green vesture help along the characteriza-

tion. T his also applies to the designs of the late

Charles Ricketts for Shaw’s St.yoan

;

in particular,

the costume for the Earl of \Varwick. Another
example from present-day practice is the use of
I^ancaster cloth (sometimes, but erroneously, de-
scribed as American leather) for Expressionistic

Drama, the hard, shining surfaces just fitting in

with the chromium-steel wit and satire of such
plays. Silks, velvets, cottons, wools, all offer

different textures for varying moods.
ln\'olv"ed in all the foregoing is the question of

prompting, and again, as with understudying, 1

appnxich the matter entirely from the aspect of a

st*nse of security and efficiency. Prompting can
be good or bad, as any one wa’th working experience
knows. A good prompter is a jewel, and should
be treasured as such. T he fact that a good cast

should not require a prt>mpter no more invalidates

the argument than the fact that a sure-fire prin-

cipal does not need an understudy. 'lOo, too often

the prompter is any odd person who has nothing
else tt) do, and wht) is expected to act in despera-

tit)n if a speaker dries up, but if the prompter is

brought into the scheme properly, he or she be-

comes the prt)ducer’s left hand as a good stage

manager is his right.

1 am afraid that the right use of the prompt
copy is a craft not properly grasped by those to

whom it can be of most use. It is what its narre
implies, a prompting or reminding copy, and is a

record of the words, movements, lighting, pro-
perties, noises off, and all the incidentals of the
play. Tt)o often is it regarded as the instrument
by which a lagging memory may be jolted into

action, but its use goes far beyond that.
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A wise producer will catch his prompter early,

in fact the first thing, and will mnrk into the
prompt copy every position and movement de-

cided upon. A good wav is to mark in symbols,
thus

lyiahguc

He

She

He

She

'This, or any other symbol methcid, saves a U)t of

space in the margin a printed b<nik. Earge dots

can represent cri^wds or groups of v arious si/.es.

Colours can be used for individuals. Each act and
scene should have its lightingph^t clearly described,

a full list of stage “props,” and a list ot hand
“props,” with the names of the characters that

will use them. If a character has to use many
“props” it is better to arrange

—

Acr I

Lord Charles—Riding whip
Telegram
Noteb<x>k
Fishing rods

rather than a list

—

Act 2

Bundle letters

Small box
N otebook
Hunch keys

I^ord Charles- Whip, T'elegram, Notebook, <*tc.

A wardrobe list should also be incorporated, so

that a full record of each character’s costume is

kept.

When typescript copies are in use they will be

typed on one side of the paper only. 'The blank

side can be used for the details above, and clearly

marked with the warnings to call a character some
minutes before the cue. If the book is printed it

is necessary to have two ct^pies, to separate the

leaves, or an interleaved copy, and to paste in a

dummy book if this process is to be employed.
When books arc scarce, the marginal method is

efficient and economical.
When the details of the prompt book have been
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filleil in, it should be given to the prompter, who
should be someone definitely appointed to the job,

and not any person who is present at rehearsals or
during the show. 'The prompter should act as a
sort t>f producer’s secretary, taking down his

directions to the cast, making notes, and ulti-

mately checking the cast, through the producer,
when tilings are not going on according to

Cocker. If the prompter attends rehearsals and
studies the players, he or she will soon know
when a player is deliberately pausing or has really

forgotten. Nothing will put a player out of stride

so much as an unwanted prompt. It is almost as

bad as the wanted preempt that never comes.
'I'he prompter should have a good voice, clear

pronunciation, and the cxuifidence of the players.

A prompter wlio is negligent gets the cast on edge,

and if tlune is tlie slightest feeling that the

prompter is not following the script and prepared
to prompt at any second the tone of the show will

drop several degrees. 1 remember an incident of
a prompter with a typescript tliat had been altered

and re-altered until it was almost illegible witli

back references, cuts, and re-insertions. Blue
crayon over red, lead pencil, ink, written and
typevl additions and Jeleti(^ns made each page a

regular ja/,/, pattern. One Jiight the prompter (a

professional actress) was so absorbed in the play

that she forgot to turn over, the result being that

my I^ord of Lt ict'ster, in Sciiiller’s Alaiy
recited impr(unptu blank verse of preposterous
content that must have made ScJiiller turn in In's

grave. Not only had the prompter lost the page,

but, owing to the markings, she ctndd not find

out whether to turn forward or back.

T'lie rehearsals should be attended by the

prompter. T his is important. Some prompters
are too ready tt) butt in, and the job requires tact

and understanding.

COLOUR 'J’ONLS

One of the most important elements the

producer must control is colour. Colours cause
emotional reactions, and the atmosphere of a

play can be established as soon as the curtain

rises by attention to this valuable weapon in

the armoury. Those who saw Romisarjevsky’s
produetion ot Chekov’s 'Vhe T'hree Sisters at the

Fortune T' heat re in 1929 will recall that the

prevailing coh)ur tone was a sort of Corot
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grey, cc^lour tone that immethately established

a mcK>d in the ntind of the audic-nci*.

A producer can just as easily, tlu^ugh perhaps
not so readily, spoil the author’s intention by a
wrong colour scheme as by bad acting, and before
he goes far in his work of rehearsal, he should
have made up his mind on two points; (i) tlie

author’s intention, and (2.) the colour or mood of
his production. T his must not be ctuifused with
the “period” or style of a setting. 1 am dealing

t'xclusively with the psychological aspect and how
a producer can penetrate the emotional inertia of
the most hidebound audience if he appeals to all

tluMr senses in the right way
Take a Noel Coward comedy, say, Pii^uite

IAdcs. I visualiye this as set in chromium steel,

grey velvet, a touch of black, scarlet flowers
;

mirre^rs with stt*el frames : the minimum e>f

furniture, everything modernist design and func-
tional T he same author’s Post A4ortC7n I visual-

r/c as much less hard, though it is a play with more
lash to its whip. W^ealth, com foi t, power, aiul be-

trayal are the strings of this instrument, and the
author’s purpose e\ol\(S as the plav procecals.

lAi passant^ the producer of the transpontine

dtama had hold of this juuicipl**, Inir dealt with
it in a simpler and cruder form b\ leiying on
“incidental music” and for wli.r rliev wt‘re some
of these “incidentals” were excellent foi their

purpose. Struggle music, rt'ar music, puouit
music, all emplovetl the «iid of the musici.m, aial

a trv-out of a seK'Ctit>n of these pieces by a modern
produce’!' who despises incidental aiels as ael\en-

titious is a cludleiige to produce the s.ime effect

by the more subtle’ means t>f colour.

H aving establisheei the* nmoel cedour of the

scenery or setting, the produce*r will nt>w think

o\er the individuals in relatiem te> the author’s in-

tention, their place (as working parts) in the* play,

and their relation ttj the framewe)rk in which they

appear, i.e. the setting and the rest of the cast.

T he* colr)ur scheme of e*ach costume must har-

me^ni'z.e and have* a definite re'latieui to the* in-

elivielual performance. 1 can elo no more* than

mention this important part of a producer’s eluty,

as here it is alme>st impossible to extenel the rule*

to example, but here again I may re'call that the

prt)ducers of melodiama had hole! ot the* iele*a

when the" villaine*ss always apjieare*d in scark*t

seejuins. This point of colour in ce^sturne must

ne)t be ce>nfused with the detail of “character”
parts, and the-re* are* time's whe’ii a setting might
have* to be designed “to” a costume*, as, for in-

stance, a certain uniform that has to be worn, and
does not alle>w of departure from standard fact.

T hose who saw some eif the C’oehran revues will

re*aliy-e the point 1 am aiming at when I re*call the
black and white Highlander of IVlassine in JP^ake

Up a?id Tyreayn^ the Hungarian wedding in an
earlier revue, and the Be^ccaccic^ episode* in

another. In these instances, some fre^m among
many, all the senses of the audience* we*re"

approacheel anel the cumulative effect was
swc’eping.

Having cre ated the scenic mood, heighteneel or

intensified by the costumes of the principals, the
moving background must be* eh'alt with. The
crowd and supers must be* consieie"re*d in exactly
the same wa)'^, i.e. part of the whole scheme.
Whether the colour scheme of the crowd and
supers shoulel be in contrast eir in harmony the
proeluce*r must decide for himself, but always in

acce>r‘dance with the integrity of the “author’s
intention.”

T he pi'oducei, having got so far, must then
considc*!' his lighting plot. In this section shado^iv

must also be considered as part of lighting. When
dtsigning sc(*nerv" anti costumes always work to

the (*ff'ect in artificial light. Gas, electric, and
lime light have varying effects on colour, as (‘very

woman knows, and certain lighting effects will

kill certain colours. T he principles here are so

ob\ ious and can be testetl so simply that to

enumerate examples wt)uld be a waste of space.

But 1 might mention my testing “box” apparatus.

Any large box will do. I used a T ate Si Lyle
sugar box abt^ut 2 ft. 6 in. square, blacken the
interitjr, and h.x an t'lectric lampht>lder inside,

W^hen materials are submitted for approval t>f

Ctilour, or tests for colour effects are required,

the desired lamp can be fitted in and the subject

tested out.

A testing bt>x will teach a producer more than
1 can hftpe tt) write; the effect of light on tla*

same colour but in different material, the depth
of shade, the overbearing weight of t-uie colour
(light) on another' red will kill any other colour"

colour groups, i.t*. effect of 2 yellow to i red,

and so on. 'These experiments, though on a small
scale, give a producer invaluable information that
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can be readily enlarged into a part of tlie whole
seen by the audience.

I have endeavoured tt> relate the “elements of
the play” over which the producer has direct

and personal control, what we might call the in-

animate elements. Having grasped the essential

importance of these, ] propose to start building up
on the human side, and in due course to bring
both together in the unity of the play.

T'o find out the “Author's Intention” is to

move towards the creation of this unitv. I deal
with the mechanical stage manager’s elements
before the human or emotional element because
] want to bring home to both producers and actors
the truth that they can be the victims of these
base mechanics. Before going int<» actitm there
are simple principles that must be applied. If
the application is not reasonably well done, efft>rts

on the human side will be made ridiculous or
nullihed. ^To avoid misunderstanding I hasten
to add that the producer or actor who would
compel the artist to be subordinate to the set or
to be a mere foil to a producer’s trick, does so on
his own responsibility and I trust not through a

belief that I made the recommendation. T he
actor is not only an interpretive artist, but also

part of, or an element in, a synthesis.

THE AUTHOR’S INTENTION
'The producer who knows his job, what-

ever may be his height of brow, the producer
(whether of farce, Cyreek tragedy, modern
comedy, no matter what the medium may be)
sees that every ounce of content is brought
t») the attention of the audience, and to every
individual member of that audience. For want
of a better phrase let us call that content “the
author’s intention.” 'What did the author mean
at this or that point? What does this bear in

relation to that} and above all, what relation

does this and that bear to the other? I will illus-

trate this by recalling two experiences. I saw
Fdyth CJoodall in her famous performance of
Clare in John Galsworthy’s The Fugitiue. T he
part is that of a liighly sensitive nature, re-

pelled by the smug complacency of her solid

husband. She is attracted by the volatility of an
artist, who is not too fine in his moral thinking.
Her relations with him are purely platonic, but
her husband, as a smug husband would, thinks
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otherwise, and after a volcanic scene the wife
seeks the protection of the artist. T he rest of the

play shows her sensitiveness in continual retreat

h't>m life, until sheer physical desperation forces

her to attempt the attractions of her charms in a

public restaurant. Hut the vulgarities of the men
who approach offend more than ever, and she, the

fugitive, flie-> from i*verything by poison.

T his is an incomprehefisive survey of the }^lav,

hut sufiieieiit lor my purpose, which is to recall

the sensitive “retreating” of Falyth (roodall. It

must be remembered that this is the big part.

Husband, artist, philanderers, are only adjuncts to

the prime theme, the impact tif the commonplace
on a liighly sensitized nature, and that naturi-

driven to destruction by inability to cope with
coarsc'-hbred circumstance and peopli\ Now 1

also saw a certain actress attempt this part else-

where. She was altogethei differc*nt, and the J^lay

was ruined. T his actress saw it as a star part, all

lead, on evt^ry sccait', with a smashing dc*ath c*nd.

Being brunette— daik, a tcireign tvpe, with a

strong face, and figure-—.-.he sinashc-cl and crashc-d

through the fine* texture* of the* piece* until he*i

grand de*ath bit, which pulled lound after round of

applause from an audie*nce* goaded into c\cite*ment

by the storm treiops techmejue e)f this most efHcie-nt

but wilfully misunderstanding actress. She was a

craftsman, but no artist. Now, here is tine play,

two interpre‘tarions. Both satisfic'd the audienct*s.

(_)ne was a comment on charae'ter and motive's,

the other barnstorming acting of the old tyjie.

T he rc'sult of the second ]ierformance was to ruin

the* author's intention towards his audience. CiaK-
weirthy did not intend the producer, in this ca.se

one with professional repertory experience*, to give*

us a highly charged display of frustrated femin-
inity; const'quently no matter how good all the

other details of production may haw been, the

artistic result was unutterably bad because the*

author’s intention had been ignored to give way
to a busker’s holiday.

'I'he second instance was the case of two
Hanky Panky 'John productions. T his play is a

comedy of human nature, in which a missing

note at a house party leads to the guests si'lf-

accusing themselvc*s to protect somebody else. It

turns out to have? been stolen by the host himself

to test the loyalty of his guests. In the last act, a

temporary butler appears and has sonic good lines
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to say, but his appoiranct- and words liavt* little* to

do with the* main theme except to act as ce>mic

embellishment. T he tirst and professional pro-
duction put the butler in his right place, but the
second, done by a first-class amateur gre>up, under
a producer t^f reputation, was a fiasco as far as the
theme was concerned, but a riot of laughter
whenever the butler was on. T he whole fabric

of the play was destiaiyed, the night became a

vaudeville with the butler top t^f the bill, simply
because the producer hail not checked or toned
ilown the really marvellous comic personality ot

the butler. 'The subtle shades of comedy that had
gone before were drowned bv this great sunshine
burst of ci^medy, and though the audience had a

good laugh, they had not seen Ihinky Punky yohn.
'These two cases of what we saw and heard

demonstrate the power of the producer, and
though I appear to stress the point, 1 do so

because 1 write* as one in the stalls. When I

go ti> see a Cjalsworthy plav 1 want the Cials-

worthy intention, aiul if 1
go to see a modern

come dv, 1 do not want ^'aude\ ille. So to come
back to basic points, the actor is a producer's first

and foremost tool, which the producer must learn

to use and
. pplv

'The recognition of this [principle of the author's
intention is one that cannot o ‘o highly em-
phasized. It is the whole keynote <il <, \ i i vthmg
that arises from a play. If not thoroughly uiKlir-

stood and applied, the whole art of the theatre tali'^

to the grouiul and the art of proiluction beconu*s
a sort of false pretenci*s in the theatre When the

author allowed the actor to use him as «i stalking

horse in the days of the earlv niiu-teeiith centur\'

the tlu‘atre sank to its lowi*st ebb. When Collev
Cibber “adapted” (save the mark!) Shtikespeare

at the end of the eighteenth century, we gained
nothing by losing Shakespeare and getting Cibber.

A producer must be most careful in analysing

the play and getting right down t(» a basis of com-
plete accord with the purpose ot the plav, ami
then “producing” his actors, lighting, and scenerv
accordingly.

'I'hese important factors, the “mood'' of the

play, the “tempo,” and the “colour,” all have to

be in harmony, interdej)endent, and inter-related.

Sometimes there is a real problem of interj>retation

to be solved, and this often arises when a classic

play is being revived.

A good example of this is the old “ Alorality”
play K^'eryftiufi^ which has cropped up c]uiti' a lot

since it was translated from the I )utch in tlieM iddle

Ages. 'This play takes us to the \ cry root of the
principle 1 am seeking to establish and also offers

us a neat little problem, together with an example
of how exciting play production can become. It

is, of course*, gi*neral knowdedge that the origins

Fic.

of till* theatre in this countrv wt*re religious.

T he i*arly dram.i consisteil of acted sermons or

lessons, whicli were pi'rformi'd to bring homi.* ti>

the peopli*, in simple but emphatic fashion, the

stories in the Bible, l^ater these plays toi'k on
a more abstract form with a moral point attached.

First a simple story of Bethlehem with IVIary an .1

joseph, the Rings and She]^herds, and so on, was
used, but subsequently the field was enlarged, and
the V^irtues and Vices, Cxood and Evil, and such
like, were impersi>nated, and a “IVIorality” play

built up to testify to certain religious teachings.

hhu'tymnH is in this category, and a producer
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handling this plav must makt* uj) his mind that it

is propaganda for religion. But a perplexing point
will arise that he will strive according to tem-
perament and faith. T he gist of the play, <>r its

scenario, may be expressed by saying that Mr.
Kveryman, wliile in full possession t>f health,

wealth, and friends, is suddenly met by Death,
who is sent by CTod to summon f'.veryman to his

Fic, 4

account. But Kveryman is not particularly upset—at first. Surely his friends, and his riches, and
his Icinspeople will come with him t>n the journey
and make it light. But one by one they say no,

most emphatically too. 'Then Everyman begins
to think, for he finds himself alone but as yet

unafraid. He remembers some Good Deeds, so

calls on them, but alas, “so weak 1 can hardly
stand.” Still Good Deeds are alive and, while there

is life there is hope, calls to his aid his own re-

sources, his Five \Vits of sound, sight, feel, smell,

and hearing, his Strength, his Beauty, and asks for

their assistance, but come with him they will not.
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So he goes to Confession aiul does Penance,
which revives his Cjtiod Deeds and when Death
comes hi‘ is not so lonely. But the* he must and
does.

When that great artist of tlie theatre, William
P<iel, produced E’^ieryrnan some years ago, beft>re

the War, he interpreted the play as a giim
morality, a warning, with Death a grisly skeleton
making a terrifying alarm with his cla}^per.

Death the T'<"rrible (Fig. j). T'lie effect on the
audience is historic. People fainted and tlie moral
lesson was so forced home that it was the talk of
Kondon. Sermons were prenclied on the im-
minence <yf Deatli, and tlie production generally
raised a furore.

T here is antither interpretation (Fig. 4), equally
sound but very different. Remember that the
play is propagandist, according to doctrines of the
Church of the Middle Ages. T rue repentance
and Penitence make of Death the Gatewav to

Heaven, and there is no reason why the producer
should not work his play up to a happy ending.
T'he cine interpretation is as justifiable as the
other. Penance has cleansed him, his Good Deeds
appear strong and healthy, and he is prepared to

go to his “accompt.” But to arrive at this idea of
the play asks for an understanding of the IVliddle

Ages and leads to all sorts of speculations and
inquiries. Such a plav justifies the claim of the
theatre to be an educatixe force, but ideas must
go to its production, otherwise it will be as dull

as ditch water.

1 quote this two-interpret.ition plav of
fnan as an example of the producer’s problem as

distinct from the act<ir’s problem. T he producer
defines the course, and the actor contributes his

share by acting accordinglv. T he producer is in

contact with the author’s mind and directs the

actors in relation to plan.

All plays worth their salt have this “author’s
intention” in them. Whether it be uproarious-

farce or the most intense? trage-dy, to be- a good
play the autluir must have hael a nucleal idea

which he wished presented in a certain way, aiul

any method of production or acting which ob-
scures that nucleus is bad acting or bad production.

"I'here has been a tendency in recc'nt years for

producers to say, metaphorically, “Nf>w here’s a

pretty thing, watch what I do with this pretty

thing,” and before we know where we are.
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chromium steel, revolving shutters, coloured
lights or no lights at all, groupings and silhouettes

are shown t(^ us, and we are expectetl to grovel
in worship. Sometimes we rightly grovel, hut
usually it is charlatanry, a craz,e for something
merely different, and sometimes frankly sensa-

tional. But difference and sensationalism are only
parts of the whole, and if integral beauty is

destroyed or the sensation is so pronounced that

the* author’s idea is overlaid, then we have seen
the wrong thing.

It may be commented that T put too much
responsibility on the producer. T retort that too
many j^eople claim to be producers and do not
know what their respc^nsibilities are. A play, par-

ticularly a good play, is too precious a thing to be
mauled about by insufficient understanding, and
play pn^duction is too important to be tackled by
the Mu fficiefit. It is more than mere positions of
actors and th(‘ ]'>lacing of furniture. It is also the
y^reseiit.ition of a case, sometimes a comple.x case,

.ind c*acli p.irt must be balanced and correctly

adjusted in rekilion to the whole. Particularly

does this apply" to modern drama, in which nearly

ev ei y }:)lav has a serums aspect. T ake It Pays 'J o

Adiu'rtisc^ a rollicking farce, but nc*\ ei theless with
a solid criticism of mf)dern life in it It depends
for its success on that criticism, and not on a lot

of wiiulows and doors with bogy-bogy ntrances
and exits.

T Jiere are otliei plays and before a produce?
casts his y)lav oi drafts his reliears.ils he must care-

fully' consitler tile author's yioint of yiew, and,
having arrived at it, present it fairly and in full.

T he actor, the scenery, tlie lighting are but
means to that end, and if the end is not under-
stood, then all else is in vain. A phiy is not a play

until it has bci*n acted. The piXKlucer ct^ntrols

that acting, and all that it means, and it is his

responsibilitv to see that the intention of the
author is “produced” for the delectation, enter-

tainment, and excitement of the audience.
It will be observed that I avoid mentioning

“education.” Wdiile it would be futile to deny
the educative value of the theatre 1 deny that it

is a necessary function of the drama to “educate.”
More harm has been done through that false but
well-meaning slogan than anything else. It nuiv

educate, but that is incident.rl. A view from a

mountain height may be educative, but a climber

whci toils up a mountain side purely for education
is surely on the wrong path altogether. If the
author’s intention is to educate in its pure sense,

then the producer will honestly bring that out,

but in doing so he will show that it is a poor plav
that has no drama.
T ile drama is primarily emotion.d, st condarily

intellectual. CJood drama holds the mind througli

the emotions. "This cannot be said too often. Tet
the producer eliminate the emotional c<mtent, for

any reason at all, and he squeezes out so much
drama. If for the sake of realism he turns aside

the laughter and tears of the theatre and presents

us with the stoical j^hlegmatic self-restrained con-
duct of ordinary people, his realism is too real to

be in the theatre.

"The author’s intention may be the best in the

world, but a wise protlucer will seek only those

y>lays of good intent that are presented in dramatic
fash it >11 .

Many plays produced between the First and
Second Cireat Wars were plays of good intention

but poor play‘d. This was, in one way, not alto-

gether a bad symiptom, for good intenders may
learn the knack of play-construction and then
good intentions may be expressed in dynamic
form.

T'o illustrate a point. 1 explained how the

Russian theatre presents an author and quoted a

production of Romeo and 'yuliet that emphasi/.ed

the revolt f>f the new idea against the feudal

idea of parental control. Ni>w let us ask ourselves

“Was this Shakes]>eare’s intention?” On the

answer depends whether the Russian production
was gi>od. T hat it might have been interesting or

beautiful can be granted. But was it the author’s

intention to tell a story of frustrated h^ve, or to

attack a social sv'stc*m or philosophy' ? J would verv
much like to see a Russian interpretation on
these lines, but I have an idea that I sht)uld be

held more bv the lovers’ misfortunes than bv
their revolt against papa.

Some old plays are stark in outline that the

authors’ intentions cannot be mistaken. "The
more a plav is written for mere box office, the less

anv intention either than to amuse is discernible.

"I'he point specially' made here mostly applies to

the better ty'pes of play, in whicli the authors have
used the dramatic f<irm to ctmvey some idea,

good or bad. Once a jiroducer and cast take
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iijion thcnisuK cs tlu* rcs|K)nsibilit v of liandlin^

th<it iclt*a, tluir artistic iiitcgrit\' demands that

there shall he no twisting it to fidtil other purposes.

Some plays can be variously interpreted, and it is

pleasant and exciting to see v ariations. Some- plays,

too, should be invn'olatt*. H(^w m.inv' intentions

can be read into Cjalsworthv^’s Strife^.

“THE PLACE”—SIGHT LINES
1 here are certain first rules of play j>n)-

duction that must be observed no matter what

type of [lerformance is being offered. 1 am
assuming that the producer has made up his

mind as to what he is going t(^ do with the

author’s play, and that he now considers all the

means tt> that eiul. He will have a theatre, maybe
a hall, perhaps a schoolroom, even a large room
in a priv ate house, and it is obvious that what suits

one does not suit another. But there is one first

principle common to all. I 'very member of the

audience, from the man right at the very back of
the (we hope) crowded gallery, to the man at the

side of the stalls, has a right t() see and hear every-

thing relevant that happens on the stage. When
I say, everything, 1 mean ei^erythings and it is the

producer’s job to arrange every detail so tliat all

relevant matters occur within ev^erybody’s sight

lines.

Now it does not matter whether the show is in

theatre, liall, schoolrtiom, barn, or house, it is

possible to plan in advance and to wc^rk to inches.

It means trouble and perhaps a certain amount
of fussiness, but the result is well worth it. It 1*%

simply a matter of foresight and preparing the

way. Recognition t>f the fact that in all play pro-

duction a certain amount of mechanical and Ciil-

culating skill is iriv'olvcd leads one to suggest the

adoption of workshop and lay-out methods by
putting down on paper all the factors of the

prt>blcm.

C )ne of the most important factors in a

situation where all factors are impt)rtant is “the
place” of production. In amateur work, pro-
ducers have to cope with difficulties that would
drive a first-class producer cra/.y, and it is highly
creditable how amateurs manage to fit their shows
on to the nc^oks and crannies sometimes giva*n

them for a stage. Consideration of the folh>wing
methods may supply something that eliminates

chance, which, thougli it produces exciting

iiKvments, does not tend to produce a smooth
pt^rformance. Remember we have to consider the
<iudience the- people who pay to see our work,
<uul it is right that the .imateur producer shouhl
take every care to see that they get value foi

money. ( )ne of these v alues is the right to see

everything that g(>es on, or, if it is a verv'^ modc-rn
play with a bedroom scene, ev erything that comes
off.

It is not possible to plan a show so that it will

automatically expand and contract in such a way
that it will fit stages of all si/.es at all times. Pro-
ducers utili/.ing the satne stage e>v'er and over
again soon get to know the blirul spots, but sonu*-

times, in fact nearly .dways, the actual stage is

not seen until the dress rehearsal. In these cir-

cumstances the following methods of proeluction

(Figs. 5 and 6) provide a gootl basis for working.
For a trav elling show there is the old and well-

known dev ice of the false proscenium. I will des-

cribe this. Briefly, it means that the producei
estimates the smallest stage are.i on which he will

have to work, and dv'signs his sets and regulates

his cast movements accordingly. He works to

that limit, no matter how' big the stage m.iy be-

on which his cast appears. 'I'hen he fhlls in

the space between his own sets and the real

proscenium opening with an invisible frame—in-

visible in the sense that it is unobtrusive—usually
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of black or dark grey. 'This frame or false pro-

scenium can be either Hats or curtains. Curtains
arc better, as they arc easier to handle.

Now to consider “the place.” Methods suitable

for one place are totally wrong or inadequate in

another. That is why academic and pedantic pro-

ducers should be chary about reproducing Greek
T ragedy in the local church hall. Si/.e of hall

and stage is the first consideration, and the pro-

ducer should leave nothing to

chance. “It will be all right on
the night” is a false allure. It is

the rock on which hundreds nf

honourable careers have been
smashed. It “can” be all right if

care is taken and the producer

knows what he is doing. Having
carefully read his play and satis-

fied himself that he thoroughly

and honestly knows what his

author is trying to say, he sets

about creating the right atmos-
phere in terms of shape and
colour. He has as his medium
scenery, whether painted t>r plain,

curtains, properties, furniture,

dresses, lighting, orchestral music, and so on. A
small stage in a small hall, or its opposite, has to

be considered as part of the geneial plan. T he
protlucer should tlierefore make a scale drawing

^ 50yds.

of his stage in plan and elevatitui, bringing into it

the simple elements of length and width of hall,

say 50 yd. hv ^-50 yd. (Fig. 7).

A convenient scale is | in. to the foot, so the

sketch below would be enlarged to 150 ft. 150
quarter inches or 37.J in. on the long side and
90 ft. 90 quarter inches or 22.! in. on the

short side. Now make a scale of the elevation

as in Fig. 8.

Your stage scale must be very exact, as it will

govern the movements of your cast. T his plan,

when properly extended, would give yc^u a

drawing showing, hall length 37! in., eye level

in gallery say 24 ft. or 6 in., the stage height 2 in.

and the depth 5 in., proscenium opening 12 ft.

or 3 in. These measurements in relation to the

eye le\’i*l of the gallery and the height of the floor

Fig. 9

of the stage are most important, as with them the

producer can state to an inch the height of such
things as walls, etc., or the depth to which flies and
battens should be dropped to hide them from the

little round gentleman so vigorously applauding
these abstract figures. I call these measure-
ments ‘‘sight angles” and when once these, and
those in Fig. 9, are properly grasped, the producer

Fi<;. X
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has information as elementary but as necessary
and valuable as the multiplication table to an
accountant. Now for Fig. i o,

which is the ground plan of
the stage, and should be on as

large a scale as convenient,but
I will keep to j in. to the
foot, for clearness’ sake. C_)ur

stage, according to Fig. 8, is

20 ft. deep; now its proscen-
ium width is as Fig. 9, or

24 ft. Now consider Fig. 7
plus the proscenium opening
width (Fig. 11). Ai and
I’epresent two paying mem-
bers of the audience. 'They
have paid to see and hear

to the other. AH that is in the shaded space is

invisible to Mr. A, so scenery must be designed

to show all rele\'ant action and props on the

footlight side of the line A^-B,, Fig. 1 2.

everything of import on the stage. Get a straight- Af
edge rule and make a gof>d straight line along
the sight line of Alessrs. A^^ and A.,, whom 1 will

now de-twin, as what happens to one will happen

A •

'I'lu- same system of tri-

angulation as the pedants

w<)uld c<ill it is now applied to

the centre stalls (or are these

the wonderful and unpro-
nounceable tauteuils, horribre

word .?), (Fig. I 3), from which
it will be seen that a wall

top or ship’s side must be

taller than the shaded part,

at any given point. (For
purposes of simplification I

am not confusing the draw-
ings^hy dealing witli a stage

rake.)
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Likewise* some gallery friend, ever loyal and

bettt*r playgoer than most, must be regarded (1

fec*l liere he should come first), so that if

you have to have confusion behind the wall, you
must see that the lieight of the wall will pre-

vi nt our gallant gallery man seeing more than is

good for his artistic enjoyment.
Now the gallery plan wants a few lines (Fig. i s).

Lines Ik, and B, will give you side angles for

the gallery and then line A (Fig. i6) will show
you just where* yo»ir flies will go to hide your
batte?is from a casual glance upwards, a glance

always likely, and if details aie not right, always

destructive of dlusion. T he old hand’s injunctitin

to “jine yer flats” can be well extended to “hide

yt)ur lights,” if not under a bvishel, at least

with the borders and skypieces designed for the

pu rpose.

N\)w refer again to Figs, i 2 and 15. A phm like

this, to scale, can tell you how big your furniture

should be, and where to place the settee so that it

dt)es not mask the all-important drawer where the
villain has hidden the secrt*t plans.

All these details may seem
pedantic and fussy, but no pro-

ducer worth his salt can ignore
the principles on wliich they
are based, and which they help
to apply. 'These principles, re-

member, are that the audience
must see and hear everything
of dramatic import.

Plans of Figs, i 2 and i 5 can
be placed flat on a table and

pieces of cardboard, cut to shape and scale, can be

Kic; if>

moved like draughtsmen from
place to place until each piece

is right. Lliminate all other

chairs and things likely tt) clog

the movement of your cast.

Ciiv-^e them plenty of room.
The cast shoidd have

access to these plans so that

pacing can be gauged in

theory, though if rehearsals

are properly organized, the

plans will be of preliminary

value only ; nothing beats the

actual pacing with life size

props and settings.

'These plans and measure-
ments are merely prepara-
tory, and if done early

enough, will save a lot of wasted time at rehear-

sals proper.
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TRIANGULATION AND STAGE
PROPERTIES

C^iH" of the main aspects of prt^duction is setting

the stage, and the wise producer cogitates a little

before jumping to conclusions or establishing

hnality in this important matter.

Setting the stage is a phrase that covers the
appearance of the scene and “set” or position of

the pr(>perties and furnishings. 'Tliere are few
scenes in which the whole of the stage is blank of
obstruction, and interior scenes nearly always
demand some sort of furniture and such-like

props. It is the placing of these that requires con-
sideration, as it is not eiumgh to say “p'^^

liere and “put that there” because there are

two main things to consider : first, the movements
of the actors, and, sect^ndly, the vision of the

audience. The components of the setting can be
divided into two parts, the active and the passive.

T"he active parts are those units necessary for

action of the play, i.e. if a paper has to be ex-
tracted from a safe and the robber is caught in the

act, then the safe is part of the play and must be
placed in such a position that everybody in the

theatre can see the action. T he passive units are

those necessary to fill in the scene, such as a side-

board, or curtains, a pedestal, and so on, and
should be used to create atmosphere and suggest

periods. T hese passive elements should be re-

duced to a minimum so as not to clutter the stage

with unnecessary impediments that will hamper
the actor.

it is extraordinary how little a stage wants
when once the centre is occupied. A settee, a

desk, a table, and necessary chairs will fill the

stage, and curtains and pictures of the right kind
will do the rest. Luxury or poverty ideas can be
conveyed by vases and flowers, tablecloths, and
so on. T hese points are, of course, obvious and
are merely mentioned to suggest a line of thought,
which, though obvious, is not always acted on.

Plays of modern life are easily set, as modern fur-

nishing notions are based on elimination, with
simple colourings, but demanding great skill and
taste. Everything must be in harmony. Vic-
torian settings, on the other hand, are full of
detail, odds and bits, bric-k-brac, and what-nots,
and a producer must exercise great skill and more
than a little wit if he is to get the right eflFect and
yet not clutter up the stage like a museum. It is
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the EFFECT that is desired, not the FAcr, and too
much realism will be destructive* of the effect

rather than helpful.

Another important feature of a setting is the
ease, speed, and safety with which the properties

can be placed in position and taken away. While
many hands make light work, small stages do mn
allow for large staffs. Consequently, a pniducer
must design for quick changes with few people,

and if a man has to waste time bringing off a

couple of vases, a clock, an aspidistra, and so on,

it is likely the play will drag in the intervals.

In a play where visual details are necessary for

period atmosphere, the producer must keep his

objects of suggestion fully visible, and not waste
space by having bits of things where they camun
be seen. T hey might as well not be there as

there and useless. Consequently, he should plan

the position of his big stuff first, beginning with
the active essentials, then the dominant passives

(curtains, windows, doors, etc.), and then select

salient points for suggesti\e details. 'I'hese points

depend on the general set, but the mantelpiece is

one, the view through the window another, and
perhaps a wall angle.

The use of sight lines in the early plannifig will

greatly help the preliminary design, and when the

active elements of the set have been marked on
the plan, and allowances made for the mo\’e-

ments of the cast, it will be found that the oppor-
tunities ft^r turning the stage into a shop window
have considerably decreased.

A tricky setting, which often trips up even a

good producer, is one in which a light on the

table centre is necessary.

In Kig. J 7, which stage directions often ask for,

the figure at the table will hardly be seen, if the

only light on the stage is that of the l.imp or

candle. Only the lamp will be seen, and like the

headlights t)n a car, will only daw/.le the spectator.

It is extraordinary how often this mistake is*

made, even in professional productions. T he right

place for the actor is at the side of the table, s(^ that

the light from the lamp gets the face at such an
angle that everybody can see the movement of
the lips. T'his angle can be of any degree pro-

vided the candle is farther from the audience,

be it ever so slight a difference. If it is imper-
ative that the actor should be behind the lamp
then the actor must be well aho^e the lamp, so
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that the spectator can see tile face without
jilare.

In Fig. iS the spectator would not see the

actor’s face until the face was at least 6 in. higher
abov^e the lamp. If this caniuit be arranged,

a good tip is to tone d<iwn the light toward the

Fk.. 1-

40 in. from the stage level, and if his door is

7 ft. high, he is getting the top out of sight on a

12 ft. proscenium opening. If that is what he
wants, well and good, but it is advisable that he
shtnild know the exact effect he will get before
ordering the stage manager to put the work in

hand.
T he same rule of precaution applies to all the

gear that will be upon the stage j and desks,

settees, sideboards, doors, windows, can all be
calculated in advance, so that when the dress

rehe.irsal c<^mes there is no hitch that reason-

able foresight could have avoided.

No doubt my readers will remember that defi-

nition of tht* equator as an imaginary line running
round the earth. C^n the stage there is an equally

imaginary point that we miglit christen the

dramatic centre. It is arrived at bv the use of the

sight lines of previous plans, and has to be cal-

culated afresh for each new stage. But when it

is once established, the producer’s work is enor-
mously lightened. 'The idea is to divide the stage

into sections, each of which has a place in the

scheme of production. T he plan appears as

fr>llows, based, it must be remembered, on the

audience bv putting a pattern on the lamp shadi“

—

this acts as a light baffle—or havint* some rit)wers,

01 a loaf, or some such obstruciioo to prevent the

light glaring .it the ainlit'iice.

When setting out the ])roducer must coiisule;

the .aspect of space, and when steps, a dais, 01

rostrum have to come into the picture, he must
calculate a little before putting

sight line (see Fig. 19).

T he angle is always in sight as a whole,
and the centre of that triangle is the most valuable

positi<^n mi the stage. Plot the line and
intersect it with .a line tlrawn from B to Fciaissing

the middle points of y^-B yi-G\
,
(see Fig 19).

T he centre dot is the imaginarv dr.imatic ccaitre

the prop m hand. He must re-

nuanber that a step higher than

6 in. is imt easy stepping, and
th.it a foot tread less than 7 in.

is unsafe. If his stage is only

1 S ft. deep, it is of no use design-

ing a grand cathedial entrance

with about ten steps until he
has planned out what ten steps.

say 8 in. deep, will take off his Fin. tS

stage space. "Fen steps, each
8 in. deep (10 in. 8 in. 80 in.) wa’ll bite off

over 6i ft. of depth, which leaves him only i 1 ft.

to the footlights, which is insufficient for free

movement for four people in line. In the other

dimension, allowing a 4 in. rise to each step, the

base of his cathedral door must be 10 in. < 4 in.

and from it the essential positions and groupings

can be made, and supplementary action and crowd
work dealt with in the secondary angles. When
this has been drawn to scale, sav A in. to the

fiMit, and re-marked full si/,e on the rehearsal

floor, only a careless producer will find any part
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of his fSscntial ;iction being smashetl by bad
crossings.

Sucli a plan will be of enormous assistance in

arrangijig positions for the units of a set, not least

important of which are the doors and windows.
An intelligerit understanding of this method will

Proscencum v
Opening

Stalls

Fig. xcj

act as a short cut for ascertaining the size of Hats,

wings, and so on.

This matter of measurement is often over-

looked, and though it is really a matter for the

stage manager, yet a producer should know the

limits within which he has to work, otherwise he
may find himself with an absurd wall consisting

of a door, a window, and a fireplace without
any supporting brickwork, which is obviously

wrong, simply because he did not calculate that

4 ft. and 5 ft. and 4 ft. make 13 ft., and there

would be no room for 2 ft. filers. A preliminary

measurement would have led to the elimination

of the fireplace or the window. With proper

measurements neat joints will ensue, and there

will be nothing slipshod about the appearance of
the set. Kssential doors and windows can be
properly related to the centre and the units on the

stage.

Some time ago, I came across an excellent

example of the application of this principle in a

production of T'he U'^alt’Z. Drenm by Mr. Alafi

Pitt. 'The problem was to employ as many as

possible in the chorus, provide as much room as

possible for principals, and have a bandstand,

chairs, tables, a solo dance, and rtxom for twelve
couples waltzing. Further, the impression of a

crowded and popular garden restaurant had to be
conveyed to the audience.
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'The total st.ige area available was 462 sq. ft.,

21 ft. wide, and 22 ft. di-ep. 'I'he proscenium
<4:)ening, less ft. each side, equalled 16 ft.

When the large working diagram (Fig. 20) has

been examined, I would suggest that a few experi-

ments be made as a sort of puzzle or test of
capacity as a producer, or t(^ lind out how many
methods nf utilizing these fact<irs may be evxxlved.

I will reset the* problem in the form of an exam-
ination question.

T//Z setting is a Viennese garden restaurant.

Flees. Handstand. Ciarden effect. En^ening.

Fights. (iaietv. Happy o ozvd of diners. Fhe
handstand to hold or chestra of 7 , a piano, and hig

dram. It must hai>c steps to the hand platform.

Pf o^nde for a chorus of people.^ a solo dante.^ a

ivalt-z. for I 2 i ouples.^ the stage dressed with tables

surrounded hy diners. How would you arrange
your tables., chairs., and wings to gi^ae good Hews of
the solo incidents., and yet keep the impression of a

Back Wall

Blank Stage
to contain 'Waltj Dream ” setting .

Bandstand
7musicians. Piano. Big

drum
Steps

Uta/t^ for /2 coup/es

Solo Dance
Diners Tables Chairs Chorus

I Proscenium |

Fro. 20

crowded garden., remem hering that the steps of the

handstand must not he coi^^ered 'i

Before reading further the reader should con-
sider the solution.

Note that the problem is not one of producing
these effects, but of getting them on to a stage of

462 sq. ft., with a proscenium opening of 16 ft.
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T'hc integral problem is the prfjvision of a good

clear space in the stage centre. T wo things are

essential, and cannot, therefore, be eliminated,
the bandstand and tlie solo dance. Consequently,
space must go to the bandstand, say 8o sq. ft. It

must be a dominant feature af the set. 'That
leaves 382 sq. ft. for dressing the stage with at-

mosphere, diners, waiters, tables with Howers,
etc., and the dancers.

Kach table ^vithout chairs is 2 ft. acioss, each
chair takes (at il ft. by 1 J ft.) 2^ sq. ft. 'I'he

projection of the wings reduces the available space

to the I 6 ft. proscenium opening, decreasing to

I 4 ft. at the back along the line of the 22 ft. depth.

Kach reader may evolve different solutions, re-

organise the groupings of Mr. Pitt, and alter the

number of wings, the shape (if the bandstand, and
soon. But I present Mr. Pitt’s plan (Fig- 21) here
as a real solution that can be departed from only
in detail.

T'hi* ingenuity in the plan is the provision of
the pockets at the to]) end right and left of band-
stand. By angling or cur\ing the bandstand,
plenty of space is provided for the chorus to move
on and off, particularly in the difficult wait/, for

twelve couples. 'These dancers were also seen at

the tables, but when they got up to dance the

illusion of great crowds was kept up by their

seats being taken by members of the chorus who
were waiting behind the chairs and who were
occasionally seen by the audience as couples wan-
dering through the woods.

It will be observ(*d that the tables and chairs are

unseen to a large extent by the audience at the

sides, jfut what one side cannot see the other can.

To provide space these chairs and three wings
were deliberately pushed back as far as possible to

lea\ e the cefitre clear. 'I his is an example* of the

exploitation of the imaguiation of the audience.

A garden scene such as this is nearly always sym-
metrical, i.e. one side repeats the other. Con-
sequently, when the audience on the prompt side

see tree wings and gay parties at tables on the off

prompt side the mind’s eye completes the in-

visible scene. T hus, the stage looks larger, and the

efFect of a crowd is maintained by applying the

principle of “splitting,” by which one half the

world of the audience imagines how the other

half lives.

It should be noted that this plan enabled Mr.

Pitt to have on his stage no fewer than Hfty-five
people at one time.

'I'here is nothing empiric about a good set.

It does not just come of itself. Its effectiveness is

the result of knowledge of the craft, and a careful
selection and elimination of details. 'The maxi-
mum effect with a minimum of means is a good

Fig. ::t

slogan for the producer as it is for any other artist,

and though these tips mav be redundant to some of
my readers who have evolved their own technique,
the beginner will not find the foregoing useless.

TRIANGULATION AND SCENERY
A good producer will a 1 wavs remember that

lie is really an artist-workman with two sets of
tools to work with, (^ne set the li\'ing actors, the

other the scenery or inanimate actors, using actor

in this case as something presenting an illusion.

His living actor may help him out at times, but he
is at the mercy of his scenery, which will betray

incompetence and slipshod methods.

A frequent and unnecessary fault is to disclose

“behind the scenes” by not having the units of a

scene properly set together. All illusion is spoilt

if the edges of the flats do not fit together with
neatness and obscurity. The flies or ceiling pieces

used for masking top battens of lighting must
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be at the right height so that the spectator in the
front row of the stalls cannot see “how it is done.”
The diagram at <>nce demonstrates the fault and

gives a method of ascertaining in advance how
high the fly piece or the batten should be. It will

be seen that a complete mask is effected by drop-
ping the fly very little.

Modern producers have eliminated ceiling

pieces, as shown in the diagram
for the effect of a real horizontal

ceiling with a candelabra hang-
ing from the centre, but if

Victorian drama in period sets

is being produced thev will have
to be used, and they are also

necessary in small halls where
changes from interior tt) ex-

terior sets do not allow of much
room for manipulating a flat

ceiling. T"he farther back stage

we go, the less is the angle as

is sh<^wn bv the dotted back
batten giving angle /?. The
height of these flies should be
as high as possible, particularly

in t>pen-air scenes, so that the
audience get as much freedom
of view as possible. ^I'here are

exceptions : a prison scene, for example, in which
a compressed atmosphere and small spaces are to

be suggested, but, generally speaking, spaciousness
is to be aimed at, and this is helped by a minimum
of top hamper.

T'he same principle applies to wings. Unless
special occasion demands wing projection into the

stage, the space taken up by the wings should
be the minimum necessary to produce the illusion

required. T he last set of wings should be in such
a positioji that the edges of the backcloths are not
exposed to people t>n the flanks of the front rows.
It will be observed in the diagram that each
wing presents a dt>uble problem. (See Fig. 22.)

T he wing ^ must project sufficiently far ofi

to the stage to pre\ ent a spectator at tlie extreme
right of the theatre from seeing beyond the inner

edge of the wing i? into the off-stage area. T he
producer must remember that it is one thing to

Cei/ing
Border

•

*

A
Light Batten

.

- Ang/e B

AngJeA

Wronc.. No't'i Su,m I.ini C'A'ic'ins

Virw OF Lk.iit

8oo
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design ynur illusion, anothi*r to present it to

perfection, and ragged details do more to under-
mine good fenmdations tlian any othe r factor.

down into the set itself then it should go into one
of the joins where flat is joined to flat. Fig. 24 a.

In exteriors, if the cloth is one of foliage, carry-

ing the idea of an arching tree, care should be
taken to match a bough or spring of a branch
so that the tree on tlie wing is apparently

arching t>ver, and is not truncated all down

'Fhe next point to observe is that in interiors

tlie friey.e and the ceiling flies sh<>vild match so as

to present an appearance of c(^ntinuity.

In the diagram, Fig. 2^5, the ceiling cloth is

resting on the top edges of the scenery, hanging
quite flat and in ordt‘r,not as in Fig. 24, wliere the

stone top is all creasetl .nul untidy because it has

been dropped too far. If a cloth has to be dropped

one side, with hialthy twigs growing from
nothing.

With cyeloramic settings this problem is abol-

ished, and 1 strongly advise all producers to try to

hx up some sort of cyclorama for outside scenes.

T here is a reaction against the cyclorama in

sonu* repertory theatres, but I find it difficult

tti agree with this opposition.
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The cyclorama relies for its t‘fFects more on

light than on paint. It is really painting with
light. WitJi the old scenery the backcloth was

a great trouble; its spires and rolling prospects

seldom convinced the eye, though 1 have known
of some fine effects from the brushes of

Freemantle, Marker, and others, and also when
Sir Herbert Tree and Sir Henry Irving mounted
a play with lavish disregard of simplicity. But,

generally speaking, and particularly with the
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amateur, the backcloth was unsuccessful. Usually
it was too near the foremost spectators to preserve

the illusion, and it was largely with the eye of
faith that the Pia//Aa of St. Mark’s or the distant

view of Rome ever got beyond the mental fact of

canvas and paint.

TTe cyclorama gives a fine atmospheric effect,

as though the imagined scene was drenched in

colour, as indeed it is.

T'hc essential principle of cycloramic lighting

is utilized in many ways, but, in brief, the applic.i-

tion is to make a surface capabl of reflecting any

coloured 1 ight prt>jccted on its surface. T'he colour

of this ground is usually a neutral grey, light in

tone, though practice varies. 1 have seen success-

ful colourings of ivory, whitewash white, pale

blue, or quaker grey.

A good arrangement is shown in Fig. 26.

Ov^er the proscenium arch there is a shelf or

gallery, on which there are two or more flood-

lights, with their beam directed on to a backcloth

or plaster surface. The batten on the floor is a'

further supply of light, which can be complemen-
tary and supplementary to the main light. Suppose

a twilight to moonlight eflFect is desired. If the

floor batten is throwing up an amber glow and the

projector is throwing blue, the base of the back-

cloth will show a sunset effect merging through

green into the blue, and when the dimmer oper-

ates on the batten a gradual change will be effected

until the wht>le sky is blue.
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A cycloraniic sky is vt ry much more ijiteiise

Hiid beautiful in colour than paifitcd cloths, and
the possible permutations on a full colour range
are to<^ many to describe A protiucer, even with

the most elementary
knowledge of lighting,

who cannot appreciate
the possibilities of this

system, should not be a
producer.

Another cycloramic
form comes from (icr-

many and consists of a
dome instead of a flat.

T his adds to the appear-
ance of immensity (Fig.

27).
Another form is a

plain, semicircular back-
ground (Fig. 28). An-
other of the simple de-
signs is a board, movable
backwards and forwards

Krc;. desired (Fig. 29).
Sometimes the back-

ing IS perforated with small holes and a projectf>r

at the back gives the effect of stars.

^Fhere is also anotlua method of presenting

scenery. It did not get far, but 1 will mention it

for its interest. It also was a German system, and
was a sort of magic lantern method by which the

painted scene was projected on to neutral cloths

on the stage. It was expensive to install and found
to have a limited application. It was an inter-

esting method, however, as the scene was painted

on tt) a slide and so was readily changed and lent

itself to many excellent effects.

For practical purposes, and in particular for

societies that have no permanent stage, the simple
device of Fig. 29, with the projector working
from the sides, is the most suitable.

The use of a cycloramic background calls for

accessory scenery of a rather simple kind. 'I'he

background being all sky, the background units i>f,

say, a church, trees, bushes, etc., can be definitely

silhouetted against a blue day or night sky,

and wings can be simple, self-supporting pieces

without much rope and tackle (Fig. 30)
TTie cyclorama shows to advantage in exterior

scenes, as there is no necessity to continue a

piece of scenery to the flies; consequently, the
outlines are clear cut with no false perspectives.

This method adds to the electrician’s responsi-

bilities, as a lot depends on the proper use and
application of light.

PLAY SELECTION AND THE
PRODUCER

T he selection of plays is one of the major
aspects of production, and I doubt if a pro-
ducer can do really good work if he is out of
sympathy with his job. Producers tend to be-
come specialists, and it would obviously be a risky

matter, though its rt'sult might be interesting, if

a musical con^edy producer were put in charge of
an Ibsen play. Jn theory, ami within certain wide
limits, a g<K)d producer can tackle any sort of play,

but with experience, certain sympathies develop,

and it is well that a producer should liave his heart

and sc^ul, as well as his head, at work on the job
in hand. 'Fhe producer should have a word in

the selection of a play, or if an outside producer
is brought in he should be someone who is sym-
pathetic towards the aims of the society in general,

and the play in p.irticular.

T he heaven of dramatic endeavour has many
mansions, and wliile one witli wide e.xperience of
production should have the key t(^ mtist of the

doors, actual practice shows that the same wtiids

ilo not always carry tin* same meaning. What is

“art" to one is highbrow' nonsense to another.

“Art” to the latter is something that the high-

brow would dismiss with a shrugged shoulder.

“What the public wants” is a catch-phrase that

has wrecked many a selection committee. The
public do not know what they want. 'Fhere is

no such thing as riiE public. There are audiences.
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T here is an avulieiice for musical c<)nieilv, another
for heavy drama, anotlier for coinetiy, :ind another
for serious work. S()me like to see plays tliey are

familiar with, either bv hearsay or experience.

T here is a small but secure audience for the

ad\entur(^us new production: ‘Mirst time on anv'

stage” (and sometimes the last). T hese audiences
o\erlap, of course, but 1 think it may safely be
stated that the big audience for musical comedy is

\'ery little interested in the ^’enturesome solo Hight.

Selection committees and prt^ducers should,

therefore, be quite clear to which type of

audience they intend to appeal. When the course

to be run has been decided upon, it should be run
boldly and decisively, it being remembered that

the public has to pay the piper. 'Therefore the

selection committee should see that the tune is

the best it can produce.
'This question of policy is all-important aiul

fundamental, and is really the work of the society

concerned. A clear cut policy of production will

gain supporters; an indeterminate z,igz,ag policy

means indecisi<^n and loss.

When once policy is decided, the appointment
of the producer is the foundation of succc'ss or

failure. 'The producer is the absolute centre and
focus. Sometimes the problem does not arise be-

cause it is the producer who has taken the initia-

tive and gathered round himself a band of
followers to perform certain types or qualities of

play. T his sort of society does well if the prt>-

ducer is trusted and farms out the business aspects

to a g<iod committee, the members of which see

that he does not spend more than his hall capacity

will produce. Usually, however, it is the society

that comes first, and then the producer is attached.

If the committee is clear-headed, it will take the

producer into its cemfidence, state the society’s

objects, and be guided by what the producer
says. If the producer is clear-minded, he will be

quite definite as to what he •wants to do, and if

his sort of play does not conform to the tastes

of the committee, lie should not attempt some-
thing that is unsympathetic to his own id<*as.

Sometimes the committee already has the play

title in mind. Similar remarks apply. The pro-

ducer should be one in accc^rd with the play. If

his tastes lie towards creative work, with original

scenery, costumes, and lighting, he will be im-
patient at putting on a commonplace, oft per-

formed f.irce, with stock scenery and hackneyed
situatif^ns. ( )n the other hand, the protlucer of
the commonplace (and there are many excellent

producers in this category) would be at a loss when
handed a script with which he was unfamiliar.

In selecting a play, assuming the producer
problem to bt‘ adequately settled, many things
should be considered ; not lc*ast the acting capacity
of the group concerned. 1 1 is not fair to a producer
to hand him a c.ist the members of which ha\’e

not the t‘h‘ments of acting in them, and expect him
to produce even a tolerable show with the crudest
elements of production materials, or employ all

tlu‘ resources technical science pro\ ides. Vet this

wonderland is only the background against which
the acting will appear, and if the cast is inexperi-

enced or incajxible the truth will out.

It is extraordinary, but confirmed by many
yeais' intensi\'e observation of the amateur stage,

that those groups with the* highest ideals usu.illy

have* the* le*ast efHe'ie*nt casts, while the skillt*d

acteus are to be seen in soliel sorts of play that are

ce*rtain succe*sse*s. T he intellectuals rely too much
on the author, whereas the* t>the*r soi t re ly on
themsel\'e*s N e*\ e*rthe*le*ss, the* sek'Ction of .i pkiy

shoulel piimarilv^ he ge)verned by the ability to play

it. It might be argueel that in those circumstances
no man can e*\e*r begin, .is at some perioel in time*

he is inexperienceel. Ouite* light; but e‘\pe‘rience

in acting can be* gaine*el, like* any other e.xperience,

by starting at the bottom. Uonseejuenrly, a ne w
society, with only .i nucleus of e*\pe*rienceLl players,

shoulel not se*le*ct a play de manding gooel characte*i

acting in the m.ijoiity of parts, or one* in which
the small j>arts ha\ e consiele rable bearing on the*

pkiy. Socie*tie*s shoulel not allow ambition to out-

run discretion; and, while* maintaining a high
stanelard in their type of play, tlie*y must e*xercise*

a lot of thought before decieling on a final choice.

Siy.e* e)f stage might inhibit a big productic:»n, anel

limited space at the* side* of the st.ige forbid many
ch.'inge'S of sce'ne*. In the* beginning, a selection

committee slu>uld take ad\ ice from the man who
is to assume responsibility, anel be conte*nt to cut

their ce>at accoreling to their cleith.

FAMILIAR PLAYS

IVTost se^cieties find the task of play selectiein

made easy by a prominent member e)f the selection

committee who has e^ppe>rtunities for seeing
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l^oiulofi shows, and as lie (or slu*) can always act

as brilliantly as the l^ondon star, it is thou<^ht a
good idea to do that play with the coininittee

member reproducing the accents and appearance
of'the I^ondon original. 'I'he idea dc^es not usuallv

material iy.e, but the player has satisfied ambition.
Out of such selective methods little creative work
will come, but somehow it does produce some
tolerable imitative actors, who in due time and
season develop their own style*. Hut by that time
the mould has formed, and the capacity to act

has gone. Ability to perform remains, and so

plays have to be built round a performance and
each show is only a repetition of the last.

AflRKiU) LIS'IS

Another method is for a number of people to

make an individual selection, and then meet to

})iek one title. I his meeting usually lasts for

hours because each nominator thinks his nomina-
tion the best. It seldom occurs to such a group
that a lot of breath would be saved if an “agreed
list” wert* drawn up, and tlu*n given to the pro-

ducer to produce <is he found conve-nient. 'Fhis

methotl is most helpful, as it enables an alert pro-
ducer to w(^rk alu*ad, and plan scenery, “pri-ips,”

.ind costumes in such a way that theie i*' the maxi-
mum of use with a minimum “t effort and cost.

Societies should beware of the '* literarv plav.

I'here are many plays, some of them of fiist-class

importance as literature, which read well, but rU r

badly. 'They are traps inasmuch as they read so

well, and the reader’s mind functions so readily,

that the difference between the* menial picture and
the ai //W appearance is o\ erlooked. '1 he bait and
trap is usually in the dialogue, which is baited with
ideas, brimming with wit, and full of happy allu-

sion. But to develop the ideas requires words, and
all dealers in ideas are not Shaws, and se> what the

mind assimilated, when translated to the actor, is

slowed up and becomes a chunk of dreary polemic,

without dramatic action. A case in point is C. K.
IVlunro’s Rumou7\ a powerful indictment <if

armaments, which, if acted as published, wc^uld

have the audience sound asleep. But when it

is pruned of its long dialectics, and tt*nsion is

creatc*d, it is as good a play as any’^ published

within ten years of the date of its publicatitm.

So beware the literary and propaganda play until

it has been made dramatic.

Oebate is not drama, though drama can be in

debate. "I’he audience are intt*rc*sted in persons,
not in abstract notit^ns. If a society wants a play
with ideas, care should be taken that it is not mere
“words, words, words,” but conflict and perst>nal

tensit>n as well.

1)ANC-ER POINTS
'I'here art* exceptionally tine plays with itlt*as,

but because j^n Kncmy of the People is a good play
does not mean that a long dissertatitui about the
human conscience is going to hold an audience
seeking entertainment. An Enemy of the People is

at once a good play, good ideas, and powerfid
drama because in addition to the ideas it has far

more personal conflict than many a mt^dern priy.e

fight.

"I'here are danger points in another sort of play,

in which a vital part of the action is described

but not explained in the stage ilircctions. O. B.

Wyndham Lewis once hit this oil very well with
his

—

“ 1‘inter two nu*n. 'They cross the stage looking
as though they liv ed in Balham with a mother-in-
law named Higgins.”

While this may be extr<.*mc it has more than a

likeness ta some of the directions that are im-
possible of achievement. "I'here is a certain play,

by a reputable author, in which a room is de-

scribed. Over the mantelpiece is a portrait of an
ancestor, which, when the curtain rises on the
first act, shows the ancestor as an elderly man of

tierce and implacable aspect, but as the plav de-

velops his expression changes until he appears

benign and philanthropic. As a practical stage

direction it has no value bec.iust* the attention of

the audience is on tht* players, not the “props,”
even assuming that any propt*rty master alive

could produce such a picture that was not

obviously fake.

As a rule selection committees should a\'oid

“spook” plays t>f serious purpose. Angels and
ministers t)f grace may defend us, but ha\e littk*

effect on modern audiences, except, of course,

when they appear in simple, unsophisticated

moralitii*s aiul such like. 1 luoe always felt that

Phe Passing of the Third Floor Hack was more
Korbes-Robertson than the Stranger, and when,
as in some thrilK*rs, the glu^stly actor has been the

active principal, he was never accepted by the
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audifiicc except t)ii toleration and without pre-

judice. No audience would accept tlie eftect of

a fairy’s wand, and no more is a glu>st or spirit

actually acceptable except as a mere device, and
a poor one at that. 'The modern mind relies on
itself, and the spook, whether good angel or bad
devil, has a hard time as a motive force. Apart
from this critical aspect of construction, there are

few amateurs who can carry the atmosphere of a

mystic visitor; voice, deportment, gesture, and a

wav of wearing clothes, ha\e be just right to

carry conviction, and it requires ability plus ex-

perience to make the ghostly appearances effective.

Also, there is always the knowledge that the ghost

is no ghost but really Jack Smith or I'lsie Brown,
and that the miraculous results of the intervention

are due n<it to the angel, but to the stage manager,
who will reproduce the miracle whenever and
wherever vou like. T his must not be taken as

eliminating all “sp(n>k’' plays, but before a de-

cision is made ctJiisideration should be given to the

use of the spook, and how far the effects are

reasonable and intelligent. Spooks in this cate-

gory cover a multitude of stage devices such as

wizards and witches. If the play is placed in the

fifteenth century, and an angel or wizard kills a

man by just pointing at him, it is credible, for that

sort of belief was natural at the time, but to ha\e
a modern share rigger killed in his Park I^ane

library by the s.ime means is to(^ much to hope for

in these days.

ORir
T he test of a play is its pc^wer to grip the miiul

of the spectator with the fortunes of the cast. In

Cxrec k T ragedy, the interest is concentrated t>n

the visible personnel against the background of

destiny, but though the end is known, the great-

ness of theme and the struggle against Fate pro-

vide us with the excitement or tensi<in inherent

in good drama. T"he same power of grip is neces-

sary whether in comedy or farce, and selectiofi

committees should always look for this element,

whether their object is to produce plays of conse-

quence or mere amusement.
Another element is action. Drama must mt>ve.

T he time available is too short to allow of literary

description, and where description comes in it

must be relevant. A study of Afacheth will show
this. That martlet haunted castle is described

lAiKAi'Ri: 7\nd st ac;i<:

as part of the action; it is not meie description.

It creates the atmosphere t>f peace, a peace soon
to be disturbed.

It is this element of action that makes thrillers

and such-like so attractive to play. Kverythingis
obvious and t(^ the point. T hat the point is not
always a g(^od one only emphasizes the excellent

writing technitjue of a good thriller. If only play-

wrights with xaluable ideas would exploit tliem
with tlie same competence of technique, there
would be little difHculty in selection.

DIvXLfiCJUtS AM> snUATIOWS
In tlu‘ case of ct)medies, two things must be

looked for, crisp dialogue aiul good situations.

Do not rely too much on the epigram as read; it

must be spoken correctly, and many a C(>medy,
gotnl in dialogue, weak in situatitm, has faihal

because iT the loss of its epigrammatic Havanir.

Inexperienced groups can nearly always get

away with farces because of the boisterous char-

acter of the story. T he theim* of action is carrietl

fully into effect, and the actor is a vehicle more or

less s.itisfactory. Some farces are definitely built

for a team, and it is dangerous for amatevirs to

try to repeat their success, but, generally speaking,
when inexperience is a problem it is not a bad
expedient to bt'gin with a comedy.

Wlien the play lias been selected, the next

problem is to cast it. As to this no golden rule Ctin

be laid down lor beginners. It is a good plan, liow-

ever, to have an ainlition at which a selection com-
mittee, or the producer (nil\', shall select his cast

after seeing and hearing tlu* indi\’iduals desiring

to take up a part. It is debatable whether it is

better to have the caiulidates for histrionic

honours tested by a set piece oi to let them
“shoot” theii own matt rial. In the former case,

the jiulges can see how the player can control aiul

use mate* rial provided, but if it is not quite suitable

the aspirant may appear at a disadvantage, nt^t at

all re{>resentative of actual possibilities. For my
part, no matter how big the list of candidates, 1

like to hear and see them do both, and though it

may mean about five auditions of ^I'he Crrei^fi Eye

of the If'elloiv God it is a method tliat docs
give a fairly gootl basis for selection. ^Flie pro-

ducer should have a good say in selecting the cast,

as he may see potentialities in an individual that he
can bring out, or he may see a person as suitable
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for a certain part wlien the rough tt'sts of an
audition fail to bring out the tjualities required.

One of the things an actor must be careful of,

if he wishes to develop his full talent, is not to

allow producers to cast liim because he is a

“type.” Nothing is more calculated to ili*stroy

artistic development than continuallv to be in

parts that do not demand any creative work.
Producers should avoid the easy path of casting

somebody who, witlu>ut make-up, or any other

art of the theatre, is “just the part.” T he job of
the actor is to act, and the producer should pro-

duce, not merely present, a person in a particular

part, which in turn is definitely acted. If an actor

allows liimself to be cast as a type, evenluallv

he will ni>t know lum’ to act ; he will be able to

reproduce only his type. J am not saying that

appearance, and so on, shoidd not be regarded, to

a ct^nsitlerabh* degree, but a good actor can usually'

add Art to Nature, and make-up counts f<u* a great

deal when it is intelligenti}' applied. IV 1 \' objection

to ty'pe casting is that an actor loses .ill sense of

multiple character. ( )f coui'-.i', there are peojile

who an* i‘\cellent as, say*, duchesses or charwomen,
and if the roles are re\ersed the result is iK>t so

good. It is all riglit so long as then. <ire plays

abounding with duchesses and charwomen,

IMT- WIDl M.'l

1 give good ad\'ice‘ in asking ])roiiucci". .nid

actors to think in terms of the theatre* and m
tt*rms of acting. P\ cry producer shoukl cast his lu*!

widely, mixing his players in parts, and a\oiding

stars as mucli .is possible. T his is difficult, 1

know, bec.'iuse wdien once .i produci*r has found

.1 good, reli.ible artist, lie alway's w'ants to see that

artist cast in the import.int roles. After .all,

the* public is p.iying to se*e the* be-st the socii ty' can
do, and it is asking a lot that a knowm good
actoi should stand tlow'ii for an unknow'ii pl.iyer.

Ne*verthele‘ss, producers shoedd take a chance and
if rehearsals show a w'oeful mis-cast, then .a changi*

must be* maele. Hut a produce*!' who eloe*s re*sist the*

easy way of the star system anel type casting, will,

in the course of six or se\ en proeluctions, have* a

good all-round company mori* eir less cap.ible,

accoreling to their ability anel his tale*nt, of

tackling anything in re*ason.

Anothe*r aelvaiitage* of tiaining for all-re>unel

acting strengtli is that the plague of matrimeiny,

which so often depletes the ranks of an A.D.S.,
will not leave the producer entirely without
leading man and woman resources.

REHEARSALS TIME-TABLE
One* aspect of play production that the pro-

duce*r, but not always the* cast, fully appre*ciate*s,

is the* importance of re hearsals. No matter how
small his part, a player shoulel always be on time,
anel for a principal tf> cut a rehears.il shoulel put
him in grave risk of losing the part.

If there is one aspi*ct of proeluctie>n in which
tile proelucer should and must exeicise* the*

strictest discipline, it is in the matter of re*he*arsals.

A slack principal is a elisgrace and lets down
the whole team by creating uncertainty. Some-
times slackness is due to sloppy arrangements by
the preiduce*!', anel he* should ensure efficiency by
we>rking to a d(*finite^ scht'dule*, planneel well in

aelvance and known to every character.

It is not fair to the cast for a producer to leave

e*\e*rything to chance^ anel go on from rehearsal to

rehe*arsal, building up in a hapha/.arel way. Re-
he*arsals are* the most important part of the

mechanism of making a play, anel if properly

arranged, there is no reason why they should not
go through pe rfectly smoothly, if the producer
plans well, anel the* players support him by strict

attentiein to the schedule.

T o illustrate my point 1 gi\ e ;i scheelule for

<i proeluction of A/Iacbcth^ co\ering a period of six

wei*ks, say from the be'ginning of September to

IV I id-( )ctober, for proeluction <)n 14th, 15th,

1 6th ( )ctober.

T his schedule she>uld be carefully stuelieel as it

has stood the test of a numbe*r of proeluctions.

Note* how it stt*adily builels up from w'oolliness

ti> clarity, until each unit has fitteel inte^ the

machine.
No matter how excellent a producer’s methoel

m.ay be*, he must have tlie fullest trust and co-

operation of his cast. T his or <inv other system
of working wall break elown if principals elo neat

.ittend. It is a thoroughly vicious principle fo»*

any me'mbe*r to devele^p the^ “all right ean the.*

night” philosophy. It w'ill not be all right on the

night unless t*veryboely has worke*el ti'» make it so,

and one of the* essentials of all-rightness is for

e^rt’ryhofJy to kuovu %K)hat c’l'eryhody else is gohig to

do, anel this is not possible if mcmbe*rs of the cast
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“MACBETH”
Rehearsal and PRomTCTiON Sciiedui,e

VVetk
1 MON.

ending '

TUKS. W'El). I'lllJRS. FRI. SAT. SUN.

Sepr. s

Reading full

play (Club
rooiu)

Reading full

play (C'lub

rfioin)

Staff consul-

tation
Principals

Crowds (Stage

Manager in

i harge)

Full cast

w alk through

,, 12 Acts 1, 4
(Principals)

Crowtls (Stage

M.inagcr in

charge)

Acts 2, 3
(Principals)

Right
through
(Principals

only)

7, 19

Staff con-
sultation

progress

Act 5

Crowds (Stage

Manager in

c-harge)

Acts X, 2 Acts 3, 4, ^

„ z6
Try on
co.stunics

Acts i, 2, J

Crowd,
costumes,
props

Acts 4,
(props)

1

t through

Oct. 9

Lighting,
iscenery, .

r^ht^arLl
j

Right
throtjgh

Rest
Right
through

Right
through

,, 16

Principals
j

13 re.ss

dress
j

rehearsal

rehearsal

j

(all in)

I

Ff/// Drrss

rehearsal

7'Ar S//0‘Tv
J

C^ood luck!

1

i

'The Show
j

I'he Show

1

1

have not been present to see for themselves and
also to be seen by the others.

A deadly setback is the absentee who attends

a rehearsal arid has to be shown and told what
happened at the last. If absolute necessity causes

such an absence the understudy should take the

rehearsal, and in the interval pass on the necessary

instruction to the absentee, and if, when the re-

hearsal comes, the defaulting member is not

according to Cocker, a definite hint about being
dropped off the team might bring about a more
earnest frame of mind. There should be no non-
sense about this, and a producer must be firm.

While efficiency and machinery may not be art

in the fullest sense, it is sheer nonsense to think

that good results will come without hard work
and attendance. The big illusion is this nonsense
about temperament. 'Eemper is not tempera-
ment, only bad manners, and any producer who
encourages the tantrums deserves all the bad times
that come to him. A temperamental player is

usually 50 per cent temper and 50 per cent mental.
Parts should be allotted and script distributed

as soon as possible, and for purposes of the

schedule of rehearsal 1 have assumed that

the Society Selection Committee had looked

ahead as tht* season closed, and knew what they

would open with the following ( )ctober. T his

allowed them to cast their play hefore the

holiday seast)n, so that at the first rehearsal

there was no need to worry about those “words,
words, words.” No actor can rehearse wtdl when
trying to y ernernher words. TTie task of recollec-

tion will beat down the effort to experiment with
inflections and emphases, and a producer will

be building up while the player’s memory is

breaking down. This is no good, for at the next
rehearsal the player will have forgotten all, or

nearly all, the producer told him.
In the case of a new play the cast should be

introduced to it by means of a full reading, which
in some cases may be used as an audition. If this

takes place, say, in late April, or early May, the

cast can learn the individual parts in full possession

of the value of the part in relation to the whole.

It is astonishing how few societies work on the
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reading system and how many on the old slap-

dash system of not letting the cast know the en-
tirety of the play until the first time the play is

run througli completely. This reading should be
held as soon as possible. T'here is nothing like a

reading of the play, with each character cast with
a separate reader (one fancied for the part is pre-
ferable) and with the reading done with the right

inflections, as though it were a public performance.
Kven a rehearsal of this reading is an advantage.
If this is done, then the individual members of the
cast get the right perspective on their part, and in

the mind’s-eye can build up the character during
the summer months and learn the lines, so that at

the first rehearsal a “walk through” is possible.

A “walk through” is reciting the lines as they
will be given at the performance with rough and
ready crossings and positions marked off, ready for

closer detail work as the production takes shape.

A vivid variation of the schedule is obtained

bv colouring the squares a different colour for

each section stage staff, principals, etc. and
marking tliern off as each date passes. Slackers

tlien see the t'vil day approacliing and stimulate

themselves accordingly, tile producer sees visible

progress, and the various clepartmetits see exactly

when the hour of trial will come.
T'he use of tlu'Se charts renio\ es that sense of

uncertainty that is the basis of mo^^t of the
slacking, and gives no one any excuse b>»* not

knowing where he or she stands in the sclu me
of things.

Working plans remove the necessity for a pro-

ducer having to e.xplain his scheme of work to

his eager bvit impatient cast, and when the scheme
is stHMi plainly set out it will be found that

absenteeism is reduced to a minimum.
A big fault with amateurs is to rehearse only at

rehearsals. All that sliould be expected of a pro-

ducer is that he prcnluces the whole, and it is not
fair for one individual, principal or not, to take

up more than a due sliare of time.

If an inflection, or a movement, or an action,

is not quite right after a few attempts at one of
the early rehearsals, it is tedious and breaks down
interest, if the rest of the cast has to hang around
for the sake of one or two people working out a

detail.

The actors concerned sliould thoroughly get

hold of the producer’s idea, then proceed with the

general rehearsal, and between rehearsals bring
the difficult detail to perfection.

A similar attitude should be adopted to the
learning of the words. It is not fair to a producer
if the cast never study the book except at re-

hearsals. A rehearsal under the producer’s orders
is the time for action, construction, subtletv^ cer-

tainty, and not for the learning of lines. Nobcidy
can rehearse well with one hand holding a book.
No rehearsal can go well when the prompter is

continually butting in, not because he wants to,

but because he has to.

When once the cast has a thorough grasp tif

the author’s intention, and the producer’s idea, and
when crossings, gestures, positioning, etc., are all

fairly grasped, the actual props, such as swords,
pikes, handbags, etc., should be used, or if not the

actual things, things as near the real things as

possible. Familiarity with props is a good thing:

it prevents fumbling and last-minute discoveries of
an awkward character.

I remember once being interested in a show
that was being produced by a young producer,
and 1 gave him this advice. As it was free, it was
disregarded, with the result that on the dress re-

hearsal night, the supper table projected over the

footlights because he had forgotten that the dais

projected 3 ft. from the balcony cloth, in its turn

4 ft. from the backcloth, so that 7 ft. of his 14 ft.

stage was taken up. T he table was 9 It. long and
had to be placed sideways along one side, as im-
portant business took place at the O.P. side round
the table end. If that young producer luid taken
the tip of an old hand, and worked t>n chalk lines

and actual props or copies, he would not have had
the nerve-wracking dress rehearsal from which
he suffered. Foresight is a big thing in good pro-

duction, and rehearsals can be used for all stu ts of
things besides rehearsing tlie cast.

IiAI> HABIfS

A wise producer will not allow his cast to smoke
during rehearsals unless they are going to do so

at tile same rime “on the night.” W^* are all

creatures of habit, and none more so than the

cigarette smoker. If a slack producer allows his

cast to smoke at incorrect times during rehearsals,

then it is a million to one that at the dress re-

hearsal that particular player will not know what
to do with his hands. He used to be fingering a
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cigarette, but now he lias no cigarette; con-
sequently he lias a hand and an arm too many.
T he correct use of the hands is difficult at all

times, but when use is complicated by ignorance
and sclf-consciousness, it is much more difficult.

Again, when rehearsing a costume play the men
actors should not be allowed to keep their hands
in their trousers pockets; otherwise, when they
get their tights on and find no pockets there will

be much fumbling. I state this just to emphasi/.e
that a rehearsal should be a rehearsal. It is a

serious thing, and should approximate in all details

as much as possible to the real show. But there is

staleness t<» be avoided, and a prudent producer
keeps his cast fresh by always keeping something
back and having something in view—a costume
try on, rehearsal with props, rehearsal with cos-

tumes, rehearsal with costumes and make-up,
and so on, so that the cast li.is always something
fresh to look forward to. T his question of stale-

ness is one that particularly affects the small part

holder. It is wearisome to be waiting for two
or three hours, maybe three nights a week, for

the moment when one must enter and say “ My
Lord, the carriage waits.”

Vet it is important that that particular small

part shall be rehearsed, and rehearsed well with
the principal players. T he player says only a few
words, makes only a momentary appearance, but
it may be that his or her entrance with that

particular message at that particular moment is

the very pivot on which the play turns. T here is

no such thing as an unimportant part. Some parts

are long, some arc short, but all arc important

—

like the pause of the orator, or the calm before

the storm.
Nevertheless, it is an undue strain when a

capricious or exacting producer insists on attend-

ance of these small part actors over a long period

of time, and I feel that it is a mistake. No pro-

ducer should ask more than his cast can usefully

give, and if a player can do a small part in a few
short, sharp rehearsals why waste time by keeping
him waiting ?

I have appealed, and will continue to appeal,

for loyal and regular support for the producer,
but that support is only deserved, particularly in

amateur societies, by reciprocity. A person must
feel that time is being profitably employed, and it

is not good enough to be asked to give up two or

ttii:at rk and st ac;e

three ev^enings a week, for six weeks or so, to

make a brief appearance.
T he solution lies in rect>gnition of the fact that

the production of a play has many departments.
'The acting is most in the limelight, but there are

all sorts of odd jobs that require organization and
execution. Apart from understudying, which is

important, there is an enormous amount of detail

wt>rk that small part players can be getting on
with while waiting for their little piece. If they
are women, there is the wardrobe; if mt*n, the*

properties or electric wiring. Always there is tJie

office side of the job, envelope addressing, etc.,

for men or women.
Dr. L. du Cxartle Peach tells a good story in

this connexion of his village players at Ciieat

Hucklow in Derbyshire. Dr. Peach had been
asking for membeis and supporters for his dra-

matic society, and after dwelling at length on the

community value of the work, drove the point

home by telling his hearers that no matter what
their occupation, interest, or vocation was, there

was always a job for them in a elramatic society,

and he invited offtTs after the meeting. In dut*

course a member of his audience told him how
much he had been impressed by the arguments and
how anxious he was to help in any possible wav,
but as he could not act, or use tools, or sing, he did

not sec where his study and knowledge of phil-

ately could be usefully emph/yed. But he was soon
absorbed with the work when Dr. Peach put him
on tt> sticking entertainment stamps on tickets!!

'I'he whole principle is to keep all minds
curious, alert, and occupied, eagerly looking for-

ward to the completion of the task in hand, or

looking for the surprise round the corner of time.

ICach rehearsal should see a job done, and a new
one dawning.

If a producer can keep alive this sense of ad-
venture, the cast is kept in a state of expectation

that augurs well for the excitement of the opening
and produces that electric atmosphere which com-
municates itself to the audience,sothat players and
audience are welded into one unity. 'I'he produc-
tion of a play should be a great adventure, with
everybody working as a member of a team or

crew, each with an allotted task, great or small,

which falls intt) place on the night of the full-

dress rehearsal.

There is a superstition that a chaotic dress

8 lO
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rehearsal presages a good Hrst night. Perhaps it

does. I cannot deny that I have seen dress re-

hearsals which were more like a Palladium cray.y

week than the culmination of a period of organ-

ised work and which preceded a first night that

went off as smt)othly as possible. Also 1 liave

seen a first night go awry after an excellent dress

rehearsal. Nevertheless, I believe that I am
giving good advice in preaching the elimination

of all uncertainty by study and organised efFort.

Surely the cumulative effect of rehearsals should

be so organised that, apart from tlie psychological

factor, the opening night should be as good as any.

I do not believe that it is good to trust to chance
or inspiration. 'I'lie chances should be taken, and
the inspiration invoked, before the show, and not

during the run. Rehearsals are periods of trial

and error, experiment and elimination, and every-

thing should be cut and dried before the curtain

rises on the last dress rehearsal. T he only un-
certain factor should he the reactions of the

audience, and cast and producer should feel

that wlien the cm tain rises on the first night,

eacli and everv one has honestly and con-

scientiously done his or her indi\ idual best to give

tile audience that which has been piomised on
the one side and paid for on the otlier—a good
show.

RHYTHM
Kvery work of art has rhyme and reav>('n

Witliout these- it cannot exist in the world of

art, and it be-comes part of the great jumble
of what miglit have been. Particularly is this

.so in play production, a form of art expression

which, perhaps, offers greater complexities tlian

any other, except architecture. But great though
the difficulties may be, they must be surmounted
if play production is to be accepted among tlie

arts. Rhythm is the key; rhythm, a noun
—something real : defined as harmony, metre,

rhyme, beat, number, poetry. But definitions do
not help us very much. Words are not sufficient,

and dictionaries are inadequate to describe the

manifestation of the human spirit. But inade-

quate or not, words are my tools, and with words
1 must convey this important message of Rhythm.

All plays are an appeal to the emotions. With-
out this emotional appeal there is no drama.
With nothing but emotion drama is “mere

theatre.” Drama is “theatre” plus intellect. A
giiod play lives because it .ippt-als to the intellect

through the emotions. 'Pake away the intellec-

tual content, and a play is without lasting values.

'I'he converse is equally true. If a play is all

intellect, it is not only ephemeral, but dull, like a

time-table. Having found a plav^ with these two
elements of “theatre” and “intellect,” the pro-

ducer must bring out its rhythm. He must intro-

duce a pulsation, a rise and fall, a crescendo of

IU.ACT.

r*

varying impacts until, at the conclusion, tlie

audience is in complete r apport with the play and
players. Let the fact be thus represented.

'The broken line is intended to indicate the

steady growtli of interest and grip of the audience.

Such growth, however, would not make a good
show. It would lack t ariety. Its plane of interest

would be too monotonous and positive. It would
weary the body, and Itypnotize the mind. Varia-
tion must be intn^duced, so that the progress of
the play is a series of stimulations and rests, thus

—

CURTAIN FALL

/5t. ACT and. ACT 5rd. ACT.

Each act concludes on a climax, and each
successive climax is higher than its predecessor,

the finale being the highest and most conclusive.

Shakespeare knew this trick (sliall we be modern
and call it technique?) of alternation.

A producer has two main avenues along wliicli

to direct his rliythmic demands, namely, the play

as a play, and the actors as such. 'The construction

of a good play enables these two avenues to be

explored. The author makes one situation tense,

the next humorous, and so f>n.

A good play to examine for this rhytlimic

content is Shaw’s St. Joan. Examine the first
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act between Dunois aiul the steward. 'I'he dra-
matic tension is steadily built up like the noise of
galloping cavalry; then when the Maid enters,

she comes into a full company of expectant minds,
all concentrated on her, all in accord with her, all

in mental and emotional con-
tact with her. From then the ^
play builds up, slows down, ^
twists here, turns there, but all

g g ^
the time on a single theme— $ s ? § 5 Si

the destiny of Joan. 3 § ^ S ^ ‘

This quality of rhythm S 1 5

should be carefully gauged by —
•
—

'

the producer. He should read i

his script carefully, and get OPENING
j

C

his mental picture clearly

recorded—the dramatic value

a producer’s experiments and guesses, the indi-

vidual member will seek to go the direct way
as it is seen through his or her part. With a

weak producer this attitude, adopted by the cast,

can easily produce a series of extraordinarily good

3rd. ACT

of each page should be examined, the full dramatic
and emotional content of each sentence worked
out, and above all, each line and each character

put in proper relation to the rhythm of the whole.
T he result may be charted.

This is only a rough indication.

When the producer has evolved such a chart,

he can discuss it with the cast as a whole, so that

each responsible person can see at a glanci’ exactly

where his or her act falls into the general scheme.
Having arrived at his conclusions about the

rhythm in the script, the producer must next
analyse his human material. He will not be a

free agent. Human nature is not easily harnessed

to a single mind. A loyal team recognivee a pro-

BACKCWTH

personal performances, but the general structure

of the play will be destroyed. T'herefori*, the
producer must control his players and adjust and
relate them in rhythm.

Each part will have its own rhythm. T his,

when related to the others, should form an
emotional pattern.

It is difficult to illustrate this by example, as

each plav demands its own development.
However, analysis t)f an hypothetical part will

illustrate how the principle can be applied. T hink
of a triangle play. A and H are married. C is

the lover. B, the innocent parry in the triangle,

has been told of the intrigue by a well meaning
but gossiping frit‘nd. B disbelieves, and on arrival

home finds an incriminating
letter, which confirms the
friend’s story, but the letter

is unsigned, and is without
names. How can it be used

to pr<ive the partner’s guilt.?

i4 FEET Imagine an empty room. We
have seen the letter received,

thrown down, and forgotten.’

We see the entry of B, the

various emotions of disbelief.

ducer’s difficulties if the producer himself is

competent. It is when a team feel that a producer
makes wild experiments and is guessing that the

members become restless. T he reason for this is

easily understood. Each member of a cast can
see (or ought to see) his or her part quite clearly.

Consequently, unless there is sound reason behind

suspicion, rejection, suspicion again, anxiety, dis-

belief; then—discovery ofthe letter. The absence
ofnames creates hope. The circumstances arc too
coincident for innocence. 'The height of anxiety
is revealed—then the guilty A enters. There is

tension. Interrogation begins, and ends with the
production of the proof. Up to the beginning of

8 12
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tlu* interrogation regard this as a mute scene, with
B pacing up and down, a»id so on. Now tliis

pacing should be carefully modulated; it should
not be too long and it should not be too quick; it

should be neither scrappy nor jerky. It must be
timed. Only experience and the individual con-
cerned can properly gauge the time. 'I'he occasion

Krc.. 52

is one- ft>r the use of artistry. Kvery look, every
step, every pause, must have its place. If they
are too long the attention (^f the audience will

decline. If they are too short, the full height of
interest will not be achieved, and the entrance of
A will lose its force. If they are broken up
and fussy, the attention will be shatterc*d. The
producer must see that the act<ir builds up the

scene, but he can give little help except bv criti-

cism. Now in such a scene pacing may be
employed, B going up and down, from side to

side, fr<nn the window to the dtx^r. Pacing is

often the amateur's dtiwnhtll
;

yet hiilure can

PRODUCTION
easily be avoided if the principle of rhvthm is

known and applietl.

Kach step should be part of a pattern, and
calculated to avoid half steps or broken steps.

Steps are, of course, variable. Soihe individuals

take longer strides than others. Imagine an
actor with a normal pace of 2 ft. 6 in.—30 in.

(This is a full marching pace, and though it

is h>ng it will serve for illustrative purposes.)

H ere is the plan of a scene. ( )n the desk is the

letter. B enters, and crosses to the mirror over

the fireplace.

It will be seen that from the door to a spot just

in front of the fireplace is, say, 20 ft., or exactly

/
/

eight paces. If normal pacing is, say, 20 in. or

I ft. H ifi., then twelve paces will he required—

a

difference of half as many again. T here will be

a time lag i>f 50 per cent. N<^w the audience
neither knows luir cares about a peis(^n's paces.

'The tempo of the play, howe\'er, is affected. If

the 30-in. pacer goes at the rate of two paces a

second and obtains the right effect, then the 20-in.

pacer must also adopt the same 11 mf, time

being the important factor, not the number of

paces.

Now assume that the desk is the objective, that

it is seven and a half paces away—the half must
be watched, or the pacing will be seven paces

and a shuffle. T he actor should rehearse the

distance until it is walked or paced, slowly or

hurriedly, according to requirements, without any
flurry or awkwardness at the end. TTie ending
ofa walk is particularly important when a speaking
exit has to be made.
To continue with the consideration of the
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hypothetical situation, we will assume that the
discovery has been made, that the argument is

at an end, and that H is leaving the house for

ever. 'The door must open away from the

Fie. 34

footlights (Fig. 31), making the arc cither A or B
but not as Fig. 32 or Fig. 33.

In Fig. 34 the door provides a background for

the final, annihilating shot in the verbal battle.

'This rule, like all rules of acting, is made tt^ be
broken, but when a genius breaks a rule for his

own purpose, he usually makes a new rule that is

applicable to himself only. This matter of timing
and exactitude applies no matter how many
instances can be quoted of when a great actor

did so and so in contravention of the rule. 'The
great actor would not have become a great actor

if at some time or another he had not had the

alphabet of acting firmly instilled into him. The
amateur actor should do this timing subcon-
sciously, but he must be told about it first. 'JTen
practice will make perfect. An actor who has

this technique at his finger tips will dominate a

cast that lacks such experience, and a producer
is at a great disadvantage if he is expected to teach

the others the elements of the craft. Nevertheless,

the cast must be in balance, particularly in modern
plays,

Balance and rhythm are two most important

elements. For balance, each character has a rela-

tion to everything in the play and the cast. For
rhythm, each player has definite metre to strike

out. When balance and rhythm arc* right, little

can go wrong so far as acting is concerned. But
a producer who kiu^ws his job in so far as balance

Fh;. 3? Frc;. ift

T'he illustrations show how effective this use

of the door can be, but its use can also be a failure

if the actor has nc^t carefully rehearsed his paces,

for he must arrive at the door with that leg and
arm farthest from the audience extended upwards
the door. 'Thus the actor will face the audience.

If his pacing is wre^ng he will have his back tc^

the audience, his mouth will be masked by his

shoulder, and his exit will be awkward.

and rhythm are concerned will also be artist

enough to see that his costumes and settings are
also balanced and in rhythm with the play.

T hose who had the good fortune to see the
late Sir Gerald du Maurier will rec:all his exquis-

ite timing. It seemed to be simple. The cigar-

ette case, the cigarette, tlie match, the lighting,

the whiff, the wave. How many movements?
Do them, and note how long each takes. If the
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total time taken is too long, the stage business
will hold up the play, perhaps for only f<>ur or fiv^e

seconds, but long enough to spoil a scene by
relaxing tension and allowing the audience to

return from illusion to the stark reality of grease-

paint and limelight.

Rhythm has thrt‘e sections; th(‘ rhythm of
movement (business); the rhythm of speech
(the lines); and the rhythm of body (tile natural

or unconscious movements of tlie actor).

BODY RHYTHM
I he time factor in dramatic art is one that

is continually overlooked, particularly when the
C(3ntrol of body movement by the individual actor

is concerned. In btidy nn^vements, if a given
action is too lapid, it is not etfc-cti\e; if it is

tt^o slow, it creatt's an anti -climax. We may
visualiya* a graph somcwliat on the following

The horizontal line rc-presents the unchanging
and unalterable time factor, and rhc‘ ascending

line shows tlie rhythm—variable, and (we hope)
controllable—which is contributed by the playe’^

He- has to make his own tension, as it wt-re, in

certain places and at certain times.

Modern methods demand more subtlety than
was required for the old transpontine methods,
the principles of which were thoroughly under-
stood and fully expressed by the players of the

time, as the accompanying reproductions of old

Victorian theatrical actors and characters show.
'These are taken from tlie famous prints in Mr.
B. Pollock’s collection, and are shown on p. 8i6
as examples of emphasis by gesture to produce
definite emotional results in the audience.

They tell their own tale, and indicate degrees of
ferocity and determination. Full-blooded acting

is depicted here, with no suggestion of the “cup
and saucer” gestures, or the movements of tlie

modernist. There is no subtlety. Note how the

Sprite figure, mainly by keepijjg the fingers open,

achieves his effect. Mr. Hicks, as A4orden

Brenner, conveys a torrential temper by closing

his fist. 'The flexion of the knees is different, and
in the case of Mr. Collins as Paul Clifford and Mr.
Hicks as Robert Macaire the slight variation in

the body angle produces entirely different results.

It is this personal equation that controls the
ascending and curving line.

'The actor individually must have rhvthmic
balance, and the producer must balance the per-
formers. If a cast is of unequal pers^inal skill,

or ignorant of first principles, then the producer’s
task, if we are agreed that it is to produce a wtirk
of art, and not to act as a mere coach, is almost
impossible.

'The actor must contribute something. In the
old days of great acting and bad drama the actor
did all rile work. Read some of the scripts of the

1830 to 1870 period, and visualize the effect that

was required to project the material. T'lie plays

raised audiences to heights of enthusiasm. Hf>w ?

By pure technique, skill! I>ook at the poses, and
note how the strength or comedy of the character
was projected bv stance alone. Examine the angles
of riexion at tlie joints. T he basic description,

whether for comedy or tragedy, would be the
same; it would be a description of one pose. It is

a matter of degree, of skill, plus temperament.
T he fault of this school of histrionics was that

it developed ranting and tub-thumping. But in

spite of excesses of elocution and deportment, the
work of the period should be studied, and not des-

pised. While it Certainly produced the Vincent
Crummies Schotil, it was also the period during
which the Irvings <)f TAr Hells^ the Wallers of
Hrfiry T, tlie Wilson Barretts of ‘Thp Sign of the

Ch oss graduated, and in which Rean and Mac-
ready were masters.

Such physical acting did not fully meet the

intellectual demands of the play, but it was that

school that kept the actor as the main prop of the

theatre. 'I'he public still want acting. Conse-
quently, second-class plays are ofteji more success-

ful than good intellectual plays. Second-class

plays usually have good acting parts that a strt>ng

actor can project to his audience, whereas intel-

lectual plays often sacrifice the theatre to the

platform. An idea must not only be dramatic in

itself (i.e. Ghosts and Doirs House), but it must
be presented dramatically, which means also

theatrically. C. IC. Munro’s excellent play.
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Kumour, was impossible as a play of the theatre as

it was written. There was too much of the idea

in it and not enough of the theatre until it was
properly cut so that the producer, within the limits

of the horizontal line on page 815, could produce
the emotional and tensional effects that are

inherent in the plot and that are indicated by
the curve.

It is difficult, and too dangerous, to lay down
definite schedules, as each actor is a problem to

both himself and the producer. T'he same scene

is different f^r each individual, hence the weak-
ness of a touring company that attempts to

reproduce the actions and business of the original

London company : the reproduction is a copy,
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and, c<msequently, has not the spark of creative

genius, though the touring company, if left to

themselves, might produce equally good actions

and business, though they might be different in

detail.

All T can do here, and all 1 desire to do, is to

point out that acting qua acting has certain general

and individual rules, and that a producer must
have a cast that is aware of the traditions of the

art of acting. 'There is a tendency among ama-
teurs, particularly those of the advanced drama
school, the coterie type, to ignore, and even to

despise, the past. I think that the old-time actor

had a lot to teach us, and that the modern drama,
good though it may be to read, would be better
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to look at in production if my opinion were more
generally shared.

One thing that the <dd acttir learnt and prac-
tised was rhythmic body movement. 'This may
or may not have been unci>iiscioiis, but it was
certainly not complicated by the liigli- flown
technique and jargon or terminology of to-day;
neva^rtheless it was there, and, in consecjuence,
the actor of the old school acted in a nianiK*!' that

it is impossible to caricature to-day : it is so much
of a caricature itself.

It is a truism to say that bad drama makes good
actors, and vice versa. 'This mav be due to the
balancing factor of the audience. 'The auditMice

is the focal point of the c<imbincd attack of the
actor and autlu>r. 'The attention must be lu‘ld

and inti-rest arc^used. 'This attt*ntion and interest

may be helti by the purc*ly emotional content of
the acting or the intc-Ilectual conte nt of the play,

or, and better than either, by both in combina-
titui. But how often do we see a play of ideas

presented weaklv be*cause the author has not
prf>\ided the actor with something to -At 'r as well

MS sometliing tt) saa , or because- the .ictor cannot
use for acting such niatei iai as the author has
pro\'ided ^

In the period suggested by the Pollock prints

th<‘ drama had reached its l<*west level, 'l lu*

plays of the period were quite out of touch with
reality, and dc-alt with \ariations of olnie'u^^ plots

of the simplest form. Subtlety was unknowTi,
characters were as white as snow or as black as

coal, theiugh occasionally true humanity peeped
out of the comic ladief. The- effect was that the
acttir had to exert all his art to hold his public,

anti, consequently, histrionic capacity de\elt>ped

along physical lines. Heroes had to be hert)ic, in

the gi'and manner, and when \illainy was afoot,

then ’twas villainy indeed. An examination tjf

these t^ld scripts will slu)w at once how effective

the actor had tt^ be. 'The lines ga\'e little help,

and were often of the most platitudiiujus descrip-

tit)n when they were not definitely puerile. "1 he
actor carried the burden, and, consequently,
\'oices that could roar like thunder or whisper like

a trickling brook became a sine qua 7ion^ while
gestures and body movements had to take on the

similitude of the gods. 1 suppose Barry Sullivan

would be the most recent exponent of the true

bai'n-storming technique (which was also created

and afft'Cted by the poor illumination of candles or
oil lamps), with the Irvings and 'Tree connecting
the period with the moderns. 'This tradition

could be seen in sublimated form when we wit-
nessed players like Sir John Martin Harvey, who
adapt the principles of that technique and
refine it to the advantages offei'ed by mt>dern
equipment.

'I'lie Shakespearean productifins by Sir ( )swald
Stoll in Manchester and Tondon demonstrated
the principle in application. When Henry V was
played by Godfrey 'Tearle the generosity of
his body movements and the gracefulness of his

poses became matters for comment, and moi'e

recently in jintony and Cleopatra^ with Kdith
P^vans. ^ et this comment m itself was a com-
mentary on the decline in the art of acting that

is due to so-called realist acting.

J his style of acting is purely a question of
control and a knowledge of rhythm. Sliakespeare
knew of it when he made Hamlet tell the players

how to ilo '“‘'The Mousetrap.” Based on natural

ability, it has to be learnt. Sir Trank Benson
insistetl on it in the great days of the Bensonians.
Tencing, swimming, and football were all part of
the Beiisonian curriculum. 'There is an old story

of a Benson advertisement in a stage paper. It

read: “Wanted at once. |u\enile for Taertes.

]\lust be good half-back.” 'i'he \'oice, the legs,

the arms, the eyes, and the mouth, even the
shoulders and elbows, can all be niadt* subordinate
to the art of acting, and ifany claim to satisfactory

acting ability is to be substantiated, this subordina-
tion must be brought ab<>ut by study of such
models as are available and by practict*. W^here
a good actor is to be seen, go to see him. Note
liis method, not for copy purposes, but as an
e.xample of skill in holding the attention of an
audience. Note the di*tails. Set* him two or three

times. The first time watch tire broad outline;

the second his special business; and the third

time the details.

Amateurs too often mistake their own facilitv

for ability, their ability for competence, and
their c<^nipetence for talent. Over and over again
an individual with no more knowledge of acting
than is obtained by a yearly visit to the pantomime
and u eekh' to the picture house will accept a part.

C.'onsequentl V we get mere performances, with
ni> ci>lour and no intensity, and often without
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understanding. Acting will not come by cliance,
and with<>ut training and experienct*. T'lie basis

is simple and lias been stated elsewliere. 'I'liis

contribution is an expansion of the basic necessity

for the actor to be lieard and to be seen. He
must also be understood, and he must understand.
In brief, before lie appears in public as an actor
he should be able to complete his ctintract, i.e.

take his part and act the part in a reasonable
manner. T'o do this he must have adequate
knowledge of body control and rhythm. 'The
great actors are his models.

It must not be assumed from the foregoing
tiiat I belong to the school that thinks that the
days of great acting are past. Far from it. Sir

Cedric Hardwicke and Charles Laughton can
testify against me, and I believe the evidence of
my own eyes. I witness two or three shows a
week, and nearly always see something of rirst-rate

quality, even in the most unexpectt*d places

—

amateur or professional. Aly contention is that

these instances of artistry are not accidental, that,

consciously or unconsciously, the true artist has
absorbed that tradition on which the art of acting
is based, and that, unless an actor studies and
understands these principles of the past, his work
will never be in the first class. In case I may be
taken too literally or misunderstood, let me hasten
to state that the technitjue of Messrs. Hicks and
Collins as illustrated would be eiitirely out of
place in, say, a Oalsworthy play, although it might
be a good number for a Clreen Room Rag. But
it is necessary to have a grasp and an undei-
standmg of the physical aspect of tin; art. T he
playwright of to-day presents character as well as

situation. 'J'he authors of the period of Messrs.
Hicks and Collins cared not a jot for psychology
or character; action, revolt, tumult, and hand to

hand c<imbats were their stock in trade. T he
actors behaved accordingly, 'Fo-day the actor

works on finer ground. Nervous sensibility is

the ground work of the action. T he sweeping
arm has become the twitching finger. 'The
call of the luisso profundo for the \illain’s blood
has become the request for a cup of tea, and
1 am prepared to state that to-day’s artists

can do either or both with equal ability because
the one is tlie concomitant of the other;
and the amateur who studies these elements is

wise.

Fhe present-day student of acting is fortunate,
for he has opportunities, long missing, to study
fine acting in team work. Not since Irving at tlie

Lyceum, and T ree at His Majesty’s Tdieatre,
has there been such a team as the Old Vic
Repertory Company. John Oielgud, Sir Ralph
Richardson, and Sir Laurence Olivier are three
artists who exemplify my poijit. T'he aspirant
sliiiuld study these actors, timing their work. T'o
watch them once is not enough. First watch to

enjoy. Repress the critical or examining faculty,
and be absorbed. Next go to note vocal control
and rhythm, and go again to observx* body move-
ments, the w’alk, the arms, the head. Ust' a paii'

of opera glasses to see details «)f the* eyes and make-
up. On a subsequent visit rt‘gister the manner
in which vocal and body rhythm are wedded.
T alt'iit was there as a basis. On it has been built

a structure of technique to conv'ey ideas and emo-
tieiiis. Inherent in pt*rformance is a world of
dramatic information for the obse-rver absoibed
and carried away or the pupil t'agt'r to learn.

PROPERTIES, COSTUMES, AND
DETAILS
The producer with a competent staff is

lucky. T oo many people think of amateur
stage work in terms of acting only. T'oo few
re.ili'/.e the fun and outlet for artistic t‘xprt‘s-

sion to be had from work behind the stage—scene painting, prtiperty making, pirompting,
costuming, and so on. Some specialise in making
up, but for reasons that I have given elsewhere
I advocate that this should be done by the j:)layers.

When I was producing it was alwap'^s my
ambition to meet a man who could translate my
ideas into practice and be satisfied with a good job
well done, and wherr I did come across such a one
it was a joy to work with him, but, alas, before
half the season was over he had been dazy.led by
the footlights’ glare, and a good “props” was
turned into a bad actor.

I once knew a “props” man who was faithful

to his trust. He was a marvel. His ingenuity
was extraordinary, and if he had a fault it was
that lie aimed too much at exact reproduction.
Imaginative or suggestive props did not aj^peal to
him, but he would spend hours on research to

find the exact details of setting, say Nelson’s cabin
on the yictory^ and then disappear for days to
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work wonders with tea boxes, condensed milk
tins, and paint.

Ingenuity is tlie principal reejuirement of a
good property man, and a producer cannot be too

eager to find tlie right man. Success or failure

is often due to him.
A property man should be able to provide the

producer with stage props, which can be broken
or damaged without great harm being done. 1

was once in a Chinese play in whicli various

messengers nii^e gifts ofgreat value (vases, ivory,

necklaces, and so on) to the P'.mperor. 'J'he

props man produced some gorgeous tilings tliat

he had borrowed from the trusting curator of a

museum, who tliought tliat it would be a good pro-

gramme “line” to point out to the audience that

“the vases and necklaces in Act 2 are authentic,

etc” The vases were placed in a corner; one
was touched by a swinging robe, and smashed.
Another was chipped. "I'he necklace was dropped
and trodden on. 'This was early in my dramatic
care(“r. 1 h'arned then what I pass on now, that

the art tif the theatre is the art of illusion. Price-

less vases are only jam jars, “precious” necklaces
are mcrelv string and sealing wax, and stage gold,

although it glitters, is not the currency of reaJity.

It is tile similitude of things tliat is the real art

of the property man.
In the case of hand props, such as pistols,

there are occasions when precautions have to be

taken. Imagine the catastrophic silence of the

occasion when a trigger is pulled, and there is no
report. How can the villain fall dead? Not
always has he the presence of mind to cry out
“Good heavens, I’m poisoned” and to drop.
Moreover, to do so would not help the next scene
if the heiaiine is on trial for murder by shooting!

Kic;. 38

J%ach case of this sort must be dealt with on its

ow’ii merits as a problem. 'The problem t>f the
pistol shot can nearly alwavs be soh ed by having
a double in the wings ready to fire if the pistol

held by the player on the stage fails. It is better

for the audience to hear a shot from the right

than not to hear any shot, and they will give the
gunman credit for making sure even if two shots

are heard.

“Make sure” is the princijile to apply. Rtdiear-

sals should, of course, make sure, but it is extra-

ordinary’ how in the excitement of transferring

activiti<.*s fn^m the rehearsal room to tlie actual

stage things get lost or misplaced. I Tnderstudies

of players are useful. Consetjuently , wliy not an
understudy for tht* pniperty man ^

Costumes alst^ call for comment. First, nothing
mars the presentation of a costume plav more than
the unevenness in costuming caused when all the

brightest and best costumes are worn by the

principals, aiul the other plavers look as though
they aie dressed in cast-offs. ( )f course, Ring
Henry VIII must look regal and kingly, and
be richly and sumptuously attired, but it does
not follow that the Duke of Buckingham must
be shabby. This unevenness is a common fault

in c<istume plays, even when they arc produced
professionally. ITnevenness in costuming dis-

illusions the audience, as they arc forced to see
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the actor in costume, and not a very effective

costume, wliereas they ought to be seeing, say,

the Duke of Buckingham.
A competent producer will put iji considerable

time and go to a great deal of trt^uble to ensure
this evenness of quality. In practice unevenness
is usually caused by lack of stcick. There is a

range of costumes for a given period, and the

newest and best are allotted to the leads while the
other players get the costumes that once were
bright and sumptuous; the furs are flat with
continual renovation; the coh^ur of the fabric is

dull and faded with age. Perhaps a new gaud or

a piece of new gold lace only emphasizes the
poverty of the dress, and the hypt>thctical Duke

of Buckingham looks like a poor relation. 'The
new velvets and silks of the few leading costumes
shine and glisten, and the costumes of the crowd
t>f courtiers look flat and tarnished. Not only
does the contrast rob the spectator of illusion,

but it also diminishes the glory of the King by
making his Court unattractive. Where feathers
are worn, all should be of the same quality and

820

newness, and evenness slu^uld run throughout tire

cast. If the choice had to be made between
dressing all the cast in cotton or the leads in fine

fabrics and the Court in inferior materials, 1,

personally, would produce all in cotton and rely

for my effects of magnificence on colours and the
skilful and subtle drapery of cloaks and sleeves.

Another aspect of costuming, so far as the
producer i'* concerned, is the fireside dress of his

characters. I cannot believe that l^ancelot or

King Harold went to bed in armour, or always
wore a tin liat when they were enjoying the

Middle Ages equivalent of a smoke and a pint.

Surely there must have been some sort of undress
uniform, even for the most bellicose. A wise
pn>ducer will exploit the change of mood by a

change of costume, and give heroes nf ancient

time the equivalent t>f an unbuttoned waistcoat,

'Too often we see the cast doing everything in full

dress. ^They must have had a second suit, and
whatever they wore at Coronations, on Sundays,
or on the day of the Big Fight, there were occa-
sions when they were at rest and breathed deeply
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in some sort of dressing gow/i i>r its equivalent. It

is a moot question as to whetlier the sword was
always in evidence. It is difficult to suggest
details of any departure from the full dress of
chivalry, and it is one of the aspects f>f production
that is often overlooked. 'The fact that cathedral
brasses and memorials and old pictures depict

people in full dress is due t(^ the fact that these

representations sliow people in their pride, and
not in their evervdav circumstanct A modern
play* iti which memheis of the peerage are the
protagonists, does not show them in the glorv of
coronet and ermine.

Recognitii>n of this difFerence between public

and private appearances gives the producer an
excellent opportunity to indic.ite an absolute

change of mood. “Now are our bruised arms
hung up for monuments,'’ savs Richard III.

't he wise prt)ducet will e.xamine and act on the

import of that brief sentence. In costuming, as

in everything else of the theatre, attention to

detail builds up atmosphere, regulates the flow of

tension, and brings about a similitude t>f reality

that is more real than mere realism.

Producers should see that costumes, whether
hired, ready made, or specially designed, arc

“wearable.” I mean by this that they shoidd ask

mentally, “Would a 'Tudor (Saxon, Norman,
Roman, what you will) wear such a garment,
shaped in such a way, and rucked and gathered
in such a way.? \Vt>uld he have jewels and
embroidery, and cloaks and a hat.?” I think of
the usual Tudor appearance with the hat worn
at all sorts of angles that give ridiculous effects.

When it is worn as a Scotsman wears his tam-o’-
shanter we get a similitude ofa gentleman wearing
a hat. Note the ct>nrrast between Figs. 37 and ^8.

'The wearing of Roman costume appears to

offer great difficulties to amateurs. A little study
at the local library is helpful. I imagine, in spite

of fashion and the costumiers, that people in all

ages preferred to be comfortable.
Another pc^int in costuming is the capacity of

the individual to wear a given design. I have
seen masterpieces t>f design—on paper—the
whole effect of which was destroyed or ludicrous
when the costume was worn. W^hat is the gootl

of designing a lovely costume in scarlet and black
and white for Romet) if the player has long thin

legs that utterly destroy any illusion of the youth-
ful, virile lover? 'The efl’cet of his line voice (which
may have got him the part) is discounted. 'I'he

producer should not be fobbed tiff with a copy of
the Romeo costume wtirn by Sir Cieorge Alex-
ander at His Majesty’s 'Theatre, but should clothe

his Romeo in a rich, long tunic, thus covering
the legs. Figs. 39 and 40 illustrate this point.

Another principle to be grasped is: Do every-
thing tt> lielp the illusion. In this case, Romeo is

Fh.. 4 ^

a vtiung, impetuous, irresistible lo\ er. Help him
to be tine, and take ntithing for granted. ( 'ostume
shtiuld alwavs be adequate. Cloaks, tunics, sleeves,

and flowing garments generally, can be used to

create magnificent effects if the producer aims at

them. A whtile range tif emotions and gorgetius

stage pictures can be evtiked if the producer
utili'/.es the results of the play tif light on texture
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and fold. C\)nsidcr a sleeve. Wlieii it is Hat and
pulled out, its effectiveness is oFily half used.

Clive it a few folds, and rich sliadows add to its

beauty, and coI(3ur and gesture are ernphasi/.ed.

Compare Figs. 41 and 42. Cloaks, of course,

arc particularly susceptible to the application of
this technique, and offer the actor a wonderful

instrument for the exploitation of gesture and
movement. Cloaks should be free and Howing.
There should be nothing niggardly or sparse.

T he colour should be selected with care and W’ith

consideration for the effect it will have in forming
group composition on the stage. T'lie right colour
in a given lighting plot can set the whole nuiod

of a scene, and should not be left to the haphaz.ard

choice of the costumier. T'oo often is the effect

of a group, so far as position is concerned, cFitirely

spoilt by bad colouring due to an absence of
relation between one actcir and another in

costume.
A common fault with costume plays is sloven-

liness in detail. Here, again, the amateur is not
the only culprit. Necklaces and the collars of
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gold that add such a gay t(3uch to medieval
costume should always be made to set on the
shouldeF's. ArraFiged thus a far fuller effect is

obtained thaFi when they are just sliFiig on, so

that in due course they dre^p and give a sort of
halter effect, as though the* orFiaFiient is worn
casually and Ifi piotest rather than as a thing of
pride. CoFiipare the effects iFi Figs. 43 aFFd 44.

AttentioFi u> these dc-tails makes all the
difference betwec*n a well dressed and well
produced show aFid one that is hacktieyed and
slovenly.

SPONTANEITY IN ACTING
T lie producer cif plavs for aFiiateur societies

tniist be patient, for lie of' she will seldom
liave a cast of fully expericFiced actoFs noFie of
whom suffers frt^m the nervousFiess of iFu xperi-

ence. 'I"he nerv< 3usness of Fnany amateurs arisc*s

from inexperieFice aFul the fear that they may not
be successful when tlu*v are once in full vic*w of
the audietFce. T'he fear is the fear of the ufi-

familiar. Fvcfi actors with long experieFice

behind th(‘ footlights suffer from tlu' sami* thing
when occasion demands a public .Fp] 3earaFicc- off

the stage say as an after-dinner speaker.

( )ne aspect of production is to get amateur
plavers to overcome this FiervousFiess. 'Flu* best

method is to itistil into their miFids that they are

ct^mpeteFit if they will ofiIv set about the work
iFi the right way aFul think more about it thaFi of
tin- auditMice. T he audieFici* h.is t(3 see them; it

is not for thetn to lot^k at the audieFice, but, in

.1 sense, to foFget its existence. For players the
play aFid its circumstances must ha\e reality aFid

solidity, and they must accustom themselves to

an acceptance of make-believe. T he player must
not only know his part fF'oFii begiti Fling to end,
but when he is presenting it, he must preseFit it

as though he does not know it. It is a coFiimoFi

fault in the amateur for the eveFit that is holding
or that should hold the audienct' to be to him a

commonplace, and for him to act it withoFit that

spontaneity, or that unfoldiFig of his part, which
pnjvides the grip of a play. 'J his sense of the
commonplace arises from lack of stimulus to the
imagination, due to weaknesses in the producer,
boredom at rehearsals, absence of sympathy with
the part, or sheer, downright self-complacency.
How often do we see players during a tense scene
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standing; and uttering lines, but not showing the
feeding tliat tlic situation demands? 'J'hev are
doing sometliing, but not sliowing it. In Fig. 45
“Uneasy Virtue” every person in the picture
is tense. 'The varying individual reaction to the
crisis shown is clearly presented, and it is pt>ssible

to build up the story of the preTiable events that

Fi(.; 4^;

ha\ e* led to tlu' sceiies portrayed I'xei \ pt rson in

the picture* shows frcling foi the* situatum. Hut
ine’xperie*nce*d amateurs ofti n make* halt action,

sp.isnH)dic and awkwarel, and do not aarrv con\ le*-

tion. 'I'hey know what te) do, what let 'oiel

whe*n to s.iv it, b»jt thev are* uncon vincing bec.iu'v.

they do not feel. In nine cases t>ut e>t ten this

inadee^piacy i^' due to lu-rx ousness e>r se*lt-Ce)nscious-

ne*ss. T he playe rs are afraid te> break de>wn their

leserve and to appear “in character.'” 1 assume*

that the playe rs have the* de_*sire to act, the will te>

act, and the* latent ability te) act, but that at the

time the y are the ^'ictims e>f seicial, dramatic, or

»>the‘r circumstances, tempe*rame*nt e)r se>me* e)ther

influence*. T ime, experience, and the* pre)ducer's

tact anel ability will bre*ak down the*se* handicaps.

Playe*rs she)uld be* encourageel te) express the‘m-

seK es. T he principle to sei/.e* is that spontaneity.

In Fig. 46,fre>m the him “Uharlev'^’s Aunt,” ne>te*

the appe.irance of spe)ntanee)us dismay e)n the pai t

e)fthe e)ld gentleme*n. T here is ne) sugge*stion in the

facial expressie)!! tliat he is anything but surprised.

T here is ne) hint of a rehe.irseel efi'ect. AIthe>ugh

the players kneiw (e)r she)ukl k:ne)w) e\ ery detail e)f

what will happen when the curtain ge)es up, they

must ce)in ey the* ielea that the circumstance's in

which they find themselves are as fresh te) them
as they will be te) the audience. "I'he fact that
they know every look, actie)n, sigh, whisper, and
we)rd of every player eiii the stage must ne)t be
ceinvc'V'ed te) the audience by the faintest sugges-
tie)n e)f anticipatiein. JCvery fle)we*r in tlie histrionic

garde*n must be* fresh with the* dew of art, and
awkwardness is a weed that must be ruthlessly

eradicated.

A ge)e)d training, and e)ne ne)t generally tried,

is an e*xercise* that is base d e^n the practice of the*

Italian CHortnnedia delT Aite. T his produced the
technitjue e)t the* eild Italian acteirs whe) weirkeel

alme)St e*ntirely freim improvisatiein. Only^ the
bare scenario e)f an act was gi\ en te) them te) work
te), anel tluir diale)gue and business were impro-
vised as the play proceedeel. 1 intend, howe\'er, te)

de^d with the ir method e)f acting, and te) suggest
te) ner\ e)us aspirants te) stage* he)ne)urs that e*xpe*ri-

ence with impre)\ isc*el and impre)mptu methe)ds
she)uld bring assurance, a quick wit, and the
ceintidence that comes freim the kne^wledge that
e)ne’s minel and body will prope*rly react to almost
any ce>ntingencv that arise*s. Fa Campagnie des

Kie;. 46

l^uin/.e in l.a Mauiuiise Condnite she)wed that

this company of Fre*nch players had e)bviously not

Ie)st ceintact with Gonnnedia delT jit te traditie)n.

I refer te) this fact te) emphasi/a* that the im-
pre^mptu methe)d is not my eiwn ide*a, and that it

is ne)t te) be lightly dismissed, as it has the sanctie)n

of a great sche)e)l e)f actors to tlefenel it, and such
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names as Harlequin, Columbine, Punchinello,
Scaramouche, Piern^t, and Pierrette for patron
saints and godfathers.

1 will proceed, howex'er, with the consideration

of spontaneity. A conimon fault of the amateur
is to Hdget and to anticipate. When a messenger
from the King has to burst ‘‘suddenly atul

unexpectedly” into the rtnuii, it is ob\'ious that

“suddenly and unexpected! v mean what is

stated. T o secure the full effect of the entry on
the audience each and every actor on the stage

must be equally unaware of the startling event.

But is it not a frequent occurrence that just at

the critical moment, or rather just a split second
before, a player will look at the door and almost
utter a surprised ejaculation, thus alarming the

mind of the spectator, aiid prevxaiting the entry

from having its full c*ffect ? Kook at b ig. 47, from
the him, “Widow from Chicago.” Both the

man with the gun and the girl show ev'ident

surprise, and iji the case of the girl also terror.

Kven the still picture conveys the impression of

a sudden opening of the door. There is no woolli-

ness t>f anticipation. The audience has not pre-

pared for that particular effect at that particular

moment; consequently, the opening of the door
is one of concentrated and immediate drama
that would be entirely spoilt by any premonitory
symptoms or fidgeting suggesting that the two
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people in the room knew the man with the gun
was going to break in.

This anticipatory demeanour more often occurs
in dialogue. Usually it happens when quick-fire

talk is necessary, and when one of the characters
is so anxious not to let the pace drop that he
speaks too scion, and leaves his nns-d-nns with

Ki(, 4S

nothing to say. T his is sheer nervousness and
lack of control. An error of this kind undermines
the most painstaking production, and brings the
audience back to reality with a jerk. What should
be a passionate cjuarrel is transformed into stutter-

ing incoherencies. This anticipatory error is

particularly troublesome when it is expressed in

action. T ake Fig. 48. Everybody has been taken
by surprise. Note the left hand of the officer on
the right, with the unbuttoned coat. Fvx*ry finger
shows his individual reaction to the obviously
sudden scene before him. All are interested, all

more or less surprised, and at least one of the
group is angry and dominant. T'he other shows
that he is trying to say that the other is misjudging
him, thougli there is also a touch of fear.

Jt is this element of control, mental and
physical, which makes amateur acting a valuable
hobby. Deep breathing, memory training, team
work, co-ordination, self-discipline, all arise from
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a few hours’ drama, and if this matter of spon-
taneity is dealt with properly and hrmly, it will

be found to be well worth while frorti a purely
selfish and personal point of view.
H ere, however, 1 arn more* ctuicerjie'd witli the

immediate result, f wish to emphasiz,e the fact

that a play is too important to be taken lightly and

IM(, 49

without a serjse of respcuisibili ty. If an actor g<x*s

on to the stage ill equipped bv rehearsal and stuel\ ,

he eloes injury to the author; he is not fair to his

producer; and he pri'sents liimself in an ufifavour-

ribk' light, to say iH)thing of taking money und(,‘r

false pretences. 'The auelience* has paid to see a

play, with each playi r fitting into the scheme,
but if out" stumbles, aiul in stumbling trips up the

others, he does damage all round fixamine Tig. 49
from tlie him "‘Lhieasy Viitue.” The lesson

here* is in the deportment (jf the gentlcMiian with
the cigaia‘tte who is appaiently quite unmoved
by the* eager?u*ss of the other. He has the situation

well in hand, whati*ver that situation may be,

yet there is iu> hint of any rehearsed effect.

It may be commented that I ask too much
of the am.iteiir actor, and that as he is acting

for fun he caniK>t be expected to train and
study as a professional trains and studies. I

reply that amateur, as well as professional, takes

money from the public for a specific purpose—

a

performance in a stage play entitled “
^ r

?”

'That performance is offered, and the money is

paid; the player should “deliver the goods,” and
before offering tlu*m he should take care to see
that he is able to fulfil his part of the contract.
Consequently, the producer and tlu* actor betweeri
them should take every precautiorg by paying
assiduous attention to iletail be fore the production,
to ensure that the contract will be kept.

I liave dealt elsewht're with the producer’s
responsibility. 'The extension of the argument
to the actor is merely a multiplication, anil not a

division of artistic h'ab^litv^ The playc*i must Ann
his share. If tht* ultimate sum of artistic t*iuleavour

is iiot a tot.il of piaiducer plus actf)r, then tlu*

result is producer minus actor, which minus
quantity means that somebody is robbt‘<.l.

When T deal with the principle of “spon-
taneity” 1 deal with a recurring factoi in a

production, as far as the audience is conct*rned.

From the minute the curtain rises to the moment
It descends on the hast, or any other, act, the mind

Fk.. <;r

of the audience must be held by the events on
the stage. T e> achieve this result, matter how
fantastic the story or situation, the effect of reality

for the players must be forced on to the audience

"The player must have it in his owai mind that

llie circumstances are real t(^ him. It is said of
Kean that if he had to act a scene of passion he

825
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worked himself up into a temper in the wings,
(^n the other hand, there is the story of Irving
and Ellen Terry in the death scene in Othello.

As Irving, acting the Moor, proceeded to smother
J)esdemona, he whispered, “What have you for

supper?” and through the struggles came the
whispered reply, “Steak and onions” ! 'I'he truth

Fig.

is between these two extremes. I think the lesson

to be drawn is that Kean and Irving were so sure

of their requirements and limitations that they
knew how far they had t<^ grip their mind or
how far they could subconsciously function as

artists. In tilings of art the artist can decide for

himself, but his decision can only be sound after

training and discipline. Great acting does not
come from a casual action and without a basis

of talent directed by experience.

It is difficult to illustrate the point, but the

two illustrations. Figs. 50 and 51, will be helpful.

One is American, the other German. Examina-
tion will show that these have the appearance of
reality, of spontaneity, as though what is happen-
ing is new, vivid, and sudden, I have used stills

from films rather than pictures of stage scenes

because stage scenes usually present a posed
appearance as though everybody has settled down
to have a photograph taken, but in these cinema
stills we get the fluid effect, as though the camera
has recorded in a flash one part of a certain move-
ment. But static though the pictures are, as all

pictures arc, action is fully shown.
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STAGE EMOTIONS
It is not possible, and it is not my intention,

to deal here with the “how” of stage emo-
tions such as anger, love, laughter, and tears.

Being emotional, thev are part of an individual

temperament, and it is impossible to lay down
rules, or even to make suggestions, whicJi will

be helpful to all. T here is, however, one aspect

(^f this subject that affects production enormously,
namely, the ability of the artist to key tlie

emotional occasion into the general story. ( )ver-

acting in the case of tears, and under-acting in

the case of laughter, are common faults. Give
a young actress a strong second act curtain finale

and watch her rise to it, like a trout at a fly,

while if a hearty gust of laughter is required,

repression is the order of the day, and a polite

laugh is the response. T his phenomenon of a

towering rise tf> heights of passion in tears and
of no opposite response in laughter is something
that cannot be satisfactorily explained. It is

important, however, for produciMs and actors to

remember the tendenev and to act accordingly,

particularly at lehearsah. 1 ha\ e in mind, of
course, relating laughter and tears to the general

tone of a production, and particularly to modern
plays, which are writtiai to reprt‘sent a time when
the open exposure of griif is regarded as bad
form. Why, I dt> not know. It is really a

question of over-acting or under-acting and of
striking the happy medium for any given play.

Here, again, team work plays a part. If an actor

is competent and knows how to get his effects,

and the rest of the cast is not so effective, the

impression will be that the actor is overdt^ing his

portrayal, whereas the fact will be that the others

are not pulling their weight. It is here that the

producer must work up the cast and make them
reali'/.e that what they no doubt think is fine,

subtle playing, full of light and shade, is really

mere monotone. T hat makes the fine playi’ng

of the one stand out in contrasting colour,

although it should be in harmony. For illustra-

tion take the race-course scene in The Sport of
Kings. "I'hat scene requires to be acted i^p for

all its worth, and if the audience get only a few
loud laughs out of it either producer or actors

hiive failed to convey the emotion that is evoked
by the situation of the sanctimonious one being
involved hi a gambling episode.
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'l ilt* following may sound a ct^mnionplacc,

which it is, but it is aJso a fault with amateurs.
"I'hey get too certain, and take tilings too easily,

too smoothly, and evenly. T hese defects are

usually noticeable in the level of a T hursday per-

formance of a week’s run, a performance that is

I'k. :;i. Intmkiiiati, l"i ar anij 'l l rror PoRiRA^rn
MV I'Rl n Ka’s as “I^niryman”

usually second only to the T lu-sday performance,
because in the case ot T uesday there is reaction

after the strain of rehearsals, tlress rehearsals, and
first niglit excitement. On T hursday there is the

feeling that the pixiduction is drawing to a close,

and a tendency to “ease up” in readiness for

Friday and Saturdav.

T his indifference usually shows itself in the

strong emotional scenes. Fatlier is not quite so

angry, Dorothy is not tjuitc so tearfid, and voung
Jack is not so stormy in the cjuarrel scene; in

fact, they behave almost naturally, and the

full content of the scenes concerned is not

presented.

T 'll is projection of stage emoti^in is a matter

of concentration and perstinal power—what some
call personality. T'akc stage kissing as an example.

How often is a kiss given and taken as though it

were the most distasteful thing in the whole-

world. T'here is an obvious proffer of tiu- cheek
instead of the lips, followed by a peck and a break
away as soon as possible. It is done, but tlu-re is

no suggestion of emotion^ there is no jirojection

of exaltation, and, consequently, the audience
has nothing to sei/a* to maintain the emotional
intensity of the situation.

In laughtc-r, again, there is ofrt-n an ahse-nce

of sincerity. Mere cachinnation is not laughter.

It is said that man is the only animal that has the

gift of laughter, but some of the ha-ha’s we get

on the amateur stage giv'e no indication of the

singularity of the gift, but rather suggest that it

is an affliction of the spirit. Again, it is a matter

of projection, of something inward, and not

merely technical. It is an impulse, and must be

conveyed as an impulse, not as srimething that

must be done at a certain time and in a certain

way. Apart from the conveyance of surprise, 1

cannot call to niirul any stage situation other than

these two of kissing and laughter in which the

appearance of spontaneity is so necessary for the

full efft-ct of the situation to be registered by the

audience.

Horror is another emotion that is difficult to

portray. If it is too t‘xtreme, it becomes an

obvious exaggeration; if it is not sufficiently

Fu;. Fi \R and Anxii ta ih^rtrwid i\ rm
Fti.m “Wa^waru”

severe it gives the impression of a sort of fear,

which is different from horror. Fear or fright

has not the depth of horror, whicli is something
greater than terror. Terror is personal, and
belongs to the individual, but horror has moral

content, and social significance. I will quote
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Alucheth to clarify the point. T ake after tlie

murder of Kinp, Duncan, Act 2, Sc. iii

—

{Mun/uff' /tas /liti/ tfir door o/^rned hy the Pottet

ond hits entefCii the ( ourtxiu d.)

MacI>IU<i . Is thy master stirnny^ ’

{Enter Maeheth .')

MACueri-. Our kuockiii^ has awak'cl him; here Itc

comes.
T.i NNOX. Ciotui morrow, iK>blc sir.

IVlAOtl 'I H (zlood morrow, botli.

Macdui'I . Is tile Kinj:; stirring, woithv thane

1\1 ACHI 'l H. Nor ^et

Mac uc’J i- He (lul eommaiid nte to e.dl timelv on him
I have almost slijipM the hour.

Macbi i'H. ni hrm^'^ \ou to him
MAC'OC'hh. 1 know this is a joyful trouble to vou;

Hut yet 'tis one.

Macbt’IH. I'he labour we delight m physics pain

T his is the door.
Macdlui. I’ll make so bold to calk

For ’tis my limited service. (Aa//.)

la NNOX. does the Kin^ henc e to day 1

Maculth He dcH?s: he did appoint so.

I.l'NNOX. 'I'he niffht has been unruly . wliere we lay

Our chimnevs were blow'ti down; and, as they say,

Fainentmfjs heard i' the air; strange screams of death.

And prophesying with accents terrible

C')f dire c'ombustion and contus’d events.

New hatc-h'd to the woeful time. I he obscure bird

Clamour’d the liveloncr m^ht- some say the earth

Was feverous and did shake
Macbfth. ’ Fw'as a rouyh nijj^ht.

I.FNNOX. My young remembrance cannot jiarallel

A fellow’ to it.

{Re-enter Mtuduff )

Macdvi f. C) honor' horroi ' honor' I ongue nor lu^art

C’annot conevive not name thee!

MACBf'JH
^

I.INNC’IX (>

Maciicif. C

Wliat’s the matter ?

'onfusion n«iw’ hath made Ins masterpiece!

Most sacrilegious murder hath broke ope, etc , etc.

O Hanquo! Hanquo!
Our royal master’s murder’d!

Note the words “Horror! horror! Jiorror!"

Would “T'error, terror, terror,” dor No.
Dread is anotlier subtle thing to convey with

adequacy. Apprehension and disgust get in the

way. Dread is deep, black, sinister, but nothing

like disgust, which has loathing as one of its

degrees. One may dread an (Operation, be ten ijted,

but not disgusted.

Conterscly, we have j<iy, gaiety, happiness,

heartiness, bliss, delight, pleasure, merriment,
felicity, enjoyment, all of which may seem to be
the same, but each has varying degrees of em-
phasis and continuity. Felicity is a state of mind

that can be disturbed or broken by fear or dread

^

but its essence is continuity up to the time of
breaking. Happiness is more occasional, as people
are happy one minute, unhappy the next, and so on.

I do not pretend to be able to measure these

emotions with a rule or a pint measure. T he
possibility'^ of any one dehnition being of any

T'ic. . Fi NR \Ni) Rhov K i’or i r \a i i) i\ rm I- 1 1 \t

“(rlRl t’K NZN
”

service to a producer or actor m any' one plav is

remote. T he circumstances of each plot and of
each ch.ir.ictcM xary. T he happiness of Romeo
is not the happiness of the heio of musical

comedy, and given a certain Romeo and a certain

hero, it is unlike ly that a common formul.i will

fit eithi*r.

Nevertheless, the* existence of these elitferences

between individuals does not give as many happi-

nesses as there are differences; the essential idea

of happiness is still the same and ha^ to be con-
veyed. T he most I can do is to wain embry''o

producers and players that these differt-nces are

real, and that the projection of emotional situa-

tions has to be done with skill and thought to

prevent under-emphasis or over-emph.isis. T 'lie

right and sure touch comes only when it is not
taken for granted.

T'ake a glance at “hatred” anti try t<N under-
stand how it varies. T he hatred of Uriah Heep
is not the hatred t)f the stiikers’ leader in Gals-
worthy^’s Strife. T he t>ne shows hatred that is

personal tt) himself; it is mean, the hatred of a

mean man with a mean mind. But the hatred of
Galsworthy’s character is that of a man who is
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seeking the destruction sonietiiing that lie

hates, sonietliing to be liated because it is bad for

the world, and not merely bad or unjust to him.
He sees injustice, greed, oppression, and tyranny
in the system that liis opponent supports. Conse-
quently, we can sympathi/.e witJi tJiis noble
hatred, but tlespise that of Uriah Heep.
Now think at “fear." 'The fear of Mathias

in Hells is not the same fear as that of the
convict in Escape. 'I'here is remorse in the- case

of IVJatliias. He has done sf>mething the c<>ns(‘-

quences of which he fears, whereas iVlatt has
done notliing wrong, but is afraid of being
]ihvsically caught. There is the ctiward’s fear,

and there is the brave man's fear. I'he ft‘ar of
Stanhope in Journey'"s End is a suppressed fear,

but it must be shown to the audifticc. It is fear

that has driven liim to drink, the fear of even
looking afraid. In this play we gel the two types,

Hibbert and Stanhope. Stanhope gets courage
from the bottle, Hibbert fr(^m example and
under comnulsiofi 'These- two parts can be
plave-d as a good c \ercis<' in tlie \ ahu s of
emotional playing. While it would be dillicult

to bring Hihbeit out as a tiuc-blue liero, it

woidd not be di then If to present Sianlu>jie ,is

anything but lieroic.

The amatc-ur has to get hold of the innt*i

essenci- of the emotion, and lia\ ing kevetl it to

his own personality and the tiemands of the plot,

he has to project it o\ er the footlights to ila-

audience e.\actlv as he intends it to be receiveel.

When this task c.ui be done, and be repeatc*d, at

any lime, in any circumstances, with any given
emotion, the aspiiant will be a player who will

rank with the best. 'That is the goal, and if it is

aimed at the results will be much more definite

aiul artistic than those that are jirotluced by
hapha/.ard experiments, such as rolling the eyes,

wetting the lips, clutching the hands and heart,

and all the other tricks, which, unless they are

understood, remain mere tricks, ( )f course, when
they are known and understoo^l they can be used
to gi\'e the range of human feeling from King
Lear to Hot (iodlings. Perha]is the last should
be explained. When Joe Grimaldi, the great
clown, was ill at Drury Lane, he sat upon a chair

and sang his famcius song Hot Clodlif'gs. ( )ne

night he sang to sing no more, for that night he
died, but, almost in his death thiaies, with the

PRODUCTION
whisper of death in his ears, he rmule the audience
laugh

'I'he key to this problem of emotion is for the
producer to establish, early in rehearsal, the exact
concept he wishes to be portrayed, and then to
see that his actors carry it out just as he wants, so
far as degree is ct^ncerntal. Some might say that
this is interfering with the art of the actor. 'To
that objection 1 reply that “the play's the- thing.”
T he actor is <ine of a team, and his work is artistic

only so far as it is operated within the framework
of the whole. If he wishes to force his personality
and his ideas of a part outside that frame, he is

performing as a vaudeville artist performs, as an
individualist, and iu>t as one playing a pait. 'I'he

term “part” means what it says, i.e. part of a

whole. Alacbeth is part of a play in which appears
also other parts— IVlacduff, the Witches, tlu*

King, and so on. Between them they make tlu*

whole. It is the whole that makes tlu- play, and
the play is the author's intention.

'The process is logical, and any attempt to

break down the natural structure of the author's
intenti('>n, while adding tt> the personal glory of
the lndi\idual, ne\ ertheh-ss produces a perform-
ance, not a play. 'This is the essential difference
between the bad period of the mid-nineteenth
cc-ntury and to-day. 'The .'ict»>r smashed up the
pl.iy to gi\e a performance, and he did well, for

the plays were only pegs on which to hang his

artistic hat. T 'o-day the plays h.i\ e a stronger
basis, and the actor, as .u tist rather than pei former,
must recogm/.e that basis, and not allow himself
the exuberance of uncontrolk-tl emotions. 'I'he

prt>ducer should control ; the artist-actor will

have the response on call. Tlu.- e.xpert producer
and the artist-actor will make quite sure of the
degree of emotion the situation demands before
bursting out into Rabt-laisian roars of laughter or

hysterical terror.

'I'hree yariations on the emotion of fear are

shown. Fig. 52 (Air. Frt-il Kay as “
1 *' veryman ”)

is a portrayal of immediate fear plus terror 'Tht-

fear is definiti-ly immediate and entirely different

from the and fear portr.iyed in Fig. ^54. Both
these expressituis of fear hav(- a quality of immedi-
acy, but the photographs show, even in a limited

degree, a difference. In Fig. 53 there is a different

kind of fear, a fear that is also an anxious fear;

anxiety is almost primary.
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T he actor cast for an emotional part, or a part

in which an emotional scene is a high-liglit,

should examine* carefully the whole framework
in which he has to act. Varied details will govern
his method : the age of the character, his social

circumstances, tlie situations that have led to the

emotional scene, tJie ]ierii>d of the play, the

nature of the t'motion, etc. T'o examine a part

in this way and to give it analytical thought
saves time at rehearsals, inasmuch as the producer
has not to explain the details. It also adds enjoy-

ment and artistic satisfaction. It is stimulating to

be able tt> begin with a well thought-out idea of a

part that leads up to a big scene, to see it develop,

through trial and error, I'lnallv tt) be built up to

the great moment. Such scenes have great attrac-

tion for actors. Irving as Mathias in Tht' Hel/sy

any good actor in Crtu-rick, the late Mathe-
s<ui Eang in l^he If hindering John Ciielgud

in Me ivas Horn the late Arthur Bourchier
in the flat-smashing scene in Iris ', these are a few
recollections from random memory of heavy
emotional scenes that form the backbone of the

story.

Whether the emotion has t<) be shown in a

quiet or boisterous manner there is only one
right pitch for that emotion in that particular way.
T he act()r must first learn how to express, to

any degree, the desired emotion, and then be able

to adapt his skill to the occasion.

CHARACTER PARTS
'The presentation of character parts calls for

far more observation and care than are generally

gi\en to them. 'The pitfall is the ready adop-

tion of the conventions that are usually associated

with the parts. For the portrayal of an old

man bend the shtiulders, shuffle the feet, make
the hands tremble, let the handkerchief fall

out of the pocket, mumble in the chin, have

white eyebrows, and a bald wig: these things

are all very well as far as they go, but there is

more in portrayal than the outward signs. T here

is, as it were, the inward make-up, the mind of
the man, and the internal changes that are due
to age, which must be conveyed by the actor

unless he is to present a formula. Now whether
the part be that of an aged person, a Chinaman,
a comic stoker, or any “character,” it is well to

remember that there is a reason for such a part
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being in the category of “character parts.” Char-
acter parts are so called because they tire parts of
character ! As one old man differs from another.

M

JaoNl I AS (JARDIMK

one Chinaman from another, and one ctimic

stoker frt>m another, so does one characte r differ

from another. T he same part in a play presentetl

Sir Hinra Ir\in(. as King Li.ar

by different actors may be as many different char-

acters. Hamlet is a classic example of variation

of character in the hands of different exponents.

Falstaff has tremendous fields of exploitation.

I have seen Sir 'Foby Belch in at least three
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different guises, of which the most distinguished

was that of the late Arthur Whitby, who played
with J. B. Fagan’s Company. The like of his

'I'obv hatl not been seen by li\ing man. He was
a tij)sy 'I obv, not a drunkard Toby; a T'oby
always in his cups, but never out of liis senses;

H. Bri'RmiHM 'J'rij ^s Mai voiao

a Toby who was always instinctively a gentleman,
not a taproom roysterer. He was to be laughed
with, and not at; he was a humorous T'oby, a

genial "I'oby, but a nuisance to his kinsfolk. In
the same play, and the same cast, was Miles
Malleson as Andrew Aguecheek. Here, again,

was an Aguecheek who defied convention and

possessed character. He was a ninny, but a

personable and real ninny. He had lu’s points, and
was a human being. 'I he memory of these two
parts survives many years' continual contact with
the theatre. T'lie p(>int 1 wish t») dwell on is that

while the hero atjd the lieroine may gt*t all the

sympathy of the audience, rheie is more creative

work in character parts.

1 would be false to my pen if 1 did not iccall

George Weir, whose First CTra\ e-digger was a

masterpiece f)f charaetc-r construction. No df>ubt

most amateurs regard the First Ci rave-digger as

H. Hi I RnoHM Tri i \s Kin(^ John

a part for beginners, or for the* assistant stage-

manager’s deputv to till in. In the art of the

theatre, however, a detail part can f>ften be the

salvation of a play. W^hat is thi* theme of The
Pickwick Pdpets without Sam Weller, or Caste

w^ithout Old Ecclesr Ct)mpare tlie Clu'naman of
IVlatheson Bang’s A Chhiese fiangaloiL wMth the

usual con\'enti(^n of a stage Chinaman. T^ook at

the stage Jew, the stage Irishman, and then
examine the living person. “’Staginess” is not

theatrical art. Stage types are evol\ ed by a process

of false beliefs. 1 n due course the pattern becomes
standardi/.ed and out of touch with reality.

It is this presentation of differences that crea^^es

the character of the man and that is of the very

essence of the particular individual. A read'.'

figure of characterization springs to mind—Beer-
bohm T ree as Colonel Newcome and as Svengali.

I would here pay tribute to J. S. IVIelvin for his

Stoker characterization. Usually vaudeville artists
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give you themselves as a character a parson,
a stoker, an old woman. Actors have to give the
presentment tyf an actual old man, or parson, or
stoker, for its own sake. It is this difference

between the vaudeville peg and the dramatic peg
that I try to bring liome by pointing out that in

the play Jack Brown as a stoker is not enough.
Jack Brown must forget himself, Jiis works and
pt)mps, and during his brief hour on the stage be
just a common or garden stoker.

It is strange how, in real life, the real thing
departs from stage notions. How many doctors

Sir IUnr'i Irmnc; as >Sfcki:'j

look like stage doctors, particularlv'^ amateur stage

doctors? Hf>w many medicos do we see in frock

coats, striped trousers, spats, and all the war paint

of the naughty nineties, and carrying silk hat,

cane, and glove, and how many stage amateur
doctors do we see in an ordinary lounge suit saas

trimmings? The answer is the same in each case.

Dukes are great sufferers at the hands of amateurs.
Monocles and “ha-ha!” seem to be inseparable

from the peerage !

The working classes as a whole have a real

grudge, or ought to have, against the manner of

their personation on the amateur stage. 'They
are presented as clumsy, uncouth, unshaven,
rough spoken. This is only because it is a stage

convention, and not a fact, and the biggest

offenders are the working people themselves
when they are cast for working parts. How would
a plumber in real life play the part of a plumber
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t>n the stage? Incidentally, has the stage ever
given a part for a plumber ?

'This tendency to act t(^ convention is more
noticeable in the lighter plays than in those of

^ A
>

y

William IKniianh as Iaoc^

more serious import. 'The reason for this ne(‘d

not ct^ncern us, as it is rather beside* tlie mark,
but as most amateur societies, particularh' those

F. R Hinson as Richard 111

in suburbs, like to go in for lighter dramatic fare,

1 mention the point as a matter of interest.

It is easy to take the short cut and to ce)py

something out of a book. 'Take Sir John Hare in

y/ Pair of Spectacles or Ht^race Hodges in Light-

7tut . Here were examples of character creation ;
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definite creation, full of humanity, sympathy, and
the touch of pathos that makes the whole world
kin. Now it is not the right idea to tiiink that

by copying these two creations the amateur or
his producer will show us a copy. Far from it.

'Fhe one is but a pale reflection of tlie other from
a different surface. 'I'he original creators of the

part evolved the character by observation of the
type, i.e. an old man, and by adding, subtracting,

and polishing something different appeared, a?id

another old man was added to the gallery. It is

the sublimation of the part, in terms of the

player’s t)wn experience, which gives us a real

charact(‘r. 'I he creation of it is one of the real

joys of amateur acting and production. It is not
enougli to take the stage directions concerning
make-up, appearance, and costume ; there is

something internal, some spiritual content to be
shown, and these cannot be e\olved or contributed

by instruction. Artistically, the stage will return

only in proportion to what is gi\en, and if a player

or a producei is cursory, or works along the easy

line of conventio?!, then the result will be cursory

arKl conventional.

1 must hert* recall anotlu r great character, a

character that kept an indifferent pLiv in produc-
tion for a very long run—Stillbottlc in T'iUy of
hloonislmry. 1 saw the late Aithur Hourchier in

the part, and a hue, rich part he mad<. of it 'I 'hen

1 saw a long sequence of amateurs who also had
seen Hourchier, and 1 suffered. One night tluie

was a portrayal of Stillbottle by one who had
never heard of H(>urchier, and w’ho pia-sented an
entirely new type of Stillbottle. He had evolved
his own sense of character, and, imt having the

Htuirchier pattern before him t<i cramp his style,

he wt^rked it out for himself, and so added to

memory a new figuia^ of fun.

Stag! character must be built up by con-
stiucting the character from observation.

'Fhere is another aspect in the production of
character. It is, in a way, a negative aspect, but
impoitant. "I'o create character the actor must
suppress himself. Cedric Hardwicke the actor

must die in order that Chu idles Ash may live.

In the case of that fine, rich figure of the stage,

Paycock in Sean Cf'Casey’s 'Juno and the

Puycock.^ we had a partnersliip between author
and actor that gaye us Arthur Sinclair as the

Paycock, but in the presentation we were as con-

scious Sinclair as we were nf the Paycock. I n
Churdles Ash the actor disappeared .md only Ash
remained.

'I'his suppression of personality is particularly

difficult in the mtidern comedy or drama type of
play. Accomplished amateurs nc^ed only be tliem-
selv^es and deliver the lines with the right inflec-

tion, make the appropriate gestures in tlu* right

way, and a more or less competent pel formance
results. But there is more to it than that. // V a/ e

nil characters, f'.ach of us has his characteristics.

'Fhese can be copital and used to riMiifoict* acted
character. 'l ake Phe Poysey Inheritance as a plav'

that shows people who may be found in any
reasonably comfoi table suburb well establishetl

lawyers, their wives, sisters, and brothtas. Here
is a case when* this sort of character-making can
be practisi'd. 'The actor playing a part in such
a plav can, if he will, bring to be.ir just as much
addition in character detail as one playing a stage*

charact(*r part, simply because everybeidy in real

life has characteristics

'File late Sir Cxerald du ]VIaurie*r was a con-
summate* actor with appare*ntly effortless e*ase*.

Fverything he* elid on the stage app(*areel so easy,

almost casual, that man\* amare*urs thought that

all the*y hael to de> was to be* e*asv and casual also.

'Fhe*v' forgeit the foundations. 'That ease hid a

me>st masterly technique, f'ar from being c.isual,

that pre‘sentatie>n was the proeluct of a highly^

pi>lishe*d te'chniepie*, as anyone* will reah/.e^ who
saw this artist as Willie* Shand in 11 hat A’tvvv

11'o?ntjn Knoivs. l a en wdien cast to tv'pe*, a

character that adds value to the part can be

e*vol ved.

'Fhe*re*fore*, whe*n cast for character p.irts elo neit

be* satisfieel wnth the* obvious. '1 hink out little

ielie)svmcrasie*s, subtle* eliflere*nce*s, and so ein

;

above* all, <)bse*rve* moelels you me*e*t in the street,

in the* tube, in the* m.irke*t. 'Fake* si>mething fre^m

the*m if yeni feel it can be use*el ; a cock of the eye

here, the* w’^ag e)f a finger the‘re*, a trick of

ge*sture* freim seime-one else*.

I hope that nothing I hav e expressed will lead

te^ the* overjflaying of a character. ( )verplava*rig

elistorts the* play, ov'crwe'iglits aiiel stifles the otht*r

players, anel le*aves a single actor impressiem. It

is tempting to play up tei laughs and tn personal

ajiplause, but it is .selfish and bad art. In musical
cemu'dy virtuosity may, perhaps, be ence>uraged.

« 3.3
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but, for example*, if l^oolittlc in Pygmalion is

the over-riding recolleetion, what becomes of the
author’s intention? Obviously if one member of
the cast is “going strong,” all the other }>erformers
should “play up.”

IVIost plavs have small parts af which much can
be made without disturbing the balance, f think
<)t Margaret Rutherford as the clairvovant in

Plithe Spirit. Her riotous entrance* doe*s not
disturb the balaru'e* of the story f^r the* impor-
tance* of the* c')the*r characters.

All old men are not toothless and deaf; all

policemen do not bob up and down ; very few
servants wipe their n<ise*s on the backs of then-

hands; curate*s do not h(^ld the*ir finger tips

together and smirk through projecting te-eth

;

all de*te*ctives d<i not bully pe<iple and wc*ar their

hats in the drawing-room; all journalists do not
wear dirty mackintoshes, untidy collars and make-
notes in a pocket-book ; all saik^rs are not rollick-

ing and hearty: these are reminders of the* in-

exhaustible list of stage misconceptit^ns. Do not

ad<_>pt a c<>nvention. Study humanity whenever
you want to play e'haracte*rs sue'ce*ssfull v.

The character part illustrations have* bee*n

repixuluced by courtesy of Messrs. F. A. Smith,
Costumiers, iVlanchester, from their colle-ction.

STAGE SENSE
One of the* most abstract things an amateur

producer has to deal with is “stage* sense” on
the part of his cast. T'his sense of the* stage

is usually acquired by experience. A few gifte*d

individuals have it by instinct. It can best be
described as that sense by which the* ineii vidua 1

player gets the most e^ut of a part and gets it to the

audience. A player may get all that is possible

out of a part as far as technique is concerneel.

At rehearsals his or her work may be perfect,

but during public performances it is different and
inferior. Why? Because the player has not

sensed his audience or the theatre.

Now this sensing is difficult, subtle, intangible,

but as real as a brick wall. It varies from night

to night and from place to place. It is the player,

and the player only, who can meet the unseen,
but very much felt, requirements. It is seldom
that the player is insensible of lack of contact; it

comes back from the house side of the footlights

as a cold wave, just as its opposite, full apprecia-
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tion, is felt as a sort of warm wave when the
audience is held.

"I'he most common cause nf a player getting
out of touch with his audience is too much speed.

He will not allow the points to get home. Just
as one is being registered, another follows and
cancels the first. The consequence is that the
player instead of registering two knocks on the
nail head, as it were, registers t>nly one and a

misfire, plus a certain mental confusion and,
certainly, annoyance at having missed a point.

Multiply this experience by several throughout
the night, and we soon understand why an other-
wise good piece of acting is unconvincing. T his

is particularly noticeable in farce or comedy. The
old injunction “Wait for it” to the impetuous
holds good for the stage as wi-ll as on the parade
ground.
The pause is an old trick of oratorv- Its

antiquity has not undermined its reputation, but
rather increased its w»>rth. W^hen properly used,

it forces home the point to he made, vet leavt*s

the mind clear for the next one. It makes for

the right use of the material at hand, namely,
speed and hearing. T he pause is of particular

value in comedy, and it is here that it is not

properly exploiteel bv amateurs as a whole.
Assume that a remark has been made: the
laughter reaction is immediate, loud, and long.

Crood! T he player, however, must let it have
its beginning, its middle, and its end. No matter
how long the laugh is, do not interfere. T he
next line may be equally funny, but art and
common sense ct^mbine to tell that it is no good
saying anything until the laughter subsides, for

the simple reasc^n that it will not he heard.

T herefore, why waste a perfectly good line ^

“Wait for it” but not too long! Do not be
obvious about it. T he laughter diminishes, and
the moment for action must be correctly judged.
Correct judgment will reinforce the first laugh,

and the player will get a series of effects in a way
similar to that planned by the producer to secure
emotional effects and in the manner described

elsewhere. The graph then used will serve here.

T'he wavy line represents the laughter strength

as the play proceeds to the act drop, when it must
be cut off in the ascent.

This pause of the “W^ait for it” order is

forced on the player by circumstances, but there
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are times when he has to create his own pause
and to build up liis effect. 'I 'his pause is of the
kind that must be concealed by art, and tliere are

many devices that can be employed to make it.

T he conjurer knows all of them. In brief, it is

a matter f>f holding the attention of the audience.
'The ct>njurer knows that when he stops talking

the ear breaks contact, so to speak, and he makes
a movement, waves a wand or a handkerchief,
so that tlie eye takes up the story. S^> it is with
the actor. He can hold the mind by action. His
pause in speech becomes fully cliarged with
significance, though as far as the audience is

concerned there has been no break.

r think that most players are aware of this

idea, but operate it subconsciously and crudely.

A combination of nervousness and ignoratice

brings about painful fussiness when haiulling

cigarettes and case, matches, and handkerchiefs,

when sitting on tables and with hands in and out
of pockets, and so on. 'i'hese nun<‘ments are,

after all, fumbling efforts to tudd atteiith-r- and
to appear at ease. When the case docs not open,
or when it does and it is empty, matters are not
helped very much, but the will is there, if not
the notit>n.

A fruitful st>urce of broken interest is noise,

in which connexion amateurs arc* neglecttul ot

their own interests. W^henever there is a struggle,

or a tramping entrance, the thread usually gets

broken, and, in mv opinion, this is entirely due
to the absence of a good stage cloth. 1 cannot
prove this by rule of thumb, but 1 have been
present on many occasions when the scratching of

sht^es and tlie sandy sort of scuffling noise that

proci*eds from the stage have broken down the

delicate film of contact, and drama has become
comedy. T'he wlu^le atmosphere changes and the

players lose ground. Scimething similar happens
when the noise off is obviously somebody just

stamping about the wings, obviously walking on
stairs that are not there. 'There is a titter and

the tension is broken. 1 have a theory that this

deplorable result is due to the fact that the audi-
ence reject as an intrusion a noise that is not a
necessary part of a play. A play is an entity of its

own, with component and necessary parts, e.g.

a struggle or a man lieard walking upstairs. If

the struggle or the walk is accompanied by false

X ^ y * >

noises, the mind sei/.es on the intruder, and in

doing so it has to break the spell of illusion that

binds audit*nce and players into one whole.
Another fruitful source of lost points is the

taking up of a cue. '^To be too slow or too quick
is equally destructive. Players must remember
tliat the w^ords they utter lose a minute fraction
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t>l time in getting t<.> the audience, and that if a

word is spoken too s(M>n it impinges on the pre-

ceding word and produces a woolly effect.

Drop a pebble in a pond, and you get rings

(Fig 56). J>rop another and you get mor<.* rings

overlapping the first (Fig 57).

If you drop your second pebble with more
force behind it than your first had, then your
second set of rings will destroy the first. On the

other hand, if you wait too long, there is too much
calm.
Now transfer thought to speech on the stage.

83s
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A player has to overcome tlie initial inertia of the

audience. 'J'heir attention is not merely a

suspension like Fi^. 58, where the emphasis and
tension i ise and are then arrested by silence, but

it definitely drops (Fig. so that tlie next player

has to take up the slack to get the tension to the

dotted cur\ e.

T he rigln place to pick up is when tlie point

Fit; 6,-)

emphasi/.ed is thoroughly established and digested

as, say, at J

^

Fig. 60.

T hen each cue emphasizes another. 1 here

should be no flurry *, the attack should be neat, clean

cut, and smart, particularly in modern dialogue.

T'here is one of the old conventions that is

worth a few words—the old idea <vf “never speak

with your back tt) the audience.” 1 his is still

shouted to beginners by irate coaches of the old

school, who have forgotten that this ctinvention

was utterly smashed in a night ab<iut thirty years

ago in a play called /Iri^onri at the Adelphi

'Theatre. One of the leads, T ony, gave most of

his lines from the Prompt Side, almost at the

proscenium front, but with his back xn the

audience. Such a theory had never been heard

of, and it caused much talk. T'he innovation

was condemned by the old guard, but the freer

spirits asked “Why not?” T'ony was heard, he

was effective, and he played to the wht^le stage.

Nevertheless, there was a lot in what the old

guard said. It is true of all technique, that one

man, a master of his craft, can take liberties

with technique, but to do so is successful only

when the craftsman knows what he is doing.
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Rules must be obeyed by the beginner, but ma^'
be broken by the expert. Now why should there

be pother and fuss.? In my opinion, because the
old troupers had reason on their side, the reason

being that hearing is better when you can see the
speaker’s face this quite apart from the question
of pitch, which is another story. The old troupers
were familiar with the old days of relatively

limited lighting, and it was inqierative to face

the audience to get the full illumination. So
gradually the coin ention of never speaking away
from the audience, in case a missed sentence
should break the play, came into being, and
ultimately became a hard and fast rule. Hut
TOny soon smashed this, and the up-stage speech
was added to the producer’s armoury. Now it is

a device of great effectiveriess, though it must
be used with caution. When used propi*rly, it

can be most effective, but if used indiscrimijiately.

It ruins an\^ episode in which it is employed.
Fhe great drawback is the fact that few amateurs
can act with the body. T hey ought to be able

do so, but they do not. Consequently, when
the acting is up-stage the audience get no help

from thi“ actor’s back, and the methotl throws
the whtvie liability for i ffect and emphasis r>n to

the voice. 'This is all right if the voice is able

to take up the strain, for it requires considerable

stage sense to know how to control pitch and
modulation. This control can be accpiired, aiul

it is sometiiing wt>rtli learning, prov ided it is not
allowed to develop into mannerism. 'Those wh«)
were fortunate enough to see AlfiX'd lamt as Sii

John Fli-teher in Loi'r in IrUenrss have beheld a

masterpiece of baek-to-audieiiet' acting.

T he moment at which stage sense is a sheer

necessity is when the curtain falls. Here is the

culminating point of tlie production. Fach act

drop has its tiwn significance, and if it is not
properly done the work of weeks is destroyed.

T his quality of stage sense must go into the

curtain operatvjr, who should be able to judge, to

split seconds, when to hiwer the curtain, when
to raise it, how long to hold a picture, how long
to let the applause continue before raising the

curtain again, and s(v on.

Amateurs and producers should be chary of
the slow curtain. In the first place, it is a great

strain on the actors to hold a stage picture for a

long time. In the second place, the audience
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want to express themselves by applause. 'I'hev

must be caught when the need is strongest. L,(‘t

the mc^ment go by, and what might havt‘ been
entliusiastic becomes lukewarm. 'I'he curtain

that descends from the proscejiium top and along
its entire length at once, as the old drop curtain

did, holds the attention better than the curtains

that draw in from the sides. Why this shouhl
be so, J cannot explain, but I feel that slow
curtains, at all times uncertain, should never be
essayed with draw curtains. Many plays ha\e
the stage direction, ‘^‘slow curtain,” but 1 wouKl
rather trust my opinion and ignore the book
than take a risk and rob the audience' of the* wish
to applaud. 1 think the reason the slow curtain

misses tire is because the* stage is something
ilynamic. 'The slc^w curtain demands a tableau,

a picture with figurt's in static position. T Iris

stillness desti'oys the illusion of action, of t'\eiit

succeeding e\ent; the audience are brought back
to leahty and r ecollectie^n of the- interval.

Again, as in the* instance* of Tony's back, ther'e

are* cases to be cpioteel against rlu* th< or y t>f epiie'k

curtains. 'Take the last act of Monckton Hotfe*’s

77r<f’ Fiiithftdl Heart, Afte r man\ \ icissitueK's of
lo\'e anel life, the le*aelmg man is taking liis ne wly
eliscovereel daughte'r out to se‘a with hnn. Ivite is

to start new foi them both .A d<'\ ice* of the first

scene is rvpeated. As the sliip passt ^ a e<‘rtam

point, three* blasts signal gooe^-b^’e whi*'* tin*

musical box tinkles a popular tune*, just as it h'd

twenty years be-fore*, wdien the girl's mothei
hearel the sire-n as her lover wenit aw^aN . Now* this

scene ne'Ce*ssitates «in enipty stage- f<ir about si\t\'

or se*\enty se'Conds a long time for an e*mptv

stage. First the blasts, the n a pause and Curtain.

Idris is a bolel attempt b\' Alonckte>n Hoffe-, and
the fact that it succe*eels is its justification. It is

the Ne lson touch in techniepie' ; the succe ss ot

the ele\ ice shtiw'S how unusual anel risky it is.

A preielucer alert to the impe>rtance' eif right

emphasis will always pay strict attention tt>

entrances anel e-xits. A se*conel too much or .r

second too little and perfection is spoiled. An
errtr'ance, if the* situatiein justihe*s it, is more
effective whe*n it is elelayeei fe’rr two e^r thive

seconels. 'This delay allows the preceeling scene

to get its full effect over, and pre>vieles the begin-

ning of tJie' new.
Most of the old play scripts sugge*st some thing

like this by creatirrg a irew^ scene for e\erv
entrance', e*ach characte-r .is it ware* contributing
his scenic quota. If one- ri*ads the se* old plays, the
mind gets the full effect of these entrances by tire

mere mention of the* e*ntry and sce-ne-. It st*e-ms

to mark the end of one phase-, and elefinitely to

urulersceire the beginning of the' ne-xt.

1 trust 1 shall not be misunderstood if 1 \e-nture*

to queite the* se*rvice's of the- Roman Catholic
Church as examples dramatic e-mpliasis. 'To
participate in a fligh Mass as sung by the*

I )e>minicans is to witne ss .i mai\e*llous example
e^f point anel counte*rpoint, the sense of de‘\’e‘lo}>-

ment anel fulfilme'nt being comple'te'ly c<»n\e-ve*d

by the* liturgy. 'There* is, e)f’ course*, traelitiori

be'hinel this Const.mt i e*pe*tition
,
wnth no allow-

ance fi>r ])e*rson.il variations, h.as proeluceel some-
thing ele-finite* and final.

In our owni splrere we* se-e* it time*el to .a hairs-

breaelth in the rubric erf the Clilbert anel Sullwan
ope'ia. As any proeluce*r w'her h.is hael CJilbert

anel S rl;i\Mn to ]>roduce* knows, all actions and
.ill busine-ss .ire* laiel elown, the* indi\ieiual pla)*er

being .1 human nr. irione-tte- So it is w'ith the* prer-

fe-ssional ce>mpan\', ser that ,it .inv given minute
the* manage*!' erf the cermpan\', therugh iiert e-v e*n

in the* theatre-, c.in s.iy that .it th.it merment
Buntlierrne is singing a serhr or that the* Dragererns

.tie* .dierut ter make the*ir entrv . Xerw' this ex.icti-

tuele* of timing ern e.e-neiril points means that

t*\<*ry gesture, oi e\ er\' crossing, en e\'e*r\ loerk

h.'is Its allerlte-el time, he*nce- lliat e xtrairrelinary

perlish anel slickiK's. er' the- Cxilhe-rt anel Sulliv.in

pe'iformance's, in wdiich t*\e.*rv point is cle-.m.

'The great perint erf emphasis ter aim at is, erf

Ceriirse-, the* tin.ile* erf the- l.ist act The w'herle

cast have' be*e'n aiming .it th.it t.nge't. It is

the* pre-ele*te*rmme-el e*nel. 'The- pl.iye'is must ;iim

ter liave* sernietlnng m ri'se'rve' ferr t)u* granel

climax., w'hile* gi*tinig out of e-.ich .iCt ;inel ine'ide*nt

.'ill that IS nee'e-ssarv' ter le-mferiee the* eli'amatie

finish.

Stage se-iise- e-irme-s bv^ e*\pei lene e*. It is th<*

abilitv' ter pi. IV ern .in .iudie*nce-. It h.is ter Ir*- backe-d

by tale-nt, .inel the*n use*el wnth skill. 1 lu' e*sse*nce‘

of stage- sense* is the- .ibilitv^ ter eermmanel the

auehence*, ter herlel its attentiern, anel ter make* eveM'v

actierii anel werrel signi fieant. .-\ gererd illusiernist

.inel eernjure*r must h.ive* stage* se'iise* liigllly

de*ve'lerpe*ei : a se'e’oiul tiro serern err too late*, a slip
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between patter and aetit)n, and the trick is

marred, if not completely spoilt. Stage sense is

not the stile responsibility of the principals.

Small parts and chorus alike are invtilved. Small
parts build up a character’s crowd work or cluirus

works up tti a principal’s entrance. If this

playing is not done with stage sense, the character
is blurred, and the entrance can be ineffective.

Cjtiod stage sense can be felt, but it is elusive and
must be worked for purposefully.

THE PLAY AND ITS METHOD
There are many plays that require speciali/.ed

treatment. What suits one is absolutely in-

congruous for another. On the other hand, there
are certain plays that have added interest when
they are seen in various production guises. Con-
sider, f<^r example, the modern dress producti<>ns

of Shakespeare’s plays sponsored by Sir Barry
Jackson. 1 had the pleasure of seeing Aducheth^

Goriolanus and the Tfnrihig of the Shreiv. I main-
tain that the modern idiom emphasized the general
story of the play in spite of incongruity of detail.

A producer, befc^re setting out on the detail of the

production, will be quite definitely one-minded
about the sort of production that he intends to

give. He has to present the author’s intention,

and he has many methods from which to choose

—

fantastic, decorative, realistic, expressionist, simple
realism, curtains, old fashioned, and new fashioned.

Whichever he chooses, he must be consistent.

Sometimes the play is the method. There is no
choice. What alternative to stark realism is there

for Cialsworthy’s Strife} What alternative to the
transpontine for The Only IVuy} What e.xpres-

sionistic touch can be played with It Pays to

Aduertise} None. 'I'hink, however, of the

variations in method that are offered by some of
Lord Dunsanv’s plays, or those of F. Sladen-
Smith, or Everyman.

Curtains present all sorts of opportunities for

quiet entrances and effective exits. W^ith them
background can be controlled to contrast with
costumes. There can be equal effectiveness

when there is no background—when there is,

for example, the high altar of a cathedral for a
stage; or a cart platform in the middle of a field

with the players silhouetted against the skyline
may be a good thing. 1 wonder how E^jeryman
would play in modern dress and with a revolving
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stage and all the appliances of a fully equipped
theatre. How effective would Riches be with his

gold-headed cane, his silk hat, his diamonded
lady, his Bonds and Sureties in attendance!
Of course, generally speaking, most plays are

written for the picture-frame stage and the
method of presentation is obvious. But even with
these things go wrong and in some cases even the
professionals are not fret* from blame. During
the past twenty years there has been a hankering
after melodrama. 7V;/ Sights in a Bar Room at

the Crate T heatre, Fortune at the Kingsway, and
Szveeney Todd on the Surrey side, are examples
from many. T'hese revivals can be divided into

two categories, burlesque and serious. Now old

melodramas such as The Siluer King have to be
skilfully acted, and when thev are presented with
force and sincerity thev can be truly dramatic in

the theatrical sense. J\Jt>st t)f them, however

—

Londoti Sights,, for instance—are tawdry, con-
ventional stuff, with a hackneved plot, tvpes
villain, hero, orphan, etc., instead of human
beings; and in these davs such plays are unreal
and can be burlesqued with joy and success. Bur
melodrama like The Siliter King cannot be
burlesqued without utterlv destroying its texture.

T'herefore, it must be played for what it is, a

serious play to be worked within the conventions
of the picture frame and with a strong didactic

purpose. If burlesqued, it ceases to be itself, and
becomes something else, more or less funnv,
according to the skill of the exponents. A bur-
lesque must be in caricature, and resemble me
original. Fortune or London Sights,, hf>wever,

played as seriously Jis their autht^rs intended them
to be, would be funny to-day because they were
funny originally, the difference being that in the
old days the audience did not think this sort of
play funny; to-day we do.

How can The Foysey Inher itance be played }

How would the office scenes go if they wei*e

decorated with jazz patterns, and constructurist

desks, and if the Voysey family were in Victorian
checks of purple and white.? Would not this

fantastic treatment distort the play? This play,

representative of many, must be given the
similitude of reality. The producer has no choice.

If he were given to thinking of production in

terms of suggestive shadows and symbolic light-

ing, with mauves and pinks suggesting woods,
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then he might produce something amusing, but
it would certainly not be CTranville-Barkcr’s Thr
yoysey Inheriic/tice.

Compare the clear-cut diamond-like quality

of, say. It P/^/ys to jld^jet tise with the atmosphere
of Afodchen m Uniform (yr IToung If'oodley. 'The
one demands sledge-hammer treatment and
direct force ; each of the others

a persuasiveness and a quietness

that are more eloquent than
words. T he one has the qual-
ity of action, the other two of
mind, and, therefore, the pro-

ducer must start right.

^There are other plays that

offer a greater freedf’nn of
choice. Cjreek T ragedy can
he played without the coniines
of a picture frame. can
Shakespeare’s plays, which
were originally gi\'en, as it

were, in the round. Aji apro?i

stage, a sword, Drury Iaiiie,or

three planks and a couple of
harreds are all bases for the frt‘e

drama.
T hen there is the question

of mountings and settitigs.

T he v)ld technique of T ree

and Irving, with the stage

lilletl to overflowing with
canvas and wood, is now de-

moded in favour of something simpler, but,

nevertheless, there are plays of that period which
demand elaboration of the old kind. Consider
T ree’s production of Drnke^ 'Vhe Lnst of the

Dnjidifs^ and others. Could they be* put on with
curtain settings and a blue light.'’ T he spectacle

was part of the play. On the other hand,
and Jits Brethren (Wells) could be produced
accordijig to the wish of the producer, and T'rei-’s

real camels and such-like disregarded.

Now think of something of general experience

but differing in type; The Only If ay or The
Scarlet Pimpernel and Drinkwater’s Abraham
Lincoln or Cjow’s Galloivs Glorious. Here arc

four phiys, two melodramatic histories and two
dramas of history.

T he methods of production of the hrst two are

surely indicated as being in the bravura style.

They demand the flourish and the limelight, the
emotional grip, the lump in the throat, and all the
tricks and devices of the transpontine drama.
Personality has to be doubled—or two persf>nal-

ities have to be laid one on the other. T here
is the personality of Sir Jnhn Alartin Har\ ey plus

the personality of Sidney C’arton. T here- is the

personality of F reel T erry and the perst>naliry

of the Pimpi-rnel combined. T hese protluctions,

therefore, aim at the exploitation of tliese person-
alities. Any atttinpt to produce thtse two plays

in the mood of Abraham Lincoln or Gallons
Glorious would destrciy both play and cast. What
then is the difference t Simply one tff purpose and
content. The purpose of The Only JTay and The
Scarlet Pimpernel is t<^ amuse, to entertain, bv' the

use of certain emotional effects. 'The purpose
of the tnher two pl.iys is to capture the mind,
to hold the ititellect, through the emotions. Bo«^h

Abr^aharn Lincoln and Gallows Glorious go one
step beyond the emotional and leave behind the

recollection of a definite fact of history in terms
of human difficulty, whereas the melodramas
stick to the mere personal element.

From this it must follow that a play that
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appeals U^ tile emotions to grip the mind has a

method of production that will aim at subtly

dealing with the idea or intellectual content of the

play. A wider lield for experiment is offered

rht* producer, and whih‘ his choice is freer, the

responsibility is greater, and a mistake is tlis.istrous.

"There are plays that are expressly designed for

skill, opens the Oatc as an exercise in safe

breaking. 'The bolts are drawn, the heavy golden
Gate swijigs back, and the burglars see—the sky
spangled with stars! Ts"^ow here is a play witli

the simplest elements. 'I'wo men, the Crate, and
the vista beyond. I‘'xamine the possibilities of
that Cjate. It forces (>nly one thing that it

small stages and intimate amlieiicc-s, and others

that reejuire all the parujply of a full eejuipment,

11 kite Motsc hi?i^ and others are* elefi-

nitely organi'/.e*d as big stage* spectacles, anel any
attempt to produce them otherwise destroys the

\erv structure on which they are cciinposed.

But I will deal with simpler things. ( )ne f>f

the plays that rushe's to my mind as gi\ing the*

ma.ximum of elramatic shf)ck with the* e*mploy-

ment of the minimum of means is lyorel Dun-
sany’s Gate of lleanea. "I'wo burglars, sitting at

the Gate, are talking about the wonders beyond
the Gate. T hey get impatient. Cine of them,
driven by e*agerness and a elesire te> show his
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shoulel appear heavy to make tiu* swing back by
the burglars nece*ssary, so that there* will be
contrast betwe*e*n their labour atid the re*sult.

As for the* rest, curtains or Hats, a simple setting

or an e*laborate setting are matters of choice.

'This ejuestion of metluKls of pre‘se*Fiting the*

plays, like all matters affecting the stage, is one
tliat is extre*melv elifficult to ele^al with in a gene'ial

way, as there is always an obscure example to

re*minel euie that no rule*s neexl apply. While
being aware of this, anel also a little scareel of it,

I adhere to the foregoing statement and claim the
example as the exception that prove*s the rule.

What is the rule or principle? In brief, it is
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simple: no play should be produced in a manner
that is foreign to its nature. 'The Kli/.abethan

Drama suflFers by being compressed into the
con Hues of the picture-frame opening. It was
written for prcnluction in the round; a tliree-sided

medium for quick and continuous action, which
the apron stage made possible. "Tlie sketch (Kig.

6i) is a diagrammatic representation of the old

Swan 'Theatre, and is drawn from a scale model
exhibited at the Manchester Sliakespeare T'ercen-
tenary Celebrations. T here is the platform from
and on whicli the player had to address the stdr-

rou?i(JiHg crowd, “tickling llie ear of the ground-
lifigs.” Note how he literally has the whole
stage. For interior scenes the characters drew
up between .ind behind the columns. T here was
no waiting.

When the Restoration Drama came and Inigo

(ones designed the theatres and masque, a !iew

teclmique also came in. T he apron was aboli-

shed and pictorial drama was created. T he
proscenium became a frame in which the action

took place. Paintc'd scenerv as backcl()ths and
wings appeared. T his d<-veloped to a monu-
mental degree, as is shown bv the skt^tch of the

Bibiena design (Fig. 62), tile original ol which in

the Victoria and Albert Museum is well worth «i

few minutes’ study. 1 can sugg< <inlv its niain

featur<'s, which the eyes of mv readcis’ imagina-
tion will fill in with statues, floial s\^.lgs,

pilasters, ilomes, cornices, arches and otht i

Horidities.

With little- alteration in principle the wings
arul side wings were the coniention until the

introduction of the* box set by T'om Robertson,
after which the modern period aimed at simplicitv'.

Compare the complicated detail of the scene in

Fig. 62 with the magnificent simplicity e>f

Cifielgiurs production of Richard Ily which no
illustration can adequate.-ly convey, also with the

sketch of the apron stage (Fig. 61). T he spirit of
the play was surely suggested by each.

It is not easy to capture the mood of a play

when resources are limited, but it can be done
witli care and foresight.

'The producer having fixed on the method nf
presentation, it follows that the concomitant
costume and properties must be in harmony.
A modern dress Hamlet demands modern set-

tings, a melodrama re\'ival the costumes of the

1 8 - ((..'!

period, and s(^ on. 1 have seen productions of
period pieces in modern costume and modern
settings, the result being sheer puerilitv'^ in spite of
departmental excellence. With a little study any
play will suggest the method of its production, and
it then remains for the producer to be ct>nsisient

in the details, so that each unit^ costume, acting,

and setting combines to make a complete synthesis.

It is not sufficiently ajipreciated how many
different methods there are of presenting a play.

Methods vary with nations. T here- ait- some
methods which our \Wstern convention would
hardly rectigni/.e. 'i'he Chinese metht)d, foi

instance, is amusing to us. T he stag(- is plain,

with the property man visible at the corner.

W^hen the ht-ro recites to the stars, uj') gt> a few
stars on a stick; when the wandt-rers are tin their

weary journev', the prt^ps go with tht-m, the

property man carrying his cardboard mountains,
and reatly with his step ladder for the preeijiitous

ascent. In Java there is puppetry; gorgeous
tinsel and colt>ur, workt-d with sticks to make the

puj^pets' joints mt>vt. T ht- women sit on one
side of a sheet, the men on the other T he men see

the flat puppets, the women the shadows. In

Japan plays and ^daying aie in the hands of a

hereditary class, highly-trained and, to our idt-as,

working in a \ ery subdued w.iy ( )ur old religious

diama was produced in the simplest way. T he
medieval moralities and mysteries were- produced
on carts Musical comedy demands spectacle

opLileiiee, sprightly chorus, and debonrin men.
Ibsen is in quite another mood. ICieh plav^ has

its method according to its kind.

SUGGEST, CRITICIZE, CO-ORDINATE
T hree- we>rds, “Suggest,” “ Critici/.e,” and

“ C'o-ordinate,” sum up the functions e>f a pro-

ducer. I a*t me .it once give credit where ert-dit is

due, and tell the re-ader that tlu v are not my
words. 'They came from that great master e)f

the technique c^f productie>n, H.arley (^ranville-

Harkcr, whe^se absence fre^m e>ur stage is .1 matter

e^f the de-epest regret te> all whe^ are inteiested in

tile welfare at the- theatre.

Harley Ciran ville-Barker wouKl limit the

pre>ducer te> the- phrase. Be-V’^ond suggestie)n, cri-

ticism, and ce>-eirdinatie»n the pre>duce-r sheiuKl

ne)t ge), except in desperation.

I e]^itomi/e in this way te> try te> sme)e>th
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out tlic* sharp edges of much that has appeared

elsewhere. It mav appear (in fact, does appear)

that in my idea the producer must be an auto-

crat, bevt>nd control or criticism. T'hat is my
framework. No autliority, whether in theory

or practice, will controvert the basic principles

that have been adumbrated elsewhere. 'The

A cast is not an army. It is not a unit to be
drilled. It is a group of units (and this applies to

the lighting and the scenery as well as to the

human units) whicli have to be welded together.

It is this welding that calls for the skill of the

producer, a skill not only in the knowledge of

his fixed units, but also in using people to get the

Hi'Li. Pr.WGoi.Rs' Si/PTiNc; for “I'uK Vfllow Jackit’

framewf>rk of aspects of production that has been

built has yet to be filled in. I put fi>rward

“Suggest,’' “ Critici/.e,” and “Co-ordinate’' as

a jnethod of achiev ing a result.

T he production of a play can never be the

result of forces that are created by working to

a physical formula. Emotion cannot be measured-

by a quart pot or the skill of a person conjured

from the vasty deep. Production is the most
co-operative thing I knt^w, and all must be

contributors if the play is to survive as a living

unit. But the difficulty of attaining exactitude

does not eliminate discipline and direction,

and I am here anxious to tone down into working
limits any suggestions of mine that might lead

neophytes to try to produce a play on the

sergeant-major method.
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best out of them. T hat best is obtained only when
the producer shows tliat he can trust his cast and
staff, and that they in their turn can trust tlie

producer. "I"his mutual trust paves the way for

justified experiment in creative work. It is a

producer’s responsibility and artistic piivilege to

see the finished production in his mind’s eye

long before the human elements have quite

grasped what he is aiming at, and if there is this

mutual trust, then the repetitions of detail, the

tiring rehearsals, the continual rubbing out and

doing again, are made tolerable. A wise pro-

ducer will take his cast into his confidence by

pointing out what he is trying to achieve as a

general result, and then encourage each section

and unit in the section to contribute the personal

touch.
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T here are still a number of groups, amateur castle from Patience in one priKluction turn up

and professional, which permit a play to be broken the hdlowing week as the castk- for Hamlet.
up into watertight compartments, each working 1 have seen the same old “oak room,” “palace
separately. 'I'he costumier supplies the wardrobe set,” and “garden scene” tinte .ifter time in

from stock; the scenery is standard stuff, used farce, comedy, fantasv, and tragedy. 1 ha\est‘en

Si TTINO l ok J. lIlir.lK’l’s “Ki.ICHT of THl QlU 1 N Bl l
” m A. llrV IHCM I OK

THK S'l I 'I'm vi Rj', Prac.ci

over and t>ver again for different purposes; the C(>stuim‘s used in Phe Clon(lo/lr?\\ ^ also as Spanish,

lighting is at the discretion of the electrician ; the Alsatian, Dutch, German, and Cld English

props, are subject to the fancies of the stage peasants' costumes. 1 h<i\'e seen that range of

manager, and the “producer” limits his control costumes ser\ e all plays from l^itig j4rtht4r t(i

to positions and inflections. Such was the old Henry Pill.

method, and it must be admitted that some of the These are the haphaz.ard methods that under-

results were not bad. But the method does not mine the status of the producer and justify

produce the perfect ensemble. 1 have seen the criticism of his power.
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No cast of people, competent or not, provided

they are willing to learn, should be expected to
appear in a play hotch-potched together by such
hit-tir-miss methods, and unless a producer is

prepared to plan his play as a whole he cannot

within the normal limits of human experience?
The solution of this problem is to recogni/.e that
tliere is no problem to solve. The comedian-
artist might take a part, appear, learn his lines,

and obey instructi(^ns—but to ht him into a four-

I>AST SCKXF or RUBIXSI kin’s '‘PkTER and PaUI ” A7' C’orrNH\f.IV K WTM r RSPn SCI NVN

reasonably demand the* ser\ice ot his colleagues

in the enterprise of putting on tlic' play.

In \iew of the fact that the idea of the pro-

ducer as controlling artist is as old as this centur\',

also of the manifest excellencies cjf the idea,

the number of rebels is extraordinary. “Rebels"’

is the right word, as it is surely obvious that

the government of the theatre is dehnitely

in the hands of the producer. He has not only
come to stay, but has been here for a long time,

and all progressive work can be traced to the

influence of the artist assembler.

One stumbling block that often trips up a

producer is the star actor the one who just

out-acts everybody else off the stage. How can
one produce a play as a synthesis and with full

satisfaction when a crashing comedian is in the

cast, an artist whose comic persc^nality over-

rides all attempts to crib, cabin, and confine it
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square scheme of action would be impossible. He
would he an indivitlual, and .ill would have to

play to him Where, then, does the pi'oducer

stands Jnst where he ought to stanti as one
who sees that the comic prop of tin* show must
be alloweel full ]ilav, and that ;ill tlic parts must
be directed to that end.

T here are plays that demand an even cast, and
here the producer must play on the formula
“Suggest,” “ Critici/.e,” “Co-ordinate.” T"he
implication is that he will know ivhat to suggest
and hozu to suggest it. A producer must have
tact and patience. It is knowing ‘ivhut to suggest
that is primary. Hoiv to suggest is secondary if

the producer knows his job and proves that he
knows it by suggesting things that are obviously
right when attention is drawn to them.

“Criticism” opens up a more debatable field.

Criticism goes a step farther than suggestion. It
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is not merely destructive as most people think;
it is positive and constriicti ve, an attempt to get

at the signihcance of something and to relate that

significance to the wliole. T'ake F^amlet’s “T'o
be or not to be” speech. A producer can suggest
such and sucli a reading, but to criticiz,e that

reading goes much fartlier. It compares one
interpretation with anotlier, relatt*s each to the
whole play, and so by suggestion and criticism

the cast are lic-lpc*d indi\’idually and collectively.

It is in co-ordination that the real genius of
production lies. J f hapha/.artl methf»ds are to be
avoided, it liarmony and unity aie to prevail, tlien

all elements must be brought together and welded
into a common whole. As a conductor brings
in the strident bassoon, the gentle piccolo, and
the tinkling triangle, so the producer must
organi'/.e his players, his scetierv, his dresses, his

lighting, his play, his curtain falls, tainances,

exits, emotions, and ft}i(des\ all }ia\'e a relation

the one to the other, and only the prt)ducer can
see them as a whole. "1 herefore, when he
suggests lu' must suggest to a purpose aluxidy

former! ; wlien he critici/es he must ci itici/e to

a stantlard of work and mf(^r))r<‘tat ion tliat has

already bet n foi med ; aiul wlien he co-«>i dinales

he must co-ordinate t<i a set plan, hnn* 'square and
complete.

It is difbcult to illustrate tlie iiuportanee of
tins by pictures, but the accompanying n pro-

tluctions from Ot tinia will sliow how a produci i

sets the moi>d and colours the whole protiuction.

I'.ach picture strikes a note, the artistic sensibilitN-

of the audience is aroused, and the pixnlucer has

to keej> his production in harmony with it. In

the case of tlu' si'tting for Flight of the OnerN Her
intellectual curiosity is art)used ; one can feel that

here was a production th.it was far removtul from
convention, and capable of vigorous attack oi

appreciation. It has life and purpose. It is v it.il

and may be virile. Whatever it is, one must be
curious about it. It has the element of artistic

surprise that is a consequence of creative work.
A producer who dt>es not create is not really

producing, but actually copying. He is a crafts-

nian, but not an artist. 'There is always room
for creation. T he hoary revival or the newest
play is all the better for the creative touch.

Various elements have to be brought together

and co-ordinated to bring out the full purpose of a

play. Kvery play has a purpose. It is not enough
for the actf^rs to be good. If scenery and costumes
are not properly considered, there is a loss of
effectiveness, greater or less according to the
prt>ducer\ delinquency.

C'o-<)rdination calls for harm(>ny. All the
parts, words, acting, sceiierv^, costumes, lighting,

form an harmonious whole. Kverything needs
to be related to the* pur})osc‘ of the play: te*alism

for the realists, fantasv^ for the fantastic, riotous

improbability in j)antomime and, in Chekov,
limitation to the mood of the* characters.

DRAMATIC TENSION
Drama is action. Its emotional content is

in the tension that is created by the sequence
of t*vents. The resultant of Drama, plus
'Tension, product's a good play. Almost any-
thing is dr.miatic the slum prt>blem, a new
railway', tlu* tidi*s, a war, maternity, hunger,
and so on. Hut to claim these as dramatic
is one thing; to make them dramatic is an-
other. T'o select the form (tragedy, comedy,
s.itire, etc.) is the author's task. 'Tht* producer
then presents the author's case, and his job is to

piesent it as the author wished, i e. dramatically.

TTie author may have done his job. He mav*
hav'e presented Ins producer with a script dealing
with the slum problem, c'tr the tides, t>r matertiity,

but with«.>ut presenting the case m dvmamic form.
Such a script mav' have liter.irv' value, or social

value, but, lacking dynamics, it is unsuitable for

the stage. 'Therefoia*, the pia>ducei should “turn
it down.” No amount of production trickery'

will supply the necessary' quantity of drama or

conflicting action. All the coloured light, quick
curtains, chi i>mo-em(»tion.il effects an* no good.

( )ne of the great difficulties of the advance
guard in the theairt' is to lind play wrights with
something to say', iL'ho .w/v it 7C>7/, and by' well, I

mean in terms of the theatre. T ake Frederick

Tt>nsdale's Sp?-in^ CHeaniNg. T ire plot, 1 may' be

permittetl to recall, deals with the vv'ife of a rich

man who has gathered louiul her a gang of useless,

vicious people, mori- or less on the fringe <*f

Society', and all with loose notions (we cannot call

them ideas) of manners and morals. T hey are

spongers, degenerates, half-sexed, hi- or duplex-
sexed, while the wife Iierself is an ordinary, decent
w'oman, bew'itched by these people, on whom she
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spends her husband’s money. 'The high-water
mark of the play is the end of the second act,

where a dinner party is waiting, most impatiently,

for the husband, who has unexpectedly, and as

they all think, most unkindly, decided to be home
for dinner with a guest. T he two places are

waiting. Bare backs and jewels are lavishly dis-

played, and criticism of the husband is as bitter as

it is bold. At last he arrives, and his guest turns

out to be an obvious street-walker of the most
Hagrant type, but she shows up the others in more
ways than one, and the full force of the play is

in the husband’s taunt that he thought all these

amateurs would like to meet a professional.

Now here is a play, which, in one line, con-
trasts promiscuity and prostitution. At the time
it was written and produced that particular

denouement had force, at least in I^ondon,
whatever may have been its effect clsewlicre and
in other times. I am now dealing with the con-
tent of a play from the producer’s point of view.

Imagine an unknown playwright, full of the

same social idea as this play; how would lie

present it.? The t|uestion can be answered by
calling to the mind’s eye a script by Bernard
Shaw and another by John Galsworthy, and
putting them, with the existing play, as a triple

contrast to an anonymous play. Mr. Eonsdale
has produced a good, sound work of the theatre,

but it differs from the hypothetical Shaw play in

its lack of social invaxtive. Mr. Lonsdale keeps
his plav to the personal element. Only the people
on the stage are involved. T he problem is per-

si>nal. But can we not see the sweeping indict-

ment of a whole post-War period that Shaw
would have poured forth ? In the case of Gals-

worthy, we can readily visuali/x* the nicely

balanced pros and cons for all concerned—a sort

of six of one and half a dozen of the other valua-

tion. All would be good plays. I also visualize

the work of our friend Anonymous, a playwright
we wish to encourage, a local lad, earnest, full of
good words, and with strong feelings about the

way the world wags, instead of going round
quietly and steadily along predetermined lines.

He sees what Lonsdale, Shaw, and Galsworthy
have seen. He, too, is stirred about it. He
writes a play that is full of argument about it, and
the local dramatic society produces it.

Pity the poor producer ! It is true, he has
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brought the trouble on himself by his lack of
frankness in not pointing out to the author that

the long opening speech of the wife in Act One,
though hnc writing, is not dramatic, that it has

no gait, no action. The arguments are there,

very much so, but no producer can present a long
arrav oI arguments as othei’ than what it is

a long array of arguments. The dialogue may
be important and sincere, but, and here is the
rub, it is wi>;z-dramatic. T hink of C. K. Munro’s
Kumour as originally published. Every word of
the missionary’s speech is of vital importance and
of the greatest value if delivered from a plat-

form to a public meeting! But if it is presented
as a drama, then the dramatic facts must be
selected, action must speak fi>r itself, and the

audience, not the author, supply the explanation

of why things that shoukl not be are said and
done.

JUK MANCUKS'I'hR SCHOOl.
T his lack of tension, or dramatic tecliniqiie,

was the cause of the decline in favour of the IVIan-

chester School of Playwriting, which, so far as

intellectual content is concerned, was as vital as

any school of drama we have experienced. It was
vital because nearly every writer in that Scliool ft lt

he had a message of importance to delive r. T hat
it was the same message few stopped to conside*r.

T he general theme was .dways tlie same*—the

crushing weight (T' Capitalism on life and living.

"I'he peculiar se>cial circumstances of the North
gave local colour when the millowner’s son
wanted te> marry the daughter of one of his

father’s workmen. People got tired of the con-
tinual polemics about work and wages against a

background of collier’s kitchens with real dressers

and gas mantles. Yet the drama was there, fot

what can be more dynamic than the lives of the
people in the industrial North? Nevertheless, the
plays ofthe Manchester School lost favour because
of the lack of tension. T'he case against social evil

was presented without sufficient attention to form.
The mind of the audience may have been inter-

ested, but the emotions were unaffected. 'This

must not be taken to mearj that the Manchester
School did not produce good drama. It did—very
good drama indeed, but its formula got over-
worked, and in unskilful hands monotony was
added to familiarity. Hindie IVakes and The
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ITounger Generation^ by Stanley Houghton, are
both good plays, and would play well to-day if

the social conditions were the same. Kxamine
Hhidle Ti^'^akes. Note how the escapade of Fanny
is disclosed to the audience. T he false post card
gives the usual news of a good holiday when
Fanny’s father and mother Jiave just lieard of tlie

death, by drowning, of the girl friend Fanny is

supposed to be with. Note the discussion about it,

and about when Alan shall marry Fanny, and all

the family side issues that are presented. Nt^te,

too, the grim Fanny going through the early

actioji, silent and tlu^ughtful; then her bomb-
shell, when, in her presence, tlie two families

have decided when and how Alan shall make an
honest woman of her. 'There are the two
families. All the details are arranged, Fanny,
with shawl over heatl, suddiailv bursting in with,
‘‘’And where dt^ 1 come in^” T he ccuisternation

of the tw(j families cannot be described. 'Then
Tanny outlines her philosoplu', which,, in brief,

is that sht‘ is not gt)ing to marry Alan to make
an honest man of liim, and that if she chooses to

have a fancy man, she is going to. This was the

first play in Tnglish drama in which equal

immoralitv^ f(^r the s< xes was asktal for. But
would such a demand have tlie same dramatic
efft'Ct to-day as then? I douh» it. Staiulards of
conduct are different, and f'anny's honibshefl of
yesterday would be only a squib tt>-day. ()»i the

other hand, in comedy, the IVlanchester School is a

little more permanent because the playwrights deal

with characters rather than circumstances. 'Take
Hobson''s Choice. It is the ch.iracters, assumedly
typical of I Lancashire, which make the fun, and
that fun is as good to-day as ever.

These models, good of their kind, led to

imitatcjrs, as j1braha?n Li?ico/n brought out
imitators; as all good models beget copyists, 'i'he

point 1 want to press home to producers and
selection committees is : Jsxamine the social drama
for the drama first and the social problem after-

wards.

KMOTJONAI. SC^CIAL l^RAMA

As a general statement, 1 maintain that a good
social drama is better than a good, purely emo-
tional drama, because the one has purpose and
drive and the other has neither except for a few
moments. 'I'he latter is personal to the puppets

on the stage, and when the curtain descends their

life is done. But in the social drama the life anti

the argument go tni, until the evil it dealt with is

abolished. Fanny Hawthorne has more vitality

than the I^ady of the Camellias. But the I^ady
of the Camellias is a rtjmantic, emt>tional figure,

with a direct perst>nal apprt>ac]i ; therefore, it is

more likely that the stage will givt* us Camellias,
while drama will givx* us Fanny or her equivalents
as the Fannys change and their circumstances
alter.

The foregoing is really a red flag to warn
producers against the literary drama, and to

suggest that action speaks louder than words,
particularly where drama is concerned. Where*
you get good action, plus goe^d argument, the
choice is obvious, but it is dangerous to allow
one’s political, religious, or social prejudices to

accept a play merely because its main theme is

something with which one is in agreement.
In "Vhe Kxe?np/ary I'heatre.^ Harley Cjranv ille-

Barker divides the action of a play into two parts

(i) the conscious action, and (2) the unconscious,
or sub-conscious action. His definition of the con-
scious action is “everything that may be a part

of the main structure of the play,” and of the

unconscious “everything in the play’s acting

—

movement, expression, emotion, thought—which
may, without disturbance of the pr(^duction’s

structure or distraction of fillow actors, be
carried forward in any one of many different

ways.”
T'hese two categories are worth examining on

the grounds that whatever Hailev Ciranville-

Barker has s.iid about produerif>n is hall-marked
with the stamp of highest authoiitv

CONSClOl S AND I' N L'O N SC I O I S XC'TIOX

'The first category tif “consci<>us .ictitui” lie

further defines by stating that the structure he
refers to is that part that ranks as cxinstant as the

dialogue itself. Kxits and entrances must be made
at certain times. Certain things must be done in

certain places, and always with the same emphasis
and intention. 'These are the unchangeable
elements, as it were; the limitations of action in

which producer and cast must mov'e.

The second category is that which the actor

and the producer bring to bear in clothing the

structuie with their own art and imagination.
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The* structure demands exits and entrances at

certain times. T'he spirit of the play and the

significance of tliese actions must be conveyed by
the actor. It is the manner of presentation tliat

ctintro's the tension communicated to the audi-

ence*. To make the play dynamic the drama
must be built up, word by word, actiein by
action, scene by scene, until the ultimate effect of
making all this make-belie\e appear actual is

obtained, plus the emotional effect of drama. In

modern plays an attempt at realism will let the

plav'^ down, for in realit\' people de> nr>r act

dramatically, even when great tragedy enters

into life. The tendency in reality is to endea\<Hir
to keep calm, to suppri'ss emotion, and to control

the situation with a stiff upper lip. 'This may be
admirable from a social point of A’iew, but the

stage is an art, n<it a drawing room, and the

inherent drama of the stage situation must be

exposed by tht* player, not by theatricality, which
is bad histrionics, but by interpretation.

\AR1J/J'V TX TJ'XSJON

It is imt possible, or desirable, that one should
go much farther than to create, in the mind <^f the

beginner, more than a knowledge of f h<‘ necessitv'

for this state t:)f tension, Ha\ing awareness, the

artist will apply the principle acconling to

circumstances. Xeverthel(*ss, I think it is supple-

mentary to the main principle to point out that

this tension varies in ac<‘oi dance with the type

of play. T he tension in, say, Kdgar Wallace’s
y’/jr* Squeakei is much more strenuoijs than in,

say. The Thi ee Sisters by Cheko\ . In the case

of The Squeaker the tension is in the form of a

series of short twists with quiescent intervals. In

The Three Sisters the tension is steady, con-
tinuous, and gentle.

'This principle is applicable U> comedy or

tragedy, and calls for response between player and
audience. If the player is too vit)lent in the begin-

ning, he will not be able to apply the right force

at the end, even if the audience has recovered
from the shock of the first impact. Again, each
player must be in tune, as it were, no one player

varying from the key of the others j otherwise,

the whole structure of the play is warped, and
what should be complete becomes a one man
show or vaudeville. Sometimes, often in farce,

this effect is desirable, but, usually, serious drama

of the modern school does not provide for personal

pyrotechnics.

'The producer will separate the tension of the
idea in the play from the tension in the action.

Both are separate and non-recognition of the fact

often leads to the downfall of earnest societies

with ideas but no experience. Before deciding on
a play because the idea in it is one that a society

wishes To propagate, examine the method of its

presentation. Are the characters human beings,

as in a Oalsworthy play, or parrots, as in a Shaw
play.? Does the* development of the play arise

naturally from the circumstances represented, or

are the situations baser! on special pleailing and
forced conclusions? Does the right fellow get all

the right answers from tin* author, or is tlie

dialogue divided into fair ipiestion arul answer?
Do the diah^gue aful the action (entrances, exits,

etc.), till* conscious and unconscious elements,

build up a state of intellictual and emotional
excitement ?

Kven if all is in the book, tlu* expression .ind the

ifit<*rpt et.ition lie with the playc*rs. 'Tht* most
di*tailed prompt book still demands warm Hesh
and blootl to tiansl.ite its terms into action, and
it is this ie<di/.ation and rhi- sincerity of obedience*

to its requirements th.it in.ikt* the dift't*rence

between art and mimiervx
'This difference between ait ;ind mimicry is

one that e\erv' wouKI-bc* plav'er should thorouglily

understand. It is difficult to set down in clear,

definite terms, but, never! lieless, it is there. A
player must call forth a response from his.iudience

by their interest in his humanity, his flesh and
blood, heart, mind, and soul. Without this his

gestures may be exact, but they will be those

of an automaton. 'I'ht* audience may be intt*r-

ested, in the general sense, in tlu* actions of an
automaton, but tlu*n emotional interest is aroused

by the circumstances of a human being. 'The
ultimate responsibility, therefore, falls on the

players, and if they will not, from slackness,

inability, or conceit, take pains to master the

humanity of their parts, then author and audience
alike are deprived of what they have a right ti>

expect, and the producer Ii.is directi*d and created

in vain. Assuming that a cast is doing well, only
one member has to relax a little for the whole
tension to slacken. Acting is as much a com-
munity affair as an individual responsibility. The
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team spirit must operate if tlie audience is to

receive the full impact of the play-

All this is obvious, but, nevertheless, it is

frequently ignored. T oo many amateurs take
their talent for grantetl aiul their facility for skill.

T he talent and skill may be tlu*re, but no grtMt

work will be done uritil each is illuminated by
understanding, and dramatic ti-nsion will be
creatt'd and maintainetl only when the whole* cast

consciously co-(»perates to attain the* desired end
Serine plays have the strongest tension at the

end of the* second act, and utilize the third for

tielving u]) K)ose ends and to bring the story to .i

neat conclusion. ( )th(*rs, thrillers, lor example,
carry tension right through to tin- e-iul. T he*

audic'nce- is ke‘pt in suspe*ns(‘, until the le-ast sus-

pe-cted person in the cast is expose'cT In Thr
nf by Webstc'r, the* tensHui of

horror is not relaxed fiom be-ginnmg to enel

H e-re- is a classic exanqilej of how audie-nce*

inte-rest waiu*s be-e'ause- the- te-nsie^n is iu_*ver

e-ased. Contrast this with Shake-spe-are-'s use- of
the- Porte-i in wlicn Duncan is mui-
dcred and in tin ^ileiiee- ol' the- night eoine the

louel knocks on thr gate. T he Porte i e-nte-rs, but

he- IS .1 eonu-eli.m. Ills sohloejin 's tiill of spie'y

humenn, T he* .luelie-nee- sits b<u k, hre-.ithe-s again,

and laughs with the- Porte-i, urit:* :n a short while-

the clanging bell brings it back to nageel\ ( )f

the-se- two plays one- Iose*s e*motional W i iirht

tlirough strain; the- othe-r he-ighte ns to its tin.il

eat.istre>phc.

CASTS
Amateur acting has one- thing akin to

chemistry: be*fore you can start it, \'ou must
know some-thing about it. Having deciele-d te>

•ict, the- next thing is to elcciele wh.it to act in.

As in most affairs ol the- the-atre-, the- choice- is

so wiele* and tlu- conelitieuis .ire* so e ari.ible- th.it e»ne-

cannot Jay elown .iny golden rule. For my part

if I were forming a new society the- first thing

J wouki ha\ e deciele-eJ would be the principle

e>n which the- socie*ty w.is tei be base-d. T here

.'ire four base's e^n which to builei: (^v) Artistic;

(/>) CJiaritable; (r) Social
; (^/) Because- you like it.

Many socie tie-s come* to gi ief because- the-y are*

formeel for one purpose-, .'ind perfeirm plays tli.it

elo not fit in with that purpose. T lie proeluce-r is

the sufferer.

For a new society, particularly in small towns,
I would sugge-st a se-rie-s of six small c'.ist plays, four
nf which should be comedies. Small casts are
e-asy to re-shuffle* if ineli vieluals are- uns.itisfactory

,

and the* producer can concentrate- on essential

ele*tail mucli nie>re- re*aelily th.in if his mind anel

e-ne-rgie-s ha\ e- to be eiistribute-el o\ er a wide* fie ld

of action. T his ejue*stion of small casts is ofte-n

ove*rloe>ked in the* anxie^ty to ge-t as man\' ticke-ts

se>lel as peissible*, .nul e.ich membe r of tlie- c.ist is

re*garded as a potential ticket-seller. T his ticke*t

se-lling, base*el on fin.inci.il fe-ar, is all \ e-ry we ll up
to a pe>int, but it o\e-rlooks the- prim.iry point in

sale-smanship, i.e*. make* the- gooels worth while-

arid the* public will buy.

\Vhe*n a group is in existence for pure*ly soci.il

purpose-s, the- issue* eloe-s ne>t arise* to the* same-

ele-gre-e*. T he primary object is the- cri*ation

fun without pretence*, .ind .is 1 be-lie\'e that people-

ha\e* a right to enjoy themse-K e*s in their own
way, if the*ir ielea is to get together to produce-

The K'uig as a first e*ffort, dri\ing the-

proeluce*r cra/.y bv' their efforts, they ha\’e* .i right

to c.irr\ it out; only the- proeluce-r has any lotus

siiindi for e>bje-ction. But socie-tie-s that wish to

builel throughout a re*asonable* pe*i ioel of con-
tinuity must take the- le>ng \ ie*w, not the* social

\ lew, anti e‘\ en though the syll.ibus mav' be a

1 iot nt farce* or the eie*pth of Noreiic ele-pre*ssion the
pl.in must bese-iiously consieie-re*il.

“Value* for mone*\''’ is a gooel slogan, and a

gooel play we ll diMie* se>on cre-ate*s .i goodwill anel

.1 following. If the* piomise t>f the* first gooel

show is maintaine-d the group be-comes an insti-

tutiein. It must, howe-\e*r, st.irt right. A small
c.ist pl.iy, with a gooel proelucer, i-, the best

be*ginning possible*. WTiat eloe*s it matte r if, being
an unkneiwn society with no following anel no
re-putatieui , the* first re*ce*ipts are* low ^ If the* show
is gooel, pe-e^ple will want to se-e the- ne'Xt proeluc-

tion. If it is bail or clumsy, people will not wani
te> se-e- the* next, anel the* society will withei

tlire>ugh lack e^f suppe>rt. It is all a matte-r (ff

e-arne-stne*ss.

Sele‘e'tie>n ce>mmitte'e*s she>ulel se*le*ct their plays

we-Il ahe*ael .inel ha\ e- a full se-ase>n'’s work .irrange-el

in ael\ane:e-. The- selectie^n committe-e* shoulel

write* elown all the titJe-s nf plays tliey want tn

Cemsieler, say a list e>f twenty, which shoulel be
re*eluce*d to six. ( )f the*se si.x, four in the* e>rder
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in which they are to be played should be fixed

upon and then adN'ertised as the ultimate selec-

tion when the season draws near. This is a much
more orderly and satisfactory method than to

decide upon one play at quarter! v' intervals with
the concomitant heat of argument and fiery

discussion.

Societies with experience do not need to be
told with what sort of a play they should open.

A new society, feeling its way, no matter how
“highbrow” its claims and intentions, would
be well advised to open with a corned or farce.

Laughter and intelligence are not necessarily

strangers. Select a laugh-making sliow but see

that it is a good one: g<K)d in its intellectual

content. 1 suggest a comedy opening because in

these days laughter is wanted, and a society

should liave a reputation for being good and
enjoyable. 'Fhe second show might, and the

third certainly should, scale the heights of
tragedy, and test the capacity of the supporting
audience for the stimulation that good tragedy

provides. But here again I must stress that

qualification of goodness. T'oo many societies,

in their desire to be considered advanced, and
their eagerness to catch the critical eye by their

boldness, fall into the trap of pretentiousness and
produce something that is flashily intellectual.

Such groups ultimately wither to be the pets of
a coterie. Therefore, the selection of the first

season’s plays is a matter for careful consideration

and dovetailing: a syllabus of comedy, classic

comedy, drama or tragedy, and a costume drama,
or the two last as alternatives, will soon let a

committee know where it stands in regard to

popular support. T'he range of plays that can be
considered by a society is extraordinarily wide.

Range of choice is one thing, capacity to per-

form another. Choosing and producing have a

gap, worse often than an affinity, between them.
But the principle of variation must be observed,

and it is possible, within wide margins, to find

suitable plays in any of the categories. In general,

no matter what the category (“tragedy, comedy,
history, pastoral, pastoral-comical, historical-

pastoral, tragical-historiciil, tragical -comical-
historical-pastoral, scene individable, or poem
unlimited,” as Polonius puts it), not only variation

of syllabus, but simplicity of production should
enter into the choice. For the aim of the selection
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committee to be ambitious is right and proper,
but, as far as is possible, they should be cerinin as

well—certain, that is, that the clioice of play is

one that comes easily within their capacity to

perform, and perform well.

T his brings me to a consideration of the size

of cast. The schedide of the types of play to be
given having been decided, the selection of the
actual titles must be governed by the number
of players available, their e.xperience, size of
stage, and s<i on. For my part I would select a

play with a maximum of six for my opening
show. In addition to a full cast of six (I assume
a societv to be at its very beginnings) I should
have a reservoir of non-cast members eager to

have a try. 'I'he six would be under the critical

observation of their fellow members. The
producer could concentrate his attention. T he
subtleties of the play could be carefully rehearsed

and there would be more chance of putting up
a four-square show with a certain degree of
polisli and finisli than would otlterwise be the
case. Beginners do not realize the amount of
detail there is in a show. T'he personal aspect

as far as casting is concerned is only one <^f matjy
vlepartmental problems. The acting, of course,

bulks largest in the public eye, but the details of
the background, such as scenery, costuines, prop^.,

ligltting, and so on, all require a producer’s
attention, and if lie has a large cast of beginners
his task is multiplied out of due proportion, and
instead of being able to dot the i’s and cross the
r’s, some of tlie details will Jiav e to be sketchy
and blurred.

A producer, gi\ ing time and personal attention

to individual members of a cast, can, at the same
time, usefully demonstrate to the non-acting
members what they will have to know when
their turn comes. When in a cast the individual

is naturally and properly concerned with the
immediate and personal aspect of his or her
particular part, and so does not get the broad
outline of what to do as an acute and interested

observer does. 1 am aware that the foregoing
ignores the predilection of most producers, who
like to rehearse free from the interference of
sightseers, but our immediate concern is fi^r the

society that is in its early stages with everything
to learn and nothing to forget.

Further, casting is not a simple matter at any
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time, and though a large cast may solve the
difficulty of selection by giving everybody a show,
this broadening nf the base also means a certain

dissipation of executive energy, and adds to the
risk of having somebody who will let the show
down.
The foregoing is a personal choice, and the

other side ought to be stated. An opening sh<>w
with a large cast offers tw<) substantial advantages.
First, it enlists a goodly crowd of ticket sellers,

and, secondly, it gives a producer a wider field of
vision for future casting. T he first consideration

is tempting, but tif minor importance. T he
second is well worth thinking about; its operation
is largely governed bv the basis on which the
society is to be built. If a number of shows will

be given each season, then it is well to have a
large reser\'oir of talent available so that the

audience will be interested in a variety of person-
alities, and the prinlucer or casting committee
ne\'er be handicapped by lack of persoiuiel.

W^hen a large cast of unkiuiwn cjuantities is

employed it is permissible to biing in experienced
outsiders for the leads so that the tvros will see

how experieiict* helps the production alting, and
in order to giv the producer time to help the

beginners in the less im]K^rtant pai ts to polish

up their inflc'Ctions and business. In short, a

small cast means intensive culture of the few,

and a large cast extensive culture for the inan^.

Kach society shoukl apply the formula to suit its

r)wn needs and circumstances.

T he primary objective of gi\ing the audience
value f<^r money must never be forgotten, for

recognition of the rights of the audience is as

important as the pleasure of the cast.

When building up a society’s acting strength

casting should be designed to bring about the

team spirit. Esprit de corps is as goi^d in dramatics

as it is in anything else. Parts should be shuffietl

as far as ability allc^ws, and everybody should feel

that the society is a corporate whole i>rganiz;ed

for a specific purpose, and not the plaything of

a few. I write fc^r the benefit of groups that wish
to establish perinatiefit societies, societies that will

go on apart from individual personalities. T he
society founded for a clique or coterie goes on
for a limited time only—^just as long as the par-

ticular people concerned keep their interest alive,

or can attract public interest. The clique was a

characteristic feature of the pre-War amateur
society, and was built up mainly on a social basis

for mutual enjoyment, and, occasionally, mutual
admiration. All enjoyed themselves, and the only
anxiety was whether the general public would
subscribe sufficient ticket money or subscriptions
for the mc-mbers to have a good time without
expense to themselves. But since those days a

different idea has developed, and manv'^ societies

have been formed with moiesolid intenti<ins, based
on a love of the drama for its own sake, and often
to fill a gap in the theatrical facilities of a district.

Dramatic considerations take first place, and
production of good drama is both the means and
the end. Such societies will naturally receive the
first, and, as time goes on, the greatest and most
constant impetus from interested parties, but such
interest is not always limited to a desire to act.

^ITiese friends of the theatre are quite content to

see others act, and will take executi\'e positions

in other departments. They are builders of

reputation ; first the reputation of the society

and then the acting or artistic reputations of the
personnel. These are the societies that will gain
most profit by ct>nsideration of the foregoing
opinions. Such an executive has no difficulty in

creating and developing the team spirit, as the
general membership reali/.es the general impar-
tiality of a non-acting committee whose primary
interest is the continuity of the society’s work and
at the same time adding to and preserving its

artistic and financial integrity. Societies like this

have tlu‘ir most painful and anxious time in the
beginning, when nearlv^ everything is a matter
for experiment, but in due* course stability is

reachc-d. T he team spirit comes after a time,

when a tradition has been established, and main-
tenance rather than creation of an ideal is the

executive t^bjective*.

'I'eam spirit is a real thing which in due time
becomes as tangible as the treasurer’s report.

T herefore, development of the team spirit is of
the utmost imptirtance, and gives everybi>dy in the

Ciist the feeling that no matter how small the part,

it is part and parcel of the whole, and as such is

just as important as the lead. A lead in one show
can be cast ft>r a small but effective character part

in another show. T'he application of this prin-

ciple keeps aliv^e activ^e interest based on hope,
which itself is an incentive to study the art of
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acting. In due enurse a prc^duccr will Jiavc a

g(^<^d all-r<)\iiul team, in which tliere will be no
pers(^fial stars, excej^t those wlto by virtue of
applied ability have the artistic right to exploit

their skill before the public.

In operatic work the problem of casting is not

so subtle. T'eimrs cannot take bass parts; a

soubrette is born, and not made, and often a

producer has to take such personnel as he finds

a\ailable. It is not often that the amateur who
can play Baron Ptipoff will be equally as good as

Prince I^anilo. Consequently, while the problem
may be set in more clearly defined units, never-
theless it is not entirely soh ed, and to a greater or

less degree tht're is the pt^ssibility of building up a

team consciousness apart from star personalities.

The star system has certain advantages, but

selecting and casting plays for stars and leading

personalities do not make for continuity. When
the star loses interest, mo\'es to another district,

or for any rt‘ason does not take part, the public

regard the next performer not only as a successor,

but as a substitute, and the reception is not always
as hearty as the performer has a right to expect.

If the successt^r is extraordinarily good, the ex-

star is permanently dimmed, and though the new
star may scintillate in the theatrical firmament for

a while, in due course the problem reasserts itself,

and expediency has to be trit*d all over again.

A further objection to the star system is that

it makes the othi-r members feel that tliere is

no li(»pe of promotion. 'The casting is r<*garded

as on a hieratical rather than on an ability

basis, and in time the “just as goods” break

away to form lesser societies in which the

small-part players become the stars. W^ith each

break away the prospect of one hundred per

cent casting strength gets less and less, until

in the last resort the public is called upon to

support production efforts that are mere personal

pleasures, and often mere personal rivalry between
one society and another.

'This continual break-up process and establish-

ment of break-away societies is not a true develop-

ment of the art of the amateur. It resolves itself

into a number of competing groups with begin-

ners for the main membership and one or two
star performers always in the limelight.

W^hen such stars have local obligations, such as

parochial work nr an old school call on their
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services, another problem is presented which
solves itself by recognising that loyalty tt> parish
<ir schotil is a fine thing. I do n<it call that a
break-away group, because the membersliip is

limited to a certain circle and its object is mainly
private, with no civic jiretensions. 'The society

I have in mintl is the erne that takes the name
of a district and expects the district to rally rt>und,

and support it for the sake of the prestige of the
looility concernetl. For such a sciciety I suggest
that all-round casting is the honest policy, and
also a much better p<)licy than maintenance* of

the star system. T here is a firm basis when the
community as a whole accepts tlie pleasure of a

show that is presented by a committee tliat is

resolyeil to gi\ e value for money ev ery time, and
give, according to artistic merit, a fair show to

all concerned.
As 1 have dealt elst'wliere with type casting

and other methods, 1 will not go further into

details such as org.ini/ang reatlings for testing, oi

the recitation of a set piece, and so on, but will

here conct'ntrate on first steps. Societies that are

established, no matter what the basis of organi/.a-

tion may be, will have evolved their own tt*ch-

nique for casting, and as this will no doubt have
been arrived at by a process of trial atui erroi

,

their experience will be more valuable than niy

general suggestions. 1 have written primarily foi

the new sficiety, and not so much for those in

towns, as for tliose in smaller Cfimmunities where
the organisers are cut off from experienced help.

'I'own people will nearly alwav^s be able to c.ill

on somebody with experience f)f amateur dram.itic

society methods, but the method that suits a large

society, with a large mt-mbership to draw on,

which produces musical comedy, may not be
suitable for a village group, or one with parochial

or other unit loyaltit'S ami ties.

As in all things connected with the art of the

theatre, it is difficult to lay down hard and fast

rules. Any attempt to state a definite practice*

would be* disastrous, but 1 feel sure that in

adv ising potential e>rganiy:ers to survey the* ground
and to establish a policy, both in regard to type

of play and method of casting, I give advice that

is of the utmost importance. Whether tlie objec-

tiv^e be light or serious, the pe^licy of oisting so that

everybody gets a show in due course is a geiod

one. In asking groups tej organize for continuity
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of action, I ofFcr a good principle. Within tlic

limits of these tw(i basic principles is plenty of
room for individual experiment to suit particular
or personal requirements, and an exening’s dis-

cussion on these two points will be time w’ell

spent, as divergences of opinion caji be ventilated

before any misunderstandings arise. lOacii and
every nuanber will be clear as to the soit of
society that is being formed, also about his or her
potential position in the* socic*ty, and there will

be general satisfaction in knowing that tlie societv

is starting with uniformity t)f purpose.

FRAMES AND BACKGROUNDS
C)ne of the aspects af production that is

often hinted at in discussion is tlie question
of general mounting, by which I tlo not
mean “settings,” but the actu.il “mormting” or

“framing” of a play. It is a p(unt that is not
sufficient! V experimented with, even by the*

most ad\anced societies. 'The* usual mounting is,

f)f Cf>urse, the prosce nium, which I inteniil to

classify as the picture frame. In actuality this

is s(» popular ancl coruentional that produciMs
with years of expeiieiur ne\ er think of anything
else. Nevertheless, tlu-re is wule tield for the

use of other mountings. 'There is tlie “apion”
stage, so called because it is an ipron projecting
beyond the fV>otlights. 'There is an < \ien«-ion of

this idea in tlu; “circus” stage in wliic.h the

whole of the action of a ])lav tak<‘S place in tiu

middle of a completely su non tiding audience.
"There is the* (ji'eek con\ention of a fixed setting,

without footlights, with sfc*ps leading into the
auditorium. (T his is, of course, suitable m.iinly

for daylight performances, though it can be
adapted for evening show’'s by properly arranged
lighting. 'There is also the technique of open-air

production for which a permanent set is required.

Specialist mountings vary much in indi\idual

tlifficulty. Altars, foi example, are used in the

production of A'lysteries, Miracle, and Aloralitv

Plays. Kach site offers its own particulai problem.
T he picture frame has been our main mtumting

since the time of Inigo Jones. After the Restora-

tion of Charles 11, the Puritan ban on the theatre

was lifted, and Court pationage and the release

of the drama led to a great revival. I'he theatres

of Eli'/.abeth and James were found inadequate.

Playwrights wrote for the picture frame. Scenes

wei't* tlesigned tt) ap}H*ar as compositions, .ind

players developed a technique in which the
audience were acted “at” rathi-r than “with” as

in the days of the early drama. T he aprons of the

Cllobe and Swan 'Theatres were withdrawn
behind the picture frame In the old days a player

had an audience all round him. In the theatres of

tIu' Res!oratit>n, members of tlie audience were
mainly m front of him. Reference to the

print of Sh.ikespeare’s Sw.m 'Theatre will be

illuminating.

The main exterior scenes tf>ok place on the

platform. We can imagiiu* liow, sa\', Kalstaff in

his “ Honour” speech wouKl turn to liis three-sided

aiulieiice, and Ik^w the magic of Shakespeare’s

verse w'ould be deliverc-d with full foicc*. Imagine,
t(K>, the rostrum scene in Julius iiucuir with
Aimaiy and Hiutus ritldressing the mob. I'he

apron wouhl bring the audience right into the

play as no picture frame setting could do.

JVIy main purpose is to suggest that producers
should consitler bases t>f production t>ther than
the picture frame, and at the same time to point

out that any departure from the conventional
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can be justified only by good results. Departure
for departure’s sake is merely stupid.

T he first stage was the altar; the next was
outside the church, in the market on a cart.

T hen it was in the inn yard <^r other convenient
enclosure. At the beginnings of specialism we
get the T'udor Stage, and afterwards the Inigo
Jones 'Theatre. 'These fixe stages refer to Kng-
land, and to them we may add the Greek 'Theatre,

which was almost temple as well as theatre. I

will not deal with the “Houses” of the Med-
ie\'alists as they would not be practical to-day.

'The Greek T heatre was a permanent structure.
'Inhere was no scenery'^ change, the action of the
play taking place throughout before the same
arrangemc*nt of steps and cob^nnades. 'The action

of Attic Drama is always in the open air; there
are no interior scenes hence a public place was
the best setting, and columns and steps lent

tliemseh es to dramatic action and movement.
Producers of pageants and historical events will

find much help frtJin study of the Attic method,
and there are some modern plays that would make
interesting productions in tlic open.

AJost performances in this country are given
behind the picture frame, which was originally

designed for scenery sets. 'The use t)f curtains

and the picture frame is a nuxlern compromise
tliat brings an older technique into use with
something that is relatively new. 'The proper
relation of these two principles of production and
how their interchange with the three main styles

is permissible are well worth a little thought.

'These three styles are the platform or apron,
the curtains, and the frame. Curtains are a la'/.y

producer’s salvation, and they can be used

wrongly. It is my intention to lay down the

considerations that should operate in deciding on
the metliod of production. T'o quote a slogan

that has been used elsewhere and for other rea.sons

is, perhaps, the best method of pressing home
a point. “Fitness for purpose,” say the Function-
alists, and whether thought is concerned with
a jug or a railway station, a shoe or an Atlantic

liner, its fitness for its purpose is the acid test

t>f its artistic quality. So it is with curtains, apron
stages, or picture frames. Arc they fit for the
purpose of realizing the full value of the play.?

'The answer decides tJie producer’s capacity for

his job, and the use of the materials to his hand
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shows his capabilities in the tlieatre, i.e. the world
of illusion.

'The question resolves itself, then, into asking:
“How shall I produce this or that play.? If there

are interior scenes, the Attic method camiot be
used. T he dress is modern, the dialogue is that

of to-day, the action that of people and circum-
stances I am familiar with.” It follows that the
setting (scene) and props must be in keeping,
that a harmony must be built up, but, too often

and far too readily, for no reason at all except
the foolish notion that it is curtains

are used. Critics are invited to gape in wonder
at the mysteries of the curtain settings, and, of
course, all they see are hanging and waving
curtains when tliey ought to see a dining room
or a kitchen.

UrJtil just before the First Great War no
amateur, and few professional, productions were
mounted in curtains. All was scenery, back-
cloths and wings were usual, and a bi>\ set

was an innovation. Nowadays, the urgi* to-

ward simplicity anti ‘Tnaximum results with
minimum means” may lead to the ct^mpkte
abolition of scenery, and a reliance on simj>le

curtain-hung stages. 'The plea of the producer
is that curtains leave the filling of the scene to

the imagination of the audit*nce. 'I'liis is all \'ery

well as far as it goes, provided it goes far enough,
but curtains arc curtains, and not the Forest of
Arden. Neither, on the other hand, is a mass
of thrc'^-ply fretwork, fishing net, canvas, and
paint the Forest of Arden. Which way, then,

does 'Truth lie.? My reply is that if curtains are

curtains, and fretwork is fretwork, the Forest

t>f Arden is somewliere in Warwickshire, and
would cost a lot to transport and ct^mpress on
the stage; in other wt^rds, we cannot give a play

in the Forest of Arden unless it is given in the

real Forest. But the exigencies of the play de-

mand that the audience shall be present and
visualize certain events as happening in the

Forest and that they shall have a mental picture

of the Forest provided for them by the producer.

'This brings us back to the formula that the art

of the theatre is the art of illusion. 'The illusion

of the Forest must be, then, either pictorially

(fretwork) or by suggestion (curtains), but neither

frctwr>rk nor curtains, qua fretwork and curtains,

will provide the illusion unassisted. Suggestion
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must be brought to bear, and when this suggestion
is aptly provided we get tliat wliich we call an
artistic setting. It is not a case of curtains 'versus

paint, or imagination uersus realism, but a matter
of finding the right method of mounting a play

to suit its mf>od. Cm tains are more amenable,
scenery is the m«)re factual. Curtains seldom
ftti.ly satisfy the miiul

;
painted scenery, excellent

for its particular purpose, fails in other ways. A
producer, limited in expense, can do much witfi

curtains, udiert'as scencay has to be repainted for

each play. Cantain settings are more t)ften the

sign of a la/y producer thafi of an artistic mind.
Curtains ha\e beiai regarded as ‘“artistic"'’ for too

long and used blindly because on their first intro-

duction they werc^ used intelligently and with
purpose, but when the convention became a

custom without meaning, curtains became some-
thing to fear. J remember a prt^duction of
Stanley Houghton’s The Younger Creneration (a

play that definitely calls for realistic treatment)

in which the Victorian furniture was put in a

curtain setting of black and white stripes about

j ft. wide! It looked like a circus in mourning!
On the other hand, 1 have seen such a mass

of paint and fretwork, particularly in forest

scenes, that it suggested nothing more than
painted canvas and cut wood, and by its verv'^

plenitude destroyed all illusion.

Hlind acceptance of the curtain convention is

foolish and leads to ugliness, while too ready
acceptance of the painted scene eliminatt'S oppor-
tunities for simple effects that are most apt for

the play in hand.
Some beginners fall into the curtain trap be-

cause they think that a curtain setting is cheap.

Cheapness is a fallacy. T he proper use of curtains

demands additional props and lighting in nine
cases out of ten. Curtains are usually suitable

for fantasies, fairy plays, ballc'ts, medie\al plays,

and such like, where the imagination rather than
the mind of the aiulience has to be held. For most
outside sets, too, curtains with fc^lds, lit from the

side, will give an impression of trees. Curtains
are not suitable for plays of the Oalsworthy type,

say Strife, where the board room is a board room,
and the collier’s kitchen is a kitchen.

When curtains are in use great x'ariation can be

obtained by the use of the folds, particularly ’f

two-colour curtains are available. A simple use is

shown in Fig. 6j, in which, it will be noted, a
plain backcloth is employed. 'This is a great

asset, as it gives an effect of sky for backgrt^und,

and if a simple cut t>ut prop, like a balustrade

(Fig. 64) is silhouetted against it, the effect is
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cruirmously increased. It will also be noted in

Fig. that the curtains arc separated to show
that tile sides are made up of three (<>r six,

according to space) at the sides and four at tht'

back, and not one big cloth. Three foot widths
are conv'enient. If only one set of curtains is

available, a good blue is the most useful, but if a

free gift of green or buff is offered, good use

can be made of it, particularly tlie buff, as it will

take C(>lour from the stage lighting. Unless the
scene demands black, avoid it. Black puts too

great a strain on the players and is liepressing for

an audience.
With a two-col<iur curtain set, tlie possibilities

of effective scenery are enormous. Not only can
a complete change rn mn^St' be made but also

a change in alternating curtains. 'I"he two most
useful colours are blue and a buff. 'Fhese curtains

should be mounted in pairs, as shown in Fig. 6^,
and on a swivel, so that a changt* is made by
simply turning the curtain r<mnd. If narrower
alternations than 3 ft. are required, then each
curtain can be drawn against the background of
the other. T'his gives the effect of columns
(Fig. 66), while if the curtains an* twisted tight,

a suggestion of trees is obtained (Fig. 67). It can
be readily seen from these examples that curtains

offer many advantages when space and cash are

limited, but these advantages disappear when a

realistic play has to be produced. If curtains are

forced on to a producer, then they should be
as unobtrusive as possible from a scenic point
of view, and used mainly as a mask for the sides

of the stage. Properties, such as fireplaces,

dressers, and windows, should be relied on to

“make” the scene, and flowers or a bright table-
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cloth should act as a focus point for the eye of
the audience, and so prevent too close an examina-
tion of the “walls” of the set. It is a mistake
to fasten pictures or photos to a curtain set, be-

cause such trimmings draw the eye and the flimsy

nature of the background is exposed. 'Fhe use

of practic<d dor>rs and wiitdows in curtain settings

is open to debate, but if the action of the play

demands a visible door, then a door there must
be, in which case it should be built into a frame
at a point wliere the curtains divide (Fig. 68).
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PROPAGANDA AND PRODUCTION
One of tile interesting points about modern

plays is the extraordinary number nf them that

contain what may be described as "‘propaganda;”
that is, they incorporate a certain gospel, creed,

policy, or point of view, which, through being
presented in play form instead of from a plat-

form, receivers an added effectiveness because* the
stage is more vivid in its presentation of ideas

than the usual methods of oraU>ry and rhettiric.

( )ne of the aspects of production that is

b<>und to force itself on a sensiti\’e producer is

how far he should deal with the play and how
far interfere with the propaganda. One of the
curses of the drama of ideas is that the authors
forget the* drama in their enthusiasm for the
idea, the rc'sult bt ing that we gt*t words but no
action.

Producers for ad\ancc*d socie ties are often u)i

against this difbciiltv, and it is because the organ-
i/<*rs are s<i anxious to adumbrate an idea, that the

necessity for dramatic cjction is o\erlooked, and,
consequently, the producer h.is nothing to produce
except appropriate mo\ements th«it illustrate long
slabs of spec'ches Propaganda it'/// hr dramatic,
but authors must gi\e ])i-oducers something in

addition to an idea <uid the words - that something
i-lst* is called dr<imatic action, va hich is difficult

to define and not eas\' to describe.

Consider some examjiles.

For tin- presi-nt purpose separate propaganda
fiaun the mot nl of the older dr amatists. 'J'his

jtioral hatl usually something to do with the
indi\idual in tin- audience. Sonn- moral principle

was illustrated so that it could be noted, learned,

and inwardly digested. Bv prf)jiaganda 1 ik)w
mean a picture of society or a community in

certain c« reumstanec-s and what happens to that

society or community. T he moral t>f the okl

meh^dramas w.is that personal \irtue would be
rewarded, but none of them ever suggested any
social reformation or dc‘\ elopment . Most t^f the

plays of the Manchester School of Dramatists
were propaganda, direct or indirect. 'Vhe Price

of Coal

^

for example, in a most dramatic manner
suggests that tin* true price* of coal is the lives

of the colliers who hew it. "Then there are plays

that are frankly prevpagandist. j4ti Ptigl/shmati's

Horne was written belore the First Cneat War to

advance conscription. IVlost t)f the early Church

plays and the many plays written to attack the
Capitalist system are propagandist. T he use of
the stage by Socialist advocates must have done
their cause a lot of harm, as most of their plays
are dull, though the changeover ti*om one state

of society to another can be dramatic.
Pi'opagandist plays usually fail because in all

political theory thei'e are sevei’al sidc*s to a case,

and the author is so obsesseil with the justice

of his cause that his side gets all the good
advocacy; consecpiently, the play is too heavuly
weighted, as were the old melodramas. T he old

melodrama held interest because its tension was
between the right and wrong of the people on
the stage. Sir Jasper was the wicked sejuire, and
Joan his innocent victiiTt. They were not pre-
sented as expt)sing the evils of ryandlf>r(.lism or
as examples of “Should girls be told?” It was
the human relationship that createtl the drama.
A propaganda play changes Sir Jasper into 'The
Landlord and Joan into Maiden No i. "They
are made symbf)ls that force us to regard them
as abstractions, not as per sonalities to be emotion-
ally held by tht* conflict between opposing ideas.

Consequently, the author has to deprive his

dr/imatis personae of one of the most important
elements—character—and to substitute types.

A producer faced with the problem of having
to present propaganda in dramatic form should
concentrate on the human side as much as

])f>ssible; and characterise his cast so that the
audience is itiore interested, for the time heing^

in the personal and emoticmal aspects. When the

curtain falls, then the intelligenet will build up
on the c-motiona! basis bv substituting the Land-
lord for Sii Jasper, all colliers for the dead collier,

all homes ffu* the one so devastatingly destroyed

by the inv.ider.

Whenever possible, dialogue shoultl be made
into cri^p, personal expressions rather than set

speeches. Each slu^uld have personality as well

as argument.
Properly written and produced, propaganda

can be as sweeping dramaticallv' as, and far more
valuable than, the drama of pure emotion but
there is a trap. Alany plays achieved success years

ago because they pri*sented a radical point of view.
Per haps that particular pt^int of v iew has been won
on the political t^r social battlefield. Therefore, a

modern audience would wonder what the stage
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folk were getting so perturbed about, 'j'hirty

V'^ears ago a whole drama ct>uld be built up on the
foundation of I^ady Angelina riding alone in a

hansom cab. ]V'Joderni/.e the situation by the
introduction of a taxi, if vovt will, but as modern
thought sees no harm in Lady Angelina riding

when, where, and how she pleases, there is no
conflict, and therefore no
drama. I doubt if a g<^od plav

could be* written round, say,

the Reform Act, except in

terms of personalities. Julhd^
Gaesur is a good play to-day,

as it was \'est(*rtlav, not only
because* of its historical, politi-

cal, and militarv ce>ntent, but
also because it presents a per-

sonal conflict between .A^ntony

cUid Brutus, e.ich directing the

forces at his command. 'The
conflict and d?'amatic tension

are between personalities, live,

vi\’id personalities, but the

greater invisible drama is in

the background. A similai

remark applies to Coriolanus^

which is too little seen in

these days, I have several

times wanted to see a pro-

duction of Cjortolunus on the

night of a Creneral Klection :

there would be the same social

ferment; audience and players

could be knitted together

in one common intellectual

purpose.
It is not difficult for a pro-

ducer to make a propaganda play fully dramatic.

It can he done by recollecting the simple prin-

ciple that the mind of the audience must be
approached through the emotions. 'The slum
problem, for instance, is terrible. T'here is drama
in it. Unemployment, too, provides excellent

dramatic material, as Lone (hi the r>ole^ by CKeen-
wood and Gow, well shows, but it must be pre-

sented in terms of humanity, and not as Blue
Book statistics. One slum, with one starving

unemployed woman, is as potent a pleii as a

thousand attacks and five thousand people. "I'he

audience will follow, with emotional interest,
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the good and bad features of the one, whereas
the thousands would lose grip. T”<j multiply the
individual suffering by a thousand does not
produce an effect a thousand times as strong;
it only divides the emotional interest into a
thousand parts. Consequently, when we get
an Expressionist play with Book-keeper No. i

instead of john Smith, a book-keeper, the per-

sonal elemt‘nt is destroyt*d ; the human side gives

way to a type. T his is more a matter of author-
ship than production. If an autlu^r wants to prc*ss

home his argument by type casting he must have
his own way, but he must not blame the producer
and players if the financial result is not satisfactory.

My main concern at the moment is not so

much to protect the author from his theories as

to point out t(^ producers that the dramatic value
of a piece is largely dependent on the theatrical

v*alue; that is to say, not only miist the author
present his thesis, but it must be presented in

“Grt'IN PASTURrs”
Ilrsii^n b\ Roljf'il I'ldniond )i)Ut^

/>n hind p! rtiti^sion nj " 1 hcalrt Arts "
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theatrical terms, wliich, in the long run, means
an exercise in colour, costume, pity, joy, love,

hate, men and women, whicli are also the in-

giedients of the crudest melodrama. I am
anxious t(j protect the propaganda play from the
propagandists. T he ]>l.'iy that has se)mething to

say is an irnportatit play. “Important” is the

word, but the play can also be a good play if the

emotional as w^ell .«s the factual ct)ntent is gi\en

dut“ importance.

In general, piopagand.i plays can be allocated

to two main periods: (i) T he period of the \ery

early diama, when IXIysteries and ]\l<iralities were

used, and usetl frankly, as mc*thods (^f teaching

religious and ancillary trutlis, and (2) approxi-

mately since the ’Hos, when, starting with Ibsen,

there was a steady growth of social diama, 01

“plays with a purpose” of all kinds.

Producers would do well to grasp the import-

ance of this fact, and by relating it to the circum-

stances of the times get the right perspective.

In the first place, this was a period of world
economic expansion. Wealth grew to an enor-
nn>us extent, and industrialism and the macliine

developed enormously. Sc^cial and political values

were changed. I^overty and riclu-s became
niattersiur comnient. 'I'he Ibsenite Drama swe])t

along the corridors of con-
ventional drama.

"ITu* young mind of the

early part of tliis century was
in revolt against social in-

equality and suburban smug
ness. It so happened tliat in

Glasgow, IVlancliester, and
Dublin were three repertory

theatres the manageanents of

which were not afraid to put

on phiys that had values other

than nu*re entertainment. T'o

these theatres flocked young,

ardent I'eformers with tlieir

plays teeming with comment
1)11 the evils of the time. Few
hati anything good to say of

the life arouiul. T he IMan-

chester School of Dramatists

rose, and the curtain went up
on colliers and kitchetis, and
the battles of poetic drama
were banished for the turmoil

of strikes ami lockouts. But
the public taste, then as now,
was for the theatre of emotion,

so in due course the realist

drama of economic conflict

became a byword for dull-

ness, not because the issues were dull, but be-

cause the authors were more critics of a system

than experienced playwrights. Nevertheless,

these writers had something to say, and thought

me stage nioia* grapliic and more abiding than

the platform or the pen. T'lieir primary pur-

pose was didactic and social. Some w^ere also

artists, and some «)f their plays, such as

still grip the emotions, and will do so, until

our towns can produce an audience ignorant

of what industrial disputes may mean. If pro-

ducers will act on the principle that what tliese

authors have to say is important, and then, by
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bringing tht*ir theatrical knowledge to bear, c-x-

press it in terms of emotion, much will be revived

and brought out from the undeserved ashes of
oblivion. 'The producer’s approach to, say, An
Enemy of the People is not the same as to, say.

Diplomacy. C^ne is an idea; the other a story.

'The first is based on character; the other on
events. 'The one has a moral

\

tht* cither Jione.

Both are more or less contemponirv, and in this

connexion, and as an illustration, I will quote
the late Clement Scott’s criticism of lloodman
Hltnd^ an 1885 play by Henry Arthur Jones and
Wilson Barrett. 'The theme is melodramatic.
Mark I.,ezzard (T. S. Willard) has robbed his

friend of his money and in so doing also robbed
his friend’s daughter Nance, happily tnarried

to the reformed Jack Veulett (Wilson Barrett).

Mark surreptitiously loves Nance, and when she
refuses to have anything to do with him he plans

revenge. So he presses for the overdue rent,

and contrives to put suspicion into Jack’s mind
by showing Nance and a lover kissing by a stile.

In fact, the girl is not Nance, but a gipsy named
Jess. Jack goes to the dogs for the orthodox
'Thames Embankment scene. 'Through befrieinl-

ing a waif. Jack gets to know the truth, and
returns to his village to square accounts with
Lezzard. Now for Clement Scott;

Xhe play ends on as rank an t.*x.hibition of cowartlicc

as I have seen applauded on the English stage. ... I

cannot regard Jack, the modern farmer, in the light t>f

a hero, when he drags his wretched victim to the market
place and throws him like a carcase of meat into the

fangs of the bloodhounds. Is it the new code of Christianity

to be merciless to your enemies and hav^e we w ilfully re-

versed the old order of things when w'e w'cre taught it

w'as the highest thing ‘to pray for those wdio despitefully

use you’ It offentls me to the quick to see the representa-

tive of British virtue posing and attitudinizing on a village

platform when he has flung his enemy into the hantis i>f

infuriated men all armed to the teeth. I hold that Jack
Veulett, w’ho has tried tej knife his rival, is here represented
as a rank coward and dastard. I don’t care wdiat the villain

has done to him. He has committed no sin worth)^ of the

brutal exercise of lynch law. If the farmer had the pluck
of a mouse he W'ould exercise his own vengeance himself.

He would either slay his enemy or let him go. He wt>uld

not waste his strength on a cruel tirade, and then give
an unarmed man to butchers, blacksmith.s, and brutes,

I sympathize with the villain at this point. ... 1 sym-
pathize with the sinner in this play more than with the

hero. Because the one is at least penitent and liecause the
other is merciless and unforgiving. I think of poor Mark
with pity, because I sec him, with his poor while face,
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imploring for mcri'y from his stronger rival, who, instead
of giving it, calls up a pack of w'olves, atul in the melee
strikes an attitude as a C’hristian martyr ! . . . Is there
a sinner in our midst ? V'es ! riieii pound him into a

jelly and .sent! his soul to perdition ' I^et him not 1^ saved
In't'ause he was unclean.

A producer, reading the foregoing, would
never imagine that Scott furiouslv attiickcd the
Ibsen production that appeared in London a

little later. Now 1 quote this long-forgotten
critique fi>r the purptvse of showing how even
old melodramatic forms may be seized on for

propaganda, and htvw powerful a reactioti can
be obtained by the prt'Seiitation of drama in terms
of personality or people. Apph" tliis technique
to a play on wage rates, the slum problem, plithisis

or the canc<‘r scourge, disarmament, international

peace, or any grt*at problems, and tlu'ii the silly

and ort'ensive war between highbrow and low-
brow ceast‘s to t*\ist. T here are no heights of
brow, but good plays .iiid bad plavs, and a good
play is none the worse* for having .m idea as

well as emotion. T herefore*, a proeluce-i' calle*el

upein te) tackle* plays eif importance* shoulel con-
ce*ntrate on the huin.m aspect eif the* storv^ anel

let the se>cial .ispect take* care eif itself. 'Idle

particular, .vs se*cn hv the* e‘ve, anel tlie pitv' or

humour e.*xperie*nced bv the senses, vvn’ll autev-

matically enlarge inte-) the intelligence.

'The illustrations are* fre>ni A'Jarc Ce>nnelly’s

Green Pastures^ the* intcrestitig play on Christian

te*aching as seen threvugh the e*yes e)f a iiegie)

slave. All tlie Cliristian iele'ology is interpre*ted

it) terms e)f the negro ielieuii, with Heaven as

great “fisli fr\%” anel CL)d as a white*, woolly-
haired paste >r.

SEASONAL AND SPECIALIST PLAYS
One e)f the most valuable weapevns in the

arme)ury of the theatre* is the* sease>nal play,

and it is the most overle)e>keeI. 'This, ne> detubr,

is due te) the fact that most seasonal plays have
a religious bias, atid, except for the specialist

societies, the religieius play does ne)t attract niany
preiducers and casts.

The bibliography e)f se*asonal plays is ne)t,

howev^er, entirely limited te) religie)us works, as

there are plays for All-Halle)ws E’en, Armistice
Day, Empire Day, May Day, Midsummer, New
Year, Peace, and, of course, for Plaster and
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Christmas. "T'hertr may be added tile Harle-
quinade plays of all sorts, and certain biographical-

historical plays that are appropriate for local

anniv'crsaries and similar celebrations.

It will be gathered from this rough survey
that a society with a large membership can
keep all its acting members fully occupied all

PRODUCTION
evidently fulfilling a public need, 'There is

no reason why other societies should not
explore the possibilities of production in this

field.

Let me plot a rough suggestion for a calendar
year’s work.

January. A New \ ear play.

VrII) S PrOIJ It 1 ion t>l '*K\FR^M\N'’

the year round bv merelv producing to a seasonal

and anniversary schedule. Working on these

lines, a society, if the publicity was good and the

plays were well put on, would soon have more
than a local following. 1 ktuiw of one society

that went on from strength to strength each year

with a repertoire of one piny only^ Benson’s "Vhe

Upper which the society produced in a

Holy Week during the War and at a time when
the public was in no humour for amateur flip-

pancies. Each year, in Holy Week, the society

announced the play, and some extraordinary

occurrences took place on occasion. I mention
this as an isolated example of specialist work

Easter. A Passion play before Easter; Easter-

tide ; after Piaster.

June. A Waterloo play.

N t)vember. Trafalg.ir or Peace play.

December. A Nati\ ity play.

E'or titles there is the wlu^le raiige of the

Nativity plays, Holy Sight (Sierra), the Sr.

Nicholas plays, the Harlequin Series, and others,

for the tirst part; for Easter there are Masefield’s

Good P'ridnVy IMaeterlijick’s Adagdalen^ and
others, including Piaster Mystery plays ; for June
there are the Napoleonic Series, the Wellington
Plays, Disraeli^ and so on; for Nov^ember there

are Monkht^usc’s The Gonqnering Hero^ Sherriff’s
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yot4? ney\^ Kud^ or Nt-il CJ rant’s 'I'he Nrlson Touchy
and others; for Christmas .i seasonable selection

can easily be made.
Hav ing gone so far, 1 realize it would be easy

to turn tliis enumeration intci a catalogue of the
titles of seasonal plays, but I forbear, as a list

would be incomplete and would have to omit
local occasions. I trust that consideration of the

plays offer a rich and exciting choice. I have a
list of nearly^ 200 titles before me, all personal
plays, from many countries, including Mexico,
Peru, China, and other places.

An international season of a number (^f foreign
plays, each from a different country, could be
mapped out. A series showing the develop-
ment of drama could be planned, though if this

idea will providi* at least one soluti<>n for anv
harassed selection committee.

Eet me dwell on the more general aspects of
the proposal. First, special work <if this kind is

definitely in the amateur sphere. Secondly, to

undertake it is to play with a purpose. 'J'hirdly,

there need be no apology for selling the tickets

for productions of this character. Ft^urth, there
is the publicity value of a topical interest.

In the suggested schedule notice is taken of
the broad seasons only, with Waterloo and
"^Trafalgar plays for “’tween” shows, but there
are many other possibilities, i.e. working along a
narrow, but specialized, line. "Fhere are numerous
avenues to explore in the presentation of drama
that will keep a specialist society hard at work
for many productions. For instance, “personal”
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is done the plays slmuld be produced within a

comparati\ el y short period of time, with the
plavs close together.

If they are spread o\er too long a period, or
if thert* is too great an interval between each
play, the comparative test is lost, and each play
stands solely on its own merits arid out of relatiot)

to the others. In some of the well-organized
areas I feel sure tliat the Focal F.ducatioti Auth-
ority would co-operate to a certain tlegree if the
plays were of the right kiml. A schedule of
progress of F.nglish Drama might follow the
following plan

r. A Morality and a Mysicry play (douhlr hill).

i. Karly Tudor. A prc-Shakc'‘»pcar<*aii or a play hy
Kit Marlowe, Hon Jonson, clc. (wo/ Shakespeare).

3. A Restoration cctmedy. Congreve, ete.
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4. A 'I\)m Robertson play.

5. A ineloclrania. (( 7eo. R. SiiTis.)

6. A play by one of the Manchester Sc-hocjl of
Dramatists. Hou^htcjn, Rnj^liouse, etc.

7. A post-War play.

8. ’'Tween wars play.

9. "What have voii'

(Digressing for a moment from my main theme,
1 see that this schedule goes full circle: It starts

of Knglish farce or comedy. T here are many
old farces that are well worth producing—if they

are done as farces m comedies, with all the gusto

of a stage play, and without any nonsense about
literary values. Jviterature is for the study;

drama fc^r the stage. IVIany a gcxid play has been
relegated to the limbo of forgotten things through
being made the subject of litei ature. T herefore,

A Proui^c T ic’»N 01 C. K MevRo's “Tur Rumour” at the Rochdalt Cu'rtmn Tulai're

with a Aloralitv and finishes with .1 Aloi.jhtv,

and as most inodcTii authors are castigai

ing scjiiiebody, something, or some class, the

spirit is the same, though the letter may be

weak.)
'The steps ma\' be long, but they connect, and

dehnitely show liow the propaganda of the earlv

plays was steadilv' eliminated bv the romantic

tradition, which in turn degenerati-d into melo-
diama, after which the pla^' was sciy.cd on by
the intellectuals, became arid, though perhaps

fruitful, and is now combining romance with

propaganda, and trying to pri*ser\’e entert.iinment

value. Here, again, the shorter the intervals

between the plays the better. Work in accord-

ance with this schedule would create casting

opportunities for a big membership society. Some
of my less austere readers may be frigliteiied by
the apparent educational tone of the schedule,

which, however, is intended only for illustration.

It can still be followed through the development

eliminate the literary aspect, and produce for

dramatic values.

T he historical plan is peculiarl\' fascin.iting.

Imagine a schedule composed of six Napoleon
plays presenting Napoleon in many of his aspects

soldier, emperor, lawgiver, lo\ er, husband,
exile. In all Napolt'on is a figure of drama. ()ur
t>wn history is full of diainatic figures, and a

schedule couKl be composed on either vTTtical

or hoii/.ontal lines; that is to s.iy, the schc*dule

could be of plav's more 01 less of thr same century,
or III successi\e steps in time, as in the plan of
the progesss of Knglish I^rama. 'The drama of
the Cxrowth of the Hritish Constitution t^ffers

an attractive held, starting with Alfred and his

unit>n of the seven kingdoms, through b>hn
(Alagna Charta), the T udors, the Civil W^ar, the

Chartists, and even the suffrage strugglt'. T*he*se

offeT a panorama .is full of conflict, excitement,
rt>manci‘, aiul colour as any work of the imagina-
tion. All these deal with the pre-War period,
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and since then there is a wlu>lc range of things

to be shown.
This policy of history drama should not be

confused with historical drama, which, quite often,

is neither historical nor dramatic, but merely a
sort of fancy-dress ball affair with words and
situations. As entertainment, S'lveet AW/ of Old
Druf'yy Henri of AV/7vvr/v, and most of the St.

Joan of Arc plays (Cj. B. S.’s play is, of course,

a notable exception), are mere histrionic affairs,

and more or less efficient vehicles for the ex-
ploitation of personality.

As an example of progressive history drama,
select plays for three weeks, Ronald Cjow’s
Gallotvs GlofiouSy (/>) Drinkwater’s jihrnham
Lhicolriy and (r) Eugene O’Neill’s Hairy jlpe.

(a) deals with personal idealism, (/)) with national

idealism, and (c) witli national practice. 'I'hese

three plays are true to historical fact, free from
distortion of personnel, and intensely dramatic in

development. 'Hiey etitertain and exhilarate.

These are cited at random; 1 am sure that re-

search would yield a much better selection.

In our own dramatic literature we have a

priceless bibliography, with many famous events

and persons. Alary Queen of Scots is one. Here
is one of the most baffling and enigmatic persons

in the history of the world. Native and foreign

dramatists liave used lier as raw material, and
presented her tragedy from many points of view.

Was she wanton? Was she queen? Were
Darnley and Both well true lovers or scoundrels?
Her sister-queen, Elizabeth, was she right or

wrong ? A whole season’s work, introducing many
plays, could be devoted to this fatal beauty. Of
Elizabeth herself, where can we, or where need
we, stop ? Then we have the greatest of them all,

Shakespeare himself. "I'he number of plays deal-

ing with Shakespeare and his contemporaries
offer many weeks’ work, with a different play

for each week. It is surprising that Shake-
spearean Societies seldom produce a play about

Shakespeare.
Though all are not good (and, perhaps, there

is something to be said against one playwrigJit

borrowing the artistic creations of another) there

are the “penumbra” plays—those that circle

round Shakespeare’s genius and utilize his situa-

tions or characters, for example St. Jf>hn Ervine’s
The Lady of Belmont (the later life of Bassanio
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and Portia), and The Afousetrapy dealing with
the Hamlet players, off stage, just before, during,
and immediately after the great play scene.

C^f recent years the historical or personal play

has come very much to the fore. 'I'o mention a

few, there are Drinkwater’s Abraham Lincoln

and Alary Stuart, JVill Shakespeare (Clemence
Dane), and plays dealing with Florence Nightin-
gale, Queen Victoria, Wellington, Napoleon,
John Brown, RicJiard II, The Barretts, the
Brontes, etc. Here is another line of policy,

“Every play a personal play,” and each one
gtKxl entertainment and worth arguing about.

I have supplied enough matter for discussion

without unduly elaborating the argument. In
brief, there is room for “production with a

purpose.” A definite objective can be evolved,

and so ricli is our dramatic literature that any
society can lay down for itself an interesting

programme of work that will suffice for four or

five years.

The illustrations cover tliree “progression”
plays in time and nature. Enery/nati is a morality
for the individual; The JTay of the Tf orld is ,\

skit on Society; The Rumout\ internatituial in

sc<ipe, indicates tin* widening of the dramatic
field.

A SOCIETY AND ITS POLICY
One of the first things a dramatic society

ought to determine is the policy in accord-
ance with which plays will be selected and
produced. 'Ellis may seem to some be so

obvious that they may think that merely to

mention policy will establish a policy. Formu-
lation of a policy, however, is not as easy as that.

I'here are all sorts of societies, organized for

different purposes, and before a person joins an
existing group, or a committee starts a new one,

there should be an attempt to answer that simple
question “Why?”
Why indeed ! A young Guardsman on leave

in lamdon, suddenly tliought that a little high
life and joyous living wouldn’t do him any harm,
so while lingering over his old brandy he decided

that The Spring Chicken and Gertie Alillar were
what the doctor would order. So he went, full

of hazy joy, to a theatre. He read the bills and
entered. One act passed in talk, to him all

incomprehensible. 'I'here were no chorus, no
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songs, no laughs—so out into the street again.

Another look at the bills confirmed a growing
suspicion. He had been to the wrong theatre.

Ibsen’s The IVtld Duck was certainly not what he
wanted.
The story is not a perfect analogy, but it is

good enough to act as an illustration of the
importance of making sure before establishing

your Thespian existence. Some societies are
definitely frivolous, with no pretension to be
other than a group of people who like acting and
who are prepared to let the public join in the fun.

Other societies are built with more serious and
far-reaching objectives, and some such have
attained considerable reputation, occasionally
national in extent. Some are established to
“foster dramatic art,” which is a good sound
objective that is sufficiently “woolly” to cover
anything from East Lynne to the latest cra/.e.

(Others are definitely money-raising adjuncts of
a primary body such as a church or cricket club.

Some are built on the supposition that unless

something is done, and done quickly, the whole
art of the tlieatre will wither and die for lack
of presentation. 'I'hat something to be done is

to form a society in which shall repose, in security

and for ever, the pure Gospel of Diainatic Art.
Again, particularly in village^ ind rural com-
munities, a purely educational basis i-. the founda-
tion, and here and there are highly specialised

groups that concentrate on a narrow but dennite
line of action. T hen there are welfare groups
that are associated with large firms.

Now it is obvious that a society should be
judged by its own claims. If it is frankly social

and supported by its membership to provide fun
and jollity, then it should stick to its last, and not
go out for heavy, subtle stuff of intense pyscho-
logical content. If it claims to be the saviour

of the Drama and the members regard themselves
as pioneers in uncharted waters, then Eonsdale
and Coward are outside its ken. If an individual,

seeking an outlet for artistic endeavour, is

imbued with a strong sense of modern require-

ments, it is no use joining a society that thinks

only in terms of the latest London successes.

When a basis has been decided upon, it is easy

to compile a schedule of plays that accord with

the policy selected, subject to local conditions.

The widest basis of policy is one that enables

a society to provide theatrical entertainment
of all kinds in a large centre from which
the regular theatre has been withdrawn by
modern conditions, such as the advent of the
Talkies. A society that works under these
conditions can rightly claim to fulfil many
functions and to provide an outlet for all forms
of dramatic expression. A society of this kind
would be well advised to organi/.e into sections,

each equipped for certain categories of stage

work, so that there would be many societies in

one society, each enjoying the facilities offered by
a business committee common to all. Printing,

rent, lighting, costume hire, and so on, whether
for musical comedy, Gilbert and Sullivan Opera,
farce, or heavy drama, are arranged similarly.

Kach section could play to its specialised or

selective audience, and get the advantage of those

omnivorous few who enjoy all things in the
theatre. Organized on this basis, the society

would be able to utilize the services of more than
one producer, each interested in a certain form
of stage work, and to compare different methods
of production.

I know of no town where such a unified body
exists, but I write for the future, and there are

sound reasons why such a doctrine of unity should
be adumbrated. The amateur and professional

theatres are being more and more forced into

combination, and the old looseness and latssez

faire ideas will have to give way to more intensive

control. An organization such as I have outlined

could deal with awkward questiojis, such as

authors’ fees, in a far more satisfactory manner
than can six or seven groups each fighting indi-

vidually. Many a society has been put into a

state of panic because its schedule of selected

plays has been suddenly disorganized through
performing rights not being available or because
royalties were excessive.

Whether such a combination of interests

would survive sectional differences I cannot say,

but in outlining the plan I feel that I hav^e put
forward a constructive proposiil of tiie first

importance, as isolated units are too diffuse in

action, and often in definite and harmful oppo-
sition about the same play, when unity would
ensure security.

Taking things as they are, and taking each
category of society as already mentioned, I
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suggest, assuming four productions a year, the

following plan of campaign

—

Category A. Definitely Frii.>oIons.

(1) Farce. Say jf Pnir of Silk Stoekifigs.

(2) Comedy. Say It Pnys to Aeiuertise.

(3) Romance. Say Phe Breed of the Tres-
hfims.

(4) Farce.

Category B. Gomrnuntty Phentf e.

(1) Modern Comedy.
(2) Alodcrn Drama.

(3) Costume Coined v.

(4) Classic Comedy.

Category C. Fostering Dnunatic j4rt.

(1) Sheridan Comedy.
(2) Galsworthy Drama.

(3) Blank Verse. Say Alarlowc’s Eehvnrd
ir.

(4) Modern Comedy.

Category C. Second Season.

( 1 ) C )ld Comedy.
(2) Melodrama.

(3) Greek 'Fragedy.

(4) Foreign Play.

Category D. Afoney Rnisers.

Comedies with low royalties.

Boisten^us knockabout.

Category D usually does well in the beginning
because of its local support, and often raises itself

or dexelops into a higher categ<»ry as the skill of
its members increases.

So far I have dealt witli societies in towns.
Village groups are easier from one point of view;
most difficult from aiu^thcr. Finance is the main
stumbling block. In towns large halls for big

audiences can be hired, or a hall that enables an
audience for a number of nights to be easily

collected can be found. The potentiality of the

audience might run into liundreds. In villages

the potential audience is relatively sparse and not
easily got together when the weather is bad.

The audience, when collected, likes the obvious,

simple play of plot and circumstance, and has a
strong preference for comedy. For good modern
comedies heavy royalty ,fees must be paid and as

entrance prices must be low, the acting society

has not such a wide range of choice.
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Nevertheless, it is well that the organisers
shoijld answer the “Why?” of any opening.
Having established their basis, a schedule of
twelve plays will give them work for three years,

by which time they will know the strength and
quality of their following. 'I'he village society

is usually free from competition, and if it is

properly managed and free from cliques and
coteries, it can usually rely on the valuable
goodwill of the district.

Excellent groups of players have been organ-
i/,ed in villages, and some of these with a forward
recreativx' policy liave done extremely valuable
work for drama as a whole. T hese results,

however, liave lisually been arrivetl at by the
enthusiasm of some one individual wlio knew
wliat he wanteil and how to get it. 1 do not
write fi^r these indi\ idualists, but for tliose who
lack prt'liminary knowledge of ways and means.

'There is a special bibliography of Village

Drama, avail.ihU; on re.isonable terms, througlj

the auspices of the British Drama Teague, which
incorporates the Village Drama Societv—an
organi/.ation that did an enormous amount of
work in helping to tugani/.e societies in rural

cojinnunities. Apart from the information that

is available* from that body, tliere is the aspect of
production with which this article deals—the

policy of the group wlien it is formed.
Village and small communities offer a wider

elasticity of play selection than towns. It is

probable that the village society provides the onlv
opportunity for villagers to see the living play,

and, therefi^ie, the held for dramatic exphjration

is wide. In th(* towns tliere may be a local

company, possibly on a repertory basis, or a

theatre that presents visiting companies, and there

will be dramatic societies. Therefore, in the case

of the towns, apart from personal h^yal ties, tliere

is room for everybody, provided each socic*ty

works along its own selected channel. By w<^rk^

ing on a parallel basis each not only has its own
following, but also interests followers in other

societies who are interested in the difference. If,

on the other hand, eacli society just tries to beat

the other by being the first to produce the latest

London success, and filling in with titles that

represent tlie general endeavour,' then, naturally,

each society plays to its own following only. 'This

is all right if the following is big enough and is
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sufficiently augmented from time to time to make
up for leakages. I n such a case obviously tlie society

has found its level, and the future is assured.

"The problem arises when a group of interested

people arc forming a society and each has a
different objective. Preliminary discussion sht^uld

do two things; first, show how far the prt>moters
are in agreement, and, secondly, reveal if there is

a field for the operations of the proposed organiz.a-

tion. J feel tliat it is not a good policy to form a
society when societies already exist, and that it

is debatable whether wlien a society is in a
flourishing state and well established, how far

specialist groups sliouJd not Wf)ik from within
by joining up as individuals and then formifjg a

specialist section. T here are* certain things that

are* common tt) all the*atrical wetrk lighting,

prijiting, orchestra, <tc anel a group with a

speci.il obje'Ctiva* would be- savfd a lot of spade-

work by be*coming a working unit in an e*xisting

organi/,ation. 'J'e^ illustr.ite this melht)d visualiye*

a town, say Be-elfoul, wln-re* theia- is a flourishing

o])er.itic sf>ciet)\ It luis a following anel certain

woiking machinerv. Now assume that a group
of people* w'ant to pioeiuce- some‘thmg that is not

being elone* in the towm, say r< hgious elrama.

Insteael of forming the Bedford Re ligious Drama
Society wh) not, after prehin ’ ary negotiation,

j<^in the He>uiishing e’xistent socatv anel work
out ieleas e^f re*ligious elrama as a speci.ilist iK-pait-

ment 'This methoil could be* extended te> co\e-i

either activitie*s a r«-*\ ue* section, a ce^ncert party*

sectie)!!, a page^ant se-ction, and so on, e ach working
uneler a ce)nimon banner, wn'th the backing e>f a

strong unity of interest, and in ce-rtain matte*is

e>f ova-rheael charge*s, each getting an aelvantage

from manage*rial e*ceniomies.

1 am aware* that such poe>ling of inte'rests de)e*s

ne>t e*xist, but as a w'orking iie^tie^n for the future*

its possibilities are well we)rth exploi ing.

It we>ulel be e)ut e>f place for me to st.ite the

pedicy that any society shoulel take* up, but I ti ust

I may be alloweel to mention eine policy tliat is

badly needed. T he elrama is well looked after

by amateurs, anel both act(ns and dramatists iie^w

well kneiwn can lot^k back on days when amateurs

encouraged anel elevt'loped their talent. 1 woulel

like the members of some enterprising group to

deveite** themselves to giving young Tnglish

composers a chance* by proy ieling an outlet for a

preliminary performance of operatic works. "The
talent, ability, anel energy that go into an amateur
production e^f musical come*dy caniu>t be ove-r-

estimated. "The^re are time*s when society execu-
tive's are* faceel with the fact that then* is ntjthing

available that is as good as we)rks that liave alreaely

be*c*n proeluceel. A good secoiul-rater is put on
as the ne*xt best thing. "This elilemma occurs at

le*ast once in five* selections. No socie*tv can go
on beating itse*lf yt-ar afrt*r year; the material is

not obtainable, particulaily when re*liance* is

placeel on the outstanding numbe-r from Tonelon’s
past se*ason. \Vt* have* clever Knglish composers,
anel surely Jofies and Oe*rman’s Adeytte
England are* not the only pie*ce*s of Knglish music
that competent amateurs can tackle. Is the
neglect e)f such a policy of proeluction elue to

thoughtle-ssncss, lack f>f a spirit of adventure, or

the existence of a blinel eytf to tlie possibilitie‘s t>f

te*sting the policy ?

1 am sure that any society bold ene>ugh tt)

e*.\plore- this avenue of enele*avour woulel get c\x*ry

assistance* from our composers, create more than
a local reputation, and, at the same time, perform
a gre*at service to the struggling cause of Knglish
music.

1 know of no amateur musical societies that

h.ive evolved national re*putations for themselves
similai to those of the Garrick S('cieties of
Altrinc'ham anel Stockport (the first an offshoot

of the* secoiul), the Curtain 'Theatre of Rochelale,

the Welwyn Garden City Plavers, etc. It inav
be granteel that the mechanics of elramatic produc-
tion more* re-aelilv^ le-nel themselve*s to e*xpe‘rime*nt,

and that pioneei work in the re*alm of music is

hke'lyr to proeluce* a heavy expense sht*ct, but
elifficultie*s of this kind should be* ovt*rcome*. I

am sure that in elue^ C(^ursc a society, properly
directed by ge>od management, which launched out
on this course, would reap a satisfactory leward.
"1 he pie)nee*r effe)rt in tliis elirection that was
sponsore'd by Mr. John 'Tobin in KivcrpcH)!

biougJit ce)nsiele*rable* creelit te> all concerneel, but
in that case the promote*rs had to C(unpete wddi
first-class attractions of all kinels available in a

large city.

"The* failure or success of any’^ particular policy

in any one elistrict is only partly a criterion of
what wfill happen e*lse'whe‘re. All facte>T's must
be* Cfiii side- reel, anel the* scale e)f e>perations carefully
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worked out. Amateur experiment on a large

scale in London, Birmingham, Manchester, or
Liverpool is likely to be overwhelmed by pro-
fessional facilities, but in many towns amateurs
can work on a large scale and be more ambitious.

Whether the group functions in town or
country it is advisable that the objective should
be clear. There is room for all societies. T'here
is room for all sorts of plays. Clarity of objective

leads to continuity, and if a producer knows
definitely what his society is out f<^r, then he
can give his best work and be of enormous
value. W^hen a society has not a clear objectiv'c

there is a waste of time, energy, and money,
which can be avoided by returning a straight

and sound answer to the straight question

—

“Why?”
During the Second Great W^ar the importance

of stage and drama was increasingly recogni/.ed

by authority. Both local and national boards or
committees were set up to assist good work,
particularly in rural districts. Reccjgnition cov-
ered the whole range of endeav<mr ; Sadler's

Wells, the Old Vic, touring companies, local

repertories, and grades of amateurs and schools.

'I'he Arts Council, the Nuffield T rust, the
Pilgrim T rust, and others are now willing to

lend an ear to the right appeal. Beginners can
get expert advice, trained prt>ducers, and know-
ledgeable lecturers. 'The one test is artistic worth,
and a society with the right intention can secure
a wealth of supptirt. C)nly indolence can excuse
a poor standard of purpose and performance.

T 'hough I have used the terms “pn^fessional
”

and “amateur” throughout, the truth is that the
second is outmoded. An American theatrical

historian uses the term “tributary theatre” for the
best expressi(>n in the non-professional theatre.

T'his is a good description, for the contribution
by the intelligent amateur to the modern theatre

is considerable and among the best work of the

past thirty years.

I trust that newct>mers to these distinguislied

ranks will remember that theii' own work must
have their own individual touch, and will never
be afraid to break a rule to try a new idea.
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H. W. WHANSLAW, Author of “ Everybody’s Theatre,” “The Banksidc Book of Puppets,” “ Puppetry for

Schools and Homes,” etc.; A Founder and President of the British Puppet and Model Theatre Guild

PUPPI'/TR^ ill (iiiL* form or another was
known to tlio anci(.*nts. 'I here arc* many
rofoivnct-s to jnipjicts in the works of

Xcna]ihon, Horace, and otlier early writers.

Shakespeare mentions puppets in his plays. C)n<‘

of the earliest known rt'cords of a pujijiet show
is on a miniaturt* painted by Jehans de (ti ise about

13^S- About 1600 an Italian, Silvio Ploiillo,

introduced tlie dialogue of Punch and Judy int<^

r'ngl.ind, .uid there arc* 1666 records in the ovc“r-

seer’s books of St IVlartin-in-tlu*- Fields of the

payment of four sums of nu^ne\\ ranging from
twentv-two shillings and sixpe-nce* to fifrv-two

shillings and sixpence*, which wc*rc “Rec of
Punchinello, yc* Italian po])c*r pla\’c*r, for his bootli

at Charing k'ross
”

In 168^5 an <dd man, Phillips, was eiig.iged by a

puppeteer to ])!a^' his lutdlc* in front of the* show.
Pait of Ills woi k VA'as to mnnt.nn a running
dialogue* u'ith Pune h <nul ('tla r c hanu (ers in the*

pl.iVS a piMctice that p<*rsists t<)-da\ v\l'ic*ne\er

Mr. Punch apj>cars in pubh In i an
Italian, Poisini, perfoniK d Punch .1 the •street'-

of London, and became* popular. He* mtiodiued
the* “call," a device placed in the* mouth .nb.I

through which tiu* pup]H*rc*t*r produces the* fami-

li.ir shrill 01 scjuc akmg v oic e used by Punch wdu*n

singing oi shouting to gathe r an audience, and
which can be* toned down to an ordinal v voice,

or an “aside*," as i(*e|uire*d. I he e'all is of two
curyed ]iic*ces e)f silver, or met.d, wiappeel with

tape*, with, a lava*r of ta|H* passing be*twe*en the

curved pie*ce’s like* a ie*e*d, which }U'oduies a

peculiar tone*. 'Flu* sha]ie*d metal pieces, which
should be made tn tit the* roof of the* mouth, when
not in actiem rest on the* tongue*. riie tape-

can be secured by thread wound round the call.

'Fen years later the* jiopulaiitv of Punch, as

presented by Powell at his place 111 the Pia/za in

Covent garele*n, was such that on 1 3^h IMarch,

I7II, the under-sexton e)f St. Paul’s Chinch,
Covent Ciarele-n, adelre sseel a le ttci te) the editeu e>f

Thr Speetdto) compIainingth.it the* ringing of the*

church bell,inste*aeIofsummeming the* ceuigre'g.ition

SoKCJ A'r Ltlscri'

tl \\ Wh.mNl.iw 's i.unnus inanom tli* li.i''

in lrlf\ i-n >11, .nul st.irrrd 111 pni>i"*t liliii‘<

I'hotii h\ h’liiiiilii

to the*ir di*v (itieins, re'sulted in the*m attending the

“Puppet-show set forth b\' one Powe*ll unde‘r the

Pia///.as,’' aiul that when he stationed Iiis small son

.'It the* Pia/za to inform the* ladi(.*s that the btdl

was being rung for church “thev e>nlv laugh .it the

chilel." T he* show was pationize-d b\' tlie ladies

because Powell dresse*d his puppets in the l.itcst

T’T'ench f.ishions, anel pren ideel them with dia-

logue* that w.is typical of the period aiul much
to the ir liking. Powell's tigures we*re* worked by
wires aiul his “Pune h" was supplie*d vv ith mouth
move-ment so that he* ceuild, as Powe*II himself

sav's, “work his chops.’’’

'File* tirst puppete'ci to e*mplen’ a re*.il dog for

the p.irt e>f T eibv was a man n.ime cl Pike, supposed

te> h.iv e* be*e*n .111 ap})re*ntice' of the celebrated

Poisini. TTure was, howeva-r, a jiujipeteer,

Flockton, whe) hael a Newfoundl.ind de>g that

had been taught to attack and overceime the

Devil in one* e>f the plays \^rexluced, and whe)

exhibited his puppet show at Barthole^mew Fair.

( )thers used puppet dogs to take the part of Dog
'I"ob\' in the traditional vc'ision. At BarthoKmicw
F.iir a ])up}iet player, Jobson, and eithers, were
pre)S'*cuted for liaving made their puppets talk
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and do the business of players in spite of the

Tvicensiiig Act. Wlien the suppression of
‘‘seandaU^vjs plays, eoinedies and farces . .

took place in 1697 puppet plays were interfered

with, hut they continued tf) show till they were
eventually prohibited in 1769.

Puppets were used in mystery j^lays, and in

1570 the priests of Witney, in Oxfordsliire,

staged a puppet show of ‘‘T he Resurrection,"
in which Christ, IVlary, ami other personages were
represented by jiuppets. Strutt says that he
believes Punch to be a descendant of the Inicjuity

of the mystery plays, which “were acted in

churches or chapels upon temporary scaffolds."

T he stage was of three platforms, one above tlie

other. On the top platform sat Ciod the Father,

with angels in attendance; the second was
occupied by the saints; on the lowest were those

waiting to die. A gaping ca\'ern, from wliich

smoke and flames appeared, Ji-presented Hell's

Mouth, and to add to the reality of the scene,

the shrieks of those in torment in Hell were heard
from time to time, occasionally tile devils tliem-

seh'es making an appeaiance on the stage.

T he original of Punch is stated to have been a
little dwarfed hunchback, Puccio d'Aniello, who
lived in the village of Acerro, near Najiles. He
was in appearance much like the pictures we have
of him to-day. Because of his peculiar deformities

he was allowed considerabk' freedom of speech,

and his witticisms, usuallv^ based on local gossij'),

were scandalous and indecent. T here are lefer-

enci's to a Punch-like character who performed
in the theatres of ancient Rome, and who, owing
to his grossness, was ejected from the theatre and
forbidden t<i return, but whether this was Puccio
d'Aniello or not is unknown. Strutt in his Sports

and Pastimes states : “a facetious performer, well

known by the name of Punchinello, supplied the

place of the Vice tir mirthmaker, a favourite

character in the moralities. In modern days this

celebrated actor, who has something to say to the

greater part of his auditory, is called plaifi Punch."
Other writers believe that Punch and Judy are

simply corruptions, both in word and deed, of
Pontius cum Judaeis^ probably a mystery play of
the IVIiddle Ages, and that Judy may represent

either Ouidei (the Jew) or Cjiada (Judas).

'The British Puppet and Model T heatre C^uild

was founded in 1925, before which year there was

not a society t>r puppet group organiy.ed as such
in the country. Now, arising out of the initial

efforts of the Ciuild, there are hundreds of
enthusiastic puppeteers in the British Isles and
the Coli>nic*s. Alany of these work single-

handed as amateurs. 'There are many puppet
groups, and a virile and enterprising professional

section stages performances which, from the
tc-clinical p<dnt of view, are notable.

T he j^ioneer wt^rk of the Ciuild influenced
education authorities, some of which have
recognir.ed in practical marine! the value of
puppetry, particularly where backward children
.ire concerned. Teachers have expressed the
opinion that puppetry should form part of thi*

school curriculum, and not be left to the inclin-

ation of m.isti i s or mistresses, or to the enthusiasms
tvf pupils who may occasionally, outside school
hours, stage a school ]nippet performance-. In
the flnited States of America puppetry^ is pursued
w'ith vigour and imagination. Lhiivc-rsities, high
schools, and other educational institutions provide
generous facilitii-s for tlie study of pujipetry.

'I'hc-re are classes for j^lavwriting, scenic design,

the making and manijiu lation of pujipets, wc-II-

equijiped workshops in which to e\})eriment, and
piM'formances are given on a stage- that is well-
equippeei with theatrical elevices.

A chilel's tii st experience* of a stage j>lay is often
t>f Punch and Juely. Children in their kiiielcr-

garten dav's can be introeluceel to glove* puppets.

Ne> e-laborate “I'lt-up" is ree]uireel. All that is

iK-et-ssary for a start is a simple th re-e-fold screen.

'I he* scree*n may bi- about four fe-et long by four’

to five feet high in the centre fold, with side-

folds, or pieces, about two ft-e*t wieli* by the- same
height, or slightly kiwei' than the centre fold.

'This allows the puppi“tee*r space- to sit in comfort
and, unsee*n b\' the audience, to manijiulate the

puppets. Tlie prosci-niurn opening may be two
feet by lifte*e*n inches, with audience either sitting

on low forms or knee*Iing or sitting on the* Hoor
of the* schoolroom, T here is no neeel for a scenic

backcloth. "The* usual black cloth, thrf>ugh which
the manipulatiir can watch the behaviour of the*

puppc*ts, will suffice*. If the* operator cannot be*

see*n, the* backcloth may be dispe*nse*d with alto-

ge*ther. Puppe*ts may be* bought or made from
odds and ends.

T he play preiduced must be simple. 'There
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should be tk> attempt to subtlety. Stories adapted
from popular fairy tales, or a dialogut* between
two puppets dealing with incidents within the
knowledge of tht- children, are suitable. 1 have
been told of childien spellbound by a performance

Puppetry can be introduced with advantage
into school lessons. History lessons, written in

plav form and staged with puppets, particularly if

they are dressed in correct period costumes, short

excerpts fnim Shakespeare, and similar items make

of puppets made from old stockings with t/ie

foot peirtion cut oft, sewn tog<-ther, stulfed with
jiaper to form the' head, the neck suggested bv
tied string, and the fe-atuie's indicated by coloured
chalks, the operators squatting out of sight behind
a table turned on its side with the top facing the

audience. 'I'he show was a dialogue on “safetv

first” and the dangers of crossing a road. Nurserv
rhymes were sung, the .ludience joined in, and
the show closed with a reminder of tin,* value of

firange juice and of keeping teeth clean.

A small child easily and quick Iv" acquires habits

of mimicry. Puppetiy pro\ ides an outlet ft>r

imaginatiye expression. Some children are shy

and backward. T he shyness of those wln> take

part unseen by the audience in a puppet play

often soon }>asses. l lie .-.peaking of dialogue aids

clear enunciation, teiuls t(> eliminate self-con-

sciousness, and, as speech control becomes natural,

stammering and similar defects disappear.

lessons vi\id and absorbing. 'l eaching simple
words, numbers, or colours, to children is easy
when wood blocks suitably marked are placed by
Punch on the playing board, and a game of
spelling, or counting the blocks used, or picking
out the coK>urs is started.

Although there are different kinds of puppets,
the most popular is, perhaps, the glove puppet
type of Mr. Punch. T he term “glove puppet”
is used because the foundation of the puppe-t is a
three- lingered glove. T he index finger passing
through the neck of the puppet supports and
manipulates the head, and the thumb and second
finger manipulate the arms and hands, the glove
being long enough ti) conceal the operator’s arm
when performing. T he puppet head may be of
carved wotxl, papier mache baked hard, or a light

hollow mask made by modelling the head in
“ Plasticine” or other suitable material, and then
covering it with layers of paper, torn into small
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PlCCADIM.Y PUPPPTS, IRON! “ SWFrNKY Toi)r>

Mrs. I <ivat, S\>«*rii(*\ and
Hiiln'it, till' ApprotilK'i'.

pieces and pasted on, or a head made as a mask is

made. After being dried thtnoughlv, it is separ-

ated from the modelling material and painted.

T he costume, which shc^uld be of bright material,

is secured to a groove on the neck <')f the puppet.
Punch has a complete body so that lie can be slung
over the playing board to show his legs and feet,

which hang loose from tht* sk^ve in <^rder to

conceal the operator’s arm. Jack Ketch, the

Hangsman, has usually, a similar body so that lie

can be completely seen when Punch lifts down
the gibbet after he has hanged him. As one
operator can manage only two puppets simul-
taneouslv, there must be an additional operator
whenever more than two puppets have to be

“put up” before the spectators at the same time.

A marionette is a jointed puppet that is made
to w<irk by strings attached to a device called a
“control.” "I'hc ordinary upright type of control

is suitable for marionettes that walk or dance;
for the animal ty-^pe of puppet a hori/.ontal control

is used. T'he marionettes of our grandfathers,
often crudelv carved and poorly dressed, were
large, heavv, and clumsy^ to manipulate. rheir
movements were restricted to a fc*w traditional

tricks that are still to be seen in family shows.
'I'he modern marionette is made ingeniouslv.

It can walk and perform difficult feats. Behind
the scenes of a modern puppe t theatre everything
has to be arrangeel with care. Rehearsals are

carefully supervised, the music chosen for varied

“turns” has to be appropriate, lighting effects

have to be* plotted and tried out, the puppets have
to be hung svstematically in appre^priate places,

stage properties have to bt* handy, changes of
scenery^ must be quickly and noiselessly' effected,

and curtains must be openetl and closed with
e.xactitude. Sr>metimes oiu- operator manages
the whole* show. T he business side must receive

attention. Royal ti<.*s have to be paitl for the*

production of certain plays and for the use of
gramopheuie records for public performances.
Advertising and ])rinting have to be arianged for,

and Entertainments T ax lias to be paid.

Interest in Shadow Shows is increasifig, the

cult e>f T he Juvenile Drama is growing, and Rod
Puppets are developing into Crlove-Rod Pujipets

(a glove puppet is we>rn on one hand and the

puppet’s hands are manipulated in the* tiaditional

manner by rods lield in the othei' hand). Finally,

literature on every aspect of modt'rn ]iuppetrv', a

delightful form of ait, is being made available.
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WRITING A RADIO PLAY
L. DU GARDE PEACH, Author of some four hundred plays broadcast by the B.B.C.

AS ail art form the radio play is new and raw,

without any tradition behind it, and prob-

^ably without anv future* in front of it; tlie

almost hourly expected advent of poindar tele-

vision will see to that.

1 wrote those words in the preface* to a vedume*

e>f radio plays published in i c) ^ i—and tek*vision

is still “almost henirlv expected”! In the me*an-

time, the raeho play has he*ld the- e ther, and I have

had the* oppeirtunitv of wiitiiiLi betwe“e*n thre*e* and
four hundreel radio jilays feir tiansmission by the

H.B.C. rele‘\'isieui is here, but until it is both

more efbcie*nt and chea]i(*r, it will not rival the

])o]ndaritv e>f the radio play.

'I'here is, the*refore, ne> reason why many more
radio plav's should not be* writte-n, and the she)rt

cut of an article* b\ one who has hael considerable

e vpe-i ie*ne'e- in the writin^^ of the-ni, may lu lji those

u ho \A ish to atte-mpt this particular diainatic form.

Some sort of help is eertiinlv ne‘ede‘d, judging by
the- unsoheite-d sci ipts whic h unknown authors

se-nd me* for free* e'litic'ism and aeKivc. INlost of
these- woulel-be authors will i - ud, uibte-dly remain
unknown, dese*r\ e-dly ; the* infinite "imal minority

W'ho show se>me promise h.ive* usuallv ruve-r

themght foi tlu-inse-l ve-s abeiut the rath<.*r e>h\i.»us

teclmiejue e>f the ladio play. Id all of the*m T wish

geiod luck, but J would also like- te> s.iy to them,
if v«>u wxmt t(^ know whether \a)ur ])lay is weirth

broadcasting, se-nd it to the B.B.C? , neit te.» me;
I am toei busy wilting my own radio plays te>

unde-i’take- the job of le-writing ycMirs

KIJ-.M ^:N7'AR^ I’RINCIl'I hS

But here are* a fe*w of the* things which I should

undoubtedly have to teh vant, if you did send me
that radie^ script ove-r which you have spent so

much time*. 'I'hey may se*e*m ele*menrarv the*y

at e elementary to any erne who has given the mat-
ter te n minute’s theiught; that, unfortunately, is

what se> few budding authors will take the tre)uble

tt> de). "The fren/.y ofautheu ship comes upon the*m :

in a sort of delirious e*cst.icy of wishful thinking

they sei'/a* a ]u*n 1 'Fhen the-v -send the lesult to me,
usually witheiut even re-reading it to correct the

grammar. However, lt*t us ge-t on to our eleme ntal y
consideiation of the technKjue (if the radio ]ilay.

A radio play, like* any othe-r play, must te ll

a ste>ry, and tell it in such a way as to se-i/e- and
he^ld the atte*ntion and inte*re*st of the listener.

But it will be a better radio }>lay if it is also ahoul

se>me*thing. M'hat is to say, a radio pla\' should

have* a thp7tit\ as well as a ]>l('a. "The* reason for

this is obvie>us; whe*re‘ the*re is nothing to look at,

the*re* must be some sort of alternative, and the-

e)nlv peissible alte*rnati\'e* in a radio play, de*pe-nding

entire-ly on sound, is something to think about.

Tt is, of course*, possible* to write- a good raelio plav'

without a the*me— F have written plenty of them—blit a ge>od radie> play is a be*tte*r one, anel is

more likely to suce'e*t*d with its audience if it

ha\ a theme. But the theme must be inteiesting

and capable* of ]H)pular unde*rstanding ; unive*rsal

pe‘ace* is a more* certain winner than bi-nietallism.

ARRKS'I'l NCr A'l TKN TION’

A radio play must start well—^and when I say

start, I trieatt start. \'eni have got to arre*st the

attention of a se'attere-d and indivadually isolated

audie*nce*, and arrest it at once*. It is easy to

switch e>ff\ and unless something in v't>ur play

make's people* 'ivatif to listen, the*v ivi// switch (iff.

In a the.itn* it is difFe*ie-nt. When the cm tain goes

up, ye>u can be* e'e*rtain of the aufomatic attention

of the audi(-nce (slightly elisturbe*d h\' kite* arrixals)

for at li‘.ist te*n minute s. I)uring th.it ten minute-s

I'ou ha\e- got to ge't hold of the*m. In the* e'as(- of a

ladio pia\', \'ou ha\e got to do the* same job in ten

se*conds, unless \’ou are- known to the; audie*nce*

and the'y are* predisposeel to listen. Moreover,
vou are* not de.iling wdth an auelie*ne'e* gathe*re*ii in

a theatre, and the*re*fore* isolated fn^m disturbing

distractions; you have* got to compete- with tin*

daily routine and the family affairs e:>f pee^ple who
are in the* bosom of theii familie*s. Always, the'ie--

fe>re, try to put some*thing e)f outst.inding interest,

e>r something intentieuially provocative, in your
opening sentence. A sound may occasionally do
equally we*ll. T can imagine- a play which opene d

with the distant sound of a hre-engine bell,
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rapidly drawing nearer until it reached maximum
volume, and then suddenly stopping, causing quite

a lot of people to listen, just to find out what it was
all about. Tt is a promising sound. Something,
you feel, is certain to come of it, if it is only the
insurance money.

CHANGE OF LOCAL
A radio play is not tied by any limitations like

the unity of place; no scenic considerations

hamper the movement of your plot, '^'our first

scene may be in a I^ondon flat and your second
in a seraglio in Timbuktu, and so on but you
must make the sudden and somewhat surprising

change of scene clear to your audience. IVlore-

tiver, you must do it by dialogue. 1 he voice of an
announcer, liowever golden, whicfi intervenes

to inform the audience that ‘‘our scene now
changes to 'I'imbuktu” not only breaks the

continuity, it is bad art, and unnecessary. He is a

poor hand at developing a scene who cannot very

quickly inform the audience of a change of iocnl.

Again, sounds may help. 'I'he old familiar B.H.C.
seagulls will sufficiently indicate to almost anv
listener that the scene is no longei in the mana-
ger’s rt)om of the Hank of England; they may
even suggest to some that we ha\'e moved to the

seaside. Hut sounds sluiuld be used sparinglvs and
should constitute an essential jiart of the scene.

In the same way, a radit> play can range througli

time, past and to come, without the necessity

of giving anybody time to change their costume
and make-up. Hut here we are up against a more
serious difficulty than in the case of scenerv-

Voices do not change. A radio production of
IV^hen Knights 'ivere 3old^ for instance, would not

be funny, beciiuse the modern characters suddenly
transported into the medieval surroundings, and
dressed in medieval armour, would only be heard,

and not seen. Any such changes must be made
clear and made clear to the least nimble-witted

—in the course of the dialogue.

One more word about sound effects before we
come to the question of dialogue. I have stated

that sounds should be used sparingly, and should

be essential to the scene. At the least they should

help the atmosphere. But they must be good
sound effects, they must sound like tlie thing they
are supposed to represent, and they must be such
sounds as will be universally recognised and will
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inevutably call up a picture and the same picture—in the minds of every one who hears them.
'Ehe number c^f such semnds is limited. Seagulls

are pretty safe, but the sound of a camel plodding
over the desert would not mean much to an
audience of dear old maiden ladies in Bucking-
hamsliire. As it is doubtful whether it would
actually sound anything like a camel plodding
over the desert, it probably would not mean any-
thing to an audience of Bedouin Arabs either.

'I herefore, use sounds sparingly and appropriately,

remembering that about fifty per cent <if them
sound like atmt^spherics anyway, and few of the

others cannot be dispensed with, if your dialogue
is adequate.
Now the question of dialogue.

^ our plot must be explained and develojied,

your theme (if any) examined and argued, your
characters characterized, your scene localiz.ed,

your atmosphere created, and your suspense
generated—all by means of dialogue. Hut that is

not the entl of it. Whilst doing all these things,

the* use of the right words, as epigrams, as what
the Americans call wise-cracks, as incidental

jokt‘S, and so on, must hel]> to keep the audience
awake, interested, and amused, at the same time
keeping the epigrams or jokes in character with
the peison who is saying the liru^s. Dull passages

of dialogue arc of no use in any play, but on the

stage a producei' can distract atteiitifin fn>m them
by other means; in a radio })lav'^ there nre no other
means. "Ihcrefore, liveliness of dialogue is

essential, but it must do half a doz.en other jobs

at the same time. I'here is no golden recipe for

the writing of it; the most that can be said is that

it must be crisp and concise, clear and informative,

sufficiently picturesque to compel visual images,
and simple enough to be understood by anybody,
lyong speeches are best avoided, but speeches
should not be so short and quick that the audience
has no time to decide who is speaking. 'Id avoid

any such confusion, names should be used more
frequently than in ordinarv stage dialogue.

DIFFERENTlA'I'l NG C HARACTERS
'Idiis brings us to another difficulty with which

the radio dramatist has to cope, from which the

stage or screen writer is free. On the stage or the

screen you can see who is speaking—particularly

on the screen where faces are sometimes ten feet
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high; in a radic3 play the audience has only the

voice as a guide. But voices are not always good
guides, especially as not all B.B.C. producers
seem to realize the necessity of casting over the
microphone rather than round a luncheon table.

'I he radio dramatist must bear this in mind.
Characters must be clearly differentiated, either

in what they say, or in how they say it. National
or local accents are the easiest way of achieving
this, but all plays do not lend themselves to his

device. Nor does all dialogue. There is probably
nc^t a ha’p’ortli of difference in the way in which
six characters, all from Kton and Oxford, would
ask you to pass tlie bread and butter, b'.ven sending
orje of them to Cambridge would not materially

help. But at least the radio dramatist can and
must see to it that lines essential to the under-
standing of the plot coulfl have been spoken only
bv the particular character to wliom they are

giveti. Oo not rely on voices—especially women’s
voices being easily distinguishable over the Loud-
speaker. ^rhc\' are not, .And do not relv on
casting. A four aim sluoukl be tto make your play
producer-proof, in so far as the casting of the

characters is cfoncerned. *1 his can be achieved in

other wavs, besides th<“ ob\ ious use of dialect;

traits of character—selfishness, fret f u1ik*ss, pom-
posity, avarice, etc. can k<»l<nir practically

e\ervthinga c'haractei may say oi flo , tricks tof

sjoeech, the habit <of repeating words, iIk use of

cliches, repetitive phrases—all these things help.

The important thing is tco see and hear your
characters clearly yourself; get them clearly and
sharply individualized in your own mind, and
then write your dialogue.

No one can tell ycou hfow t<o write a good radito

play, any more than he can tell you how to

write a smashing success for the I>ondon or New
York stage. All any one can do is to indicate

some of the things which a radio dramatist must
remember as he laborifuisly puts words on paper.

T'here are plenty of them enough tt) make the
task sufficiently jabf>rious for any one.

And here, to finish with, is one mt^re so

elementary that it would be superfluf>us, if it were
not for tile fact that it is ignored by practically

all the people who send me their plays to read.

It is this; fifty minutes is long enough for a

radio play, twenty mirmtes is about the minimum.
A nf>rmally typed manuscript plays about one
minute a quarto page. Having said which, 1 hf^pe

I shall not receive any more ambitious efforts on
anything from three to a hundred and fifty pages.

In fact, I hope I have said enough to indicate

that I do not want to receive any more at all.

Send your plays to the B.B.C. If they are good,
thev will use them ; if they can be altered so as to

be usable, they will tell you how; if they are

hopeless, they will declim* them politely.

At least you will kia^w where you stand.



READING A PLAY FOR PRODUCTION
HORACE ANNESLEY VACHELL, Author of “Quinney’s,” “Now Came Still Evening On,“ etc.

YC)LIR bijsv, up-to-date manager of a

theiitre, as a rule, rtduses to listen to the

reading aloud of a plav^ on the plea that he
cannot “‘take it in," too polite to tell the author
that he is terrified of hfing tfikeu in hi?7i5('If—more
likely to happen than the outsider might suppose.

'Two actor managers told me that in their

opinion the late Harry Ksmond was the hest

reader aloud in iyondon and “on the index,"

because, apart fre^m his loyely \oice, he exercised

uncanny powers of hypnotism. No unknown
dramatist can hope to read a play to a manager.
But, in this short article, I want to approach my
caption frt^m a different angle ; 1 shall try to stand

in the shoes of an expert who is reading to himself

a script likely to please the public.

What does he look for? What does he want?
These two cpiestions should ht‘ considered

seriously by the dramatist.

r>et us assume that the dramatist (or his agent)

knows enough not to submit a comedy of manners
to a puryeyor of melodrama and crook plays.

And here 1 would lay stress on the expediency

of submitting to any man wluim you are asking

to back your brains with his money' a brief

synopsis of your plav^ enclosing—if you happen
to be unkiifiwn to the gentleman—a stamped
and addressed envelope. Sir (jerald du Maurier
assured me that twenty lines would suffict* for

H iM. Unless a dramatist is in intimate t<uich

with the theatre, he cannot know what is wanted
at the moment; he might, unwittingly, submit
something already treated by another man.
Again, the author probably knows nothing of the

manager’s commitments. 'Fhe manager may have
engaged the services of a leading actor or actress.

In such a case a play, however good in itself,

which holds a big part unsuitable for the leading

player, is doomed to be rejected.

However, leaving that out of court, it is safe

to say that the demand for something new never

fails, and fresh treatment of what is old has a good
market. It is extremely unlikely that the ordinary

dramatist will submit strikingly original wares.

And it might be a mistake for a novice to strive
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too persistently for originality. Ixyerybody in ilu-

profession knows that certain plays, now ac-

claimed as “winners,” have passed from manager
to manager because they were deemed to be
caviare to the general public. And yet the public

gobbled them when enterprise produced them.
In what spirit does a trained reader of plays

consider the scripts submitted ? First, last, and all

the time* he keeps an alert eye on the box-office,

because a “h^ser" means the loss of anything
between one and live thousand pounds. Probably
—it is difficult to dogmati/.e on such a subject

—

he considers costs of production first. 'The
Ivondon thiMtre to-day is stricken with creeping

paralysis because such high costs, pins high

rentals, have wricked do/.ens of plays which,
twenty yi-ars ago, would have made good money
for all concerned. A play that fails in London
mny do well in the provinces. It is most im-
portant, therefore, for tlu- reader to bear in mind
ihe provinces. A play with many settings and a

huge cast cannot, with rarest exceptions, be sent

on tour.

T he reader is suu* to blink nervously at a

costume play or a tragedy. Laughter in the

modern theatre is a greater lure than tears.

Rarely indeed does rhi‘ playgoer go twice to a

tragedy. T he late Freilerick Harrison, of the

Haymarket T heatre, said to me; “I want a

comedy with a well-told story of cumulative'

human interest." By “well-told" lu* meant, of

course, fri-shly told.

In passing judgment on a script the reader will

award high marks to what may be called the

“twist.” 1 have no space to cite instances, but
this twist is the inversion of the obvious, a trick

of the trade. It is said that (fscar Wilde’s
brilliant epigrams were pure T 'upper reversed.

“Be good and you’ll be happy” under such treat-

ment is changed into: “Be happy and you’ll be

good.” Any cliche can be re-presented with a

more than sporting chance of getting a laugh

from all parts of the house if it be turned upside

down. TTie audience is tickled “pink” when
they expect derisively the obvious and are given
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instead the mirth-provokinj:; twist. But this

twist must come unexpectedly and, if possible,

dramatically.

Plot ought to be subsidiary, perliaps, tt) ct>n-

vincing characteriz-ation. Apart from melo-
dramas, credibility is of ever-increasing impor-
tance, particularly in l^ondon.

T'ension and action demand a few words.
"Pension is a synonym for sustained interest and
suspense; action is not necessarily movement. It

is, and ought to be, the striking effect of environ-
ment and circumstance upon character, the
arresting change in the outlook of the players.

'This exacts the art that conceals art. Paradoxi-
cally enough, a play of movement may lack such
action. Indeed, unnecessary dashing about the
stage is likely to distract the playgoer frt)m what
underlies these activities. 'The appeal is made to

the eye rather than the mind.
'1 he experienced reader loathes irrelevancies,

so dear, if they are well presented, to the reader of
novels. Anything that takes the attention of the
playgoer from the actual play is cc*rtain to inter-

fere* with the tension and may proveike a yawn.
One may assume, in conclusion, that the reader

of plays, distressfully aware e>f his responsibilities,

awards marks for the “points” e-numerated.
When, h>ng ago, 1 w'as e)ffered ;ajid refused) this

most important position in a l..ondon theatre, 1

decided to employ such methods. 'The piny that

gained most marks would then be commended bv
me for production. 'F<^ any rule of thumb there
must be notable exceptions. An expert reader of
plays ought to be a man of many facets with wide
experience not only of the theatre but of life

itself. Apart from melodrama and plays of fancy,
like Peter Pufi, nearly all the outstanding
successes of recent years have appealed to the
public as human documents. Cxenerally speaking.

some moral purpi>se may be discerned in them.
'I'his is true ot tlie work of Sliaw, C lalswtjrthy

,

Maugham, Ponsdale, and Coward. '1 he m<^re
cleverly the powder is centered with jam, the
better. "I'he stage, as a mirror of life, is sadly
blurred when this moral purpose is lacking. 'The
playgoer exclaims, or thinks, “W^hat is this all

about?” I am the last person t<> insist that all

plays should have happy endings, but 1 cannot
stress ttHi emphatically my conviction that any
play which sends the playgoer out of the theatre
with a horrid taste in his m<^uth deserves, even if

he does not get, the sc^iri fication of our critics.

A last word and a credo. I hold the opinion,

with manv' t>thers, that the big theatres (»n our
Pondon Rialto are doomed. I'hey occupy sites

too valuable; they exact enormous rentals. More,
the screen rather than tlie stage is better adapted
to huge spectacular shows. "I'he Pittle 'Pheatie
has a great future, and it will be built anywliere
and everywhere. 'Po-day, playgoeis travel swiftly

and easily to the Pyric, Hammersmith t)r to the

Mercury.
I believe in the Repertory 'Pheatre* because it

is a grand school for training actt)rs and actresses;

I believ^e that the 'Pheatre of 'Po-morrow is

coming to life in tile provinces rather than
Pondon because* pro\'incial playgoers seek more
than liglit entertainment; 1 believe in decen-
trali'zatiem because centralization has been tried

all over the world and found wanting; I be'lie*ve

in plays, whether comedies or tragedies, informed
by convincing characterization, plays that radiate

credibility. And I believe—with deepest ctin-

victit)!! ill plays that present kindliness, sym-
pathy for the under-dog, and the sa'' ing grace of

Humour.
1 am glad that I am not a reader of plays for

production.



PLAY READING
HAROLD DOWNS, Editor, ‘‘Theatre and Stage Series,” “Anthology of Play Scenes, Verse, and Prose’

A CONCER TO (^r a symphony docs not

exist until it is performed. A play is not

alive until it is brought to life through
prt>duction. So run generali'/.<itions, usually sound.

Acceptance of them, however, sometimes under-

rates the imaginative and interpretive power that

vitali/.es composition or play. Although my
purpose is to point out tlie value of play readings as

complementary activities of play-producing societ-

ies and as highly im\H)rtant activities of amateurs
who are genuinely interested in Drama and tlu*

"I'heatre, 1 will, ftu' introduction, focus attention

on Drama and its influence.

Centuries ago creatiye artists attracted by the

play-form as their appropriate medium of ex-

pression would not, or could not, allow it to be

known that they were writers of plays. Ctui-

temporary playwrights include some of our finest

creative artists whose works stir the social con-

science, sometimes by the sacrifice of theatrical

effectiveness, but invariably with an earnestness; of
purpose and a persisting sincerity that have signi-

ficant influence—and practical results: (yals-

worthy’s Strife^ for example, influenced Author-
fty’s attitude tow'ards solitary confinement.

Drama has its roots in religion and didacticism.

Dramatists have not always been }iix*acl.ers, but

contemporary playwrights have hastened political

action that tended to deal too tardily with some
of the evil effects of the Industrial Revolution

on the lives of workers and their families.

i:)RAMA AND LITERATURE

'The relationsliip of Drama and Literature is

recurringly discussed in literary and art circles.

It would be fatuous to deny the relationship

with “the plays of William Shakespeare” evTr

ready for evidential purposes. 'J'he character of

the relationship, however, perplexes. T here are

those who contend that (i) Drama is of tlie

theatre, theatrical, and, certainly with a measure
of sound justification, it is contended that plays

are .primarily written to be acted; (2) plays are

not vital and pulsating until the words written

by the playwright become the words spoken by

th(* actor or actress, (.’’ontentions on tlu*se lines

are disputatious lather than conclusive. T hey
may be accepted when they are intended to apply
to much of the ephemeral writing, cast in play

form, which contemporary writers conceive and
execute in terms of the theatre, but even tlien

there may be qualification.

'I'UE IDEAL 'rUFAFRE

T he ide tl theatre of Bernard Shaw, one of the

literary giants of the Modern Age, would be

“A factory of thought., a pre^mpter of conscience,

an elucidator of social conduct, an armoury
against despair and dullness, and a temple of the-

Ascent of Man.” His plays ha\(" been, and are,

written for the theatre. S\*t they both act and
read. When they are pn^tluced, peiformaiice

demonstrates theatrical effectiveness, and when
they art* 11‘atl, reading confutes those wlio contend
that a play is dt*ad until it is acted. T hey live bv

virility of thought and so are iu>t dependent upon
interpretation through actitui. But these* remarks
do not apply to many plays that are well-made
from a creative ])oint of view, and that are

deliberately made for the tht*atre. Plays tliat

come in this category are not written for prt‘serva-

tion in book form. N i yertheless, they may rank
as lite*rature I recall a j)oint made by the late

Harley Cjranville-Barker, himself a man of letters

and a man of the theatre, in his rather abstruse

work T/if’ Kxernplai y ThtUittr. “T he theatre to-

day is, as a rule,” he stated, “a place of entertain-

ment where plays are produced. A sounder
purpose strives to make it an institution where
they are kept alive—a library of Drama.”
One definition of literature is “the science of

letters or what is written.” Tdie acted play is the

spoken play, and in conceivable circumstances

may be smartly improvised, the “lines” not

liaving been WTitten. Jt is indisputable that, from
the days of the liturgical plays of the dimming past

to now, many plays have been something more
than plays of the theatre. Shakespeare’s plays

were intended for the playhouse, but they take

an important place in the literature of the world.
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A play can be written for and acted in the theatre

and establish itself as literature in the theatre.

It can, too, be thought expressed in play form
and be literature although it mav never be acted,

in which case, it will, in the opinion of some
critics, be stillborn. Henry Arthur Tones, through

his career as playwright, essayist, and Icaturcr,

revealed keen interest and displayed characteristic

vigour in ating staiid endeavouring to establish

the general rule that ‘‘the intellectual and art

values of any Drama, its permanent influence and
renown, aie in exact prop(U-tion to its literary

qualities.” IVlore than half a century ago he
wrote ‘‘It is impossible to imagine a drama of
high intellectual excellence that shall not bt‘

to some extcait ‘litc-rary,’ as it is impossible to

imagine a drama of high ‘literary’ exccdlenct*

that shall not be a work of intellect. I am not

juggling with woids. ]\ly only desire is to obtain

some recogniti<ui anti tiehnite status for tht‘ art

of pl<t v-wi iting . . , Surely the best, perhaps
the onlv, safeguard against the sut't'ess of all kinds
e)f bunkum and clap-trap on the baiglish stage

is the custom of publishing our pla\'s. W^e may
iu)t as yet l)a\e written pla\'s with a distinct

littM'ary ‘note,’ but the knowletlgt that we ‘•hall

be ‘rt ad’ as well as ‘st'cn’ must tend towaids the

culti\'ation of a literary form."
.\rt. It is well said, is a iiiateii,.! 'aeation of

man which faithfully reflects tlu‘ spirit of tl * agt*

and its experiences, “the \ er\' body of the time, ..s

form and piessuie,’’ as Shakespeare’ '•ays of Drama
Play re-adings biing 4>ut art aiul otlu’r \alue*s.

Drama can teach morals and manne rs; it can adel

to human knowle*dg<^ by the- mere- presentation of

facts; it can formulate- public opinion, anel it can
misleael public opinion. P\' impartial anel se rie>us

tre-atment of serious themes it can stiniedate- public

opinion in a healthy manne-r; bv partiality,

prompteel anel stimulate-d by se-lhsh moti\^e‘s, it can
be*Cf>me‘ a pe*rnicious influence*; but gre*at art

neithe*r distorts nor suppresses.

VALtM-.S

Kffective play re*adirigs are easily e>rgani>'a*d,

anel are relatively inexpensive. 'They re'quire

little re-heaisal. Syste-matie'ally plann<_*el and
e'arrie-el out during the- autumn and winter

months, they pro\ iele facilitie s fe)r keen stu-

dents of the theatre to familiari/.e themsedves

with many of the latest plays, se)me of which are
never produced in the oreiinary commercial
theatre*. Moreover, plays that are suitable* far

reading by amateurs are, in some* cases, unsuit-
able* fryr production by* them. Readings can be
made so dramatie'ally e*ff'e*cti ve* and artistically

significant that e*sse-ntial limitatie^ns are unejbtiu-
sive. 'Tht^y constitute exct*llcnt training for

actre*sse*s and actors in embrye^. 'I'he use eif the
voice, unelerstanding of the text, interpretation,

a se*nse* of characte'r, the* importance of pace, of
nuance, of contrast ; sharpening of the critical

faculty, the relationship of techniejue* to inter-

pre*tation these are \ allies that emerge* fre>m play
reaelings.

PROCEOl' RE
'J'he. method of procedure is simplt*. A set of

printed play's can be bought or hired from The
British Drama JLeague* or from specialists who
ailvertise in Drama

^

the official organ of thc-

Deague, anel other periodicals. Casting is carried

out on usual lines, although some limitations,

sue'h as awkwarelness of movement, lack of stage

}>re‘sence‘, e*tc., are less notice*able in readings than
in productions, When averagely competent
rt-aders are a\ailable, one rehearsal suffices but
something ele*pends upon thi- type of reading that
is undt*rtaken. If the readers sit or stand in a

row with the book in their hands and do not
introduce mti\ eineiits, attempt to mt-mori/.e the
lines or to make use of pit^ps, etc., a reading is

much less tri^ubh* than that which is invoKed in

the- rt-heai^al aiul presentation of a stage*d reading
a “method of jiroduction" that is adopted by

some amateui organi/.atioiis.

Policie*s aiul practices \ar\.

Deg.il eibligations shouKl be ascertained and
met. Neitlu-r all printe'd plays nor all produce-d

plays are* aAailable for re*ailing. 'The fee*s that are

payable* for re*adings diffe-i. .*\ge'nts may try to

withhrdel pe*rmission w*he*n the* authors themselves
are- willing to allow their plays to be read. In
some* circumstances plav re*adings are* re*garded as

private*; when members e^f the* audience* are

me*mbers of a socit*tv, when the*^* de^ not exceed in

number a specific total, when there* is ne^ pub-
licity, and se> on; and in other circumstances i^lay'

readings are? considereel to be public performances
for which a full proeluction fee is payaible. The
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best plan is to write direct to the author’s agent,

when the name and address are given in tlie

printed volume; when they are not, an inquiry

sent to "I'he British Drama League, q Fitzroy
Square, Lt>ndon, W. i , 'The National Operatic
and Dramatic Association, Kmanwye House,
Bernard Street, London, W.C.i, aflih.ition to

which bestows practical advantages, or "I he
I neorpe^rated Societv <^f Authors, Plavwrights
and Compe^sers, 84 Drav'ton C hardens, Londt)n,
S.W. 10., will ]U-oduce helpful information. 'The
British Drama League publishes '/"/jt’ P/ayrrs*

Lihra 7'y\ and lists of plav titles, svuiopses, etc., are

issued by agents and publishers. Publishtus'

announcements of plays, reviews, and adxertise-

ments which appear in lhama, British I^rama
I^eague, 9 Fit'/.roy Square, London, W. i ; "I'he

Tirne^ Literary Supplemeat^ 'Limes I’ublishing

Ct). Ltd., Printing House Square, London,

F.C.4; o' Lo7i{io}i's TPeekly^ George
Newnes Ltd., 'Lower Hf>use, Southampton
Street, London, W.C.2; 'Phe Pheatre 14̂ or'Id,

Practical Press Ltd., i Dorset Buildings, London,
F.C.4; Playgoer and APillgate, Pioneer House,
Wicklow Street, Cxray’s Inn Road, London,
W.C.I, and other periodicals, should be noted.

If school and similar organi/.ations liave one
keen adolescent or adult who is genuinely
interested in Drama and the Theatre, they can,

in the majority of cases, safely follow his or her
lead. Obstacles may arise. "I'he plays that are

considered by the authorities to be suitable for

reading, the readers who are available for parts,

the time that can be spent on rehearsals these

may be limitations, but even under ad\erse

conditions much that is valuable in the study of
Drama and the Lheatre, with educational a?id

cultural advantages, can be learned.
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DUMAYNE WARNE, Author (in collaboration with Phil Forsyth) of “The House,” “The Ultimate Revue,”
“ Second Thoughts.” etc.

B IO K( )RK rlif Second Crrc.ir War Revue was

rarely attempted by amateurs. "This is

very curious in view of the wide range of

activities that it covers and its usefulness in cases

of ilifficulty, sucli as an inconvenient tlieatre or

inability to secure performers for a production

of t he ordinary t ype.

CHARACTERISTICS
N(»t that Revue is a makeshift tlev ice to which

lecourse may be had only when it is imj^ossible

to stagt‘ an ordinaiy musical ]ilay. Revut^ is ,\

d(‘tinite form t^f theatrical expression in the sanu*

way as is musical comedy, but having its own
(eelmique. But whereas in a musical comedy,
unless all the retjuirv'ments in the* way of cast,

etc
,
are available, it c.innot be attempted, in a

Revue the prodiictic^n can be built up arouiul the

available stiaiigtli of the company .ind their

weak nesses conce.tled

Such is the fl(*xibility of Rev ue that it is just

as suitable foi the Lirge and 'pulent soci<‘tv <is it

is for tile small and impecunivius Dtu-, for it

stretches from Sir C'h.ii les Cochran\ spvct.icular

pioduction at the one end to the intimate

little rheatie ])erformance at the otlier. "I here-

fore, the large society with its hundix'd acting

members can introduce singing scena*, which
may be as elaborately stag<*tl and utulressed

as the excluxjuer will allow, while the small

society cati confine its activities to items of

an entirtdv tlifterent kind. ^ et each of these

productions may be gi nuine Reviu*, atid both of

them first-class entertainmetit.

An examyile of tile way in which a brilliant

effect can be obtained by simple means is shown
in the photograph taken from Noel Coward’s
// o? tJs and A4usu\ I he material of the ladies’

dresses was probablv' expensive, but the point

is that the effect is gained without a large number
of actresses or great quantities of scenery. The-

other illustration, from Sir C'harles C'ochraiTs

F.'i'cy green

,

is included to demonstrate that

societies which must appeal befiue their audiences

in lavish settings can also find something for

theii tonsitlc-iation in Revue. Wr have luie a

large cast, vostumes, and a built-up set.

Difficidties chief! V affecting the mechaiiKal
sides of musicrd productions aie ceitain to be

encounteied. When ways of overcoming thest^

hav(‘ b(*en found, it is possible that somt* societies

wliich woidd not otlu rwise bi* attr..ctetl h\ levue

may decide to experiment with it. Having oiua*

staged a succi.‘ssful Rt*vuc', they niav then occa-

sionally return to it.

T here are certain requirements without which
it is impossible to construct a Revue, but in the

instances when it is attempted bv^ sonu‘ amateurs
these are aj)par(*ntl\' so much misunderstood that

it may be well to consider what Revue is, .nui

how It iliffiM's from simil.ir tyjies of entertainment,

before proceeding to the more technical mattt*r

of how to construct and stage such a work.
T he \e7v Oxford Dictionary says that Revue

is dramatic taitertainmeiit consisting of a

series of more or less connected scenes depicting

and often satirizing current events and topics.”

T'htTe can be* no quariel with this de'finition,

except inasmuch as the word “ elramatic ” suggests

the exclusion of musical items, whereas, in point

of fact, the musical part in most Re‘vue*s pre*-

ponderates over the pure*ly dramatic Perliaps

“the*atrical ” weiuld hav e been better.

Of recent years the tendenev^ has been to

incluele any matte-r which might .qipeal to the*

audience, although it be* ne*ithe*r satirical nor
topical, while any effeut to ce)nnect the items b\*

a ])le^t has diminished so much that all pretence

of such a thing has become a mere formality

Practically tlu* emlv atte*mpt that is made to

give* a suggestion of ce)ntinuitv is tlu* inclusion

of an anne)uncer, or coniph e as he- is otte'ii e'alle-el,

whei, be*sides intre)ducing the items, himself recites,

'^ings, or tells stories be'twe‘e*n them, in front e)f

the curtain.

Owing te) the misceinceptions that exist in the

minds of se)me* amateurs as to the nature e>f

Rev lie, wlien they attem})t to 'perfevrin erne*, it
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may liappcii that tlu*v do not, in fact, actually
perform anything of the kind. Provided that

they have a success tliis is unimportant. 'I'he

difficulty is that if they have a failure they blame
Revue for being a poor ntedium, when the per-
formance in which they were engaged was not
a Revue, but a mixetl form of entertainment.

this case is that whereas pierrots wear the same
costumes throughout. Revue companies change
their clothes constantly. 'T here are other differ-

ences also, such as that in Revue there is a chorus,
whereas in a pierrot troupe usually there is not,

but the costume* diffeience alone is a sufficient

mark of distinction to si*paiate them at once.

Children of the Ritz
Scene from Xoel Coe\ar(rs Revue* “Word*? tuul Mush"

Photo hy Sa’iha, London, S IT /

T'hose who are unaware of the real character-

istics of Revme confuse it with a number of
other forms of entertainment with which it has
something in common, but from which it differs

considerably, such as:

Concert Parties.

Pierrot Troupes.
Variety.

Cabaret.
Although each of these is in certain respects

similar to Rev ue, they all have certain features

that distinguish them from it.

For example, the most easily recognizable are

pierrot troupes. The (»utstanding difference in
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Revue differs from concert party in much the

same way as it does from pierrot troupes; tliat is

t<j say, concert parties usually appear in the same
costumes throught)ut the first half nf the show,
but they change (often into evening dn*ss) in the’

second half.

Revue differs from concert parties and pierrot

troupes in certain other respects also. P'or

example. Revue is usuallv^ a set piece, which
does not vary. Concert parties change their

programmes constantly in order to attract the

same people to their theatres several times

during a short season. Also concert parties and
pierrots rarely, or neva*r, change their scenery.
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if iiidt*c‘tl they use any, wliile the essence of

Revue is that tliere should be a large number of

frequently changed scenes. Again, in pierrot

troupes and concert parties there is rarely a

horus, while in Revue a troupe of smart and
igh-kicking dancers is an essential part of the

entertainment, and is expected by the audience.

eye or fairly loud musical numbers are i ffecti vt*.

It is t>bviously impossible to include anything
which requires much in the way of scenery or
properties. Dialogue is useful only when it takes
the form of cross-talk between comedians.

Having detailed the forms of theatrical enter-
tainment which are not Revue, 1 must now

'The production tliat is most similar to Rt-\ ue
in a]>pearance is V^ariety. Here almost all the
ingreditaits aie similai . 1 1 takes place in a theatre*,

then* are scenc r\" and costumes, .ind a chorus is

e'mployed. In fact, gen(*rally speaking, tliere

are only two differences ; one is that Variety
piogrammes almost iiuariably citange from week
to wec*k, and the other is that the performers iti

<*.ich separate item appear only once. In Revue
the leading chaiacters reappear from time to time,

as though they were playing in a musical comedy.
'The entertainment that most resembles Revue

in spirit is Cabaret. 'Idle ilitference is that as

cabal et is usually devised to take place in a ball-

room or a restaurant, only acts that appeal to the

explain that thev all tend mt>re and more to copy
Revue and therefore to become liki* wne another.
Foi instance, seaside pierrots put on different coats

and hats for tlieir sketches. Concert parties dress

four or more of their members in uniform cos-

tumes and give them simultaneous dances tti

perform. Some even employ a chorus, in fact,

in large holiday towns the entertainments gi\en
by concert parties are often nothing more or

less than miniature Revues except that the
}irogrammes are changed e\ery week. In the
variety entertainments provided in Condon
music halls, it became fashionable onct* for the
leading players to reappear in the various items in

which they are not ordinarily concerned, and
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in thfsc theatres an excellent chorus is sometimes
employed.
The fact tliat other forms of entertainment

tend to ct>py one another in some ways does not
make them into Reyues. Revue retains its own
characterisfit's which are discussed in succeeding
paragraphs.

From the above it appears that there is no
reason why amateurs should not experiment, for,

skilfully done, anything mnv he a success. Who
would have thought that a concert party could
run for yt‘ars in a WAst Knd tlieatre.? But
what wert* the Co-optimists except a concert

party r

It is important, however, that where amateurs
decide t^n unorthodoxy that they should under-
stand wliat they are doing, so that if they make
a daring t'xperiment and it fails, thev' shoidd
reali/.e that it is not the fault of Revue. Herein
may lie the reason for some amateurs' mistrust of
Revue. ( )n the ordy occasions when they have
had an opportunity of seeing it attempted it has

perluips failed, not because Revue itself is an
unsuitable medium for amatt*urs, but becausi* the

performance was bad of its kind.

We have reached a point at which we hav e

decided that Revue consists of a number of
musical, dancing, and dramatic items, strung
together (if at all) by tire flimsiest pt»ssible plot,

in which the scenerv^ and the costumes are con-
stantly changed, in which the leading characters

reappear from time tf) time as in a musical
comedy, and for which a chorus who can dance
and sing, especially dance, is an essential ingre-

dient; in fact, it appears that Revue is nothing
more or less than musical comedy without the

plot. And this is to a cer tain extent true, except-

ing that certain items can be included in the

programme of a Revue that could not be fitted,

easily, into the plot of a musical comedy; for

example, gymnasts, ctuitortionists, and conjurers.

T his stiunds an unsatisfying mixture to hold

an audience absorbed or even interested, except
in the samt* way as they might be mildly amused
by a concert party at tlie seaside on a wet night

during their annual holiday. What, then, is

the secret of Revue r WJiy is it successful, and
when ?

'J'he person who could answer these questions

with certainty would be a v^ery happy (and a very
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wealthy) man. But, by those who hav'e taken
trouble* to record their tibservations, it has been
revealed tliat tJie chief secret of tile success of a

good Revue is its novelty and originality. It

must have something about it with which the
audience are not familiar and whicli should strike

them as unusual and clever. "I'he items, musical,
dancing, or dramatic, must be witty, artistic, or

even daring, and tiiey siiould liave that quality

which is indescribable in Knglish but which the
Amer icansused to call ‘“pep." 1 he wor d that they
used was “snappy," and it admrr'ably describes

what IS wanted. “Pep" and “snap" are different

from “speed." A Rev ue must have speed as well,

but rt also r'equires snap, for a Rev ue may contain

stately and beautiful items, just as it may hila-

riously knock-about turns, but they must be
suitably presented.

Finally, Revue must be constructed so that it

will appeal to the particular audience for whom
it is dt‘signed. It is true that Sir Char les Cochran
and Noel Coward can design Revues tluit are

popular all over' the country, but arnatt urs ate

not concerneti with doing this. All th.it ilu'v

requii'i* is to please their own jiublic, and so, while
a lai'ge society put on an intimate Revue, if

their audience* expect good singing from them,
they must be provided with it. It will not suffice

that all tlx* singing sliould be done by st‘Cond-

raters because the show' is a small one*. This is a
difficult sub)t*ct to treat bru*flv, as tlu'i't* are so

manv'^ considerations, but the jioint to be borne*

in mind is that Rev ue* must be take*n seriously

by whomsoe*v er it is pe*rformed or it is doomed to

failure.

Re*v*ue* shoidd be witty, and since* bre*v'ity is the*

se>ul of wit it se*ems elesirable* that Rev ue* ite-ms

shoulel be short. Revue* aueliene'e*s elo not W'ish to

be* e>blige*el to concentrate, at any rate*, on the

same* thing for a long time at a stre*tch. 'l'he*y are

pre*pared to be thrilleei, frighteneel, hoaxed, ami
maele to laugh, but they are not pre*pared to be
bore*d, and anything in Revue that is not fairly

short may tend to be*come boring. 'Fhis, in

Revue*, is unforgi viable.

In the dictionary definition the words “depict-

ing and often satiri/.ing current events and topics"

occurred. "I'hose responsible for arranging a

Revue might elo worse than keep these words
before* them, for the best praise that a Revue can
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liavc, wIiatcvtT it c(^ntaiiis of melody, colour,

beauty, (*tc., is that it should be “up to the

minute.”

CHOOSING A REVUE
Kven if a society decides that it w<iuld like

to stage a Revue, it may be prevented from
doiiig so by the difficulty in (obtaining ont*.

In tlie ordinary way almost every musical play

performed by amateur societies is a former West
Knd success. ("J'liis applies to tlu‘ wt^rks oI

Gilbert and Sullivan.) 'I here are, ol course,

exceptions, but, generallv^ speaking, it is so.

Such plays, therefore, have been tried and not
found wanting, and if they are procui'able at all,

thev' can be obtairred simply by paying the retjui-

site royalty to the right owner.
But with Revue this is not so. C )ne cannot go

to a right owner, ask for a selection of ready-
made Re\iies, clioose one, and pcaform it. 'I'here

aic various reasons tor this, and they form an
('ffective barrier for tlu' prevention of an amateur
socie'ty reproducing ,i specific West lend revue‘

success

h'or (.‘xample, tlie right', may belong to .i

numbei of people some of whom il ma\ be
im[)ossible to find. To perform anv' ite-m without
first making sure of the pc'-’rmn with regaril

to pel forming rights is madness, and m ly

involve .i socit'ty in a lawsuit or some .ouallv
expensive form of retribution, if the ovvi.ei

should happen to he-.n of the mcide-nt rifter the-

pi oduction.

riuMi some- of the star membe rs of the* cast

may have* hael tlieir own matte-r and incorpe)r.ite-el

It in tile* e*ntertainment. 'That matter they the*m-
selve-s habituallv' use in the-ir ordinary stage w'ork.

rhe*y are* not prepaie*el to give- permissiejn te>

anyboely to use it, e*ve‘n if such ji<*rrnission wa*ri*

the-iis te) give* (wdiich it is not alw'ays), be*cause*

by so eloing they might detiact from theii owai
marketable e-nte*r tainment value.

'Tdie programme eif Revue* e>fte*n ce>ntains pe*i-

feirmances In* conteirtionist eiancers, acrobats,
and, e'specially now'^adavs, a big dance banel. It

would be ejuite impeissible* te) introduce their

numbers into an amat<*ur pre)eluctie)n. A eliffeivnt

kind e)f dancing act, or a dift‘e*re*nt band, might be
ernpleiyed, but it is unlikely that the t*fFect wt>ulei

be tlie same*.

Assuming that all these difficulties could be
overcome, there* woulel probably be an e*normous
number eif mechanical e)bstacle-s, such as tie>uble*

in se*curing band parts, costume.s, etc., which
we)idei still make the* [iroehiction impossible*.

Ce)mplete Revue*s hav e* be-en written, compost*el,

anel proiiuce*d by Noe*l C'ow'ard, hut e*ve*n these*

woulel no longer he to]iicaI b\' the time- thev
re*ache‘el the* amateur stage-

Since, then, it appe*ai> to be e)Ut of the* ejue*stif)n

te) .itte*mpt to stage* a foi mer W'est I'aul succe ss, it is

necessary' to consiele*r, if Re-vue-s are to be* j)re*se*nf e*el

by amateurs, where* they may be- acepiire-d.

SOI' Re hS

"J'liere* are* four orelinar\' seiurces of Re-\ ue- that
ne‘e‘el to be* consiele*re*d.

Idle* first of the*se is the* otTe*r of a Re*v ue
comple*te* te) a socie*ty by a perse)n (or persons)
wdie) has either written it spe*cially for them, e)r

who has writte'n it and wlu) is seeking a socie*tv

to prejtluce* it so that he may se*e his wa)rk
performed. 'I'his is an e‘\rre*me Iv pleasant situa-

tie)n, wdiich, unfortun.ite ly, ele>es ne>t e)ften eiccui

.

Kve*n wdie*n it ele>es, the epiality or the* natuie e)f

the* w'ork usually reiulers it unsuitable*.

A rnoie* common methoel e)f securing a Re^v uc*

is to asse'mble* it, nf)t from one* former V\'e‘st J^nd
succe*ss, but frean se ver.il: to cull fre)in v.irious

she>ws <my suitable- numbe rs th.it e'an be- secureel,

anel to string the*m together .iccoreling te) a
ele*fmite* ]il.m, and so builel up an e‘nre*i tainment at
ir<*ms wdiich have- bee-n proveel succe*ssful anel

wdiich .'ire* suitable to the societv anel, .it the same-
time*, which nie-rit leviv.il.

A le*ss usual methoel is to assi-mble the Revue
fre)m oiigin.il m.itter whieh may either have be*en

ofle*reel to the* committee* for consideratie)n oi

solicite*d by ir. Idiscreetly useel, this may be*

maele* into .i most v.ilu.ible* means of aelve*rtising

anel ge*nerating interest in a proeluction anel in

the* society.

Whe-n a socie-tv announces th.it it is abe)ut to

pe*rform a Re*v ue* anel that it is jii epared to con-
sieler original e'ontributions from any st)un e, a

ce)nsielerable amount of inte-re*st mav* be- aroused
anel a gie*al number of suggestions receiveel. Many
of tlie-se- wall be* use-less, but seime* will be- of v'alue*,

anel not e)nly wall all the* contribute*)rs and their
sisters anel rhe*ir ce)usins .ind their aunts atte*nd ta
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st*c the fruits of their relatives’ labours, liowever
small they may be, but also a great number of
those whose efft'uts were rejected, atid their

friends and relations, will attend as well, in

addition to the society's usual audiiaice.

^I'he held covers such a wide range of activities,

for example, musicians, singers, dancers, costume
and scene designers, instrumentalists, etc., that

some useful new talent may be unearthed wliich

will prove of great value to the society wlien it

reverts to the routine of ordinary production.

Unless the society is in tlie happy position of
being able to command th(‘ gratuitous services

of the contributors, the necessary arrangements
will require to be made for fixing a scale of pay-
ments and generally taking steps to ensure that

this part of the production is properly carried

through.
Jf sufficient original contributions are not

forthcoming, or if they are not of the rec|uired

standard, they rnav' be eked out by matter taken
from t)ther sources. And this is the fourth

method of finding a Revue, that is to say to make
it a blend of old and of new matter in such pro-

portions as the conditions governing the case may
determine.

T.'he abo\'e, briefly, are the means available to

a society of securing a Re\'ue Whicli of tliese is

to be adopted the exigencies of the occasion will

prtffiably decide.

COM M ITTiiLS

'The question of who is to carry out the task of

cln^osing a Revue, assuming that the society is

unable to secure a complete work ready lor pro-

duction, is an extrem<*ly delicate one.

Most societies are managed by a committee,
but there are many reasons why the management
committee should not undertake the construction

of a Revue, for it is a speciali/.ed work that can
be undertaken safely only by those who hav'^e had
previous experience or who possess a special

flair. "The committee of an ordinary society is

extremely unlikely to consist of a number of
persons all of whom are gifted with the peculiar

ability to build Revue. Apart from this, several

of the members will probably take, or hope to

take, part in the production, and it is undesirable,

from the point of view of the morale of the rest

of the society, that they should be allowed toti

THFATRK AND STAGE
much voice in saying of what the Revue is to

consist. Further, it places them in an invidious
position, especially if they are honest.

When the Revue must be selected by a com-
mittee, such committee should be a special one
appointed for the purpose. In order to avoid
waste of time, it should consist of as few members
as possible, but those few should be sufficiently

knowletlgeable to speak with confidence on
singing, acting, dancing, and the mechanics
(scenery, costumes, lighting, etc.). Probably
three is the best number, and they should be
members who are not concerned with securing
in the productioji good parts for themselves or
for their friends and relations. If possible, it is

desirable that they should neither appear in Jior

contribute to the entertainment themselves, but
this is difficult tci enforce as, on account of their

knowledge, they are the people most likely to

produce something useful either from the pen
or on the stage.

Probably the ideal is to detail one person to do
the work, but it is a tremendous responsibility to

ask any indi\idual to shoulder. Apart from the
amount to be done, lu* has to face tlte risk that

if lu‘ makes a mistake the whole production
may be an uttcu' failure, and it is one of the

characteristics of Re\ ue that there is usually no
mean bt‘tween success and disaster, and so little

is required to con\’ert it from one into the other.

Kven if a society is able to find someone
willing to undertake the work, it is extremely
doubtful if he will be competent to carry it out.

t echnically he must knt>w all those things that

are enumerated abo\'e as being required for the

committee, or, like all good officers, he must
be familiar witli methods of acquiring knowledge
on any subject on which he may need information.

Not only this, but he must know how to employ
the knowledge that he has secured.

fie must be familiar with the company, for 'he

cannot put together a Revue, which is a parade
of all their talents, unless he knows of what each
member is capable. Equally, he must know the

audience, or he may unwittingly offer them
an item which they do not like, or even a

whole Revue of a type in which they arc not
interested.

That he should understand the spirit of Revue
goes without saying. But if he is to be a faithful
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servant of the society for which he is working he

must preserve the balance between allowing his

imagination to run away with him, and seeing

that entertainment (or work) is provided for

eiKiugh members of the company to keep up their

enthusiasm, ^idiat is to say if he is a dancer he

must not favour the dancers to the dc*triment of

the singers, or, if lie is an actor, the sketches to the

detriment of both singers and dancers.

If he is personally acquainted with any of the

members of the company, that lie should be

scrupulously fair in the matter tif selecting items

and making recommendations for casting is

another sine qien non. *l liis point is important

enough when there is a tommittee all the mem-
bers of which may hide behind one anotlu^r, but

when there is but one individual to shoulder the

entire responsibility' for an\" seeming favouritism

it becomes positively vital.

But if an individual can be found who will

accept the responsibility (perhaps the gauge of

his fitness may be his reluctance* te> undertake the

work), and who se'ems to have the necessary

accomplishmc'iits, one is the ideal number, for

Revue* is a trick and, although one person may
have It, three are much less likelv to possess it,

and for any number above this it becomes prac-

tically an impossibility.

Having discusse*d the source's >.>( R«-\ ue* anel

the epiali ficatieiiis de*sirable in the pe-i>oii.‘'' '' te>

be responsible fe>r m.iking the* select ie^ns, ir

necessary to re*fer tev a twofokl elifhculty that

he* will neeel to overcome in eloing his work.
Re*\'ue* ite*ms ofte*n appe*ar to the* e^rdinary pe^rse-in

so intangible, e*ve*n ridiculous, from their elescrip-

tions that until thc*y are* presentee! e>n the* stage,

suitably elre*sseel, mounted, anel (verv impe)rtant)

illuminateel, it may be* impe^ssible for him te>

understand how they can be* succe-ssful. I'he*

Revue expert, therefore, may e.xperience a

preliminary elifHculty in getting a e'omniitte'e*

tev accept se)me evf his ideas, lowing to the* im-
possibility e>f making it cle*ar to a number e)f lav'

minds hevw the*y will succee*el, yet these iele*as may
turn out, during the preveluction, to be the* be*st

ite*ms in the programme.
Supposing that this ean be* ova rce>me*, anel the*

dire*e'tor give*n a fre*e* hanel to incluele* wJiate*ve'r

he thinks fit, he may find the same* elifHculty

continued, in an amateur society, in a way that

does not occur (t*xcept among stars of the gie*atest

magnituele) on the* professional stage*.

Rhll hARSl NC;

Since* any itt*m in a Revue may be among
the* most succe*ssful in its prope*r place* anel with
its preipe'r ynise en ^cenr., until it is seen in lhat

place* it may appear so absurel as to make* the*

actor(s) tf> whom it is allotte*el, anel probably
with no special flair for Rev'ue*, elifHele*nt about
reheaising it. In fact, se^me*time*s it is at first

elifHcuIt to induce* amate*ur actors anel ae‘tre*sse*s

to acce*pt ]iarts in numbers that afterwarels turn
out to be among the* most popular in the* pro-
eluctiein.

The* members eif an amateur company have
usually seen most of the* works that the*V'^ pi*rform

be'ftu'e* the*y' begin the*ir re*he*.irsals. If they have*

not see'll them, they art* usually in a position to

•icquire* a gooel deal of inform, ition about them
from somebody who has, so that if they are called

upon eluring re*hearsal te> perform antics that are

'sufficiently eait of tht* ordinary to c.iuse* them to

fe*e*I se'lf-ctinscious, the*y can find out the rtMson

of the* ne*cessity for it, wheieon the*y will not

mine!.

In a Revue', especially in an original woi k

where* no information can be* gle.ineel about any
particular numbe*r e.xcept from the author or the

tlirt'Ctoi, the*V' ma\' bt* askeel to elo certain things

which se*e*m stupiel to them and which tht*y are*

not capable of uiid«*rstanding will be successful

on the night, howe*ve*r c.irefully ir is explaini*el

to th<*m. Since to amateurs le'hearsals are*

ele fuiitely pait of the* pleasure' of ]i.irticiparing

in .1 proelucrion, a elifficulty arist*s at once.

I he* point ne*eel Fn>t be* laboureel, but the* Re*vue*

proeluce*r (or eli rector) with iele*as may hav'c some
unhapjiy nmments bi*fore the curtain rise*s on his

tirst night. He may be obligeel to choose* betwee'ii

what se e*ms to him a brilliant iele*a that will he*I]> the*

succe'ss e>f the proeluctioii, .inel a not so gooel iele-a

that will maintain harmony in tin* ranks of the*

ce^mpany, and in which the*v' are e*agei to pe*rfoi m.
It is in hi^ elise'riminatievn of matters sue'h as

these* that the* ieleal Rev iu* elire*cte>r shows himself
te:> be* a man apart, anel the* tae't with whie^h lie*

chooses items that will be* not only efFe'Ctive* but
also pejpuKir, «)r who e'an tine! me*mbe*rs willing
to oblige* him by unelertakiiig parts in items
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in whicli thrv lh«-‘iiisi*!v ciinnot se c* the* x irtuc*,

sintile-s liini out.

As iiii (*\aiiiple* <>r the* kiriel of situation witli

which the- Ke‘\'ue- eliri*ctor may be* fiicoel can be*

epK)tc-eI the* case* of a ccitaiii laely who was j2;ivcn

(rathe*i Kite* eliinn^ the* course* of rt*he*arsals, it

must be* aelmitte-el) a seuig te) sin^ iti a Re‘vue*,

accomp.inie*el oulv bv a ”;ratul piano playe*el on
the* sta”e*. 'J he* son^ was an ori'iinal and sonie*-

wJiat peculiai one* and tfic jiroeiuceT Jiael a spe*cial

se tting in his niinel for it 'I'wo elays before* tlu*

show openeel the* laelv an? louriceel tliat she* coiilel

not possiblv' de) tfie* nutnbe*r as she* hael en e*rhe*aiel

tiiat the* lighting was to ine'hiele- gre*e*n. 'l'Jie*re*

was ne» e>ne* e lse* a\ailable* c.ipable* of singing tile-

song, e'specially at svicli short notice*, aFiei it coiilel

neit be* cut as tlie* three* minutes of time* that

It e)CCupie-eI we*re* urgently ne-e*ele*el t<» e-tfe*ct a

change* of sce‘ne*r\' .it the- back, so t}u*re* was no
alte*rnati\ e* but to use* oielinarv' lighfijig anel to

lt*t Jie*r sing the* song staneling at tlu* piane> i??

tlu* usual way. d'he* unsuitability of this se*ttifig

was e*mphasiya*el by the* fact that the* black tabs,

which forme*tl the* background ;uul which looke*el

luscie^us in a half light, we‘re* ele*cide*dly weary e>n

cleiser inspection, while*, owing to the fact that

bare boards were ie*ejuire*d for a sre*p el.mce* l<ite*r

in the pre^elue'tion, it was impossible* to use* a

carpet.

Afte*r a suitably ele-jii essing elre*ss re*he*ars.'il anel

a flat first night, she* went to the* producer and
aske*el him if he- could n<’»t de*\ise* some*thing to

lu'lp he*r to get he-r seing, which was absolute*Iv'

unsuitable* to be gi\'e*n as she w*as singing it, across

to the audience*. He imme eliately can ied into

e*fFect the* sche me that he h.id originally inte*nded

to use* for tliis scene*, w'hich consiste*d of a baby
green spot fre^m the bridge focused ein her as

she sat on a cushion on the* stage, anel a furthe*r

gre*e*n baby spot shining through a staiularel lamp
an to the face* of the* pianist. '1 he* fle^oi* anel cur-
tains elid not then show; in fact, all that w-.is

re*ally visible was the* shirt-front of the pianist,

the- lamp, anel the girl on the cushion.
'I'liis particular ite*m became* a gre*at succe*ss,

anel afte*r it hael establishe*d itself as one* of
the* fe*ature*s of the entertainment the lady in

i^ue*stion askeel the: proelucer why he* hael iu>t

thought of tliat setting for her number at fiist.

"I'his simple incielent has been discusse*d at
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le-ngth in order to show that, e'ven if the director

has a goenl iele*a, h<»weve*r simple* it may be, he
may ha\'i* elifficulty in staging it, partly be*cause*

of the* inhe*re*nt difliculty that cetnfronts all Re*vue:

proeluce-rs in getting their actors to unelerstand

that a number will be* succe‘ssful, anel partly

because* even whe*n the*y elo unde*rstanel, thc*y

may have* a prejuelice* against carrying out the
wishe*s e>f the* producer.

From the above it will appe*ar that, even if

.1 society se*ems to lune* all the re*qui rements for

staging .1 gooel ]^e*\-ut*, there* may be many he‘art-

buinings before the curtain rise*s on the first

night, anel, although whe*n e*ve*rything is moving
harmoniously towarels succe*ss it all appe*.irs ve*ry

e*asv, little* is reejuireel to stir up a whirlwinel e>f

trouble, which nothing but .1 firm committee,
tactful proelucers, anel .a loyal ce>mpanv can pos-

sibly overcome. But the* reward is gre.it, and it

is worth the* trouble* of smoothing out the
difliculrit*s whe*n tht*y occur in orele*r to e*n)oy

the* fruits of success: if the* elifHculties elo not

occur, so much the better.

STAGING THE REVUE
A'he* proble*ms of staging the Re*\ ue* must be*

consielered along with those* of finding the* matter
anel putting it into suitable* oreler. It is waste* of
time* to arrange foi an attractne number to be*

melueled, only to find that for some* mec)tanie:al

re*ason it cannot be* elone. l liat is why it is

important that the* Re*vue* Ce>mmitte*e* sheiulel

unele*rstanel stage*craft anel something of the Art
of the 'J 'he atre.

'I he* primary e'e>nsieleration is whethe*r the

Revue* is to be ,i spectacular show in a large*

theatre or .an intimate* performance in a small
one*. 'I his will usually be settled by the* effect

of thrc'c factors, name'ly, tlie* financial re*sources

of the* soe'iety, the* siz,e* .ind talents of tlie com-
pany, anel the* ree]uire*me*nts of tlie* mt)me*nt; that

is to say, a large* society may deciele* to d(^ a small

Re*vue anel t*mploy only a limited number of its

me*mbe*rs, whe*ri*as a snmll se)cie*ty, having
sueldenly seen reel an influx of new members,
may decide to launch out into a big production,
and se’) on.

IV'Iany societies always give: their performances
in the same theatre, anti for a number of them the
type of proeluction is settled, as it is practically
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impossiblr to do an intimate* Revue in an enor-

imius theatre. Since, on the other Jianci, the

society that usually perh>rms in a large theatre is

also usually, frf>m the points nt view of financial

resource aiul talent, able to contemplate a lavish

product ioji with etjuanimity, this levels itself out

conveniently enough. Although it is not impos-
sible m give a sjiectacular performance in a small

thc*atre, it is much more difficult to do so, but,

of course, it is quirt* easy to be extraxag.mt, and,

consequently, inartistic, in any theatre. From
this it appears that when a society is in the

position to choose a theatre for a particular pro-

duction, it should ]^refer a small theatre for an
intimate production anti a large t>ne for a mtjrc*

ambit if )us t*ntt‘rta inrnent.

Afrt'i the subject t)f tlie theatre, tht* most
impt>rtant matter to be decitletl is that t>f musical
aceompaninu*nt . "I ht*re art* sever.il ways t>f

accfuiipan ving a Re\ue. 'I'hese art*

(i) ( )rtlinary tht*atre orchestra.

(?) ( )rchestra of tht* tl,ince-h.intl t\'pe.

(-5) Piano.

(4) ( )rchestra anti piano.

'I he mt)st sjiti'^factorv \^ill depend eittirely on
tht lt>c.il Cf>ntlitions Kor example, «i jii.mo would
not in anv^ circumstances bt* a suifahit* accompani-
mt‘nt for a singing urnn of tic operatic t\'])t* with
a large numbei of pt*r forme i s m a big tlie.itrt*,

wht*reas it might be quirt* the best lui use in

dra wing-rot)m t‘fFt*cts m a small theatre.

While on the sub]t*cr of piam^s, it*ference

should be madt* to a popular mt*thfKi of juo\ iding

an accompaniment for small Revut*s. I his is tt>

use tw'f> graiitl pianos, either t>n the stagt* t)i in the
t^rchestra-pit. Hesitlt*s lot>king extremely attrac-

tive, twt> fair-siy.ed piant>s will prtivitle, if they
are atletjuately played, ample vtdume for the
acctmipanimenr of any number t)f performers that

can bt* squeezed on lt> the stage of .1 small theatre.

'J'he advantages of such an arrangt*ment are
t>bvit)us. 13 esitlt*s the effective apperi ranee the
ct)st is lt>w, .ind it is nt)t as a rult* difficult tt> hnd
perft)rmers ready tt^ opt*rate the instruments, while
the ct)mpanv have the bt‘nt*ht t>f being able tt>

rehearse with the orcht*stra, as it were, through-
out.

'I'here are certain difficulties, but th.ey are iu)t,

as a rule, insuperable. I'here must bt* rt)t)m fnr

the piant)s in the theatre, atid in the rehearsal

room, and the two pianists sht>uld be available for

rehearsals. he music requires to be specially

arranged for the purpt>se sti that the two players
are, in fact, playing m harmoiu* and not in unison,
;md this is usually the greatt*st difficultv^ that has
tt> be overcome.

W^hen a Revue all rt*atly wiiiten and ct)mpt>sed

has been acceprt*d by tht* ct)minittee, prt>bably

the compt)ser will make st>me suggt*stions as to the
acct>mpaninK*nt. He may even be capable t>f

orchestrating it himself. Rut when the Rev'ue is

tt) be assembled from a variety t)f st)urces, thtjse

res])onsible ft>r the wt)rk sht)uld have constantly
before them the orcht*stral necessitit*s. Nt> musical
numbers sht)ultl be acceptt d ft»r which band parts

are not available or ft)r which it is nt>t possible tt)

hav t* them writtt n. In numbers in which a great

v t)lunie t)l music is not requiretl and where band
])arts are not t)bt.nnablt*, a pleasing effect may be
obtaint*d by having the first t*ight bars of the tune
played on the orcht*stra, which then fades t>ut to

leavt* the rest t>f the accompaniment to twt)

pi<mt)s, which may also be in tht* orchestra pit.

it sht)uld not be difficult to find some musician
capable t>f t)rcht*srrating the necessary few bars

at the beginning and tht* end t)f tht* items.

When the Revue is to bt* gathtred together
hy t>ne person and nt>t by a ct>mmittee, the most
satisfactory arr.ingt inent is that he should prt>duce

it, if he is capable t)f dt)ing st), ft)r he t)f all other
peo])le will know ht>w t*ach item is intended tt)

appear. \A'^ht*n the st*lecting is ilont* by a ct)mmit-
tt*e, t)r by a ])t*rst)n other than the protlucer, the
pt)sitit)n becomes txactlv like that t)f the autht)r

anti the producei in any other musical play.

( )n any ticcasion in which the prt)ducer of a

Revue is nt)t the same as the person respt)nsible

for selecting the matter t)f which it is ct)mpt)sed,

difficulties are almost certain tt) arise*. In this

sense selectijig is the saint* thing as writing. An
aijtht>r may bt* c.ipable of e.xplaining to a producer
how he intends that each item in a Rev ue shtiuld

appear. In any^ case, the ))rt>ducer will probably
be able tt) acquire sufficient knt)wledge of how
the <iutht)r'’s brain works to apply it tt) the treat-

ment of any particular number. W^hen he is

faced with a committee t)f autht)rs, as it weie,
his difficulties are prt)pt)rtit)natt‘ly increased.

'I'his subject is large ent)ugh tt) require a

treatist* to itself, but it will be clear that the
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producer of a Revue must be a person capable of
assimilating the ideas of the C(^nstructor(s) of the
Revue, and of translating those ideas in terms of
acting, singing, and dancing, by means of his

company, on to the stage.

Such a person may be one brought in specially

for the purpose, or he may be a member of the
committee responsible for putting together the
Revue. In any case, it is not essential that he
should be able Ui produce the entire programme
single-handed. It is much more important that

he should reali'/,e his own shortcomings and
understand the value of securing the proper
expert assistance for any itc-m to which he himself

is not able to dc> full justice. So that if he is an
expert at dialogue he may bring in somebody to

arrange the dances, while if lu- is a dancer he may
require the assistance* of another person to produce
the sketches.

Such matters as expense and an adequate
supply of experts not being insuperable, it is

immaterial how many people are brought in to

produce a Revue, provided that they are directed

by somebody who understands clt-arly the itiea

underlying the performance and how it is to be
translated on to the stage. In fact, it would be
possible, given even tempers, co-operation, and
intelligent understanding, for a person to produce
a Revue without knowing anything at all of the

technicalities of production. It would, <>f course,

require an uncatiiiy stage sefise and a tremend<^us

flair for gathering together a retinue of helpers of
the right kind.

Having C()nsidered the producer, next consider

what he will have to produce—in other words,
of what sort of turns the Re\ ue is to consist.

Ordinarily one would expect t(> find in a Revue
turns such as

Chorus dancing (girls only).

Chorus singing (men and/or girls).

Solo singing turns.

Sketches.

Speciality numbers (i.e. musical instrument
players, etc.).

If an average of five minutes is allowed for

each turn, twelve turns will be required to provide

an hour’s entertainment, leaving time fc^r changes
t>f scenery, etc., out of account. In practice,

twelve ordinary Revue turns will })robably take

nearer an hour~and-a-half than one hour.

THKATRE AND STAGE
"I he turns should be arranged to provide the

greatest possible variety from the point of view of
the audience, and a complete multi-part sequence
should be worked outbetween the acting (sketches),

singing, dancing (solo and chorus or both). 'I 'he

sex <if the perft>rmers should also be taken into

consideration, st> that a succession t>f solo turns by
men is not followed by several solo turns by girls.

'I'he physical difficulties of the performers in

changing their clothes quickly must also be taken
into account.

Assuming (this is not intended to be arbitrary)

that both halves of the programme contain
approximately the same sequence of items, the

diincing chorus might expt'cr appear twice in

each half. 'This lea\es ten turns of which two
or three in each half will probably be sketches.

'There remain six or seven turns for singers, solo

dancers, instrumentalists, and other specialists,

such as conjurers, in each half. Again, it will be

desirabit* to arrange these to provide variety.

A fuither sequence to be woven into the pro-

gramme is the amount of stage that can be allowed
to each turn—referred to undei ‘‘'Scenery.

”

Last minute gaps sometimes revt'al themseKes
and have to be filled u}^ with e.xtra material

hastilv' intn)duced. ^I'his causes no heart-burnings

to the lucky performer wIk'j gets something more
to do in the show. 'The obverse situation is

much more uncomfortable. It is unpleasant t()

hav'e to cut a number at the dress-reht*arsal

because the show will be too long.

If the task falls to the producer (he should be

protected by a committee), it merely goes to show
what kind of person is required as a producer of
Revue.

From the point of view of the actual staging t>f

a Revue, the lighting is one of the mt)st important
features. Owing to the numerous changes of

scene that are usually required, each having its

own properties (i.e. furniture, etc.) and the fact

that it is impossible, on account of the speed with
which they must be changed to build up a full

set for each, it is necessary to suggest scenes by
very simple means and, by illuminating them
properly, to make them appear different. It

should be understood at the outset that the lighting

of all the scenes in a Revue is of paramount
importance, and that, however limited the re-

sources for the provision of scenery, costumes.
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J'HKATRK AND STACK REVUE
and furniture are, the most widely differing effects

may be obtained by judicious use of tlie lighting

plant.

When any doubt arises as to the desirability of

expending money on costumes, etc., it is almost

inv'ariably wiser to economiz-e on clothes and
to spend the extra money on augmenting the

lighting facilities.

Scenery takes up a great deal of space and a

long time to move and it is heavy to handle.

JLights may be altered by the turn of a switch. It

would not be too much to say that a Revue is more
likely tt> fail if the lighting is inadequate than for

any other mechanical reason.

Scenery is one of those things which, in Revue,
tlepeiid entirely on the siz.e of the production.

With suitable lighting and a few sets of good
curtains, scenery need not be used at all, whereas
on a re volving stage and with expense no object,

a use may be found for tons of it.

In assembling a Revue the following points

must be borne in mind or it will be found that

drastic ,ilteratie)ns will requiie to be made to the
i mended pre>gramme at the dress rehearsal.

(f/) 'I here must be enough r<iom in the wings
to house whatever scenery is in use.

(/>) "I'here must be emnigh st.iff to c-ffect the

clianges of scene betwc'cn th<- Jtems.

(i') There must be eiu^ugh time lor the scene
shifters tt^ do their work without holding up the
action of the piece.

Revut‘ audiences are notoriouslv impatient. It

IS imperative, therefore, that there should be no
waits, or, at any rate, as few as possible between
the scenes. For this reason it is usually unavoid-
able that there should be some curtain settings.

Many societies dislike these intensely, but t>ne

feels that they cannot hav'e had the advantage
of seeing curtain or cameo-settings artistically

illuminated with suitable appparatus such as are

in constant use in Kittle 'I'heatres up and down
the coujitry. A certain number of curtain sets can
be avoided when there are enough lines in the

grid t<^ use a series of painted cloths, which may
be lowered into position in a few seconds, but
these are unsatisfying to the audience after a time.

The effect of a series of perspectives painted on
flat canvas becomes artificial after a short while.

A variation may be achieved by means of lacing

together three or four flats and hauling them up

as though they were a cloth into the grid, but
these are heavy, and this method is hardly ever
possible except with C(>unterweights.

When there is no grid provided, curtains must
be used, as there is no alternative. In arranging
the sequence of the items it is most important that

if a full set is required at any time the number
immediately preceding it should take place on the
front of the stage st> that the stage hands may do
their w<irk at the back while the earlier item is

actually taking place. A regular sequence must
be worked out so that the items require first just

the front of the stage, then half the stage, and,
finally, the full set. In tin’s way it should be pos-

sible to have the stage crew at work on one scene
while the previous one is already set and the one
before tliat actually in use*. 'Fhere is one point
that requires to be mentioned and it applies

espt*cially in quiet singing or dialogue* ite*ms

ariangements must be m.ule se> that the scene
changing opeiations are not ce>nducted so noisilv

that they interfere with the pleasure of the
audience at what is actually taking place e>n the
stage". Dragging flats and furniture about is a

labe^rious proce*dure, and arrangements shendd be

made* for it te^ take place e>nlv while there is

suflicient noise* going e^n on the* stage to elt*aelen

the sound.
Furniture in Re*v ue Is most important. Assisted

by lighting, it can play a huge part in obviating the
iie*e*el for a grc'at ejuantitv'^ of sce*nery by making
the* same* se*ts loeik comple*telv^ eliffe*re*nt.

'I'he golden rule* she>ulel be te> use as little as

possible* so that the space* in the wings may neit be
unne*ce*ssaril V cre>weled and so pre*vent the* com-
fortable circulation of the cast. Nevertheless,

sufhcie*nt shoulel be* emplov'e‘el lo ensure the

changes e>f sct*ne* being aele*e^uatel v rt*alistic, but if

at any time it ce)me*s to a que*stion e>f whether to

have* an extra sce*ne, e>r two more chairs, it is

ne*arly always better to have the furniture, partly

be'causc it is easier to store, anel partly because

it is easier and quicker te) move.
While e^ai the subject of furniture, se>me^hing

must be* saiel rt*garding the intportance of
cushie>ns, covers, curtains, anel hangings. W^e
kne^w in our own he>mes he>w great a transforma-

tion in the appearance e>fa roe>m may be effected by
having new chair covers, curtains, and cushie:>ns.

On the stage this is even more true, anel for this
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rcast^n tht* soft furnishings, as thcv arc calh‘d, arc

probably next in importance to the lighting.

'I'hc ingcMLiitv^ of the propt'rty master will

probably suggest to liim a number of devict‘S by
which he can change the appearance of actual

pieces of furniture, a!ul so save both space anti

money. A brightly colon reil modern crett>nne

loose ct)\er will convert a kitchen sofa into a
drawing-i'tiom Cdiesterfudtl, while a silk shawl
thrtjwii ox er the top of a grand piaiu) instead of a
host of family photogiaphs being }jlaced on it will

ha\e a suitable effect. When it is necessary to

employ a piano on the stage in any item, t>ne of
the best methods of keeping it out of the way,
by the by, is tt> leave it in \ iew t^f the audience.
It will nex’cr ha^k out of place urdess the scene is

<utt of dt>ors, and not always then, while it may
be nf tile greatest xalue in dressing empty corners
of the stage and axa^iding the necessity forintia^-

ducing pieces of furniture into the* theatre that

woultl not otherwise be requircal.

'The word Rex'ue in the minds of most members
of amateur societies conjures up visions of
miserable little performances in which half a

dozen performers wearily sing m.idrigtds. Curi-
ouslv'^ enougli, the same people will be enthusiastic

in their praises of the productions produced by
i\Iessrs. C'oward aiul Ctichian. 'I hey do not
seem tt> believe tliat a Rc-vue in whicli they might
take part could include items with a large number
of performeis and a x ariety of costvjmes.

Notliing could be further from the truth.

Besides the costumes that can be hired in the
usual way, a fresh intc-rest in the society may be
developi*d by the institution of a wardrobe depart-
meJit where the costumc-s for original numbers
may be matle under suitable supervision.

As an exam)>le of the wa\' in which costume
numbers can be introduced into Revue may be
cited t>ne of which the pr esent author was told.

In this case the society was a fairly old-established

one with a long record of previous productions.
As an ttc*m m the- Rex uc* thc-X' lex ixed certain

songs that had ht'en outstanding successes wlien
thex’ were originally produced by the society.

I hesx* songs wi-n* given by tlu* artists who had
performed them m the first place, in costume-

.md wath chorus 'The full stage was used .irid

a great deal of haril work in ipnck chringmg of
clothes for the chorus was inx'oix'ed, but tht*

idea turned out to be .i gr'cat success and roust'd

the audience to great heights of t*nthusiasm.
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PRODUCING REVUE
ANDRE CHARLOT, Manager and Producer. Specialist in the production of revues

R I-'VUE bcin^ oiu* of Englaiul’s youngest

forms of c‘ntertainment, a survey of its

“hirtli” will help in the study of its method
of production.

Years ago the old Gaiety and other theatres

us(*il to produce “Burlesques,” which, 1 under-

stand, were a kind of precursor to Revue, hut as

I never saw any of tliem I can only mention the

fact, and lea\'<‘ it to others to write on the subject.

I'hen came the super concert party, tin* “ Follies,”

of Harry Pelissier, who were often to he seen at

rlu‘ Ap<dlo; Philip Braham’s “March Hares,”

who played at the Pavilion; Charles Hesh>p,

Handd IVlontague, and several others ran similar

entertainments—tlu^y weia* the forerunners of

Intimate Rev iu‘.

In mv oj^inion, the real father of Revue in this

» ountr\' was (ieoige (ii'ossmith. /Mthough lus

fust Rev lies wva e hmitial in length by existing

la'gulations, t hev weu /«"/// l^ev ues.

'Flu- word Rev'u<‘ has sinei‘ then been used to

Cover a multitude of sins. 'The label, being

successful, has boiai applied to !! st'uts of enter-

t.unments, sonu‘ of them t'xcelleiit. h was given

to a number of shows that wi-re re<illy mn'.ic<il

comedies. It wms a 1st) applied to many vulgai,

inane, twice nightly (aitiM t.nnmenls that wc-re

more akin to the type of Burlesque- still to

be seen in America. A Revue, he)weve‘r, since*

the* French word is being used to describe* it,

should be .i me-dle-y of spectacle, te)])icahties,

sketches, se)ngs, etc., with a full cast, consistent

in siy>e with the theatre* wheie it is being ]>roelue'ed,

and no attempt at a plot of any kinel

Short as they were, Ciee-Cjee’s early Rev ues

answered this description e-xactly. His first effort

was 'The Lifikrtitjn or Cjtnety A/Icniof irs

,

pri»duced

at the old (iraiety on the 2ist February, iQoj. It

lasted oidy one hour, and was being performed
with a condenseel ve*rsion of the* To} rado}

,

It was
the last sliow pre)eluceel at the old Ciaiety. I'hr

Linkman himself was a sort of compere. For the

first time*, in this show impersonations of living

persons were introduced e)n the stage, anel one* t)f

the great features was a e]uartet representing

Joseph Chamberlain, Lloyd Creorge, Campbell-
Bannerman, anel Balfour (Cree-Ciee playing the
latter character). 'The Lord Chamberl.nn took
great exce*ption to the fact that political per-

sonalities were being burlesqued, but the ice was
broke*!!, and although the restrictions in this

respe*ct have always been greater in England than
in other countries, many w^ell known people have
since* then been caricaturetl in Revues, sometimes
ope-nly, sometime*s by inference.

'I he* critics of the time were annoyeel b\' the

list* of the word “Revue,” asking wdiy it was
not spelt “Review,” and saying that even this

spelling would not put matters right as the

e-ntertainment was not reviewing anything.

1 hen from 1905 to 1911, Crrossmith wrote a

number of short Revues for the Empire; they

were only one of the iti-ms in the Variety pro-

gramme, as the ballets were also extremely
important at that theatre in those days. First

they were* allowed to last t>nly twenty- fiye

minutes, and gradually the time w^as stretched to

one hour. T he first one was Rogidcs and Vaga-
hodidK., in wdiich W H. lR*rry made* his first

appeaninct*, and subseque-ntly there were Fenus
iqo6, iJo/ne Inside., Hv George., etc., and last but

not least Et’c)ybody's Doing It, the most succe-ssful

of them all, in which Robert Hale during a tre-

menelously long run impe rsonate*ei Lord Lonsdale*.

It was only in ( )cte)ber, 1912, that the* first

full-ffedgeel Revaie was produceel in London. Its

title* was Ki// Lhat Fly\ the book was by Cifeorge

CTre)ssmith and Re^bert 'I'harp, the music by
Melville CTieleon, anel it was staged jointly by
CTiossmith and myself.

Cirossmith had be*e*n instiumental in getting

me* appointed, with AIf)nty Le‘ve*aux, to the

man.ige*me*nt of the Alhambra, the fortunes of

which were flagging tt*rribly at the time. WIku
1 arrive-d in Londe)n in July, 1912, I had seen

practically all the Revues—hunelreds of them

—

which had be*en proeluced in Paris during the

preceding twelve or riftee-n ye*ars. 'Lhcre were
many types of Rev ue in Paris in those days. The
spectacular ones, mainly at the Kolies Bergere
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iiijcl Olympia, were produced on a large scale and
depended more on the picturesque and tlie effects

than anything else. 'Idtc “ theatrical” ones were
produced at the Bc^uffes I^arisiens, the Palais

Royal, and especially the Theatre de Varietes,

where greater importance was given to the book.
'The tiny “cafe chantants” Revues were played

'['ui CroRC.'L Grossmith

by lialf a do/.en performers at the Capucines and

in the Montmartre district, and even smaller were
the “Revues de Salon,” especially written fir

“at homes.” T he latter were very free in their

handling of personalities, and were limited to a

cast of two or three.

I had been connected with the staging of abtiut

a do'/.en of all the different si'/,es 1 have just

mentioned—the game was not new to me. Ciee-

(Tee and 1 worked hard together, and the formula

we adopted certainly proved to the taste of the

public, as it definitely established a craAc for a new
form of entertainment that was to remain a

favourite for years. Kill That Fly was in no way
a replica of a French Revue. It was con-
cocted for a London audience, but we had
introduced the only connecting link that is

typically F rench ; the Compere and the Gommere.
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According to Larousse's French Fncyclo-

paedia^ Revues started in France about 250 years

ago, although it was only round about 1840 that

they became really popular in Paris. I daresay

the (jompere and the Gommere were present in

those days. 1 saw mv first French Revue in

1895 or 1896. I have looked at a few old scripts,

and until recently, when the French Revue
rather altered its formida, I never saw a Revue
in France without Compere and Gommere. '^Fhese

two characters used to be introduced to one
another in the opening chorus usually twc»

people meeting for the first time, one ultra-

sophisticated, the other less so, to make it possible

for one to take the other round the T own, as a

sort of guide, explain! r>g the new ideas, the latest

topics. T hey were really two aspects of Public

Opinion—and the Oreek Chorus is definitel}'

their ancestor. T'ht^y used to be on the stage from
beginning to end, never going t)ff (.luring anv
sketch or song, but merely tlrifring apart to the

opposite sides of the prosctaiium, and chipping
in where nec(*ssarv. We introduced them in tile

tirst I>ondon Re\'ue, and f<^r sonu* time they both

sur\ived. Since tJien tlu* Gornmere., poor girl,

has more or less died, but the Gornpei e still sur-

vi\'es T hese two characte rs were ratlier retaiding

the spea-d of the enti*rtainment, and as the age
grew hectic, th(‘v became less and less important.

TVow the (Jo/npere is taken for granted, and t^ne

doc-s !iot trouble to introduce him in the begin-

ning. He comes on the stage only when liis

speeches are necessary to explain an idea, t(> set

an atmosphere (or si^metimes to cover with a little

patter, an impossible change of scenery or

costumes . . .).

Kill 'That Fly was closely followed bv Albert

de Courville’s R(*\ ue Jlello Ragti?ne at tlie

Hippodrome, in 1914 Alfred Butt joinetl in tin*

Competition at the Palace with the Passing Shoiv.

'File Spectacular Revue was definitely c'stablishcd.

'J'he great drawback in producing shows of

this type in theatres as large as the Alhambra,
the Hippodrome, the Palace, and the Kmpire was
tliat it made the exploitation of subtle humour
almost impossible. 1 was aching to do a smaller

Revue somewhere, but was prevented by my
contract with the Alhambra. Sir Charlt's Cochran
was the first in the field to produce a really

Intimate Revue, entitled Odds and Ends^ at the
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Ambassadors’ 'l licatrc, in October, 1914. I he

setting was simplified to practically a set of black

velvet curtains. Sir Charles had recruited two
l^'rench artists, Alice Oelvsia and Ceon Morton,
who had previously had experience in Paris

Revues. He had an admirable book by Harry
Cj rattan, and a new fuixire was started. Many
Re\'ues of the same type, produced by Sir Cliarles,

myself, and others, followed at many laindon
theatres. This ctinception, however, was not yet

the “perfected” one. It was simply going from
extreme spectacle to extreme simplicity, an appeal

to the brain instead of an appeal to the eye, and
gradually tlie staging of small Revues became more
and more elaborate. In my opinion the best

formula was reached with tlie Revues done by
Sir Charles at tlie Pavilion and rnvself at the

Prince of Wales about 1919 and subsequently.

It would take columns to enumerate the

Revues produced in latndon between 1912 and
19^4, but apart from those I have alreadv men-
tioned, the most successful producers of W^est

Knd Rc‘\ ues ha\e includ< d [ack Hulbert, Paul

M lit lav, Archie ile Heai, Dion 'l itheradge,

Juliati Wylie, and, towaids the t'lid of that

period, William Walker and Robei t Nesbitt,

whose* Ballyhoo showed distincti\e pcasonalitv'.

Since 1919 Revue* has chanued ve*rv little in

Its construction, but trt*mendousl y m its rone aiul

speed,

'The “tone” changes are due to the fact iliat

censorship greatly altered between the wars. T he
country grew much mt)re sophisticated, the

post-War influence had its cynical reactions, and
Revue, being topical, was the first to reflect

them. IX'lany sketches proiluced during the First

Cyix-at War and sJiortly afterwards would seem
so tamt* to-day that men of tJie young generation
might think they had been originally produced
for till* benefit of scliool children.

Speed has also altered the aspect of Revue
tremendously. 'Phis, 1 think, is due not only
to the fact that the times have become hectic,

but mainly to the influence of the cinema (silent

or talking), which has reduced words and actiiai

to the pith of both. 'I'he stage has had to fdlow
suit.

'To give an example, 1 compared the manu-
script of a Revue 1 did in 191S with the book
of Mozu jy y'ou Do^ which 1 produced at the

Comedy 'Fheatre in 1933. 'The first one com-
prised sixteen items, one of the sketches playing
as long as twenty minutes. 'Die second had
thirty-two items, exactly double the number, and
the longest sketch played seven minutes. Six or
seven minutes is tlie maximum one can expect
an audience to sit through one single item in

these days— 1 wonder what the producer of 196*^^

will have to do to satisfy his public!
Revue has had its ups and downs, but 1 hope

it never goes under as it is the best medium in

which to dev^f'lop theatrical talent, I his has been
proved by the fact that more than half the actors,

authors, and composers who are famous to-day
gained their stripes in Revue. So many elements
are necessary to build up a successful Revue that
it has many times been the stepping-stone for an
author with one sketch or one lyric, for a com-
poser with one tune, for a designer with one
setting or one costume, for an artist with the
successful understudy of one item. It would be
ludicrous to substantiate wliat I mention liere,

but there is no doubt as to the value of Re\’ue to

other entertainments. 'Think also of tlie value
to the artist, who gets the chance in one evening
to show his versatility sometimes with eight or
ten parts, whereas it would take him sexeral

years to prov^e his worth with the same number
of parts in other types of theatrical entertainment.

I was almost forgetting the real purpose of this

article. I was asked by the Fditor to tell you
how to produce Revue. It is quite simple, and
I will do my best to giv'e you the recipe as briefly

as possible.

Your first problem is to decide whether or not
to entrust the task of writing the book, lyrics,

and music to one, two, or more authors and
composers.

There is only one man whi^ can do the whole
thing single-handed and produce the show as well

;

his name is Noel Coward, but up to the time of
writing this article he stands alone.

Some successful Revues hayt* been due u> the
collaboration of one author and «>ne composer;
others hav e had a number of collaborators almost
as large as the number of items i>n the programme
of the entertainment.

Personally, I have an open mind on the subject.
I have ft>und both methods successful. It is

certainly a sintplification af the producer’s tiisk if
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ht* can limit the autlior and the composer to two
men, but it is not often possible, and one should
remember that a number of contributors helps
to make for variety. Revue is to the legitimate

stage what the maga/,ine is tt) the novel, and it is

difficult to imagine an attractive magazine beirig

successfully written and illustrated from cover to

c<n’er by one iiidividual.

Vour decision on this pt^int is, anyway, the
beginning of your troubles, as you may be certain

if you decide on the multiple authf>rship that

you will be slated by at least one dramatic critic

who will make a point of counting the number
of collaborators and giving more prominence to

this than to the value of the entertainment.
However, having made up your mind, and

before you start rehearsals you must
(rj) Secure a first-rate lot <if sketclies.

(/i) Secure a first-rate lot of lyrics.

(i) Secure* a first-rate lot of turu*s.

(r/) Oather a most competent company of
principals, well contrasted in types, and having
drawing power at your box office.

(e) Recruit a chorus of attractive girls who can
dance anything from ballet to the most difficult

“tap,” and sing in the ensembles without spoiling

the harmony.

(f) Engage competent persons to rehearse both
the sketches and the dances.

(^) Crt't all your scenery models st> that you
have the maximum variety of pictures with the

minimum amount of canvas and timber, being
sure that all will fit on the stage where you are

ultimately to produce your Revue.
(A) Ciet an equally attractive* lot of designs for

all the costumes, not forgetting shoes, hosiery,

liats, haberdashery, wigs, etc. Obtain estimates

for these and organize a schedule e^f fittings that

does not clash with y<^ur rehearsals.

(J) Make sure that your orchestra is in the

hands of a competent musical director wh<i will

be able to “produce” it with four or five rehear-
sals an incompetent one will take a dozen

—

and be sure that all your musical numbers are
scored and copied by experts, so that hours are

not wasted ccirrecting mistakes at rehearsals.

(X*) Organize your schedule of rehearsals so

that you df> nt^t waste the time and wages one
category of your empUvyees while others are

working i.e. do not have a “dress rehearsal”
until the bouk, songs, and dances have been staged,

the costumes tric*d, tht* scenery fitted, the lighting
organ iz<.*<.l, the band rehearsed, nil nt separate
rehearsals.

(/) When you get to your last rehearsals be
sure that your lighting is well set to show your
cast, scenery, and costumes to thi* best advantage

avoid amber on leading ladies, pink on green
tlresses, blue on jux t'iiiles, etc.

(///) h'ngage a clexer Press agent, so that if

anything goes wrong you liave sonu*onc‘ to

take the* blame that you cantiot throw on
your manager, your stage director, oi your
secretary.

(//) Tvast, but not least, cva'rything liaving been
thoroughly rehearst‘d, litted, tried, and corrected,

you must get your proper running order; tliat is

to say the best sequence in which to present the

items that go to make your Revue. When you
do this you must think not only of the proper
contrast between the items, but of tlie practical

side concerning the changes of scenery aiul cos-

tumes. Vou must also remember that Miss X
does not care to follow Mr. Y’s comedy scene

with her light number, that J\1 r. V will be
most annoyed if he follows Miss X’s duet with
the juv'enile, which is bound to stop the show,
and so on.

Does it not sound all very simple to you ?

1 wish you luck.
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PRODUCING SHAKESPEARE’S PLAYS
HARCOURT WILLIAMS, Actor and Producer; has made some fifty productions at the Old Vic.

WHAT is it tliat first draws us to Shakes-
peare—when we are very young, 1 mean ?

I can think of a variety of reasons that

send us scuttling away from him. I n my own case,

1 fancy the attraction began wlien my mother
gave me an old copy of the plays which happened
to be in the family library. How deep her intention

was 1 cannot say. She knew that from the age
of six years 1 had been obsessed by the theatre

because I liad given excerpts from Sarah '1 home’s
touring pantomime with the kitchen table as

an extempori'/.ed stage—my first introduction to

the simple effect! \eness of the Kli/.abethan

“platform”! 'I'his volume of Shakespeare had
been printed in 1827 and the tvpc was small,

even for youth’s sharp eyes, but it had a musty
smell, which 1 found intriguing. 1 recall repeated

attempts to read the first play in the book, but th(*v

never got beyond the first scene. Prospero’s life-

story defeated me. But my dt-sire to know more
did not flag. To my great ik light, when I was
twelve ye-ars old, my father took seats for us all

to see the Lyceum production Jlefiry VI 11 ^ th<*

opulent pageantry of which had iust caused a

great sensation. ( )n the day of our proposi-d visit

the Duke of Clarence died, and the theatres

were closed by order of the Lord ChaniberlaiFi.

My elder brothers, who doubtlc*ss bv this time
had had their interest in history killed at school,

vetoed the Tudor period, and the tickets, instead

of being exchanged for another night at the

Lyceum, were taken for another theatre. My
disappointment was such that it is no great

wonder that I have forgotten whatexer frivolous

play we witnessed in the end. As a sop my mother
took me during the following year to see Henry
Irving and Kllen 'Lerry in Tennyson’s Hecket^ a

circumstance that shaped the course of my life.

INTRODUCTION TO HAMLET
It was not until later that I saw the Lyceum

Shakespearean revivals, and my first introduction

to‘ the plays on the stage was a perflxrmance of

Hamlet at the Crystal Palace 'riicatre when Mrs.
Bandmami-Palmer essayed the title role. 1 was

impressed, but resentful. 1 knew that S()mething
was fundamentally wrong, and, <^h dear, that

feminine hat overflowing with a sheaf of black

cock feathers ! 'I'he point 1 wish to make is this :

there must have been some romantic quality

native to the plays, which, in spite of a slow brain,

reading difliculties, and indifferent presentation,

sei'/.ed hold of my imagination ; and should not
the joy that comes to the young in this way be
exploited by professors and teachers, rather than
t-rnphasi^ laid on the dreary penance t)f “notes
and anachronisms’’ that are made so much more
important than the text ?

SIJAKhSPKARI. AND 'I' III- CLOIU-:

It took me many years of experience and work
to realize that Shakespeare’s plays had not always
been actetl on an artificially lighted “picture”
stage to an audience plunged in darkness. The
effect of Cireek tragedy played ir) a theatre open
to the sky and with a background of mountain
and distant seascape must have been exhilarating,

and no doubt performances at the Olobe Theatre
by daylight and on a platform stage, which showed
the actors “in the rouiul” and brought them into

an intimate relation with the audience, must have
possessed a quality that is lost for ever.

In 1599 fhe Olobe I'ht-atre was built on the

Bankside, London. 'Tht- year is significant be-

cause, as Sir Walter Raleigh points out, “'The
xlate of its building coiiicides with the beginning
of Shakespeare's greatest dramatic period, when
he set himself to teach English tragedy a higher

flight. His tragedies and Roman plays, it is safe to

assume. Were brought out at this theatre under his

own supervision ; the actors probably instructed

by himself; the very building was possibly de-

signed for his requirements.” When we feel

inspired to teach Shakespeare his own job, it is

well to bear the foregoing wa)rds in mind!
'The structure of the Cxlobe, Malone iclls us,

was hexagonal on the outside, but, perhaps, circu-

lar within. It was built of oak beams and plaster

on a stone foundation. "I'he oak frame work th;it

e*xists in many Klizabc‘than houses to-day is as hard
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as steel, and had it not been for the disastrous fire

that destroyed the theatre during a performance
of Henry 1^1 11^ there is no reascui, from an
architectural point of view, why it should not be
standing now. 'I'he building was about forty feet

high with roofed galh‘ries for the audience riin-

AND STAC;K

Inner Stage, and thus make a third division in

working the stage, permitting scenes to be acted
in front while properties were being cleared or

set beliind. It is thought that the Inner Stage
was also used for a tiring room, but, although this

may have been so in early days, it would be an

“Kinc; Hi.NR'i VIII, ’ Act i, Scini

ning round it. 'They were surmountetl by a turret,

from which a Hag Hew when a performance was
in progress. 'I he stage itself was a bare platform

jutting out some distance into the pit, where the

“groundlings” covild obtain standing room, for

there were no seats here, for the sum of one
penny. "I'he stage itself had a roof supported on
pillars, but the space between this and the galleries

was open to the sky. At tlie back of the stage

there was a gallery which was used for such
practicabilities as Juliet’s balcony, t)r the battle-

ments in the historical dramas. Beneath the

gallery was an “ Inner Stage,” which could be cur-

tained off. 'This was used for Prospero’s cave, for

I.,ear’s tent, or IVIad T om’s hovel in the same
play. T'here might also have been a “traverse”
curtain that would cut out the gallery and the

inconvenient arrangi-ment, and it is pia^bable that

the tiriiig room at the new Cllobe was farther

from the stage. Fifiallv, two doors at the back,
left and rigJit of the Inner Stage, supplied the

entrances for the players.

Of the acting John Masefield says, “It is likely

that this was much quicker than modern aqting.

T he plays were acted swiftly, without hesitation

or dawdling over ‘business,’ and wtTe played

straight through, without waits. TTiere was little

or no scenery to most plays. 'The properties, i.e.

chairs, beds, etc., were simple and few. T'he play

was the thing. The aim of the play was to give

not a picture of life, but a glorified vision of life.

'The object was not realism, but illusion.”

One other s}u)rt quotation, again from Walter
Raleigh, is relevant: “While the Restoration
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theatre mangled and parodied the tragic master-
pieces, a new generation of readers kept alive the
knowledge and heiglitcned the renown of the
written word. 'I'he readers of Shakespeare took
over from the fickle players tlie trust and inheri-

tance of his fame.”

SHAKESPEARE’S PLAYS
and adapted forms becante tlie “mode.” "I'Jie

travesty that Carrick made of the last scene in

Romeo emd Juliet will liang for ever round his

neck and make lirst-rate evidence in the hands of
those who plead tliat good actors are blessed with
more emotit>n tlian intellect. lr\ing rescued thi-

'I'm FoR'J I'Ni rmiA'l’KI. iN'l lRItJR

"I'he fickle players indeed Iia\e “done their

d.imnedest” to betray their master, but 1 am nor
sure that the readers liave not done their share

in building a mountain of editions, annotations,

and treatises with which they liave succeeded in

obscuring the sunrise. "1‘here is that monstrous
library, too, in which they have attempted to lock

the plays away from the theatre, forgetting that

love laughs at prison bolts.

In the eighteenth century the plays in truncateil

plays fr<u7i this kinel of desecration and presented
them with great skill and imaginatit>n. Howe\er,
under the influence of his period, for which he
was no more to blame than tlu* public for whom
he was catering, he still cut the plays drastically,

and altered the continuity of scenes t<^ tit in with
the elaborate scenic effects that were then popular.

Victorian prudery demanded further abbrevia-

tions, which often robbed the plot of its poignancy.
Unfortunately, Irving’s imitators went one worse
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instead of one better, and the productions, lacking
Irving’s and Kllen Terry’s vivid personalities,

became cumbersome structures, which bored the
public and drove so many from the performance
of Shakespeare’s plays that we stiJl experience
great difficulty in luring them back.

Meanwhile, about fifty years ago, an influence

began to make itself felt—in a very small way at

first—which eventually rcvolutioniz,ed the Shake-
spearean theatre almost as completely as the

Puritan influence shook the Church. William
Poel went back to the foun ain head and pre-

sented the plays in the same manner as they were
acted at the Globe Theatre iji Shakespeare’s day,

that is, as near as he could humanly get to the
original. Many caught fire from this flame,

notably Harley Cxianville-Rarker, and now it is

rather the exception than otherwise to sec a

production of Shakespeare that is not consciously,

or unconsciously, based on Poel’s work. No
self-respecting producer can slice a play about
to fit it in with his “production,” and owing to

the altered point of view in the public mind,
the frankness of Shakespeare, even when it

amounts to bawdiness, is no longer an excuse for

cutting.

1 do not wish to imply that we have found the

ideal way of presenting his plays—far from it

—

but our experiments are at least marking time
rather than going backwards. There is, perhaps,

too strong a feeling that we must do something
outrageous to make Shakespeare interesting. 'Fhat
line of thought will lead to disaster. But fresh

points of view (Shakespeare, like a diamond, can
give light from many facets), fresh ideas for

presentation, and a throwing overboard of tradi-

tional clutter, make for a wholesome atmosphere,
provided always that we do not offend against the

dramatic values set down by the author.

'I'he more 1 have had to deal with Shakespeare
the more difficult 1 have found him, but always
the more enthralling. 'The initial task is to get

some kind of clarity into one’s vision, and then
to convey that vision to other people, who will

persist in demanding the most extraordinary quali-

ties from Shakespeare, all spelt in capital letters.

Every honest man knows that such precepts can
no more be upheld in capitals than can the moral
virtues, and Shakespeare would be the last to

desire that he should be so belied.

THEATRE AND STAGE
O, my books be then the eloquence
And dumb presatjers of my speaking breast;

Who plead for love, and look for recompense.
More than the tongue that more hath more express’d.

O, Learn to read what silent love hath writ;

Xo hear with eyes belongs to love’s fine wit.

A young and distinguished actor once asked
me what I considered to be the difference

between our present method of acting Shake-
speare and that in vogue in the days of Irving,

Frank Benson, and Herbert ^Free—that is, about
half a century ago.

T aking the best examples of the Irving period,

1 should say that an actor in studying a part

thought first of the rhythm and the swing of the

verse, and then of the meaning, whereas modern
technique demands that the clear meaning of
the words shall be given paramount consideration.

'I 'here is something t(^ be said for both methods :

I think the ideal was probably found in the acting

of Ellen 'l errv, who cleverly combined the two
with satisfying effect.

Shakespeare's verse, both rhythm and accent,

is so compe^sed that if it is correctly spoken the
sense will look after itself. T'lierc are, to<),

emotional and dramatic values in the actual

sound of the words that may well be lost if t(>o

much detail be indulged in. During the time
that 1 was producing Shakespeare plays at the

Old Vic, Harley Granville-Barker wrote to me
in a letter of helpful criticism, “Don’t let your
actors be so damned explanatory.”

I'he actors, however, must be understood,
and, abovx' all, they must be heard, or the audience
will soon cease to pay attention, and with the

present-day tendency tt> clip the vowel many of
us cannot speak Shakespearean verse without a

good deal of hard work. Do we not talk of
pallises, mi rides, traters, and even pleecmen ?

'Fhat is not good enough for an actor who wants
to play Hamlet, First of all, we must acquire

correct breathing such as is used by natural sing-

ers, and then be sure that each separate syllable

(consonants and vowels) in every line is given its

true sound value.

An eflPective exercise is to take a complete phrase
and to stretch it out in sound to its utmost limit;

then, when you are famiJar with every nuance
of sound, to close it up again like a concertina.

This exercise brings two other blessings: it

improves breath control and teaches the words

!
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Nijinsky, wc* are told, held that in drama,

music, and the dance the author’s idea must
be adhered to absolutely; and Arthur Whitby,
an actor of rare ability and no little achieve-
ment, maintained that an actor’s tirst duty w^as

to know the author’s lines accurately: two ex-
cellent rocks these to which any production may
be anchored.

'To give advice on producing Shakespeare is as

difficult as it is dangerous, for if one is keen one’s
ideas are bound to shift and grow; but no harm
can be done by going back to the First Folio
edition and studying the play as there set out,

before the ideas born of realistic scenery have
been imptjsed upon it and the original flow of the
drama has been interrupted by emendations. 'Fhen
visuali/ie the mechanics of the play as it might
have been done on the Cilobe stage. It will be
found that the stage management slips into the

structure. Inner Stage, Outer Stage, and 'I'ra-

verse, fairly simply. Let us take the example of
Romeo tmd yuliet^ which after the preliminary
'‘'‘Actus PrtTTius^ Scevnu Prirnu^'* has no further

division of act tu' scene.

1 he opening cjuarrel scenes, Romeo’s entrance,

Capulet’s scene with Paris and Peter, and Romeo
.nid Benvolio’s return, could all take place on the

Outer Stage. T'he first Juliet scene, with her
Mother and the Nurse, could also be on the C)utei

Stage with the adtiition, perhaps, the Inner
Stage. At the end of the scene the Nurse would
probably see to it that the curtains were drawn to

close the Inner Stage at the end of her scene. T he
maskers with their drums and torches would then
enter, and during JNdercutio’s poetic foolish

fancies, tables would be set in tlie Inner Stage.

At the end of the Mercutio scene the Folio gives

the following direction, “'Fhey march about the

stage, and the serving men come forth with their

napkins.” "I’his meant that they would pop out
from the Inner Stage, whence sounds of merry-
making and feasting would probably be heard.

The “march about the stage” of the maskers
may have meant that tliey went out through one
door, marched about, that is round the back of
the stage, and in at the other door on their cue.

After the Potpan scene the curtains would be

drawn, and Capulet would lead the way forward
with his guests. At the end of the scene it is

possible that the traverse was closed for the

Chorus to speak his lines, and this would allow
an opportunity for clearing such furniture as was
used in the preceding scene.

'Fhe Balcony scene would be played on the real

balcony over the Inner Stage, and I fancy that

Romeo’s “Can I go fc^rward when my heart is

here.?” and the little Mercutio and Benvolio
scene should be played without any scene change.
Undoubtedly, Romeo should not leave the stage

as is usual during Mercutio’s coarse tjuips on love,

but should hear them, otherwise Romeo's “He
jests at scars that never felt a wound’’ has no
meaning.

'Fhe b riar's cell scene, which follows, would
be placed in the Inner Stage.

'Fhe scene that begins “Where the devil should
this Romeo be.?” and leads through a delicious

chatter of idle wit not so far removed from the

gayer efforts of bright young things to-day, to the

coming of the Nurse and the subsequent plot t>f

the marriage and the scaling of the ladder to

the high top gallant of Romeo’s joy, could be
played in front of the TVa\erse. Juliet’s scene
with the Nurse would take place on the Outer
Stage and the marriage ceremony on the Inner
Stage. 'Fhis would leave the Outer Stage free

for the quarrel between Mercutio and T-'ybalt

that leads to the death of both, the entrance of
the Prince, with the animated, quick-tempered
Italian populace, and the subsequent banishment
of Romeo.

Here, if the modern audience must have a

pause, a break can be made. But it is unnecessarv,
and spoils the swing of the play. 'Inhere are only

three legitimate reasons for intervals in Shake-
speare’s plavs. (i) When a change of mood in

the spectator is adx isable ; occasioned, for instance,

by a deflnite change of place. (2) Physical

fatigue, as when the full version of Hamlet is

given. ('Fhose who have seen such a performance
can never be satisfied with any truncated hotch-
potch.) (3) Rest for the* actors. I think this last

can almfjst be eliminated, for Shakespeare shows
liis usual stagecraft by gi\itig the actors, who
are carrying the heti\'icst burden, a reasonable

wait in the text before tJiey have their final big

scene.

It is scarcely necessary to detail the rest t>f the

changes. 'I'he principle is so simple that it is easily

applied. 'Fhere is a slight difficulty in the scene
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where Romeo says farewell to Juliet. 'The Folio

says, “’Filter Romeo ami Juliet aloft," which
means, of course, on the balcony. "I'his is an
admirable place for the scene, and Rometi’s
descent by his rope ladder becomes a practicable

arrangement. Hut hve lines after he has left the

stage the Mt>ther enters. "I'he tpiestion is: l^oes

A lV)R"IKr\IT, nv I^ROIISSOR ToNKS,
Ol- WlLIlAM Poll.

Pjt“'cnt<cl 111 hirii nil till (x'i.jsKiii of lii-^ SoHi
1

1

is at pro'st'ut 111 th< I at<’ < i.illfi \

she enter “aloft" where Juliet is, or below in

what a moment ago we ha^ e imagined to be a

part of Capulet’s orchard ? ( )b\ iously the succeed-
ing scene between Capulet, Lady Capulet, Juliet,

and the Nurse c<nild hardly take place in the

confined space of the balcony and so far removed
from the audience, so one must conjecture that

the Mother did not really enter until her line,

“Why, how now Juliet.'*" and that Juliet had
time to reach the stage* proper after she had
spoken, “What unaccusttim’d cause procures her
hither.?”

For the last scene of all, if the convention is

accepted that the curtains of the Inner Stage are

the heavy portals to the charnel house, all the

difficulties that are created by the realistic theatre
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disappear as though by magic : the magic of
imagination indeed ! 'I'here is no doubt that the
playgoer of Fli/.abeth’s day was meant to bring
his imagination with him to the theatre, and we
gather from the exhortations in the Chorus of
Henry I' that there was a danger the mental
process might not work! On the evidence of the
text 1 think that the use of the “'Fraverse
Curt.iin" that 1 have suggested was not used in

Romeo 'yidliet^ but it is obvious that the scenes
ftdlowed each t>ther in rapid succession without
anv' appreciable inlc*rruption. 'Fhere is no doubt
that Shakespeare relied upon a swiftness of speech
and action whereby to hold his mixed audience,
which ranged frt^m a cidtured few to a rough
but not unintelligent crowd.

'Fhe verse should be spoktai smoothly and with-
out too much explanation, and the thoughts
therein translated in the actor's mind into their

modern application. We are too often misled
into thinking that because certain we>rds in the

plavs have fallen into disuse (moie's the pity) that

the ide*as, emotions, and, what wt* to-dav'^ call

psychological reactions, arc* nccessaiily archaic.

Nothing is further from the truth. 'J'hese arc-

like the- Clc-optitra of I'.nob.n bus’s desciiption, age
caniK^t wither, nor custom stale, their infinite-

v.iric-ty; and provided we do not Ic-t go the
anchor that holds us to the author’s conception, we
should, 1 think, let in the Hood of modern condi-
tions and reactions to the- c-\tent of allowing them
to inHuc-nce our work, just as we should avail

ourselvc*s t)f the convenic*ncc* of such modc-rn
lighting and dc-corative c-ftect as will help to set

off the play without detiacting from its dramatic
value. Hut do not let us attempt to “paint"
the scc-*nc-ry that the* author himself has prov ided

with such consummate skill in the imagination.
And ewen the fictor should not be permitted to

distract. Ivor Hrown, writing of a cb\ssical

production, rc-joiced that the- tirersome wt^rd

“stvli'/.e" had blessedlv been forgotten, and that

the performance w.is notan ambitious producer’s
attempt to cut capers round about the play.

W^hen choosing players it is not a bad notion
to think of an orchestra. 'Flic- v'oices and per-

sonalities should be well balanced. T he actors

should be encouraged to create characters; that

is to bring colour and background into their inter-

pretations, but the producer should watch for
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laboured delivery, unnatural voices (the “Shake-
spearean voice!”), ineaninglc*ss gesture, or any
elaboration that holds up the action for one
moment, and, finally, shun “ tratlitional business”
like the foul fiend. 'IVadition should always be
considered, for there is much to be learned from
it, and the spirit that informed it was more likely

to cry out against the crueller bondage of sh^ppi-
ness.” It is sloppiness that so easilv flourishes in

the emotional atmosphere of tluMtrical enterprise,
and no man has fought against this more strenu-
ously than William Poel.

"riiere is an austerity about his work that makes
fi^r intellectual clarity, and although he became

A ScTNi, Drsic.NKi) HY Edward Carrick, for a Prodi’CTIon oi- “MACBrm” at ihl Oi.d
Vie 'rin.ATRi'

Photo hv J II’ T^cbinham

to be right than not, but it must not be imitated.

It is a grammar, not an exercise. St. John Krvine
has uttered wise remarks upon this subject: “No
one can so quickly rduse my wrath and provoke
my contempt as a rule-ridden man, the fool who
says ‘A rule’s a rule; as Icnig as I’m a member
of this society, a rule will continue to be a rule!’

But to despise a man who thinks that people are

made for rules when ruk*'. are made for con-
venience and have no \ alue or virtue apart from
their convenience, is one thing, and to plead for

the abolition of all rules is another. It is well for

us to cry out at regular interv'^als against the

bondage of technique, but we must be more ready

moreexperimental he never abandoned hisoriginal

conception of Shakespeare as a consummate
craftsman of the practical theatre. His book
Shtikespeare i?i the Theatte should be read by all

intending producers, together with Harley Gran-
villc-Barker’s invaluable A olumes, P) eftnes to

Shakespeare. Here we are pri\ilt‘ged to see the

mind of a superb producer illuminating some of
the plays with understantling and a perfect grasp

of the technical detail.

'Fhere are twt> vexed questions with which I

have no space to deal as fully as they deserve to

be dealt with: Costume and Music. For the

first it is best to keep an eye on the costume of the
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time as far as pt)ssiblc ; this save us frt>m many
a sarn^rial pitfall laid for the unwary in tlie text.

"I'he archaeological exactitude on which we are

apt to pride ourselves to-day probably troubled

the Eli/,abethans but little. "Elieir familiar doub-
let and hose appear to have formed the basis of
their stage c<istume, with crowns, cloaks, ami
armour, added as occasion demanded. Plays of
a mt)re masque-like character, intended for nup-
tial celebrations, aFid so forth, may ha\ e called

forth a more elaborate “’dressing-up,” such as is

indicated in the designs of Inigo Jones. 'The
touch of modernism (as it then was) in the actor’s

appearance no doubt helped to preserve a reality

in the plays that our period-conscious trappings

too often f^bscure. 'The lessmi of Sir Harr\'

Jackson’s presentatitm of Hamlet in the clothes

(3f the twentieth century was sharp and salutary,

and ft)r my part I should like to see a play such
as Julius Oaesar produced in a similar manner,
jolted out of its cold pseudo-Roman bathtub
toggery, and given a new pcrspccti\'e.

Paul Veronese knew 1k>w to create* tlie feeling

of a classical atmosphere out of his own pe*riotl

and a skilled designer might well achieve satis-

factory results on the same principle.

When dealing with tlie music in Shakespeare's

plays, let us remember that the author, from
textual evidence alone, nuist ha^ e bexai a sound
musician, and give him what he asks for as

closely as we can—and no more.
A gra\ i.‘ misuse ot music in production is the

introduction t)f songs and dances between the

dialogue, tending to slow down the tempo of the

drama. An example of this occurrt'd in a per-

formance of 'I'he T'lvo Gentlemen of Vei ona. Now
this, plainly, is an early and experimental work,
but it has two essential qualities, extreme passion-

ate youth and swiftness of action. (Whether it is

entirely Shakespeare’s does not matter here.)

'There is a point where Sylvia’s father unmasks
Vah'ntine’s plot to steal his daughter. In a heated
speech the Duke banishes Valentine and leaves

him alone t>n the stage to express his reaction to

the preceding scene. On the occasion in mind
a song was inserted between the Duke’s ('xit

and Valentine’s emotional st)lihK]uy, thus nulli-

fying the dramatic situation. 'This brings me
back to my origiiFal ilictum, that the spirit of

the play must not be frustrated—a divinity, J

add, that must sanctify auditors as well as

actors.

There can be no question that among other
important things that we have lost in this business

of producing r'hz.abethan plays is the specific

attitude of the auilience. 'Idle darkened audi-

toiium and the picture-stage straining after a

naturalistic realism ha\i* succeeded in putting a

barrier between players and public that is often

hard to sui mount, .nul the* latest devehipments of

the film the.itre hiivi* created an audienct* which,
howe\ er appieciatix e they ma\ be in their silence,

.ire completclv' un r(‘spo/isi \ e so far .is outward
expression is combined. 1 liis non-committal
attitude, besides retarding the growth of film .nt

itself, is poor training for the li\mg theatre,

wJiere a generous interchange of emotion is

essential.

Finally, I offer a word of encouragement to

the amateur to t.ickk* Shakespt'.ire. Fools rush

in, they s.iy, whe e angels fear to tread. 15ut

professional .actors are not always angelic, and the

non-professional .ire not always foolish. 1 h.ive

seen more than one dramatic performance of

Shakespeare given by cliildri-n .ind young people
(who did not know too mucJi !) that we re admir-
able. 'I'heie IS a quality in Shakespt‘are which the

initiated are too apt to disregard and which may
be brought to light witli great profit by the simple

of heart.
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THE STAGE AS A CAREER
A RECOGNIZED PROFESSIONAL. Author and Critic

I
N former days it would have been thought
absurd to talk of the Stage as a career to be
dehnitely chosen, '^"ou were either born u»

it or you were not. Or, if you were not, you
drifted on tn it, either by force of circumstances,

or, in the case of a few, as the n^sult of an irresis-

tible urge that overcame all obstacles. Hut,

usually, in those days it was an htaeilitarv calling

that was followed as a matti*r of coursi*. Sir

Cedric Hardwicke has remarked that so many
of the old players of the past sc-em to ha\e been
born in a circus that even now he visits

()?u‘ of tlu)se entertainments without a certain

amount of trepidation !

Hut though hereditary talent still pla\’s an
important part in tlu* mattt'r, as is ilhistrattal by

such cases as tliose of Phyllis Neilson-'I'et ry,

.Mary Hrough, |t>\'ce Carey (daughtcM* of the late

Lilian Hraitliwaite Maigaret VV^ehstei (daughter

of the l.iu- Dame .May WhittyJ, John (Jielgud

(another 1 erry), and many more, eii eumstanees

111 gt'iieial ha\t* entirelv changed, so that, as often

as not, the K*ading perf<»rmers to-day will be

found to have had no previous associations with
the Stage at all. 'I hus, the late Sir < h*rald dii

IMauriei’ was, of course, the son of the fanums
pNfich artist, while Sir Seymour Hicks, Henry
Ainh'v, Dame Sybil riiorndike, and lu^sls of

others, all furnish further instances.

In other woials, the Stage as a career has now
become one of the recogni/.ed professions, in line

with the Law, Medicine, the Churcli, or any
of the other more ordinary callingSj, and offering

rewards not h*ss attractive than any of them.
T rue, like its sister arts of the brush and the

chisel, it demands initial gifts of a more highly

speciali/,ed kind than those required by the more
everyday professions, while it has further a special

atmosphere of its own that puts it in a more
frivolous category than any of them. But, other-

wise, its social rt*spectability may now' be regarded

as unimpeachable—to its artistic loss in the

t)pinion of n<n a few^—so that there n<^ longer

seems anything incongruous in having such re-

lated “pairs” as His Cirace Dr. Cosmo Cjordon

Lang, late Archbishop of C.interbury, and his

cousin, the late iMatheson Lang, one of' the
former heads of the Stagt* i the late Lord Allenhy,
a famous soldier, and his kinsman, iVIr. Frank
Allenby, a well-known actor of to-day; the
late Lady Aland Wariendi*r and her son, Lt.-

Comd. Harold W^irreiulei ; aiul so on. .\s the

late Lorti Houghton once remai ked—‘‘T'o-day

we are putting our sons and daughters on the

But this cjuestion t)f st^cial status need not be
taken too seriously, and the mere fact that actors

and actresses are now accepted as ladi(*s and
gentlemen, and no longtu classed as rogues and
vagabonds, is not of great importance. It has,

howevei
,
had one conse(.|uence which is un-

doubtedly important, as bearing on my subject,

and that is the caiormous resulting increase in

the number of candidates for the profession. As
someone put it, whereas formerly the Stage
wanted to get into Society, to-day it is Society

which wants to go upon the Stage. It is not

overstating the fact indeed to say tliat the Stage
is now an overcrowded profession. Nor is there

any difficulty in understanding tliis.

The superhci.il attractions of the Stage, at

least to those inclined that way, are obvious
enough. "Fo girls and young women especially

it is easy to understand its appeal. 'Fo be in the

limelight, to wear ]iretty clothes, play attractive

parts, be admiied and petted b\ the public, and
to be paid handsomely .it the s.ime time for doing
these things—no w'ondi'r that such possibilities

attract. Certainlv' they are vastly more alluring

th.'in those offered bv' Jiospit.il nursing, or work
in the City, or any of the relatively limited

number v)f other callings open t<^ women. Where-
fore it is not surprising that the dramatic acad-

emies are crowded wdth feminine students, of

whom, liowever, probably about lO per cent only

are destined to st.iy tJie course and ultimately

establish themselves as actual working actresses.

And t(> men also, with a leaning in that direc-

tion, the attractions of the* Stage are equ.illy

eviilent, though antecv elent gifts and abilities, real
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STAGE AS CAREER

or supposed, probably play a larger part in the

matter in their case. But for those possessed of
the requisite qualifications what career could be
more tempting.? No hard grinding for years at

dreary textbooks (as in the case of Medicine, sav,

or the lyaw), to be tolb^wed by trc^ublesome exam-
inations and a subsequent wait of further years

before anything worth while can be earned, but
merely a brief course of a year or two at a dram-
atic academy (itself in the nature of play more
than work) and then, with luck, an immediate
start.

T here is no reast>n whv sucli expectations

should not be reali/.ed b\' some. For there have
undoubtedly been plenty of instances of promising
boys and girls making and and JC4.0 a

week and a great deal more in some cases

—

within a few years of leaving their academies,

and naturally each aspirant in turn hopes that

he or she may be equally fortunate. But in

reality, of course, such success is only for the

lucky few, and of the rest the tale is different.

Hence, if bitter disappointment is to be avoided,

it is of the first importance- to be absolutely sure-

that one has reallv outstanding gifts for it before

embarking on this fascinating but perilous pro-

fession.

Unfortunately, this precaution is too often

neglected. Because Cjertrude has found such
favour in her local dramatic society it is rashly

assumed bv herself and her fond parents that she

has all the qualifications to take the place of
Kdith Kvans or Fay Compton on the pro-

fessional stage, while Jack’s parents are equally

convinced, on the strength of his performances
in amateur charades, that he has all the makings
of a future Ueslie Henson or Oeorge Robt*y.

And, of course, the dear children, both CTertrude

and Jack, may be quite talented up to a point.

But the question is whether they are sufficiently

good to hold their own with the best forthcoming
from other quarters—as they realiz,e only too

soon when, having started their training, they
c<^me up against the pick of their rivals, whom
they find to be, not merely talented, but possessed

of altogether exceptional gifts in the way of
looks, talents, personality, and everything else.

In a word, to succeed on the Stage it is not
sufficient to be endowed merely moderately.

There must be altogether exceptional powers if

TTTKAT'RK AND STA(;K

success is to be won in these fiercely competitive
days, and this is the point that should be most
anxiously considered before the young aspirants

take the plunge.

It is true that it is not always possible to say

with certainty beforehand who is qualified to

make good and who is not, as the records of all

the academies ^how. Again and again it has

happened that students of whom little was
expected have gone right ahead, while cithers who
carried off all the pri/,es have come to nothing
at all. One of the most popular young actors

on the Uondon stage to-day was earnestly advised

when undergoing his training to adopt some other
professiofi, and equally striking instances could
be- cited of brilliant students failing utterly to

fulfil the hopes reposed in them. But such cases

are e.xceptional, and, in a general way, there is

not much difficulty in distirjguishing the- sheep
from the goats.

It is not by any means a case of “roses, rose^,

all the way” even for those who have the “gc^ods."

It is very much the contrary. Rather mav it

be said of even the best of them that, like young
puppies, they have all their troubles before them.
For, speaking generallv, evc*n for the- bc-st en-
dowed the Stage- is a hearr-brt-aking professioji

that should onlv be embarked on by those
possessed of unlimited grit and courage. I well

remember hearing one of the most famous of
living Knglish actresses addressing a promising
young girl who was about to begin her studies.

“Are you prepared,” she asked in effect, “for
every sort of heartache and disappointment, to

endure all the pangs of hope deferred, to e.xercise

boundless patience, to wait long years perhaps
before your talents are recogniy.ed, possibly never
to get them recogniz,ed at all, to see ififerior

rivals going ahead while you are eating your
heart out in obscurity and never getting a chance,
in short to endure all the ills of the most trying

and nerve-wracking profession in existence.? If

so, go ahead and become an actress, and may good
luck attend you ! But if not, become a nurse,
or a typist, or a shop-assistant, or anything else

in prcfc-rence.”

That was sufficiently discouraging, it must be
admitted, but it was sound advice all the same.
For the Stage is indeed a heart-breaking pro-
fession, even for the most gifted, and all the
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more* so in these days when it has become so

dehnitt'ly overcrowded. At any giv'en moment,
it is safe to say, there are scores and scores, not
to say liundreds, of trained and capable performers,
including many highly gifted, seeking in vain for

employment not a few af them iiuleed artists

w}io have long since proved their powc^rs and
made their names.
A well-known and most popular actor in-

formed me that in tlie previous twelve mofiths
he had had cmly six weeks’ employment; and
his case was only one of many. T ragic indeed
is the lot of such performers who, after years
of successful work, when they might be supposed
to hav'e l'ycvv reason to regard themselvt's as

securtdv establislied at last, suddenly hnd them-
selves no longc'r in dt inand. For somo reason

they will h.ive lost ground perliaps for not bc‘ing

cpjite so good as usual in a given part, perhaps
because their style is thought to bt* getting old-

fashioned, or possibly because some younger and
more attractive iival has conn* along and captured
the managers’ favour .ind in the result they fiiul

tliemselves completelv' dropped.
Anvl they c.in tlo nothing whatever to help

matters, except wait arul hope "Then at last,

perhaps, a part turns up foi which such an actor

IS particvilarly suited, or t<»i which he is the only
one available at the moment, .ind he ^ets .mother
ch.'ince and, with luck, mav'^ make a tresh start

and continue swimminglv again. Hut at what a

ea^st in the matter of the anxiety and suffering

previously endured! T ruly it must be reckt^ned

a precarious profession, not to sa\' a dangerous
trade,” in which such experiences are possible.

In former days the situation was met to some
extent by the actor-manager system. T he actor

who had established his position made himself
secure by running his own theatre, wliereby he
ensured being always in employment. But now-
adays that system has disappeared. Formeily,
t<io, there were always tlie provinces, where any
actor or .actress with a name could count on
being engaged- Hut that resource has also dimi-
nished considerably, though not entirely, with
the coming of the cinema.
On the other hand, the films themselves have

provided an inv.duable second string, whicli fur-

nishes sometimes the most lucrative and reliable

resource of the modern player. There are, indeed.

scores of performers drawing comfoi table incomes
fnvm the films to-d.iy who would st.irve if tht‘y

wen* dependent on the the.atre proper. T his is

a consideration certainly to be borne in mind.
At the same time, film engagements .arc* also

highly precarious, of course, and fu-rcely com-
peted for, while- it has also to be rc-mc-mben-d
that not eva-ry stage player, even though cjuite

good in the the.itre, is suited to cinc-ma recpiire-

nients. Vour featurc-s may not him satisfactorily,

vour voice* may not Cf)me through well, .ind so

on, and there-fore this again must be borne* in mind.
In short, there is no disguising the fact that,

e-ve-n t.iking the* most f.ivouiable vaew of it, the*

Stage* is .a most hay.ardous piofe*ssion, with rich

pri'/.e‘s c<-rtainl\^ for the* lucky few, secure of .al-

most constant employment at /Too or £2.00 .1

week, or moie*, but with .in appalling numbe“r of
blanks for the rank and file.

It must be- rt*me*rnbe*reel, too, that the Stage
elitfe*rs from most other callings in that its votarie*s

must be- constantlv' finding fresh work. It is in>t

.1 case here, as in an ordinary business 01 pio-
fession, eif ge*tting a positn^n .ind ke-i-ping it,

subject te^ one’s good behaviour, witliout further
worry 01 anxie‘tv% but of constanth' coming to

the end of one job and then having to lind another
one* e*lsewhere. T his is an important consideia-
tion to bear in mind, since* it necessarily means
constant periods of uiu-mplov-ment, with nothing
coming in.

Fveii in the case- of those* foitun.ite e-nough
to go straight from one engageme-nt into anothe r

there will be* a bie.ik of three* 01 four we-e*ks

at le*ast without pay, while the ni*w piece* is being
re*he*arse*el unle*ss you are ve rv' small fry' iiHlei*d,

in which c.ise- v'ou will ge*t a minimum salary

.ind whe*n this h.'i])pens frequently, as it piajbablv'

will in days <if short runs .md incessant with-
draw.ils, it natural I v* makes .1 big differe*nce in

the* ye*.!! ^ e.irnings.

T his may be conside red one t>f the ju^'tific.i-

tions of the ge*nerous scale on which st.ige per-

formers arti paid whe-n the*v .ire* in work, since

this is ne*ce*ssary in e>rder te^ provide also fi>r theise

all too frequent perioels when they are not.

The>se who are* wise* will re*membe*r this anel act

accorelingl v, be-.irmg in mine! tliat if they are* in

paid e*mple>yme*nt for six me^nths e^ut of the* year

they may think theinselv e*s lucky.
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or supposed, probably play a larger part in the
matter in their case. But for those possessed of
the requisite qualihcations what career could be
more tempting? No hard grinding for years at

dreary textbooks (as in the case of Medicine, say,

or the Law), to be followed by troublesome exam-
inations and a subsequent wait of further years

before anything worth while can be earned, but
merelv a brief course of a year or two at a dram-
atic academy (itself in the nature of play more
than work) and then, with luck, an immediate
start.

'There i> no reason why sucli expectatit^ns

should not be reali/.ed by st^me. For there have
undoubtedly been plenty of instances of promising
boys and girls making £2.0 and and a

week and a great deal more in some cases

within a few years of leaving their acadcanies,

and naturallv' each aspirant in turn Itopes tliat

he or she may be equally fortunate. But in

reality, of course, such success is only for the

lucky few, and of the rest the tale is differetit.

H ence, if bitter disappointment is to be avoided,

it is of the first importance to be absolutely sure

that one has really outstanding gifts for it before

embarking on this fascinating but perilous pro-

fession.

Unfortunately, this precaution is too often

neglected. Because C/ertrude has found such
favour in her local dramatic society it is rashly

assumed by herself and her fond parents that she

has all the qualifications tt) take the place of

FaJith Evans or Fay Compton on the pro-

fessional stage, while Jack’s parents are equally

convinced, on the strength of his performances
in amateur charades, that he has all the makings
nf a future I^eslie Henson or Oeorge Robey.
And, of course, the dear children, both Cjertrude

and Jack, may be quite talented up to a point.

But the question is whether they are sufficiently

good to hold their own with the best forthcoming
from other quarters—as they realiz-e only too

soon when, having started their training, they
come up against the pick of their rivals, whom
they find to be, not merely talented, but possessed

of altogether exceptional gifts in the way of
looks, talents, personality, and everything else.

In a word, to succeed on the Stage it is not
sufficient to be endowed merely moderately.
'There must be altogether exceptional powers if
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success is to be won in these fiercely competitive
days, and this is the point that should be most
anxiously consideretl before the young aspirants

take the plunge.

It is true that it is not always possible to say

with certainty beforehand who is qualified to

make good and who is not, as the records of all

the acadtanies show. Again and again it has
happened that students of whom little was
expected have gone right ahead, while others who
carried oflF all the priz-cs have come to nothing
at all. One of the most popular young actors

on the London stage to-day was earnestly advised

when undergoing his training to adopt some other
profession, and equally striking instances could
be cited r)f brilliant students failing utterly to

fulfil the hopes reposed in them. But such cases

are exceptional, and, in a general wav, there is

not much difficulty in distinguishing the sheep
from the goats.

It is not by any means a case of ‘"roses, roses,

all the way” even for those who have the “goods.”
It is very much tlu‘ contrary. Rather may it

be said of e\'en the best of them that, like young
puppies, they have all tlieir troubles before them,
fi'or, speaking generally, even for tin* best en-
dowed the Stage is a heart-breaking profession

that should only be embarked on by those

possessed of unlimited grit and courage. I well

remember hearing one of the most famous of
living Paiglish actresses addressing a prt>mising

young girl who was about to begin her studies.

“Are you prepared,” she asked in effect, “fi>r

every sort of heartache and disappointment, to

endure all the pangs of hope deferred, to exercise

boundless patience, to wait long years perhaps
before your talents are recognized, possibly never
to get them recognized at all, to see infi,*rior

rivals going ahead while you are eating your
heart out in obscurity and never getting a chance,
in short to endure all the ills of the most trying

and nerve-wracking profession in existence? If

so, go ahead and become an actress, and may good
luck attend yt>u ! But if in>t, become a nurse,

or a typist, or a shop-assistant, or anytJiing else

in preference.”
'That was sufficiently discouraging, it must be

admitted, but it was sound advice all the same.
For the Stage is indeed a heart-breaking prt)-

fession, even for the most gifted, and all the
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more so in tlicsc days when it has become so
dehnitely overcrowded. At any p;iven numient,
it is safe say, tliere are scores and scores, not
to say Jiundreds, of trained and capable performers,
including many higlily gifted, seeking in vain for

employment—not a few of them indeed artists

who have long since proved their powtTs and
made their names.
A well-known and most popular actor in-

formed me that in the previous twelve months
he had had only six weeks’ employment ; and
his case was onlv one of many. T ragic indeed
IS the h^t of such performc*rs who, after years

of successful work, when they might be supposed
to have every reason to regard themselves as

securely established at last, suddenly hnd tliem-
sel\es no longer in demand. For some* reason

they will have* lost grouiul—perhaps for not being
quite* so good as usual in a given part, perhaps
because the*ir style is thought tei be getting old-

fashioned, <^r possibly because se>me yeuinger and
more aftractue lival has come along .ind captured
the managi'rs’ favoui and in the result they hnd
themse*l\e*s eomph*te“ly dropped.

Ariel they can do nothing whate\ er to help
mattt'i's, e.\cc*pt wait and hope T hen at last,

pi*rhaps, a part turns up foi* which such an actor

is i^articularly suited, or loi which he is the only
one awiilable at the moment, and he gets anotlter

chanct* and, with luck, may make a frc*sh start

and continue swimminglv again. Hut at wliat a

cost in the matter of the anxiety and suffering

previously endured! T ruly it must be recke^ned

a precarious profession, not to say a dangerous
trade,” in which such experiences are possible.

In former days the situation was met tt) some*

i-xtent by the* actor-manage‘r system. TTie actor

who had t*stablished his position m.ide himself
secure by running his own theatti*, whe'reby he
i‘nsu re'll be*ing always in employment. Hut now-
adays that system has disappeare*d. Formerly,
too, there were always the pre>vince*s, where any
actor t^r acti'C'ss with a name* could ce>unt on
bi'ing engage'd. But that re*source has also dimi-
nishi'd Cf)risieF*rably, though not e*ntirelvs with
the* ea>ming e>f the* cme*ma.
On the either hand, the* films themsehes have*

pri>videel an invaluable* second string, which fur-

nishes sometimes the* me^st lucrative* and reliable*

resource* e>f the* moelern player. T'he*re are, inelt*e*d.

secures of pe*rfeirmers drawing comfortable* income's
from the* films to-elay who woulel starve* if the*y

wc‘re ele*pe*nde*nt on the* theatre* proper. T his is

a consiele*i'ation certainly to be* borne* in ntinel.

At the* same* time*, film engagenieaits are also

highly pre-carious, t>f course*, anel hercely e'om-
peteel for, while* it has also to be* ri*me*mbe*ri*el

that not e*\ery stage* playe*r, even though ejuite*

gooel in the* the*atre*, is suiteel to cine*ma reejuite*-

ments. \'our features may not film s.itisfactoril y,

ye>ur voice* may not come through well, anel so
on, and the*re*fore* this again must be borne* in mine!.

Ill short, there* is no disguising the* fact that,

even taking the* most favourable* vie*w of it, the*

St.ige* is a most ha/.arelous profession, with rich

pri/a*s ce rtainly for tire lucky few, secure of al-

most constant employm«‘nt at /[lOO or //20o a

we*e*k, e»r more*, but with an appalling numbe*r e^f

blanks for the* rank and file.

It must be remembered, too, that the* Stage
eliffers from most other callings m that its votarie*s

must be* constantly finding fre*sh we:>rk. Tt is not
a case* hi-re*, as in an orelinary busine*ss or pro-
fe'ssion, of getting a position anel ke*eping it,

subje*ct to one’s gooel behaviour, withf)ut furthe*r

worry or anxiety, but of constantly ce)ming to

the* cnel of one* job anel the‘n having to tinel anotlier

one* e*lsewhere. T his is an impeutant considera-
tion to be*ar in minil, since* it ne*ce*ssarily me‘ans
e'onstant pe*riods of une*mplovme*nt, with nothing
coming m.

PAeii in the* c.ise* of those* fortunate* e*ne>ugh

to ge> straight fre^m one* engage-me^nt into another
the'ie will be a bre*ak of three* or four' weeks
at le*ast without pay, while the ne w pie*Ce* is being
reheai'seel unle*ss v^ou are* vi*ry small fry inele*e*el,

in which ease* you will ge*r a minimum salary

—

anel whe:n this happe*ns fre*que*ntly, as it probably
will in elays of slu)rt runs anel incessant with-
ehawals, it naturalh' makes a big efiffe*re*ne'e in

the* year's earnings.

T his may be* ceinsieleicel one of the* justihca-

tie>ns of the* ge‘ne*rous scale* e>n wiiich stage* per-

formers are* paiel when thev* are in work, since

this is nece*ssary in orelei to prov iele* also for the>se*

all toe> fre*quent pe*riods when they are* ne>t.

TTiose* whe> are wise* will reme*mber this and act

acctirelingly, bearing in mine! that if thi*y are* in

paiel employnu*nt for six months out of the year
they may think themselves lucky.
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As to the salaries paid nowadays they are

certainly handsome enough in the case of the
big names—tlie T'omrny T rinders, Diana Wvn-
yards, and the rest, who may get anything from
;{^500 a we<.*k, and even more, downwards, while
even artists far less famous who are established

fa\’ourites iTiay get or ;fiOO a week without
much difficultv. For younger performers, on the
t>ther hand, with their names still in the making,
/,20 (H* a week may be reckoned very gotni

pay, even though they may be playing leading

parts, and \’ery often they may have to be content
with a good deal less /'i 5, /, i o, and so on,
down to the statutory receivx‘d now by even
the humblest walker-on under the prt>visions of
the Equity contract.

Of course, if you are fortunate enough to be
the possessor of private means, sufficient at least

to keep you going when nothing else is coming in,

matters are enormously simplified, since you can
then afford to wait if necessary for a suitable

part and will no longer find yourself compelled,
from sheer necessity, to accept any part and any
terms that may be offered you. "I 'he eminently
undesirable thing is to be completely dependent
for one’s existence on one of the nu»st precarious
of all professions, in which, with every qualifica-

tion, one may none the less find it impossible

to obtain employment.
All this may sound pessimistic and discourag-

ing, but when sucli a supremely important matter
as the choice of a profession is in question one
cantiot be too careful t<i tell the truth, and 1

doubt if anyone acquainted with the facts as they
actually are would be disposed to think that 1

have exaggerated them or said too much.
Undoubtedly for those possessed of the right

abilities the stage is in many ways a delightful

calling, but even for the best equipped it means
any amount of hard work, enthusiasm, grit, deter-

mination, and patience if a success is to be made
of it to realize which it is necessary only to

read the memoirs of even the most brilliant and
to note the “painful steps and slow” with which,
almost without exception, they have made their

way to the top, and the anxieties and disc<3urage-

rnents that have attended them throughout.
Immediately after the Second Cireat War

theatres were exceptionally popular. But in the
ordinary way conditi<ms are nowadays very
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different, making the outlook of the individual

performer still more precarious. Partly owing
to the competition of the films, in conjunctiotj

with other adverse factors, such as inflated rents,

crushing taxes, wireless, dancing, and so on, which
were non-existent formerly, the struggle for life

in the theatrical world has never been harder
than t>f late, t>ne result being the appalling

uncertainty that prevails as tt> the fate of even the
best-accredited productions.

The late Creorge CEossmith once recalled

that in former times when a new Craiety piece was
not going too well at the outset the com]mnv^ us<.*d

to say ruefully that it looked as if it wouldn’t
run more than a year. In these times it has more
often been a questitin whether a tk-w production
will run more than a month, or (“ven a week

—

giving point to the sardonic remark of the actor

who observed that he would not mind liaving nt^

pay for the pca formances if only lu‘ were ])aid for

the rehearsals ! Really it has liardly been exaggera-
tion sometimes to say in thcsi* days when plays have
SIR h fleeting existeiRcs that the leading per-

formers would do positi\elv' better as a 1 ule it they

were })aid foi the tlm*t* weeks' rehearsals than for

the subsequent hried' “runs.” .As things .nc*, how-
ever, th(*y give their ser\’ict“s without j^.iyiiK'nt

during the I’ehtarsals, fondly hoping to reap their

reward in due course*, only t<^ see too often tiu*

depressing “notice” on the* board at the eiul of

the hist wt*ek or fortnight.

Vet when the worst has been said, Iu>w idle

to suppose that your heaven-stoi niing aspirant,

with the ardour of a CJarrick or a K.ean burning
within him, is likely to be influencial in the least

by such “mean and grovelling” consideratie)ns as

J hav'e dwelt on ! “Such a hare is madness the

youth, to skip o’er the meshes of good counsel

the cripple.” Aiul who shall regret that this is so.

“'I'he world must be peopled,” said Benetlick,

and likewise we must have actors and actresses

—

otherwise the lot of the theatre-lover would be
sad indeed. So perhaps it is just as well that those

who prate “Jf youth but knew!” are not always
listened to.

TRAINING
"1 he training of yt)ung jilayers raises a question

which formerly w<nild never have been thought
of. Originally young players got their training
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anvwluMc*, principally on the stage itself, and
certainly without tht* thought of having it

provided for them in any orderly and systc*matic

manner. 'Fo-day tilings are very different, and
the ordinary young artist contemplating a stage

career would never dream of offering his service

to any one unless he had previtiusly undergone a

ctiurse of instrviction somewhere where at least

he had been taught the rudimcaits of his business.

In a few instances he may have picked up a certain

amount <if useful information througli having
acted for love in an amateur company, but solid

technical training will almost certainly be con-
sidered indispensable as well. T his nowadays is

provided by one of the recogni/,etl schools and
academies.
One knows the story of the ancient “screever"

((»r pavement artist) who, asked once by a genial

R. A. wluM'e he had learnt his art and craft, replied

“Jvcarnt it? Vou can’t learn it. It’s a giftf""'

And much the* same applies to the art of acting.

T hus the* late Sir Sevnipui Hie ks has written

—

"‘T he .11 1 of acting cannot be tauglit. A man can
e“ithei act or he c.in't and that ends it."

Some lemarks of anotlu“r famous actor. Sir

Cedi ie- flai'dwicke, on tfie same subject may also

be recalled: ‘ f'ormeiU the one way of achieving
t*-\j)c*rience was to join a touim^> eonip.inv and go
nit<i tile jiiov'inces, . . . T hmg*' are* diffe*re‘nt

to-elay anel to mv mind the change is fo; t!i<‘ worse*

Now young .ictois gain their exyierience at the
e*\pe"nse* tif \Ve*st Knd produetieins, one* lesult

being that they fail to lav se*cure* foundatie>ns fe>r

the-ir work and tenel to become all tinish anel ne)

beginning.

But this argument is ne)t quite* e*asv te> folli>w.

Whether actors gain the*ir experience at the*

e*\pense of Ivondem e>r pre>vincial audience*s seems
immaterial. T he peiint is that, under the e.xisting

conelition e>f things, the*y can gt> te> training

academies first and there acquire knowledge e>f

at least the rudiments e^f their art, whereas
formerly these hael te> be flicked up freim the very
be*gi lining ein the stage itself.

T hat good results could be s<i achieved may be

agreed, since all the great artists of the past learned

their business in this manner, though helped alst>

in a gtM)d many instances by preliminary experi-

ences as amateurs. But it stands to reason that

better results still are likely tt) be achieved by

going to a well-equipped training school and tht ic*

learning as much of the business as can be taught
from properly qualified instructfirs.

A young musician might conceivably “ pick up”
the art of playing the violin and become a

Paganini, but the cliances are decidedly .against

it, and the average student, however gifted, takes
lessons from a master as a matter of course ; and
the student of acting will do well to follow the
same procedure nowadays, when the necessary
facili tic's art* available.

No one would be so foolish as tt) suggest that

training academies can make actors when the
requisite talent does not exist beforehand, anv
more than a musical academy can make jiianists

and violinists in ctiiresponding circumstances.
But, giv'en the necessary talent to begin with,
such institutions can be of the utmost service in

supplying systematically that instruction and
training in the fundamentals of the art which
formerly could be acquired as a rule only ha}>-

h;iy:ard, in a vastly less satisfactory manner, on
the boards themseKes.
Hence, though tht'se establishments are some-

timc's critici/-c*tl by those who have not thought
the m.'itter t>ut, they really stand in need of no
defence—the best proof of which is to be found
not only in the admirable results which they
have achieved, but also in the whi>le-hearted
sup}K>rt which they enjoy of those best qualific'd

to judge, to wit, the leading members of the

profession itself.

As most jK*ople interested in such matters will

be aware, the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art,
was actually founded by a distinguished actor, tht*

Kite Sir Herbert T ree, and was known originally

as “T ree’s Academy."
At the san*ie time it may be of interest to men-

tion in this conne.xion that training academit*s for

the stage are not quite such new things as some
people seem to suppose. In various foreign

countries they have, of course, long existed, while
in Kngland Sarah "ITiorne had a school at IVIar-

gate which trained many famous pKaveis some
fifty years ago, and long earlier than this, right

back in the eighteenth century, T'hcv^philus

Cibber ran in Fondon what he called an H istrionic

Academy. But none of these earlier establish-

ments could be compared in any way with the
R..A.D.A.
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Komulftl at His iMaJcstv's 'J lunatic by Sir

HcrbtTt ]^<.*c*rbolini J ic-c, in IQ04, tliis training

.aadciny w.is nunicl in the same year to Cxowta'
Street, where it now occupies ltandst>me pre-mises

capable of accommodating; hundreds of pupils.

As teaching for tlie stage is gi\-en for tlu* most
part ct)llecti\'ely, i.e. either in classes or in the
couise of stage performances, there is less need
for a large staff than 111 tlie case of institutions—musical acadcaiiies, for instance wliere the
teaching is nearly all indi\'idual.

T he* subjects taught include Diction, Oesture,
Dancing, Fencing, and so on, but the bulk of
the time is gi\en to .icting itself in performances
of actual plays under the direction of the teachers,

and this fact it is that Ceaistitutes the* strength of
the Academy and the sf longest possible argument
in fa\<)ur of all such institutions.

( )nly by means of such establishments could
such opportunities be found opportunit it‘s tliat

are actually essential for the pur]ioses of training

in the case <if the stage. Music and painting can
be studied and practised alone, but you cannot
;‘ict alone, and herein lies, therefore, tlie strongest

justification for dramatic schools and academit‘s,

suggesting, indeed, that such establishments art*

e\en more tssential here than in the case of t>thei

arts.

T he Cjuildhall School of Music and Drama,
winch e\ oh L*d from llie old Ciuildhall ()rcliestral

Sot'icty, was founded in j S80 in Aldermanbury by
the C orporation of Doiuh^n, and sinct* its founda-
tion has been goyerned and controlled by the IMusic

C'ommittet*. T he original premises proved to

be inadequate and tht* School was moved t<i the

present site on the T hamt s Fmb.mkment. ( )j>ened

in December, iSHb, the building contained
forty-two classrotans with a hall for orchestral

practice.

iSSt^ tht* number of studt*nts had increased

appreciablv^ An e\tt*nsion of the Sclmol building

w'as erected on land in folm Carpenter Stret*t,

adjoining the old building, and the* School
the.itrt", seating apprf>\imatt*ly flvt* hundred
})et)ple, was built.

Although the School was originally primarily

for the training t>f musicians, the f^rarna side,

from very small beginnings, devehiped intt> an
important aspect of the School’s work, and now
claims equal recognition. (3 f the two thousand
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students who attend the Schot>l, at least a. thiid

studies Drama.
It is considered essential that all students should

attend priyate lessons in order that their respective

]U'ofessors may watch their indiv idual progress, in

addition to the many classes on dramatic subjects

including Play-reading, Stage Make-up, Dancing,
Stage Technique, Faiglish Literature, Shakt*-

speare and Verse-speaking, Production and IJ/rof

and Costume Design.
An important aspect of the Sv'Ium^Ps work

is the provision through the institution of
the /y/ror class, for students to build and paint
their own scenery, and also to make the
numerous costumes that arc* used for School
productions.

During each v^ar many plays, varied in type,

are presentc*d by students in the School theatre*.

In addition to public pc*rformances, many private*

c lass perfoi mances arc* given.

.All students of sufHcic*nt .ittainmc*nt aic* e ligible

to take }).irt in the* performances giyc*n bv"^ the*

Students’ Re{)ertory Club, the stuele*nts themsel\a*s

be*ing responsible for the sele*ction, rt‘he*arsal, and
proeiuction of the* works pe*rforme*d, also foi the

lighting and stage management.
One criticism sometime*s passe*d on the.se

schools is that their standard of admission is too

low aiul that they take anyone and cyeryoiu*

who will pay the ir fees, to the prejudice of the
bettc*r tpialifieel students.

It is, of course*, e*\'tre*nH*l v diffieidt whe*ie*

beginners are* concerne*d te> spot the* future
“winners”—as countlt*ss' instance*s atte*sr.

Read the memoirs of the* gre‘ate‘St plave*rs and
it will be* fe>und again and again that the*y wt‘re*

pionounced hopele*ss at first, and in the* case* of
the* training acaeiemie-s, toe>, it has be*e*n founel over
anel ov*e*r again that pupils who maele the* pe)orest

show at first have ultimately gf)ne* right to the*

top e)f tile* profession, while others, of whom the

highe*st hopes were e*nte*rtaineel, have afterwarels

failed.

iMany examples of this coulel be given. In one
case within my own personal knowleelge*. a boy
who is now f>ne* of the* most succe*ssful acteus on
the I^ondon stage was emphatically adviseel as a

studt*iit that he would neve*r make: an actor and
had far better try his hand at sennething else. In
another case, also kneiwn to me, a young actress
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who lias likewise* done exceedinjz;ly well since

tibtained so little recognition as a student that

she had as nearly as possible decided to aKindon
the stage before, at the last moment, a lucky
accident made her change her mind.

T hese are only two instances of many that

could be cited. T herefore it is easy to understand
those concerned being chary of tu riling down
anytine on the strength cif early impressions

—

although, of ce>urse, a preliminary test of some
sort is in fact always imposed.

Aprtipos of these preliminary tests an amusing
story is told of the early days of “'Free’s Aca-
demy.” 'Fhe pupil then (as now) paid an entrance
fee of a guinea, but if he failed this was handed
back to him. On the occasion in question. Free,
to stimulate some of the candidates, had been
persuaded to recite for their benefit some lines

from Shakespeare—upon the conclusion of which
one of the judges, an eminent fellow-actor,

affecting to mistake him for one of the candid.ites,

infoimeil him in mournful tones that he was
unfortun.itel V not up to the required st.md.ird and
gra\'i*lv haiuleel liini a guinea* T fee’s ripost is

not recorded, but lu* was eloubtless equal to the

occasion.

T'heie is also the Crfirral School of Speee h

T'laiiiing and Dramatic Ait, formeih' elirected

bv the late Klsie Kogerty bur nov\' in th<- hands
of ( j wynneth '

I hurburn.
Another is the Wi-bber- [Douglas School of

Singing and Dramatic Art. 'I'his, while concen-
trating more particularly on singing, and cLiiming
especially to be the deposimrv of the methoels
of jean de Res/.ke (with whom its diit'ctors

studied and worked), gives .itteiition alse> to the
drama.

T here were also formerly one or two other
schools and academic*s of the smaller kind.

JVlc^st of the big music .schools, such as the

Royal Academy of IVl usic and the Rt>val College
of rVlusic, also includt* Stage* 'Fraining in their

courses, but with special reference naturally to

the leejuirements of Opera, Light Oper.i, and the
like.

Before the Sect^nd CL eat War, training facilities

were also provided at the Old Vic and at Sadler’s

Wells, where instructiem was combined with
public appearances in the various performances
given. Parts were not guaranteed, but promising

students were given the opportunitv of understudy-
ing and of playing such parts as were considei\*d

suitable, while all had the advantage of “walking
t>n ” in the classical plays and of attending the
rehearsals. 'Fhe season lasted about eight months
and tht* fee charged was liftv guiiu*as, in return
for which the student doubtless f^btained a lot of
useful experience. T raining was resumc*(.l .ifter

the war.
In preparing for the stage the wise student, in

additit^n to working hard at his academv% will do
a great deal als() on his own account. In particu-
lar, he should go to see as many plays as ])ossible,

whereby ht* cannot fail to gain enormously if he
makes full use of his opportunitic*s bv following
the pc*rformances attentivelv and with a rt*al

tletermination to learn from thc*m.

Also he should read and studv in the same
spirit as many plays as he can, together with the
history of the drama, and other works bearing
on the subject—criticism, biographies, reminis-

cences, and so on. From the memoirs of the
great players of the past mucli useful information
of a practical and technical kiiul may often be
gatheretl, while the critic.il writings of such men
as Ha/Jitt, I^amb, and Li*wes, aiul, among mc^re

modern authorities, .Archei, Walkl(*\', and Shaw,
can also bt* rt*ad with profit.

Nor should general literature, and other
opportunities of self-culture—}>ictur(* galleries,

museums, and so on be negU'Cted, sinct* the
modern pla\'t*r cannot be to<i highU' educated,
though 1 do not suggest that exerything can be

doiH* in this way whik die student is actualh
undergoing his technical training, which .done will

take up most of his time. Hut tliese are the kinds

of studies from which he is most likelx' to beneht
and the aims that he will keep before him if he is

w'ise. T he v<iung student should .also sei/.e e\ er\'

possibk* opportunity that presents itself of appe.ir-

ing himself—and if he (or she) is realiv' t.ilented,

such occ.isions come ahmg ijuitt* frequenth in

the wav of charity pt'rformances aiu* other

productions of xarious kintls, pastoral plays,

Christmas pieces, .and tlie like, which tlo not

offer any attractions to the* full-fk*dged profes-

sional, but which afford inxaluable occ.asions to

the neophyte to test his powers, to gain experience,

and, by no means least, to be seen and heard,

possibly with the most valuable after results. Let
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the student never luglee't :niy possible ehanee,
therefore, of i*xhibiting; his talents, e\ en in tin*

humblest capacity or in what mav appear to be
the most unpromising circumstances.

MAKING A START
]\ Taking a start on tlie stage is, ratlier curif>usly

perhaps, not so ditficult as it used tt> be. For at

t)ne time there was no recogni'/.ed means by which
this ct>uld be managed and it was largely a mattc*r

of luck and cliance of knowing, perhaps, s<^me-

one already on the stage wlio wt>uld lielp, oi

otherwise finding a friendly hand before one
could get an opportunity to appear. Nowadays,
thanks largely to academic's, things are diffeient,

and I sllould be disposed to sav that it is not so

much in making a start that difficulties aie likely

to occur as in keeping oneself going satisfactorily

after the initial step has once been achieved. '

I 'hat,

indeed, is when the real test cc^mc's.

“Beginners, please!” At length the young
artist awaits his “call” a joyous but appre*-

hensive stage in the career of every aspirant

"I'raining has had its thrills—and ]>robablv

its rubs and reverses too—but now all that is

over and the* nc'ophytc* is to taste the heiver

delights of the “real thing.” Filled with the

hope and enthusiasm of youth, he burns to

put in ]iractice tlie lessons he has assimilated

as a student and t<i display his ])owc‘rs as a full-

Hedgc'd “pro.”
A cynic lias said that at every theatrieal pc'i-

formance there is always one delightful moment
at least, namely, that immediately prett'ditiir the

rising of the curtain; and the remark is ^.apable

of wider application. Delightful, too, is the

moment before the curtain rises on tile young
player’s career. F<ir the time at least the* prosj^ect

is unclouded and the }iage unsullied.

How then to get that opportunity and make
that start .? // n \y a que le prerme}' p/^s qut coute says

the French proverb, but, in the case of the stage

J am inclined to think, as I have said, tliat it is

not so much the “first step” which pivsents the

greatest difficulty as the task of “keeping it up”
afterwards. With a reasonable amount of luck it

is not so difficult to get a footing on the stage;

it is usually later that the hardest struggles are

encountered.
But the earlier problem is our subject for the
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moment, and it is certainly not one to be over-
rated.

'Fh<ise who start with theatrical connexions

—

with parents or relatives already on the stage,

will naturally have a great advantage. For not
only will the do<us be opened more readily to

them but also their earliest efforts will be watched
from the outset with sympathetic interest and
attentii^n a great gain indet'd.

How are young actors and actresses brought to

the notice of managers nowadays.? In nine cases

out of ten through the agency of their training

academies. I'hey have been seen and noted by
a discerning manager (or managerial “spy”) in

one of the scluiol performances; or report has

got abroad of their promising achie\ements as

students; t>i they have been recommended as

worth consitltMing in response to an inquirV''.

And so, m one wav or another, they have gained
managerial attention, and if fa\'ourably regarded,

got their chance.
H t*ncc the i*normous adxantagc-, at thi*^ stage,

of being connected with an institution id’ this

kind. For, apart .iltogether fiom the question of

training, its help is no less invaluable when
training has been completed.

( )ne thinks, of course, pnmaril\' in this con-
nexion of the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art,

the list of e.\-students of which cornprist's many
i>f the most }>rominent members of the j^rofession

(together with many moie less prominent of
Course) befi>re tlu* public to-day. Rooking over
this truly astonishing list, the re is no difficulty in

reahV.ing how successful this establishment has

been, not only in training such a vast array of
distinguished pu})ils, but also in “placing” them
sid^sequentl v. But this is quite easy to understand,
of ce>urse.

The director of a provincial lepertory theatre

is in Rondon, for instance, getting together his

company for a season, and he wants some* young
people among them who will know their business

and not cost too much.
“Can you recommend anyone?” he asks.

“Most certainly,” is the answer. “T here are

two girls and a boy just leaving us whci would suit

you perfectly, I think. Come along and see them.
File boy and one of the girls are taking part in

Quality Street to-night and the other girl is

playing Rosalind to-morrow afternoon.”
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“Good! I’ll come along.”
He goes, sees, and is impressed, and all three are

engaged.
Sometimes, perhaps, the course of events takes

a different turn.
“ Ves, I liked the boy and the fair girl, but the

dark one—the gold medallist—didn’t appeal to

me so much. Not quite what 1 want. 1 liked

the little fluffy girl who played the lodging-lH)use

slavey better. Wliat’s her name.?”
In that case Aliss Fluffy gets the job, to her

inexpressible delight, and the proud gold medallist,

to her astonishment and indignation doubtless, is

rejected.

Not all can liope to make a sensational start,

of coiiisc*. ITsually it is a case of beginning x ery
modestly, but opportunities of one sort and
another are alwavs coming along to be turned
to account or not as tlie event may prtive. In
which connc*\ion it mav be noted that, while* a

striking /'///'if//' in an important part may liave its

advantage's, it is also not without its risks. Fe)r

theie is alw.iys the danger of a premature success

that c.innot be- m.imtai neal. I a‘t the* be'glmu-r be*

ce)nte*nt to go quietlv at first there-fore, while;

eleveloping and gaining experie nce*.

A'e)ung artists mav easily be tried te>o high
at first, and liav^e often sutfe reel from this cause
afterwards. Who goes slowly will usually go
farthest in the end and for this reas»>!' twe'lv’e

memths’ grinding in a provincial reperteiry

Ceimp.my may well prove of infinitely greater

value in tlie king run than half a elo/.e*n flash-in-

the-pan appearance's in fashionable We‘st i'.nel

preieluctiejiis, e)f preibabl fleeting duratiein.

If a ye>ung artist is exceptionally promising, he-

or she; may be* e:)ffered a permanent contract by a

mtinager anel this will raise a que*stion elemaneling

care*ful ceinsiele-ratiein, since* the-re* is se) mucli te> be*

said beith pt o and con.

CIn the one lianel, there* will be* the advantage
e>f certain empleiyment anel an assure*el salary

(even the)ugh only a small e)ne) for a de'finite

perie>el, plus tlie* further e*ne)rme)us advantage tliat

it will be* te> the manager’s elirect inte*rest te) push
Iier and adv^ance lier (1 am assuming a girl) in

every possible way thre>ughe^ut that time. On the

e>ther hanel, she* may reali'/.e when re)e> late*, if

genuinely e>utstaneling, that she might h.ive elone

just as well (e>r even better) “on her own,” with

the galling conscie)usness in addition that as things
are she is earning onlv a fraction of what she*

might otherwise have been making. Hut e>n the
whefle, the young artist wlu) is lucky enough to

get such an offer fre>m a responsible manage-
me*nt will usuallv' be well advise*d, 1 think, tt)

take it.

Another ejuestion not easy to decide^ is as to

the expediency or not of employing an agent.
Uneloubteelly, tliese pee^ple have their uses.

'Though tlu*y do not usually profess to find parts
for their clients, they are often liclpful none the
less in doing this, bc*ing frequently consulted by
managers whi*n casting a new production, while
their serv ices are valuabh* also in arranging terms,
enforcing claims, and generally protecting their

clients’ interests. It is true that they take a

percentage of tlie first few weeks nf the artist’s

salary in return, and wlien engagements have
been obtained quite independently ofany exertions
on their part then* is frecjuently a sense of aniu>y-

ance in hav ing to pay this toll. But, again, 1 am
disposed to think that on the whole the moiu*y is

well expended.
Germane to this question of agents is that of

s.ilaries, and herein young artists who are doing
well sometimes go wrong in asking too much at

lirst. Having had a little success and one or two
good notices, thev' tliink they have “arrived,”
and, stimulatt'd by the salarit*s bc*ing received by
those* better est.iblislied, dernaiul prepe^sterous

terms on then (»wn account. 'Then, whi*n offered

less, they decline to give wav arguing tliat thev

must “ ki*i‘p up then price ”—and possibly fiml

1

1

1emsel v es “ a 1 1 ibe r t v' ” fo i nion t h s i n consequen ce

.

'I'his is a foolish policv^ that has done nian\'

young jilayers much harm. Compared with tliose

paid in most othe r professions, stage* salarit*s are

extravagantly geneious lielping in large me*asure

to account fcir the difficulty that so many pro-

ductieins experience in making a preifit and it

is a pity that this is not more* generally remem-
bered by the old hands no k*ss than the v^emnger.

T he* mischie*f is, unfortunately, that salarie*s do,

undoubtedly, indicate more surely than anything
the* status of an artist, with the" re*sult that it

is epjite* as eiften priele as avarice that prompts
e*xorbitant elemands.

'This applie*s tuily to the more successful. 'The*

eithe*rs are neit likely to e*rr in this way. 'I'hey w'ill
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be thankful to take what tliey can get, in the
way of both parts and salaries, but they may ha\ e

to wait long and patiently notwithstanding and
this e\en though highly talented. One of the

most famous actresses on the Eondon stage liad

definitely dc‘cided to throw up the spongt‘ in sheer
despair when, just in time to pre\’ent her, the
right opportunity came along at last.

Eet that be a warning and an encourage-
ment to those wh(^ are still waiting.

STAGE FAULTS AND SHORTCOMINGS
A great philosopher once remarkc'd that human

nature ap]:)eared to be- so oddly eonstituted that

it seemed disposed t() try every eoneeiyable way*^

of going wrong befoie finally trying to go right

the eussedness t)f humati natuie, I suppt>se

though whc'thei all the- faults and failings com-
mitted on the stage whieli \'e\ tlit* souls c)f t)u>se

eoneernetl ai(* to be- ascribed to this c.iuse, I won’t
pretend to say. Certainly, howe\’er, they are

numerous enough, and it will not do any harm
it may conceivably even do some g<H>d to

point out just a few of them for the benefit of
those* who are inexperienced in the routine of the

professie^nal theatre*

Stage faults and shortcomings arc indeed of
many^ kinds, some of which are avoidable

and eithers not. In this connexiem an amusing
story is told of a young actor who was once
pulU*d up by Plielps for an inadequate rendering
of his liiu's. “"That is not the wav" to say them,”
said Phelps; “’you should deliver them like this”

—and lie proceeded to roll them out in magni-
ficent style.

“I quite agre*e*,” replied the neophytt*, "’but

then if ] could say them like that I should not be
receiv'ing /,2 i os. a week !”

It is with sins and omissions of the other kind,

that is of the more or less avoidable order, tliat

1 am here concerned.
T ake, for a beginning, that gravest of all stage

crimes—missing an entrance. It is the wtjrst of
all, for the tibvious reasem that none other has

such absolutely devastating consequences upon
the players involved.

Miss Fay Compton tells of one such occasion

when she was the offender, the part which she

was playing being that of Anise in JVho^s the

hneJy ? Oddly em^ugh, too, she was perfectly

ready to g(> on, being quietly seated in her
dressing-room sewing, and actually heard all the
agitation outside without realiy.ing that it was
she for whom the stage was waiting!

"The only thing to be done when such things
liappen is, of course, for those <^n the stage to gag
desperately until the absentee arrives, and some
wonderful feats have been accomplished in this

way by old hands. Tet the beginner be always
prepared, therefore, to do the like if similarly

called on, by keeping a cool head and remember-
ing that the most surprising remarks will often

pass uniK^ticetl on the stage if uttered with suffi-

cient confidence and assurance.

Sir Cedric Hardwicke tells, for instance, of a

performance of Julius Guesm- when the Socjtli-

sayer who warns Caesar, “Beware the Ties of

\Iarch!” failed to appear. It was a paralysing

moment, but one of tlie supers rose superbly to

the occasion and saved the situation, even though
he did “improve” slightly on Shakespeare by
shouting, insti*ail of the correct words, “ Beware
the shaik's of night

!”

( )nl\^ a degree* U*ss disconcerting th.in a missed

t*ntrance is the consequence of an actor forgetting

his lnu*s. >"et this may happen to anyone

—

wherefore pt*rhaps it is hardly to be cl.issed as a

fault that is wholly avoidable. lxldc*rly players

wliose memories are beginning to go are, of course,
especially liable to fail in this way, and many will

remember Jit^w common an occurrence it was
with Ellen T'erry in her declining yi*ars, so that

it was necessary to have her lines put about
surreptitiously all over the stage for her use.

But younger artists may fail also in the same
way equally readily. Curiv>usly enough, forget-

fulness is apt to happen not so much in new
parts as in those with which the actor is most
familiar.

TTius Charles Kean once, when, playing

C)thelU>, actually could not remember the lines

of “M<^st potent, grave, and reverend signors.”

His mind went a complete blank and after vainly

striv'ing to recall the w<irds he “cut” the whole
speech and went straight to the last line, which
fortunately he remembered, “ Here comes the

lady; let her witness it.”

In the same way Sarah Bernhardt once, when
playing in Etranger e of Alexandre Ournas. at

the Oaiety T heatre in Eonvlon, likewise came
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to a dead stop and as the (^nly way out of
the difficulty tlie prompter being presumably
asleep! also omitted the entire scene.

Mucli more wonderful, however, was the way
in which she solved the prtiblem on another
occasion when the same thing happened. She
was playing in CTahriellc at the C<imedie Kran-
^aise. The lines in question were those in which
she had to describe the influenct* of Spring and,
failing to recapture them, she had the astonishing
inspiration of presenting their purport in dumb
sIk^w, and she did tliis st) mar\'ellously that the
delightc*d audience rewarded her with a prolonged
round of applause.

'I 'he prompter is supposed to pr(^\ ide against

such emergencies, but it too often happtais that

that functionary is not tliere just wlten he is

wanted and many amusing, if agonising, situa-

tit)ns havt* resulted in consequence. It is on recc’ud,

for example, how once, during the run of "Fhr

Fti)?net's It ifcy Colin K.c‘ith Johnson “dried np
"

complet<.-Iy, and, as the only way out of the diffi-

culty the piompt<-r being “otherwist' engaged”
calmly walked o\er to tlie Prompt I?ox, turned

up the line* required, afid resumed his part with
apparent nonchalance !

But even this procedm e, il'less resovircefvd than
that of Sarah Beridiardt, alr< nd\' mentioiual, was
better perhaps than tliat of armtlvr p<*rfornier,

recalled by the late Sir Seymour fiieks, who,
being similarly “gravelled,” exclainn*d, “What
you say appals me. Indeed words fail me. I must
go” and went !

Hc'tttM', too, was tile procedure adopted on
another oeeasion reported by the late Cieorge
Arliss, S(>nieone had completely “diic'd uji,” and
there was the resulting “awful pause,” wlien one
«>f the othtM' characters noblv dashed into the
breach, and beginning “What So-aiul-So means to

say is,” supplied the wanted lines.

In other cases the prompter may be at his post,

but hardly as helpful as he might be, and it is

Seymour Hicks again who told the story of one
such who, on (Jiie occasion, when called upon by
an actor in distress, looketl blankly at him and
inquired, “Which line dt> you want?”

Sir Seymour Hicks’s own advice to young play-

ers wlio find themselvt-s in such a situation is, in

effect, say anything, talk absolute gibberish, if

necessary, do anything rather than come to an

absolute stop. And no doubt this is sound
though not all have Sir Seymour’s enviable
facility in improvising.

Akin to “drys,” though certainly less embar-
rassing in its consequences, is the sin of making
verbal slips otherwise “Huffing,” though to

this again everyone is liable at times, with results

often amusing enough, more especially t<i the
other performers who are far more sensitive to

this type of slip than are the audience.
Sometimes tlu' consequences are decidedly

awkward, as, for instance, when in a performance
of Afacheth <^nce Charles Kean received from
Ivcnnox, in reply to his question “Saw you the
weird sisters?” the wholly unexpected answer,

t‘s, my h>rd,” instead <if “No, my lord.”

"I'he story continues that, quite thrown off his

balance, Kean gasped in reply, “'I'he devil you
did! W^here are they?” "I'o which tin* wretched
Ivennox answered, with scant regard for gram-
mar, “ I’ll show your Majesty^ if you'll deign to

step rountl the* corner.” !

Another Afacheth story of a similar order was
told by Plielps who related how in one perform-
ance, when Macbeth asked the question, “Where
gott’st thou that goose look?” the “cream-facetl
loon” replied “My lord, there are ten thousand
geese witlKnit.”

And still anotlier Aldcheth anecdote is related

of an actor wln^, playing the part of Duncan,
when he came to the famous lines “'I'liis castle

hath a pleasant se.it,” looked abt>ut him appro\

-

ingly and obser\ ed collotjuiall y, “Nice little place

you’ve got here.” !

Of a different order w.is the slip, recorded by
Dame IVI.idge Kendal, of the actress who, playing

Kady Sneer well in School fot Scutuhd, when she

came to the line “Ha\i* you inserted those par.i-

graphs, iVlr. Snake?” inquired instead “ Ha\ e

you inserted those snakes, Mr. Paragraph?”
an emendation, Darm* Aladge adds, which so

upset Mr. Snake that he replied, “Ves, your
majesty. ” !

Another typical instance of “Huffing” was
that of Eva Moore when, in Caesar ''s If 'ife once,
she upset her fellt>w-players by saying “Konnie
was always a bird of paradise” when she meant
to say “bird of passage.” And, similarly, in Alary
Kose the Kate ^'Ir. Norman Forbes greatly amused
iiis hearers once by saying “'I'here was nothing
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living on the island—no fish," when he should

have said “n<i trees.”

T'here is, of course, “Huffing” and “Huffing,”
and some, st^ far frt>m being reprehensible in any
degree, is im-rely^^ a conse<.|uence (d tlie player

having been called on to dt> the impossible bv
taking up at slu)rt notice a part that he lias had
no time to learn. T ruly astonishifig are s<ime of

the feats that have been accomplished in this wav.
T hus the famous oUl actor, Benjamin Webster

(grandfather of Ids namesake of to-dav), once- had
to play the* part ed Pompe-y in Afru^ine for

Aieasure at a mome*nt's notice, witlu>ut knowing
.1 single line of it, and die! it so successfully bv
what is kfiown as “winging”—that is, h<isiilv

me*mori/,ing it pie-Ce*me-al freim the- book in the

wings as he went on that he maele ejuite a hit

bv his performance.
Another storv exists of an actor who, faceel

with a simdar situation, contrive-el to pe-i form the*

wheile j)arr of Prospe*io—m this ease- with the

aiel of his magie' book, which he e-onsulteel

wh e 1 1e \ e 1
* n e‘Ce*ssary

.

Allied to “Huffing” is “gagging,” which,
agaiti, may seimetimes be a misele-meanour «>f the

first order anel sometime‘s highlv me*ritorious—
as when it is skilfully re'sorteel to in the cMse of a

“missed e*ntrance‘” eir a “elrv ” en when elone

gratuitously, though this is generally accounte-el

a grave* offe*nct*, the* re*sult may sometimes be* so

happy that the new line will be retaine-el anel

permanently incorporate*el in the t<*.xt.

A classical instance* eif this is the- famous line

m School foi- ScfDuiai in re*ply re> Sir P(-*te*r T e*ai^le*'s

remark, “I Ie*a\'t* m\* characte*r behitul me ”—
“
’W>u hael blotter take it with you. Sir Pe*te*r, e>r

it will be* damnably mauleel.” And ane>ther is

tfie well-known line in A S<.r(^p of Ptipet\

when the gentleman replie*s tei the lady’s inquiry

if she may ce)me in, “ ^"es, if you eloii’t minel

;

I’m ill my bearskin.”

An instance of aneither kind was furnisheel by
Dame Madge Kendal's father, William Re>be‘rt-

se)n, wlien Ik* was playing the Banisheel Duke* in

As You Like It with IVlacreaely as Jaques. 'There
was a very poeir he>use and acceirdingly when he*

came to the lines

I'his A\iele arul ii jii\ t*rs.jl ihe-atrc

l*rcscnts nu»re.- we>cful pat^e'aiiis than the serene

Wherein we pla^ in.

lie* wicfcedly changed the* weirds tei “This wide
and almost e*mpty the*atre*.” W^hat Macready
saiel te) him afterwards we are neit teild !

It is harelly necessary tei add that “gagging”
sheiuld ne\’er be inelulge*d in by yeiung artists

(unle'ss calleel feir by emergencies), but when a

past maste*r e>f the art is in questiem, such as

the* late Sir Se*ymour Hicks eir Mr. Arthur
Reiberts, it is another matter, of ceiurse;! “'That
in the captain’s but a cheileric weird,” etc. !

An eiffence* of another kind is that kneiwn as

“killing laughs” eitherwise preventing a line

from se*curing the laugh that it would eithe-rwise

eibtain by geiing on too ejuickly with the next line

or deling something else tei distract the attentiem

elf the auelic*nce at the moment.
T hat anyeme should be* capable- eif beha\ ing

in such a conte-mptible way might be* thought
almeist incredible. Actually it is cemstantly deme
by mcdicie)us and jealous performers, and is

I espeinsible* probablv' for more ill-feelmg than all

either kinds of stage* transgressions put teige-iher.

TSeir is it cemfined by any means to the rank
and file*, prmcip.ils being often just as great

offe*nders, and showing tlK*mst*lves in this w.iy

je-.dous seimetime*s of e*\en the*ir humblest felleiw-

artists.

Seime*times, of Ceiuise, the* thing m.iy be the

result of mere inexperience and bad technique*

ein the* ]iart e)f a young perfeirmer, in which e*vent

the ofFe-nder will not be likely to make the mistake
again, for his eir her victim will certainly see tei

that ! ( )utsiders iiKle*ed ha\ e nei neitiem of the

impeiitance which stage folk attach tei this

matte-r eif their “laughs,” so that one* might think

at times rhe*ir \'ery e‘\iste*nce d(_*]ie*iule*d ein the*m,

in cein junctiem with their “reiunds.” But such
be_*ing the case*, it is e*asy to understand the* intensity

eif the fee*lmg aroused when, freim this cause eir

that, the*y are* reibbe*d eif eithe*r the one. or the

either.

Hardly'' K*ss is the annoyance felt when by
seimething lacking em their eiwn part by faulty

“tinaing” eir perhaps some little detail eif delivery

the*y fail to get laughs on lines that have always
eibtained them at the hands eif either performers.

Such an experience is undeiubtedly mortifying,

altheiugh it fre*quently eiccurs. Certainly it is a

fact that seime players will get laughs night after

night ein lines that gei for neithing at the hands
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of otlicrs illustrating once a^.iin wlial a subtle

business aetitig is.

Another odious trick, also tlu- outc'oine of

sel tisfiness, all too frequently practised, is that

knowFi as ‘ up-stag,injz,”—othc“rwise appropriat-
ing the most favourable position on the stage

usually as far ‘‘up'” as possible, so that the other
characters will have to turn their backs more or
less on the audience in order to addiess the-

offender.

( )ld hands especially will tlo this whenever
they can, experience having taught them that

they attract more attention to themselves m this

way, and the m<^st amusing contests (jften result

when Ciieek meets Cireek and a contest for supre-
macy ensues. Hut it is all pitifully paltry and
inartistic, and the ])ractice is certainly one that

will be avoided by any intelligent .ind self-

respecting yovmg jdayer.

I he like applies also to the kindic*d trick of
‘‘crowding” or “blanketing,” which is another
form of the same kind tjf selfishness - that is,

lefusing to give anothei playei sufficient ‘‘n>om
and v'erge ” to take- up his proper position aiul

tlo justice to his lints. 'This, again, it might be
tliought, IS an almost incretlibl< protedure, but it

is one that is none the i<'ss all to< v common, eithei

as the lesult f)f tleliberate mTtntion whit'h is in-

t'.xcusable, or bec.uise of a lat k of thought anti

C( Hisideration that is almost as batl.

Ictjuallv deplorable is the sellisfiness tlisplaved

at times by even the most eminent jicrfi>rmers

some at least, though hapj)ilv not m«>st—-in
spoiling, not onl\^ the laughs of their fellow-

jdavei's, but also their speeches, by tloing uncalled-
foi things at ciitic.il moments ^ anti iK)thing is

more surprising than the trifling movements

—

such as t.iking t>ut .i hantlkerchief or shifting .i

cushion which will suffice at such moments to

bre.ik the delicate tension by tlistracting tlie

attention t>f the .ludience and thus to .iccomphsh
the delinquent’s otiious purpose.

In other cases the same result may be due
simply to ignorance :ind inexjierience, when it

will be less blamewtirthy though equally annt>v-
ing. 'Thus the late Cieorge Arliss told of st>me

wicked things that he did in this way in his

younger days. As he put it. ‘‘I did not ieah/:e

then that any bad actor can queer a good actor’s

scene by distracting the attentir^n of tile audience.

. . . 1 v\'as atteiiqiting t(> attract attc*ntion to

myself at tlu' c x]iense of the play, .in unfoigix abb-
sin on the st.ige.”

A iiitHlc- of stage misbehav iour of ye t another
kind is that known as “codding” otht-rwise

de)ing unexpected .and humorous things for the
purpose of i-mbarr.assi ng your fellow-players,

na.iking the-m laugh, and so t>n. ( )f this form t>f

humour a great eleal more goes on th.an many
suppose, though they may suspe-ct something of
the kind somi-times when they notice the pi*r-

formers struggling in vain to suppress uncon-
ti ollable amuseimait.

'\ h.it was .1 tv'pic.il piece of “codding” which
Ht-erbohm '\ ree once ])i'rj)etrated, for instance,

when, plav'ing in .Vlonry^ and having to use .i

mourning handkei chief with a deep bl.ick bonier,
he coiuulst'd his fellow-pei formers on out' occ.i-

sion by proilucing instead a mini.iture flnion
jack to the ine.xpressible horror of Bancroft,
who w.is playing with him.
A classic tiick ofanotlua' kind is to slip .in egg

into the haiul of an actor nbiuit to play an impor-
tant scene, the resulting (‘inbarr.issment caused
thereby being (*.isy to imagine,

.\ practical jokt* of a different descrqition was
once peipetrated on ,in actor playing ( )ld Cjobbo
in "i'hr nf f ’’once. At a ceitain pi^int, it

ma\' be remembered, ( )ld (Jobbo advances to-

wards Bass.inio with the- lines “ I h.iv i' here a dish

of ebives that I would bestow uj>on your worship,”
.ind prese-nts tlu- offeimg with the purpose of
persu.idmg Bass.inio t<) take i..iuncelot into his

seivice. \t this point, though, the actor found
that the dish in ijue-stion, wdiicli w.is in fact a

baskt‘t, had bLcn so lu-.ivily loadetl with b-.iden

weiglus th.it he could scarcelv^ lift it.

Still more wicked w.is .i trick once pl.ived on
flu- lati- Henrv Ainbv^ in his younger days. He
w’.is appi-aring in <in .Aithuii.in play .ind .it one t>f

tlu- most impii“ssi\e moments of the action had to

raise from the altar before him tlu^ cup of the

Holy Cxrail. When tile time came, hovveyer, he
found it quite imjiossible to ilo this since the sacred

cup had been securely nailed to the t.able !

Another instance of the same sort of thing v\’as

furnished by an irresponsible joker wdio once,
w^hen two actors of exceedingly diverse girths

.ind figures had to make a lightniiig change from
morning wear evening dress, privily transposed
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their trousers—with results that reduced their

fellow-players to hysterics when, willy-nilly,

they appeared in them.
'I'hese are only some of the manifold sins and

transgressions, of varying degrees of turpitude, of
which stage players are sc^metimes guilty.

HEALTH AND THE STAGE
Nothing is more* surprising about that curious

being I\lan (who here includes Woman too!)

than the fact that it is sometimes so extraordin-
arily difficult to induce him to take sufficient

trouble to l(K)k after what any sensibh* person
would admit to be the most valuable and preci<»us

of all his possessions to wit, liis good health.

'Yet who can deny the truth of this ? It is because,

I suppo-iC, of the simple fact that Nature works
slowly, with the result that the penalties of

indiscretions are often long deferred, and, in the

meantime, those indiscreti<>ns are to some so very
tempting. Nature, however, though slow is also

terribly sure, and indiscreti<ms all hav e to be paid

for in the end.

In virtue of thi- strain which it imposes ofi

the physical and nervous system the stage

is a most arduous calling, and no one who
is wise will go in for it unless possessed of
good health. Wretched, indeed, is the lot of the

actor or actress who, in additioti to all the other

an.xieties of the profession, is haunted always by
the fear of some recurring physical weakness or

ailment, and no consideration whatever should
induce anyone whose health is an uncertain

quantity t(^ contemplate the stage as a career.

Sir Henry Irving used to say that his night-

mares always took the form of being unable to

appear in his p irt, and doubtless many other per-

formers could say the same; nor is there any
difficulty in vniderstanding this. T'here can,

indeed, hardly be any other professi<in where
to “go sick” is likely to entail more incon-

venience and ann^jyance than this of the player.

T repeat, then, that no one should think of
going on the stage unless p(^ssessed of good

—

I would even say exceptionally good—health.

For even if actual break-downs be avoided, the

result can only be misery, with work performed
against the grain, under adverse physical condi-

tions, and even at the best under the strain of
constant anxiety and apprehension.
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Fveii for the fortunately endowed in this

respect it is one r)f the most trying features of
stage work that, however one may be feeling

—

whether “up” or “tlown,” in good spirits or
bad one must always appear night after night
with the regularity of a machine, unless actually

physically incapable, so that what it means when
there is constant uncertainty of health in addition

needs no telling. I yet no one entertain the stage

as a career, therefore, who does not cc^mply with
what Herbert Spencer long ago defined as the
primary requisite of every human being desiring

a happy existence that of being a “good
animal.”

Nor is it merely a question of starting with
gt>od health. Ft>r there is afterwards the equally
important matter of keeping it; and the conditions

t>f stage life, unfortunately, mike it as difficult

as possible to do this. “ Karly to bed and early

to rise,” says the old pro\ erb, but this is an itleal

tliat is quire impossible of attainment by the work-
ing player. On the contrary, the circumstances
of his calling compel him to defy this and most
of the other dictates of the doctors.

Late hours, stuffy dressing-rooms, sandwich
lunches, hurried dinners, suppers in the small

hours, few op]>orrunities for exercise and incessant

stress and strain these are the normal conditions

of a stage player’s existence, and hardly to be
avoided or mollified even with the best intentions,

althiiugh those wlio are wise will ci*rtainly d(^

all that is possible in this w;iy. But, unfortunately,

this is one of those counsels of perfection more
easily preached than practised, and too manv',

it is to be feared, do not even make the attempt.

J'hey just accept things as they are, cast

pruilential counsels to the winds, have a good
time, and let the future take care of itself

—

with disastrous consequences only too often when
that future arriv'^es. For Nature is a strict ac-

countant, and not to be defied with impunity,

even by the most charming young actress or

dashing young actor.

For a time no doubt they can carry on gaily

enough—living on their nerves, patching them-
selves up when necessary, scoffing at warnings,

and damning the consequences. But a day of
recki>ning will surely come unless tliey pull up
in time cut di>wn those cocktail parties, cry off

some of those suppers, get to bed as early as they
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can whciU'MT possible, take more exercise, and
generally watch tlieir steps.

There is no need to exaggeratt*, of course.

Undoubtedly stage folk in general live much
healthier lives nowadays than they used to. T hey
motor, they ride, they golf, they play cricket

and tennis, and in various other ways order their

existenec-s much more rationally than formerly
some t>f them. But too many dt) nothing of the
kind, and for one and all the essential conditions

of the professioti remain, and are not to be wholly
escaped or circumvc'iited by any. Vet those who
are prudent will assuredly make every possible

effort in this way, considering how much is at

stake.

If only in tlu* immialiate interests of their

professional caree rs, apart from graver considera-
tions, the\' will certaiidy tiiul it to tluar advantage
to d(i this. Players’ looks are among their most
important assets, and these will speedily suffer

if the laws of health are disregarded, with serious

effects probably on their fortunes, A jeune
prernh'} beginning t<> get fat .intl bloatt'd as a

c onsequenct* of th ink aiul dissipation will soon
find himself losing favnur with managers, while
the actress who neglects her figure and relies

e\clusi\'ely on artificial .luls for lu*r looks will

also certainly ha\e tt) pay tfie penalty in the end
T he stage is as merciless as it is <*xacting,

the passing years take loll remorseless!
» , \'<umgei

and fresher riv.ils are alwa\'s coming along, and
those who c.nmot hold their ov\’n will soon find

themsehes dis]>laced possibly, if they have been
ftjolish c-nough not to look aftta* themsel\a*s

properly, long before thia'e was any teal necessitv'.

“A gay life, vet a terrible one!” wrote Henri
]\ linger in his l/ ’tc tie l-iohhnr^ and m some cases

at least the words are almost as true to-day as

when he wrcite them.
Health being of such supreme importance,

then, in the case of Stage folk, what is the con-
clusion How is it to be securetl <uid letainedr

1 will not attempt tt> lay down anyth itig in tlie

nature of detailed rules of li\ ing, for this would
be hardly practicable and in any case quite futile.

But one or two matters of outstanding importance
may be touched on.

Kxercise, for instance. How many take

enough .f’ Very few 1 fear. T he ladies especially

are inclined to sin in this respect. T'hey haven’t

the time, they will tell you. What with shopping
and social engagements and rehearsals and per-
formances (including ?natiuees twice a week)
eveiy minute of the day, they say, is taken up;
and in a sense it is often quite true. It is, indc-ed,

probably no exaggeration to say that the majority
of actresses take actually no exercise worth men-
tioning from year’s end to va*ar’s end. W^hich
being so, how can they fail to suffer ultimately.?

Some, perhaps, try physical exercises and begin
them bravely enough. But how many keep them
up.? Mark ^Twain, it will be remembered, once
determined to fast, but broke down at lunch.
Physical c*\ercises are kept up by most people
about as long. Vet it hardly needs saying, of
course, what enormous benefit would result from
ten minutes spent regularly in this way every day.
An hour's open-air exercise would be better still

m» doubt and by this I do not mean merely
getting in and out of taxis ! But “physical jerks”
are an invaluable substitute when outdot>r exercise

cannot be managed.
Hours of rest again. Admittedly, late hours

are unavoidable by profession.ils. The late-

(ieorge Urossmith once observed that the happiest
hour of the actor’s life is that of the supper after

his show, and this is quite easily understood. But
it nc-ed not nect‘ssarily entail going to bed regu-
larly at two or three o'clock in the morning

—

e'en when rehearsals m.iy reipiire attendance at

the theatre again at ten o’clock the ne.xt day.

It is a fact, however, that the “sitting up” habit

is, unfortunateI\', a most insidious one and one
which should, therefore, be most caiefully guarded
against from tin- first. As things are, professionals

to<^ often get into the habit of sta\ ing up without
the least necessity' night after night and, of course,

they have to pay for it in the end.

"Those wht> are wiser not only go to bed betimes
wheiu'ver possible, but also contrive to get an
hour's rest in the afteriuion before their evening
meal. 'This ustd to be the late .Marie T en'pest's

practice, for instance, for many years, and a

very good one it is, though scarcely an attain-

able ideal, it is tv> be feared, so far as most are

concerned.
If a succession of late nights becomes unavoid-

able, which sometimes hajipens, it should be
remembered that fresh air will compensate to

some extent for rest, and that aetors who have
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slept too little will clerivt* coiisiclemble refresli-

meiit from a period of time spent in the open air.

However, this is to be regarded as an emergeiiev
measure t>nly, for fresh air is by no means an
alternativ'^e to sleep.

As to eating and drinking it would be idle

to say much. All know what they ought to do
in these respects and the t>nly thing that need
be said is that the more closely they conform
to the promptings t>f their inward monitors
both physical and moral ! in this matter the
better it will be for them.
A word of caution may be added, hi>wev'er,

as to the particular undesirability of getting into
the habit of taking scratch meals at all liours.

( )ccasional 1
V’ thev^ may be una\’oidable and do no

great harm, but to contract the habit, as some do,
t>f ha\'ing their meals at any irregular time is

the height of folly, since nothing plays greater
havoc with the* digestion or is m<^re certain t<>

entail trtmble in the long run.
IVIakeshift meals should be compensated at the

earliest pcjssible opportunity by extra nourishment
followed with a period of rest. ( )ccasi<>nall

y

though, for reasons beyond their eontiol., actors
may find themseK'es faced with an unbiokett
setjuence of scratch meals, and m these circum-
stances they should t?*y to select and vary then-

diet tt> ensure for themselves the maximum food
value attainable. Here again, it is difficult to

impose hard and fast rules, and all must seek tci

acquire the foods they need mt)st and which suit

them best, if necessary in consultation with a

dietician.

In choosing a way of life, actors would do well
to follow the example of ballet dancers, whose
v<^cation is so exacting that they are compelled to

lead a life in and for their art. 'The discipline

impf>sed on balK't dancers is v«.“ry severe. Perhaps
the fact that TSature as an acc<^untant is less

patient with ilancers than with actors may have
sc^mething to do with this. C'ert.iinly, the results

of insufficient rest and irregular and unsuitable
meals are discernible more quickly in tlancers than
in actors, as the quality of their performances is

soon affected, and so keen is competition that

wayw'ard danec-rs tend to find themselves replactxl

by talentetl and more thsciplined rivals. Nevt-r-
theless. Nature is as relentless in her tlemands
fit>m actors as from dancers, although the da\' of

reckoning is somt times deferred.
Wh.itc'vei the coiuluct of .ictois, they will find

that their vocation inevitably involves great si i c-ss

and str.nn, and yet they will seem to pass through
life like a flash. W^ithin the short space of an
evening actors can live a lifetime, t>r more than
a lifetime, and they can run th lough the whole
gamut of human experienct*. Tet tlu ni therefore

be prepared to make sacrifices in keeping with
these potentialities.
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STAGECRAFT
HAL D. STEWART, Author of “Rizzio’s Boots,” “The Nineteenth Hole,” etc.

INTRODUCTION
//AiV wc back to the orf/j^in of

r E72^tish Dyaftia ice find that Drama was
the instrument by means of which the ( hiirch

sou^tit to enti^hten the masses. A mi when the

smontdering enibers oj Puritanism are in-

c tilled to burst into flame, when aesthetic

purists denounce propai^anda ptavs, it is

wett to remember that Kn^tish Drama had
its roots in the (hurch, and that the ( hurch
detiberately used the Pneflish Drama of

its day for propaf^c4nda purposes. /n some
respects those parents of Enytish Drama had a
keener appreciation of its value to the masses
than have some of to-day's leaders of the masses.

.‘Ind ve't those parents a cre autociats breathiny

the spirit of autocracy and wielding autocratic

weapcnis I'hcy ivcrc the people of li^ht and
learning n herse task it a as tv teach the iltiter-

ates I'hen Drama bee ano secutarr:ed. Shake-
speare, iL'ith his i mined i ate pi csiecessors and
successors

, Liave us the wealthiest period ni the

history of Knytish literature
,
and tin t>‘ld, if

not bad, Restorationists, atlowiiut licence to

outstrip freedom , s^ave us much that we willinyty

remember and much that n'c cannot very n’etl

forget Xc'\t there were the dramatists of the

transitional period Pinero, Jones, Pobert-

sem - iL'hose works link Restoration Drama with

^^oderll Drama which did much /o create and
tc' intensify the soc ial conscience.

These varyiiiij^ and c^volviim aims and attain-

meiits have their reflections in the theatre.

The creative artists throuft^hout the a^es have

provided the raw material for tfieatncal

presentation. Opinion as to who have been

the creative artists <\f primary importance

in any epewh and those who were Iwrn,

nurtured, and killed by tastes and fashions

of the moment, are, to some extent, decided

by personal prejudices and convictions. Broad

NORMAN MARSHALL
outlines of development

,
are, however, easity

discernible.

When we think of the Drama cf to day, ,ve

realize that it is, or may be, at the parting of

the ways. Somerset M aiti^ham
,
f>r extunple, in

his a utot)io^raphy Idle Summing I p," ^tatt's

his belief that the prose drama of his day and
i^eneration witt soon be dead. k'urtfier, fie

thinks the drama took a wroni^ turnimi when
the demand for reatism ted it to abandon tfie

t)rnament of verse Danny the period ttetween

the hirst and Second Treat If rn's expennient-
alists were busy and many new devetifunents

took ptace .1 ejuarter of a century ayo a critic

c ontributiny to “ f'he Obseri'cr" dcatt nitfi tfie

then ec c enti ii ities cf (rermaii Drama and
exptained' "I'tie yrcat aim of the modern
sc fioot of so-calted ‘expressionists' of the

drama that is runniny paraltel nith that of
tf'e tuush IS to poitray, md an i ndividuat

, but

a type. There aie other < \tra i\iya nces cf

form pecutiar to different authois, but the

yrcutps are dividiny eff info .\co-fmpres-
sioai'its, Ac'tei nists, S\ ndjctists udiicfi in-

ctude tfie lu statics and itic h x plosum ists
"

.^ubsecjuently
,

there tvcrc Socialist Realism,

the Pte.Mbte, the Mass, the Pi oleic ult, the

Trade T'nion Dramatic 'riieiitres, the Theatre

of Rei'olution ,
l iio-inccha nics . and .Matei left-

ist ic Ideotctyy related to the Theatre and the

Drama of post- revc>tutloiiary Russia. Di
shoit, the I itei at lire cf' the thealie of the

jidh century has reflected nftei neiV

methods of deal i ny ic'ifh matei lat in play form.

Years ayo Ashley Dukes in his I'hc

Ycuinyest Drama" {much cf it now matai\ and
passiny "into the Scene, the yetloiv Tcaje")
pointed out the distinction betiveen drama that

"mirrors" and drama that "cwpiesses" its

aye. lie contended . "The culture cf' a
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and sceptical age ii>as mirrored in the plays

of the Parisian boulevards : the restless spirit

of a culture shaken to its foundations is

expressed in the drama of Prague . . . I'he

theatre of the hu'udred thousand has no more to

say to us, and the theatre of the million does not

yet eAist.” From a different angle Mr. Halcotl

(ilitvcr in “ Prama and AIankind xcrote

p/ the aetto'-manager of the old school ivho told

him “ I'he first thing you have to get into your
head IS that the piildic is an ass," and loent on :

“7 am laying down as my guiding principle

that just as, in the irords (f Lincoln, the one

thing aimed at in politics is government of the

people, t)y the people, for the people, so the

aim of drama, the particular art we are

considering, is expression of the public, by

the public, for the public.

I have d-ioell upon the evolution (f drama
because the twists and turns that characterize

the li'ork of the playwrights are mirrored in the

practical work of the theatre , and have a bearing

on stagecraft. So, too, have the theories and
practices of the experimental rebels, the

directors
,

producers ,
actors, technicians and

scientists ,
enthusiasts and fanatics. 'I'hey in

their turn are superseded by others who,

beginning at the same starting-poinl seek to

reach the same destination by a different route.

Mr. Tereme (iray x'as light 'ichen he asserted

that "the ultimate performance alone will

constitute 'the play' and not the author's text

nor anx’ other component part. Stagecraft

then becomes the 'Lechnicjue whereby these

diverse elements, the author's verbal material,

the artist's plastic material
,
the actor's emotional

material, are translated into visual aural

performance ." Mr. Hal D. Stewart convinc-

ingly supports this assertion in his eminently
practical survey in which he deals with sets,

models, scenery, properties, and all the other

essentials of stagecraft , and appnpriately
illustrates his points.

Production methods and auxiliaries need to

be woven into a harmonious pattern. Nothing
should be obtrusive . On the first night of a
production , and afterwards, there should be no
trace that at anx’ time ioas the producer he

or she bent upon exhibiticmism. llie aud-
ience should never he reminded that a producer
has been at work, although the c/uality of his

contribution will be inherent in the cjuality of

the performance as a whole. Similarly
,

the

aim of the scene designer should be to use

sccnerx' that helps the players to create the

right mood and atmosphere of the play
It should never distract or make couioming
iuterpretaion more difficult. Modern slagt'

lighting should not achieve effects at the

expense of eis/bility , as it concerns the players.

I'hey, not the scenery, should be "lit." riierc

IS a legitimate place for the Little or Intimate
Theatre, notwithstanding the emphasis, right

in certain circumstances
,
'which is placed on the

contention that drama is a popular art.

Audiences <f the mimmity
,

i ntcrested and
intelligent alike, rccjitire to he taken into

serious consideration
,

for they are the fore-

runners of the majority audiences cf to-morroa'

These and other points are <f relative impor-
tance, especially in view of the tendency

of theatres to become larger and larger,

thus influeiu Dig play-writing Moreover,
they are points that have bean ngs

,
direct

or indirect, on the theory and practice oj

Stagecraft

.
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STAGECRAFT AND THE AMATEUR

Piogrcss ot the Amatc*ur Dramatic Movement
was arrested by the Second C Treat War, but nc^t

killed by it. T he new amateur thi-atre, whose
growth started somewhere in the twenties, was
fortunately too hardy to he killed. It is now
evident that six years of restricted activity resulted

in greatly accelerated progress.

T 'lu* ciicurnstances of war forced professional

companies to tour to an extent unknown before.

Mafiy towns tliat liad previously not been known
to the theatre enjoyed hrst-class theatrical fare.

Men and women in the Services,

who previously knew little or
nothitig of the theati'e, found
themselves going to see a play

because a performance had been
“Taid Oil*” for them. 'I'hey often

liked it, aiul asked for more.
StiMight plays, well done, were
popular with all ranks.

T lu re IS a gix‘ater demand for

the theatre* than there* has beert

foi' \'e*ais It is being met by
healthy incu*ase in the numbei
of piofessional rc‘pertorv' v^om-

panies and bN' an^iatenis

expansion of

theatre d<H*s

traction eT the

merit, far from it.

The amatc*ur theatre to-day
commands an attentie>n that is probably unique in

the theatrical history of this island. Press and
public are aliye to the fact that the new mo\ e-

ment in amateur drama differs fre>m previous
waves of enthusiasm in this direction, and are
beginning to rcali/.e that serious artistic efforts

are being made.
T he amateur audience is now composed not

only of the friends and relations of tlie actors, but
of many who have no personal interest in the cast

but are genuinely interested in this new develop-
ment and in the type of play that is being per-
formed by tlu* better non-prt^fessional societies.

Therein lies the hope and the danger of the
enter prise. T he hope, because it foreshadows the
day when a regular audience for the more serious

theatre will exist in every town and village. 'The
danger, because this audience will, before long.

demand more finished productions than ninety
per cent of those it attends at ]>i-esenr. T he ulti-

mate outcome rests with the play-producing
societies themselves. 1 1 is within their power to
bring about a complete change in the attitude of
the British people to the theatre, but it will mean
a gr eat deal study and solid hard w'ork m f>rder

tf> make what is at present the axet'age standard
of the better groups, the average of the amateur
theatre as a whole. Unless this is done it is

doubtful whether the interest that has been
awakened will be maintained.

CTerieially speaking, amateur
productions suffer less by rc-ason

of bad acting than by weak
production and an almost com-
plete lack of corrsideration for

stagecraft. Perhaps this is not
altogether surprising. Amateur-
dramatic groups are gener'ally

formed by people who wish to

act, and are often ignorant or
impatient of what they re gard as

a subsidiary part of the busrness.

This is a most mistaken point of
view.

Stagecraft in its widest sense
embraces all the business of put-
ting a play on the stage. It in-

cludes the arts of the designer,
the carpenter, and the electrician,

amongst a host of otlicrs. All
these arts, which may contribute materially to

the success of a productit>n, are too often neg-
lected or despised. Times without number good
acting is marr’ed by failure to attend to the most
elementar'y iletails.

'The set is badly erected. Flats do not join.

T he set is not masked in. T here is an unfor-
tunate hiatus in the ceiling, through which one
can sec the roof of the building between the
borders. 'Those sittiirg at one side of the theatre

can see the back wall, or another scene, because
the window backing does not stretch far enough.
If you have never iK^ticed these faults in any
amateur production you are fortimatc or

unobservant.
Fig. I, overleaf, shows a striking example of

the effectiveness of modern stagecraft methods.
It is reproduced from a photograph of the Gate
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I production of Let Sleeping Cloth Z./V,

by Wilfred Walter,
The play was produced on a staj^e consider-

ably smaller tlian many on wliich amateurs are

accustomed to work.
Apart from the actual setting, the wln>le

management of the stage is an art; or rather, it

I'lv, r
“ 1 » 'r Si I I iMNc; (ions I.n

(.lie 'I Im iI m ]’i >u|u( tioM

comprises many arts. hA en the efficient handling
of scenery is an art, and has a direct bearing on
the audience. I>ong intervals, which are usually

occasioned by inefficient stage hands and lack of
organisation, try the temper, and the audience
must be maintained in a good temper at all

costs.

Badly timed effects may wreck a scene. An
actor turns an electric switch, and nothing
happens. Then, when he walks away, a lamp
lights suddenly, as if by magic. 'Thunder and
wind are so unlike the real thing that they
cause a laugh. A prompter does not know the
play and gives a prompt during a legitimate

pause. All these things are fairly common
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accidents, the responsibility for which rests with
the stage management.

1 have heard it argued that these mistakes are
not confined to amateurs, but that they occur
also in the commercial theatre. To a certain ex-
tent this is true, but in the cornmeicial theatre
they occur rarely, and are usually a mattei of
considerable comment. In the- amateur theatre
they are too often a commonplace.

I believe that stagecraft is one department of
the theatre where the amateur may compete with
the professional on advantageous terms; for,

while he may not h.i\ e all the mechanical ilevices

that exist in the commercial playhouse, he can
give more or less unlirnittal time to a single

production, and can therefore study each depai t-

ment in great detail.

'Time spent in this wav will not be wasted.
All the various people who spend their time
helping the protluction ‘‘’behind the scenes, can,
by making themselves efficient at their particular

job, not only make a direct contribution towards
the success of the play, but deri\e much satisfac-

ti<^n and entertainment for themselves in the

process.

Stage management, taken serioush', is not dull

work. It is extraordinarily fascinating; and as

the whole science of st.igecralt is constantly
changing, as new discoveries are made and new
ideas are intioducetl, the kc‘en amattaii will find

considerable interest in endeav<^u ring to keep
pace with the \arious developments.

'FJe*re is another aspect of a pre^per attention
to stagecraft on the part of a play-producing
group. It is capable of adding considc*rabl v to

the number of those taking a practical interest in

its affairs. 'The duties of tlie stage manager and
his assistants are often performed by unfortu-
nates wlto have not been cast, and who wt)uld
much prefer to act. If this be the case, it is not
surprising that the work is done in rather a half-

hearted manner. But if you are able to demon-
strate the interest that lies in stagecraft, you may
attract to your group pet^plc who have no desire

to act, but wlio are, or wlio may become, inter-

ested in one or other of the branches of theatrical

work where no histrionic ability is required.
By spreading the work in this manner you

may achieve perfection in each department, and
thus reach perfection as a whole. You will find
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also that by increasing the number of tliosc

directly interested in the performance, you will

almost certainly increase the si/>e of the audience
a point worth considering in itself.

'I'liere are exceptions to every rule. I know
that there are groups throughout the country to

which my remarks do not apply. These are
already taking stagecraft seriously, and are
reaching a high standard of artistic achievement.

It is common knowledge that in a theatrical

production there arc many people who work
“behind the scenes.” What comprises the duties

of these people is less widely knciwn. Any
amateur grt^up, however, whicli aims at giving
artistic productit^ns, must organi/.e these auxili-

aries and see that they are as proficient in their

own dutic*s as the actors are in theirs.

Apart from the producer and stage manager, a

well organi/.ed group should employ one or more
assistant stage managers, an electrician, a property
master, a wardrobe mistress, and about four stage

haiuls. T hese all have duties on the stage, and
are necessary whether scenery and C()stumes are

made t>r hired. If v(^u .ire enterprising enough to

make your own scenery and costumes, vou will

require also the services of a designer, carpenters,

scene painters, and dressmak*. ! s. All these can be
a mateurs.

Not actually on the stage, but of irreat im-
pt>rtance tei the entertainment, are tie* inusical

tlirector, the business manager, aiul the fn>nt of
house start', which includes ushers ami programme
sellei's. C )f these, the musical director alone pos-
sibly comes within the scope of stagecraft, but the
siiKK^th working of the front of the house is an
Important factor, for a well run audiu>rium keeps
the audience in a contented frame of mind.

Alt)st societies realiz.e the value of capable
direction. T wish here to emphasi/.e, however,
that everything which takes place behind the

curtain must be subject to the approval of the

produc(‘r. He must be a complete autocrat and
luive the final word in any discussion. All the

other members of the stage staff are technical

advisors or executives, but it is essential that the

authority of the producer sliould be paramount.
Obviously, therefore, the producer must have
some knowledge of e\ erv aspect of stagecraft.

Next to the producer, the most important man
is the stage manager. T'his position is vitally

important, and carries many varied duties. T he
stage manager is the producer’s sect)nd in com-
mand, and a wise producer will do eierything in

his power to see that the authority tif the stage

manager is maintained. T'he ideal st.age manager
is one of those petiple who get things done quickly
and with a minimum of fuss. In the amateur
tlieatre, he is extiemely r.ire.

TTie assistant stage manager, <)r as he is usually
termed in this age of abbreviations, the A.S.M.,
is the next in order of seniorit\\ He may be em-
ployed in any way that the stage manager requires,

but normally it is his duty to hold the hook and to

prompt the pc*i formance. T he stage manager,
or liis assistant, or both should be present at

every rehearsal. In a difficult production, more
than one A.S.IVf. may be necessary. In that case

it is important that their duties should be clearly

defined in order to avoid overlapping and contra-
dictory orders, which have a deiimralizing effect

on subordinates.

Next is the electrician. The duty of the elec-

trician, who may also have several assistants, is

to arrange and control the stage lighting. It

should not be difficult to find someone to take an
interest in this most fascinating science. \'our
electrician should know, or be prepared to learn,

how to handle electrical apparatus, how to wire
lighting battens, lamps, bells, and any properties,

or stage effect machines which may require to be
driven by electricitvs the principles of coloui

mi.xing; the effect of c-oloured light on colt>ured

fabric, and, in short, evei ything bearing on the use

of light in a productir>n He must also be method-
ical and ex.ict, for he must work to a lighting plot,

making alterations to the* lighting on exact cues,

and must so mark his apparatus that the correct

check IS given whenever a circuit is dimmed, to

prevent the amount of dimming varying.

If your group is accustomed to working in a

particular theatre, your electrician must famihar-
i/.e himself with its lighting equipme nt, and know
the load that the various circuits will c.irry with
safety. ( )b\ iously, the greater knowledge e>f

electricity, both theoretical and practical, which
your electrician has te^ start with, the better. If

yeiu can find one wdio is capable eif fitting up
temporary and pe^rtable lighting sets, hold on to

him, for he may pre^ve to be the meist valuable

man in yeiur society.
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T'liis Joc*s iKit prctcMicl to be more than a

sketchy indication of wliat is required of tlie stage

electrician. Stage ligliting, as I have already said,

is a science in itself.

The work of the property master, or “Props,”
is often performed by the stage manager. 'This is

a mistake. 'The stage manager has many people
to supervise, and he cannot d<i tliis properly, par-

ticularly during a change of scene, if he has things

to see to })imself. “Props” should be made re-

sponsible in the first place for seeing that the

necessary properties are brought to the theatre,

and in the second that they reach their correct

destination on the stage. It is by no means an
easy job, and it is esseiitial that you should choose
for it somet^ne wht) is both methodical and
conscientious,

'I he wardrobe mistress should have some
knowledge of periled costume. If your societ\'

proptises to make its own costumes, she should

take complete charge of this branch. But even if

your costumes are hiied, it is valuabU* to have a

wardrobe mistress to check them and to see that

the correct costumes are st*nt (to see, for instance-,

that the ce>stumier has not made a palpable

anachronism) i
to ce^llect them from the cast and

pack them for return at the end of the run. She
should also take charge of miiu>r repairs that may
have to be e.xecuted from night to night.

Societies that make their own costumes soon
accumulate a considerable wardrobe, and it is

essential that someone should be definitely in

charge of this all the year laiund.

'The main duty of the stage hands is t<i set and
strike scenery and furniture. 'There is a mistaken
idea abroad that scene shifting is an utterlv^ un-
skilled job that anyone can perform. 'I'he result

of this is that in nine productions out of ten, the

scene shifting is left in the hands of anyone who
cares to turn up. Actually the reverse is the case.

Scene shifting does not call for particular skill,

but it is, quite definitely, a job that must be
learned. An av^erage person can learn it quickly,

which is all the more reason for training as many
members of your society as possible to handle flats.

Hapha/^ard scene shifting means periods f>f

chaos behind the curtain during protracted in-

tervals. Light-hearted cries from the scene
shifters, who are enjoying themselves, and deep
throated oaths from the stage manager, who is

THEATRE AND STAGE
not, frequently assail the ears of the audience.
'This may amuse them, but it does not increase

their respect for amateur drama.
It is obvit>us that helpers who knt^w neither

what they are expected to do nor how to do it

when it is explained to them, are almost worse
than useless: and yet such helpers are the most
common. It is curious how dense otherwise
sensible people bec(^me when they turn their

attention to moving furniture aiul scenery in the

theatre. T liavx- actually seen two apparently sane
and normal iiulividuals carry a heavy table

through a dt>orway that was being moved across

the- stage! 'They evitlently saw the doorway and
matle for it, without pausing to notice that there

was nothing on either sitle of it, or that it was
actually in motion I

Stage hands frequently, of course, have other
jobs ( )ne must always operate the curtain, and
others will often be requiretl to woik effects and
noises c>ff. None of tlieir duties is tlifhcult to

learn but all of them tlo rc-quiie to be learned.

Some knowledge of carpentry is required if \'ou

are to niake your own scenery, but it is no moie
than is known by tlie axerage man who is “Jiaruly

about the house.” Similarly, knowledge of dress-

making is necessary for those whr) arc to make the
costumes, but what club has iifjt many wonu-n
members who are handy with a needle.?

Scene painting is rather a different matter. 'To
bec<.>me .i skilled scenic artist certainly iloes require

years of study and practice, but here the modern
tendency towards simplicity is on the side nf the

amateur. While you may never be able to paint

a backcloth that faithfully depicts an alpine scene,

or Piccadilly Circus, you will almost certainly be
able to find someone who will quickly learn

sufficient about the art of scene painting to pro-
duce striking and efficient interiors, and simple
and bold effects for exterior scenes. F ussy back-
cloths arc no longer encouraged, and whatever our
vn'ews are regarding the artistic advantage or dis-

advantage of the present fashion, there is no doubt
that it is of great assistance to the amateur.

The designer must obviously have an eye ft>r

colour and design, and it is almost essential that

he should be able t<> produce reasonably efficient

sketches and plans. If he is not able to do so, he
must collaborate with someone whose talents lie

in this direction, and the originality of the one
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combined with the technical skill of the other
should produce satisfactory results. 'Fhis should
not be beyond the resources of any society.

And so, you see, there are many ovitlets for the
activities of those who arc interested in your work
but who* do 'not wish to act. 'J'he theatre is an

STAG EC RAFT
Glasgow.” 'j'his is a type of performance in

which the importance of the stage staff cannot
be exaggerated. It was given not in a regular
theatre, but in St. Andrew’s H.dl, an old-

fashi()nc*d building with an open platform aiul an
organ behind. T lie organ ])ip<*s can be seen

all-embracing art, and it is worth while taking ad-

vantage of this, if onlv for the reason that the

more people who take an active part in an
amateur dramatic club, the larger its audience
is likely to be. 'I'he employment of amateur
specialists in all the various branches of stagecraft

will result in a degree of linish and perfection

that few amateur societies, at the moment, reach.

Fig, 2 illustrates a scene from “A IMascjue of

behind the scener\', which, howexer, bv the
simplicity of its tlesign—Constance Herbert
was the producer—ox ercame the disability of the
backgn>und, which was further minimi'z,(‘d by an
intelligent use of lighting. 'This i cproduction
serves to illustrate an economical design, useful

as a backgM>und against which many different

scenes can be played, the ct>rrect atntosphere
being obtained by the use of pi ».>perties, as, for
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example, the altar in this scene, which is the
Coronation of Robert the Bruce.

Fig. which is taken from the play Once in

n lifetime, a clever skit on Hollywood produced
at the Queen’s 'I'heatre in 1933, sh<^ws a scene
in which a film is being shot and the staff of the

studio is at work. 'Those who feel that the
number of auxiliaries necessary for the smooth
productic^n of a stage play is large may find some
comfort in the knowledge that the film is even
more exacting!

So far I havt* dealt only with those whtise

duties are concei fied with the stage itself. 'I'here

Fro. ^
“ Once in a Lifetime ”

l^hotn h\ PttJIaul ( *<>7t i/ii-t

is, however, another band of workers on the other-

side of the curtain, and it is extremely important
that they, too. should carrv'^ out their duties

efficiently. 1 refer to the front of Infuse staff.

First of all, there is the front of house manager,
Tike the stage manager, his duty is supervision.

He, too, must be a man of tact and resource, and
know when to be firm and when to give way.
He must take control in an emergency. Under
him arc all the various people required to look
after the auditorium. First the ushers, whose duty
it is to show the members of the audience to their

seats. T hey must know how the theatre is

seated. They must know whether the letter on
the back of an end seat refers to the row in

front or the row behind. They must know the
approximate number of seats in each row, and
from which end the numbering starts, so as to be
able to show latecomers to their seats with the

least possible annoyance to those who have
arrived in time. They must know all the exits

from the theatre and direct the audience to them
at the end of the performance. “T'he man in the
street,” for some unexplained reason, always pre-
fers to get there by the same door through which
he left it ! Although there may be ten exits from
a theatre, probably only two of these are ever
used to any extent. 'The ushers should do their

best to overcome this desire of the audience to

press through one door.

The pn^gramme and chocfdate sellers must
remember that they have definite duties to per-

form beyond standing in the gangways. T o have
attractive programme sellers, if they are also

competent, is sound business. Those who sell

chocolates and sweets must know the prices of the

various boxes, and what they Cf>ntain, anil any-
body who sells anything rnu^t have change. It is

the duty of the front of house manager to set*

that changt* is provided for all whi^ require it. It

is wise, if chocolates are being sold, for the man-
agiT to appoint a deputy to look after thi- seller’s

both of these and of the programmes. It is a gi'eat

aiUantage to ha\ e someone dehnitely in chai'ge

to tell the seller s to which part of the house they'

•lie to g(> and to instruct them in their’ duties if

ni'Cessary. 'The most efficiiMit selli-r's should sell

chocolates, as thi‘se are (^b\’iously more difficult to

dispose of than pr'ogrammes. T he manager has

usually too much to do ti^ attend to this himself.

It is of the utmost impi^rtance that f’7 V’;y

member of the front of liouse staff should be in

the building at least ten minutes before the doors

are due to open.
If all the positions I ha\^e mentioned, on both

sides of the curtain, are filled, the ranks of the

members of your society will probably be con-
siderably swelled. It may’’ take time and a good
deal of persuasion to reach the point when, all the
various jobs are done regularly by the same people
at each performance, but if you can reach it the

benefit will be a double one. T he performances
themselves will be more efficient and the in-

creased number of those taking an active interest

however small—will almost certainly result in

a larger regular audience.
With regard to the question i^f cost, I am well

awai'e that the cost of production is important
for most societies. T hose that do not consider
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it specially are either financed by a wealthy
patron or they do fu^t function for long. It is

useless to advocate methods which while practic-

able for a professifuial company that j^roduces

ct)ntinuously are not a paving proptisitioii for a
non-commercial group that gives infrequent
productifuis. Prices of all comnuKlities fluctuate.

Societies that produced during the Second Crieat

War had to pay high prices and to submit to

controls that made many things unobtainable. All
learned to make-do. In the theatre, as elsewhere,
it is necessary to use considerable ingenuity to

overcome difficulties.

I have stated that stagecraft is a wide term that

c-mbraces really tht* whole business of putting a

play on tht' stage. Kach aspect of it, lighting,

costumes, design, etc., is dealt with in 'rtiF.ATRF
AND S'ia(;f. by experts on the \ati<ujs subjects.

Aly special ctuicern is with the juactical point
(if view of the stage manager and his assistants.

I'he difficulties that face almost any play-produc-
ing society are numerous. "I herein lies half the
fascination of stagecraft, 'l lu-n.* is no roval road.

Kach pioblem must be tackled on its own merits.

Common sense is even more important than great

technical knowledge. Basiv. jiiinciples and the

many things that have b( cn learned bv others by
trial and error should be applied

.A. worksliop is a great help. I he id(*al is for

the group to have a theatre with «i 'A'orkshop

attached when this is possibU'. Attempts should
be made to rent a small shed where scenery and
props can be made and stored. It should be as near
as possible to the hall in which plays are produced.

If a choice can be made, the place chosen should
be able to accommodate flats of the height that

are used in the theatre t^r hall in which plays are

prcKluced. 'I'his will simplify Ix^th steerage and
scene painting. Kherc' should be a carpenter’s

bench, and, if possible, a cupboard or chc-st in

which tools can be locked up. I here should also

be a table.

'I'he work room, well-lit and well-heated,

should be tidy and as attractive as possible. It

may become a sort of club room which will serve

to interest others in the problem of stagecraft.

Fn^rn these may be drawn recruits for the staff,

in which case they will be interested in the

work for its own sake and not merely disgruntled

actors.

DESIGNING STAGE SETTINGS
A good picture deserves a decent frame.

Oood acting demands an appropriate setting.

I give two exanq^les of interior sets used at

the Liverpool Repertory Company’s theatre the
Playhouse, Liverpool. Fig. 4, overleaf, was de-
signed for r>07inti (Clarifies (the ^luintero Brothers)
by William Armstremg, who produced the play.

Notice how the flats all join perfectly, how the
ceiling rests snugly on the top of the flats, and
how the design is carried out as a whole, so that
the ornamental door in the back wall, the
tapestry hanging on the left, the steps, the window
with the verandah and sun blind, and the fur-
niture, all blend. 'There is evidence of the same
caiT‘ in Fig. 5, which illustrates the set used in

H\ (Candlelight
^ and which was designed by

R. Pearct* S.‘ Hubbard.
'I'his was not achieved without the expenditure

of much thought and energy, and it is safe to say
that had this trouble not been taken the plays as a

whole would have lc*ft a much less satisfactory

impression on the mind of the audience than was
the case.

The amateur too ofttai leaves the choice of set

to the tender mercies of a pur\'eyor of costumes
and scenery. 'The i inexperienced have a touching
faith in such firms—a faith that is too often mis-
pl.iced. But while it is true that hiring firms
seldom take much interest in the artistic success
of a production, thev are rarely supplied with
sufficient information to enable them tii do so.

It is no exaggeration to sav that a bald statement
regarding the number of doi^rs and windows
required, and the fact that the scene is interior or
exterior, is often all the information that such a

firm is given. In tlu*se circumstances it is un-
reasonable for a producer to expect that he will

get what he wants if he t*\ en has a clear idea

of this himself, which is not always the case.

As a rule, it is quite possible to hire suitable

scenery, but it is necessary to go to a good deal c^f

trouble to ensure that the set, prt^perties, and
furniture that are hired, are the best obtainable.

'The remedy for this state of affairs is simple.

Appoint someone to act as designer for the pro-
duction, and make him, or her, responsible not
only for designing the sets, costumes, etc., but
also ft^r st‘eing that the design is carried out.

]\iany art schools flourish throughout the
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country, and it may be assumed tliat some of the
students who attend these schools are interested
in the theatre, and would be glad of the oppt>r-
tunity that it offers for experiment in design.
Amateur dramatic societies in Great Hritain are
numbered in thousands, but few art students ever

societies, and through such bodies every amateur
enthusiast in the theatre may one day find his
niche,

'I he second difficulty is real. It is generally
nu>re expensive in the hist instance to buy or to
make scenery than it is to hire it. But only in

.Frc; 4. Settino fou "i^oNN'\ C'r \rtni s,” jo' 1 ni (^eiN'riRo Hr<vi m rs
idiK ,it rin- 1 ’l,i\

I

k I .n ( 1 |>< n > 1 , I >v \\ 1

1

li.ini \ m ik-I r« 1

1

. > . 1 U* • ( Irsi ”i u-il iIik

I'fitifo urnrti'^v 0/ M jHntni

receive the opportunity that an amateur dramatic
society might give them.

There are sev^eral reasons why this is so. In the
hrst place, there is the difficulty of the student
getting in touch with the dramatic group.
Secondly, many amateur societies are afraid to

build their own scenery because of the expense
that is involved. And, thirdly, many societies are
ignorant of, or indifferent to, the advantages
that they would derive from a proper attenti()n to
decor.

^The first of these difficulties may ultimately be
met by the increasing organization of the amateur
stage. Bodies like the British Drama League and
the Scottish Community Drama Association are
constantly working for a closer co-operation of

the first instance. It would definitely not be
w^orth while for a mushroom club, which exists

for a season and is tlien disbanded, to spend money
on the acquisition of expensive scenery and
properties. On the other hand, a society that is

playing regularly may well find that in the long
run it saves a ct)nsiderable sum by having work-
shops of its own. Moreover, the services of a
designer may be most usefully employed, although
no new scenery is being built. He can search the
scenery stores for the most appropriate sets, and
can carry out a homogeneous design although
material is hired, and not specially constructed.
The third difficulty is probably the most

serious, but fortunately it is decreasing. Summer
schools of drama, lectures, and classes, and the
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work of many repertory companies, are Cf>m-
bining T(> increase the interest that the amateur
takes in this side of his work, altlujug^h it is still

the aspect of the theatre wliere he falls notably
short of professional standards.

T he design <^f a production must be studied

modern dress. T herefore, it follows that sets

should be designed, and the general colour and
lighting scheme arranged before rehearsals start

e\en before the producer starts to work on the
script, as this kiml ol decision is 1 untianK-ntal.

T he first tiling to be borne in mind when

seriously from the beginning. It may be evolvetl

by the prt>ducer himself. It may be evolved bv
the society’s designer perhaps an art student

or it may be evolved by the twt) together. But the

production, from the point of view of design, must
be considered as a whole, and if the producer has

no hand in it, it must obviously be subject to his

veto. No competent producer will work with
scenery or costumes of which he disapproves. It

is important that he should bt.“ar in miiul the

design of sets, the costumes, and the colour

scheme, from the beginning of his work on the

production. T he reasons for this are ob\ious.

P'or instance, movements that are c<>rrect and
natural for an orthodox production of Hamlet may
be ridiculous for a production of the same play in

designing a stage setting is that its function is to

help the pnnlucer and actors to interpret correctly

the author's ideas. T he setting is the background
against which the plav takes place. 'J'he im-
portance <>f this background ^aries according to

the nature of the play, but the fact that it is a

background must never be forgotten. There is a

danger that a keen designe*r wlu^ takes a great

interest in his work may in his v>wn mind regard

tin* se'tting as tlie most important feature of the*

proeluction. Should this be* the case*, he must
ne*ve*r allow this opinion U) be*ct>me apparent, or

it may ruin the* proeluction by causing the auelience

to pay toe) much attention to the* scene*ry and too
little to the action. The elesign then becomes not
a help but a hindrance, and the general effect is
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marred. The designer must, therefore, learn at

the outset that while his role is important, it is

not paramount, and that over-obtrusive scenery

may spoil a production.
T'o preserve balance and to avoid this error, the

designer must fully reali/.e the spirit of the play.

He must read the play, not once, but many times,

so as to be completely cornersant with it; and he
must discuss it with the producer. It is unusual
f(^r the autlior’s intentions to be so clear that two
people will interpret them in exactly the same
way. Therefore, this consultation between the

producer and the designer is essential so that the

latter may learn what lines the production will

follow and what fundamental points are to be
stressed. 'These may conflict with his own ideas.

Should this be the case, it must be remembered
that the producer is an autocrat and has the final

word in any argument.
There is no play that cannot be helped by in-

telligent design. Often the designer will get no
public credit for his work. 'The theatre-going

public is, on the whole, lamentably unintelligent

and ignorant of the most elementary details of
theatrical technique. If the design is unobtrusive

the audience will probably take little conscious

notice of it, but if it is successful it will contribute

materially to appreciation of the whole produc-
tion. With this knowledge the designer will have
to be content.

Some plays are called “producer’s plays”

because they afford the producer ample scope for

imagination and originality. Such plays, as a rule,

afford ample opportunities to the designer also.

But there are other plays, which are commoner,
especially with amateurs, where at first sight it

may not seem possible for the design to play more
than an unimportant part, but where, as a matter

of fact, it may have a considerable bearing on the

ultimate result.

Take, for instance, a play that depicts the life

of an ordinary middle-class family, where the

action takes place in the living room. A middle-

class living room may not appear m afford any
opportunities to the designer. Vivid effects with

primary colours would be out of place. Vet it is

possible to make such a set both interesting and
attractive, to design walls, hangings, and furni-

ture, so that whenever the curtain rises the

audience is immediately aware of the class of
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society to which the inhabitants of the room
belong. T'he advantage of this to the actor is

obvious, and whatever type of play he is handling
it is the effect at which the designer must always
aim.

'The design of a production must be considered
as a whtde. Setting, hangings, furniture, prop-
erties, and costumes must blend into one pattern.

In one I^ofidon production I noticed a set of
particularly attracti\e design. Back centre, there
was a large scarlet bureau that was extremely
effective. T'he effect was lessened, however, by
a scarlet cushion, down right, and finally, in my
opinion, marred by the appearance of first one
and then another actress in scarlet. T his was a
case where it seemed that the set had been de-
signed first, and the impression was spoiled

because the costumes did not conform to the
design.

I saw tliis play on tour, before its production
in tile West ICnd, and in all probabilitv matters
were adjusted before the company opened in

Ivoridon. 'The play was modern ami the costumes
were of the prt*sent day. In such a case the
designer for an amateur company has to contend
with a real difficulty. Amateurs usually provide
their own costumes when these are modern, and
it is often out of the question for actresses to pro-
vide new dresses. At the same time, it is almost
always possible by judicious borrowing to find a

costume that will conform to the designer’s ideas,

and if new dresses an- being procured, the neces-
sity that they must conform to the general design

must be impressed on the wearer. Actresses are

sometimes more concerned that their clothes

should efihancc* their perst^nal charms than that

tJiey should carry out any particular scheme of
dhor. When this is the case it is necessary to take

a firm stand.

Period costumes present different problems.
When these arc being made, designs for all tlie

costumes should first be drawn, and when the

costumes are being designed the general colour

scheme of the sets and the producer’s probable
grouping must be remembered. Similarly, when
costumes are being hired, they must be tif a

colour and design that will fit in with the general

scheme.
All that 1 have said about costume applies

equally to properties and furniture. A grand
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piano, however decorative, would be out of place
in a kitchen. Blatant examples tif inappropriate
furniture occur regularly in amateur productituis.

These would always have been avoided by a little

trouble and a little thought.
Furniture may be either hired or borrowed.

It is usually possible t(^ borrow the furniture
necessary for a modern play from nvembers of the

If you are unable to borrow the furniture you
require from private individuals, you may be able

to do so from a warehouse in exchange for an
acknowledgment in tlie programme.

Remember, too, that odd pieces (if furniture

may often be made for the occasion without much
difficulty. Do not hesitate to design some curi-

ously shaped and brightly coloured stool for an

I'k,. 6 I'lTi T.ondon Production oi “('.rnnd TTo'i i i

”

1 Ilf H.ill

/ hr '^luf f I'hntf ( t>

cast and their friends, but it is essential that the

designer should icr himself the articles that are

being provided, and not relv on a description of

them. Descriptions are usual Iv vague, atid often

inaccurate. Unless the furniture has been seen it

may be found to be quite unsuitable when it arrives

at the theatre on the day of the dress rehearsal.

"I'his will mean a hurried, last minute search for

what is required, and the resvilt will piobably be

a makeshift; whereas the desired article might
easily have been procured if the inquiries had

been made more carefully in the first instance.

"The furniture should be accurately measured.

Do iKPt rely on your eye to estimate the si/a* of

a sofa. It may look much larger, or smaller,

when transplanted from its accustomed sur-

roundings to your stage.

ultra-modern set. A handyman may possibly be
able m make it from a few old bo.xes.

Success in stage design depends to a great

extent on common sense and good taste. The
average man or woman, if he or she wall give the
matter thought and energy, can produce attractive

settings with appropriate costumes and furniture.

The time and energy will not be wasted.

AIJAPTINC'. sin s 'I’O Cl RCU MSTANCI-

Artists are often idealists. "J"hey ha\e the
reputation of being rather unpractical, of being
too immersed in the poetry (if their art to tiouble
much about mundane, everyday matters. 'I'his

may or may not be the case, but it is essential

tliat the artist in the theatre should be severely
practical.
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It is a waste time to draw designs, howevt'r

beautiful, if they cannot be reali/.eil in practice.

T he stage designer should be able not only to

design scenery, but also to give practical sug-
gestions as to how his design is to be carried out
on the stage. It follows, therefore, that he must
be thoroughly conv'^ersant with the working of a

lighting, will be of little use t<i a stK'iety that gives

a production in a hall where the sole means of
illumination is oil lamps. Nor is this illustration

by any means far-fetched. 'J'here are many halls

in which electric light has not been installed.

'The problems of setting and striking the set, of
storing scenery and furniture, and of off-stage

Fic. 7. TTke T.ondon Production of “Grand FTotfi,”

Tho Cuc.kt.iil Bar
The Sta^e Photo Co.

production. He must know what can, and what
cannot, be done in the theatre where his design

is to be used. T'his principle applies generally

throughout the theatre, but it concerns the ama-
teur more closely than the professional, because

there are certain facilities that one may assume to

be present in any commercial theatre, while, in an
amateur production, it is never safe to assume that

there will be any facilities at all

!

A setting that depends for effect on the careful

placing of floods and spots, and skilfully balanced
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room must always be kept in mind. A set whicli
is to be used throughout the evening, and a set

which is only one of several in a production,
present tlu* designer with different problems. 'The
first is a comparativx-ly simple matter. T f a set has
to stand throughout a production it can be solitlly

built, and any amount of refinement and elabora-
tion can be introduced. If the set has to be struck,

or set, or both, during the play, the case is differ-

ent, because the time that it will take to set and
strike the scenery must be remembered. T his
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becomes even more important when changes have
to be made during an act. Most changes, unless
elaborate or difficult scenery is concerned, can be
matle in an interval of twelve minutes, provided
that there is an efficient stage staff. T welve
minutes is not an unusual interval between acts,

and this may even be slightly prolonged. When

production of Gymul Hotel at the Adelphi
'Theatre. In this play there* are many elaborate
scenes, which take time to erect, even with a
professional stage staff. 'I'he play was produced,
howev^er, on a revolving stage, and thus there
were ik) waits between the scenes, the stage
simply being turned to the required point, and

S. Komis \K ir\ sKV \ Sit for his T’RonecTioNr “CjR-\ni> Iloi'ir/’ for tht
Masoim I'm atri

I'hftn 'm ’ (iitilcnhuf / fj ,

the acts are split up into s«. veral scenes, however,
intervals of about this lengtli are out of the

question, except at the end of an act, and the

cinemati^graph technique employing a long suc-

cession of short scenes—presents rather an acute

problem to most amateur groups. In such plays

the designer must use all his ingenuity to ev^olve

sets that can be set and struck with great rapidity.

Tong waits would wreck tlie production.

Figs. 6 and 7 show settings used in the original

fresh sets being elected while other scenes were
being plaved be Iore the audience.

When Komisarjev sky produce d this plav for

the Masque Theatre he had no revolv ing stage,

and as the production w'as toured in a number of
different tlieatres the elaborate sets used in London
vA'ould have been impracticable.

Fig. 8 sluiws how the difficulty was overcome.
'This one permanent setting was used throughout.
It was set well back from the front tabs, and
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another set of black velvet curtains was used im-
mediately in front of the set. One of these was
drawn to the central pillar when only half of the

stage was in use. When only the set above the

bedroom was being used it was lit, and the bed-
room was blacked out. Similarly, when the bed-
room was in use, the set on the rostrum was kept
in darkness. Several scenes, including the cock-
tail bar scene, were played in front of the black
curtains, under a spot light, with the properties

necessary to indicate the scene. These were most
effective in spite of the fact that no scenery was
used.

Both these productions of Gyand Hotel were
excellent and Komisarjevsky’s production lost

notliing by reason of the less elaborate scenery.

In fact, it is possible that in many ways the play

gained by tlie simplicity of set. T he point that is

of interest to the amateur, however, is that the

less elaborate setting is much less costly, and some-
thing on these lines is often p()ssible in amateur
productions.

Elaborate, built-up rostrums such as were used

in this particular instance may be beyond the re-

sources of most societies, and their use presupposes

a fairly large stage, but it is often possible to evolve
something on similar lines, where the stage is

divided, and where lighting and properties are re-

lied on for effect rather than scenery. Moreover,
it should be remembered that scenery such as was
used in the I^ondon production of this play must
be very good indeed. If you set out to give an
exact reproduction it must be exact. Attention in

this case is inevitably drawn to the scenery, and
the audience is apt to look for faults that would
not trouble them in less pretentious productions.

In some cases naturalistic scenery is necessary

to the play. Eomisarjevsky also produced for the

Masque Theatre Edward Knoblock’s dramati/.a-

tion of Cronin’s novel

—

Hatiey'\^ Castle. He
again used the same type of permanent set that

he used in Grand Hotel and in this case the effect

was less satisfactory. Hatter^ s Castle is a some-
what melodramatic play about a middle class

family. T'he scene is laid in a small Scottish town
towards the end of last century. In my opinion,

it is a play that definitely demands naturalistic

scenery, and the effect was spoiled for me by the
bixarre nature of the set that was used.

It is most important to remember that when

THEATRE AND STAGE
the setting is impressionistic rather than realistic

lighting plays an important part. An even glare

of white light may rob the most carefully designed
set of all its charm and interest, while soft and
studied lighting will often make a poor set

attractive.

When quick changes of scenery are unavoid-
able, remember that weight is an important factor.

Do not use flats that are sixteen feet in height if

fourteen feet will do. It may often be necessary
to sacrifice some feature that you would like to

incorporate in your tiesign because it is unwieldy
and difficult to handle.

The designer should always be able to say how
the problems of scene shifting that he presejits can
he overcome. If he is thor(>ughIy conversant with
the stage, his ingi*nuity will usually be equal to the
occasion. Each differeiit problem must be met
as it arises. It is impossible to lay down any
rules.

Apart from tlu* actual sceiuay, furniture and
properties are important factors when a change
is being made. It frequetitlv happens tliat n scene
is set, but tliat the curtain cannot rise* because all

the furniture is not in position. Where quick
changes are esst*ntial, tlie amount of furniture
on the stage should b(* reducetl, both in tlie

number of pieces and tlieir weight, as far as is

practicable.

W^hen a society is in the habit ofproducing new
plays by new authors, as is oftcui the case, the de-

signer should remember that it is common for in-

experienced dramatists to write plays tliat are

quite impracticable to stage. Oftt^n a slight altera-

tion to the script will make the designer’s work
a great deal easier and enable him to pn^duce a

more satisfactory result. T his must be pointed
out to the producer that he may try to persuade
the author to modify his play. ^Ehis is m^t always
easy.

'There is or>e other most important point that

must be remembered. 'ITie whole scene must, as

far as possible, be visible from every part of the
auditorium. It is, of course, sometimes a physical

impossibility to attain this ideal owing to the
structure of the building, but every effort should
be made to reali/<e attainment. In any case, the
designer should ensure that all important features,

and places wlu*re important action will take place,

will be seen by the whole audience.
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Some commercial theatres have twf> painted

lines, running back at an angle from the ct^rners of
the proscenium arch, on the stage. 'I'hese indicate
what is called the line of sight; that is, they mark
the boundaries of that portion of the stage which
is visible to the whole house. 'To ha\(.* these lines

is helpful, because by their aitl it can be seen at a

glance when a flat is being set whether or not it

will be visible. Unfortunately these lines cannot
always be depended upon.

Because of the line of sight the side walls of a

set are normallv set at ati obtuse angl<‘ to the back
wall, and not at right angles to it, as would be the
case in an ordinary room.

J JKSir.N I 'I'HE IN'l hRlOR
Broadly speaking, there are two typers of

stage design—realistic and non-real istic. 'The
realistic school endeavours to hold the mirror
up to nature and to give an actual repro-
duction on the stage of the locality that the
scene is intended to portrav. I'he non-realistic

school indicates what it portrays bv broad effects,

and creates an impression of the d<-sired locality

without actually reproducing it. The former may
be compared to a photograph, and the latter to a

modern oil painting; and as modern paintings

vary so that some are reatiily ajjpreciated by the
layman, and others, of an extreme impressionistic

nature, cannot be understood except by an artist,

so do non-realistic settings vary in manner and
degree.

Art stmlents are, as a rule, drawn towards the
non-realistic school, and may be tempted to de-
sign impressionistic scenery whether such a
design would be in key with the spirit of the play

or not. 'Idle temptation must be resisted. The
set is not a work of art in itself. It has no mean-
ing apart from the play, and however clever the
design may be, if it is at odds with the spirit of the
play, it is a bad design.

"I'he ambitious art student, starting his career

as designer for an amateur dramatic group, may
be discouraged at first because the majority of the

plays that amateurs produce call for realistic

treatment, d'his should not be so. T he idea that

realistic scenery requires little skill or imagination
on the part of the designer is quite mistaken.
There is a real art in designing quite ordinary

interior settings, and there are many different

STAGECRAFT
ways in which a realistic interior may be made
fresh and attractive.

To begin with, it must be remembered that
photographic accuracy is not always called for,

and is often not desirable. Stagecraft is an art fif

exaggeration. 'The average stage is larger than
the average room. The actor must talk in a

lt>uder voice than is usual in conversation, and
use gestures that are more decidetl than the
normal. T his is even the case in the motlern
“intimate’' school of acting round which so much
controversy rages. Faces must be painted to ac-
centuate the features and to counteract the hea\ y
shadows cast by lighting that is abnormally

BACKIN6
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bright. All this has to be done so that e\erything
may appear natural to the audience.

Similarly, exaggeration is nect'ssary to make a

realistic set appear natural. A backclotli, ff>r in-

stance, might appear to be excellent when viewed
from a distance of a few feet, but prove to be

quite inadequate when seen from tlie auditorium.
At this distance small details u ill be lost, and only
bold lines will be effecti^’e.

The realistic interit^r should be designed so that

it will immediately appear to the audience' to be
the appropriate room for the scene that is to be
played within it. 13o lu^t use the leaded diamf>nil

shaped panes that one sees in country cottages

for the window of a London flat. 'I'he leaded

panes may be much more artistic and pleasanter

to look at, but they will strike the wK^ng note.

If the r(n>m belongs to an old-fashioned family

with Victorian views, do not have the bright green

25—{O..J47S) 941
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walls and scarlet doors that one might find in an
ultra-modern apartment. 'I'his may sound ob-

vious, but similar, if less glaring, errors are by no
means infrequent in plays produced by amateurs.

One method of doing this is to concentrate on
one or two salient features that give the key to

the whole scene. This method, which was used

by Reinhardt, is tending away from realism, but

Fio, roA. “'I Hr Dovlr Road”
//v etturU’^v iff tht Manufii'inrnf of the llavmarktl Theatre

it can be used with great effect in many cases

where a more or less realistic setting is necessary.

It is particularly useful in a play where there are

many scenes and quick changes.

Fig. 9 shtjws the ground plan of a set that was
designed in this manner. The play was The
House with the Twisty JVindows by Mary
Pakington. The scene is laid in the cellar of a

house in Moscow during the terror, 'f'ht* cellar

is used as a prison for a number of Knglish political

prisoners, who, throughout the play, are keyed up
to a very high pitch.

The important feature in the room was the

door, behind which much took place and which
was constantly being opened to admit one or other

of the characters. Each opening of the door was
significant.

The walls of the set were painted a drab colour,

and the door a bright scarlet. ^Fhe facts that the

In a naturalistic setting it is extremely im-
portant t(^ pay attention to the smallest detail,

always prov^ided that it is one that can be seen by

ver CIOIH

hOOniolfTS

Fic;. I OH

the audience. At the same time, avoid being

fussy. It is a mistake to have so many details that

the audience cannot take them in. The aim of the

designer should always be to strike a certain note

that will be appreciated whenever the curtain rises.
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door was placL*d at tlie apex of a triangle, that it

was on a rostrum, with steps leading up to it, and
that it was of such a conspicuous colour, tended
to rivet the attention of the audience upon it from
the moment the play started. 'This was the effect

that the producer wished to make.
Fig. JOy\, which shows the stage of the Hay-

market 'Theatre set for the performance of The

may be treated realistically or otherwise. 'To
point the difference between the two methods.
Fig. I OB shows the ground plan of a different

setting for the same play.

'This design has purple draperies for walls
(the purple being a rich, deep, reddish shade), a

large, rather fantastic green fireplace, and a line

of bunched green draperies, which give the

Fro. II. “CoeN'i Albany”
1 Icsif^iu'd b\ W'llIi.iMi Ariii^-tn

>

1 )” and In
I'hoto kin<Hx lent hv Willmm ^rm^t

r>oi^e 7
' bv A. A. IVlilne, is a fairlv typical

example of a realistic interior setting. For those
wlio do not know the play it is sufficient to say
that it deals with the vagaries t^f a certain Mr.
Tatimer, a rich old gentleman with the eccentric

hobby of enticing eloping couples to his house and
holding them prisoner there until they have had
an opportunity to discover whether or not they
really wish to elope after all. 'The whole play

takes place in this room the entrance hall of
Mr. Latimer’s house. While the play is a

comedy there is an almost sinister atmosphere at

times, and the whole story is fantastic and
whimsical. It is thus a case in which the setting

impression of pillars, and are liung about three

feet downstage from the back wall.

It is a matter of opinion as to wliich is the more
effective setting, but both are appropriate to the
whimsical and fantastic spirit of the play.

Fig. 1 1 is an interesting example of a realistic

interior where a particular feature is stressed. In
this case it is again the door, but here the whole
setting is entirely realistic and the door achieves
prominence bv reason of a design that is striking

but absolutely in keeping with the rest of the
scene. 'This prominence is again accentuated by its'

position and by the steps leading up to it. 'I'his

photograph is the setting for Count jllhany by
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Donald Carswell, produced bv'^ the Liverpool

Repertory Conipanv. I'he set was designed by
William Armstrong and Augustus 'Frout.

F'ig. 1 2, which shows another design from the

same theatre, affords a complete contrast. This
setting for Quince’s House in JUidsuTtimer

Xight's Diearn was designed by Philip Ciough,

FHF.ATRi: ANIT srAC;j\

Fortunately for the amateur, realistic eAteriors

are rather out €)f fashion in the artistic theatre.

In the days of Sir Herbert Beerbohm T ree the

audience was regaled with settings of gardens,

woods, and meadows, where everything possible

was done to make these exact reprt>ductions

of the originals. Backcloths painted in clever

Fu. I?. CxH'I^c^’s FIr)esi FROM “A Midsi'mmir Niorii’^ I)ri \ \i
”

IKsif^m-d 1»\ I’hilip (

I’hntt! KifuUy It nt hy li tUmm Irttitifri/nf.’

and is frankly non-realistic. It demonstrates
admirably the effectiveness of bold and economical
design.

T he important point to notice, however, about
all these illustrations is that each set was in har-

mony with the spirit of the play in which it was
used. T his is the absolute essential t^f successful

stage design.

UKSICFM Nt; EXTtRIORS
Cienerally speaking, the exterior scene offers

the designer more scope than the interior. It is,

on the whole, more difficult to produce a satis-

factory exterior, and, therefore, when this is

achieved greater satisfaction accrues to the creator.

perspecti\e, painted wings, borders of network
with painted foliage, tree trunks of skilfully con-
trived bark, mossy banks, and even real rabbits

delighted the eyes of the Kdwardian audience.
Nowadays this type of exterior is rarely seen,

except in musical comedy, and seldom, if"ever, in

the more artistic type of play in which exterior

scenes are common. T his may be because the
present generation of playgoer, in spite t>f greater

sophistication, uses more imagination in the
theatre, and does not insist that every i shall be
dotted and every t crossed. T he cinema has
taught us to think quickly, and made us a little

impatient of too much detail. It has also created

an appetite for scenes that are interesting and not
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Fi(r. 14 Theseus’s J’alace in “A Midsummer Nighi’s Dream”
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Designetl by Philip Gough
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merely life-like. Modern cinema photography
displays great ingenuity in this respect, but
modern stagecraft with a!i extra dimension at its

command can do even more.
The modern type of play lends itself to more

artistic treatment, especially where out-of -door
scenes are concerned, than the play of pre-war
days. Again, the cinema may have, and almost
certainly has, sometliing to do with this. 'I'he

camera can give an exact reproduction of an out-
of-door scene tlie stage at its best can do no more
than produce a clever makeshift. Possibly for that

reason, tlierefore, out-of-door scenes that demand
realistic treatment are not usual in modern plays.

'I'he outside scene occurs mostly in plays where
the treatment o!i artistic as (opposed to naturalistic

lines is the most satisfactory method.
It is fortunate b>r the amateur that the pen-

dulum has swung in this direction. The modern
setting demands study and any amount of
ingenuity. But ingenuity is not the prerogative of
the professional. It d<K*s not demand the years of
training and inlierent talent required to paint

elaborate landscape backclotlis. 'Fhe result, too,

is mc^re satisfying. 'The use <'>f piMspective in the
tlieatre dates from early times, but it lias never
been entirely satisfactor\ . One reason for this is

that there is onlv one point in the auditorium
from which true perspective is seen. From all

other points there is distortion in a greater or
lesser degree. A painted scene, liowever tine the
artistry, remains a paintetl scene, and does not
deceive tlie audience. Probably the audience is

never completelv deceived by a setting. By
“deceived,” 1 mean, of course, deceived momen-
tarily into accepting the setting as being the actual

scene that it portrays. But there is little doubt
that modern methods, wliich have simplicity as

their key-note, more nearly achieve this deception

than the old-fashioned elaborate methods that

depended so greatly on the art of the scene painter.

It is difficult to generalize* about stage design.

Plays vary^ greatly, and it follows, therefore, that

settings also vary. I advise the bc*ginner, how-
ever, to avoid painted backcloths, wherever
possible, and to use, instead, a plain sky cloth, that

is, a cloth that is painted a uniform pale blue. 'I'he

ideal is, of course, a cyclorama. 'I'his is a plaster

covered dome, which, appropriately lit, gives an
astonishing impression of distance that has not so

far been achieved by (^her means. The cvclo-
rama has certain practical disadvantages, but as

there are only a few theatres in the c»>untrv that
are equipped with tJiu*, it is not worth while dis-

cussing its merits and demerits at this stage, for

it may be assumed that it will be some considerable
time before amateur companies have cycloramas
at their disposal.

'The next best method is to have the backcloth
curved instead of Hat. 'This is often possible, hut
presents difficulties, as it is essential that the cloth

should be without crease or wrinkle. It is by n<^

means easy to get rid of creases, even with a flat

cloth. With a curved cloth, it is more difficult

still. On the whole, it is probably more satisfac-

tory to hav^e a flat cloth unwninkled than a

curved cloth that is creased.

'I'he cloth may be masked at the sides b\'

draperies, or by scenery, but the latter shf>uld be
simple and stylized. In front of the cloth are used
stylized trees, hills, bridges, or whatever is neces-
sary for the scene; too little is a great deal better

than too much.
'This simple stylized scenerv* must be appropri-

ately lit. An even, glaring light can make the
most artistic scenery look absurd. Stage lighting

has made enormous strides, and tlie designer who
can make an intelligent use of lighting has a

powerful additional w'eapon in his armoury. But
it is a twi>-edged weapon, and may wound the
man who uses it unskilfully. It is, therefore,

essential that thi‘ designer should have a wairking
knowledge of stage lighting, atul kn<iw wdiat

equipment is available for a particular priiduction.

In designing both ct^stumes and scenery it is of
the utmost importance to bear in mind the effect

that the lighting which is to be used wdll have on
the colours that are (*mplov ed. Ctihiured light has
the effect nf altering completely the colour of
costumes and scenerv^ 'File designer should study
the principles nf coU>ur mixing. He must ascer-

tain from the piaiducer what lighting he proposes
to use, and suggest to him tlie lightin'j; tliat he
would prefer. If the producer wishes to use

Colours that are likely to interfere with the general

design, he must plead with him to make some
modification. If tlu* producer prova*s adamant, as

he sometimes will, then the design must be
altered to ctmform to the lighting that is to be
used. 'Flu* important point is tliat this must be
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done before work on the scenery or costumes has
actually started. Any standard book <in stage

lighting gives information about the changes that

colt>urcd materials undergowhen they are displayed
in a coloured light. A green light, instance, turns

red to black, and a red light turns green to black.

problems that seem, at first sight, to be well nigh
insoluble. But difficulties are made tc") be over-
come, and it is the duty of the designer to elimi-

nate these difficulties as they arise. Although you
are an expert draughtsman, although yc^u can pr<v

duce designs that are both original and beautiful

Fk;. 17. “Romeo and Judiet”
I'hnh) by Pfllard ( fouthtr

green and red being complementary colours. 'ITie

effects are produced, however, only when the

dyes and the coloured media for the lights are

pure, and they vary according to the purity in

relation to the spectrum.
Apart from the question of colour, the skilful

employment of light and shade may in itself make
a set interesting.

PERMANENT SETS

It frequently happens that a society wishes
to produce a play which presents scenic

although you are painstaking to the* last degree,
you are of little use to the amateur theati*e unless

vou ca/i produce designs that are practical and
that overcome the limitationsofthestage on which
the play is to be produced.

It is impossible to lay down hard and fast rules

because the halls and theatres in which amateurs
play vary to an extraordinary extent, and each
stage presents its own problems. There are,

however, s<>me defects that are fairly ct>mmon.
One of these is the smallness of the stage itself,

and, another, lack of acc(Miimodation off stage.
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Frequently, however, there is very little space
on the stage, apart from the actual acting area.

When it is required to produce on such a stage
a play having a variety of
scenes, a way t)ut of the di fa-

culty may he found by making
use* of a permanent setting.

Figs. 1 7 to 20 demonstrate
this method.

P'ig. I 7 shows a photograph
of a st*tting used for a pro-
duction <»f R.omeo (Hid 'yidirt.

It will be seen that this ctuisists

of a plain backcloth in front

of which are two rows of
arclies with three arches in

each row. 'There are also

curtains that can be drawn
behind the arches. It will be
appreciatetl that by fdling in

these arches with diffeient

pieces of sctMierya great variety

While these three photographs, however, demon-
strate the way in which a permanent setting may
be employed, they do n(U sohe the problem <^f

I'rtT. iS. “Romio and Jij.iF'r”

I’/mlo />i I'nUaul < iim'lher

t)f scenes can be proilucc-tl in one* pi*rmanent set-

ting. Figs. 1 8 and 19 demonstrate this \ ariety.

In Fig. 18 the curtains aie drawn behind
the two fre^nt side arclu^s, while the rear

arches are covered by a wall piece, gi\iiig an
impression of depth. Fig. 19 shows aiK>ther

variation of the same fundamental ilesign.

lack of off-stage space. The
arches arc wide, and the
scenery used in conjunction
with tliem must have been
C( >mparati v<*l y cu mbersome.
This will be appreciated by
comparing the scenery with
the figures in the phf>tographs.

Fig. 20 shows a perma-
nent setting that is likely to

bt* of greateu' interest to the

amateur society working on
a small stage. 'This photo-
graph is a scene from Scott of
Ahhotsford

y

by W. K. Gunn,
which was protluced for the

Scottish National I^layers by
W. Cj. Fa\', very successfully.

Scott of Aldtotsford^ an
episodic pl^y dealing with

the life of Sir Walter Scott, is in si.x scenes.

These are, a drawing room in a country man-
sion; a library in Scott’s house in Kdinburgh ;

the breakfast room at Abbotsford; a rt)om in

rather a humble house in Edinburgh; an Edin-
burgh street; and a banqueting hall. It will

probably be agreed, therefore, that an ideal
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presentation of this play would call for six

different sets of scenery. "I his was out of the
question owing to the rathc*r unusual linutations

of the stage on which the play was produced, and
it was decided that the solutiofi lay in working
with one permanent set.

It will be noticed, however, that the scenes, by
their nature, present two prc^blenis to the designer
of a permanent set for this play. Jt would seeni

at first sight difficult to execute a design etjuallv'

suitable for two such dissimilar scent's as a street

and a banqueting hall. At the same time, three

of the other scenes present a furthei problem
bv'’ reason (ff their similarltv^ Plow is it possible

without change of scenerv' to make a sufficient

diff'eience t<i show that three interiors of

much the same class belong to three different

ht)uses .?

Actually, the solution was both simple and
ingenious. 'The set used was an ordinary box set,

silv'er grey in colour, with three arched openings
at the back, and tine in each side wall. A photo-
graph docs not giv’c a whtillv satisfactory impres-
sion, but Fig. 20 shows that the arches in this case

were relativelv' small, and therefore the flats used

to till them were light jind easily handled, com-
pared with the flats used in the Romeo and yuHei
production.

So far as the scenery was concerned, the char-

aetc-r of the scene was established by mt'ans of the

flats vised to till the rear arches. 'The side arches

were filled by solid wovideii dovirs thmughout. In

spite of this, the character of the scene was com-
pletelv'^ altered by tht'se differences in the back wall.

For example, for the first scene the drawing
room of a countrv^ mansion the centre arch was
filled with a practical french window, and the

side arches also with windows, through which a

garden backcloth was seen. P^'or t)ic town house
the french window gave place to a smaller win-
dow with blind and heayy curtains, while the

arches on either side were backed by flats with
painted bookshelves, and in the thickness of the

arches, below these b(K>kshel\'es, were cupboards,
about thirty inches in lieight, on the top of which
lay books and other small properties.

For the exterior scene the centre arch was
again a window, with drawn blind, seen this time
from the outside, and the door at the right was
the exterior of the front door of the house. Above
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it was a hanging lamp. This, with the light

shining through the blind, was almost the only
lighting used, as the scene was shcirt, and took
place at night.

Lighting, of course, played an important part

in establishing the necessary variations, which the

difference in the furniture completed.
A great ileal of furniture was necessary, and

this admittedly took some time to set and strike,

but this was more than compensated by the ease

and speed with which the alterations to the
scenery were effected, ni^ne of the flats being
Tiiore than seven feet in height, and all being
easily handled. Actually, the changes were made
well within the alli>ttid time, which was by no
means liberal.

I hav e described this setting for Scott of Abbots-

fo7'<l in detail, because I believe that it affords

ail excellent example of one way in which the

amateur society can overcome the difficulties of
pri'senting a play with many different scenes on
a small stage

T'here are, of course, manv" different varieties

of permanent settings, somi* of thi^m extremely
elaborate and expensive, and some, such as those

used bv^ Komisarjev'sk v in Chafid Motel and
Mattei'^s (Jastf\ inv'olvirig the use of a solidly-

built structure with scenes set above each other.

'Fhesi* are of little interest to the society playing
on a small stage with possibly little head room,
but the description of the scenery for Scott of
AbJfOtsford shows the possibility of making use of
quite a simple type of permanent set, which is

possible on .almost any stage.

Another difhcultv' that frequently arises occurs
whenever a change has to be made from an in-

terior to an exterior set, or v ice versa. 'I'here is

no doubt that an actual ceiling cloth is the best

way of masking the top of an interior set. 'The
use of borders for this purpose is, or .it least was,
an accepted convention, but borders aie now
rarely used in conjunction with an interior set in

a West b'.nd production, and audiences are, there-

fore, not so ready to accept this convention as

tliey used to be.

In exterior settings borders must still be used,

unless the theatre possesses a cyclorama.
Here, then, is the problem. 'The designer

wishes to use a ceiling cloth for his interior scene
and borders for his exterior ; how is this change to
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be* fftcctcd ? Borders are liung from battens,
which are suspended across the staj^e parallel to
the footlights. 'The ceiling cloth is nailed to a

rectangular frame, which is lowered <^n to the top
of the set. Obvituisly, therefore, before the

STAG EC RAFT
from the top of tlie proscenium arch t(» tlie nntf,

or grid, must be greater tlian the witlth of tlu*

ceiling from back t<i front. If this is not the case,

the best plan is to remove the front set of lines

and allow' the ceiling to hang dt^wn, cov ering the

f k; Si n riNc; i f)R “Stoi'i oj- Abuoi si ord," bv W. K (iisN, I’Rom t i i> in \\ c; I'w for
1'fii Sc'ori isu N\tu»n\i Pi.v^ i rs

Jiy i-md /’t ; <>1 " 1 hi ftu/Zitin." Lilasiiti-.t

bordeis can be hnveied mti^ position the ceiling

must he removed. How can this feat he achieved r

'JO t«ike it down and dismanth* it is i>ut t»f the
questivFii. T his would be a h^ng and tethous pro-

cess. If there is sufficient height, howev'er, the

ceilitig can be low^ered, the lines on tlie front edge,
or the back edge, removed, and the ceiling hauled
up out <tf sight to liang perpendicularly from one
set of lines. "To do this, however, the distance

back wall of the stage, and, m front of this, to

low'er the backcloth. 'This takes time, how’^ev'er,

and the designer must consitU*r whttlur, taking
all factors into considei .ition

,
it is worth doing

this, or whether it w'ould be better to dispense
with the ct'iling altogetlur, and use borders for

both sets.

In a permanent set it is generally advisable to

use borders if there are exterior and interior
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scenes. In t)ic case nf Scott of Ahhotsfoy it wa^
possible to u.'.e a ceiling because the one e\teii<>r

scene was dimly lit.

(Obviously, tlu're can be no change From bordta s

to ceiling with a permanent set.

1' 1 \ !: C U R'rA l N" S JiTT INC,

l)raperit*s are used extensixely in amateur
productions. T'his is not surprisiiig, for the

curtain setting has manv' advantages to offer the

amateur society.

In the first place it is comparatively cheap to

hire. A set of curtains can, as a rule, be hiied

for less than a full bf^x set costs, and if there are

several changes of scene the amount saved by
using curtains is considerable. Changes can be
indicated by using a few different Hats in con-
junction with the same set of draperies.

Secondly, draperies reduce the difficulty of
scene shifting. "They arc most useful on small
stages where it would be impossible to store

several different sets owing to lack of off-stage

accommodation.
Thirdly, while the curtain setting is, as a rule,
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deiinitely conventional, and ilem.inds the use of

im.igination by the audience, there is im dt)ubt

that good drapery is preferable to bad scenery.

Draperies are pleasing to the eye, and, being
conventional, make no attempt at realism. It is

comparatively easy to achieve the maximum
success possible within the limits that a curtain

setting imposes.

T hese ad\'antages are particular! v' noticeable

when a society' ]iroduces a

triple or quadruple bill of

one-a t plays T his is a foi m
of programme that is popular,

for various reasons, with new
societies. Such a society by
using curtains avoids many
of the prt>blems connected
with scenery.

Amateurs are rapidly be-

coming adept in the use of

draperies, partly because many
societies re.ili/,e their advan-
tage's, and paitlv because* thev’

.ire largely used in drama
festivals. In many festivals

there is a rule' that competing
teams must play uirhin the

dra]K'ries prov ided by the com-
mittee, although thev art* al-

lowed, as a rule, to provide'

for themselves such Hats as

are' necessary to supplement
the curtain set. ( )ne rease>n

foi this rule* is probably that

it limits tei some exte-nt the*

amount that a team can spend on the mounting
e>f Its plav', thus elisCounting the* aelvantagi* that

a wealthy club has ener one* less fortunate*ly

placeel.

Tvlev'erthe'less, those whe> have* attende*d such

festivals kne)w that an astonishing variety in

scenic effect can be* produced, although the same
curtains fejrm the major portie>n (ff the setting

for all the plays. It is much easier for a single

club tei intre)duce the same variety in a preigramme
of short plays. T he whole programme is under
one* control, and the* plays can be* arrange'd so

that they produce the maximum am<ntnt of scenic

e'ffect with tlie* minimum amount of trouble for

the stage staff.

Kif. 21 A Sei Ni FROM I'm Wuri » ( mmi
BY C’aF'I . Kl (.I\*VJ |) Ml RKI I I V

Pi < »(1 iti lh<' Athfiia(Miiu 1)\ tlu' (.l.is

( Vniiniiiiii ty l.'lraiiia f’c'diM atioii

I’hotii by J Ilnnii />i.Aso>i C
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There are t>ther oecasioiis, however, when
draperies are chosen not from the point of view
of expediency but because the designer considers

them to be tlie most suitable form of scenery for

a particular play. Ciood draperies, well lit, hav'e

great depth and richness, which not infrequently

make them more appropriate than canvas
scenery. A well-hung and artistically designed

curtain setting is indeed beautiful and dignified.

It is not as a rule wise to

alternate bc^x sets and curtain

settings in the same produc-
tion, although, like most rules

of stagecraft, this is one that

is sometimes successfully
broken. Ciene rally speaking,

an audience will accept the

convention of curtains
throughout a production, but
it will be irritated if curtains

are used for some scenes and
fiats for otliers. T here is apt

to bc‘ <in impression that the

curtains are b<.‘ing used for

e\]>ediency, and are a make-
shiff. T his may not be tlu*

case. T he curtain sets may be
difHcult and elabf>rate. ,S»ich

impressi<^ns, howev er, are dam-
aging to a productlfMi and
difficult to eradicate, no matter
how unfoundeil they may be.

T he audience is often quite illogical in drawing
conclusions nf this character, but you cannot
reason with it. All you can do is t<> avoid

giving the impression. It shtmld be borne in

mini! that the audience at an amateur pro-

duction is on the whole more inclined to look

for faults in setting than the audience at a

professional performance. It is unreasonable

that this should be so, but it is unfortunately

the case, and must be regarded as one of the

difficulties that the amateur has to face. In

course of time, when the general standard t>f

amateur stagecraft is as high as that of more
advanced groups, this attitude of mind of the

audience will ultimately disappear. At present

there are many amateur groups that reach a

higher standard in setting and lighting than

the average touring company.

Although the use of twti conventions in one
production is undesirable, it is permissibK* to

use draperies for the purpose of masking the side?s

of an exterior set, although they may not bi*

used elsewhere in the play. On a small stage

curtains <>r painted wings are, as a rule, the only al-

ternativ'es for the sides of an exterior, and in many
cases curtains are preferable. Fig. 2J, a scene
reproduced from I'he JPhite Ghatenn^ illustrates a

case in point. T he trc*nch scene is realistic, bin

there was no possible metliod of masking the sides

realistically. 'The stage was too small tt> permit

the use i>f a curved backclotli or cyclorama.

Hence the use of the di aperies that can be seen

at the side. T his photograph was taken at a

rehearsal, and the creases in the backcloth had
not been straightened out, but when this was
done, and the cloth was properly lit, the draperies

at the side were perfectly acceptabh- as a part of

the frame of the picture.

I have stated that draperies can be hired com-
paratively cheaply. TThis is the case. Nev erthe-

less, any society that is producing frequently will

be well advised to consider purchasing a set of

draperies. Capital outlay is necessary, but unless

the curtains purchased are of exceptionally good
quality, and the ticcasions when they are used are

Tk;. .12. A C'lRiATv Sitting fro.m “
I in I.ittm Rivifw”

kIiu' I l»v tin* ‘‘Mattli ir.iifs” 111 ilie t.\iic J lnMtrr*. (ilasyf»\v

Photo by f. Home JHikson, frlast:ojt'
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few, it should not be long before the purchase*

price is written off by debiting tlie cost of
hiring against each production in which they are

used, and ultimately striking a balance.

Societies that are in the habit of touring will

find a set of draperies particularly useful. 'Ehe
flexible nature of the curtain setting makes it

can, if required, be comeyed by carrier. It is

frequently difficult to arrange for a carrier to take
flats, as these are inclined to be unwieldy.

Curtains properly looked after last for a long
time. It is, therefore, important when purchasing
draperies to give the matter considerable thought,
and tt> take pains to ensure that the material

Fig. 23. Thi.s Pmo'i oc;r\i*h of 'fhk PRonrci ic>n of “ Phi CP\ti s oi- Pr" Ii M'STRXtfs thi T^sr or
A Combination oi- J)rai»j riks ano Fiafs in an Kxn i rior St i ni

Photo hr J'oUaul < roivthir

particularly adaptable for use on stages of varying
siz,e. 'The curtains themselves are easily trans-

ported in hampers, and the battens on which they
arc hung can often be hired or borrowed locally.

If this is done the cost of transport is much less

than for flats, unless the company travelling is

large enough for the railway company to provide

a special scenery wagon without extra cost. In

the case of road transport curtains will always
be cheaper to convey than flats. 'They take up
comparatively little space in a lorry, and they

purchased is the most suitable that can be obtainetl

for the price.

'The price varies greatly according to the char-

acter and quality of the material. Hessian is the

cheapest material that is suitable for draperies.

Hessian draperies, 1 6 ft. in height, for a stage

depth of I 2 ft., and a proscenium opening t^f 24 ft.

might, therefore, be purchased for a reasonable

figure. On the other hand, good quality velour

curtains for the same siy.e of stage might easily

cost more than the average group could afford.
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And there are other materials wliich are still

more expensive that aie often used on the profes-

sional stage. T here is, of course-, a great variety

of material of wool and cotton, and it is one of the
medium-priced materials, a heavy all-cotton repp,
which is frequently used, and which is very
suitable.

Hessian, which is, in fact, sacking, has dis-

advantages. It is an open material, and light

shows through it. It is hard, and dnes not fall

in the graceful folds that are desirable, and when
it is new it has a rather unpleasant smell. On
the other hand, a hessian setting loc'iks fairly

solid. It is not as flimsy as cheap cotton. Its

natural c<>lour is quite suitable without dyeing.

Cotton is, as a r ule, too light. A flimsy material

that is blown about by any draught is not desir-

able. eight shows through it almost as readily as

it does through hessian. (.)n the- other hand,
cotton curtains hang gracefully, and are cheaper
than wool.

Wot)l, oi a mixture of wool and cotton, is

pnibably the best medium-priced material. It

hangs well, and while* it does not obscure light

it is denser titan either hessian or cotton. It is

heavy ent)ugh not to be bhmni about.

Velour curtaifis, if \ou can afford them, are

preferable* to any otheis, e.\ce*pt, e)f course*, ve*lve*t.

Silk and \’elvet are beyonel tin* ttunihs e>f most
societie*s. Ve*lour is a hea\y maf<*rial that

hangs particularly well, anel re*sptuids aelmirably

to light, which it tends tt> refle*ct rather than
tn absorb.

Kven ve'lour curtains, howe\’er, are not light-

]>roof, anel the'y must be lined if you wish to guard
absolute*lv against the* possibility of any light

shining through. TTie-y are, howe*ver, if of goeid

quality, sufficiently thick to be pre>of against any
but a bright, direct light.

Borelers of the* same material as the* elrape*rie‘s

slu’juld be useel. T hese slum lei be; flviteel. ^ITie

number e^f borelers nc'Cessai anel the*ir le*ngth anel

depth will be* gove*rne*el by coneliti<)ns pre*\ ailing

e^n the stage e>n which they are to be* used.

C'urtains of light shaele*s are* more ge*ne*rallv

useful than elarker ernes. (Ireys and fawns are*

geu^d colours for drapt*ries thiit have* to be use*d

fc^r many proeluctions. Hight blue is a fairly

popular shaele, but unless it is a strong anel eleHnite

cedour it tenels to go grt;y in amber lighting.

Dark blue* or green, or any definite bright ce>lour,

is not suitable for ge*ne*ral use. Hlack, or na\ y

blue* which will le)ok black uneler stage light-

ing, is often extreme*ly effective, but it is ne)t

a wise colour to choose for your only st*t of
draperies.

If ye)u eleciele* to inve*st in a set of elraperies,

ye)u may save a little mf)ney anel give* employ-
ment to a number of cleib members by making
the curtains yourselves. T he saving in cost is

small, however, because- there* is comparatixely
little* work invol\’e*d, the* bulk of the* purchase-

price being the ce)St of the material. But whether
you ele'cide* to make* your own curtains, or to

have* the-m made* for you, there* are* points that must
be* borne* in minel.

Always order at least a third more wielth of
mate*riiil than the* wielth you wish te> cov'e*r. For
instance*, you will reejuire* material at Ie*ast 8 ft.

wide to make* a hnisheel curtain 6 ft. wiele. T his

extra wielth allows the curtain to be* gathered in

at the top so that it hangs in fe>lds. A tightly

stre*tche*el curtain is at once unsightly and unreal
looking. It shoulel always be avoided. Vou can
achie*ve* a similar resiilt, to a certain extent, by
having the* whole* curtain wider than is neces-
s.iry, anel thawing it in so that it is bunched.
But it is prefeiable to allow for this fluting when
the* curtain is made*. T'his ensures that the* cur-
tain will always hang as desirt*d, anel its appearance
will not be de*pe*nde*nt e>n the* stage* staflF, who
may not ha\e* sufficient time* at their dispos.il

to ensure* that the* curtains hang neatly. T he
e*\tra third is a minimum. An e*xtra 50 pe*r

ce*nt is ele*sirable*, aiid in the* case of tfiin material

e*sse*ntial.

Stout we-bbing, about 2 in. wide*, should be*

se*wn te> the* back of the* curtain, a few inches
from the* top. T 'o this the* hooks or rings from
which the* curtain is to hang shoulel be* sewn.
Ste>ut spring hoe^ks—kiumm as elog hooks are

best for this pin pose*. TTiev allow the* curtain te>

be* hung without remo\'ing the* supporting wire
and threaeling it through rings. At the* same time,
the*y will not slip off the* wire* whe*n tin* curtain
is elrawn frt>m one* position to another.

TTie curtaiiis slioulel, of course, be* hemmed;
otherwise*, there* is no constructie>n involye*d in

the* curtains the*mse.*lve*s.

It is aeivisable that the drapei ies should be in
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piiiicls. If the back of your curtain set is 20 ft.,

do iiot sew up your material so that you have
two large curtains loft. wide. Preferably, have
four curtains 5 ft. wide. T'his is preferable for

several reasons; the main one is that four cur-
tains increase the flexibility of the set, and allow
you to insert a flat at practically any point. If

T^he exact width of the curtains is not impor-
tant, and will be determined by the widths in

which the material can be obtained. T'hus, if the
material is a yard wide, the curtains can be

6 ft., which is a useful average width for a panel.

In such a case three widths of the material wouhl
be used, lea\ ing 50 per cent for fluting. Hessian

Frc. 24, C'l’RTAiN SiT'iiNO Usi I) loR A l'Rt)neei ION of “Hamii t” at tfif

Crovoon Ri- pi rtory 'Fiieai ri

Photo by I’ollaffJ ( rcw'thet

you have only two curtains a flat can be inserted

only where the curtains meet, i.e. in the centre,

and the position of the flat cannot vary more
than twice its width. With five curtains, cover-
ing a width of 20 ft., there is no point where a

flat cannot be inserted. Unless you are able to

place your flats exactly where you wish them,
flexibility, one of the principal adv^antages of the

curtain setting, is lost.

Narrow curtains have other practical advan-
tages. 'J"hcy are more easily folded than wide
ones, they are more easily pulled about on their

wires, and they cost less to replace.

is obtainable in 72-in. widths, a single width of
the material gives a curtain 4 ft. wide, and
leaves 50 per cent fullness, or one 4 ft. 6 in. wide,
allowing for 33J per cent fullness.

^"our borders should be of the same material
as the curtains, and their number and size should
depend on the dimensiojis of the stage. 'They
should also be fluted. If flats are being us.'d in

conjunction with the draperies it is a good plan

to have one border, or frill, running round the

whole set. This will hang in front of the
draperies, but be attached to the same batten,

T'he tops of the flats are slipped between the
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draperies and this frill, and lire thus completely
masked. "I'he depth of this frill will depend on
the height of the flats that are being used.

It is most important that flats used with a

curtain setting should be carefully chosen. As
the cui tains are completely convefiticaial, you are

dependent on probably not more than two or

by making violent contrasts. Wliite flats in con-
junction with black draperies, for instance, make
an arresting set.

If several plays are being prt‘st“nted in tlu' same
curtain setting in the same programnu-, it is

desirabk* to i:se difl'erent flats for each plaw
Unless there is anv' particular practical reason.

f'K.. Sl'ITINf. I OK t)ll\r\'s C ; \R urx IN 1 HI SeOl'I'lSH X\'iroN\l I'l WIK''
pRoni;c'i ION oi- “'r'wj la’i H Nk.h'i

”

Phi>li> “ / /ir Uullchn,"

thiee flats to gi\e the atmosphere you recpiire,

in conjunction, nf Ci>urse, witli the furniture,

drt“sses, and other mounting of the play. ( )n the

whole, I belic've that it is wise to have flats that

match the colour of the curtains and that iire,

therefe^re, as unobtrusive as possible. 'The de>or,

window, h replace, or whatever feature the flat

contains slu>uld be designed and painted to indi-

cate whatever you wish to bring out. "J'he flat

itselfshould be neutral and sink into the draperies.

This is, of course, a matter of opinion, and there*

is no doiibt that effective* settings can be pre>duceei

ne\'e‘r use* a ])lain flat with curtains. Use only
such flats as are* essential ; lor e-xample-, dooi', win-
ele)W, eir pe)ssiblv hrt'place* flats, altlie)ugh flu* latter

are rarely necessar\’, as the fireplace* can usuallv’

stand against the curtains and be* perfe*ctlv

ce>nvincing.

It is unwise* to attempt tei draw the curtains
acre)ss abe)ve a de)e')r e)r w'inde^w, as in f ig. 26.
n'his is often clone with the eihject of hiding as

much (if the flat as possible*. I liax e neve.*r seen
this de>iu* successfullv^ It merely draws atten-
tie>n te> the de'fects that a curtain setting pe^ssesses.
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The curtains should simply be drawn so as to

mask the edges of the flat, as in Fig. 27. An
audience will accept a flat that is used like this in

a frankly conventional manner.
Sometimes in order to hide the top of a flat a

short curtain is hung to the top of the door or

DD
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important, these curtains will have to be hung
after the door is in position. This will probably
necessitate the use of a ladder or pair of steps,

and will certainly add greatly to the difficulties of
the stage staff.

With an ordinary curtain setting of the usual

BOLT ^ NUT

window, thus hiding the portion of the flat above
it. While this certainly looks better than cur-

tains draped partially across the flat, the method
has practical disadvantages.

Unless the doors and windows are all the same
height, it will be necessary to have various short

curtains of different lengths, and, what is more

shape, flats can be inserted at any point extremely
quickly and easily if this is done in the way I have
advocated, and if the curtains are in compara-
tively narrow panels.

The curtains should hang on wire stretched

taut to battens. T hree battens are required; two
for the sides, and one for the back. With
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draperies, a plain sky cloth sliould always be used.

Cut outs can be employed wlien necessary in front

of this cloth.

Another method of hanging curtains is some-
times used. T his is shown in Fig. 2S. b"ach cur-
tain is hung on a separate short batten, which
pivots on the centre, so that the curtain can be
swung to any position. As a rule, this method
is employed for the sides only, and not for the
back of the set. TTie advantage of this method
is that the curtains can be angled, as shown in

the drawing, and can act as wings. T his is useful

for exterior scenes. Also, a second set of
curtains can be hung behind the first and brought
into use by simply reversing the battens.

T his method is not altogether satisfactory,

however. T he battens are apt to swing when
tliey are not intended to do so, and the effect is

not particularly convincing in interior scenes,

especially when Hats ha\’e to be inserted in the

side walls.

It is possible to do without Hats altogether in

a curtain setting, .ind to use door and window
units by themsehcs. T he door or window frame
employed for such a purpose should have a groove
running along the top. T he door or window is

placed in frcint of a cuit.iin, which is drawn so

that it is as nearly as [lossibh* the width of the

frame. A short batten or stick, the length of the
width of the curtain, is used to roll it tip from the

bottom. It is then placed in the groove on the

top f>f the Hat. Exactly the same method is

employed in the case of a fireplace, except that

a few large hooks screwed to the back of the
mantelpiece take the place the groove. T he
adjacent curtains are, of course, drawn so as to

mask the sides. T his is a practical and perfectly

satisfactory method, and it has the great advan-
tages of simplicity and cheapness.

GROUND PLANS AND MODELS
After it has been decided to produce a

play, one of the first things that is required

is a ground plan of the set or sets that are to

be used. Prt‘paration of the ground plan must
always be the first step in designing scenery.

After the designer has studied the play, and de-

cided what style his designs shall take, his next

task is to commit his ideas to paper, so that they

may be handed to the producer for his approval.

and so that they may finally be passed on to the
carpenters and scenic artists, whose job it is to
make the scenery to the designs that are supplied.

T"he ground plan enables the designer to see
whether his ideas are practical, and whether the
stage is large enough for him to carry out his

intentions. It will often enable him at the outset
to eliminate impracticable ideas and to prevent
the waste of valuable time.

The ground plan is also necessary for the pro-
ducer. He requires it to write up the moves of
the play. He may object to the first plan that is

submitted because it conflicts with his own ideas

and prevents him carrying out the production as

he wishes. If he sees the plan before the scenery
is designed, time and work are often saved.

'Fhe ground plan should be drawn to scale:

a plan not to scale may be worse than useless.

This may sound obvious, but rough plans arc often
sketched out in a hurry, perhaps on an odd piece
of paper or the back of an envelope, merely to

demonstrate a particular point. As the plan is

not to scale the point is frequently either not
demonstrated or demonstrated wrongly, and a

false impression is given.

Start with a plan of the stage oji which the play
is to be produced. 'This may sound unnecessary.
\au may say that you can easily carry in your
head the dimensions of the stage, and ensure that
your setting comes within the limits prescribed.

T his may be so, but it may not, and the time spent
in drawing in the plan of the bare stage is well
spent.

T'o draw the plan, you require a few ordinary
drawing instruments and materials. Vou should
have a drawing board, drawing paper, a T square,

set squares, compasses, dividers, a scale, and a

sharp pencil. 'The end of the T square resting on
the side of the drawing board enables you to draw
parallel horiz.ontal lines. T he set square resting

on the square enables you to draw parallel

vertical lines. The set squares also enable you to

set olf angles of 30, 45, and 60 degrees. T he
dividers are necessary to measure distances on the
scale, and to transfer these to your paper. These
are the instruments that woukl be required by a

draughtsman. Vou, however, may not be a

draughtsman, and may yet be interested in and
capable of desigriing scenery. Should this be so, I

commend the use of squared paper as an easy.
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quick, .111(1 sufficicntlv accui.itc nicthiKl of draw-
ing th(-- plan.

Ordinary squared paper ruled in inches and
tenths of inches ni.iy be obtained from mt>st

stationers. Fig. 2Q shows a piece of this paper for

the benefit of those who are not already familiar

with it. The large squares are inches; the

I ru. !<}

smaller squares, tenths of inches. When using

this paper vour scale must be some multiple a

tenth of an inch.

In Figs. :50 to ^3 the scale shown is the scale

that was used for the original plan. Fhis has, of

course, been reduced and the squares of the paper

have been omitted for reproduction.

Fig. 30 shows the plan of a»»bare stage. 'The

scale is taken as one fifth of an inch (that is two
small squares) to the foot. Thus, were the plan

drawn on squared paper it could be seen at a

glance that the footlights occupy one foot in

breadth, and that the proscenium opening is

twenty-two feet. The shaded portion represents

the walls of the proscenium arch, and the dotted

line the position of the curtain. "I'he thickness

of the walls that surround the stage is not shown
because this is unnecessary.

If you are not familiar with the theatre, it is

worth while also to draw the entrances to the

stage from the dressing rooms. If there are ajiy
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obstructions, such as pillars, these must be shown,
whether they are likely to interfere with the

acting area or not. 'Fhey may interfere with
backing or witli the opening of a door.

Fig. 31 shows the plan of a stage th.'it presents

some of these difficulties. Amateur scjcieties have
frequently to contend with structural problems

i

Fights

Fig.

that are far greater than those that aie shou n on
this plan. Probably m.mv more amateur pioduc-
tions take place on such staiics than on the iTiore

orthodox stage th.it is free from these ilefects.

'The stage in Fig. 3 i lias a ]^roscenium opening of
22 ft. and a depth of 16 ft. fiom the cmt.im line

to the back wall. 'The widtli from wall t() w.ill is

35 ft. However, 16 ft. is not the (‘ffecti\e prac-

tical depth, because ;i step, 1 ft. high by 3ft. wid(‘,

runs along the length of tlu* back w.all. Further,
the total width of the stage is ineffi“cti\ (* bc'cause

there are four structur.al pillars, two on cither

side. 'These pillars aie i ft. scju.ire.

Assume that ycni have been told to design an
intericir set for this stage. 'I'he room is a modern
lounge hall, with a practical friaich window about
the centre of the back wall. Doois arc* required

in the right and left walls. 'The script says that

the room is bright and sunny. 'To give this im-
pression, you decide that the french .window
must be a prominent feature. 'Tile dc:)or on the
actor’s right is to be a double door: this is im-
portant as most of the etitr.ances are made through
it. You decide, tlierefore, that it must be upstage—that is, towards the back of the stage. A large

number of chanicters appears, and tlie producer
has told y(^u that he wishes as miich stage room
as possible.

'The first problem that confronts you is the

step at the back. 'The fact that there is a french
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window in the back wall means that there must
be a backcloth behind it. 'I'he step might be

eliminated by hanging the backcloth immediately
in front of it. This would mean, however, that

the french window, and therefore the back wall

of the ser, would have to be at least three feet still

farther forward, and this woul ' ’ i .1- r

o/dy ten feet from the* foot-

lights to the back of the set.

As the producer has asked for

as much room as possible, you
decide that this arrangement •

will not meet retjuirements.
j

Now it must be consideietl

whether there is a mt*ans of

1

J
f^Pl/ltir

communication behind, be-
Dour io
Dressing Rooms

tween the two doors to the

stage. If there is, the scenery

may be set to the back wall of

- ^ Pillar

the st.ige and playc*rs who
requirt* to go out on one side -

and t<* enter on arunher c.m go Scd/e- i mch “IfooL

round behind. If not, it will be

Jiecessarv to find out whether
such entranci-s and exits occur in the- play, and

if they do, whether they can K altered.

Eet us assume* that, as is usually the* case*, the*re*

is communication between tlx* tw<i doois. ^ ou

deciele, therefore ,to hang the- backcloth against the

back wall, and to have the back of tlu - in front

of, anel Jiard against, the* ste*p. T he* french win-
dow will be* on the step, se) that the players who
enter by it will ste*p downi into the reH>m. I his

is both pe-rmis.dble anel elective*. A stop ot i 2 ni.,

however, is rathe*r high, sf> yeni eleciele to place*

anothe‘1 ste-p, 6 in. high, in front of the* e*xisting

ste*p. The're will now be tveai stc'ps leaeling up to

the window, 'i'his arrangement will finally re-

move any impression that the step is there by
accielent nr hjrce of circumstance. It may not

t>e:cur, eve*n to theise wlu) kneiw* of the existence

of the* step exi the stage, that there has been any
ulterieir motive.

Ve)u eie*cide to make* the window'^ 6 ft. wiele,

e*ach of its dex>rs being 3 ft , in order that it will

be as impr(*ssiv'^e as peissible. (I assume, of ce>urse,

that there is sufficient height to allow of the

height of the design being sufficient to carry this

width.) T he set, you efe*cide*, shall be an orelinary

three-sided set in order that tlicre shall be as much

stage roe>m as possible. For the same reason you

decide to have the angle between the back aiul -.ide

walls as small as possible, and to niakt* all the dt^ors

open off-stage. then draw the ground plan as

sliown in Fig. J2.
'This design, it is quickly seen, is not practical.

'I'he doors are shown in their position when open,

Ooflr Id \
1

Step in high Dres-smq Poams.
j

Pillar

_
: - . . -<izrrz:72

lootiighcz

Fu;. 51

and it will be observed that the single door and

the lower half of the double door cannot be

opened because of the pillars. Also, the french

window, when it is fully open, fouls the backcloth,

and docs not allow a player to pass. Further, the

double doors are probably in\ isible to many people

who are at the left of the auditf^rium. Ifyou wish

to veiify this, it is a good plan to draw in the line

tif sight in pencil. It can be rubbed (uit afterwards

to prevent confusion.

Kig. ^ shows one solutu>n of the problem. Ky
placing the double door across the corner, botli

lialves can be opened as wide as is likely tti be

m-cessary. It is in a prominent pt)sititui, and en-

trances made there will be effecti\e. T he acting

area is necessarily reduced, but n()t considerably.

The french windt>w has been made slightly

smaller, so that its doors, when open, clear th(*

backcloth. It has been movetl towards the left to

balance the new position of the double door. T he

single door has been moved slightly upstage,

between the pillais, which it clears when open.

There is no absolute criterion in stage design.

Jt is bound to be to a great extent a matter of

personal opinion, but most people will agree that

the less symmetrical design of Fig. 33 is more
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intcrcstiiiLi; tli;ui of J2. The important
point, liowever, is that Fig. 33 is practical, and
that Fig. 32 is not.

T he ad\antage of drawing tliese plans on
stjuaretl paper will be readilv .ippreciated. It is

goes astrav". While he inav draw the outline of

the plan accurately to scale, he is apt to fill in the

furniture in a rough and reatly manner. It is

essential that the plan of the furniture should also

be to scale, as it is oidy in this way that the

cpiickcr, and mistakes are less likely to be made.

Distances do not require to be measured oft' a

scale, but may be ascertained by simply c<)unting

the squares. If it is required to measure a distance

across the squares, this may be done by using the

edge of another piece of squared paper.

When it comes to the next step—adding to the

plan, furniture, and properties that occupy floor

space—the use of squared paper saves a great deal

(>f time. It is here that the beginner frequently
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producer can know what parts of the acting area

are free for the movement of his characters.

T'he first plan should be submitted to the pro-
ducer for his approval, and the position of the
furniture definitely decided. After this, it will

probably be necessary to draw a fresh plan for the
designer’s own use, and it will be necessary to pro-
vide the producer with a duplicate from which
he can work out his production. T he prtiducer’s

plan will require to be a fair si/vC, possibly larger
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than the original. Here, again, if squared paper
has been used, it is a simple matter to enlarge the
original, but if the plan has been made on ordinary
drawing paper the enlargement will take snme
time, as each distance will, of course, have to be
measured and transferred t(> the new plan after

making the necessary alteration for the difference

in scale. T his is not really difficult, hut it may be
a little tedious, particidarly to those who are un-
accustomed to the use of drawing instruments.

I suggest, therefore, that if you do not use squared
paper, you should make a point of making your
i^riginal plan large enough for the juoducer’s re-

quirements. Any number of copies of this can
then easily be made by placing a blank sheet of

drawing papc‘r on tin* drawing board, and laying

vour plan f)n t<3p of it. By pricking both sheets

with a pin at all the necessary points and joining

u]^ these pin pricks on the blank sheet with pencil

lines, .» duplicate may be made ijuicklv.

I hi* rcMson why the pr(>ducer’s plan ret|uiu‘s

to he fairly large is that he will use it to work out
the- nun’es in the production, and on the plan itself

will ptobabl\' nio\e about siii.ill blocks of wood
or jueces of paper lepresenting the various

charactc*rs in the play.

Aftrr the ground ]d.in of a set has been de-

cided, there are two methods of demonstrating
the dc-sigii. Vou may make a sketch in perspec-

tive, en you may make a model of the sot in card-

board. The latter method has many ad\antages.

In the first place, it gi\es an infinitelv more
satisfactory idea of your requirements for the
finished set than is p<>ssible with any two diimai-

sional drawings. It is probably for this reason that

it is the metlu^d that is now generally employed
in the professional theatre.

"I'he coloured plate facing page q66 shows two
excellent sketches for stage settings. Both are

good sketches, yet neither gives any real idea of
the set that was ultimately produced. 'I'his is

shown to some extent by comparing the first

sketch with Fig. ^9, wdiich is .1 photograph
of the set as it was uscal in tlu* production. As a
matter of fact, this particular set was not made
fn^m a sketch, but from a model by Ciwen Carlier

for tfic Crescent 'Theatre's production in Bir-

mingham, M^arch, IQJT
1 have been unable to obtain a photogra]>h of

the setting used in Hlood Koyal. The ske-tch was

designetl by Cb)rdon R. Archibald for the Toich
T heatre Club’s pn>ductie>n in the Athenaeum
T'heatrc-, Cilasgow, January, 193^5. In this case
also the finished artich* was a great de.il more
artistic aiul arresting than the sketch suggests.

C^ne reason for this is that this production
depended to a great extent on skilful and artistic

lighting. In addition to the ob\'ious ad\antages
of a three dimensional model, there is an added
one that it is possible to light it in approximately
the same way as the stage will itstdf be lit. It is

almost imptissible to show the effect of lighting

in a sketch with any dt‘gree of accur.icv.

T he second great advantage which a motlel

ptissesses is that comparatively little skill in draw-
ing or painting is iK‘cessarv to produce quite
satisfactory results. T o draw a sketch <)f a stage
setting, which is to be of any practical value, one
must be able to draw at least n-asonably well, and
while many amateur dramatic societies could
probably find someont* with the nt-cessary cjualiff-

c.itions, it often happens that there may be a

member interested in design, who has a Hair for

this, and an eye for colour, without the ability

to draw.
'Thirdly, the making of models is a most

fascinating pursuit, and the models themselves
can be used in many ilifferent wavs.
T heir princip.d use is, of course, as models,

that is, as miniaturc*s from which the actual set

will be built. In addition, howexer, thev are

useful for showing the cast before rehe.irsals start

what the st.ige will look like. Few societies Imm'
an opportunitv to rehearse on their stage until

the dress lehears.il, and unltss the pro^lucer has

unusual descriptixe jK>wers, it is difficult for tluan

to visuah/a* with any accur.icy the sctaie in which
they are to play. If thty arc‘ shown a model,
however, they will finan a correct impression at

once, and they will not h.ixe to play in strang<*

surroundings at the dress rehearsal.

Further, thi* model may be used for publicity

and adx ertisement j^urposes.

Before starting to make your model, it is

advisable to have a model theatre in which t<^

display it when it is hnishexl. T he model stage

should have the same propc^rtions as the stage that

you will use. If the motlel is made accurately t<^

scale the si/.e of the scale is not of great impor-
tance. Do not, howexer, make your model too
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Probably tlic simplest metliod of aii\ is to use a

square hat box, and, t)ii otie sitle, to cut out the

proscenium opetnug, as shown in Fig. ^4. 'The

Kiu. 35

si'z.e t>f' the actual box is not important, provided

that the opening is correct to scale, in each direc-

tion. IS^ext, mark off, on the bottom of the box,

the ground plan of the stage. 'I'hen paint the

surrounding part black, leaving the stage itself

white (Fig. 45). You will thus obviate making
use of a part of the stage that is not there! You
will also be able to check the dimensions of tlie

model when you come to put it in the box.
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you propose to make models at all frcapjentl v, or

to use them, as 1 ha^'e suggested, for publicity and
advertisement purposes, then somt'thing rather

nK>re substantial is desirable.

Fig. 46 shows the first step that has to bi* takiai

in the construction of a model theatre that will

stand wear and tear. It is easy tt> make, and it

embotlies all essentials. It consists »>f a franu'work
of square upright posts, field together, top and
bottom, by cross pieces of tlie same dimensions,
the whole forming the framework of a bo.x.

Notice that the lateral pieces at the bottom do
not come to the foot of the box, but are nailed

some inches from the bottom of the uprights.

'Fhe lateral pieces should be cut short in order

to come within tlie uprights to which they are

nailed. A carpenter would, of course, joint these

but to do so is not really necessary.

Fig. 37 shows the next process. A sheet of thin

plywood is cut so that it can rest on the lower
part of the frame, to which it may be either glued
or nailed. The reason for the legs at the foot is
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now seen there must be splice uiulenieath the
stage if miniature footliglits are to be used, and
the opening v/ is the trough to take tliese. Tf
your stage has trapdoor's, these sliould be cut in

tire plywood before it is fitted to the frame.
Next, the proscenium (Fig. is cut out of

plywood, and nailed or glued to tlu* front of the
box, and the sides are covered by miniature*
curtains of black veK et to enclose the light.

This theatre may, of cerurse, be illuminated by
means of a single electric bulb, but a much better-

method is to use strip lights f<^r footlights and
battens. T hese strip lights are tubular in shape,
and can be obtained about (*ight inches in length.

By placing them where the battens themselves
would cornt*, and by co\e[ing them wdth the*

appropriate* coloured media, you can get a fair

approximation of the* actual stage lighting.

W^hen installing the lighting system in your
mode l, \ oir should observe the same* principle*

as in the construction of the* theatre* itself; that
Is to sav , \ ou should <itt<*mpt to re‘pr<Hluce* in

miniature* the actual lighting that v"e>u will use'.

It is not necessary, howa*\e*r, to re*]>reuluce the
lighting s\'ste*m, <elthe>ug^h this can be de>ne‘. It

w'oulel be possible* te) have miniature* lighting

battens with the* s.niie' iieimber <yf cncuits as in

vanir the at re and a swdte hbo irel bv me a ns of which
each circuit ceuild be separate ! v' contre>lIed. T his

would not einly be* elifficult but also <*xtre*melv

expensive*. Bv' using strip lights inste'ad e>l batte*ns,

ve>u can get as genul result-, as bv' the me>re*

e l.ibeHate* ami e*\pe*nsiva* rnethe>el

I'.ach strip sherulel be* C'einne*cte*el te) a resistance*

so that the* amount of light can be iegulate*el. The*

re*(|uire*d ce)le)ur is e)btaine*el bv' cervering the* stiip

with an e>idinarv' gelatine me*dium, anel if it is

pre)pe>sed te> use* circuits e)f ehffe*re*nt ceilours in the*

same batten vaiu can demernst rat e* tin* e*ffect of

this b\^ having me*dia e)f the*se_* v'arie)us ce>!e)urs e^n

vour strij^. If the* lighting in \e>ur the*atre is

sectional, that is te) say, if all the lights e>n the*

pre)mpt side e)f a batten can be* switche*d off,

leaving the)se ern the* ().P. siele* ein, use^ twe) short
strips inste'ad of e^ne* le)ng erne*.

A strip light shenilel alse> be* useel for the* foe^t-

lights in exactly the* same wav. C'are shejulel be
take’ll here* tei se*e' that it is place*el se) that the* light

will strike' the* nuiele-I stage* at the* same* angle* as

the* footlights do in the* actual theatre.

A pu'Ce e)f tin, e)i erther bright metal, shoulel be
useel as a re*fle*ctor behinel all lights.

T hese strip lights have* the* gre*at aeh.intage*

that the*v e'an be pluggeel into any orelinary

elerme-stic lighting circuit. Plugging av'oiels the*

necessity for batteries that re*e]uire* constant
re*ne*wal oi i t e li.irging, .inel cause* incon ve*me*nce*.

B.itteries aie* necessaiy, howe ver, when using
miniatuie* spots anel Hooels, wdiich plav an impor-
tant part in mode*in stage* lighting. It is probablv'

simj)le*st to use* ele*ctric toiches or low v erltage bulbs
connecteel te> an accumulator or dry batte*ry.

In the* e'ase* erf Hooels, a bulb and re'Hector are*

iiece'ssary. It is a fairlv* simple* matter te> arrange
thc*se* where* ree^uireei, anel to take the* curre*nt from
a elrv^ battery elsewhere. T he* batte*!')* can usually
be ke*pt unele*i the* stage* anel out of the wav'^.
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A spot is rather diflFerc-iit. 'The easiest thing to

use is a focusing torch. 'I'lie beam can then be
directed where required.

"rile designer may learn a gre.it deal from
watching the efFi*ct of spots on a model. At the

same time, however, it must be remembered that,

where lighting is concerned, tlu* mt>del theatre

THEATRE AND STAGE
lighting. Lighting that suits a set admirably has
frequently to be altered because its effect on a

particular dress is unsuitable. Patterns of the

materi.ds from which the dresses are to be made
can be held under the liglits of the model theatre,

and thus much information can be gained.

When the model is wanted for display purposes

Fic;. 39 PHorocRXPH or thk Ac ie.xi, Si i riNO I'Si.n nv tht C'ri sc i n i Thi \tri . Birmincham,
IN THI pROniCTION OI “l.A MaIOI'IRIOA”

1>\ Ciwfii ( .irln 1

Hy Jitiid pfrjmsston of The ( rc\cctt1 7 henirt , Ilirminnhatn

gives only an approximation. 'The effect on the

actual stage will probably be similar, but not

necessarily the same. ( )ne reason for this is that

it is impossible to scale down the lighting in the

same way that you can scale down the set.

The designer will learn more from watching
the effect of different coloured lights. A well-lit

model is a real help. In a costume play, or in

any play where the colour scheme of the dresses

is likely to play an important part, the model
should be used to ascertain the effect of the

in a shop wimlow it is rarely worth while to usl

complicated lighting. 'The main thing is tliat thi*

modi-l should be brightly lit so that it will attract

attetition. Tor this purpose', therefore, choose a

scene that lends itself to bright lighting, and dis-

pense with spots or any lighting that c.annot bi-

taken from the mains.
Remember also that the model theatre will be

twice as effective if you can persuade the pro-

prietor of the shop to turn out any other lights

in the window where the model is exhibited.
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Some slieers of carilboarJ, dr.iwiiig materials,

a sharp knife, a box of water colours, and a

roll of adhesive tape, arc all the materials you
require to make a model set. It is as well,
liowt'ver, to experiment with paper before making
yemr cardboard model.

First, fix your scale. T hen cut a hmg strip of
stiff paper, the width of the

strip being the height of the set

to scale. Measure the maxi-
mum width of the set at the

back, and the length of each
side wall. Add these measure-
nuuits together, and then cut

the strip (>f p.iper in carder to

lea\'c* it rathei lojiger than the*

total measurements. T hen
place- the St rip in the model b()X

oi theatre, and fold it to the

shape- required. Fig. 40 sinews

the strip folded for a com ention.il three-sided box
s(-r. Notice that the return pieces are much wider
than is nece-ssarv. This is accounted for bv the

tion of v<^nr doors, windows, .md fireplace,

^i'heii mark off the set into the- Hats of which
it will ultimatelv be- compiised, taking care,

wherever possible, lo keep the widtli of the flats

in c-\ en feet.

It is an advantage* te) ha\ i* as fi*w jt^ins sln>wmg
as possible, but, on the other h.md, widi* Hats are

awkwarel to handle. Six feet is a good width, but

s ft., 4 ft , or 3 ft. may be rcquireel. Flat>

narrower than 3 ft. aie- not gener.dlv use*el.

extra k-ngth alleiwe-d for when the* strip was cut. It

mav be lecjuired if you eh eieie-, as ve)u well may,
that this shape is toe) se‘\ e re- and unattractive.

'S eni may then de-ciele- !-• break the wall at \arie)us

Fie.. 41^.

})e)ints. Fig. 41 she>ws such a bre-ak in the* back
wall, which, it is se*t'n, uses seuiie of this surplus

paper.

T he paper can be foleled easily, and Aatrious

shape's trieel e^ut. Several paper moelels may be

made* epiite* e]uickl\s and their shape-s compared.
By having the moeie-l stage- ceurectlv- to scale, eir

by ha\'ing a stage- on which the- si /a- of the stage

for which the* set is be-ing de-signed is clearly

marked, it will be seen at a glance whether
the set will ce)me within the re-quire-d compass.

Next sketch in roughly on the paper the posi-

exce-pt for re-turn pieces. Alve-.iys a\()id odd inches,

if ye^u can.

Fig. 42 shows the Completie>n of the- first stage-

of your model—in this case* .1 simple* set. T lie-

paper moele-l is comple-te with
doors, window, etc., rouglih' in-

elicate-el, anel the Hats are marke-el

f>ff. All that remains to be elone

I

j
so far as this e*\pe*rimental moele-l

I
:

I'n ce)nce-rn(-el is tn cut e>ut the*

elotu's arul foKl them back so that

the\- aie full\' ope-n. If \'e)u are*

^atistieel th.it this can be elone

without fouling the* w'all a

piece of sce nei \*, .ind if ve^u are

satisfied witli the- sha]K* anel ge-neral design of ye)ur

se*t, ^'e>u can proceeel to make the me)elel itself in

cai elboar el.

l^se cardboard of a meehum weight, anel, again,

cut .1 stri]) eejual in width to th(- scale- he ight of the*

set, and in le*ngth to the* sum e>f the- back and siele*

walls, being careful te^ mcluele any return pie-ces

use*d. T'histime, howe ve r, the length can be* de'ter-

mine*d exactly, because the shape has been elecieled.

A shin p knife she>uld be- useel for cutting the
c'arelboarel, and a sheet of glass fe>rms a use-ful and
an ine.xpensive- cutting surface.
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Draw ill tiic* doors, windows, and tirtplact-s. ilr\' v-^ou can mix tlic colour to the rccjnirc d depth,

T he position of these has been di'terniined on the and oh\ iate tJu* necessity of havinjj, to .ipplv a

paper model, and they c.in be quickly transferreil second coat to tiu‘ model itsedf.

by means of a pair of dividers. The ])aper model All the foretj;!)!!)^^ work should be done before

and the finished cardboard model must be- made the model is cut or bent in any wav. Fig. 4J
to the same scale, for obvious re.isons. shows the appeal ance at this stage of a linished

T lit* doors, windows, aiul fireplace must be model f(^r a set of wh ich Fig. 42 is the jirelmi ina ry
ixijier pattern.

When all your colour is thy,

rule f.iint pencil lines to show
where the Hats join. T his is

necessarv" for the carpi-nters who
are to make the set. T hen turn

the cardboard face tlown, and,

on the back, rule a line at eve ry

corner of the set. (It will be

noticed that the st t m the illus-

trations has six corners.) Draw
a sharp knife lightly along

each of these lines. T his eii-

ilrawn, not roughl\’, but accurately. Mouldings, sines benthng the caixlboard at tlu* ]>ioper jilact*

panels, etc., must be shown Do not, how'e\ ei , and pre\ints.i raggid coinei when the motltd is

draw’ anything in }H*i spectn e. Wheiean\ fealuie bent into theietjuiied position Treat the lunge

projects fioni the wall, as, for example, .i mantel- sidt of' \our doois in the same m.mnei, rind cut

shelf, draw a line to indicate wlu’re the sludf will round tlu* lest of tlu- ilotiis, so th.it they mav’ be

come, cut out thc‘ shidf to sc.de from another pu-ce operuxl. k’ut out tlu glass portion of vour win-
of cardboard, and fix it in position uith adhesive dows, le.ivmg tlu* fr.imes and .istiMg.ds.

tape. Draw in the picture moulding, rind skirting. All th.it n-mams to be clone, now, is to[bend

or dado, if tlu-ie is one, ,ind then

colour the model with water-

coh^ur paint.

When using watc-i colours,

fust mix the colours you require

w’ith plenty of water, in a dish,

and then, with .1 sable or c.imel-

hair brush, doit the cohnir j. ^
(Ml, and allow it to dry. N\\t‘r

dip your brush in the colour and ajiph it to the the model into position .ind to place it in tlu*

paper or cardboard. T his method shows bi ush mod<*l theatre, fixing it to the stage by me.ins
marks, and makes it impossible to get an e\in of adhesi\e t.ipe. Adhesive ta])e should, also b;

wash of colour. Wait until the colour dries, and used on the back of the model to strengthen the
if you require a darker shade, add another co.it, corners, as m Fl^. 46.
but never add a second coat until the first is dry. Fig. 47 shows the model complete, as fai

Similarly, if your doors, for instance, are a different as the walls are concerned, .mil bent into

colour from your walls, do not attempt to paint position.

them until the colour on the walls is dry, or the A ceiling can be added simply by cutting a

one will run into the other. piece of cardboard the same shape as, and rather

It is advisable to decide the colour in the first larger than, the floor of the model, and laying
instance by experiment on a spare piece of card- it on the top. Finally, add the necessary backing
board. By painting a sample and allowing it to —in this case for the window and door. If the
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backing is of tlic folding tv'pc (Fig. 46) it

will stand bv" itself. T he window backing will

require a strut, which, ag.iin, is tixt-d bv means
of adhesive tape (Fig. 48).

T his simple interior model is nc^w complete.

Ki<; 46

but it has still to be furnished. T'lu* work
invoh'cd gi\es considerable rein to the ingenuity
of the designer. Cardboard, stout paper, and

matches are invaluable for making model furni-

ture. As the furniture will probably not be

made, but will be hired or borrowed, the same
necessity for accuracy docs not apply as in the

case of scenery. Avoid, however, making model
furniture that will give a false impression.

The top illustration on page 969 shows a par-

ticularly complete model theatre. The photo-
graph might well have been taken from the front

of the circle of a theatre. By looking at the lower

one y(^u will see the si/.e of the model in compar-
ison with Mr. l^awrenci* .Anderson, a Cilasgow

designer, who made it in his spare time. T his

photograph also shows how complete the theatre

is in everv detail, anti how well it is equipped for

trolled. T he circuits can be dimmed, and the cui-

rent for the lighting is taken from the mains. I

hope that this photograph may
prova' an incentiv'c to amateurs
to devote attention to this

branch of stagecraft.

While most of the units

of model interior sets can be
cut quite simply out of card-

b(xird, sometinjes an «>ccasion

arises when this method is

troublesome, and time can be
saved by the e.xercise of a little

ingenuity. It is impossible to

discuss here ex ery possible oc-
casion on which this may arise, but there are two
commoji features of an interior that are worth
discussion. T'hese are (1) windows and (2) stair-

cases.

WiFidows do not present a great problem as a

rule, but it is often difficult to cut out the panes
and leave the astragals. With a small scale model,
the astragals will, as a rule, be narrow, and apt to

bend or break. A useful method of overcoming
this difficulty is shown in Fig. 49. The whole
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window is cut out and the astragals are added
afterwards. For this method use narrow tape,

twine, or stout thread, and fasten it to the reverse
side of the model.

There are many ways in whicli the astragals

and rule parallel lines across it for each riser and
tread. T reads are the portions of a stair on which
you step. Risers are the perpendicular pieces

between these. Fig. 50 shows the paper cut and
ruled in this manner. Fold the paper at each of

Ki \ I RSI Slop 01
VloULL f' I AT
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can be hxed. ( )ne of the simplest is to use

ordinary sealing wax. Sealing wax has the advan-
tage <ner gum or paste tliat it is clean and pleasant

to use. If the model is to be in use for a sht>rt

rime only Plasticine will ser\ e the pu rpose ec]uallv

well.

When the i-ianes are as small as those shown in

Fig. 49, It is difHcult to make the motlel in any
other w.iy

T here are, t>f course, many different varieties

of staircases. CTenerally speaking, however, it is

best to makt: the actual ste ps of stiff paper, and to

cut the balustrade, and the side of the staircase,

out of cardboard.

T he slope of the stair should be correct. The
steps themselves must be carefully niadi- to scale.

Cut a strip of stiff paper to the width of tlie stair.

the lines you ha\t“ drawn, and make a right angle
at each fold. Next cut out the side pieces t>f the

staircase, each side being one unit (Fig. 51), and
fix the steps to these by means of adhesi\e tape.

T he newel ])ost or posts hlu)uld be made sep.ir-

ately, wdth cardboard and adhesi\’e tape, and added
afterwards.

When the set is complete, it should be furnished
in order to gi\e an indication t^f how it will appear
in its final ftirm. T he furniture should be as

nearly as possible to scale. T he material used for

furniture and hangings shcniltl show tin* colours
that you wish these to be. \ ou will probably be
able to buy toy furniture that will be approxi-
mately the right siz.e. If not, you must make it.

In addition to the materials that you have alreadv*^

used, :i few boxes eff matches will be helpful. TTic
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matches are useful for making chairs, table legs,

etc., and you will probably find a use for the boxes.

Fig. 52 is a photograph of a scene in the London
production of Granfi Hotel. It will be understood

that the set is a small o!ic, and that the furniture

occupies a considerable amount of floor space.

T his is a case where model furniture should be

of backcloth. If you are lucky enough to have a

cyclorama in your theatre, or if you arc able to

have a curved cloth at the back, this can be shown
on the model by bending a piece of cardboard to

the required shape and fixing it in position on the

model stage. Make certain that you fix it in

the correct position. 'l"hen cut out each piece of

Tmc, i;’ a Sc »‘NI from thf T.ondon Product k^n of “GRANt> Tlcvrrr,"

A l)v \’i( l\i TJnim, .'uj.iptfd 1»N' I'.dward 1\ in >1 >|( >rk

The StnKc I'holo Cn

carefully made to scale. T he furniture is an

essential part of the setting, and the position

of the bed in relation to that of the doors is

important.
When mcjdelling an exterior scene, the prin-

ciples for an interior apply. The set must be to

scale, and the actual pieces of scenery that require

to be made must be indicated. The borders must
be hung where they can be hung in the theatre.

T he Hrst thing for you to decide is the type

scenery walls, trees, railings, etc. which you
require. Paint the pieces with water colour, and

place them in position.

Fig. 5 ^ serves to show how tJie model theatre

may be used to experiment with stage lighting.

Six Ghm acters i?t Search of an jlidthor takes place

on a bare stage. It may be thought that it will be

impossible in these circumstances to make the

scene look attractive. Mr. Tyrone Outhrie, who
produced the play, solved the problem, in a most
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ingenious way, by a skilful use of lighting. The
shadows cast by the ladder and furniture, on a

plain backcloth, give an effect that is arresting

and macabre, and which is much in keeping with
the spirit of the play.

T in’s ('ffect might have been arrived at before-

hand by using a model thc*atre and noting the

masking always a problem with an exterior set.

Notice the tree trunk, the cactus plant in the
centre, the foliage in tlie foreground, and the

foliage at tlte back. All these are sc*parat<:‘ pii ces

of scenery. If you were making a model ol this

scene, these would have to be cut out of separate

pieces of cardboard. The foliage of tin* Kirg<. tiet*

Fk, StT i-oR “Six Characters in Search of an Author,” by Lthoi Pirandiiio
Produfcd at the Wfstiiiiiistei 'J'hfatre. f b\ 'I'x tiiitliiu'

Photo hv Pollard Crouthrr

c-ffect of the shadows cast by an electric t<^rch

liekl in different }R)sition.s, as an experiment.

Fig. 54 sinews an e.xterior set the Garden of

I'.den scene from the Masque Theatre’s produc-
tion of Bt/ck to Afethn<rl{ih. Yau will gather that

it is a small set—there is little moNcment in the

>cene—and that the si/a‘ of the stage has been
reduced by making ust‘ of a front cloth with a

circular opening. T"his also reduces the quantity

of scenery required, and gets tn er the difficulty of

is shown eff'c‘cti\'el V bv an irregul.iily cut hoi del.

It is always a good plan to have tw(' linc-s on
the model stage to show the line ot sight. 'These

are particularly helpful when you are working
with an exterior scene. With a hox set, the

problem of masking obviously docs not arise to

the same extent. It occurs only with windows
and other openings. With an exterior, it is

present all the time.

Amateurs are wise to use a plain backcloth
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wlicrcvLT possible. If the nature of the play allows,

keep the backcloth as simple as possible. 'I'hc

})ainting should suggest the scene rather than
depict it photographically. 'This applies also to

a great deal of the painted scenery, such as trees,

foliage, and flowers, which is used in exterior

scenes. 'To reproduce such scenery realistically

Fk,. ^4. A SCFNF FROM THF, MaSQI'F ThFATRI’s
pRODi'tTioN (:>F “Back to Mithisiiah”

"The ItuIU'ttn (ilasfiO’iL'

requires a tlc'gree of skill and experience in scene
painting that few amateur societies command.

Always remember that it is a great deal easier

t(i make a model of an exterior scene look realistic

than to make the scene itself look realistic on the

stage. Vou may be able to paint a most convincing
backcloth on the cardboard of ytnir nuclei theatre,

but it by no means follows that your scenic artist

will have the skill to reproduce this on canvas.

'The reader will, I hope, have gathered from
what I have stated about TTU>dels that the prin-

cipal qualifications required by the model maker
arc moderately skilful fingers, a certain amount
of ingenuity, and a great deal of common sense.

It would be ridiculous to assert that there is one
correct way to make a model. TThcre may be a

THKATRK AND STAC;]’.

hundred ways. 'The methods I have described
are methods that may be adopted and that will

help the beginner, but when vou start to make
models you will almost certainly discover devices
of your own. Discovery is one of the attractions

of model-making which gi\'es initiative great
scope.

'There are not many amateur societies that

make models of their sets as a matter of course.

1 believe that an appreciable increase in the
number would considerably improve the general
standard of amateur stage decor.

YOUR OWN SCENERY
Most amateur dramatic societies that survi\'e

their first adventurous productions atul bc*come
established on a permanent basis decitle to acquire
scenery of their own. It is impossible to state

dogmatically that this is advisable or that it is

not. A great deal depends on the circumstances
of the particular organization.

A society in ii remote \’illage will probably
benefit greatl}' by ha\ing its own scenery made*
locally. 'The cost of carriage, added to the hiring

cliarges, makes hired scenery txpensue for such
a society. Moreov er, tlie producei , designer, or

some otlier official, will probably incur expenses
in going to st‘lect the scenei y in the first instance.

If the matter is arranged only by correspondence
it is unlikely that tlie scenery that is s<*nt will give*

satisfaction.

In the country, it is, as a rule, easy to arrange
for the use of a shed (^r barn in which ti^ make
scenery, and it is equally easy t() arrange to have-

it stored, free t)f chargi*, after it is made. Furtlier-

more, the chances are that a country club has in

its ranks handy men who arc* wc*ll c]ualifi(*d to

make a goewJ job of scenery construction.

A society in a city is rather difFc-rently circum-
stanced. in most large cities there arc* firms that

let amateurs have' scenery at reasonable* pricc*s.

Some of them are prepared to make* scc*nc*rv' to

requirements, and allow it to be hired still at

reasonable prices. 'The extra amount charged for

making scenery specially will depend to some
extent ciii whether the pieces made are suitable:

for stock—i.e. whether they are likc*ly to be hired

for other productions. Delivery charges within
the city boundaries are not high, and with motor
transport are cheap over a considerable radius.
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I'Jic city society that makes its own sceiierv'

usually finds that it is confronted witli a problem
when it starts tt) h>ok for workshop and storage
accommodation. Suitable accommodation is scarce
and rents are higli.

These are arguments against home-made
scenery as far as a city society is concerned. But

is ama/.ing how few amatc-uis ha\e any know-
ledge of this work ; how few can c-xplain, say,

by what means flats are joined. T here are
books that deal with tlie subject, ami if you are

interesteil you should study them. 1 wi 11 give-

here tlie normal methods of construction as far

as they are applicable to the work of amateurs.

althovigh these arguments are sound, and tliere

are more that might be aililuced to support them,
tlie fact remains that the societv" that is so seriously

interested in the theatre that it develops into a

well organised and efficient group, will eventually
make its own scenery, whether its headquarters
arc in Oolders Cjreen or Cxolspie. T he societies

in more remote paits will probably be forced, for

economic reasojis, to make their own scenery.

It follows tliat the amateur actor should learn

something about the construction of scenery. It

'To begin with, you must ha\ e a work'^liop.

T here would be no practical point in desciibing

the ideal woi kshop. T here is, howe\er, one
essential that must not be o\ erlooked. T he door
must be large enough to get the scenerx t»iit when
it has been made. T his is so obv ituis that it ma\'

appear absurd even to mention it, but it is, ne\'er-

theless, a point that is sometimes overh)oked.
Next, there is the question of materials, ''t’ou

will need a set of carpenters’ tools hammer, saw,
chisel, plane, screwdriver, etc., a foot-rule, and a
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sc*t-squarf, a j^luc-pot aiul hrusii, naiJs aiul screw
flails, timber, canvas, paint, and brushes.

'File mt>st suitable timber to use is good cjuality

white or red pine. It is sufficiently strong for

all ordinary purposes. For making rostrums,
ceiling frames, ht-ups, and anything that has to

carry weight or that is subjected to a considerable
strain, it is achisable to use a stronger timber.

by planing. 'Fo attempt to remedy it will make
the upright tot^ narrt>w at some point to carry
the strain to which it will be subjected. 'Fhis

trouble will be avoided if you make sure that
the timber you use is perfectly seasoned.

T he timber sliould be ordered in strips three
inches wide by seven-eighths of an inch thick. It

should be dressed bt)th sides, and be seven-eighths

^6. I'hl CKrsciN"! Thi \'i Ri/s PRo(n;eiiOi\ op "L'alsnr and Ci.i oi’atra,” nv Rirnard S»r\\\

Hv ktmi <>f tht ( risicni I Iwntre,

Pitch pine is excellent for this purpose, but is

inclined to be expensive and difficult to obtain.

Make sure that the timber is dry. Dryness is

essential. Flats that are made of green wood will

warp, and gaps will show betwec*n the fiats after

the scene is set. T his defect can be eliminated only
by planing tlie edge that has twisted until it is

straight again. It may involve removuTig the
canvas from the flat, and in any case the process
is tedious. Sometimes a flat will become so badly
twisted that it will be impossible to straighten it
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of an inch after dressing. It is companuivel y in-

expensive to have the timbc‘r dressei.1 (i.e. plaiu‘d)

at the saw mill. Preferably, the battens should
be dressed all round. It is disproportionately ex-
pensive to have the edges dressed, and compara-
tivxdy simple to do this work with a hand plane.

Order these strips in convenient lengtlis. For
instance, if your set is sixteen feet in height, and
yf>ur fiats are all to be four feet wide, the timber
might all be in sixteen and fourteen feet lengths.

One length sixteen feet will give one upright, and
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t>iie ftuirtccn feet four cross pic cos of tlircc feet six

indies each. 'The balance* of tlie witlih is made up
by the width of the two uprights three inches
eacli making four feet in all.

"riiese dimensions are suitable for fairlv general
use. If tlie scenery that is wanted must be small—say, ten feet or under in height material two
and a halt inches can be safelv used. Amateurs

STAGECRAFT
built scenery. All three sets were use-d bv^ tlu*

Crescent 'Theatre, a “I kittle 'J'heatie" in Hii-
mingham. Figs. 55 and 56 were foi a production
of Bertiard Shaw’s Cnesat atul Clt'oput} a plav
that gives the designer considerable scope*, of whlcli
(iwen Caiher, who designeel these settings, took
full advantage. Fig. 57 illustiate*s tlie set

for A. A. I\lilne*’s Ai iddne^ a pLiv that eloe s

F’k.. c*-. Tui, C'Kise iNr J'm atri

'

s Pro ce'TioN or “Arivuvi,” 10 A. .i\. Mii.m
l’\ Uni.i '•irtmssutn Ilf t/ii ( h lilt J iinilii

lart'ly use scenery that is greater than sixteen fee*t

in height. Fighteeii feet is the stanelard height
feir Hats in the* profe*ssional theatre, and these are

usually tapeie*d in thickness to m.ike them easier

to handle bv le>wering the centre* eif gra\ ity. T his

is rather difficult work feir the amateur carpenter
to undertake. Sixteen feet Hats can be useel ejuite

well in practically any theatre.

Flax sheeting is a satisfacteiry canv as witJi wliich
tei coyer the flats. It is sold m sheets six feet wide.

^ 55> 5^ 5 7 three examples of well

not suggest tiu* same* possibilities f<u- interesting

treatment in the setting. ^ et in its wav this set,

also designed bv^ Cjwen Caihe-i, is as mteixsting as

the t>tht*r tw(». But no matter how dev (*r the
designer ma\^ be, the* result will not be satisfaett^ry

unless the scenery is well constructed.

PL\ 1 N' KI.AI'S

.An r^rdinary Hat is simply a rectangular
frame covered with canvas, which is painted
to represent whatever is required. Fig. 58
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hhow^, such a hanu-. It will be noticed that it

has two additi<Mial cross pieces, or rails. T hese

are required to streniz;then the frame, and to

ensure that it keeps its shape. 1 he number

required depends cm the height ot tlie flat. With

a Hat, 1 6 ft., it is advisable to have two. In tin*

case of Hats under i O ft. high, it is possible to

dispraise witli thc'se rails altogether. It is not

ad\isable to do so, howe\er, because they also

scM've a secondary jiurpose. I hey aie used to

carry nails nr hooks for hanging pictures, mirrors,

or other properties, on the' walls. It is, theiefoie,

wise to have at least one supporting rail, whatever

the height of the Hat. When the Hat is bc-ing

constructed, this secondary purpose should be

remembered, and one rail sIkhiIcI be placed at a

height that is suitable for carrying whatever

properties may be required.

I have already suggc'sted that the timber for

your flats should be ordered dry, from a sawmill,

and dressed on two faces. In this case, all that

will remain for you to do, in preparation, will be

to dress the edges. T'his can be done with a hand

plane in a few minutes.

Next, the timber must be cut into the lengths

required. For the flat shown in Fig. 58, two long

upright pieces and four shc^rt rails are necessary.

'I'he uprights are 16 ft. in length, but befciie

FT I IfATRK AND STAGF

considering the length of the rails you must

decide how these are to be jointed to the uprights.

Figs. 59, 60 and 61 show three different

methods ofjointing. In the case of the mortise and

tenon joint (Fig. 59), a memtise, or sc>cket, is cut in

the upright, and a tenon, or projecting tcMigue, is

cut on the caid of the rail. 'The tenon must fit

ti'dnlv into the mortise, in which position it is then

iilued. 'J'lu- length cd'the tenon must be the same

as the width of the upright. T here is no doubt

that tins IS thc"* most workmanlike joint, and it is

almost always used in professionally made scenery,

but it demands a certain amount of skill in cai-

peiitry, and also a good deal of patience. 'Fhere-

fore/j rc'commend the second method, or half

check, as shown in Fig. 60. T'his joint is so simple

that a glance at the hguie will explain it. 1 he

two pieces must fit snugly together. 1 hey can

then be fastened, preferably by gluing and nailing,

or, alternatively, by means of screw nails.
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The butt joint (Fig. 6i) is simpler still. T he

ends are squared off, placed together, and fastened
by a metal corner plate, which is screwed in

position on the reverse side <yf the Hat. 'I'his

third method is the simplest for the amattair
carpenter, and quite satisfactory results can be
obtained by using corner plates in this way, if

the scenery is small. If your scenery is i6ft.

Fic,

high, howe\’er, there are objections to this method.
"1 he larger the frame, the gi eater are the strains

on the joitits, and the butt joint is weaker than
either of the other two I ha\ <* mentioned.
ta)nsequently, T recommend the half check for

scenery over, say, lo ft. or i i ft. in height.

If your joints are half checked, or mortised,

v<>ur rails will require to be cut the full breadth of

the Hat; that is to say, they will require to be 4 ft.

long fora Hat that is 4 ft. wide. With a butt joint,

however, they will be 4 ft., less the width of the
two uprights. 1 n this case the uprights will be ^ in.

wide; therefore, if y<ni arc* using butt joints, the
rails will require to be cut in lengths (>f 3 ft. 6 in.

T he inside rails are best tixed by means of

toggles. A toggle is an iron attachment that is

scrt*wed to the rail and the uptight (Fig. 62).

C'orner braces can be used to strengthen the

frame and t»> c-nsure that it keeps its shape. T hese

c.in also be fixed with toggles, which are com-
parativaly inexpensiva .ind easy to use.

T he frame must be canvaseil. T his step in

the construction of tlie Hat is not one that calK

for anv speciah/etl skd! T Ik' canvas is cut to rht'

required si/e, and glued and nailed to the frame,

on which it must be tightlv' stretched. T his work
must, however, be- done vvath great care. It is

essential that the canvas be j’lroperly stretched,

and that thcaa* be no ci eases or wiinkhs.
T wo things remain to be added—the line and

cleats. T’h(‘ lint', or rope, is a srt>ut cord, of good
quality and abeuit the thickness of a clotlies-line.

It shouKl be securelv' nailed to the back of the

right-hand upright. T he cleat is screwed to the

back of the left-hand upright. T he centre of the

cle.it slunild be exactly leve^ with the* point where*
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the line is fixed. A tie-ofF cleat is screwed also,

of course, on the back about 2 ft. from the

bottom of each uprij^lit. 'I 'hese cleats are used in

conjunction witli tlie line for tying; tiie flats to-

gether. Fig. sliows how tliis is done. 'The line

is jx'issed o\'er tlie cleat at tlie top of the next flat,

.md brenight down, under and rt^und the tie-ofF

cleats, where it is made fast. T'he two flats are

thus held closely together.

With all the flats held securely in this manner,
an ordinary three-sided box set will stand by
itself, but not sufliciently firmly. T'he aim of the

scenery constructor must be to gi\ e an impression

of solidity and permanence. T his impression is

destroyed whenever there is any movement of
the flats.

Movement occurs in two ways: (i) T he can-
\.is may billow out from the frame. T his will not

liappen if th<' canvas is properly stretched in the

first place. (2) The flats tliemselve-^ may mo\'e or

sway, even when they are tightly laced together.

T"o counteract mox ement f)r swaying, it is nect's-

sary to use braces to support a number of the flats

at the back.

These braces may be of wood or iron, and they

are usually from 4 ft. to 6 ft. in length. T here is

a metal attachment at either end of a wooden
brace. Kacli has a hole thn^ugh which a screw
eye is passed. The brace is screwed to the flat at

one end, and to the stage at the other (Fig. 64).

If the brace is of iron, the holes to take the screw
eyes are in the brace itself.

W^ooderi braces can be made without much
difficulty. The metal attachments that are fas-

tened to each end can be made by a local blacksmith
or bought at a small cost. 1 suggest, however,
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that as these braces can be purchased cheaply,
most amateur societies would do well to buy a
few from the makers.
A better brace than either of the two I have

mentioned is the wooden extension brace. T his

is made in two pieces, which are clamped together.

'Fhe length of the brace can, therefore, be
adjusted after it is fixed in position, and the angle
<jf the flat it is supporting can be altered by this

means. T hese extension braces are rather more
expensive, but it is a great advantage to have
at least two braces of this description.

T'lie brace is secured to the flat by means of a

metal screw eye. T his can easily be screwed in

with tlie fingers. A screw eye is not, however,
suitable for scri*wing to the stage. IVlost stages

are made of hardw<iotl, and a substantial, specially

made screw is necessary, if it is to be screwed in

with the fingc‘rs. T he serc-u' eye does not give

sufficient purchase, and wliat is k/iown as a stage

screw shoidtl be used.

In soim* c.ises the management of the theatre

will not alhiw screws of any description to be*

elriveJi into the stage. T ht‘ brace must then be
held in position by a weight. Weights specially

shaped for tliis purpose can be bought.
It is preferable, and mucli quicker, to have a

Ii<K)k instead of a hole on the top end of the brace.

'I he* screw eye is then screwed intr) the flat, first

of all, and tin* brace is hookt‘d to it.

T he method J have* d(*scribed is the iK^rmal

p.iethod of securing sceiu‘rv\ Flats slu^uld never
be nail<*d together, c'ither at the* top or at the

bottom, unless tlie* se*t is permane*nt anel has not
to be* changed. T hen, e>f course, the set may be
built as substantiallv'^ as time* anel finances permit.

Fach siele* may be built in one unit, in which case*

joins will be eliminate*d. T ei do this, howe*v er, is

expensive. Few societies woulel builel a set that

had to be scrappe*d aftL*r one production.
^

Fve*n whe*n stock scenery is being used, if the

set is to re*main up for a whtfle production it is

possible* to e*\e‘rcise much gre*.ater care in setting,

and rc*fine*me*nts that woulel nf)t otherwise be*

possible can be* intre)duce*d. For instance*, a narrow
piece* of canvas slu^uld be* glueel ov't*r each join,

and then painteel the same* cohmr as the rest of
the* set. 'Fhis work hide*s the join ; if it is well

done* it mak(‘s it impossible for the* aueh'eiice to

detect where one flat ends and another begins.
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and it adds greatly to the appearance of reality.

All actual plastic picture moulding can be added.
'I his should be carefully mitred at the corners.

It can be placed at any height not necessarily

the height of a rail—because it will be sufficient

to nail it where the uprights of the flats occur. If

lights have to be switched an or off, the light can
be wired to the actual switch used by the players.

'I'his will ensure perfect timing, and ease the task

of the electrician, who has probably got to bring
up several circuits at the same tiiiu* as the light is

switched on. it is often difficult to do this with
one pair of hands.

'I'here is another type of plain flat quite
different from that which I have described. Jt is

extremely easy to m.ike, and alth<iugh suitable only
for small scejierv', it is an ideal type for many
societies. 'I his is a flat made of Beaver boarding,
or any similar materia! of this type, which is

used e.xtensively in modern buildings. 'I he flat

consists simply of a piece of Beav er boarding cut
to the required si/.e, and str<*ngthened by a wooden
strap down each side. 'The boarding should be
screwed to the- strap, which need not be more than
2 in. by ^ in. after dressing. 'The cleats and line

should be fixed to these- straps in the usual way.
It is unnecessary to h.avi* anv’^ cross nails. Ts’^o

canvas is usetl, the boardirio itself ofl'eiing an ideal

surface for painting. 'I'hese flats, iiowevei, have
the disadvantage of being heav y, and for various
reasons it is impracticable to use Beavei boarel-

ing except foi small sci-nery—say about lO ft.

high.

I havi* dealt at length w-ith the plain flat

beCciuse it is the standard unit of a set. C )ther

tv'pes, required for doors, windows, fireplaces,

etc., are variations, and if the construction of the
]:>lain frame is thoroughlv^ understood it is a simple
matter to grasp the liifferences necess.n for flat*'

that are to be used for special purp<>ses.

DOORS
I)o<iis are often an extremelv^ important feature

of a set. A door may be the fiKus point of a
scene. It is, thereft>re, irtiportant that doors should
be well made and realistic.

"I'here are two distinct types i»f doors from the

scene-builder’s point of view. 'I’here is the

painted canvas door, which forms part of the

flat on which it is hung; and there is the solid

wooden door, hung on its own frame, which is

placed behind an opening in the flat,

'The first type, which is sh<^wn in Kig. 65 , is,

undoubtedly, the easier to make, fre^m the car-

penter’s viewpoint. 'I'he door flat is made in

exactly the same way as an ordinary plain flat,

but an additional framework is required tt> carry

r* li»oi IS, i»f (Nitir-.r, i>ii 1 til

riif I .iii\ .1 I'll till I ' .11 K li.i" I 'iM II

*>iuitUil t.)-.lni\v till ( I I iK'timi 111 tlu‘

(li II II li ,un<*

the door. "I he first cross rail is placed at the

height of the top id the door—say, 6 ft.—anil

forms the lintel. From this, downw^ards, run two
additional u];)rights. 1 hese form the doorjambs.
'I heir distance apart is, of course, regid.ited by
the width of the door. '1 liese uprights are joined

by sliort rails to the main uprights at the bottom,

an opining, which allows tlie door to open and
shut, being left.

Sometimes the flat is completed by an ordinary

rail that runs the full width of the flat, and the

door is shortened so that it s'^dngs clear. 'I'his
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practice* is fairly comnioii with scenery tliat is

being hired out and is required to withstand hard
usage. A bottom rail, which runs the full width
of the flat, gives solidity, and enables the door to

stand more violent treatment. It is quite definitely.

Fi(.. 66 I 'i PT oi' Room Door

however, a bad type of d<M)r flat, and is tt» be

a\oided. It is obviously impossible for a plaver

to make a satisfactory entrance or exit if he has

to step over an obstach* as he opens the door.

T'he flat shown in Fig. 65 is perfectly satis-

factory, and when it is used it is not necessary to

join tin* door jambs at the bottom. 'There is no
doubt, however, that to do so strengthens the

frame and lengthens its life if it has to be moved
about much by road or rail. If this is a point

that you must consider, use a piece of iron,

instead of a wooden rail, below the door. 'The
iron can be quite thin; it will lie flat on the

floor, and will subject the players to much less

emba rrassmen t

.

The door itself is simply another frame, which
fits the opening. T he door and the flat sht>uld be

made separately, and canvased in tlie sanu* way as

a plain flat, except that in the case of the door flat

the canvas must, of course, be cut to the appro-

priate shape. 'The piece f)f canvas that is cut out

can be used for one side of the door itself. '1 he

door must be canvased on both sides.

'The door is then hinged to the flat. Remember
that it is essential to know hoi.v your door is
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required to open. 'This must be ascertained before
the door is hung. If it is required to open off

stage, the hinges will be on the back of the flat;

if t>n stage, <^n the face of it.

'The adxantage of this type of door is that it

is light and is easily handled. Further, it can be
repainted many times to represent different types

of dfxjr, i.e. a room door, a front door, a barn
door, etc.

It has, however, many disadvantages. No
m itter how well it is painted, and how tightly

the canvas is stretched, the door never has the

same verisimilitude as that of a wooden door.

'There is always liable to be a certain amount of
movement of the can\as, and this destroys realism.

From the point of \'iew of the amateur, the

painting of a canx'as dtK>r is a task to be avoiiled

unless there is someone axailable who is willing

to deA'ote a gn^at deal of time tt> learning the art

Fu, 67. A rvTc'Ri Fa.ARoR \'ri 'F*>'i*i or
Room Dof>R

of scene painting. 'The painting of a door is not

difficult for an experienced professir>nal scene
painter, but it is iK>t an easy task for the amateur,
and even with professionally-made scenery a

painted canvas door is never completely convinc-

ing. 'The type of door shown in Fig. 68 which
is made of lining boards, and which is common
in barns and outhouses, is almost the only one
that the comparatively inexperienced might with
complete success paint on canvas.
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^I'hc sdlid woodt^n door is usually hui)^ its

own frame, which is set behind a flat similar in

every way to that sliown in Kig. 65 except that

the door is absent. It is possible to hang a wooden
door on the flat itself, but the weight of the door
places a gr(*at strain on the framework of the-

flat, which must, therefore, be substantially ct>n-

structed. As a result, when the flat is completed
and tile door is hung, the unit is heavy ‘ttid

difficult to move.
A door hung on a separate frame is compara-

tively light and portable. It has another advan-
tage the canvas of the flat is not so liable to

move when the door is opened and ch>sed, as the
door and door frame are not actually m contact

with the flat. It is this nn^vement of the can\as
that destroys the im])ression (»f solitlity which the

scene builder and designer try to create.

An ordinary door consists of a frame with a

varying nuntber of panels according to the design.

Fig. 66 shows the simplest type of room door. I'he

broad rail in the centre is callevl the lock rail

because it carries the lock. In an ordinary door
the panels are, as a rule, sunk, i.e. they are fitted

into grooves in the centre of the til ick ness of the

frame. "I'he join is hidden by a nuiulding. It is

not necessary" to make a theatrical door in this

way. "File frame itself can be made in the same
way as the frame for an ordinary flat, the centre

rail being the height of the handle of the door.

Both sides of the frame are then covered with
thin plywood, and the moulding that surrounds
the panels is nailed on the top of the plywood.
Bv ‘‘planting” the ni^iulding in this way the
panels are suggested, and the moulding casts

natural shadows. A d<ior that is madi‘ in this

manner mav appear, in the distance and under

stage lighting, ti> be actually more realistic than a.

genuine joiner-made door.

As an alternative it is often possible to buy old

df>ors very cheaply. As a rule, however, these

have the disadvantage of being heavy, and there-

fore of requiring a prtiportionately heavy frame.

Fig. 67 shows another variation of an interior

do<»r. 'There are many different designs for doors,
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as you will disc<>\'c*r if you look carefully at the
doors in your own house and the houses of your
friends. By planting ytnn- mouldings in difFerent

positions you can, with ease, suggest any type.

'S ou can also remove the mf)uldings and alter theii

position for a new design in ant)ther production.
Fig. ()g shows the frame on which tlie door is

for strength. The frame should be carried uji

several feet above the lintel. Small triangidar
blocks of wood are used to fasten the thicknesses
to the rest of the frame. ^I 'his frame, when it is

completed, should either be separately braced or
fastened to tlie door flat in front of it in the same
way that one flat is fastened to atiother. Tt is

I k. An In i i ri siing Si i

\t tlio C'HJSrt'iit Ihcalic, liirniiiigliaiu, product ion ot Sfiu/it'i>pt\in\ l>y ii 1 R ul x-nstcin .iiid ( lillonl li.ix

rill'. S. I \\,i' i|( 1 b\ < . VO M (, .irlit r N«>ti tin thn kiu ol tin- ill show n m tin ii^lit

Hv kind pLrihtssioit til / /»/ ('re'-tml I hmtre liirmin^hain

hung. The constructitm of this frame is simple,

and requires little explanation. '1 lie illustration

shows one of a number of ways in which the

frame can be made. It slmuld be strongly con-
structed. One inch, or an inch and an eighth,

timber should be used. The width may vary,

but it should not be less than 2 in. T he width
of the timber used for the thickness will depend
t>n how much thickness you wish tci sliow. Tlie
greater the width here, the greater will be the

appa refit thickness of the wall of your scene.

Normally 6 in. will be sufficient, but this can be
increased. If the scene is an old castle, for

instance, the thickness can be 2 ft., or even more.
T'he cross braces above the door lintel arc added

preferable, but not always possible, to have the
dtK>r frame close to the Hat without being actualK'

fastened to it, but it is essential that no ight

should show bt'tween the frame and the Hat.

TTie principal disad\’antage of this typuL^ is tliat

the dtior c.in open off stage only. ( )n tlu* other
iiand, the thickness of the frame gives a valuable
impression of solidity. As a matter of fact, this

thickness is not usuallv seen in a room, because,
normally, a room door is Hush witli the wall
inside, and opens inwards. For accuracy, if the

set is in a mom, tlie door should be hinged to the

Hat and the thickness, nailed to the back of the

Hat, will show when the door is opened.
Double doors are constructed on exactly die
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saiiK* lines as single doors. Barn doors are some-
times divided hori/.ontall V' so that the top or

bottom half can be opened independently. A
glass panel i^ suggested by simply lea\ ing the

panel blank

Tt is not as a rule necessary to tit a real lock,

but if the door has to be locked during the play

a lock should be fitted. Handles, door plates, etc.,

can be purchased cheaply and the real articles

1 >,w k \’ii w

shoukl alwa\'s be us<.d. A paintt^l tlooi plate

is less satisfactory. Handli-s should be on both

sitles <»r the door, h'.veii if the back of the di>oi

is not seen, some kind <it handle necessarx'

for the players ti> open the dexor, when it opens

oft stage. A scrc’W eye can bi- used tor this

purpose, but a handle is better.

WINDOWS AND I R J- IM.At’J'S

'The construction of an t)rdinar\ window flat

does not present any seri<ius problem. ou

will see from Fig. 71 that the tramewoik
differs from that of an ordinary flat only in

so far as the adilitional fr.imework to carry the

wirulow is concerned. 'Two rails are necessary

for the top and bottom of the winde)w, and these

are joined by two uprights lr>r the sides. 1 In-

flat is canvased, the space for the window being

left blank. Afterwards a broad, simple moulding

rt> suriound tlie w'indow opening should be naileil

(111 the face of the flat. Suitable moulding can
usually be bought cheaply from a saw mill or a

joiner, and if you state tin* purpose for which it

is required you will probably have little difficulty

in getting what you want. In this case the

moulding is to represent the windtjw facings.

F ailing a moulding, use lengths of plain, dressed

timber, two to three inches by half an inch. 'The
width of the moulding or the

plain facing, as the case may
be, will vary according to the

si'/.e of the window ripening.

'The smaller the opening, the

narrower the facing.

Now make a simple win-
dow frame as shown in Fig.

7^. 'This frame should tit

tightly into the opening in the

flat. 'rht*.'idyantage of making
the window frame separat(*lv

is that you can use the same
flat for difterent types of win-
dow in difFer<-nt protluctions.

Windows \arv greatly, and
of a room may be e\prc*ssexl by its window, it is

nnpoitant that you should be able to alter the

type of window from production to produc-
tion with a minimum amount of trouble and
expL nse.

.-\ simple, cheap, and quite satisfactory type of

windtiw is shown in Fig. 74, wlu re ordinary black

or blown tape is used to indicate the astragals.

T\ipe m.iy be used in this way for almost any
X ariety of window. It isstretclied tightly across the

back of the frame, and fixed to it by means
of strong drawing pins. '1 In- tv^pe of mullioned
window shown in the figure is trouble-some to

make in the orelinary way. With tape, it can be-

made in a few minutes. In this case, of course,

no se-parate window frame* is necessary, the tape*

be-ing fixed to the window flat itself.

St> far 1 have* el e-alt with nc>n-practical or

impractical windows only, that is to say, with

windows that cannot be openeel. If yoei wish to

suggest an open window, which is to re-main open
all the time, it can be done by making a frame as

shown in Fig. 7 SI- An open space is left under
the frame, which is supported by a wire nail

drixe-n in unele-r the* frame* on either side. (See

Imc, yi Window
I' K XMi' -10 h r i iN'ro

Window l"i A"i
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yf ill Fig. 75-) T lu-sc luiils arc easily removed
when another frame has to be used in the flat.

Such an open window is also non-practical.

Tic;. 74. Par'i 01 i mi Hack oi \ Window
I' I AT

Showing? tin* usf of laj:)o lusttMcl ol a wooden
\vMid(»w (r.uiie

Willi framo of an fipen window lilted
A -- nails siipportiim window fraint;

of course. A practical window is one that is made
so that it can be opened or shut during the action
of the play. Windows are made to open in two dif-
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lereiit ways. T here is the french window, hinged
at one side, and opening outwards or inwards. As
this type is exactly the same as a door—it is, in fact,

a glass door—it need not be described here.

^Fhe other is the commoner type of window,
and is to be seen in most private houses. It is

made^n two parts so that it can be pushed up
from thc‘ bottom or pulled down from the top.

sasli has to be puslu'd up. In tliis case the

window is made in two hahes, and the top half

is a fixture. It is fitted into the d.it and held in

position by two wooden straps nailed to the
side of the- framework of the Hat (Fig. 76).
T hese straps serve a double purpose*. In addi-

tion to supporting the upper sash, they form
one side of a groove in which the lower sash

runs. A narrow strip of wood, or beading,
nailed to the front edge of the framework
forms the other side of the grooA e. T he
groove should be greased witli tallow, pr candle*

gre*as<*, so that the sash will move* easily. It can
be* jammetl in position at the required lieight

by forcing one* side up and the other down.
As a ruh* this arrange*meait is quite satisfactory.

A normal window is hung on lines that pass ovei
pulleys and that have attached to them weights
which equal the weight of the sash. T hus the
window is counte-rweighted, and will remain
stationary at any height. T'o achieve this,

however, involves considerable carpentry.
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wtK>i]. Plywood can be used for the canopy and
tlie grate. Tile sides of tlie frame are canvased
and the tiles are painted.

'The mantelpiece is a separate unit. It stands

by itself, but is held hard against the flat by means
of a line attached to the back, and fastened to a

screw eye in the rail at the back of tlie flat. Kig. 8 i

shows the simplest type of mantelpiece. 'I'liere

are many varieties, and planed mouldings may
be used effectively to relieve the bareness of the
simple type shown in the illustration.

'There are various ways in wliich the Are itself

may be indicated, but no mattt-r how this is done,
a satisfactory effect is produced only bv' using an
electric bulb to supply the light that shows the
hre to be burning. 1 have seen various attempts
made to indicate a Are withtiut using electricity.

Coloured tinsel is sometimes employed, and as

it sparkles to a certain extent in the light of the
stage, it does produce sometliing akin to the
effect of a Are, but it is at best a makeshift.

'The electric bulb may lie on tlie bottom of the
grate, or, preferably, one or more lamp htilders

may be screwed to the back of the gratt* piece,

inside. If this is done the bulb itself will not be
in contact with any other part of the unit. 'This

is important. When an electric bulb is lighted,

it generates considerable heat and any flimsy

material, such as paper or thin canvas, which is

in contact with it, is liable to take Are. If the

bulb is allowed to lie tin the bottom of the unit

the grate should be lined with asbestos, or a thin

sheet of metal (a tin lid will serve the purpose)
to obviate the risk of Are.

T he front and top of the unit should have wire
netting Atted so that the material used to repre-

sent the Are is held clear eif the light.

'The old-fashioned method of representing a

Are was to paint a piece of canvas with patches
of red and yellow and black. 'The light sliining

through this gave an approximation of a coal Are,

but was not realistic. Almost the only advantage
that this type possesses is that it is c-asy to make.

Pieces of red, yellow, and black crepe paper,

squeezed into tight balls, and allowed to expand
so that they are irregular in size and shape are

more satisfactory than painted canvas, and quite

easy to prepare. 'They should be laid on the wire
netting so that it is completely covered, and they
may be supplemented by actual lumps of coal.
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Probably the most satisfactory Are, however,
is made by covering the wire netting with a
foundation of thin black gauze on to which are
glued pieces of amber glass, red mica, and char-
c<\'il. Various shades of red and yellow glass

may be used. Old bottles form an excellent
source of supply. 'This type of Are takes a certain

amount of trouble to prepare, but it is satisfactory

and realistic when it is Anished. It absorbs more
light than the jiaper or canvas types, and it is,

therefore, necessary tr> have a stroiig light inside

the Are.

I>oors, windows, and Areplaces all require
some form of backing. A backing is a piece of
scenery that represcjits whatever is on the t)ther

side of the door or window, and is placed so that

the audience cannot see into the wings through
the door or window opening.

1 have already mentioned the fireplace backing.
It is the simplest t>f all backings, and is made in

either two or three piece's that are hingeel to-

gether. It is painted tt> re-pre'sent the back of
t))e chimney, ami as .1 ruh' is eitlter black or grey.

Its only function is to ‘Tnask the fire opem'ng.
'The* question e>f masking is all-important where*

backings aie conce*rneel. Tlie* Kicking must be*

large* ene)ugh, anei must be* so place'd that no
me‘mbe‘r of the* auelience* can se*e* rounel or over it.

If the Aieplace* is in one* f>f the side walls, a two-
pie'cc* backing will be sufficient. 'This will stanel

at right angle's so that one* half will screeai the*

back, anel tlie* othe'r the upstage* siele* of the Are-

place. It will not normally be* peissible tti see

through the elownstage siele*. If, howeve*r, tlu*

fireplace* is in the* back wall, tlie back anel both
siele-s must be screeneel, anel the backing will hav e*

to consist of three leaves.

'The* simple'St type* of de)or backing is the* same*

as a twe)-le*af Are-place* backing, but, of course,

much large-r. It consists of twe^ small flats hingeel

together, or rather cjf one flat maele in two pie-ce-s,

as the canvas on the face* of tlie flat is stretchcel

across both le*ave*s. 'This type of backing has two
gre*at aelvantages. It is easy to handle*, anel it

doe*s not require te> be* braceel. It will not usually

require to be more than eight fe*e*t high. Four
fe*et is a normal wielth for each le*af, but sometimes
one leaf is made broaele*r than the other.

A window backing can be* maele* in exactly the
same way, anel painted an egg-shell blue*. 'The
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door backing; should be painted a neutral colour
if it is t<> be used for different productions.

KXTKRIORS
Kxterior scenery varies greatly. It is, there-

fore, not possible to generalize on the construction
of exterior sets. Oenerally speaking, an exterior

set consists of a backcl<^th tir evelorania in front

which ^'arious pieces of scenery are set. 'The
sides are masked bv curtains, wings, t>r flats repre-

senting a feature of the scene.

For tile construction of these flats the same
principles apply as for the ct instruction of interior

scenery. 'J'he unit is the same, but it is painted

differently. Flats can be painted, for instance, to

show the outside of a house instead tif the inside

of a room. 'Fhere may be a door into the house.

There may be windows, seen from the outside

instead of the inside. 'I'he construction of all these

flats, however, is tht‘ same in every way as that

of flats for aji interior box sc*t (pages 977 to

Fig. 82, taken from tin* production of I'hr

Gates of f//-, by W. Q. Hole, illustrates this

point. This play was produci'd b\ Kv.in John
at the Arts 'Theatre in 1932. 'The- entiance
to the house on the left (stage right) was made
of two ordinary flats, one containing tin* door
f^pening, and the construction was (juitc simjile.

Hackcloths do not in\oUe construction, and
wings, not now in general use, are constructed
on exactly the same lines as flats, the* only difft*r-

ence that is likely to occur being that the edge
may recpiire to be shaped to conform to the
ilesign. For instance, the wing mav be jiainted

tt> represent trees or shrubs. A straight edge
would destrov’^ the rc*alit\' of the most skilled

scene painting. 'This difficulty is most easilv met
by adding to the flat an edging of plywood cut
to the required shape. 'This edging should be
quite narrow: only broad enough to allow the
design m be cut out, and to leave a couple of
inches, clear of this, with the purpose of strength.
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Plywood is a most useful material for scenery

construction. It is particularly useful for exterior

sets because these frequently involve the construc-
tion of many comparatively small pieces, and the
weight of the plywood, which prevents its more
general use, is not a serious disadx antage.

As a rule, it is more difficult to produce a

THKATRK AND STACiK

'I 'he “cut out” is a piece of scenery that is in

general use. I have already stated that plain back-
cloths are now more often used than the old-

fashioned painted ch>th. T his is more particularly

the case where the more artistic and experimental
forms of play are concerned, and the new amateur
movement is largely concerned with these forms.

Kic;. S3. Si'niNt; fROM “Machfi u, ” B’k Wri mam Shaki spi ari

Photo hy Pollard 1 rinother

convincing exterior than an interior set, and it is

necessary that care should be taken to make the

scenery appear to be solid. T"o achieve this end ply-

wood, instead of canvas, should be used wherever
possible. For instance, wall pieces can be made
of canvas-covered frames. Amateurs will not

find the painting of an ordinary brick wall diffi-

cult, but if the canvas is not perfectly stretched

the illusion of solidity is immediately dispelled,

no matter how skilful the painting may be. A
light frame covered with thin plywood, instead

nf canvas, is much more satisfactory and durable.

It is a common practice tti place in front of the

plain cloth one or more “cut outs,” which, in

addition to indicating the type of scene, give a

greater impression of depth and tlistance than can
be achieved by a painted cloth. Aloreover, the

“cut out” hides the point where the backcloth
tt)uches the stage. If this can be seen it tends to

destroy realism, more particularly if the backcloth

is rolled from the bt>ttom. A “cut out” is also

sometimes used in conjunction with a painted

backcloth.

T he “cut out” is made of one or more sheets
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of plywood nailcxl to a light frame*. "1 'Jk* frame
need be strong enough to support only the ply-

wood and prevent it frt)m sagging, and its shape
must, of course, conform the shape of the
design to which the plywood is cut. In the case

of a small “cut out,’’ a frame is not absolutelv'^

necessary if the plywood is fairly stt>ut, but it is

Kig. 82, from l^hf' of I
’? production,

demonstrates the use of a “cut out.’’ ^"ou will

see a “cut out” stage left. Notice how it hides
the base of the backcloth and gives an impression
of distance.

Several “cut outs” can be placed o!ie in front
of the <nher to increase the effect of distance.

S4. Sr"IJIN(, rRC)M “Jl'DAS,’' BV K \' RaTT I, I'r WSLATP I) U\ F O'niMFMA
!n I'ttllard ( towf/nr

always advisable to have one or twci ^ in. straps

at the back, xa which the braces can be screwed,
e\ en if they ser\'c- no other purpose. It is a good
plan to have a similar strap running along the
base t)f the “cut out.” 'This portion is most apt
to suffer damage.

'The plywood is painted as required, the shape
of the design being cut out with a fret saw. The
design should always be painted first, and the
plywood cut afterwards, so that the t<>p of the
design appears in silhouette against the cloth. It

is a mistake to cut the plywood before the design
has been painted. Some alteration to the painting
may be required, and this is made difficult if

the shape at the top is unalterable, as it is if

the plywood lias already been cut into a de.sign.

r.ach “cut out” shouKl liave a ground row of

lights behind it; otherwise it tends to sink into

the backcloth and it will not give that stereoscopic

effect that is s<> valuable.

'Fhe “cut out” can also be used effectively for

backing a window, or other opening, in an interior

set. Here it is used either against a cloth or against

an ordinary window backing.
'I'here is a great variety of plastic units, such

as trees, pillars, banks, walls, etc., wliich may
have to be constructed for an exterior set When
these are formal and stylized, as 1 ha\ e suggested
they should be wherever pt^ssible, their construc-
tion is simpler, and the effect more convincing in

its own manner than when realism is attempted.
Formal trees, such as those shown in Kig. 85,
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may consist tathcr of a light wooden frame, on
which canvas is stretched, nv of a piece ofplywood
cut ta the required shape and strengthened on tlie

back witli wooden straps.

A unit like this may be braced in the ordinary
way, or, if speed in st‘tting is an important factor.

I' r<. S I'oR M VI I'ki I s

it can be made so that it will stand by itself. Kig. 86
shows such a tree- piece made of plywood. It is

important, if the piece is heavy, and carries its

own stand, to make certain that the centre of
gravitv'^ is low ; otherwise it is liable to be knocked
over. It is also important that no portion of the

stand can be seen from the auditorium ; that is

to say, the trunk of the tree must be wide enough
to mask the stand. If yt)u are cramped for room
on the stage, and there is any danger of a player

brushing against a unit, that unit should, in anv
case, be braced.

A realistic plastic tree is much more difficult

to construct. It is necessary to make a semi-
circular frame, which is covered
with canvas and painted to repre-

sent the trunk. Sluirt branches can
be cut out of plywood and nailed to

the frame, or miniature frames can
be ct>vered with can v as and added to

the main trunk. Large branches are
impossible ujiless they can be sup-
ported in some manner. Foliage
can be re]^rescnted by a border
painted and cut to represent the

leaves, or by a b(^rder of netting to

which the canvas leaves are glued.

T his is seldom c<^nvincing, and
is now rarely seen, even on the commercial stage,

except in musical comedy and pantomime.
When you are making a plastic unit, no matter

what it represents, remember that it is necessary

to construct only that portion of it that will be
seen by the audience. For instance, a tree trunk
or a pillar requires only a semi-circular, not a

THKATRK AND STAOK
circular, unit. At the same time, remember that

any portion of the unit that is seen by the audience
must be represented.

\'ou may have a high wall, say a wall lo ft.

in height, and it will be quite impossible for the
players on the stage, or the audience in the stalls,

to see the top t)f the wall, but the top may well
be seen by the audience in the gallery. If this is

the case, then you must show the thickness of the
wall along the top ; otherwise it will appear simply
as a piece c^f painted scenery to those members of
the audience who are in the gallery.

Figs. 83 and 84, from AIncheth and "Judas

^

show the manner in which units nf iriegular or
formal shape can hi* used in modi*rn exteritjrs. li

will be seen that striking effects can be (obtained in

this way. It is a style of design that should appeal

strongly tt> the amateur st>cietv for two re.isons.

Firstly, because a ma.ximum effect can be obtained
in this way on a small stage, and, sc*condlv\ the

same units can be used many times in tlifferent

positions, producing totally different effects.

T he units themselves are easy to consti uct.

T he irregular slabs in the Afac})eth scene rc*quire a

solid framework, which is necessary whenever a

player has to walk on the unit. T he franu‘Work
is covered with strong plywood, or with ^ in.

flooring boards, which are, in turn, covered with
plywt>od.

When the units are being used for effect only,

and do not require to be walked or sat upon, as

in the case of the yudas production, then they
can be quite light. T hey should, in fact, be as

light as possible, so long as there is no doubt that

they will retain their shape and appear t<) be solid

at all times.

TTiin plywood that is, in fact, little thicker

than stout paper can be obtained. 'Fliis is useful

for bending round a frame to produce rounded
effects like the pillars in the photograph.

SCh'NK PAIN'T'INC;

My advice to amateurs who propose to paint

their own scenery is a little like Mr. Punch’s
famous advice to those about to marry. It is,

Jiowever, less sweeping. 1 would not advocate
that they should do no scene painting at all, but
I would suggest definitely that they should con-
fine their activities in this direction within narrow
bounds, and reali/.e their limitations at the f>utset.
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T he painting of tlic Hat surfaces of an ordinary At the same time, rlie scenery you use- must be

interior set is well within the scope of the talent painted. E\x‘n a plain backcloth must 1h‘ p.iinted

possessed by any amateur club, but elaborate with a flat wash of colour. Scenery is always
painting, such as that required for a backch>th painted in water cob^ur. ( )il is expensive, and an
depicting a landscape scene, should not be oil surface is apt to cause reflections of light.

Sy A SCF’Nr FROM “ SOCR Al’ is/' HV ClIlJORl) B\\, PRODUtFl) I\ '1 H I PRlNt> C5F \V\l,[s\ 'T'HF\riO

Hv A K. Fii.MiR toR I m St\i,i Soiiitv \m» "Puri k Tti ndri u t’la h

h\ I'lilhitfl ('towthcr

attempted unless the society has in its ranks Before painting a new canvas it must be
some(^ne who is skilled in the art of scene painting. primed. "The priming coal is composed of a

By imposing this limitatit^n oji their scenic solution of siv'.e and white paint, in water. A
work, T do not believe that the members of any quarter of a pound of si/a- and a quarter of a stone

socic-ty will limit their scope as far as play produc- of white dissolved in a pail of water makes a got)d

tion is cx>ncerneil. Painted backcloths are out of priming coat. Si/e is really powdered glue, and is

date, and there is seldom an t>ccasion when a sold in packets under that trade name. Paint your
plain backch>th, supplementt-d by suitable cut outs, canvas with an even surface of this priming coat,

is not quite as convincing as a cloth painted bv and allow it to dry completely. It will then be
an expert designer It is ceitainlv more artistic. ready to paint to whatever colour you require.
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Mix your paint in c‘\actly the* saint* manner
as for the priming, except that in place of white
use whatever pigment (>r pigments vi>u require.

Paint for scene painting is solil dry in the form

of powder. It is mixed with the size solution

because the size is necessary to bind it to the

canvas. If the paint were mixed with water alt>ne

it would rub off when dry.

It will save considerable trouble if you make
certain that you mix sufficient colour to finish

the particular job you have in hand before you

THKATRE AND STAGE
start. If you run out of colour before your set

is finished it will be difficult to mix the second
supply to exactly the same shade as the first. It

is advisable tf^ experiment on a small piece of
canvas until you have mixed
the paint to tlie exact shade that

you require, and it is a good
plan to keep a supply of gelatine
mediums in your workshop so

that you can see the effect of
the prf>posed stage lighting on
your canvas, f'ven if this is not
pt^ssible, it is in any case wise to

paint by artificial light rather

than daylight, which gives to

your ci)lours a value that is quite

diffeient from that which they

will have under stagt* lighting.

When vmi art* experimenting
with your colour, do not judge
it until it is perfectly dry. T his

type of water paint dries manv'
shades lighter tlian ii appears
when first applied A second
co.it should not be added until

tlu* first is dry, and it is abso-

lutely t*ssi‘ntial that when a

st*cond colour is being applied,

as is the case, for instance, when
v'o.j paint the skirting board
round the base of a set, that the

first colour should be dry before
you touch the canvas with the

sect)nd. ( )therwise the two
will, t>f course, run into each
other.

It is not necessary, and in

fact iu)t usually desirable, tliat

your surface should be particu-

larly ev'en and smooth when
finished. Remember that your
handiwork is to be seen at a

distance, and that at a dis-

tance irrc*gularities blend, and actually give a

greater impression of body and solidity than a

smoenh plane.

Wield your brush vigorously, therefore, with
strong strokes. Boldness should be the keynote of
the scenic artist.

A still better effect is often achieved by using

Fio. SS KveKfT.o'iH USI.IJ in a Canadian f tii’R oi S'l rt i i

«Y J. M. Barrii

I’hotn hr I'nIIard ( tfm'liifr
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two colours, one superimposed on the other, '^"our

set could, for instance, be painted in two shades of
g;reen. It could be painted first with the lighter

shade, and stippled with the second. 'That is to

sav, the second would be applied witli a rag or

spongt' all over in small, irregular patches. 'The
effect at a distance* would hr a blend of the two

STAGECRAFT
Wherever it is possible, mouldings, skirtings,

etc., should b(' plastic. Actual wooden mouldings
sheuild be used. If tliis is done they need onlv
be painted with a flat wash of tile retjuired col(»ur.

Ifjhtiwever, the moulding itself is painted, then rliL

shadow it will cast must be painted also in ordt*r

to thrt)W it vjp and make it appear to stand out.

shades. 'The result is more lifelike and solid th.m

if the flats are painted with a flat wash of the re-

sulting shade.

'I'he same thing can be dtuu* witli two or more
contrasting colours, and this will be particularlv

useful if the set has to be used in different produc-

tions because the ctilours will change and the

whole character of the walls will alter uiuler

different stage lighting.

When \a>u wish to paint some feature, such as

the skirtingboard already mentioned, outline it first

in charcoal. 1 f it is a question of drawing a straight

line, a short batten can be used as a straight edge.

Wiien you have to paint shadows remember
that all the shatlows in tJie set must be painted
on the same side of the feature that casts them.
If your light comes from tlu* top, the shadows
will be below. A point should be decidi d on as

the imaginary stnirce of light, and all shatlows
painted as they would be cast weit* the light

coming from that point.

It is a mistake to paint vt)ur walls tt^o dark a
ctdour. T'he ligliter shades respond better to

lighting and are mort* attractive.

Tig. Sy, from illustrates tlie tvpt* of
scene painting that is within the scope of most
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amateurs. T he formal Greek key pattern roiiiicl

the df)or presents no problem, and while it must
be neat and well done it does not call for any
particular artistic talent. Similarly, the styliv'.ed

tree can be made effective without the employ-
ment of a pi'ofessional scenic artist. It is attractive

and amusing, but iu)t in the least like a tree. At
the same rime, it suggests a tree, and suggestion

is all that this style requires.

Kig. 88, from Quality Street^ demonstrates the

type of painting I referred to at the beginning
of this section, a type that the amateur would be
well advised t<^ avoid until he has acquired con-
siderable experience. Greater piiotographic ac-

curacy is aimed at here, and the amateur will

not, as a rule, achieve this certainly not on a

large canvas. On a small canvas, such as a window
backing, it may be more successful, and there

are times when it is necessary.

When you have to paint a particular scene in

this manner on a cloth or backing, work from
the miniature that you have sketched for your
model. On your sketch rule equidistant parallel

lines, first from left to right, and then from top

to bottom, so that the sketch is covered with
squares. Each side of the square sluiuld represent

a foot of the finished canv as. T'hus, if the scale

of your model is a quarter inch to the foot, then
each square will be a quarter inch. Next rule

your canvas in the same manner, using a piece

<if charcoal and a straight edge, so that it is divided

into sepia res of one foot. This should be done
lightly, for the charcoal must be erased

afterwards. It will now be a comparativ^ely simple

matter to enlarge v"our sketch on tile canvas.

'The outline is drawn in lightly with charcoal.

T he position of each part of the picture with
reference to a particular square on the sketch

should be noted, and transferred to the corrc'.-

ponding square on the canvas.

Fig. 89, a scene reproduced from James
Bridie’s Sleeping Clergyman^ shows a style of
painting that is to some extent a compromise
between the stylized and the realistic methods.
The scene is decorative, but not completely

stylized. My personal opinion is that it falls

rather between two stools. I include it to show
that there are any number of “styles” in scene

painting and to maintain that it is impossible to lay

d(>wn any absolute rules where art is concerned.
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When you begin to paint, be bold. Remember,
again, that your work will be seen from a distance,

and tliat you are concerned with bold outline
rather than minute detail. Be bold also in the
use of your colour. It is easier to make ati effect

on the stage with primary colours than with
pastel le shades.

For the rest study and constant practice will

in the end produce pleasing results, but unless
you have natural talent, or already possess some
k!u>wledge of draughtsmanship and painting, you
will be well advised in the first instance to confine
yourself to the simpler forms of painting.

FURNITURE, PROPS, AND COSTUMES
It should be unnecessary to say that furniture

and properties play an imptvrtant part in dressing
the stage. Nevertheless, this truism is not always
appreciated, and one frequently sees performances
where this matter has obviously received scant
attention.

T he choice of carpets, window curtains, table

covers, cushions, chintzes, and anything that

strikt‘s a predominant colour note must be
governed by the* wishes of the designer. 'These
must fit in with the gt'iieral scheme of elecoration,

and cannot be considered apart from the other
factors that unite to make the picture requiretl

by the designer and the producer.
In an amateur productie^n, however, where

funds are limited, the designer will be lucky if he
gets exactly what he requires. IVlany of the items
I have mentioned are expensive, and it would be
out of the question to buy them for a single

production. A carpet large enough to cover an
average stage, f^r instance, might cost sevei.tl

}nindrc*d pounds. Therefore, the designer must
not be unreasonable. He must realize tliat com-
promise is necessary in many departments of
amateur production. At the same time, this fact

should not be allowed to damp the enthusiasm of
those wlu) are searching for furnishings. No
pains should be spared to have these as nearly as

possible to the requirements of the designer. It

is usually easy tt> distinguish a production where
real efforts have been made in this direction from
one that has been put on with little care or

thought.
In the case of a modern play, it is often

possible to persuade the management of a local
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warchtiust* to Jeiid all the necessary furnishings

if a suitable acknowledgment is made in the

prc)gramme. 'The alternative is to hire or borrow
the furnishings. T his takes much time, and
must not be left until the last minute. Each item
must be seen. Descriptions of colour and design

are not to be relied upon.

Some items will probably liave to be bought.
When you are buying material for window cur-

tains, co\’ers, etc., remember that they are to be

seen at a distance and that quite a cheap material

will look effective. \"ou can sa\’e a good deal ot

money by spending a little time in finding out
where material can be bought to the best

advantage.
tVTucli of tlu* foregoing applies to furniture

as well as to colon rt‘d hangings or carpets. W^hile
unsuitable furniture can interfe-re with the

designer's ideas, and militate against the play, it

will not have such an immediate effect on the

audience as an ill-balanced or jarring scheme of
colon r.

Nevertheless, it is impe^rtant that the furniture

should bc‘ carefullv chosen. In a modern play

tile furniture can assist the production greatly

by indicating at the outset the type of person with

Fig. 90. Sl-'I 'I'inc. for “ Sharlsim arf
”

H. 3’'. Ruboiisloiii and CliM'ortl Tlax, d<;sitinfd b\
( iwt'ji t'ailier fnr a pj < )du<’l ii »rj at llic CrrsciMit

Tlu’ali Bit mm^liain
Jiv knul k't nnis'iiun nf ihe ( ic'.unt 1 hiath , Ihrtnini’hain

which the play deals. T he position in tlie social

scale of the family that lives in the house, its

taste, its idiosyncrasies, and even the sex of the
person i esponsible for the planning of the room,
can all be shown by the furniture.

In a period play it is, of course, important that

the furniture should be correct for the period

with which the play deals, but absoluti- accuracy
is not as essential as it is in the case of costume.
Furniture, on the whole, varies lest than dress,

and the variation is less ob\ ious to the man in the
street. Tt is, therefore, as a rule, sufHcient if the
furniture is approximately^ that of the period.

Fashions in furniturt* last longer than in

Fk.. 91. AnOTHI R SlT'IINC, Fsi I) IK “ Sh *\KI sn ARl
”

AT THT CrISC’IXT 'FHrXTRI'

Hv hind k'lrnii'iSioH <>/ the ( /iMt u/ / hcattc, Hirnnni’limn

clothes. "J'hus the same type of furniture may
be correct over a long ptu'iod of years. As an
example, horsehair, and heavy, massive mahogany
or walnut furniture is the hall-mark of the
Victorian era. Large circular or oval mahogany
tables, supporteil by a single central pillar, were
common then. T his furniture, however, exists

to the present day, although it is out of fashion.

It would, therefL>re, bc‘ ecjually correct in a play

dealing with a well-to-do family in, say, tlie

eighteen eighties, or in one dealing with a

Bloomsbury boarding-house or an old-fashioned

family of the present day.

T he various perii>ds of furniture should be
studied. Some liistorical perioils had furniture of
a distinctive design, made comnaonlv of a par-

ticular timber tliat was popular at the time.

Other periods had little to distinguish them.
Thus in the days of Stuart England tht* furniture

was iiearh'^ all oak, and was as a rule substantial.

Twisted spiral legs are characteristic of this

Jacobean furniture. It is still well known because
it is still pi^pular and frequently copied to-day.

'The Queen Anne chair legs were distinctive and
characteristic. They are of a design that is still

in everyday use. When, as in the two instances

I have cited, the same design of furniture is still
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reproduced, it is comparatively easy to get modern
furniture that is correct to period, and it is wortli

remembering tliat althougli you are presenting
a play dealing, say, with the time of Cromwell
the furniture should not look three hundred
years old. It was presumably more or less new
at the time. Therefore, new furniture of the
old design is exactly what is required. T here are

lighting. Small defects in workmanship will not
be noticed, and a coat of paint will cover defects.

Such pieces can be simple, but have some feature
that is characteristic of the period.

Home-made furniture has one great advantage :

it can be made to appear solid and still be light.

It is pieces for early periods that are the most
difficult to procure, and it is these that will often

manv cases where this can be iised, and it is

always advisable to take advantage of this when
you can. Genuine antique furniture is ^’aluable,

and, therefore, unsuitable because of the hea\ v

financial responsibility that the society that uses

it must shoulder. 'There is always a risk of
damage to furniture, even under the best stage

management. More<iver, antique furniture is

often frail because of its age, and the cost of
replacement of a piece damaged beyond repair

might be considerable.

If you find it impossible to get furniture of the

period or ty|>e that you require, remember that

it is possible to make convincing furniture in

your own workshop. A handyman who is a

moderately good carpenter will not find great

difficulty in making simple furniture, such as

chests, chairs, or tables. Remember that these

are to be seen at a distance and under stage
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have to he made. Figs, qo and Qi illustrate

examples of the furniture of FliAabethan times.

It can be seen tliat it is heavy. ITeii if genuine
furniture of this period were ust d, it would be*

extremely difficult to handle. 'The designs arc-

simple, and, therefore, easy to reproduce.
The question of weight should always be borne

in mind when selecting any furniture. If it has
not to be moved during the play the weight can
be ignored, but if then* arc* frequc*nt ch*angc*s of
scene* it is prc*fc*rahle that tlie furniture should be
easily handled.

When one set is being used for two different

scenes and the furniture alone* is used to indi-

cate the difference, it assumes a paramount
importance. Jn sucli a case it is essential

that the two sets of furniture should be cc^m-
pletely different, and tliat both should be
distinctive, to achieve* the maximum e'ontrast.
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As witli furniture, so witli props. Circat care

should be taken in selecting all the odds and ends

that go to dress the stage. I do not refer to props

that are actually used ft>r business, or props that

are indicated in the dialogue. 'Fhese are usually

chosen with care, and are related to their j>urpose.

STAGECRAFT
friends. I do nt)t suggest that a i<u)in shoidd be-

littered, but it shovild appear furnished, and look
like a rr^tjni that is actually used. 'I'his is not
merely a matter of chairs anti tables. It concerns
books, pipes, papers, pictures, and so forth.

When chot^singand placing these props, always

Fic. 9^ Si’iriNt; rsi.n in 'i hi (i^ii Fro net' i tu ‘Which
n\ Xiitoiiir I >il I

I’ln>ln fn l\<rtard f rou'Hiit

What is not always realized is that properties

CtHitribute to a great extent both to the scheme
of decoration and to the atmosphere of the set.

A vase of a wrong colour can upset a caretidh-

balanced scheme, and the effect of a well-designed

interior can be lost because the loom looks bare

aiul unlived in.

Clenerally speaking, stage living rt>oms are a

great deal tidier than our own, or those of our

remember the nature of the play and the character
of the owners of the various articles. T'lie pro-

perties must always be appropriate.

Book cases are common in modern plays, and
alwav's present a problem. A book case filled with
real books is too heavy to move if it is large, and if

there is a quick change there will not be time to

remo\'e the books and replace them. A good plan
is to cut a sheet of plywood and fit it with struts so
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that it will stand upriglit on tlie shelf, and either to

paint this to represent the backs of books, or, pre-

ferably, to iemo\ e the cov^ers from old books and
glue these to the plywood. 'The portion above the

covers of the books should be painted black. Re-
member if v(^u use the former method that all the

books will not be the same height, 1 1 is a c<^mmon
mistake to see rows and rows of painted books all

of the same size.

T he set in Fig. reveals the signiheance

of stage dressing and how imptu'tant props can
be in the general scheme. T his set is an ordinary

room. ^I'he effect is produced by the odds and
ends which sIk^w that the room was inhabited by
a rather haphazard and untidy family arid indicate

the various activities of the different members of it.

'The room shown in Fig. 93 also illustrates the

effectiveness of properties and furniture—in this

case in an z///r^y-modcrn setting. 'The set here is,

of course, also of great importance, but it is the

combined effect of set, furniture, and properties,

or in this case the scarcity of properties, which
creates a definite impression and makes the

audience aware of the exact type of room before

a word of the text of the play has been uttered.

Only tJie more discriminating members of tile

audience will realize such an impression. T'he
av^erage theatregoer, while lie may be a keen
judge of a production, is not usually aware i.vhy

one succeeds and another fails in his eyes.

I believe that good acting tells more with an
audience than anything else.

'This is natural. Bad acting
will nt)t be redeemed by
careful attention to properties

and decoration. But this at-

tention will enhance good act-

ing and may lessen the bad
impression made by an in-

different cast. Without it per-

fection is impossible, and it

is ordy by striving after perfec-

tion in every department that

an amateur society succeeds.

Although it is difhcult to

c'xaggerate the importance of
gootl sceiKMv, the scenery
itself is only part of the
mounting of a play. It is

equally important that your
hangings, furnituri*, carpets,

cushions, and all the furnishing
of the stage should liarmonize
and form, with the scenery,

an artistic whole. This is

i^bvious if you consider the

matter. W^indow curtains and cushions that clash

witii each other or with the walls will destroy

tile effect of the most artistically designed and
carefully built scenery. Furniture inappropriate

to the type of room will strike a disturbing note.

As a rule, producers realize this, and do their

best to make the stage both artistic and correct.

Hut amateur producers do not always remember
that the costumes of tJie cast are also. a part of
the scheme of rUcor. ft is quite as important
that attention should be paid to these as to

scenery and furnishings. TTie production should
be one artistic whole, and the costumes are an
important part of tJ^at wliole.

T his must be appreciated at the beginning,
and the arrangements for the costumes and
scenery made at the same time. All too often

the producer does not see the clotlies of the cast

until the dress rehearsal—usually the evening
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before* tile* first Fifglu. ^I'he scciierv' is arran^etl.

I'hc lighting rehearsal has been held. 'I'he pro-

ducer has got tile stage as he wislies it. Sudde/ilv

the whole effect is marred by the appearance of*

a character in a C(»stume that is entirely out of

key with the whole scheme of decor.

In all probability it is too late to get another
costume, or at least to get the

kind that is required. Hy a

little foresight such a situation

can easily be avoided.

If it is possible, the cos-

tumes should, of course, be
ilesigned at the same time*

as the scenery, and should be
made* either by members of
the club oi by .i dressmaker.
'This is tile only way in which
the designer can hope to get

exactly what he w'ants. l lu

de sign for “ A'lalcolm,” by
(iwe*!! C-'arliei for a pio-

duction of Altuhrth., (facing

page 1004) could not be picke'd

up easih' in .1 theatrical v^'ard-

robe. Such a costume would
lecjuiie* to be siiecialU maele.

It Is obvieujs tli.it while* o is

extremely efFe*cti\e simply as

;i single* costume, it must fit

into a p.'irticular pattern. 'The
costume*s aiiel scenery ijseel with it must be* appro-
priate. "I he lighting must be such that the*

ceileiurs are preser\ e*el.

Societies are often scared by the difficulty e>f

ha\ ing ceistumes specially designeel and made*, and
this often militates against the choice nt a costume*

play. While, generally speaking, a ceistume play

is meire expensive than a play that is preiduceel

in modern dress, there is eiften no re.ise>n why the
Ce>st of costumes should be pre)hibiti ve. IV tany
j)e*riod costumes c.in be m.ide, witheiut great

eiitficulty e)r great e'xpense, by an enterprising anel

well-organ iy.ed se>cie.*tv^ Uven if seunt* e>f the* me>re

(‘labeirate* costumes have to be made preifessiemally

,

this is often by no means as expensive a matter
as many imagine.

Fig. 94, a scene from the first production of
J^i’Z'z.io^s Boots

^

illustrates a case in point. It was
extremely important in this case that the cos-

tumes should be good. 'Flu* sei ne is laiil in the
Palace of Hoi yroodhouse, but as the pl.iy was one
of four produced on the samt* evening a curtain
setting had to be used. 'Fiierefore, tiu* atmospliere
that was all important to the play could be got
only by the costumes and the furniture selected.

'Fhe costumes were all designed by Fthel Hewis,

who was aware that they were to be used

against black drapt*rii*s, .ind the play was greatly

assisu*d by the fact that the costumes were
designed to blend into an artistic whole, 'i'he

elaborate costumes of the Plli/.abethan period are

probably the most difficult that an amateur
society will be called upon to make. In this case,

the society was unable to make the costumes, and
they were made by .a professional dressmaker, but
in spite of this the cost of the five costumes in the
production w.is written off against pi*rformances

of this play within a year.

Simple scenery is often i*fFective in a costume
play, and the scenery bill can thus be lower
than usual, and rnon* money will be available

for costumes.

If the costumes have to be hired—and there is

i>ften no alternative—make certain that you see

them well before the date of the production.

9<5 A Sei'Ni iROM Sir Kk.i 1 Pi.avkmr’s Production of
“

I in Imi*or*iancl tn Bi ini. Kvknisi’' bv ( )si -\r Wii.di.,

AT THi Lyric, H a\i m i rsmi ru
/’//(>/<> l•\ I'oUnrd < tvii'lhi't
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If you hire* the costuiiics from a hrm in the same
town this is a simple matter. By far tlie best way
in tills case is for each member of the cast to

go to have his or her measurements taken by
the hiring firm, and then to try on tile costume
that it is proposed to supply as being the nearest
in stock to the producer’s requirements. 'I hcai

to arrange to have tlie costumes deli\ered some
days before the dress rehearsal. T his will allow tlu*

cast to try them tin at a rehearsal. T he producer
will see them, pass those of which he approves,

and arrange for others to be supplied, when
necessary.

If the costumes have to be ordered from a

distance, great care is essential in sending the

order. Self-measurement forms will be supplied,

and these must be carefully filled up. Send also

the fullest possible particulars of the colours and
design required, giving, if you can, alternative

colour schemes. 'This will enable the firm to send

those costumes that are nearest your requirements.

Water-colour sketches of the principal costumes
should be sent. TThese are much less likely to

lead to confusion than a written description.

Even a rough sketch will give a better idea

of what you wish than a h>ng aiul detailed

description. It will also be grasped much more
readily by whoever is looking out the costumes.
As a rule, you will find that the more trouble you
yourself take, the more trouble will be taken by
the supplying firm.

But it is not only in costume plays that cos-

tumes are important. T hey
are important in every play,

and it is noticeable that

while in plays of a definite

historical period the costumes
do, as a rule, rc'Ceive atten-

tion, in modern plays they are

frequently much neglected.

Fig'.. and 96 show
illustratuuis of the costumes
of a production of The Im-
ports fice of Hetrig Ken fiesi,

by Oscar Wilde. 'This has

been treated as .1 costume
play and dressed according
to the fashions of the nine-

tic*s, when it was written.

Notice the ,iccuracv with
which this has been carrii*d

out, and how thi* styliy.ed

scenery fits into the general

scheme.
Fig. 97 serves to emphasise

how costumes and props can
be of paramount importance

in a modern play. Afen in ll hite is, as the photo-
graph suggests, a play about a hospital. In the
scene of the photograph the scenery is of little

or no imptirtance compared with the dresses ;ind

props. It is by means of these that the whole
atmosphere is suggested, and would be suggested
were no scenery used. "Fhis scene would be per-
fectly effective if played in curtains. T^he whole
attention is riveted on a central pt^int, and
lighting, costumes, and grouping combine to make
this the case.

It is, however, in the mt^rc ordinary play of
the present day, when the dresses are the ordinary
clothes worn by people of our time, that least

attention is paid by amateur societies to this side

of the production. By far the greatest number
of amateur productions are in this category.

It is quite as important that such plays should

FiCr. 96. CVisTCMi s I'm n in Sir Nicii Plvvimr'^ I rooi ciios
“ f IlL I M f’OR I VNC, I ()l Kl INt, F. VRNIS'J'

J'hrtfu lU.llaui ( K.tilh.T
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be as suitablv costume*J as plays dealing with a

dchnite period.

In a modern comedy, wherein the members of

the cast suj^f^ly their own clothes, there is lU)

sound reast^n why the producer should not see

them at an early rehearsal. Yet they are fre-

tjuently not proeluc(*d until tlie dress rehearsal.

Guard against the selHsli actress who wishes Tj)

appear smart whether such smartiu*ss is in keep-
ing with the character or not.

Make ct*rtain that as far as possible all details

are accurate. If you are playing a gardener, tind

out the kind of clothes that a gardener wears.
If you are wearing a uniform, make sure tliat

T he producer should insist on seeing during the

hrst week of rehearsals all the tlressi*s that the

cast propose to wear. He should ne\ c*r rely on a

description. "This is most important where the

women are conceriu*d. Men’s clothes do not
vary to the same extent; they are not si> brightly

coloured, and thus they are not liable to inter-

fere* with a colour scheme. Nevertheless, they,

too, should be seen. 'The suit suggested may be
of the wrong description, or it may’^ not be smart
enough, or it may be too smart. 'Two suits may
be similar in appearance. It may be necessary

for an actress to borrow a dress. 'This may take
time, and if borri^wing is left until after the dress

ia*hearsal it will probably not be done in the end.

it is correct and that it is worn in the proper
manner. Care taken in this wav will be ampU'
rewarded.

If Vim are in doubt about costumes it is a gootl

plan to consult tlie PictormA I'hetitre Jl 'orAA

or Phe PAiV^ot'} . Most of tin* imjjoi tant Tondon
productions during m.my years are to be- found
m their hli*s.

If you wish to ascertain the fashions in this

country at any period within the past hundred
years you canm^t do better than consult Punch.
A society that makes its own costumes soon

finds that it accuimdates a considerable wardrobe.
Costumc-s can often be used many times in differ-

ent productions, sometim<.*s as they are, st^metimes
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with slight alteration. T'hc more expert the
members are in dress making, the more useful

will the wardrobe be. An ingenious dressmaker
can often, by making a simple alteration, com-
pletely alter the character of a costume.

Costumes must be properly looked after.

A wardrobe is a valuable asset, and slu^uld be
regarded as such. Precautions should be taken
against moth and tiust. T he costumes should be
accessible, and should be stored systematically so

that a costume can be looked out immediately
without going through many cupboards. It is a

good plan to keep together all the costumes for

each play.

A well-kept wardrobe may pr<ive not only a

means of saving money on future productions,

but also an actual source of revenue, for costumes
can often be hired to other clubs.

STAGE MANAGEMENT
After the viroducer, the stage manager is,

perhaps, the most important man in a pro-

duction. His duties are manifedd and harass-

ing. He must be methodical and able to think
quickly. He must have the ability to appre-

ciate at once an unforeseen situation, and to

act immediately. He must be even-tempered.
He must be tactful. He must be prepared to

work hard for love of his club or f<r>r sheer lov'e

of his work, because he will seldom receive any
public recognitio/i. His knowledge of every aspect

i>f stagecraft should be complete. A competent
stage manager is invaluable; an incompetent one
can nullify with devastating c<»mpletetiess tht‘

efforts of both producer and cast.

For some reason the importance of the stage

manager and of stage management generally is

not appreciated by most amateur st)cieties.

Certainly there are few programmes on which
the name of a stage manager does not appear,

but on inquiry one too often finds that this is

mere window dressing, and that the individual

named, while probably assisting the production
in some way, is not stage manager, except in

name.
I have named some of the qualifications that

a stage manager should possess. Let us examijie

these in more detail, beginning with the last

—

a complete knowledge of stagecraft. T'o demand
this literally would, of course, be to demand the

THKATRK AND STACK
impossible. T here is possibly no stage manager,
and certainly no amateur stage manager, whose
knowledge of stagecraft could be said to be
actually complete. But it should be as complete
as possible. Your stage manager should be otie of
the members of your society who knows most
about the stage not, as often happens, a
beginner.

He shouUi have had CfUisiderable experience
in acting, and, if possible, in production. That
proviso, as a rule, giv^es rise to trouble. "I'he

actor wants to act. 'Fhat is why he joined the

club. And he cannot play and stage manage at

the same time, unless his part is sniall and the
experienced actor is not, as a rule, cast for small
parts.

Strictly .speaking, the stage managcM' should
not have a part, but it is not possibh* to lay down
a definite ruk‘ iji this respect, if the production
is an easv one from the stage management point
of \ic*w, the n the stage manager could play a

small part without damaging the performanct*.
yuite detinitt^ly, however, the part should be
small, and should be* concerned, if possible, with
only one scene. A butler is often a small part,

but if it is one with frequent exits and t‘ntraiua*s

throughout the play it is not a suitable part for

the stage manager.
If the stage management is at all difficult, the

stage manager will not be able to play without
neglecting his own duties. Some allowance must,
however, be made for the individual. Obviously,
a stage manager who is experienced will liiul less

difficulty in taking a part than a beginner would.
T he fact that the stage manager does not, as

a rule, act, greatly decreases the popularity of the
post. T hus we find that the position is frequently

filled by a good-naturt*d member of the club who
is an indifferent player and knows little about thi*

stage. He cannot fill the p(>sition in actuality,

but he docs so in name. In effect, there is then no
stage manager. I believe this to be the reason

for the comparative failure of many amateur
productions.

The remedy that I suggest is that the stage

manager should be appointed for each play when
it is cast- T he duties will thus go round if the

stage manager is changed for each production.
In this way you will, in a year or two, train half

a do'/.en stage managers, and you will give your
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club members no cause for complaint. An actor

wlio has played lead in c>ne show should not

jzrumble if he is asked to stage manage the next.

^ (Hir most experienced actors and actresses,

for there is nc» reason why the stage manager
sliould not be a woman are usually the members

to make his authority felt without being “bossy”
or by making himself unnecessarily unpopular.

He must be e\ en-tempered because main
trying circumstances are bound to arise, aiul it

is essential that he should be at all times cool and
leyel-headed. A fussy stage manager, as .i rule.

Fu,. 9S. A Fini KX'vMPIi 01 a Sr^irzi i) SfTTiNo, from “ Ii ein r Fraxsi PRoni^ei r>

Ai Tur, Bali.i.'I C'f uii

t'/iotf. hv Ptillurd i rniethit

of the club who know most about stagecraft.

They will, therefore, require less training to

become elhcient in stage management.
Do not, however, chotise someone who is

temperamentally unsuited to fill the post. 'The
qualifications of tact, evenness of temper, and
ability to think quickly are important.

Tact is important because the stage inanagt‘r

is ultimately in charge nf the production. He
may ha\ e to reprimand a player or to settle a

dispute. Fie must control tlie whole cast as well

as the stage staff, and he must, therefore, be able

atfects tlu.‘ cast, 'f'he plav'^ers work at a high,

nervous pitch, and nervousness on the part of the

stage staff spreads to the playca s.

Ability to think quickly is essential because it

is impossible to foresee accidents. "The stage

manager must be able t(» make i|v*ick decisions

and t<i act upon them promptly, so that he can
control each situation whene\er it arises, and
keep the ship of the production on an eva ii keel.

"The authority of the stage manager is a

difficidt question. Often, unless he has an
extremely strong personality, the stage manager
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cannot rnaintaiii his authority because it is nt>t should supervise the construction of the sets,

recogni/.ed by the rest of the company, wlio If the scenery is hired, he should be present when
regard him merely as a glorified stage hand. If it is chosen. This applies to properties and
the stage manager is accustomed to playing effects. It is the stage manager who is responsible

leading parts for the club, this is less likely to be for liaiidling tlie former, and j«u>rking the latter.

Vu. 99 An E\AMej-i fU’ S'lvir/ii' Sei ni ra ) rom t hi (iMi InixiRr’^ [’roiiul 'i it )N oi- “ITncix
Tom’s C'-mun”

I'fio/n hy 1‘iiUaril < Km'tht'i

the case, but the committee ami the proilucerare He may often be able to suggest improvements

tt> blame if it e\ i‘r does occur. to the pr<)dueer, as well as simplifications.

1 he stage manager's duties sliould start beh)re If he is accustomed to production, the stage

the play is in rehearsal, and not, .is sometimes manager should be encouraged to take any

happens, at the dress reliearsal. It is impossible rehearsals tliat the producer liimself cannot

efficiently to stage manage a plav with which attend. 1 f he is to do this, however, he must be

you are not conversant. 'The stage manager present at most of tlie other rehearsals, so that

should always be consulted about the scenery, lie kiuiws the lines on which the producei is

properties, and effects. If the scenery is to be working. He should be allowed to appoint his

specially designed, the producer should discuss f>wn stage staff.

points with the stage manager before the designs At tlte dress rehearsal, the producer should

are finally approved, and the stage manager never give any instruction to a stage hand or to
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tlu* cJcctrician. T he wIk^Ic- stage staff is under igiif)raMl oF nuieh that g«)es on Tuhind tlu*

the cniitrol of the stage manager, and it is he scenes." T hey lta\e no ide.i that a smooth
alone who should receive instructions about the performance is due to liouis of planning main
working of the stage. 'Fo give an instruction weeks before the production. Hut if the pei-

direct to a subordinate is a breach of etitjuette and h>rmance is a smooth ('me rlu* stage manager will

Fi(.. I ' Ano'j'uik Kxwii’ii ()!• S I ^ I I/a n St^xlK^ i rom ihi ( J \i i I m \'i lo ’s t*Koi >i i rio\
“

I 'Nt i I
'! om’s f \MI\

"

/•' « ,o.. th.i

courtesy on tlie part of tin- producer, and it is

bound to weaken the autlu^ritv of the stage*

manager.
I ha\e said that tlie stage manager must be

prepared to work hard without recognitii^n or
reward. A stage manag(*r who is not keen is not
likely to be a good stage manager. A great deal

of solid, liard work is necessarv if tlie production
is to run smootlily, and it is not work that is

likely to be mentioned in the local Press.

^ITie Press and the public are on the wh«>le

know tliat soiiu* of the ci'edit helong> to him,
and with this kiu^wUdge, which will be shared
by the rest of the eomjiain, he must rest

content.

I H J RI H t ARS -M. PI' rio/ >

T lu* duties of tlie stage manager fall into

two divisions. Preparation and Performance.
'I'he first Starts when the play is chosen and the
stage manager is appointed, and continues up to

the dress rehe.irsal ; the dress rehearsal and tlie
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ruii of the play constitute the second. "The first

has considerable bearing on the sec<ind. The
more thorough the preparatory work, the easier

will it be to carry out the stage management of
the dress rehearsal and the play. If the first is

neglected, the second is almost bound to suffer.

T"he first thing that the stage manager must
do is to read the play and ncite the points in it

that may be troublesome from the stage manage-
ment point of view. He should then decide what
staff he will require, and see that they are asked
to keep themselves free, both for the ev'^eiiings

of the performance and for the dress rehearsal.

'The latter is essential. Refuse the services of
anyone who cannot attend the dress rehearsal

and every performance. In tlie case of a long
run, it is sometimes necessary to work to some
extent with a duplicate stage staff, but in that

case anyone who is not used at the dress rehearsal

should attend at least one performance before he
is actually required, so that he may find out
exactly what he will have to do, by watching the

man who is doing his particular job.

T he Assistant Stage Manager (A.S.M.) must
be appointed at the outset, because it is he or

she who will prompt the play. The A.S.AI.
must, therefore, attend most of the rehearsals.

'I'he stage manager must be present, and hohl
the bot)k liimself at nn\' rehearsal that the A.S.IVI.

Ciinnot attend.

The pr<^mpt copy of the play is prepared bv
the producer. The stage manager may make up
his own wtjrking script from the prompt copy,
or, more often, the stage manager uses the

prompt copy itself. T'here is not, usually, any
reason against this in connexion with an amateur
production. It saves much work and is not
expensive. It is important, however, that in this

case the prompt copy should be properly prepared.

Producers vary greatly. Some are neat and
methodical and mark all the moves carefully

;

others scribble illegible hieroglyphics in the

margins.
'The prompt copy should be interleaved. If

it is in typescript, every alternate sheet should
be blank. It is a simple matter to have this done
before the copy is bound. If the play is published,

the following is a satisfactory method of inter-

leaving.

Buy an ordinary exercise book with stiff Cf>vers.
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Ordinary quarto is usually a satisfactory size, but
the exercise book must be greater both in length
and breadth than the published copy of the play.

It should be at least broader. Also, it

must contain at least twice the number of leaves.

With a straight edge and a sharp knife cut
off every second page in the exercise book,
leaving a stub of paper about i in. or in.

broad. Undo the play at the binding, separate

the leaves, and paste them to these stubs. Number
the pages of the exercise book to correspond to

the numbers of the printed pages facing them.
You will thus have a blank sheet of paper opposite

each printed page of the play. "I'he book will

be easy to haiulle and substantially bound.
Now rule the blank pages so that they are

divided into three columns. Rule one line down
the middle of the page from t(5p to bottom, and
another to divide if) two the half-page farthest

from the text. Thus you have one broad column
next to the text, and two narrower columns.
T'he broad column is for noting the movt-s in

the plav, the other two for effects and lighting

cues respective*! y. If the players arc to be called

during the performance, a fourth column is

necessary, but the calling of the cast, except at

the beginning of an act, is not a common practice

in the amateur theatre: I do not think it is one
that need be encon raged. 1 believe that amateur
players should be responsible for watching their

own cues.

Fig. loi shows exactly how these columns
are used. T he first column (moves), that is the one
next to the text, may be filled in to a certain extent
before the book ci^mes into the stage manager’s
hands. Producers vary the number of moves that

are worked out before rehearsals start, but, as

a rule, only the main moves will be written in.

Small turns, steps, gestures, etc., will be added
during rehearsals.

The word or line on which a move takes place

should be numbered in the text, and the rmwe
described under the same number in the broad
column <jn the opposite page. T'he numbering
starts afresh with a new page.

The A.S.M. or the stage manager himself

will hold the book at every rehearsal. It is his

duty to see that every move is written in, and
that whenever an alteration is made at rehearsal

the prompt copy is altered correspondingly.
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Because alterations occur iii every production,

the book should be written up in pencil in the

first instance. Later—after the dress rehearsal

—

it should be inked in. It will then serve as a

permanent record of the production, and will

prove of great service if the play is revived.

word should always be underlined in coloured ink
in the text, and the effect written opposite in

the appropriate column in ink of tlie same colour.

If the effects are numerous, it may be necessary

to number them.
Similar remarks apply to the lighting column.

MRS. WATSON'S WINDOW
Miss Simpson—If you want to know, what Miss Campbell

started by sayin;^ this afternt>on was “Have you heard

Mrs. Window Watson’s latest } ”

Mrs. Watson— I'hc besom! And she drank it all in.

Mec;—I’m sure my mother’s sorry. Miss Simpson. She meant
no harm.

Mrs. Wats(in {no-uo Jlattcncil)—I ucha you see

Meg—

S

ay you’re sorry. Mother.
Mrs. Wai'son—Aye. I’m sorry n'cht enough.
Miss Simpson —Well I’ll say no more,' but 1 may a'^

• well tell you Mrs. Watson that I was in tw'o minds
whether to ft)nie here and h.ive this out or to take the

first train to Glasgow' aiul see my lawyer.

Mrs. Wa'I'som—My gracious, y^m’d never have done that.^

Miss Simpson—I assure you 1 would, but for two things.

I’ve got a sense of humour, and I’m font! of Nan.®

J am/i—

A

ye. Mnul \ f)u, Mari ha, it doesna do to go inisralling

folk like that.

GioriHNA—’Deed no.

4

Miss SiMP.soN {to the Mackavs) --I w'ouldn’t say much about
it, if I w'ere y'ou.

jANi'/r—And what way no’

Miss Simpson—Do \ .)n know wli.it they call vou in the town ?

tiFORGINA

—

Call us

Jane'i—

W

h.it ilo they call us

.Miss Simpson— I think I’ll leave you .-> find that out.'*

{She ^ocs out fo/IonveA h\' Meg. Thf're is </ uruom-
f'ortahlc pauw. The front door is heard to close and*
the three <ricomen turn instiTutrx'ely to the ivindoxv^ an. I self-

Lonsciously turn hack ug<iin.)

Jane'e {at length) Dili you ever'

Georgina—

A

ye.

Imi;. ioi. pRoMp'i C'oi’i

WARN
DOOR SLAM

» to Meg.

® Rises.

® ,V to doot

.

WARN
1

CUE I.

* Miss Simpson stop'^

and tuf ns.
j

i

K.xit, JMef^ A' to \

door and Exit.
;

!

DOOR SLAM

WARN BELL
j

i

1 WARN
i

CURTAIN
j

oi \ Pi

If this system is carried out methodically, there

need never be any argument about a player’s

moves. Often a player thinks that he lias been
told to do something at a previous rehearsal,

and the producer, or another player, thinks he
has been told to do something different. If the
prompt copy is properly written up reference to

it will settle any such point immediately.

The next column, for effects, can be filled in

at any time during rehearsals. Again, it should
be written up in pencil, as the cues may have
to be altered at the dress rehearsal, ^'he cue

L^se ink of a different colour so that there can
be no confusion between lighting and effects cues.

Only the number of the lighting cue nei*d appear
in the lighting column. "I'his number refers to

the lighting plot from which, the electrician

works, but it is a good plan, if there is space, to

note also the actual change in lighting that takes

place on the cue, so that the electrician can be
checked without reference to the lighting plot.

In both the lighting and effects columns note
a “warning” about half a page to a page before

the actual cue. 'I'hus, “Warn Cue No. 3” would
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appear in t)ic lightirii; column abtuit lialf a pa^c
before “Cue No. j,” atid “W.irn l)(K>r Hell”
about half a page before “Door Hell” in the
effects column. T he Curtain and Curtain Warn-
ing should be in the effects column. During the
period of rehearsals there are many nther duties

ITn.ATRi: ANi:) stac;f

board that requires four men to lift is not, for

instance, a suitable article of furniture if there

is a quick change. At the same time, he must
remember the producer’s pc^int of view, and must
always be alert to devise schemes that will enable
the producer to get the effect he wants, and, at

for which the stagi* manager must find time.

He must supervise tlie construction of the

scenery ; that is to say, he must keep an eye on
the carpenter and scenic artist, and see that the
scenery is being constructed according to the
designs- If any doubtful point arises, he should
call in the producer and have the matter settled so

that no alteration has to be made at the last minute.
He must arrange for the furniture and hangings,

and should always bear in mind, when these are
being chosen, the practical considerations that

producers are sometimes apt to forget. A side-

the same time, allow tiu- stagi* arrangements to

go forward smoothly.
Instructions for the ili-livery of furnituri-

should always be given. It is wisi- to have furni-

ture at the theatre by noon on the day of tlie

dress rehearsal so that there will be time to procure
other pieces should some prove to bt‘ unsuitable

when they are seen on the stage.

He must make arrangements for procuring all

the necessary properties: both those that dress

the stage and those that are necessary for tlie

actit>n of the play. A list should be made of all
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properties. T'he stage manager should go over

this carefully to see that it is complete, and then

show it to the producer for his approval. 1 here

will probably be little doubt abcnit the properties

that are necessary for the action, but producers

are sometimes disinclined to make up their minds

about properties that dress the stage. If possible,

all properties should be collected and shown to

the producer at a rehearsal, so that if he disap-

proves of some, others can be sc*cured before the

dress rehearsal. T he fewer the alterations that are

made at a dress rehearsal the easier it is both

for the stage management and the cast, and the

better, therefore, for the production as a whole.

Remember that the producer is a busy man,
.ind has a great ileal to think about apart from
the stage management side. 'I he stage manager
should kt‘ep all matters connected with his

department cotjstantly befoie tlu* producer, anil

set' that he remembers to gi\e them due attention

at the proper time.

( )ften menibi'is of the cast provide properties

fiom ditlerejit places. 'TIk' stage manager should

make a noti , a*, induateil bv the list in Fig. l

on his initial list of properties, of the names and
addresses of those wlio aie responsiblt' for

providing \’arious p'<»ps Further, he should

make a list for each indi\ ulu<ii, and show all the

pioperties that the player is expected to bring

The whole busmi'ss of proptro^s m.ty be

di'legatid to tlu* propert\' master, or mistress,

from the beginning. If he, or she, is keen and
efbeient, this is a wise plan, and relie\es the

stage manager of a great deal of detail, but it

does not relieve him of his responsibility, ami
he must always be conversant with all that is

taking place in his department.

In addition to the foregoing, the stage managi-r

must plan his production bi'forehand. He must
draw up a scenery plot, a property plot, a lighting

plot, and plan the changes. He must plan out

the w^orking of efFects. T he more planning that

is done in advance the more efficient will be

the stage management.

PLOrs ANn PLANS

Hefori* the dav of the diess rt'hearsal the st.ige

manager should hav e

(i) Made arrangements ft>r the scenery to be

taken to the theatre and there un]xicked and set.

(2) Made similar arrangemints for the (<^/)

furniture, (/>) costumes (if any), and (t) props.

( ^) Interviewed the theatre electrician, tokl

him the general outline of the lighting scheme,
and made arrangements for any special lighting.

(4)

Seen that the cast and stage hands have

p RoiM'-R'i'Y lasr

relcpfioiie Collect from l ..P ( )

aiitl slu k A. jones

Silv'cr Salvrr Mrs. Smith
I-OUCIS Self

Mrs. Smith
rableclotfi Miss Wilson
J'.^bIenapk^n‘^ (4) do.

Dessert knives (4) Mrs. Smith
il<». forks (4) do.

Lea Plates (4) Miss Wilsfui

Asli 'Fr.iy‘> (3) Self

t 'ii^.irctte Bov Kobinson
Handciitfs C’ollert from Ponce Smiioii.

Brass Candlesticks Miss Whvte
3 i*lu)to^raphs Sell

a China orn.untMn'. Self

3 Kt Things Self

Stand«ird J.aiiip Messis. W’llsoiu Johnson <!x C'o.

\‘U..

been notified of the /m/r the ilress rehearsal is

to sttirt, i.e. tlu* time the curtain is expected to

rise, and not the timi' of their .n rival in the

theatri'.

(5) Ari.inged with the produci-r and the elec-

nician when tlu* lighting rehear.sal is to take

place, and at what tiiju* Press or other photo-
graphers all' to take photographs.

(6) Drawn u}i (^7) a seem- plot, (/>) a lighting

pl«>r, anil (() a pnvperty plot.

(7) Drawn up a plan for any quick changes,

anil made defijiite arrangements for the working
of 1'ffi‘cts. I f necess.iry, a special effects reluxirsal

should be arranged.

Jt is obvious in ciuinexion with ‘^i) and (2)

that these arrangenients must be made, but they

are often too indefinite. If it is impossible to

take scenery into the theatre before the day of

the dress reheaisal, as it often is, a poii^t should

be made of getting the scenery in early during

the morning. TTie professional stage hands who
look after this should be given a ilefinite hour
by which the first scene should bi" set ready for
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the stage manager to inspect. To unload scenery
from a lorry usually takes longer than is realiT’.ecl.

Stage hands are incurably optimistic, and, as a
rule, it is safe to add an hour to the time they
estimate that it will take to do this job.

T'he furniture should arrive at the theatre in

good time, but after tlie scenery. T he prc>ps

should also be there early. Ascertain from the
property master when he wishes to have them
at the tlieatre.

Regarding (j), a great deal at time can be
saved on the day of the dress rehearsal by having
a talk with the electrician beforehand. He will

want to know, for instance, what coloured media
are required in the battens, and where spots and

floods arc to be used. If the media in the
battens have to be changed a great deal of time
is wasted.

(4) is obvious, but sometimes forgotten.

With regard to (5), the lighting rehearsal

should be timed so that it may be completed
before the dress rehearsal proper starts. This
implies also, of course, that the producer and
stage manager will have seen all the scenes set;

otherwise a lighting rehearsal is not possible.

There is nothing more irritating to a cast than
to be kept waiting for long stretches of time
while lighting and scenery arc discussed.

Photographers are the stage manager’s bugbeai
at a dress rehearsal. They drop in at the most

( )Pl NIN<..

—

P'loats Straw I /S

Batten No 1 Straw 1/2
Batten No. 2 Straw' I ,'2

Batten No. -j Straw F'ull, Blue F ull

Flood No. I Straw I^'ull, thtou^h wiiitlow, strikin*; ilownsta^e
Flood No. 2 Pink on baektktiit

Baby Flootl Orange AmlxT F'ull, t>n window bat km
Spot Nf>. r Straw F'ull, strikint^^ downst.i^e A*.

Spot Nt) 1 Straw' OL T’, stnknu'- Indtiw lamp
Spot No. Straw Oi 'r, striking upstaj^e R
Han^in^ Lamp orr

(CP i- —
Floats Cheek to 01 -T
B.itten No i „ i /4
Batten Nci 2 1/4
Batten No 3 ,, Straw to 1/2
F'iood No. I ,, to 1 2 €ind mo\e 1 e.im to strike upstatre R corner
Flood No. 2 Brm^ up to I '4

Spot Nt>. 1 Cheek to ()l '7
'

Spot No. ^ Brinp up to 3/4
All durin^'^ 3 minutes

C UL 2

—

Batteji No. 3 (.'lieek Straw to Ol 7
’

Flood No. r C heek to Ol '7
'

Fl<iod No. 2 Brin^ up tt) i I2.

Spot No. 3 Cheek to OUT
All during 2 minutes

Cl't 3
—

Han^in^ I.amp ON
Flcjats Straw to 3/4, Pink to 1/2

C UK 4—
F’iood No. I C hanj^c’ medium tt> Blue and brinj^ uji to 1 2 striking window backing’

Baby Flood OUT
CUK 5

—

F'iood Nt>. 2 C'heck to OUT, during 4 minutes
Cue 6

Flood Nf>. 2 Chaiif^jc metliuin to Dark Blue anti brin^ up to F'ull, wdiile door is shut.

2 minutes

Ki<;. 104. l'i.oT
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inconvenient times, and as they can usually wait foregoing is Jess necessary. Unfortunately, few
for only a short time, the proceedings are held societies are able to take possession of the stage
up while photograpiis are taken. 'J'his can be until the morning of the dress rehearsal, with
avoided if the photographers arrive at a specified the result that a great deal of work has to be
rime preferably half an hour before the re- crammed into one day. It is then that organi/,a-
hearsal is due to start, or at an interval when a tion beccimes a necessity, and good n-sults are

1^10. in;; Tui' Nl,\\ ^'oRK PrODVCIION 01 “ThE L^KL’'
•It Is I II tcri'stiMK ttj toiiipari" tills sctiiiijL' \\itli that «»t tlu- Piocliirtum f>ii ]’a>'u loio

I I an SfuiJiu, A rw (>rK

scejie is changt‘d. I he producer should also be
ri'ininded to fix the scxaies of which he wislies

photograpiis to be taken.
If the scenery, lighting, ami property plots,

and the plans for changes and efiects, are made
in ad\aFicc* (6 and 7), a great deal of time is

savtal, notwithstantling tlie fact tliat all these
will probably ha\ e to be modified at the rehe.irsal.

When a society plays in its own tlieatre, 01

is able to ha\'e the use of the theatre for a few
days before the performance, much of the

possible only if the prtdiminar\' preparation that
I have suggested is c.irrieil out.

'I'iie producer should draw up the Jigluing
plot, but the stage managLi' must see that he
gets it, and that lie understands it. It is true
that a lighting plot drawn up before the lehearsiil

is no more than a starting point. Altemtions to
it at tile lighting rehearsal are almost inevitable,
but the rime saved by having such a .starting
point is appreciable.

Fig. 104 sliows a specinun lighting plot. It
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will be seen that the changes in the lighting are

numbered Cue i. Cue 2, etc. T his is all that the
electrician need, nr should, know. The actual

cue is noted in the script, as is also a warning.
When the warning is reached the stage manager
gives the electrician “Warniiig Cue No. i.” At
the actual cue he gives “Cue i.” It merely
c<^nfuses tile elcctricia.n if lie is told the actual

cue, and it is apt to lead to mistakes. 'The lighting

plot should be made out in duplicate. T he elec-

trician is given <ine copy, and the st<jgc‘ manager

I'lG. 10 1̂ . SciNF I’Lor

retains tlie otlier. At the lighting rehearsal the

plot is altered in .iccordance with the lighting

finally decided on by the producer. It is then
advisable to make fresh copies. Any effects that

are worked by electricity should be included in

the lighting plot.

Lighting rehearsals frequently takt* a hmg timi‘.

Each scene should be set complete with furniture

and props when the lighting is being tried. 'Die
dresses worn in the* scene should be on the stage

in older that any change in their colour will be
noticed.

When possible, it is a good plan to have thi*

whole stage staff present at the lighting rehearsal,

so that the changes can be properly rehearsed.

Unfortunately, this is not always possible, and
if time is pressing it is sometimes necessary to

take the rehearsal backwards, starting with the

last set, so that the first sceiU' will be set ready

for the dress rehearsal to start wheneyer the

lighting is finished.

I have stated it is important that furniture and
props should be set for the lighting rehearsal.

It is also advisable that someone should stand

or sit wherever characters will play imptirtant

scenes. An example of the importance of this

is found if the stage has little depth, and a player

has to sit behind a table that runs parallel to

the floats. The floats will f)ften cast a shad<iw
on the player’s face, and it may be necessary

to use a spot to kill this, or to alter the position

of the table. 'This may not be noticed until the
dress rehearsal starts, unless at the lighting re-

hearsal someone has sat in that particular chair.

fiOt)KC AS I R.

—

C)t7 ii: l'w(» p>u)t()t;r:iphs

Srji.ill hint' V .isf

Ash tr.iv

hi '//r/rvf I’lDptTlv Ixioks

K( n M) 1 \in I e I* R —
Oh It- Hlotti'r (optMi)

liikslantl with
I 'wo pt*n.s

St.itiontTV rat k ((ilh’il)

^ list’d cnvt’lopt’s

Asll tIM\

S< »i \ R.C —
()n It- I wo hUii- I usliions

VV/f 1'I nil's

^ hi u[' ‘ t<ii;i’ .uni As}) ir.iv

JJOOKI \si 1.

On n L.ii }4f hint- \ asi- with

/n s/uhrs-

hill ot nKiL^.i/mrs

J wo hr.iss ('.indlfsiii

htopi-rtv hooks

hi tn[s s //,'//' SiU-tm Ri'.siUtU'

1 .< U N < . 1 t 11 MR L

S\T \1 L I MU 1 J.

( >/.' It (. if^ai 1 t ti* ho\ (hlli-d)

On M \ \ 1 1 1 Pill 1

\latc h hox
Ash tray

On t'M 1 ; 1' 1 \ 1 1 1 R

t'loi k

Pill- of papfis
Tw 0 ml i )o< >ks

\'.ise w it ii spills

f hrrr pipis

III 1 0 \\ 1' f Kl

1’ I i. I .7 1

Piti/y

1 ’lie ( )1 iifw sptipi'i s

I'ROPI- R'l’A' l*LO'l

Tig. I o6 giv es an example of a scene plot, and
shows the position of the furniture. A copy of

this should be e.xhibhed where it can be referied

to by any member of the stage staff'. 'I'he attention

of all concerned should be drawn to the plot,

and the stage manager should explain it personally

to all wht> will be concerned with setting or

striking the scenes. 'I'he staff should memori/a*
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tlu- ptisitioii of .ill Hats aiul articles of furniture*.

1 his plot may also he altt‘reJ at the tlress rehearsal.

T'he example of a pniperty plot given in Kig.

107 requires verv little explanation. AH props

should be set out in the manner sliown, and should

be taken in tirder, from stage R to stage 1^, or vice

versa. T'Jiis simplifies tlie task of checking
wliether the props are correctly set. "This plot

should also be in duplicate. One copy for

“Props,” and one for the stage manager. It

should be pasted on a piece <if millboartl so that

it will be easy to h.indle, and will not be torn.

'The property plot should also show any altera-

tions that may have to be made to the setting

during an inter\al when the set itself is not
changed: for c*xample, .alterations in tin* ])osition

of the furniture, window curtains being drawn,
tloors bi'ing opeiu*d or closed.

Kfl'ects and “noises off” should be rehearsed
m the theatre before the dress rt*hearsil. 'The
more complicateil and difficult these arc*, the
iMc-ater is tlu* need for such <i n*he.irsal. Pana-
tropes an* now us<*d «*\tensi\a 1 \', and, on the* wliolt*,

sue t es^f ul!\ , fu’ i ffeets 'The volume and tone*

should be* col rect 'The exact position of the
spe.ikc*! must be caiefully noted so that it will

not \arv fiom night lo night. It will probably
h.i\c* to be tried out in \'.ii lous positions before*

rh<* coi rect one is fovind,

Panat lopes earc* asy to use. J h« r« arc* many
i*ffects that arc* much more* difficult to opei.ite

—

the repi oduction, foi instance*, of \an.>us “war”
noises. 'Tlu* pc*oj>lc* who work the* effects at the
rc'hearsal should be those* who will v\'ork th(*m
at the actual performance. It is al wax's difficult,

and somc*timc*s impossible, to dc*scribe to anothe r

]K‘rson exactly how a particular effect is achieved.
I he scenerv' should be comiilete at the dress

rehearsal, and the* furniture* anti props slioultl be*

those that are* finally use*tl. Kurniturc* is ofte'ii

change-tl at a elress rehearsal. This is t*\treme*ly

hard on the* plavt*rs who ha\ t* thus to play with
str.inge furniture* on the* first night. It can be
a\oide*el if the* product*r se*e‘s the furnituri* on tht*

stage in time* to haxe it re*plact*tl before tlie dress

rt*hearsal starts.

DKIAIL FOR A PROmC'llON
Productions vary greatly from tlie* stage manage-

ment ]>oint of view. In some* plays, where* there*

is no change* of scenei y or furnitun*, there* is little*

for the stage staff to elo. Nor is theie*, as a rule*,

any gre*at difficulty when an interval «>f te*n or
twelve minutes is allowed for a change* It is

when there must be quick changes, i.e*. changes
within an act, when if possible the house lights

should not gr> up, th.it stage management prei-

blems arise. 'The*y occur also whe‘n there are*

many off-stage luiises or effects.

In such cases the secret of succe*ss lies in making
adeepiate pre*paration beforehand. 'This prt*para-
tie>n depends large*ly on common sense. It is

impossible to lay down any set of rules that will

be applicable to all productions. Plays \ary too
much. 'The matter can be summed up by saying
that each individual member of the stage staff

must know exactly wh.it he h.is to do and when
he has to do it.

1 he best way to illustrate what I mean will

be to take a conert te instance. I propose to give
full details of the stage arr.ingements for a pro-
duction of Tivdfth Sight.

'The theatre in which this production took
plact* is constructetl so that it is impossible to Hy
scenery. It was, therefore, decided to product*
the play in curtains, aiul to use as few flats as

possible.

T'lvelfth Sight is written in five acts, and the
sct*iK*s are

A< t 1, s* t lu* 1 . riir l)ukL’.s iVil.irr
( 3 null

)

rilC Sra Cc).isr
(

min.)
5 (ilivi.i’s House

(
'> min.)

A- I he Duke’s I\.l.ue
( - min.

j

5 tllui.l's lioiisc- (iS irim )

\< t 11, Sc'fJlr I I he Se.i ( zA min )

.'V Street
( 4 mm

)

( )h\ j.«’s House v' ' imn
)

4- J he 1 Luke’s 1 *aku e
( Si mm )

( llivi.i's ( hirden
V ‘ ' min.)

\< t III, I ( >liv]a’s ( huden
(

« min )

( llivia’s 1 louse
1 4 mm )

\ Street
V mm.)

4 ( Ihvi.i's t lurdeii 1 u A mm.)
Art 1 \', S>rriir i . Before lllnt.i's House ( 4 mill.)

Oli\ Ki’s 1 louse 7 min )

Olivia’s (T.irtlen min )

,'\rr V, Srriir i Before ( )h\ la's llmisi imn .)

In brackets is shown the playing time in

minutes i>f each scene.

'^’ou will set* from the list above that there are
eightet*ri scenes and fiftt*t‘n changes. For the
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production to be successful speedy scene-shifting

was essential. An interval of even two minutes
between short scenes would inevitably have
caused the play to drag. Some method of ensuring

bKY CLUl H

BACK TABS

MID.TABS

— FOOTLIGHTS

Kic;. I nS

short intervals bv means of rapid cliaiiges had
to be devised.

To begin with it was decided to present the

play not in five acts, but with only one inter\al.

It was also agreed to use mid. tabs, and to plav

the street scenes in front of these. Act IV,
Scene i , was made a street scene, and to niinimi/.e

Act II

S<’c*iic I. Olivia’s Ciardcii.

,
Olivia’s CTirdcii

•?. A I'oom in Olivia’s House.
4. A Sireei.

if. Olivia’s Garden.
r>. A Street.

7. Another room in CTlivia’s House.
K. Olivia’s C harden.

9. Olivda’s CTirden.

Fig. loS shows the general arrangement of the

draperies. Notice that there are two sets of tabs

mid. aiul back, in addition, of course, to the front

curtain. For practical reasons 6-ft. flats had to

SKV CLOTH

1m<.. t 1 Jin Si x C’oasi

SKY CLOTH

FLAT

be used to support the draperies that formed the

wings. T his was not, of course, notict .ible from
the front. 1 mtaition it because tlu* wings were
tluM'ehv unvielding, and made it essential tliat

the setting and striking of furniture should be
carefully jilanneil. 'The mid. tabs formed an

BACKCLOTH

scenery, in the text Act V was altered to ( Ilivia’s

Garden, there being no reason against these

alterations. T he programme after these altera-

tions had been made read

—

Act I

Scene 1- A Rtjmn in the ITuke’s I’alacc

2. T'he Sea Coast.

3. A room in Olivia’s House.
4. A room in the ITuke’s Palate.

5. A room in Olivia’s House.
6. The Sea Coast.

7. A Street.

8. A room in Olivia’s House.
9. A room in the Duke’s Palaee.

A R(>f)\T IN f)i.i\ ia’s Hot sj

Figs. 109, II O, III, 112 and 113 sliow the

settings ft>r the six different scenes of the play.

I have already stated that the street scenes were
played in front of the mid. tabs. No setting at all

was needed for these.
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\'ou will notice that for only two scenes

(Figs, j I o and i i 2) was the full stage used. It will

thus be readily appreciated why the single long

interval was arranged to take place after the

BACKCLOTH GROUND ROW
rostrum with balustrade

STEPS

steps, and the ground row for Olivia’s Garden,
which is first used in Scene 10. T'lu' garden
can thus remain set (as far as the pieces 1 ha\ e

mentioned are concerned) until the end of the

BACKING

FLAT (WITH grili.1

ninth scene. It is, roughly, about the middle
of the play, and it allows time to strike the ground
row of the Sea Coast Scene, and to set the rostrum.

Flo. Anothi R Room in Olivia’s H()Use

play, as it is the only set for which the full stage

is used during the second half.

Fig. 1 14 is a copy of the actual notice regarding
the scenery. It was posted on the stage for the
benefit of the stage staff. ^Fhe actual act and
scene, according to the printed ct>py of the play,

is shown in brackets after each scene. T his was

Tinit's

• IWEl.FT'l! N 1 C 31 I r**

1 3 inin. Ouke's Palace (h 0
z .. 1

j I ” Sea Coast (h =)

3 -
Olivia’s House (h 3 )

4 I )uke’s Pal.ice (h 4 )

3
' '' ( Ilivia’s House (I, 0

ti 2 } Sea I'oast (IT 0
7 4 Street (lb
X I 1 M Olivia’s House (H, 3)

9 ,, l!)uke’s Palace

/ntCK'-i u-i/

(H, 4)

ro, T I 1 3, s Olivi.rs Garden (11. and HI
1 4 Olivia’s House (111, 2)

I 3 3 ” Street (in, 3)

14. 19A »» Olivia’s Cj.irdeii (HI, 4)

^
‘i- -1 Street (IV, 1)

16. 7 Passage (IV, 2)

t 7. Olivia’s Cianleii (IV, 3)

iX. ,, Olivia’s Ciarden

Sl-.TT ING

(V, I)

Sea Coast set behind back tabs at openinj^ and remains throujrh first half.

Olivia's C^arden set behind back tabs during interval and remains throujjh second half.

Street always playe<l in front of mid. tabs.

I’assage flat set in openinf^ of mid. tabs.

Scene X set during Scene 7 (3 minutes).

Scene 14 set during Scene 13 (iA minutes).

Scene 16 set during Scene i except for opening labs (4 minutes).

Scene 17 set during Scene 16 (6^ minutes).

Fig. 114
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Frc, t r ;; A SCFNE FRf)M THI' Sc'C)TTr<^H N-ViroWf Pi AYf Rs' ) n L C 1 ir>N (il “ I'w I I I '1 If Nk.HT"
I'linh) hy l\u\ I t'/'/’lftti

for tlic bcnetit of the cast, wlio had been accus-
tomed, during rehearsal, to refer to scenes as they
were given in the book. T he playing time, which
was noted at the dress rehearsal, is also sliown.

Notice that there was never more than one
flat used in any scene. T"he following arrange-
ments were made with a view to making the

changes as speedy as possible.

Both sets of tabs were on lines, and openetl

from the centre. Both were operated from the

O.P. side. One member of the stage stafF was
permanently on these lines and on the front

curtain. He had no other duties. T wo others

handled the flats—and nothing else. For the
first scene the flat was held in position. It was
not braced. T'hus it was removed the moment
the curtain fell. The back tabs were opened, the
furniture was struck, and the second scene was

ready, the ground rt)w and tree piece being set

at the beginning and remaining until the end
of the first half. T he flat in the third scene
was braced, but tlie actual bracing was done
while tile scene was proceeding. The flat for

the fourth scene was simply slipped in front of
the one already there. It lay against it, and no
bracing was necessary. For the next, scene it

was »'emoved. Fcir the next (The Sea Coast)
the braced flat was struck and the back tabs

opened. T he next scene being a street, all that

had to be done was to close the mid. tabs. During
this scene Scene 8 was set. For Scene q the
flat was agaiti slipped in front of the one already

in position.

During the interval the stage was set for

(.)livia’s CTarden. It was arranged that this

interval should be i 5 minutes. Actually, it was
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never more than 12 minutes, and the scene could drawn, and during this scene the Oarden was
have been set in about 7 minutes. Scenes 10 re-set. Scene 1 5 was anotlier scene in front of mid.
and I I were played without a break. For Scene tabs. For Scene 16 the Hat and backing were
1 2 the back tabs were drawn and the flat set set behind the mid. tabs. "Fhis was done during
as before, "rhe seats and hedge pieces wert* the previous scene. Xhus, all that remained to

struck, but the steps, rostrum, etc., remained in be done was to draw back the mid. tabs far enough
position behind the draperies. 'I'he Hat was iK^t to show the flat. During this scene the Cjarden
braced, as the scene lasted only 4 minutes. For was re- set.

Scene 1 a street, the mid. tabs were again The result of these arrangements was that no

C’h VNt.l s

I'lrst Strike Hat Htown, Jones.
Strike stools to }' Smith, Robinson.
Strike tlirone to <).F. Davis, Bl.ick.

Sc< (iiul Set flat Brown, |oncs.

Set tahle aiul t\si> ihaiis IXivis, lhack.
Set sidehoai<t Kobinsi >11.

Set prr>ps .Smith.

I lurd Strike and set Hats J^rown, Joins.
Strike sideho.iril to I* Robinson.
St like table .intl two eh.nrs Davis, Bl.ick.

S<*t stools Smith.
Set throne I ^a\ IS, Bl.u k.

f Hirtli Strike and set Hats Brown, Jones.
Strike throne Robinson.
Strike stools Smith.
Set table .uul two chans Davis, lilack.

Set side boa ril Robinson.

Fifth Stii ke Hat Brown, Jones.
Stiikt sideboard Robinson, Smith
Strike tabli- and two i twins Davis, Bl.ick.

S 1 \ 1

1

1 Set H.it Brown, Jones Dmint; Si cnc 7,

Set sidcbtiard Robinson
Set table aiul two ilwiiis 1 ).i\ is, Bl.ii k.

Sf\ t^nt h Same as tliird

K.ghtli Strike 0 hed^e anil seat to Davis, Blai k
Strike I*, hedee and se.it to F. Robinson, Smith.
Set Hat Browrn, fones
Set sideboarii Robinson.
Set table and two I’hairs l^avis, Bl.ick.

Ninifi Strike flat Brown, Jones.
Strike sideboard Robinson. During Scene i-j.

Strike table .nid two chairs Davis, BLtck.
Set (FP. hedi^e and seal Davis, Blai k.

Set 1 *. hed^e and seat Smith, Robinson

IVmli Set Hat .ind backing Brown, Jones. During Scene 15.

Set chair Davis.

Klevcnth ^Strike Hat and backing Brown, Jones

1
1
Strike chair J )avis.

i'welfth
j
Set 0 . 1 *. hodj^e piece and se.it Davis, Black. During Scene 16.

\
'‘Set P. hed^e piece and seat Robinson, Smith.

In addition to .ibove Smith w'ill be responsible for .dl projjs, Williatns for dr.iwing all curtains and tabs.

Klf;. tiO
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change occupied more than a minute, and many
of the changes took only a fraction of that time.

I’HE PERFORMANCE
T here is a saying that a had dress rehearsal

means a good first night. T'his may bring com-
fort to the superstitious after a dress rehearsal

has gone badly, but it is not based on fact. If a

dress relu^arsal has passed off well, the stage

manager may be fairly conhdent that the first

night will be free from hitches.

Every eff'ort should be made to make the dress

rehearsal as nearly as p(^ssible the same as a per-

formance. T he producer should not stop the

play during an act. His remarks to the cast

shf>uld be made at the end of each act, and scenery
should not be changed during these remarks.
'Ehe inter\als, as well as the acts, should be timed.

Every possible precaution should be taken tcj

iMisure that each member of the stage staff under-
stands exactly what he is rec|uired to do at each
change.

T ha\’c gi\'cn details of the stage management
for a production of Ttvelfth Night. I now give

the application of these details to the stage staff.

To achieve the quick changes that were neces-

sary, a large staff had to be used. Altogether
eleven people were employed

—

Stage IVIanager and A.S.M. . 2

Electricians 2
'Tabs .... I

Flats .... 2
Furniture and Props . 4

Fig. 1 l6 furnishes the details for the changes.

'Ehe names have been altered, otherwise this is

a copy of the actual notice that was used. Cine
copy was posted in the wings for reference, and
one was giv'^en to each person concerned. Fig. i 19
is a copy of the property plot. It will be seen

that the properties were few and simple; other-

wise it would not have been possible for Props
to assist with furniture.

The man posted on the tabs did nothing else

but his work on them. T here were three sets

of tabs that he was required to draw at different

times. His task was one where accuracy was
essential, but as he stood by the tabs throughout
the production the curtain could be drawn the

moment that the stage was set and the signal

agreed upon given to him by the Stage Manager.

theatre: and stacjk

The senior electrician remained at the switch-
board. His assistant moved floods and other
off-stage lights during the changes.
T he A.S.M. prompted the play. TTe Stage

Manager remained in the prompt corner through-
out, and gave the necessary curtain signals. When
a scene was set the Stage Manager gave the
warFiing “Stand by.” If any member of the
stage staff was not ready he was instructed to say
“Not ready.” 'The Stage Manager paused for

two seconds after the warning, and unless the staff

had reported “Not ready,” rang up the curtain.

T hese details were applicable to this particular
production. T hey are given as an example of
detail that w(>rkcd well in a particular case.

Every production varies, and the Stage IVlanager’s

detail must, oi Cfjurse, vary also, but these methods
or a modiric.ition of them can be applied to any
production.

'ITie whole secret of Stage Management may
be said to lie in adequate preparatio?i. Cj ranted

a thought-out plan, and an intelligent staff that

knows what is required of it, and liow and wluai
to do it, there is no reason why stage management
should not be completely successful, iio matter
what the limitations of the stage may be.

T he real business of stage management is

concerned with before and during the dress

rehearsal. 'Fheiefore, there is little for the Stage
Manager to do on the night, except to see that

other people do their jobs properly. With a

well-trained staff and a simple play there is no
sound reason why the Stage Manager shoidd
remain in the prompt corner throughout the run,

but he shf>uld always be there on the lirst night,

so that lie can control any unforeseen situation

that arises. "I'he stage manager is in complete
contiol behind the curtain. He must reali/.e

this autliority and assert it tactfully. T he follow-
ing is a list of things tltat a Stage Manager
should do. All these are not remembered in

some productions
I. He must keep a note of the running time

of the play, noting the e.xact time to a minute
each time the curtain rises or falls. T o do this

enables him to tell the playing time of each act,

and the exact time of intervals at each perform-
ance. This inffirmation should be copied into

the prompt copy, as it may be extremely useful

in the event of a revival of the production.
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He* must arrange* with the front of t)u*

liousc wlien the orcliestra is to start, how Jong
it is to play, and wJien the curtain is to rise.

Front and back stage watcJies must be synchron-
iy.ed. He must also arrange a system of signalling

KR riES
Stone 1. Nil.

2. Nil.

3. On sti/rhoiit ./

4 . Nil.

.1 c.imllo's (lit), 4 inn^s,

biinrb of kov'*-

0 ?i sii/t'hoiir,/.

6 , Nil.

7 . Nil.

z taiullos (out), 4 niiif^i.,

S. On shfehoiiriL .1 T'andlo.s (111), .* inuj^i-,

On itihlt'.

9. Nil.

Z IIIUJ^S.

Interi'al 1

Scone 10. Nil.

IT. Nil.

1 i On 7, candles (lit), z mu^s
On hib/t'. 2 inu^^s,

'4 I

1^1, 17 tS. Nil

llANf ) PROJ'S

Malvfilu) Waiul
IvOtter

fandlestiT k ami < audit

Olivia Eiirst*

Rin^r

( )rsjn(

.

Monev
jewel.

\lari,i Eetler

flown I.otter.

I'.j bor
\'^K)la .Vltniev.

Antonio Piirso

Sir And rev Incite

r

[ianda^cs
Seb.isti.in Purse.

Killer.

Sir Toby Eandaj^os.

I'lc;. 119

to the orchestra, so that the conductor can be*

told to continue or to stop playing, should this

be necessary.

3.

He should arrange to call the cast half an
hour and quarter of an hour before the curtain.

T he beginners should be called on the stage

five minutes before the curtain is due to rise on
the first night. Later in the run they need not
be called quite so soon. He must never “ring

t'hi:aj'rt: and st ac^k

up” unless the beginners are actually on the
stag!*.

4. He must see that the final curtains are
arranged, and must be in the prompt curtain to

give the signal for these curtains. A curtain
should never be taken unless the applause warrants
it. T'he Stage Manager is the judge of this.

5. He must see that there is no unnecessary
noise in the wings. Players should not be en-
couraged to stand about the stage, but should
wait in their dressing-rooms until the time for

their cues. No player should ever be allowed to

stand in the prompt corner, or in the O.P. wing
without permission. ^Fhis permission should be
grantee! very sparingly, as a group of spectators
in the wing is apt to distract the attention of the
actors. In no case should anyf>ne not actually
concerned with the production be allowed on the
stage during a performance.

6. He should see that the stage staff wear
rubber-soled shoes. 'J'his sounds trivial, but it is

important.
'There are also points in which a general riding

by the committee of the society'^ is desirable, I

will give two as examples.
Sometimes players are allowed to go round

to the front of the house to see a scene in which
they are not taking part. T'his is undesirable and
a rule foi bidding it is usual in the more serious

play producing societies. In any event, no player
must ever go in front without the Stage Manager’s
permission, and must never appear amojigst the
audience wearing costume or make-up. T o do
so is an unpard<aiable breach of good taste, and
is ruinous to the artistic effect of the production.
Incidentally, it is against the law.

It is also wise to have a rule forbidding flowers,

chocolates, or other gifts to be handed across the
footligh ts.

'The two photographs shown in Figs, i 17 and
1 iH are fine examples of elaborate stage sets.

LIClH'riNC. AND tFFKCTS
As stage lighting and effects are responsible for

most of the work of the stage manager during a

performance, I cannot close without discussing

how they affect him.
T have already written about lighting plots. It

is important that the electrician who works the
switchboard should be accurate. He must never
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vary between rehearsal and perftirniance, or

between performances. His copv of the lighting

plot must be tidy and easy to read at a glance.

There must be no time-lag between his receiving

a cue and the required change of the lighting.

Often it is necessary to have several electricians

because one man cannot control all the dimmers.
Make sure at rehearsals that you have the }K‘ople

on the switchboard who will operate it at the

performance. Never rely on information being

passed from tnie man to another by word of mouth.
'The stage manager must know a good deal

about lighting so that he can help the producer
to get the desired effect. The producer, it may
be assumed, will always know what he wants, but

it cannot be assumed that he will always know
how to get it. 'The stage manager must ascertairi,

as soon as possible, what ligliting equipment is

available. He can then form an opinion on how
far it will be possible to comply with the produ-
cer’s wishes about lighting. He must discuss

lighting with the producer at an early stage in the

production. Lighting is important in the produc-
tion of all straight plays. If tlie equipment is

insufficient, additions can be hired inexpensively.

Some theatres are short (^f spots; others have none.

In such cases it will h<- necessary to hire them if

the lighting (^f the play is re b(‘ .idequate. Kquip-
ment such as acting aiea flootls, pag<‘ant lanterns,

and baby spots will almost certainU hme to be

hired if they are required, and they are often

invaluable in achieving successful and artistic

lighting.

You should notify the theatre well in advance
what coloured media you require and where you
require them, so that the screens can be fitted with
the ct^rrect colour before the lighting rehearsal.

If you have to wait while the gelatines are cut,

valuable time will be wasted, and the colours

required may have to be ordered.

At the lighting rehearsal, remember that all off-

stage lights, such as flt^ods and spots on stands,

must be masked. Check this from the auditorium.

Be careful about shadows. A general, even light

over the acting area is uninteresting and should

be avoided, but the actors should be properly lit

so that the audience can see facial expression.

Shadows on the stage,, if they are natural and do
not interfere with the visibility of the actors, add
interest. There must, however, be no shadows on

the backcloths, 'I'o avf)id these is often trouble-
some, particularly where a window backing has
to be set near the window. To kill the shadows
of the window astragals it is necessary to ha\ e as

much light behind as in front of the window, or

to avoid direct light on the window from the front.

When deciding colours bear in mind the effect

they will have on costumes and make-u}).

When planning the production leave sufficient

time for the lighting rehearsal. 'The lighting may
hav'e to be done at the dress rehearsal between
each act, but avf>id this if p(.>ssible. If there are

different sets, you may not have time to set, light,

and strike each set before the dress rehearsal,

although this is desirable. When there is only
one set, it should usually be possible to finish the

lighting rehearsal before the dress rehearsal

starts.

Where there are many effects, an effects

rehearsal should be arranged. Optical effects such
as fires, clouds, etc., normally form part of the

lighting rehearsal, as these effects are operatetl

by the electrician. Sound effects are much more
common. Some effects are usual and easily made.
'Telephone bells and door bells can usually be
rung by the prompter in the prompt corner.

Weather effects—thunder, rain, wind, hail,

etc.—can be produced cither by amplified gramo-
phone records or by a machine. Nowadays then-

are few sound effects that cannot be produced on
the panatrope, but often the record is less satis-

factory than a macliine. I think that this applies

to all weather efft*cts—but this is a personal

opinion : much depends on the panatrope and
record used. A record is much simpler and the

volume can be controlled accur.itely. I adxocatt

the use of wind machines, rain drums, and thunder
sheets in prefeience to records. If tliese are

employed time must be spent to get the correct

balance of sound. T he effects reliearsal will take

place in an empty theatit-; during a performance

the effect has to be heard through spoken lines

and above the rustle made by the audience.

Allowance for these must be made.

A machine for producing motor-car noises is

available. Opinions differ on wliether if i.*. better

than any record, I should say not—unless the

car is a taxi. IVIodern cars make very little noise,

and unless the sound is important it is often better

to cut it. Records t)f aeroplane noises and of
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crowds in all sorts of tempers are obtainable. A
crowd record is often good backing to actual

voices off. It is usually less good when used by
itself. Church bells, the striking of clocks, etc.,

can also be produced either by records or by using
actual bells.

The old-fashioned method of producing a shot

on the stage, fired off, was to strike a horsehair

sofa or similar surface smartly with a cane. This
method is still used, but some form of blank
cartridge is preferable. If an actual pistol is

used you must hold a firearms certificate. It saves

trouble to use a safety pistol or some other device

that makes the correct sound. The sound of
firing a gun can be reproduced by striking a bass

drum twice, the second blow almost merging into

the first.

'Fhere are records of all sorts of battle noises.

T here is no end of the noises that authors call

for, and ingenuity to reproduce them must be
exercised. It is possible to have special recordings

made of particular sounds and it is worth remem-
bering that a microphone can be a useful addition

to amplifying equipment. A tiny noise made close

to a microphone and amplified may often give

the effect required for a l<^ud noise.

Effects should be carefully rehearsed before

the dress rehearsal. 'Those who have to operate

the effects must kiiow exactly what to do and

their cues. 'They should not rely on memory
but have a clearly typed cue sheet with numbered
cues, or better still, a marked script of the play.

When the stage manager has satisfied himself
that the electricians arc fully conversant with the

lighting plot and will produce the required light-

ing at the right times; when he is certain that

the effects will be done properly and at the right

time; when he knows that the scenery will be
changed as desired and correctly set by a staff

that knows what it is doing; when he knows
that his arrangements for the setting and changing
of props are fool-proof; then he will face the

dress rehearsal confidently and with an easy mind.
Seldom will he be in this happy position.

I have not suggested that stage management is

easy, or that stagecraft is simple. There is always
something to be learned, ft>r every pri>duction

brings its own problems. Stage management calls

for an alert and inventive brain, an equable tem-
perament, and a real enthusiasm for the theatre.

If it were not difficult, it could hardly be interest-

ing; I hope I haye shown that with all its many
facets it is intensely interesting. As a stagt*

manager you will never see your name in lights

in Shaftesbury Avenue, but if you have a real

love for the theatre you will find that if you
devote yourself to stagecraft you whil not be

disappointed.
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STAGE EFFECTS AND NOISES “OFF”
A. E. PETERSON, Editor, “ Bulletin of the British Puppet and Model Theatre Guild,” etc.

INTRODUCTION

A' ctnisiderni" the question of stn^c effects

one must
,
first of all, come to an exact defin-

ition of ichat the expression is intended to

convey. What is meant by stay^e effects:*

Obviously , one of three thinys, or, better still,

all af three thinys: Aloises off, staye liyhtiny,

and staye dressiny. Producers of amateur soc-

ieties often spend many steepness niyhts on the

question oj noises off'. Yet to produce these

IS simpte if one salient rule is kept in mind.

It is merety this : illusion on the staye and
suyyestion <ff. What I mean is that hojcever

yood or bad may be a noise effect iff-staye it is

cntncly dependent upon the atmosphere pre-

i'uiliny on-stayc at the iritical moment.
Take a somcichat exayyerated example A

tiuipual storm is an essential (f a production

.

O/f-stiiye, no end (f trouble is taken to produce a

lealistic effect. A character enters iceariny a

perfeLtlv dry overcoat, aeH folished shoes, and
his hair is parted dead centie What is the

result on the audience Ihey ask, 'AMiat is

that noise yainy on behind .* Has somethiny

yone (Crony :* ” Put c onsidcr the same situation

ichen the character enters apparently Siuiked

to the skin and uipiny a ater fmm Jus eyes. The
effect on the audience is then quite different

‘liVn', it's pouriny aith ram. Yes, listen!

There it is! Isn't that a'onderful " Yet the

effect may have been of the utmost simplicity

a Jcic peas dropped at intervals upon a drum,
but the realism on the staye has so stimulated the

i mayination that the success of the off staye

effect IS assured.

I am often asked questions i dative to the

sound effects that ivere used in my play ^^Thc

(ihost Train,''^ ivhich ivas brilliantly produced
by the late Mr. K. Holman ('lark. Mr. Hol-

man i'larkc used to the fult the methods to

ivhich I have rejerred. 1 minedlately he estah-

ARNOLD RIDLEY

lished illusion on the staye. The play opened
by the curtain risiny on a sed that depicted an
ordinary country station ivaitiny-room . Pvery
detail ivas correct -a smoky lamp, cracked and
dim : an untended fire burnt ny in a dirty yrate :

a floor covered ivith oranye peel; empty
ciyarette packets and stub-ends ; casual litter ;

the water bottle with a broken ylass . steamy
windows : bills advert i siny out-of-date excur-

sions, and orders restrict i ny the movement
cattle duriny foot and mouth disease playues.

There was even framed adiace to friendless yirls

arriviny at the station. Such perfect detail

had the effat upon the audience <f makiny them
say '‘Ah, ice are in a waitiny room, presently

ic'e shall hear a train cominy. Here it is!

.splendid ! Wonderful!" The effect itself teas

perfectly simple, beiny merely a judicious

mixlure <f thunder sheets, compressed air, a

yarden roller, and pieces of sandpaper and
wire brushes combined with a kettle-drum

'There was notlimy in fad that is out of reach

of the smallest amateur society. But would
that train suggestion off' have been really

effective without the perfcit railway illusion

on ? Definitely not

Some years later I used precisely the same
methods in a scene in ^'The lYrecker," where
trains pass a lonely siynal cabin. Once ayain

these metluHts met with instant success Every
detail if that siynat cabin was correct, and the

siynalmen were real siynalmen
,

not staye

fiyures, so that the audience were in the right

mood to anticipate the noise caused by the

passiny of trains. Almost any (dd noi^e icould

have served the purpose.

The essentials are easily summarized. An
audience must be with the off-stage effect. They
must never be atloiced to say :

“ 1 wonder what
that IS supposed tit be ? " They tnusl know what
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it is supposed to he in advance. Then it is

they themselves tsidto provide the effect and not

the workers behind the scenes.

These remarks must, of course, be imagina-
tively interpreted. I do not suggest a stark

naturalism in the presentation of stage plays
such as we have never yet seen. The cup and
saucer drama of Robertson struck a note that

brought out the interest that can he created in

paying attention to accuracy in detail, but J

have something different in mind.
One of my main points is that the audience

must be loith the players, and to make that point

is, in one sense, to bring myself in harmony
loith another section (f the theatre world that is

ultra-modern. Changes in the theatre have

taken place with great rapidity.

Both stage effects and noises off have been

considerably influenced by the work of modern
scientists who have concentrated on the extension

of the practical uses of electricity. Rain, for

example, is now the responsibility of the electri-

cian if he is fortunate enough to be in charge of
up-to-date apparatus such as that of the Birming-
ham Repertory Theatre, where 1 was lucky

enough to serve my apprenticeship in stage

matters, whereas it used to he, and still is in

many theatres, the work of some odd stage-hand

who, to earn his daily bread, has to be as prompt
on his cue as has any member of the cast. That
reminds me of another point.

An effect must be expertly timed. All of us

know more about synchronization than did our

forefathers, who had never heard of the zvord.

The best made effect, the most impressive

noise off, can he destroyed absolutely if it is a

fraction of a second too soon or too late. More,
it can upset the sympathetic co-operation of the

audience for minutes afterwards.

The psychology of an audience in a theatre

cannot be forgotten xvith safety by any any
players or stage-hands during a performance

.

1 have already indirectly touched upon this

fact: '‘Illusion on the stage and suggestion

off.** “On A* the illusion must he readily

acceptable to bring success. “Suggestion off’*

is, in a certain sense, more important than a
noise off. Many things are violently altered

by illusion in the theatre. 'Time, for example.
Which one of us ever has a “stage meal'* at

home? .Similarly, the suggestion that enforces

an illusion is, paradoxically
,
more important

than the noise itself. Try the experiment (f
transferring some of the actual noises of the

street, street Aloises being one (f the urgent prob-

lems of to-day that await a satisfactory solution,

and success i^i actual transference can become
ludicrous failure. There has got to be sugges-

tion rather than actuality.
“ The right moment’’ is closely related to one

other point that 1 xai'll make. Success with stage

effects and noises off cannot reasonably be

expected unless they are xc'ell rehearsed before

production. Adequacy of rehearsal xcill create

difficulties for some amateur societies. Hoxo-

ever, the acoustic properties of the theatre in

xi'hich a production is to be given, stage xcidth

and depth in relation to the seating arrange-

ments, the assistance that the management can
proxude, arid the requirements that xc<ill have
to be met xvithout managerial aid—these are a

few points that can helpfully be looked into in

adx'ance. There must , hoxvever, be rehearsals, a

generalization that must necessarily be modified

in accordance x£'ith peculiar circumstances.

With these and other points as the foundation

of activities for the production of stage effects

and noises off there ought to be success—-but it

cannot be attained if the one salient rule, xvhich

becomes the golden ride, is ignored.
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PAST AND PRESENT

It is quite possible that some of the “effects”
I shall describe are already familiar to pro-
ducers, but it is hoped that many will find,

here and there, fresh ideas that will set their

inventive faculties to work and enable effects

previously beyond their scope to be undertaken
with sf>me degree of success. 1 shall also remem-
ber that there are many budding proilucers whose
knowledge of stagecraft is micro-

unrestrained in its enthusiasm one reads of
“scenes that beggar belief.” It continues
“

. . . water rises from beneath the stage, and
Cleopatra’s Cfalley is Seen Sailing down the
River Cydnus. Clerrpatra is reposing under a
Golden Canopy. T'he CJalley Sails into the
centre of the Stage and then by IJegrees the
Water Subsides, then a Grand Clunus by" all the
Musical Strength of the Company the Oueen

Rises—all the Court Kneels

—

sct^pic.

In the early days of tlie niru -

teenth century tlie stage in

Kngland seemed to have reached
a point where the effect

<»f a play was of more impor-
tance than the play itself, and a

study' of the j)lays produceil from,
say, I Soo to 1825 will amply
pro\e this fact. Realism was de-

manded by an audience nourishetl

upon gargantuan feasts of
spectacle. T he tlieatrt' opened
its ».loors at 6.30 p.m., and
between that time* and midnight
three or four play's weta* pia -

sented. T he “machinist” was
as important as the “sfar,” in

j

fact he was the “star.” With y.

change of programme nightly
he staged, with bewihlering ease, spectacles

that almost defy description. Burning for«_*sts,

castles, and mills, battles <ui land and sea acci»m-
panied by a generous discharge of firearms and
cannon, and explosions, arranged with the aid

of “fire powder,” Bengal lights, naked Hares
and torches, were simple matters to him. What
mattered if the theatre itself went up in Haines,

as it frequently did.? Another theatrt: could soon
be built.

Another favourite but risky device was the
“illuminated” scene, where one saw Vauxhall

.uul the Cuitain Drops.”

S'JAC,!-. J-.FFJ-C'IS IN 1S20
Here are dialogue and some

weird stage directions taken from
Carl Maria Von Weber's opera
I^e?' Freischittz,^ showing Caspar
at work during
1 iiji Cas^i ino of 'i h k IHtllkts

(Music).
CV/.r. (Casting the bullet, and

letting it fall from the mould,
c'xclaims aloud.) ( )ne !

Echo. (Answering, R.) One!
Echo. (L.) ( )ne

!

Echo. (R.) One!
Eiho. (L.) ( )ne !

('These four echoes answer in

LRsc'N’ repetition on the casting every
bullet growing gradually more

and more hideous. At ON f., night birds flutter
<Uld 1 lov'er over the circh , .ind str.inge faces and
lic-ads of monsters appear starting out of the rocks,
and aImo^t instantly vanish from sight.)

(Jtes. ('1 he same ceremony' as before.) 'I'wo!
Echoes. Two!
(At T V\'^0 the Witch of the Cxlen enters frt>m

R., threatening CASPAR, walks round circle,

and exit, I>. E. various reptiles appear from
separate entrances, and surround the circle—also
serpents flying in the air.)

EtiS. Three!
Cxardens or some other night scene where Cxilded

Vice flaunted itself, brilliantly lit with hundreds
of small lamps—and this before the invention of
gas as an illuminant.

W'ater spectacles claimed their followers.

Here is a description of a play taken from an old
play bill in my possession. T he play was Kenil-

Tjuorth^ or Englcmd^s Golden Dnys^ and in language

Echoes. 'Three!
(At 'THREE, a storm and hurricane break

dowm trees—the night-birds as also the faces and
heads of monsters reappear momentarily.)

(^as. (Faltering.) Four!
Echoes. FOLi r !

(At FOUR, whips cracking, the rattle of
wheels and tramp of horses are heard, and two
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wliccls of tiff roll o\c r the Cjlcii from to

R.LT.K.)

(Jiis. (With ^re:it agitation.) Five!
Kchnrs. Fi\e*

(
I he audience part of the theatre, as well as

the stage, are now in complete darkness.)

(At FIVK, neighing, harking, and liuntsmt-'n's

cries arc- heard ; amid discordant and eccentric

music, supposed to accompany the wild chase in

the air; the- mistv forms of a skeletofi stag,

skeleton horsenu-n .md liounds pass over the

magic circle to the clouds, tc^ .i

CnoHtis ok I^'^ isihi k Spiriis.

Spi. T hrough hill and dale, thi'ough glen and
mi rc-,

T hrough dc-w and cloud, through stoi m
and night,

T hrough c-arth and water, air and hre-,

L^nhurt we s}u'tits wing our flight.

I oho—wau—wau 1

lioriiu* ! 'tis the wild cliase m the- ,iir

—

a fearful omen! Six!

Echoes, Six!

(At SIX, a trc'mendous storm ot thundc-i,

lightning, hail, and ram, meteors dai t through the-

air, and o\'er the hill—trees are torn up b\ the

roots—the torre-nt foams and roars, and turns

to blov>d—the rocks are n\en—the serpent‘s,

birds, and reptiles reappear—the fem.de spectre-

re-entc*rs, R., and crosses to C. at back of stage-

—all the face-' .md hideous he.ids are \ isible at

e\c‘rv entr.mce on F. .ind R. the- Witcli of the-

Cilen darts forth from F., and all tlie- lionot'' of

the preceding numbers are accumvilated, to dete-r

the Fr eischutz from the comple-tion of his obje*ct.

FVvr. (In agony.) Seven’
Echoes. Seven !

(At SEVERN, Caspar is struggling on the

ground, the hearth of lighted coals scattered

around the circle a tre-e* is rent asunder, F.,

wherein ZAIVllF^F appears surrounded by a

tremendous shower of fire—ZAMli'.F dis-

charges two rifles at one time, and the curtain

drops- the audience part of the theatre and
stage-lights full on.)

{End of Act IJ)

In the last scene of the ' Third Act a wedding
p.irty has gathered to celebrate the nuptials of

Agnes and Rodolph—the heroine and hero—but

J III.ATRi: ANJ3 STy\(;j:

there- is yet one of the seven magic bullets to be
fired. Prince ( )ttocar points to a white dove,
which flies fn^m a small tree to the large tree in

the centre of the stage. Rode>lph fires and misses.

'I'he bullet strikes Caspar, who is liidden in the
tree. He falls forward on to the stage. But let

us reatl from the text of the play itself.

Otto. Is it possible tJiat you, knowing tlie fatal

power of the forest- fic*nd Iiave thus consented to

bt-come his guiltv' agent
Cuis. (Writhing in agony.) No. The guilt

was mine- and I am the victim. Zamiel has
betr.ived me. His Seventh Ball has indeed
deceived me—bv his tlivertitig power it has
reacheii my life. (Shriekijig and shuddering.)
Ah already doc-s the fiend, to whom Tve sold

mv soul, await .and beckon me. (Desperate- with
agoni/,ing fancies.) See- there he comes—Oh—
Save me—save me from his power and vengeance.

(Z.miiel rises m a fiery c.ir, and the b.ick [i.irt

of tlie st.ige beconu-s entirelv illumined with
crimson fire. Zamiel elrags C^aspar into the cai.)

y.dmiel. Six shall .ichic-vi-—Seven eleceive.

(Zamiel .ind Caspar descenil through the stage-

in flames of tire—the crimson line disperst-s, and
the forest view again becomes serene.)

Otto. T'he guiltv wretcli has fallen into the

sn.ire he laid for Vii'tue. T he wa\'s of' Heaven
are just, and punishment aw.iits the bold pre-

sumption of the m.in who dares to tamper with
the Powers of Darkness

{End of thr l*/nv)

T he (Feeks invented machmerv that en.dvled

them to produce the unusual stage e-fleets th.it

mariv of the ir' plays rc*ijuireel. Scenes whe-rv a

god ascende-ei to Jiis own particular heave-n,

descenele*d te) earth, e>r converse-d with a mortal
from a con ve-nientl v plaeeel scenic cloud, were
e'omme>n, though “noises e>fF” as we- krK>w the-in

were rarely used.

But enough of tlie past. Wliat we are con-
cerneel with now is the present immediate need
of the amateur producer so far as stage effects are

concerned.

i.Tc.irrNiNt;

In the 'Theatre of Ancient Cjreece if it was
necessary to remove one of the characters a
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favtjuritc method was to invoke tlie Cjods and
leave the matter to them rimsh. A board upon
which was painted a vivid streak of forked light-

ning was flung from some elevated position on
one side of tlu* stage to the other, and the crash
that accompanied the fall of the thunderbolt
conveyed t<^ an appreciative audience the fact

that justice had been avenged. Nowadays, if

there is a sctnjndrcl whose villainies are only
punishable by the wrath of heaven all that is

necessary is for the villain to take up a suitable

positioji near an accommodating window, behiiul

which, and out of sight of the audicaice, is a stage
hand holding a ]ihott)grapher’s magnesium gun
or flare, which he tires at the crucial moment and
launches the accursed one to the place where
stage villains gt>. "I'he i ffect must be nu>st care-
fully prepared and there must be no suspicion in

the minds of the audience that the* means useil

are so simple. A spare gun should be kept hafidv
in case the first one misfires, and, if possible, the
smoke from the gun should not be allowed to

percolate' through to the auditeirium.

A small magnesium gun suitable for the pur-
pose may be purchased from any chemist who
elt‘als in photographic mate, rials. It costs little*,

.ind is aheady charge*d with magne-sium made
up in strip form and wounel on a spool. "I'o use
the gun pull out sufHca nt of the* prep.ired strip

magnesium te) serxe* the purpose and ignite* it in

the flame* of a lighte*el candle, widch sheiuld be
place*el in some* Conxenient position out of sight

of the auelie*nce. 'J'he length e)f the strip mag-
nesium ne cessary to cause a flash of lightning can
only be* determineel bv experiment anel sufficie*nt

refills for the storm shendel be e^btained. 'The re*-

fill is epiite cluaj^. In place of magnesium, stri|>s

e>f prepared lycopejelium powder can be used in

a similar manner. 'This pe^wder is practically

sme)keless. "I'o stimulate the rapid flickering of
tre>pical lightning 3, 4, or strips of magnesium
may be ignited in cpiick succe*ssi(^n. If, howe ver,

this particular flash doe*s not me*et rec]uirements

and the phe>te>graj^her'’s magnesium gun has to

be used care must be exercised that the Puf . . .

ff . . . f of the e*xple)si(^n is minimized as much
as possible by firing it away from the stage, or

the noise <yf the explosie^n may be smothered by a

simultanee^us rattle of thuneier. As an alternative

te> the magnesium gun a bhm* pipe, loaded with

lycopodium or magnesium, may be used, the
powder being blown across an open flame.

lilt MAC. K* LA.N'JIMIX

A magic lantt*rn is frequently used to provide
lightning effects. 'J'he lantern may be placetl

in the wings or fixe d at the back of the stage to

thiow the* flash on to a thin back-cloth or tians-

parency. 'I'ht* slide may be pre*pared by ex-
posing a photograj>hic plate t»> the* light and
the flash of lightning scratched tlna>ugh the*

film If a photographic plate cannot be* obtaine*el.

thick black paper, such as is used for pack-
ing photographic plates, may be used. When
the* flash has been cut out the- black paper shoulel

be gummeel to a clean glass sliele*. Whatever ael-

he*si\e- matter is use*el, care* slmedel be taken to t*n-

sure that tlu* '-flash'” is k<*pt clear of blurr.

After the* glass slide has been prt'pareel it sluiulel be
prote*cte*el by hav ing another glass slide place*d ov er

it and the* e*dge-s of both slide's bound togethei
with passe-partout paper. When all is prepared,
the lightning may be* flasheel by rapiellv removing
anel replacing the cap of the* lantern. J f the light-

ning is tf> flash f re*e]Lientlv the operator may use*

the* palm of his hanei as a shutte*r. W^e must also

assume* that the proelucer has arranged a suitable*

el.iy for the* occurr(*nce* anel ne>t a sunny afternex’*!!

whe*n there* is not a clouel visible*. I onc'e saw
lightning proeluceel without the nece*ssary elarken-

ing of the* stage* : the* attempt was a failure.

If the stage is set for an e>utd(xir scene the
effect must be varied to suit the* occasion, and
in place* of the* magne sium gun the* use* f>f the"
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lighting system can be considered, assuming, of
course, tliat the stage is lit with electricity. T'he
electrician arranges to have two switches placed

in a convenient position. T"o tliese he connects
two battens, each carrying two rows of electric

lamps arranged as in Fig. i. Each batten lias one
row of white and one row of amber lamps.

T hese rows are arranged so that one batten is

immediately underneath the other, and the white

lamps in the top batten are immediately over the

amber lamps in the bottom batten (Fig. 2). T he
effect of lightning is obtained by a rapid, alternate

switching on and off of the lights. If it is impos-

sible to obtain amber lamps the illusion may be

conveyed by a rapid flickering of a row of white

lamps with the stage suitably darkened. This
effect is not to be recommended, but it is still

used by many touring companies.

A suitable piece of apparatus for making
lightning is described in Fig. 3. It is a long iron

file, with a wooden handle, about 1 8 in. long,

and a wooden handle to which a stick of carbon is

attached. The file and the carbon are attached

to wires that are connected to a plug. In the wire

from the file is a piece of electrical apparatus

called a resistance, of a suitable value, and the

THEATRE AND STAGE
effect of lightning is produced by bringing the

carbon into contact with the file after the appa-
ratus has been connected to the wall plug.

An improvement on this is the apparatus
shown in Fig. 4. It is simply two pieces of wood

hinged as shown and kept open by a spring. The
ends of the wood carry a carbon and an iron plate,

and the effect is obtained by lK)lding the apparatus

in the hand and compressing it until contact is

made. 'The length of the flash is determined by
the time contact is maintained. TTiis apparatus

should be made by an experienced person and

Wall'fjlug

carefully worked, and the eyes should be protected

against the glare.

It is possible to hire for a relatively reasonable

sum of mcuiey a “Stage Lightning •Lantern.”

'This apparatus consists of a lightning striker

actuated by electricity, mounted in a metal frame,

and enclosed in a strong wire cage. It is easier

to operate than the carbon and file. An elabora-

tion of this device consists of a piece of mechanism
actuated by an electro-magnet. A series of these

lightning producers can be placed in different

positions and may be operated by means of
switches fixed to the main switchboard.
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THUNDER

Afttn* the blinding flash nf lightning conies
the menacing roll of thunder. It may re-

verberate overhead with nerve shattering vio-

lence, or it may roar and rumble along at a

distance, fading away until all that is heard
is an occasional angry mutter. It is an eflFect

that requires careful arrangement and the parti-

cular circumstances that obtain on the stage at

the time must determine the vtdurne of sound
that is produced. If thunder is introduced to

drown the report of a revolver or t<» cover a crash
of glass it must not be forgotten that it is stage

thunder and that it must be so controlled that the
noise of the deadly shot that causes all the com-
plications in the play is heard plainly, but at the
same time does not make the noise of the elements
seem puny in comparison, and that the sound
of breaking glass is not out of proportion to

requirements. Dialogue must also be heard above
the roar of the storm so that none of the plot is

missed by the- audience. T he wise producer will

see that the person who actually produces the

thunder wlien the play is staged is carefully re-

hearsed beforehand, otherwise an effect intended
to be serious may be funny with disastrous results

to the production.

In the old days th^ re was a w^eird contrivance
called a thunder box oi e\irr. "I his was a long,

heavy, wooden bo.x, roughly mounted on springless

wheels of irregular shape. The wittels them-
selves, two or three inches thick, had edges that

were vmevenly corrugated and thunder was pro-

duced by the cart being pushed from one side of
the stage to the other by three or four stage hands.

Sometimes the cart went along on twt) wheels,

sometimes on three. 'I'he cart was weighted by
being filled with old iron, bricks, and rounded
stones or cobbles. T he volume of sound that was
produced by it was enormous. In some theatres

a smaller edition of the thunder cart was rolled in

the flies.

Another effective piece of mechanism for the

production of thunder was kmiwn as the “rabbit

hutch.” TTiis was a tall, narrow box fitted with
a number of shelves so arranged that they sloped

outwards and downwards. Each shelf had its own
door, which consisted of a strip of wood hinged
at one end and secured at the other by a metal

turn button. Each shelf held three or four large

heavy iron balls. When thunder was required the
retaining buttons were turned and the balls

dropped into a chute that zigzagged its way down
the side or back wall t)f the theatre. 'The chute
was plentifully supplied with obstacles that caused
the balls to jump and bump and the run also con-
tained numerous shallow steps. At the end of
each length of run the balls, instead of turning
round a corner, frequently dropped through a hole

I'Tc:. ^

on to the next run and continued the journey.
Tor an occasit)nal clash of thunder directly over-
head, the “rabbit hutch” was used, but the heavy
balls, instead of entering the chute, fell into a

wooden box, which was fitted with two or three

deep steps.

The Crreeks used a small room underneath
the stage to ccinceal a thunder effect that was
obtained by rolling bladders or copper vessels,

filled with pebbles, across sheets of copper. This
effect is referred to by the Chorus in their last

speech in The Birds of Aristoplianes. At Drury
Lane in 1840 the rumblings of an earthquake
were suggested by a garden roller dragged over
sheets of iron stretched across the hollows abov'c

the proscenium.
"There are many ways of producing thunder.

If the building is one that is regularly used for

stage purposes it is possible that there may be
a “thunder sheet” as part of the stage fittings.

If not, and if it is decided that a thunder sheet

must be provided, a piece of sheet-iron, six or
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seven fet*t long by three or four feet wide will be

required. This sheet of metal is suspended trom
the roof by strong leather thongs or similar

material and is hung in a convenient place suffi-

ciently high to allow the lower end to be reached

with comfort and clear of the wall so that it will

vibrate freely. At the lower end are fixed two
metal handles; a second or so after the lightning

has flashed the handles are grasped and shaken.

If sheet iron cannot be obtained a sheet of block

tin of about the same si/.e can be used as a

substitute. Care slujuld be exercised to ensure
that the sheet d(K"s not sound ttn» ‘“rmriv” when
it is vibrated. If the noise produced is too heavy
for our needs we may moderate tlie tone by
striking the thunder sheet with a drumstick or a

mallet. In a well known London theatre hang-
ing up near the thunder sheet are two large

mallets, one well padded with blanket material

and the other one having one end covered with a

large piece of indiarubber cut from an old mott>r

tyre, and nailed in position, witli the <>ther end
just plain wood. With a choice of three beating

surfaces, the operator can obtain almf>st any
variety of thunder sound that is required.

If a thunder sheet is out of the question, other

methods may be adopted. For instance, a large

tin tea tray, properly beaten or shaken, is effective.

IHKArRF: AND STAC^K

It may be beaten with the flat of the hand, with
the fist, or with a padded mallet (Fig. 5).

A medium si/.ed z,inc bath hung up by the

handles and beaten skilfully will also provide
gt^ot! til under,

A small covered handcart such as bakers use,

with a series of loosely fitting wooden shelves or

trays on runners, if pushed over a series of laths

or battens nailed to the stage, will produce a

rumbling noise similar to the thunder cart, but on
a much smaller scale. If the battens are of uneven
si/.es and at unequal distances apart, the effect is

improied.
In one of the largest theatres in the iu>rth of

I'ingland an alnn>st perfect thunder was produced
by violently vibrating the bottom of a large empty
tank that had originally been part of a gas engine
plant. During structural altc*rations to the theatre

it was necessary to dismount the thunder sheet.

An emergency arising, the tank was bR>ught
into use, and it pro\etl to be st) successful that it

was fixed permanently, and is now in regular use.

\Ianv amateur societies depend solely'^ upon the

use of a bass drum for the productifin of thunder
effects. Properly "‘rolled off” the drum prtiduces

many variations of t(>ne. T'o lu-lghten the effect

a gentle suggestion of a burr .... rr . . . r . . r

from the cymbals is helj^ful, but it should not be
overtlone.

A wooden cask three parts full of sand rolled

slowly across the stage will also proviile a good
rumble t>f thunder or in place of sand the cask
may contain a couple of lieavy iron balls if such
are obtainable. Iron balls enclosed in a hea\'y

metal cylinder, made of corrugated iron, ititiunted

in a frame and rotated by means of a handle
cainstitute another successful thunder device.

Perhaps the best effect of all is that produced
by the use of a sheet of plywood. It should be
made of birch, four millimetres thick, and free

from cracks. 'I ht* edges should not be frayed.

T he sheet is gripped firmly with both hands,
raised clear of the floor of the stage, and then

agitated (Fig. 6). T he volume (jf sound that

can be obtained is remarkable, and in the hands
t)f a skilful operator the effect is satisfying. The
plywood sheet often bolsters tither “’sound” effects

and it may be purchased from almost any joiner or
cabinet maker or from the shops that special i7.e

in the suppily of wo<»dworking materials.
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RAIN
IVTany plays depend upon rlic incidence of

rain to develop plot or atmosphere. In Shaw’s
Pygmalion^ for instance, the stage directions

to the first act read: “Covent Ciarden at

11.15 p.m. 'Torrents of heavy summer rain

—

cab whistles blowing frantically in all direc-

tions. Pedestrians running for shelter in the

Schnit'/.ler arranges a rain storm so that Anatol
may meet Gabriel le, an old sweetheart, in A
Ohristmas Pr e^rfity and in the third act of Ronald
Mackenzie's AAusical Chairs

y

“ . . . it is early

morning. The ram is falling rf>rrentially.” In R.ain

bv Somerset Maugham the drumming of tropical

rain was heard from the moment the play began
until the final curtain. 'There was no respite, even

^j(,. - Pi ( s MVDi iKoM T 1 )o\\ I I s wi'iii A 1m. \T Pari Pianii> Li N'(."i h vv \a s

J’liii'l pill <il l<»p, .'1 SliouK thu.i'l It lull ti) pm ,l .iiul i)icss<'(l into
( \\ liK h .ii« botloiii »)l ili’livt'i \ taiil\ 1 In*

tlirc.ul i'. llicii lodi- j) ml<» tin- rccri\ int; tioiii^h.

market and under the poi lico of St. Paul's Church,
where there are already seveml people, anuing

them a ladv and her daughter in (veiling dress.

'They are all peeling out gloomily at the rain,

except one man with his back turned to the rest,

who seems wholly preoccupied with a notebook

in which he is busily writing. 'I^he church clock

strikes the first tjuarter.” In the second act of

The Dei^nTs lYtsciple Shaw finds it necessary to

have a rain su^rm, so that later on in the play tlu

exchange of a wet coat for a dry one enables

Richard Dudgeon to change places with Minister

Anderson, whom the military are anxious to arrest

and to bring to trial as a rebel. In this case,“ The
evening lias closed in and the room is dark except

for the cosy firelight and the dim oil lamps seen

through the window in the wet street, where
there is a quiet, steady, warm, windless downpour
of rain. As the town clock chimes the quarter,

Judith comes in with a ctiuple of candles in

earthenware candlesticks and sets them on the

table.”

during the intervals, and the noise towards the end
of the play bec.ime almost intolerable.

VISIPLh K.\IV

Unless it is absolutely imperative, the use of

w.iter to suggest rain is not recommended, but if

there must be “real” rain there are many ways to

arrange it. It may be supplied by having metal

pipes, suitably perforated, fixed to battens and
connected either to a water tank in the flies or

to the water system, providing there is sufficient

pressure. If the rain has to be seen falling on to

the stage, a waterproof stage cloth must be used,

and underneath this a second such cloth should be

laid. Between the twe^ cloths there should be a

layer of sawdust to absorb any water that may
percolate through. Similarly, if water has to be

seen gushing down a window, the same means
may be adopted. In this case the rain pipe is fixed

close to the window, and the water as it falls is

collected in a tnmgh. Perfect drainage must be

arranged in both instances.
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Here is a description of a water effect that was
most successfully staged. 'The scene was the in-

terior of a room with a large bay window over-

looking a garden. Ouring the ctmrse of the play

a storm arose, and when it was nearly over the

windows were flung t)pen and tlie audience saw
the rain falling. 'This is how it was arranged. A

long deep wooden trough shaped to fit the window
was securely fixed ta the framework of the win-
dow by means of strong iron brackets. A second
trough of the same shape, but larger, was placed
immediately underneath it at stage level. In the
construction of the troughs the joints were made
watertight by the use ofpaint and putty. 'Through
the bottom board of the upper trough rows ofholes
were bored three-eighths of an inch in diameter.
Lengths of three-eighths dowelling, planed flat on
one side and cut into pieces about three inches
long, were hammered into the holes, leaving the
bottom edge flush with the bottom of the trough.
Small sprigs were nailed into the centre of each

piece of dowelling, leaving about half an inch
protruding. 'To the head of each sprig lengths of
strong thread were attached. T'he thread was
long enough to reach the bottom trough. 'The
thread was passed through tlie space left by the

flattened side of the dowel and led down to the
trough at stage lev^el. When all the dt)wels liad

been threaded, tlie ends of the thread were maile
fast to a sliaped length of metal electric wire casing

that was laid in the bottom trough. T he weight
of the metal casing was supported by lengths of
fishing line placed at suitable interv.ils to lessen

the risk of the threads being broken when tlie

scene was struck. W^heri the effect was required
the upper trough was gently filled with water
from a tank in the flies and the vi^ater trickling

down the flattened side of the dowel ran, drop by
drop, down the thread into the bottom trough.
The “dropping” effect will be spoilt if too much
wood is planed from the side of the dowelling, and
it will be advisable to experiment on a small scale

before building the apparatus. In the particular

effect 1 have described the upper trough filled once
held sufficient water to supply rain that took
fifteen minutes to fall and the bottom trough was
large enough to hold all the water that fell.
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Amber floods lit up the eflFect which, seen from
the front, was beautiful (Figs. 7 to 9).

Falling rain may also be suggested by having a
long box or trough, fitted with a bottom that has
been generously perforated with holes sufficiently

large to allow the passage of rice. 'To the bottom
front edge of the box is hinged a long tin or
wooden shutter that can be opened and closed by
means of cords led through strong screw eyes and
over guide wheels fixed to the side of the bo.x. 'I'o

counter the pull on the box when the shutter is

being worked a strong cord or wire should be
fastened to the opposite end of the box and the
wall. The box is filled with rice and when the
shutter is dropped the falling rice, illuminated
with amber floods, is most effective (Fig. 10).

"I'he rice can be caught in a trough or it may fall

on to a stage cloth that can be taken up quicklv
in order to avoid unnecessary waste of time if

further scenes are to be set,

Lamb says that “A play is said to be well or ill

acted ill proporti<^n to the scenical illusion pro-
vided,” and whilst this may be true in the case of
some plays the theatre has moved since the days
when one courted deatli amidst a struggling mob
frantically fighting and pushing its way through
a narrow door set flnt in the wall, risking broken
limbs in the mad r.ice up winding stairs that

seemed neyer to end, and then, breathless, making
a breakneck descent to get a fV»>nt seat in the
gallery. A word of warning is perhajis necessary

to the beginner, especially to one whose ambition
it is to become a producer, or to one who aspires

to climb the Everest of dramatic authorship, and
that is always to remember that stage effects as

“effects” should never be overdone. 'I'here is

sometimes a tendency to stress some particular

effect, or si^me unusual mechanical device ne\er
before used on the stage, and whilst the desire to

make a play successful is natural enough the
danger of overdoing things is always present.

Effects should be of secondary imp<^rtance

unless, of course, the play has been written as a

vehicle for staging some wonderful effect, when
any means are legitimate, but it is disastnuis to

the success of any ortlinary play if an effect is so

startling that the curiosity of tlie audience is

aroused as to how it is arranged. 'Fhis question

may become so urgent to si^mc of them that what
happens afterwards, and what really matters, is

forgotten altogether, and their only memory of
the play is that it was “that” play in which they
saw a horse-race on the stage. T'he name of the
play itself was of no importance. It is forgotten.
Much can be done by intelligent suggestion.

'The audience is always pleased to be able to antici-
pate what is to happen later on in the play and a
skilful dramatist persuades his audience to believe

£A/£> VIEW OF RICE BOX

that they alone are omniscient, that the actors and
actresses on the stage are the only ones who arc

ignorant of their vdtimate fate, and makes their

words and actions carry out this belief. Craig
says that by means of suggestion you may bring
on the stage a sense of all things, the rain, the sun,

the wind, tlie snow, the hail, etc., and in saying

this he may have had in mind Shakespeare, who,
by dialogue, conveyed whatever he wished by
subtle touches. T ake Macbeth for instance. In

the opening scene of the first act we are told that

it is “An open space. TTumder and Lightning.

Enter three witches.” 'There is no mention of
rain, but the first witch speaks

—

WhtMi shall wi‘ thrfc* meet a^ain
In thuiult*r, liyhtnin^, and
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The italics are mine, but there is no further need
for description. Similarly in The Tempest 2ixc

“On a ship at sea. A storm with thunder and
lightning,” and the vileness of the weather is em-
phasiy.ed by stage directions that read “enter
Mariner, wet.”

If we wish to convey the fact that it is raining,

one of the characters may enter with an umbrella
that is dripping wet and wearing a wet mackin-
tosh or sou’wester and oilskins. New oilskins look
shiny and seem wet and old oilskins may be
drenched witli water immediately before going on
the stage. If the character has to have a wet, be-
draggled appearance an old suit or dress can be
“made up” with paint, varnish, or distemper,
according to the material of the dress, or streaks

of shiny material such as American oilcloth or
satin of a suitable colour may be sewn on to the
portions of the dress that receives, or is exposed
to, the full force of the rain. A sense of falling

rain may be conv^eyed by dimming lights, a shrug
of the shoulders, an upward glance, and when
one’s coat collar is turned up and the coat buttoned
there is no doubt whatever that rain is falling.

It is a peculiar fact that although the theatre

of old had every facility for staging storms of rain,

rain as a spectacle was neglected. Realistic fires

and other risky devices were popular and many
disastrous fires, attended by a regrettable loss of
life, made it imperative that some means be
adopted to miiiimi/.e the risk of danger. In 1791
the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, was demolished
and after being rebuilt was opened on 21st April,

1794, with a production of ATacheth. 'The spirit

of the times is reflected in the Kpilogue, written

by Oeorge Colman the Younger and spoken by
Miss Farren. Here is an extract that is worth re-

peating if only for the sake of “effects” it

mentions

—

Our pile is rock more durable than brass.

Our deci>rations f^ossarner and
Weig^hty yet airy in effect our plan.

Solid thoug:h liffht—like a thin ahlernian.

“Blow wind, come wra<-k“ in ag^cs yet unborn,
“Our castle's streng^th shall lau^h a siej^e to scorn.”

'I'hc very ravages of fire we scout,

P'or we have wherewithal to put it out.

In ample reservoirs our firm reliance.

Whose streams set conflagrations at defiance.

Panic alone avoid; let none begin it.

Should the flame spread, sit still, there’s nothing
in it.
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We’ll undertake to drown you all in half a minute.
Behold, obedient to the prompter’s bell.

Our tide shall swell and real waters swell.

No river of meandering pasteboard made.
No gentle tinkling of a tin cascade.
No brook of broadcloth shall be set in motion.
No ships be wrecked upon a wooden ocean;
But this pure element its course shall hold.
Rush on the scene, and o’er our stage 1 h‘ rolled.

(/-/e/ e the serttr rises ariti etisco’TJers the nvatery

etc., etc.)

How like you our aquatics } Need we fear.

Some c“rilic with a hydrophobia here.

Whose timid caution caution’s self might tire.

Anti doubts if water can extinguish fire ?

If sucli there lx.', still let him rest secure;

For we liave made “.assurance doubly sure**

Ctjnsume the scenes, your safety yet is certain

—

Pt'csto—for proof let down the iron curtain.

{Jlcre the it on curtain is let iJon.vn.)

'The F.piloguc continues and at its dose the iron

curtain is drawn up and discovers the statue of
Shakespeare under a mulberry tree. The theatre

‘ivas again burnt do‘ivn fiue years later.

Much VTduable .and unexpected information re-

garding the conditit^ns that obtained in the
theatre of old is ti> be found in many of these

ancient ICpilogues, and they well repay the trouble

of reading. Frequently the information is hidden
away in the folds of some lengthy discourse where
it is likely to be overlooked. 'They were usually

written to grace st)me festivT' occasion and were
spoken by some celebrated actor or actress or by
the author himself. In one P'pilt>gue the advent
of gas was welcomed more for its healing qualities—keeping an audience warm was a difficult

matter in those days—than as an illuminant.

Much capital was made out of the use of unusual
stage effects; yet, strange to say, some of these

effects are being used in the theatre of to-day.

Here are two pleasing rain effects that are

suitable for children’s plays. T.'o make the first

one procure sufficient lengths of planed wood
about two inches wide by one inch thick— or

of stouter material if the frame required is large—and shape it according to requirements. The
joints should be halva*d and screwed together.

Along the top, bottom, and, if necessary, the sides,

small wire nails, or cabinetmaker’s panel pins,

three eighths ofan inch long, are tacked ; they arc

inserted at an acute angle, and sufficient of the

head of the nail is left protruding to hold the

fishing line or white cord that is strung, harplike.
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over them. When the fishing line lias been run
in the direction the rain is required to fall, the
line is painted in irregular streaks of white and
black, silver and black, or similar toned shades.

The painted streaks should be about two to three

truding. T o the head of each sprig is attached
a long length of thread upon which is fastened

small glass beads tied about two inches apart.

These long lengths may be prepared in small

pieces of abf>ut two or three feet long and then

Fn;. Ti. Rain Framk

inches long. If it is desired to give the rain a

“slant,” this may^ be done, care being taken that

the rain slants evenly. By placing the sprigs in

the frame at exact distances apart evenness is en-

sured. The streaks of black and white should be
irregularly spaced (Fig. ii).

TTie second effect is a rain screen, simple but
effective. All that is required is a long batten on
which is tacked sprigs with the heads left pro-

joined to whatever length is required. 'The

bottom ends are attached to a batten at stage level,

but the weight is sustained by lines joining the

ends of the battens. By vibrating the upper batten

and playing amber floods upon the screen the

suggestion of falling rain is obtained (Fig- I'l).

RAIN NOISES

R. W. Flliston records that he preferred the
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simplicity of a small country tlicatrt- to the pt>mp

of Drury I^anc. C^iice when he was acting; at the

Coventry T heatre in O’Keefe’s TP Ud Oots^

playing “Rover” to Bob Keeley's “Sim, it was

discovered that no “rain effects” were available.

“Rover’s” entry, as buttoning up his coat, he

exclaimed “Here’s a pelting shower and no

shelter. Poor Tom’s a-cold. I’m wet through,”

(Rlliston, in an aside, “Louder, louder—rub the

water. Bob”), and though Keeley did his best, the

STAGE
Fk;. rz Ratx Scri kn

Elliston immediately sent out for sheets of stout

brown paper, and the “effect” was produced by

the vigorous rubbing of the paper on the wall

behind the wing. The prompt copy runs;

“Exeunt Sim and Jane (a shower of rain). Enter

Rover hastily.” As Keeley made his exit,

Elliston thrust the brown paper into Keeley’s

hands, saying “Rub away. Bob, as much water

as you can.” This was to add to the effect of

1038

asidt'S Conti imed “Ouicker, Bob, rain—rain” and

to the great delight of the audience who could

hear every word Elliston continued, “Not a bit

like rain, but pelt away. Bob, pelt away.”
'"I'o produce the sound of rain falling off stage

procure a bucket full of fine washed gravel, such

as builders use for pebble dashing the front of

houses, and three large empty cardboard boxes.

Place the boxes on the floor of the stage and rest
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t}»c bucket oil an upturned wt>oden box liigii A rain box is a simple piece of apparatus and
enough for the purpose. 'The person making the can easily be made. 'Two long pieces of match-
rain sound takes a handful of the gravel and boarding, four inches wide and about six or seven
allows it to trickle through his fingers so that it feet long, form the sides. At the top and the
falls into the first af the empty boxes. Wlien this bottom the sides are held in position by two pieces

Fh;. I -j. Rain Box

box is three parts full the trickle is directed into

the second box, the ct>ntents of box TVo. i are

returned to the supplv' bucket, and the procedure
is repeated until the rain ceases. If the tone of

this effect does not satisfy, tlie gravel may be

made to fall on to a sheet of tin, plate glass,

plywo(3d, or other material placed so that the

gravel after striking it falls into the collecting

box as before.

of wood four inches square. Sheets of cardboard,

bent as illustrated in Fig. i arc tacked to the in-

side of the box, leaving a space at e.ich end large

enough to hold a couple* of pints of dried peas.

'Fhe sides of the rain box are next filled in ; long
pieces of thin cardboard will suffice. Before
fastening the last sheet in place the dried peas are

placed in the box, and the effect is obtained by
allowing the peas to run from end to end of the
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box. T'he noise of the peas pattering down the
inside of the apparatus can be made continuous
by reversing the rain box wiicn necessary.

Another type of rain box, cheap and easy tt>

make, consists of the circular side of a wooden
cheese box, which is about six inches deep. T'wo
pieces of wood, about an inch thick by an incli

it with cord. The brown paper is pierced to take

the axle, and after a pint of dried peas has been
poured through one of the holes the axle is fitted

and the apparatus is complete. T o simplify work-
ing, place the cheese box in an empty soap box
that is deep enough to hold it. At each side of

the box the circular dowelling rests in a groo\e.

V^ood laths square
nailed to inside of
box C about 5~apart

Strong brown paper
tied oyer both ends

dowel A through centre
of cheese box C,

resting on sides of wooden
box B
To prevent box C sliding
when being revolved, semi-
circulargrooves shouldbe cut
in boxB to receive dowel A

Fk;. 14 Rain Box

and a half wide, are fitted across the widest part.

Before nailing them in position find the exact

centre, and, holding both pieces of wood together,

bore holes through tliem to take a piece of stout

dowelling about two feet long. T'ack strips of
builders’ laths, six inches long and about three

eighths of an inch thick, to the inside of the

cheese box, inserting the tacks from the outside.

Close the ends of the box by means of two sheets

of stout brown paper, which, after being laid over
the ends of the box, are securely fastened round

and the apparatus when rotated by hand makes the
sound of falling rain (Fig. ^4).

T he simplest method is to obtain a new dripping
tin, about 1 2 or 1 6 inches long by i O or 12 inches

wide, or a large circular tin lid, in which is placed
dried peas that are slowly rolled from side to side,

the peas being kept in constant motion as far as

possible. If peas do not make sufficient noise, lead

shot, which can be purchased by the pound at any
good ironmonger’s shop, may be used. Experiment
will prove which material is more satisfactory.
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WIND
The question whether scenery or stage ma-

chinery was used by Shakespeare has caused
much discussion and the belief tliat his plays
were acted upon a stage bare of decoration may
have been wrong. Shakespeare was essentially

a man of the theatre, and the repetition of
the words “A storm is heaid. Thunder and
lightning,” in many of his plays seems to indicate

that he had some means of suggesting the noise

of the “fretful elements,” which he so frequently
turned to account. The drum was already in use,

and wind machines, consisting of long, thin

pieces of wood of different widths, witli holes of
varying shapes bored through them and whirled
around the head by means of a thong, were known
to the ancients. Here, then, were two simple
means of supplying thunder and wind. These
puny efforts to accompany tlie majestic words of
Shakespc*aie are referred to in an anonymous
article, entitled “T'heatralia,” believed to have
been written by Charles lyamb, in which the
following passage <iccurs

—“'The Hear of Shake-
speare cannot he* acted. The contemptible
machinery with which they mimic the storm he
goi“s out in, is not mote inadtajuate to represent

the horrors of the real elements, than any actor

catt be to rej)resent ivcar,” but what producer
staging “the play” wc^uld neglect to supply the

baleful flicker of lightning, the teinfying roar t)f

thunder, .ind the shrill whine of windi^

T'he lack of sound effects has often been
covered by adding to or amending the dialogue

to meet the particular needs of tht* case, and
although this is a dangerous course to achipt it is

sometimes justifu d. In some plays atmosphere is

developed by the subtle use c^f diah^gue in such a

manner that the provision of sound effects is un-
necessary. A good example of this occurs in

Beaumont and Fletcher’s play The Double
A/Iarruige^ the second act of which opens as

follows

Act II

J'.nti't Crunfu'r

: l..i\ hc-r Ix-fore the vintl; up with her eanvas

And let Ikt ^^<nk. The wind begins to whistle.

Clap all her streamers on and let her danee.

As if she woie the minic^n of the ocean.

Lei her bestride the billows till they roar.

And curl their wanton heatls. Ho, b^low there.

Sailors (within) .* Ho ho.

Boats .• Lay her North East, and thrust her niizen out
I he day j^rfiws fair anei clear, .ind the wind
courts us.

t)h for a lusty sail now', to t hase to.

(iutinrr - A stubborn bark, that v\ould bear ujr to us.

And chanyc a broadside bravely

and after more in this strain the audience can
almost feel the wind blowing in their faces.

If it is impossible to produce a desired effect

satisfactorily, it may be wiser to cut the effect

altogether rather than risk failure. T his course is

frequently adopted. On one occasion, however,
it roused the ire of Marshall who, writing in his

Cihronicle of Ei.>ents for jlpt if 1847, says

7th.

—

The Tempest was produced at Sadler’s V\’ells but
in .1 mutilated state, the summoning of Ariel w asentircU
dispcnsctl with, as was the famous opening scene w ith the

s.Hilors; and Mr. Phelps as Prospero looked more like

Coj> the Conjurer than the high-minded, noble anti

forgiving Duke of Milan. I'he whole t»f Shakespeare or
none we say.

T he dramatist t)f to-day is saved these subter-

fuges and with the facilities of a modern theatre

at his disposal no effect is beyf>nd his reach. T he
amateur producer, faced with the presentation of
such plays as Chunite^ If Four TValls Told^ and
The Good Hope^ has no hesitation in accepting
responsibility for the realistic sound effects re-

quired. In the third act of Heijerman’s play. The
Good Ilope^ a storm is raging and from the rising

of the curtain until the close of the act there is

ample scope for noise effects. '1 he noise of “A
gale” that “is blowing outside” almost drowns
the recitation of“ A Prayer to the Blessed V irgin,

”

and as the act pix)ceeds e\ ery character that enters

makes some pointc*d remark tt> the gale that is

raging. One says ” Has the wind gone down
yet.?” anc^ther “Wliat a wind,” others remark
“What a storm. ” “The tree by the pig-sty has

broken off like a clay pipe.” “Here’s a wind.”
“ T I’s dreadful out of doors. ” “ Listen to its cursed

wailing,” etc. A wirulow is opened and the gust

of wind that rushes in blows out t!ie lamp; the

pig-sty itself is e\entually blown down, and
throughout the act the wind “shrieks” and
“whistles,” whilst “Wind” and “Gusts of

Wind” are frequent stage directions. TTie curtain

falls whilst a prayer is being said, and all the

time “TTie storm howls round the house.”
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Before the invention of the electrically driven
wind fan the heroine of old, who through the evil

machinations t>f the villain ofthe piece, was turned
(^ut into the cruel, cruel world, somehow <ir other
usually began her journey to happiness by fighting

her way through a storm that almost tore from
her body the few tattered rags that barely sufficed

to cover her shrinking form. She was almost
blown off her feet by the wind as she staggered

across the stage to the accompaniment of the

stifled s<ffibing of a sympathetic audience already

in tears. At a well-known Lancashire theatre

during the performance of a scene of this descrip-

tion, the entry of the heroine’s stage stepmother,
who was in league with the villain, was greeted

by an angry uproar and a deluge of missiles. 'Lhe
manager of the theatre had to explain, personally,

that the scene was simply make-belie\'e, and that

“Miss is at this very momejit resting in her

dressing room after her strenuous exertions,”

before the audience would allow the play to

proceed,
T'he suggestion of real wind was made by

having long black threads attached to various por-

tions of the lady’s dress, and as she swayed across

the stage her dress was pulled and tossed from side

to side by one of the stage hands who manipulated
the threads after the manner of the puppeteer
working his dolls. Just before her e.vit she was
faced in the wings by two of the stage hands who
were armed with large sheets of stout cardboard
which they vigorously plied as she released small

strips of dress material that she had held in her
hand for the occasion. With the wind machine
roaring, the rain pattering in the rain box, and
the darkened stage lit up by an occasional flash of
lightning, the illusion as seen from the frt>nt was
effective. Nowadays if we wish to stage a similar

effect we emphiy a large electric fan.

As a contrast in stage methods this is how a

modern theatre arranged a scene that demanded
exceptional wind effects. T he scene was a desert,

and as the action developed a .sand storm arose,

T he sky darkened, the wind whistled, and soon
the sand was whipped into motion, 'The stage was
covered deeply with a material to suggest sand.

TThe “sand” was blown about by streams of air

supplied by a special machine, and forced through
a series of pipes laid under and brought up through
the stage to a number of nozzles concealed in the
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sand material. When the storm began a number
of pipes were brought into action, and the wind
from these pipes sent a ripple of air across the sand,
giving it the same visual appearance as a ripple on
water. A second series of pipes was next brought
into use. These pipes were so arranged that by
systematically operating them in a carefully pre-
arranged sequence the suggestio?i of the rapid
whirl and twist of sand in motion was conveyed.
A third series of pipes, placed immediately behind
the footlights, was constantly emitting a steady
stream of air, which formetl a curtain and effec-

tively prevented the escape of any of the sand
material into the auditorium.

'There are many machines tliat will provide a
good wind sound, the commonest type being
that which consists nf a series of laths fastened
betwt‘en two circular end pieces of wood, which
are mounted in a frame and rotated by means of
a handle. 'The machine should be high enough
for convenient working. A long strip of canvas is

attached to tin* machine in such a manner that

the edges of the laths come in contact with the
surface of the canvas when the cylinder is rotated.

T'he sound developed varies according to the size

of the drum and the speed at which it is turned.
A suitable canvas may be purchased from a ship

chandler’s establishment or from a firm that

specializes in the rnanufactun* of tents or stack

covers. T hree or four dozen varieties of canvas
are made. Before deciding which particular

quality tt) use it is wise to experiment.
A wind machine similar to that shown in the

accompanying illustration (Fig. i S) is used iij one
of our most progressive “ Little” T heatres. T he
frame work is made of wood, and the iron liandle

by which the cylinder is rotated is of a substantial

character. 'I he axle is secured to the cylinder
ends by lugs that effectively prevent the handle
slipping round when pressure is brought t(i bear
on the paddles. In many of the simpler forms of
wind machines that are made by amateurs the
apparatus sometimes fails at a crucial moment
owing to the turning gear working loose and
becoming ineffective. Dn a small machine this

weakness may be eliminated by flattening a por-
tion of the axle at that jioint where it fits the end
piece of the cylinder and inserting wedges, which
are firmly driven in.

Another effective wind machine has a long
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cylinder that contains two sets of paddles spaced
differently. 'Phree or four different toned can-
v^ascs are used, and these are mounted on battens
in such a manner that they can be quickly fixed

over either set of paddles. 'Die battens are held
in position by iron liolders that are fixed to the
front struts. With the canvas hanging loosely

over the cylinder when it is rotated, a good wind
sound is produced and by exerting pressure on

the free batten variatitm of tone can be obtained.

This particular machine i;> three feet six inches

high, three feet wide, and four feet long. T he
paddles are six inches deep, and are fixed to the

sides of the cylinder by screws. 'Die paddles of
one set arc four inches apart and of the other three

inches apart.

A well-known repertory company uses a wind
machine that consists of the frame work of a long

narrow table from which the top has been re-

moved. 'Die top wooden roller of a wringing
machine with the cog wheel removed rests in

sockets in the side of the table. Pong triangular

shaped pieces of wtK>d, one inch high, are nailed

along the roller, two inches apart. One end of

the iron bar that goes through the wooden roller

has been filed square, and to this is fixed

a large handle secured to the central bar by
means of a split pin slotted thiviugh the end of the

iron a.xle.^’ A piece of canvas belting, about eight

STAGE EFFECTS

inches wide, is fastenetl to the underneath side of
out* end of the frame by means of Hat headed nails,

carried across the top ol the roller, and secured to

the opposite side. T he wind noise it makes can
be heard in every part of a large theatre and by
simply pressing one finger tin the can\as while the
machine is being operated the low moan of the-

wind suddenly rises to a shrill whistle.

A smaller and more simple wind machine may

bi* made. In the place of canvas, use a length of
silk and ti.x it around a small cylinder, as illus-

trated (F ig. i f>). T he machine may be clamped to

the top t>f a table or to tlie edge of the stage, and
tile paddles may^ ctwisist of strips of wood nailed

or screwed to the outside edge of the cylinder end.

It is always worth while to ha\'e a soundly con-
structed wind machine. When making it the

cylinder ends should be prepared first. T he centre

hole in the cylinder should be bored through both

end pieces at the same time to ensure the even
running of the cylinder, and if the paddles are cut

with the ends perfectly square the cylinder should

tit properly. TTie frame vvork <if the machine
slumld be made last, anti, if possible, the handle

should be removable.
For particularly shrill wintl efFecl> the noise of

the wind machine may be augmented by blow-
ing a whistle of the siren type, which may be pur-

chased at almost any musical instrument shop.
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It is possible that the illustration is of a stage

production, in a French theatre, of a Shakespeare
play, or, as no title of the play is given, of a classi-

cal play of the i8th century (Fig. 17).
"I'he scene as witnessed by the audience was of

a god, or spirit, swooping down from heaven to-

wards the vessel in a heavy sea, and commanding
the wind to do its worst, or directing it to blow
the vessel to safety from a dangerous lee shore

Kk.. 17. A Krhnch Prodcc'I'ion

and then, just as swiftly, darting aloft again to the

safety of a cloud. 'Fhe effect was arranged by
stretching tightly across and over the stage a wire
liawser or stout rope, securely fastened at each
end, either to the walls of the theatre or to the

timbers of the platforms fn)m which tlie scene-

shifters operated in the “flies.” From this rope a
strong wood beam, fitted with runners at each
end, was suspended so that it could be drawn from
one side of the theatre to the other by a long rope,

at one end of which a heavy counterweight,
running over a sheave, was hung. 'This counter-
weight was held in check at the opposite side

of the theatre by the other ertd of the rope, which
was turned round and firmly held by a cleat.

When the rope round the cleat was “eased,” the

counterweight automatically pulled the beam
of wood across the theatre, and, when it became
necessary to return the beam, a windlass fixed

under the scene-shifters platform was used. 'Fhe
rope, after being “held” or “stopped,” was
secured to the cleat and the beam was ready for
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action again. At a short distance from both ends
of the beam two sheaves were fitted, end to end,
and through these passed two long ropes termina-
ting in iron hooks fitted with tongues. TL'he

upper ends of these ropes were carried up to a
double sheave-block in the roof timbers, exactly

over and half-way across the fixed rope, then
along the top of the roc^f beams, down the side of
the wall and eventually secured to another cleat.

Underneath the platform carrying the wind-
lass and cleats was a small room or platform
from which the actor began his flight from one
side of the theatre to the other. A corresponding
room or platform on the opposite side of the
theatre allowed hin» to swing into safety. A small

cradle, or suitable harness, enabled him to be
secured to the totigued hooks for his flight. T lie

beam approaching the centre of the fixed rope
automatical! v lengthened the two supporting
ropes as they slipped down between the double
sheaves in the beam, and this caused the actor

t(^ dip rapidly. As the beam passed the centre
point, the movement was reversed, and the actor

climbed sharply to the opposite side.

SNOW
One frequently hears of a “frost” in the

theatre, but the actual presentation of a snow-
storm on the stage is a more rare occur-
rence. 'JTie modern producer instead of allow-
ing his audience to sec a snowstorm usually

arranges his snow scene immediately after' a fall

C/f snow. 'V^ears ago producers welcomed the

opportunity of staging plays with snowstorms or

some other spectacular display, and in this con-
nexion some of the old playbills are a joy to read.

In Exile, or the Deserts of Siherit/ one reads of
“A Dutiful Daughter who conceived the CTlori-

ous Design of Rescuing a Father from F.xile

carried into Execution in Defiance of Intercept-

ing IVIountains of Snow” and which she crossed

during a “Raging Bliz-Aard.” In the pantomime
of The J\4agic Pipe, or Harlequin and Snonjuball

,

staged at the Adelphi 'Fheatre about 1820—1822,
we are t(^ld of the “Songs, Choruses, Ktc. , the

Machinery and TVicks, invented and executed
expressly for this Occasion. ...” and the

wonders to be seen arc hinted at in the “Succession
of Scenery.” “Scene I. A Mountainous Country
covered with Snow—Heavy Fall of Snow—The
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Spirits of F'rost hail their Monarch—Frost de-

scends in a Car—Cjrand Recitative and Chorus

—

Spirits Retire, Pilgrim attacked by Frost and
Rescued by a Country TVaveller—Who the

Devil are you?—Frost sent Packing
—

"Traveller

Rewarded—Magic Pipe—Change of Affairs

—

the Sweep, and various other Pantomimic
Characters.”

In those old plays the snow was supplied by
men standing on the grid or in the flies from where
they flung handfuls of paper snow with a broad
sweeping gesture similar to that made by a

rrnc ircuuiiy

Round end
pieces A

C screwed
to ends A in the
position shown

ropes eaached

Wire Netting

Ropes D to Roof

Ropes E fixed as shmn
When E's are pulled down
weights C should almost
be at top

Method of fixing struts

to hold ends A together

Turns to Harlequin—Ciift of IMagic Sword

—

Seeks Columbine—Clreat Disappointment of
Frost—Swears Revenge—Dreadful Thunder-
bolt Fall of Snow.” During the course ofthe
pantomime, in addition to meeting “T he Clown
with 'I'hree Heads,” <^ne met ladies rejoicing in

the names of “Nancy Nantz,, Margery Clack,
Di^lly Dumpling, Susan Whipe, IVlargaret Flaps,

Mrs. T'wist, and Squinting Nan,” whilst amongst
the gentlemen were “'J'imothy ^ueer’em,
Voung Vasey, Clianting Ned, Shrillcove Bob,
T'rottershaking 'Tom, "Tim Grab’em, John
Lag’em, 'Tim Alum tlie Baker, Will Fluefaker

farmer broadcasting his seeds. 'The machinist of

one theatre was in the habit of purchasing his

snow material already torn up from the local

printer who supplied the playbills. On one
occasion the play came to a premature close

owing to the carelessness of the printer’s appren-
tice who had inadvertently (?) dropped a large

iron Tiut from one of the printing machines into

the sack containing the torn waste paper. This
was not observed at the time, and during the

storm the heroine was struck on the head and
stunned. T he thickness of her hat saved her from
what might have been a more serious accident.
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and the re-isbuc of a frt-c pass tt> the gallery, whicli and in a presentation of Ibsen\s play, "John

had been withdrawn from the apprentice, pre- Gabr iel Borkmari, the scene where Borkman dies

vented further “accidents.” in the snow consisted of a backcloth showing
In some of the older theatres there is still to snow covered hills in the distance, a stunted Hr

be seen the “snow box” or “snow trough.” 'This tree the branches of which were hea\’ily laden

Ropes A ID Roofand ftxed.

Ropes B to pul/ej/s fixed sli^Uy hiaher
than rod Cand returned tostagelevel

Fk,. 19

is a long wooden box Hxed above the grid and with snow, and a sru>w-covered garden seat. T he

extending from one side of the stage to the other. stage cloth was painted a greyish white. As
T'he box is so constructed that it can easily be Borkman entered he accidentally brushed against

rocked. 'This causes the torn paper to fall through the fir tree and the audience saw the snow
the long slits that are cut in the sides of the box. shaken from the branches fall to the stage, he

In place of the snowstorm the snow scene is collapsed on a mound of snow, conveniently

now used. In a production of Masefield’s The placed in the centre of the stage, and when he

Faithful a snow scene was represented by a six- was lifted to the garden scat much play was
fold Japanese screen painted to suggest winter, made of clearing it of snow.
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In many stage spectacles where snow scenes

were featured an added attraction was an ice

carnival or ice ballet where sliapely beauties
attired in white fur coatees and silk tights glided
about the stage on roller skates. T'he carnival
was usually graced with the presence of a couple
of expert skaters whose acrobatic ability was
turned to good account. 'The no\'elty of roller

skating as a stage spectacle soon wore off, and the

the Stone Jug Inn with a reunion in middle
age of the characters whose love stories have
been told was seen at the same time as the ex-
terior where happy youth glided over the ice

to the accompaniment of joyous laughter. Such
scenes are further exemplified in the very suc-
cessful series of ice shows held in recent years

at the Stoll 'Theatre.

When it is necessary to stage a snowstorm, a

next development in this diiectioii was made
possible by the use of a tank of u ater, which was
kept fro/x-n over by means of ammonia piping.

This made real ice skating possible. 'The latest,

and perhaps final, development of this tvpe of
stage effect was that used in the production of
IP'ild Violets, where in the second scene of the

Epilogue “'I'he Garden of the Stone Jug, 1932”
a skating spectacle was staged. On a huge
revolving stage the outside of the inn was shown
with a small pond of water c<>\ ered with ice, on
which skated eight or nine couples. 'The pond
was a number of flats of wood which, when laid

on the stage, fitted together and were held in

position by a jointed beading that surrounded the

whole. TTie “ice” material was set with a hard,

smooth surface. It was spread over the wood
foundation to a depth of half an inch, and the

surface was made new again after each per-

formance by a top dressing of the material.

Ordinary ice skates were used. As the play

closed the stage revolved and the interior of

long wooden box similar to tliat already described

for suggesting falling rain by means of rice may
be used, but in place of the perforated bottom
through which the rice falls, the bottom is made
t)f wire netting such as is used for enclosing
poultry runs and which fits close to the shutter.

'The box is filled with white tissue paper torn

into small shreds, and wdien the shutter is

dropped the snow should fall. If the wire netting

becomes choked, a gentle shaking of the box will

clear it.

A variati(>n of this device is illustrated by the

drawings in Fig. 18. 'T'he round end-pieces

of the apparatus are made of stout plywood and
are loosely slotted on a long round batten. The
circular ends are joined together by four long
lengths of wood, which keep the cylinder rigid

when it is rotated. 'I'he ends of a long narrow
length of wire netting are fastened to each end
of the cylinder, and the remaining portion of the
cylinder is enclosed with a long strip of canvas.

One edge of the canvas is secured to the edge of
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the wire netting, and tlie other edge is laced in

such a manner that it can be opened to allow
the snow material to be inserted. TTie rope L>

may be threaded thi'ough a hole bored in the
batten B or it may be fastened iii such a

manner that there is no risk of the centre batten

B slipping when the apparatus is rotated. When
snow is required, a pull on the cord K will

swing the cylinder, and a rocking morion is easily

maintained by pulling and releasing the cord B,
which is assisted by the counterweights at C.
A more simple form of apparatus consists of

two long battens, between which is slung a long
piece of canvas or scrim. T he batten C is fixed

and the batten /T is suspended from the flies or
roof in such a manner that it can be pulled up and
lowered by the lines B. If the cradle has to ex~
tend across the entire width of the stage the
batten D may be supported by the usual three
lines, which are led to a single cleat. T he canvas
bag that holds the prepared snow is perforated

with long holes about two inches apart. T hese
begin about half way along the length of the
canvas, and when the batten D is at its highest
point the sagging portion of the canvas bag re-

tains the torn paper, A constant fall of snow is

ensured by working batten L> up and down, care

being taken to make sure that the lower end of
the bag is always out of sight from the front

(Figs. 19 and 20). Both these snow machines
should be flxed as high as possible to allow the

snow to separate and begin to fall steadily before
becoming visible to the audience. T here should,
f>f course, be a stage-cloth to catch the fallen snow.
The effect of scurrying and whirling snow may

be obtained by having electric fans placed in the
wings or some other place and blowing the snow
upstage to prevent it escaping into the auditorium.
The fans should be noiseless in running.
When a character enters after being in a snow-

storm that is raging outside, it is customary for

him to shake the snow from his hat and coat.

T'his snow is coarse salt. A plentiful supply
should be placed in the brim of his hat and along
the shoulders. The actor should not enter wear-
ing brightly polished shoes; they should be made
up by means of wet fuller’s earth or wet salt.

Drifted snow on a window is suggested by fixing

long strips ofcotton wool to the outside ofthe win-
dow along the bottom and half way up one side.
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One of the finest snow scenes ever staged was
in Sir Henry Irving’s production of The Corsican
Brothers at the Lyceum Theatre in 1880. The
second act has a duel scene, between Fabian dei

PT'anchi and Chateau Renaud, in the Forest of
Fontainbleau, with many gigantic trees, a frozen
lake, and a thick covering of snt>w. It is dawn
and the rays of the rising sun cause the snow to

sparkle and glitter in the frosty air. T'he duellists,

preparing to fight, find their action impeded.
Much business was made of clearing away the

deep snow from the duelling area so that they
c<^uld obtain a firm foothold. T he scene occupied
the whole stage and required a small army ofstage-
hands to set it. T he snow was coarse common
salt and tons of it were used. Small rubber
wheeled trucks were employed to carry the sacks
of salt, which after being deposited was spread

evenly over the stage with wooden shovels.

THE EFFECTS LANTERN
IVIany fine visual effects may be obtained

by using the magic lantern, sciopticon, or effects

lantt‘rn, and wonderful results can be produced
by means of coloured lights. With a patented
lighting svstcMii it is possible t(^ set a scene
shownng summer in its full glory and then by
switching on a different set of lights to transform
the scene to winter. An actor in evening dress

can be changed instantaneously from a normal
human being to a grinning negro, in a white suit

that may be faced with brilliant colours or decor-
ated with iaz-z designs, and it is possible to change
a row of beautiful chorus girls into a nightmare
of grinning skeletons by the same means. Such
effects as these are usually introduced into the

revue type of entertainment for the sake of their

novelty.

T he average amateur producer is usually a

genius at improvisation and remarkable effects

have been obtained by using a home-made
flood light and a magic lantern with suitable

accessories. If it is necessary to see snow falling

and there is no snow trough or cradle provided,

it may be suggested by means of a magic lantern

fitted with a special snow screen. This is a shallow

box having at each end a small roller fitted with
a handle for turning. Between the rollers is a long
narrow band of black silk wide enough effectively

to close the light aperture. The black silk is
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generously perforated with a sharp needle, leaving
intact at each end a portion about five or six inches
long. The black silk should be wound on to the
bottom roller, and the unpierced portion of it

should be fixed so that when the light is turned
on no light escapes. W^hen in position, the black
silk takes the place nf the ordinary lantern slide

and when the upper roller is turnctl the pierced

portion of the silk passing behind the objective

fixed glass prisms in such a manner that the light

piercing the curved slit in the tin slide passes

through them. The reflected image shows all the

colours of the rainbow. Gwing to refractif>n,

however, the rainbow may appear anywhere but
where it is required, and it may be necessary to

tilt the Lintern until the rainbow moves from the

floor or the wall to the ct^rrect positit^n. 'Fhe
rainbow may be made to appear and disappear by

lens allows the light t<i pass through the silk on
to the backcloth where the small circle's of light

slowly drifting downwards pi ox ide a good impres-

sion of falling snow.
A moon effect is obtained by lixing a light in

a box and covering the open front with a mix)n

transparency, or by having a tin ceuie, witJi a light

at the narrow end, fitted with a similar moon.
Stars can be sequins strung on short lengths of
carpet thread and hung from the flies. T he bottom
ends should be loose so that movement on the

stage, or the currents of air that usually circulate

backstage, sway the threads and cause the stais

to twinkle automatically.

'The effect of flames or fires is supplied by a

painted slide consisting of a circular piece of glass

mounted in a brass frame, which turns by means
of a rack and pinion ; and twinkling stars can be

similarly suggested. For rainbows the apparatus

is somewhat more complicated. TTie slide is made
of tin or other metal in which a semi-circular or

bow-shaped slit about a sixteenth of an inch wide
has been cut. 'This is placed in the slide holder,

and immediately in front of the objective are

turning the light on and off, or a second tin slide

may be placed in front of the prepared slide.

T"he hot white glare of southern sunlight may
be intensified by throwing long black shadows
across the stage. T'lie sharp pointed gables of
lu»uses, trees, and signpe^sts, or even the threat-

ening arm of a gibbet with its menacing noose
dangling in the wind may be suggested by fixing

tin or cardboard shapes in the slide holder. T he
lantern shoidd be securely fixed to prex^ent any
accidental jarring that would spoil the effect.

Silhouettes of heads or grotesque figures may be
thrown t^n to walls or windows by similar means.
If it is desired to thiow the* distorted shadow of a

dancer or some other person on to the backcloth,
this may be done by placing a spotlight in the

wings or by concealing it in the footlight trough.

T he light when required is operated by a switch
placed in such a position that the operat()r has the

dancer and his shadow in full view all the time.

T his is simply a rex ersal of the old shadt)w show
where one saw on an illuminated white screen

the black shadow <’)f a performer that seemed to

grow largei and larger as he walked away from
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the screen towards the light, and finally appeared
to jump into the auditorium as he leaped over the
lime light placed well upstage at stage level. The
mysterious shadow of a stork carrying a baby in

a bundle that it dropped down a chimney was
arranged by having a cardboard stork liung at a
distance from the screen and a man behind it

Fig. 22. Opticai. Siagk Ern.ers Lanterns

waving a lighted lamp. T'he shadow could be

multiplied by placing additional men with lights,

each light casting a separate shadow, which grew
or diminished as the men moved about.

A magic lantern of the diss<^lving view type can

be used to show in a sequence of pictures such

effects as the thoughts passing through the mind
of a man in a condemned cell, the hallucinations

of a disordered mind, the visions of a dreamer,

or ghostly visitors who appear and disappear at

will.

An interesting variation of the snow screen
effect is the colour screen, but instead of a magic
lantern a floodlight is used. The coloured silk

band is worked in a similar manner, the colours
being determined by the particular atmosphere to

be suggested. “Toned” strips of coloured silk

with long “V” shaped joins, will cause the colour

Fif. 2 ^ AinoMAi’ic C'oi.oiJR Whi’kl

of the light tt) change almost imperceptibly as the

joined portions slowly pass across the light.

T he sciopticon is an improvement on the magic
lantern. The advance in scientific research has
enabled the “effects” lantern to be utili/.ed to

simulate Nature to an extraordinary degree. 'The
lantern itself usually consists of a planished steel

lamphouse, well ventilated and lined with asbestos,

and fitted with a four and a half or five inch
condenser. 'The lig})t st>urce is an arc lamp of
20—40 ampere capacity, the other essential being
the objective or optical lens, the focus of which
will depend on the length of the throw and the

area to be covered. 'I he effect itself depends on
the required result, but in many cases it consists

of a circular mica disc on which has been hand-
painted clouds, rain, snow, waterfalls, rippling

water, waves, fires, and other natural phenomena.
Driven by either clockwork or a small electric

motor, it rotates between the condenser and the .

objective lens. In the case of a rough sea, a

vertical movement may be required. T'his is

secured by a series <^f slides operated by eccentrics.
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111 ail effects lantern supplied only to a profes-

sional theatre where effects are projected from a
distant operating-bt)X, the light st)urce often
reaches a capacity of Ho— lOO amperes, and here
great care must be takc*n so that the heat does not
damage the mica disc or effect slide. In such
circumstances, movement of the effect should be

^4 SciNTircArixt; Mirror Jiu-c

started behiie the arc is struck, anel when the

lantern is finished with, the arc should be switched
off and the lantern door opened t<i admit air before

the effect disc is stopped, otherwise the slide may
be blistered by residual heat.

An effects lantern of this description costs

with one effect about £,yo. Additional effects

to be used on the same lantern cost from
to £,'2.^ each, according to the detail required in

the hand-painting, which must be done by a

skilled artist who is gifted with the essential

imagination to depict phenomena of Nature as

stage spectacles. Each effect is complete with
its own clockwork motor. T'he illustrations, sup-
plied by the Strand Electric and Engineering Co.,
Ltd., of London, show the types of lantern
described.

Many grades of effects lanterns are manu-
factured. Prices vary according to the quality-

FlO, 2;; LaN'I FRN

T he neeils cif small societies that produce a play
once a year, for perhaps three performances only,

are recc^gni /.ed, and it is possibh* to hire a first-class

effects lantern of 30—40 amps, in capacity. T he
usual hiring charge is about 3 a week for a

com}>lete single effect outfit, inclusive of the

necessary resistance and plugging fuseboard, tele-

scopic standard, etc. If additional effects are

required for the same lantern, it is usual to charge
a sum about half that figure. It is always advisable

to deal with a firm of repute when hiring effects.

Many firms keep a staff of experts who arc willing
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to advise, free of charge, on any lighting effect

that is required.

In all cases when an effects lantern is used,

care should be taken to place it in such a position

that whilst it can be easily and quickly moved it

can also be firmly fixed so that it cannot be
accid(*ntly moved or knocked over during

Kic.. .1

6

. Erri'CTS Lan'm rn

pcrf(>rmance. The free mo\ement of the
players making thc-ir eiitrajices and exits should
not be overlooked, and no one should pass

Frt;. 27

across the front of the lantern when it is in

action.

'^The use of the moving picture film as scenery
and the “talkie” as an aid to stage effects has
already been accepted by the theatre, and such
spectacles as waves breaking on a rocky coast,

street life, or open country fleeting past the

window of a train supposed to be in motion,
accompanied by “sound,” arc common. When

THEATRE AND STAGE
Chlumberg’s play jMiracle nt Verdun was pro-
duced in New Vork there were eight film inter-

ludes, and at one stage three films as well as a

scene from the play were being shown simul-
taneously, the same actors appearing in the film

episodes as on the stage. Whether this type of
“cineplay” will revolutioni/.e the technique of
playwriting or die a natural death can be left to

the future to decide, but in the meantime it will

be wise to accept and use any medium that offers

interesting possibilities in the production of stage

effects.

EXPLOSIONS
'There ha\'e been many attempts to show on

the stage the awful conditions that obtain during
war-time in the trenches, in hospitals, and at sea.

In Velona Pilcher’s play 'The Searcher the

stage is set in such a manner that it suggests the

steel v interior of a gunbarrel, and throughout
the play thc*re is the “relentless rhythm” of the

barrage that forms a tonal background to th(‘

action. What a contrast to the days when the

thrill of the evening consisted of an execution,
as in The Deserter of WapieSy where one saw “A
Solemn Processit^n of Soldiers—A Regimental
Hand playing the Dead March—and the awful
Ceremony of SHOO TING A DESERT ER.”
In place of the single* volley of rifle fire, the

present-day prodvicer must bt* able to suggest, and
suggest convincingly, every \ariation of explo-

sion, from the subthied “pif” of a revolver fitted

with a silencer to the stunning crash of artillery

that is fired at close quarters. In some plays the

“effects” are so complicated that a specially

trained staff is retained and accompanies the play

when it is on tour.

Realism in one play was supplied by a small

brass cannon, loaded with gunpowder, and fired

bv means of a percussion cap and lanyard. 'The
cannon was mounted on a carriage with wheels
to overcome the recoil. It was twelve inches

long, and in its firing position it faced a wall,

which was protected from damage by a sheet of
steel. Almost the same noise effect could have
been obtained by firing a revolver loaded with a

blank cartridge into an empty tank.

As an alternative to the use of the small brass

cannon a maroon or a large single report cracker,

fired in an iron drum or tank, will give a report
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that is equally satisfactory- "1 he sound has a deep
tone, ^diere are two methods of firing these, one
by what is called friction ignition and the other
by electrical ignition. When the former is used

a bead of composition is struck, just as a match
is struck on a box, and the explosive is dropped
into the tank. In order to prevent any risk of

acci'lent and also to ensure the safety of the
operator, a rime fuse, gejK'r.illy ab<iut three seconds
in duration, is interposed bet\\''-en tlie friction

composition and the explosive. 1 lie more simple
method is to use electrical ignition. In this case

the explosive is proxided with an electric fuse,

which is connected in circuit with a battery

or with the lighting installation of the theatre

oi hall, and immediately contact is made, bv
pressing a switch or button, the explosion follows.

'This method of firing the explosive has a great

advantage in that the explosion can be arranged
exactly on the cue, without any guesswork <in

the part of the operator, who with the previous
method has to allow for a time delay which, if

miscalculated, would probably ruin the cfFect.

Should it be desired to accompany the discharge
of heavy guns with a smoke efFect, this may be
arranged with the aid of a “smoke case.” Smoke
cases arc usually burnt in an iron bucket or tank,

care being taken to prevent any stray spark from
the opening coming into contact with any inflam-

mable material. Messrs. C. Brock and other

STAGE E FFECTS

firework specialists supply equipment of this

description.

If it is not desirable to use either firearms or

fireworks the effect of a heavy gun being fired

at a distance can be obtained by suspending a

metal cask, with one end open, and striking it

with a heax y wooden mallet. 'The rex erberations

are “ rolled off” on a bass drum, which is struck a
numbcM* of times, the sound being diminished at

each blow until it fades awax'. If a metal cask
cannot be procured it is possible to suggest gun-
fire bx' using the drum alone. In this case the
ilrum is given a xdolent blow, which is followeel

by “rolling off.” 'I'he faint rumble of guns in

the distance can be conxeyed by a slight vibra-

tion of the plywood thunder sheet if there is no
other occasion during the^ilay when the thunder
apparatus is used.

If it is necessary to discharge one of the trench
guns known as a “ whi///.-bang,” the noise may
be made bv' blowing a suitable blast on a siren

type of whistle, following this bv firing a revolver

loaded with a blank caitridge into an empty tin

biscuit box. T he shell should “whine” its wav
through the air, but should not be heard after

the shot is fired.

'I'he v isual effect of shells bursting is obtained
by fitting a wooden box with a glass front on the
inner side of which is painted the vivid repre-

sentation of a bursting shell. An electric lamp
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connected to a switch is placed inside the box
and the impression of the shell exploding is

obtained by operating the switch at tlie instant

the noise is made. A shell box and one of the
electrically discharged fireworks already described
may be operated together very effectively. In a

Krn.

bombardment by the enemy a number (»f these
shell-boxes may be used. In each case the glass

front should be hidden so that the bursting shell

is not seen until the lamp is flicki-red.

A small “flash,” similar to that used bv illusion-

ists, may be used to suggest hand grenades being
thrown in the dark. T'he flash C(^nsists of a small
wad of guncotton or flash paper which is lit bv
breaking a small tube of sulphuric acid on it.

When this effect is used, the hands should be
protected by rubber gloves. A drum supplies the
noise of the explosion.

T he glare of fire is made by laying a train of
ordinary red fire powder across a piece of tin or
other metal and igniting it with a match, the
amount of powder used being determined by the
length of time the glare is required.

In all effects where a certain amount of smoke
is produced it is wise to make certain that none
escapes into the auditorium. T he audience may

THEATRE AND STAGE
enjoy the spectacle of seeing dense volumes of
smoke rolling upwards, but their pleasure is

spoilt if they are inconvenienced by the acrid
smell of gunpowder or any other explosive that
may be used.

Machine gun fire may be supplied by a special

cracker fired in a metal box or it may be suggested
very simply. A couple of canes and some sharp
sounding surface, such as a cushion with a leather
cover or the canvas from the wind machine,
stretched taut between the backs of two chairs,
are required. T'he scat of a bentwood chair
when beaten pr<iperly produces a suitable noise.
T he person who is responsible for the effect holds
a cane in each hand and strikes the cushion or
canvas sharp blows that are repeated at regular
intervals. T'ht* shots art* timed to give a sugges-
tion of mechanical accuracy, and a noise like

pom pom pom pom pom . . . ptmi pom pom
porn pom . . .

pom pom pom pom pom . . .

should be aimed at. T he rapid confinutius rattle

of a Maxim gun may be produced by a machine
that is similar to the wind machine, but with a

smaller drum or evlinder .is shown in the illus-

trations (Figs. 28 to Jo). T'liis produces a noise
like ’taptaptaptaptaptaptap. Irregular bursts of’

rifle fire can be suggestetl by arming as many of
the cast as possible with canes and by getting
them to beat a sheet of plywood or a leather
cushion. A wooden clapper, such as farmers use
for scaring birds, pro\ ides an excellent noise for

battle scenes, and is useful for other purposes.
Should it be necessary t<i stage a murder or a

suicide, it is possible to obtain a revolver that is

re.'ilistic in action. It carries twelve rounds *22
blank cartridge and can be loaded in view of the
audience. Wlien the revolver is fired the flash

and wad are ejected upwards at right angles to
the line of fire, and the barrel, being solid from
end to end, may be brought close to the person
who has to die. The noise of a rifle or a revolver
shot can be produced by clapping together two
pieces of wood, about three feet long, three inches
wide, and an inch thick, joined at one end with
a strong hinge, which is countersunk. The sur-
face of the wood should be planed smooth and
even.

'I'he CJreat I..afayette used to stage an illusion

in which after many confusing changes of char-
acter he eventually assumed the part of Napoleon
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and appeared on the stage mounted on his famous
white charger. The spectacle was the grand
finale and showed the debacle of the retreat from
Moscow. Much use was made of “noise effects,”

smoke cases, and red fire, and to tlie accompani-
ment of the roar of heavy guns the orchestra
thundered out the famous “1812” overture.
T'hrough the dense smoke the audience saw at

the back of the stage the gleam of moving
bayonets, drooping banners, an occasional cavalry-
man, and at odd intervals the grim muz,z,le of a

cannon. 'These effects were made of cardboard
and were mounted on endless bands of canvas that

passed round rollers (operated by hand. The inven-
tion of this device was welcome to the producer
of old who, in order to present a spectacle of this

description, usually had to engage a small army
of supers. In order to maintain the illusion they
marched round and round in a circle past M^me
door, window, or archway. '1 hat famous old

play A R.oyal I^iitorce owed much of its success

to the fact that whenever possible the management
used to engage tlie band of the local volunteer
regiment to plav'^ tlu* necessary music, and the
willing c<')-nperation of officers and men in pro-
viding a “real” army, which fact was well

advertised, usually ensured the use of the “house
full” boards.

'The modern producei attempts with ease feats

that can hardly be believed. 'The spectacle of an
Atlantic liner sinking at sea after si i iking a float-

ing mine will be described in detail later, but a

description of the means to effect this will not be
out of place here. 'The explosion was arranged
by placing in the centre <)f the darkened stage a

small circular iron tank and exploding in it one of
the electrically operated bombs already described.

'I'he tank was of the si/.e and shape of a domestic
dust-bin, and the top was fitted with a fine wire
gauze mesh which, whilst it effectively prevented
the accidental escape of any of the exploded
material, allowed the audience to be thrilled by
the visual effect of tlie v ivid flash that seemed to

come from the actual contact of the ship’s bows
with the mine.

In staging a production in which firearms are

discharged or explosives are used for stage effects

it is necessary to prev^ent any inadvertent infringe-

ment of the Explosives Act (^r the regulations

that govern the carrying and use <^f weapons that

are described as “lethal.” 'The Local Authority
sometimes places the resp(^nsibility of administer-
ing the Explosives Act with the Weights and
Measures Department, whilst the Administra-
tion of the Acts of Parliament dealing with
firearms is vested in the police. Both these

Departments are always willing to advise on any
point, and readily place their experience and know-
ledge at ojie’s service.

It is nt>t necessary to have a licence to carry a

gun when the gun or revolver has a solid barrel

and catmot possibly tire a bullet, but as there are

frequent alterations in the regulations, and so

many pitfalls in law, it is a wise precaution to

submit for approval whatever kind of weapon it

is intended to use. T'he law does not accept

ignorance as an excuse, and if it is proposed to

use for stage effects grandfather’s old-fashioned

smooth-bore fowling piece that hangs on the wall

as an ornament the experts should be consulted,

as it is quite possible that even this type of gun
may have been brought under control by an Order
in Council or an addition to the regulations. A
Chief Constable may issue a certificate that

entitles the holder to “hold and carry a gun for

stage purposes t>nly,” and such a certificate is

renewable every three years. 'The initial cost is

smalh and there is a charge for renewal.

'The production of JAtller and His Afen^ a

melodrama by 1 . Pocock, included a famous
stage explosion. 'The play, originally prc^duced

at Covent C jarden 'Theatre, retained its popularity

for more than fifty years. On 5th March, 1856,
a tire at Covent Ciarden 'Theatre destroyed

many valuable works of art, etc., in the library.

The'»e included the (original manuscripts of The
Aiiller and His A4en^ The School for Scandaf an
opera called The Sla^i>e^ the original operatic

scores of Weber’s Ohcron and Donizetti’s E/isir

d*A?nore. The AAiller and His was burles-

qued by W. S. Ciilbert under the title of Dulcam-
ara y

or The Tittle Duck and The Cjf eat ^uack^

and, with its magnificent scenic effects it was
quickly adapted for the “Juvenile Drama.” A
short time afterwards, the play was prtiduced by

enthusiastic owners of model tlieatres: the

“terrific spectacle” of the expUision receiving

special notice in v^^lumes of reminiscences of stage

personalities, authors, and others.

T'he final scene of the play, told in terms of
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stage directions, shows “A near view of the Mill,

standing on an elevated projection. From the
foreground a Narrow Bridge passes to the rocky
pnimontory across the ravine . . . Music . . .

F^nter Ravina, ascending the ravine with the

fusee, which she places carefully in the crannies
of the rock, the mill is crowded with banditti

Lothair throws back the bridge, upon his release

from Wolf, and hurries on to the bridge.

Loth. (Crossing the bridge with Claudine in

his arms) Ravina, fire the train.

Rav. I cannot.

Loth. Nay, then give me the match.
Lothair instantly sets fire to the fusee, the

flash of which is seen to go down the side of the

rock into the gully under the bridge, from which
Ravina has ascended, and tlie explosion immedi-
ately takes place.”

FIRES AND CONFLAGRATIONS
In a great number of interior scenes there is a

fireplace. Many amateur societies build their

fireplaces in pairs, and fasten them together back
to back. One side may represent the massive
grandeur of marble with an electric fire that is the

real thing, whilst the opposite may be the simple
homely kitchen grate complete with oven and
boiler, the fire in which is suggested by crumpled
red tissue paper with two or three small electric

lamps or a couple of flash lamps hidden amongst
it to supply the glow.
The actual kindling of a fire is seldom seen.

T'he fire is usually burning when the scejie opens,

but there are plays where it is necessary for the

proper development of atmosphere to make a

“real” fire. 'I'his fire is like many other stage

realisms—illusion. 'This is how an effective stage

fire was produced. 'Fhe scene was the interior of
a cottage, and the fireplace was painted on the

backcloth. Behind the cut out bars of the grate

was a wooden box to the back of which was
fastened a long piece of cardboard. TTic card-

board and the top of the box were painted black to

represent the fire back. A stage hand seated on
a chair supplied all the “effects.” As the fuel was
placed in position from the front the stage hand
surreptitiously thrust amongst it an electric lamp
that had been dipped red and switched it on when
the lighted match was applied. The rnatcli was
dropped where it could safely burn out. T'he
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flicker of flames was supplied by an assistant who
allowed the light from the red bulb to escape
through his fingers, which he opened and closed,

and who occasionally removed his liands from the
light, which he covered with both hands. T'he
crackle of burning wood was made by a small
wooden clapper, similar to that with which chil-

dren play, but instead of it being twirled round
and round it was slowly moved in a jerky manner.
A much simpler method of making this kind of
noise is to smack two, three, or fovar fingers of one
hand into the palm of the other, varying the
sound to suit the needs of the moment. The
impression of a smoky chimney was suggested by
a wad of smudging cotton wool contained in a

tin smoke box shaped like a trumpet. The w(K) 1

was kept aliglit by blowing down the narrow end,
and a wave of tile smoke box just behind the top
of the cut out pt>rtion of the scene sent a plume
of smoke that was visible to the audience and that

caused the old lady making the fire to cough and
splutter.

A drawing room interior recjuires a more
artistic fire effect. 'Fhe fire may be a real electric

fire with a translucent top made of chunks of
coloured glass, underneath which is fitted a revolv -

ing fan to suggest flames. A fire of this description

should be placed where it is easily seiMi, and the

efFect is improved if the fire is lit with a red

floodlight. The flood should be placed so that

the liglit is thrown upstage, arul the source of this

additional light should be carefully concealed from
the audience. Care should also be taken to ensure
that there is not too much glow for the si/-e of
the fire*.

Another well tried device is the fire with a

flame efFect tfiat is supplied by lengths of flame
coloured silk, which are agitated by means of an
electric fan and lit up with a small electric lamp.
T'his efFect seems to have t>riginatcd with the

old-fashioned serpentine or skirt dance. The
dancer was dressed in a voluminous white skirt, at

each side of which was sewn ii long, thin cane,

the upper end of which she held in order to

manipulate her skirts. As she danced and twirled

round and round she waved intricate designs of
half circles and whirls, which were made to sug-
gest flames by having coloured limes thrown on
her. Sometimes the dancer would stand with arms
outstretched whilst pictures of butterflies were
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thrown on her dress by a magic lantern or sciopti-

con, and by gently moving her arms the butterfly

was made to appear tt> be moving its wings. Then
someone thought of placing the dancer on a

pedestal through the top of which a red floodlight

threw its glare upwards and made the hre effect

more real. T his etfect was further improved by
utilizing the electiic fan. T'he flame dancer stood
upon a grating through whicli came a miniature
gale of wind in which she played small scarves and
larger streamers. Eventually she moved into the
centre of the current of air ami released tlie many
silken flames that were attached to her dress.

Confetti and snaall (.liscs of tinfoil were cast into

the wind passage. T hese, flving upwards, gave
an impression of sparks that added greatly to the
etfect. As the force of the wind was gradually

diminished the dancer slowed dowri her move-
ments and drooped t>n the stage as the lire

gradually died down.
If it is necessary to stage a scene where a witch

is burned at the stake or to show, say, St. Joan
being put to death, the pyte can be actually built

on th(* srag<‘ in s(‘Ctions, which, although they may
seem to be carelessly thrown together, will really

be caiefully arrangetl according to plan. In the

pyre are arianged batr<*ries of fans that are con-
nected to separate sv^ nches, T'he angles at which
the blades of fan are fixed <.lettrmine the direction

of the flames, and although the silk streamers may
be fastened to the guard of the fan it is better to

use a wtioden frame with a wire mesh bottom to

which they an- attached (Kig. ^i). With a num-
ber of fans rotating together the flames can be con-
trolled by fi.xing sliding co^ ers underneath nr over
the wire mesh and releasing these at the proper
time. In the centre of the pyre long streamers of
dark silk to represent smoke may be placed. Small
red floods will add Xn the general effect. Strips of

tinfoil placed where they will catch and reflect

the red light and a few small red glow-lamps that

are rapidly switclied on and <^ff, with the addition

of confetti thrown into the fins, gi\'e a suggestion

of reality tliat can be enhanced by the clapping of
hands to imitate the sound of cracking sparks. A
turn or two of the wind machine supplies the roar

of hungry flames, which may alst^ be suggested

by a slight rumble of the thunder sheet. If the

stage is large enough, it is wise to statie a .spectacle

of this description as a tableau. T his will allow

the scene to be set beforehand, and enable it to be
well rehearsed before the actual production. Elec-
tric fans are made in many sizes and can be hired
at reasonable cost.

A camp fire, such as is built by gipsies, boy
scouts, or soldiers, can be made of logs. Small
pieces of wire netting, such as is used for enclosing

poultry runs, are rolled into cylindrical form,
about twelve inches long by three inches dia-

meter, and tied. A sheet of brown paper that has

been torn has the torn portions repaired with red

transparent paper. The brown paper with the

repaired side inside is wrapped around the wire log

and glued in position. 'Ehc brown paper may be
painted to resemble bark, and the ends may be
circular pieces of cardbt)ard to give the log a

stiffening. A cc^uple of flash lamps fastened inside

convey the impression (^f burning wood, or the

bulbs may be connected to a battery. A red light

in tlie centre of the tire throws a glow on the

faces of the campers if required.

Conflagrations are not now so popular as they

used to be. The stage fires of old were real fires

built on the stage in huge braziers and they were
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allowed to burn fiercely, the only safety arrange-
ment being a fireman who stood ready to quench
the flames with a firehose.

T'his is how a modern stage lire was arranged
in The Rising Sun, by Heijermans. T'hc fire

occurs at the end of the third act. Sonia, the
daughter of Matthew Strt)ng, takes a lighted lamp
in her hand to see her wav in thedaikof the shop,

off stage, to fetch a drinking glass. T he glass

is on a shelf. She, reaching up to get it, drops
the lamp, and the shop is soon blazing furiously.

T here is a shriek, followed by the sound of break-
ing glass. Alatthew jumps up and exclaims “Ciood
heat ens, the shop’s on fire.” T hen through the
inside windows that divide the living room from
tile shop the red glare of fire is seen. Smoke pours
in, there is the sound of more breaking glass, the

clocks strike nine, there is a cry of “ Fire ! Fire !”

from tile street, and amidst a scene of frenzied

confusion the curtain falls.

In the next act the same room is seen after it

has bc'en gutted by fire. T"he water soddened
debris conveys a sense of desolation that is intensi-

fied by the sound of water drip-drip-dripping from
the room above where a child has been burnt to

death. 'The dialogue is punctuated by the sound
of the water as it falls into a large white enamel
bowl set well down stage. Repetition of the sound
is driving Sonia mad, and she confesses that the

accident to the lamp could have been prevented.

Kventually her confession is repeated to the police-

man who has brought the coroner’s authorization

for the burial of the dead child.

TTie crash of the breaking glass was made by
dropping an empty wine bottle on a brick placed

in the bottom of a box to prevent the broken
glass from spreading. TTie red glare of fire was
made by burning a red flare in a bucket, and
the smoke was made by lighting a smoke case.

'The lamp itself had a glass body containing
water, and the light was supplied by igniting a

piece of wick that had just previously been soaked
in paraffin.

TThe flash of an explosion off can be made by
using one of the compositions which, when lie,

burns with a bright flash, and a small explosion

actually on the stage can be made by blowing
lycopodium powder into a spirit flame.

The apparatus for this consists of a small pipe

that passes through the stage, or a rubber ball
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can be trodden on by one of the actors when the

flash of the explosion is required.

'l‘hc manufacturer of Bengal lights must have
reaped a rich harvest in the past and found the
theatre his most profitable customer. For most
plays s<7me kind of fire effect was required. In
The Dumb Gtrl of Genon an inn is attacked by
robbers and “T he soldiers are seen combating
enveloped in flames.” In The Ji'^oodnian's Hut
one saw “T he whole Forest and the Hut iii

Flames” and the grand finale consisted of a

“thrilling i*scape of the Count and Amelia over
the Burning Bridge.” As a variation to the

almost uni\ersal use of red fire the staging of
The Flying F>t4tchma}i^ written by Fdward Fitz-

ball, must have been welcome, as during the plav
the frequent entrances and exits cif Vanderdecken
were heralded by bursts of blue tire. In the first

act tJiere were three occasions when this effect

was used. 'Fhe close of the act was arranged as

follows. “IVJiTsie. Peter attempts to snatch the

letter, when it KXPi.onns. A sailor is about to

seize Vanderdecken, who eludes his grasp, and
VANISH KS through the deck. T'om Willis fires

on (7 ), Von Swiggs on (/j. A sailor falls dead (.^n

the deck. Vandc‘rdecken, with a demoniac laugh,
rises from the sea in blue fire, amidst violent

thunder. At that instant the phaniom ship
appears in th<* sky behind. Vanderdecken and
the Crew in consternation exclaim ‘‘Ah Vanukr-
DFCKiiN—VANnEKnEC'KEN ’ as the curtain liastily

closes.” In the second act there is a remarkable
display of Vanderdecken’s supernatural power.
He wa\es his hand “and a small rose-coloured
flame tiescends on tlie sentinel's gun. He retreats

in terror,” and the effects at the close of the act

must have caused the stage manager some sleepless

nights. Here is the stage picture. “(Storm.) A
mist begins to arise, through whicli Vanderdecken
is seen cre^ssing the open sea in an open boat with
Lestelle, from F U K. 'Fhe storm rages violently.

The boat is dashed about on the waves. It

SINKS suddenly with Vanderdecken and Lestelle.

'Fhe PHANTOM SHIP appears (d la phantasmagorie)
111 a peal of thunder. 'Fhe stage and the audience
part in total darkness.” 'Fhe end of the play sees

Vanderdecken descending through the stage to

the accompaniment of red fire, probably a con-
cession to popular taste.

Coming to more modern times, one of the most
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famous thrills of last century was the production
of the fine old play The Still Alarni. In this

play one saw the interior of a hre station with
its waiting engines and fire escapes, and in the

rear two horses in their stalls. T he alarm rang
and amidst a scene of great excitement the h»)rscs

were harnessed and quickly dashed out. 'I'he

horses used in the production were specially

trained for their work, and it was a remarkable
sight to see them, immediately the alarm rang,

quietly leave their stalls and place themselves in

position underneath the suspcMided harness in

readiness for the word ofcommand, which usually

came 6 to 8 seconds after the alarm first rang.

T he fascination that stage fires have for an
audience explains the ifu t ntion of many startling

effects. During October, i 84 i , the management
of the Adtdphi "Thi^atie installed a mechanical
“sinking” stage which was used for the produc-
tion of thc‘ first play of the season. The Hluck
Hdfirl or the T>er^>ise duel the Pe7 i. Another play.

The Temple of Denth^ produced at the Coburgh
T heatre, h.ul foi its List scene the “Mnterii^r of

the 'I'emple of Helen,” in which the audience
saw the tempk* sink in a shower of hre. In 18^1
the Surrey 'Theatre staged ITdltheof^ in which
a sorceress is burned alive ni the ruins of a blazing

tower which crashes into the courtyard where
she dies. Byron’s Sdrdotmpdlwi staged by Charles
Ivean in 1853 at the Princt‘ss's 'I'heatre “with
the greatest magnificence” involves the de-

struction of a place by fire. "The relatively

simple effect of a house on hre has often been
staged. In The Streets of London^ produced at

the Surrey T heatre, tlie audience saw a house
on hre and a hre engine, drawn by spirited

horses, dash on to the stage. Another “sensa-

tion” was the scene in which the heroine, I^ucy,

and her brother were slowly being suffocated by
the fumes from a charcoal hre but they were
rescued ! Lost at Sea^ by Byron and Boucicoult,

produced at the Adelphi T'heatre on 2nd October,

1869, had “a house on fire” scene. At the

Holborn T heatre a melodi ama Behind the Clio tdin

had a sensational scene where the audience saw,

on the stage, another theatre on fire.

Many real life dramas have been enacted

behind the scenes when accidental outbreaks of
fire have occurred during the presentation of a

play.

“Ordeal by hre” has been used for stage

purposes. In Sophocles’s, yfntigone a watchman
protests his innocence by saying “

. . . and wc-

were prepared to lift hot irons with our bare
palms; to walk through tire, and swear by all

the Ciods at once that we were guiltless, a\',

ignorant of who had plotted 01 performed this

thing.”

T he tendency of some dramatists to adajit—after the lapse of .1 ri‘asonabIe time and with
suitable alterations current e\ents as a basis

foi their work mav' possiblv' be influenced by
striking fire-raising disclosures, but whether the

dramatist will deem it necessary actually to stage

spectacles showing conflagrations in piaigress

remains to be seen. Fashions in plays are con-
stantly changing. Old plays such as AV/.v/ I.ynne

and The Lody of the Cidmellias are staged and
dressed in the times when they were fust produced,
period plays are coming into tiieir own again,

and with the annual adv ent of pantomime, with
its occasional use of Bengal lights and flares, it is

ejuite within the bounds of possibility that we mav'

once more be thrilled at the sight of the De\ il

claiming his own in a blaze of red fire and dis-

appearing through a trapdoor in the stage to the

accompaniment of much rumbling from the

thunder sheet.

BANQUETS
'The stage banquet of old was a function

t)f much ostentation and little real satisfaction.

Spectacular feasts were always welcome, and in

an old playbill of the production of Afdcheth
in 1824 the two items in the bill that received

the honour of large type were “In Act the

Second, a Witches Dance” and “In Act the
Fourth, A Cjrand Banquet.” In those days the

stage banquet was a function at which wine was
consumed to the exclusion of all other things.

T'he staging of a banquet was looked forward to

because it offered an opportunity to an army of
unpaid amateurs who, if the costumes provided

would fit them, were allowed to “strut and fret

their hour upon the stage” and disappear until

the next presentation. Rehearsals were scratch

affairs and with a different play each evening of
the week the revellers were allowed much latitude

and took advantage of it. Some of these budding
'I’hespians had a repertoire of gesture and dialogue
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tliat was limited only by the time at their dis-

posal. Loud laughter, a swaggering gait, coarse
jests, the familiar pat on the shoulder, and the
frequent hiccup were items upon which many
changes were rung. T he climax came when, as

drunk as he was, he carefully arranged his sword
so that it should not be accidentally broken as he

rolled under the table, where he laid to the great

relief of the stock ctunpany, on whom the success
of the play depended, and the intense regret of
a sophisticated audience quick to grasp and appre-
ciate unexpected developments of plot.

CJoblets made of cardboard nailed to a thick

wooden base (Fig. J2), were useful articles with
which to beat time te^ a drinking song, and the
singer, after having his beaker filled to the brim,
never had any hesitation, in the excitement of
recalling the charms of his loved one or the
gallantries of his prince, in throwing his arms
about, forgetful of his wine, but when the moment
arrived when the rousing toast was drunk he
drank as deep as anyone, and a loud smack of the

lips, followed by a courtly gesture as he wiped
the drops of wine from his mouth and beard,

testified to the quality of the goods supplied by
mine host.

With the passing of Opera Bouffe, the drinking
of imaginary wine was followed by plays where
one saw dinners consisting of numerous courses
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<yfpapier -rnache fowls, sirloins ofbeef, or haunches
of venison, and the illusion was perfect when one
saw a piece of venison transferred from the dish

to a plate and actually eaten, the audience never
guessing that the meat was simply slices of brown
bread that had been carefully stacked behind the
papier-mache property jtjint. T'hcji came the time
when real meals were served on the stage and it

is on record that the husband of the great Mrs.
Siddons sent in ‘Trom the pub next door” a real

roast fowl, potatoes, and beer, and the play hatl

almost run its Cf>urse before the meal was finished.

T he fanu^us J. L. T\>ole in his reminiscences
describes an incident that occurred during the
performance of "I'he Christmas Carol at the old

Adelphi. He was playing the part of Bob Crat-
chit, and for forty nights he had had to carve a
real roast goose and a real plum pudding that

were provided by Mr. Webster, the manager.
T'he meal was served steaming hot to the seven
little hungry Ciatchits, including, of course, 'Tiny
T im. T he children had enormous ap]>etites, and
cleared “the board” each night. "Tiny T'im\
appetite aj^palled TOole, who was haunted by the
thin, wan, pitiable face of the child acting the

part, and, in consequence, he used to pile her
plate every evening more generously than anyone
else’s until at last she was rectaving nearly half
the goose besides a generous helping t>f potatoes

and apple sauce. During the course of the scene
she tot>k her plate to the corner of the fireplace

where she quickly disposed of her “ wittles.” The
rapidity with which the meal disappeared ama/.ed
T'oole, and eventually he and Mrs. Alfred Adelh^n,

wlu> was acting the part of Mrs. Cratchit, decided
to watch the child. T hey saw her take her accus-
tomed seat near the fire and after a while noticed

the plate and its contents vanish into the interior

of the fireplace, to reappear almost instantly

scraped clean. It was afterwards discovered that

Tiny 'Fim was one ofan enormous family belong-
ing to an old scene shifter, and that this single

helping provided a half-starved family with a

hearty supper every night. Dickens when he was
told of it was much interested and smiled sadly as

he said to T'oole, “You ought to have given her
the whole goose.”

Food taken on the stage must be of a soft

nature and easily eaten. T'he stage idiot stuffing

his mouth full of bread from a loaf that has had
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almost tlic wliolc of its inside* scooped away, is,

after the first bite, busy removing the bread from
his moutli and replacing it in the interior of the

hollow loaf. Fancy buns and cakes may have the

centre rern(^\a*d in order to be easily eaten, and
one can obtain from makers of ctuijurers' appara-
tus a stack of buns that can be eaten in view of
the audience, the only difficulty being in disposing

of the empty cases after the air inside them lias

been released.

Sandwiches or bread and butter may be the

real thing, but the bread and butter should be cut

into very small, thin pieces. Ice cream wafers
are useful, and can be made to suggest many
things, whilst a meal for four persons can be
supplied by a single banana eaten to the accom-
paniment of noisy “business” with the knife and
fork.

Ctild tea can be diluted with water until almost

any shade of colour is obtained, and is used to

suggest whisky, sherry, and many other drinks.

If it is ru*cc*ssary to consume champagne on the

st.ige a b(^ttle of cheap cider can b(* used, the

cork and neck t)f the ly^ttlc* b(‘ing cov^ered with
gold-coloured tinfoil, 'File p<^p of the cork as it is

drawn may be made by bursting a jiaper bag, both
actions being carefullv synchroni/-ed. Port and
similar wines are m.ule by cohnirmg water with
cochineal.

When the ceremony ot making te.t on the stage

takes pi.ice, much play is made of setting the

kettle on the fire, and when the time arrives tn

pour the boiling water in the teapot a stage hand
removes the* first kettle and passes thn)ugh the

ti replace* a second kettle of the* same make that

has been kept boiling on a convenient gas ring.

"I'eiast is made in similar manner, and the

freshly cut slice eif bread is placed eui a te>asting

fork long enough te> allow the stage hand, without
being seen by the audience, to substitute a slice*

of well bre^wned toast.

'File steam freim a pan eu' kettle* that is suppe)sed

te> be beiiling is made by placing in the vessel three

or four lumps e>f lime* and covering them with
real boiling water. 'Fe^ ensure that the steam is

ready when requireel it is wise to experiment

befeuehand, kee*ping a record of the weight e^f

the lime, the* v'e)lume e^f water useel, and the? rime

it takes “te> work.”
Wills, old le>ve letters, and either impeiitant

deicuments can be burneel by placing them we*ll

inside the fire and lighting them fre>m a tape r or
caneile ht*lel by se>me*one* out <if sight eif the*

.audience.

A perfect stage meal is that served during tlie

progress eif "I'luirnton VV'ilder’s one-act play 77ii'

Lo//[r I'itnuis l^iunpy'. Fhe* play is include*el in

The Lofig (Jhf i^t?ritjs I^inner and Othc}' Play%
(Fe^ngmans, Oreen & Cei.). Here are tlie stage

elirections.

ITTE I.ONC; C'HRISIMAS DINNER
( I'hc rtjoni (jt the lionic CJoso ici th<!

footlights .1 lon^ tliinni^ table is handsomeU spread for

Chnstmas dinner. I he carver’s ])Iace with a ^tcar turkev
bef<»re it is at the spectatiirs* ri^lit. A door, left back, leads

intt> the hall.

At the extreme left, by the ]irosccniuin pillai, is a strange
pt>rtal, trimmed with garlands of frtiits and fiow'crs.

Directly opposite is another ed};:^ed and huii^ with black
velvet. 'I'hc portals denote birth and diath.

Ninc'tv ye.irs are to be traxersetl in this pla)’, whuh
lejircsents in .itccleraicd motion niiu'tv Christmas dinners
in the Bayard houseliold. T he actors are dressed in inton-
spiciioiis clothes, and must indicate their gradual increase

of vears through tlieir actm^^. JVIosi of them carry wi^s
of w'hite hair, which they atfust on their he.'ids at fhe

indicated moment, simply and without comment. 'J he

l.idies in.iy have shawls comvaled beneath the table ilial

the\' gradually draw up about their slioulders as tViey ^rciw

older.

'l'hrou^}n>ut the play the i h.iraciers continue e.itina

imaginary food with iniaLjmarv* knives and forks.

1 here is no c*urtam, I he auvlienc'e arrivdny at the theatre

•^ees the slam* set and the table laid, tiiouj^h still in ]iaitial

darkness tir.iduallv the lights in the auditorium bcccmic*

dim, and the stajj^e briphtens until sp.trklmL; wintei snrdi^lit

Streams through the dining room windows.
Entei I.uc ia She inspects the table, touching here a

knife and there a fork She talks to a servant ‘^irl, w In^ is

invisible )

'Fht* phiy begins, and soon RcKlenck (ex-

tending an imaginary ftuk) . . . asks Alcvther

Bayard . . . “Come now. What’ll you have
mother A little sliver of white.?” Slie accepts.

'Fhis pJirase is repeatetl in slightly difFerent form
by various characters during tlie plav. Very M>on

there enters C’oiisin Brandcui (rubbing his

liands). “Well, well, 1 smell turkev,” and in a

moment he is busy with his stuffing and cranberry

s.auce. 'J'he cliaracters gallantly toast each other

in imagin.ary wine and tlie pl.iy ends as

Ermcngardc, left alone, cats slowd\ and talks to MarvN

I o6

1
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'Then

—

She pr<)ps a l>ot)k up IxTore her, &nll dippius J spoon
into the custard from time to time.

She g^rows from x’^ery old to immensely oltl.

She si^hs. The b(K>k falls d<jwn. She hruls a cane beside

her, and soon if)tters into the dark p^)rtal, murmurin*^
“Dear little Roderick and little Tucia.”

T'he pleasant fancy of regarding a play as a

banquet is a very old one and many witty lines

on the subject have been written. Here is the
Prologue from Fletcher’s tragi-comedy v/ JVife

for a Month.

’^'ou’re welcome, gentlemen, and wa>ultl our fe.ist

Were so 'well st-.ison’d, to please everv g^iiestj

Inyfenuous appetites, 1 hope \\c shall,

And their examples mav prevail in all.

Our noble friend, wdio writ this, bid me sav.

He’d rather dress, upon a triumph-day.
My I^ortl Mavor's feast, and make him sauces.

Sauce for each se\’ral mouth, may further

He’d rather build up those invincible pies

And c.istle custards that affright all eyes.

Nay eat them all and their artillery,

Xhan tlress for su< h a curious company.
One single dish; \'et he has pleas’d ye too.

And y<ju’ve confe.ss’d he knew well what to dti;

i’k* hungrv as vou were wont to In', and bring
Sharp stomachs to the stories he shall sing.

And he dare yet, he says, prepare a table

Shall make you say, Well di-est, and he well able.

F'arqu bar’s play The Inconstant is frankly

admitted to have been built on Fletcher’s play

The JPUd Goose Ghase.^ and it is not too much to

assume that the prohjgue to The Inconstcmt may
have been suggested to Farquhar by the above
lines when he wrote the following

—

PROTOOIX:
Like hungry guests, a sitting audience looks;

Plays are like suppers; poets are the cooks,

'The founders you; the table is this place;

T he carvers we; the prologue is the grace.

Kach act, a course; each scene a different dish;

Pho we’re in I.cnt, I doubt you’re still for flesh.

Satire’s the sauce, high season’d, sharp and rough;
Kind masks and lieaux, I hope you're pepper-proof.
Wit is the w’lne; but 'tis so scare the true,

Pjiets, like vintners, balderdash and brew.
Your surly scenes, where rant and blotidshed join.

Are butcher's meat, a battle’s a sirloin;

Your scenes of love, so flowing, soft and chaste.

Are water gruel, w'ithout salt or taste.

Bawdy’s fat venison, which, tho’ stale, can plea.se;

Your rakes love Haut-GOUTS, like your damn’d French
cheese.

Your rarity for the fair guest to gape on.
Is your nice squeaker, or Italian capon;
Or your French virgin-pullet, garnish’d round.
And dress'd with sauce of some—four hundred pound
An opera, like an oglio, nicks the age;
Farce is the hasty-pudding of the stage.

For wdien you’re treated with indifferent cheer.
You can dispense with slender stage-coach fare.

A pastoral’s wdiipt cream; stage whims, mere trash;

And tragi-comedy, half fish and flesh.

Hut comedy, that, that’s the darling cheer;
J'his night we hope you’ll all inconstant bear;
Wild-fowl is lik’d in play-lu^usc all the year.

Yet since each mind lx*trays a diff’rcnt taste.

And every dish scarce pleases ev’ry guest.
If ought you relish, do not damn the rest.

Xhis favour crav’d, up let the music strike;

^'ou’re welcf>mc all—now fall to, where you like.

(JoIIcy’^ Cibber’s phiv Lsonje Makes a Man^ 07

The Fop* s Fortu7ie is also graced with a Prologue
written in a similar strain. "Fhe story of the old
actor^ who, after acting the part of host at an
elaborate stage banquet, was discovered by friends

cooking his wig was current at this period, and
the incident throws a vivid light on the conditions
that obtained on the stage in those days.

Modern writers still find the stage meal or
banquet a useful asset. Pinero, in Trelmvney oftheWells^ devotes the whole of the first act of tlie plav
to a dinner in honour of Rose T'relawney, who
is leaving “the profession” to marry and become
“a well-to-do fashionable lady.” Immediately the
play starts Mrs. Mossop and Ablett begin to lay

the table and soon there is a gallant array, con-
sisting of “a joint, a chicken, a tongue, a ham, a
pigeon pie, etc.,” and the festivities open. 'Fhe
second act of the play is “a spacious drawing
room” and the time is “that dreadful half hour
after dinner every, every evening,” whilst in the
third act the change of an engagement causes one
of the characters to have visions of “Steak for

dinner.” Pinero uses a similar technique in The
Second Mr s. Ta7iqueray. When the play opens
“A circular table is laid for a dinner for four
persons, which has now reached the stage of
dessert and coffee. T he fire is burning brightly.”

In the second act there is a “fire burning in the
grate, and a small table is tastefully laid for

breakfast. Aubrey and Paula are seated at break-
fast and Aubrey is silently reading his letters.

T'wo servants, a man and a woman, hand dishes

and then retire.” When the third act opens Lady
Orreyed and Paula are discovered. They are
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“Both in sumptuous dinner gowns,” and we have
not long to wait until “a servant enters with
coffee.” ITh'xs penchant for dining may have been
remembered by Hare, who, on the occasion of
a public dinner, used the opportunity to com-
pare Pinero witJi Ibsen by saying, “Better a
wineglass of Pinero than a tumblerful of
Ibsen.”

'^The last play presented at tlie Imperial Alexan-
drine Theatre at St. Petersburg under the old

regime was staged in the days that immediately
preceded the revolution of 1917, and was I>er-

mantov’s The Afasquerade. It was mounted with
lavish extravagance and with all the magnihcence,
pomp, and splendour that had always been
associated with productions of the State Theatre.
After the revolution a lean time for the theatre

set in, and stage productions were arranged with
a minimum of display. Recently, however, there

has been a revival of the old manner of stage

decoration, and in this connexion it is interesting

to note that (^ne of the plays produced was
Byron’s Say-donaptdu^. 'This pLiy was staged with
much magnificence, and the banquet scene was
particularly line. T he play was not staged as an
example of a fine play, but was used for propa-
ganda purposes. It sliowed a decadent and disso-

lute emperor careless of his people’s welfare in an
orgy ofdrunken dissipation and wastefulness. One
can imagine the effect of this on an audience,

many members of which were still illiterate.

At a provincial theatre a light meal had to be
served on the stage. During the performance the

players held up the action while a cake, specially

prepared for the occasion, and wine were con-
sumed. “Business” was improvised, and the

audience never suspected that tlie wedding of
two of the cast was being celebrated.

A famous actor-manager had to stage a banquet
during the run of one of his plays. He provided

the “guests” with real food. One evening while
preparing in his dressing room for his next

scene, his “guests” scrambled wildly for the

food, with the result that he secretly instructed

his property master to provide a banquet, with
additional luxuries, in papier mdche. On the

evening when the specially prepared banquet was
introduced he watched, with Machiavellian glee,

the grimaces and antics of his disappointed guests

as they literally “bit the dust.”

CRASHES
At the end of Ibseii’s play The Doll's Mouse

the catastrophic clash of the downstairs door
shatters for ever "Torvald Helmet’s chance of
happiness. Tn the last few seconds of the final

scene T'orvald ln>pes that a miracle will take
place, and that Nora, his wife, will return to him,
but his hopes are shattered as “From below is

heard the reverberation of a heavy door closing,”
and aliTK^st before the audience has had time to

grasp the significance of the sound, the curtains
begin to close and the play is ended.
What must have been the feelings of the audi-

ence who witnessed the first public performance
W^hat single stage effect is so devastating.? Yet
this terrific effect would be no more than the
noise of a heavy plank of wood, or some other
weighty object, dropped on to the stage by an
unknown stage liand, probably impatient at being
kept from his supper by ha^ ing to provide this

solitary and simple effect. Some years after the

play had been produced, Ibsen admitted that it

was almost for the sake of the last scene alone that

the ]ilay was written, and it is not generally known
that there is an alternati\e ending to tlie play in

which Nora recogni/.es the claims of children,

husband, and lu^mt*, and the play ends on a note

of reconciliation. 'This alteration was made to

make the play palatable to CTcrman audiences,

which m those days refused to tolerate the idea

of a woman throwing convention to the winds
and boldly deciding her t)wn future life.

If there is a real door near tlie stage that can
be closed with a loud crash it is possible that this

noise may be suit<ible for “effects” purjioses, but,

as a rule, actual doors are seldom met with, and
even if one is con\x‘nient the noise it makes in

closing, no matter how vigorously it is banged,
is usuallv' so poor that the audience, instead of
appreciating the realism of the effect, is likely to

believe tlie noise to be an effect carelessly arranged
and nonchalantly carried out.

Generally speaking, an effect sliould be toned

down rather than exaggerated, but in the case

of a door crashing, especially wlien the noise is an
important factor in tlie development of the plot

of the play, it is wiser to overdo the effect rather

than to run the risk of some members of the

audience missing the effect altogether.

A simple alternative to the use of a real door is
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to drop a short, heavy plank of wood, such as is cord Z) should be pulled so that the wooden
used by builders for scaffolding, and to make the breaking joint does not fall on to the stage and
noise at such a distance from the stage as the make a clatter. When the apparatus has been
particular circumstances of the occasion demand. set, the breaking cord can be led to the place
It may be arranged by placing one end of the plank fr<MTi where it is desired to operate it, and by
against the wall and raising the other end to what- arranging it to run over a pulley wheel all risk of
ever height is necessary to suggest the noise of a clatter can be avoided. In constructing such a

BREAKING JOINT

HINGES AT A, B. AC FIXED AS SHOWN
CORD TIED TO SCREIV EYE AT D

Ku. ^,5

door closing when the end is dropped. The sound
may be intensified if a foot is pressed on the plank
as it falls. If there is no wall handy, a heavy plank,

four or fiv'^e feet long, may be allowed to fall from
a perpendicular position, being helped by the

operator’s foot. Care should be taken to prevent

the plank bouncing after it has fallen. If tlie door
that is to be heard closing is a long way off, a soft

thud is all that is necessary, in which case the plank
may be suitably padded or allowed to fall on a

piece of carpet.

On a small stage, where there is little space to

work and where it is essential to employ an effect

of this description, it is possible, by using a simple

piece of apparatus, to overcome any difficulties

that may rise. T he diagrams comprising Fig. 3 ^

show how this may be done. TTie hinges at uZ and
C may be replaced by wooden stops, and the

“breaking joint” may be made of wood an inch

and a half or two inches square. 'The joint is

operated by a cord fastened to it just below the

hinge. If the hinge C is replaced by a stop, the
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piece of apparatus, it is absolutelv' necessary that

the position of the hinge B should be outside
the dotted line of the arc shown on the illustra-

tion ; otherwise the apparatus will not work satis-

ffictorily. If the apparatus is properly constructed
by a skilled workman, it should, when once it is

“set,” easily bear the weight of a man, yet be so

delicately balanced that the slightest pull on the
cord shtHild be sufficient to cause the supported
plank to fall. If there is a tendency for the upper
p<>rtion of tlie breaking joint to slip down when
placed in position, this may be ov^ercome by fixing

a narrow strip of wood to the undl’rside of the
upper plank, or by inserting a screw the head of
which is left protruding about half an inch. If
this is done, the bottom plank should have a corre-
sponding groove into which the retaining strip

will easily fit, or a hole deep enough to accommo-
date the head of the screw when the plank has
fallen. It is, of course, a simple matter to support
a plank upon an unbroken strut, but frequently
the weight is such that considerable force is
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required to release it, and when the success of an
effect of this description depends upon a cue word
or perfect timing, the importance of a reliable

piece of apparatus need not be stressed.

T'he noise of a door that is being brc»ken down,
if the effect has not to be seen by the audience,
may be supplied by a wooden box with a thin

bottom, a heavy hammer, and a strong arm, or

may be made by placing lengths of thin match-
boarding between two upturned b<ixes and break-
ing them. If it is necessary for the audience to

see the breaking down of a door, a panel of thin

wood is fitted into the framework of a door that

is substantially built. 'The preliminary blows
should be struck on the stage, and the first cracks,

as the d(v>r is giving wav, should be made by
breaking thin wood laths. 'Fo support the illusion

every time a hea^'^y blow is dt^alt the dt>or sliould

be vibratc-d and the panel that is to be broken
should be prepared beforeliand by cutting or
sawing through it in suitable places.

T he sound of breaking glass is made by drop-
ping a large glass bottle or jar on to a piece of
paving stone or a ciuiple of bricks placed in the
bottom of a basket or box to prevent as far as

possible the bn^ken glass spreading. T he noise of
glass dropping on a pavement from a height can
be made by suspending an <‘mpty wine bottle by
a string fastened to a nail lugh up in the rear wall

and by allowing the bottle to swing well befoie

it smashes on the wall at the back cU»se to the

floor.

A fishmonger’s bass filled with broken glass

and dropped on the stage suggests the sound
nf a window being broken, or the bass may be
suspended and struck with a heavy stick. 'The
continuous crash of glass one hears as someone
falls through the roof of a conservatory is made
by having a couple of zinc buckets, one three-

quarters full of broken glass, and by emptying
the contents from one bucket into the other as

often as is required, as much noise as pt>ssible being
made in the process.

If there is an objection to the use of broken
glass, the noise can be suggested by dropping
small sheets of thin metal, four or five inches

square, on to a marble slab or a similar material.

'Fhc sheets of metal may be loosely fastened

together by a wire threaded through a hole bored

through them at each corner.

"Fhc sharp metallic click a cabin door makes on
being closed, or the noise of a motor-car door
being slammed, can be made by the lid of a tin

trunk or portmanteau being violentlv shut, or two
metal surfaces clapped together will give a
satisfactory suggestion of the noise.

T he heavy bumping and crashing noise that

hu. 34 Si AP Sticks

accompanies a fall downstairs is made by loosely

tving together a bundle of stage braces or a dozen
brass stair rods, and dropping them repeatedly on
the floor of the stage.

( )rnaments, clocks, and similar articles maybe
made to fall from a shelf or the mantelpiece by
having a black thread attached to them, and
being pulled off from tlie wings. If this is imprac-
ticable they may be poked off by means of a wire

w’orked from behind the scene.

Aluch noise can be made by using one of the

large clappers that are popular with football fans.

A more simple instrument is a long wooden
clapper with l(M>se tongues, a^ illustrated in FTg.

;54. T he old-fashioned slap stick still retains its

usefulness. In the hands of the clown, it caused

much distress to dear old pantaloon, who was
always in trouble, and when the stick was loaded

with small percussion caps, which exploded with a

generous display of sparks and much noise when-
ever anyone was struck with it, the joy of the
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juveniles who were watching an old time harle-
quinade found expression in shrill yells of delight.

Alas the harlequinade is no more. 'The stick was
made of two long pieces of thin, pliable wood,
about three feet long and two inches wide. A
wooden handle fastened between the long slats

was of a thickness that allowed the slats to meet

Fn,. Crash MAcrffNi

with a loud clap when anyoiie was struck with it,

and a gentle tap caused a sharp noise (f ig.

'This stick, though, must not be confused with
harlequin’s wand or magic bat, which was some-
times made of long flat strips of wlialebone
covered with black silk and Hriished off at the end
with a broad tassel with which harlequin used to

tickle the ears of the clown, and for which the
pantaloon received many an undeserved crack
over the head.

T."o suggest the noise of an aeroplane crashing
or the crash of timber as ships collide, a more
complicated piece of mechanism than any of the
effects that have already been described is ncces-
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sary. 'The apparatus is similar to that used to

suggest the sound of continuous machine gun fire,

but is built on a much larger scale. TThe frame-
work shtjuld be of stout material, six feet high,
four feet wide, and a foot deep (Fig. 35).
T he roller, fitted in the centre of the frame,

nutates between opposite sides of the frame, and
engage the paddles of the roller when it is turned.
T he slats are sprung to the roller under pressure,

and are so arranged that when the machine is in

action the crashes are continuous. Supported by
the noise supplietl by a really good thunder sheet,

the enormous volume of sound produced should
be sufficient to meet whatever demands may be
made for sound effects, nti matter how unusual
thev may he.

Plays have been written in which convulsions
of nature have been depicted on the stage. In

1877 Labouchere .stagt‘d at the Queen’s T heatre,

lyondon,a dramati/.ed version of Bui wer-T^ytton’s
novel 77;r Dnys of Pompeii^ showing
Vesuvius in eruption. Labouchere was the secofid

husband of the well-known actress H enrietta

ffodson, a member of a theatrical family, and ht*

purchased thi* Queen’s more as a theatie where
IV'Iiss Hodson could displ.iy her undoubted talents

than as a business propc»sition. He lost much money
in financing some of the plays in which she took
part. In the 16 August, 1877, issue of Tn^th
which he edited, after describing the many
calamitiesthatoccurredduring the first jiroductirin,

he concluded “
. . . 'Those of his audience

who were not hissing, roared with laughter. T he
last act represented Vesuvius in eruption, and the
destruction (^f Pompeii. T he mountain had onlv
been painted in time for the opening night, and
I had never seen it. What was my horror when
the curtain rose on a temple with a sort of sugar
loaf behind it. At first I could not imagine what
was the meaning of this sugar loaf, but when it

proceeded to emit crackers J found that it was
Vesuvius.”
No one in the audience at the provincial

theatre where an “earthquake” was staged saw
the wires and poles that pulled or pushed columns
down and caused buildings to collapse, or knew
that the seemingly solid marble columns and the .

ornamental fronts of the buildings were simply
light, hollow, shapes made of papier mdche and
built up in sections. When the earthquake was
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at its height the vivid lighting revealed toppling

masonry, succeeding seconds of gloom screened
the movements of actors who, placing themselves
where the falling masonry would crush them to

death, caught, or at least broke the fall of it, and
quickly piled it accordingly to phni ir) order to

create a “stage picture”; while waiting stage

hands pushed t>n additional “debris” kept in the
wings for the purpose.

MACHINERY NOISES
Interesting experiments in the search for

“sound” effects to suggest machinery at work
have been made by prt>ducers, and some remark-
able results have been obtained by using speci-

ally prepared gramophone records and passing
the sound through amplifiers and loud speakers.

It is not necessary, however, to go to much
expense to provide this class of noise effect. It is

quite easy tci imitate the sounds one hears in a

factory or mill, on board ship or in an aeroplane,
and the pmducer should endeavour to convey by
means of subtle suggestion noises that an audience
will readily associate with the scene that is being
played on the stage.

All noise made by machinery is rhythmic. It

has a regular beat, and by listening closely to the
real sound one can identify a rhyth.m that can be
translated into vocal sounds ami imitated by any-
one with imagination. "1 he mjise of heavy
machinery at work sounds like “tiuid hiss thud
hiss thud hiss.” Eight machinery seems to have
a galloping sound that consists of a continuous
pinga - ponga - pinga - ponga - pinga - ponga -pinga -

ponga, etc. "I'hen there is the sound that seems
to have a stutter in its composition, and pimpom-
pompom-pimpompompom-pimpompompom-pim-
pompompom is the result. A further impression is

that of clip . . . clop . . . clip . . . clop . . .

the interval between the “clip” and the “clop”
being bridged by the hiss of escaping steam.

T he clip . . . clop type of noise can be obtained

by striking a suitable sounding wooden box or

empty tea-chest with a padded mallet or drumstick,

first on the side and then on the bottom. The hiss

of steam between the blows is supplied by rubbing
together two pieces of glass or sand paper held

between rubbing pads such as woodworkers use.

Boxes of various sixes and thicknesses, metal con-

tainers, such as petrol tins or oil cylinders, and

pieces of different metal struck with a hammer,
wire brushes, or specially constructed tappers will

supply a sufficient variety of sounds that can be
fitted to any rhythm that meets our need.

'I'he noise of steam escaping, if the durati<jn of
time is not long, can be suggested by allowing the
wind t<j escape slowly from the inner tube of a

motor-car tyre that has been inflated to capacity.

If the hiss of steam is to be continuous for some
time a useful piece of apparatus can be made by
cutting two circular discs of plywood, half to

three-quarters of an inch thick, with a diameter of
not more than ten inches, and mounting on these

discs two sheets of glass or sand paper. A sheet of

glass paper measures twelve inches by ten inches,

which enables the glass paper to be fixed at the
corners by drawing-pins to the edge of the ply-

wood disc. T he top disc has a screw an inch and
a halflong, driven through the centre and counter-
sunk, and the botn^m disc has a hole bored through
it in which the screw works loosely. 'The upper
disc has a strong, reliable handle with which to

turn it (Fig. ^^6). 'The apparatus can be hung
up in a place where it will be out of the way.
As glass or sand paper soon wears out a plentiful

supply should be at hand. A wind machine
fitted with a “shrill” canvas will give a steam
sound, or in place of the canvas, h>ng strips of
sand paper such as are used in sand-papering
machines, can be substituted, with good results.

In a small hall a bicycle will supply many
useful noises that will assist in creating the illusion

of machinery at work. 'The suggestion of a lift
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humming its way up or down, or the far away
drone ofan aeroplane, can be produced by turning
the bicycle upside down and rapidly pedalling by
hand. The back wheel should be fitted with a

tyre that is well studded and not worn, and by
holding the edge of a stout piece of cardboard
against the tyre a humming sound is produced

Fic;. 37. Spjnule of Ei.ectric Fan fitted with
S preiAL Collar, and Method of Skcurino

Electric Wire Striker

that may be varied by the speed at which the
wheel is turned.

A “vibration” noise can be obtained by holding
against the spokes of the wheel a piece of card-
board, a pliable lath or cane, or similar material,

and by moving the vibrator across the spokes as

the wheel spins round the tone can be varied.

The steady hum of a dynamo can be suggested
by removing the dust bag from a vacuum cleaner
and holding one of the small rubber tyred wheels
against the back wheel of a bicycle that is slowly
pedalled. Two persons arc needed to work this

effect j one to hold the vacuum cleaner and the

other to pedal the cycle, which, as before, must be
upside down. If it is possible to obtain one of
the large electrically-driven vacuum cleaners, such
as are used in cinemas, public buildings, etc., this

will, with the end of the dust container removed,
provide a satisfactory imitation of a motor-car
engine when it is running. An engine backfiring

may be suggested by firing blank cartridges into

an empty tin box or tank.

Another valuable aid to the inventive producer
is an ordinary electric fan, which can be set to

run at different speeds and tilted at almost any
angle. Noise is obtained by holding against the
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rev'olving blades of the fan the end of a piece of
rubber tubing, electric wire cable, or thick win-
dow cord. Care must be taken not to use any
material that will damage the fan whilst it is in

use. It is also wise to remove the guard. This is

done by taking out the small screws that hold the
back legs of the fan guard to the casing of the
motor. In some designs of fan these screws hold
in position one of the end-bearing plates of the
motor. In such cases the motor and casing should
be held firmly whilst the screws are being removed.
They should be carefully replaced as soon as the
guard is clear. Some producers prefer to use the
fan after it has had the blades removed. In this

case when the small screw that pierces the collar of
the fan has been released, the blades should slide

off the spindle without trouble. A separate collar

must be provided. This should be fitted with a

long securing screw that protrudes about three-

quarters of an inch when the collar is firmly

screwed in position. T he collar shown in the

diagram (Fig. ^7) was of brass, and was about an
inch square by half an inch thick. 'Fhe screw
should be a round-headed metal threat! screw. Bv

looping a piece of single electric cable round the

spindle behind the collar, and fastening it below
the round-headed portion of the retaining screw,
the apparatus is made ready for use. It is an
improvement if a small wooden ball is slotted on
the cable, and this may be held in position by
doubling back, for a quarter of an inch, the free
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end of the cable, tying and ctjuntersinking it so

that the end is well inside the ball. When in

action the wooden ball as it whirls round is

brought into contact with the surface of a piece

of plywood, tin, cardboard, or an empty box. In
a production of Elmer Rice’s play, Sfe IS!aples and
Die, the recurring noise of motor-cycles whizzing
past was made by “playing” the ball across a bass

drum. T^he suggestion of distance was obtained
by working the ball around the edge of the drum
and then, by suddenly playing the ball from the
edge to the centre and back again the noise of
the motor speeding past was very real. In some
theatres this device is used to suggest aeroplanes.

In a production of Wm. Archer’s Rhe Green
Goddess a battery of three fans and drums supplied
the ten ifying roar of a flight of aercjplanes circling

round and round, and was far more impressive
than another experiment that was carried out with
the aid of three or four motor-cycles, the engines
of which supplied the noise. A small drumstick
may be used in place of the electric cable but
a piece of ordinary electric wire, such as is used
to wire houses, is admirable for the purpose. Six

to eiglir inches of wire is sufficient and the fan

should be run at low speed for a few seconds
before being opened (>ut to full. Window cord is a

useful substitute, but ordinary string or twine is

useless, because immediately the spindle begins
to revolve the string either twists around the
spindle or twists and breaks in the middle.

When the fan is being operated it is wise to

have the base securely fixed, and the piece of
plywood, or whatever material is used, gently

brought to bear on the striker as it hurtles round.
In place of the drum the vellum and metal rims
of an old banjo, or a tambourine, with the small

cymbals removed from their slots, will answer the

purpose and will not be expensive to replace in

case of accident.

T^herc are many other methods of producing
noises to imitate machinery at work. The
apparatus usually consists of a striker or plunger,

balanced between supports, and sprung to the

base. A toothed or eccentric wheel, or a series

of paddles moving round, lift and drop a plunger,

which, in falling, strikes against a brass tube, a

sheet of metal, or a piece of hard wood. The
simpler the apparatus, the more effective it seems
to be, and the audience should never be allowed

to discover how the particular effect is obtained.
Once they know, the effect is spoilt, and instead

of hearing the chatter of machinery through the
subdued hiss of steam, those “in the know”
visualize one of the lady members of the cast

slowly working a sewing machine while another
person turns a metal cylinder that contains two
or three pounds of fine gauge lead shot (Fig.

It is always possible, of course, that we may
be faced with the problem of having to stage a
scene in which it is necessary to show machinery
at work. It may be a scene like that in O’ Neill’s

play. Dynamo^ where one sees the interior of a

power station and a gigantic dynamo, which,
although stationary, conveyed a sense of move-
ment by the constant hum of the motors, or it

may be some fantastic setting like that used in

The hisect Play. Whatever kind of design is

decided upon it should be as simple as possible;

otherwise there is the risk of playing into the
hands of some cynical reporter wliose criticism

may suggest that the settings were designed by
Heath Robinson. It is wise to have a working
model made to scale, and if when the set has been
constructed the movements can be made by some-
one standing at the back of the set or anywhere
else out of sight of the audience during the actual

performance it is an advantage. Any kind of
material will do; even on the professional stage

some of the most impressive machines are miracles
of cardboard cylinders with plywood pistons that

turn massive flywheels built of canvas or strong
paper fastened to or pasted around a wire frame-
work.
An effect of this kind was once used in a

spectacular revue. The scene represented a fac-

tory where human beings were produced by
machinery. "I'he entire stage was cumbered with
gigantic wheels that moved slowly and small

wheels that revolved at a rapid rate. 'The large

wheels were kept moving by stage hands stationed

at the back, and the small wheels were operated

by an endless rope that passed round the spindle

or axle of each wheel and was pulled from the

wings. 'I'wo men were required to work the

apparatus, one to pull the rope that revolved the

wheels and the other carefully to pull back the

loose bight of rope and at the same time pay out
and guide the rope over the spindle of the first

wheel of the set. The suggestion of a furnace
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door opening and closing was supplied by a red

Hood, and the noises off were provided by two
men beating with a regular beat two drums
differently toned. A ship’s bell and a long iron

tube received occasional blows, and a noise of
steam escaping was produced by a cylinder of
compressed air fitted with a megaphone arrange-
ment for amplification. A smoke-pot giving off

a white smoke supplied visual steam.
Although the Ancients made good use of

simple mechanical contrivances in presenting

their plays, there does not appear to have been any
need for effects to suggest a mechanical noise off

stage. The only “noises off,” as we know them,
were the sounds of women weeping aiid wailing,

prayers, combats, tumults, the shrieks of those

who were being tortured or murdered, and the

groans of the dying. 'The audience heard the

noise of creaking ropes and blocks as the different

contrivances were operated. 'These machines
were cranes which carried small platforms, from
which the gods conversed with mortals, or (>thers,

and which were suitably masked by cloud

scenery.

In the Clouds of Aristophanes there is a sc<.‘ne

where Sophocles, <^ne of the characters in the play,

descends from a cloud by means of a basket, this

being the autht)r’s playful way of suggesting that

Sophocles and his theories were “in the air.” In
Flecker’s Massan a similar device is used. “A
basket comes down,” the Caliph “Sits in the

basket, and is drawn up,” to be followed by
Jafar, Masrur, and Hassan. In the second act

are seen the basket and its passengers arriving at

the mysterious house with the moving walls. If it

became necessary to save someone from a watery
grave or to transport a god hurriedly, this was
effected by a crane, swinging on a pivot, and
having, at the end of the rope, grappling irons that

snatched him up and whirled him away. Cranes
capable of carrying heavy weights were also used.

In Prometheus Aeschylus used a winged chariot

that carried fifteen persons and Oceanus was seen

riding a griffin through the air. 'The cranes were
placed well behind the walls of the permanent
buildings of the theatre and out of sight of the

audience.
In the Archarntans Dicaeopolis, standing

outside the house of Euripides is informed by the

servant that his master . . is in the garret
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writing tragedy.” Euripides “is not at leisure to

come down.” Dicaeopolis says “Perhaps, but
here’s the scene-shifter can wheel you round.”
'The front of the house is swung round, the
interior pushed forward, and Euripides says

“Well, there then, Tm wheeled round, for I had
not time to come down.”

'I'he majority <>f plays that are staged in modern
Russia are of necessity of a propagandist nature,

and travellers who have returned report that the
theatres and cinemas are packed to capacity every
night. 'The type of play produced is dictated by
the particular needs of the moment. If there is a

shortage ofagricultural tractors then a play dealing

with the subject is written ; if there is a need to

explain some measure that imposes an additional

burden on the workers then a play is written that

shows the benefits that will accrue in good time.

'Three or four years ago a play called Oil was
written around an idea that was to revolutioniy.e

the petroleum industry. It was suggested that

synthetic rubber could be obtained from the by-
products, and as the play progressed the treatment
of crude petroleum was shown from the moment
It emerged from tlie earth until the final processes.

Real machinery was shown on the stage and, in

addition, a large orchestra of “sound” makers
accompanied the scene with appropriate “sound
rhythms” specially written for the occasion.

A fine description of machinery at work on the
stage is that contained in the third scene of the

fifth act of 'Toller’s play, Phe Aiachinc fVreckers.

The play is translated from the German by
Ashley Dukes, and is published by Messrs. Henn
Hro^hers, Etd. 'l"he scene opens and we see “The
factory by moonlight, with a gigantic steam engine
and mechanical looms, at which women and a

few children are seated. . .
.” Then “Amid the

sounds of machinery are heard the hum of the

transmitters, the clear tone of the running crank-
shafts, the deep rumble of the lev^ers, and the

regular whirr and rattle of the shuttles. ...” A
child falls asleep at her loom and is wakened by
the overseer’s strap. A government representative

arrives and is shown the factory. Soon after a

mob arrives armed with picks and shovels, and
eventually “'The door is forced. . . In a few
moments “The mob see the engine. They are

overwhelmed with wonder and stand transfixed.

. . .” The engineer orders the steam to be
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turned off, and “T he engine stops.” He then
harangues the mob and . . pulls a lever. With
a sound like a human sigh tlie machinery begins
to work.” T he engine is stopped again, restarted,

and tinally wrecked by the frenz,ied im>b, to the
accompaniment of heavy peals ot thunder from
tlie storm that is raging outside.

TRAIN NOISES AND EFFECTS
It used to be considered sufficient if in order

to suggest the noise of a train off-stage one of
the hands stationed in the wings frantically

clanged a iiuge liandbell and blew a shrill blast

on a whistle, whilst a second man beat with a long
riexible wire brush tlie round metal chimney of a
slow combustion sto\'e to suggest the Puff . . .

puff . . .
puff . . .

puff of the exhaust as the

train started its journey, the noise gradually

(.juickening as the train was supposed to gather
speed and dying away as it disappeared in the

distance. Fig. shows the type of brush.

These primiti\'e sound effects were a fitting

accompaniment to the crude melodramas in which
one witnessed train c'tfects of a most sensational

character. A typical train effect scene would
show “A Railway Cutting near London,” or

some other local r)ame place, and to the slow
plucking of violin- the swarthy villain would
make his entry, dragging after him the inert form
of the hercune wlu^ hat! been diugged during the

previous scene. T hen with fiendish brutality and
regartlless of the angry jeers hurled at him from
all parts of the “house,” he would proceed to

bind her unresisting body to the rails. T his deed
would be carried out in the semi-darkness of a

stage the gloom of which was deepened by the

red glare of a lamp on a signal post close by. Just
as the final knot was being tied the hero would
enter and instantly engage the villain in a

“'Terrific Combat” for wliich the orchestra

would obligingly provide an exciting passage

varying in intensity and pace as the combatants,
locked together in a deadly embrace, staggered

about the stage like drunken men. TTere would
be a momentary lull in the fight and the hero
would begin to weaken, when, suddenly, with
an ominous clash, the signal arm would drop,

the light change from red to green, and the

struggle would be renewed with increased vigour.

In the distance would be heard the faint whistle

of an approaching train, and st^on the dull rumble
of wheels would be distinguishable. 'I'lie struggle
would reach its climax as with a last despairing
effort the hero would fling his opponent aside,

frantically tear away the ropes, and rescue the
now conscious heroine only just in time; for,

almost immediately, the “Down Night IVlail”

would thunder past, to the relief of the drummer
who had left his place in the orchestra to supply
the sound effects with his kettledrum.

T'he engine, an ingenious contraption of wood
and canvas, pulled across the stage a string of rail-

way carriages that were merely strips of painted
canvas suspended from an overhead wire by
runners. 'I'o prevent the bottom edge billowing
out as it moved, the canvas was fitted with a
number of brass rings that passed along a second
wire just clear of the rails. Sometimes the canvas
train was mounted on rollers, one at each side

of the stage, and operated after tfie manner of the
old time panorama. 'I'he lighting of the stage

was usually of such a character that, although it

was impossible to distinguish many details, one
could see the driv ing wheel, actuated by a massiv e

cylinder with gleaming piston rods, spinning
round, and the steam and smoke escaping from
a prominent smoke-stack which carried a brilliant

headlight.

In a production of 'I'he If 'hip the sensation of
the evening was a most realistic train wreck. 'To
stage this evx^ry known train effect was brought
int<i use, and many new ones were invx*zited for

the occasion. In the beginning of the play the

interest centres around the fortunes ofThe Whip,
the favourite for the T wo 'Thousand Ouineas
Race. T'lie horse is being sent to Newmarket by
rail, and in order t<i prevent its arrival an attempt
is made to destroy it. 'I'he horse is seen being
placed in a loose box that is drawn up at the

platform of a small country railway station and
the truck is coupled to a passenger train. By
means of movdng scenery the train, with its

v^aluable freight, is seen travelling across country,

and it eventually enters a tuniiel. Half way
through the tunnel the loose box is uncoupled,

and after losing its momentum it comes to rest.

'The stage picture at this juncture showed (in one
side the black yawning mouth of the tunnel, and
on the other the solid-looking masonry of a road
bridge that appeared tc^ span the railway track.
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T he backcloth was painted to represent a desolate

stretch of country.
T'he faint murmur of an approaching train

warns the attendants of danger, and amidst a

scene of much excitement The Whip is removed
to a place of safety. A few seconds later the on-
coming train emerges from the tunnel, smashes
the loose box to atoms, and then piles itself up, a

tangled mass of wreckage. The engine, which
looked very real from the front, was operated
from the back by stage hands, who, at the
moment of impact, threw it over, spun the
wheels round, discharged live steam to the accom-
paniment of noise from a cylinder of compressed
air, and burnt much red fire. Other stage hands
piled up the wreckage just outside the mouth of
the tunnel, and the effect was heightened bv
carrying on to the stage several injured passengers
who were laid alongside the rails to await the
arrival of doctors.

A scene in Cahmeade showed a returning
“leave” train at Victoria Station. As the train

moved, the engine of an incoming hospital train

enveloped in steam, arrived at the next platform,
and Red Cross workers hurried awav the stretcher

cases. The engine, humorously called the

“Shy Bride,” had only a few yards to travel, and
was pushed tni to the stage <ui rollers. Coward
says “It went backwards, it went sideways, it

tangled itself in the black velvets and fog gauz.es,

but never, til! the last dress rehearsal, did it come
in on cue.”

SCENIC LKFhCr

As a contrast to this type of train effect an old

play, called The Siviss Express^ was used as a

vehicle to display the abilities of a family of
pantomimists and tumblers. One of the scenes

represented a train, and movement was suggested
by continuously revolving wheels, whilst the

constantly interrupted love-making of a honey-
moon couple by the antics of the tumblers was
seen by the audience through the removal of
the entire side of the railway carriage. This
particular kind of scenic effect is still used. In a

production of Subtvay one of the scenes repre-

sented the interior of a coach on the New York
underground railway. The coach was packed to

capacity, and there was much wheel noise. The
illusion of train movement was conveyed by a
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long line of newspaper reading straphangers
swaying in unison, first this way and then that,

as the train lurched along at speed or negotiated
bends in the track.

T'here are many plays that require a scene
showing the interior of a railway carriage, and
as a rule the difficulty is overcome by building
a small box-set that can be quickly placed in

position and struck without wasting too much
time. I have seen elaborate sets that have been
provided with practicable doors and windows,
and in one case with a small panorama effect at

the side window. Equally good results have been
obtained by a folding screen placed around a seat

and lit from above by a small spot-light focused
on the acting area.

VISUAL EFFECT
Visual effect is giving place to noise effect, and

instead of seeing a scene where the stage is littered

with broken machinery and dead bodies, t)ne

grips one’s seat with fear as “T'lie Ghost T'rain
”

thunders past with a deafening barrage of sound
that is almost more real than the real thing. T he
scene is the dimly lit interior of what must be
the most dismal railway station in the world. As
the play begins the first effect, that of a train

steaming into the station, is lieard. One hears
the lioise and bustle that usually accompany the

arrival of a train at any station, and as the guard’s
whistle is blown the nf>isc effects are restarted

and the train continues its journey. T he second
effect is that of the Crhost T'rain itself. It is

heard in the distance, and then witli dramatic
effect it passes through the station and vanishes.

'The third effect is when it makes its return

journey. AH the effects are provided by sound,
and there is no sight of the train from the begin-
ning of the play till its close. There are, however,
two visual effects, one to suggest the passing flare

from the firebox of the engine, and the otlier to

suggest the reflections caused by the lighted

windows of the carriages shining in the waiting-

room as the train passes through the station.

'Ehe noise effects of a play of this description

are easily supplied, and for amateur societies there

is the added advantage that no costly or compli-
cated apparatus is necessary. T'he volume of
sound effect that can be produced will, to some
extent, depend upon the amount of stage room
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that is at liberty for the purpose and the number
of helpers wh(^ can be relied upon to assist in

providing the effects. In one large provincial
theatre the numerous effects of T/r^' Ghost Train
were supplied by the stage crew augmented by
the orchestra under the direction of the conductor,
who reliearsed and conducted the effects.

H ere are a few ways in which some of the more
simple train noises may be arranged. 'The most
familiar noise connected with a train is the puff
sound made by the exhaust. T his noise can be
produced by beating a drum which has had the
skin or vellum slackefied until the sound represents

.IS near as possible that m.tde by the engine. T'he
first two or three blows should be deliberate and
have an appreciable interval of time between
them, this interval being gradually lessened as the

train n\t)ves away. At the same time, the force

of the blows should be reduced to com ey the

illusion of distance. I f, however, it is necessary to

employ some other metliod of supplying this type

of effect, the difficulty can be overcome by
obtaining a box, similar to the bo\es used by
haberilashers. T'his type of box measures i j in. by

I :5.^ in. and 4 in. deep witli an easy fitting lid witli

a turned down edge in. deep. TTie sides of
the box are made of thin plywood or stout mill-

board, and the top and bottom are ofmuch thinner

material. Xhe box is strengthened by its covering

of a dark coloured linen or canvas. A pint of dried
peas is placed inside the box and after the lid is

str.ipped down or secured by means of cord the box
is ready for use. T he puff sound is made by pitch-

ing the peas from one side of the box to the other

by a sharp jerk of the hands, and this moi emeiit is

continued for such time as the effect is needed.

When a noise to suggest the rapid puffing of a

train speeding along is required, the peas are

allowed to rest on the bottom of the box, which
is then shaken up and down with a movement
similar to that made by a farmer when he tosses

grain in a sieve to remote husky matter. At

every fourth beat the noise is accented, and as

the train finally disappears in the distance the
peas are rolled with a circular motion t>n the

bottom of the box.

T he old music hall trick of imitating a train

by means of a kettledrum is familiar to m.anv. It

is one that is easily mastereil, and that is well

worth copying for effects purposes. A snare drum
a small drum with a number of gut strings

stretched across the \ellum when beaten with
one of the small stiff wire brushes supplied for

the purpt)se is another effective sound prtiducer.

Amateurs often find it difficult to hire or borrow
drums for effects purposes, but the
difficulty can be o\ ercome by diplo-

matically inviting a local tympanist
tf) undertake the staging of whatever
percussion effects are required. One
tympanist of my acquaintance, whilst

refusing even to consider a request

for the loan of a drum for effects,

had no hesitation in supplying a valuable outfit

that he himself used with much success. A useful

effect to suggest the noise of a train moving across

the stage is supplied by having two drums that

have been tuned in such a manner that the note
that is obtained by beating the lower toned drum
in tile centre may be repeated as near as possible

by beating the higher toned drum near the rim.

T he effect is producc^d by beginning to beat, \ ery
gently, the first drum luai the rim and moving
the beat across the drum to the centre, the second
drum then being brought into action bv a beat

starting at the rim ami continuing to the centre

again. T he \olume of sourul should be controlled

so that the noise seems to be continuous and to

grow in power till it is at its maximum strength

at the centre of drum number two. T he process

is reversed as the train passes into the distance.

T he dull rumble of a train can also be supplied

bv gently shaking the plywood thunder sheet.

Steam noises can be made by rubbing together

two sheets of sand paper held between rubbers. If

this noise is not satisfiictory for the .-ffect required,

the rt>ar of escaping steam may be supplied by
using a cylinder of compressed air. T his tv'pe of

effect was successfully^ used in Th^' Ghost Train
and Thark as well as in many film productions.

T'he cylinders of compressed air are similar

t<i those in list; at garages where tyre filling
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equipment is installed. 'The illustration, kindly
supplied by the British Oxygen Co., Ltd.,

Crrosvenor House, Park Lane, London, W. i.,

who manufacture and supply this type of appara-
tus, shows the kind of cylinder (Fig. 40). T'he
rubber tubing and indicator gauge attached to the

cylinder are used in operating the cylinder for

charging motor tyres with nitrogen gas. A
whistle or steamer’s siren fixed to the outlet of the

cylinder vah^e will produce an effect that is

startling in its realism. T he present cost of a

fully charged cylinder of compressed air suitable

for stage effects is 4/6d. per 100 cubic feet, and
a charged cylinder weighs 100 lb. A cylinder

with the v^alve fully open will exhaust itself in

25 minutes at a pressure of 40 lb. a square inch.

A larger “air” cylinder is not available. Further
particulars, if desired, may be obtained from the

manufacturers. T he company have works in

different parts of the country and the railway
charges for transport of cylinders of compressed air

are the same as for other goods of a similar weight.
T'he noise of a train passing over sleepers is

made by pulling a small garden roller across laths,

some 2 feet apart, which have been fastened to the

stage. 'Fhe noise one associates with shunting
operations is made by two or three of the stage

hands shaking and dropping heavy chains and
rattling the lids of dust bins or milk churns.

In addition to the wliistle that is operated
by compressed air, there are many special wliistles

that are suitable for effects purposes, but the

qualities claimed for them by their makers should
not be accepted without a trial. Should an occa-
sion arise that demands an exceptional wliistle

effect, this may be supplied by using one of the
small metal or wood organ pipes that are obtain-

able from any organ builder. A letter to a reput-

able firm giving full details of the effect it is

proposed to use will usually bring in reply useful

suggestions and probably practical help. The value
of the ordinary tin whistle should not be over-
looked. It is capable of simulating convincingly
the whistles of engines.

The noise of wheels is another effect that is

often required. Some makes of electric vacuum
cleaner when running with the dust container

removed will provide just sufficient noise to be
heard without making the dialogue inaudible. If,

however, a much more noisy effect is wanted, it

rilEATRK AND STACIE

can be supplied by mounting a pair of roller skates
on a cylinder. The cylinder is mounted in a frame
that resembles a table with the top removed, and
the distance between the inner side of the frame
and the cylinder should be wide enough to allow
the passage of the roller skates. T'o one side of
the frame a sheet of zinc or tin is fixed, and the
metal is then bent or curled around the top of
the cylinder and passed between the wood frame-
wc^rk and the cylinder on the other side. T he free

end of the metal shield

may be weighted to

maintain pressure on
the skates as they pass.

When the cylinder is

rotated, the rollers

running round the*

inside of the metal
cover or shield make
an effective imitation

of the noise of train

wheels. A couple of
long flexible wire
brushes can also be
attached to the cylin-

der. The noise they
make gives a sound
ofsteam to accompany
the noise of wheels.

T\> provide the

illusion of a train with Im(.. CoMi'kissi t) Aik
lights on passing foK ( )xvca n (;as C'vi indi r

through a railway
station as in 'Fhe Cihost 7 ’; <'////, various methods
are used, but in eacli case the principle is the same.
"Fhe device consists of a flood at each side of the-

stage fitted with a slide in which has bei*n cut
shapes to represt'tit the windows, tiu* slides being
moved across the flood; or the flood has a cover
with apertures, which is made move by simply
swinging the flood itself round. A magic lantern

fitted with a special slide made of tin, and long
enough tc^ give the audience time to recognize
what the effect is intended for, is often used. If

it is desired to run the effect to suggest a long
train, a band of black silk is used. After it has
been prepared it should be mounted in a manner
similar to that required to produce a snow effect

but the shallow frame and rollers should be
arranged to suggest a side-to-side movement
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instead af an up-and-down movement. If the
effect is used from both sides of the stage, care

must be taken to produce an effect that is con-
vincing to the audience.

EXECUTIONS
^I'iiere are many {)lays where it is necessary

to stage an execution, but as a rule the audi-
ence is spared this liarrowing siglit by the
dramatist arranging his execution off stage. A
familiar setting for an executitin is tlie dungeon
of a prison during tlie French Revolution. T he
stage is occupied by a group t)f aristocrats who
have been sentencetl to death and are awaiting
the final summons. T heir last moments are spent

in carefully arranging tlieir cravats or seeing

that the folds of tlieir dress liang properly. T'lie

large dfiors at the back of the stage are Hung
open, and the audience is allowetl a momentarv
glimpse of the guillotine ; the doomed one mounts
the steps, and his appearance is the signal for a

stoi m of jeers .ind howls of execration from the

assembled rabble, whose blood lust has been
aroust'd. '\ he doors close, the noise dies down,
and the- silence is unbroken, until savage shouts

of exultation indicate' that another head has rolled

into tile executiorua's basket. T he door opens
again, the jailer ills out another name, and its

owner nonchalantly saunt<M*s out to provide more
entertainment for the insatiable Ldutulle.

In llnssun^ Flecker arranges a ‘Procession of
Protracted Death” for the execution of Pervanah
and Rati, who have chosen a night of love to be
followed by death rather tlian life with separation.

As they cross the stage they pull after them a

small cart, which bears their coffins. "I he pro-

cession consists of Mansur, who carries a large

scimitar, torturers with their diabolical instru-

ments, men carrying a lighted braz-ier, a massive
wheel, a rack, and a man with a whip and
hammer. As the torture begins the stage is

darkened, and the noise of the instruments of
torture and the low moans of pain are swallowed
up by music that is soft at first, but gradually gets

louder and louder as the shrieks of pain increase.

Hassan, almost fainting with horror at what he
has seen, is thrust from the house, the music
softens, and the executioners emerge carrying the

two coffins that now cont.iin the bodies of Per-

vanah and Rail. T he coffins are nailed down.

and after being placed on the cart the procession
is re-formed and retraces its steps.

An execution scene almost as terrifying i>ccurs

in an American play called T/;r Lust in

which a man is sentenced to death and the tweeu-
tion is carried out by means t>f electrocution.

T he sceru* represents a long corridor, along one
side of which are cells the barred fronts of which
allow everything in the cells to be seen, and, at

the same time, allows the prisoner to see every-
thing that takes place in the corridor. 'Fhe con-
demned man is seen on his way to the electric

chair. T he procession is headed bv the prison

officials, closely followed by the chaplain, who is

reading the burial service. T he pinioned prisoner

follows, and is supported by the remaining warders
who bring up the rear. 'I'lu-y pass slowly across

and reach the door of the execution chamber on
the other side of the stage. "I’hey enter, and the

door is shut. In a few seconds the low hum of a

dynamo is heard; it rises to a shrill whine, the

electric lights in thi- cells and corridor flicker .ind

begin to fade until at last they just glow with
heat. Suddenly, the noise of the dynamo ceases,

and the lights come on, the door opens, and the

officials and others hurry across the stage again

and all is over.

An execution carried out by the military

authorities was a common sight in the theatre

fifty years ag<.>. T he occasion allowed a display

of small-arm drill, and was accompanied by much
pomp and ceremi>ny. Sometimes the execution

was preceded by the degradation of the con-
demned one, and to the muffled rolling of drums
the marks i>f distinction, honours, facings, and
buttons of the accused one were torn away by
one of the sergeants. Here are a few extracts

from an old playbill of 77;r Innkeepei' ofjilfheuille.

'Fhis play was staged early in the nineteenth

century, and the plot retolved round the murder
of the Count of Idenburgh. An innocent man
is accused of the crime and in order to avoid

tortuic he declares himself guilty. “He is led

tj^ Pixecution. His P,ves are Bound. T he Sol-

diers Present their Pieces. "I'he Word is given

t«) PTrf when Dyrkilt*, pursued by Xyrtillo,

Rushing between them. Receives in His Breast

the balls designed for the Innocent Clauson.”
T his form of retribution occurs in play after play,

and ( )uida used a variation of the situation in her
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novel. Under T^ivo Flags^ which was afterwards
dramatized.

T'he unusual sight of a dead body hanging by
the neck was seen in a production of Roar China

y

which was staged by Meyerhold at Moscow.
T'he play showed a gunboat at a river-port on
the Y angtze, the action of the play alternating

between the bund of the town and the deck
of the gunboat moored in the river. T he R

play was staged for propaganda purposes, 11

and the dead body was that of a young A

I

Chinese steward, who had committed

l-'ie. 41. J'hi SeAM'Oia>

suicide bv hajiging himself immediately in front

of the door of the captain’s cabin.

'I he use of a scaffold on the stage iinmediatelv

calls up visions of a last-minute
^

reprieve, or a belated confession —

j

j

^

that prevents the actual carrying T
out of the death sentence. In I

The De^nTs Disciple, for in- M
stance, Shaw prepares an execu- 1
tion and has Richard standing in I

the cart with the noose around I

his neck. T'he soldiers arc wait- I

ing the word to pull the cart I

away whilst Burgoyne is waiting

for the clock to strike the hour.

As the clock chimes, Anderson
dramatically enters and prevents the execution

taking place. Otway, in his Venice Preserved,

written in 1682, ends his tragedy with a scene

on a scaffold. Pierre, wJi<^ is to be executed, has

just been pinioned and mounts the scaffold, when
Jaffier, who has betrayed him at the instigation

of Belvidera, follows him to beg forgiveness.

Pierre forgives him, and then to save his friend

from an ignominious death Jaffier stabs him, and,
before the guards can stop him, he turns the
dagger on himself and they both expire.

It is possible to carry out an
execution in full view of the
audience. In a production of

> that old-time melodrama, Adaria
ATarten^ or The A/Iny'der at the

Red Barn, the traditional version

of the play had an additional

scene at the end where one saw
\ William Corder pay the extreme

\ penalty. T'his particular inter-

-7\ pretation of the play contained
I tine scenes that were acted with

much feeling and sincerity. T he

V r' jV iJ
c‘xecution scene was particularly

effective. The scaffold was

^ A erected in the prison yard and

^ i p the death chamber immediately
below the trap door was hidden

Y by the wall of the prison. 'J'he

f wr(*tched man was seen in the

condemned cell, and alter hearing
the news that there was no hope
of a reprieve lie was pinioned

and led out to execution. 'The next scene
showed the scaffold, and to the tolling of the

bell Corder, helped by the Cxov^eriuir, staggered

Ki(.. 42 . rm. Kt>i*J

up the steps and was received at the top by a

masked hangman in traditional costume. Corder
was blindfolded, the noose was slipped over

his head, and as the lever was moved Corder
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disappeared through tlie trap and justice was
done.

Dhe scaffold, a substantial structure made of
sound material, was built by a joiner. It was
strong enough to carry the weight nf three men,
Cordcr, the hangman, and the chaplain, and
with detachable steps was easily and quickly
placed in position for working. If it is necessary

to build a similar scaffold Figs. 41 t(^ 44 reveal

sufficient detail to enable a practical woodworker
to do the job. 'l"he gibbet arm can be of light

material as it has to carry only the weight of the

rope. 'File rope itself, after passing through a

small block or strong screw eye, is loosely fastened

to the base of the post supporting the gibbet arm.
'Fhere should be sufficient rope between the

block on the gibbet arm and the noose that is

placed over the head of the condemned one to

reach the ground with two or three feet to spare.

'T he space enclosed by the four upright supports

nearest the trapdoors is b(xirded round, leaving

room for the trapdoors to swing up and the

breaking joint that supports the traps to be pulled

Fk;. 43. pRiNCT ei,i- fii- 7 ’r\p J)oors wn Hri

J oiN’i

clear when worked. 'Fhe space at the back is

tilled with a loose door that is well padded with
straw. 'Fhe three sides are also generously
padded. 'I'he bottom of the box is filled with
loose straw to a depth of two or three feet, and
when the loose door is held in position, it is

impossible for the person coming through the

trap to be hurt. In the actual production the

actor, after falling, had to sink on his knees in

order to be out of sight of the audience. ^I'he

slack rope Wiis pulled into the straw nest by the

aettrr, who slipped his pinions, which were only

loosely secured. 'Fhe lever which is shown in Fig.

41 is hinged at the bottom and Wf)rks io a slut.

'Fhe act of pulling the lever is the signal to the
stage hand working the breaking joint to pull on
the rope that breaks the wooden support of the
traps. T'he trapdoors arc held in position by a

stout length of wood, three inches square, the
bottom end of which is secured by a “"f'” hinge to

the deep cross-bar shown in Fig. 41. 'I'he upper
portion of the supporting beam is jointed, as

shown, and a strong cord is threaded through a

hole bored through it and operated at a short

distance. 'Fhe retaining block on the under side

of the trapdoor must be securely screwed to it.
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T1h“ trap, wlicii set, will carry the weiglit a

man, anti by a sharp pnll on tlic cord the breaking
joint collapses and releases the trapdoors. T'Jie

most important detail in the construction of the
scaffold is the position of the liinge at the upper
end of the breaking joint. It should be so ar-

ranged that as the supporting strut is removed the
hinge is always inside the arc of a circle made by
tile edge of the trapdoor as it falls. The trapdoor
should automatically sweep the supporting strut

right outside the framework of the scaffold. In
practice, the sharp jerk on the cord is sufficient

to pull the strut clear of the doors. The sash

weights are necessary to pull the doors out of the

way; otherwise they would swing and possibly

get in the way of the person who works the effect.

The front of the scaffold should be properly

masked. T he size of the scaffold will depend, of
course, upon the amount of stage room at one’s

disposal. "The scaffold described measured 6 ft.

6 in. high, S ft. long, and 4 ft. wide.
It is stated that when an opera called The IterJ

Mask was produced at Drury Lane on 13th
November, 18 ^4, the e.xecution scefie caused a

disturbance in the theatre, a public outcrv in the
Press, and many complaints to be sent to the

management. One of the sub-editors of The
Times

^

a Mr. Francis Bac<in, went behind the
scenes to make a personal request to Bunn, the

manager, either to take the opera off or to altcn*

the distressing scene where the audience had to

witness the execution of an innocent man. One
member of the audience said that he saw blood, or
something like blood, flowing down the side of
the executioner’s block. T his effect may have
been produced by the use of lengths of red silk

ribbon. There is, however, no evidence that the

story was more than the excited imagination of a

person deeply agitated. It was also said that the

executioner held up the gory head of his victim,

but this was not the c^ise. T here is a similar

legend about the execution of Mary Oueen of
Scots, where the executioner holding her severed

head aloft, smacked its cheek and was startled to

sec the cheek flush at this indignity.

The execution was arranged very simply.

T'he block was placed well upstage and to the

tolling of a bell troops marched on and formed
a hollow square, outside of which gathered

a crowd of spectators completely hiding the

block from view. T he prisoner was marched to

the^block and, in a few seconds, the audience
saw the flash of the e.xecutioner’s axe as it was
raised, followed by a dull thud as the executioner
performed his gruesome task. The spectators

moved away, the troops marched off, and the
audience saw the executioner leaning on his now
bloodstained axe with the body of his victim laid

at his feet and coveered with a black cloth. "The
management, bowing to the demands of Press and
public, had the execution scene revised and the

Bravo, instead of suffering the extreme penalty,

was saved by the Doge of Venice at the last

moment “in the most approvx'd melodramatic
flishion.” 'The opera was based on the novel
The Hraiw of Tetiice written by Matthew Gregory
Lewis, perhaps better known as “Monk” Lewis,
with PJanche responsible for the libretto.

In conne.xion with the hanging of William
Corder it is interesting to note that in the days
when plays of the Maiia A^arten kind were
popular a business grew up around the sale of
“Gallows” literaturt‘. Tdie itinerant sellers of
playbills, w’ho were a feature r>f the lyondon
theatre of those days, also included in their waies
bills describing the “Sorrowful Lamentatit)n and
Last Farewell” of whot‘\er was to pay the

penalty of their cr imes on the scaffold. For special

crimes the literature would take the form of an
eight page pamphlet, the title page of which
usually contained a picture of the murderer intent

on his gruesome deed, with a luriil narrative that

was headed “Founded on Tacts.” Here is a

typical example. “'I'he Whitby 'I'ragedy; or

"Idle Gambler’s Fate. Containing the Lives of
Joseph Carr, aged 21, and his sweetheart, IMaria

Leslie, aged 19, who were found Dead, lying by
each other, on the morning t>f the 23rd of May.
Maria was on her road to buy Ribbons for her
W'edding Day, when her lover in a state of
intoxication flred at her, and then ran to rob his

prey, but hnding it to be his Sweetheart, reloaded

his Ctuii, placed the Muzzle in his Mouth, and
blew out his Brains, all through Cursed Cards,
I^rink, Etc. Also an Affectionate Copy of
Verses.”

It is recorded that on the occasion of the

execution of Corder no fewer than 1,650,000
copies of the pamphlet were sold in London
alone.
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SEA EFFECTS AND NOISES
With the arrival of holiday cruising and

round-the-\vorld tours, the modern dramatist,

quick to grasp the opportunity of arranging
his scenes in a new milieUy has staged his plays

amidst the luxurious surroundings of an ocean
liner where his puppets perform their usual tricks

to the accompaniment of cocktails and jazz,.

Cjone are the days when the terrors of the sea

were summoned to help the play along, and
instead of strong plots, where manliness, heroism,
and true love walked hand in hand, one has to

listen to intrigues deveh^ped in the security and
comfort of deck chairs and to see their success or
frustration as the whim of the author dictates.

'I'he settings may be on an elaborate scale, with
realistic details, or small box-sets may represent

cabins, the bridge of a steamer, the stokehold or
fo’c’sle of a tramp, or the saloon of a sailing ship

with the ’tween decks portion of the mizzenmast
a prominent feature. In plays of the “Pleasure
Cruise” variety there is usually a promenade deck
with a fairly strong rail over which amorous
couples can plight their troth in the glamorous
moonlight. As a rule, noise effects are not
r equired, with the exception, perhaps, of an occa-
sional striking of the ship's bell or, if it is misty
weather, the long moan of the foghorri.

Eugene O’Neill in his younger days sailed

before the mast in both sail and steam, and this

fact may be responsible for the number of plays

he has written with the sea as a background, and
for the characterization of the sailors, who, one
is convinced, have actually sailed with him on
some ship that has, in the course of time, become
the S.S. Glencciir?i of the plays. He obtains some
of his effects by simple means. In his one-act

play. In the written during the First Great
War*, the Glencairn is passing through the dangcr
zone, and the ever present subject of conversation
amongst the hands is mines. There is a thrilling

rmrment wheir one hears some floating object

strike against the iron side of the steamer and
they . . start to their feet in wide-eyed terror

and turn as if to rush on deck. . . One of his

plays. The Aloon of the CaribheeSy shows the

deck of the GIe?tcair?i with practically the same
crew as one meets in his other sea-plays. The
ship is anchored off an island in the West Indies.

It is night, and a tropical moon lights the scene.

The “.
. . port bulwark is sharply defined

against a distant strip of coral beach.” 'Two
derricks jut out from the foremast and the centre
of the stage is occupied by the raised hatch of the
hold, which is covered for the night. T he men
are lying about the deck awaiting the arrival of
native women who are bringing oft* liquor. “A
melancholy negro chant, faint and far off, drifts

croon ing across the wate r
.” ' 1 hree bell s are struck

,

and as the conversation languishes the stillness of
the night is again broken by the singing ashore.

T'o counter this Driscoll sings “Blow the
man down,” and soon the women come along-
side and board, bringing with them a generous
supply of “booze.” In lie C.)’Neill uses a trick

similar to that used by Ibsen in John Gabriel
Borkman. 'I his is the sound of footsteps of

. . someone walking up and down the porip

overhead.”
T'he mysterious atmosphere of Sutton Vane’s

play OuHvard Bound is helped by three simple
effects. 'Fhe first is a siren, which early in the

play is “low and muffled,” and afterwards becomes
long and low. T his siren effect leads up to one
of tliose moments when even the most hardened
playgoer feels his blood run cold. 'The siren is

heard as one of the characters is speaking.

Linc.j.fy. \W1I, Ift’s fxet tt) h^trd facts— I su^^cst

—

Duke. !'<«> Jatc. Didn’t you hear .>

LiNf.'i KY. What ?

.'Vnn 1 heard.

Tom. What
Duke. The siren.

I'oM. a piju>e ^u.idenly /jyilt’riCfi/

)

1 didn’t liear

anything— 1 diiln’t hear anything.
{T)uke and Tom 7}sr. 'Tom knocks chatr o^ccr.')

Duke. Now, nov, J’nor.

I'oM. I didn’t. I didn’t. {Anotker pause.) Hut I (an feel

somethings thougli, can’t yon }

Duke. No.

The second effect is a drum that has “.
. . a

muffled and mysterious and irregular beating,”

whilst almost at the end of the play tlie third

effect is heard. It is “A faint, very faint, sound
of breaking glass off right.” In one production

of this play the siren effect was obtained by
blowing across the top of a rather wide bottle

similar to those used to contain pickles or chutney.

The sound it produced was most weird, and was
made by the operator rounding his lips and
breathing a deep toned Ooooooohhhhhhh ....
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Ohhhhhhhhhhhh across, and not down, the
mouth of the bottle.

The sea as a spectacle has always been pc^pular,

and there is no aspect of it that has not been used
at some time or other for stage purposes. 'Ehe sea

itself, tumbling and tossing in anger or just peace-
fully heaving up and down under some tropical

sky,' is still seen in pantomimes, where it rocks
the raft upon which either Sindbad the Sailor

or Robinson Crusoe has been saved from the
wreck. The raft is usually a small platform
mounted on shallow rockers, and the rolling or

tossing motion is supplied by the actv>r himself
who, balanced in the centre, see-s:iws it up and
down. Sometimes the movement is supplied by
ropes passed through the stage and worked from
underneath. 'Ehe “sea” is a lightweight stage-

cloth, or probably a specially made stout calico,

which is painted or dyed. It is fastened tt) the

four sides of the raft and the downstage edge is

secured to a batten that stretches from one side

of the stage to the other. T he lo<^se sides of the

cloth are worked in the wing entrances by stage-

hands who shake the cloth up and down quickly
or slowly as occasion demands. It must have
been an effect of this description that was used
by Kemble when he produced '"'"The Tempest^
The Enchanted Isle^ with all tlie scenery, machin-
ery, music, monsters, and the decorations proper
to be given, entirely new. The performance will

open with a representation of a tempestuous sea

(in perpetual agitation), and a storm, in which
the usurper’s ship is wrecked; the wreck ends
with a beautiful shower of Hre, and the whole
to conclude with a calm sea, on which appears
Neptune, poctick god of the ocean and his royal

consort, Amphitritc, in a chariot drawn by sea-

horses.” It was in this production that young
Sarah Kemble, the future Mrs. Siddons, made
her appearance as Ariel, charming everyone with
her grace and beauty.

On a large stage where an effect of this

description was required it was customary to

station underneath the stagecloth a number of
stage-hands who continuously bobbed up and
down to suggest the motion of waves. It was an
effect of this kind that gave rise to the story of
the man whose head was inadvertently pushed
through a weak place in the “sea” and was seen

by the audience. The story goes on to say that
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the situation was saved when one of the actors

on the ship shouted “Man overboard” and then
dived to the rescue. The story may be as true
as the one about the actor who doubled the
parts of Othello and lago by the simple expedient
of blacking one side of his face and turning side-

ways to the audience as occasion required.

Some plays demand a ship that can be moved
across the stage or is seen at one side before

moving out of sight. An example of the latter is

seen in Comyns Carr’s Tristram and Iseult. The
play opens with a scene showing “A narrow bay
surrounded by rocky shores. At the back to R.
a shelving ledge of rock forms a natural quay,
by the side of which is moored the ship in which
'Tristram is to set sail for Ireland. T he vessel is

set diag<)nal ly with its raised stern turned to the

audience, the remainder being hidden by a rising

wall of rock, behind which it Hnally glides out
of view at tlie fall of the curtain . . . As the

curtain rises sailors are seen passing from the ship

to the shore . .
.” In the third act the scene

is “On board the Sivalloiv. 'The front of the

stage is occupied hy the centre of the* ship, where
Iseult’s cabin is situated. At tlie back is tlie raised

forepart of the vessel, the tall mast rising from
the upper deck. At the opening of the act the

large sail is lowered, disclosing in the sky the

glimmerings of a grey dawn, with a view of the

sea after a storm . .
.” As the act proceeds

the sail is hoisted a?id the ship gets under way.
At the end of the act the ship arrives in port,

the sails are h>wered, and the King steps on
board.

A remarkable “sensaticin” scene occurred in

the play Le Fi/s de la Suit staged at the Cxaiete

'Theatre, Paris, in 1872. An armed attack by
men in small boats on a ship floundering in a

heavy sea was depicted. 'The vessel when not in

use was stored at the back (if the stage. A set (if

rails running d(iwn the centre ol the stage

enabled the ship t(i be m(ived down stage t(i a

turntable from where it was run int(i the safety

(if the wings. When the scene opened, the vessel,

mounted (iii a platfcitm furnished with “r(illing”

mechanism, lurched along the rails till it reached

the turntable, then, changing its course directly

downstage, met the armed b(iats, appixiaching

along another set (if rails, at centre stage.

Water spectacles staged with the aid of a canvas
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or an india-rubber tank have provided many a

tJirill. In an American production the scene
represented the sea front with a wharf jutting out
at one side of the stage. A steamer and numerous
small boats rocked at their moorings. 'The heroine
was brought on the jetty and then flung overboard
by the villain. Tlie water in the tank was about
I 8 in. deep, and, with many cries for help, she
splaslied her way to the centre of the tank
keeping one hand on the bottom all the time.

Her cries brought the hero to tlu* rescue, and he
was seen swimming to a rock, which was placed

well back in the centre of the stage. He mounted
the rock to locate lier, and then performed a spec-

tacular dive into the sea and rescued her. 'Fhe
dive was made possible by liaving in the centre of
the stage a tank 6 ft. deep, which was let down
through the stage, and around which the caii\as

tank was fitted. T he feat brought to an end a

play tliat was truthfidly described as sensational.

Water tanks are still ust‘d on the stage in

productions like and in that diverting

volume, Seymour Huks: Tiveuty-four I'eurs of un
Altar's Lifcy the author mentions the use of a

similar tank whicli leaked so much that the busi-

ness premises of a grocer situated immetliately

beneath the stage portion of tlie theatre were
flt)odetl out. He alstv desci ibt'S tlie production of

a melodrama at tire 1 laatre Royal, Ryde, in

which the sensation of the e\'ening was a storm
at sea during which he Iiad to rescue tire liei'oine

from a “foundering steamer.” A stage lifeboat

tliat had already becMi sent from Fondon had not

arrived. In the emergency Hicks and a friend

sauntered out and in the temporary absence of
the owners “borrowed” a small skifF and a

rnortar-cart to carry it away. T ire scenery was
ingeniously arranged, a sky cloth upside down
made a good sea, and a wave effect was obtained

by two swinging pieces t>f canvas suspended Ii-om

the flies by four wires. After all the trouble and
risks he had run a policeman arrived during the

performance to arrest him for “borr'owing” the

skiff—the effect was spoilt because the wheels of
the mortar-cart on which the bemt was carried

across the stage “came a gt)od foot and a half

above the swinging waves and gave the entire

show away.”
Skiffs and small boats were fretjuently used

stage devices. In Dibdiri’s Puu/ Joftrs^ described

as a melodramatic romance, one saw Captain
Corbie, played by Grimaldi at Sadler’s Wells, on
the edge of a cliff from which he “Plunges into

the sea and is seen swimming toward the vessel.”

George Colman the \ c)unger, describing the trash

that was submitted to managers for consideration,

mentions a play . . in five acts, during which
the hcrt> of the drama declaimed from the main-
mast of a man-of-war without once descending
frt)m his position,” and, strange to say, some
managers assert that the same kind of material

is still offered to them.
Under-water scenes liave also received atten-

tion at the hands of an inventive producer. In
one play the audience saw a diver slowly descend-
ing a rope ladder hanging from the flies and
reaching to stage level. As he moved he leaned
forward and with heavy slowness pushed against

the current that swirled beln’nd him, his life line,

and air pipe. Careen floods and a gauze curtain

made a st.artling effect, which was heightened by
the sight of fislies swimming in the semi-gloom
that In’d the wires that supported them. Mermaids
still haunt the seashore, luring men to destruction.

In 'Fhornton Wilder’s playlet Leinathtm he
describes a mermaid, Brigomede, as having
“. . . the green airy hair of )ier kind, entangled
with the friendly snail, the iridescent shoulders
of all sea-women, the thin grey mouth . .

.”

and all she wishes for is black hair and a soul.

Producers of the revue type of entertainment
ha\e staged dances where a troupe of girls ha\e
performed a "“wave” dance, and surely the acme
of originality was attained by the producer who
staged a scene in the Arctic, complete with a

realistic impression of the aurora borealis, which
flickered over a b.ickcloth by means of coloured

lights and a transparency. The dancers were
attired in grotesque costumes to represent pen-
guins and wore masks. They performed a dance
that was simply a series of slow waddling move-
ments, and they rno\ ed about the stage in groups

and assumed awkward postures tliat seemed quite

natural. The Arctic regions have also been
exploited for dramatic purposes, and the staging

of a play amidst the iev wastes is not new. Here
is an extract from an old play called T/te Orphan
of the Fro-zen Sea. The play was first staged at

the Theatre Royal, Adelphi, London, in 1856,
and must haie caused the machinist many sleepless

to8 I
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nights before it was actually produced. The play
opens on “The deck of a ship of the time of
Louis XIV,” and before twenty words of dia-

logue have been spoken there is “A manoeuvre
of sails.” A mutiny breaks out, and at the end
of the act the captain, his wife, and their small
child are cast adrift in an open boat. A faithful

seaman jumps overboard and accompanies them.
The second act opens with a scene showing
“A K roz,en Ocean. A wild desolate scene. Here
and there blocks of snow and pillars of ice. A
small snow hut.” The fcnir people are starving,

and the father has just broken up the boat to

provide warmth for his child, who is slowly dying
of cold and exposure. Ralph enters.

Ralph. Did you hear nothing ?

Harabas. {Agitated.') What, what. Captain ?

Rai.ph. Like a loud moaning, there, there, under our
feet, did you not feel the icc tremble on which we
stand ?

Barahas. Yes, it seems, it seems as if it moved, as if it raised

itself.

Ralph. It is the sea which raises itself, and fights against

all obstacles—the waves will break their fetters and
become free.

Bar abas. Heaven have mercy on us. J'he ice is cracking.
We are lost.

{Fresh noise.)

{Louise rushes on carrying Martha.)
Louise. What is the matter Ralph, what means that

terrible noise }

Ralph. Courage, my wife, be on ytmr guard, see, see.

{Large pieces of the icebergs break off andfall into the sea,

Theirfall breaks the surface of the ice in different parts

—the sea begins to appear—Louise utters a cry and
presses her child to her heart.)

Martha. Mamma, mamma, I arn frightened.

{The icebergs bend, break, and shake. The ^vind ho'ivls,

and the ^a<^es rise o.vith more ajiolente.)

Barabas. Captain, I await your orders.

Louise. There is not an instant to be lost. I'hc Iwiat, the

boat—-q u ick—quick.
Ralph. "I'he boat is gone.
Louise. What do you say ?

Barabas. Hew . . , hew . . .

Ralph. {Pointing to the child.) You said let Martlia live

for an hour, and trust heaven for the rest. I did so,

and destroyed the boat.

Barabas. We are lost.

(fThe ice on ^cvhich he stands separates, and cai'nes him
a'Uiayl)

Ralph. Barabas . . . {He tries in n^ain to help him.)

Louise. Kneel, kneel, my child. {Martha kneels and lifts

her hands in prayer.) Protector of the feeble and of

orphans. (To Martha) Repeat after me, my child

—

Repeat.
Martha. Protector of the feeble and of orphans.

Louise. Thou, who hast the strength of a Father, and
the tenderness of a Mother, save us from the abyss that
threatens us, and from the wicked who kill.

Martha. From the abyss that threatens us, and from the
wicked who kill.

Louise. {Aside.) Now heaven accept my life for hers.

{Scarcely has she spoken before the ice sinks and they

disappear—Louise entirely—then her arms arc seen

raising the child ahoue the uou'^^cs.)

Ralph. My wife, my' child.

{He rushes toxvards them and sinks; during this time
Martha has climbed from her mother s arms on to

another iceberg, to xvhich she has been clinging; Louise
quite disappears; the ice is seen in all parts r aised by
the sea ; the one on xvhn h Martha is rises and falls by
turns.)

Martha. Protector of the feeble and of orphans.
{fhe raises her hands to heaxien.)

{A lapse of fifteen years takes place.)

It is interesting to know that botli Martha and
Barabas arc saved and they meet in the last act.

'Tlicir rescue from almost certain death is

explained to the audience by Barabas, who says,

“'^'ou founil, then, like myself, a Danish vessel,

that reliev<*d you from the icebergs and the white
bears.”

A simple de\ ice to suggest the sound of waves
breaking on a shore is similar to the cheese-box
rain effect that has already been described. In
this case the inside of the box is fitted with a shelf

that extends across the entire length of the box
and is strong enough to hold the weight of the

dried peas, wliich, as the box is turned round, are

scooped up and held. When the effect is required

the peas are spilled and the noise of the waves
receding is made by swinging the box from side

to side before the peas are again scooped up
ready for the next wave. A strong handle should
be fixed to the box where the shelf is screwed to

the side.

Spray that is seen may be rice or common salt,

thrown into the air by hand or flung from a

container fixed to a trap operated by a spring. A
stage fog may be suggested either by lighting

effects or by using gauy.e curtains. A fog that

lifts, such as may be required in scenes like the

one in Anna Christie^ is obtained by using a

number of gauze curtains that are lifted, one
after the other, as the fog disappears. The
bottom edge of the gauze curtains should be
jagged or unevenly cut and should have no batten

attached. T'he effect is heightened by subtle

lighting.
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GHOSTS
The stage ghost has been with us ever since

the theatre first came into being, and it is

reasonable to expect that it will remain with us

as long as the theatre exists and the plays of
Shakespeare, with their many ghosts, continue
to be staged. Whether the ghost is actually seen
on the stage, or its presence is indicated by the
gestures of terrified actors who gav.e fearfvdly

ofFstage, or whether the ghost eflFect is a miracle
of modern stage lighting or simply an effect of
different coloured limelights, such as T saw used
in a professional production ofA Ghristnitis Carols
where the ghost of Marley appeared bathed in a
ghastly green light and the ghcists of Christmases
Past, Present, a?id Future became visible in more
rosy hues, does not really matter if the desired

effect is obtained. Aeschylus, in his play The
Persians

i

invokes the ghost of J^arius by a long
incantation and libation, but loses the “ghostli-

ness” of the scene by the lengthy dialogue that

ensues between Atossa and The (xhost. The
dialogue is a series of questions and answers after

the manner of the present-day explanatory scene
at tlie beginning of a plav, where the events that

happened before the play begins are made known
to the audience. Compare this long scene with
the short dramatic episode i>f the Witch of Kndor,
when, at the bidding of Saul, she raises the spirit

of Samuel (i Samuel, xxviii), and notice how the

supernatural is suggested with an economy of
words that is remarkable. 'I here was no sense

of awe or fear of Darius; he was a kindly dis-

posed apparition, called up by his widow in her
hour of need. T he ghosts of Shakespeare’s dav
were more businesslike, and a contemporary
writer describing a stage ghost of the period

explains how
. . . ;i fiKby whininjr irhost

l.apt in some foul shret or a leather pilct,

Cf>mes screaming like a lialf stiekVl, and cries

Vindicta . . . revenge . . . revenge . .

With that a little rtisin Hasheth forth

1-ike smoke out of a tobacco pipe or a boy’s* squib.

whilst Addison, in The Spectator of the 20th
April, 1710, says; “Among the several artifices

which are put in practice by the poets to fill the

minds of an audience with terror, the first place

is due to thunder and lightning, which are often

made use of at the descending of a god, or the

rising of a ghost, at the vanishing of a devil, or
at the death of a tyrant. I have known a bell

introduced into several tragedies with good effect;

and have seen the whole assembly in a very great

alarm all the while it has been ringing. But there

is nothing which delights and terrifies our F^nglish

theatre so much as a ghost, especially when he
appears in a bloody shirt. A spectre has very often
saved a play, though he has done nothing but
stalk acrt>ss the stage, or rise through a cleft

in it, and sink again without speaking a word.
T here may be a proper season for these several

terrors; and when they onlv come in as aids and
assistances to the poet, they are not only to be
excused but applauded.” This paragraph may
have been inspired by the scene that occurred in

the last few moments c^f Otway’s Venice Preseri.>etiy

which was frequentlv staged in those days. In
the previous scene Jaffier to save his friend Pierre

from the ignominy of execution has stabbed him
on the scaffold and has then turned the dagger
on himself. T he scene is now “An apartment
at Priuli’s,” and Belvidera enters “distracted.”

She is agitated and on the verge of hysterics; she
is exhorting her husband to return t(^ her, when
“An officer enters” and whispers the news of
the execiition to Priuli. At this moment a trap

in the stage opens and “T he ghosts of Jaffier

and Pierre rise slowly up” and Belvidera sees

them. Here is the scene

—

Btl-VIDKRA
lla . . . look there . . .

My husband . l)lood\ . . and his friend too . .

Ivlurder . . .

Who has dcjiie this ^ Speak to me thou sad vision;

C^n these poor tremblmtx knees I bep it . . .

At this moment the trap begins to sink througli

the stage again and after a pause Belvidera con-
tinues her speech

—

Vanished . . . Oh I’ll dig, dig the den up.
'\'ou shan’t dcliulc me tlius . . . Hoa . . . Jaffier,

Jaffier , . .

Peep up and give me just a look . . .

1 have liiin . . . I’ve got him, father . . Oh . . .

My love , . . my dear , . . my ble'>smg , . . help me
. . . help me . . .

'I'hey have hold of me, and drag me to the bottom . . .

Nay—now they pull so hard—farewell. {Ske cties.)

and “T'hc curtain falls to slow music.” When
Jaffier and Pierre had sunk out of sight of the
audience Belvidera made motions of digging Jnto
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the ground and as she called out “ I have him
. . . I’ve got him, father” she was laid on the
stage with her arm through the trap, which was
left open for the purpose. T'his scene became as

famous as the sleep-walking scene in Afncbethy
and many theatrical reputations were enhanced
by its performance. Later on Mrs. Siddons and
others dispensed with the ghosts altogether, and
played the scene as a “mad” scene. In this form
the scene was often used as a test piece for budding
actresses, and fCinnaird, who was then on the
Drury Lane sub-committee, heard Miss Somer-
ville, afterwards Mrs. M. A. Bunn, in the part

but “thought she would not do.” Two years

afterwards she obtained another audition in the

same part, and the verdict would have been the
same but Lord Byron, who Jiappened to be in

the pit of the theatre at the time, pronounced it

“a promising performance” and she was engaged
and almost immediately made her “public debut”
with Edmund Kean in tlie tragedy of Hey^ttam,

creating the part of Imogine with “ brilliant and
decisive success,”

'Ehe ghost of the old-time play usually haunted
the spot where he, or more often she, was done
to death, or haunted the murderer until he con-
fessed his guilt, and the audience became accus-

tomed to a ghost that was attired in a winding
sheet and walked about the stage with uplifted

arms and drooping fingers, moaning and groaning
or declaiming in melancholy accents: “’Amblett,
’Amblett, I am thy father’s ghost.” It is inter-

esting to note that the Story of Amhleth or Ham-
b/ett^'wWxch occurs in an early History of Denmark,
formed the subject of a tragedy that was believed

to have been staged before Shakespeare wrote
Hamlet. Nowadays a more sophisticated audience
witnesses plays like Outivard Bound.^ where the

entire cast are ghosts, with, of course, the excep-

tion of Ann and Henry, who are only half-ways
and who return to life again at the end of the

play, or plays like Death Takes a Holiday

,

the

title of which suggests the plot of tlie play, or

Sheppy, where the prostitute of the beginning of
the play becomes the Angel of Death at the end.

In The Miracle at Verdun millions of the soldiers

who were killed in the War rise from their graves

and return to their homes, causing world-wide
consternation, and they eventually return to the

place from whence they had come. Paul Green,
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in his one-act play. Supper for the Dead, uses a
witch, the burning of herbs, incantations, and a
supper, to recall the spirit of a child who has
been murdered and buried in a nearby swamp.
T'he father, an aged negro, who has murdered
the child, is a horrified witness of the proceedings.
A modern play, called Beyond, was staged by Sir

Martin Harvey at Manchester in February, 1934.
In it he acted the part of a ghf)st that returns to

his family in their hour of need. He made his

appearance as the ghost, wearing the clothes he
was dressed in at the time he was killed.

Spiritualistic seances occur in many plays.

In Veillier’s play The Thirteenth Chair a pro-
fessional medium arranges a seance at a country
house, and the plot revolves around a murder
that is committed whilst the seance is actually in

progress. The stage is darkened whilst the seance
is being held, but there are no visual effects. 1 n the
first act Rosalie, the medium, gives a display of
spirit rapping that mystifit‘s tht>se present. She
explairis

Rosalie.
clul Wcilrli the wroii^ eiicl t>f me. I 'a\e a wootlcii

sole ill my shoe, {ishe Itft^ her skirt and sho-n.'^s that

die has taken one foot from her slipper'). You do it

with 3 our loot. Like this (f.au^htti^h.) It is a

tri( k.

Rosalie next gives an exhibition of table turn-

ing, which she dt>es not explain, and by the time
the real seance comes on we are prepared to accept

her as genuine. Another play where spiritualism

occurs is AkK>us Huxley’s The JVorld of Tight.

In this play a father is trying to get in touch with
the spirit of liis son who is believed to have been
killed in an aeroplane disaster some years ago.

He is convinced that he can summon his son’s

spirit, and during the seance the son actually

appears, but in tlie flesh, the report of his deatli

being incorrect.

One of the earliest visual ghost* effects is that

described in Cellini’s Memoirs. He had fallen in

love with a beautiful Sicilian girl whom he
desired to see. A Sicilian priest of his acquaintance,

gifted with powers of necromancy, takes him to

the Colosseo in Rome, where the priest, after

drawing a magic circle and burning herbs giving

off much smoke, produced “several legions of
devils.” This was not what was wanted, so they
made a second attempt. Tliis time the same kind
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of apparition appeared, so after “waiting till the
bell rang for morning prayers,” they made their

way out of the magic circle and home. An
explanation of the ghost effect is that the priest

threw pictures (Hi the smoke by means of a magic
lantern somewhat after the manner in which the

old phantasmagorial effects were arranged. 'The
operator had the lantern strapped around his

waist, and by moving forward or backward from
tlie sme^ke cloud or transparent screen made the

figures appear larger or smaller at will. In the

course of time the faiiK'ius Pepper’s ghost arrived

and became p<^pular. T^lie effect was originally

invented by Henry Dircks, and was latei improved
upc'ni and exhibited bv^ Professor Pepper at the

Polytechnic, where it caused a “profound sensa-

tion.” T he effect was mystifying, because whilst

the audience ce»uld actually see the ghost, it could,

at the same time, distinguish the details of the

scenery behind it through its transparent body.

T he illusion was made possible by a well or pit,

or sometimes by a passage extending right across

the stage, in which below stage level and out of
sight (vf the audience the ghost performed its

appearing and disappearing tricks. Extending
under the stage, the passage or well was lined

with a black material and formed a place known

as the “ov^<^n.” At the opposite side of the
passage and towards the back of the stage w'as a

limelight that was played on the ghost when the

effect was required. Hinged to the upstage edge
of the passage and at stage lev'^el was a large sheet

of plate-glass leaning forward at such an angle
that it reflected to the audience the illuminated

figure of the ghost as it slowly passed through the
passage. This illusi(^n was for many years a

popular attraction at fairs where “penny gaffs”

staged excerpts from liumlet or Alatheth or, if

opportunity offered, a scene depicting some local

murder and the consequent haunting of the

murderer by his victim. T he effect was more
successful in a small theatre than in a large one
because in the latter the si'/,e of the reflecting glass

required was such that not only did it reflect the

ghost in the oven, but also the faces of those in

the first few rows of the pit. Afodern illusionists

Fi<; 46 S'j.\(.r Si 'i 'T'iNt. l•(JR Ghost Ei Fj:t t

Fk. 4*7 Hvcr Virw oi- t. -vnixn

have improved this device, and bv using plate-

glass backed with black material, mirrors, and
dimming apparatus almost any kind of ghost

effect can be obtained. Here is a variation of the

effect. In a recent productic^ii of a play it was
necessary for the purp(^se of the play that before

one of the characters made his entry on the stage
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he should be seen slowly approaching down a long
corridor. He was dressed in Elizabethan costume
consisting of black doublet and hose, and his

appearance had to strike a note of ghostliness and
inspire fear. The stage of the theatre where the
effect was produced was shallow, but the difficulty

was overcome by a simple trick. T'he door
through which he made his entry was upstage
right, and the backcK)th represented the interior

of an ancient castle. When in position, it was
about 4 ft. from the actual wall of the theatre—^a

fact, by the way, of which the audience was well

aware. The back of the scene and the wall formed
a corridor that was hung with black material,

and immediately above the passage were a number
of powerful lamps, controlled in such a manner
that the light did not escape. At the end of the

corridor was our old friend the large sheet of
plate-glass suitably backed, and set at an angle
that caught the image of the actor and reflected

it into the auditorium. Seen from the front the

effect was perfect and the illusion was mystifying.

Just before the actor neared the glass he suddenly
quickened his pace, which had been slow, and as he
reached the centre of the doorway the lights in the

passageway were extinguished, and there was no in-

terval of time during which the audience could see

the back ofthe ghost at the same time as the front.

Here is another ingenious ghost effect. In this

case the effect requires no apparatus beyond a
small spotlight which can be dimmed and which
is, in addition, suitably masked. 'The scene in

which this effect was used was a drawing room
with a glowing tire in the right wall. In the front

of the fireplace was a small occasiojial table, and
behind this upstage was an easy chair with a

rather high back. The shadow of the chair from
the fire covered a small arch that opened on to a

balcony. The ghost appeared to a lady, seated in

the chair, who sensed its presence, and, after a

moment of fear and hesitation, moved to the

switch in the wall near the fireplace and switched

on the electric light, but there was no sign of the

ghost, which had vanished as noiselessly as it

appeared. T'he effect was made possible by the

stage being in utter darkness save for the glow
from the fire which seemed to increase the

blackness. The ghost entered from the archway
and took up a position within the shadow of the

chair and immediately beneath the small spot light
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fitted with a screening mask. The light was
gradually brought on, and the features of the ghost
appeared to be floating in space whilst the lower
portions of its body were invisible. When the
lady moved to the switch the spot was quickly
but carefully toned down till it was extinguished
altogether. At this moment the ghost slipped

through the archway and operated the switch
that controlled the stage lights, thus making it

impossible for the ghost to be accidentally seen.

The “transparency” ghost is still seen in many
productions, and is useful for amateur productions.
T he ghost appears to the avidience by standing
behind a scene having a portion of the backcloth
cut away and the opening covered with trans-

parent gauze. "I'his is painted over to conceal
the opening. Behind the gauze is a black screen,

and between this and the transparency the ghost
stands and waits (Eigs. 45 to 47). So long as the

lights in frofit of the scene are up the backcloth
seems to be ordinary, but when the lights are
dimmed arid the lights over the ghost are brought
up the apparition is seen by the audience.

Shakespeare provides us with the spectacle of
no fewer than eleven ghosts in the T'ent Scene
in King Kichtird the Thirds and out of this number
nine of them have already appeared in the play

before their death. Flecker, in Hassan^ immedi-
ately after the torture and death of Rafi and
Pervaiiah, shows us their ghosts as well as the

ghost of the builder of the fountain, the waters of
which turn red as the ghost scene begins. In
Berkeley Square we meet a delightful array t>f

ghosts in costume, whilst the most weird ghost
“effect ” of modern times is surely that in W^. W.
Jacobs’s play The Alonkey'^s Paiv. This is the

rapping of the door knocker. T he paw confers

on its owner the fulfilment of three wishes. T he
first, through the accidental death of their only
son, seems to have been granted.

^
^Fhe second,

“I wish my son alive again,” conveys to the

audience that the son is knocking for admittance,
and, as the knocking rises to a crescendo, “I wish
him dead” is spoken, the knocking ceases abruptly,

and the door is opened, but no one is there.

SCENIC EFFECTS
The tendency of many amateurs to stage

their plays within the limits of a set of cur-

tains with possibly the addition of a window
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and a practicable door, whilst it may, perhaps,
throw the acting into greater relief, is not always
to be desired. T here are innumerable plays in

which the scenery itself almost acts a part. An
example of what I mean is the scene that occurs
in A/ladam Butterfly at the end of the hrst part

of tlie second act. Butterfly, with her baby and
her old and faithful servant, Su/aiki, patiently

awaits the return of her husband, Lieut. Pinker-
ton r^f the United States Navy, whose ship, the

Ahrahum lAncoln^ has just arrived in the harbour
below. In a frenyy <^f liappy excitement she
attires herself in her wedding dress. T he floor is

strewn with flowers, and the gay colours of lighted
paper lanterns, arranged in a large setni-circle

across the room, con\ev an atmosphere ofjoy that

almost makes the dialogue unnecessary. TTie
tableau at tlie end of the scene shows Butterfly

with her baby and Suzuki staiuling motionless

be hind the Shosi^ the paper windows ot the house,

througli which she has pierced holes so that they
can see the .irrival of her husband in whose honour
and lo\'e she still implicitlv believes. As they
stand motionh-ss awaiting him the baby falls

asleep, old Su/viki nods, the light of the rising

moon illumines the Shosf, and the curtains slowly
close to de?)f)te tlx passage of time. After a few
moments they (^pt.ii again and the coldness of
breaking dawn is accentuattai as the few lanterns

that still remain alight flickei and go out, one
after the other, CiUiveydng an atmosphere of
desolation in keeping with the thoughts of
Butterfly, who now realizes that she has been
forsaken.

It is only reasonable to assume that much of the
effect would be lost if in plays like The jyHl or

ATilestones producers relied upon curtain sets

instead of having the generous assistance of
painted scenery and properties. In Aii/estones

the stage setting represents the drawing-rocim of
a house in Kensingtoji Cjore. "The first act takes

place in the year i860, and the second and third

acts during the years 1885 and 1912 respectively.

In the second act the scene, although it is much
altered, is only “re-arranged and added to” but

in the third act “it has undergone an entire

change,” the only things that have not altered

being the shape of the room and the position of

the doors, windows, and fireplace. When pro-

duced the play required the services of a small

army of stage-hands to set and strike the scenes
during the short interval of time between the
acts because, althougli the scene showed tlie same
room throughout the play, three different sets

necessitating a complete change of carpets, furni-
ture, and other properties were used.

As a contrast to tliis hustle and bustle of scene-
changing the scenery for a production of one of
Shakespeare’s comedies consisted of a stationary
backcloth, in front of wliich stood an enlarged
facsimile of a volume bearing on the cover the
title of the play and the author’s name. The book
when closed was 1 2 ft. high and 1 o ft. wide. lOach
scene was painted across two pages of the book,
which was opened by the Jester at whatever scene
was required at the moment, the opened book
providing a scene 20 ft. long by 12 ft. liigh, quite
large enough for any amateur production. In a
play that requires sixteen or eighteen changes of
scene, in some of which only eight or ten lines

of dialogue are spoken, the value of a set of this

description is at once apparent. Its use prevents
the waste of time with the consequent loss of
interest in tlie play that is often noticed at amateur
prt>ductions of Shakespeare. T he sixteen or
eighteen changes of scenery mentioned may
represent only live or six different places, the
action passing from one place to the other very
quickly. 'This form of scenic effect is not suitable

for productit)ns of the tragedies. 'Fhose whose
business or pleasure it is to study the stage in all

its aspects cannot fail to notice how certain of
Shakespeare’s stage settings seem to have a

fascination for designers that is almost an obsession.

T ake, for example, the numerous designs for

the sleep-walking scene in AAacbeth. Practically

all <^f them show Lady ]\lacbeth descending a

flight of stairs that seem to have been designed for

a theatre having a stage almost as large as the
Crystal Palace. A scene of this kind is possible

in a film, and has already been used by Douglas
Fairbanks, but as the theatre has its limitations.

Lady Macbeth will still continue to make her
entrance in the usual manner from the wings.
T'hat great figure of the theatre, Edward Oordon
Craig, realizes this, for in his On the Art of the

Theatre he confesses that “ I have caxmi made some
settings for buildings which mankind will never
erect.” Vet mighty spectacles can be and are
staged even in a very small theatre.
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Scenery was most efTectively used by the earJy

Oreeks. 'Fheir theatre, usually built on the slope

of a hill, was without any protection from the

weather. "The plays were staged during the

hours (^f daylight.

It is known that Julius Pollux left a catalogue
in which many of the stage effects used were
described. Some contrivances were ingenious.

T he stage scenery ctuisisted of a solidly built per-

manent set of st(Mie buildings, having in the centre
the exterior of a palace—sometimes furnished
with massive gates—and flanked by buildings

representing the exterior of a house or temple.
'There were, in addition, mowible sets built tt>

represent the wall cif a fortress, a beacon which
could be used for many purposes, a knik-out
from which a sentry could watch, and a tower
from which to converse with a god. T hese struc-

tures were placed so that they could be regarded
as part of the permanent stone-built set or used
separately with a scenic device that completely
masked the buildings in the background. T his

scenery was made of pairited can\'as fixed to a

wood base and the rules of perspective were
observed.

Side wings, as we kn<^w them, consisted t)f

three scenes, one fixed to each side of a triangu-

lar base mounted on a pivot, and change of
scene was effected simply by turning to the re-

quired position. A back scene might represent a

wall that dix'ided in the centre and could be
drawn off showing, perhaps, a fresh scene or set

piece.

In the centre <if the permancjit set a door, or
gate, was used solely by gods, heroes, royal per-
sonages, and similar characters. On either side

were doors from which emerged the less im-
portant characters. "This rule was not rigidly

maintained. 'There were the usual entrances
from what we may Ciill the wings. Oiaracters
arriving from the country entered from the right

and those returning from the city from the left.

In the centre front of the actual acting area,

ambassadors from abroad or other foreigners made
their entrance by a stairway from a position

corresponding roughly to the position of the
conductor of an orchestra in a modern theatre.

"These entrances conveyed to the audience an idea

of the importance of an actor immediately he
made his first appearance.

tht:atrt: and st a(;k

A MOnKRN SCENIC EFFECT
Here is a description of a modern scenic effect.

'I'he spectacle offered is the representation of the
sinking of a gigantic Atlantic liner. A short

introductory scene on the bridge of the liner

prepares the way for what is to follow. "The
Ciiptain receives a wireless message warning him
of danger frt>m ntines that are believ'^ed to have
broken from their moorings and are floating

in the direct path of the liner. As this scene ends
it is blacked out, and in the ensuing darkness
the stage hands arrange a black stagecloth that

entirely covers the stage from footlight trough
to the backcloth, which is also black.

From the centre the backch>th begins to change
colour, becoming deep blue, which allows the
audieaice to observe the appe'arance of the bows
of the vessel that appear as a sharp knife-edge
blackness that seems to cut its way through the
lighter darkness of the backcloth. "The few stars

that have alreadv' been seen are blotted out by the
immensity of tht* ship as it moves slowly acri>ss

the stage. In a few sect^nils the liner with its

four or livt* n^ws of portholes, blay,ing witli

light, glides into full view. 'The foremast, with
its white steaming light, and the green st.irb(xird

light near the navigating brivlgt*, towia' high up
into the flies, and are almost dwarfed by distance.

When the bows of tlte liner reach the centre <vf

the stage there is a ten i he explosion and the
flash from the exploding mine is plainly seen.

'I'he vessel stt>ps, appears to shudder, the electric

lights flicker, and alnuist at once she begins to

settle by the bows. 'The long lines of lighted

porthedes assumt* an alarming slant that becomes
more and nuire pronounced. "I'he electric lights

continue to flicker in and out, and soon one
realises that by now the propellers must be well

out of the water. 'Then she begins to slide d<^wn
. . . and down . . . and df)wn . . . until with
a final flicker of lights she rushes to her doom.
Utter darkness reigns on the stage as the curtains

close, and the eflFect upon the audience was such
that it was some seconds before the well-deserveil

applause thundered out.

'I'he spectacle was arranged very simply. 'I'he

ship was a large, light, but strongly built frame
covered fJii the audience side with painted canvas.

Long rows of circular holes covered with gauz-e

represented the portholes, and behind these were
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rows of ck-ctric lights mounted on battens fixed

within the framework. The frame was covered
at the back with a canvas tliat was lightproof,

and it was suspendt‘tl by a single swivel block that

tra\'elled along a wire hawser fixed to the wall

at each side of the flies. It was pulled across the
stage by a wire rope attached to the swivel block
in the centre of the frame, and the whole was
delicately^ balanced. 'The lights were contn>lled

from a switchboard mounted on the back of the
frame, aiul two operators were required to work
the effect. T hese men wore black coveralls, and
from tile side of the stage they were almost
invisible against the black backgrovind.

T he bottom edge of the frame was 4 ft. clear of
the stage. When the effect was brought into

use it hatl first to be swung round from its resting

place against the wall of the theatre until it was
parallel with the proscenium opening from wht*re

it could be moved across tlie stage. T'liis par-

ticular swijiging mox ement suggested the gradual

approacli of tile ship as it was first seen by the

audience, and the porthole* liglits were not
switched on until this movement was completed.

In the* e'entre of the stage* was a black, iron

tank, similar in si/;e and shape to an f)relniarv

eleimestic dust-bin anel having a co\ er made of
fine* wire gauze uKsh. T he- explosion of the*

mine* was arrange*d by using an electrically opei-
ate'd bomb, which e^xploek*el at the moment the*

b(>ws of the* ve*sse*l reache*el the* ce*ntri' <>t the stage,

and was operateel bv the man who controlk*el

the* lighting e'ffects. The sinking e*ffect was
obtairieel by one of the operators gently pulling

ek>wn the bows of the ship, the* frame, as pre-

viously mentioneel, being elelicately balanceel,

whilst the* second m.ni he*lped by* lifting up the

.ifter portion e>f the ship. At the meunent whe*n
the maximum slant was obtaineel the ship was
again moveel slowly across the* stage*. T his move*-
ment suggeste‘el the beginning of the elive*, and
whe*n the rows e>f portluik* lights were almost

perpendicular the* final plunge was sugge*sted by
extinguishing the* lights from the te>p te> the*

be^ttom. The wheile effect was a matter e>f

seconds, and the* illusiein was almeist painfully

realistic.

Matthew Ciiegeiry Ia*wis, known as “Aie^nk”
Lewis, she>uld re*ally have be*en kne>wn as

“Effects” Le wis, for some nf the plays he wrote*

containe*el ne>t only some of the most greiesome*
eliale)gue ever written for the stage, but also many
e>riginal and startling scenic effects. In Thr Castle
Spectre the ghost of Evalina stalks thre)ugh the
play, k*aving her (iwn particular “haunted room''
as necessity arose. Alice hears a ghostly voice
singing a lullaby, and also the accompaniment
played by ghostly fingers that pull the strings of
a guitar that is laid in the centre of a table.

Kather Phillip, to whom she is telling h(*r story,

ridicules the idea, when she suddenly shrieks out
“I.,ook, look, a figure in white. It conus from
the haunted room,” and to the consternation f)f

the priest the apparition appears as lu* drops to

his knees, murmuring “Blessed St. Patrick . . .

who has got my beads . . . where is my prayer
book ... It comes . . . it comes . . . Now
. .

.” But to his relief he recognizt*s it as the
friendly dispc:)sed ghost of Lady Angela. At the
end of the fourth act the apparition appears
again, and its presence is preceded by “A plaintive

voice” that “sings within, accompanied by a

guitar ”

—

I.ullabv, lullaby, hush thcc, niy (li*ar,

T'hy father is uouiiu^, aticl soon will be here.

-rhen

'The foldinj^ tloors unclost*, and the oratory is seen

illuminated In ils centre stamls .i tall fein.de figure, her
while aiui bowing ^nnuents spotted with blocjd, her veil

IS thrown l^ack, and discovt‘rs tlie p.de and luelancholv
tv>untenam'e, hei e\es are lifted upwanls, her .inns

cvfendcd towards heaven, and .i lar^e wound .ippeai's on
her bosom. Andrei. i sinks upon her knees, with her eyes
riveted ujion tlie figure, which, for some moments,
remains motionkss Ai lenj^^lh, the spei'tre ad\ances
slowlv to .1 soft ,iml plamtive strain, she sli>ps opposite
Reginald’s picture, and ga/es upon it m silLiice. Slie

then turns, approai hes Angela, seems to m\t)ke .1

blessing upon her, points to the picture, anti retires to

t ht* t>ralorv. 'The music ce.ises. Angel.i rises with a

wilt! Itiok, anti folltiw’s the visum, extending her .arms

itiwards it T he spettre w'aves her hantl, .is bidtling her
farewell. InstantK the organ swell is heard; a full

chtirus t>f fem.^le voit es chant the “ Jubil.ite,” a bla^e of

light flashes through the oiatory, and the folding tltitirs

clt>se with a loiitl noise

For sheer un.tdulteriited horror what dialogue

ill any play can equal the following extract taken
from the same play ^ ( )smond has had a dream
which he describes

—

Osmond. “IVIcthought 1 wantU-ied thrtmgh the low
brow*etl cavern, where repose the reliques of my
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ancestors. IVly eye dwelt with awe t>n their tt>nibs,

with disgust on nu>rtality’s eniblenis. Suddenly, a

female form glided alon^ the vault; it was Angela.
She smiled ujion me, and Ix’ckonetl me to advance. 1

flew tow'ards her; my arms were alreiidy enclosed to

clasp her, when sudtlenly, her figure changed, her face

grew' pale, a stream of bh»od gushed fri>m her bosom,
—Hassan, iwas Kvalina.”

Saih and Hassan. “Kvalma."
C>s.\toNi>. Such as when she sank at my feet expiring,

while my hand grasped the dagger still crimsoned
w'ith her blood. “We meet again this night,” mur-
mureti her hollow \t>ice. “Now' rush to my arms, but
first see what you have made tne. Kmbrace me, mv
britlegroom. We must never ])art again.’* Whilst
speaking, her form w'ithered away; the flesh fell from
her bones; her eyes burst from their sockets; a

skeleton, loathsome and meagre, clasped me m her
mouldering arms.

Saib. Niost horrible.

Osmond. Her infected breath w'as mingled with mine;
lier rotting fingers pres.sed mv hand, anil my face w^as

covered with her kisses. ()h ! then, then how 1

trembled with disgust. Anti tlien blue tlistnal flames
gleamed along the walls; the tombs were rent asunder;
bands of fierce spet'tres rushetl roimtl me m frantic

tlance; furiously they gnashed tlieir teeth w’hile they
gazed upon me, and shrieked in loud yells,

—‘‘Welcome
thou fratricide—w'clt'ome, thou lost for ever

—

”

Horror burst upon the bands of sleep; tlistracted, 1

flew hither; but my feelings—w'ords are too w'e.ik, too

ptiwcrless It) express them.
Saib. JVTy lortl, my Itird, this was no idle dream. ’ I was

a celestial warning; 'tw'as vour l>etler angel that

whispered “Osmond, repent your former crimes;

commit not new ones ” Remember, tliat this night,

should Kenrit

Osmond. Kenric Sj>eak, drank he the poison.^

Saib. Obedient to your orders, 1 presented it at supper;
but, ere the cup reached his lips, his favtnirile dog
sprang upon his arm, and the litjuor fell to the

ground untasted.

OsMfJND. Praise lx* heaven; then my .soul is liglitei b\

a crime.

But at the end of the play he meets his doom at

the moment when he is about to strike down an
unarmed man. As he lifts his arm to stab

Reginald

—

Evalina’s ghost throws herself bc*t ween them; Osmoml
starts back, and drops his sword. Angela disengages
herself from Hassan, springs suddenly forward, and
plunges her dagger in Osmond’s bosom, who falls with
a loud groan, and faints. 'I’hc ghost vanishes and
Angela and Reginald rush to each others* arms.

These effects and scenes fall into insignificance

before the wonders of his play One O'Clocks or

THEATRE AND STAGE
the Kfiight and the H'^ood Demon. When the
play opens there is seen a goodly company of
spirits who ‘‘ascend from the ground” as the
“Moon becomes red.” During a tempest “A
black cloud descends” and when it reaches the
stage “'The cloud opens and Sangrida appears
in the midst of it. T he back part of the cloud
is formetl of flames,” and after singing a solo she
“sinks into the earth with a group of elves; the
other spirits retire to the trees and rocks, which
close upon them. T'lie mo(ui shines througli a
red cloud.” V^irious cliaracters are seen to

“traverse the mountains,” an effect that was
usually arranged by having a number of long
wooden gangways that were carried across the
stage ar different levels on tall trestles.

W^hen the second act opens tliere is another
display. “T'Jie stage is filled with brilliant

clouds,” in the centre of which is seated Auriol.

Clouds on the riglu and left open and sliow the
shades of Ruric and AJexina. Other clouds open,
and in one of tliein we “discover eight children
in wliite, crowned witli flowers, each pointing
to a wound upon her heart.” 'The children dis-

appear, Ruric and the otlier spectres “sink,” the
“Spirits ascend,” tlie clouds disp(*rsc, and sud-
denly tlie scene changes to “A splcmlid Castle,

in a flower garden, surn'iunded with bowers (.)f

gilt trellis.” Sliding panels are ev^trywhere.

T'Jiere is a huge bed that sinks through the stage

and reappears. It is interesting to know how
the secret of the bed is discovered. Una is search-
ing for the hidden spring when it strikes midnight.
She is just going for assistance when st)me (^f the

statues that are in the room move*. She notices

them, and shrieks “T hey move . . . The figures

move . , .
(With the first stia^ke of the clock

a blue light illuminates the portraits, whicli

become animated ; the pedestal t^n which tliey

stand moves forward; they kneel and clasp their

hands.) 'They kneel . . . they supplicate . . .

Speak . . . What must 1 do ? Ha . . . they
point to yon golden tassel. ’'Tis there, then, that

the secret spring is concealed. Blessed Spirits I

obey you. (She seizes a blazing firebrand, springs

upon the bed, and draws the tassel. 'The bed
sinks with her, while the statues return to their

places.)” Later on in the play there is a “necro-
mantic cavern with a burning lamp” and an altar

round which “curl two enormous snakes, on
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their heads rests a large golden platter, and <>n

the altar stands four candles not lighted.” When
all is prepared Hardyknute enters, and after

arraying liimself in “a magic bonnet and robe,

takes a wand from the altar and performs incanta-

tions.” He calls the demons, who answer from
“bc*low”: “We hear; we hear ; we hear”; and
“During this chorus a stream <if blue fire issues

from the jaws of the snakes, and a gigantic golden

head rises in the centre of the altar.” With all

these preparations the audience must have been
ready for the grand finale wliich begins with
Sangrida entering througli a rock and stabbing

Hardykn ute

—

IJf falls into the arms of four fiends, who eonie from
behintl the altar, to whicli they bear him. I'hc snakes
twist themselves round him. Sanj^riila starnls over him
and thev all sink into the earth The statue and the

rocks disappear. "The cavern vanishes, and T.eolyn .ind

I'na find themselves m the f^rcai hall of the castle, which
is ill unnnated.

When Wagner wrote liis operas lie imagined
scenes w'hich, in the ecstasy of creation, were
real enough tti him, but which when thev
hai-l to bt* translated into terms of practicable

sctaiic <‘fF<*ct secaned almost impossible to ar-

range. 'This fact may perhaps explain why
some of the mt f'v spectacular operas arc s<'

seldom seen. In many trf the operas the scenic

effects play an important pait, and are, in fact,

almost indispensable. How much of the effect

would be lost, ftu instance, if the wonderful
music written for “The Ride of the Valkyries”
had to be played without the aid of some visual

effect showing them riding wildly to Valhalla.

In the third act the Valkyries—women warriors
eight in number, are seen galloping across the

sky carrying in front of them on their saddles the
bodies of lieroes who have been slain in battle,

with the exception, of course, of Brunhilde who is

carrying the body of Sieglinda. When this re-

markable scene was staged at the C^pera at Paris

the audience saw in the foreground well down
stage a built-up rock)' spur of mountain that was
boldly silhouetted against a sky, across which the

Valkyries passed. 'The effect was arranged as

follows. At the back of the stage and extending

right acrt>ss it was a tall woi>den structure similar

to that used for a switchback or the scenic railway'

one secs at pleasure fairs. T he top of the structure

carried a narrow platform, along which travelled

small stands, fitted with wheels, on which were
mounted life-siy.e models of the Valkyries. T he
noise of the wheels was drowned by the music.

Immediately in front of the structure hung
a blue transparency, upon which a battery^ of
effects lanterns, placed at the back of the built-up
rock section and out nf sight of the audience,
threw the shape of moving clouds. 'I'he luirses

appeared to gallop up an incline, and the motive
power was supplied by a wire cable that passed

over a pulley and was attached t(^ a counterweight
that was loaded with additional weights from the

working platform as the effect was put into opera-
tion. T he illusion was perfect when the horse-

women, illumined b\' the light from a powerful
projector thrown diagonally across fht* stage,

appeared to rniiterialize out of the moving clouds
and became visible through the blue gau/.e that

hung immediately in front of tltem. There are,

of course, other ways of obtaining this kind of
effect. The Valkynies may be suspended from
a steel cable and pass across the sky' along guiding
wires, whilst it is quite possible that in the future

the T heatre and Film will combine to produce
visual effects that will maintain tlie spirit of tlie

opera and at the same time appease the critics,

one of whom during a Covent Garden production
complained that this particular illusion w;is

spoilt because although the horses were supposed
to be galloping their legs never moved.

Siegfried is another opera that demands the

assistance of mechanical effects. In this case

Fafner, the Dragon, is killed by Siegfried, who
after tasting its blood is enabled to read the

thoughts of IVJimi, who means to poison him.
T he dragon used in the Paris production was a

gigantic affair built on a long sloping structure,

approximately 45 ft. long, ft. wide, and 6 ft.

high at its highest point. In the centie of the

sloping platform a second platform carried the

shaped dragon, 15 ft. h)ng and S ft. high, from
the interior of which two men operated the

mechanism controlling tfie eye, mouth, lighting,

anel tire and smoke effects. T his platform was
hinged at the lower end and the front upper end
was raised so that when the dragon was slain it

could be lowered about 18 in. T he tail, a huge
piece of apparatus, was mounted separate from
the body, and was fixed to a wooden base by
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strong spiral springs that allowed the tail either

to wave or quiver as occasion demanded. 'Three
men worked this particular part of the effect,

one to control the up-and-down movement and
another tlie side-to-side movement, whilst the
tJiird man co-ordinated the tail movements with
the body movements. Underneatli the sloping
platform three men pro\ ided body movements by
means of ropes and winches afid a musician with
a special trumpet supplied the noise effects. 'The
illusitMi as seen by the audience was impressive.

In Nihelmigcny the him version of the opera,
Siegfried meets the dragon, which he slays, in

the depths of a forest, where it guards the treasure

of the Nibelungs. 'This dragon was more like a

gigantic alligator or some prehistoric monster,
but it breathed tire and smoke like any ordiiiary

dragon. It weigited iiearlv two tons, was 70 ft.

long, and travelled o/i rails running along and
o\er a deep trench, from which its movements
were controlled by a number of men. Inside the
dragon a do^en men were required to operate the
neck, leg, bodv» and other effects, and the set-

ting in which the scene was played was built

on a large scale. Stage dragons are not always
built on these generous lines. In some produc-
tions the requirements are met by a small tlragon

carried across the stage on an adjustable platform
that allows the dragon to be raised or lowered to

whatever height is required, and is also supplied

with an up-and-down motion to suggest either

a running or springing movement. 'The body of
the drag<^n rests on a small platform on which
a man may sit with the upper portion of his

body in the front portion of the dragon, from
where he can easily operate the various strings,

wires, or springs that control the head and body
movements.

'The illusion of mermaids swimming about in

the depths of the sea is arranged on similar lines.

In this case a strongly constructed platform fitted

with rubber wheels <ir castors supports a shaped
cradle in which the girl who represents the mer-
maid or siren reclines at her ease or gracefully

makes the movements ofswimming. 'The moving
platforms are hidden by a piece of scenery repre-

senting the uneven bottom of the sea that

effectually masks them, and the whole effect is

seen through a blue or greenish transparency.

The supporting rod is painted to harmoniz-e with
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the backcloth, and in addition is also hidden by
the folds of the siren’s draperies or by lengths
of seaweed that the mermaid either carries in her
hand or appears to trail after her.

'This effect is sometimes arranged by suspend-
ing the siren from the flies by means of wire
cables, but without the aid of special apparatus
and harness the only movement that is possible

is a swinging one that may not be suitable.

Kugene C)’Neill, in his play JVhere the Gross
is yf/z/r//’, suggests an under-water scene* by means
of lighting and body movements. 'The scene is

Captain Bartlett’s “ cabin,” a roeim in his luuise

furnished after the style of a ship’s cabin, with a
row of portholes for windows and a skylight

in the ceiling. A binnacle lamp over a compass
hung in one corner of the skylight lights the
room. Captain Bartlett has already lost his

reason and his .son Nat is on the verge of insanity.

Sue, the daughter, is sane, and during the
scene that occurs, although she is on the stage,

she sees nothing of the ghostly visitors, who are

only part of the hallucinations of the captain and
his son. Captain Bartlett imagines that tiu* crew
of the Alary jlllrn are returning, bringing with
them gold. Bartlett hails a ship that is not there

and receives aji answer tliat is an echo of tin*

same hail from Nat. 'I'hen they hear Home,
Cates, and Jimmie TCanaka approachiiig, and the

noise of the* wind and sea ceases. “A dense green
glow floods slowly in rhythmic waves like a

liquid into tlie room—as of great depths of tlie

sea faintly penetrated by light.” Nat, who is

now as mad as his father, draws Sue’s attention

to it but all she sees is the moonlight.
“'The green light grows deeper and deeper,”

and the noise of a door slamming is heard,

bare feet patter up the stairs as Bartlett throws
the door open to admit his ghostly visitors. As
he welcomes them in the audience sees “'The
forms of Silas Horne, Cates, and Jihimy Kanaka
rise noiselessly into tlie room.” 'They bring

with them a heavy chest, which they carry up
the companionway leading to the roof. As they
come on to the stage “Water drips from their

soaked and rotten clothes. 'ITieir hair is matted,
intertwined with slimy strands of seaweed.
'I'heir eyes as they glide into the room stare

frightfully wnde at nothing. 'I’heir flesh in the

green light has the suggestion of decomposition.
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T'hcir bodies sway limply, nervelessly, rhythmic-
ally, as if to tile pulse of long swells of the deep
sea.” T hey arc still “swaying” as they go up
out of sight and in a few moments “T he gicen
glf>w disappears. 'The wind and the sea are heard
again. Clear moonlight floods through the
portholes,” and the scene becomes luirmal once
again.

An interesting play fre^m the point of view of
stage effects is Ware’s HothiDcll. T his is one of
the few plays in which a direct reference to

pantirama effects is made, 'l lu* play is a drama
in four acts, and concerns the fortunes of Mary
Stuart from the time she leaves the shores of
France until her escape from Eochleven. The
play opens in “T he Ciuard Room of the Palace
of St. Ciermain, near Paris,” and by the time we
arrive at the- third scene of the first act we find

ourselves on “A ship at sea, built as viewed from
the bows. A cloud panorama forming the
distance commences m<n ing. Discovered Mary
Oueen of Scots aslec*p, and Alice seated on a
cushion «in the tquarter deck. Around them
Brantome, C’hatelard, Douglas, l^ainley, sailors,

etc. Sunset t*ffecl tMi this group. T'lu* movement
of the v<-ssel is slight. T he clouds move verv
slowly. The captain gives various orders througli
his ti um[)c*t. T ilt ^ Jiu‘t*n is wakeiu*d because she
Wiints to see the co<isL of Fianct* when it is “but
a line on the sea.”

'Fhe captain feats that a storm Is brewing and
‘The sliip moves more unsteadily, the clt>uds

move more rapidly, dusk gradually comes on,”
T here is more talk of the weather, and the
captain orders “Duff', luff,” and almost in the
same breath commands “ RetT' all sails.” The
lielm is put to starboard as “T'lie ship sways still

more. T he clouds become heaped in appearance.
'File wind is heard,” and after three lines of dia-

logue there is “A pause. 'Fhe action becomes
more violent. A violent rush of wind carries away
rigging and a sail, alst) the captain.” A voice
».alls “ A^Ian ovc-rboard,” but as the darkness
IS now complete he is given up for lost, 'Fhe
wind increases, and the ship rolls heavily. Female
voices are heard chanting a slow T/r/r/Vv,

which is follow’cd by a loud explosion of wind,
and thunder, and a crash of wood.” Bothwell
orders “ Down with the mast,” and as the noise

effects increase “several sailors run to the mast

and are blown into the sea. Foud cries are heard,
and the hymn is joined by men's voices.

Bothwell immediately calls for an axe and
“Axes are brought by the sailors. Bothwell,
Chatelard, and others sei/.e them. 'J'he mast is

cut. 'Fhe sound (if crashing wood must be
heard off. 'Fht* mast falls overboard with .i

splitting noise.”

'Fhe vessel rights herself, and “the wind ceases

T'he rocking (ff the vessel is not so great.

'Fhe clouds go more slowly.” 'Fhe C^)ucen is

reported to be praying as “T'he Maria is

heard again in entirety. T'he wind abates. 'Flie

motion of the vessel is but slight. 'Fhe panorama
clouds become serene, and tlie moon appears full

and bright,” and at the end of the act Mary
confers the dignity of an earldom on Botliwell in

recognition of his services in saving the ship
from disaster. The second act is “Netlev's
Alehouse in a common quartei of Kdinburgh,”
and an opportunity is taken to stage a ballet of
gipsies, who dance the 'Farantella, “the male
dancers humming the air with their closed

mouths.” 'Fhe Queen and Ri///,io have just
arrived when I^arnley enters drunk. T'he Queen
unmasks Darnley, who recogni/.es her and Riy/ao.

'I'he sect>nd scene is .i “Corridor at Holvn’ood ;

a practicable door, tapestried. Night,” and in a

scene that is most affecting oiu* sees Ri'///,io d<^iie

to death in a manner that closelv" follows the
historical description of the event. In the thiril

scene of the third act the setting is “A corridor
in tlie Abbey of Kirk-o-Kield, night. 'Fhe scene
built diagonally left to right. A Gfvthic window
opening on a balcony. Chair. Discovered
Bothwell, Allan, dressed as a valet. 'I'hree armed
men all looking t(^ tlu^ right.” 'I'Jiey are about
to set the train of gunpowdt‘r that is xa explode
the mine under Darnley’s house. An “Armed
man opens trap. 'Fhe trap must be bordered with
wood to give idea of thickness.” 'I'he end nf this

scene and the beginning of thie following one are
played without a break. 'Fhe train is fired and
“A loud explosion is heard. 'I'he entire scene
is blown up, producing slight lire and smoke.

All the scenery must go up, 'Fhe explosion
brings tr) view Scene IV: Interiiii of Holyrood
Palace. 'Fhe Great Hall. At extreme back the
Queen, in white satin, is seated. Dancers in court
dress gradually enter dancing in slow measure.
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T'he noise of the explosion must not cease before
the music begins, and this music, of a slow,

staccato, minuet character, must move from
pianissimo to forte. Many gentlemen, including
Douglas, stand round Mary, who smiles and
bows.” 'The effect which this change of scene

had upon the audience can well be imagined.
T'he final scene is “Lochleven. The lake

takes up the whole of the stage. The end
of the Castle of Dochlev'^en ; one window only
seen, and that lit up. Between the base of the

castle and the water a rock extends. Halfway
between the basement and the lake is a practicable

rampart. T here is a slight beach between the

base of the rock and the water. Motired under
the rock is a boat in which lie concealed two
men. The moon is seen near the water, and
sinking behind it. Below rampart a watchtower
and door.” 'There is a sentry on duty who is

relieved and as the soldiers move off there is heard
a soldiers’ song. 'The play after supplying more
stage effects and exciting situations than was usual,

e\'en in those days, falls away in the last few
seconds. Mary is in the boat as Bothwell and
Douglas begin to struggle under the ramparts

of the Castle. 'They arc challenged by the sentry,

who, receiving no reply, fires and rouses the

garrison. Just before the sentry fires his musket
Mary has uttered a shriek, whilst Bothwell has

loudly called out “'Treason
—

'I'hc Queen, the

Queen,” but this does not seem to liave been
Heard. Bothwell receives the bullet and falls.

'I'hc boat is pushed, and to escape capture

Bothwell throws himself in the lake as an officer

looks over the rampart. 'I'orches are held down
hut as everything appears to be trxinquil, the

officer assures the sentinel that “’'I'was but thy

thought. On guard!” T'he officer retires, and
as the sentry continues his rounds the voices of
the soldiers are heard, but the words cannot be
distinguished, and the curtain falls.

Another remarkable scenic effect tJiat is worthy
of notice occurs in Edward Stirling’s historical

drama. The Three Black Seals. 'I'his play was
first produced at Astley’s 'ITieatre on the 2nd
of May, 1864. Anne of Austria, Louis XIII,
Marchionesses, Counts, and Chevaliers rub

shoulders with pages and guards. Secret panels,

statues that move and disclose secret passages,

and closets in which nearly all the characters
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hide in turn are numerous. 'The curtain at the
end of the play was most exciting, the situation

being reminiscent of the style of Edgar Allan
Poe, who had then been dead some fifteen years.

'The last scene is “'The Red Chamber.”
A room richly and heavily decorated. A barred
window. A large closet with glass doors. A door
leading to a corridor in which is a fireplace.

Carpet on the stage enclosed on all sides. Moon
seen through the window. Music. Sylvde de
Noyes slowly unlocks the door and peeps in.

When she has made her entry she explains to the
xiudience through the medium of a long soliloquy
that the room is a kind of Bluebexird’s Chamber.
She is disturbed and seeks safety in the closet,

through the glass doors of which she cafi see all

thxit happens. Somewhere in the rot)ni is a chest
of jewels, the hiding place of which is a secret

known to two persons only. Count d’lglese, who
believes that he can find the secret hiding place,

enters the room to try to discover the treasure.

T'he door is locked fr<^m the inside, and in the
closet xire Sylvie and JVIarguerite who has xilso

arrived on the scene. As he presses the secret

button he laughs wildly, “Now I triumph ovei

all. (Music of a peculiar character, the hea\ v

corniced ceiling is seen gradually to di*sccnd.)

1 can citsily wrench a bar from yonder window
and descend unseen. (Looks up. By this time
the ceiling is half down.) Horror, horror, what
have I done T he ceiling falls down on me.
I shixll be crushed to death. (Runs to window
and tries bars.) Nt>—no—

1

have not tht‘

strength the key. (Feels for it.) T'hat door
. , . lost. . . . Ah, misery. (Runs to closet.J

Closer, closer it comes on me. Wife, Marguerite,
for the love of mercy spare me. Open, open,
1 will not harm you. 'I'hc accursed secret kills

me. Give me life! I am not fit to die! (Ceiling
presses him down, he endeavours to keep it up
with his hands raised up, forced on his* knees by the
pressure.) Mercy. Not yet. Give me a moment.
(Falls on his bxick.) I will not die! (T he ceiling

crushes him, and takes the place of the carpet
on the stage. Another ceiling exactly like the one
that descends is discovered when the action takes

place. When the ceiling is on the stage the closet

doors fly open and Marguerite falls out fainting.

The door is forced open and La Venne rushes
in),” and the play ends.
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MASKS
There are many occasions when masks are

required for stage productions; therefore, it is

desirable that some simple, easily followed guid-
ance on the making of masks should be given.

T'he following instructions, however carefully

carried out, will not enable anyone to sit down
and immediately construct masks comparable
with some of the beautiful exiimples seen on
the prt)fcssional stage, but it will be possible

for pleasurable experimental work to be under-
taken that may eventually lead to more artistic

endeavours. It should be realized that there will

be many disappointments in store for the amateur
mask-maker before he or she can be entrusted

with the creation of masks that arc suitable for

use in an actual production. Patience, skilful

fingers, and imagination are essential qualifica-

tions. Civeii these the remainder is easy. "I'he

materials required are not expensive. 'They
comprise a modelling board, a supply of plasticine,

tissue paper, paste, a soft brush, and one or two
other items. 'The modelling board may be of
half-inch plywood cut to a convenient size.

Plasticine is cheaper when it is purchased by the

pound. 'Two or three pounds will be sufficient,

and the same materinl can be used time after time.

'The tissue papei ')i*>uld be absorbent—grease-

proof paper is useless—an*.l two diffeia*nt colours

should be chosen
;

yellow, white, or flesh-

coloured paper is preferable to tlie heavier blues

or reds. Any kind of paste is suitable, but do not
use gum. 'ITie paste can be liome made; flour

and water, with the addition of a little seccotine,

or any t>f the commercial pastes, will do. 'The
tools required arc of the simplest kind—a wooden
skewer or a nail fixed in a wood handle, and a

small smoothing or scoring tool, costing a few
coppers are all that are needed.

Before beginning to work, make a rough
sketch of the mask, both full face and profile, and
be sure that when the mask is complete it will be
large enough to cover the face of whoever is to

wear it. If the mask is for decorative purposes

only, these details are not of great importance.

'I'he plasticine is next moulded intt^ shape with
the fingers, care being taken to maintain a sense

of proportion and balance. Features should be

sharply defined and slightly exaggerated, and if

it is possible to catch and fix “expression” in one

or two lines this should be done. Features should
be built up with care, and as the face begins to

assume a definite fi^rm it should be viewed from
different angles from time to time. When the
plasticine model is in its final form it should be
coated with a fine covering of olive or linseed oil,

which should extend for an inch or so all round
the model on to the modelling board. 'The model
then receives its first covering of tissue paper.
T’he paper is torn, not cut, into strips about an
inch wide and as long as required, and tlien

gently laid on the model and brushed smooth,
care being taken not to disturb the feature. T'he
natural lines of the face should be followed as far

as possible, and great Ciire should be taken that the
paper, whilst being brushed well down into the
eyes, mouth, etc., is not wrinkled more than is

necessary. 'The paper should be carried to the
edge of the mask and overlap on to the modelling
board. After the first covering of paper has
been affixed it is wise to let it stand for an hour
or so.

'^llie next covering of paper is made in the same
manner, and by using a different coloured paper
one is sure that every part of the mask has been
covered twice. 'I'hc second covering is pasted on,
and after five or six layers of paper have been
affixed suitably and similarly the mask should be
left for a few days till it is absolutely dry. By
running a sharp knife round the edge of the
mask where it joins the modelling board the

mask should lift easily off the plasticine. If,

however, it does not, the plasticine may be care-

fully removed from the mask piece by piece.

'The mask can be strengthened by having a layer

of fine linen pasted inside it or inserted between
the layers of paper in the early stages. When the
mask is dry additional details may be supplied by
using plastic wood. If it is desired to economize
in the use of plasticine, a wooden shape roughly
following the form of the mask can be securely

screwed to the modelling board as a foundation
upon which to build.

'I'he mask is now ready for painting. For this

purpose use students’ flat oil colours that have
been run down with turpentine to the appro-
priate thinness. 'These colours dry “flat,” which
means they dry with a dull surface. An applica-

tion of gold size will giv'C a slight glaze that can
afterwards be varnished. Water or poster colours
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can be used, but oil colours are preferable, as they
have the advantage of being washable.

If it is necessary to build a mask that entirely

covers the head, this may be done by moulding
the plasticine around a wooden shape firmly fixed

to the modelling board. Make sure that the
opening through which the wearer will insert

F'lc;. 48. Mask in I'rianc.i rs an’d STRMf.u'r T^ini s

his own head is large ent)ugh hir the purpose.
The ears should be moulded close to tlie head

:

they should not be loose. If the ears must prt>-

trude, it is better to model them separately and
to attach them after the mask is removed from
the plasticine model. "The model is cov ered with
five or six layers of different coloured tissue paper
exactly as in the previous case, a strengthening
layer of fine linen being inserted, if desired. It is

allowed to dry as before, and the* mask is remov^ed
from the model by cutting it in two with a sharp
knife along a line passing behind the ears and
over the top of the head. When the plasticine is

removed and the mask is thoroughly dry the two
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halves are joined together by strips of paper or

linen pasted along the cut portion, the joins being

H W \S han^huv

m«ide on the insitlt* as well as tlie outside. In the

mask in Kigs. 49 and 50 the hair, which consisted

of lengtits of white cord, was attached to it

Fig.

H. W, Whanslaw

with glue and afterwards painted. The hair on
the negro mask (Figs. 51 and 52) consisted of
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strips of light grey astrachan affixed in a

similar manner. Animal and bird masks are

I" n . . I

// M II fuin^ftn.

Fio. s-’-

// U

made after the same style, and any meclianical

details, such as winking eyes, opening and closing

mouth, moving ears and tongue, etc., are fitted

before the two halves of the mask are Hnally

joined together.

Should it be necessary to make a number of
identical masks the procedure is slightly different.

'I he moelelling material can still be plasticine,

but it is more economical in this case t(> use

I If, ^ Mask tn i in (.'niNisr M\nmk

modelling clav. 'The- head is modelled as before,

and when this has been done the model is en-

closed with a wall of clay that comes well above

the top of the moilel and alst> covers the inside

expensed portion of the wooden modelling board.

Sufficient water to till the mould thus formed
is placed in a tin \ essol and plaster of Paris

or dental plaster is gently added and stirred until

It assumes the consistency of cream, when it is

immediately and carefully poured into the mould
and allowed to set, which it should do in from
three to four minutes. Before pouring the plaster

into the mould the modelled face and retaining

walls should have been generously coated with
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olive or linseed oil to ensure a clean cast. When
preparing the model care should be taken that

there is no “undercut.” By “undercut” is meant
any portion of the model that will allow the liquid

plaster to get inside or under it and prevent the
mould being lifted clear when it has set. 'The

Fig. 54. Mould tor Plastlr of Paris Cast
WITH Front Wall Rfmovkd

nostrils or ears or a chin with a pronounced
downward thrust are points where “undercut”
may occur. When the int>uld is set it should
stand tirmly on its flat base, and after it has been
well oiled the mask can be constructed as beff>re,

only in this case the layers of paper are pressed

into the shape and the pasting is done from the

inside. The mould should be cleaned after each
mask is removed and with care it should last

indefinitely (fTg. 54),
The eye and mouth openings should be made

last. When painting the mask it should be re-

membered that it is to be used on a stage lit with
artificial light, which will make the colouring
appear diflFerent from what it is in the daylight.

Flesh colours, Naples yellow, and light red arc

usually safe colours to use. W^hen using a mask
with plenty of red in it take care not to expose
it to a green light, as this will make the mask
appear black. T"his is the lighting effect used in

revues where the appearance of a troupe of
dancers, with plenty of red in their make-up,
change from white to black when green floods

arc thrown on them. It should also be remem-
bered that a red light on yellow appears reddish

orange, yellow and blue appear green, red and
blue appear purple, and almost any colour appears
lighter when illumined by a similar coloured
light. 'Tapes or elastic fasteners used for masks
should be in one piece and fixed to the mask in

such a manner that there is no undue strain on the
material ; in fact it would be better to say that the
mask should be fastened to the tape or elastic.
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There are many other methods of making
masks, but those outlined are satisfactory for all

purposes.

In the plays of ancient Greece the actor,

dwarfed by the immensity of the open-air theatre

in which he performed, wore a mask so that his

features could be seen by the audience, and spoke
through a hollow mouthpiece fitted inside the

mask so that they could hear his voice. The soles

of his buskins—high boots—were made thick
to give him additional height, whilst his body
was made proportionate by padding. Two, or

sometimes three, actors, with the assistance of a

chorus, were suflicient to stage any of the plays

t>f the period, and the impersonati(3n of additional

characters was made possible by changes of
costume and mask. T he masks might resembJt'

real persons or be grotesque caricatures of types.

Bird and animal masks were necessarv'^ in plays

like Aristophanes’s The Birds and The Frogs

^

the

masks of the latter probably being fitted with
special devices to enable the chorus to simulate
the dismal croaking of frogs which in Frere’s

translatio!) <^f the play is represented by the words
“ Brekeke-kesh, koash, koash.” In tragedy,

where the play of features would normally convey
to a present-day audience hate*, pity, fear, or

despair, the situation was met by keeping the face

of the mask turned from the audience until the

dialogue that followed enabled the character to

turn.

In Sophocles’s F.lectra ( )restes, who is be-
lieved to be dead, has just made himself known
to Flectra, his sister—who wears a tragic mask

—

and her joy finds expression in the words “O day
of days,” but as this sudden change of mood is

not in keeping with the mask she wears, Grestes’s

following words “Hush, speak not so loud, lest

one within should hearken ” prepare the audience
for the same sorrowful mask that is presented
when Electra once more turns to them.

'These masks were beautifully made of wood,
linen, coppe?', or bronze, and covered the head
completely. T hey were thin and light ifi weight,
and suitably coloured or enamelled. Half, or

partial, masks were used. 'I'hese, carefully fitted

to the face of tlie actor had, in place of the usual

opening for the mouth, a larger opening through
which could be seen the grotesque grimaces of
the mouth in movement.
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TRAPS AND REVOLVING STAGES
Apart from pantt>mimes and spectacular pro-

ductions, tJic opportunities for the use of traps

are limited. In the production of The Crolden

Toy at the London C<iliseum, in one <»f the

scenes two vocalists taking the parts of “T'he
Cjoldcn Voices” rose slowly through traps at

each side of the stage, and, after singing, slowdy

descended. 'The Cihost in Hamlet frec|uently

made his appearance and disappearance through
a similar trap, and tlie need for an opening in the

stage to enable the Cjravediggers’ Scene to be

played properly brought about the provision of

a trap that has become known as the “grave
trap.” In Raym<’iid’s amusing Life and Enter-

prises of R. IV. Elltston he relates how during the

run of some play an actor taking the part of a

ghost had to bt' loweretl through the stage by
means of a trap. Kllist(^n and a colleague, who
were concealed below the stage, had provided

tliemselves witli small flexible canes with which
they mercilessly belaboured tlie almost bare legs

of the ghost as he began his slow descent. T'he
actor was compelled to maintain a dignified

deineanoui duitng his punishment and wJiilst

the orclustia played solemn music to suit the

occasion he danctal willi pain and “corvetted
with his heels, lik i horse in Ducrow’s arena.”
'J'he incident is illusti att-d with a drawing by
Cruikshank and shows the kind of trap in use

at that time. It consisted of two square frames
fitting closely into each other, the smaller frame
moving up and down iji giooves on tlie inner

side of the larger frame. The trap was lifted by
a small hand-wirullass, similar in construction and
operation to one of die modern lifting turntables

used by electric tramway companies for the
maintenance and repair of their overheatl Ciibles,

T he stage trap to-day is, with the exception
of one or two minor improvements, practioillv

the same as that used fifty years ago, when trap

effects were in constant demand for plays such
as The Flying I^utchman and fVv Fr-eisthutz,.

T he trap is operated by means of a rope secured

at one end and which, after passing t>ver and
under a series of pulleys, t>ne of w'hicli is fixed to

the centre td' the bottom end of the sliding frame
of the trap, terminates in a counterweight held

in check by a retaining rope until the trap is

operated. When this occurs the retaining rope

is slipped, and tlie trap is catapulted upwards,
throwing the actor three or fout feet intt^ the air

through a star trap made of triangular pieces of
leather or wood, which immediately close after

his passage. By emphiying a Iightc*r counterpoise
the trap can be made to lift the fairy queen gently
into vu’ew.

Sometimes the counterpoise wtiuld be so ad-
justed that tlie weight of the player using the

trap was tlie greater, in which case ropes were
led over pulleys fixed in the corner posts of the

trap and fastened to the moving platft)rm, when
it was quite easy to lift the* fairy or demon to

stage level at whatever speed was desired. In
many of the older theatres the traps were operated
by hand power alojie, sometimes eight t>r twelve
men being required to work one trap. Another
kind of trap is that used in pantomimes. Through
it all the comic members of the cast make a

hurried and unexpected descent on to carpets held

by men standing beneath the stage. T'his trap

is usually placed where the “grave” trsip is

situate, atul the doors are fitted with springs that

return them to stage level after each descent.

T he trap is removed immediately it is finished

with in order to prevent any inadvertent descent.

A play that clemands an unusual trap effect

is that old time-thriller, Siveeney Todd.^ or the

l'>emon Barher of Fleet Street.^ which is often

rev ived, either as a straight play or as a burlesque.

In the burlesque form the audience is usually

inv ited to assist in the performance by creating an
atmosphere redolent of the period when the play
was first staged. This is done by the audience
applauding virtuous sentiments when expressed,

cheering the heroine and hero every time they
make an entry, hissing and groaning whenev'er
the villain makes his entry and exit, vocally

encouraging tile hero whenever he engages the
vdllain in combat, refuting false statements, and
warning the innocent of ilanger from poisoned
cups; but tliese exhortations fall upon deaf ears,

and the play hurries along to its inevitable

conclusion, ami is great fun. Tliere are many
variations of the traditional version, but they
generallv follow the main outline'' of the story,

and all of them feature the scene in the barber’s

shop, where Sweeney 'Todd, at the instigation

of his imbecile cousin, has fixt‘d his operating
chair to a trap that revolves and precipitates his

I
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into a deep cellar, where, if lie is not killed

(Outright, he is finished off by Sweeney’s ready
razor. Mrs. I>ovatt, wlio keeps the pie-shop next
door, assists him in disposing of the bodies, and
waxes rich on the proceeds of her flies, which are
in great demand, and no one ever suspects the

for this scene was a chair firmly fixed to a moving
panel hinged at stage level, and provided with
feet upon which the legs of the chair rested. The
panel when pulled back tilted the chair until it was
out of sight of the audience, when the victim
was quickly pulled out of the chair by waiting

gruesome source of her meat supply. Mrs.
Lovatt takes unto herself a lover, but Sweeney,
in a fit of jealousy, murders him and is, in return,

betrayed by Mrs. Lovatt. 'The police arrive and
discover Sweeney in the act of “polishing off”
his dear Mrs. Lovatt, and the final scene is a

court nf justice, where Swee/iey is sentenced to

death for his misdeeds. T he trap was usually

placed in the centre of the stage, and needed
careful understage organization in order to pre-

vent any risk of accident to the victim, who
was caught in a carpet or fell into a deep nest

of straw. A simpler form of trap effect used

stage hands, and the chair returned to its former
position in readiness for the next customer.

An ingenious form of trap effect that does not
seem to have received the attention it deserves

was that used in what was known as a “dumb
ballet.” Til is was a wordless play or sketch played

by a troupe of acrobats or tumblers that always
developed into a frenzied chase through con-
cealed traps in doors, barrels or water butts, and
windows, and eventually concluded with a spec-

tacular dive through the glass top and sides of a

conservatory. The illustration (Fig. 55) shows a

scene from a play of this description called AT/ ATo
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Kookeeree^ and is reproduced from the stage

manager’s scene plot, a fourfold document that

bears many scars from its constant journeys
through the post to whatever theatre the troupe
worked the following week. A dive from the

front of the stage to the back was called a “leap,”
a dive from back to the front was a “vamp,”
and a dive through the glass top and side of the
conservatory was a “crash,” probably so called

from the noise of breaking glass that always
accompanied a “crash.” A trap through which a

“leap” was made was never used for a “vamp”
unless it was a long trap witli double doors at

stage level, wlien one door became a “leap”
and the other became a “vamp.”

Movements were most carefully timed, and
were arranged so tliat there was nn risk of an
accidental collision whilst the act was in progress.

After a “leap ’’the tumblers were caught with car-

pets or mattresses by stage hands, and on occasions

when a quick return to the stage was necessary

two of the stage hands made* a cradle by joining

hands and caught the tumbler in their arms, and
after quickly spinning him round ejected him
head iirst through the trap on to the stage again.

It was a fairly dangerous business, and during
the pantomime of 1^aro>i A^unchausen Ellar, the

ceicb rated i 1 a rl eej u 7 n ,wa s se r io usly i r
ij u red because

the men who had Tt) hold rlu* caipei into which he
fell were not at their post whcii required. 'This

incident is described at length tii the Life of
Gi'imaldi edited by “Bo/..”

T'he dumb ballet seems have been a fi>riTi of
stage production that has escaped the notice of
some stage historians, and the mai?i records avail-

able now are reports or criticisms in old news-
papers, etc., where the performers are mentioned
by name. Ki Ko Kookeeree was staged by the T ed
Lauri Company. Other troupes were the Eupino
Comic Ballet TToupe, the Fred Evans Company,
the Hanlon Brothers, who later took their sh<>w

to Paris, the Vokes Family, and the ct>mpanics of
the Majilton.s, Payne, Kitchen, and others. T he
stage manager’s scene plot (Fig. 55) fortunately

provides a definite clue for those pursuing this

peculiar form of theatrical research. 'Fhe plan of
a scene that required plenty of stage room was
usually forwarded in advance to the stage manager
of the theatre where the company were t(j perform
next. In this particular case the scene plot was

addressed to “A. Wood, Esip, Mechanics .Music
Hall, Hull.” T he postmark indicatc*d that it was
posted at Eiverpool (>n 24th August, 1S71.
Another label was discovered underneath the
Hull address. It bore the address “ M. I)e Freece,
Adelphi T heatre, Liverpool.” T he success of
the I.auri company, one t)f the earliest dumb
ballet troupes touring, soon brought competitors
into the business, for three or four years later

there were similar troupes travelling the country.

RhV^OLV I Nc; S'J AC : !• s

TTie use of the revolving stage* or revol\ es,”

as they are now termed comes under twe) chit*f

headings; first, where the revolve is used fe)r its

“effect” value, and, secondly, where it is used as

a medium for scc*ne changing. In the first case,

in musical plays like Jf 'ild Fiolets or The TVhite

Morse hni^ the stage is ntoved in full view of the

audience so that they see a sequence of scenes or

witness a dancing number or a scene like the wt>od

scene in the opening of the sect)nd act of Tf ild

MioIetSy where on a steadily revolving stage the

characters threaded their way through an ingeni-

ous arrangement of trees and winding paths that

conxeyed an illusion of natural mov'ement that

was convincing and pro\ ided a pantu'ama-like

stage picture that was al nicest perfect.

During the play some lieavy sets were used,

notably the scetie showing the interior of the
d<nmitory of the girls’ school, wliich, when
revolved, showed the exterior of the building

with a balcony built strong enougli to carry the
weight of eight or ten girls. In tJie second case

the use of a revolving stage makes it possible to

stage plays like Ser^idre, w’here the action, rapidly

passing from one short sec^ne to another, makes
it imperative that there should be no delay

between the scenes. In the Gise of music;il

productions the revc)lvcs are usuallv" set fairly

well up-stage, and a deep false proscenium is used
for front masking. During the production of a

spectacular musical play at a London theatre the

absence of effective masking allowed the t)ccu-

pants of the circle and balcony tt> witness the

stage hands stacking scenery, carrying hand
props, from t>ne side of the stage to the other,

and the chorus gathering for their next number,
which spoilt the whole effect. Revolves used
chiefly for scene changing are made as large as
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possible, and are set with a small clearance down-
stage. Some of the scenes that are used two, three,
or even four times during the play are built

directly on to the revolve and are not moved
during the run of the play. Electric fittings are

CONS'I RCC'I ION

Lift cv I'.ngntft'ring, iJd
,
L<>H(h>n

plugged in, and the stages are fitted with an
electric supply which can be r<^tated with the

stage. The revolves are also fitted with sections

that can be used for traps. In the illustration of
a revohing stage in course of construction
(Fig. 56), which is reproduced by courtesy of Lift

and Engineering, Ltd., t>f London, the trap sec-

tions can be easily distinguished, whilst the trap

openings in the old stage are those seen well

down-stage at right and left. T'lie illustration

of the revolving stage (Fig. 57) shows a sectional

revolve in course of assembly. T hese portable

stages can be accommodated to fit almost any
stage, and do not reejuire ajiy under-stage attach-

ments. The revolve runs level with a false stage,

which is erected around it, and the driving

apparatus sometimes consists of a steel wire hawser
passing round the grooved edge of the turntable

and the drum of a small capstan, and is so care-

fully adjusted that it can be operated by one man.
It is also fitted with a powerful brake that ensures

perfect control, and the stage can be assembled
or dismantled for travelling in about four or five

hours.

The modern revolve consists of a triple stage

that is capable of being revolved independently
in either direction at speeds varying from a few
yards a minute to twenty miles an hour. It

THIiATRK AND STAGE
moves very easily, and is noiseless in action.

'This was not the case in the early days
when managers looked upon the noise made by
their stage mechanism as an added attraction.

Some of the early revolving stages were rotated

by cumbrous machinery driven by electricity.

On the other hand, some of the smaller stages

are revolved by hand, having a turntable similar

in construction to tliose used in goods warehouses,
the stage being moved by means of iron crow-
bars inserted in the outer edge of the stage at an
angle of forty-hve degrees.

An unusual stage effect was that used in the

London productic^n Tl aIt-z,es from Fienfia. In
this play the orchestra was placed on a specially

built platform tliat fitted into the orchestra pit,

and which, at the appropriate time, was bodily

lifted up to stage level, and rolled across the

stage until it came to rest against the back wall

of the theatre. That portion of the stage where
the footlight trough should be became a Highr

of steps extending the full length of the stage, and
up these an enormous cast made its entry int<^

I-’k;. Si c"i loNAi, St-xcu' in C’oi’Rsr or
KrI C 7 ion

7‘Wo Hull Duilv Mail

what was now a magniiicent ballroom set. Some
expensive machinery was necessary to make this

effect possible.

ILLUSIONS
T'lu* aid' of a professional illusionist is often

sought when stage effects of an exceptional

character are recjuired, and producers faced
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with rlu* necessity of'prtnidin^ sonietliiiig quite

out t)f the ordiiiiirv sliouki bear this fact in mind.
Such experiments as dream scenes seen through

transparencies are well within the capabilities of
the average producer, and some of the greatest

plays that have evx*r been staged owetl much of

their success to this form of stage illusion.

A weird scene is shown t(^ visitors to the IVloulin

Rouge, Palis, where, as part of the evening’s

entertainment, one can witness the unusual sight

of one of the members of the party being placed

in an open upright coffin and then watch the

gradual process of dc-composition set in. Soon all

that is left is a grinning skeleton that e\'entuallv,

to the gr<*at relief of the remainder of the party,

lesumes its noimal covering and allays their

ripprehension as to tlieir friend’s return from
lieviuid the beyond. \ grim effect was staged in a

|)lay called 'I'he hast Moin\ when it was produced
at rlu* Comedy 'J heat re. ^This play, one of a long
seri(‘s of plays tlealing with the secret service, con-
cerned the machinations (’•f a gn)up of secret ser-

vice agents wot king on behalf of a foreign power
tliat d('sired tf) obtain possession of a mysterious
machine cajxdtle of dealing death by means of
a ia\^ of hglit. ( )ur own gallant, but stupid,

C.J.I). took a hata! m the mattt.M', and, after

<*\pei lencing nian\ f 'iLfhtful j^ierils, one of whicli

was a practical demons! i .ition of tlu‘ gentle an
of g.irr<itting as practised b\' means of a stout

cotal and a handy" pokt*r, e\enru<ili\ turned the

tables on the foreign<‘is, who themseUes become
rlu* \ ictims of the machine when its deadly rays

wc‘re ruriu*d upon them. T his takes filacc* at the
end of the play, and in order to make the scene
as effective' as possible Jasper Alaskelyne, the
famous illusionist, w.is called in, and he provided
an illusion that enabled the audience to see* twc»

of the characters changed almost instantaneously
from normal human beings inte^ charred, feature-

less remains that bt>re little* resemblance te> the*ir

former st.ite.

T lie professional illusionist spares ne> e'xpense

in supplying himself with apparatus that will

stanel cle^se* examinatiein by members nf the

audience. Apparatus eiperated by electrical im-
pvjlses, secret springs contre)lled by electre>'

magnc‘ts, heayyy ire)n chests secured by massive

padle)cks fre)m vvhich the* performer, after be*ing

trusse'd and handcuffe*ei b\^ e\pe*rfs and placed in

a cabinet, releases himself anel emerges free afte i

replacing the trick hinges eir “phony” rivets that
are a feature e>f this form e>f apparatus, makes
scrutiny by the most ine]uisitive ne>t euily harmle*ss

but desirable. Oeme>nstratie'>ns of telepathy^,

the)ught reading, e^r sece)nd sight that see*m inex-
plicable and make the real explanatie)n, that eif a

remarkable system of prearranged signals, incred-
ible, are of everyday occurrences whilst illusions

such as the elephant that walks through a brick
wall built on the stage during the performance
via a huge stage trap passing beneath it, or
draped ladies who from the depths of a celvet

cavern on the stage perform the e\'olutions known
as “levitation” are becoming obsolete.

Tveyitation or aerial suspension was made
possible by the lady' wearing a complicated
harnc*ss slotted to receive the shaped end of a

powerful leyer operated by mechanism behind
the scene, and which by being raised, lowered,
see-sawed t>r rocked made it possible to suggest
that her movements wt*re controlled by super-
natural powers or were performed whilst under
hypnotic control. T'hi* obedience of her body to

every move of the magician's hands being due to

the skill of the unsei*n operators and the com-
fortable padded harness in which the lady rested

whilst being manipulated. An interesting devel-
opment of this illusion showed the lady standing
upori a lf>w stool with her outstretched arms
lightlv resting upon two supports, to the upper
t*nd of one of which her harness was secur(*d.

First the platform upon which she sto<>d would
be removed .ind then one of the suppt^rts, le<i\ itig

the lady defying all the laws of gra\ity' as she
perfoimed her evolutions on the single support to

which she* was fastened. T he mechanism of this

harness was fitted with a rachet, noiseless in

opeiation and easy to control. T he lady was
alway's “ imsmeriyeil ” before the actual Ievitati(>n

began, and upon being brought round at the end
of the act appeared daz,ed and unaware* of what
had been taking place during her pei iod i>f trance.

.A A N I .Sm N O CA H I N K'l
’

T here are occasions when a cabinet similar

te> those used by illusionists is required. Jt may
be wanted for the staging of a sp(^e)f spiritualistic

seance or some production of the grand guignol
type*, where a btidy, liv ing e>r dead, has to disappear
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mysteriouslv. T'Jic* cabinet stands on short legs

and is raised just high enough to enable the
audience to s<‘e beneath it and to be convinced
that tlie disappearance is not arranged by means
of traps in the stage. It should be solidly built

so that tlmse inside who have to move may do

I'n;. ifS. I’l AN oi ('\HiNii'

so without causing the cabinet to wobble whilst
disappeai'ances or changes of positi(in take place.

If the occasion is a seance, the front may be
closed by curtains through which spirits may
materialise or objects be whirled tiver the heads
of the audience by means of a telescopic stick

or an ordinary fishing rod fitted with reliable*

joints. If the front is of wood, holes may be
cut in the top for the same purpose. Bells,

tambourines, luminous skulls, silk bags or shaped
balloons painted to represent ectoplasm, and
which, after being inflat(‘d by means of a h>ng
metal tube to one end of which they are attached,

are surreptitiously introduced into the room with
startling effect, are secreted in the triangular

chamber of the cabinet before the seance begins
and concealed again at its clcise. T'he cabinet is

usually square, but it may be deeper than its

width, the siz,e of the triangular chamber being
determined by the inside width of the cabinet.

The principle upon which the illusion is based

THKATRK AND STAGE
is as follows. If a mirror is placed at an angle
of 45 degrees between two similar walls built

at right angles it will reflect the wall facing it

in sucli a manner that, viewed from tlie fronts

the reflecti(^n of the side wall convincingly sug-
gests the back wall wliich, at the moment, is

actually hidden by the mirror, wdiilst the mirror
itself merging intti the picture seems to disappear.

It must be understood, however, that evc*iv

]K>rtion of the interior of the cabinet must be
of a uniform colour and the surface of the mirrors
perfectlv clean. 'Tht* effect of the illusion can
be heightened by fixing a decorative border round
the top of the inner walls. T his border, whilst
not being too obtrusive, should be easily notice-

able, but great care must be taken to have the
border hxetl i venly so that the reflections of the
borders in tlie side walls will meet e.xactly when
the mirrors are facing the* audience. T'he swinging
doors to which the mirrors are fixed are held in

position when closed against the side* of the

Kk.- 59 Kkon'I’ V[i vv of Caiunft

cabinet by two small ball catches inserted in the
top rail. When a person wishes to disappear all he
has to do is to enter the cabinet and inirnediatel}^

the front doors are safely closed to pull open the
side dtiors, concealing himself in the triangular

space behind them. When the front tloors are
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opened again the audierjce sees a cabinet tliat

appears to be empty (Figs. 58 and 59).

KNIFE THROWING ILLUSION
A thrilling, and, at tJ\e same time, exceedingly

dangerous feat that used to be frequently seen

in the music halls was the tomahawk or knife-

throwing act. T his peculiar form of entertain-

ment was hrst intrt)duced into this country by
a trf>upc of Chinese jugglers of bc^th sexes who
hurled real knives at a living target. A similar

act staged bv a man and his wife used to tour

the music halls, but apart from occasitmal engage-
ments with a travelling circus this act is now
seldom seen. Hehire beginning to perform the

man made it a practice to request those members
of the audience wlio were* nervous to close their

eves and ears until the act was over, and he
particularly requested abs<dute silence during the

performance- «^f the* feat, whicli consisted of out-
lining the figure of his wife, who was dressed in a

close*lv litting costume and Hesh-coloured tights,

on a soliellv builr blackboard against which she*

stooel witli outsf retche*el arms. T here' was no
tricke rv about the* act, wliich was purely a mattc*r

of skill, aiul the* tomahau'ks coulel be seen whirling
through the air foMn tfie* moment they le*ft his

hand until the*)' huiieel theinsel\es in the* black-
bo.ird with a vicious cr<ish. S<un<*times the act

was varied by changing the seene, anel in place*

of the blackboarel tlie-re was a huge tre*e* to whicli

the wennan in the dress of an e*arl\' se*ttler was
bounel whilst the* man appeareei in the war paint

and feathers of an .American Inelian.

T his type* ed act in a dilute*eJ form is still to be
se-en and, properly staged, it is just as thrilling as

the- re*al thing, but elevoiel of all risk. Here* is a

modern version of the trick with a elescription of
how it is arranged. T he* sce*ne- is usu.illy the* heael-

epiarters of a gang in some low class cafe in the*

Montmartre quarte r of Paris. T he chief char-
acters are* the* le*ader of the gang, his unwilling
mistress, anel a ri\’al for the* laelv'^s afFe*ctions, wlu>
may be* a member of the* gang for whe>m the laely

has den'ele)pe*d a hopedess passion, e->r some casual

visitor or tourist. ^J'he cliief, noticing his mis-
tre*ss’s coe>ine*ss, se)on eliscove*rs the cause* and vows
vengeance*. T his is overhearel by the* laely, who
instantly goe*s to warn he*i el one"* of his pe'i il.

She misse*s him, for, almost as soein as she* has

made her exit he makes his entry. T'hen follows
a realistic duel with knive*s, the result of which
is easily fore*seen. Driven to bay with his back
against a door, he faces the gang unflinchingly
as they hurl the*ir knive*s at him, missing his

body alme>st by a miracle. T'he chief, who is

the* deadliest marksman of them all, announces
that his knife is the tuie* that shall pie*rce the
black heart e^f the betrayer, and as he leans back
and takes elelibe*rate aim the girl rushes on to

the* stage*, flings he‘rself betwe*e*n the two rivals,

anel, sad to s.iy, rece*i\e*s the hurtling knife in

her bosom, where* it buries itself until f^nly the
haft is visible*. Slowly she sinks to the floor

and a spotlight enable*s the audience to see* an
ominous trickle of blooel. T he gang slink away,
le'aving the* lovers locked in a final embrace*, and
as she* falls back dead the curtains close.

VARL'VriGNS

'There art* many variations of this plot, but
the dev''e*lt>pment is usually the same, anel the trick,

whe*n carefully proeluced anel accurately timed,
is really tlirilling. 'There is no danger whatever
to those taking part in the play bee'ause the knive*s

that are supposeel to be thrown never leave the
hanels of the so-calleel thrower.

'The thrower, staniling sideways, or with his

baek to the auelie*nce, makes a swe*e*ping move-
ment with his arm as he leans back, takes

deliberate aim, and then, flinging himself forward,
pretends to til row the knife, but really palms
it or conceals it in folds of his loosely hanging
coat, which has a convenient pocket into which
the knife is slipp(*d. In one version of the play
the effect of a shower of kniv-es was supplied

by two men—i>ne handing the knives to the
thn>wer as quickly as lie could pick tlK*m from
a table. .Actually there were t)nly two knives
in use, but these were so cleverly manipulated
that as the thrower was handed a fresh knife
he actuallv' produced the knife he had apparently
just thrown and as the second man handed him
another knife he in turn deftlv c('ncealed it, both
movements being made simultaiK*ously as their

hands met and only one knife was seen by the
audience from the time it left the table until it

stuck quivering in the door. 'I'he kniv'cs were
made of millboard with silver paper covered
blades, and to guard against the accidental dropping
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of a knife, which would liave ruined the whole
effect, the liafts were secured to the wrists of the
actors by loops of tape. The knife tliat appears
to strike the lady is fixed to a belt she wears
by means of a spring, wliich, when released,

alh>ws the haft to spring upwards and outwards,
and tlie audience, seeing the blade of the knife
buried deep in her breast, believe they have
actually seen the knife strike her. As she rushes
(>n the stage she is panting and out of breath,

and the quick movement of her hand to lier bosom
seems quite natural in the circumstances, the
audience never connecting this with the release

of the spring, which is really the secret of the
movement. 'The stream or trickle <>f blood that

is seen may be suggested by a coloured ribbon

manipulated by the person wlio supports her after

she has fallen, or by a dab of paint applied as

she releases the Jiaft of the knife. 'The doorway
against which the victim stands wliilst tlie knives
are thudding into it is made of stout material

covered with transparent gau/.e and painted.

'This allows the man operating the knives
from the back nf the door to ha\ e a?> uninter-

rupted view of the stage all tlie time. This point

is particularly important, as the success of tlie

illusion depends upon the accurate timing or

synchronization of the movements of all con-
cerned. '1 he hafts of the knives are securely

fixed to flat strips of springy w<K>d, or they'' may
be fixed to strips of metal, one end of which slots

inU» a metal holder screwed to the framework
of the door. 'The haft end of the wo(h1 is pulled

well back and held by hand, or it may be fitted

with an automatic release, and simultanet)usly

with the movement of the player on the stage:

the springboard, on being released, forces the haft

through a slit in the canvas of the door, which
is invisible to the audience, and strikes the

batten of the door a resounding thwack, which
the audience readily associates with the blade

piercing the wood, especially when they can see

the knife still quivering from the force with
which it has been thrown, Tt is essential that

the door end of the illusion should be in capable

hands, and, what is more important, that any

TliKATRK AND S1'AC;E

mechanical aids are made foolproof as far as

possible.

A rather unusual illusion was arranged for a
play in which the audience witnessed a gruesome
execution by guillotine. Before the actual event
took place the knife was given two or three
trial runs, and an opportunity was also taken t<i

demonstrate to the audience that the blade was
really what it appeared to be. 'J"he blade was
actually made of steel—in parts—to give it the
necessary impetus when dropped. 'That portion
where tht‘ neck of the condeinru‘d men and the
blade wi>uld come into C(>ntact consistetl of a

cut-(^ut portion covered with tissue pa[>er of the
saiiie colour. As the knife fell the man who
was being d(*capit.ited pushed his hc-ad through
a small trap concealed in what appeared to be a

ledge of the guillotini- whilst the executioiuM'

lifting a tlummv head th.it hatl been concealetl

in another tra]) held it ah^ft foi a moment oi

two before flinging it in the basket, 'i'iie guillo-

tine was placed so tliat any pi*culiaritv in the

construction of the machine was unnoticeable,

and attend.ints, in the e.xcitement of the moment
when the dummy head was being txhibiti-d,

cjuietly' and unobtrusiyely reltMsed the straps

that held the \ictim, pushed him into the long
basket aiul lesser u^d the risk of detection that

might liaye bt^en incurred if thi* body had been
allowed to remain in full \'iew of the audience
for any length of time.

A convincing stage illusion was used by Irving

during the Masked Ball in TAr sican Pit others.

T he scene is the interior of the Paris Operallouse,
as seen from the stage of that theatre*, with the

seats remtived for dancing. T he bt)\es are tilled

with excited spectators and the dancers pack the

floor below. In order te> ensure that this huge
set should be in correct perspective, those taking
part were placed according to their size, the

ralk*st in front and the e)tht*rs, including many
children, were carefully “ sized.” Stage costumes
were proportionate*ly coriect. T he occupants of
the me>st distant bexxes were simply painte*d figures

on an ordinary backcloth, which merge-d pe*rfectly

into the stage picture.
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STAGE MOVEMENT AND MIME
M. GERTRUDE PICKERSGILL, Founder and Director. The London School of Dramatic Art, Ltd.
Organiser and Lecturer in Speech, Mime and Drama, The Polytechnic Institute

y^MA'l'KUR st)cit*tics to-day are so riumer-

ous and aim so high that tliey can no
^ longer afford to rely upon the rough and
ready methods of thirty years ago. M he pre-

sentation of a play calls for two things; (i)

the individual work of the players;
(
2) the

grouping and harmonizing of the players into

their stage setting by the produce r.

BALANCE AND POISE
In all matters relating to st.ige, costume, and

lighting, r(‘al pn'igress has been made, but though
the general standard of acting is steadily im-
proving, inadeejuacy of movement and lack of
p(iise still Jiamper many of the plavers.

An audience must be mad<* to hear. 'Therefore

players have given more attention to speech than
to movement ; but the art of acting depends upon
the perfect co-ordination of these two, and this

co-ordination can bi' attained only if the actor

has mastered both <uts. Let any individual

—

child or grown-up h4n e to assume a ch.iracter

—

to walk, stand, and in t \ i r\ look .md action br that

character, just as clearly as to spe.ik with its voice

—and in most cases a curious siilfiu-ss descends
on the performer that totally destioys his ability

to express his intention, howc\t'r right that may
be, and \'cry often is.

'I'his sad divorce of word and action springs,

I believe, mainly from two fallacies that are

slowly dying. 'The first is that “Ciesture” cannot

be taught, and tliat, if people liave leartit to

move without awkwardness and to stand well,

they will do so in any circumstances and, there-

fore, the rest is best left to the performer’s in-

spiration. 'The second is that “’Cresture” ca7i

be taught by practising a series of m(>\ements,
mainly of the lips, eyes, and hands, to signify

emotions.

Now both these fallacies contain a grain of
truth. 'Those who believe that all gesture must
spring from the perfi>rmeTs mind and feeling are

right, but they have n<> method of ensuring that

these results, which will not come imguided, will

be obtained. On the other hand, those who hold
that the features and limbs can be trained to ex-

press are also right—but their methods are wrong
since they do not train a performer’^ intelligence,

but merely bis imitative powers.
1 want to show that Mime, rightly understood

and practised, should avoid the errors of both
these groups.

Until recently the word Mime corneyed to the

lay mind the semi-ballet of the dancing-school or

the dramatizatii^n of ballads much favoured in

women’s institutes. 'I'he work of the Ballets

JooSj the London Alirne Festivals, and the per-

formances in Londt)!! parks and theatres of acn)rs

trained under my direction did much t(') famili-

ari'/e the public with the subject. English ballet

now lays greater stress on miming and to watch
Robert Helpmann is an education in itself.

'iV) attain this end a twofold process is neces-

sary. "I'hc body, which is the medium, must be
trained to such a supple and quick muscular con-
trol that it will respond unconsciously and in-

stantly to the mental processes of its possessor;

and the imagination must be trained in the study

of (-motions and in the observation of human
character. It is a mistake to start with a simul-
taneous study of the two parts of the subject.

'Tile player’s attention is then divided between
the purely muscular and the purely mental pro-

cesses before he has control o^'er either, and no
co-ordinated performance results. They can,

however, be studied side by side, and soon they

merge naturally into one, while from the begin-

ning creati^ e wi^rk is done by the playt-r whose
instinctive dc-sire to express thought in action is

thus satisfic-d.

It is difficult to explain on paper the metliod

of a training that rc*ally demands demonstration.

"The following description, however, will give an
idea of the initial stages.

EXERCISK I

H alk a few steps at your ordinary pace in order

to approach the exercise without any utinatural
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STAGE MOVEMENT I HI'.A I RK AND STAC.'K

stiffenhig ; thru ch<i>igr to a slo^v tOunt'iHg

six fo} rur/y Uvo steps.

Care sliould be taken

—

1 . T'n carry the weij.dit forward each time.

2 . I'o keep the entire bod\' within the \-ertical

liru' (s<*(" bi^s. I, 2, and 3 ).

I'K;. 2, Incorrlct Ai rni nr

—

Wi-rcM i J'hrown Back

ICXKRCISh 2

(Combine zvith the progressizje steps a liicular

mozjement of the arms stretch them stciezuays from
the shoulders

^
palms dozunzuardsy and slozvly lozver

them and complete the circle aboz^e the head.

It is most important that these combined
movements should be rhythmical, i.e. that the

legs and arms should move in consort and that

the count of six should extend evenly throughout
the exercise.

'I'lie second basic exercise gives the reverse

poise. Practise it as in the former exercise: first,

by two steps backzvard\ combine with this a re-

verse movement of the arms, and observe the same
rhythmic harmony as in the first exercise.

T'hough a lack of balance will not be corrected
at a first practice or at many subsequent practices,

it is possible at tile start to do original work by
extending the exercises as follows

Focus the mind upon the grozving idea of
Tj'iumphy at the same time going through the same
progressiz'e steps and arm moz>e?nents as in

E.\ercise i. Express F'ear zvith backivard steps

Fi(.. 3. Incorric t A^rriTcni' -

\Vi k;ht Thrown Forward

T he effect will probably lack rliythm and sym-
metry, but it will result in a rough co-ordination
of thought and action, produced from zvithin.

^I'he linking of dramatic expression with
technical movement an^uses the interest of the

student and acts as an incentive to further efforts.

As the body attains poise the mind gains control

and the result is harmony of thought and action.

Freed from the consciousness t>f stiff oi' clumsy
movements, an actor’s speech becomes more
flexible and he acquires an "‘easy” voice and
bearing.

I have noticed this growth of vocal flexibility

through Mime so often that 1 am convinced of
its importance. Singers as well as actors have
told me of the benefit they have derived from a
training of this kind. I think it is probably the

dramatic quality inlierent in Mime which gives

it a superiority over purely physical or purely

lyrical movement.
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THEATRE AND STAGE STAGE MOVEMENT
ARMS AND HANDS
How often one hears the criticism levelled

against some young amateur: “Too many
gestures”; “ Fussy hand movements ” ; “Poking
elbows.” All too true! T'he despairing producer,
having to cope with his material and present a

show within a limited period, usually takes

pardonable refuge in the admonition: “ICeep
your hands still” or suggests some conventional
position such as “quietly folded” or “resting on
the hips,” according to the character represented.

But that very restlessness springs from the urge
to be expressive, and should be encouraged and
dh'ected in all ambitious actors who are willing to

learn.

T he training of all parts of the body must
be undertaken in order to make it controlled,

supple, and responsive. Side by side with this

muscular and technical training must go the

gr(^wth of the imagination, which provides the
material to be expressed. It is of the first im-
portance that these two sides of the training

bt‘ corri'lated at every step, or the main object

m.iy be missed. A further reason for this cor-

relation of bfidv and mind is that it ensures the
interest cif the player, who is a creative artist,

even while he is a technical workman.
Gesture is an t .xpression of the whole body,

which is what Shakespeaie means when he speaks
of “the gesture sad” of the Lngiish soldiers before
Agincourt; but the arms and hands are such im-
portant factors that mv next series of exercises

will deal with them.

HAND AND ARM KXliRCISES

1 . Stretch the arms side^vays from the shoulders

find filternately stretch find clench first the fingei s

mid then the hands.
2. T^rop the hands from the ivt ist and raise

slowly.

3. Cilur^ie the forearms in a circular mo^fement
in alternate directions.

4. Mend the forearrns till the fingers touch the

chest and stretch hack to the extended position.

Thus

Kl.B. Keep the upper arms still in Exercises

3 and 4.

5.

Saving the arms in circular zvindmill fashion

from the shoulder y both hack%vards and foiivards ;

these movements make for flexibility of the hands
and arms.

Forfurtherflexibility shake the hands ingoroudw
the arms slightly extended and the palms toiviii d<

the body.

PROPORTION EXERCISES FOR I HE
HANDS AND FEET

1. Extend both hands
y
palms up'iumds.y fro?n the

Tjurist slightly toivards the left at the same time
take a short step in the same direction. Repeat the

action toivards the right.

2. ISJozv extend the hands at the half-arm length
ivith a correspondingly longer stepy fli st in one direc-

tion and then in the other. Lastlvy extend the arms
full length 'ivith a still longer step.

Focus the attention on

—

{a) T'lie curve of the arms, whicli should be
circular from the client outwards—this should be
observed in even the smallest movement.

(/>) Work from a relaxedshoulder down through
the arm to a taut hand where the strength tif the
gesture lies. It will be found that beginners
almost always stiffen the shoulders and work with
limp hands.
Now to give these movements meaning

—

Make a Request with hands, strengthen it, and
again intensify it. Here let the player focus on
the Sincerity of the Intention alone. See Figs. 4,

5, and 6.

A similar series of movements with palms
doivnivards and backivard steps can be practised,

and application of the thought made in a series of
Denials gradually intensified.

The next step is most interesting.
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STAGE MOVEMENT THEATRE AND STAGE
The players face each other in pairs. A and B

work together. A makes a request and B refuses

it. A intensifies the request, H intensities tlie

refusal. This may be done first to counts, and
afterwards at the players’ own time. A fresh

point is gained by each method. Carried out to

counts, the exercise makes for Precision of Move-
ment and Proportion of Denials to Request.
When it is carried out spontn?ieousIy, the players
.focus on each other’s minds and proportion their

actions and counteractions to one another. T his

reciprocity of action advances the work from
single to dual performance, and develops 'Team
Feeling.

TTiis idea can be extended through a series of
antagonistic emotions expressed in action; for

example, the beckoning of a Faun and the Flight
of a Nymph; the oppositions of Angt‘r and Fear
(see Fig. 7); Teasing and Sulking; Love and
Hatred; Accusation and Guilt. All these can

Fig. 6. Full Arm

be carried out in a series of movements, which,
while developing balance and proportion, also

encourage meaning and grace.

Eventually, as gestures acquire greater signifi-

cance and the proportions grow more sensitive,

interplay, i.e. the reaction of one person to the

suggestion of another, becomes so skilled as to be
veritably as quick as thought. This is a most im-

portant factor in dramatic training, and I have
never known a student fail to benefit in dramatic
team work bv a course in Mime. A former

Fk;. 7. Fkar—Angfr

student who after her training did a grtMt deal of
production told me that of all tlie subje cts her
training comprised Mime had been the most
valuable.

c;RO LI PS A N J ) P R00 R LSS IONS
'I'he making of groups combines individuality

with mass expressions. T he best way to ensure

Fig. 8. Group illustrating^ Fi ar
N<>t<- triaiigulai' shape- into which Fear grcniji natur.ilh'

falls

that this is rightly carried out is to call for the

whole group of players standing semi-circlewise

to give an expression say of Fear (in passing let

me urge everyone to start with big emotions

—

Anger, Joy, Adoration, Fear, etc., as the broad
effects must precede the more subtle ones). Then
select, say, four or six players, and form these

into a group (see Fig. 8).
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THEATRE AND STAGE STAGE MOVEMENT
ACTION MIMES AND SHORT
SKETCHES

I have* stated th;it the study of the Big
Pdemental Emotions, E'ear, Joy, etc., should
precede that of tlie more subtle and complex.
Movement should also follow this rule, as the

danger with beginners is to fall into a habit of
making small, poking, and ineffectual gestures.

A series of gestures such as the following is

recommended

—

Stretch the arms sidezvays from the shoulder^

palms upivard^ and take a lunging step forivard.

Saving the arms hackzvard^ ivith palms do'ivn and
step hai k'lvat d. Repeat these mon^ements 'with a
sidenvays tm n of the trunk first one %vay and then

the other.

Repeat the first moi>ernent.f taking a step and
kneeling fii st on one knee and then on the other.

Note that all these actions can be carried out
in progression as well as from a static position,

and are better so performed since they ensure a

gre.iter freedom of mo^’ement and rhythm, and
are a he lp in clu*cking the tc*ndcncy to dwarf the
moA'i'ments.

"These exercises can be followed by some char-
iicteristical]\’ Greek actions, for example, die
carrying of a spear; of a sword and shield; of a

water-pot; of h«ea and arrows; of a \<)ti\'t*

offering.

The following points must be carefully
< ibs<*r\ ed

—

1. All gestures must be practised with both

arms and feet so that all limbs function equally.

2. T'lie tempo and style of walk must in every
case fit the action ; for example, a shorter walk
for tine carrying a water-pot than for one swing-
ing along with a sword and shield.

"The usefulness of this work can often be
proved later when actors in a play have to walk
about wearing unfamiliar garments and accoutre-
ments. A man equipped as a noble Cireek
warrior will not slouch about if he has acquired
the habit of feeling himself to be a warrior when
practising in ordinary' dress. It may be argued
that the case is altered completely when he feels

the actual weight of the objects, but experience
has shown me that it is far less likely to be so

with one who has successfully mimed the action,

since he has not only mastered at least the poise

and method of carrying the tibjects, but gauged

their weight to some extent, for it is part of the
function of miming to help the imagination to
grasp and convey the ideas of weight, distance,
etc.

AH “Period” gesture and manners, both for

Mimes and plays, c;in be efFectivelv studied in this

firogressive fashion. Tet the .actors imagine them-
selves clad in Earlv British costumes {King Leai

H'aking a WITH “Mimld” Camfra

or the Mime of The Wife of Bath*s Tale) and
walk around, stopping for occasir^nal greetings;
then change to the 1

6

th century {Much Ado
About Nothing or T'lvelfth Night) to the ornate
period of Charles II (original Mime based on the
picture Jk'hen Did You Last See ^'our Father ?)\
to a Roman Senate {'fulius Ciaesar)\ to an assem-
bly of Jane Austen’s characters {Pride and
Pr ejudicr) \ U> a Dickens ball {Pickwick Papers).
In this way the reading of letters and scrolls,

use of fans and weapons, snuff-taking, bowing,
and countless other actions will be practised;

familiarity with costumes and how they influence

gait and gesture will be gained; so, too, will the
skill required in balancing headgear and wearing
cloaks and drapes—all will devt-lop; thus are
Period crowds trained.

Although all Mime is the expression of thought
in action it is necessary to differentiate in train-

ing between Mimes which focus the mind on
expression and those in which the doing

of things is the main object. "The latter type is

called Action Mime, and is introduced quite soon
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STAGE MOVEMENT
in simple forms. Such actions as opening a door,

lifting an empty bucket or one filled with water,
winding a watch, ringing a bell, and opening an
umbrella (the objects being, of course, purely
imaginary) arc all interesting and useful problems.

It will often be found that people who hav'^e

power of emotional expression are uncertain
when they have to carry out the simplest action

Fencing (Thrust and Parry) v\ith “Mimed”
Foils

without implements; for these, “Action” Mime
is the best type of work. On the other hand,
people who are at first self-conscious in expressing
emotion foreign to everyday experience show
marked abilitv in Action Mime. T hey have a
good ?»enst‘ of touch and accurate and observant
brains, and the fact of showing skill in this part

of the work produces a sense of poise and satis-

faction, and gradually leads to the awakening of
more subtle imaginative* power.

'Thumb-nail sketches are more elaborate

mimes involving a series of actions. Tor example,
“a washing day” suggests filling \x*ssels with
water, rubbing garments, rinsing, wringing,
mangling, pegging out, the whole concluding
with the ironing of the garments. 'The actions

should be made quite clear, that is they should
be detailed^ and not merely suggested^ as in dancing
i\Iime or in the sketchy way that often marks the
so-called “action songs.” The ability to convey
the impression of an action swiftly and to fit it

into the rhythm of a song is acquired only after

careful and patient practice. It is one part of the
subject, as will be shown later in the treatment of
Nursery Rhymes aivd Folk Songs.

THEATRE AND STAGE
Almost any simple task that is familiar to the

player can be made the subject of an Action
Mime. It is good to let each one choose a subject
and then to make the Mime clear to the others.

This encourages observation on both sides, for the
players will take great pains to find out exactly

how things are done—while the watchers are

keen to observe and criticize.

Thumb-nail sketches such as these afford

amusing and interesting entertainment, while
they are, at the same time, excellent training in

observation and accuracy. A policeman, a bus-
man, a charwoman, a shop assistant, a typist are all

familiar studies; and I shall always retain a vivid

impression of a pavement artist, minus a left

arm, given by a cle\x*r student. It was absolutely

true to life.

REAL AND IMAGINARY PROPERTIES
I am often asked whether real properties

should be used in a Mime, or whether e\T*rything

should be left to the imagination. This depends
upon the type of Mime and the distance between
the actors and the audience.
A true actor should be able to mime everything

and to suggest objects so clearly that one really

secs them. 1 have noticed that even in Mimes
where real objects were largely used any incident

of the play in which the actor substituted his

powers of imaginative creation, and made one sec

something not really visible, caused a more spon-
taneous response from the audience. An example
occurs to me in which an actor by a deft sugges-
tion of an imaginary snuff-box created one of the
nH>st vivid impressions* in the play and excited an
instant recognition from the audience.
There is a further point to be gained by dis-

carding real properties. The actors are abso-
lutely sincere and lose all self-consciousness;

whereas, in the majority of cases where real

properties are employed, some of this intense

concentration is lost and a certain amount of
ner\T>usness, or, in some cases, a rather elaborate

posing, takes its place.

On the other hand, there are times when a

property is desirable. The Bandbox (one of my
light musical Mimes) concerns a Victorian elope-

ment in which the “title” plays such an import-
ant part that it is essential to use a real old-

fashioned oval bandbox.
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In Our Lady's 'fumhler^ CJabricl’s liJy, the-

bird poised on the hand of Saint Francis, and the
angels’ trumpets, arc all part of the static picture
and the miraculc^us action.

Ballet, so closely akin to the Mime, affords

similar examples nf the same economical use of
properties. In outd(K>r performances a few real

properties are desirable.

EMOTIONAL MIMES
J stressed in the preceding section the import-

ance of arms and liands in “action” Mimes, i.c.

in all manipulative work and at the same time
insisted that the whole body must co-ordinate in

harmony. Such actit)ns as packing a parcel,

washing clothes, sliarpening a pencil, etc., belong
to the matter-of-fact, logical side of tiurnght, and
do not necissarily stir the emotions. Note,
hc^wever, how quickly they can do so: if the
wr.apper c^f the parcel i*^ inadequate, if the water
scalds the fingers, or the penknife slijis and cuts,

a whole gamut <'»f emotions will quickly surge
into the face, for it is thc're that emotion is

chiefly rt gistered, through the eyes (“the windows
of the M>ul”) and the iiKuith (the seat of more
sensual n^acfions). People aie usually self-

conscious about <-xpressing emotion, and it is,

therefore, best to ippear to take little notice of
them when they are tiaining. Suggest a series of
fundamental emotions and do n<»t expi*ct much
response at first. It is astoni^'iniig how soon
people lose their fears, and faces become truthful
reflexes of the mind and heart.

After a study of broad emotions, Joy, Fear,
etc., proceed to the more subtle on«'s. A few
examples will suffice.

Having expressed Joy, ask for expressions nf
Pleasure, Bliss, Ecstasy, and (not before the
exercise) get the players to discuss the nature of
these and differentiate them.

Follow the same method with other groups of
emotions. For example: After expressing Fear
attempt Apprehension, Horror, "Terror, and
analyse and differentiate in the same way as in

the former group. Next, let the players work
through a series of subtle emotions. For example,
from Apprehension to Fear; from Fear to

Relief; frt>m Amusement to Silent Laughter;
from Dislike to Hatred.

Players should always work these exercises at

their own time, taking no notice of others.
Studies of this kind promote thinking, concen-
tration of mind, and the sincere cxpressif)n of
emotion from ivithifi.

1 hope most sincerely that players will in futuie
study this subject of silent expression in gr(^ups
and so eliminate that unnatural and terrible per-
formance known as “putting in suitable gestures.”
Such effects were laid on from the outside as a
sort of decoration, and had as a rule no natural
significance whatever. The practice, too, of
studying in front of a looking-glass is almost as
evil. In the absence of a spectator, this may be
useful to enable any one to correct a bad posture,
but as an aid to significant facial expression and
bodily gesture what can it do? T he thought in

the mind must be “How do 1 look?” “Is this
right?” and that will at once change the* e.xpres-
sion to one of curiosity.

This part of the work is most useful in building
up crowds, whether in a Mime or in a written play.

Tell the players that bad news has just been
brought by a messenger entering from the right
(this gives them a focus), and let them express
their reactions

—

First, of a single emotion—Fear or C^rief
Secondly, of any emotion, according to the

character that each one chooses to represent. It

is always best to urge every individual in a crowd
tf> imagine himself a real character—a friend or
an enemy, a son, the Prime Minister, and so (ui.

Crowds produced in this way are full of vitality

and individuality of expression.

Ciroup work studied in this way will dc^ much
to dispel the prevalent belief that only star actors
are noticed and that crowds don’t matter. It is,

unfortunately, true that a large number of people
look only at the star, but there are always some
whose discerning eye will mark talent even in a
crowd. 1 remember once noticing a very small
actre-ss in a very big crow'd lining Ceasar’s fateful
route to the Capitol. 'To me she was as important
a part of the drama as any of the conspirator^, yet
she in no way detracted from Ceasar himself nor
did she “steal the thunder” of the sooths.iyer.

What a wonderful example nf individual and
collective mob fury the crowd at Oberammergau
afforded working up to the shout of “Barabbas!”

Crowd work in mimed ballads and prose talcs,

choruses in musical comedic.s, Shakespeare’s
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STAGE MOVEMENT
many characteristic mobs, and the hundreds who
appear in pageants can he transformed from a set

of rather disgruntled dummies to a pulsing back-
gn>und of human factors essential to the play.

"The next step is to suggest an outline story

that involves action and emotion.
Tor example, Ay An act of revenge and its

THEATRK AND STAGE
to devote three parts of their attention to the
up-stage wall

!

Secondly, imaginary doors, windows, and
articles of furniture may not change their places

during the Mime! 'Therefore, the player must
remember exactly where they are, and to do so

trains the mind to be accurate. Inexperienced

Kl AH J I RROR >loRROR
lh< Noll- tlu’ mouth

result on the perpc'ti atoi' ; or A', f'/Xpectation and
Real i'/.at ion.

Iveavc the players to w<»rk out their owm
stories; they will be most interesting in many
cases, and it will be found that several inter-

pretations are possible. A child climbing up to

the store-room shelves in the hope of finding jam
onlv to dip its finger in a pot of soft soap is a

humorous rendering of H\ while the story of a

mother happily preparing a tea for her child only

to hear from an unseen messenger that it has been
killed is a tragic rendering of it, which I remember
was poignantly portrayed by a young girl wht>se

emotional work had, in the early stages, been poor.

In working out a Mime such as I have sug-

gested a player will learn a great many useful

things, and increase his power of emotional

expression and his accuracy.

First of all, he has to “set the Mime,” i.e. place

the scene before us, and to do this pn^perly certain

things must be borne in mind. All the actions

must be clear to the onlooker. "This means that

the player must face his audience, and so place

his unseen people and objects that he never turns

completely up-stage unless it be to open an
imaginary door or window. 'I'his seems a simple

thing, but it is the invariable practice of beginners

players often walk through tables, take things

out t>f drawers they have already closed, ilrop

cups of tea to shake hands witli the new arrival,

and throw a ball from a clenched fist.

'Thirdly, since any imaginary people intro-

duced into the Mintc can be seen only through
the mind of the player, it follows that he must
ne\er lose his mental vision of them ; the spec-

tators will see only his mental images and their

reactions upon him. How clearly an unseen
person can thus be conveyed to the mind is

only to be appreciated by those who have
really studied Mime or watched good Mime.
'The vivid mentalitv of Ruth 0?aper, fir ex-

ample, can people an empty stage as clearly as if

the creations of her braifi had a real flesh-and-

blood existence.

In learning to bring characters to life in this

way a player acquires an almost unbelievable

power of imagination and concentration. He has

to see his imaginary people from various angles,

at close quarters or far off, and to do this means
that he must, through the power of his mind,
convey these impressions to his audience. What
skilled eye-work this means! Further, he must
show his own reaction towards the other “person,”
and sometimes even become a spectator of two
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or more imaginary playc-rs, show what they are

doing, or how he regards them, etc. In this

way he becomes inventive, learns something of

the psychology of liuman emotions, acquires great

skill in facial play, and Joses self-consciousness in

peopling his stage.

Before closing this section it may he useful

tt) point <^ut a way in whicJi the study of silent

emotions may help a young and inexperienced

actor or actress playing, let us say, Richard II or

Juliet. I am speaking here ]>articularly to the

amateur ft)r as a rule no unseasoned professional i'*

‘flown so high’ though I regret to say it happens
now and then. L.et the actor or actress in question

take an important speech and say and act it

silently mime it, in fact—relying only on facial

expression and gesture. When the speech is

again utteied 1 dare wager that it will have come
to life and that the speaker’s mind will be enriched.

It is a hard evercist* and usually an un[xilatable one
—particularlv if the aenu* is a little in Jove with
his own \'o!ce—hut he will rcaj^ the reward.

'The “ Potion " scene {Rofneo and ya/fci) y

C'larence's dream (Rnhard TTI)\ Jaques’s de-

scription of the seven ages of man You
Like lt)\ and Richaid IT’s solih^juv on the fate

of kings are suitable -speeches foi* this experiment.

ACTIONS AND EMOTIONS
1 have made suggestions toi the treatment

of Solo ]\Iinu*s, first as Thumb-nail Sketches
in which the character presents a personal studv

in dumb showi siccaidlv, as stories in which
the player peoples liis stage with imaginary char-

acters. I will now work out an example of such
Mimes, embodying the hints gi\'en in the previous

articles. Take “A Flight from Justice,” inter-

preted by a solo player as a piece of Serious Ih ania.

ScKNii. A Pristrn Cc-11, with its four walls and
window, as shown in the illustration (Fig. 9 ).

T'lie convict is planning an escape. He paces
his cell, running his liands along the imaginary
four walls (this cr>nyeys the si:z.e and shape of his

cell). He then listens for steps; his facial expres-

sion and the movements of his eyes will convey the
sense of a corridor' outside and fix the door' in

the spectatc^rs’ mind. Next he takes an imaginary
file, which he has managed to conceal under a

loose stone, and with this he cautiously files at

the barred window. T his fixes the ivindoxv^ and

the whole scene should now be plain to the
spectator. So far the story has been mainly an
action Mime, but the personality of the convict
is being developed and projected all the time by
Iiis stealthy movements, hunted expression, etc.

T ile convict now succeeds in wrenching out the
imaginary bar and awaits the entry of the warder.
His expectant attitude tells us he is coming.
We see “the door open,” and with a swift move-

ment the convict strikes the w.ii'der with the bai

and knocks him senselt'ss. He then closes the
door and proceeds to dress himself in the warder’s
clothes. He peeps cautiously out and finding the
coast clear makes go(^d his escape.

It will be seen that this JMime combines a

series of difficult actions with a number of emo-
tions. Filing the bar, stunning the warder,
changing the clothes, opening and shutting the
door, are all actions that demand observation,

memory, and clearness of execution. Stealth,

Fear, Hatred, dogged Strength, and Obstinacy,
Nervousness, Scorn, "Triumph, Remorse, are all

emotions that might entt r into the interpretation.

“A Flight frt)m Justice.” tiurnor ous ‘I'er'sion.

Here the player is an urchin running along a

street in mid-winter. Snow is on the ground.
Note that he must convey tJie idea of youths

mischiefs and the fact that it is cold. He proceeds
to make snowballs and piles them ready for

throwing (an action Mime). He then looks

about and throws them at a sclioolfellow and
receives one back in return ; a mis-directed ball

evidently hits an old gentleman w.ho turns and
sees him. 'The urchin endeavours to shuffle away
the remaining snowballs. Note that all this is

conveyed to the audience mainly by the player’s

facial expression, glances in different directions,
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STAGE MOVEMENT
and so on. He runs away, slips down, and as lie

gets up is caught by the outraged gentleman and
marched off.

T his Mime, like the previous cme, combines
action and emotion (in this case of a lighter kind).

Note. T'hese Mimes might have introduced
a second player, but they are admirable Solo
Sketches, and lose in skill if they are otherwise
performed, because one act(^r has the lion’s share
of the work.

MIMES PERFORMED UV TWO PLAYERS
In the following sketches (both the original

work of students) the action is evenly distributed

between tlie twti players, and a very amusing
scene lesults in each case.

“A Visit To The Hairdresser’s." A lady

comes to have her hair "permed." T he assistant

is much intrigued by something in the customer's
magazine and )ier attention wanders more aiul

more from her job. Result: a frizzled head, an
irate cust(Kner, aticl an abject assistant

"A Medieval Romance." A damsel at the

top of a high tower scans the landsc ape for the

approach of her lover. She sights him, in the

distance, riding towards her, and begins to descend
the spiral staircase. Half-way down she trips over
her train and has to limp the rest of the way.
Meanwhile, the knight has spurred his horse on,

but arriving at the gateway he sees no sign of the

lady at the window, door, or gateway. Believing
her faithless, he gallops away, and the damsel is

left lamenting. T reated in burlestjue fashion this

is very funny.
'These are really miniature plays, and many

of the principles of stage technique can be more
easily taught through this medium without the

added burden of the spoken word.
Giving and Taking. When a player crosses

another the latter must balance the stage by a

slight adjustment of position.

A

A whole scries of moves of this kind can be
practised, first with two people, and finally with
a well-filled stage. In the figure given above we

THEATRE AND STAGE
have an example of a simple movement, but if

B were to meet G and to turn back with him
towards A the relative adjustment would go
another stage.

Dy entering from Up-stage Right, would
cause another possible sorting of positions thus

—

This continual balancing of positions dimi.mds
a complete control over poise, so that the reversal

of weiglit and swing of tlie body is neat and ,iccu-

rate. If a few ideas be suggested, for example,
H says to "

1 must go," and starts to lea\’e the
stage, meets i] entering to make some inquiry

relative to /^, and turns back with him, and so

forth, the mo\ements will s(v>n be made more
easily, and the players will learn to make natural

stage pictures and to avoid the fault of masking
others.

Breaking np Groups. T his exercise helps to

cure the tendency to foim lines and semi-circles

at the back of the stage. Divide the players into

four groups. A, B, C, 1^—three or four to a
group. I^et one of group A walk up to group B
and mime some message which sends a member of
that group to break up group C. C breaks up
D, and finally a member of the fourth group can
summon all the players round liim. Note that tile

one who enters the .fresh group must do st> from
the front and not sneak in at the back i also tliat

each entry causes a re-shuffling of the positions.

Many variations can be played upon this theme.
For instance, the news can be urgent, and the
messengers run from group to group j it can be
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sad, gay, sinister, thus causing various reactions

in tile players.

Since there are no “spoken” words, but only

concepts formed in the minds of the actors, it

follows that cueing is a matter of far more diffi-

culty. A Mime is a mixture of expressed emo-
tions, actions, and a certain number of w<>rds

formed in the mind of one player and conveyed
to another by certain signs.

T he timing of entrances has to be arranged, as

there is no sound, anil it is best to settle upon some
action t)n the ]iart of a player on the stage;

for example, when (on the* stage) picks up
the second appU* or operjs the second letter, H
enters.

T hrough the medium of such little sketches

*is these, players learn to work together as a team,
responding to the ideas suggested by each other,

and they also K‘arn to sustain thi- subordinate

role of spectator and to project the character

—

a thing that amateur players often fail to do in

a spoken plav. 'They find it so difficult to act

when iH)t spe.iking that they often destroy the
meaning t)f a scent' by failure to contribute their

share. It is easy after such practice to wtirk up a

masseil scene such as a Pnicession attended bv a

crowd; a Market, a. Court scene. If these are

set in some speci.,! period, say the eighte<.nth

century, or in a foreign country (the Kast), they
need a special study of coi u'ct bearing and
gesture, which is best taken belort attempting
the Mime.

WORD-MIMES
Miming is silent acting, and has this advan-

tage over speech—it can convey concepts direct

from brain to brain without the intermediary of
words, '^"et so used are we to thinking of things

under the cloak of words that even in an emo-
tional Mime the intention often shapes itself

unconsciously as a word in the mind both of the
performer and the watcher. W^c interpret to one
another in words, and they are the means by
which we set up communication hetiveen two
other people.

An illustration will make the meaning clearer.

A has suggested an emotion (say joy) in mime
to B. B, wishing to describe it to C, may suggest

it in the same way, but is more likely to trans-

late the emotion in his own mind as the won!

“joy,” and, secondly, to convey this in his own
ivay to C (the third person).

We have becomt* so dependent on verbal

expression that the language of pantomime has
gradually been lost to us. It is only when two
people are face tr> face with a situation in which
tliere is no common tongue that language reveals

itself as a convention of men, and human beings
fall back on the older universal “language” of
pantomime.

'Take the case of ri native of some remote
African tribe and a Welshman, entirely ignorant
of each other’s language, placed in situations

where they wish to convey the ideas of Hunger,
Fear, Relief, and the acts of Cxiving and 'Taking.

'I'hey would rely on the language of signs common
to both to the human race.

Again, if two people are separated by too

great a distance for speech to carry they make
“signs,” as we say, to each other. It is often

possible to convey meanings to the deaf by signs.

Such primitive suggestions as eat, drink, sleep,

run, yes, no, have a universal language of
signs, though the word concepts will vary with
the individuals who portray or receive them.

There is, however, great value in Word-
IVlimes proper, as I will try to show. By a Word-
Alime is meant the interpretation of certain

definin' words. Sometimes they are expressed bv a

slight change of facial exprt'ssion, sometimes by
a movement of the hands or by s(>mi' other bodily

action.

'The language of gesture, being ehanental,

precedes the language of words, ev^en of half-

articulatetl spet'ch Suppose anyone walking
along a cliffi sees another pedestrian suddenly
?.tvimble and disappear. 'The order in which the

watcher will register the effect will be

—

(^7) In the face.

(/>) By some bodilv movement. Here note
that a tigfitening of the mu.sclcs is restricted or

negative moifement. He is horror-stricken.

(r) Possibly some form of speech a smothered
cry, for instance.

'This is the natural order (it is the order in any
emotional stress), aiul should alwavs be the order

in any conscious performance, i.e. in Drama.
Perception. Facial Reactit^n (facial expression).

Bodily Reaction (commonly called gesture).

Words.
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When this order is not observed—if, for

example, words come first, and arc followed by
a gesture the effect is unnatural (for example.
Clown in the pantomime gets some of his best

effects and creates his laughs by this putting
of the “cart before the liorse”), and is the
result either of nervousness, which inhibits the
freedom of expression, or of false training,

which endeavours to suggest suitable gestures

from the outside instead of inducing them from
within.

I suggest the folh^wing method as a training

in Word-Mime

—

Cjive the Players simple wortls; \'es. Nd. Please

I'hen phrases: Cfmie here. Cia awa\ . lake my arm.
So hig^h! What a weij^lit* Xhen ”'i\'e them jjhrases mvoh

-

in^ the technique of conversing with someone about some
object, for example, “Look!” (meaning you look), Cti out
tlicrc. Pick that flower. Allow me to introduce you to

my friend.

In all these cases let both the person addressed

and the person or tlie object indicated be
imaginary.

T he glance and tlu* hand should always travel

from the person addressed to the ohjrct., and while
the hand (as the indicator) remains pointing to-

wards the latter^ the glance returns to hold the

answering glance of the person addressed.

All this happens in a second of time, but it is

important that the actions should be quite accu-
rate, and it will be found that in a large number
of cases people keep both hand and glance fixed on
the object so that the person addressed is left in

isolation. TTiis important piece of technique is

best taught through the medium of Word- Mimes.
It is not possible to mime all wmds, but the

following may be found useful

—

Words that sij^nify an action: w'alk—sleep—run, etc ,

can be shown in the present tense, but not in the past or

future. "Lhe person performing the actifin can be indicated

(within limits). 'J'he pronouns I, we, you (singular or

plural), he, she, and they (but w'ithout indication of sex,

except by c^inventional signs .such as those the Dcir Artr

players used, or those inventetl by present-day mimers,

which are so clear as to lx; unmistakable). 'I'his and that,

these and those, can be indicated by distinction of space,

and are differentiated from “here and there” by the type

of hand movement. Numl>ers can be indicated by move-
ments of the fingers, multiples of ten by reiteration with

all the fingers wddely expanded. Many nouns can lx*

indicated according to the character of the objects they

connote; for example, “King” by suggesting a crowned
head.

THEATRK AND STAGE
It will be found that where things can be

indicated and carefully differentiated from other
similar objects by shape and si/,c, they can usually

be mimed, but colours cannot be conveyed. T hus
adjectin^es of colour are excluded, but a few
adjectives indicating siz,e, age, motion, etc., can
be shown in a manner recognisable by all.

Interjections such as Oh ! Really ! are expres-
sive, and it is good training to suggest these in

various ways and to note how players will inter-

pret the inflexions of the vT>ice. For example,
“Oil!” can express a sudden stab of pain; great

pleasure; disappointment; disapproval; eager
expectation, etc.

“Really!’’ could mean “Is that so.^”; “It is

so'’ could convey an impression of scorn, delight,

and so on.

Py epositiotis are included in other words; to

him; to there; and so havt‘ no significance in

themselves, and conjunctions, with the exception
of “but,” have little significance.

T'o sum up: most verbs, many nouns, and
pronouns, interjections, and a few adji-ctives and
adverbs can all be mimed. It is essiaitial that

the following points be carefully observeil in

Word-M i mes

—

T he hands, which are <ill-important, must be

widely <ipened and the fingers supple and well-

splayed never closed. Beginners tend to keep
the fingers tightly locked and the hand half-closed.

Vigorous e.xercises, as suggested earlier, will

loosen the joints, but the rigitlity springs mainly
from inhibition, whieli only the gradual loss of
self-consciousness can cure.

T wo rules, which are a contradiction of normal
dramatic techniejue, must bt* t>bserved.

A : T'hi* hand nearer the audience (and not the

up-stage hand) should be used.

B: T he back (and not the palm) should be

towards the audience.

Both tlu‘se rules spring fiom the* need to make
spectators instantly aware of the gesture. T he
back of the hand is more arresting and the nearer

the better hence the use of the down-stage hand.
T he interpretation must be clear and well

timed in fact the actions are neat and accurate

as the play of the foils. T he value of this part

of timing lies in the need for accuracy and
precision, the sharpening of the wits, and the

neat picking up of cues.
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Next give whole sentences. For example

{a) Will you go for a walk with me.?

(/>) Please give me your fan.

(r) Is this pen yours.? It is not mine.
(^Z) I have three.

"I'o analyse tlie actit)ns involved in the Jirs/ of

the four sentences above : “Will you” the right

hand would point to the person addressed, the

face expressing a request; “go for a walk” tlie

fnime would advance two paces towards the

person addressed, still looking at him; “with
me?” he would point towards himself, still

looking at the one addressed.

It will be seen from the detailed suggestions

here given that precise, quick, and nimble
movements are essential. From this point it is

an easy transition to the miming of Nursery
Rliymes.

Simple Simon nnd the Piejnan is very good
exercise foi tliis type, as it intrt)duces into an
.\etion Mime a short but definite conversation.

T he interpretation of Simple Simon and the Pie-

niiin affords scope for characteri/;citi(»n, and the

meeimg of tlic- two, tlu* Pieman''s indication of

his wares, and Simple Simon’s greedy anticipa-

tions, constitute the i nt i oduction.

T'lu*n comes t! » Word-Mime contbined witli

action. Simple Simon: “ Fet mi* tasti* vour
ware.”

(i) 1 /et me indicates self, looking at Pieman.

(2,) taste—points to mouth or rubs stomach.

( -5) vour ware points to tray of pies.

Pieman: “Show me first your penny.”
(1) Show me first—the Pieman with a

commanding finger points to Simon, then to

himself.

(2) your jienny— it is impossible to give the

value of the coin. "Fhe Pieman pours supposed
coins through the right fingers and thumb into

the left palm and then holds up one finger.

Simon; “Sir, I haven’t any.”
This is best indicated bv^ Simple Simon's

pulling out first one and then the other empty
pocket.

THE MIMED FOLK SONG AND
BALLAD
From Word Mimes of a simple description

it is an easy transition to Adimcd Folk Songs

and Ballads. These provide most suitable

material for miming as they combine narrative

and dramatic elements. As a preliminarv to

the ballad proper, 1 have always found it good
to start with the miming of a Nursery Rhyme
or Folk Song, which is best sung or spoken
by the narrator and acted in dumb show by the

players. One or two hi tits will be useful to

producers.

Natural as it may be for the mimers to sing, it

is better if they do not, as they real I v distract

their own minds instead of concentrating on
acting the story.

W^here a choice of gestures is possible, one
must be decided upon (by popular \aite, if pre-

ferred) and all should adhere to it, as in Mimes of
this description if the players vary one from an-
other the symmetry of the picture is destroyed. It

may seem that such a conventionality would tend

to destroy the spontaneity and turn the players

into automata, but it does not. Kach indiv iduality

finds expression without any sense of restriction.

Kach player should learn to hold his poise and
gesture during the action of his partner. T his,

again, does not i*ntail stiffness.

'Thus definite, economical, and precise timing
is learnt, and these points will be applied later

in the more difficult ballads. T ime thus spent is

not wasted, for besides their technical value these

pieces make charming little performances. T ake,

for example, “//Trrrr me you going to^ my pretty

?ntiidP ’

Let the players stand in two lines facing the

audience. T he lilt I'f the first line can be sung as

these two lines adv'^ance t ivo steps towards each
other—boys starting with the right foot, girls with
the left, bowing on the last four notes of the line.

T he boys’ bow is an elaborate one, the girls’ a

bob-curtsey.

ISr VERSE

'‘'Jl 'here are you going to^ m\ pretty ?mitd't''^

Hoy extends right hand towards partner.

'‘'‘If here tire you gobig to^ my pretty maid?''*

Boy keeps face turned towards partner;

indicates direction with his left hand.

While boy keeps this position, girl swings
lightly inzvards and outzvards^ at the same time
swinging her imaginary milk pail to the lilt.
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^oiyig tt-?nilkuig^ iSVr, she snid^ Si?

,
she

Sfiid^ Sir^ she said^

r??? goi??g a-Ttiilking^ Si?
, she s??i?//'

( )n the won! ‘‘a-inilkin^" (last time) she tirops

a curtsey and recovers position by tilt* end of the
line.

Fk. |-. “\Vh\1 is VOl'R FoRie.Nl, ^T^ PrI 'I 'l

M \in

2Ni:> VhRSE

Boy indicates in mime on words in capitals

—

1 i oy/?e ^ivith vor, rny p? etty w/?id'<'"‘

On repetition of tlie phrase he crooks his right

arm towards the girl.

N.B. Ih is action should occupy the lengtli of

the line. He holds the position during the second
half of the \'erse,

"‘"‘Oh ves^ ifyou piease ^ ki?id Si?\ she saidf'

while the girl swings in rhythm as in the first

verse, putting down imaginary pail on “iS'/V, she

said^ Sir^ she saidf* and taking boy’s arm on
^'‘Ohyes^ ifyou piease^ kind Sir^ she said."

(During the lilting of one line the couples

take four steps, first couple to right, second to

left, and so on.)

(As Vfrse 3, "Ik hat is you? Fathe?\y ??iy pr etty

maid?"** does not lend itself to miming, it may be

omitted.)

4TH ytRSE

"IP'^hat is your fortune^ rny pretty maid?'"'*

(See Fig. 10).

The boy counts imaginary money into left

rHEATRi: AND STAGK
palm (a conventional miming gesture), and on
repetition of the words indicates a query with
open palm of right hand to girl.

"Ady face is rnyf01 tune., Sir^ she said."

CTirl indicates beauty by describing a circle

round her face (ct^n ventitmal gesture).

( )n repetition of the line she swings as in

previtms verse. All this time the boy rnaintai?is his

gesture.

5'1'il VERSK

"‘"‘Then / tan/iot marry rny p? etty maid."
(See Fig. II ).

Boy with index finger of right hand points to

mariiage fingi^r on left hand. On repetition (^f the

line he makes gesture of refusal with right haml.

^^\ ohody a^ked yot?.. Sir., she said."

While boy maintains the gesture the girl turns

her head away lightly from him, swinging tt^ the

lilt as in previous verses.

After this simplt* study rather more elaborate

Folk Songs can be treated in the same way.
T hen might follow the Ballatl.

As this is first and forc*most a story full of

incident, the treatmi*nt should be straightforward.

Fic.. II. “Thin I c anno'P Marry 'SVie, my
T’rk'17'^ M\in“

vigorous, and full of rhythm. "I'he actions of the

performers should keep within the swing of the

ballad form. T his calls for alert and accurate

synchronisation, for nimble wits, and bodily

control. The lack of technique in so many
amateurs who sei/^e on the ballad as being an easy
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thing to “draniati'x.c ” accounts for the boring and
meaningless displays that are often given by these

performers.

T here are two ways of treating a ballad

(1) Let a ballad speaker sit or stand at the

side and recite the tale vigorously while the

players mime it in dumb-show and ht their

actions to the speaker’s words, or

(2) I^et the i^layers speak the words given in

direct speech while the ballad-speaker fills in the

indirect narrative. Number fi) is the better

method.
N(»te here that the method progression must

always match the character and mood; for

instance, Robin takes strolling steps, marking the

stresses tlius

—

“//r Rnhhi Hood in the forest stood

under the greemcood treef*

Allan cantt-rs to the stresses

—

'die did frisk' it oTer the p/uin

And i hunted u ; ounde/uy.^^

T his importafit point must be carefully guarded
tliiougliout.

If the ballatl be treatrd in tJiis wav it makes a

brisk, v'iviil, and rhythmic peiformance, while
affording plenty of scope for Word-AIime, action,

characterization, and crowd work.
"Team-work in Mimes is important and crowds

who form background without any definite

words to A'lime must learrr to be an expressive,

but not an obtrusive, part of the scene.

'The most suitable ballads for miming are those

in which tlie story runs straiglitfijrwardly, and
in which the action is d<-tinitc" and well distributed

among a number of players. Alany such ballads

are to be found in the Oxford Hook of Hullads
(Clarendon Tress), in Hullueis and Hullad Plays
(Nelson), in Adimed Ballads and Stories (Pitman),
and in Fhe Drama IHyhivay (Dent).

In conclusion, let your ballad wt)rk itself out

from the suggestions of the players, but keep
strictly to the rhythm. Having once settled upon
your dumb-show actions adhere strictly to them,
and work for that pulsing rhythm which, once
begun, never ceases till the stt^ry is told.

PRODUCING A MIME
Suitable themes for Alimes are to be found

in fairy tales, Oreek and other legends, historK<d

incidents, etc. T hese can be treated in various
ways, with or without a musical or spoken setting :

the working out of tlu* play will not suffer,

whichever mode be chosen. It is best to start

with some preliminary exercises—walking and
forming active groups according to the period
or nationality of the story.

Suppose a Clreek legeiul {The Persephone
Adyth) has been chosen: Divide the players into

two groups, one group on t ach side of the room

—

A 3
A2 B 2

Ai Bi

Lvt t A I and Bi advance witli light step to-

wards one another, catch liands, and encircle one
another, and then run to op])osite corners down-
stage. A 2 and B2 advance, throwing an ima-
ginary ball from one to the other two or three
times, then run, as did the first pair, to join Ai
and Bi. Gradually the rest follow, till two big

groups are formed down stage, the A group now
playing ball, the B group gathering and inter-

twining flowers.

Next introduce further occupations. Suggest
the formation of a group up stage R, gathering
fruits or high flowering fest<»ons; let the group
down-stage L group round a pool and gradually

attract their companions. By degrees the ideas

will grt)W ; the groups will evolve; spacing,

relative heights, and harmony of gesture will all

flow naturally out of tile first movements.
By this time the players will have absorbed the

atmosphere and can proceed to mime the tale, in

some such manner as the following

—

'I'he nymph Persephone and her playmates
are sporting, gathering flowers, etc., <m the sup-
posed slopes of Alount Etna. Persephone
wanders away from her playmates, who are

occupietl with their own pursuits, and the god
Dis carries her off unperceived. Presently one of
the nymphs turns in time to witness the dis-

appearance, and she ijuickly spre.ads the news.
Dcmeter enters, and is told of the calamity. She
mourns the loss af her child, and is led away by
the sorrowing maidefis.

'The Shades of the Underworld now drift in
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upon the empty stage (tlieir costumes and, if

possible, a change in lighting, sufficiently indicate

the new scene) and Dis drawing the reluctant

Persephone appears amongst them.
While Dis and his train are vainly trying Uy

charm the unhappy Persephone, Hermes (Mer-
cury) has been dispatched by the sorrowing
Demeter to win back her child.

He describes the mother's grief and tlie barren
earth for, as Demeter is goddess of the harvest,

when she gri<*ves the fruits of the earth fail. He
implores Dis to relent and set free the nymph.
Finally, the pomegranate is brought, and the

reluctant Perseplu^ne is cajoled into eating si\

seeds before Dis frees her and Hermes carries her
back to the upper world and her mother’s
welcoming arms. T he IMime ends with the

rejoicings of the nymphs.
T here is ample scope in this Mime for beautiful

movement and grouping amongst the iiymplis and
the spirits of the underworld—indeed, the scene
in which the latter appear is highly dramatic and
recalls the “tempting” f)f the ‘"Eady” by Comus
and his Rout in Milton’s Mascpie.

Persephone is the k*gend of the seasons and the

six pomegrante seeds signify the six months of
autumn and winter when she will perforce

return to the underworld and the earth will be

barren.

Hans Andersen’s story, The Princess and the

Swineherd^ makes a delightful Mime. 1 1 is best to

begin as in the “Persephone,” with a series <.f

walks, greetings, etc.

A medieval English costume suits the play

very well, the men wearing long tights and
tunics, the women high-waisted, long-skirted

dresses and high peaked head-dresses with veils.

It is important to realize the costumes from the

beginning, as the deportment of the body, car-

riage of the head, poise of the hands, and the type

of curtsey are all the outcome of the requirements

of the costume worn, and these details should be
realized by every player whatever he or she may
be wearing during rehearsals. If this be done,

there will be little or no awkwardness displayed

at the dress rehearsal.

The story opens in the Court, where the

Princess is seated surrounded by her ladics-in-

waiting and pages. One lady may arrange the

Princess’s head-dress, while the others stand

by watching. T he following arrangement is

2nd Lady ' ' Jst Lady

3rd Ladt^. Pnneess

/st Page 2nd. Page
3rd Page

Tlie pages should all stand stiffly, the ladies

suggest ecstatic admiration of the Princess.

The 1 st Eady hands the Princess a glass and
the latter, after admiring herself, gives it to the
2nd Eady. It should here be noted that the glass

and all tlie other properties can be real or ima-
ginary; but in a IMime it is more correct that

tliey be imaginary, and I assume that tluy an-
in my description. A quarrel fi^r the possession

of the glass breaks f>ut between the 2nd and ^rtl

Eadies, while tht‘ ist I>ady adjusts tlie Princess’s

left shoe. Note (above) one lady holds the (imag-
inary) mirror in her left hand while the other
lady from whom it has bt‘en snatched prepares
with uplifted right hand to strike her rival.

^I'he Princess, being vain anc3 shallow, soon
becomes bored, and in turn bids the ist Page
play his musical-box, then demands that all three
pages shall pay her homage on their knees.

T'he King enters E, and announces that a

messenger from the Prince of the Eittle Kingdom
has arrived bringing gifts (the Prince can be.

mimed by indicating a circle round the head).

While one of the pages fetches him, the King
leads the Princess to the seats up stage.
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T'hc Mcsscngt^r enters; his deportment should

be easy and natural in contrast to the artificial

gestures of the Court. He carries an imaginary

rose-tree in a pot and a bird in a cage. His work
with these calls for excellent action miming. He
bows, and the Princess offers her hand to him to

kiss, whereat the Court goes into transports of

delight at her condescension, and the Messenger
is puzzled and amused.

His rose-tree is rejected for an artificial flower,

and the Princess calls for the musical-box, as the

bird’s song is natural, and therefore repugnant to

her. 'I'he listening expression on the various

faces will convey the idea of the bird’s song even
if it is not suggested by music.

Finally, the Messenger goes away, but leaves

his gifts, and the King stamps out in anger.

T he ladies-ii i-waiting attempt to appease the

Princess, when her attention is caught by the

sound of a tune. She sends a page to investigate,

and the ‘‘swineherd” enters carrying the little pot

the price of which is «i hundred kisses from the

Princess. (For the iVIirne this could be twenty.)

During the kissing match the scandalized King
enters and scatters the court, leaving the Princess

alone with tlie ‘swiiK-hf'rd.” T he latter reveals

himself as the Piince. 1 usually end with a

betrothal, though th<‘ original ending can be
retained at the producei s discretion.

I have sketched in these two stories to show
how players can best tackle a Mime*. T he material

chosen can be well known, in fact it is best, at

any rate with beginners, to chot)se something
of which the actual facts are familiar to the

audience. A few words of explanation before the

action or a written synopsis will be a further aid;

after that, if the miming be skilful, the players

should “get across” cpiite easily.

Discretion must be shown in choosing and
composing Mimes, but they must be full of
incident and continuous.
Many Norse and Russian tales, though drama-

tic in incident and full of character studies, have
to be rejected owing to the number of animals
introduced. T'hese usually play such an impor-
tant part that unless they are included the tale

suffers. Animals are difficult to represent, their

costumes are expensive to make or hire, and in

the latter case are usually made to fft children

only. The introduction of creatures may occa-

sionally be successful and amusing (as in ’^I'he

Three Hears and the old ballad Cicely anil the

Hears)^ but as their miming depends mainly on
movement and not on facial play and gesture they
have a limited range f)f expression.

Fantasy makes a wide appeal, but must be
carefully chosen and pruned or it will degenerate
into mere sentimentality. Firm characterization
and a sense of humour will usually save a Mime
from this pitfall. 'That the Commediu delT jlj te

Players realized this is evident from the fact that,

even in their most pathetic tales, the buffoonery
of Clown, the antics of Harlequin, and the
inanities of Pierrot relieve the tragedy.

CONVENTIONAL OR STYLIZED
MIMES

'Fhe simplest way to build up a JVliine is to

practise the carriage, gestures, and general

mannerisms of the period and race chosen

;

by this means the players develop the characters
and create an harmonious picture.

'Fhe Stylizeii IXIime stands in a class by itself

and needs the utmost finish in every movement.
Lhider the heading of the Stylized Alinie come all

the traditional storit‘s of the DelP j^rte Players
who flourished in Italy in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries. T hey were the descendants of
the t)ld Roman IVIimes, and their scenarios had
much in common with the comedies of 'I'erence

and l^lautus. T'heie is a vast literature dealing
with the histtu V of these Players, amongst which
Alaurice Sand’s Alasqucs et Bouffons (1859) and
Duchartre’s La Cornedie Italienne (the. revised

Knglish translation ol which forms a valuable

addition to our literature) stand out as important.
It is sometimes supposed that all miming

means the performance of plays in the conven-
tional Drir Arte manner, but to accept this

narrow view of A lime would be to cut t^ut the
presentatujn of all our ballad literature and the
folk lore which an* so admirablv suited to

dumb show work.
Kong experience has shown me that the con-

ventional Mimes can be adequately presented
only by players who have both skill and training,

and attempts bv the unskilful to act them result

only in discouragement and lack of appreciation.

^My arrangement this will lx* found in 'Fhe Drama
lJi^kn.K>ay Hook
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'The chief reason for this is that in acting these

traditional characters one has to assume a type

but at the same time to hunmnizc it; in other
words, to avoid the pitfall of alK^wijig emphasis m
be laid too much t>n the manner rather than the

matter—on the habit rather than the man. 'This

is an exacting and subtle art, and only an actor

Dfll’ Ari'I' C"HAR\e"n ks in tht “ Harm omNAni *'

or acti'ess of hnislied technitjue and possessed of

inventive genius and a sensitive mind can reason-

ably liope to succeed in it. T he brilliant and
polished dramas of the seventeenth and eight-

eentli centuries—usually entitled “Old Comedy”
—require much the same skill. 1 can think of no
mcjre striking performance than that of Yvonne
Arnaud in Congreve’s Loi.>p for l^o'ne. Here was
a real person in whom one could believe, who
lived and moved and had her being in the cliarac-

ter of Mrs. Frail. What superb acting!

Certain typed characters evolved within the

Deir Arte group characters well-known to

their audiences by their dress and characteristics.

There were Harlequin, with his lo/’.enge suit,

his power of invisibility (sliown by his luilf-mask),

and his wand. He is greedy and scurrilous, but

a wit and a leader, nimble and .speedy. Clown and
Pantaloon (the fat fool and the lean dotard)

always inseparable: Clown with his frilled suit,

wig, and bedaubed face, foolish and stupid, but

with sudden bright ideas. The index Huger laid

flat upon the nose and the trick of putting the

word before the gesture still remind us of him.

TliKATRK AND STAGK
Purblind Pantaloon with his goat-beard and white
locks is the general gull. Scaramouclie, the
tatterdemalion rogue and thief; Pulcinello,

familiar for all time as Punch, with hooked nose
and hump; and Columbine, in her fluttering

Kj<.. NIonki Kii.. Marria(;}'

skirts and chaplet of flowers—the dancer and
soul of the partv-

T'he work of tlu* I^ell 'Arte school has left its

mark in many ways. 'The rnedieyal mt^ralities

and fablt‘s and much of the drama of the sixteenth

Kn.. 14. A CiiN'na.MAN

and seventeenth centuries (as already noted)

show traces of it. Shakespeare’s dotards, for.

example, old CJi^bbo, Polonius, Antt^nio (in

Aluch Ado About Nothing) are the descendants of
Pantaloon.
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Pantaloon and Clown art* st*en in a more

rustic setting as the old Shepherd and his son
in 'The li^hiter'^s Tnle\ the boastful captain

appears in Pistol; the original /any or imitator of
Harlequin, is surely akin t(^ Ri{)ndello; and the

sublime impudence and filching propensities nf

Autolycus stamp him as Harlequin’s descendant.

METHODS OF PRESENTATION
The scenari(« of the DelV j4rie troupe were

rough outlines hung in the booth theatre and
memorized by the players, who, whether they

acted entirely in dumb show, or spoke, impro-
vised their parts. It followed that they evolved

a series of tit-for-tat conversations and a number
of familiar bits of business and signs that became
a recognized part of their stock-in-trade. Some
of these signs have come down to us, and are

employed in all Mimes to-day. For instance,

tht> gc*sture for “a lady” is the act of circling the

face; “ Money” is counted into the palm (Fig.

1 2); .ind the tlnrd finger of the left hand indicated

for "‘Marry me” (fig- 13). “(Tentleman” is

siiggc-^ted hv a movement of the finger and thumb
down the face (Fig. 14).

'Fhese players varit d their methods of presenta-
tifin. Sometimes two actors worked together,

the one speakings tiu' other gestuidating'y some-
times the subject of the piece performed by the

pantomime (i.e. the Mime actoi ) was sung\ at

other tirnc-s he performed in silence, expressing

the verse s by his mute action (i.e. in the language
common to all nations).

Few actors of modern times, and remarkably
few screen artists, would stand comparison with
these masters of buffoonery. Charles Chaplin
alone is master of the complete art of dumb show,
and of him it might truly be said: “There are

gestures that have a language, hands that have
a mouth, fingers that have a voice.” ^

The Japanese Players, with their combined
skill in acting, swordsmanship, and acrobatism, are

equally effective in the spoken and the silent

drama, and the enthusiasm that their perform-
ances evolved on their visit to the Cxlobe 'Fhcatre

some years ago proved that even to those who
(.lid not understand their mngue their acting was
clear. "I'hese Players have another characteristic

in common with the old Italian and still older

' Nonnus of Panopolis.

Greek and Roman players—namely, the use of
masks. Only a highly trained actor can success-

fully impersonate a character with the additional

burden of a mask. 'Fhe wearer must bring liis

body into harmony with the sharply defined
and unalterable type he represents—so that

far from minimizing the need to act, the mask
increases it.

I would not suggest that masks be employed
in modern representations. The needs for which
they were employed have disappeared, and tliouglj

as a technical study they are useful, they have
lost all but an antiquarian interest.

"^Fhe famous L''Enjunt Prodigne is an example
of a conventional Dell' jdrte troupe brought under
French rationalistic influence, and imuK^rtalized

by the interest of the theme and the admirable
fitness of the music. "I'he Dell' Arte mime calls

for musical accompaniment cif a definite kind

—

namely, “programme” music in which the motif
for each character is gradually developed and inter-

woven with all the others. The most successful

result is achieved when the composer, producer,
and players work together and gradually build up
the Mime.

STAGING, PROPERTIES, AND MUSIC
Whenever possible, a Mime should be con-

tinuous; no fall of the curtain should break the

story, even if the events related rake place in

different scenes. 'Fhe producer is here faced with
a difficulty that is best solved either by the use

of a traverse curtain or by selecting a central

incident and grouping the action around it.

I'o adhere strictly to the rule stated means a

sacrifice of dhor— it throws on the performers
the responsibility of creating the illusion. On
the other hand, if separate scenes be actually

represented, though the spectator’s eye is filled

and his mind helped to realize the story, it is

more than likely that the sliattering effect of a

repeated series of curtains will do m<^re to destroy

the illusion than the decor does to create it.

Let the dresses be as elaborate and correct as

possible, the scenic effects be merely suggestive,

and rely rather on lighting than <m actual scenery
to create the right atmosphere.

It follows from the conditions stated as to

scenery that the stage properties must be simple
and, where possible, permanent. If in one part
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of our IVlimc wc really need some kind of seat

that should not appear elsewhere, we must
arrange for it to be brought on by courtiers or

pages as part of the action, or it must be on the
stage in aji unobtrusive position till required. For
example, in the legend of Persephone

^

the throne
of Dis can easily be a simple bench over which
a leopard skin is thrown, and then it can be placed
on the stage at the beginning and form an Open-air

Bacchic altar for tlie nymphs’ revels in the first

part of the Mime.
In the case of some Adinies considerable

ingenuity is necessary to solve this problem and
retain continuity, but the result is well w<>rth the

effort and skill expended.
Traverse curtains are a great help. For

example, in The Sleeping Beauty these curtains

can close out the thrones after the Christening
Scene, leaving the stage empty, and they can
open again to rev^eal t)ie Bad Fairy with her
spinning wheel. The couch on which the

Princess lies for her long sleep can be a permanent
cushioned bench or be brought on by two pages
at the King’s command after the Princess is

discovered in the swoon. If this method be
followed, it is often necessary in adapting a story

to compress it—omitting some of the incidents

and tiglitening up the action—in a manner com-
parable with that of the dramatist who makes a

stage play from a novel {Pride and Prejudtcey

IVuthering HeightSy Rebecca). W\- must select

compress intensify, in acct^rdance with the needs
of our arts. Was not this Shakespeare’s method.?

O PJ- N-AI R PRO Pi:, RTI hS

This matter has already been dealt witli, but
I will add a word or two on the use c^f properties in

open-air theatres. Where the arena is probably
ninety feet in width and sixty in depth, approached
by paths along which the actors are v isible before

entering the actual playing area, miming loses

much of its delicate artistry, and adopts the broader
methods of the pageant. Here a few significiint

properties are essential. Banners, scrolls, inn

signs, swords and other weapons, shields, flowers,

musical instruments and (in forest scenes) horns,

drinking vessels, bowls, etc., (all, of course,

larger than normal size) can be used effectively.

A Mime should reveal itself if it is well enough
performed 5 but if it is unaccompanied by speech

THEATRE AND STAGE
or song, a brief synopsis can be given on the
programme or spoken at the beginning.

MUSICAL ACCOMPANIMENT
1 am often asked whether Mimes should liave

a musical accompaniment. That all depends upon
the type of Mime. If it be one that introduces
the romantic and conventional figures of the
Gommedia dclPj4rtey or where tlie background of
the play is frankly melodramatic, as in the famous

Enfant ProdiguCy or, again, in the case of a

fantastic fairy talc (for example. The Princess

and the Sivineherd) music is essential.

Mimes with music can be arranged in the
following ways

—

{a) With a musical accompanimc‘nt composed
to fit each part of the tale—an ideal method if

one is lucky en(>ugh to work with a composer
who understands Mime.

{b) With a musical accompaniment selected

from well-known composers and suggesting the
atmosphere nv character of the tale.

T his retjuires careful selection and a sympa-
thetic accompanist, but is a suitable method in

some cases, and helps the players' rhythm. Al-
together, music best fits tlu! more* lyrical and
emotif)nal side of JVliming, and should be used
e>nly wJu‘re it can really enhance these aspects.

Alusic should ne\’er accomp.iny a IVIime of simple
prosaic incident; for example, a fable or spoken
tale, ballad, or thumb-nail sketch.

When Mimes are performed with a spoken
accompaniment—a good inethe^d with certain

folk tales (from Boccaccio, Chaucer, etc.), they
must be carefully practisei.1 with the narrator,

and much depi*nds upon tlie skill of the latter

in synchronizing the words with the actions,

varying the tempo and suggesting the atmosphere.
T he effect is meaningless, even ridiculous, if the
speaker is ahead of or behind the. action.

Silent Mimes (i.e. without accompanying voice
or instrument). This is quite an effective method
with dramatic tales—many Eastern stories and
thrillers.

My main purpose has been to examine the

fundamentals of poised and rhythmic movement
and to show how, through the study of Mime, '

control of every part of the body may become un-
conscious, thus enabling thougJit and emotion
to flow significantly through. I conclude with
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some practical applications of this important

subject.

Miming is a subject in which bodily movements
are practised and then linked with tlie child’s own
dramatic expression in such a way th^it all self-

consciousness is cjuicklv eliminated. It demands
sincerity and ct>ncentration, and trains the powers
of observation and criticism. Further, it satisfies

the mass or social instinct in an entirely right way,
for not only is team-work essential for a perform-
ance, but also no form of dramatic representation

establishes a closer link between audience and
players.

If it be granted that on truly educational

grounds Mime deserves a place in the schof)ls, it

follows that it should be a vital part of the training

of a teacher whether he or she is destined to be a

specialist in dramatic art or an Knglish specialist.

All teachers from training colleges and univer-

sities should he able to speak and move well, and to

apply these graces in their teaching of Drama.
'There is another held of social activity where

the educational .uid recreative ad\ antage-s of Mime
could he widelv used— namely, in the hundreds
of Socia* k iuhs, "SOuth ( )rgani/.ati<^ns, and FA’en-

ing Institutes, where* score's of aeledescents waste*

tlu’ir time* on the* aimless study e>f }days that are*

far he-yonel then* p< uers of evpression, F\e*n

whe*n a suitable* play is (^li(>«,en, rlu*ie* are* ofte*n

me*mbers who know too little atiout acting to he
contt*nt to create* a small part or to learn by
wate'hing othe*rs. Much time* is wasted bv a pro-
elue'e*r in trying t<i ge*t movement out of pe*ople*

wlm are* unuse*el to tlu* limitations of a stage*, who

cannot make one step de? the* we^rk of three, or
“give and take*,” or learn to space tht*ir remarks
with their moves or e:\it linc*s; who ex>nstantly

plant themselves in front e^f one* anc^ther, anel who
cannot turn thc*ir bodies from one* siele to the other
by ne*at foot adjustment, or stand or sit still and
listen to some e>ne* else !

It would be* much be*tte*r if these people
employed part of their time* in some* simple*

miming, and then applied their training to their

drama. We have to-day in the* e'inema a theatre

replying mainly on sight, anel in the* B.H.C. a
theatre merely ofsound, but it is the "Theatre alone
that giv'e*s us livdng human he*ings. It is the most
Jnnnan of all institutions; but if it is to hold its

own anel to rise above* these twe^ rivals it must
sure*Iy pay great hec*d tt) the* pc*rfe*e'ting of spee*ch

anel movement and to th(* perfect synchroni /.ation

r>f the' two. It is here that to the amateur in par-

ticular, anel to many professionals also, the* art of
Mime' is ust*ful. It make*s for e'ontrol and poise,

me*ntal agility and e'once*ntration, rliythm and
sincerity. While it in way detriicts from the

beauty of the spoke*n worel, wdiich admittedly
e*an sometimes holel our minds and wring our
he*arts, yet on the stage, unless wc be blinel or

the* speaker be hidden, we must needs belmld
him. If the*n his boely is not expressiv e we sliall,

if we are se*nsitiv’e*, e*xperience a fe*e*Iing of vague
elissatisfactioii, but if mind anel boely are in perfect

agre*ement we* shall he* satisfied. 'That is the art

of the 'The*atre, anel whe*n we experience it we
re*ce*iv'e! st)mething inexpressibly satisfying to our
human needs.
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STAGE TERMS
EDWARD W. BETTS, Dramatic Critic; contributor to “The Daily Telegraph,” etc.

Every profession has its own peculiar

esoteric terminology, but none has so

choice and elaborate a wealth of specialized

wortls and expressions as that which has generally

been permitted to call itself “the profession.”

It was wittily suggested by John Drinkwater
that the large collection of theatrical terms
was invented by stage carpenters

to keep producers in their place.

As Mr. 1 drinkwater had con-
siderable experience as a prt^ducer

in the carlv years t>f the Birming-
ham Repertory 'Theatre, there

may be something more than

pleasantry in his remark.
A knowledge of stage terms is

essential to the amateur producer,
even in these days of simpliti(*d

stage direction.

It is for the guidance of the

amateur producer that the follow-

ing comprehensive list of stage

and theatrical terms has been
compiled. And if 1 may revert to

Mr. Drinkwater's humorous
dehnition, if you are one of those

who delight in the comic side of things, 1 recom-
mend to you the exceedingly funny stage

vocabulary included in Sir Seymour Hicks’s book
for amateurs, j^cting.

I must also express my indebtedness to Mr. C.
B. Purdom and Mr. Donovan Maule, who, in

their respective books, Producing Plays (Dent)
and The Stage as a Career (Pitman), include lists

of stage technical terms. W. Cj. Fay’s Short
Glossary of Theatrical Terms (French) is also

useful ; while the Strand Electric Company’s
Glossary of Technical Theatrical Terms includes

a full list of lighting and other electric definitions.

Act. The main division in a play. At one
time all plays were written in five acts; three acts

arc now the customary ration taken by dramatic
authors.

Act Drop. A painted cloth lowered during
the performance of a play. It is usually employed

for a subsidiary scene to be played while changes
are being made on the larger part of the stage

behind the cloth.

Ac riNc; Area. "1 'he part of the stage on which
the action of a play takes place, T'hc working
area is at the sides where the stage hands are

employed.
Ac'iinc; Manager. A thea-

trical pleasantry. The A. M.
looks after nearly everything

except acting! His better title

would be business manager, as he
is responsible for all business

arrangements, particularly in re-

gard to the front of the house ; q.v.

Action. No hunger applied

exclusivelv to all movement on
the stage. ^The term as now used

covers plot-movement, as well as

bodily movement on the stage bv
the actors.

Ac tor. A man whose profes-

sion it is to impersonate charac-

ters on the public stage (fern. :

Actress).

A C T O R - IVI A N A G E R . N OW
nearly extinct. When the actor-manager really

flourished, the term meant an actor who ran

his t)wn company and was his own producer and
bright particular star.

Adaptation. Now usually applied to plays

abbreviated nr “adapted” for twice nightly per-

formance, or to plays adapted from novels by
dramatists other than the author.

Amateur. No longer a term of reproach. It

is now used to designate a man c^r woman who
enthusiastically undertakes anything for love.

Amber. A soft yellow light used to represent

sunlight. It is the most used light in the theatre.

Amp. Abbreviation far ampere, unit f>f

measurement in electricity.

Amphitheatre. The use of this word as ap-

plied to a circular or semi-circular building with
a central stage or arena has been almost forgotten

In some theatres, the first tier is so called.

Euwari) W Bi tts
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Apron S i aoe. Any part of the stage that ex -

tends in front of the proscenium arch. It is some-
times called apron-piece, fore-stage, or platform.

Soliloquies in Shakespeare’s time and after-

wards were spoken au the apron-stage, so also

was the Aside.

Arcs. l^owerful lights are still so called

alth(^ugh the caibons that were formerly used

in arc lamps have* now geneially been ousted by
gas- filled bulbs.

Aroentine. Material used in scenery as an
imitation of glass for windows.

Ar'I' THea i re. a name sometimes given to

tht* American Little T'heatres.

Asioe. a remark not intended to be heard by

th(* other characters fin the stage. 'I'liis was the

early device of enabling the audience to ‘‘over-

hear'’ what a certain character was thinking.

lOugene ()’Neill elaborated this idea in Strangf

hitc} hide

.

A.S.IVI. Assistant Stage Manager who is also

usually tlie prompter.
A'P Ri.SK. T he stage when set and awaiting

ihe lust rise tif the curtain. From the point of
\'iew of the genuine play-lover, the most exciting

minute in the w<irld when anytliing may be about
to happen.

AinirroRi iJM. T hat p<irt of the tlu'atre where
the .ludience watches the pla\’. Actors call it “in
front.”

Bajiv Spot. A small spot light.

Back. Behind the scene set on the stage. T he
full expressifin is back-stage.

Back Ciaii ii or Back I^rop. Painted or

plain cloth or curtain dropped or hung across the

back of the stage. Usually the main portion of
the scene as seen by the audience.

Backinc:. Scenery or sections of scenery used

to mask openings such as doors and windows.
BAFhLE. Transparent board tir material

placed in front of lights tti difFusi- and sti prevent
a beam of light.

Baiconv’ Spo'i'. Originally a spot light

tiperated from the front of the balcony. 'Fwo or

three such lights are now usually placed on the

balcony front and are operated by the electrician

from the main switch board on the prompt side

of the working area of the stage.

Bam.krtna. Female ballet dancer.

BAi.LF.n'. A series of dances introduced into
grand opera. In later years, dances with panto-
mime telling a definite story. Diaghileff brought
the Russian Ballet to an unprecedented plane of
efficiency and proficiency. T he* Sadler’s Wells
Ballet Company is the leading ballet firgani/.ation

in this Cfiuntry.

Balustraue Scene. A flat with a balustrade
painted on it.

Band Room. A room provided for the use of
the orchestra (usually under the stage) when the
players are not needed in the orchestra pit.

Bar. In many I^ondon theatres the bars and
programmes are let to contractors. In those
theatres where the management retains control of
the bars, it is a frequent joke that the profits from
the drinks compensate for the losses on the plays !

Barrei.. Length of tubing carrying battiais,

pieces of scenery or lights, A Boomerang abbre-
viated to bofim is a similar length used x^ertically.

Batten. Piping or timbtT on which scenery
is suspended. T he batten is supported frcim the

grid.

BA'ri'ENS. Rows of lights suspended over the
stage.

Beam Borders. Borders painted to represent

beams in old rooms.
“Beginners Please.” T he call-boy’s warning

that the characters opening an act must take their

places on the stage.

Bird. “C retting the bird” is the professional’s

euphemism for an unfavourable reception. It

originated with the shrill whistle of disapproval

indulged in by gallery boys.

Black-Out. A sudden and simultaneous
switching oft of all lights on the stage.

Blinders. Lights facing the audience, often

used in conjunction with the stage black-out,

when scenes are changed without the curtain

being lowered.
Block. Pulley wheel in the grid t>ver which

scenery lines pass on their wav^ to the fly rail.

Board. Switchboard on which all permanent
switches, etc., are placed.

Boards. Tlie professional actor’s pet name
for the stage. A link with the early days when
the stage consisted »if boards on trestles.

Book. Copy of play used by the prtimpter,

hence the phrase often heard at rehearsals:

“What does the book say?”
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BooKFLA r. 'Two-hiiigcd flats set upon their

edges.

Book-INos. The number of reserved seats sold

in advance.
Boom-arm. Horizontal piece of metal at end

of boomerang for holding light or microphone.
Boomfrano. See Barrel.
Border. Narrow strip of painted canvas sus-

pended from above stage and running parallel

with top of proscenium. It is used to screen

lights, and usually represents ceiling, sky, or

branches of trees.

Box-moh rs. A light and reflt'ctor contained
in a metal box.

Box-se t. Scene comprised of three walls, the
fourth wall being “taken t)ut” for the benefit of
the audience.

Brace. LeJigth of timber or iron attached at

one end to a flat and at the other to the floor

nf the stage for keeping a piece of scenerv
rigid.

Brail. Altjving a suspended piece of scenery
by hauling it out of the vertical.

Break-op. Scene or property placed in posi-

tion so as to be immediately dismantled.

Bridge. Gallery across and behind the pros-

cenium arch. TTere are also galleries an the

other three sides above the stage, used for shifting

scenery, scenic painting, spot-ligliting, and <^ther

behind-the-scenes activities. On the stage itself,

a bridge is a section of the stage that can be raised

or lowered.
Brief. F rce pass to a theatre.

Broad. Usually applied to comedy. A part or

piece in which the humour is “laid on with a

trowel.” When a variety comedian is desciibed

as broad it is meant that he has no difficulty in

calling a spade a sanguinary shovel. In short,

broad is the opposite of subtle.

Bunches. A number of lamps used with a

metal hood or reflector. See Lencji'h.

Burlesque. A parody. Either a play or part

that exaggerates the idiosyncrasies of other

players or plays. Sheridan's The Critic is a

perfect example of a burlesque. So is Florence
Desmond’s impersonations of film stars in her
Hollywood Party.

Burner Lighis. Clusters of lamps or

standards.

Business. Action interpolated into a scene by

the actors. Much of the “business” in standard
plays is traditional. In a larger sense business de-
notes all action and movement on the stage apart
from dialogue.

Cacki.k. Dialogue.
C.ACKLE Chucker. Prompter.
Cai.l. a summons for a rehearsal. A warning

to an acn>r that he must take his place on tlu*

stage. An appearance before tlie audience at the
end of an act or a play.

“Call Bec'.inners.” The stage manager’s
direction to tht! call bt>y to summon tliose actors

who are to be on the stage at rise.

Call Board. A baize covered notice board,
usually found just inside the stage door, whereon
notices applying to the artists or theatre staff are

affixed.

Cali.-hov. a stage-liand who has to call the
actors when lequired ofi the stagt*.

C \rpk'J' Ctrl’. A In’nged floor board that cli})S

down ar)v floor covc*rings on the stage.

Cas'i. The actors taking part in *i play. “'J\>

cast” is to select the players considered most
suitable for definite parts.

C.vsTiNf, ()FneK. .Agency for putting .letors

in touch with producers or mtinagers.

Ceiling. Piece of clotli stretched on a fraine-

W'ork and placed on top of a box-set.

CEir.iNt; Shoi'. Spotlight placed on tlie ceiling

or in an opening in the ceiling of the .luditorium

that is focused on a particular poitit of the sceiu-.

Centre-jane. A line—c^ften imaginary

—

dnawn from back to frt>nt of the stage from which
positions are calculated. T he positif)ns, centre,

left-centre, right-centre, down-centre, and up-
centre are therefore in accordance with this line.

Ceni'RE Openincl Centre door or opening in

a scene.

Chamber Scenes. .A.n old time term for all

scenes representing rooms.
Chambermaids. A term applied to all female

seiAunt parts in a play.

Character. A part taken by an actor.

CHvtRAC'TER Pari'. A part wherein peculiar-

ities or particularities of personality are stressed.

Chec k. T'o dim : lights are said to be dimmed
at half check, quarter check, and so on.

Chorec:>graph Y. The design or product it:>n of
ballet or dances in a play.
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Circus. Wlit*n scciiury is turned n>iind to

show anotlicr scene paintid on tlie back, it is

called circusing the scene.

Ci.ACjUE. Hired body of applauelers.

Cr.EA r. Any metal or wooden fixture i>n the

stage to which a line can be tied in order to keep
scenery, etc., in position.

Ceea'i' Ctnks. Cc-ngth of cord fastened to the

top of a flat and thrown over a cleat on the ad-

joining flat and inatle fast at the bottom to bind

tht*m togethtM'.

Click. 'To get on good terms with the

audience.
Ci.iMAX. 'I'he point at which a play should

gradually arri\'e.

Clo jti. Any piece* ofcam as sceiu-ry suspended
from above the* stage. Henct* back-cloth, front-

cloth, etc.

Clown. d'iie principal character in the

Harlequinade i m Shakespeare, a yokel; to clown
a part means to play it foolishly.

C'oi.). Bogus imitation ; for e‘\ample, a cod
mind rt-ading act.

(.'ojoi k-1'R\me. .A.pertures in freuit of light

boxes in whicli gelatines or colourt'tl glasses can

be inserted foi stage lighting.

CoiouK-MLi>n M-. d he she^i^ of gelatine or

glass used in colon', -trame-s.

Coi ouK Wheel. l oin or six apeiture disc

placed in front of sjR)t for coKnn changes.

CoLUMHiNK. 'Idle ‘‘leathng lady” of the

Harleipiinade.

CoMFUiAN. An aettu' who plays humorous
parts (fern. : Cfomedienne).

CoMEi>Y. A type of play. Aristophanes wrote
the first great comedies, and for viars cx^medy
meant a play with a happy ending as opposed to

tragedy, d i^-day, comedy is little more than a farce,

and a musical comedy is wc*lf musical comedy!
Comedy of IVIanners. Comedies in which

charactcT-study and amusing dialogue are the

chief elements. JVToliere, Ciuigreye, Sheridan,
Oscar Wilde, and W. Somerset Maugham are

representatiye exponents of tliis type of comedy.
Comic' Opera. Play with music, having a

happy cMiding. ddic* miist popular pieces of this

kind arc* by Cjilbert and Sulli\an.

CciMMKoiA dell’ Ar'I'E. 'I raditioiial comedy
of a particular Italian School, d'he characters

were always the same—but thci actors improvised

STAGE TERMS
the dialogue. It was, in short, a theme with
variations.

Communi ty 'THEArRE. So called bec.iuse this

theatre is cirgani'Aed with the object of pleasing the*

cc'immunity rather than of making profit. Com-
munity drama is the generic name given to plav'^

suitable for such a theatre.

Con. d.'o learn a part by heart.

Concert Haxten. 'The first lighting batten
behind tlie proscenium arch, also known as

No. 1 .

Concert Border. Used to mask Batten
No. I , if til is is not done by tlie tabs or the pelmet.

Cc.)NSOLE. IVIobilc* control for lighting usually

operated from the auditorium so that a full view
of the* stage* can be* obtained.

CoNS TRTTC'TTON. Tdiis Word is used to denote
a production in which the action of the play is

laid on different levels, and in which laddeis,

scaffolding, platforms, and steps arc* used.

Corker. Actor who ruins a play.

Cos'TUME Play. Any piece in which the dress

is different from that of the present day.

Costume Plo't. A list of all costumes used in

a play and the characters wearing them.
CounterWE iciH'T. 'The* lowering and raising

of scenery, etc., is helped by the use of a system in

which circular slotted iron weights are used for

balancing. 'The long, centre, and short cloths

(see CtRId) arc* controlled by an endless rope on
which a counterweight is also fixed so as to reduce*

the* power nc*eded to raise or lower the scenery.

Cradf e. a platform with ropes at its corners,

suspended from the grid, enabling workmen to

work on scenery, etc., wliere ladders could not

be used.

Cue. ( )n the stage*, an aetc^r’s cue is generally

tile four words spoken by another cliaracter im-
mediately precc‘ding his own speech. These
wcuds are also typed on his script. Off-stage a

cue is a note in the prompt copv' indicating signals

to the working staff to do certain jobs, such as

raising the curtain, changing the* lights, etc.

Curtain Cai l. A call taken by an actor at

tlie end of an act f>r of a play.

Ci^R'TAi n-r AisER. A oiie-act play that is per-

formed bt*fore the main piece*.

Ct^R'TAiNS. Plain clotlis suspended across the
stage to screen stage from audience or for draping
the stage instead of scenery.
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Cm\ Any opening in the stage such as traps,

etc. Particularly a narrow transverse section of
the stage that can be opened. See Carpki’ Cu'r.

Cut Ci.OTH. Any piece of scenery that is cut
to a pattern. When more than one piece is used
on the stage they are numbered i, 2, 3, etc.,

beginning with the one nearest the proscenium.
Cut Script. T'o delete words or business

from a play manuscript.
Cyci.orama. Curtain or canvas draped or

hung in a curve along the three sides of the stage

to represent sky. A permanent cyclorama con-
sists of a curved backing to the stage and is con-
structed of concrete, or timber and plaster. It is

usually painted sky-blue, and by means of lighting,
moving clouds, stars, etc., can be represented (see

Sen WAHF.-HASAir).

Dark. A theatre is said tti be dark wlien it is

closed to the public.

Dav Bii.i.. Long narrow poster advertising

plays and casts. Its usual siz-e is 30 in. 10 in.

Deai>. When flats or scenery are hung so that

the bentom ends are level on the stage they are

said to be dead.

Dkad-heads. Members of an audience who
have not paid for admission (see Dressin<. the
House).
Deah Stick. C )ne who makes a mess of a scene.

Decor. T he artistic treatment of stage pro-

duction. '^I'he older word “decoration” is now
seldom used.

Deme'T. Material used fl^r stage curtains.

Dialect Part. A character part spoken in

the manner of the country or district to which it

belongs.

Dialogue. T he words of a play.

Dicky Bird. An actor who also sings.

Diction. Manner in which words are spoken
on the stage.

Dim. An order to diminish the stage lights.

Dimmer. Apparatus used to reduce stage

lighting.

Dips. Small traps in the stage containing
adaptors for plugging in lighting units.

Director. See Producer.
Discovered. Actors on the stage when the

curtain is raised are said to be discovered.

Dissolve. Gradually changing colour tones

in the lighting of a scene.

THEATRE AND STAGE
Dock Dt)OKs. Leading to the scene dock or

store.

Dog-town. When plays are tried out in pro-
vincial towns, the process is sometimes referred

to as “trying it on the dog.” Hence the descrip-

tion of “dog-towns.”
Dome. The extension of the cyclorama

curved over the stage.

Down Stac;e. 'Fhe front c^f the stage nearest

the audience.
Drama. Used variously. It may mean plays

in general as in [onson's line: “T'he drama’s laws
the drama’s patrons give"; or a “heavy” play.

Dramatic. Pertaining to the drama; used
colloquially to mean a particularly impressive
style in drama or acting.

l^RAMA'ris Person^'. T'Jie characters in a play.

Dramatis t. An author of plays.

Dre:ss Parade. Inspection by the producer of
the actors in the costumes they will wear in a play.

Dress Rkhearsai.. 'The final rehearsal before

the first public pta'formance.

Dressincj the House. When a pit‘Ct* is not

going too well, the bo.\-oflice manager se/iils com-
plimentary tickets to “dead-heads,” a list of
whom is kept at the theatre. T hese tickets are

often marked “K\'ening dress essential,” litMice,

dressing the house.

Dresstnc, RtJOMS. Rooms used by actors for

dressing and making-up. T he dressing room
allocated to the principal actor or actress lias a

star painted on the door hence the description

of star as applieil to leading plavei s.

Drop Cur tain. A painted cloth lowered when
acts are divided into scenes. Also called the drop.

Dry Up. When an actor forgets his line.

Dud. a failure, applied both to a play aiul to

an actor who does not know his part.

Lkkeci' Machinf. Apparatus for imitating

sounds (>r effects.

Ke'E'ECI' Projectc:>r. An apparatus for throw-
ing pictorial or colour effects upon a scene (see

Sen WARE-Has alt).

Effects. Ivight changes, and noises (^n or off.

PT.eva'tor Stage. Also referred to as a lift

stage. "I'here are two floors, one above the other,

enabling a second scene to be set or struck while
the first is in use.

Encore. “We want another.” 'The call by
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the audience when they desire a performer to

appear again.

Knsemhli;. The general effect of scenery and
character groupings.

Kntr’ac'I'E. Between the acts. A musical
piece played during the interval.

En'I'Rance. An actor’s first appearance on the
stage in a play is called his entrance.

Kxi r. 'Fo leave the stage.

Expressionism. 'Fhe aim of tlie expressionist

is to “express,” through writing, acting, or pro-
duction, thought or emotion direct to the
audience.

J^XTERiOR Bac iciNCi. A small scene represent-

ing a garden or other outdoor effect set behind
a door or window to give an illusion of space
outside.

Extra. A man or woman who “walks on”
in a piece.

F.O.fl. b'rt>nt of house. "I'he auditorium
Anh-<.>i

'

1 . Cjradual reduction of the stage

lighting bv means of dimmers.
Kai.sf Proscenium, When the ordinarv

proscenium is larger than is required, a false

proscenium is fitted so as to make the opening
less wide* or high or both lowest and narrower.

Fai.se Prosc'Emi /M Borofr, 'This is a mov-
able curtain just behind tlie top of the proscenium
arch that can be raised or 1owe* red to mask in the
scenery at the top.

Farce. A light-hearted play in which the
laws of probability can be disregarded.

Fat. a “fat” part is one that gives an actor

opportunities to score either with line's or
business.

Feature. 'Fo “feature,” a term borrowed
fre^m the Movies, means “to star.” Hence,
feature players are those who take leading parts.

Feel>. The “fe*eel” is an important man or
woman in variety. It is his business to plav^

up to or feed the comedian. Ji^.xamplc's are

Chesney Allen to Bud Flanagan, and Hilda
Mundy to Billy Caryl I.

Fireproof Curi ain. A curtain made e>f as-

bestos and metal which, when lowered, fits close

up against the proscenium and cuts off the

auditorium from the stage. 'Fhe fireproof must
be lowered at least once during every performance.
Sometimes c.alled “the iron.”

STAGE TERMS
Fireproof ("1^^). T'o treat canvas, etc., with

fireproofing.

Fit-ups. T'ravelling theatrical companies that

carry their own scenery and equipment for con-
verting a plain platform into a stage.

Fizzer. a sure-fire hit applied either to a

play or a performance.
F i-AT. Any piece of scenery canvas stretched

on a framework of timber.

Feicrers. Circular sU)tted disc with coloured
mediums, re\n>lvT*d in front of a high powered
light to flood stage with flickering lights of
different colours.

F'lies. Galleries running from proscenium
wall to back of stage, with thick protecting rail

to .which lines used to lower and raise scenery
can be fastened.

Fi.ipper. Any small piece of painted scenery
hinged to a flat to permit of being folded when
trav'elling or not in use.

Floats. Footlights.

F i.ooo Eiciirrs. When a large portion or e\ cn
the whole of the stage has to be uniformly lit, the

scene is “flooded” by means of strong lights in

one or nu>re metal cases or boxes.

F'l.op. A play that fails is a flop.

Fluff. 'Fo fluff one's lines is to speak them
indistinctly when not quite sure of the exact
words.

Fly. 'Fo suspend anything above the stage.

Fly-fioor. Stage haiids’ gallery on sides off

stage.

F i.Y Faoofrs. l^adders on either off side of
the stage by which flvmefi reach fly- floor or

gallery.

Fly-rail. Also known as pin rail. A rail on
the fly-flt)or used for fastening the lines used for

flying scenery.

Folu. a play is said tn fold when it is with-

drawn, the term ct>ming from America. It can
also mean looping up the bottom half of a cK>th

or btirder, sometimes called a clew. looped up
curtain is a swag, which can also be used as a verb.

Foli.ow. 'Fo follow an actor (^n the stage

with a spot light.

Footlights. A line of lights wi:h strong re-

flections along the front of the stage. 'Fhe lights

are usually coloured white, blue, and amber,
which can be used simultaneously or separately

(also called “Foots”).
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Fore-staoe. See Apron.
Fortuny System. Stage lighting by indirect

means named after tlie Italian inventor.

Fox Wkucjes. Wooden wedges placed under
flats when stage is raked to keep them perpen-
dicular.

Frame Piece. Another term for flat.

French F lai'. A cloth mounted on a frame
with “practical” windows and d(K>rs.

Fron'I' OF THE House. T he auditorium.
Front-piece. Another name f(or a curtain

raiser: q.v.

Front Scene. A scene set as near the front
of the stage as possible t(^ enable the next scene
to be set behind it.

Fros r. Piece of ground glass placed in front
of light to reduce its strength.

Fulf. Set. Scene that occupies the whole of
the stage.

Oag. Any dialogue or lines introduced into a

play not in the book. Xo gag is to make up lines

impromptu.
Ctari. •\NL)S. Border or hanging festoons of

flowers or foliage, usually imitation.

Gaitzes. T hin net, battened top and bottom,
used to suggest fog or dimness when placed in

front of lights.

Gela'itne. Transparencies in various colours
for use in stage lighting. Alst) called mediums.

CrET In. Bring scenery into a theatre.

Get Our. T ake out scenerve

Get Over. T'o “get cner" is to become en

rapp07-t with the audience. Frc^rn “get t^ver the
footlights.”

CtHos'e. T'he ghost walks on treasury nights.

In other words salaries are paid on Fridays or

Saturdays according to the custom of the theatre.

Glass Crash. ^Fo make the illusion of falling

through a glass window, or a crash, a quantity of
broken glass is emptied from a bucket on to a
piece of sheet iron.

Grave 'Trap. A large rectangular trap in the

stage near the front, used for the Hafnlet grave
scene and similar scenes.

Gravy. Suggestiveness.

Grease Paints. Make-up paints with lard as

a basis, and so easy to remove.
Green. Xhe front curtain used to be so called

because it was made of green bai'ze.

THEATRE AND STAGE
Green Room. A room near the stage where

actors used to meet and wait for their calls.

Grid. A loft or skeleton roof over the stage.

Here are all the sets of pulleys over which the
lines for working the scenes pass on their way to
the fly-rail. To ensure that curtains and cloths
are level or “on the dead” when lowered, it is

necessary to have three blocks and one bend to
each cloth suspended: these lines are called
“short” (nearest the flies), “long” (for the line

on the prompt side), and “centre.” Between each
set of three pulleys are thin battens and looked at
from the stage they have the appearance of a large
gridiron, whence its name.
Grommet. A short piece of cord attached to

the top of a cloth to which the working lines can
be fastened.

Grooves. Wooden grooves into which flats

could be slid. Seldom used nt)w that flying is so
much emph^ved.

Groi’n Dci o'l j I . Canvas or other material
spread over floor or acting area of stage setting.

Ground Pl.'\n. Stage plan showing positions

of all scenery, and, in fact, everything on the
stage in a particular set.

CjRound Row. Row pieces of sccFiery to re-

present wells, ledges, etc.

CrRUMMFr. Ring attached to scenery through
which a line can jxiss.

Ham Ac'roR. Player who exaggerates. T'he
term is usually applied to melodrama technique.
Hand Prop. Anything that is carried on to

the stage by an actor. A list of articles used by
the cast in a play is carefully prepared and kept.

HaNGiNo Piece. A piece of scenery that is

flown.

Harlequin. Originally one of the characters
in the Italian ilomniedia dell"* Arte. In our day,
a character in Harlequinade who has the power
of making himself invisible to the other characters
when he lowers his visor.

Harlequinade. A short play in dumb show
which (sometimes) follows a Christmas pan-
tomime. The characters are Clown, Harlequin,
Columbine, Pantaloon, and Policemaiu
Head Room. Space above the stage where,

scenery can be flown.
Heaven. Concave shaped back and top of the

stage representing sky.
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Heavies. A “heavy man” is an actor who

plays serious parts that arc plcnteously provided
with “fat.”

Histrionic. Appertaining to stage acting.

Cyenerally used in relation to over-emphasised
acting.

House. A good house (^r a bad house means
that the theatre is well or badly filled with paying
members (jf the audience.

House Liohts. 'The lighting system in the

auditorium.

Inoenue. 'The part <if a young girl.

Inset. A small scene inside a larger one.

Interlude. A simple play of the sixteenth

century, performed without scenery.

Interval, 'hhe time between the acts of a

play. Interval music is that played during these

breaks in the play. In variety theatres, the in-

terval has been renamed intermission ; why,
nobody knows.

Ja'ABo. Vulgarity.

loo. Narrow flat used in a box set for setting

back alcoves.

Joist. Heavy timber to which flooring boards

are nailed when making a britlge from one
rostrum to anotlu i

JiTicE. Electric current.

Juvenile. 'I'he juvenile lead is the principal

young part in a play. He is usualh' the hero. All

young parts in a play are professionally known as

juveniles.

L.i. Left hand first cjitrance on the stage.

(Audience’s right.)

L.2. Left hand second entrance.

Ladder Liohts. Row tif lights fixed to a

vertical pipe and placed behind the tormentor;
q.v. Also known as proscenium lights.

Lead. The principal—or leading—character

in a play. Hence juvenile lead, heavy lead, leading

lady, second lead, and so on.

Lead Bi.ocks. "T'hese are wooden or steel

cases surrounding three pulley wheels through
which the short, long, and centre lines travel

from the grid to the fly- floor.

Left. 'Ehe prompt or audience’s right-hand

side of the stage.

Lenoth. Small portable line of lights that can

be attached to pieces of scenery.

STAGE TERMS
LicuiT Orcmjnd Row. A batten used on the

floor of the stage.

LioiriTNG Has ten. A length of metal running
from one side of the stage to tin- other, wired to

take electric lamps.
I.,iGHT-PLO"r. Complete description t>f all the

lighting in a play, with cues showing when and
where it is to be used in a play.

Lime. A single pf>rtable light. ('The word
“limes” derives from the pre-electric days wheji
oxyhydrogen or similar “linudight” was the main
stage illuminant. “Stealing the limelight” is a

phrase of obvit>us meaning that has gone into

general use.)

Line. Anything used on the stage for tying,

lashing, etc., is a line. Grid lines are i
J

in. hemp
or A in. wire rope.

Line oi- Business. An actor’s line (if business

is the part or parts in which lie specialises.

Linkm.vn. Outside atttuidant. Derives from
the days when patrons’ servants lighted then*

masters from the theatre doors to their carriages.

Liti’le Theatre. In this country the Little

'I'heatre iVlo\ement usually means Repertory.
In the United States it means the Amateur
Movement.
Low Comedy. Humour of the obvious,

elementary type.

Lower C r. 'Vo let down a cloth from the

grid.

L.U.K. Left upper entrance. 'Vhe last en-
trance on stage nearest the right hand of the

audience.
I^vrics. Songs in a musical play.

Al.VDDERMARK.Er 'Theatre. An amateui
theatre at Norwich. Still thought to be the only
public playhouse in Kngland to ha\e an Kli/.a-

bethan stage.

AIake-okk. The last flats down stage on
either side that join up the scene to the pro-

scenium or proscenium wings.
A'Iake-itp. T he grease paint, wigs, and other

materials used by actors. “T'o make-up”: 'Vo
alter the appearance so as to allow for the differ-

ence caused by the artificial lighting on the stage.

AdARioNETTE. A puppet used to represent

characters on a miniature stage,

A'Iask.. 'Vo co\er a part of the scene that

should be visible to the audience, or, worse, to
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hide from the view of the audience an actor who
is speaking or carrying on part of the action.

Mask-in. To cover any opening in a scene
with curtains or flats to prevent the audience from
seeing the parts of the stage not in use.

IMasi'ER Carpenter. T'he stage carpenter
responsible for the department that controls the
making and using of scenery.

M A7TNEE-CALI.. All announcement on the
notice board that there will be an additional

afternoon performance.
Meoiums. Square pieces of coloured gelatine

placed in front of a light-box to secure colour
eflPects on the stage.

IMei.odr AMA. A play of strong contrasts and
a happy ending.

MENA('rERiE. Pet name by actcirs for members
of the orchestra.

Mezzanine F i.oor. The floor under the stage.

Mime. Acting in a play without words.
UEnfant Pr odigue is one of the best known.
Miracle Play. A medieval play with re-

ligious characters. A Morality is somewhat
similar, except that the characters personify ab-
stract qualities, A Mystery introduces the Deity.

IVIiSE EN Scene. Completed work of the stage

director, usually referring to the effect of the

grouping of the actors in relation to the settings.

MucjrjER. A comedian wlio relies principallv

on facial idiosyncracies.

Music Cue. A note on the prompt copy of a

play to indicate when music is to be used either

on the stage or in the orchestra. Also sometimes
called music plot.

Musical Comedy. A play with music and
dancing, of a light and vivacious kind.

Na'iltralisitc. Production and acting in a

natural manner. Sometimes called the “drawing
room” style.

Noises Oef. Any sounds made behind or at

the side of the stage to give the illusion of storms,

rain, wind, horses, motors, etc. These noises are

entered in the prompt book with indication when
they begin and end.

Non-sync. Crramophone records played

during an interval on turntables not synchronized
with the cinema projector. Derives from the

early days when b()th sound-on-disc and .sound-

on-Him were used in talkies.
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Numbers. 'The songs and dances in a musical
play. These are numbered in rotation for con-
venience of reference and are hence called

numbers.

Oblique. Scenery set at more than a right

angle to the centre line is said to be set oblique.

Off. T'he part of the stage not seen by the
audience.

Offer. When Htting doors or windows to

their frames the carpenter “offers” them to the
frames to see that they Ht.

Off-set. A portion of a scene set at right

angles to the centre line, except the backings.

Old Men. T he actors who play the oldest

characters in a plav.

On the: Road. On tt)ur, applying tt) com-
panies travelling from one town to another.

O. P. Opposite prompt. Off stage on the left

hand side of the audience.
C )PEN Off. a practical door or window that

opens out of the stage.

Open C)n. Door or window that opens on to

the stage*.

()PERA. A dramatic composition in wliich

music is the main ft‘ature.

Operetta. A light opera.

Orches'j'ra Pi t or Well. T'he place occupied
by the musicians, immediately in front of the stage.

OVER'TirRE AND BkcUNNERS PlEASE. Call-

bt>y\ warning just before curtain-rise.

Packs. Flats placed against each other on the

side wall or back of the stage or in store.

l*At;EAN'T. Plays, or tableau.x, gi\en in the

open-air. Usually an historical sequence.
Pain'T-erame. Large wooden frame on which

canvas is stretched by the artist who paints the
scene.

Panatrope. One of the earliest electrical

loud speakers. Now used for any gramo{)hone or

amplifier by which records are reproduced. See
Non-sync.

Panorama. "I"he cyclorama is sometimes
so-called, though a panorama is really a set of
scenes painted on a long stretch of canvas
mounted on cylinders worked by hand from one
side of the stage to the other.

Pantomime. From the Latin Pantomirnus—
“ the all-imitator.” A play or part of a play where
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the plot is entirely represented by action without
dialogue. The term is sometimes applied to any
foolery on the stage. The Christmas pantomime
which is now the generally accepted idea of the
term is an entertainment based on a nursery tale.

Cinderella, Babes in the 14^ood and jlladdin are

the most popular in order of merit.

Pan'i'OMIMe Business. A term meaning that

a play is doing exceptionally well.

Paper. Free admission pass. T'o “paper a

house” is to have a liberal sprinkling of “dead-
heads” in the house.

Paper Set. Interior set in which walls are

covered with wall-paper and not painted.

Parquet S'i aoe Ci.oth. Cloth painted like

parquet flooring and used to cover the floor of the

stage for interior scenes.

Par'i'. T he words, business, and cues of each
character separately typed.

Pass I^oor. T he coiniecting door between
the stage and the front of the house.

Pasicjraj.. Romantic play in a rural setting.

Also an open air performai\ce.

Pa rc I IPS Small patterned pieces of black court
plaster worn on the face in eighteenth century
plays.

Peg. a large screw witli flat handle for fasten-

ing braces to flats on the floor of the stage.

Pet.met. Short curtain or valance at top of
proscenium to mask in Batten No. i. Also a

valance at tlie top of a window to mask the
curtain pole.

Perches. Wooden or iron platforms on either

side of the stage at the back of the proscenium
twelve feet from stage level, where are the limes,

arc lamps, and other lights used for the stage area
just behind the footlights.

Permaneint Seti’INg. a scene so designed
that the priiicipal parts remain fixed during the
performance. W^here only one scene is used
throughout it is referred to as a “one set”

play-

Picture Si age. "This, 1 am afraid, is a term
of contempt for the pretty pretty style of stage

production that regards the proscenium as a
frame for a picture.

Piece. Usually applied to complete stage set,

made up, say, of house-piece, garden-piece,

rock-piece, etc.

Pilot Light. Small electric bulb on main

switchboard in circuit with stage and house lights.

While the bulb is lit, the electrician knows that
everything is “O.K.”

Plan. 'The plan of the theatre seats usually
fixed on the counter of the box office.

Play. As a noun, a story in dialogue form in-

tended for public performance on a stage. As a

verb, to take a part in such a performance.
Hence a player.

Play OocroR. A man with practical know-
ledge of the stage who is often called in to re-

write weak passages and strengthen the action of
a play.

Ploi'. Idea round which a play is written.
Often meaning the story-development of a play.

Pluc;-box. Box containing set of plug holders
to which plugs feeding portable lights are attached.

PoNc;. When an actor forgets t>r does not
know his part, and makes up dialogue as he goes
along, he is said to be “ponging.”

PosiTiciN. Places on the stage where the actors

must stand or sit. 'I'he positions are determined
by the producer during rehearsals.

Practical. Doors, windows, etc., which
open, and, indeed, anything on the stage which
does what it is accustomed to do in real life.

Premiere. 'The first public performance of a

pi'iy-

Pro. Member <>f “The profession.”

Producer. Person responsible for the general
presentation of a play. T he producer’s status has
much increased during the past twenty years. He
is now almost on a parity with the author.

Profh.e. T hin pieces of wood with canvas
glued to each side, used on edges of flats requiring

an irregular outline as foliage, masonry, etc.

Prompt. 'Fo remind an actor of his word by
repeating the lines from the prompt copy.

Prompt-box. In opera performances, the

prompter sits in a small cabinet op<*n only to

the stage, immediately in front of the conductor.
Prompt-corner. The left side of the stage

(the audience’s right) just behind the proscenium
where the stage manager controls the perform-
ance.

Properties. Furniture, pictures, and all other
articles used on the stage apart from the actual

scenery.

Proper'!'Y Master (Props). The man in

charge of properties.
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Property Plot. A list of all articles used in

each scene of a play.

Property Table. Small table near the prin-

cipal entrances where actors’ hand props are kept
ready for use.

Pros. Proscenium. Arch on framework sur-

rounding the stage opening.
Pros. Wings. Wings immediately behind the

proscenium.
Puppet. See Marionette.
Pusher. A scene shifter.

Quick Change. This may mean a change of
scenery or an actor’s change of costume. For the
latter he makes use of a quick change room made
i>f flats on the side of the stage. It is fitted with
chair, table, mirror, and portable light.

R. 1 . Right-hand side first entrance (audience’s

left).

R.2. Right-hand side second entrance.

Rag. Front curtain or tabs.

Rails. Rough handrailing put round rostrums
and stairs used oflF stage.

Rain Drum. A metal drum filled with small
shot for producing sound of falling rain. A rain

box, using dried peas, is smaller.

Rake. Rise on a stage from footlights to the

back. In modern theatre construction the stage

is level and the auditorium is raked.

Rakinc; Piece. T'riangular piece of scenery,

painted with a mounting road or bank used to

mask in a ramp.
Rally. Taking a portion of a play at a

greatly increased pace.

Ramp. Slope made of planks fiT>m a rostrum
to the stage.

Rant. To speak lines in a noisy manner.
Realism. An effort to make a play resemble

real life.

Rehearsal. 'Fo prepare for the performance
of a play by going through either part or the

whole. A rehearsal call is a notice put up on the

call board intimating the time, date, and acts to

be done at the next rehearsal.

Rep. a repertory theatre.

Repertoire. Plays that a stock company can
perform and the parts that are known and can be
played by an actor.

Repertory Theatre. A theatre with a

regular company.
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Repetition Genera le. A private perform-
ance of a new play preceding the first night.

Representation. Performance of a play on
the stage.

Resistance. Lighting system enabling all

lights to be diminished gradually.

Responsible Man. Actor who plays small

part but can be depended upon for a sound
performance.

Returns. Flats used next to the proscenium
to make up the ofF-stage side of a scene.

Reveals. Board placed behind scenic doors
and windows to give an illusion of solidity to the

scene.

Revolve. Scene of flats with castors on
bottom sills so that it can be turned quickly to

show another scene painted on the other side.

Revolvincj Stage. Circular stage capable of
holding up to three or five sets that can be shown
to the audience in turn.

Revue. A show of songs, dances, and sketches,

usually of a topical order.

Rkjht ok S page. The half of the stage on the

left side of the audience.
Ring in the Band. 'Fhe stage manager’s

signal to the band room for the musicians to take
their places in the orchestra pit to play the
overture or other necessary music.

RlNtJ Up. The signal to the flies for the
raising of the front curtain at the beginning of a

play or act. “Ring down” is, of course, the
signal to h)wer at the end.

Role. Part taken by an actor.

Roll Out. Hinged horizontal flap let into

bottom of a flat through which performer can
roll on to the stage. Used in Harlequinade.

Rostrum. Portable platform used for varit>us

purposes. It may consist of a folding framework
and a movable stop, as a stockpiece is used as a

landing place at the end of stairs, for terraces,

etc.

Rounds. Applause given by the audience.

R.U.F. Right upper entrance. The last en-
trance on the (actor’s) right-hand side nearest the

footlights.

Run. Consecutive performances of a play.

Runway. Narrow platform projecting from •

stage into auditorium cither round the outer edge
of orchestra pit or above the centre aisle of
auditorium. Also called the joy-plank.
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Safety Curtain. The fireproof curtain.

Sand Bags. Small canvas bags attached to

scenery lines to act as steadiers.

Sand Cloth. Stage cloth painted to represent

a road (or sand) to cover the stage in exterior

scenes.

Sardoodledum. Word coined by Bernard
Shaw to denote the kind of well-made (or factory

designed) play of which the High Priest was
Victorien Sardou (1831-1908).

Scenario. Short skeleton of the plot of a play

with details of scenes and characters.

Scene. A place represented on the stage.

Division of a play.

Scene Dock. Space where scenery is handled
when coming in or out t)f theatre. Scene dock
is where scenery is stored.

Scene Pi.ot. A detailed list of all scenes in a
play in order of use.

Scenery. Canvas or wooden frames (see

Fla'I's) or any construction of wood and canvas
or other material used to represent a scene.

Sciiwahe-Hasait System. Stage lighting by
means of high powered lamps and projectors,

mainly used to represent moving clouds, etc.

Scrim. T'hin canvas used for transparencies.

ScRiP'i'. Manuscript 01 printed copy t)f a play

used in a productiot).

Sections. Footlights and border lights are

usually wired in three circuits to each colour,

the circuits being known as sections

Set. a completely arranged scene. T'o set a

scene is to arrange the scenery on the stage in

readiness for the performance.
Set Back. Framing for doors and windows

for giving the appearance of solidity to these

appu rtenances.
Set-piece. Small piece of scenery used within

the scene to represent a garden bank, rocks, etc. :

any scenery that stands on the stage is a set-piece.

Sheet. A plan of the seating used in the box-
office for marking ofF the seats as sold.

Shot. W^hen the edges of the flats are warped
and will not properly join, they are planed—or
shot—in order to make the joins true.

Side Space. Space on either side of the

stage.

Side Wing. Flats placed at an angle at the

sides of the stage.

Sides. Pages of an actor’s script containing his

part and cues. These are typed on half sheets of
typewriter-paper, which are called sides.

Sight Lines. Limits of visibility of the stage
from various parts of the front of the house.

Sills. Strips of iron fixed to bottoms of doors
or window frames to keep them rigid.

SiNKiNc; Stage. A stage whose floor may be
lowered mechanically to the basement.

Situation. Either the position of tlie actors

on the stage at any particular moment or the
strong point to which the action is projected.

Sketch. Short play of one scene with few
characters and one situation.

Sky Cloth. Back curtain representing the
sky.

Sliders. Sections of stage that are movable.
Soi.iLOQUY. Speech spoken by actor who holds

the stage alone. A soliloquy is usually “spoken
thoughts.”
Snow Box. A square canvas box with perfora-

tions thn)ugh which finely cut paper can drop on
to the stage. 'I'he box is suspended on lines above
the stage and works when gently swayed.

Souurette. Maid servant or similar character,

especially with implication of pertness, coquetry,
intrigue, etc., in ct)medy.

Space Stage. A method of staging plays with
light focused on the actors so that no setting is

discernible.

Specialis r Lead. Actor who specializes in a

certain type of character.

Spill. Effective area of light thrown from a

lamp.
Spot. Spot-light. Metal box containing high

powered light, lens, and reflector, and grtmve for

holding coloured mediums. Used for directing

light upon a particular actor or portion of a

scene.

Spot Line. Block fixed in a position on the
grid to enable scenery to be flown out of
alignment.

Stage. The entire area behind the proscenium.
Stage Cloth. Painted can\as to represent,

pavement, carpet, or, in fact, any floor covering.

Stage Direciion. Any remarks inserted in

a play to indicate movements or action.

Stage Director. Usually known as pro-

ducer.

Stage I^oor. The entrance to the theatre

used by actors and staff.
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Stage Hands. Men employed in any capacity

in the theatre.

Stage Manager. The chief executive behind
the scenes. He controls everything and is re-

sponsible for the performance of a play, the
preparation and setting of scenes, lighting,

dressing, and everything else. He is also re-

sponsible for seeing that the play is kept on the
lines intended by the producer.

Stage Screw. Metal screw of wide thread,

and grip, for fixing braces to the flats or floor of
the stage.

S'l'ANDARDS. High powered lights that can be
altered in height, used to flood large areas behind
the scenes.

S'l'AND By. Direction by the stage manager to

stage hands to be prepared to carry out speci-

fied work, or to actors to wait at the end of a

play.

Stand-by Table. Small table off stage where
hand props are placed in readiness for use.

Star. Actor or actress playing the leading
part in a play. So called because in some theatres

the leading man or woman’s dressing room is

distinguished by a star painted on the door.

Star Trap. T'raps in the stage with lids made
in sections that open in the shape of a star.

Rarely used except in pantomime.
Stay. Piece of wood or metal to keep flats

firm when cleated together.

Stiles. Wooden strips forming the inner
framework of a flat.

Stock. Repertory. A stock company is one
playing their own stock of plays.

Stop Bi.ock. Small piece of wood fastened tt>

practical doors to prevent their being opened in

the wrong direction.

Stopped the Show. When an actor makes a
big personal hit he is said to stop the show.

Straight Part. Part that an actor can play

without character make-up.
Strike. To remove a scene from the stage.

When a scene is dismantled it is said to be
struck.

Stringer. 'The boards to which the treads of
stairs are fastened.

Strips. Also called strip lights and lengths.

Short lengths of wooden grooved casing with
small lights attached for lighting outside doors,

windows, etc.

THEATRE AND STAGE
Strut. Wooden brace to support flats.

Study. To learn one’s part in a play.

Sub Plot. Any secondary or subsidiary plot

to the main theme of a play.

Supers. Stage hands engaged to walk on in

crowd scenes. More largely used, the word em-
braces any supernumerary actor.

Swallow. Memory. An actor with a good
swallow is one whf^ memoriz-es parts quickly.

'1'abs. The front curtain only lowered at the

end of an act or a play.

'Tag. 'I'he last sentence in a play. It is a

theatrical superstition that if these words are

spoken at rehearsal the play will be a flop.

'I'aii.s. Short pieces of canvas hung from the

fly rail to prevent sitters in the front rows seeing

over the tops of the scenery to the working parts

of the stage.

'Take a Cali.. When at the end of a play or

an act, an actt)r appears on the stage, or in front

of the tabs, in response to the applause of the

audience.
'1'ake the Corner. 'To move to the right- or

left-hand side of the stage.

'Tempo. 'Time, pace, or rhythm used in acting.

Sometimes called timing.

'Theatre. Building designed for the perform-
ance t>f stage plays.

'Throw. 'The distance at which the rays of a

light can be used efFectively.

'Throw Tine. Cord or rope for lashing flats

together.

'Thrown Away. speak part of a speech

rapidly or indistinctly because it does not give an
actor any acting possibilities.

Thunder Sheet. Tong strip of sheet iron

hung from the flys. When shaken or struck it

resembles the sound of thunder.

Time Sheet. Tist kept by the stage manager
giving the playing time of each 'scene, and act,

the intervals, and the total time taken by the

performance.
'Toggle Rails. 'I'he battens inserted in the

middle of scenery frames to take the strain from
the canvas.

Tormentor. Flats or curtains on either side

of the proscenium to mask the actors after their

exits and to hide the prompter and the lighting

cflFects down stage.
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Tour. A company taking a play to provincial

towns is on tour or on the road.

. Transparency. A painted cloth that can be
Ttkiminated from behind.

Traps. Small mc^vable parts of the stage

through which persons or articles can be lowered
or raised.

'Treadmili.. a kind nf endless belt emplt)yed

for carrying ‘‘moving” scenery i is also used for

the effect of marching men or galloping horses.

'Treads. Portion of stairs on wliich the foot

treads.

'I'rick IviNK. Stii^ng black string used to pull

things off the stage or to m(’>ve hinged scenery for

cjuick change effects.

I'rir'K. Tow platform on castors used for

moving heavy portions of a set.

'Try Back. Direction at rehearsal to repc'at

scene or part nf a scc‘nc.

Try ( )uT. 'To try out a play is to produce it in

a prov incial theatre bc-fore West-end presentation.

Sf^metimes referred to as “ trying-it-on-the-dog.”

'I'l'MiJi F. In theatre's where the height above
the stage does not permit of a flat being hauled up
straight, it Is tumbled, i.e. two sets of lines are

used to raise the top and bottom of the Hat
simultaneously, thus folding it in two. 'The up-
right wocnlen frames of the Hat are hinged half-

way up and a batten is used at the* fold to prc*vent

creasing. In some tlieatres, the fireproof is

droppe^d m several sections that cncrlap

'Tumhler. 'Thin batten round which cloths

are rollcal when being stored.

'Turn ()ver. 'To go through a pack of Hats

to ascertain either their condition or the subjects

painted on them.
'Tyers. 'Tliin strips of can\as usc*d to fasten

rolled cloths when not in use.

Type. Act<>rs who specialize in well-defined

parts are said to play t<> type.

U NDERS'i'UDY. Actor appointed to rehearse

and study a part and to play it if for any reason

the regular acttii* of it cannot appc'ar.

Unities. 'The dramatic unities are derived

from Aristotle’s Poetics, though the French
Classicists are responsible for their present con-
crete form. 'I'hev are defined as the unities of

place, time, and action. The first ludds that the*

dramatic scene shall not be changed essentially

during the* course of the play; the second, that

the events shall occur within the space of twenty-
four hours; and the third, that all the incidents

and speechc's shall be subordinated to the main
argument.
Up Spage. Any portion on the stage beyond

six feet froiD the footlights, or, alternatively, all

nu)vements towards the back of the stage.

UpRicnris. Perpendicular posts at each corner
of a Ht-up frame.

Vai.anue. Pelmet placed at the t(>p of the pro-
scenium arch or at the tops of windows to cover
curtain poles, etc.

Vai.erium. Ceiling cloth hanging as a c.inopy.

C )ften used in a box-set.

Vamps. Doors cut in a flat and fitted with
springs for an actor to jump through. In the

cinema world, a “vamp” is what in melodrama
days was called an adventuress.

Ve N'rii.A’roR. A play or performance that

empties the house.

Vision Cloth. Cloth with small portion cut

out. 'The aperture is covered with gauze through
which when illuminated a character standing
behind it is visible to the audience, giving a vision

effect.

Walk On. 'To take a part in a play without
ha\ing any lines to speak.

Wardrobe. 'The collection of costumes used

in a particular play.

Warntncl Signal by light or bell to the stage

hands to be prepared to change scenes or lower
curtain. When the word “warning” is used in-

steatl of bell or light, it is followed by the word

Weli. Firmed. To know one’s parr.

Winch. Apparatus for raising or lowering the

labs.

Wind AIachinf. Ribbed w(H>den drum
mounted on a metal spindle with handle and
supported on a wooden stand. W^hen rotated

against a piece of stretched canvas, the effect is

similar to the sound of wind.
WiNc^ It. Said of an actor who learns his part

while waiting in the wings to go on.

W^iNc; Men. Stage hands who attend to the

wings.
VV’^iNc; Nut. Nut provided with flanges so that

it can be turned by the fingers.
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Wings. Painted flats used as scenery set at an

angle on each side of the stage with spaces
between for entrances and exits. Wings are rarely
used now that the box set is so universal.

The sides of the stage outside the acting area
are still called wings.
Wooo Borders. Borders painted to look like

branches and foliage.

Wood Wrings. Flats painted to represent
trees and used at the sides of the stage. Part only
of these flats are visible to the audience. ^

Working; Area, 'I'he parts of the stage (.Ij^ed

bv the stage hands.
Working Ligii7\ A light independent of the

stage lighting system used to enable the stage
hands to see tt> do their wt>rk.
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ACHIEVEMENTS AND HOPES OF THE THEATRE
SIR RALPH RICHARDSON, Actor. His associations with the Old Vic date from 1930

HKNEVER I think of the theatre in

modern life I find myself striking a

contrast Ix'tween the existing theatre and
the theatre as it might be—if the ideals stated and
propagated by the playwright-critic-pix^ducer-

actt)r-sc]iolar Harley ( rranyille- Barker were real-

ized. 'Therefore, let me begin by tpioting from
his book I hc F.xe?nplt4yy 'I heatre^ which, despite

otlu‘r stimulating and provocative works on the

cont(‘mporarv tiieatre, and in particidar the

contribution of J. B. Prit*stley and St. John
Ervine, rt-mains pre-eminent because of its range

aiul depth.

“A theatre to-day is, as a rule, a place of
entei tainment where jdays are produced. A
sounder purpose strives to make of it an institution

wheix* they ai\* kept ali\f—a library of drama.
F'ollowing this narrow path of reform we might
still jio]H‘ for b(‘tter ])lavs, production, and enter-

tainment, all three, even beyond rc'cognition

;

to sustain and increase the drama’s life very

greatly.”

1 am con\'inc< «.i that if Lilian Baylis had lived

long (Miough or if she Ihid happe ned to work in

circumstances that were conducive to rapid

gu>wth aiul successful developmcm—for she had
to tiy to ov'tMcome gieat financial and other

handicaps—she would, perhaps, have got nearer

the realization of the idealist’s v ision than she did,

.ilthough her distinctive work has earned for her

a name that cannot be erased easily from the pages

of the theatrical and dramatic history of our
country. She died in 19^57, succeeded by
Tyrone (luthrie as administrator of the Vic-

Wells organization.

T do not intend to write a history of the

evolution of the ( )ld Vic under the management
of Lilian Baylis ikm' to trace, in detail, the theatre’s

subsec.|uent development. It is, however, of

interest to Wf>rk backwards from the present,

through the post-war and war years to the

middle thirties.

In 194H, pronouncemeiiLs of the CLnernment
and the London County Council indicated that

the project of a ISational 'Theatre on the south

bank of the 'Thames was to be a certainty. By
this time many regular theatregoers had assumed
that The National 'Theatre company had been
functioning for years though not in a National
'Theatre. 'I'hey had in mind, of course, the Old
Vic company which during and aft(‘r the war was
v ery much in the eye of the theatregoing public.

Whereas before the war the ( )ld Vic's main
acitvities were concentrated in the Wateiloo
Road building, during the war thev' were spread

throughout the provinces. A note in one of the

1942 programmes gives a good idea of what was
taking place; ‘‘‘We have never been busier. We
have conducted no less than fifteen tours in two
years carrying productions of ancient and modern
classics all (wer England, Scotland and Wales.’’

After the war, as Air. Norman Alarshall points

out in his admirable book The Othet Thentte,

“the CTOvernors began to realize that unless they

made drastic alterations in their policy, the Vic’s

reputation as the leading English classic theatre

would soon vanish for ever. In conjunctic^n with

C.P..ALA. it was decided that apart from con-
tinuing to maintain a company at the Liverpool

Playhouse, the Vic should concentrate on
founding a permanent repertoire company for the*

performance of the classics. 'Tyrone Cluthrie,

while remaining administrator of the Diama,
( )}K‘ra and Ballet companies, relinquished any
active direction of this new ct^mpany for which a

trio tif directors was aj^xunted.”

Signiticant work had included the presi-ntation

of Hamlet at the New in the spring of 1944;
performances of ^^hraham Lincoln, 'I'he Russians

and Peter L^stinov’s play Blo'tv Your Chun Tr umpet
at the Playhouse in 1943, during which year,

incidentally, the company had appeared during

the first four weeks of the re-(4:>ening of the

'I'heatre Royal, Bristol, in She Stoops to Conquer
and Judith Cxuthrie’s new play Qtdeen Bee j and
the performances of the twcj remaining companies
on tour, one givnng flou.seman’s yacoCs Ladder
with Clemence Dane and Lewis Casson in the

leads, and the other, the Old Vic Shakespearean
Company, presenting Othello^ The Merchant of
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l/rfiice and ’'Fhe Aferry lf h>es of Jf 'hidsot , with
a slu>rt season at tlic New.

'J'his sketch of tlie activities of the ( )Jd Vic
during the post-war and war years suggests the
good work undertaken and performed. But
what of the theatre’s carlv struggles.'^

T he Old Vic was more tiian a centie for the

pmduction and the performance of plays. It was
sc1k)o] and social centre alike. It worked t^n a

basis that revealed artistic perception, organi/.ing

ability and unflagging enthusiasm. 'The theatre

was looked upon as a s()cial institution, with
artistic achievement, not proht-making, the

driving ftirce, and though the ( )ld Vic was not

ideally situated, tlie practice grew for ktaai lovers

of Shakespeare and of the theatre as an instrument
for the advancement of theatrical and dramatic
art, to take special steps and to make real sacrifices

in order to become associated with its activities.

"They, undoubtedly, took '“something” to the

theatre, from which in return, they derived an
inner satisfaction of co-operating in a laudable

cause. It was a satisfaction of the spirit and of the

mind.
There, were advantages to he* gained too, by

professional association with producers who
experimented ; with actresses and actors who
were enthusiastic, energetic, and self-sacrificing

in their advancement of a cause in which they

believed. T'here was further satisfaction. It

sprang from appreciation of the responsiveness of

the audience, the members of which in some
theatres are apt to be overlooked <ir under-
valued as essential to the success of theatrical

enterprise as a whole.
Theatregoers supported the Old Vic not only

because the plays that were prtiduced there

appealed to them, but alst) because they shared the

enthusiasm of the players, players they came to

know better and better as they added to the number
of their attendances. Knthusiasts who supported

the productions regularly created for themselves

opportunities to see actresses and actors in dif-

ferent parts, although from the aspect of the

management it was not practicable always to

change the }>lays as frequently as some thought

desirable. I mention this seemingly trivial point
because my belief is that in a well-organi/.ed
theatre, maintained in the interests of dramatic
and theatrical art, changes of plays, interchiUJges

of buildings, and persistency of adequate support
to enhance the value' of the audienct' as an inte^gral

part of purposeful theatre'going will be* factors

that will greatly stre'iigthen the appe*al of tlie

theatre as a social and artistic institution.

Much, too, could be stated about the e'('-

operative work possible* in a people’s tlieatre.

1 have in mind the workshops in whicli prae:-

tical aspects of stagt'craft behind tlie scenes can
be le*arne*d ; the activities that are* inseparable

fre>m the* divssing as we*ll as the me>unting e)f

Shakespearean, Kli'/<abethan, Restoratieui, and
modern plays. Some of these* ae'tivities wc'i'e*

undertaken at the* Olel Vie*. 'They have* bee*n

ele*V'e*lope*d, as have* special izeel brane'he*s e)f the*

weirk that are strictly rele'vant to the* creation aiiel

maintc'iiance of a pe*ople''s theatre*. 'To the*se*

be'le>ng the* e*elucational, re*e're*ati ve, and imagin-
ati\'e work that e .in be* eione in e'hilelre'n's the*atre*s

through the medium of school performances,
festivals, and cert.iin competitieins which avoiei

unhealthy antagonisms anel de*ve*lop the ee»-

e)pe*r.itiv e* spirit. It is that spir it which is increas-

ingly needed in the theatre eif a democratre
ceimmunity. My he>pe is that amateurs (anel

othe-rs) will aelopt it e*agerlv and aelapt it to their

own spe*cial reejuiivments.

T he* good work ce)ntinue*s and ele'velops.

What of the future.? .Anel what, especiallv, of

the rise* e>f the* National 'Theatre.? I think the

e*xpe*ctatie)ns of many are stateel, inspiringly, by
Mr. Alarshall : “‘When the National 'I'heatre is

built, the Vic will be* the* company to oe'e'upy it,

anel the*n the* newer C )lel Vic will continue*.

'The National 'I'heatre, so far frtnn making a

theatre such as the Olel Vic unnecessary, will

make* it more than ever e'ssential*. 'The National
I'he-atre will e*normously increase the* audience*

for fine* plays, and one* theatre alone will not be

able to satisfy the elemands.”
'There, in sliort, are* the* hopes; the aehieve-

ments can be awaiteel with confidence*.







SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE THEATRE
» J. B. PRIESTLEY, Novelist, Playwright and Dramatic Critic

ABC^U'r two years ago 1 wrote as follows:

“In no country iii Europe is the social
^ ^ signihcancc of the Theatre less appreci-

ated than it is in Great Britain. Libraries,

art galleries, and museums are maintained by the

Government and by municipal authorities, but

not theatres. Nobody grumbles if piublic money
is spent on pictures, sculpture, books, and archae-

ological and scientific exhibits ; on parks and bowl-

ing greens and tennis courts and lakes for boating;

but there would be an outcry, mostly from the

older folk, if some portion of the municipal rates

were devoted to the art of tlie Drama. We must

spend a good deal of money teaching Shakespeare

in schools (even though Shakespeare should be

appreciated, and not used as material for a lesson),

but never think of spending money on producing

Shakespeare in the theatre, where he belongs.

Most foreigners would consider that a town was
sadly incomplete it it did not possess at least one

well-equipped theatre, and the Russians build

better theatres in the Ural Mountains, in Central

Asia, and even on collective farms, than can be

found in the whole length and breadth of some
English counties. More<'>ver, because playgoing,

like smoking and drinking strong liquors, is

apparently regarded here as a minor vice, it is

subjected to a very stiff taxation. ‘If you rcf//

go to theatres,’ the authorities say to us, ‘then

we shall make you pay a special tax.’ It is as if

official Britain still accepted the view of those

17th century Puritans who promptly closed all

the theatres. The theatres are open now, but they

exist, so to speak, merely on sufferance.”

Now in all fairness I must amend the above

paragraph. Since it was written, certain things

have happened. Local authorities have been

empowered to spend public money on civic

theatres. The Entertainment 'Fax, though still

a formidable charge, has been reduced for the

Theatre, and has been abolished altogether on

dramatic performances in small village halls. We
have been promised that something like a million

pounds will be spent on building and equipping a

National 'Fheatre. The Arts Council, though its

activities urgently need to be multiplied twelve

times, is nor in retreat bur is still quic-tlv advancing.

On the other hand, although the Britisli

'Fheatre Conference sent copies of many impoi-

tant resolutions, pleading f(^r immediate reform,

to various members of the Ciovernmeiit whose
departments would have been concerned with

those reforms, no action has been taken by the

Government. And, indeed, the economic ])light

of the British 'Fheatre, freed as it is with high

rents and costs, the Entertainment 'Fax, and a

public that are finding it hard to pay the not

unreasonable theatre prices, is very serious at the

present time.

In order to create a Drama worthy of our

people, we need far more than these mere tokens

and small gestures f)f sympathy. Jn view of this,

it is very hard to bt‘lieve that the official attitude

towards the Theatre has really changed, although

the Chancellor of the F'xchequer himself found

time to address the British Tdieatre CiMiference

and raised hopes by his excellent speech. 'Fhose

of us who w(M*k m tht* 'Fheatre still Ciuinot help

feeling that in tliis ci^untry, unlike* so many (Others,

we exist more or less on sufferance, to be tolerated

rather than encouraged.

All this is very curious. It is very curious

because, althe>ugh we have some Puritans and

theatre-haters amr>ng us, we are a pt*ople who like

the "Fheatre, and have always shown a notable

talent for it. It is not true—although it is often

suggested—that people like the Russians take

naturally to the 'Fheatre, whereas we English

have not the temperament for it. Long before

the Russian theatre existed, the English theatre

was famous, glittered with glorimis names, in-

cluding the greatest of them all, the world’s

delight, Shakespeare. Except during the Victor-

ian age, which was primarily one of poets and

novelists, we hav'c always been able to produce

as many great dramatists as any othc’’ country, and

generally more than most. Our actors and act-

resses have always been excellent. Our ordinary

folk, from the time of Eliziibeth onwards, have

always been keenly appreciative of the Drama.
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Indeed, I take the view that we Islanders are

essentially an imaginative and dramatic people,

who respond at once to imaginative and dramatic
appeals of the kind that Churchill made in 1940.
It is a mistake, and one too often made, to confuse
the mass of the Knglish people with a compara-
tively small ruling class, whose members were
Ciirefiilly trained to avoid any display of cmotit>n

and to distrust the imagination, like so many
potential Roman governors. Such persons may
well be wary of the T'heatre, with its terrific

impact upon the emotions and its heightening
dangerous ideas, arid possibly they have had good
reasons for discouraging the art <^f the Drama.
But these are not the people in general, from whom
have come the dramatists, the players, and the

delighted audiences. And it may be because the

people themselves have not been directly respon-

sible so far for the organization of our cultural

and social life that the T heatre has been so

strangely neglected here.

We English pc'ople of to-day badly need the

T heatre. W^e nee<l it just as we need a balanced

diet, sensible clothing, decent houses, adequate
education, and medical services. T here are two
main reasons for this. T he first is that the ^Theatre

does muclt to relieve the strain of modern urban
life. So, it will be said, do many other things.

Of course they do, but 1 think the T'heatre does

it better than most of these things; makes a much
more thorough job of it. As people used to say

—

and may still do, although I have not heard it

lately the T heatre “takes you out of yourself.”

(A very profound phrase that is, too.) And modern
urban life demands this kind of release. Mere
relaxing, though useful, is nt>t eiK^ugh. W^e do
not need simply to escape from and temporarily

forget (if wc oin) one set of circumstances. It

is necessary that we should have at least a glimpse

of another set of circumstances. If we are going
to be taken out of ourselves, then we should be

taken someivhere. And the T heatre pnwides the

“somewhere”—and often very artfully and
lavishly too, with its colour and wit and laughter

and tears and excitement and beauty. Moreover,
although in the Drama we are experiencing more
life, we are experiencing it in a different way.
When a well-written play, excellently pro-

duced and acted, is set before us, we arc given

the privilege of witnessing a little of this life
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of ours as a demi-god might see it. The life that

we see on the stage has been elaborately contrived
so that everything in it the shape and colour of
a room, the faces people hav^e and the clothes tliey

wear, what they say and how they say it, what they
do down to tht* tiniest gesture—has meaning and
significance. Thus we are turned temporarily
into deini-g(>ds. It appears as ifour knowledge and
insight have been suddenly and enormously
enlarged. And the better the play and the better

the production, the more exhilarated we feel.

A little piece of life has been so contrived,

shaped, and coloured that we feel we can under-
stand it all. T o experience this is thus to do
something me»re than merely relax. It is to

have an adventure of the spirit. It is an escape
from our ordinary life, but not an escape into

oblivion, a retreat into the wt»mb. We retreat

only in order t<^ make anotluM* attack, this time,

as it were, on the flank. People who do not
understand the T heatre and consider it trivial,

are always asttinished when thev' come in contact

with theatrical folk to discover that tliese folk

take themselves and rhiMr work so seriously.

(1 rehearsed }>lays during air raids when none
of us botliered about the raids, but brushed aside

the whok‘ senseless attempt at interruption.)

'Theatrical folk have ]denty of vanity and egoism,
yet it is not vanity' and egoism that give this Jiigh

seriousness to the job. It is chiefly an intuitive

conviction, for which probably no words could

be found, that there is something really serious in

this business of play-acting, that tht*re is, so to

speak, more in it than meets the eye. And
remember the roots of the 'Theatre go dt>wn
a long wav'. The early forms of play-acting are

never found far away from religion. 'They were
recognized, 1 suspect, as a kind of magic. And
they remain a kind of magic.

'This brings me to die second reason why we
Knglish people of to-day badly need the 'Theatre.

It is this—that you cannot enjoy drama without
becoming a member of an audience, and being a

member of an audience is in it.self a v'aluable

and rewarding experience. Now this audience
aspect of the 'Theatre is too often overlooked.

But it is all-important. And it is what makes the .

'Theatre quite different from films, radio, or

televisi<m. In films, radio, or television, some-
thing complete is offered to the public. But in
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the Theatre the audience itself co-operates. No
production takes anything like a final shape
until the audience sits in front of it. But that is

not^all. Beciiuse the mood of an audience may
differ from night to night, s<'», tcK), the production
may differ. “How are they to-night.?” the
players ask each other in the wings, and vary their

performances accordingly. But the “they” is

really a kind of collective, many-headed person.

As members of ati audience, we do not behave as

we would if we were aU^ne. A j<^ke that might
make us merely smile if we were alone, may throw
us into fits of laughter as members of an audience.

A touch of pathos that would hardly move us if we
were sitting at home may bect)mc terribly poigr>-

ant to us when wi' are in the crowded playhouse.
It is possible, of course, to refuse to share the
emotions of the rest of the audience, deliberately

to separate oneself and to retain the hard edges of
one’s individuality, but it is not possible to do this

and at the same time to appreciate properly what
the 'rhc*atre is offering. In other words, to enjoy
the Dram.i vou have to join iii. And it is this

joinifig in and this being joined in that are of very
great \ alue,

1 1 is just because the '

I heatre offers a communal
experience, making \'ou laugli, and wt^nder, and
weej), with your n<.‘ighbo\irs, fliat we Islanders

need it so badly. I do not mean by this that we
must necessarily hava* huge dost s of it. But we
need far more of it than most people have. We
live in a highly organised industrial community
that cannot exist without elaborate planning, co-
operation, an understanding of common aims, an
appreciation of common sacrifices. If we oinnot
learn to live together properly, our civili/.ation

may perish. Certainly this country cannot sur-

vive as a prosperous community unless we plan

and work together, and deveU^p a strong sense

of a common life and purpose. And the shared
experience offered by the '1 heatre makes a power-
ful contribution to this sense, stimulates it, and
strengthens it. "I'he ego is less lonely and sus-

picious. Other people are closer and more real

than they were. W^e have been on an adventure
together, and have been compelled t<i share every
twist and turn of it. Our common humanity
has been made plain to us. W^e have wondered
and laughed and wept at life together. W^e have
co-operated to experience a common feeling of

release and exhilaration. 'Together for an hour or
two we have lifted the burden, we have both
strengthened and enlarged our lives.

So far I have considered the social value «^f the
'Theatre fn^rn the point of view t>f the audience.
But there is, of course, the point of view of those
working in the T heatre. If they are going to do
good work, they will have to function as a team.
And the 'I'heatre demands a team composed of
many varied talents. It is the meeting-ground for

many different forms t>f ability. It offers oppor-
tunities to writers, players, scenic artists and
costume designers, musicians, electrical and
mechanical experts, and fine organi/.ers. A lot

of different people can have a thundering good
time working away behind the scenes. 'There are
quarrels, of course, but there are also magnificent
loyalties, and the kind eyf comradeship and fun
you find among people who are working together
often against time and with a certain urgency.
('I'he first night begins to creep nearer and then
finally comes roaring up.) When, in the depres-
sion of the early '^Thirties, I visited many indus-

trial districts for my book, English yourfiey^ I

was much impressed by the part played in so

many people’s li\'es by tlie \'arious new Civic or
Little 'Theatres; and I said of them: “'These
theatres are attracting to themselves the more
c’ager, impressionable, intelligent vounger people
in th<*se industrial towns, where depression has
hung like a black cloud for the last few vears.

Some of them, in various places, have told me
what this dramatic work has meant ta them, and
in many instances the pers<^ns in question have
not been producing, designing scenery, playing

big parts, but mav only have been selling pro-
grammes, taking tickets or doing the accounts
. . . In communitits that have suffered the

most from industrial depression, among younger
people who frequently cannot see what is to

become of their jobs and their lives, these theatres

have opened little windows into a world of ideas,

colour, fine movement, exquisite drama, have
kept going a stir of thought and imagination for

actors, helpers, audiences, have acted as outposts

for the army of the citizens of tomorrow, demand-
ing to live, though they should possibly hav'e less

food on their table and shabbier clothes on their

backs, a life at once more ardent and imaginative
and more thoughtful than their fathers and
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mothers ever knew ...” So much for our
depression ; and now for a graver crisis.

In 1945 I visited the city of I^eningrad,

which endured one of the most terrible sieges

in all history. During the worst period, when
the only supply line into the city was across

the frozen Lake Ladoga and hundreds of thous-
ands of citizens died from famine and the city

was at its last gasp, the theatres were still kept
alive, often with actors and technicians rushing
frc5m the trenches to the stage doors; and these

play-going folk were at last grandly triumphant.

THEATRE AND STAGE
And I cannot help wondering if a city filled with
sour,' unimaginative individualists and theatre-
haters would have survived such an ordeal. I

ask myself, too, if we British, with lean times
ahead, with many sacrifices still to be made, are
wise in refusing to feed our imagination and to

strengthen our sense of community by not giving
the Theatre its proper place in our society. This
ancient and subtle mother of the communal arts

is still with us: let us restore her to her seat of
honour among us and then wait again for her
words of magic.
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WOMEN IN DRAMA
JOHN BOURNE, Playwright and Critic; Women’s Institutes and British Drama League Adjudicator

I
^r is no exaggeration to say that women have
the future of the Amateur Dramatic Move-
ment in their hands. 'I'Jic membership of

most societies is 75 per cent women, and the
number of women in committee work, or who
attend drama conferences, is out of all proportion
to that of men.

I'hose of us who have to advise societies on
their choice of plays are constantly appealed t<)

for plays with all-women casts, or in which the

male parts can be taken by the opposite sex.

With ceasel<‘ss regularity, requests are received

for plays that have not more than two important
male characters, although it is fretpiently added
“we cun scrape up a third man if the part is not
\ ery exacting.”

'Iliese facts, coupled with the widespread
growth of* dramatic work in ccuincxion with
women's institutes, girl guides, and the large

number of vinitli clubs and women's guilds are

challenging to dnimatists. Some people see in

tJiem the danger <>f the Amateur Movement
becc^ming feminist and partisan; but that is ru^t

mv \'iew, as women, genera 11 v, have no desire to

segregate themsehes—ratliei tlu- omm'scI
'The psychological significance lies in the fact

that women and girls—possibly by reason of their

more humdrum existence—feel the need of
drama in their lives. 'T hey liave found it a valu-

able corrective. Its social side appeals to them;
and who will deny that acting is definitelv parr

of their make-up.?
'The challenge to the dramatists is equally

emphatic. None, of course, dares to dictate to

the playwright concerning the pioportions of
male and female in his characters. But, consider-

ing the immensely widened scope of women’s
activities, it is surprising that 90 per cent of plays

still keep the male all-important. Xhose play-

wrights who claim to be commercially-minded
are, indeed, missing the market if they ignore the

new turn of events. And so are the publishers.

The all-women society creates its own prob-

lems. No woman when acting the part of a

man is completely convincing. Gestures may be

studied; the voice may be tuned to a lower
key; make-up may be perfect—but a woman’s
general appearance, and nu>re often than not tlie

attitudes she adopts, remain feminint*.

Modern plays with mixed casts are almost
impossible fttr the all-women society. Costuna^
plays are i*asier, not cmly because they deal with
periods in history in which clothes had more
frills to them, but because the people of such
plays have m<Me airs and graces—in other words
they are less masculine* /ookin^ (accoiding to

mode*rn standards).

For these reasons, Shakespeare is the great

stand-by t>f the all-women cast. Once the
audience is willing tn accept the convention (and
they should frankly be apprerached to do so by
programme m>tices and other means) it is sur-

prising what can be achieved. 1 have seen per-

formances of Henry the Fourth^ Part I, and even
Antony and Cleopatra^ by all-women casts,

which were completely successful because the

audience knew beforehand that they would see

no men and thert‘fore suffered no disappointment.

I have also seen irnpressivt* performances of
Hamlet and Bernard Sliaw's Saint yoan by casts

consisting entirely f)f boys. Again, it was merely
a question of accepting the convention.

AdrTiittedly, tliese methods are makc‘shifts,

although it is more satisfying to see a shapeh*

and well-spoken woman Antony than (as might
be inevitable in the circumstances) to suffer an
“impossible” male in the part. In Shakespeare’s

time the women’s parts were taken by men ami,

since times have changed, there seems to be no
valid reason why the order should not be reversed

if the occasion demands it. "J'hc* aim of these

women’s organi/.ations, howev er, t>ughr definitely

to be to encourage drama in a general sense and
to inspire the men to reali/.e the value of the

work. Many women’s institutes are carrying

out that policy. In the villages, however, men
arc notoriously shy, and lack the leadership that

their sisters and wives and mothers have received.

'The women’s guilds, especially those associ-

ated with the Co-operativ^e Movement, keep
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strictly to a feminine inembersliip. 'Their prob-

lem is acute since many members are middle-

aged or over. They are constantly in searcli of
plays with a minimum of “young” parts and,

preferably, with a note of “social signi ticance.”

'They rarely attempt the full-length play. 'They
avoid male impersonation as much as possible.

Here, then, is a serious difficultv for the plav-

wright and the producer, especially as in most
women’s guilds the players pride themselves on
beltinging to a “working-class” movement and
have no wish to engage in sophistication. In

short, their scope is limited. But the movement
is comparatively new as far as drama is concerned,
has enormous potentialities, and cannot or ought
not to be ignored, for drama began with just

“these sort of people,” and it is they who have
mainly kept it alive.

'The girl guides and similar young people’s

organizations have not the same difficulties. They
can tackle the many children’s plays without
hurting the susceptibilities of those who dislike

male impersonation. Nobody minds a little girl

dressing up as a boy and, in any case, there is a

wide field of fantasy that they can c-nter.

'The youth clubs are in a different category.

'Their members are young people, independent
and somewhat resentful of “older” interference.

At an awkward age, thev are too old to act in

children’s plays and too young to be of great use

to experienced societies. However, when tliey are

sponsored bv organizations such as the > .IV'I.C.A.

there is no bar against voung men taking part.

Indeed, most youth clubs are “mixed,” although
in the acting groups, women predominate. ]\Iy

own view is that the best way is to treat all youtli

club members as adults and, in di'ama, to proceed
with tliem as with members of an old (perhaps

inexperienced) society.

'The fact emerges that wc^meii’s di'ama groups
arc largely in the hands of the playwright wlio
can no longer argue that the all-women play is

impossibly limited in its characterization because

women are limited in their activities. 'The
Second Great War demonstr'ated that women can

enter almost any sphere of life; and widened
their pf)ssibihties as cliaiacters in plays. It is only
fair to add that plays with all-women casts are

increasing—particularly one-act plays—and that

their quality is improving.
Besides acting, women are having a great

influence in other departments of dramatic work.
'They are equal to men as producers, and arc-

much better stage-managers because of their

instinct for detail. 'I'hey are invaluable as cos-

tume designers and makers. Their tendency in

stage decoration is towards the elaborate or

freakish; they are rarely good at lighting.

W^omen are not favoured as adjudicators, and
women’s organizatic^ns undoubtedly prefer to

employ men in that capacity. Men dislike being
judged by women. Nc^body knows the reason;
pc-rhaps tliere is none. But the fact remains, and
I can only conjc'Cture that it is because dramatic
work is meant to be an antidote to hc^me-life!

Why women do not like to be adjudicated upon
by their own sex I cannot explain. M v' own
view is that the woman-adjudicator is inclined to

ovc*r-t-mphasize small points to the e.xtent of
making her miss the wood for the* trees. While,
for c*xample, a man will appreciate the broad
effect of ii costume, a woman will often be
influenced by some subsidiary detail. 'The major-
itv of women-judges st*em to be drawn from the

ranks of the elocutionists and have a habit of

making elocution their chief concern. As most
village societies hav t* no opportunities for studying
that irnj^ortant branch t)f acting (and it is only a

blanch) they find themselves hard hit wlu-n it

comes tt> matters over which they can have very

little control.

So h>ng as wt)men in drama keep their entc*i-

prise on a broad basis, their work can be safelv

left to them. 'Their sensitive minds, their

enthusiasm, and their emotional qualities are

aiming the most valuable assets* <»f the whole
Amateur Mov-ement. '1 hey are setting the pace,

as in other peaceable* pursuits, and the men who do
not help them, or who merely patroniz.e them, are

exhibiting their cowardice and their inferie^rity.
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Desert Song, The, 340
De Valois, Ninette, 192, 208-9
De^i'iPc Dtsetp/e, The, 1033, 1076
Dia^hilcff Ballet, 191, 193, 196, 203,

231
Dia^hileff, Serge, 179, 182, 188, 190,

194, 195:, 202, 203, 208
Dialogue, 698, 699, 836, 876, 877, 1098
Diction, see Audibility, V'oice control.

Dte Fledermaus, zzi
Diplomacy , 860
Disc ort^ anc/ Harmony, 597
Doctor my Book, 740
Documentary Ft/m, 244
Documentary stage-play", 243—5
“Dog Hooks,” 955
Dolin, Anton, 187, 196, 208
Doll's House, A, 165, 1063
Don Gioneunni, 690
Donna Clartnes, 933
Doors, 981 et seq., 1063, 1064
Dorothy, 535
Donjer Road, The, 943
D’Oyly Carte, 597
Dragonfly, The, 210
Drama, 19, 881

as education, 233-52

Drama {contd.')

Board of Education Report on,
2 1—2

broadcasting and, z.j—f)

documentary, 243—5
grcKips, 925. See also Expression-

ist ic drama.
in schools, 21, 237, 239—41
in the co-o}x?rative movement,

nineteenth-i-entury decline in, 18
origin of, 925
religion and, 15, 16
religious, 255—63
renaissance in, 18—9
State and, 2 1

7’udor, i6
“Dramatic moment,” 57
Dramatic technique, 2A4—86

action, 266-7
atmosphere. 2 7 3-

-4

c'haracterization, 269, 270, 274
expressionism, 275—6
limitations of drama, 264- 5

modern tendencies, 275—9
naturalism and realism, 267
play's for particular actors, 264
producer, the, 265
propaganda, 270
scenario, 271—2
scene design, 264
situation, plav of, 268
social problems, 270
story'^ and plot distinguislied, 269
structure of the play, 271
three-act form, 271 -2

thriller, the, 269, 272
unity of drama, 265—6

Draper, Ruth, 187, 1114
Draperies, see Curtains.
Drayton, Alfred, 755
Dressier, Marie, 508
Drink water, |ohn, 281, 737, 829, 1128
Drury I-ane '['heatre, 361, 1036
Dublin Rep. (Ablx*y I'heatre), 777,

859
Duchess of Malp, The, 849
Duck V. Bates (1884), 306
Dukes, Ashley, 175, 780, 925
Dulcamara, 1055
Dumb ballet, 1100, iioi
Duncan, Isadora, 187, 193, 200—3
Duncan, Ronald, 259
Dunsany, Jx>rd, 281, 838, 840
Duse, Eleanora, 749, 750
Dying Snjoan, The, 183, 214
Dynamo, 1069

Eagle has Tn.vo Heads, The, 278
Earl’s Court Exhibition Hall, 361
East Lynne, 58

Easy Virtue, 268
“Eccentric” dancing, 223
E^dinburgh Ballet Club, 232
E'ducation
dancing as, 228
drama as, see Drama as education.

Education through Art, 242
Effects, 1015, T023, loz^ et seq.

aeroplanes, 1023, 1066, 1067, 1068,

1069
liells, 1024
cars, motor cycles, 1023, 1065, 1068
clocks, 1024, 1065
crowds, 1024
doors, 1063, 1064
executions, 1075 et seq., 1106

(guillotine)

explosions, 1024, 1052 et seq.

fires, flames, 988, 1049, 1054, 1056
et seq.

fog, 1082
glass, 1065, 1129
i(e, 1047
l.interns, 1029, 1048 et seq.

lightning, 1028 et seq.

mat'hinery, 1067 et u’q.

meals, to6o et seq.

moonlight, 1049
rain, 1023, il>^3 et seq

rainbows, 1049
scenic, ro86 et seq.

sea, 1079 et seq., 1088
shadows, 1049
smoke, 1053, 1054
snow, io44c7^/v/., 1048, 1049
steam, 1061, 1067, 1070, 1073
thunder, 1031, 1032
trains, T07 r et seq.

visions, 1050, 10X3 et seq.

wind, 1023, 1041 et seq.

Electro, 109 8
Eliot, T. S , 55, 56, 256, 258, 259,

758, 761
Eltstf d'Amore, 1055
Eliy.al>ethan stage, 841, 901, 902, 904,

905. See also 1135 (Madder-
market Theatre)

Elizalxrthan Stage Society, 169
Elliston, R. W., 1037, 1099
hllocutic^n, see Voic’e.

E^lssler, Fanny, 181

Embassy 'Theatre, I.ondon, 408
Emotions, expression of, woq'et seq.

Emperor yones. The, zj'^, 277
Employer’s liability, insurance

against, 313
Enemy of the People, An, 805, 860
Enfant Prodigue, 1125, 1126
English Family Robinson, 29
Englishman's Home, An, 805, 860
E.N.S.A., 19, 245
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Entertainments 'Tax, 32, 34, 295,

303-6, 1 147
Equity contract, 912
Era^ The^ 5

Ervipe, St. J., 49, 50, 173, 269, 2X0,

- 296, 743 » 907
Escape, 275, X29
Evans, Editli, 50S
Eveninij Institutes, drama in, 241—2
Everyman, 170, 2^5, 2(^9, 737, 7X9,

790, X3X, S64
Exemplary Theatre, The, 233, 847,

8X0, 1145
Exit, 297
Kxj^rimcnt, in modern drama, 275-9,

282
Exj>rcssioiiism, 275—6, 277, 2X8
Expressi{>nistic tlrama, 7X5, 858, 925,

\M 3

Exteriors, 944 et jcy., 9X9 et seq.

Ea\,ailc, 1X9

Fapin, J. B., 51 5

F'airy taJes, in children's drarn.i, 284
Faithful, The, 1046
Faithful Heart, The, X37
Falka, 535
Fall of a City, The, 28
Frilse proscenium, 792, 793, 1133
Fa 1 staff', 757
Family Reunion, The, 239, 738, 761
Fancourt, Darrell, 597, 39X, 612
Fans (in IVTikat/o), 66 >, 681;

Fantasy, 266, 281
Farce, 753 et seq.

aclinj*; in, 5—6
in tme-act plays, 281

in Show's plays, 58

unity of, 266
Farcical comedy , 753
Farmer's H'tfe, The, 463
Farren, N., 1036
Father, The, 764
Faust, 224
Federation of Women’s Institutes, 22

Ferguson, f. A., 280
Festivals, 2X9—300

adjudication at, 293, 295, 298—300
British Drama I^a^ue’s, 289
children’s plays in, 290
orjrani/injj, 294—6
rules of, 290, 291, 292, 295

Films in stag^e plays, 1052
Finance Act (1924), 303
Finck, Herman, 581
Fire

at Covent Garden, 1055
at Drury lame, 1036
scenic, 988, 1049, 1054, 1056 et seq.

Firearms, 1024, 1054, 1055
Fireplaces, scenic, 987 et seq., 1056

First Folio stage directions, 905, 906
Flats, 957, 95S, 959, 975 et seq.

Flax sheeting, 977
Flies, 1133
Flight of the Queen Fee, 84 5, 1145
Flood lights, T133
“Fluffing,” 919, 920
Flyinfr Dutchman, The, 105X
Fogerty, Elsie, 915
Fokine, Michael, 182, 185, 187, iXX,

189, 190, 192, 193, 196, 197, 199,
202, 203, 205, 206, 208, 2 I 1

Folk songs, 1119 et seq.

Fonteyn, Margot, 1X6, 226
Foote, Samuel, 5
Forlxis, Norman, 919
Forlx^s-Robertson, Jean, 270, 733, X05
Forbes-Robertson, Sir Johnston, 174
Foreign languages, acting plavs in,

249 52
Forest, The, zjt;

Forest Murmurs, 410
Forrest, Edwin, 729
Fortune, 838
Fortuny'^ lighting, 1134
Four Plays for Dancers, 282
“Fourth wall,” the, 8

Fox, The, 195
Fox wedges, 1134
F'rance

a home of the ballet, 197
modern tendencies in drama, 2 78

France, iVnatole, 230
Franklin, F'rcderic, 226
From Morn to Midmjsiht, 752
Front Jane Family, 29
Fuf;iti^>e, The, 788
t uljt^ens and Luc res, 1

6

Fumed Oak, 297
Furniture, 893, 894, 937, 996 et seq.

CTmfty Theatre, 895, 912, 918
Manchester, 18, 264

Galloojos Glorious, 839, 864
Galsworthy, John, 268, 270, 271,

i74» ^7 5» 276, 406, 749, 757
Garrick, David, 725, 726, 903
Gas, 275
Gate of Hea^tzen, 840
Gate Theatre, 8 38, 927, 928
Gate Theatre Studio, 312
Gates of Ur, 989, 991
Ciautier, 'T., 195
Gay Rosalinda, 221
Geisha, The, 225
Genee, Adeline, 229
German, Edward, 581
Gesture, 774, 775, 815 et seq., 1107 et

seq., 1 155 et seq.

Getting Married, 266
Ghosts, 165, 270, 1050, 1083 et seq.

Gideon, McKille, 8913

Ciielgud, John, XiX, 830, 9. .9

CiillxTt, Sir \V. S , ;398 ei .^eq., 60!;,

607, 6 1 6, 643
CJilbert and Sullivan operas, 3 39

tasting, see Casting
choruses, 600 et seq

,
68.-., 68 3

costume, 677, 678
dances, 6X3, 6X4
libretto alterations, 6c. 3. 6 )6, 613,

614, 61 5, 6i6, 632
lighting, 680, 681
make up, 669 et St q
music, orchestras, 608 et wy

, 68( ,

681 et seq.

tijxjras, see under titles

production, 597 et seq ,837
properties, 684 et seq.

songs, omitted, 610, 611, 612, 642
Gilbert & Sulli<T.’un yournal, 641
Gill, Dorothy, 61 X

Ginner, Ruby, 232
Girl J^riend, The, 558
Giselle, 181, 184, 1X6, 187, 196
edasgow" Community Htmse, 259
Glasgtiw Repertory I'heatre, 777, S59
Glass substitute, i 129
Ciltdx* T heatre, 901, 902, 904, 905
Glorious Morning, 2^9
Glorious Oilyssey, 2 59
Gluck, C' \V., 202
Gods Go a' lieggtng. The, 209
Goethe, J. W von, 17
Golden and I.eaden Echo, The, 54
Golden I'oy, 412
Cioncharova, Natalie, 195, 213
Gondoliers, 'The, 600, 615, 677
Cioodall, Edyth, 78S
Good Friday, performances on, 31 i

Gordon, J. M., 607
Gore, Walter, 209
Gtirki, M., 749
Gtmgh, 1 *., 944
Gow, R., 839
Grand Duke, The, 6i8, 686, 687, 6X8
Grand Hotel, 939, 94C', 931, 972
Grand Opera, 539-4C
Grant, Duncan, 1X9
Ciranville, S., 613
Ca ran ville -Barker, Harlev, 19* 170,

233, 266, 276, 743, 749. 7 ‘JO>

777 . 7 / 8 * 841,

907, 1145
847. 880, 9^4 i

Grattan, H., 897
Gray, X., 926
Greek Dance yVssociation, 232
Cireek Drama, 697, 737, 738, 753,

760, 764, 806, 839, 1028, 1031,

1070
Greeks, and dancing, 190
Circen, M., 617
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Green Oo^^/ess, The^ 165, 1069
Green Pastures, 860
Greet, Sir Pliilip Ken, i 70
Greg^son, J., 741
Grein, J. X., i6(j

Grids, 1134
Grierson, John, ’44
Griffin, Ronald,
C^rirnaldi, J., 829, iioi
Grossmith, G., 598, 682, 89^, 912
Cirountl plans, 9^9 et serf.

Grouping, 797 See a/so C'rowds,
CMioruscs.

Cjuild of Drama Adjutlicaiors, 299
Ciuildhall Grchestral Sneietv, 914
Guildhall School of Mime .ind

Drama, 914
Guitry, Sacha, 251
Guthrie, I'yronc, 972, ii4<j

Hairy Ape, The, 277, 864
Hale, Rol^rt, 89
Hale, Sonnie, 221
Halls, design of, 326—7, 371—2
Hamilton, ('osino, ^97
Hatn/ety 16, 174, 269, 392; (liallet),

193, 209, 1084
Hand movements, 77<), 1109, iiio,

1 r 18

Han/ty Pan/y John, 7SS, 789
Hardwicke, Sir Cedni-, 508, 8r8, 833,

909, 913, 918
Hardy, Xhoinas, 10

Hare, J. Rolxjrtson, 7^55

Hare, Sir John, 732, 733, 832
Harlequin, Harle<|uinades, 861, 1124,

1125:, 1134
Harvey, Sir J Martin, 817, 839, 1084
Hassan, 1070, 1075, 1086
Hatter's Castle, 940, 951
Hauptmann, 749
Hawtrey, Charles, 71^2

Hazlitt, William, 173, 728
Headlani, Rev. Stewart D , 242
Hedcia Gahler, 269, 270
Heine, H 220
Helpmann, Roliert, 192, 209, 1 107
Henri of Na^varre, 864
Hepburn, Katherine, 18^
Herbert, Constance, 93 r

Herod, 736
Hervieu, Paul Krnest, 268
He Was Born Gay, 830
Heywood, John, 16

Hicks, Sir Seymour, 3, 755, 913, 919,
920, 1081

Hindie Wakes, 846, 847
His Majesty’s Theatre, Dondon, 408
Historical plays, 863, 864

for children, 283
religious, 258—9

Hobson's Choice, 847
Hodges, Ht>race, 832
Hofle, Monckton, 837
Hfigarth, William, 209
Holme, Constance, 280
H(»lsl, Cjustav, 2^ if

Hooi/man Blind, 860
Hopkins, Cj Manley, 1^4

Jloppla, <^vtr lehen' 276
Hornim.'in, Annie K I*', 18, 264
Horniman Re]x*rtorv I heatrc, 749
Hoi o scope, 189
Houghton, Stanley, 276, 2S0, 749
House of the Octopus, 'Pht

, 239
House Pai ty, I'he, 196
House that yack Built, 'Phe, 22 1

House ^xcith the P<\.visty lf 'indo<Tcs, 942
Howartl, Antlrcc, 209
Howard dc W'.iklcn Cup, 22
Ho'ie He Lied to lit i Husband, 2 82

Hughes, Ki( hartl, 28

Hu^o, Victor, 2 2“>

Hulberi, Jai'k, 22 i, 847
Humorous plavs, one act, 281

Hunt, Ix-igh, 728
Hunt, Martita, 12

HuiulcN , Ci. 1 *., 7 if 5

1 1 u rry , 1 a*sl le, 189, 193

Ihsi N, Henrik, iS, ’ 9 ' 1 60, 266,

269, 27--, 272, 749. *730, 839
Illusions, 1 08 3, I 1 c .2 // wy.

Imperial ScIkjoIs 0f Ballet, 1 83, 19^.,

T 97 ^ / H
ImjX'rial Society of I ’tM( Jiers of

Dancing, 231—2
linpoitatUi of Bein^ hai nest

,
Pht, 7<r3,

1102
lm]>ressionism, in lighting methods,

^95
Iiulependent I'hcalre and Stage So-

ciety, 169
Ingres, Jc*an, 196
Injuries, insurance .igainsl, 51 5

Insect Play, 'I'he, 278, 1069
Insomnia, 282
Insurance, 313, 314
International One-Act Play Pheatre,

289
Intervals, 903, 933, toi6
In the Holy Natii'itv of Our Lord God,

Inti odui tion to 'Puilor Diaina, An, 16

lolanthe, 601, 602, 606, 673
Irene, 727
Iris, 830
Irish dramatists, 749
Irvdng, Sir Henry, 18, 172, 249, 730,

73 I » 77 776? 826, 903, 904
Irving, Washington, 726
Italy, a home of the ballet, 197

I'l'MA, 27
It Pays to Ad-iicrtise, 791, 838, 839
It's Autumn Nonv, 297
Ixianhoe, 72
Izenour, CJeorge, 361

Jackson, Sir Barry, 18, 31, 381, 838,

908
yaiic' Clcirif, 269
J.min, J ules, 172
Japan, “Noh” jilays of, 282
Japanese I heatre, 841, 1123
yapancse 11 ay, 'I'he, 243
yardin au^^ Lilas, 209
Jennings, (Gertrude, 281
yeux, 196, 204, 203
yeux d'Enjants, 193, 206

Jink,” dancing, 222
yob, 189, 208
John, Kvan, 989
yohii Gabriel Horkinan, 269, 1046,

T079
Jolmson, Colin Keith, 919
lolmstin. Dr Samuel, 727
foJmsim, Philip, 296, 297, 74T

Jones, Henrv AriJmr, 268, 280
Jones, Inigo, 841, 833, 908
Joos, Kurt, 19^, 4Cf-, 693
Jordan, Mrs , 728
'foseph an, I His Hn thicn, 839
ynuriicv'', End, 38, 761
yoyous l\i[T,ant of the Holy Natix'ity,

1 7^ ', 238
yultus C,i uir, 41. 8

June, 187
yuno and tin Paw oc k

,

1 70, 833
Juvenile plavers, 663 el s,q,, 714, 720

Kaisi r, Cieorge, 273, 732
Karsarv’ina, I amara, i8r. 183, 186,

189, 190, 197, 229
Kave-Smub, Sheil.i, 238
Kean, Charles, 918, 919, 1039
Kean, Falmund, 723, 726, 813, 825,

T 084
Kelly, I’amela, 237
Kelly, Mary, 19
Kemble, Jolm Pliillip, 7.’ 6, io8n
Kendal, Mrs , 732
Kendall, Dame Madge, 919, 920
Kerr, Delwirah, 183
Kill that Ely, 893, 896
Kinsj^doni of God, 'I'he, 2^0
Ktny. Henry Fill, 9
Kinir Lear, 38
AVwg Lear's IPife, 280
Kismet, 271
Klein, A. B., 361
Knife-throwing acts, 1103, 1106
Knight, Joseph, 166
Knoblock, Kdward, 270, 271
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Koiiiisarjevsky, TVI,, 8, 57, 786, 939,

940, 951
Korda, Sir Alexander, 17a
Kshesinskaya, Mathilde, 186, 197

T_.AB/»n School of Tvlovcrnciir, ^>9^, 704
Z,fV Bohrme, 689
Labouchcre, H., 731, 1066
I.a Carmarjro, 190
l.iiiJy Into Fox, 209
Lady of Belmont, The, 864
Lafayette, Fhe Great, 1054
L(f Fille mat Chinlee, z ro

Lamb, Charles, 171, 173, 7if>, 7-^,

1035
LamlKTt, Constant, 189
]-a Men, 40 cd

Lamps, staftc, 3^9- 37 ^''

Lancashire, elo^ dancing of, 222, 223
L.ine, I^upino, 412
Lan^j, Matheson, X30
F'Aprt i midt tl'un I'dutir, mjO, 2^ 4,

205
Larionov, M. F

, 1 9^3

Lust Duys of Pntnf^eti, 1066
Lw^t Hour, The, i 3

Lust of the Dcuulte^, Thi\ 839
l.ust ff 'ur, 7V/e, 740
J^u Svmf>honi/' Funtu\tif]ue, 206
l.ute (lhr{\tofhe? Betin, I'hr, 30X

Lati^hton, Charles, XiK
Luxurus Luuir/ied, 278
1-,1’a^ne of Hritish Dram tiisis, 24
Leeds Kycbro\s‘ C'lub, ’

Le Festin ile FAt ui^nee

,

209
Ae FiL PrOiliiTur, 196
“Le^rnania,” 223
Le Lul des Cvtfw/ f, 200
lannaitre, Jules, \t>(y

Lend I.euse, or The CAeut Sneu/y, 24 <3

J'Lnfant PtOilis^ue, 1123, 1126
la*Mo, D.iii, 223
Lenorinand, H- R, 278
Le Sucre du Printemps, 196, 204, 203
Le Spectre de Ju Rose, 205, 21 1

Les Preuip;e<, 194, 206, 217, 4^ 2

Les Rende'z.-n^'ous, 20S
l^'ssiiif^, CL, 171
Le^ Sxlphtdcs, 184, 1S6, iSS, 196, 203,

206, 2 I 1 , 219, 2 20

J.
' Etruniren', 918

Let S/eeprnii (loc/s Lie, 928
J^eveaux, M , 89*3

l^evels, actor audience, 710
I^evitation, 1103
Lilx*l, law t)f, 318
Licensing;

of plays, 317—18
of theatres, 311 — 13

Lighting, stage, 3^3-413
amateur, 325

I.igliting, stage {fontd)
c‘ost limes ami, ^9
colour, 947, 948, 966

additive mixing, 366—8
broken coli»ur, 366
complementary colours, 36S

contrast, 368—9
cyclorama mixing, 369
filters, 364, 370, 371
fluoresc-ence, 369—70
physics tif, 364
pigments, 365
remote c hange of, 344
Mibirac-tive mixing, 365
theory of, 364, 369

early, 397, 1036
equipment, »vv’ Lighting <‘t]uip-

ment, stage,

c^x.implcs of, 380-92
b'cirtunv, 1134
general, 787, 892, 8193

CLllxn-t ami Sullivan, 680, 681
methods

dam*ing, 400—1
exteriors, 395—8
interiors, 398—400
lighting plot, 393-5
open stage, 402
rehearsal, 393
scenerv, projecting, 342
shadows, 401- 2

model theatre, 323—4
models, 965, 966
modification of basic' installation,

39 3

of actor and set, 375—6
optical eflc.*c ts projection, 403
plots, IC>12, f'lj, •C14
producei .md, 394
Ki‘viie, 898
Sch\xal>e Hasait, 1139
spec'ial c'tfec ts, 3.42, 4<_<2—

i 3

stage-boai ds, see Stage- boards,

st.igc faults affecting, 325—6
Lighting ec|iiipinent, stage

b.itteiis, 355, 338, 339
Ix'atn angle of, 335
cut-off’ angle of, 335—6
dimmers, elec-tric'al, 344-51
effects projectors, 335, 542
filters, colour, 364-3, 370—1
floodlights, acting arc*a, 335, 336

cycIoiMina, 3
39-4r)

general stage, 3 38

narrow angle, 335
fluorescent chemic'als, 370
focus lanterns, 335, 341—2
focnlights, 335, 339
home-made equipment, 414—25
lenses, 340—2
magazine equipment, 335, 338-9

Lighting ecjuipinc-nt, stage Uontd
)

maintenance, 344
optH-al classification, 331^

jiarallel Ixsini lantern, 34
reflectors, 336—8
remote colour change ap])aratus,

344
slide lantern, 342
spotlights, 335, 340—3
stagc'-boards, cer undt Sr, igre- boards
stray light from, 336
switchboards, set- utider Stage*-

boards.
transformers, 328
voltage pnibleins, 3 2cj-3'^

Light Opera, 539, 54 >

Li^htnin'

,

832
Litikmun, The, 895
Lit|Uor, licences for, 317
Lisbon, National Opera House, 3C95

Little Humphui ked Horst
,
The, 195

Little Lheatre movement, 18, 23
Little li’hite 'Fhouy^ht

,
The, 282

Liverpool Repertory "Lheatre, 264
London Mime Festival, 1 107
London Nights, 838
London Theatre Studio, 363
Lonesome l.ike, 740
Long Clhristmus Dinner, The, 296, io6i
Lonsdale, Fredk., 845, 846
Lord C'hamberlain, tlte, 47, 48, 49, 50,

295, 311, 312, 31 3, 317
laitteries, law relating to, 315—17
hoi'e in Idh-ness, 836
Lo-i't' on the Dole, 858
Luna Park, 1 89
Jamt, Alfred, 8 36

T.\cc>podinm, 1029, 1058
Lv nn, Ralph, 755
L\on^ Mtiil, Tht

,

731, 775
Lvrir, Haminersmith, 170
Lvtton, Sir Henr\, 598, 612, 613

\hicheth, 12, 76, 807 et seq , 1004,

1035
Alut hine H lecht rs. The, 107^% j(;>7i

MacT-eish, An hibakf, 28

Macreadv, W C\, 725, 726, 729,

815
McKvov, C' , 749
!\Tuilum Butterfl-\, ic‘87

J^Iudchen in L inform, 831^

Maddenn.irkel rejjej torv, Norwic'h,

I 68, 260, 1135
Maeterlinck, Maurice, ’-81, 282
Magic Flute, The, 690
Magic lanterns, 1029, 1048 et seq.,

1074
Magnesium guns, 1029
Maiden C'astlc, 710
Maid's Ttugedy, The, 725
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Make-Up, 441 — ^^4, 6^>9 r1 seq.^ yao

arms, 460-1
An ami, 496 500
Ixjards, ^69—74
blend of com pound foundation'.,

455-6
bodv and limbs, 41J9—61

cantankerous woman, ^19
character, 496— <;oo, ^^07-10

colour and li^lit in relation to,

47X-Xr
colour attributes affected bv stay^e-

liphtinjj, 4X5-9
coloured pow’der, recipe, 5 54
colours, chissification of, 4X2—5
c<juntr;i uoman, 5rX-ig
crepe hair, 464-74
tlisfiy liremen ts, 5c ^ 2 - 4
equipment, 444—

X

evebrows, shaj^j^y. 46X
eyes, 449, 455, 492
face

anatomy of, 4S1— 2, 4S9
muscles of, 490- 3

pow^der, 446, 533
falsL features, 504—6
farmers, fishermen, iirid sail<irs, 515
features

alteration of, 456-9
false, 504-6
padded, 506-7

forehead, mus< le of, 490
foundation, applying the, 446 -X

grease paints, 443-5
hair, 461, 463

crcqie, 463-74
hairpieces, \\ofnen, 475—

X

hands, 46 I

lips, 452, 454, 492-3
liquid powder, recipe, 534
middle-age, 4X0—1
midtlle-t lass woman, 516, 51S

moustaches, 463, 464, 466 7

neck, 500—2
nose

changes in shape, 504-6
muscle of anger, 492
types of, 507

old age, 5^9--

>

old w'ornan, 522—3
recipes, 533—4
remtiving, 446, 454—5
society woman, 515 -16

stage-lighting and, 443, 436 7,

4X5—9
straight make-up, 443, 446, 44X—52

for men, 452—4
teeth, 461
toupees, 475
types, 515-19* ?^- 3-33
vivacious woman, 51S
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M j ke - I
Tp (conU/.)

water stain, recipe, 534
wigs, 463, 474-X

padded, 507
wool puffs, 446

Malleson, Miles, 2K2, X31
MalNich, Cieorge Rcston, 2X0
Mamoulian, Roulx*n, 187
Mufi Born to hr A'/«g, T/ir, 257
Manchester Rep. I'heatre, 777, 859
Manchester School, 749, 846, S47,

X57, X59
“Manchester Ibmamed,” ^'he, 21

Man in Drrss Clothrs^ T/n\ 755
Man is Omnra^ 297
Mantelpieces, scenic, 9<SX

\1an ff'/io Wou/(/n't ^o to Hra^’rn, 297
\ 1cihh Harr<, X95
Mtina Martrn^ 1076, 107X
Mane Annunette, 17

Marionettes, 249, 841, X69 rt srq.

Markoxa, Alicia, 1X7, 208
\lari iiix^t- of (Jon z'rnirnii\ .V, 290

of Fa^aro, T/it\ 6X9, 69'^

Maryinskx riicatrc, 179, 196
VTan Rost-, 737
Mary Stu<irt, 864
Masefitid, John, 53, 55, 255, .^Xi,

761, 902
A/nr/’f, 297, 1095 rt srq ,^ 1125
Masque I'heatre, 939, 94(-'» 97 3

Mii<;\r Mrnsr/i, 276
Massine, Leonide, 1X5, iXX, 1X9, 192,

194, 205-7, -t7» 4<''>' 787
.Vlasson, Andre, 194
Mathew, Justice, 312
Matthews, Charles, 72X, 729
Matthews, C. J., 728, 729
Matisse, Henri, 189
Maugham, \V. Somerset, 10, ’73,

274, 276, 925
Mauncr, Sir ti. tiu, 733, 814, X33, 909
May, Pamela, 226
Mediums, 994, 1136
Med well, Henry, 16

Melodrama, 761, 7X7, S3X
Melvin, J. S., 831
Mendelssohn, Felix, 5X i

Mrrchant of Venter^ 410
Mercury T heatre, Tomlon, 256, 2 58,

738, 879
Mermaid Society, 170
Mrrrir Enj^Ianti, 540
Messel, Oliver, 189
Midsummer Ni^hfs Drram, 16, 443
Mikado, Thr, 225, 612, 614, 676
Milburn, Dr., 730
Milhaud, Darius, 189
Millamant, 757
Miller and His Men, Thr, 1055
Milne, A. A., 280

Milton, John, r6

Mime, 184, 196, 214-15, 242, 1107
rt srq., 1153, 1 ^ ‘r7

^

Mirat Ir in thr Gorbals, I'hr, 189, 195,

209
Miracle j^lays, 16, 170
Miro, Juana, 195
Mirror Ball, 1051
Misallianc r, 268
Miss Hook of Hollaritl, 540
Missionary phty» T he, 259
Model .sets, theatres, 784, 898, 963 rt

srq
, 969, 1055. Srr also Pup-

petry.

Modern dress, 677, 678 (CJillTert and
Sulliv.in), 838, 908 (Shake-
speare), 841

Moli^-re, 5, 45, 70T, 743, 757
Moment, dramatic, 57
Monck, Nugent, 255
Monkr\'<; Pazv, Thr, 1086
Monkhousc, A., 749
Montague, H , 895
Moon Ridi'f Hiffh, 'Thr, 2 78

Moore, Eva, 919
'‘Moralitv’’ plays, 270
i\Ioi tilf of Marruf, 'Thr, 164
More, Hannah, 725, 726
Mororro Bouriil, 535
Morns, T'. B , 297
Morton, Leon, H97
Moscow Art Theatre, 169, 264
Mos/kovski, VTont/, 202

VloLintings, 85 3 rt srq

Mournim^ Briornr<: Eh\tra, 2 78
Mou<;rti af, ’Thr, 817, 864
Mo/.art operas, 689
Muih Alio About Nothini^, 765
Multiple stages, 263
Muiidcn, J. S , 171
Municipal theatres, 326—7
Munro, t'. K. , 278, 805, 815, 846
Murdrr in thr C.'athrdral, 55—6, 256,

257, 259, 738, 761
Murray, Paul, 897
Music

amateur stage and, 5X1-2
in the theatre, 583—94
orchestra, sec Orchestra,
pageants, 705
revue, 891
Shakespearean, 908

Musical comedy, 539, 540-2, 601, 77S

dancing in, 220—1, 232
Musical productions, 535-80

amateur movement and, 535—6
audience, 574—7
cast, 546-50, 580
cost of, 537—8
costuming, 557
dancing for, 556-7
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Nlusiral productions {contd.')

dress rehearsals, 570—3
kinds t)f', 538—42
make up, 566—70
nu)untinjr, 559—63
rnuSical director, 579

* music for, 555- 6

]icrformanccs, rules, 577—8
producer for, 542—5, 57X
prtiperlies, 563—6
rehearsals, 544, 545, 550-3, 570-3
scenery, 560—3
singers for, 554—6
size of staj^’e, 5 38
size of theatre, 537
staff', 579-80
sia^e mana^-er, 579
stag;ccrafi, 544
stew, ards ami pro^^ram me sellers, 575

Mxst'lf atiii ihr 'I'/hutt/t-, 8

‘Mvstery’ plavs, 16, 263, 2

N -M’oi I'ONK' plavs, 86 3

Siin-tisus and Ei.hfi^ 203
National /Xnthem, pl.^^'m>4^, 575, 5S2
N.itional Association ol Hoys' viml

CjII Is' C'luhs, 5 I

National C'o o[>erati\e Dr.ima /Xssck'i-

aiion, 253, 254
National Council of Sor lal Serxiie,

’>^7

National T'ederation of W'omen's
Institutes, 724

Nation. il Operatu ind nr.imatK
Association, 19, 53- -jau, 369,
88 I

N.itional riie.itre, 11^5, 1146, 1147
Naturalism

III drama, 267
relif^ioiis dr.im.i .and, 261

Naturalistic drama, '749, 750, 752,
1136

.acting m, 7-8
Neilson '^err^, Phvllis, 909
.Nervousness, 730, 731, 822
Nesbitt, RolHM't, 897

F/iixs Qua?‘tcrh\ 293
New I'heatre, Homlon, 327

li itx to Pax Olif Drbts^ .7 , 725
New \'ork I'he.itre (iuild, 169
Nicholson, Norman, 258

Out^ ,7 ,
166

Nijinska, r88, 196, 204
Nijinsky, Waslaw', 179, 185, 188, 189,

190, 192, 196, 204—5, 208, 905
Noahy 257
Nocturne

y

208
Noises off, st'c Effei'ts.

Norwich, Maddermarket repertory,

168, 260, 1135
Norwood Report, 241

Novello, Ivor, 581
Noverre, Jean, 192, 198
Nuffield 'Erust, 868

Oak I.eu^’cs and Laxu^niicry 277
Olieramrnerf^au, Passion Play, 16,

7T 1, 712, 716
Oheron y 1055
Cf’C'asey, Sean, 170, 276-7, 833
(fde<>n C'lnem.i, la-icester Square, 361
CEiiipuSy 14
Old Ouardy They 535
Old Lady Sho^i.s Her Xlt daPy 77it , 296
Old Man of the Mountain iy 'I'hey 258
Old Vie, I'he, 19, 818, 868, 1145,

1 146
Olivier, Sir Paurence, 818
('Pice in a Lifetime

y

932
One-aet play, 279—82, 296 8, 740, 741
O'Neill, Kuj*ene, 31, 269, 270, 273,

277-8, 282, 749, 1079,
Only P'aXy 'They 8 38, 839
Open air theatres, 710, 1126 See tiho

Pageants.
( )pera

ballet compared with, i9i_'

b.illets in, 224-5
«rand, 5f9-4^^

5 39 ’ 54 '~"

jirotluction of, 689, 690, 867, 1091,
I 09

( )jX*ratH societies, am.iteur, »vc Ama-
teur Dr.im.itie <ind (')peratie

So< K’ties

( )rt bestr.i

and the \ ocal settinj^, 5S6 9-

and \oc.il units, 59c—

4

buildiiifj: up .111, 5S4—

6

conductor anti, 5X3-6
formmj4, 58 1 -2

instruments of, 5.S4 -6

tr.mspi»s,itioii, 5X4-5
(>stro\skv, A. N , XI
t)uld, Mtrnuni, Ills pla\s, 278-9
Out ‘hnrrintn C.'oumti, 730
Outward Bouihly 259, 290, T079,
( >xfortl I’ 1 ) S , 18, 175

Cire^oiw, 297
P.i^e.mts, 693 724

acoustics, 710
C'hiddiii^foltl Paj^-eant, 700
committees, 705 et setp

costumes, 70S, 709, 716 et wy
crowds, 1114
cue systems, 715
tlanccs, 705
diakij^ue. 698, 699
dop?, 715
entrances, cKits, 699
j^encral, 693 ct seq.

l*aj^eants {contil
)

Ciuildford P-q^eanl, '"m,

indoor, 701
Mount Or.ice I’.i^e.mt, 7..,.

music, 71)5

protluciion, 701 et .d'j,

scripts, 695 et \'tq.

Sites, 694, 709, 7 n“ , 85.4

timing, 696
Painting, scener\

, 992 tt ft q
Pitir of Spt’i tat h'fy .V, 733, 8 ’2

“ Palact* (iirls," 222
Pall.'itlium, lamdon, 3:2, 343
}\matropes, 1015, 1023, 1136
Panor.imas, u'e C'velor.imas
Panr.aloon, 1124, 1125
Paolo tim! Friim t-fta, 736
Ptiriiiley 189, 195
Paris Opera Htnise, 317
Passing of the Third Flooi Hack,
Pathi 7ique Sonar. I, 581
PatitTiiCy 6r'6, 675
Pa\ lova, Anna, 181. 1S3, 1 84,

18-7, 191, 192, 197, 199, 2 -8

2 TO, 214
Pe.u h. 1 . dll Cj.irde, 234
Pe.irse, P.idrait, 2S0
Peei (."lynty 266, 4" 9, 761
Pellisier, H.irry, 89

5

"Penumbr.i" pla\s, 864
People's Entertainment Sock t \

,

Peoples of AH Nation f, ^33
Pepitiiy 535
Prppet's Ohosty 1085
Perthanct to Dream, 5X1

Pt-rformin;^ Ri\rhtf Sot lety \ Ci

Industi tes U943), 306
Period 'ictm^, i i

Ptf-fiaHi, The, 1083
[\ h f Pan, 282
Perqia, b.illet dancer, 179, 18S,

197, 199, 21 I

PttrouAiktiy 1 8 7, 196, 2. 5, 219
Phelps, S . *729

Piilllips, Stephen, 7 3U, '’37

1 ;.84 Phillpotts, Eden, 31

PhtxMiix d'heatre, London, 4 .9

Picasso, Pablo, 189, i<)3, 193
Pierrots, .884, 885
Pilgrim Plaxers, 25-’

Pillil^rim I'lust, 868
Ptnaf'ore y H MS ,

6.. 614. 674
l^mero. Sir .A. VV.. 5, [65, 26S,

'^4 b 749
Pi}>er, John, 195
Piper Laughs, The, 2

•;
S

Pirandellt*, I.ui^i, 275, 278
Prratrf of Penz.ancry The, 603,

606, 61 I, 614, 675
Pirran Kouritl, 710
Piseator, Erwaii, 276

8.-5

18 ^),

, 209 ,

-54

illette

192,

2 So,

6.^7 5,
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Pitt, A., 798, 799
Play atid Pajjcant Union, 700
Pla\ of the ff'ether^ The, 16

Phty Pictorial, <;68

Plciv reading, 8S0 et seq.

c'opvri^lil law and, 2^, 307
practit'c of, 243

Playhox of the H'cstem li'orhi, 170
Playfair, Sir Ni^c-l, 170
Inlays

c-onstruciion, 878 et Siq.

expressionist ic, 78 ij, S<j8, 92^, 1113
historical, 863, 864
libraries, 882
literary. So

3

Napoleonu’, 863
naturalistic, 749, 7 7‘>-> 1136
one- act, 740, 741
pen uni bra, 864
poetic, 736 et seq., 761, 762, 90<'j,

923, 1 1 64
propagandist, 780, 791, S37 et seq ,

880, 923, iC'63, 1070, T076
radio, 27—9, 875 et ieq.

readmjrs, 23, 307, 880 et seq

Restoration, 841, 853, 925
romantic, 7<’>4 t‘t seq

seasonal, 860
selection, 744, 803 et seq., 861 et seq.

Shakespeare, 736, 864
social, 847, 839, 1168
spiritualistic, 1084
supernatural, 803, 103c, 1083 et q

Playwrights’ club, 243—9
Play writing?

competitions, 289
criticism as a steppinj^-stonc to,

173-4. S/e also Dramatic
I'cchnitjuc.

P/utuler, 753
Plywood, 990, 991, 1032
Poel, William, 169, 170, 233, 790,

904, 907
Pfietic drama, 10, 736 et seq., 7^11,

762, 906, 925, 1164
Poetic plays, onc-act, 280-1

I’octry, in contemporary drama,
276-7

Poise, 1107 et seq., 1153 et seq.

Police Act (1919), 317
Police uniforms, law relating^ to use

on stage, 317
Pollock, B., 815, 817
Pomona, 189
Poulenc, Francis, 189
Prefaces to Shakespeare, 907
Prelude and Fuy^ue, 282
Preobrajenska, Olga, 186, 197
Press, local, 39, 170-1
Price of Coal, The, 857
Priming, 993

I I 78

Princess Ida, 600, 611, 676
Pritchard, Mrs., 727
Prt^>ate l.i^ues, 268
Problem': of the At tor, 10
Producer, 743 et seq., 771 et <:eq., 776

et seq
, 841 et seq., 888 et seq.

musical productions and the, 342— 3

ProdiH tion organization, 769 et seq.,

1013 et seq.

ProductKni pt>hcv, 804 et wy.
Professor's l.o'^'e Story, The, 733
Prokofiev, Sergei, 1S9
Pr-orrrenaile, 20^
Pr-ometheuc, to 70
Prompting, 783, 786, 1008, 1137
Prop plots, 1011, 1013, 1020
Propaganda, in Drama, 238, 7r- 1,

297, 780, 791, 837 ft seq, 880,

923, 1063, 1070, 1076
Pr«»perties, 8r8, 819, 1112, 1113
Pr( isceniinn

false, 792, 793, 1133
openings, 326-7

Prospect Uefor-e I V, I'hi', 209
Prurrella

,

266
Psv<’ho-anaI vsis, Uenormaiul .ind, 278
I’uhlif, (hanging moods of, 3

Punch and Judy, 869 et seq ,1124
Puppet theatie, 24<^

Puppt'trv, 841, 869 et seq.

Purdoin, (.’ B., lu

Oiiiiker Oirl, The, 34 :)

Z)uality Street, 996
Quest, The, 1S9, 193
(^uestors 'Pheatre, K.iling. installation,

382-3
(^uin, J.lines, 726
Quinney:'

,

269

Rat es of ^lankittd, 333
Rachmaninoff, Sergei, 212
Radio C^ity Musii Hall, Nev\ \'ork,

J-?
Radio ]>la^, the, 27—9, 873 et <:eq.

Rain, 273, 1033
Rake's Proi^ress, 209
Raleigh, Sir W., 901, 902, 903
Ralph Rojeter Doister, 16

Rambert, Marie, 20X, 209
Rasch, Albertina, 221
Ratcliff, Nora, 297
Ratcliffe, Dorothy Una, 280
Rational Limberms^, 223
Ravel, Maurice, 183
Raverat, Gwendolyn, 189
Rayc, Zelia, 223
Read, Herlx-rt, 242
Rcade, Charles, 731
Realism
conventions and, 57—8

Real i sm (t ontd.

)

in ballet, 196
in lighting, 395, 400
in sets, 373
plays of, 267
revulsion from, 273, 276 •

sincerity and, 14
Red Army I'heatre, Moscow, 327
Red Ro<;es for Ale, 277
Rehearsals, 233-6, 283, 326, 743,

746, 748, 807 et ceq., 826, 889,

890, 912, 1006, 1007
musical productions, 344, 345, 550-

3, 370-3
Reinhardt, Ma\, 778, 942
Religion, drama and, 13, r6

Religious drama, 233—63
Religious Drama Society, 257, 238
Rembrandt, 497
Repertory companies, semi-amateur,

I 68
"

Report of Select Committee on Stage
Plays (C'ensorship) (1909), 47-8,

50
Restoration comedy, 11

Restoration dram.i, 8^ 1 , 833, 923
Res/ki',

I
dc, 9 I 3

RevoK'ing stages, 1 ic i 1 1 st *( , 1138
Rev lie, 22:’, 339, 341 2, 778, 883 et

seq., 888 et :iq., 893 et seq.

Reynolds Sir J., 728
Rh yihin

bodil y, 813
movement, 8i 1 et :eq

, 1107 et seq.,

1133, II 36, 1137, 1162
Rue, I'dmer, 227, 732
Richard 11 , 9
Rrtharii of Hor i/eiiu.x , 696
Richardson, Sir Ralph, 818
Ricketts, Charles, 233, 7X3
Rrdet : to the Sci/, 280
Rimsky hLors.ikov, N, 189
Rtn^, I'he, 4''i2, 40S
Risers, 971
Rr:rrnr Sun, I'he, 10 38

Boots, 1001
Rolxjrts, Ai-thur, 920
Rolx*rts, C'yril, 297
Rolxirtson, Ciraham, 70Q
Rolx^rtson, G. W., 749
Rolx'rtson, W., 920
Robson, Fredk., 729, 730
Roc lukde Curtain 'Pheatre, 867
Rock, The, 33, 238
Rodin, Fran(,'ois Auguste, 203
Rcx*rich, N. K., 199
Roman Soldier, 'The, 719
Romantic drama, 9—10, 764 et seq.

Romantic musical plays, 339, 340
Romanticism and the AJoder n Py;o, 9
Romeo and 'Juliet, 189, 905
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Roof, The, 406
Rose Marie, ^40
Rosmersholm, 272
Rostand, E., 76

ij

Rotha, Paul, 244
Rowhanclson,

'

1 '., 209
R{)yal Academy of Dancing, 224,

22S, 229-31, 232
Royal Academy of Dramatic Art,

241, 913, 914, 91ft

Royal Academy of Music, 915
Royal C’ollcK^e of Music, 915
Royal Di'^’oree, /}

,

1051;

Royal Instiiutc of British Architec-

ture, lei'ture theatres, 37*;

Royal Opera Syufhcatc, 224
RoyalUes, X6ij,^SXi, SS7
Rubinstein, H R., 2S1, 282

Rutlfh^ore, <^97, 602, 611,61 ij, 634, 676
Rudoll Steiner Hall, London, 363
Rumour, 400, Xo^, X16, X46, 864
Russian ballet, 1X8, 196—200, 202,

Russian 'Lhealre, 777, 7X0, 791, 9i?»

1063, T070, 1076, 1147, I I ^o

Rutlierford, Margaret, 834

Sa1)J,I'R\s Wells, 729, 868, 1041, 1 u8

1

ballet, iX6, 191, 2..'7, 20S, 2^)9, 224,

opera compaii), 224
Sarnt yoiiu, 1^1, 290, 40*^

St Petersburg, ballet m, 197, 20-

Saint Saens, C'amille, 581

SaLiries, giz, 917
S.ilisbury, Loi-d, in Jolanthe, 672
Salotne, 281

SanuhlotV eH’et t, the, 413
Ran Toy, 22^
Sarcev, Krancisque, 11, 166

Sart/onttfa/us, i o 139, 1 06 3

S.irdou, V., >68, 272
Savoy riieatre, <397, 604 rf u-q., 7^0,

777
Sayers, Dorothy, 237, 25S, 239
Scaffolds, 1071; ct seq.

Scarlet Pimpt rnel. The, 8 39

Scvnario, workinj^ to a, 271—2
Scene chiint^inj^, 323
Scenery

ballet, 194-
<3

children’s plays, 233-6
insurance against loss and damaj^e,

1 »

4

musical productions, 560-3
Scenic equipment, home-made, see

Stage equipment,
Schiller, J, C. F.. 165, 195
Schnit/ler, Arthur, 268

School For Scandal, 224, 1055

Schools
drama in, see Drama as education,

dramatic, 913, 914, 913
Schwabe -Hasait lighting, 1

1 39
Sciopticon, 1048, 1050, 1057
Scott, Clement, 165, 166, 860
Scott, Sir Walter, 71, 72, 195, 220, 726
Scottish C’ommunity Drama Associa-

tion, 19, 72, 89, 291, 299, 934
Seri lx*, Auguste, 2 68

S( uola di Hallo, 210
Second Airs Tanqueray, I'he, 268, 733
See Honv They Run, 58
See Naples and Die, 1069
Select ('ommittee on Stage Plays

(Censorship) Report (i 909), 47-8,
-50

Serx'ice, 1101
Sellings, scenery, 776, 796, 799 et

seq., X41, X34 et seq, X93, 894,

933 et seq., 941, 992 et seq., 1081,

1082, 1086 et seq See also

Curtains.

Shadows, 973, 1049
Shakespeare, William, 4, 9, 16, 243,

286, 297
First Folio, 905, 906
{>lays about, 736, 864
plays of

acting in, 1 i-i 2

amateur |x*rformances m, 242
at festivals, 290
costumes for, 90S, 1004
Cilolxr 'Theatre, perforrn.mtes of,

901, 902, 904, 903
Hamlet, oiigin of, 1084
in modern dress, 838, 908
intervals in, 903
lighting tor, 402-3
music for, 908
Old Vic productions of, 19
PoeTs produi'tions of, 170
jiroduction of, 901 ei ^eq., ic)8 7

r.ulio performances of, 29
six-nery for, 375, 433

Shakespeare and the Theatre, 907
Shall li e yoin the Ladies?, 262
Shaw, C;. B., 9, 27, 48-50, 52, 58,

163, 170, 173, 2^2, 266, 270, 271,

274, 282, 442, 7 38, 741, 750,

7 S 3 ^ 7 S 7 > 777 j 880
Sheffield, experiment m religious

drama, 257
Shehera/adc, 18S, 195
Shelley \. Bethell (18X3), 312
Sheppy, 1084
Sherriff, R. C., 4
She Stoops to Conquer, 753
She PI 'as No Lady, 296
Shoemaker's Holiday, The, 432
Silielius, Jan, 581

NDEX
Siddons, Mrs, 723, ifiXr,,

Siei f̂iled, 1091
Sight-lines, autlitorium, 3.-^, 327,

371-2, 776, 792 et uq
, 9^1, 961

.S'/irw of the Croff, 'The, 81 s;

SiLzier Box, The, 270, 2-73, 29.

Silz’er Riny^, 'I'hr, 8 38

Sdz'er Ta<:<:ie, 'The,

Sim lair, Arthur, 8 3 3

Siny^in^ Siinds, <3^, 297
Situation, plav of, 268

Si.x Charm ters in Seaith of an duthoi

,

972
Si/e, jiriinmg, 993
Skin Came, 'I'he, 273
Skinner, Cornelia Otis, 187
Sladen -Smith, F., 296, 297
Sleepmii Clergyman, .V, 996
Slerpin}^ Pnncec^, 'The, 179, 193, zzrj,

210
Smetana, B., 224
Smith, Sladen, 741
Social drama, 270 1, 847,839, 116S
Social significance of the 'Theatre;

1147
Society of Authors, 882

Socrates, 993
Sokolova, Lydia, 183, 208
Soni^es, 184
Soprano parts, 399, 617, 618
Sorreret

, The, 603, 61 i, 674
Sothern, K A , 730
Soubrettes, 617, 631 ei seq.

Spam, dances of, 225
Special effects, see Lighting, stage

Specialization, in acting^, 1 3

Speech training, 241, set' aho Voice

Spessiva, 181, 186

Spiritualism m Drama, 1084
Sport of Kiny^<, The, 8 26

Spra\, scenic, 1082
Sprinp^ Cleaniny^, 843, 846
Squeaker, 'The, 84S

Squire, L H., 581
Staats, Leo, 224
Staff', Walter, 209
Stage

cloth, 833
dancing, see Dancing, stage

equipment, home-made, 425-38
management, 92 8 et seq., 1004 et

seq.

sense, 834 et seq.

Stage-boards (switchboards), 353-64
Stagecraft, 926 et seq.

Stages

design of, 323-6
musical productions and size of, 338

Stanfortl Hall Little Theatre, 234
St.anislavsky, Konstantin, 18, 169,

264, 749, 750, 762
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Steps, dimensions, 797
Still Alarm ^ The, 1059
Stippling, 995
Stockport Garrick Society, iX, 777,

867, 880
Strange Interlude, 277, 282
Strange Orchestra,
Stratford-on-Avon Meiimnal "I'hc-

atre, 343, 406
Strauss, J<>hann, 202, 210, 221, 5X1

Strauss, Richard, 204
Stravinsky, Igor, 1X9, 193
Strerf; of London, The, 10^9
Strife, 792, X2X, 83X, X<jij, 8^9
Striiidlx*rg, A , 270, 749, 7^0, 761,

764
Stuart, Mary, 736
Sudermann, H , 268, 297, 749
Sullivan, Barry, 817
Sullivan, Sir Arthur, 306, 539, 581,

59X, 608 et seq., fit 2, 639
Summing Up, The, 10

Sunday Kntcrtaininents Act (1932),
3H

Sunday Observance* Act (1780), 306,

309—10
Sunday, performances on, 309 i i

“Sunshine Gomjx'lition,” the, 226
Supernatural drama, 805, io<;o, 1083

et seq.

Surrealism, in ballet, 19^
Svetloff, V., J97
S^van laike, 'The, 179, t86, 195
Swan Theatre, 839, 84 1, X<j3

S^an, The, 210
Swann, IVItma, 258
S'loreney Todd, 838, 1099, 1100
S'lveet Nell of Old Drury, 864
Symbolism, in contemporary drama,

276, 278
Symphonie Pathetique, 297
Synge, J. M., 170, 280

Taomoni, F., 179, 188, 195, 204
'I'agliemi, M., 18 i

Taibt)t, A. J., 297
Taming of the Shre^v, The, 5

Tannhause?', 203
'T'ap dancing, 222, 232
Tartuffe, 757
Tattoos, 696, 700
Taylor, John, 297
Tchaikovsky, P. I., 193, 197, 199,

206, 210, ^81
Tearle, Godfrey, 817
Technique in acting, limitations of, 1

1

Television, the theatre and, 27, 875
Tempest, Marie, 923
Tempest, The, 402, 403, 408
Temple, Richard, 612
Ten Nights in a Bar Room, 838

Tenor parts, 616, 642 et teq.

T'ension, 815, 845, 848
Terms, stiige, 1128 et veq.

T'erpischore, 190
Terry, Ellen, 730, 731, 732, 826, 904,

9 1 8

Thamat

,

1 84, 18^
Tharp, Rolx;rt, 89^
Theatre in My Time, 745
’Theatre l.thre, i 69
’Theatre of the Soul, The, 2X2
T heatres Act (1843), 47, 48, ^o, 310,

31 I

Theorie du silence, 2 78

’Theory of the Theatre, The, 3

Thespis, 13, 605, 618
’They Mo^'e On,
Thirteenth Chair, ’The, 1084
’This ITay to the 'Tomb'

This Year of Gi ac e, 221
I'homas, Mov»
T horne, Sarah, 913
I hrec-act plav, the, 271—2
'Three Black Seals, 'The, 7X6, 848
'Three Corner ed Hat, 193
'Tht ee Stater c, ’The, 7X6, 848
Thriller, the, 269, 272
Tilly of Bloom <bury, 833
'Tnnlx*r, 976, 977
Timing, X14, 813, 834, 92c
Titheradge, Dion, X97
Tohui\ and the Angel, 237
JVibin, John, 868
T'oby, 8 3 r

'Toby (dog), 869
Toggles, 979
Toller, Ernst, 273, 276
Tom fones, 340
Toole, J. E., 1060
T'orch T'heatre, 96 3

Tormentors, 1140
T'oumantiva, Tamara, 183, 197
T'oy*e, Wendy, 221, 226
Tragedy, 10, 13-14, 7Go et seq.

T'ragi-comed y, 737
Training, 913 et seq.

Transparencies, 1085, 1086, 1091,

1141
'Traps, T099 et seq., 1141
T ravers, Ben, 733
Traverse curtains, 903, 906
Trea<;ure Island, 407
Tree, Sir 11 . Beerbtihm, 733, 736,

776, 83T, 913, 914, 915, 921
Trees, scenic, 992
Trcfilova, Vera, t86, 197, 199, 200
Trial by fury, 597, 602, 614, 674, G77
Trilby, 733
Tristram and Iseult, io8o
'Triumph of Neptune, 189
“Troupe” dancing, 221—22

T'udor, Anthony, 209
“Tumbling,” 223
I'urner, Harold, 226
'Turner, W. J., 27
Turns, playing times, 892, 897
'Tuoelfth Night, 581, 101 3 c/ seq. *

'J'^ivo Gentlemen of Soho, 740
7 TOO Little Vagabonds, 166
'Tyl Eulenspiegel, 204
T'y pe, casting to, 12

n oALn, Nicholas, 16

Ulysses, 736
Under-water st'eiies, 1081, 1092
Urulerstudies, 783
Uniforms Act (1894), 317
Uniforms, military* and police, 317
Ihiiteti H’e Stand, 243
Unities, the, t 1 4 1

“Up-staging,” 921
Upper Room, ’The, 86

1

Urfau<!t, 231
Utopia, Limited, 6iS, 686

Val H I I i>, II A., 269
Tagabom/ King, 'The, 34^-, 368
Valeri um, 1141
Talkyi It

,
'The, 6X9, 1091

Valse 'Tristc, 381
I ’enu t Pi rser-^x'ed, 1083
Verdi, burlesqued by Sullivan, 673
Verse, 736 et seq

, 761, 762, 906, 923,
1 I 64

bl.mk, 12

Vestris, Madame, 197, 728
Vickers-Armstrong theatrical group,

19
Victorian stage, 730 et seq.

Village

drama, 18, 19
drama society, \c), 866
production groups, 866, 867, r 147

Village B ooing, A, 282
Visibility, see Sight -lines.

Vitruvius, 710
Vocalization, 682
Voice c-ontrol, training, 762, 763, 773,

774, 904, 1108, 1139 et seq.

Vortex, The, 268
Voyiey Inheritance, 'Tire, X 3 3, 838

Wagnf.r, Richard, 202, 402, 408,

410, 689, 1091
B’ake Up and Dream, 7X7
Walker, Wm., 897
Walking, 775, 813, 814, 1107, 1108,

1137
Walkley, A.B., 163, 166, 169, 173, 730
Walls, Tom, 735
Walpole’s Act (1737), 47, 48
Walton, William, 189
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Drcam^ Thi\ 79X

H'alizrs ft om Vtrnna^ 2.Z1, 1102
H'tinf^rriftir yc^^o, Th(\ S 50

H'andf'rin^ Minstrd^ Tht\ 729
H'ar anii Peace, 409
Vy^i^eruler, Harold, 909
Waterproofing, 709
Waters, Klsie and Doris, 314
Waves, scenic, 1080
U'av of the H'orh/, The, 864
Weblx-r-l^ou^las School of Sin^inj^

and Dramatic Art, 91 ij

Webster, Benjamin, 920
Webster, Jtihn, 849
VVebster, Marj^arer, 909
Weir, Cjcor^e, 831
W^ells, II. C, , 297
Welsh “ Drama Weeks, ” 289
Welsh, fames, 173, 733
VWlwyn Ciarden C’lty IMayers, 867
Westminster Schot)l, Latin plays, 238
// hat k-i>rry U'onuin Kno^^vs, 833
IPhat's H’ronfr <^K>ith the Drama? 281

If 'hat's li'r'ou^ n.vith the (ierman\?

If’hen Kni^ht^ // ere Holcf, 173, 733
li hejc Do JPe do Ft am Here? 243
H here the (atr^ u Ma<fe, 1092
\Phip>, The, I ^'‘7 I, 1072

Whistler, Rex, 1S9
Whitby, A., 831, 903
White Chateau, 'The, 933
White Horse Inn, 840
lf'i(/o<zvers' Houses, pref\u*e to, 48—30
Wijrrnan, Mary,
JPilt/ Violets, 1047
Wilde, Oscar, 27, 268, 28 i, 87S

Wilder, I'hornion, 296, 297
Wilkinson, Oliver, 239
Will Shakespeare, 864
William IV, 728
Williams, C’harles, 2 39
Williams, Emlvn, 743
VV’illiams, Vaufjhan, 189, 208

WiUtam’: \ . Pf'ri^ht (1897), 310
Williamson, Audrey, 641
Windows, 77^>, 970, 971, 983 et ^cff

“ Wm^injf,” 920
W'in^s, 841, 834, 989, 1088 (Cjreek)

Wireless, see Radio
li’tse Piry^ins, 208
Wiseman, F. H., 239
li'itch. The, 400
fPithin the Cates, 277
Woffington, Pejr, 727
Wolfe, Edward, 189
Women

in drama, 1167—8

W'omen {( ontd

)

in Ciilbt'rt and Sullivan, 616. 638,
6 ?9

Winnen’s Institutes C'ireles, 29c, 29^
Word TVliines, 1117// u'<f

Workmen’s C’ompensat ion Acts, 31 ’

li’orhl of Li^ht , 'The, K184
IPrt 'ckt r, 'The, 1 f) 2 3

Wyatt, Frank, 612
V\’vlie, Julian, S97
Wyndham, C'harlcs, 733
Wyndham 1-ewis, D B , 803

A’ (}, 281

LniversJtv theatre, 361
^Vats, W. K., 278, 281, 282, 749
Yeoman of the Cuard, I'he, 6on, 602,

6 1 T , 676
V.M C' A., 31, 293
^’^oun{^, Thomas, 369
V.W.C A., 31

y’oun^ JPoof/ley, 839
J’oufiiret Gene? ation. The, 846, 833
Youngest Diama, The, 923
\’oiith clubs, drama in, 20, 242, 116H

y.eal of 'Thy House, The, 237, 239


